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• Better 16mm Prints With The 35/32mm Method
• A Set Lighting Unit That Mounts Anywhere
• Filming An Operation For TV
PLUS—WHAT EVERY YOUNG ANIMATOR SHOULD KNOW

Above, left to right, pictured on the set of "Pretty Boy Floyd,” are star John Ericson, Burgi, operating cameraman Chuck Austin and DuPont Technical Representative J. Norman Bennett

“Dependable speed and fine grain were what I wanted.
So Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2 was what I chose”
saysJ. Burgi Contner, A.S.C., Director of Photography, “Pretty Boy Floyd"

in a 25-year-old Mitchell Camera (BNC No. 2), through
which millions of feet of film have been exposed.

“I have used Du Pont motion picture films continually and
have always been entirely happy with their reliable con¬
sistency," adds Burgi.

Superior® 2 is just one of the fine DuPont films for
every motion picture need. These films—and technical
data on them —are available through the DuPont Photo
Products sales offices below.

In the picture above, Burgi points to the movement

mmt)

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY

U. S. PAT. Off’

Atlanta 18, Ga., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr. N. W.; Waltham 54, Mass., 45-4th Ave. (Boston); Chicago 46, III., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Sta.; Cleveland 16, Ohio, 20575 Center
Ridge Road; Dallas 7, Texas, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.; Los Angeles 38, Calif., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.; New York 11, N. Y., 248 W. 18th St.; Wynnewood, Pa., 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.);
Export, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del. In Canada: DuPont of Canada Limited, Toronto.

PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR*-prod uct of experience
and friend to

Simplified
geared camera
attaching method
knob easily accessible

thousands of cameramen

Adjustable
pan handle

Tilt lock

All tripods have one thing in common—
they rest on three legs. But there the
the comparison ends.

W Interchangeable
^

Because Pro Junior towers like the
Empire State Building over ordinary tripods.

and adjustable angle
pan handle location,
left or right hand
and reverse

Pan lock

Because Pro Junior is the world’s most
convenient tripod with the world’s
finest features, including:
Pan tension brake

Simplified camera attaching method.
Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle,
Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
Special pan tension adjusting knob, independent of
pan lock.
Cast in tie-down eyelets.
Self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
IDEAL FOR MOTION PICTURE AND TV VIDICON
CAMERAS.

Detachable head
interchangeable
on baby tripod
and Hi Hat
Telescoping
pan handle

And still the price is unchanged, which makes
PRO JUNIOR the world’s best tripod value.
Pros go for PRO JUNIOR. See it today.
$150.00

Cast in
tie down
eyelets

Self aligning
double leg
lock knobs

^

i

CECO Professional Jr

H

Hat

An adapter for extremely lowmount setups; also used for title
stands and permanent mount¬
ings. Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads. $22.00

FRANK

C.

ruCKER

(7flni€Rfl €(^uipm6nT(o.,inc
Dept. A

CECO Professional Jr.
Adjustable Wooden Baby Tripod

PROFESSIONAL. JR.

Accepts all Pro Jr. Tripod
Heads. Has substantial shoe and
spur. Measures 26" extended
from floor to flange, 18" col¬
lapsed. Weight 7 lbs.
$75.00

Used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control
pan and tilt action.
$175.00 Head only.
$225.00 Complete with tripod.

Geared Head

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
• Reg. U.s. Paf. Off. 2318910
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WHY THE 35/32MIV\ METHOD RESULTS IN BETTER 16MM PRINTS
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Better Prints, greater economy, improved sound result of latest laboratory process

16mm

for making

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
Marion Hutchins

release prints.

PATHE “WEBO M” 16MM CAMERA
Product

report

on
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French-made

camera

that

features

reflex

viewing

and

variable shutter.
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WHAT EVERY YOUNG ANIMATOR SHOULD KNOW
Some valuable tips from

Mascelli

Herb A. Lightman
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W^alt Disney, reproduced from, the book “The Art of

.Animation.'’

A LIGHT UNIT THAT MOUNTS ANYWHERE
I

simple

light

unit

that

takes
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reflector-flood

bulbs

and

may

be attached to

almost any surface on a set.

THE TECHNIQUES OF KAZUO MIYAGAWA
Observations

TECHNICAL EDITOR

of

Japans

eminent

40

cinematographer

at

work

by

A.C.’s

roving

reporter. Cliff Harrington.

Emery Huse

MARCH OF SCIENCE
Reports on

41

two recent developments of importance to camera lens manufacture

and making of color release prints.

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD

FILMING AN OPERATION FOR TV
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Arthur Edeson, A.S.C.

Working with

Robert deGrasse, A.S.C.

Joe MacConkey of KTVH-TV, W'ichita, Kansas.

a

hand-held

Filmo provided unlimited

mobility for

cameraman

Burnett Guffey, A.S.C.
Wallace Kelley, A.S.C.

THE NEED FOR CREATIVITY IN NON-THEATRICAL CINEMATOGRAPHY
How

Arthur Miller, A.S.C.

imaginative

camera

work

creates

industrial

films

that

win

45
friends

and

influence people. By Charles Coring.

Ray Rennahan, A.S.C.
John Seitz, A.S.C.
Lester Shorr, A.S.C.

RUSSIA’S CIRCULAR KINOPANORAMA
Unique system
arranged in

uses

eleven

46

cameras for photography and two

tiers of screens

a circle for projection.
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WHILE DIRECTOR GEORGE SIDNEY (seated, left) re¬
hearses a scene for Columbia Pictures’ "Who Was
That Lady?" with Dean Martin and Janet Leigh (out
of picture), cinematographer Harry Stradling, ASC,
(far left) plans his camera setup, with the Mitchell
camera mounted on a crab dolly. Tony Curtis
(seated, right) who co-stars with Janet Leigh and
Dean Martin looks on with interest.—Photo by St.
Hilaire.

WHAT’S NEW IN EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, SERVICES

14

Things that are new for makers of motion pictures.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS—By Marion Hutchins

22

Where and ivhat TV and feature film cameramen were shooting
last month.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS—By Walter Strenge, A.S.C.
Readers’ questions answered by experts.
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WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

Stop Motion To 128 Frames P/Second With A Single Mitchell Camera
This is the only camera that for 40 years has consistently set
new standards for motion picture photography. The Mitchell’s
exclusive range of filming speeds is but one of 14 outstanding
features of the world’s most advanced camera. Its design
and workmanship are the finest, with the result
that a Mitchell provides important advantages
through trouble-free, economical operation
and lower production cost.
Mitchell cameras include: 35mm, and 16mm;
70mm 2^/4 x 2^4 high speed; and, 70mm and
65mm standard frame aperture. For full in¬
formation write on your letterhead indicat¬
ing the model camera or your requirements.

MITCHELL
FIRST POSITIVE PIN TROU¬
BLE-FREE MOVEMENT with
.0001" tolerances assures
sharpest, most accurate film
registration of any camera.

EXCLUSIVE RACK-OVER FOCUSING DESIGN
saves time and re-shooting; effortless one
hand operation shifts camera instantly
from focusing to shooting position. Locking
pin insures positive alignment.

EXCLUSIVE ERECT IMAGE focusing telescope shows exactly what is seen by
camera lens. Variable five and ten power magnification.

"85% of Professional Motion Pictures Shown Thr
out the World Are Filmed with Mitchell Cameras

MITCHELL CAMERA CORP., 666 W. Harvard St., Slendale 4, Calif., Cable Add: MITCAMCO

EDIT your film with:
MOVIOLA 35mm model D silent editor
on 3" viewing glass, variable speed
motor,
take-ups,
foot control
pedal,
footage and frame counter. Value over
$400.00. Used, excellent.$169.50

SPLICE your film with:
BELL & HOWELL 16/35mm professional
hot splicer with the low visibility splice.
Value over $300.00. Used, excellent
$169.50

PROJECT your film with:
DEVRY model XD 35mm sound projector,
2000 ft. capacity, 1 000 watt lamphouse,
4" lens, 25 watt amplifier and speaker,
portable
projection
stands.
Complete
package includes two projectors with
stands, one amplifier and speaker. Value
over $2,500.00.
Like new condition. .
$695.00
All prices are fob, New York.
All equipment is guaranteed.

INDUSTRY
NEWS
The

World’s

first

toll-TV system,
Rediffusion, Inc., of Montreal, has de¬
veloped its own machinery for a coin¬
box method and may try it in 1960.
reports International Projectionist in
its November, 1959 issue.
“Rediffusion,” reports IP, “has been
overlooked in the general discussion of
pay-TV in Canada which the Telemeter
project, to begin operation in Toronto
at Christmas, has provoked.
“The distinguished features of the
two systems is that Rediffusion uses a
weekly collection method, while Tele¬
meter will rely on the coinbox when it
begins its first permanent operation at
Etobicoke, Toronto suburb.
“Rediffusion, which is also by wire

P.O. Box 454, Wall Street Station
New York 5, New York

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
1960 Catalog H on Your Letterhead

=^ic/iaT^dA o'fi ^o.
937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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and uses Bell Telephone facilities, has
15,000 subscribers for S3.75 weekly
and represents an investment of about
S5 million to date. Telemeter will open
with 4500 subscribers and will he able
to service about 13,000 by the end of
the winter. Both Rediffusion and Tele¬
meter charge a S5 installation fee. The
original Rediffusion charges were a
$100 installation fee and $4.60 weekly.
A TV set, property of the company,
went with the service. Rediffusion sub¬
scribers pay monthly.
“The Rediffusion customer gets TV
channels, radio stations and recorded
music, all of which is available on the
TV set which comes with the arrange¬
ment—along with motion pictures orig¬
inating in its own studio. At present.
Telemeter’s programming calls only for
movies, but they will be second-run
and thus generally newer than those of
the Montreal operation. Rediffusion
now also offers its service to people who
own their own sets.
“Rediffusion predicts that it will be
a ‘long-term’ proposition, as are most
pioneering projects. In 1953 there were
3000 subscribers; now there are 15,000.

News briefs of
industry activities,
products and progress

demonstration last year. Rediffusion de¬
nies it,” the IP article concludes.

•

•

•

Arthur Freed, veteran Metro-GoldwynMayer producer and song writer, was
named last month to produce the 32nd
Annual Academy Awards Presentation
Show.
Freed will supervise production of
the annual show scheduled for Monday
night, April 4. The show will be car¬
ried over the combined television and
radio facilities of the National Broad¬
casting Company and the Canadian
Broadcasting Company. Freed also pro¬
duced the 24th Annual Academy
Awards Presentations Show in 1952.

•

•

•

A total of 19 technical achievements
have been submitted for 32nd Annual
Academy Awards consideration. They
are:
Additive Color Printer, Bell & Ho¬
well; Cinemascope 55, 20th CenturyFox; 7-Position Portable Mixer, RCA;
Exposure Meter, Ansco; Instantaneous
Color Film Analyzer, Hazeltine Re¬
search Corp.
M-C-M Camera 65, M-C-M; Instan¬
taneous Color Film Timer. Techni¬
color; Automatic Shutter for Motion
Picture Printing Machines, Electronic
Systems, Inc.; The Easy Editor, Joseph
Yolo.
Kenyon Stabilizer, Cordon Enter¬
prises; Wet Printing Equipment, Tech¬
nicolor; Optical Printer for Special Ef¬
fects and Travelling Matte Shots, Walt
Disney Prods.; New Lamps for HighSpeed Cameras, Westinghouse.
Bausch & Lomb Balcold Reflector,
Bausch & Lomb; Norelco Plniversal DP
70 70/35mm Motion Picture Projec¬
tor, North American Philips Co., Inc.;
CF-2 Ultrasonic Film Cleaner, Lipsner-

The annual report of the parent com¬
pany says that the Montreal subscribers
doubled in the last 12 months.
“Is the home collection method more
precarious economically than the coin¬
box one? This was suggested by Tele¬

Smith Corporation.
And an Electronic Film Footage
Counter, Samuel Coldwyn Productions;
Transistorized Film Footage Counter,
Wells Engineering; Multiple Endless
Cable Remote Controlled Winch,
M-C-M.

meter re])resentatives at its New York

Continued on Page 10
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Don’t ask us to help you with the love interest
If your script needs tinkering, go to a script
doctor! Feel free, however, to come to CECO*

GAUMONT-KALEE Transistorized Magnetic
Sound Attachment for ARRIFLEX 16
Converts ARRIFLEX 16 into a single system
magnetic sound camera unit that’s compact,
lightweight, well-balanced. Unit is mounted between
camera and tripod head. Transistorized amplifier.
ARRI can still be used as silent camera by
simply removing sound attachment.

with any technical problem. Chances are we have
110 Volt AC Synchronous
Motor for Kodak
Model K-lOO Camera

in stock the equipment to do what you want

A fine, precision motor

done. If not, we’ll alter or combine—even

that drives camera at exact
sound speed of 24 fps.
Easy to attach, no special
tools required. Synch

custom-build it for you. Don’t bet there’s any

motors for other cameras

mechanical problem CECO can’t solve. In addition
we sell, rent and service the finest professional
photographic equipment. Your patronage is
always appreciated—whether you make a major
purchase or buy a bottle of film cement.

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(£flm€Rfl €c^uipm€nT(o.,inc.
I

315 West 43rd

St.,

New York 36, N. Y.

Colortran
Master '‘Chief” Converter
Has every improvement
and convenience feature for
motion picture work.
Portable, yet large in
capacity. Can be used as
master control panel to set
up individual line intensity
variations. 30 amps from
220 volts; 45 amps
from 115 volts.

CECO Cone Lights 5000 Watt
—2000 Watt—750-1000 Watt

*CECO—Trademark of Camera Eq uipment CO

Dept. 3

available.

JUdson 6-1420

Floods large area with
shadowless, soft light. Can
be placed close to actors.
Complete with switch,
25 ft. cable and yoke.
(5000 Watt illustrated).

EDIT your film with:
MOVIOLA 35mm model D silent editor
on 3" viewing glass, variable speed
motor,
take-ups,
foot control
pedal,
footage and frame counter. Value over
$400.00. Used, excellent.$169.50

SPLICE your film with:

INDUSTRY
NEWS

News briefs of
industry activities,
products and progress

BELL & HOWELL 16/35mm professional
hot splicer with the low visibility splice.
Value over $300.00,
Used, excellent
$169.50

PROJECT your film with:
DEVRY model XD 35mm sound projector,
2000 ft, capacity, 1 000 watt lamphouse,
4" lens, 25 watt amplifier and speaker,
portable
projection
stands.
Complete
package includes two projectors with
stands, one amplifier and speaker. Value
over $2,500.00.
Like new condition. _$695.00
All prices are fob, New York.
All equipment is guaranteed.

The

World’s

first

toll-TV system,
RedifFiision. Inc., of Montreal, has de¬

veloped its own machinery for a coin¬
box method and may try it in 1960,
reports 1 riternational Projectionist in
its November, 1959 issue.
“Rediffusion," reports IP, “has been
overlooked in the general discussion of
pay-TV in Canada which the Telemeter
project, to begin operation in Toronto
at Christmas, has provoked.
“The distinguished features of the
two systems is that Rediffusion uses a
weekly collection method, while Tele¬
meter will rely on the coinbox when it
begins its first permanent operation at
Etobicoke, Toronto suburb.

demonstration last year. Rediffusion de¬
nies it,” the IP article concludes.

•

New York 5, New York

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

and uses Bell Telephone facilities, has
15,000 subscribers for $3.75 weekly
and represents an investment of about
$5 million to date. Telemeter will open
with 4500 subscribers and will he able
to service about 13,000 by the end of
the wnnter. Both Rediffusion and Tele¬
meter charge a $5 installation fee. The
original Rediffusion charges were a
$100 installation fee and $4.60 weekly.
A TV set, property of the company,
went with the service. Rediffusion sub¬
scribers pay monthly.
“The Rediffusion customer gets TV
channels, radio stations and recorded
music, all of which is available on the
TV set which comes with the arrange¬
ment—along with motion pictures orig¬
inating in its own studio. At present.
Telemeter’s programming calls only for
movies, but they will be second-run
and thus generally newer than those of
the Montreal operation. Rediffusion
now also offers its service to people who
own their own sets.
“Rediffusion predicts that it will be
a ‘long-term’ proposition, as are most

Write for A Copy of Our
1960 Catalog H on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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pioneering projects. In 1953 there were
3000 subscribers; now there are 15,000.
The annual report of the parent com¬
pany says that the Montreal subscribers
doubled in the last 12 months.
“Is the home collection method more
precarious economically than the coin¬
box one? This was suggested by Tele¬
meter representatives at its New’ York

•

Arthur Freed, veteran Metro-doldwynMayer producer and song writer, was
named last month to produce the 32nd
Annual Academy Awards Presentation
Showy
Freed will supervise production of
the annual show' scheduled for Monday
night, April 4. The show will be car¬
ried over the combined television and
radio facilities of the National Broad¬
casting Company and the Canadian
Broadcasting Company. Freed also pro¬
duced the 24th Annual Academy
Aw'ards Presentations Show in 1952.

“Rediffusion, which is also by wire
P.O. Box 454, Wall Street Station

•

.

*

*

*

A total of 19 technical achievements
have been submitted for 32nd Annual
Academy' Awards consideration. They
are:

Additive Color Printer, Bell & Ho¬
well ; Cinemascope 55, 20th CenturyFox; 7-Position Portable Mixer, RCA;
Exposure Meter, Ansco; Instantaneous
Color Film Analyzer, Hazeltine Re¬
search Corp.
M-G-M Camera 65, M-G-M; Instan¬
taneous Color Film Timer, Techni¬
color; Automatic Shutter for Motion
Picture Printing Machines, Electronic
Systems, Inc.; The Easy Editor, Joseph
Yolo.
Kenyon Stabilizer. Gordon Enter¬
prises; Wet Printing Equipment, Tech¬
nicolor; Optical Printer for Special Ef¬
fects and Travelling Matte Shots, Walt
Disney Prods.; New Lamps for HighSpeed Cameras, Westinghouse.
Bausch & Lomb Balcold Reflector,
Bausch & Lomb; Norelco Universal DP
70 70/35mm Motion Picture Projec¬
tor, North American Philips Co., Inc.;
CF-2 Ldtrasonic Film Cleaner, LipsnerSmith Corporation,
And an Electronic Film Footage
Counter, Samuel Goldw'yn Productions;
Transistorized Film Footage Counter,
Wells Engineering; Multiple Endless
Cable Remote
M-G-M.

Controlled

Winch,

Continued on Page 10
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Don’t ask us to help you with the love interest.
If your script needs tinkering, go to a script
doctor!

Feel free, however, to come to CECO*

GAUMONT-KALEE Transistorized Magnetic
Sound Attachment for ARRIFLEX 16
Converts ARRIFLEX 16 into a single system
magnetic sound camera unit that’s compact,
lightweight, well-balanced. Unit is mounted between
camera and tripod head. Transistorized amplifier.
ARRI can still be used as silent camera by
simply removing sound attachment.

with any technical problem. Chances are we have
in stock the equipment to do what you want

110 Volt AC Synchronous
Motor for Kodak
Model K-lOO Camera

done.

A fine, precision motor

If not, we’ll alter or combine—even

custom-build it for you.

that drives camera at exact
sound speed of 24 fps.
Easy to attach, no special

Don’t bet there’s any

tools required. Synch
motors for other cameras

mechanical problem CECO can’t solve. In addition,
we sell, rent and service the finest professional
photographic equipment.

Your patronage is

always appreciated—whether you make a major
purchase or buy a bottle of film cement.

31S West 43rd St.,

ZUCKER

New York 36, N. Y.

Has every improvement
and convenience feature for
motion picture work.
Portable, yet large in
capacity. Can be used as
master control panel to set
up individual line intensity
variations. 30 amps from
220 volts; 45 amps
from 115 volts.

Floods large area with
shadowless, soft light. Can

(JflmeRfl Eouipmeni (o.,inc.
Dept. 3

Colortran
Master “Chief” Converter

CECO Cone Lights 5000 Watt
-2000 Watt—750-1000 Watt

*CECO—Trademark of Camera Eq uipment CO

FRANK C.

available.

JUdson 6-1420

be placed close to actors.
Complete with switch,
25 ft. cable and yoke.
(5000 Watt illustrated).

Sta-Sets

Aiidifionai Rroe/uofs
CECO offers the world’s largest and most

Made of the finest rubber
in the shape of a suction cup,

comprehensive line of professional cameras,

these Sta-Sets keep tripods
from slipping on any
slippery floor.

accessories, lighting, editing, processing and
animation equipment including: MAURER

CECO Professional
Junior Gyro Tripod
Features “controlled action”
with slow and fast speeds for
both panning and tilting. Only
19 lbs. Can be used as geared
head. Ideal for 16mm

Products (Exclusive Distributor); Oxberry

Maurer, Mitchell, B&H Eyemo
and similar cameras.

Animation Equipment; Cooke Speed Panchro
Series II, Kinetal, Kinoptic, and Bausch & Lomb
Baltar Lenses. Other products we carry are:
Color Charts - Computers - Splicers • Exposure
meters - Projectors - Screens - Marking pencils
and pens - editors gloves - stop watches.

Reniafs
Cameras - 16mm and 35mm
Editing Equipment
Lighting Equipment
Generators - Truck mounted or Portable
Sound Equipment
Projection Equipment
Grip Equipment

MOVIOLA Crab Doily
The ultimate in camera mobility. Features
crab, conventional and locked steering.
Boom raised to 60" or lowered to 22" by
hydraulic cylinder. 2 seats can be shifted to 6
different positions. All aluminum carriage.
Length 64"; Width 34".

MOVIOLA Film Editing Machine “Series 20"
Available in several models to meet various
requirements. Streamline-styled. Clear
sound quality. Convenient to use. Large
screen size. Short pieces can be used without
putting film on reels.

Ask about our Precision Repair
and Design Engineering Service!
SALES
SERVICE

RENTALS

FRANK C. ZUCKER

FILMLINE Processor Model R60
Heavy duty Reversal and Negative-Positive
processor with completely controlled
processing. Has exclusive “Temp-Guard”
system. Feed-in and take-up elevators for

(TflmERfl €9uipm€nT(o.,inc.
Dept. 3

31S West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

continuous operation. Output speeds to
3600' per hour. Other models available.

Incidentally, we also sell equipment we rent.
SincG 1021 •••

wm
Send for a schedule of rental rates.

333 West S2nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
JANUARY

•
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The application of digital computer
techniques to TV set lighting, as out¬

W1

lined in a paper read before the 86th
semi-annual convention of the SMPTE
by Donald 1). Britton of IT&T’s San
Fernando

rentals
.ways
o
o

Cameras: 16mm & 35mm—Sound

(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed
Lighting: Arcs—Incandescents

—Spot s—F10 0 d s—D i m m e r s—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories

Panoram—Cranes

Portable—Truck

the

tax

benefits

of

rentin'-:

o'hare Camera Car:

*CECO-Trademark of Camera
Equipment CO.

television studios as one “whose basic
purpose is to relieve the lighting oper¬

The

proposed

system

records

the

lighting board operator’s actions dur¬

provides

all

normal

ing rehearsals as a by-product of his
normal setup procedure. During tele¬
casting the machine assumes the major
routine workload while still permitting

have it, who has?

maximum operator control. Magnetic
drum memory and solid state registers

•

RENTALS

CouipmcnT ^..inc.

Television: Closed Circuit TV

digitally-controlled lighting system for

more often — because if we don’t

—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous

Earlier, Britton had described the

on more creative achievements.”

Editing Equipment: Moviolas

Projection Equipment: 16mm &

types of film production.

the board operator time to concentrate

SALES . SERVICE

Mounted

possible use of the technique in some

^ our accountant will explain

1335 East 10th Avenue • Hialeah, Florida
Generators:

for

with minimum effort, and thus allow

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC. OF FLORIDA

photo—Anamorphic

engineers

tlian new.”

Branch:

Lenses: Wide angle—Zoom—Tele¬

lighting

sible. yield maximum manual control

More ex|)erts use CECO Rentals

Dollies: Crab—Western—Portable

studio

Holly¬

checked out to perform “"hetter

servicing free of eliarge.

Grip Equipment: Parallels—■
Goboes—Other Grip accessories

interest among some

has

ator of as many routine tasks as pos¬

CEC0

Optical—Mikes—Booms

wood

laboratory,

Kv(*ry piece of equipment is

versus buying.

O

Sound Equipment: Magnetic—•

sparked

(Calif.)

are used to effect maximum control.
New

command

information

be

distributed to every light in the house
in less than one second.
The following advantages are seen
in this approach: 100% reloading of

Department

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36,
New York • JUdson 6-1420

lights;
routine

efforts;

Gentlemen:

Please rush me your FREE complete catalogue
of Rental Equipment.

control

through

A64

may

infinite

presets;

minimizing

maximizing

human

human engineering;

Name_

and economies in power consumption

Firm--

and air-conditioning requirements.

Street_____

The system may use a magnetic am¬

City- Zone-State-

plifier type dimmer, or a silicon-controlled rectifier-type dimmer, both of
which may be built economically by

"THE CINEMATOGRAPHER"
Informarional and instructive motion picture produced
by the Hollywood Motion Picrure Industry. Depicts role
of the Director of Photography in lighting and photo¬
graphing motion pictures in Hollywood siudios. Shows
various camera and lighting equipment used on Holly¬
wood sound s ages and ihe results achieved from
their use.
One-reel 16mm black-and-white prints available on
Free Loan to cine clubs, college cinema groups,
schools, and accredited clubs and civic groups within
the continental U.S. Reservations necessary and pay¬
ment of return shipment required.

utilizing

digital input techniques.

It

will feature a manual control panel to
provide emergency control of the stage
should the automatic system become
faulty, and a light-finding identifier—
a device which allows the operator to
interrogate the monitor to determine
the light numbers whose rays are fall¬
ing upon a specific point on the moni¬
tor.
Once the system is placed in use it

AMERICAN
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Hollywood 28, Calif.

is expected it can be expanded at little
cost

to

yield

automatic

areas yet unexplored.
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FILMAGNETIC
TIAOC

MAtK

AN Vvimalfeature
AVAILABLE FOR FACTORY INSTALLATION
ON all new or existing AURICON
OPTICAL SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

F I I- M A G N E T I C:.
...introduced in 1955, new enjoys world-wide acceptance, for lip-synchronized Talking
Pictures and Music of Quality, on 16 mm black and white or color film pre-striped for magnetic
sound before it is exposed to light. “Filmagnetic” sound and optical picture are recorded
Single-System on the same film at the same time! The “Filmagnetic” Unit, installed at the
Factory in any Auricon Camera, can be temporarily removed without the use of tools, thus
providing a choice of High-Fidelity Optical or Magnetic sound-tracks. Your pre-striped film
with magnetic sound lip-synchronized to your picture, passes through the normal
picture-development and is played back on any 16 mm Magnetic Sound Projector, including the
Ampro, B&H, RCA, and others.

"Filmagnetic” Outfit c»niplete...$87§.§§

PUA5E JHAIL COUPON BELOW FOB FREE INFORMATION...

(FILMAGNETIC PATENTS PENDING)

“Filmagnetic" Twin-Head Camera
Recording Unit, with Record and
Instant-Monitor Magnetic Heads,
which automatically open for easy
threading... complete with Model
MA-10 Amplifier, $870.00 installed
on any new Auricon Camera at the
Factory. Small extra installation
charge on existing Auricon Cameras.

I

“FILMAGNETIC” SOUND FOR COLOR OR BLACK & WHITE

mm\m

I

16

MM

“Filmagnetic” 3 Input Amplifier,
Model MA-10, with High-Fidelity
Microphone, complete Cables and
Batteries, in a Cowhide-Leather
Carrying Case. Super-portable,
weighs only 7 pounds, carries easily
with shoulder-strap during operation!

SOUND-ON-FILM

SINCE 1931

G UARANTE E

AURICON Division
BERNDT-BACH, INC.

All Auricon Equipment is sold with

^

a 30 day money-back guarantee.

^

You must be satisfied!

6902 Romaine Street
Hollywood 38, California
NAME.

Please send me free information on “Filmagnetic"
equipment for Auricon Cameras.
Without obligation, please send me cost of installing
“Filmagnetic" on my Auricon Model.Camera.
.TITLE.

FIRM.
STREET.
CITY...
CINE-Voian
from $795.00

AURICON FRO-600
from $1871.00

SOPER-1200
from $5667.00

.ZONE.

.STATE.

16-35mm SUPER-SPEED
CINEMATOGRAPHY

LENSES

HOLLYWOOD
BULLETIN BOARD

Whatever your professional lens need
. . . Whatever your camera . . . B 85 J
can provide you with instant action
from a vast selection of thousands of
optics . . . Cinematography Lenses &
Mounts of every speed & size.
All Lenses ore sold on a 15-day Free Trial—
Unconditionally Guaranteed!

An Experienced Research
Optical Assembly Lab—
expertly handles all cus¬
tom Lens problems . . .
Customers include Ford,
R.C.A., G.E., A.E.C., etc.
Free New 132 pg. B & J

GLETT:

is

now!'

•

Lens & Optics Catalog.

NEW
TIME-LAPSE CAMERA MOTOR
BUILT BY MEN WITH 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
STOP MOTION
ANIMATION

PRICE $69.5°
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

POWERFUL MOTOR WITH INTERNAL BRAKE
IN ALUMINUM CASE
MOTOR SWITCH: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
LIGHT SWITCH: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
LIGHT (OR RELAY) OUTLET
REMOTE CONTROL INLET (SWITCH OR TIMER)
STANDARD TRIPOD THREAD ON BOTTOM
CONNECTS WITH CAMERA BY PLASTIC TUBING

ROLAB

PHOTO-SCIENCE LABORATORIES
SANDY HOOK, CONNECTICUT
OTHER ROLAB PRODUCTS: CAMERA TIMERS
(INTERVALOMETERS), MICROCINEMA APPARATUS. ETC, (FOR SALE OR RENT).

FAMOUS

The future

Arthur Miller, ASC, came out of re¬
tirement temporarily last month to di¬
rect the photography of a segment of
Ed Murrow’s
“Small World”
TV film series
originat¬
ing in Holly¬
wood and fea¬
turing colum¬
nist H e d d a
Hopper. And
the accolades
th at followed
Arthur Miller, ASC
for his photo¬
graphic treatment of Miss Hopper
prove what TV needs more than any¬
thing else: good lighting and expert
photography by veteran Hollywood
studio cameramen.

RauL^-CdcLf FILM COMPUTERS

Guest of Honor at the ASC’s Novem¬
ber dinner-meeting was Charles L.
Glett, prominent motion picture and
television executive, and an Officer and
Director of National Theatre & Tele¬
vision, Inc.
Speaking before the Society’s mem¬
bers on the subject of Pay-TV, Mr.
Glett reported his findings as expressed
to him by those both for and against
Pay-TV. He concluded by saying, “In
my function as an Officer and Director
of NT&T, my time is occupied in areas
of diversification which include broad¬
casting stations and community an¬
tenna TV systems, all of which vigor¬
ously compete for spectator time and
would appear to be diametrically op¬
posite to what many of you represent
in the theatrical motion picture in¬
dustry.”
“It is not important at this time,”
he added, “whether one is for or
against Pay-TV. What is important is
that the public, which in the final an¬
alysis will have to make the final de¬
cision, has not yet been heard from.”
•

•

•

•

Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, described
some of his camera work for MGM’s
reck Of The Mary Deare” during
his guest appearance on the “Lindy
Theatre” TV show December 13th.
•

•

•

Joseph Brun, ASC, New York cinema¬
tographer who did important photog¬
raphy on the first Cinerama produc¬
tions and has since photographed
many feature films on the East Coast,
was a Hollywood visitor last month.
•
•
•
Pietro Portalupi, Italian cinematog¬
rapher who directed second-unit pho¬
tography for MGM’s “Ben Hur,” will
henceforth place the initials “ASC”
after his name in credit titles. He was
elected to active membership in the
Society in November.
•

•

•

•

(SECONDS-MINUTES-FEET-FR AMES ETC.)
THOUSANDS
IN USE ALL
OVER THE
WORLD
116/35

16

I $2P $P I
■ AT YOUR DEALER OR AT READY-EDDY SANDY HOOK
CONNECTICUT

12

Guy Roe, ASC, veteran Hollywood
cinematographer, died of a heart attack
December 12th while on a hunting
trip in Northern California. He was
56 and had been directing the photog¬
raphy of TV films for Four Star Pro¬
ductions at Republic Studio for the
past several months.

ENJOYING
Clubhouse
facilities
of
the
Americon
Society of Cinematographers are Ernest Laszio, ASC,
left, and Hal Rosson, ASC, here enjoying a game
of
cards
while
awaiting
call
to
dinner
at
the
Society’s November meeting.
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;fedeveloping color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

Tripod Head Conversion

WHAT’S NEW
N. Y. 36, N. Y. Contour of handle
permits steady support of camera
with one hand while depressing trig¬
ger that operates camera with the
other. Spring-loaded shutter release
depresses hook extension over top of
the Filmo camera to actuate regular
starting button. Unit attaches to cam¬
era by means of conventional tripod
screw. Cast aluminum construction,
brown
wrinkle finish.
List
price.
$29.95.

Rapid Spray Film Processor
Houston Fearless Corp.. 11805 W.
Olympic Blvd., Los Ageles 64. Calif.,
announces a new automatic rapid
spray film processor for 16mm or
35mm B&W, with processing speeds
up to 150 feet per minute for positive
and up to 100 fpm for negative. Com¬
plete processing time for positive films
is as short as 5 mins, from dry to dry.
Fast processing time is made pos¬
sible by high impingement spray ap¬
plication of developing solution, fix
and wash. Impingement drying is also
employed. Optional is silicone appli¬
cator and equipment to give film an
archival wash.

Quadlite
Mole-Richardson Company. 937 No.
.Sycamore Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.,
announces the Quadlite. a handy,
versatile floodlight source utilizing re¬
flector photofloods. Unit is ten inches
square and two inches thick and has
four recessed receptacles to take the
lamps. L'nit mounts on a Baby Pedes¬
tal and may be tilted in any direction
when used with a quadrant furnished
as accessory. Provision is also made
for stacking by means of stackingposts. Each lamp socket is controlled
by separate switch.

Cinekad Engineering Co., 763 10th
Ave., New York 19, N. Y.. announces
a custom conversion adaptable to the
Pro-Jr., F-B and S.O.S. tripod friction
heads which converts them to a springbalanced type head. Conversion also
provides better counter-balanced con¬
trol when used with any 16mm cam¬
era—returning the camera to neutral
position when tripod head is released.
Two separate compression springs are
provided, each accommodating a dif¬
ferent camera weight range.

Magnetic Tape/Film Degausser
Magnasyne Mfg. Co., Ltd.. 5546
Satsuma Ave.. Hollywood, Calif., an¬
nounces a new semi-automatic turn¬
table-type degausser which features a
pre-determined 20-second timed cycle.
The push-button controlled motordriven unit insures fast and complete
bulk erasure of magnetic films or
tapes of all sizes. The Model A-937
is $159.50. Other models are priced at
$119.50 and $69.50.

16mm Underwater Blimp
Camera Literature
Literature on a new 200-frame-persecond 16mm camera designed for
use in missile tracking, testing and for
airborne flight data recording is of¬
fered by Gordon Enterprises, 5862
No. Cahuenga Blvd., North Holly¬
wood, Calif. Literature gives full tech¬
nical details on the “Gordent 200’"
camera, which measures only 6" in
length and 31/4" x 21/^" in heightwidth. Special c50T high speed film
magazines are also described in addi¬
tion to optical and other acce.ssories.

Variable Shutter Feature
Pellegrini-Piek, San Francisco, an¬
nounce that all installations of their
variable shutter units for Bolex-H
cameras include a special warning
signal for closed shutter position.

Camera Trigger-grip
Owners of Filmo 70 and 240TA
cameras will be interested in the NCFi
Trigger-grip handle now available for
these cameras from National Cine
Equipment Co.. 209 West 48th Street.

14

An all-metal underwater housing de¬
signed especially for the popular Ko¬
dak K-lOO camera is announced by
Camera Equipment Co.. New York.
N.Y. Constructed of
anodized
dural, it features external controls for
camera, viewing ports affording views
of footage meter, lens settings, and
spring wind. Accommodates camera
mounted with a 10mm f/1.8 fixed focus
Angenieux lens, and provides match¬
ing viewfinder. Handles mounted on
right front and left rear sides permit
operation of camera by photographer
in either standing or horizontal posi¬
tion. Capable of withstanding under¬
water pressure at 75 feet, an acces¬
sory pressure valve will extend this
range down to 175 feet. Weighing 30
lbs., size is 121/4"x91/o"x121/2".

Audio Tape Splicer
Photographic Industries. Inc.. Croton-on-Hudson. N.Y.. offer an inex¬
pensive. efficient splicing kit for edit¬
in'! and splicing U^-in. sound tapes.
Kit includes splicing block with cut¬
ting blade and supply of color-coded
Mylar splicing strips. List price is
$1.98 at most photo and music stores.

Gyropod
Birns & Sawyer, 6424 Santa Mon¬
ica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif., offer
a heavy-duty gimbal-action tripod for
use in photographing action at sea or
on other rough water where a hori¬
zon-steady camera is essential. Tradenamed Gyropod, unit will maintain
constant horizon in rough seas up to
30° incline. Screw on threaded head
adapters accommodate either Mitchell
or Pro-Jr. type heads for 16mm cam¬
eras. List price is $945.00.

Lighting Catalogue
Mole-Richardson Co., 937 No. Syca¬
more. Hollywood 38. Calif., announces
a new 44-page catalogue illustrating
and describing Mole-Richardson set
lighting equipment and accessories. ■
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Motion Picture Laboratories
Gives You The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves

Motion Picture Laboratories gives you the

stand why Motion Picture Laboratories is one

master craftsmanship your film deserves for the

of America’s fastest growing service laboratories.

very good reason that only master craftsmen

Turn these advantages to your advantage. Send

process your films. Besides, Motion Picture Lab¬

vour film to Motion Picture Laboratories, Send

oratories is the complete service laboratory for

it by Air. Send it today!

16mm film producers. And it is a basic princi¬
pal at Motion Picture Laboratories, for each
individual piece of work, that there be abso¬
lutely no compromise with the highest standards

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES. INC.
781 S. Main Street •

Memphis 6, Tennessee

Phone Whitehall 8-0456

of excellence. When, in addition to these advan¬
tages, you know you can count on

Motion

Picture Laboratories for personalized service
as well as unsurpassed speed, it is easy to under-

l^adter Ct'a^tsmanskip
JANUARY

•

1940

^e6erue6
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Now available!

I

D

D

The new 1000 ft. Blimp converts the
ARRIFLEX 35 into a full-fledged
SOUND STUDIO CAMERA, and brings
further versatility to the ARRIFLEX 35
system. It accepts the ARRIFLEX 35 with
regular synchronous motor, and utilizes
standard Mitchell magazines, which are
joined to the camera by means of an
adapter, supplied with the Blimp. No
alterations are necessary on the ARRIFLEX
35 or the Mitchell Magazine.
No tools are needed. It takes but a
few minutes to change the
ARRIFLEX 35 from hand camera to
studio camera or vice versa.

Features:
Modern acoustic damping methods afford extreme
sound absorption. Permits use of microphones within 3
ft. of Blimp.
Remote focus drive from 3 positions.
Remote diaphragm adjustment.
Through-the-lens-focusing and viewing.
Matte box with leather bellows adjustable by geared
struts.
Large front port permits use of 18mm wide-angle lens.
Adapter available to use anamorphic lenses.

Built-in filter holder for 3x3“ filter.
Large Control windows for distance scale, diaphragm
scale, footage counter and tachometer.
Wired for buckle switch which can be built into existing
cameras and is factory supplied with camera if bought
with Blimp.
ARRI-Precision Engineered for a lifetime of trouble-free
service.

$3,995.00

I
16

or direct
from

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 West 43rd St.

New York 36, N. Y.

I

Behrend Cine Corp.

Frank C. Zucker

'forSALE, RENT, LEASE

FOB N.Y.

(formerly

161

JUdson 6-1420

CORPORATION

Television Equipment Co.)

E. Grand Ave. Chicago 11, III.
Michigan 2-2281

OF

AMERICA

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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^€m a/ie S^fitdled,..
Special ARRIFLEX shows are scheduled for major cities around
the United States during the coming year. They will be stimulating
exhibits... featuring demonstrations of all ARRIFLEX cameras
and accessories —the famed ARRIFLEX 16 and ARRIFLEX 35...
Ultrascope Anamorphics... special lenses, blimps, and sound gear...
motors, magazines, and tripods. EVERYTHING in the ARRI system!

In connection with annual “N.E.
Industrial Photographic Trade Show”

★ KANSAS CITY,MO
FEBRUARY 3-4
Muehlebach Hotel
Following “The Calvin Workshop”

★ LOS ANGELES , CALIF.
MARCH 25-26
Statler Hilton Hotel
In connection with “Industry Film
Producers Association National
Convention and Trade Fair.”

ARRIFLEX factory represen¬
tatives will be delighted to meet
you personally, to answer spe¬
cial questions in detail and to
help solve technical problems.

*

LOS ANGELES , CALIF.
MAY 2-5
Hotel Ambassador
In connection with “SMPTE
Convention & Equipment Exhibit”

★ CHICAGO , ILL.
The ARRIFLEX show is a
‘‘must see” show for everyone
interested in modern motion
picture equipment for indus¬
trial, military, educational, the¬
atrical and television use. See
schedule at right —make defi¬
nite plans to be with us when
the ARRIFLEX show is in your
area. Check box below.
THANK you!

AUGUST 7-12
Conrad Hilton Hotel
In connection with “Professional
Photographers of America
Trade Show”

★ WASHINGTON

d.c.

OCTOBER 17-21
Sheraton Park Hotel
In connection with “SMPTE
Convention & Equipment Exhibit”

LITEKATyKE

For very special processing

Eastman Films
A folder containing a 56-page book¬
let giving general information on
Eastman Motion Picture Films and a
packet
of
individual
specification
sheets on black-and-white and color
films has just been issued by Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester. ISew York.
Both the book and the individual
pages are punched to fit the standard
Eastman Kodak Data ring binder.
The new booklet differs from previ¬
ous editions in that the specification
sheets for the individual films are
j)rinted and supplied separately. List
price is SI.25.

by film craftsmen

Film Daily Year Book

FILM

Off the press is 1959 edition of the
Film Daily Tear Book of Motion Pic¬
tures. which is given without charge
to all paid subscribers of Film Daily
and sold to non-subscribers for S15.00
per copy.
Volume, which has lieen i.ssued
yearly for over two decades, contains
statistical and informative data on the
L. S. motion picture industry and
related field'^. It places at the finger¬
tips of manufacturers, dealers, execu¬
tives, producers, distributors, and all
others interested in the film industry
a wealth of valuable information.

MECCA
LABORATORIES

630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
COlumbus 5-7676

PORTABLE
MOVIE LIGHT
I
★ Fits any camera, instantly attached or removed
without tools; no holes to drill, no brackets,weighs 1 'A lbs.

•if Long
will
size,

life nickel cadmium rechargeable battery
run 4 to 5 stories, without recharging,1", weight, only 5 lbs.

■if Battery

charger built into battery case,just
plug in—^charges while you sleep. For faster
charge, plug into cigar lighter—charges while
you drive.

■if Covers
ir One year guarantee.
■if PRICE $169.50 complete with battery. Shipping
weight 9 lbs. Shipped
remittance accompanies

prepaid
order.

(U.S.

only]

RUBYLITE JR. CONVERTER—Provides 115 volts
AC to run Auricon Cine Voice Camera when
plugged into RUBYLITE battery pack. Complete
with cord and switch (switch may be fastened
to tripod handle for convenience in turning
camera on and off).
•M

LIFFT'

if

10mm lens area (16mm camera)
smooth, even light, no glaring hot spots;
temperature 3400 degrees Kelvin,

■if Exposure
equal

guide
film.

number

of

35

with

Tri

with
color

X

or

RUBYLITE SR. CONVERTER—Same as Jr. model
with extra capacity for Auricon cameras with
separate take-up motors such as Cine Voice
conversions. Pro 600 and Super 1200.
$49.95

I '

Exposure Meter Folder
A new 10-page folder describing
the photoelectric exposure and color
temperature meters made by the West
German Gossen Company is offered
free by Kling Photo Corporation. 257
4th Ave., New York 10. N.Y., L .S.
distributors for the Go.ssen meters.
Explained in easy-to-understand terms
is difference between incident and re¬
flected light readings and the complex
makeup of photoelectric meters used
in light evaluation.

How To Add Sound
“Magnetic Sound For
tion Pictures” is new

16mm

'

A NEW STANDARD IN

DUPLICATING QUALITY

Ansco

Film

color balance in the richer color

Type 238 is the perfect answer

saturations and the more subtle

for getting maximum quality from

pastels. Try Type 238 today for

low contrast reversal originals.

the maximum in reproduction

I

Equally suited for reduction

quality. Ansco, Binghamton, N.Y.,

printing, this superb 16mm color

A Division of General Aniline &

I

reversal emulsion provides critical

Film Corporation.

JANUARY

Color Duplicating

•

1960

Ansco
I

Type 238

|

I_J
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Film Tilling &
Special Effects Kit
SOSound Film
Striping Machine
Visco-matic
Cinemaphon Laminating Sonostriper

3-Speed
Pan-&-Tilt
Fluid Head

Jr. Tripod ^
with
Versa-Dolly\
(Dolly, Hi-hat,'
Baby Tripod
sand Triangle)

V-Grooved
Curved legs
TEL-Animastand
Animation and
Special Effects
Camera Stand

Ediola 16mm Action
TEL-Amatic 16/35mm

Viewer & Sound Read

I he

tower trademark of S.O.S.
Cinema Supply Corp. stands as a Seal Of Service
for more than p third-of-a-century. Here, at S.O.S.,
occupying an entire building, you will find at all
times an enormous stock, more varied and more
complete than any in the industry.

Neg/Pos Film Cleaner

Our most zealously guarded assets are the
respect and confidence of our many customers,
comprising the smallest to the largest organiza¬
tions, including governments of many countries
throughout the world.
The S.O.S. CATALOG, listing over 8000 items is
the most complete of its kind ever published. If you do
not already have it, make your request on your company
letterhead for a FREE copy.

16mm Jr. Viewer

Moy Visible Edge
Film Numbering &
Coding Machine

The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'
TEL-Amatic
Professional
16mm Printer

New York City: 602 WEST 52nd STREET • PLaza 7-0440
Hollywood, Calif.: 6331 Hollywood Blvd. • HOIIy’d. 7-2124

SOSpeed Automatic
Double 8mm to Single 8mm
Film Slitter

Body-Brace
Camera
Support

TEL-Animaprint

ft
a

<
‘f

Hot Press Titling
^

Machine

T.C.E. Bolex
Accessories

s.Najwma3e,
PRODUCTS

Hollywoorl ,

, p-

, „

Pm Pforfi/c^^

.wqio
p^icv'

HERRNFELD
ENGINEERING
PRODUCTS

O'CONMOR
FLUID
TRIPOD
HEADS

Here, under one roof, our blocklong building contains ail your needs for producing
and showing Motion Picture films and TV Produc¬
tion ^Equipment—the very latest professional
equipment for producing, processing, recording,
lighting, animating, editing, testing, handling and
projecting films, etc., including practically every
well-known brand and many exclusive S.O.S.
products.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

It pays to check with S.O.S. before
buying equipment —it may save many dollars.
The S.O.S. unqualified guarantee assures your
complete satisfaction backed by over a third-ofa-century of good will and dependable service.
"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry"

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

New York City: 602 WEST 52nd STREET • PLaza 7-0440
Hollywood, Calif.: 6331 Hollywood Blvd. - HOIIy'd. 7-2124

KLIEGL LIGHTING

Hickox, ASC, “Red Skelton Show’’*
(Desilu Prods.) with Red Skelton. Seymour
Berns, director.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Sid

ASSIGNMENTS

Harry Waxman, “The Swiss Family Robin¬

DISNEY STUDIOS
son” (Panavision & Tech.; Buena Vista re¬
lease; shooting in B. W. 1.) with John Mills
and Dorothy McGuire. Ken Annakin, di¬
rector.

WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH

Gordon ,Avtl, ASC, “Colorado River’’* Wil¬

liam Beaudine, director.

By

MARION

HUTCHINS

FOX WESTERN AVENUE
James Van Trees, ASC, “The Many Loves

of Dobie Gillis”* with
Rod Amateau, director.

ALLIED ARTISTS

Cooper.
“I Aim at the Stars'’
(Morningside Prods.; shooting in Germany)
with Curt Jurgens and Gia Scala.
Lee
Thompson, director.
Wilkie

George Folsey, ASC, “I Passed for
hite"
with Sonya
ilde and James Franciscus.
Fred Wilcox, director.

Fapp, ASC, “All the Young Men"
(Hall Barlett Prods.) with Alan Ladd and
Sidney Poitier. Hall Bartlett, director.

ASC. “Pay or Die" with
Ernest Borgnine and Zohra Lampert. Richard
Wilson, director.

Daniel

Ellis Carter. .ASC "Teacher A'ersus Sexpot"

Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, “World Champion¬

(Shooting at Hal Roach; Photoplay Assoc. I
with Alarnie Van Doren and Tuesday Veld.
Albert Zugsmitli, director.

ship Golf Show’’*
Briskin, director.

Lucien

Ballard,

AMERICAN NATIONAL
Monroe Askins, Jack .Marqlette. Richard
Rawlings. "Bat Masterson"" (Ziv-T\ t with
Gene Barry.
Richard Rawlings, "The .Man and the Chal¬

lenge'’*
Jack

(Ziv-TV)

with George Nader.

"This Man
with Keith Andes.

Dawson"*

Marqiette,

(Ziv-TV)

(Screen

Gems).

L.ang,

Chris Challis. “Surprise Package’’ (Stan¬
ley Donen Prods.; shooting in Europe) with
Yul Brynner and Mitzi Gaynor.
Walter Castle. ASC. "Alcoa-Goodyear The¬
atre"* (Screen Gems) with Gloria Henry
and Herbert Anderson.
Blrnett Guffey. ASC, "Let No Man Write

my Ejiitaph" with Burl Ives and
Winters. Philip Leacock, director.

WiLEiA.M Whiteey. ASC. “Sea Hunt"* (ZivTV) with Lloyd Bridges: "Men into Space"*
(Ziv-TV) will Bill Lundigan.

Lucien

Curt Fetters, “Tombstone Territory’’*

Charles

Foster.

(Ziv-

TV) with Pat Conway.

Stuart Thompson, ASC, “Have Gun, Will

with

Richard

Boone

and

Kam

Fleet Southcott. “Gunsmoke’’* with James

Arness and

Dennis Weaver.

Andriot,

(Desilu Prods.)

Burke, “Man with a Camera’’*
(Desilu Prods.) with Charles Bronson.

Van Enger, ASC, “Betty Hutton
Show’’* (Desilu Prods.) with Betty Hutton.
Richard Kinon, director.
Cronjager, “Grand Jury’’* (Desilu
Prods.) with Lyle Bettger and Harold Stone.
Sobey Martin, director.
Henry

Anderson and Tom Tully.
Ray Foster, .A.SC, “Westinghouse Industrial

Harkness Smith, “Pony Express’’*

Film"*

Prods.)

(color:

Roland Reed Prods.)

Hal Mc.Vlpin, "Progress Parade"*

( Roland

Reed Prods.)

DESILU STUDIOS—Gower
Kenneth

Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*

Robert

WiLLi.\.\r Skall, ASC, Commercials*

Prods.)

Irving Lipp.man, "Manhunt’’* (Screen Gems)
with Victor Jory and Patrick McVey. Fred
Jackman, director.

Gems)

“Tightrope’’*
with Michael Connors.

“Wyatt Earp’’*
with Hugh O'Brien.
Hauser,

(Screen

Charles

Pittack,

Nick

Theatre’’*
Stanwyck.

Reed.

Oscar

Freulich, ASC, “Dennis the Men¬
ace’’* (Screen Gems) with Gloria Henry &
Herbert Anderson.

Henry

hawk’’*
well.
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ASC. “Man from Black(Screen Gems) with Robert Rock¬

Tannura.

ASC, “Barbara Stanwyck
(Desilu Prods.) with Barbara

Musuraca,

Fred Gately, ASC, “Father Knows Best’’*

(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

“The Untouchables’’*
with Robert Stack and

ASC,
“Ann
Sothern
Show*’’ (Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.
Robert

(Screen Gems) with
Rudolph, director.

Philip

(Desilu

Straumer,

(Desilu Prods.)
.lerry Paris.

Gert Andersen, ASC, “Donna Reed Show’’*

Donna

ASC, “Lassie’’*
(Jack
with June Lockhart and

Paul Ivano, “The Texan’’* (Desilu Prods.)
with Rory Calhoun.

COLUMBIA

Welborn,

Peach,

Wrather Prods.)
John Provost.

Robert Planck, ASC, “The Millionaire’’*.
James Sheldon, director.

CASCADE PICTURES

Charles

(Desilu

Jean Yarborough, director.

WiNTON Hoch, ASC. "Industrial Oil Film"*

(Shooting in Berkeley, Calif.; Roalnd Reed
Prods.)

GENERAL SERVICE
ASC, “Adventures of
Ozzie & Harriet'’* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.
Harold

Lipstein.

Redman,

DESILU STUDIOS—Hollywood
“Danny Thomas
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as, Sheldon Leonard, director. “Love and
Marriage’’*
(Desilu Prods.)
George Ab¬
bott. director.
Robert

de

Grasse, ASC,

ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy's”*
(Brennan-Westgate Prods.) with
Walter Brennan. Hy Averback, director.
Lothrop

Worth,

ASC, “Perry Mason”*
Raymond Burr and Bar¬

(CBS-TV)
bara Hale.

with

Meredith

Nicholson,

(Gallu Prods.) with
Peyser, director.

“Border Patrol”*
Richard Webb. John

Hal Mohr, ASC, Commercials*

(Filmways

Prods.)
Wolf, ..“Hennessey”*
Prods.) with Jackie Cooper.

Harry

(Hennessey

GOLDWYN STUDIOS
ASC, Eugene Polito,
“Loretta Young Show”* (Lewislor Prods.)
with Loretta Young.
Norbert

Brodine,

INDEPENDENT

ASC, “U. S. Marshall’’*
with John Bromfield.

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show'’* (ITC Prods.) with Gale Storm and
ZaSu Pitts. James Kern, director.

Fred Bentley, “The Lineup"* with Warner

Haller, ASC, "The Boy and the
Pirates" (Eastman color; U.A. release) with
Susan Gordon and Charles Herbert. Bert 1.
Gordon, director.

DESILU STUDIOS—Culver City

Charles

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS
Travel’’*
Tong.

Shelley

Hickman.

Ernest

Fr ANK

ASC, “Strangers when we
Meet’’ (C’Scope & Color; Richard Quine
Prods.) with Kirk Douglas and Kim Novak.
Richard Quine, director.
Charles

ASC, Monroe Askins, Jack
.Mar(.)UETTE. "Lockup"* (Ziv-T\') with Mac¬
donald Carey.
Ray

Fred

Dwayne

“Elmer Gantry” (Eastman
color; Elmer Gantry Prod, for UA release)
with Burt Lancaster and Jean Simmons.
Richard Brooks, director.

John

Alton,

Clothier, “Alamo”
(Todd-AO;
Batjac Prod, for UA; shooting in Texas)
with John Wayne and Richard Widmark.
John Wayne, director.
William

Laszlo, ASC, “Inherit the Wind”
(Stanley Kramer Prods, for U.A. release)
with Spencer Tracy and Florence Eldridge.
Stanley Kramer, director.
Ernest

LaShelle, ASC, “The Apartment”
(Mirisch Co. for UA; shooting in N.Y.) with
Jack Lemmon and Shirley MacLaine. Billy
Wilder, director.
Joseph

Gayne

Night”
rama.)

Rescher, ASC,
“The World By
(Jutra Films, Rome, Italy, TechniGigi Vanzi, director.

KEYWEST STUDIOS
Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of regligious

films*
rector.

(Family

Films).

Edward

Dew,

di¬

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”* with

John Newland.
William Margulies, “Not for Hire”* (Calif.

National
Prods.)
“Philip Marlow’’*
with Phil Carey.

with
(Jack

Ralph
Meeker;
Chertok Prods.)

William Spencer, “Fibber McGee and Mol¬

ly”*
(NBC-TV)
Cathy Lewis.

with

Bob

Sweeney

and

Ted McCord, ASC, “Adventures of Huckle¬

berry Finn” (C’Scope & Metrocolor; Samuel
Goldwyn, Jr. Prod.) with Tony Randall and
Eddie Hodges. Michael Curtiz, director.
Milton Krasner, ASC. “Bells are Ringing"

(C’Scope
&
Metrocolor;
Arthur
Freed
Prod.) with Judy Holliday and Dean Mar¬
tin. Vincente Minnelli, director.

Continued on Page 24
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NOW-FOUR BIG NEW FEATURES WAS

The first low-priced

TRIPLE-DUTY
animation,
title stand
and
product stage
for
all filmakers

over-all height, vertical post

76"

NOW
97"

over-all length

62"

102"

zoom range to tabletop

1-12 field

1-18 field

zoom range to floor

1-24 field

1-30 field

2- IN HORIZONTAL POSITION
For zoom titles, copy and
product and puppet stages-

3- IN DIAGONAL POSITION
Columns can be locked at any
angle between horiz. and vert,
-for angular zooms tn on table
which is locked in horiz.
position

The TRIPLEX stand complete
with camera, is now available for monthly rental.
Write for complete information.

Basic Stand
$895
Complete as shown $1595

F & B Butt Sptice & Fitm Repair Btocks
These excellent blocks make
butt splicing and repairing
damaged film strips simple as
A-B C. Easy to use. no com¬
plicated parts, and solidly con¬
structed they are available in
the following models:
Model B-16 for 16mm.
film
$ 9.50
Model B-3S for 3Smm.
film
12.50
Model BSB - Combination
block for I6mm.,
35mm. and U tape 24.50

Magic "Mylar"
This amazing sprocketed splic¬
ing tape will repair torn and
damaged films, replace torn
perforations and allow you to
butt-splice without losing a
single frame. Comes in trans¬
parent for film, opaque for
magnetic film. Splice will
never come apart and per¬
forations stay permanently re¬
paired with Magic ’’Mylar.”
Transparent - For Film
per roll
16mm, Single Perf,
3 ©.OO
16mm. Double Perf.
&00
35mm.
11.00
Opaque-For Magnetic Film
per roll
16mm.
5 s.OO
35mm.
11.OO

NEW IMPROVED
F & B CAMERA SLATE
Here at last is the new F & B Camera Slate designed to
professional specifications. Look at some of the exclu¬
sive features: Permanently attached ring-mounted num¬
bers • Spring-loaded hardwood clapstick • Sturdy
masonite construction • Erasible hard slate finish
• Large 12" x 16" size

Reg. $29.50 NOW...$14.95

MILLER FLUID DRIVE HEAD
Model D (medium duty)
$150.00
Swivel leveling joint
59.50
Pro Head (heavy duty)
299.50
Fits all Tripods. Write for complete information and literature NOW.
F & B proudly announces the exclusive distribution of
the Miller Fluid Heads in the Eastern United States. The Miller Head is
the world's finest precision built hvdraulic drive pan head, and is designed
for super-smooth panning and tilting. Can be used with any movie camera.

X'rOXUVC.A.N’ &

NEW F & B POWER-MITE
NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
LARGEST CAPACITY6-10 amp. hours
SMALL-LIGHT6 oz. per 1.25 v.cell
INDESTRUCTIBLECan be stored
indefinitely in any
condition
SAFE—No Acid Spray
or corrosion
CHARGES EASILYTo 90% in 20 minutes,
and 100% in
30 minutes
RETAINS 70% CHARGEAfter 1 year’s storage
ADD WATER - Only a few drops
ONCE A YEAR
PERMANENT ELECTROLYTE-30% solution of
Potassium Hydroxide
Batteries are supplied in a
metal case with a leather carrying strap and plug.

7V2 Volt—Power-Mite battery
(6 cells).$ 85.00
15 Volt—Power-Mite battery
(12 cells)
$135.00
Attached voltmeter—optional.$ 20.00
F & B’s Power-Mite batteries can be supplied in any com¬
bination to power practically alt cameras, recorders, etc. All
the features listed are absolutely guaranteed by F & B. The
Power-Mite nickel cadmium battery is unconditionally guar¬
anteed for one full year.
SPECIAL BATTERIES CUSTOM BUILT TO YOUR ORDER

INC.

68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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"Frost Lighting Rentals
Get "Anywhere" Faster
Because We
Roll Our Own!"

• ARC EQUIPMENT
• M.R. INCANDES¬
CENT EQUIPMENT
• DIMMERS
• AC AND DC
GENERATORS TO
1500 AMPS
• PORTABLE
TRANSFORMERS
• SUNDRY

NO JOB TOO SMALL
NO JOB TOO LARGE

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE; 4224 Teesdole,

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 22
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Giuppe Rotunno, “The Fair Bride” (Titanus Prod.; shooting in Sicily with Ava
Gardner and Dirk Bogarde. Nunnally John¬
son, director.
John Nicholaus, “Rawhide”* (CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.
William Daniels, ASC, “All the Fine Young
Cannibals” with Robert Wagner and Natalie
Wood. Michael Anderson, director.
Robert Surtees, ASC, “Cimarron” with
Glenn Ford and Maria Schell. Anthony
Mann, director.
N.B.C.

Alan Stensvold, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life”* with Groucho Marx. Bob Dwan and
Bernie Smith, directors.
PARAMOUNT

Lester Shore, ASC, “Bonanza”* (NBC-TV)
with Michael Landon and Dan Blocker.
Robert Burks, ASC, “The Rat Race” (Tech¬
nicolor; Perlberg-Seaton Prod.) with Tony
Curtis and Debbie Reynlods. Robert Mulli¬
gan, director.
Haskell Boggs, “Cinderfella” (Technicolor;
Jerry Lewis Prods.) with Jerry Lewis and Ed
Wynn. Frank Tashlia, director.
John Russell, ASC, “Psycho” (Alfred
Hitchcock Prods.) with Anthony Perkins
and Vera Miles. Alfred Hitchcock, director.
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George Diskant, ASC, “Richard Diamond
Private Detective”* (Four Star Prods.) with
David Janssen.
Emmett Bergholz, “Troubleshooters”* (Filmaster Prods.) with Keenan Wynn and Bob
Mathias. Robert Altman, director; “Death
Valley Days”*.
Howard Schwartz, “Law of the Plains¬
man”* (Four Star Prods.) with Michael
Ansara;
“The
Rifleman”*
(Four Star
Prods.) with Chuck Connors and Johnny
Crawford.
Harry
Harry
(Four
Carl
(Four

Wild, ASC, Commercials*.
Wild, ASC, “Wanted Dead or Alive”*
Star Prods.) witli Steve McQueen.
Guthrie, ASC, “Johnny Ringo”*
Star Prods.) with Don Durant.
REVUE STUDIOS

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector; commercial*.
Benj. Kline, ASC, Neal Beckner, “Wagon
Train”* (Revue Prods.) with Ward Bond.
William Sickner, ASC, “The Deputy”*
(Revue Prods.) with Henry Fonda.
William Sickner, ASC, Ray Rennahan,
ASC, “Laramie”* (Revue Prods.)
Emil Harris, Neal Beckner, “Riverboat”*
(Revue Prods.) with Darren McGavin.
John Warren, ASC, Neal Beckner, “M
Squad”* (Latimer Prods.) with Lee Mar¬
vin.

Neal Beckner, “Shotgun Slade”* (Revue
Prods.)
Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Staccato”* (Revue
Prods.) ;
“Bachelor Father”*
(Bachelor
Prods.) with John Forsythe.
John Warren, ASC. “Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬
sents”* (Revue Prods.); “Markham”* (Re¬
vue Prods, with Ray Milland.
Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Wells Fargo”*
(Overland Prods.) with Dale Robertson.
Jack MacKenzie, ASC, “Overland Trail”*
(Revue Prods.)
Russell Metty, ASC, “Portrait in Black”
(Color; Universal International) with Lana
Turner and Anthony Quinn. Michael Gordon,
director.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

WiLERii) Cline, ASC, “Five Fingers”* with
David Hedisen and Luciana Paluzzi.
William Mellor. ASC, “Crack in the Mir¬
ror” (C’Scope; Darryl F. Zanuck Prod.)
with Orson Wells and Brad Dillman. Ricliard
Fleisclier, director.
Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “Wild River”
(C’Scope & Color; shooting in Tennessee)
with Montgomery Clift and Lee Ramick. Elia
Kazan, director.
Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Wake We When It’s
Over” (C’Scope & Color; Mervyn LeRoy
Plods.) with Ernie Kovacs, Dick Shawn and
Margo Moore. Mervyn LeRoy, director.
Carl Berger, ASC, “Young Jesse James”
(C’Scope) with Ray Stricklyn and Willard
Parker. William Claxton, director.
Continued on Page 60
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OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE A DEPENDABILITY

CAMART DUAL SOUND EDITOR MODEL SB 111
Complete with optical
sound
reproduction head
(or choice of
magnetic sound) base plate, amplifier-speaker. For single or double
sound. Easy to handle, no twisting films. An unbeatable combination
with the Zeiss Moviscop 16mm precision viewer, sharp brilliant
2'4x3'A picture.
Dual Reader (without viewer).$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer. 89.50
Special Reader Viewer Comb. 269.50

CAMART
CAR TOP CLAMPS
AURICON PRO-600 &
SUPER 1200

Insure a steady tripod support for
your
a

newsreel

camera

when

atop

station wagon or car platform.

Heavy bronze construction. \Meatherproof. Set of three.

$28.00

Single system
16mm sound on film
cameras.
Latest model Cine-Voice II
sound cameras. TV kinescope shutters,
new and used in stock.

NEW
DESIGN

CORE
DISPENSERS

FILM BIN

Simply attach the dis¬
penser to wall to keep
plastic lab cores handy
at all times.

WITH
RACK

Aluminum

CAMART BALL-BEARING
TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
Only tightwind operating on ball¬
bearing roller.
• Eliminates cinching or abrasions.
• Winds film evenly—no cinching or
abrasions.
• Can be fitted to any 16 or 35mm
rewind.

•

•

$29.00

Rectangular construction measures 30
X

24

X

12.

16" .

9.50

24" .

11.50

36" .

14.50

24" Disp. for 50' or
1 00' plastic reels 24.00

•

Fits easily into corners.

•

Hard vulcanized fiber with reinforced
metal frame.

•

Complete bin-rack-linen bag.

$45.25

w/wheels $51.75

CAMART EDITING
TABLE

CAMART MOVIOLA
WRITING DESK
As necessary as your right arm.
Easy to attach—no drilling or tricky
installation.
Holds script or other notes.

$19.95

Custom-built, all welded steel construc¬
tion, genuine formica top. Built in lightwell with V4" frosted plexiglass, cover,
drawer, outlet box, bottom rack. Meas¬
ures 24x30x60.$99.50
Table rack, 4 tiers, fits on back of table
to hold small rolls of film.$25.00

Complete

Qttmita mui

wc.

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.) .NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable; Cameramort
JANUARY
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at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum
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WALTER STRENGE’S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

For More
Information

Need advice on a picture making problem?

On Advertisers'

general interest will appear in this column each month.

and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered oj

Products or
Services ...

Q

I wish to produce the elTect on the
screen of a scene as viewed throiifih
a pair of binocidars. How can this be
achieved?—R. R. r.

i

Every advertiser in this issue has j
available

pamphlets

or

Answer: If you are shooting with one
of the professional cameras, purchase
a binocular matte and place it in the
camera when photographing the scene.
The effect of the binocular masking
can also he produced when the film
is printed, by a laboratory equipped
to do special optical effects.

other

literature illustrating and describ- j
ing his products or services be¬
yond

the

limited

capabilities

space

of

afforded

the

in

his

advertisement.

You

are

j

invited to

Q

How can I produce moving images
in multiple within a single film
frame, all visible at the same time and
changing positions on the screen?—

write to
I

these advertisers for any in-

j

E. W. S.

formation you may desire.

Advertisers appreciate direct
inquiries from

readers

|

be¬

i

cause it shows a bona-fide
personal

interest

product

or

against

the

in

their

services — as
mass

inquiry

post card type of communi-

j

cation. This is why we have

sponse.

And we'd appreciate it very much

Q

promotion.

inquiring,

business

v^rite on your

letterhead

when

pos¬

sible—although a post card will
bring

you

equally

prompt

re¬

if you'd tell them you saw their
advertisement in . . .

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
Read the world over—wherever
movies are made!
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insiver: The special effect you de¬
scribe is difficult to produce satisfac¬
tory without the aid of an optical
printer. As we understand it, you
want three different objects to appear
simultaneously on the screen hut
changing positions in a revolving mo¬
tion. To achieve such an effect, it is
necessary to shoot each object sepa¬
rately, then have them combined in
the effect you desire by a laboratory
equipped with an optical printer.
There is an optical effects gadget
available from Camera Equipment
Co., New York, which is attached to
the camera lens and rotated to achieve
an effect similar to that you describe,
but onlv with a single object. Of
course, using this same device, you
could produce an effect similar to one
you desire simply by double- and
triple-exposing the various objects,
one after the other.

never adopted this type of

When

Your questions are invited

!

When photographing store window
displays with Kodachrome recently,
the camera picked up my own image
reflection in the glass, which did not
seem apparent when I was shooting.
How can this be avoided?—A. G.

Answer: Set your camera at an angle
to the window instead of pointing it
straight on—at about 35°. Other unwanted reflections, such as passing
cars, pedestrians, etc., can be mini¬
mized by using a Pola screen in front
of your lens.

Q

Is a color temperature meter essen¬
tial to good cinematography for
16nim industrial productions?—R. S.

Answer: In black-and-white photog¬
raphy, three measurements are neces¬
sary to assure a good negative: 1 )
illumination, 2) lighting contrast, and
3) brightness ratio. In color photog¬
raphy one more measurement should
he taken—that of color temperature
in Kelvin degrees.
It is noted from your question that
you are shooting 16mm industrial
productions and it is presumed that
you make prints from the original.
Small differences in color tempera¬
ture can be taken care of in the proc¬
essing laboratory.
Big differences,
however, should lie corrected before
you start to shoot. A good color tem¬
perature meter is just as essential as
an exposure meter when shooting col¬
or films.

Q

How does the professional combine
cartoon action with live action?
The effect I want to make is where the
animated character performs in front
of live-action background with live ac¬
tors, without being transparent in any
way.—J. M. McK.

.4nswer: Live action and cartoon ani¬
mation may be combined by several
different methods. A traveling matte
of the animation can be produced by
photographing the cartoon cells in
silhouette by using backlight. The
cartoon detail image is then photo¬
graphed over a black background on
a separate negative. Suitable register
prints are made from these negatives
and combined with the live action—
usually with an optical printer—al¬
though contact printers are sometimes
used. The silhouette image film is
bi-packed with the live-action posi¬
tive and exposed to the dupe nega¬
tive. The cartoon detail image over
black is then exposed into the area
left unexposed by the silhouette matte.
Another method, which eliminates
the need for a film matte, uses a sys¬
tem of printing in the camera. Here
the live-action master is hi-packed in
the camera with the dupe-negative
and exposed to the cartoon cells in
silhouette by backlight. The live-action
Continued on Poge 28
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for those HOT tests in cold weather

the BIRNS & SAWYER

BARNEY PROTECTS CAMERA AND FILM
FROM WIND. RAIN. SNOW AND COLD
Newest in a Growing Line of Functional Accessory Products
for Documentary and Instrumentation Filming is the Birns
& Sawyer Heater Barney, a Warm-As-Toast Camera Parka
which operates to — 60° F.
Multiple Layers of Insulation, including Aluminum Foil,
Sheet Lead, Kapok and Wool, Fibreglass and Flannel
Keep Heat Loss to a Minimum. Tough Outer Coating of
DuPont Fabrilite, in White Cordova, Provides Weather
and Abrasion Protection.
Models Available for Every Instrumentation Camera, in
both Sound and Heater Designs. Shown at left: Birns &
Sawyer Barney for 16mm Mitchell with 1200' Magazine.

Catalog No. 1443
... Price <256

1 ?1
vl VA
/

u
• \

Heater Elements Operate from 110/720 VAC Current 55 to 225 Watts

CINE SPECIAL

BELL & HOWELL

HULCHER

FASTAX WF4

FASTAX WF3

Twin-Lens Turret with 200'
Magazine and Motor.
Catalog No. 1470

Camera with Coupled Tur¬
ret, 400' Magazine and
Motor.
Catalog No. 1430

Catalog No. 1475

Fastax 16mm with 400'
Capacity.
Catalog No. 1453

Also fits WF3T.
16mm X 100' Load.
Catalog No. 1451

Price: $184.00

Price: $168.00

Price: $126.00

Price: $140.00

Price: $160.00

Other Models Available for Arri 16 and Arri 35, Mitchell 35, Fairchild, Auricon, Photo-Sonics, etc.

BIRNS & SAWYER

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166
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HOLLYWOOD CAMERA
SERVES YOU BEST!
Bell & Howell
Model 170
35mm
Camera
One of Bell & Howell’s newest 35mm motion picture came¬
ras. 3-lens divergent turret accepts standard Eyemo mount,
filter slot, built-in grips and strap for hand holding. Operates
on 24 volt DC motor or hand crank. Has provision for
spring motor. Camera and magazines have built-in heating
system and are designed to operate under severe climatic
conditions. Viewfinder is Auricon type providing center cross
and bright outlines for 4 fields of view superimposed on the
scene. Critical focuser allows thru-the-lens focusing. Maga¬
zines have internal movement for pre-loading, allowing in¬
stant change in the field without threading.

AN $8900.00 VALUE!
COMPLETE

Bell & Howell

Fastest Service Anywhere
Personal Help and Consulting Service

Famous Wi^LL
35mm
SOUND CAMERA
With MItchell-type rackover
tration pin movement!

ond

regis¬

Proven with 31 years of successful pro¬
fessional operation under every climatic
condition. Records optical sound directly
on the negative simultaneously with the
picture. Thru-the-lens focusing. 4-lens tur¬
ret with locking mechanism. 170® vari¬
able shutter with dissolve. Parallax cor¬
recting viewfinder with built-in masks and
focusing eye piece. Many other features.
Includes
12
volt
motor.
WALL
35mm
CAMERA complete with two 1000' maga¬
zines, rackover AND FOUR LENSES.

*1185®*

With complete sound system, recording galvanometer
and amplifier, cables and controls.OP ly

$1995.00

8/16 AUTOMATIC
HOT SPLICER
BRAND NEW
A brand new concept in a profes¬
sional hot splicer featuring automatic
emulsion
removal!
The
exclusive
motor driven rotary cutter completely
eliminates
hand
scraping.
Simply
press a button . . . the splicer does
the
rest!
Dual
registration
pins
guarantee
perfect
alignment
and
specially designed ceramic heating
element
maintains
correct
platen
temperature.
Precision
construction
throughout . . . fully guaranteed.

*695*®

COMPLETE OUTFIT INCLUDES ALL THIS:
Bell & Howell 35mm Model

World’s Largest Stocks at Your Command

170 Camera

l", 2" and 6" lenses with lens hoods!

Two 400’ or 1000’ magazines with footage counters.
24 volt motor.
Selective 5-position motor mount.
Critical focuser.
Set of gelatin holders and set of glass filters with cases.
Dust cover.

Set of cables.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO

Radio interference filter.
Heated magazine cover.
Two fitted carrying cases for camera, magazines and accessories.
Whatever you need in professional cine equipment .

.

.

CHECK

Some
materials formerly
from U. S. Gov’t., etc.
25%
Deposit on all
C.O. D.’s—etc.

WITH

HOLLYCAM FIRST!

10611

CHANDLER

BOULEVARD

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Continued from Page 26

is thus printed, leaving an unexposed
area of the cartoon figure. Removing
the live-action master and exposing
in the detail cartoon action over a
black background completes the
process.
Still another and simpler system
employs process projection. Here the
animation cels are placed over a black
process screen on which the liveaction is projected from the rear. The
composite image is photographed in
one operation. Although results are
usually not quite as good as that ob¬
tained by the matting process, it is
simpler, faster, and more economical.
Because of the close registration re¬
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NORTH

HOLLYWOOD

quired between the several elements
being combined, it is of prime im¬
portance that precise, solid equip¬
ment and a register-pin camera be
used. Otherwise, mis-register or weav¬
ing images will result. It is also im¬
portant that the same register-pin
geometry be used throughout the pho¬
tography and printing steps.

color

•

CALIFORNIA

temperature

for

Kodachrome.

When shooting from morning to late
afternoon, color temperature of day¬
light

changes

progressively.

There¬

fore, to obtain optimum color rendi¬
tion in your photography at all times,
it would be nece.ssary to take color
temperature readings of the daylight
at intervals, as well as exposure read¬

QWhen

shooting Kodachrome out of
doors, should a CC filter be used in
addition to the Wratten No. 83 filter to
balance color when shooting early in
the morning or late afternoon? Can one
be of gelatin and the other glass?—

S. J. M.

ings ;

then,

with

the proper filters,

make the necessary corrections of the
light to effect consistent results.
As

1

egards the filters,

both

glass

and gelatin filters give good results,
and the two types can be used to¬
gether with success. Glass filters should

Ansiver: Purpose of the No. 83 filter

he optically ground to insure defini¬

is to convert daylight to the proper

tion of image.

■
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YOUR PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT FROM
BEHR.END's! Chicago's Largest!
ARRIFLEX CAMERAS
WE STOCK

•CAM E R AS

AND SERVICE
’ i

ALL ARRIFLEX

• LIGHT S s a;

CAMERAS
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ACCESSORIES

• EDITI N
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MAGNASYNC RECORDERS

V

• sou N D

BEHREND CINE CORP. IS
MIDWEST DISTRIBUTOR
FOR SALES AND SERVICE

BEHREND's
HAS 3
CONVENIENT
RENTAL PLANS

OF MAGNASYNC
SOUND EQUIPMENT

CINEX TRIPOD
A Behrend Exclusive! Heavyduty elevatar tripod with spe¬
cially designed crank handle
enables

one

man

to

raise or

lower tripod even with

heavy

duty camera attached.
Tripod and Head .... $800.00

D

DAILY RENTAL
IMMEDIATE

Rental

service

at

Behrend's

.

.

.

MURAY VIEWER

from a changing bag to an Arriflex Camera!
A

LONG TERM RENTAL PLAN

Behrend

No maintenance costs! No tie-up of Capital!
Rental charges are tax deductible as an oper¬

Image! Easy Marking! Carefully

EV-3-Left to Right
Operation

FULL toward

Operation

pur¬

WRITE

.$135.00

EV-4—Right to Left

iRENT WITH OPTION TO BUY
IN

Extremely

engineered to be the finest!

ating expense! You are protected from obsolete
equipment!

Rental payments apply
chase of equipment!

Special!

Bright! Extra Sharp! Large Size

FOR SALES AND

.$200.00

RENTAL CATALOG

n
B
FORMERLY

161
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TELEVISION

E. GRAND AVE.

Cll[ HBP
EQUIPMENT

CHICAGO 11, ILL.

COMPANY

Michigan 2-2281
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*How to select a recorder to start your
MAGNASYNC-MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM
Sound Equipment Checklist

When lightweight portability is a

must

the 27 lb.

X-400 Type 1 is the answer! Another reason so many
producers choose this machine is that it is genuinely
professional, and yet, surprisingly economical!
From $985.
X-400

The Type 1 is a miniaturized version of the Type 5.
Low power consumption and extreme portability has
made this 39 lb. unit a popular selection for remote
location production by leading professional motion
picture studios.
From $1360.
TYPE 1

The X-400 Type

15 is designed for the man who

wants everything in one case . . . playback amplifier,
monitor speaker, footage counter and torque motors.
You can be proud to have this machine represent
you on any sound stage!
From $1385.
TYPE 15

The most popular magnetic film recorder in the
world is the Type 5! With this unit and all its oper¬
ational conveniences, you are definitely in the“major
league.” The Type 5 owner always starts his pictures
with a special feeling of confidence in the realiza¬
tion that he has allowed no compromise in the
selection

of equipment.
From $1570.

TYPE 5

There is nothing on the market that compares with
the remarkable Mark IX. This unit is in a class by
itself . . . with push-button remote controlled relay
functions, plug-in audio elements and all the
"extras" that make for flawless recording under the
most adverse conditions.
From $2145.
MARK

IX

^Regardless of the model you select, you can always depend upon equipynent with the
“Magnasync-Magnaphonic” label. . . equipment made by the international leaders in the
design and manufacture of quality magnetic film recording systems.
Write, wire or phone

rmuGiiflsviici

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

..co.o..

SOUND SYSTEM

DEALERS:
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5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, California • STanley 7-5493 * Cable "MAGNASYNC”

CHICAGO, Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; LOS ANGELES, Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK, Camero Equipment Co.; SAN
FRANCISCO, Brooks Camera Co.; AUSTRALIA, Sydney, New South Woles, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Ply. Ltd.; BELGIUM, Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S.A. (Societe
Beige D'Appllcations Cinemotographiques); BOLIVIA, La Paz, Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro, Mesbia, S.A.; BURMA, Rongoon, G. K. Theatre Supply Co.,
Ltd.; CANADA, Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.; CUBA, Havana, Caribbean Electronics, S.A.; DENMARK, Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND,
London, W-1, Delane Leo Processes, Ltd.; HONGKONG, Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA, Bombay, Kine Engineers; ITALY, Rome, Reportfilm S.R.L.; JAPAN, Tokyo,
J. Osowo & Co., Ltd.; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 7/53, Rene Boeniger; THAILAND, Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.
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The Anmt to Yoot Zoom & Telephoto Lem Tfipod Ptobleme

SILICONE DAMPENED

^HYDROFLUID^

ball-leveling

PAN & TILTHEAD TRIPOD
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL
IN TRIPOD STYLING
AND PERFORMANCE
with
Larger Silicone Dampening Area Than
Any Tripod in Its Class and Price Range

^Designed for professional cameramen.
►Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt action, utilizing
the dampening effect of silicone.
►Al uminum construction; weight 21 lbs.
►Si I icone loaded—temperature range—130 + 500F.
►Precision ball-bearings.

Mounted on pan and tilt shaft

for smooth action and alignment.
►Pan 360°—Tilt 80°.
Hydrofiuid tail-leveling bead—precision construction—posi¬

►First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at bottom

tive quick-finger camera lock—variable tension adjustment

of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA CHARGE.

pan and tilt locks—spirit level—telescopic pan handle with
variable

►Tri pod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood legs, with

angle

adjustment—right

or

left

hand

position.

self-aligning leg locks

►For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE . o^OSO
COMPLETE WITH TRIPOD LEGS

“HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD DESIGNED FOR
TV Vidicon—16Mitche!l —Maurer—Camerette—
Arriflex 16 35—Auricon (Cine-Voice-600-1 200)
Cine Special—Eyemo—Filmo—Cineflex

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.
JANUARY

•

1960

^ 0X7*^

BABY TRIPOD .$69.50
HIGH HAT. 29.50
CASE

.

BOOT & POINT COVER .

22.00
12.50

209 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK 36. N. Y.
Circle 6-0348
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AS EVERYDAY AS UMiCH...the hunger

P

ICTURES fill a definite human need. They

Sound reasons, these, for making each picture

take people out of their homes — out of

better —better story-wise —better technically—

themselves—away from cares of the day! That’s

better to see —better to talk about—in short,

why people like to think about pictures; why

better box office!

they like to talk “pictures,” like to go to them

Sound reasons, too, for closer co-operation

. . . like to get their friends to go with them!

with the Eastman Technical Service for Motion

Ith what's on the screenand what people

for good pictures and the talk about themiI
Picture Film . . . maintained to help the industry

principle that the better the picture the better

solve problems of film selection, production and

the box office! Offices at strategic locations.

processing, and exhibition . . . dedicated to the

Inquiries invited.

Motion Picture Film Department,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.

Easf Coast Division; 342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
Randolph Dr., Chicago 1, 111.

Midwest Division: 130 East

West Coast Division; 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Cal.

say about if.,, that counts

'fmMm

WIDE SCREEN
COLOR
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WHY THE 35/32AAM METHOD
RESULTS IN BEHER I6MM PRINTS
Film laboratories have discovered it is more economical
and productive of better prints to process two 16mm images
side-by-side on a single 35mm film in one operation.

economies effected in the produc¬
tion of 16mm films for television and other professional
uses is credited to the 35/32mm printing method, by which
35mm film perforated with standard 16mm sprocket holes
permits two 16mm prints to he made simultaneously, side
by side, split from the center of the 35mm width after the
latter is trimmed to 32mm in width.
Although the 32/35mm method is now in general use by
many of the commercial film laboratories in the U. S., it
was first used on a large scale commercially at General
Film Laboratories in Hollywood. General’s Vice-President
illiam E. Gephart explained the method in detail in a
One of the important
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paper presented before members of the S.M.P.T.E. at the
Society’s convention in October, 1956, at Los Angeles.
The method utilizes 35/32mm films in the various proc¬
essing and printing steps. Special printing machines are
required, but otherwise, assembly, cleaning and develop¬
ing of the 35/32mm prints are accomplished on normal
35mm equipment.
“The method is practical,’’ points out Gephart, “since
most of the original negatives for today’s TV and other
commercial 16mm films are 35mm, and most of the pro¬
fessional laboratory equipment in use today was designed
to print or process film in 35mm width.’’

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

According to General Film Laboratories Corp., the meth¬
od of printing on 35/32mm film results in cleaner 16mm
prints, better sound quality, and sharper picture reproduc¬
tion than where j)rints are made directly on 16mm nega¬
tive film. Equally important is the economy of producing
two prints in a single operation.
Idle slitting the 35/32mm film into two 16mm strips is
an added operation, it doesn’t begin to eat up the economy
of processing two 16mm prints at one time. But the slitting
operation and especially the trimming of the delicate
li/^mm strips on each edge of the 35/32mm film (to re¬
duce it to 32mm in width) is perhaps the most precise and
the one that is supervised more closely than all the others.
hen the 35/32mm printing method was first intro¬
duced, motion picture engineers doubted the accuracy with
which the edge trimming operation could be performed by
the film laboratories and cited that irregular trimming
would produce “weave” of the image on the screen during
projection.
General’s engineers assert they licked the problem by
designing and building their own precision film slitter. The
dimensional stability of the 16mm prints emerging from
General’s slitter is said to be well within ASA standards.
The slitting operation is checked several times daily by
examining samples of slit film on an optical comparator for
placement, weave, and smoothness of edges, and the same
specimens are then checked a second time by actual projec¬
tion at normal 16mm speed.
In Gephart’s paper (which was puldished in its entirety
in the March, 1957, Journal of the SMPTE) it is pointed
out that the 35/32mm method has a decided advantage
over other procedures in that it can be handled on normal
35mm nonsprocket-drive developing machines along with
other 35mm material. It also benefits from the good solu¬
tions control and mechanical maintenance normally prac¬
ticed on these machines. Moreover, the paper points out,
the extra ll/^mm existing on the 35/32mm films through¬
out the processing gives roller support, edge guiding, and
protection to the finished product. Roller marks, rough
edges, abrasions and dirt that might get into the picture
area are trimmed oflf and discarded, thus presenting a new
smooth edge. The sound tracks, being in the center of the
35/32mm film, have complete protection.
The usual method of producing 16mm black-and-white
prints by the 35/32mm method is to make a 35mm finegrain duplicating positive by contact printing from the
original 35mm negative. From this a dupe negative is made
by optical reduction on 35/32mm film. This negative may
consist of a single 16mm reduction or a double-row of two
16mm images side by side. Sometimes the twin images are
duplicates while at other times they are each different so
that two different productions are printed and processed in
one operation.

contact-printing the sound track, 35/32mm sound negative
is used.
2) 16mm color prints can also he made on 35/32mm
color positive by reduction printing from the origijial
35mm color negative.
3) by making a 35/32mm internegative on Eastman
Color Internegative Eilm, Type 7270. This may be done
either by reduction printing from a 35mm color print or Ity
contact printing from a 16mm Kodachrome print. Follow¬
ing this, a direct contact print is then made on 35/32mm
color positive which is subsequently slit and trimmed to
produce two 16mm prints.
One of the advantages of the 35/32mm printing method
cited by Gephart is that the printing negatives wear ex¬
ceedingly well, having on the average a much longer life
than a 16mm dupe negative.
“Negatives made on 35/32mm film,” Gephart said,
“stand the wear and handling of multiple printing much
better than 16mm negatives, due to the added width of the
film providing support to the sprocket holes. Where re¬
quired, we can easily obtain a minimum of 260 good
16mm prints from a 35/32mm negative.”
So extensive has the use of 35/32mm film become, that
it now is generally available from both Eastman Kodak
Company and DuPont, already perforated. It is not a
“special order” film requiring any period of delay for pro¬
duction and shipment.
Following adoption of the 35/32mm method of printing
by General Film Laboratories Corp., the company’s re¬
search engineers kept a two-year record showing results of
making 16mm release prints on 16mm raw stock, compared
to making them on 35/32mm raw stock—both in the same
laboratory and under similar conditions. The results, with¬
out question, favored the 35/32mm method, which reduced
the number of rejected prints in inspection by 509f, low¬
ered processing costs, and resulted in better sound tracks
that showed improved frequency response by 1 to 2 db at
5000 cycles.
■

HERE IS SHOWN graph¬
ically the relationship of
the two 16mm films with
the

basic

35mm

film

stock on which they are
printed

in

indicates

duplicate.
full

width

A
of

the 35/32mm film, iden¬

The dupe negative is then contact-printed to 35/32mm
positive, composite with the sound negative, and the print
then slit and trimmed to produce two 16mm prints.

tical with regular 35mm

The method is equally flexible for making 16mm color
prints from 35mm color negatives. Here there is a choice of
three methods, all utilizing the various color film stocks
availalde from Eastman Kodak Company:

shown

film
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(two

16mm
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1 ) making a 35mm color interpositive on EK 5253 from
the original 35mm color negative, then making a reduction
35/32mm color internegative Type 7253. Contact prints
are then made on 35/32mm Type 7383 color print film. In
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NEW,

IMPROVED

Model

Webo

and

is

features
finder,

M,

equipped
as

reflex

variable

Pathe

16mm

is attractively
with

such

camera.
designed

professional

through-the-lens

180°

shutter, and

view¬
3-lens

turret.

chandising this attractive and service¬
able camera in this country. But it
could easily become what is known in
the vernacular of Hollywood as a
“sleeper,” for its two principal features
—continuous through-the-lens viewing
and variable shutter — have attained
the stature of essentials in many fields
of professional 16mm film production.
Add to this the Bathe’s compact design
and its remarkable light weight—only
7 pounds—and you can see what a
handy camera it could be for TV news¬
reel men, in-plant film producers, and
for filming in remote and difficult lo¬
cations where a tidy, lightweight pack¬
age of equipment would make the go¬

Product report on the

Pathe "Webo M" 16mm Camera
French camera features continuous reflex view¬
ing, variable shutter, and 3-lens rotary turret.

it was originally designed
for the advanced amateur desiring a
16mm camera having professional fea¬
tures, the French-made Pathe 16, also
known as the Pathe 16 Webo M, is a
camera ideally suited to the needs of
Although

many professional 16mm cinematog¬
raphers.
Although Pathe is one of the oldest
and respected names in motion picture
equipment the company unfortunately
has never made much progress in mer-

TYPICAL OF the Pathe

16's adaptability is this application for high-magnification

with

lube
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aid

of

extension

and

telephoto

lens

ing easier.
Externally the Pathe 16 has consid¬
erable eye appeal. (We shall dispense
here with the manufacturer’s append¬
age of “Webo M” and shall refer to
the camera simply as the “Pathe 16”).
The durable grey hammer-tone enamel
finish is accented with trim and fittings
in black and chrome. The camera’s
plunger-type stop and start button is
forward on top of the main case and
has a rotating collar which—acting as

mounted

with

camera

on

cinematography

adjustable

cradle.

THE PATHE 16 equipped with electric motor drive and
professional sunshade-matte box combination.
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a sort of a gear-shift — controls the
type of camera operation. The collar
has four dilTerent positions; “Off,”
the security position which locks the
starting button ami precludes any pos¬
sibility of starting accidentally; “C,”
for continuous filming (when button is
depressed) ; “1,” for single-frame ex¬
posures; and “B,” a unique single-ex¬
posure release for producing time ex¬
posures on one frame. The film is ex¬
posed as long as the operator holds his
finger on the starting knob. In addi¬
tion, the top of the starting button is
drilled and threaded to take a standard
cable release—a desirable feature for
operating the camera unobtrusively or
by remote control.
Crank for winding the spring motor
is permanently spring-fixed to the cam¬
era and the winding operation features
an audible signal which sounds as soon
as the spring is almost fully wound
as a protection against over-winding
and consequent possible damage to
spring. When fully wound, the spring
motor affords a continuous run of 22
feet of film.
Both a film footage counter and a
film frames counter are provided on
the right hand side of the camera. Cali¬
brated from 0 to 100, the film footage
counter indicates the amount of film
remaining unexposed. The frame coun¬
ter. which is non-resettable, registers
frames exposed (or wound back) in
increments of 5, from 0 to 100.
The frame counter plus the hand
crank combine to afford a wide range
of trick photography effects and mak¬
ing of lap-dissolves. One complete turn
of the crank, either forward or back¬
ward, moves 8 frames of film past the
aperture in either direction. After fad¬
ing out a scene by means of the vari¬
able shutter control, the film may be
wound back in the camera the desired
number of frames by means of the
hand crank to put the film in position
for the fade-in necessary for the dis¬
solve effect. Backwinding the film to
the precise re-start mark is facilitated
by the frame counter, which counts
frames forward or backward.
A range of six camera speeds is
provided, ranging from 8 to 16, 24,
32, 64 and 80 frames per second. A
raised dial on rigbt-hand side of cam¬
era is conveniently located where
switching from one speed to another is
easily accomplished and the dial set¬
ting locked by turning a small thumb¬
screw adjacent to it.
The camera’s variable shutter conContinued on Page 58

what every
young animator
should know
(Reprinted by permission from “Walt Disney—
The Art

Of Animation," by Bob

published by Simon

Thomas, and

& Schuster, Inc.)

Each year, young artists from all
over the United States and many for¬

eign countries come to the Disney Stu¬
dio to apply for work. Some are hired,
since new talent is the lifeblood of the
art of animation.
What does the studio look for? Art¬
ists who can present impressive life
drawings, imaginative pencil sketches,
pen-and-ink drawings of animals, al>stract designs, fashion sketches, even
comic strips. Landscapes are not im¬
portant, since animators deal in things
that move. Nor is color or shading im¬
portant, since animators work in black
and white and in line.
Here is what the studio hopes to find
in applicants:
1. Good draftsmanship — animation
requires good basic drawing.
2. Ability to be prolific—drawing
must come easily.
3. Aptitude for technical perfection
—care in details is important.
4. Sense of caricature — that’s the
nature of animation.
5. Sense of discernment — taste is
all-important.
Usually it takes at least ten years to
rise to the position of top animator.
Some make it faster. Some never make
it at all. But even those who have
reached the top seldom lose their deter¬
mination to learn more about their
medium.
For example, we find Frank Thomas,
who keeps pinned beside his drawing
board some of Fred Moore’s classic
sketches of the “The Three Little
Pigs.” Why?
“Because 1 like to glance at them
now and then and remind myself of
the essential nature of animation,” he
explains. “The Pigs were examples of
extreme simplicity in design, which is
what we should strive to achieve.
“Fred IMoore used to keep a sign
by his desk that said ‘APPEAL.’ That s
what he always aimed for. It doesn’t
matter how cute, funny or amusing an
animated figure is; it is ineffective if
it lacks appeal.

“Appeal is just one of the many
things that an animator must think
of,” Thomas remarks. He sometimes
makes a list of other factors in order
to remind himself of them. Among
them:
Is this the most interesting way to
do the scene? Will anyone want to look
at it?
Is this the most entertaining way to
do the scene?
Remember that interesting action is
not entertaining when done hy un¬
appealing characters.
Are you in character? Is this some¬
thing no other character would do?
Are you advancing character? Is
there some other more interesting way
that you could l)e in character?
Is this the simplest statement you
can make of the idea? Have you sim¬
plified the idea so there is only one
thing to put over? (Simplification is a
particular talent of Walt Disney.)
Is the story point clear? Are you
putting over the point of the scene?
How about staging? Are you really
putting over what you want the audi¬
ence to see?
Does your main action enhance sec¬
ondary actions—expressions, gestures,
etc.? If they fight each other, neither
will be effective.
Are you presenting your idea in
terms of what will work best in this
medium? Remember that your draw¬
ings will be copied by three or four
other artists l)efore they reach the
screen. Can they retain the spirit of
your original?
Do you have a two-dimensional clarContinued on Page 54
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Lowel-Lights

Lights have been

cameraman

finishing
to

touches

augment

on

heavier

(center),

and

chief

lighting

a

lighting

units.

electrician

location
Three

interior,
Lowel-

lighting; one is clamped to a nearby stand, another on a panel, and
a third
moke

is attached to

matte box. The lamp’s novel

it adaptoble to almost any location

or sound

mounting features
stage

use.

mounted on walls with Gaffer-Tape to provide back¬

Light Unit That Mounts Anywhere
You can stick or clamp it to almost any surface or object;
use it with reflector-floods to light small sets and loca¬
tion interiors or to augment larger set lighting units.
By

Motio.\

Picture

Crews

have always

had at their disposal an impressive
array of set lighting equipment. Most
of this equipment, however, has con¬
sisted of bulky units taking high-wat¬
tage lamps. The ultimate development
of lighter and smaller units was in¬
evitable in these days of increased
location shooting and the tendency to
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FREDERICK

FOSTER

limit time allowed gaffers to rig the
lights on sets. Moreover, smaller units
are more compatible with the lesser
light volume requirements of the new
fast film.s—especially when used with
the small and efficient re'lector-flood
bulbs.
The most recent and noteworthy
development in this direction is the

Lowel-Light. which combines a method
for directly mounting lights on walls,
window frames, beams, etc.; a newlydevised notch-and-chain clamp
for
quick, sure fastening of the unit to
pipes, doors, furniture, etc.; and ex¬
treme compactness. The Lowel-Light
is roughly one-fcurth the size of exist¬
ing professional lighting units.
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Designed hy Ross Lowel, a profes¬
sional cinematographer, the lamp unit
was first thoroughly location-tested
before being placed on the market.
In the few months that it has become
commercially available, the LowelLight has proved an extremely useful
and often indispensable tool for pro¬
fessional film production.
Accompanying photos show the
Lowel-Light in closeup and in actual
use on a set. It’s simple but rugged.
Supporting the swivel, adjusting-arms
and socket is a Hat aluminum plate
having a smooth non-abrasive surface
on both sides to prevent marring of
furniture or other wood finishes. A'^
illustrated, the unit may be attached
quickly to ahiiost any vertical smooth
surface with the use of strips of dur¬
able adhesive Gaffer-Tape. The latter
material is about 2" in wid^h. has an
aluminum paint finish, and will se¬
curely hold a Lowel-Lierht on surfaces
of plaster, wood, metal, hard-surface
brick, smooth concrete, glass, tile, etc.
The tape may be used without dane^'r
of marring on almost any smooth. Hat
surface except wall-paper, soft or por¬
ous wallboard, or surfaces having old
paint that is flaking off.

METHOD OF mounting

Lowel-Light to wall with Goffer-Tope is demonstroted by electricion

Horold

Lebow on set for "Naked City" TV series photographed by Ernie Copros.

The unit’s tape-mounting feature
makes it invaluab’e as a light source
for top and back-lighting, where time
or
equipment
limitations
prohibit
elaborate rigging, or where smooth
walls offer nothing on which to hano^
or clamp light units of other types.
An alternative method, entirely new.
for mounting the Lowel-Light on sets
or walls of location interiors consists
of a notch-and-chain clamp for secur¬
ing the unit to pipes, stands, furniture,
etc. (See photo.) The notch part of
this feature is designed to afford
mountnig the unit on plane surfaces
such as shelves, thin doors, Venetian
blinds. etc. The chain may be used
in countless ways to secure the unit
to large pipes, overhead fixtures and
perforated surfaces. The plate of the
unit serves as a supporting base when
mounted on flat surfaces with tape, as
described eariler. and can also be
wedged between objects such as mould¬
ings. desk drawers, etc., thus making
it adaptable to almost any lighting
situation.

tional weight of barn doors or the
lamp bulb itself is larger than the
conventional reflector-flood. The neces¬
sary adjustment, in such cases, is ac¬
complished through tightening a nut
that is readily accessible—even after
the light is positioned.

Swivel of the Lowel-Light was de¬
signed to provide complete directional
control of the lamp. The tension ad¬
justment provides the extra leverage
the unit requires when lamps used
with it are burdened with the addi¬

A feature is the heat-insulated finger
grips that permit the user to adjust
the direction of the lamp without suf¬
fering burned fingers. The LowelLight takes reflector-flood lamps rang¬
ing from 75 to 500 watts in size. In¬
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HERE
by

IS SHOWN

set

electrician

tope-mounting
in

photo

at

method
top

of

used
page.

SHOWING

nofch-and-chain

permitting lamp to be

mounting

feature,

mounted on pipes, etc.

surance against sudden lamp failure
due to poor electrical contact is pro¬
vided in the porcelain socket which is
fitted with a special spring under the
center contact point, assuring good
contact with bulb at all times.
The metal parts of the Lowel-Light
are made mostly of aluminum which
affords minimum weight, maximum
corrosion-resistance, and good heat dis¬
sipation.
Lowel-Lights can be used with bulbs
Continued on Page 60
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KAZUO
for

tape

MIYAGAWA,
measurement

Japanese
before

cinematographer
setting

lens

for

(right), waits

love

scene

for

"Kagi,” a Daiei production, starring Machiko Kyo.

Naming the

aiost

skillful cinematographer of a country

often is a difficult task. In Japan the job has been simplihed somewhat by the international reputation which has
been earned by Kazuo Miyagawa.
Miyagawa was responsible for the photography of Japaivs most famous hlms, “Rashomon” and “Ugetsu.” More
recently he has done equally fine camera work on “Kagi,”
which is destined for world wide distribution, and “Enjo,”
Japan’s entry in the 1959 Venice Film Festival.
Donald Richie, co-author of the book, “The Japanese
Film,” said of the photography in the latter picture: “Mi¬
yagawa used widescreen as it has seldom been used before,
or after, capturing in black and white textures and sur¬
faces so perfectly that the screen at times almost resembled

The Techniques Of
Kazuo Miyagawa
Observations of Japan’s eminent
cinematographer at work.

By

CLIFFORD

V.

HARRINGTON

a bas-relief.”
Part of Miyagawa’s eminence can he attributed to his
versatility. The Japanese photographer regularly handles
with equal facility and skill, black-and-white or color as¬
signments, in standard or widescreen format, involving his¬
torical or modern day screenplays.
V hile visiting Miyagawa at Daiei’s Tokyo studios, we
were somewhat surprised to learn that he prefers to shoot
in black-and-white in the standard format despite the fact
some of his recent successes have been in color and wide¬
screen. He carries his preference for the old “3-hy-4” for¬
mat into his widescreen work, using his company’s Daieiscope widescreen system as if he were employing the stand¬
ard aspect ratio.
In explanation he pointed out that the rooms in Japa¬
nese houses and buildings often are small. When they are
reproduced on the sound stages there is little chance to
comjiose pictorially for the full widescreen. As a result.
Miyagawa has developed a unique system of sectional use
of the picture’s width to overcome this problem.
In this approach he leaves large sections of the frame
shrouded in darkness, but at the same time with artful
lighting cleverly guides the eye of the viewer to the area in
which the director has placed his center of interest.
In one sequence of “Kagi” the action is seen through an
open door at one side of the frame. The rest of the screen
is barely illuminated. The viewer receives the impression
that he is eavesdropping on the characters, an effect ex¬
tremely desirable at this point in the plot.
The story of “Kagi” lays bare the sordid emotions of an
elderly man. Miyagawa achieved a forceful visualization of
this theme by reducing the colors to tones approximating
those of black and white. In many scenes there are strong

MIYAGAWA directs placement of lights for a scene for “Kagi.”
Scene reveals typical style of mood lighting employed by this
Japanese cinematographer.

higliliglits ami deep shadows not often seen in color produc¬
tions, hut in this case they further enhance the story.
In one sequence the old man’s doctor tells him that he
is in danger of hecoming seriously ill. Miyagawa’s keylights come through the opaque panels of sliding doors at
one side of the room, illuminating the old man’s face, hut
leaving the doctor’s features hidden in shadow. Thus the
viewer’s eye is riveted to the expressions of the man as he
hears the disturbing news.
This sequence, among others, reveals Miyagawa’s pen¬
chant for realistic lighting. The particular set-up decrihed
above was drawn from the Japanese cameraman’s memories
of the dark rooms of his childhood home.
In “Enjo,” the moving story of a young student who sets
fire to the famed Golden Pavilion in Kyoto, Miyagama’s
camera is given a heavy burden. The picture’s effective¬
ness depends largely upon the great force with which he
depicted the emotions behind the young man’s actions.
An especially taut sequence shows the youth and his
mother talking heatedly in an underground air raid shelter.
The only light source is an open door. Miyagawa shot the
action in silhouette, forcing viewers’ eyes toward the stark
outlines of the actors’ faces. Some photographers might
have used fill lights here and destroyed much of the dra¬
matic impact.
Despite Miyagawa’s success in modern day films, his
first love is the historical costume play which brought him
international fame.
These pictures I believe come close to giving a true im¬
pression of the real Japan,” he said.
“Rashomon” and “Ugetsu” long will he remembered and
studied for their exotic photography which played a major
part in both films’ success outside Japan.
Miyagawa revealed a secret of sorts when he stated he
did not filter heavily the misty, dream-like settings used
for these two pictures. Although he uses filters frequently
on many assignments, he photographed the locations for
“Rashomon” and “Ugetsu” almost as he found them.
Large portions of Japan’s costume dramas are filmed
on location in the Kyoto area, which is rich in natural and
man-made beauty. Miyagawa has drawn much inspiration
for his camera work from these scenic spots.
Daiei and other Japanese film companies maintain sound
stages in the ancient city to take advantage of the sur¬
rounding pictorial beauty. Half of Daiei’s annual product is
said to be made there; and so Miyagawa is kept hopping
between Tokyo and Kyoto as his asisgnments change from
the modern to the historical.

MARCH OF SCIENCE
• Importance of rare-earth
camera lens design.

glasses

in

modern

• New automatic color control monitor promises
improved color prints for motion pictures and TV.
By

ARTHUR

ROWAN

The importance of rare-earth glasses in modern camera

lens design is the subject of a feature article in the Decem¬
ber, 1959, issue of Camera News of W est Germany, indus¬
try tradepaper.
Actually, the story of the success of West German
optical glasses is the story of Schott & Gen., virtually
the exclusive supplier of German industry, and one of
the two original enterprises of the Carl Zeiss Foundation.
The firm has been a pioneer in the production of new
optical glasses since 1884, when it was founded by Dr.
Otto Schott.
It began operation with a staff of 6 and
grew until, in 1939, the company employed about 3,000
people.
In 1945, 41 specialists were evacuated by the U.S. Army
from Jena. The Jena plant was partly dismantled the
following year and was later seized by the East German
government and turned into a “people-owned” enterprise.
There is no connection between the present Jena plant
and Schott of Mainz and oidy the Mainz firm can use the
old trademarks.
Schott began producing optical glass again in June,
1946, in a subsidiary company located at Zwiesel in the
Bavarian Forest. The following year other branches of
glass production were added at Zwiesel and also at Mitterteich, in Bavaria.
Index of Refraction
Optical glass is catalogued according to an index of
refraction (nd value), a number that measures the power
of glass to bend light rays, and a value of dispersion (V),
a number that measures the inherent property of glass to
bend light of different colors to different extents. Schott
has the largest assortment of optical glasses in the world
Continued on Page 52

In these Japanese studios, Miyagawa works under condi¬
tions which are different from those usually found in Hol¬
lywood. But to him and his fellow Ja])anese directors of
photography they are the norm.
As we watched him at work on the set, we observed that
Miyagawa had the help of four assistants. Nevertheless,
when the time arrived to do the actual shooting, he oper¬
ated the camera himself. Here many directors of photog¬
raphy will not trust the framing of their pictures to any¬
one but themselves.
Although Miyagawa had fewer set lights to work with
than do most Hollywood cameramen, he still had more
than many Japanese photographers have at their disposal
on lesser productions.
He shoots his black-and-white films at about 250 footcandles on Fuji stock, which he rates at 120 ASA. For
Continued on Page 50
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NEW AUTOMATIC color control and monitor, the Sens-OAR-chrome, is
electronic sensor device that responds both to color and to its inten¬
sity,
Its

providing

application

inexpensive
to

the

continuous analysis and

production

of

control

color prints for motion

of color.
pictures

is now undergoing extensive exploration
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ENM-16 numbers 16MM film every 40 frames. An
adjustment bar permits edge numbering the film in
any area (16MM only).

NUMBERl

ANY

MOTION PICTURE

FILM
WIDTH

ENM16-M numbers 16MM film every 16 frames to
match 35MM. Numbering can be done in any
position on the film.
ENM-35 numbers 35MM film every 16 frames. A
combination 17’2-35MM machine is available at a
slightly higher cost.
ENM-70 numbers 70MM film every 16 frames.
(Equipped with an 80 tooth sprocket with five
perforations per frame.)

ENM-16
Machine can edge number rolls up to
3000'.
Friction devices control the payout reel.
A torque motor allows the film to be taken
up evenly and smoothly. An adjustment
knob for the torque motor rheostat per¬
mits quick adjustment to take up 1000,
2000, and 3000 foot reels.
The impression roller is free wheeling and
self adjusts itself to give a most legible
number without the danger of embossing.
A simplified inking system with an eccen¬
tric center roller in the ink well provides
quick alignment for the applicator sponge
rubber roller. A doctor knife in the inkwell
removes all surplus ink from the inking
rollers.
There is a simple adjustment for dis¬
pensing the amount of ink required.
The unit has a small brush wheel to clean
the numbering element after the number
is applied.
A micro switch cuts the power when a roll
of film is completed.
A Veeder Root counter checks the film
footage.
A keeper holds the film in place for sync
mark and spot coding.
The handle in front permits the operator
to manually turn the numbering block to
the desired position for a number change.
Running speed is between 80 to 110 feet
per minute.

ENM-ie-M

ENM-35

$2500,
ENM-70

NUMBERING
BLOCK
The numbering block generally consists of two
letter wheels or one number and one letter wheel
manually operated and four number wheels which
move automatically and number from 0001 to
9999. All numbers can be reset by hand to begin
at any desired number.
ENB-35 ($400)... Numbering block for 35MM indi¬
rect reading. Two letter wheel and four numbers.
ENB-16 ($400)... Numbering block for 16MM
direct reading. One letter and four numbers wheel
or two letters and four number wheel.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

KTVH
in
W ichita. Kansas got an unusual “first”
recently when the opportunity to film
an operation in a local hospital pre¬
sented itself. Because of the compe¬
titive nature of the market we did
not hesitate to accept the hospital’s
offer.
Telkvision

Station

Hardly any time was devoted to
preliminary arrangements or calcula¬
tions for e.xposure since the operating
rooms of hospitals are the “Star Chamhers” heretofore partially hanned to
professional cameramen.
This assignment was an eye-opener
for future stories in comparable sur¬
roundings. Fast film and fast hnses
are all that are required. Processing
can he done with the usual lah ma¬
chine. Our station operates a Houston
“Lahmaster” purchased early in the
course of assembling the company’s
“light weight” film unit.
Our coverage of this operation was
limited to a single man with one
camera.
The operating room was
approximately 20x25 feet and offered
no obstacles. The operating table was
located at one end of the room under
a giant single circular light. No other
illumination was installed in the room
for the photography and the available
light was beamed directly on the
patient.
A reading from the room was taken
and the meter indicated f/5.6, based
on a tungsten rating of 160 for
DuPont 931 reversal. This reading
included reflection from the beige col¬
ored tile walls. To counter-balance
any deep shadows that might arise
from the doctors or nurses leaning
toward the patient, f/4 was used as
the basic exposure at 24fps.
The illumination from the overhead

THE CAMERAMAN was not allowed to work closer than six feet of patient—the operating area—
but this presented no handicap with the camera fitted with a range of lenses.
MacConkey may be seen

in background with

How author filmed unusual surgical operation
for KTVH newscast, using a B&H 70DR camera,
Dupont 931
By

reversal film and available light.
JOE

W.

The eircular glass covered illumina¬
tion unit is designed to eliminate all
heat. The lens of the light itself is
made of heat-absorbing glass. Inside
the lens are rings of 250 watt spot¬
lights arched downward at a 45 de¬
gree angle.
Some illumination
watt

light

bulbs

from

bare

150

mounted

atop

this

central light produced some reflection
16MM 70-DR equipped wilh a

wide-angle

lens

proved

assignment.

MacConkey

tective

in

garb
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1-inch and

adequate
the

for

usual

room.

MacCONKEY

(News Director. KTVH-TV. Wichita. Kansas)

televised shows at our studio.

a

Author-cameraman

Howell 70-DR camera.

FILMING AN OPERATION FOR TV

operating light was not comparable in
intensity to anything used on our com¬
mercial sets or the regular sets for

THE

his Bell &

of light from the tile walls.

the

Distance from camera to subject was

pro¬

no

problem.

We were cautioned

to

remain outside the sterile field im¬
mediately surrounding the operating
table.
Besides our Bell & Howell
70DR 16mm hand camera, there were
two newspaper photographers using a
Speed Graphic and a Rolleillex, both
equipped with electronic flash. With
the operating table occupying the
majority of the room we were limited
to an area six feet from the subject.
Actually, an operation is a daily
routine for any hospital, hut what
made this case outstanding was the
newly-developed instrument used and
the type of surgery performed. A
hone malformation in the ear of an
eight-year-old girl had caused partial
Continued on Page 56
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PRECISION’ FILM EDITING &
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer

Model S635-1
•.Single Sprocket 35mm Synchronizer
Single Sprocket 16mm Synchronizer
(not shown)

$95.00
$95.00

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.
$215.75

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm
$32,50 ea.

magnetic
and tape
sound
reader

optical
sound
readers
Model 600

Model 700

$185.00

Model 600 RL

$195.00

opticalmagnetic
sound
readers

$198.00

magnetic
and tape
sound
reader
Model 700 SP

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50

$169.50

film slitter

Power film slitter
16mm to double 8mm
Look for this
tradomark

FOB Factory

SMSi
44

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and TV Industries

PRECISION LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

in writing for
the professional ]6nim cameraman, we
Ferh.\ps

too

often,

dwell too much on the tools and equip¬
ment used in cinematography and not
enough on the human element—the
cameraman himself, and particularly
the attributes which make a successful
cameraman: imagination, artistry, and
a creative talent.
One of the things the annual com¬
petitions for non-theatrical hlms has
revealed conclusively is how really im¬
portant is creative cinematography to
motion pictures of this type.
The primary purpose of a business
or industrial film is to sell a product,
idea or a service. To do this with
motion pictures is the challenge faced
by the independent industrial film pro¬
ducer or head of in-plant film unit
almost daily; but in the final analysis,
it is the creativity and know-how of
the cameraman that often contributes
most to the success of the production.
This is not intended to take any¬
thing away from the creative talent
that precedes the cameraman in pro¬
ductions of this kind—the writers, for
example, who know—or should know
—how to write good photography into
a script. But almost any experienced
cameraman can contribute a great
deal to the “screen appeal” of a busi¬
ness or industrial film when invited to
sit in on its planning. And this every
16mm film producer and in-plant film
unit head should do.
But is every industrial film camera¬
man qualified by experience and
peculiar talents to make such contri¬
butions? On the basis of the photog¬
raphy of those non-theatrical films
entered in the important annual com¬
petitions
previously
mentioned,
it
would seem that most of them are. In
non-theatrical film production today
we find none of the “home movies”
type of cinematography that marked
early-day industrial films, many of
which were inexpertly lighted, care¬
lessly focused, and generally unimagi¬
native in camera treatment.
Perhaps the most formidable chal¬
lenge faced by the professional 16mm
camerman today is tlie fact that the
basic subject matter of most indus¬
trial films is, by its very nature, visu¬
ally uninteresting. His problem is to
enliven it—give it pictorial impact
that will arouse an emotional response
from an audience.
Because this is so, it is imperative
that the photography of such pictures
be a vital part of the production’s
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THE

RIGHT CAMERA ANGLE

position—something

a

has a

lot to do with

cinematographer

learns

by

achieving
experience.

pictorial
Here

impact and
a

General

pleasing
Motors

com¬

cinema¬

tographer has given the camera the maximum elevation of the tripod for shot of an assembly-line
operation for a company promotional film.

The Need For Creativity In
Non-theatrical Cinematography
How imaginaive camera work creates industrial
films that win friends and influence people.
By

CHARLES

LORING

planning. The cameraman should sit
in on the pre-production planning
conferences and be allowed to present
his suggestions for the photographic
treatment of the picture. Very often
this has another advantage—that of
cutting corners and saving costs. The
real cost of a production never begins
until the actual shooting begins, and
it’s how the production is planned to
accommodate and facilitate the pho¬
tography that invariably leads to com¬
pleting the production on schedule and
within the budget.
The cameraman should be encour¬

aged to offer suggestions and ideas
for the visual treatment of the sub¬
ject. Often he will come up with a
suggestion for creating a scene or se¬
quence that has genuine production
value without straining the budget.
So you are the cameraman on one
of these productions. You believe you
have the talent and know-how to do
the job assigned to you. You deter¬
mine what your unit head or pro¬
ducer wishes to achieve through a
perusal of the script. You visualize
the photographic treatment and the
Continued on Pago 54
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AUDITORIUM OF RUSSIA'S Kinoparama Theatre where motion
ore shown on a
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photo was

being

used, and

USSR).

Russia's Circular Kinopanorama
System uses eleven cameras for the photography and two tiers of
screens arranged in a circle, one above the other, for projection.
By

ARTHUR

A Lmque Method for exhibiting motion pictures was
unveiled by the Russians at the new Kinopanorama
Pavilion, which was opened to the public in Moscow on
July 22, 1959.
This circular cinema theatre (Krugovaya Kinopanorama), erected near the southern entrance to the USSR
Exhibition of Economic Achievements, in Moscow, is fas¬
cinating to Russian movie fans because of the unusual
projection techniques and the exciting effects produced.
The audience can see moving pictures on two hands of
360° screens—one under the other—below the dome of
the auditorium.

VOYCE

from ideas originally suggested by the French in

1926

(also said to be the basis for the American Cinerama
system). The new Kinopanorama system is similar to the
American Circarama developed by the Walt Disney studio
in 1955. Both systems are based on synchronized pro¬
jection of a picture by eleven projectors on a 360° screen
divided into eleven segments. However, the Russian sysContinued on Page 48

The circular Kinopanorama is a further development
of the Russian panorama system, shown for the first time
in Moscow in 1956 and at the Rrussels International Expo¬
sition in 1958. The Russian panorama system was adapted

CROSS-SECTION of Russia's circular Kinopanorama theatre.
of

three

floors: the

first (C)

the screened pictures.
surrounding
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It consists

spectators

view

The second and third floors are actually balconies
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ouditorium
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screens.
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A
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GENUINE

Su|5er l^lrcctor
Exposure Meter
High-Fidelity Color Exposures are now yours everytime
— Automatically! —The three-dimensional Incident Light Nor¬
wood Heliosphere assures you of the absolutely correct ex¬
posure setting under all conditions with one quick reading.
The exclusive Norwood Heliovalve gives you an automatic
direct-reading f: stop for pre-adjusted film and shutter
combinations.
No wonder the new NORWOOD is the favorite of Holly¬
wood professionals!!!
The world’s only genuine Norwood Exposure Meter now
made! The Automatic Norwood Super Director made by
the Walz Company, is the new invention of Mr. Donald
Norwood, world-famous inventor of the Norwood system of
three-dimensional incident light exposure control.

Includes Norwood Meter,
Case, Neckstrap, 3-D In¬
cident Light Heliosphere,
Reflected Light Heliogrid,
Automatic Heliovalve.

COMPLETE

«7|jL/

8mm
MOVIE EDITOR

Ultra-precision compact folding ed¬
itor. . Geared
screen.

rewind.

Built-in

Bright,

marker,

sharp

focu.ser,

MOVIE METER
Easiest-to - use movie meter.
Direct reading f:stop for movie
cameras. No dials! No calcula¬
tions. Pre-set for Daylight Kodachrome. Type A Kodachrome and
Anscochi’ome.

framer with Quicksplice.

OPTICAL

SUPERIMPOSER
TITLER and WIPER
OUTFIT
Attach to movie camera and
use at the same time as the scene
is being photographed. Very
simple to use. Fully complete with
accessories.
.r. -

MOVIE TIMER
Attaches directly into cable re¬
lease. Adjustable from 5 to 20 sec.
Signals START when timer activates
shutter. Cuts shutter off at pre-set
time.

EXCLUSIVE U.S.A. IMPORTER.U. S. PHOTO SUPPLY CO. INC., 6478 SLIGO MILL ROAD, WASHINGTON 12, D. C.
EXClUSrVE CANADA IMPORTER . . . MAIICO OPTICAl I. PHOTO PRODUCTS. 1745 XEEIE STREET. W TORONTO, ONTARIO
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RUSSIA’S CIRCULAR KINOPANORAMA

RENT EQUIPMENT
YOU (AN BE SURE OF
When you rent professional motion picture
equipment from Florman & Babb, you
rant dependability at the same time.
F & B's maintenonce program assures
you of perfect equipment every time.
Don't take chances — rent dependable
equipment from dependable Florman &
Babb.

Continued from Page 46

tem differs from its American proto¬
type in that it has two circular hands
of screens, one above the other, while
the American Circararna has only one.
Another advantage that the Russians
claim is the perfected quality of the
system’s stereophonic sound.
While
in the American Circararna one hears
only the music and the aimouncer’s
voice, in the Russian system the sound
effects are synchronized with the
action to point up all that is shown
on the screen.

I

3Smm Mitchell: Bell t Howell. Arrinei comerat
16mm Mitchell. Aurlcon. Bell ( Howell camerai
Recordm; Equipment
Projection Equipment
Editin; Equipment-Mo«iolas-Sound leadeii
Lilhtint Equipment-Colortran-Bardwoll
McAlister, etc.
Grip Equipment-Dollies-Mike Booms
Accessories-lenses-Tripods-Supplies

\

!

FIOAMAN t BABB. INC.
oe WIST 4STH sreiir

niw took s*. n t

WRITE NOW FOR THIS FREE
ILLUSTRATED RENTAL CATALOG

Florman & Babbi
INCORPORATED
68 West 45th Street • New York 36, N. Y.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY FILM
PRODUCTION
Fodes, dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce Image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bos relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm.

30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO EXPERIENCE
AND THE FINEST OF SPECIALIZED
EQUIPMENT ARE NOW AT THE DISPOSAL
OF THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.
Inquiries

invited.

New

price

list

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Unwood Dunn, ASC, President

9” 230mm f:3.8
Century Tele-Athenar
16MM TELEPHOTO LENS

only $139^0!
$265.00 Value!

• RAZOR SHARP
• HIGHEST SPEED
A powerful lens for B&H, Bolex, RX,
K-lOO, Cine Sf^ecial, Etc. Shipped Post¬
paid. Order Direct if Your Dealer daes
not stock. World's most popular 9" lens!
Write today for literature.

CENTURY
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CO.
10659 BURBANK BLVD., NO. HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
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The method of hlming the Kinopanorama pictures is basically the
same as that of the Circararna. Shoot¬
ing of a scene is done with eleven
synchronized cameras mounted on a
single base plate and arranged to
cover a 360° view. The equipment
differs somewhat from that of the
American and European studios. The
Russians claim that the special tech¬
nical and artistic characteristics of
the Kinopanorama derive from the
fact that they use a new type of mirror
camera for scenic shots invented by
Kirill Dombrovsky. For sound record¬
ing they use the nine-channel system
invented by K. Bek-Nazarov.
The circular auditorium accommo¬
dates 300 people.
The audience,
surrounded by two segmented circu¬
lar screens, watch scenes projected by
22 separate projectors in sync. The
projection of the film, with respect to
the segments of the two screens, is in
the nature of a series of related scenes
of one general theme.
The projectors are located behind
the screens, and are arranged along
the perimeter of the auditorium wall,
each machine throwing its image
through a slit in the wall to the screensegment opposite. In order to elimi¬
nate vibration, the projectors, are set
on
individual
foundations entirely
independent from the structural ele¬
ments of the floor. A single control
panel simultaneously sets in motion
lioth groups of the projecting appa¬
ratus.
There are no seats in the auditorium
and the spectator walks about as he
pleases and watches any part of the
film he likes. If he looks at the part
where the camera dollied forward, he
feels as though he were also moving
along with the camera. But if he
looks at the sides, he sees everything

the cameramen witnessed as they shot
the scenes round them.
The lower screen is twelve feet high.
In order to obtain good visibility, it
is placed at a height of 8'-2° from the
floor. Above this screen is the second
circular screen, shaped like a trun¬
cated cone, 13'-4° high. The upper
screen is erected at an angle of 59°
to the auditorium floor; its top is on
a line with the ceiling.
The system of screens, ringing the
circular walls, is vertically divided by
velvet strips six inches wide. Hori¬
zontally the upper and lower screens
are separated by a velvet strip twenty
inches wide, which has unobtrusive
projection ports for 22 huge projec¬
tion machines. Eleven of these ma¬
chines project the ground episodes of
a scene on the lower screen. On the
upper screen which represents, so to
speak, a part of the dome, an equal
number of machines project various
aspects of the skyscape and sky scenes
featuring “rockets and ballistic mis¬
siles in flight, and aerial sports. The
showing of a film begins with projec¬
tion on the upper tier of screens fol¬
lowed by that on the lower. The effect
produces the feeling of “you are there.”
The spectator sees the sky, the hori¬
zon and the ground in front of him.
He feels himself a participant of events
and action developing before his eyes.
The films are “shorts” of about 20
minutes’ duration. The showing of a
film is accompanied by stereophonic
sound transmitted by 36 loudspeakers
distributed at various vantage points
along the perimeter of the auditorium;
some of the sound track apparatus
is housed in specially provided floor
pits, some in apertures in the ceil¬
ing. To ensure good sound transmis¬
sion, the 4300 square-foot white screen
was made of special plastic material
perforated with minute holes. It is
the design of the screen coupled with
the strategic arrangement of the loud¬
speaker groups that contributes so
much to the quality of sound repro¬
duction.
Whether the recorded sound is that
of speech, laughter, song or symphony
orchestra, the splashing of ocean waves
or the roar of aeroplane motors it is
integrated with the visual image, thus
producing a complex stereophonic
Continued on Page 50
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BROOKS
CAMERAS
The Wesfs Largest
Selection of Fine
Professional Cameras

BOLEX H-16 REX

Variable shutter permits smooth fades and lap dissolves. Greater exposiKe control possible through partial closing of the variable shutter
instead of lens. Shown with REXOFADER—an optional accessory ($37.50)
that permits automatic operation of the variable shutter.

H-16 REX from $400, with Lytar 1" f/1.8 lens.
BOLEX 16mm LENSES
Pan Cinor 85—w/R.F. From 17.5 to
85mm—F2 .$420.00
Pan Cinor f/2.4 lens, focal lengths
from Yiyzmvn to 70mm.$269.50
Pan Cinor 100 f/3.4 lens, focal
lengths from 25mm to 100mm
.$329.50
Switar 10mm w/a f/1.6 FM 8"
to
inf.
“C” mount.
Visifocus
.$149.50
Switar 16mm w/a f/1.8 FM 8" to
inf. "C” mount. Visifocus . $99.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.5 FM IV2'
to inf. Visifocus.$115.00
Yvar 100mm 4" f/3.3 tele. 4-power
magnification. Focuses 8' to inf.
.$89.50

T
NEW

Yvar 16mm w/a f/2.8. Focuses 1'
to inf. "C” mount. Visifocus $59.50
Switar 75mm (3") f/1.9, focus 5'
to inf., Visifocus, C-mount, Rex and
Reflex .$145.00
Yvar 75mm 3" f/2.8 tele. Focuses
5' to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus
.$69.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.4. Focuses
11/2' to inf. “C” mount.$168.00
Switar f/1.4 50mm 2" tele. lens.
Ultra-high speed. Focuses 3' to inf.
.$169.50
Yvar

150mm

6"

f/4

tele.

lens.

lyz" length. FM 13' to inf. with
case.$145.75

AURICON (INE-VOKEII
16mm sound-on-film movie camera with profes¬
sional heavy-duty 3-lens turret. Operates from
house current or car battery. Available in a
choice of models to suit a variety of filming
requirements .$795.00
CINE VOICE I—Used.$495.00

The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens focusing and view¬
ing during exposure, electric motor drive. Matte box cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00
75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Pan Cinor 70—Zooms from 17.5mm to 70mm.$260.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex.$579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00
Same as above plus built-in buckle switch and motor cable
lock .$1795.00
10mm Cinegon FI.8 .$280.00

AURICON PRO-600— 16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync motor drive for single
or double-system recording; Electronic take-up,
film-flow without friction clutches or belts.
Various combinations of accessories avail¬
able .$1456.25
AURICON “SUPER-1200” — 16mm sound-onfilm camera (self-blimped) with 3-lens turret
for “C” mount lenses. 1200 ft. capacity for
33 minutes recording time.$4149.00
SUPER 1200—AURICON-TILT professional tri¬
pod, wgt. 27 lbs.$406.25
AURICON PRO-200. Was $1,495.00.
Used .$995.00

Use Your Bankamericard
West's Largest Selection • Budget Terms Available • Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment
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KINOPANORAMA

IN THE MIDWEST
It’s

BILL CROSSON
CINEMATOGRAPHER
(Local 666—I.A.T.S.E.)

T.V. Spots — Industrials
Documentary
Theatrical

CREATIVE
PHOTOGRAPHY
TOP QUALITY—SPEED
*

♦

*

AVAILABLE TO PRODUCERS
FOR ASSIGNMENTS ANYWHERE
ON FREE-LANCE BASIS
♦

♦

♦

BEST REFERENCES ON REQUEST!
Phone: Prescott 1-6162
23007 St. Joan Avenue
St. Clair Shores (Suburb of
Detroit) Michigan

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
*
*
*
*
*
*

Procettes up to 400 Ft.
8mm-I6min-35mm-70mri
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record Corn.
r

Beacon,

N.Y.

“Newest Improved Process’’

LAMINATED
SOUND STRIPING
QUALITY GUARANTEED

16mm & 8mm 2Vac Per Foot
(Minimum

380

Ft.I—Via

C.O.D.

Moil

Since our thin (.0007") high output magnetic
track does not require a balancing stripe, the
film seats perfectly in the gate of your pro¬
jector
assuring
sharp
pictures
when
pro¬
jected.

736’/]

,

S. Atlantic Blvd.. Los Anaeles 12
ANgelus
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8-0584

Calif.
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composition.
The sound is ‘’live,”
full-bodied, and well-synchronized with
the
action,
effectively
heightening
every aspect of the screen presenta¬
tion. The projector control panel also
controls the sterephonic sound track
apparatus and many other machines.
The
first
Soviet
kinopanoramic
sterephonic film presented was ^The
March of Spring.” The film opens
with striking scenes of racing Turk¬
menian horsemen celebrating the ad¬
vent of spring. This is followed by
an impressive panorama of Zapo¬
rozhye (in the Ukraine I factories.
Next, the cameras cut across to the
Caspian oil fields and present a se¬
quence depicting the extraction of
“black gold” from the bottom of the
sea. The cameras move on to Lenin¬
grad and display a series of aerial
shots of the great city’s squares
and historic buildings.
Finally the
“March’’ winds up at Moscow’s Red
Square, where the annual May Day
parade is in full swing.
The film was produced by the Cen¬
tral Documentary Film Studios and
the Animated Cartoon Film Studios.
It was directed by Vasili Katanyan
and Leonid Makhnach. The camera¬
men were I. Bessarabov, A. Semin,
L. Atamanov, D. Babichenko and
I. Ivanov-Vano.
The building of the circular Kinopanorama is 93'-4° in diameter. The
auditorium, placed in the center of
the building’s main floor is 59 feet in
diameter and has an area of 2495
square feet; its height 33 feet. Along
the perimeter of the auditorium, at
the first floor level, runs a foyer 14
feet wide. The foyer can also be util¬
ized as an exhibition hall. The exte¬
rior wall of the circular foyer is of
glass-framed panels running the full
height of the hall. The entrance and
exit doors are of frameless, trans¬
parent, specially treated, unbreakable
glass.
On the first floor in the back of
the building are located the stairway
and a number of auxiliary service
rooms which have their own entrance.
The projection room and its auxiliary
services are located on the second floor
over the foyer. The third floor con¬
tains the ventilation chambers and
machinery. The lighting on all floors
is artificial.

The auditorium ceiling is lined with
sound
absorbing,
aluminum-framed
panels. The lighting of the auditorium
and the foyer is of the indirect, lumi¬
nescent type.
Architecturally,
the
building
is
simple and uncluttered by ornament.
Its cylindrical shape, the lower part
of which is glassed in along its en¬
tire perimeter, gives it a modern look.
The upper, blank part of the wall is
punctuated
by
small
rhythmically
spotted apertures which form an at¬
tractive pattern of grilles for the in¬
take ducts of the ventilation system.
The building, 34'-8" high, is crowned
with a large gas-lighted sign “Krugovaya Kinopanorama.”
The theatre was planned and de¬
signed by studio No. 13 of the Mosproekt Institute. The authors of the
project are N. Strigalov, architect, and
G. Muratov, engineer. Vladimir Kotov
of the Cinephoto Research Institute
was in charge of the cinematographic
equipment installation.
The actual
construction took a little more than
three months. Equipment and machin¬
ery were manufactured by plants in
Moscow, Leningrad. Kiev, Samarkand,
and Odessa.

KAZUO MIYAGAWA
Continued from Page 41

particularly difficult jobs he uses the
old standby. Eastman Tri-X.
As we watched Miyagawa at work
on his current color film, “Ukikusa,”
he was using only 450 foot-candles of
illumination on a well-lit interior. Eor
color productions either Eastman or
Agfa film is used, he said.
The set lighting arrangements in
Japanese studios are left largely in the
hands of the Nipponese equivalent of
the head gaffers in Hollywood. But Mi¬
yagawa, because of his stature as a
cinematographer,
lights on his sets.

spots

most

of

the

Because most of the sets are diminu¬
tive, it is often a problem to find
enough space to wedge in lights; many
times electricians hand-hold fill lights,
because there is little or no room for
mounting the lamps on standards.
Erequently a tripod will not fit on a
Japanese set. Miyagawa, like many
other Japanese photographers, uses a
series of triangular frameworks of
wood for mounting the camera at the
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varying heights he requires. As we
watehed him at work on “Ukikusa,”
we noticed that very often his camera
was only two feet above the floor level,
a common height for Japanese films
in which the actors spend much of
their time kneeling.
Miyagawa was working with a
Mitchell NC instead of the Hollywood
standard.
the
BNC.
To
deaden
camera sounds, a Barney was invar¬
iably used. When more “blimping"
was needed, an assistant threw a
blanket over the camera.
Miyagawa never had to worry about
mike boom shadows simply because
no conventional mike boom was used.
Japanese sound men, since the very
early days of sound, have taped their
microphones to bamboo poles and
lowered them into the sets from the
catwalks overhead.
Lengthy pre-production planning is
a luxury which is afforded Miyagawa
over other photographers. Because he
presently shoots only two or three pic¬
tures a year, he usually is given four
weeks to study a script, whereas most
other Japanese cameramen get a flat
two weeks to plan their work.
Once a film has begun, Miyagawa
is in the scramble on the sound stage
with the rest. Production seldom fal¬
ters until a picture is finished. Satur¬
days and Sundays are also work days
on the Japanese lots.
Many films at Daiei are allotted a
straight 45 days schedule from the
time the camera first turns until the
film is ready for showing. Nothing
short of disaster ever stops these
schedules

We know our way
around in the dark—►

Front-office policy allows Miyagawa
to shoot at a ratio of only two-to-one.
Thus, for every shot there are always
several rehearsals for action, sound
and camera.
In discussing the highly praised
Japanese color photography, Miyagawa
pointed out one important factor
which must be considered in any
evaluation. The Japanese need ap¬
proximately only 50 prints for their
distribution, he said, while larger
countries like the U.S. usually require
hundreds. As a result, the Japanese
use the original negative for release
printing, increasing the chances for
better tonal quality in the final prints.
Miyagawa’s motion picture career
began 32 years ago, after he failed his
high school entrance examinations and
was forced to seek steady employment.
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It was the Japanese policy at the time
that neophyte cameramen start their
apprenticeships
in
the
darkrooms.
Miyagawa stayed four years in the old
Nikkatsu studio lab. Later he was pro¬
moted to assistant cameraman. In 1936
he became a director of photography.
Since that time he has photographed
75 feature-length films.
Despite
his
acknowledged
skill,
Miyagawa is always studying new de¬
velopments and techniques. He is an
avid reader of American Cinema¬
tographer.
Miyagawa,
like most competent
cinematographers, is not a person to
rest on his laurels. He indicated his
philosophy of photography when he
confided: “I am never satisfied. I
rarely look at what I have done in the
past. Instead, I continually strive to
find new' ways of filming more effec¬
tively in the future.”
■

MARCH OF SCIENCE
I

... where we do

I
I

some of our best work.
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Continued from Page 41

available on a production basis, more
than 350 in its catalog. These glasses
differ in the ingredients used to make
them and. consequently, in their properties.
Ordinarily glass is made of sand,
soda and lime.
When Schott first
tackled the problem of making opti¬
cal glass, crown glass and flint glass
—in which lead was introduced to
increase the index of refraction and
to permit suitable dispersion combinations—were the two basic types
used for optical purposes.
Better Performance

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE. N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634

Schott added barium oxide and
boric acid to the glass batch, mak¬
ing it possible to compute optical sys¬
tems of better performance.
This
work was particularly valuable for
the
improvement
of
microscopes.
Later, out of the basic research, mod¬
ern photo glasses were developed.
In the constant pursuit of better
quality optical glass, manufacturers
in Germany and the U. S. began to
experiment with rare earth sands
about 25 years ago. These sands are
the raw material from which the rare
earths are obtained by processing and
are found in only a few places in the
world (Europe, Far East, and the
U.S.A.).
Chemically, the rare earths are
defined by the specific construction
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of an inner electron shell. Strictly
speaking, therefore, only lanthanum
oxide (as the colorless component in
optical glasses) belongs to the rare
earths. In actual practice, however,
the elements thorium, tantalum and
niobium are designated in addition as
rare earths and the elements yttrium,
cerium and didymium also can be in¬
cluded.
Too Expensive to Use
Yttrium and some of the other rare
earths are so expensive, they cannot be
used for glass production. Cerium and
didymium are coloring elements. The
former to a small extent and the latter
to a great extent are of interest in the
production of colored glass. In addi¬
tion, cerium is used with optical glass
to obtain resistance to radiation color¬
ing.
The experiments with rare earths
revealed a new difficulty, in addition
to the two old ones that are major
problems encountered in the melting
process. Normally, glass manufactur¬
ers must deal with bubbles and striae,
two objectionable defects that must
be eliminated as far as possible.
Bubbles caused by gas released
when chemicals (mostly oxides added
to improve the refractive index) are
heated to a very high temperature
during the melting, sometimes do not
escape when the glass is not soft
enough. They are usually dealt with
in the refining process, but have no
detrimental effect on the image qual¬
ity, in any case.
Striae may arise from a glass batch
being mixed insufficiently, chemicals
being set free as a result of the glass
batch attacking the walls of the clay
melting pot or evaporation on the sur¬
face. This defect is remedied by ade¬
quate stirring of the glass.
It was found that rare earth ele¬
ments would attack clay pots to such
an extent the resulting glass could
not be used. Only when it was dis¬
covered that pure platinum pots do
not react easily to rare earths did
it become possible to melt glasses with
high refraction indexes and reduce
the amount of striae caused by the
rare earth elements.
Eastman Kodak Pioneers
Eastman Kodak did pioneer re¬
search work in the development of
rare earth glasses about 25 years ago.
To cover its developments, Kodak
sought and was granted patents in
various countries in the late ’30s. One
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FILMLINE ANNOUNCES

WORLD SmmrST COMMERCIAL PROCESSOR
FOR REVERSAL & NEGATIVE/POSITIVE 16MM FILM
• New impingement-type film
Dryer
• Temperature control
• Rinse tank with spraybar after
each chemical tank
• Eight film squeegees
• New low-pressure type air
squeegee
• Overflows and bottom drains
• Tachometer
• Solution and drybox
thermometers
• Oil-less, rotary air compressor
with pressure gauge
• Recirculation pumps and
spraybars
• Stainless steel, type 316, tanks
• Daylight operation
• 1,200 Film Magazine
• Variable Speeds/Development
^ Times

develops Negative film at 55 fpm

Develops Reversal film a|;125 fpm

picture film labs . . . the Filmline Model RT-S
is the ideal machine . . . providing quality
results at speeds to 125 ft./minute . . . and
permitting increases of the ASA index
1000% on DuPont or Eastman Reversal
Emulsions.
Fully equipped, ready for immediate opera¬
tion the Model RT-S offers you high cost
film processing features for the low price
of only $6,450.00.

Wherever quality results are demanded in
the fastest processing time ... or wherever
illumination is inadequate for quality image
density . . . this newest, fastest combination
16MM Reversal and Negative/Positive film
processor . . . the Filmline Model RT-S will
consistently provide the solutions to these
processing problems.
For in-plant, high-speed photography . . . for
television stations, racetracks, and motion-

7-^

FILMLINE CORPORATION, DEPT.

AJ 60

MILFORD. CONN.

of these patents was for the melting
of optical glasses with lanthanum only.
A fundamental Kodak patent (Morrey) for the production of rare earth
glasses has expired.
Other firms,
such
as
Corning,
Bausch & Lomh. Pittsburgh, Chance
and ParaMantois. also did research
work in this held.
Independently,
Schott made its hrst rare glass in
1941. Two other rare earth glasses
were brought out in 1943 and 1944.
They all contained thorium as well
as lanthanum, as do the rare earth
glasses developed in the new Schott
laboratory in West Germany in 1951.
The signihcance of these develop¬
ments may be seen in the fact that
almost all high-precision lenses (those
with a minimum of three elements)
made today contain one or two ele¬
ments made of rare earth glass. It’s
easy to understand why if one con¬
siders that a faster speed and better
image can be obtained from photo¬
graphic lenses containing elements
made with rare earth glasses.

(INEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
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Each CIP^EKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Write for Free
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CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763
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same quality performance. If the lens
designer wishes, he can achieve a
faster speed and better image by sub¬
stituting specific rare earth glasses

According to Schott scientists,
glasses of high refractive index and
low dispersion containing high rare
earth content are considered to offer

for other elements in a design.

the peak in performance today.

All new glasses are designed to give

permit better correction

They

in the lens

Less Elements Required

better

With rare earth elements, a lens
requires less elements than with the
usual glasses and yet provides the

resolution across the entire field cov¬

It is a mistake, however, to think

ered by the lenses. This is particularly

that only rare earth glasses can offer

significant in color photography.

finest quality. No rare glass was used
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quality

by

improving

system than other glasses.
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for the U. S. satellite tracking cameras.
A substantially different type of glass
than that used for camera lenses was
required.
Besides the glasses of high refrac¬
tive index, those of low refractive in¬
dex with either very high or very low
dispersion are of great importance. In
this field. Schott is said to share its
leadership with Kodak.
•

•

•

In
the
December.
1958, issue of
.American Cinematographer, a new
electronic focusing device having pos¬
sibilities in technieal cinematography
was described. Called OAR for “opti¬
cal automatic ranging.” it is the de¬
velopment of Howard M. Greene, re¬
search director for Comapco. Inc..

Encino. Calif.
More recently the company has an¬
nounced a new OAR development, the
Sens-OAR-chrome, a compact, light¬
weight electronic color monitor and
control unit capable of displaying in¬
formation revealing variations in hue
(principal observed wavelength) and
in intensity (at that wavelength) of
light received from test samples. Even
more recently has been the device’s
adaptation to rapid and positive analy¬
sis of reflected color! from opaque
test objects) as well as of transmitted
color (from transparent or translu¬
cent objects I suggesting that SensOAR-chrome has possible application
in the production of color film for
motion pictures and television.
As monitor, quality control, or
laboratory test instrument, Sens-OARchrome may be operated either con¬
tinuously or intermittently. It oper¬
ates on standard 60-cycle 110-112 volt
current.
Weight is only 40 pounds, complete
with light source. Size is 10 by 12
by 30 inches. The entire instrument
is enclosed in a metal ease with carry¬
ing handle.
Sens - OAR - chrome’s operation,
though unique among color control
and analysis devices, is relatively
simple. It employs the OAR system
on which Comapco, Inc. has patents
pending.
The optical system of Sens-OARchrome spreads received light into a
spectral array in which each wave¬
length is brought to a different focus.
A vibrating sensor, eomposed of a
plurality of photo-sensitive elements,
continuously samples this array. The
sensor’s current output provides posi¬
tive servo commands which move the
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optical system so that it always re¬
stores the focal point of the principal
observed wavelength to the midpoint
of the oscillating sensor’s travels.
The servo movements effecting these
adjustments of the optical systems are
converted into variations in an output
current within range of 40 volts. This
current, displayed by a voltmeter,
sensitively indicates minute alterations
of hue; and it is also available as a
control current of at least 0.25 watts
power for any processing controls re¬
quired to restore predetermined eolor
characteristics to product.
Also, the electromotive output of
the photo-cell system is indicative of
the intensity of radiation reeeived at
the principal observed wavelength.
Suitably amplified and displayed on
another voltmeter with 40 volts range,
this current reveals variations in pig¬
ment saturation. This control current,
too, is available with at least 0.25
watts of power for any desired proc¬
essing adjustments to maintain pre¬
determined color saturation or density
in the product.
■

ANIMATOR
Continued from Page 37

ity? Are your figures easy to read
against the background, pleasing to the
eye?
Do you have a three-dimensional
solidity? Do the figures seem to have
depth? Are they in perspective? Do
they match the background?
Do you have four-dimensional draw¬
ing? Remember that each drawing
you make is the representation of a fig¬
ure in action.
The latter element is the one that is
sometimes difficult for the young ani¬
mator—and the layman—to compre¬
hend. For in animation, you are deal¬
ing not with pictures that will be hung
on the wall and studied, but with mov¬
ing figures. It is the most ephemeral of
the arts.
■

MOVING ?
When changing your address, please
notify us at least four weeks in ad¬
vance. BE SURE to give your Former
address as well as your New Address.
Our Circulation Department needs
both addresses in order to properly
identify your address stencil.
Your cooperation will insure that
American Cinematographer will con¬
tinue coming to you regularly without
delay or omission of issues. Thank
you.
—American Cinematographer

NEED FOR CREATIVITY
Continued from Page 45

lighting you will use with the idea
of putting the whole picture on the
screen in a manner best suited to the
sidiject matter.
Obviously, almost every subject re¬
quires a particular style of lighting
and photography—a stark, emphatic
style of photography for, say, a film
for a hospital or social agency, to con¬
vey a feeling of realism. Or a smooth,
subtle treatment for a promotion film
for women’s wear, cosmetics, or luxury
apparel.
The photographer of non-theatrical
films should approach each new' pro¬
duction with a fresh viewpoint, a
new approach, rather than follow the
same old methods on every picture.
He should be inventive, creative—and
sometimes even daring.
The cameraman in search of inspi¬
ration for photographic treatment of
an industrial subject can often draw
upon the styles and techniques used
by Hollywood cinematographers in
filming dramatic photoplays and films
for television. The two types of film
production are no longer as far apart
as they used to be, now that there is
a trend toward more dramatic han¬
dling of commercial subjects.
Lighting, in the hands of a skilled
craftsman, is a potent force in creative
cinematography and it has taken on
a special importance for commercial
subjects.
In the beginning it was
thought that lighting for commercial
was simply a matter of piling flood
lights around the camera so that every
inch of a subject was evenly lighted.
Cameramen often were warned, in
fact, not to get “tricky” with the
lights. Today, both client and pro¬
ducer have learned just how much
good lighting can do to dramatize
even the dullest industrial film sub¬
ject. Black-and-white photography can
be greatly enhanced by use of cross¬
lighting and back-lighting which im¬
part “roundness” and dimension to
objects, thus making them visually
more emphatic. Tiny spotlights, cor¬
rectly placed, can point up small
areas of mechanical subjects and focus
attention upon them. Dimming the
general set lighting at a given moment
in the sequence can make such areas
stand out even more importantly.
In filming commercial subjects in
color, a great deal can be done with
colored light, strategically used. Even
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a dull machine can be given strong
visual appeal by outlining it with
colored light or silhouetting it against
a background flooded with colored
light.
The mobile camera can do much to
give pace and movement to an other¬
wise static subject. Ordinarily it is
best to use camera movement to com¬
plement the movement of people or
machines within the scene. For ex¬
ample. in filming the movement of a
product along an assembly line tbe
camera can move right with it and
record at close range the various
processes that convert it into finished
form. Similarly, the camera can move
with a workman as he goes from one
area to other areas completing an
operation.
In commercial filming it is even
permissible to occasionally break the
rule and use camera movement for
its own sake, as long as the move¬
ment is smoothly executed and does
not detract from the subject. For ex¬
ample, a scene might open on a long
shot of an industrial process. As the
action progresses the camera slowly
moves in until it encloses a small but
vital segment of the operation. In
photographing a static “oflSce” scene
—necessary to many business films—
it is sometimes effective to force
action by dollying-in with the camera
from a two-shot of two men talking
across a desk to a closeup of one of
them. The in-plant camerman will find
that the cranes, fork-lifts and movable
platforms used in the plant can effec¬
tively be used as dollies for making
moving camera shots.
A complement of lenses of various
focal lengths is an absolute necessity.
The “normal” focal length lens (1-inch
for 16mm cameras, 2-inch for 35mm
cameras) is, of course, the lens most
widely used in production. But tele¬
photo lenses of various lengths will
permit extreme closeups of objects
which would be lost to any other lens.
A detail as small as y2-inch in diam¬

eter can be made to fill the screen,
or an object miles away can be
brought up into striking closeup.
Because invariably there is a great
deal of detail which can only be shown
to best advantage when the camera
moves in very close, rarely can there
be too many closeups in a well-made
commercial film, provided that the
cameraman re-establishes his subject
adequately from time to time. More¬
over, from the cinematic standpoint,
closeups are pictorially forceful and
add much to the impact of the film.
The wide-angle lens is also a “must”
in commercial production. The camera
crew is often called upon to work in
close quarters on location and, in such
cases the wide-angle lens is the only
means of obtaining anything that re¬
sembles a long shot. It also permits
working closer to a subject and there¬
fore the use of fewer lights than would
be necessary to get the same shot with
a longer lens. But the wide-angle lens
has its own special creativity poten¬
tial, too. Because of its fore-shortening characteristic and inherent wide
depth of field, this lens can be used to
produce dramatically-exaggerated com¬
positions and split-field shots.
An interesting photographic tech-
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For movies there's a wealth of background music and sound
effects on records. The best means of re-recording them on
your magnetic tape or film is a Fono-Twin — for 21 years,
the dual-turntable fovorite of contest winners, professionols
and family filmers. From several new Fono-Twin models
($98.50 to $440) choose the perfect one for you. See your
camera shop or write for FREE literature.
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nique for the filming of commericals,
but one which must be carefully used,
is that of the subjective camera. In
this device the camera assumes the
viewpoint of some person appearing
in the film. What the camera sees
is what he sees. The action is played
right into the lens and a first-person
narration completes the illusion. It
requires careful timing and camera
movement and should not be over¬
used lest it become obvious as a “gim¬
mick.”
As for unusual camera angles, the
commercial film offers unlimited pos¬
sibilities to the imaginative camera¬
man. No photographic subject is ac¬
tually dull; it is only the treatment
of it that can be dull when photo¬
graphed by an unimaginative techni¬
cian. There is often great beauty in
industry—the towers of an oil refinery,
the fiery retorts of a steel mill, the
sweeping patterns of farm machines
marching across fields of grain. The
most prosaic subject can be made vis¬
ually interesting by means of unusual
camera angles or artistic framing.
Often just tilting the camera a bit or
assuming a low-angle viewpoint will
add punch to a composition.
The cameraman should always keep

in mind, however, the fact that the
primary purpose of the business film
is to tell the client’s story and not to
show off the virtuosity of the camera¬
man. There is always the danger of
going overboard and adopting photo¬
graphic innovations that are striking
but fail to present the subject in a
way that will tell the client’s story
(and sell his message) most effec¬
tively. The best way to guard against
this eventuality is to have a technical
advisor from the sponsor’s staff on the
set at all times to approve each set-up
before it is photographed. A nuisance,
perhaps—but one that will save many
re-takes.
At first glance some industrial film
scripts may not seem to offer much
creative latitude for the imaginative
camerman

to work in,

but there is

always some phase of every subject
which can be built up pictorially and
made visually forceful on the screen.
The

in-plant

should

look

cameraman,
closely

at

especially,

his

subject,

avoid the thought that “here is just
another nuts-and-bolts film,” and use
his camera to se/l the product, service
or

idea

film.

that

is

the

subject

of

the
■

19, N.Y.
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Surgery was

the only answer, and the confined area
made the operation one of delicate
and skillful manuevering.
The surgeon used a microscope re¬
cently developed in Western Germany
to define the area in the child’s ear
where the surgery was needed. The
microscope was mounted on an arm
that moved freely from a shaft at¬
tached to the base of the operating
table.
Throughout the six-hour operation,
the surgeon viewed the interior of the
ear through the twin eye-piece micro¬
scope.
Because the doctor was limited in
his movement, my field of photography
remained more or less constant. The
usual complement of circulating nurses
and the surgeon’s assistant placed five
persons around the operating table in
addition to the doctor.
There was no restriction placed on
any camerman, and nurses continued
their work without hampering the
camera’s pick-up. In such a situation.

it becomes too easy to obtain the
overall picture and neglect the closeup
dramatic scene of the surgeon work¬
ing on his patient.
An orderly produced a five-foot
step-ladder that gave us an opportu¬
nity to shoot over the shoulder of the
doctor, keeping patient, microscope
and hands in frame.
By using a 1-inch Bell & Howell
lens from this high angle, we were
able to capture dramatic sequences
fully portraying the surgeon’s skill and
the part the microscope played in the
operation.
Although we moved around the
operating room frequently, the expo¬
sure was kept constant at f/4. A 13mm
Elgeet lens was used for establishing
shots and some transitional scenes,
but the one-inch lens proved to be
the handiest under the six-foot restric¬
tion imposed by the sterile field.
None of the camera equipment was
sterilized before entering the operat¬
ing room. We wore sterile gowns,
head covers and face masks, but this
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A New Data Book
For Cinematographers

Early in 1960, the American Society of Cinematographers
will publish its American Cinematographer Manual. . . .
It will be the most complete handbook of authentic cinemato¬
graphic data, tables and charts ever assembled . . . Over
300 pages will be devoted to providing the important information re¬
quired by motion picture cameramen in theatrical, television, and
specialized cinematography . . . Concise, easy-to-read charts,
diagrams, tables, and listings properly indexed will supply
data on latest professional motion picture cameras, lenses, films,
filters, lighting equipment, wide-screen systems, color film
processes — also filter factor tables, depth of field charts, camera
speed conversion tables, etc. . . . EMitor is Joseph V. Mascelli,
writer and cinematographer. . . . Technnical Advisors and Associate
Editors are Walter Strenge, ASC, American Cinematographer’s
Question & Answer columnist, and cinematographer Arthur Miller, ASC,
three-time Academy Award winner. . . . Publication date will be
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was the extent of the safety require¬

whether

ments.
Should the operation have been of
a more serious nature and involved
more closenps, probably greater re¬
strictions would have been placed on
the cameramen.
It is only fair to point out that this
operating room would probably be
singular in size and layout when com¬
pared with other operating areas even

significance and if the safety factor
has enough variables to assure a suc¬

in the same hospital.
Of the seventeen rooms in surgery
at this hospital, all varied in size. One
key factor in the even distribution of
light is the use of the beige tile on
the walls. All of the rooms were con¬
structed of the same material.
My first attempt at filming an oper¬
ation was generally considered suc¬
cessful from a story point of view.
Technically, the film was crisp and
had a good range of tones giving it
better than average transmission qual¬
ity for television.
We now are attempting to arrange
film coverage on an “o])en heart”
operation scheduled for the future.
However, our pioneering in the field
of film for news presentation created
several problem areas, none of wbich
are technical.
Any future coverage in the realm
of medicine will be governed by a
recently established council to study
the public acceptance of such films.
When a story such as this is filmed
strictly for mass consumption, the
merits must be considered. The coun¬
cil will determine in the future

the

story

has

any

medical

cessful conclusion to the case.
The future of such filmed opera¬
tions as we used on three newscasts
has many areas for development.
Actual televising of operating room
procedure is almost a daily occur¬
rence at Kansas University Medical
center. However, this televised medi¬
cal achievement is specifically for
educational and training purposes.
At this time we see no area for
change in the basic photographic plan
as outlined here. Choice of camera
angles and perhaps restricted move¬
ment would be the only limiting fac¬
tors. There is no need to consider
a long focal length lens when shoot¬
ing in the average size operating room.
In fact, we are of the opinion that
the wide angle and the one inch nor¬
mal lens for a 16mm camera are suffi¬
cient. The long lens is only added
weight and would offer little to the
coverage of the story.
Use of a tripod would be a splen¬
did aid but we are reluctant to sug¬
gest it because the portable features
of a band camera would be sid^verted.
With existing conditions in the philo¬
sophical acceptance of medica cover¬
age in operations, the unobtrusive
photographer has the best chance to
film succeeding operations. Techni¬
cally, the operating room is a medical
counterpart of a soft lighted studio
set that presents no problems to the
news cameraman.
■

PATHE “WEBO M” 16MM CAMERA
Continued from Page 37

trol is located on the front plate, be¬
neath the lens turret. This consists of
a lever which engages a series of slots
in the faceplate to set the shutter in
open or closed position, or in three in¬
termediate positions. It may also be
moved freely from “open” to “closed”
to effect fades and dissolves. Maximum
opening of the variable shutter is 180
degrees and the minimum, totally
closed.

James, Inc., U. S. distributors of the
Pathe 16.

The rotating lens turret is of trian¬
gular
design,
accommodates
three
lenses, and automatically locks in each
of the three positions. The turret takes
16mm lenses having standard C-mount
threads. The camera is normally fur¬
nished with a 1-inch f/1.5 Videostigmat lens in focusing mount by Burke &

There are two focusing tul)es on the
left side of the camera and are integ¬
ral with the door. The upper tube is an
off-set, parallax-corrected viewing tube
functioning the same as viewing tubes
on most cine cameras. Immediately
below is the tube of the reflex view¬
finder. It is fitted at the rear with a
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In filming a test roll of film with
the camera, it was found that the cam¬
era’s reflex system is ideally suited to
any professional filming undertaking.
The obvious advantages of a reflex
finder operating in conjunction with
the taking lens are exact framing with¬
out parallax problems and accurate fo¬
cusing through the lens.

rubber eyepiece which is adjustable to
adapt to the eye of the user and to
focus on crosshairs etched on the
prism. After adjusting the focus, the
eyepiece is secured in position with a
set screw.
As the image is reflected directly
behind the lens before it passes
through the shutter, the operator is
therefore able to view it without loss
of brilliance, even when the variable
shutter is practically closed. The re¬
flex viewfinder magnifies the reflected
image more than 8 times. This image
emanates from the specially-treated
surface of a fine glass pellicle about
12/100th of a millimeter in thickness,
which is permanently sealed and there¬
fore foolproof. The light intake of the
finder is relatively negligible—some¬
thing like 0.04 diaphragm—and there¬
fore should have no effect on the ex¬
posure of the film. As a further safe¬
guard, however, there is the flexible
rubber eyepiece against which the op¬
erator rests his eye while filming,
thereby automatically shutting out any
troublesome light from this source.
Whenever the camera is used without
the operator using the eyepiece, there
is a lever located underneath the reflex
viewfinder which permits closing the
finder tube from light admitted at the
viewing orifice.
It is the manufacturer’s claim that
the re-styled Pathe 16 camera also has
undergone
engineering
refinements
aimed to make the camera deliver the
best possible professional results. The
test run given the camera seems to
bear out this claim. The film trans¬
port mechanism is smooth-operating
and easy to thread—although there are
threading guidlines etched in the cam¬
era’s interior to aid the novice in the
film loading operation.
The Pathe 16’s full versatility is af¬
forded by utilizing a wide range of
extra equipment and accessories, in¬
cluding a trick-motor drive which
snaps on to the standard camera for
continuous, time-lapse, or special pho¬
tography; a microscope adapter; ex¬
tension tubes; a range of zoom lenses;
and a 21/2-to-l anamorphic lens at¬
tachment that will also double for
Continued on Page 60
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STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
PROFESSIONAL

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
USED

CAMERAS

WALL 35mm MOVIETONE SOUND CAMERA, 4 lenses; magazines; 12V motor; mattebox; MitcLiell
type finder; less sound .$
ARRIFLEX 16 w/mattebox sunshade; 3 Xenon lenses—16mm fl .9; 25mm tl .5; 50 mm f2; trunk.
Excellent condition .....$
MITCHELL 16; Magazines; finder; mattebox; 2 motors; 6 Baltars; tripods; accessories, late model
B&H FILMO 70H with 400' mag., fl .3 Balowstar I'A" lens, sync-motor. $1100.00 value. Reduced ....$
AURICON PRO-200 Single System Sound, complete from .$
B&H FILMO SPECIALIST, w/rackover; 400' mag.; syncmotor,- 2 finders; less lenses, $1800.00 vaiue.
Reduced .$
MAURERS, good selection. Wonderful buys from .$
CAMERA

&

SPECIAL

765.00
1195.00

LIGHTING

99.50
149.50

2895.00
395.00
1495.00
1995.00

179.50
99.95
57.50
89.50
129.50
79.50
1.95

& PLAYBACK

MAURER 16mm FILM PHONOGRAPH, 507A w/syncmotor and power supply. Present list $3000.00 ..$
RCA 4 POSITION MIXER, battery powered, 100,000 ohm .$
MR MIKE BOOM and 3 wheel tricycle type Perambulator .$
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads, less motor .$
Westrex 35mm Optical Recorders, outright purchase; fair condition .$
MAURER
16mm
RECORDING OUTFITS—mixer,
noise
reduction,amplification,voltage
regulator;
power supply; 400' magazine. Model D Negative .$
HALLEN 16mm SYLNC MAGNETIC Recorder, 25A w/playback amplifier, speaker, $1500.00 value ....$
HALLEN 16mm TRANSISTOR Magnetic sync Recorder, speaker and playback amplifier. Regularly
$1212.50, new demonstrator .$
MAGNASYNC 602E-1 16mm Recording Outfit, tops ...$
PROJECTION

995.00
97.50

EQUIPMENT

5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands, excellent .$
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands. Excellent .$
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands .
$
MR BROADS on stands. Single $59.50. Double .$
NORTHLITE INDIRECT REFLECTORS, latest type—5000 watt .$
2000 watt .$
70% DISCOUNT on used 750, 2000, 5000 and 10,000W bulbs.
SURPLUS Wood Spotlite Tripods, extend 4' to 8', ample legspread. Gov't paid $40.00. Closeout -...$
RECORDING

139.50
99.50
49.50

EFFECTS

ACME PROCESS PROJECTOR head 35mm for optical or background printing. $3,500 value .$
MITCHELL 35mm SS Camera movements, likenu .$
B&H 35mm Animation Camera; 400' magazine; dissolve. $3500.00 value .$
Same with thru-lens-focussing
.
$

1195.00
99,50
895.00
2995.00
2495.00
2495.00
695.00
995.00
995,00

EQUIPMENT

BELL & HOWELL FILMOARC 16mm projectors on rolling stands,- lens; 30 amp. Hi-Intensity Arclamps;
rectifiers; 50W amplifier; 2 speakers. $2,000.00 value. Excellent condition .$
Less amplification and speaker .$
CUTTING

1695,00
4995.00
495.00
895.00

ACCESSORIES

ARRIFLEX 16 400' Magazine $119,50. Torque takeup motor .$
COOKE 2" f2 lenses, Mitchell mount, $300.00 value .
$
BALOWSTAR 1 Vj" fl .3 lens, list $179.50 "S" mount. Special .$
MOTORIZED DOLLY, similar to Houston. Has hihat; revolving head; 7' boom height,- seats for
cameraman and assistant; brackets to carry lights. Cost $4,000.00 to build .$
NEW VISCOMATIC 3 SPEED FLUID TRIPOD heads, for most 16mm cameras .$
NEW VERSA-DOLLY combination outfit—dolly or triongle with clamps—hi-hat—baby tripod. $201.00
value .$
H.F. Heavy Duty Commercial Type Car Top Platforms, holds 800 lbs. Includes 4'x5' non-skid top,
removable ladder. $220.00 value .$
ANIMATION

995.00

ROOM

975.00
850.00

EQUIPMENT

AKELEY 35mm VIEWER, sound and composite 5"x7" aerial image. $3000 value, closeout 1/6 cost ..$
ACMIOLA 35mm VIEWERS, 6"x8V2" projected picture, motorized. $1500 value ...$
MOVIOLA SOUND PREVIEW 35mm UDPVCS, 8"xl0" large picture. $2250.00 value .$
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 16mm Composite and 16mm Sound. Rebuilt .$

495.00
295.00
1495.00
1895.00

LABORATORY
DEPUE 35/16mm REDUCTION Printers, good condition. Soundtrack 35/16 .$
1250.00
Picture 35/16 .$ 2250.00
BELL & HOVYELL 35mm Printer, pilot registration, semi-automatic litechange. Rebuilt .$
995.00
NEUVATOR 16mm CLEANING MACHINES, CL-16, Surplus. Orig. $395.00 .$
149.50
HOUSTON 35mm NEG/POS. Processors, w/refrigeration,- recirculation; airpump; stainless steel con¬
struction; temperature control; 1200' per hour. Gov't paid $10,000.00. Rebuilt .$ 2450,00
HOUSTON K-3 Reversal Processor,- includes refrigeration temperature control; recirculation; airpump;
stainless steel construction. $6000.00 value, apparently unused .$ 2995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm COLOR PROCESSOR. Magnificent stainless steel beauty—worth $35,000. Rebuilt
like new .$11,995.00
FILMLINE Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm neg/pos. processor; variable speed transmission; reconditioned.
$1700.00 value .$
995.00
MAGNETIC SOUNDSTRIPING Machines 16mm, from .$ 1995.00
TRADES

TAKEN

PL 7-0440

Western

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt
trade-ins,
demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Ema Street, Milford,
Conn.

AURICON 600'—1200' conversion. Sr No. 1010 model
CM-75TVT, Tr. S. Complete with amplifier 600' and
1200' magazines, built in flrKfer system and critical
focuser. Auricon tripod. Excellent. P.O. Box 2384,
Sarasota, Florida.
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SOSOUND
Dept, fc

S O S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Phone

JANUARY

Cable:

HO 7-2124
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
1
COLORTRAN Sr.
kit $150.00; Jr. kit $110.00;
2-lite broad kit $90.00; MR-90 Hi-Arc and stand
$500.00; MR-40 Duarc with stand $250.00; 3-phase,
220-volt interlock motor for N.C. $350.00; As above
for Standard Mitchell $250.00; 3-phase, 220-volt ina-door sync motor for Standard Mitchell $250.00;
New '4-HP 220-volt, 3-phase Esco motors $65.00
each; Simplex 4-Star optical and magnetic re-recorder $895.00; New Altec magnetic pre-amplifiers $57.50
each; also Blue Seal 35mm sound-on-film recorders
with or without galvanometers. BLUE SEAL SOUND
DEVICES, P. O. Box 472, New Canaan, Conn.

EQUIPMENT

CINE SPECIAL II camera with 100 foot film
chamber; 25mm Ektar,- 15mm, 50mm and
100mm Anastigmat; special carrying case;
almost brand new ...$1000.00
EYEMO
MUDcL
Q
spider
turret
camera
from .
250.00
FILMO Camera with spider turret .
150.00
CINE SPECIAL MODEL 1 cameras, many in
stock, from .
250.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm camera with 120° shutter;
motor;
matte box;
power cord; 35mm,
50mm and 75mm Zeiss lenses,battery
and charger . 1000.00
35mm BALTAR T2.5 Eyemo mount .
150.00
35mm ILEX F2.9 Eyemo mount .
75 00
50mm COOKE AMATOL F.2 (T.2.2) Eyemo
mount
.
150.00
75mm BALTAR F2.3 Eyemo mount .
150.00
100mm BALTAR F2.3 Eyemo mount .
165.00
100mm ILEX F2.9 Eyemo mount (New) .
90.00
20mm CINEGON Lens in Arriflex mount .
375.00
NEUMADE measuring machines,
16mm or
35mm .each
40.00
BELL & HOWELL 16mm PRINTER Model J;
overhauled, reconditioned and guaranteed 2800.00
NEUMADE 35mm footage counter .
40.00
CECO 16mm Professional film viewer .
250.00
PRECISION MODEL "600 ' sound reader ..
95.00
MOVIOLA MODEL D Picture head
200 00
MOVIOLA MODEL UDPVCS Preview (Black] 1200.00
1000 ft. BELL & HOWELL 35mm magazines
100 00
110 Volt SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR for Cine
Special
.
95.00
110 Volt VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR for Cine
Special
.
225.00
SPECTRA 3-color KELVIN Color Temperature
Wleter
.
150.00
TEL-ANIMA Print Hot Press,- table and type
250.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS Panoram dollies
4 wheel .1400.00
5 wheel .1800.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS
Crab type dollies .Special low price
CAMERA

EQUIPMENT
315

CO.,

INC.

West 43rcl Street

New York 36,

N.

Y.

Complete Auricon
Pro-600 outfit,
like new,
with
variable area galvanometer and Model NR 25-S7
amplifier. TV-T shutter, portable power supply, two
magazines, zoom-lens door. Value $4,600.00. Priced
to sell right now to anyone looking for real bargain.
EDWARD HAWKINS PRODUCTIONS, 960 South Birch
Street, Denver 22, Colorado. SKyline 6-3615.

16mm JAN
PROJECTORS guaranteed almost new,
very rugged, large audience capacity, extremely fine
quality sound,
complete with separate amplifier,
speaker, cases, cables, spare lamps and tubes. $299,
projector alone $149. Contact RONALD WARNER,
Box 802, Oklahoma City, P.O.

ANIMATION stand. Acme 35mm animation stand
complete with B&H camera and 1:1 motor, 3 strip
shutter. Box 1368, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WALKER Cinemascope screen, 30'xl6', $75.00 SUEJOY PRODUCTIONS, -45 Hartland Rd., Rochester 17,
New York.

FOR SALE: BOOKS ON PHOTOGRAPHY AND MOVIES,
FROM
1845
FOR COLLECTOR AND
RESEARCHER.
SEND 25c FOR
LIST.
IRVING BOWNING,
1845
BROADWAY, NEW YORK 23.
16MM
HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing
machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with refriger¬
ator units, temp, controls, condensers, etc. BRANDNEW,
prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS STEEL
model A-11B. Neumade film washer, 35mm EYEMO
cameras, spider turrets, large selection of Eyemo
lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept.
C-1, 355 East Tremont Ave., New York 57. New
York.
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM
BLIMPED
TYPE
ON
PORTABLE
CASTER
BASES.
COMPLETE WITH SCREENS,
INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS, CABLES, INTERCOMS, LENSES, ETC.
FULL INFORMATION. PHOTOS AND PRICES ON RE¬
QUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Continued on Next Page
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Classified Ads
Continued From Preceding Page

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
MAGNASYNC 602C recorder, $795.00. B&H model
285 projector with synchronous motor, $450.00. DON
DUNN,
26246
Fairview
Avenue,
Lomita,
Calif.
Dav.

booth, or when a light must be con¬
cealed behind some small object on a
set. It probably is the only light unit
that permits placing a set lighting bulb
within a couple of inches of a wall,
as when making a shot of people standing clo.se to a wall or other large back¬

SERVICES AVAILABLE
LEAVING for Mediterranean area.
Technician de¬
sires to join location group, or take assignment.
Arriflex, Auricon, Ampex equipped. SUEJOY PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 45 Hartland Road, Rochester 17, New
York.

LABORATORY & SOUND

I
i

6-4925.

BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W floods (2) with stands,
and cradles, $60.00 each. Write ALFRED S. COLE¬
MAN, Jr., 167-30 - 109 Avenue, Jamaica 33, New
York. REpublic 9-8879.

ground object.
A single Lowel-Light unit plus a
supply of Gaffer-Tape sells for just
under S7.00, and there are 5-unit kits
with tape and carrying case for around
$30.00. Lowel-Light Photo Engineer¬
ing, 421 \X est 54th Street, New York
19, N. Y., is the manufacturer, and
Camera Equipment Company, New
York, is presently marketing the equip¬
ment in that area.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
CINE Special Series T. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061

WANTED

SOUND
RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott 1-2707.

Who sells, swaps and buys?
Whatever in your backroom lies?
Money tied up? Don’t feel ill
For someone else it may fill the bill.
Our ads bring many callers, who
Turn your equipment into dollars!

16MM

WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywodo Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Photte HO 7-2124
WANTED
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYEMO—ARRI FLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP
Mitchell

— Akeley — B&H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment

Eyemo

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
WHY SACRIFICE
your production
and struggle with
old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845

Broadway..

MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING

Originals—Prints—Raw.
Full, half or edge tracks,
.025 per foot, including balance stripe it specified.
24 hour service.
P-J FILM PRODUCTIONS,
Box 2655
Colorado Springs, Colorado

CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—
SHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL

PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23,

N.Y.

TRY F&B LAST

Walter .Strenge, ASC, "1.3 Fighting Men”

Continued from Page 58

(C’Scope; API) with Grant Williams and
Brad Dexter. Harry Gerstad, director.

Kay

wide-screen projection purposes.
The camera ecjnipped
inch f/1.5 lens previously
jnesently being marketed
James,
Chicago,
for
S500.00.

with the T
mentioned is
by Burke &
just
under
a

Continued from Page 39

Norton, “Valley of the Redwoods”
(C’Scope & Color; API ) with John Hudson
and Lynn Bernay. William Witney, director.
WARNER BROS.

James Drought, Commercials*
Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Ice Palace”

(Shoot¬
ing in Alaska) with Richard Burton and
Robert Ryan. Vincent Sherman, director.

13,

nicolor; shooting in Australia) with Deborah
Kerr and Robert Mitchum. Fred Zinnemann,
director.

Mark Davis, ASC, Commercials*.
Warren Lynch, “Lawman”* with John Rus¬
sell.

Editing—Sound Recording—
Sync-Sound Effects—
Industrial—Advertising
Educational—Travel
Sound Stage Available

HARRY MERRICK STUDIO
Calif.

DUTCH FILM PRODUCER offers all possible help in
Europe. No language troubles. International trained
technicians available. We solve all YOUR problems.
Write or wire: WALTER DE VRIES, Lepelstratt 20-C
AMSTERDAM, Holland. Telephone 57807.
ANIMATION produced in Jopan from your story¬
boards. Low Japanese rates. Send us a trial order.
INTERLINGUAL INTERNATIONAL INC., Harada Bldg.,
2-1 Hirakawacho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial, featurettes creatively filmed to
your specifications. ACORN FILMS, 168 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
SINGAPORE assignments, available for educational,
industrial, commercial, TV, 16 or 35mm films. TELE¬
FILM, 7-17 Tanglin Rood, Singapore.
BRITISH
PRODUCER
can
undertake
assignments
Europe, India, Far East. Visiting U.S.A. February
for discussions. JOHN BYRD, 27, Arthur Road, Lon¬
don, S.W. 19.
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Sam Leavitt, A.SC, "From the Terrace”
(C’Scope & Color; shooting in N.Y.) with
Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward. Mark
Robson, director.

PATHE 16MM CAMERA

16MM MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION

Anaheim St.,
Long
Beach
HEmlock 6-3291.

Arlinc, ASC, "Story of Ruth”
(C'Scope & Color; S. G. Engle Prods.)
with Elana Eden and Stephen Royd. Henry
Koster, director.
1

LOWEL LIGHT

SERVICES AVAILABLE

West

Artuck

16MM FILM PROCESSING LABORATORY
FOR SALE: Completely equipped for printing and
developing color and black-and-white 16mm film.
Active well established business. Inventory $78,000.
Asking price $95,000.
Terms arranged, principals
only.
Box 1366, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Jack Hildyard, “The Sundowners” (Tech¬

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

1901

Continued from Page 24

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

Film

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

fitted with conventional clip-light barn
doors. However, a lighter, more com¬
pact barn door designed especially for
the unii is expected to go into produc¬
tion soon.
The Lowel-Light unit, minus bulb,
is so compact one may he carried eas¬
ily in a jacket jtocket. Five of the
units plus two rolls of Gaffer-Tape—
sufficient for lighting a small room or
set—may he packed in a carrying case
the size of the average lunch box.
Its diminutive size, and the unique
manner in which it may be quickly
mounted for use, makes it invaluable
as a light source for such tricky set¬
ups as rooms with low ceilings, the
interior of a plane or a telephone

Harry Stradling, ASC, “The Crowded
Sky” (Technicolor) with Dana Andrews and
Rhonda Fleming. Joe Pevney, director.
Roger

Shearman, “The Alaskans”*
Roger Moore and Dorothy Provine.

with

Ralph

with

Woolsey, ASC. “Maverick”*

James Garner.

Edwin DuPar, ASC, Wesley Anderson,
Burt Glennon, “Hawaiian Eye”* with
Anthony Eisley.

Perry Finnerman, “Bronco”* with Ty Har¬
din. "Cheyenne”* with Clint Walker.
Ray

Fernstrom,

Wayde Preston;
Hutchins.

ASC, “Colt
“Sugarfoot”*

45”*
with

with
Will

Harold Stine, ASC, Edwin DuPar, ASC,
“Bourbon Street Beat”* with Richard Long
and Andrew Duggan.
Harold Stine, ASC, "77
with Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.

Sunset

Strip”*

Arthur Feindel, ASC, Commercials”

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
6677
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 4-6131

providitig higher (luality
Ke-reeordiiig Theatre with
eight-channel mixing
console — sliding faders,
graphic equalizers, effects
filters, high fidelity theatre
monitoring.

sound on film at loiver cost
in less time . . .

SCREEN

□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□
Q QeSiwi
C
□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□

RE-RECORDING

LOAD¬
ING
ROOM

STUDIO
NO. I

CONTRO
ROOM

STUDIO

THEATRE

MACHINE
Projection Booth with 16nmi and
35inni projection into each studio,
uitcrlocked for forward and reverse.

CONTROL
ROOM
NO. I

MUSIC

EDITING
TRANSFER

Machine Room with facilities for
optical or magnetic duhbing and
recording on 16mm,
35nun
and Vi'inch sync tape.

Transfer Room for rapid transfer
of sound from any medium to
16inm variable area optical tracknegative or direct positive. No
royalty charges.

Two Narration Studios with
looping facilities for post-duhbing,
two-position mixers, equalizers and
high fidelity monitoring.

The Finest and Most Complete
Commercial Sound Recording
System in the Country!
For full injorniation and
price list ivrite, phone or wire

I

1 1

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D. C.
1226 East Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida
PKOVIDINt;

EVKRY

EDITORIAL

AND

PROCESSING

motion pictures
FEderal 3-4000
CHerry 1-4161

FACILITY

FOR

I6MM

FILM

PRODUCERS

FEBRUARY, 1960

•

35c

SERVING ALL FIELDS
OF MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCTION
The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

Mike Todd Jr.’s “Smell-O-Vision” scent projector
—Page 92

Filming

the

chariot

race for

“Ben-Hur”

Cinematography in ophthalmology
—Page 106

—Page 94

PLUS;

Industry News

Questions and Answers

What’s New

Assignments

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc
6677
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 4-6131

You’d know it blindfolded — that

5 ' NEW PRO JUNIOR
FLUID HEAD
is the undisputed
performance champ
Ws smoother, more rugged, better
Simplified
geared camera
attaching knob

engineered, guaranteed leak-proof
and locks without “diving”

\

Two piece pan
handle with infinite
adjustment

Positive tilt
lock
Our engineers were not concerned with building
a “'popular" model at a price. Their ohjective — to
design a Fluid Head that cameramen dream about.

Adjustable
tension on tilt

Ciico’s new Pro Junior Fluid Head is the
acknowledged master. Its worth is being proved every

Pan tension
and lock
lever

day — in studios and on location, in tropical
climates and in the frozen North.
You'll find yourself getting smoother pan and
tilt shots, with smooth-as-silk maneuverahility when
you use the incomparable Ceco Fluid He.ad. Works
under any conditions with complete versatility.

If a Model T and a Caddy cost the same—is
there any doubt which you’d buy—in this case,
CECO’S PRO JUNIOR FLUID HEAD!
Your professional status entitles you to the best.
Come in. See it, try it and judge for
yourself if we’ve overstated the facts. Can
you make it today?
*CECO—Trademark of
Camera

Eq uipment CO

m

ONLY CECO’S FLUID HEAD HAS THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:
1,

Silicone Molecular fluid is in one
horizontal chamber.
disc

keeps

the

3.

A rotating

fluid

all

Professional Junior Tri¬

pods (Baby,

equally

without

distributed on the internal bear¬

2.

Fits

Hi-Hat or

the

use

of

6.

Guaranteed

regular)

shafts

have

special

rings.

The

leak-proof.
double
pan

has

All

end

"O ”

an

extra

trap ring to prevent fluid, which

adapters.

which

is

ideal for use with Arriflex 16mm
&

35mm, Bell & Howell

Eyemo

and Filmo (with or without mag¬

“O" ring, from leaking.

azine and motor drives), Maurer

Pan and tilt tension control lev¬

Conversion, Cine-Kodak Special

ers

and the Bolex Cameras,

Powerful,

positive

locking

con¬

camera

to the head.

trol keeps the camera in a fixed

tie-down

attaching

of

knob

5.

No tools required.

Two-place pan

16mm, Auricon

camera

position indefinitely, eliminating
the hazard of the camera "diving" when unattended.

large

head

might

simplifies

the

fluid

ing surface during both panning
Geared

escaped

opiy

and tilt operations.

4.

have

8. The

handle with

finite angle adjustment.

in¬

7.

are

itty-bitty

substantial — not
screw

gimmicks

the

Cine-Voice and

that

fail when you breathe on them.

Operating temperature range:

20° below zero to 120° F.

Forward tilt: 90°. Backward tilt: 50°. Total weight: S’/* Ibs,
Additional mechanical drag can be imposed on both
pan S tilt by convenient lever locks.
All shafts run on bronze bearings, and shoulder on hardened
steel washers, eliminating freeze-ups.

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

WORLD’S MOST
FLEXIBLE
MOTION PICTURE
CAMERA

Mitchell camera shown with 1200' magazine.

No other motion picture camera is
today used for such a broad range of
exacting film making as is the
Mitchell. The versatile speed of the
camera, ranging from 1 to 128 frames
per second, plus 14 exclusive features
equip the Mitchell for an impres¬
sively broad range of cinematogra¬
phy. A single Mitchell can meet the
requirements for finest quality TV
commercials, feature productions,
public relations, sales and training
films, progress and report films, plus
critical research and development
data and record photography.
Mitchell cameras include: 35mm
and 16mm cameras ; 70mm 2t4 x 2t4
high speed cameras; and 70mm,
65mm and standard aperture cam¬
eras.
For information, write on your
letterhead — please indicate which
model camera your request concerns.

GENERAL ELECTRIC uses Mitchell for
wide range of work, including slide
films.

BUD WILKINSON PRODUCTIONS shoots
its award-winning TV Sports Series
with the Mitchell.

KEARNEY & TRECKER films first fully
automated tape controlled combina¬
tion machine tool with the firm’s
Mitchell camera.

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORP., uses
Mitchells continuously throughout
plant, here records jet flight.

'‘'85% of All Professional Motion Pictures Shown Throughout the World Are Filmed with Mitchell Cameras

Corporation, 666 West Harvard Street, Glendale 4, California

AMERICAN
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•Feature Articles

Editor
THIS MOVIE

92

HAS SCENTS!

"Scent of Mystery' has scenes that can

be smelled a swell as seen.—Bv Herb

Lightman.
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
FILMING THE
Marion Hutchins

CHARIOT RACE FOR

94

“BEN-HUR”

The man who directed the most thrilling sequence in MGM's great epic production
describes the problems encountered in photographing it.—By .Andrew Marton.
SHOOTING WITH THE NEW EASTMAN

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS

HIGH-SPEED

REVERSAL COLOR FILM

98

Timely introduction of E-K's Type SO-260 film made it possible for Norwood

Derek Hill

.Studios to photograph interiors of National Shrine of Immaculate of Conception.
Joseph Henry
Clifford Harrington

WANT TO EXPAND? LEASING

Joseph V.

How industrial lea.sing enables any film producer to acquire brand new equipment

Mascelli

IS THE ANSWER

100

for expansion.—By John Forbes.

Herb A. Lightman

A SYNCHRONOUS QUARTER-INCH TAPE SYSTEM FOR FILM SOUND RECORDING

102

.A unique system in which the control signal is recorded simultaneously icith the
sound on the same track.—By G. M. Galloicay.

TECHNICAL EDITOR
Emery Huse

LIGHTWEIGHT, THINLINE

PANORAMIC

CAMERA

104

Designed especially for aerial surveys, this 70mm camera can

be used to make

unusual high-altitude background plates.
CINEMATOGRAPHY IN

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD

OPHTHALMOLOGY

106

Lighting problems encountered in shooting a medical training film that shows ste/is
Arthur Edeson, A.S.C.

involved in an eye examination.—By John C. Oberly

Robert deGrasse, A.S.C.
THE

Burnett Guffey, A.S.C.

MARK OF A

PRO

108

Veteran laboratory man tells the things that mark a professional job of cinematog¬

Wallace Kelley, A.S.C.

raphy.—By Dee D. Stafford.
Arthur Miller, A.S.C.
Ray Rennahan, A.S.C.

DEGREES KELVIN VERSUS MIREDS IN COLOR TEMPERATURE EVALUATION

John Seitz, A.S.C.

U hy the Mired scale is more convenient than the Kelvin scale for measuring color

111

temperature.—By Don Norwood.

Lester Shorr, A.S.C.

•Departments
68

INDUSTRY NEWS

News briefs of industry activities and jrrogress.
HOLLYWOOD

BULLETIN

BOARD

72

A.S.C. honors its former President. Charles G. Clarke, at its January meeting.
WHAT’S NEW

IN EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, SERVICES

78

Things that are new for makers of motion pictures.
ON THE

COVER
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS—By Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

A

montage

of

photos

representing

some

of

the

84

Reader s questions answered by experts.

important feature articles in this issue.

88

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS—By Marion Hutchins

If here and what TV and feature film cameramen were shooting last month.
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
Mitchell’s Reflex Camera

CUT
SPLICING
TIME
IN HALF

TRAID
PROFESSIONAL PORTABLE
HOT SPLICER
CUTS. SPLICES,
WELDS IN ONE ACTION
Engineered for professional, heavyduty work, this handy portable does
the job of equipment costing hundreds
of dollars more. Patented built-in
scraper eliminates laborious hand
scraping, cuts work time as much as
one-half. Unit splices A or B rolls
without turning, has precise, full-fit¬
ting pilot pins, makes low-visibility
splice on frame line. Heated cutter
blades speed operation, carbide-tipped
scraper stays sharp always.
Model 135 (for 35 or 16 mm film)..

.$329.50

Model 116 (for 16 or 8 mm film)_$229.50
Formerly distributed as Bell & Howell 198 A & B

is an advanced portable motion picture

As one E-K spokesman put it, the

camera by Mitchell Camera Corp., fea¬
turing through the lens reflex viewing.

new film is closer to Tri-X in speed
and to Plus-X in in grain.

Long rumored as a possibility, the

If present tests are successful, it is
likely the new film will find ready ac¬

camera is now in the prototype stage
with actual manufacture still some time
in the future.
Most notable feature: inverted film
magazine (under instead of on top of,
the camera) which serves also as a
shoulder pod for the camera.
★

Researching Film
Reproduction on TV
The Motion Picture Research Coun¬
cil, Inc., Hollywood, which has recent¬
ly expanded its activities to include re¬
search of the effects and limitations of
motion uicture film in television trans¬
mission, has installed a complete filmto-monitor closed-circuit TV system for
color and black-and-white.
Beginning February 4, the Council
will conduct a series of demonstrations
exclusively for members of the Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers,
which will show the limitations of film
reproduction and their effects on tele¬
vision film photography.
The cinematographers, who photo¬
graph most of the television films pre¬
sently made in Hollywood, thus will be

★

Hollywood testing new E-K film

graphic dealer. Full information and

Sample rolls of a new Eastman blackand-white negative film, both 16mm
and 35mm, have been distributed
among Hollywood studios and film lab¬

ceptance in TV film production, where
extreme speed and minimum graini¬
ness of emulsion is essential. Because
the new E-K film is still in the experi¬
mental stage, no date has been set for
marketing it in quantities.
★

Annual award for college cinema
students
Eollowing the induction of Jack L.
Warner into the University of South¬
ern California Chapter of Delta Kappa
Alpha, national cinema fraternity, the
president of Warner Brothers’ studio
announced in his acceptance speech
the establishment of a Sam L. Warner
Memorial Opportunity Award.
According to Warner, during the ten
year tenure of the award, his studio
will guarantee six months employment
each year to a USC cinema student to
be selected by the faculty as most de¬
serving of the opportunity. USC con¬
ducts one of the most important and
successful cinema classes in the coun¬
try among universities and colleges.
★

First feature to be filmed entirely
in Tri-X
Jack Cardiff, who until he became a
screen director was one of Britain’s
leading directors of photography, has
announced that “Sons and Lovers,”
which he will direct for 20th CenturyEox, will be shot entirely on ultra-fast
Tri-X negative. Step marks an innova¬
tion in major feature film photography,
inasmuch as Tri-X heretofore has been
used chiefly for filming scenes under

TRAID
CORPORATION

oratories for testing. Carrying the ex¬
perimental number 49351, film is ex¬
pected to meet needs of TV film pro¬
ducers for a faster negative minus
grain.

extreme adverse light conditions where
only an ultra-fast emulsion would ren¬
der satisfactory results.

New film is rated ASA 250 for day¬
light and ASA 160 for tungsten, as

Cardiff, who turned to directing af¬
ter a highly successful career as a cam¬

Telephone TRiangle 3-3373
or STate 8-2210

compared with the present ratings of
Plus-X of ASA 80 and 64. This makes
new film U/o stops faster than Plus-X

eraman, was in Hollywood recently in
preparation for the Eox production. He
explained that he wants the camera to

and 1/3 slop slower than Tri-X, with

Continued on Page 70

specifications available from EXCLU¬
SIVE WORLD DISTRIBUTORS

17136 Ventura Boulevard,
Encino, California
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products and progress

In the works but still under wraps

consequent improved transmission po¬
tentials in their films.

Vor a demonstration see your photo¬

industry activities^

graininess reportedly less than that of
Tri-X.

able to apply the Council’s research
findings to their daily filming, with

Scraper Pat. No. 2544082
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NOW!
Super- speed
Anscochrome processing
!

_Anywhere!
■ MORTIFEE MOVIE CORP. LTD.
P. 0. BOX 6400
1250 RICHARDS STREET
VANCOUVER 3, CANADA

MS'

Now you can get all the benefits of
the superior color rendition of
Anscochrome® 16mm film, the
superior speed of Super Ansco¬
chrome 16mm (E.l. 100) plus rapid
processing service virtually at your
back door. These laboratories also
offer color duplicating and other
services. Use Ansco and get qual¬
ity £[^ service. Ansco, Bingham¬
ton, N.Y., A Division of General
Aniline & Film Corporation.

CAPITAL FILM SERVICE
224 ABBOTT ROAD
EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN

-FORDE MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES
306 FAIRVIEW NORTH
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

CINE-CHROME LABORATORIES, INC.
4075 TRANSPORT STREET
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

PHOTO-TECH MOTION PICTURE & COLOR LAB,
200 EAST FIRST STREET
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

• FILMSERVICE LABORATORIES
1165 NORTH 5TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

-WESTERN CINE SERVICE
114 EAST EIGHTH AVENUE
DENVER, COLORADO

FILMSERVICE LABORATORIES*
6327 SANTA MONICA BLVD,
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

HOUSTON COLOR FILM LABORATORY, INC.
230 WEST OLIVE STREET
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

FRANK HOLMES LABORATORIES**
1947 FIRST STREET
SAN FERNANDO, CALIFORNIA

HOUSTON MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
266 7TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

ANSCO 16MM LABORATORIES

■ 16MIVI ANSCOCHROME PROFES¬
SIONAL, ANSCOCHROME (PNI),
AND SUPER ANSCOCHROME
A35MM REVERSAL LABS
ANSCOCHROME AND
COLOR SLIDE DUPING

m

^PROCESS CAMERA FILM ONLY
**PR0CESS DUPE FILM ONLY

2299 VAUXHALL RD.
UNION, N.J.
247-59 EAST ONTARIO ST.
CHICAGO 11, ILL.

Ansco
I
i
I Professional Motion Picture I
I

FEBRUARY

•

1960
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued from Page 68

achieve an effect of reality without be¬
ing arty or pretty—to obtain the effect
of having shot the action as it was
found and without having Iveen staged.

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

★

Flaherty Award competition
Competition for the eleventh annual
Robert J. Flaherty Award in the docu¬
mentary film, sponsored by the City
College Institute of Film Techniques,
New York City, has been announced

Prompt
Dependable
Quality

by Yael Woll, director of the film insti¬

Specialists in high speed or standard reversal
processing . . . Films returned same day re¬
ceived

.

.

.

Reversal

duplicates

on

daily

schedule . . . Fast Kodachrome processing by
Eastman Kodak through our direct dealership
. . . Kodachrome printing 8MM & 16 MM . . .
8MM enlarged to 16MM . . . 16MM reduced
to 8MM . . . Security clearance . . . Highest
quality in the industry . . . Most rigid exact¬
ing standards . . . Vacuumating . . . Accurate
and trouble-free mailing service . . . Complete
stock

of Eastman and duPont reversal films

SERVING INDUSTRY OVER 21 YEARS
For full information, write Dept. X

I

I

I

or no experience in animation, and to
demonstrate how almost any type of
animation can be produced successfully
with a minimum of low-cost equipment.

DEAL DIRECT with our New York Office for
the Finest & Best in Equipment Rentals
• No Transportation Cost
• No Shipping Cost
• Our Maintenance and Service Per¬
sonnel are Available by Jet Plane
for Immediate Service.

Write for Complete Rental Catalog
SERVING THE WORLD’S FINEST FILM MAKERS

FLORMAN

70

INC.
68 West 45th Street
New York 36, New York
Murray Hill 2-2928

month and tentatively identified as SO
260 and SO 270, have been officially
christened by Eastman. Henceforth the
daylight type will he known as East¬
man Ektachrome ER Film, Daylight
Type, and its companion, Eastman

put into regular production. The “SO”

Street, New York, N.Y., is set for June.
The seminar is planned basically to
aid the small film producer with little

It is our policy to meet... and beat
, . . competition. This policy means
exactly this: Our prices are the low¬
est possible ... our equipment is
top-notch and in excellent condition
... our service is everything you
could desire. Florman & Babb will
now make rental equipment deliver¬
ies to and from Florida AT NO
CHARGE. Rental time will begin when
equipment is received, and end when :
equipment is shipped back.

teenth St., N. W., Washington 6, 1). C.
★
New color films named
Eastman Kodak Company’s new, fast
color reversal films, reported here last

nounced at a screening held in con¬
junction with Cinema 16 on March 16,
1960.
Animation Seminar Scheduled
A four-day seminar and workshop on
animation film techniques, sponsored
by Florman & Babb, Inc., 68 West 45th

I

Ralph L. Hoy. Hoy urges all potential
entrants to write immediately for their
1960 entry blanks to CINE, 1201 Six¬

Ektachrome ER Eilm, Type B.
The temporary monickers, SO 260
and SO 270, were simply a designa¬

BOX 4425
WASHINGTON 17, D. C.
I

a newly-elected group of officers, work¬
ing with newly-elected CINE chairman

tion are obtainable from the Institute
of Film Techniques at City College’s
Steiglitz Hall, 133rd Street and Con¬
vent Avenue, New York 31, N. Y.
Prize-winning films will he an¬

★

FLORIDA
Freight Free
from

L

competition between now and Febru¬
ary 15th. Entry blanks and informa¬

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES
I

Sk

tute.
Producers of documentary films are
invited to submit entries for the 1959

films will be under the supervision of

Morning workshop sessions will be
conducted by Warren Portman,
Charles Lipow, and Arthur Florman.
In the afternoons, seminars will be
conducted by a group of top New York
animators. There will be no charge for
for those who attend the four-day work¬
shop-seminar. As attendance is limited
to 100 daily, those wishing to attend
should register now with Charles Lipow, in care of Florman & Babb, Inc.
★
Entries invited for International
Film Festivals
CINE, which stands for the Com¬
mittee on International Non-theatrical
Events, is now soliciting the best of
1959 non-theatrical films for entry in
the major international film festivals
abroad.
CINE coordinates selection of non¬
governmental U.S. non-theatrical films
at the request of festival authorities for
Venice, Edinburgh, and Vancouver.

tion used until a final product name
could he determined and the two films
prefex to the emulsion numbers stands
for “special order”^—which is what the
films were until recently.
★
High-speed photography
symposium
The Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers will conduct its
5th International Congress on HighSpeed Photography in Washington,
D.C., October 16 through October 22,
1960. An exhibit, in conjunction with
the Congress, will include international
industrial and governmental displays
and demonstrations of high-speed in¬
strumentation systems and equipments.
General headquarters will be in the
Sheraton-Park Hotel in Washington,
with tours and possibly some meetings
away from the hotel, for which trans¬
portation will he provided.
Questions or suggestions about the
Congress should be directed to the Con¬
gress Chairman, Max Beard, c/o the
S.M.P.T.E., 55 West 42nd St., New
York 36, N. Y.
★

Congress on Medical
Cinematography
The 1st Internatioanl Congress on
Medical Photography and Cinematog¬
raphy is scheduled for Cologne, Ger¬
many, September 27th to 30th, 1960.
In addition to a program of lectures
and demonstrations, there will be
screenings of medical films and an ex¬
hibition of medical and scientific pho¬
tographs.

This year’s screening of submitted
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mm
Soiaiaci- On-FilxxrL

;

'

Peter Tripp ^

":

Jockey for New York Radio

Station WMGM, is depicted above after he
completed a record 201 hours of sleeplessness in
an amazing test of the human body!
This unequaled “Sleep Deprivation Study” was
observed bv Psychiatrists and Space Medicine
Experts who acclaimed the experiment as an
important contribution to scientific knowledge,
hlr. Tripp was filmed during every hour of his
8 days of sleeplessness by the quiet “self-blimped”
Auricon 16mm Super-1200 Sound-On-Film
Camera, and the resulting Sound-Pictures were
released daily for viewing.
Whenever unusual and exciting events are
happening. Producers and Cameramen all over
the World rely on dependable Auricon Cameras
for taking Professional “talking-pictures” of these
events.
WWWWVWWWV'

GUARANTEE OF DEPENDABILITY
All Auricon Cameras are sold with a 30-day
money-hack Guarantee and a 1-year Warranty.
You must be satisfied!
WVVAVV\AA/VWViaA/VVVVAA\\VW

Write for your free copy of this

]Mr. J. A.TANNEY , (left), President of S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.,

^

74-page Auricon Catalog.

New York City, (Auricon Sound Equipment Dealer for 20 years),
furnished the Auricon 16mm Super-1200 Sound-On-Film Camera,
shown above. Here he discusses the amazing Sleeplessness experiment
with Peter Tripp, shown before the start of the grueling 201 hour test.

RIO O »flr
a, IDrodu-Ot of

soxj»ari>-oi»r-DE'ix-2yi; csA.ivK.jEs:R^m

S©OS R/Omaine St., Hollywooci 3S, Oalif.
HOllywoocl

S-OS31

(fORMERUY BERNDT-BACH, INC.)

^-A.ITIJF'AOTIJ’RBRS

or SOXJKTID-OIsr-RII-iM

CINE-VOICE H 4
100 ft.
Runs 23/4 min.

REJOORDirra- EQXJIRli^ElSrT SIKTCH! IS 31

UHLER 16mm Cine Printer

HOLLYWOOD
BULLETIN BOARD
Makes copies of 8mm and 16mm, sound and silent
pictures in color or black-and-white. All A.C. oper¬
ated, no batteries required. Capacity: 400 ft. feed
end take-up arms. Sturdy cast oluminum construction.

$195.00 f.o.b.

Detroit

UHLER Professional Printers
CHARLES

G.

accepts

mounted

from

ASC

CLARKE

(left),
plaque

President Walter

Strenge at Testimonial Din¬
ner

tendered

the

Society

Clarke
last

Engraving

by

month.

commemo¬

rates Clarke's achievements
as

Past-President

of

the

Society.

UHLER COMBINATION

16MM

continuous printer for sound and picture
$775.00

35-16MM OPTICAL REDUCTION &
ENLARGING PRINTER
$2,475.00 F.O.B. Detroit
16-8MM .

$1,295.00

Combination 35MM Continuous .

$1,445.00

Reduction & Enlarging 35-16MM .

$2,475.00

Reduction & Enlarging

Cineradiographic Printer for
35-16MM.

$2,275.00

Prices: F.O.B. Detroit

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
Write for further information
15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
Ph.i iJNversIty 1-4663
Cable: “UHICIMA”

Charles G. Clarke, who served two
terms as President of the American So¬
ciety of Cinematographers (1948-50
and 1951-53) and who has been active
on the Society’s Board of Directors in
one capacity or another almost since he
joined the organization over thirty
years ago, was honored by the Society
with a Testimonial Dinner January 26.
President Walter Strenge, following
introduction of Clarke, presented
Clarke with an engraved plaque in be¬
half of the A.S.C., the text of which
commemorated his many contributions
to the Society and its members. A sec¬
ond presentation was a solid gold cur¬
rency clip featuring a $20 gold piece
hearing Clarke’s birth year and en¬
graved in commemoration of the Testi¬
monial Dinner.
William J. German, president of the
Eastman Kodak professional film dis¬
tributing company hearing his name,
and who also is an Honorary Member
of the A.S.C., was among the several
guests who spoke briefly in recollection
of Clarke’s past achievements.
“His achievements.” said Mr. Ger¬
man, “are too numerous to enumerate,
but it is a well-known fact that he is
one of the real pillars in the founda¬
tion and the life and history of the
A.S.C.”
Speaking of Clarke’s work as a di¬
rector of photography, Mr. German
said: “At least half of his camera ar¬
tistry has l)een expressed in films pho¬
tographed outside of the Plnited States
—in Europe, India, Africa, Australia.

South America, and in the Ear East—
particularly in Hong Kong where he
photographed all of the local sequences
of that great picture, “Love Is A ManySplendored Thing.”
•

•

•

Limelight, weekly industry trade paper
published in Hollywood, last month
presented its first annual awards for
achievement in the motion picture in¬
dustry during 1959. Achievement cate¬
gories ranged from Best Motion Pic¬
ture to Best Motion Picture Song.
Artists, technicians, and others cited by
Limelight were presented with enContinued on

Page 76

LEON SHAMROY (left) and William Mellor admire
Limelight Award presented Shamroy for photog¬
raphy of “Peggy and Bess.'* Mellor also received
one for photography of “The Diary of Anne
Frank," as did Robert Surtees for “Ben-Hur."
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PRESENTS...
NEW DIMENSIONS TO THE VERSATILE ARRI SYSTEM
for extreme wide-angle filming...

FOR

TEGEA 5.7 mm f/1.8/T2

THEATER-QUALITY

SUPER-WIDE-ANGLE

SOUND

LENS

FILMING...

with built-in filter slot for 2" square filters

SYNCHRONOUS

SIGNAL GENERATOR*
Lip-synch recording with Va" tape
The most desired portable professional motion picture
camera in the field achieves a new dimension... new pro¬
duction versatility...with this Synchronous Signal Gener¬
ator. (Illustrated on Arriflex 16—similar installation also
available for Arriflex 35.)
Standard battery operates the governor-controlled DC
motor on the Arriflex—no need for generators or invertors
to supply AC. As camera runs, the Synchronous Signal
Generator produces a 60-cycle current, which is fed to a
special recording head mounted on a tape recorder. This
puts a control signal on lA-inch tape at approximately
90 degrees to the audio signal. In re-recording to filmmagnetic or optical—this control track is amplified and
controls speed of playback, maintaining frame-by-frame
synchronization.

‘Licensed by and compatible with “Rangertone," Newark, N. J.
write for complete literature

•

1960

OPTICAL SPECIFICATIONS: Bench-tested and selected ac¬
cording to critical ARRI tolerances. Unusually even coverage of
the field in spite of extremely short focal length. Distortion
corrected to 1.7° for field of 100°. Superb definition over the
entire 16mm frame. Angular field 113°.
DEPTH OF FIELD TABLE

based on circle of confusion of .025mm (1/1000")

Diaphragm setting

Sharp from

To
infinity
91

1.9

19"

2.8

16"

4

14"

5.6

12"

8

10"

ff

11

9"

99

16

8V2"

99

APPROXIMATE MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Overall length beyond lens mount; 41/2"; with lens shade; 6"
Front diameter of lens; 3y2"
Weight of lens without lens shade; 30 oz.; with shade; 36 oz.
Front dimension of lens shade; 4x6"

This unit can be installed on all Arriflex models.

FEBRUARY

This remarkable retrofocus super-wide lens extends the
scope of Arriflex filming for such applications as instru¬
mentation, architecture and interiors, and for special
effects. While extreme-wide-angle lenses present finder
problems with conventional cameras, the Arriflex, because
of its famous mirror-reflex system, is ideally suited to the
5.7mm Tegea.

^

CORPORATION

^

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH,

OF

AM ERICA

NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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the CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
DOES IT WORK?

HERE

ARE

IS IT PRACTICAL?

JUST

A

FEW

PROFESSIONAL OPINIONS
NOW FIND OUT
FOR YOURSELF WITH
THESE TERRIFIC
/HONEY SAVING

LARRY ROSS, MOTION PICTURE
DIRECTOR, U. S. ARMY TECHNICAL
PHOTO LAB., ABERDEEN PROVING
GROUND, MD.: '‘In my opinion

COmiNATIONS.

the Camart Dual Sound
Reader is invaluable in
editing and synchronizing
of our sound documentary
films.”

•

MONEY
BACK
GUARANTEE

PARTIAL LIST OF USERS
TELEVISION: WABC-TV, CBC-TV,
WIBW-TV, KOIN-TV, WJBK-TV,
KRON-TV, WTVN-TV, KERO-TV,
KGHL-TV
INDUSTRIAL: F&M Schaefer Brewing Co.,
General Electric Corp., So. New England
Telephone Co., ARO, Inc.,
Air Associates, Inc.
EDUCATIONAL: Harvard University, Rutgers
University, Brown University, Wayne
University, Kansas State Teachers
College, Fund for Adult Education.
GOV’T & STATE AGENCIES: US Army,
Ft. Leavenworth, Technical Photo Branch,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Camei'on
Station Quartermaster Activity, National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Dist.
of Columbia Health Dept., Michigan
State Dept, of Conservation.

AND MANY OTHERS . . . !
Miss Patricia McMahon of
NATIONAL PRINT DEPOT, MODERN
TALKING PICTURE SERVICE, Pitts¬
burgh, Pa.... “We have found

the Dual Readers to be very
efficient. The sound repro¬
duction is far superior to
that in any other equip¬
ment we have used in the
past.”

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum

o^caMBna MaiiTiu

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 . Coble: Cameramart

Jifthe CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
• INDUSTRIAL FILMS
• MOTION PICTURE EDITING ROOMS
• STATE AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

Dual Editor with Baia 16mm viewer list $227.00.
Special _$189.50

CAMART

DUAL SOUND

EDITOR,

Model

SB-11

Complete with optical sound reproduction head (or choice of
magnetic sound) base plate, amplifier-speaker. For single or
double system sound. Easy to handle, no twisting film. An
unbeatable combination with the . . .
Dual Editor

ZEISS MOVISCOP 16mm precision viewer, sharp brilliant

erector),

21/4 X 31/4 picture.
Dual Reader, less viewer

with Ace 35mm Rotary viewer (less image

list $439.50.

Special _$395.00

$195.00

Zeiss Moviscop viewer .

99.50

Special Reader-Viewer combination

Need a Moviola for your studio?
Camera Mart has every availaltle model in stock
for sale or rental—or if yon have one yon can
make it do more jobs by adding sound heads
simply and quickly with the Camart Add-A-Unit
Extension plate.
Did your production run over the Inidget ?
No need to use expensive editing equipment and
run up even higher costs. You save when you use
the Camart Dual Sound Editor—one of the finest

DUAL

SOUND

EDITOR

editors built—to give 3 011 dependable quality per¬

DELUXE

formance at all times.

Complete editing outfit includes Dual Reader, choice of B&H
or Zeiss Moviscop viewer, pair HFC two reel rewinds
w/spacers & locks. Moviola two gang syn¬
chronizer, B&H Junior hot splicer, formica
editing board.
List over .$740.00

All prices F.O.B.,

Special combination offer .

New York.
Subject to change

MAGNETIC SOUND REPRODUCTION HEADS AVAILABLE

SEND

FOR

DESCRIPTIVE

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

without notice.

LITERATURE!

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Coble. Comeramort

at Columbus Circle next t<^
New York’s new Colisetm^

RENTALS
Lights
Cameras
Accessories
More professionals deal with
Ceco more often! Why? Because
Ceco has anything and everything
they need for Motion Picture
and TV Production ready on a
moment’s notice. Everything from
an Arc to a midget spot.

Cameras: 16mm & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed

And remember, you boys who are
“headin’ South”, Ceco’s
Florida office is fully prepared to
handle your every equipment
rental requirement.

Wide angle—Zoom—Tele¬
photo—Anamorphic

Branch:

Arcs—Incandescents
—Spots—Floods—Di mm ers—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories
Lighting:

Lenses:

SALES • SERVICE

Crab—Western—Portable
Panoram—Cranes

•

RENTALS

Dollies:

FRANK

(^fliii€Rfl

Editing Equipment: MoviolaS
—Viev^ers—Splicers—Rewinders

Department

16mm &
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous

Gentlemen:

Projection Equipment:

Television:

graved gold plaques commemorating
their respective achievements. Awards
were made on the basis of a poll con¬
ducted hy Limelight among the Na¬
tion’s top film critics.
Recipients of the 1960 Limelight
Award for Best Cinematography were
Robert L. Surtees, A.S.C., for “BenHur,” William C. Mellor, A.S.C., for
“The Diary of Anne Frank,” and Leon
Shamroy, A.S.C., for “Porgy and
Bess.”
“Ben-Hur,” “Anatomy of a Murder,”
and “Pillow Talk.” were voted the Best
Motion Pictures.
•

•

•

Film Daily, another motion picture in¬
dustry trade paper, which has for sev¬
eral years made its Filmdom’s Famous
Fives awards at the close of each year.

PLANER

Goboes—Other Grip accessories

Portable—Truck

Page 72

1335 East 10th Avenue • Hialeah, Florida

Crip Equipment: Parallel S—

Mounted

Continued from

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC. OF FLORIDA

Magnetic—
Optical—Mikes—Booms

Sound Equipment:

Generators:

BULLETIN BOARD

C.

ZUCKCR

Eouipmeni (o.,inc.

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36,
New York • JUdson 6-1420

A65

Please rush me your FREE complete catalogue of Rental
Equipment.
Name.---

Closed Circuit TV

MELLOR

last month announced the winners in a
wide range of categories, including
cinematography. As with the Limelight
awards. Film Daily’s Famous Fives are
chosen on the basis of a poll among the
nation’s leading motion picture review¬
ers, critics and radio and TV commen¬
tators. Five achievements are singled
out in each category for which a scroll
is presented to the individual responsiIde.

Firm____

O'hare Camera Car:

Street____
CECO—Trademark of Camera
Eq uipmenf CO.

City -Zone-State-

"THE CINEMATOGRAPHER"
Informational and instructive motion picture produced
by the Hollywood Motion Picture Industry. Depicts role
of the Director of Photography in lighting and photo¬
graphing motion pictures in Hollywood studios. Shows
various camera and lighting equipment used on Holly¬
wood sound stages and the results achieved from
their use.
One-reel 16mm black-and-white prints available on
Free Loan to cine clubs, college cinema groups,
schools, and accredited clubs and civic groups within
the continental U.S. Reservations necessary and pay¬
ment of return shipment required.

AMERICAN
1782

SOCIETY

North Orange Drive

OF

CINEMATOGRAPHERS
9

Hollywood 28,

Calif.

STRADLING

BURKS

Honored for the Best Photographed
Pictures of 1959, were: Franz Planer,
A.S.C., for “The Nun’s Story”; Harry
Stradling, A.S.C., for “Aunt Marne”;
Robert Burks, A.S.C., for “North By
Northwest”; William Mellor for “The
Diary of Anne ‘Frank”; and Harry
Continued on Page 82
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^ developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing* Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

j^For Top Performance!

Film Picture Viewer

WHAT’S NEW
in equipmenf*, accessories, services

cision, full-htting pilot ])ins and life¬
time carbide emulsion scraper, units
splice and weld film in a single opera¬
tion; A
B rolls may he spliced with¬
out turning hlms.

Sync Motor Drive
Cinekad Engineering Co., 763 Tenth
Ave., New \ ork 19, N. Y.. announces
a new synchronous motor drive adaptal)le to such jfortahle 35mm projectors
as Holmes, Simplex, DeVry, etc. L nit
is quickly mounted or de-mounted, and
no sjfecial tools or technical knowledge
is required to complete the installation.
Drives are available for either 110-v
or 22()-v 50 or 60 cycle current.

This advanced professional NCE 35mm Viewer
combines the functions of viewer, synchronizer,
footage counter and frame counter—all in one
unit. Embodies many new advantages plus fea¬
tures found only in much higher priced units.
Built-in precision optical shutter assures extra¬
smooth projection of running picture: or of
single frame for frame-by-frame editing with a
sharp, clear, brilliant picture S'i” x 4''4”.
Picture can be stopped and viewed for perjods
ol time without overheating or damage to film.
Can be used with a sound reader for single sys¬
tem; available for additional 35mm or 16mm
sprockets for double system film editing. Soundheads for magnetic tape can be added to addi¬
tional sprockets for any number of magnetic
tracks. Adapts easliy as combination viewer/syn¬
chronizer. assembled to your specific needs.

Barney With Heater

Priced ONLY $595
Available Soon: same model in
•

16mm

Write for brochure

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT
:^=209 WEST 48th STREET, NEW YORK 36, N Y.

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION

PICTURE,

Acmade Editing Tables

Binis & Sawyer, 6424 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif., announce
a line of electric heated barneys for
motion picture cameras. Constructed
similar to the conventional electric
blanket with heater wires integrated
with the soimd-ahsorhing heat-retain¬
ing insulation material, the exterior
covering is white DuPont Fahrilite.
Heater unit feeds off 110-V AC current
and has a 3-way control switch for
varying heater temperature. Barneys
may he altered for use with 24-volt and
other low voltages on sjfecial order.
Price ranges from $120.00 to $256.00,
depending upon camera size.

The Benjamin Berg Co., 1410 No.
Van Ness Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.,
announces it is exclusive U. S. distribu¬
tor for the Acmade Mark 11 editing
tables, product of the Rank Precision
Industries, Ltd., London. Unit was spe¬
cially designed to meet requirements
of TV him editing, and lioasts many
exclusive features not found in any
other similar equipment. An informa¬
tive illustrated brochure may he had
l)y writing the Benjamin Berg Co.

STILL

and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Portable Movie Light

Write for A Copy of Our
1960 Catalog H on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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Portable Hot Splicer
The well-known Maier-Hancock-designed portable hot splicers, formerly
distributed by Bell & Howell Co., are
now distributed exclusively by Traid
Corp., Encino, Calif. Models are avail¬
able
for
35mm/16mm
films and
16mm/8mm films. Equipped with pre¬

The Rubylite is a sturdy, lightweight
portable light unit designed for mount¬
ing on almost any hand-held motion
picture camera such as the Eyemo,
Eilmo, etc. Coverage of lamp is equiva¬
lent to that of a 10mm lens; illumina¬
tion has Kelvin temperature of 3400°;
and affords exposure guide number of
35 with Tri-X or him of equal speed.
Complete with ‘ nickel-cadmium re¬
chargeable battery and weighing only
5 Ihs., list price is $169.50.
Continued on Page 81
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MOST COMPREHENSIVE LINES

this side of Hoiiywood
CECO* is headquarters for everything NEW and
exciting in the professional photographic field.
This is the Camera Equipment that Film Makers use
to make outstanding films.
*CECO^—Trademark of
Camera Equipment CO

WADDELL HIGH SPEED CAMERA
A flexible high speed camera with a speed range
from 3 to 10,000 pps., depending on model
and motor combination. Ideal for data record¬
ing in every field. Accepts 400 ft. magazine
(1200 ft. on special request.) Electronic flash
synchronization and exposure playback for
oscillograph recorders. Completely portable.
Camera, power supply and case
«
weigh only 35 lbs. Features two
built-in NE2H timing lights; manual or remote operation; boresight focusing. All components
designed to withstand high “G”.
9
Lenses from 3.2 to 152 mm availBm|||
able. Complete line of auxiliary
j;
equipment on hand.

^

CECO FLUID HEAD ;

A totally new:|^otf
provides
pirn'
& tilt action.
climates, under^^any ji^^
tions. The tripod
eramen dream about,
equal ^distribution of
extra traps to prevent leakage;
bronze bearings; positive lock^^
ing levers for pan & tilt (cam-'
era wonT dip); twin lever tilf
system; 2-place angular pan
handle with infinite adjust¬
ment; geared camera tie-down
knob. .

Rm€Rn

.......

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y,
JUdson 6-1420

Gentlemen
I am interested in the items checked below. Please rush me
more free information on these products.

A few of thous¬
ands of profes¬
sional cameras
and accessories.
Check the item
that interests you.
For complete in¬
formation, mail
postage-free card
today.

CAMERA EQUfPMENl
CO., INC. OF FLORIDA
'

UIPm^DT

_

i5i5 East 10th Avenue ^
Hialeah, Florida
••■5

□ Waddell High Speed Camera

□ CECO Fluid Head

□ CECO 16mm Prof. Film Viewer-Analyzer

□ Kensol Hot Press

□ Magnasync Consolette Model G-963

□ Cado Marker

□ Colortran “Cine-King”

□ Ray-Rite Illuminated Clipboard

Name

Address

Cameramen, Directors, Producers
and Photo-Instrumentation
Engineers buy and
rent from CECO.

RAY-RITE
ILLUMINATED
CLIP BOARD
Ideal for use behind
the lights. Inexpen¬
sive. Uses regular
flashlight batteries.
A size for every need

CADO MARKER
KENSOL HOT PRESS
Produces quality opaque titles on posterboard,
paper, cellulose acetate (cells), photographs, cloth,
etc. Prints letters in any size and in many
different colors without use of chemicals or ink.
Produces 3rd dimension and drop shadow effects.
Head swivels for “crawl” work.

CECO 16mm
PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER-ANALYZER
Makes film editing
and analyzing a
breeze. Easy
threading, portable.
Views film left to
right on large
6" X 4V2" brilliant
screen. Single or
double system sound
reader and/or counter
can be easily
attached. 35mm
models available.

A versatile, inexpen¬
sive, bold marking in¬
strument ready for
immediate use on any
surface. Unbreakable.
Comes in many colors.

COLORTRAN “CINE KING”
For high performance spot
or flood lighting.
Lightweight. Low in
price. All new features
including insulated suregrip handle; feed-thru,
in line switch; 360°
rotation; lamp retaining
ring has unbreakable
prongs and adapts to Par
64 or 56. New
COLORTRAN KICKER

and

Super Kicker

with all new
features also available.
Lights

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

BUSINESS

REPLY MAIL

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
DEPT. 61,

MAGNASYNC CONSOLETTE MODEL G-963
Inc.

315 WEST 43RD STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

A miniaturized studio mixing console with 6 input
channels and patch bay selection of three
program equalizers. Optional plug-in microphone
pre-amplifiers. Specifically designed for
re-recording applications. Modular
construction of cabinet and components.

WHAT’S NEW IN EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, SERVICES
Continued from Page 78

quick loading, and provision for selfcontained battery for driving camera.
Prices of complete housings range from
S495.00 to $1,495.00.
Film Separator Strip

Waddell Hi-Speed Cameras
Camera Equipment Co., 315 West
43rcl St., New York 36, N. Y., is exclu¬
sive distributor for the Waddell 16mm
High-speed motion picture cameras
and accessory equipment. Available in
a variety of models and motor com¬
binations, the Waddell cameras afford
speed ranges from 3 to 10,000 picture
per second. Available is a 26-V DC
motor and a 115-V AC-DC motor.
Other features include electronic flash,
variable height fixed aperture plate,
two built-in timing lights, manual or
remote control, boresight focusing, and
film cut-off switch. Net weight is 35
lbs.

Uhler Cine Machine Co., 15762 Wy¬
oming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich., offers a
unique gadget for processing 16mm
and 8mm film with stainless steel reels
and developing tank. It consists of a
plastic strip same width as 16mm film
having elevated contact points along
both edges. When wound with film on
processing reels, separator strip pro¬
vides space between windings of film
that allows processing solutions to seep
through and spread evenly over entire
film surface.
Strips are available in 110-ft. 16mm
lengths at $14.95, and 30-ft. 8mm
lengths for $6.95.

Lightweight Pedestal

Underwater Housings
Underwater Sports, Inc., 2219 Biscayne Blvd., Miami 37, Fla., makers of
underwater
camera
housings,
an¬
nounces a housing for the Arriflex
16mm and 35mm cameras (pictured
with top removed). Of all metal con¬
struction, exterior controls are provid¬
ed for all camera adjustments and a
special optical system permits use of
the Arriflex’s reflex finder system.
Other features include adjustment for
neutral, positive or negative buoyancy;

FEBRUARY
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Illustrated above is the Type 3281
“Litewate” baby folding pedestal for
mounting lamps for set-lighting, flags,
scrims or other accessories. Manufac¬
turer is Mole-Richardson Co., 937 N.
Sycamore Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Unit is notable for its exceptionallysimple folding feature—legs lock any¬
where on upright column. Of all-alum¬
inum construction, it has a single ex¬
tension affording a low position of
50-in., and a high of 81-in. Net weight
is 3%^ lbs.

We can't please everybody , , ,

■>

Free-to-Florida
Florman & Babb, New York, N. Y.,
announce a new “Free Freight to Flo¬
rida” policy on all equipment rentals
in that area.
“ i
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BULLETIN BOARD
Continued from Page 76

axman, B.S.C., for “Third Man On
The Mountain.”
•

•

•

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts
And Sciences, last month, announced
the motion picture productions of 1959
nominated for consideration for the Os¬
car awards for Best Achievement in
Cinematography, as follows:
Black-&-White

“The Young Philadelphians,” pho¬
tographed by Harry Stradling, A.S.C.
“Anatomy Of A Murder,” photo¬
graphed hy Sam Leavitt, A.S.C.
“The Shaggy Dog,” photographed
hy Edward Colman, A.S.C.
“Some Like It Hot,” photographed
hy Charles B. Lang, Jr., A.S.C.
“The Last Angry Man,” photo¬
graphed hy James Wong Howe, A.S.C.
“The Diary of Anne Frank,” photo¬
graphed hy
illiam Mellor, A.S.C.
“On The Beach,” photographed by
Guiseppe Rotiinno.
“Compulsion,” photographed by
il¬
liam Mellor, A.S.C.
“Career,” photographed l)y Joseph
LaShelle, A.S.C.
“The Gazebo,” photographed by
Paul Vogel, A.S.C.
COLOR

. . . but we come close

Sound

•

Editorial

•

Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC. • 1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C. • PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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“Ben-Hur,” photographed by Robert
Surtees, A.S.C., Pietro Portalupi, A.S.C., and V illiam Wellman, A.S.C.
“Journey to the Center of the Earth,”
photographed by Leo Tover, A.S.C.
“Porgy and Bess,” photographed by
Leon Shamroy, A.S.C.
“The Wreck of the Mary Deare,”
photographed by Joseph Ruttenberg,
A.S.C.
“The Five Pennies,” photographed
by Daniel Lapp, A.S.C.
“The Nun’s Story,” photographed by
Frank Planer, A.S.C.
“Operation Petticoat,” photographed
by Russell Harlan, A.S.C.
“The Big Fisherman,” photographed
hy Lee Garmes, A.S.C.
“Rio Bravo,” photographed by Rus¬
sell Harlan, A.S.C.
“Li’I Abner,” photographed by Dan¬
iel Fapp, A.S.C.
These are the nominees—the result
of a preliminary balloting among the
industry’s cinematographers. Early this
month, the cinematographers will vote
to select five nominees in each classifi¬
cation -— black-and-white and color —
and a final vote by the entire Academy
Membership at a later date will select
the best photographed film in each
classification.
■
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more
awards*
were won with

Congratulations to
ALL THE WINNERS...
Hycon Manufacturing

Company

Barber-Greene Company t

cameras than with
all others combined!

Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company
Lockheed Aircraft Co.,
Georgia Division f
Link-Belt Company t
Procter & Gamble
United Air Lines
Trans World Airlines t
Western Electric Company t

It’s no accident that producers with imagination —men who
successfully record progress and dramatize technical achievement —
select Arriflex equipment. They know that ARRIFLEX is
unchallenged in matching the most critical demands
of creative filming.

AVCO Research and
Advanced Development Division t
Bendix Radio Division,
Bendix Aviation Corp. t
Bethlehem Steel Company
Martin-Baltimore
Ryan Aeronautical Company
Aetna Life Affiliated Companies
Armstrong Cork Company t
Autonetics, Inc.
California Institute of Technology f
Ford Motor Company

It’s proven in report after report— from industrial firms,
independent producers, scientific labs and military installations
— ARRIFLEX, with its amazing versatility and
ruggedness... with its money-saving
advantages and its unshakable
dependability... is the most
popular professional motion picture
equipment in America today!

General Electric Company
General Motors Corporation
International Harvester Company f
New Holland Manufacturing Co. t
Pacific Gas & Electric Company t
Kimberly-Clark Company
Lederle Laboratories t
U.S. Bureau of Mines t
AVRO Aircraft Ltd. (Canada )t
Argonne National Laboratory t
Cook Electric Company t
fARRIFLEX cameras used
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*By sponsoring the
INDUSTRIAL FILM
AWARDS, the publishers
of Industrial Photography
magazine give muchdeserved recognition to
one of the most significant
fields of motion picture
production.

World-famous
ARRIFLEX 16
portable—weighs only y/2 pounds...
becomes a STUDIO CAMERA with 400-ft.
magazine and synchronous motor. ..a
SOUND CAMERA with ARRIFLEX BLIMP.
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WALTER STRENGE’S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

GOT A PRODUCT

Need advice on a picture making problem? Your questions are invited
and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest will appear in this column each month.

OR SERVICE
TO SELL

Q

FILM MAKERS?
Then tell them about it in
the advertising pages of the
fortheoming

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
MANUAL

authentic compendium of
data, facts and information
ever assembled for cinema¬
tographers and makers of
motion pictures.

Idiis official publication
of the American Society of
Cinematographers will be
going to press soon!

limited

number

of

pages are still available for
product and service adver¬
tising. For rates, write to

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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Q

were the fluorescent lighting
tubes hooked up to produce the
lighting effects lor some of the interiors
for
“Diary
of
Anne
Frank?” —
How

W. J. McI).
Answer: The lamps you refer to were
not fluorescents hut G-E 60-watt lumeline tubes controlled by a Variac
(heavy-duty rheostat).

Q

Can 16mni movie film be repro¬
duced on 35mm movie film? If so,
white is the cost?—B.B.

Answer: \es, almost any of the major

. . . the most complete and

A

I will appreciate your answers to
the following questions: 1) Is there
any difference in the quality of 16mm
prints made from 35/32mm negatives
compared to prints made from 16mm
negatives? 2) Any difference in the
quality of the sound track? 3) Where a
33/32mm negative currently in exist¬
ence is slit into two 16mm negatives,
will these negatives produce prints of
poorer picture and sound quality than
prints made from a 35/32mm negative?
4) Is there a noticeable difference betwen
16nim
prints
made
from
35/32mm negatives and 16mni nega¬
tives that can be detected by the pro¬
fessional film technician?—S.F.

Ansiver: 1) The picture quality of
prints made from 35/32mm negatives
may not necessarily be better than
those made from 16mm negatives;
good prints can be made from both.
However, 35/32mm negatives do have
certain advantages due to the fact the
picture image is located further from
the edge of the film and therefore is
less apt to receive developer-roller ab¬
rasion marks. Also, because the 35/32mm negative is wider and has more
protection for the sprocket holes, it
tends to be more dimensionally stable
for printing purposes and normally will
last longer for multiple release print¬
ing.
2)

The sound quality would nor¬
mally be better in 16mm prints made
from a 35/32mm sound negative, due
to the fact that the sound image is lo¬
cated at center of film and is not sus¬
ceptible to developer or printer roller
abrasions. This also results in im¬
proved signal-to-noise ratio.
3) Where the 35/32mm negative is
properly slit, the resultant individual
16mm negatives should produce prints
approaching the quality of those made
in pairs from the 35/32mm negative
—but may not be equal to them in
quality because of the desirable fea¬
tures of the more dimensional stability
of the wider film, as explained above.
4) The difference, if any, between
prints made from 35/32mm negatives
and 16mm negatives could be detected
by a professional film technician. This
is particularly true of sound quality.

film laboratories can “blowup” (en¬
large) 16mm film to 35mm. For prices,
etc., write to any of the laboratories
whose advertisements you will find
regularly in each issue of this publica¬
tion.

Q

I am interested in shooting a pic¬
ture in 16mm, using the Bolex anamorphic lens on my camera, the aspect
ratio of which is 2-to-I. I plan to have
this footage blown-up to 35mni for ex¬
hibition in theatres in the Gnemascope
2.66-to-I format. Because of the differenee in aspect ratios of the I6mm and
35mm lenses, will this prove a problem
when it comes time to project my pic¬
ture?—R.A.A.

Answer: For satisfactory results, the
aspect ratio of the anamorphic taking
lens and the anamorphic projection
lens should be identical. If you project
a film shot in the 2-to-l aspect ratio
through a CinemaScope type projec¬
tion lens having an aspect ratio of
2.66-to-l, there will be some lateral dis¬
tortion in the screened result.

Q

For a film I am making dealing
with the ocean, I wish to make titles
in the sand, with waves washing one
title away and the title followed by an¬
other. How ean I do this?—Y.Y.

Answer: Make a wooden box about 3
by 6'feet in size and 8-inches deep and
fill it half-full of sand. Tilt the box so
that when the sand is leveled it is even
with the top of the lower edge of the
box.
Next, provide a tub of water and
Continued

on

Page
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for those HOT tests in cold weather
the BIRNS & SAWYER

BARNEY PROTECTS CAMERA AND FILM
FROM WIND, RAIN, SNOW AND COLD
Newest in a Growing Line of Functional Accessory Products
for Documentary and Instrumentation Filming is the Birns
& Sawyer Heater Barney, a Warm-As-Toast Camera Parlta
which operates to —60° F.
Multiple Layers of Insulation, including Aluminum Foil,
Sheet Lead, Kapok and Wool, Fibreglass and Flannel
Keep Heat Loss to a Minimum. Tough Outer Coating of
DuPont Fabrilite, in White Cordova, Provides Weather
and Abrasion Protection.
Models Available for Every Instrumentation Camera, in
both Sound and Heater Designs. Shown at left: Birns &
Sawyer Barney for 16mm Mitchell with 1200' Magazine.

Catalog No. 1443

... Price

$256

(is ^

Heater Elements Operate from 110/720 VAC Current 55 to 225 Watts
V

CINE SPECIAL

BELL & HOWELL

HULCHER

FASTAX WF4

FASTAX WF3

Twin-Lens Turret with 200'
Magazine and Motor.
Catalog No. 1470

Camera with Coupled Tur¬
ret, 400' Magazine and
Motor.
Catalog No. 1430

Catalog No. 1475

Fastax 16mm with 400'
Capacity.
Catalog No. 1453

Also fits WF3T,
16mm X 100' Lood.
Catalog No. 1451

Price: $184.00

Price: $168.00

Price: $126.00

Price: $160.00

Price: $140.00

Other Models Available for Arri 16 and Arri 35, Mitchell 35, Fairchild, Auricon, Photo-Sonics, etc.

BIRNS & SAWYER CINE EQUIPMENT
^
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6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166
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PRECISION FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Continued from Page 84

Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
])lace it near the box, where an assist¬
ant can pour its contents into tlie box

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00
Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchron i z e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.
$215.75

at tlie elevated side.
With your camera lined up on the
sand box (but without the box itself
visible in the finder, of course) write
the first title in the sand. Start camera
by fading in; read the title as you
shoot to determine the required screen
time, then have the sand flooded with
water to obliterate the title—at the
same time you fade out on the title.
Next, wind back film in the cam¬
era; write the next title in the sand
and fade in on same as you start to
shoot again. This will create a dis¬
solve at this point. Continue shooting
for the desired reading time, then re¬
peat the procedure for as many subse¬
quent titles as you may require.

opticalmagnetic

QI

am a British cinematographer and
am impressed with the fine quality
of the photography of the “Thin Man"
TV film series, which is transmitted in
London hy the BBC. In view of tlie
known limitations of telecine and the
television system, I would he most inter¬
ested in knowing the following:
1) What was the film stock and
f/stop used for this series, also the
amount of illumination in foot-candles?
2) What was subject contrast and
print contrast ratios?
3) What was the general color of
the sets?
4) Was the key light, are or incan¬
descent? What was the key-to-fill light
ratio?
5) Peter Lawford’s makeup appears
heavier than normal. If so, how much
heavier ?—M.S.

sound
readers

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50
magnetic
and tape
sound
reader

Model 700
$198.00
Send

For Free

Literature

rnTTTnTTrai
DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
BROOKLYN

1037 UTICA AVENUE

3. N. Y .

MAKO Underwater C amera Housings
MAKO underwater housings in metal
and plastic are available for most
motion picture and still cameras.
MAKO has been producing professional
underwater photographic, lighting and
sound equipment for over 10 years.
Used by many Navies, oil companies,
and major film studios. We stand
ready to solve your underwater pho¬
tography problems.
Write For Equipment Brochure and Prices
MAKO-equipped Arri-16 with 500' mag.

UNDERWATER

SPORTS,

INC.,

2219

Biscayne

Blvd.,

Answer: 1) Eastman Plus-X, Type K.
at f/3.2 at 150 foot-candles. 2) 2-to-l
and 3-to-l. 3) Neutral beige. 4) Incan¬
descent; ratio 3-to-l. 5) Characteristic
of the actor's reflective qualities.

Miami,

Florida

QIn

making butt splices with tape.
can the tape be easily and com¬
pletely removed in event the film is to
be respliced at the same point?—W'.L.I.

Answer: Yes.

QW hen

using mattes or masks before
the lens for split-stage and other
etfects, how does one calculate the dis¬
tance to set the mattes from the lens?—

K.E.W .
Answer: There is no
this operation for the
type split-screen shot
soft blend at the matte

set formula for
reason that one
may call for a
edge (or where

Continued on Page 122
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSIGNMENTS
WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
By

MARION

HUTCHINS

COLUMBIA

Irving Lippman, “Manhunt”* (Screen Gems)
with Victor Jory and Patrick McVey. Fred
Jackman, director.
Charles Welborn, “Tightrope”*
Gems) with Michael Connors.

Gert Andersen, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*
(Screen Gems) with Donna Reed. Oscar
Rudolph, director.

Whatever your professional lens need
. . . Whatever your camera . . . B & J
can provide you with instant action
from a vast selection of thousands of
optics . . . Cinematography Lenses &
Mounts of every speed & size.
All Lenses are sold on a 15-day Free Trial—
Unconditionally Guaranteed!
An Experienced Research
Optical Assembly Lab—
expertly handles all cus¬
tom Lens problems . . .
Customers include Ford,
R.C.A., G.E., A.E.C., etc.
Free New 132 pg. B & J

BURKE

Lens & Optics Catalog.

& JAMES, INC

321 S . Wabash

Chicaqo 4 , Illinois
AC 260

(Screen

Fred Gately, ASC, “Father Knows Best”*
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

CHARLES LANG'S crew lines up camera for closeup
of Kim Novak for Columbia Picture’s “Strangers
When We Meet.”

Philip Tannura, ASC, “Man from Blackhawk”* (Screen Gems) with Robert Rock¬
well.
Wilkie Cooper, “I Aim at the Stars”
(Morningside Prods.; shooting in Germany)
with Curt Jurgens and Gia Scala. Lee
Thompson, director.

ALLIED ARTISTS

Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Pay or Die” with
Ernest Borgnine and Zohra Lampert. Richard
Wilson, director.
Ellis Carter, ASC, “Sexpot Goes to Col¬
lege” (Shooting at Hal Roach; Photoplay
Assoc.) with Mamie Van Doren and Tues¬
day Weld. Albert Zugsmith, director.
AMCO STUDIOS

.Archie Dalzell, "The Passionate People
Eater” (The Filmgroup) with Dick Miller
and Jackie Joseph. Roger Corman, director.
AMERICAN NATIONAL

Daniel Fapp, ASC, “All the Young Men”
(Hall Barlett Prods.) with Alan Ladd and
Sidney Poitier. Hall Bartlett, director.
Chris Challis, “Surprise Package” (Stan¬
ley Donen Prods.; shooting in Furope) with
Yul Brynner and Mitzi Gaynor.
Charles Lang, ASC, “Strangers when we
Meet” (C’Scope & Color; Richard Quine
Prods.) with Kirk Douglas and Kim Novak.
Richard Quine, director.
Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Reach for Tomor¬
row” with Burl Ives, Shelley Winters and
James Darren. Philip Leacock, director.

(Ziv-

Joseph Biroc, ASC, ‘13 Ghosts” (William
Castle Prod.) with Joe Morrow. William
Castle, director.

Richard Rawlings, “The Man and the Chal¬
lenge”* (Ziv-TV) with George Nader.

Henry Freulich. ASC, “Alcoa-Coodyear
Theatre”* (Screen Gems) Don Taylor, di¬
rector.

Jack Mar(,)Uette. “Bat Masterson”*
TV) with (Jene Barry.

Monroe Askins, “This Man
(Ziv-TV) with Keith Andes.

Dawson”*

Monroe Askins, Jack Marquette, “Lock¬
up”* (Ziv-TV) with Macdonald Carey.
Curt Fetters, “Tombstone Territory”* (ZivTV) with Pat Conway.
Jack Marquette, Richard Rawlings, “Sea
Hunt”* (Ziv-TV) with Lloyd Bridges.
William Whitley, ASC, “Men Into Space”*
(Ziv-TV) with Bill Lundigan.
CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

Stuart Thompson, ASC, “Have Gun, Will
Travel”* with Richard Boone and Kam
Tong.
Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James
Arness and Dennis Weaver.
Fred Bentley, “The Lineup”* with Warner
Anderson and Tom Tully.
CASCADE PICTURES

Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*
William Skall, ASC, Commercials*
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IT WAS really cold at St. Mary, Montana,
Dan Fapp and his camera crew shot this
for Columbia’s ‘‘All The Young Men.”

when
scene

DESILU STUDIOS—Culver City

Lucien Andriot, ASC, “U. S. Marshall”*
(Desilu Prods.) with John Bromfield.
Charles Burke, “Man with a Camera”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Charles Bronson.
Continued on Page 90
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Travis Burton, President Educational Enterprises, Tyler, Texas

“WE'VE SPENT ONLY >3.85 IN REPAIRS
ON OUR LABMASTER’ IN THREE YEARS!"
"Talk about work horses, our Houston Fearless Labmaster
sure takes the prize for 'round the clock dependability.
For more than three years now, this eager beaver has
been working up to 24 hours per day — processing as
much as 60,000 feet of film in a 36 hour stretch without
a foot of spoilage. During these three years, repairs have
totaled only $3.85. That’s one big reason we’ve bought
two more Labmasters for our Abilene and Houston labs.”
Mr. Burton’s experience is typical of Labmaster owners
and sums up the principal reason why this is America’s
favorite processor... DEPENDABILITY. You can depend
on a Labmaster to perform faithfully and efficiently. And
16mm Neg. Pos. Model

because of fully automatic control, you can be assured
of the finest quality processing obtainable... in every
foot of your film.
Versatile modular design makes it possible to adapt the
Labmaster to your changing B&W needs. Stainless steel
tanks. Simplified operation. Processes up to 2,400 f.p.h.
Even with its precision workmanship and many advanced
features the Labmaster is most attractively priced...
made possible by Houston Fearless volume production
techniques. Before considering any processor, be sure to
get full information on the Labmaster.

$4,175 COMPLETE, ready to operate Including Refrigeration System and Air Compressor.

HOUSTON
FEARLESS

r

HOUSTON FEARLESS CORPORATION

11805 West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Please send catalog and prices on; □ B&W Labmasters □ Color Labmasters □ Other

Processors (Specify)_

□ Chemical Mixing and Storage Tanks □ Tripods □ Dollies □ Camera
Pedestals

3 LABMASTER MODELS:
NEG. POS. (16/35mm) REVERSAL (16mm) MICROFILM (16/35mm)
Also color machines for Anscochrome and Ektachrome

□ Camera Heads □ Remote Control Heads

Name_
Firm_
Address_
City_Zone_State_

•Trade Mark
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 88

Ch.4rles Van Enger, ASC, “Betty Hutton
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Betty Hutton.
Richard Kinon, director.
Henry Cronjager, “Grand Jury”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Lyle Bettger and Harold Stone.
Sobey Martin, director.
EnwARD Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Sliow"* (ITC Prods.) with Gale Storm and
ZaSu Pitts. James Kern, director.
Harkness Smith, “P-ony Express”*
Prods.) Jean Yarborough, director.

(Desilu

BORIS KAUFMAN lines up shot for “The Fugitive
Kind,” starring Marlon Brando, on up-state New
York location.

DESILU STUDIOS—Gower
Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Lassie”*
(Jack
Wrather Prods.) with June Lockhart and
John Provost.
Robert Planck, ASC, “The Millionaire”*.
James Sheldon, director.

GOLDWYN STUDIOS
Norbert Brodine, ASC, Eugene Polito,
“Loretta Young Show”* (Lewislor Prods.)
with Loretta Young.
INDEPENDENT

Paul Ivano, “The Texan”* (Desilu Prods.)
with Rory Calhoun.
Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Robert Stack and
Jerry Paris.

SUPER¬
WIDE ANGLE
COVERAGE

Robert
Pittack,
ASC,
“Ann
Sothern
Show*” (Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.
Sid Hickok, ASC, “Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Lucille
Ball & Desi Arnaz. Jerry Thorpe, director.

IKIN^PTIK

DESILU STUDIOS—Hollywood

5.7mm i/1.8 APOCHROMAT
This ultra-panoramic view of over 120,000 square
miles of the earth’s surface, was brought to light
in an unbelievably clear and sharp photograph
taken with the KINOPTIK 5.7mm f/1.8
APOCHROMAT. Shot from a Thor missile at
an altitude of 300 miles, it dramatically demon¬
strates the outstanding optical qualities of this
unique lens: 113° extreme wide-angle coverage,
free from distortion, excellent in clarity, sharp¬
ness and contrast.
Translated for the earth-bound professional cine¬
matographer — this lens puts a conclusive end to
all “dimensional frustration’’— gives him com¬
plete optical freedom for interior, architectural
and panoramic 16mm cinematography.

Other KINOPTIK APOCHROMATS range from
12.5 to SOOmm. They constitute the only
complete series of more than 20 handpicked,
high-speed, perfectly color-matched and
T-stopped APOCHROMATS available for any
16mm, 35mm or TV camera.
Custom ground to the most rigid quality stand¬
ards, literally made to your order by skilled mas¬
ter craftsmen, KINOPTIK APOCHROMATS
give you brilliant overall illumination, highest
contrast, and critical definition up to the very
corners, as well as exclusive 3-color correction
for absolutely “Lifelike’’ color rendition. And
each lens is handpicked for you, by testing on
KINOPTIK’s own Collimator (see below), and
carries an unconditional guarantee for highest
optical performance.

5.7mm f/1.8*
12.5mm f/2.5*
18mm f/2
20mm f/1.9*
25mm f/2
28mm f/2
32mm f/1.9

32mm
35mm
40mm
40mm
50mm
50mm
50mm

f/2.8
f/2
f/2
f/2.8
f/1.3
f/2
f/2.8

75mm f/2
100mm f/2
150mm f/2.5
210mm f/2.8
300mm f/3.5
SOOmm f/5.6
*for 16mm only

Collimator Reflex w/interchangeable 275mm and
485mm lenses, adjustable support.

See your franchised
Kinoptik dealer or
write for illustrated
leaflet

karl heitz

4«0 UX/NGTON AVE.. NEW YORK 17 • YUkon 6-4970
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Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (iDesilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as, Sheldon Leonard, director.
Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy’s”*
(Brennan-Westgate Prods.) with
Walter Brennan. Hy Averback, director.

John Alton, “Elmer Gantry” (Eastman
color; Elmer Gantry Prod, for UA release)
with Burt Lancaster and Jean Simmons.
Richard Brooks, director.
Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “Inherit the Wind”
(Stanley Kramer Prods, for U.A. release)
with Spencer Tracy and Florence Eldridge.
Stanley Kramer, director.
Joseph LaShelle, ASC, “The Apartment”
(Mirisch Co. for UA; shooting in N.Y.) with
Jack Lemmon and Shirley MacLaine. Billy
Wilder, director.
Ernest Haller, ASC, “Girl on Death Row”
(Panavision; American Int’l Piets.) with
Terry Moore and Lionel Ames. Roy Del
Ruth, director.
Floyd Crosby, ASC, ‘Fall of the House of
Usher” (American Int’l Piets.) with Vincent
Price and Mark Damon.

DISNEY STUDIOS
KEYWEST STUDIOS
Harry Waxman, “The Swiss Family Robin¬
son” (Panavision & Tech.; Buena Vista re¬
lease; shooting in B. W. I.) with John Mills
and Dorothy McGuire. Ken Annakin, di¬
rector.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE
James Van Trees, ASC, “The Many Loves
of Dobie Gillis”* with Dwayne Hickman.
Rod Amateau, director.
Ernest Haller, ASC, “The Boy and the
Pirates” (Eastman color; U.A. release) with
Susan Gordon and Charles Herbert. Bert I.
Gordon, director.
GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS
Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Adventures of
Ozzie & Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.

Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of regligious
films* (Family Films). Edward Dew, di¬
rector.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”* with
John Newland.
William Margulies, “Not for Hire”* (Calif.
National
Prods.)
with
Ralph
Meeker;
“Philip Marlow”* (Jack Chertok Prods.)
with Phil Carey.
William Spencer, “Fibber McGee and Mol¬
ly”*
(NBC-TV) with Bob Sweeney and
(jathy Lewis.
Milton Krasner, ASC, “Bells are Ringing”
(C’Seope
&
Metrocolor;
Arthur
Freed
Prod.) with Judy Holliday and Dean Mar¬
tin. Vincente Minnelli, director.

Mason”*
and Bar¬

Philip Lathrop, “Peter Gunn”* (Spartan
Prods.) with Craig Stevens and Lola Al¬
bright; “Mr. Lucky”* (CBS-TV).

Meredith
Nicholson,
“Border Patrol”*
(Gallu Prods.) with Richard Webb. John
Peyser, director.

Giuppe Rotunno, “Temptation” (Titanus
Prod.; shooting in Sicily with Ava Gardner
and Dirk Bogarde. Nunnally Johnson, direc¬
tor.

Harry
Wolf,
“Hennessey”*
Prods.) with Jackie Cooper.

(Hennessy

John Nicholaus, “Rawhide”* (CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.
William Daniels, ASC, “All the Fine Young
Cannibals” with Robert Wagner and Natalie
Wood. Michael Anderson, director.

Frank Redman, ASC, “Perry
(CBS-TV) with Raymond Burr
bara Hale.

Thomas
Tutwiler,
(Filmways Prods.)

ASC,

Commercials*

Maury
Gertsman,
(Filmways Prods.)

ASC,

Commercials*

Continued on Page 121
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YOUR PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT FROM
BEHREND'sl Chicago's Largest!
ARRIFLEX CAMERAS
WE STOCK

• CAMERAS
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• EDITING
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ACCESSORIES
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• ANIMATION

MAGNASYNC RECORDERS

• SOUND

BEHREND CINE CORP. IS
MIDWEST DISTRIBUTOR
FOR SALES AND SERVICE
OF MAGNASYNC
SOUND EQUIPMENT

BEHREND's

CINEX TRIPOD
A Behrend Exclusive! Heavyduty elevator tripod with spe¬
cially designed crank handle
enables one man to raise or
lower tripod even with heavy

*
m

duty camera attached.
Tripod and Head.... $800.00

D

£wji

DAILY RENTAL
IMMEDIATE Rental service at Behrend's . . .
from a changing bag to an Arriflex Camera!

MURAY VIEWER
A Behrend Special! Extremely

LONG TERM RENTAL PLAN

Bright! Extra Sharp! Large Size

No maintenance costs! No tie-up of Capital!
Rental charges are tax deductible as an oper¬
ating expense! You are protected from obsolete
equipment!

Image! Easy Marking! Carefully
engineered to be the finest!
EV-3-Left to Right
Operation .$135.00
EV-4—Right to Left
Operation .$200.00

iRENT WITH OPTION TO BUY
Rental payments apply IN FULL toward
' chase of equipment!

pur-
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odors including that of roses, peach,
woodshavings, baking bread, bananas,
boot polish, pipe tobacco, perfume,
salty ocean breeze, oil paint, wine,
sugar cane, garlic, gun smoke, clover,
coffee, brandy, peppermint lavender,
carnation, fresh air, train smoke and
incense.
By means of a complex mechanical
set-up these odors are individually
projected to each separate seat in the
theatre at the precise split-second
when olfactions are vital to the plot
and serve as clues in solving the
mystery.

THE BRAINS OF SMELL-O-VISION—Michael Todd, Jr. (left) sits beside master control and scent
energizer of the Smell-O-Vision system with its inventor Hans Lube. Latter points to the multitude
of vials each containing a different scent which is selectively projected through tubes to every seat
in theotre on signal triggered from picture’s sound track.

This Movie Has Scents!
It smells, but pleasantly! You’ll be intrigued by this
innovation in motion picture presentation—scented
scenes that can be smelled as well as seen.
By

HE R B

A .

L I G H T M A N

Michael Todd,

for its magnificent color photography,

Jr.’s feature film production in what
is advertised as “Glorious Smell-O-Vi¬
sion” is, from the audience’s view¬
point, great fun. Considered from the
technical aspect, it represents a signi¬
ficant achievement in the fields of
color cinematography, color printing,
sound recording and—of course—the
projection of a series of odors pre¬
cisely synchronized to and comple¬
menting the action of the film.
The scent element is undeniably the
magnetic attraction which has drawn
audiences to see the picture in Chi¬
cago and Los Angeles, the two cities
in which it has been released thus far.
However, even without its olfactory

accomplished by means of the newly
developed 70mm Todd Process Cam¬
era; also for its spectacular 8-channel
Todd-Belock
sound
system,
which

“Scent of Mystery,”

gimmick the

92

film would be

notable

covers a 360-degree area and pro¬
vides the widest frequency range ever
reproduced in a theater.
“Scent of Mystery” is a knockdown-drag-out chase, adventure, who’sgonna-do-it? mystery-travelogue done
in the Hitchcock manner—but not by
Hitchcock. During the course of its
two-hour-plus running time, everybody
chases everybody else over some of
the most beautiful Spanish scenery
ever captured on color film. There is
comedy and suspense aplenty and—as
if that weren’t enough—30 different

Criticized in some quarters for
changing the original name of the
process, “Scentovision,” to the less-dig¬
nified appellation, “Smell-O-Vision,”
producer Todd muses: “I don’t under¬
stand how you can be dignified about
a process that introuces smells into
a theatre. To my mind you are being
pretentious if, to paraphrase Shake¬
speare a bit, you call a smell by any
other name. To go one step further,
it’s difficult, if not impossible, to have
fun when you are being pretentious.
Thus we called the process Smell-OVision to indicate that we think of it
as a fun device.”
The idea of coupling odors with
theatrical presentations is not entirely
new. More than twenty years ago
orange blossom extract was sprayed
on unsuspecting audiences during the
unfolding of climactic wedding se¬
quences in several pictures and in one
or two Broadway stage productions.
Prof. Hans Laube, inventor of the
Smell-O-Vision process, is a worldfamed osmologist who was formerly a
successful advertising executive in
Zurich, Switzerland. He had invented
a method for clearing the air in large
auditoriums and soon had a lucrative
business that served all Europe. One
day it occurred to him that if he could
take odors out of the air he could also
put them into the air.
He got his chance to try out his
idea when the Swiss government sent
him to the New York World’s Fair to
exhibit a film accompanied by several
different odors. At the same time, a
number of companies then pioneering
in American television asked Laube
to work with them toward combining
smell-action with television. However,
this process proved to be far too com¬
plicated to be practical and the idea
was abandoned.
In 1954 producer Michael Todd and
his son, Michael, Jr., first witnessed

AMERICAN CINEAAATOGRAPHER

a process designed to project odors synchronized with
action on film. Subsequently, the Todd Company spent
several years and considerable money testing various
methods of wafting odors to a theatre audience. In 1958,
convinced that Prof. Laube had the best process, Todd,
Jr. signed a contract with the inventor’s corporation,
Scentovision, Inc. Todd set up a laboratory for Laube
and gave him full use of the refurbished 1100-seat Todd
Cinestage Theatre in Chicago as a full-scale testing ground
for the system.
Thet heart of the process is an electrically-controlled
dispensing machine which acts as the “smell-brain.” Made
of stainless steel, specially treated rubber, and glass, it
looks like something out of an Atomic plant. Installed in
the depths of the theatre, this mechanical monster is
equipped with a series of metal vials containing essences
of every aroma to be projected during the run of the film.
It also has a central panel with a hank of dials for regu¬
lating the concentration of odors.
The machine begins to operate as soon as the projec¬
tionist starts the 70mm picture print running through the
projector. A precisely synchronized separate track cued
with electronic signals for each odor triggers the smell
mechanism and the almost-human machine moves into
action selecting in order and dispensing over 30 different
scents from the circular tray of vials.
“Each vial,” explains Laube, “contains 400 c.c. of highlyconcentrated essence of a specific scent. An electrical
impulse set off by a cue from the specially synchronized
track releases about 2 c.c. of the essence into a blower
which ‘amplifies’ the scent and forces it under low pressure
to the individual outlets installed at each seat. Two c.c.
of the essence is sufficent to reach 1,000 seats simultane¬
ously—which means that a single filling of the vials is suffi¬
cient for 180 performances. Each scent persists for a
different length of time depending upon the demands of
the pictorial sequence, and this, too, is regulated by the
electronic cue track. The machine is completely automatic
and does not require the attention of an operator during
a screening of the picture.”
What sets the Smell-O-Vision process apart from a com¬
petitive process is that it does not depend upon any such
hap-hazard method as flooding the theater with odors
through the ventilating system. It’s unique advancement
is its ability to deliver on cue to each individual seat in
the theatre a small quantity of scent-impregnated air as
called for in the script. Thus, each member of the audience
receives his own private whiff at the same instant and in
perfect synchronization with the film.
This mechanical magic is accomplished by means of a
mile of plastic pipe (ranging from 1/^ inch to 1 inch in
diameter) which conducts the scented air from the central
blower to outlets at each seat. These outlets are unobtru¬
sive dull-black perforated cylinders, about % inch in
diameter and 18 inches long, mounted securely between
Continued on Page 120

BESIDES ITS AROMATIC INNOVATION, "Scent of Mystery"
boasts sensatonal action scenes, some of which are pictured
at right. In top photo the hero makes daring slide for life
down cable to which he has hooked his umbrella handle.
In center photo, Beverly Bently just misses death as villain
releases load of rubble upon her from overhead. In lower
photo Liam Redmond runs to escape several rumbling casks
of wine unleashed by villain. When they crash, pungent
aroma of wine is smelled by audience.
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FILMING THE CHARIOT
ANDREW MARION

The man who directed the most thrilling sequence in

. . . directed it

AAGAA’s great epic describes the many problems
encountered in photographing it.
PIETRO PORTALUPI
. . . filmed it

I had been disappointed before. 1 directed the mountain
battle scenes in David 0. Selznick’s A Farewell to Arms
and was “lavishly” rewarded with a screen credit which
read in effect: “Many thanks to Andrew Marton for his val¬

beginning on this page is a fitting sequel to
Libero Grandi’s story “The Photography of ‘Ben-Hur'P
which appeared in our October issue. It describes in excel¬
lent detail the problems that were encountered in staging
and photographing what is considered the most thrilling
motion picture action sequence of all time. It is reprinted
here by permission of films in review, for whose January,
I960, issue it was written by Director Andrew Marton.
THE ARTICLE

—EDITOR.

uable contribution.” What contribution? Audiences never
knew.
However, the challenge of Ben-Hur s chariot race was
there. Zimbalist was there. And William Wyler, whom I
respect greatly, was there. I had directed a sequence for
Wyler before—the so-called “Dunkirk” sequence in Mrs.
Miniver.
So I said: “Let’s go.”
Zimbalist gave me carte blanche, except for one warning.

was a close and respected friend
and when he asked me to stage and direct the chariot race
The late Sam Zimbalist

sequence for Ben-Hur I had mixed feeling. It was a chal¬
lenge, hut it also meant anonymity, in accordance with the
motion picture industry’s archaic rules for screen credits.

It was not to be just a race, but a race to the death that
carried the implacable hatred of Ben-Hur (Charlton Heston )
and Messala (Stephen Boyd) to its logical conclusion. The
problem was not who wins the race, but who stays alive. In
other words, Zimbalist wanted the most exciting and dan-

STUNT MAN Joe ConuR, who doubled for Charlton Heston (Ben-Hur) in this scene, took it too fast . . .

RACE FOR "BEN-HUR"
By

ANDREW

The horses were finally obtained in Yugoslavia and in
late J'anuary we began active preparations for the filming
of the race. Actual shooting was to be in May and June.

MARTON

gerous race ever—BUT. His one warning: if anything hap¬
pened to Heston or Boyd there would be no picture.
MGM started building the arena for the race in January
’58 at the Cinecitta Studios in Rome. Since the arena in the
story is in Jerusalem, its architecture was not Roman, but
more barbaric and primitive. Only this one arena was
needed, since the him does not show how Ben-Hur, during
his stay in Rome, got to he an expert charioteer. We do see
him near Jerusalem criticizing the training of some Arabian
horses intended for the race. But the hrst time we see him
in a chariot is when he enters the arena for the race.
While this huge set was being built we hunted for suita¬
ble horses—and matching teams, which were essential. The
race was to be run by nine chariots drawn by four horses
each, but since certain teams had to be duplicated, and there
had to be “understudy” teams for the “star” teams, we
required 82 horses of the proper physique, and harmonious
colors. Horses can go lame, and anything can happen in a

In order not to interfere with the building of the arena,
an identical track was built adjoining it so we could start
training the horses and chariot riders, and lay out camera
shots.
The surfacing of the race track proved to be a trouble¬
some proldem. Research in Roman libraries turned up no¬
thing on the composition of the surfacing of the race tracks
of two millenia ago. The surface of our track had to be
hard enough to hold the careening chariots and horses, had
to have a drainage system in case of rain, and had to have
a sanded top, because cement would lame the horses.
So we started with ground rock del»ris, which had to be
steam-rolled. That was covered with 10 inches of ground
lava—against my and Yakima Canutt’s judgment—and
that was covered with 8 inches of crushed yellow rock.
This lasted only one day when actual shooting began. It
was used only in the first long shots, in which there were

race.

Continued on Page 112

. . . and achieved a stunt that is the highlight of the chariot race.

$.01 HA $0.
TEl-Amatic
16/35 mm Meg/Pos
anil SOyiD BIADIR
Aiosf Advanced Professional 7 6mm Action
Viewer with Many Exclusive Features
Edit right on your filml Models for left to right or right
to left operation. Eliminates film scratching and damage to
sprocket holes — tension device keeps image in constant
focus — hum-free amplification — synchronized with Pre¬
cision Sound Reader.
•

Picture always in focus—even when film tension slackens.

•

BIG,

CLEAR

IMAGE,

3"x4"—remains

sharp

whether

film

is

moving or stopped. Can be viewed in lighted room.
S.O.S. Ediola Sr. M Viewer and Sound Reader
Combination (left to right) . $320
S.O.S. Ediola Sr. Viewer MRL and Sound Reader
Combination (right to left) . $395
S.O.S. Ediola Sr. Action Model M
(left to right) .$135
S.O.S. Ediola Sr. Action Viewer Model MRL
(right to left) . $200

Write for brochure.

•

No excess heat on film even when still.

•

Coated Multi-faced

•

Open Gate Threading.

•

Can be synchronized with Sound Readers.

•

Comfortable viewing distance at 10" to 14".

•

Individual Framing & Focusing Controls.

•

Hi-Power projection lamp^-easily replaced.

•

Flip-up

•

Shows up

design

Ultra Modern

allows cueing

normally

The

Prism prevents flicker.

Way to Clean

right on film—no frame

EHAPHOI HAtllTIC SOIDSTHIPIH
Automation in
Magnetic Soundstriping
8/16mm Film

You Cannot Damage Film With TEL-Amatic!
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machine

pays

for

itself

with

your

first

to highest industry standards. Stripes 8mm and
16mm film, double or single perforated, color or
black &. white—the only professional soundsfriping machine under $2000.
Magnetic
more

laminated

output with

track

assured

no variation

6

to

from

12db

processor

with

3

spools

of

magnetic

cording tape (0.8mm, 1.2mm, 2.4mm,

re¬
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Curved Air-Blast Squeegees (pat applied for)

•

Special

•

Requires Only 15 Ft.

•

Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control

Non-Scratch Buffers
of Leader

Designed for Originals and Release Prints

•

Continuous Air and Solution Filtering

is "mirror” smooth, giving better frequency res¬

•

Electric Solution

ponse,

•

Complete operation VISIBLE at all times

minimizing

head

wear with

less

back¬

SPEED: Stripes 1,320 feet of film per hour.
CAPACITY:

1,000

feet

of

film—holds

approximately

2000 feet of striping tape.

$1995

Jet-Spray Film Wosh for 16 & 35mm Film

•

plus

250cc of Cinemaphon Adhesive.

•
•

to processor or from one film to another. Surface

ground noise.
COMPLETE

i
I
j

TEL-Amatic requires no previous experience or
skills. The operator simply throws the switch
and TEL-Amatic does the rest. Over 1000 ft. of
film is cleaned every six minutes. One person
can operate a battery of these machines—a
tremendous labor saver.

month's outputi The sound reproduction conforms

Laminates Three Sizes of Magnetic Recording
Tape—0.8mm, 1.2 mm, 2.4mm. Stripes 8 or 16mm
double or single perforated; color or black &
white, row stock, positives or release prints.

'
!

it out when CINEMAPHON SONOSTRIPER will do
The

CINEMAPHON MAGNETIC SONOSTRIPER also
has rapid rewind with separate motor, coupled
flush footage counter, ball bearings on all driven
shafts, heated drying drum with built-in ther¬
mometer, convenient inspection lamp on panel.
It is sturdily constructed and self-contained re¬
quiring minimum maintinance.

S.O.S. TEL-Amatic 16/35mm
Film Cleaning
Machine does more work and better than machines twice the price! It has ben thoroughly
tested under the most exacting laboratory
conditions with excellent results. Films with
even the softest emulsions emerge scratch-free,
crystal clean and clear—safely remove all dirt,
grime and smudges from film. TEL-Amatic is a
great modern scientific achievement. Foolproof
safety factors protect precious negatives.

Now you can stripe your own film. Why send
it in your own plant, saving time and money.
«9

Films Safely!

loss.

undetected flaws in film.

WEIGHT: 36 lbs.—SIZE: 26"x13"ll" deep.
OPERATES on 110/220 Volt AC, 50 or 60 cycles.

Speed

Level

DC

Indicator

•

Variable

•

Take-Up

Drive

•

3000 Ft. Film Capacity, Reels or Cores

Torque Motor, Adjustable,

•

Speed over 10,000 Feet per Hour

•

Transmission, Silent Timing Belt

Complete

$2950

Reversible

Write for brochure

®Reg. Trademark

It Pays to Check with S. 0. $. Before Buying Equipment

EREE! Gigantic Catalog

Here, at S.O.S., the
One-Stop Source of Supply," occupying an entire building, you
will find at all times an enormous stock, more varied and more complete than any in the
industry . . . ofttimes we are able to offer savings seldom found elsewhere.

TEie mosf compreEiensive guide to Motion Picture & TV
Production Equipment—176 pages, listing over 8000 items
witEi descriptions and prices. If you do not already have
the S.O.S. Catalog, request FREE copy on your company
letterhead.

ivith Professional GROOVED LEGS

Dm -PURPOSE

Production Tool

Vastly
Improved Over
Any Tripod
in its Class!

For TOP PERFORMANCE • Fits all types of medium weight cameras
• Fumble tree front star shaped threading knots with angle gears
• Telescoping, offset tripod handle with second handle position
• Positive pan and tilt locks, with large tightening levers for
utmost rigidity and safety — full 90° tilt • tteavy brass main
shaft for longer wear, no sticking • Detachable precision machined
friction plate • One-piece aluminum leg locking knobs for quick
odjustments, even tension • Guaranteed not to creep • Aluminum
leg supports with leg rest ledge — aluminum leg bearings
•
Extra smooth friction head — guaranteed for 5 years • Professional
type grooved legs • Seasoned, solid hardwood legs, oil treated
□nd polished — will not stick.

(Sturdy Fibre Carrying Case $18)

$145

Write for brochure

3-$peed Pan&Tilt Head

Accepts A/losf
Professional

Only the

S.O.S. VISCO-MATIC

Tripod Heads

has 3-Speed Pan
and 3-Speed Tilt
Action . . . “The Finest

WHY PAY;

in Fluidity"

$ 75—for a Baby Tripod.
$ 32—for a Tripod Triangle with
clamps.

• Full 90° tilt up and down. Full 360° pan.
• Left or right hand operation.
• Positive tilt and pan locks.
• Guaranteed to operate in temperatures from 35° below
zero to 150 above. Velvet-smooth action.
• Precision built; height 6 ins., weight
• Designed

for use with

Filmo, Cine
• Can

be

Auricon

Kodak-Special

used

with

S.O.S.

$ 72—for a Dolly with clamps.

lbs.

Cine-Voice,

Bolex,

and

similar

16mm

Jr.,

Pro

legs

Jr.

B&H

cameras.
or

S.O.S.

Versa-Dolly.

ONLY $97.50

$ 22—for a Hi-Hat.

Write for brochure

Adapter Plate for S.O.S. Jr. or Pro Jr. Tripods .$19
S.O.S. Jr. Grooved Pofessional Legs .$75

Total $201 . . . Get This

^

MULTI-PURPOSE S.O.S. VERSA-DOLLY

$99*50

Only

Case for Versa-Dolly (holds also Tripod Head) $9.50

\

'The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

rmiFMA
(iiDPiv roRP
UlllLllin UUriLI UUlir

602 west 52nd $1.newyorkis,n.y.
•

P^one; PLaza 7.0440

Cab/e; SOSOUND

WESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2124

CAMERA SET-UP for filming interiors for “Our Lady’s Shrine.” Behind camera is director
of photography Glenn Johnston. Others from left are: Richard Norling, asst, cameraman;
Philip Martin, Jr., President and exec.-producer of Norwood Studios, and Werner Schumann,
director.

NORWOOD cameraman, Raymond Pippitt, and his
assistant, John Schubeck, photographed ceremony
from this platform erected to left of altar and facing
the colorful mosaic of the Christ.

Shooting With The New Eastman High-speed
Norwood Studio cameramen, using new color film rated ASA 160,
successfully photograph massive interior of the National

Shrine of

the Immaculate Conception for a half-hour dedicatory documentary.

In filming the ceremonies at the re¬
cent dedication of the National Shrine
of the Immaculate Conception in
Washington, D.C., Norwood Studio,
Inc., used, for the first time in this
area, Eastman’s new high-speed color
reversal film. Type SO 260. The halfhour 16mm color documentary film,

time, for otherwise, even with the ex¬
traordinary and massive lighting ar¬
rangements set up by Norwood, the
camera crews would not have been able
to film the ceremony at sound speed.
Shooting at 1/50 sec.. Director of Pho¬
tography Glenn Johnston was able to
film the interior scenes at f/3.5.

“Our Lady’s Shrine,” covers the his¬
tory, construction and dedication of the
shrine, whose massive interior required
some unusual lighting procedures that
worked out successfully thanks to the
new fast color film’s rating of ASA
160.
Norwood Studios completed the first
tests of this new film just in time to re¬
ceive by airmail enough stock to cover
the dedication. It was fortuitous that
the new film became available at that

To make this speed possible, Nor¬
wood installed in the Shrine massive
temporary incandescent lighting equal
to the maximum requirements of 70
private homes.
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Over a mile of electrical cables of
varying sizes were laid. They carried
more than 425,000 watts of power to
eleven 10,000-watt lamps, the largest
single incandescent lamp size made for
the motion picture industry. These
lights weigh 300 pounds each, cost

SlOO apiece, and accounted for 110,000 watts of electrical current used in
lighting the Shrine’s interior.
In addition to the eleven 10,000-watt
lamps, a further 300,000 watts of light¬
ing was used in the form of sixty PAR64 sealed-beam lamps mounted in MasterLights and boosted to 5,000-watts
each by means of a power converter.
These lighting units, which weighed 8
pounds each, were strung on two 180foot and two shorter 60-foot lengths of
steel cable. The latter were stretched at
a height of 35 feet between the great
marble pillars on either side of the
sanctuary. The 180-foot cables were
suspended between the columns at the
transept-nave crossing. All lighting
fixtures and cables were so placed that
there was no distraction of the congre-
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structed 50-foot tower, and on two 40foot ■“A” ladders.
A lucky observation during the plan¬
ning stage of the photography was the
brilliant
daylight
which
poured
through a large 6-by-20-foot window,
35 feet above the sanctuary, and which
would have proved troublesome for the
photographers working with the cam¬
era pointed in that direction. To pre¬
vent this unwanted light from striking
the camera lenses, the window was
masked with black paper.
The second camera used for filming
the ceremony inside the Shrine was
located to the left-front of the sanctu¬
ary. In addition, two mobile camera
units with full crews were employed
outside near the entrance to photo¬
graph the pageantry of the colorful
processions.

IN

THIS

PHOTO,

suspended
MasterLites.

taken

overhead
Two

during

and

to

the

which

mass,
were

may be

seen

anchored

10,000-watt set lamps are cradled

in

two of

the

the

numerous

the

high

four

cable

spans

PAR-64-equipped

niches of the Shrine's

interior, augmenting the MasterLites.

Sixteen microphones spotted
throughout the Shrine, carried the
sound of the great ceremony to a mix¬
ing console located in the crypt. Here
an engineer mixed the sound which
reached the congregation through a
public address system, and radio sta¬
tions and other designations by way of
ten external feeders leading from the
console.
The sound-mixing console and the
leads from the microphone positions
are part of the permanent electronic
equipment installed in the Shrine. Nor¬
wood engineers took the sound for the

Reversal Color Film

Continued on Page 122

gation or interference with the cere¬
monies.
The permanent lighting of the high,
vaulted domes of the Shrine was
dimmed during the ceremonies so this
illumination would not adversely aflfect
the color photography.
Because a substantial amount of day¬
light normally bathes the interior of
the Shrine, it was necessary to use daylight-type color film. (The new East¬
man high-speed color reversal film is
designed for daylight photography.)
In addition, “no-color” blue filters
were employed on all the incandescent
lights brought in to illuminate the in¬
terior. Even though use of the filters
resulted in a 50 per cent loss of light,
nevertheless the resulting 5800° Kelvin
illumination blended with the daylight
gave perfect color rendition.
Each of the lamps—both the 10,000watters, and the 5,000-watt units
strung on the overhead cables—were
individually-focused
by
electricians
who worked atop an especially con-
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equipment leasing up

tJow You Can Uase

|accord?ng to UPI*"''

Forecast for Industry

Mnvost ANYTHING!

volume |\
“"'y »evenl

years Tgo
|coming**to

real/’”®'?’®''

'verelj

-uMe us voider
Income tax purpoa/,

by

Frank Cameron

© 1959

WANT TO EXPAND?
LEASING IS THE ANSWER

Start Service
For Leasing
Of lifeboats
As

Substitutes For

Craft Under Repau1 The

«®vetaP'h«

Vliftslng

^"hasingl
has

beeh/

Industrial leasing enables you to acquire

F^”i;»»
1 Coast
every com-i

Ulons rwulre tha
’ merclal
lllleboat space t
Ld crew

fficientl,
passengers
xjleboatsi
chase and

brand new equipment now.
By

Idavits by heavy ^
The

Today,

JOHN

FORBES

m

Equipment

Leasing

is head¬

line news. As evidenced by the press
clippings reproduced above, a busi¬
ness man can lease just about any¬
thing he needs in equipment, from a
typewriter to an electronic computer.
Leasing, it is pointed out, is a prac¬
tical and painless way of expanding
and modernizing operations for many
concerns.
Ready cash has become
such a valuable commodity today

It is logical, of course, that equip¬
ment leasing—with its myriad of
business advantages—should ultimately
find ready acceptance in the motion
picture industry. S.O.S. Cinema Sup¬
ply Corp. of New York and Holly¬
wood, which for years has rented
motion picture equipment as well as
sold it, has announced the S.O.S.
Industrial
Leasing
Plan,
whereby
qualified

motion

picture

producers.

film laboratories, animation studios,
industrial in-plant film units and many
others may now acquire needed equip¬
ment without tapping the company’s
cash reserves or working capital.
While these companies have been
able to rent equipment, usually to
tide them over in an emergency, now
they can acquire new equipment for
an indefinite period—even own it outContinued on Page 116

that a business needs every dollar of
available assets just for such day-today necessities as salaries, rent, and
raw materials.
Until the advent of industrial leas¬
ing, it was next to impossible for some
business firms to expand without tak¬
ing in a business partner, consolidat¬
ing with another firm, or refinancing
—because of the ready cash that would
be necessary to purchase the additional
equipment required. Now the ability
to lease needed equipment instead of
purchasing it solves the problem and
is opening up opportunities for count¬
less businesses to expand and take
advantage of today’s growth oppor¬
tunities.
Financial experts estimate
that half the nation’s business now
takes advantage of industrial leasing
in order to free productive working
capital for more profitable use else¬
where.
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JOSEPH
ident

of

TANNEY,
S.O.S.

Supply Corp.,

Pres¬

Cinema

points

to

one of the many items
of major film production
equipment now available
from

his

company

on

lease.
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For STUDIO, LOCATION
or LAB...HOLLYCAIVI
HAS WHAT YOU NEED!
Before you buy any professional photographic equipment, check
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA first. You get everything you need at the right
price...from the world's largest photographic inventory.

MOVIOLA 35mm Synchronizers
Model
List
Model
List

SYB—35mm, 2 hub.
$120.00 .Special
SYD—35mm, 4 hub.
$175.00 .Special

MILLER FLUID HEADS

qq r/v

Hydraulic operation for smoother pans and tilts. Head
consists of sealed fluid units which dampen inertia and
provide smooth, backlash-free pans and tilts. Individual
tension controls with positive locks. Precision built of
highest quality materials.

07. JW

BRAND
NEW

Bell & Howell
8/16/35mm
HOT SPLICER

HEAVY DUTY MODEL for Arri 35’s, medium TV cameras, all
16mm cameras, 16 cameras with blimps, etc

List price is $329.50 .SPECIAL
ALSO AVAILABLE;
NEW 70mm HOT SPLICERS

224.50

$299.50

SPECIAL VALUES
35mm—400' Mitchell Magazine.$ 59.00
35mm—1000' Mitchell Magazines.
99.00
35mm—2000' Mitchell Magazines. 299.00
16mm—100' Cine Special Magazines.
95.00
16mm—200' Cine Special Magazines. 239.00
Griswold 16 or 35mm Splicers.
14.00
Changing Bags—32" x 34".
8.00
New Scene Slates.
5.00
16/35mm x 200' Stineman Processors.
88.00
Arri 35mm Punch Tape Printer. 1,950.00
Neumade 16mm Rewinds. 2 Geared ends.
15.00
Neumade 35mm Film Waxers.
19.00
Raby Studio Blimp for Mitchell, etc. 685.00
Neumade 16mm Film Cleaners, Model CL-2.. 169.00

For utmost rigidity and service. Vee-shaped leg sections
have individual locks. Bubble level.

MILLER
PRO
TRIPOD

Portable Model 198-A. Compact and portable but ideal for
heavy-duty work. Thermostatically controlled heating ele¬
ment. 110 volts a.c. Pilot pins adjustable instantly for 8,
16 or 35mm film. Built for years of constant service.

149|50
*299“
$-

PROFESSIONAL MODEL for all 16mm cameras, Eyemos, etc. ..

STANDARD or BABY TRIPOD, with 25°
Ball Levelling Top .
With standard Top

$139.50
119.50

MODEL “D" 35mm MOVIOLA
Big 3" viewing lens. Foot switch, motor, take-up and sup¬
ply spindles. These are being offered at the lowest prices
ever . . . less than half of list! Includes fitted case.
3 or more ea. $144.50

ONLY

LOWEST PRICES EVER

Houston
PROCESSORS
Model A-11

For 16 and 35mm black and white nega¬
tive, positive, reversal processing.
Original List $7,250.00

Write for your copy
of our new catalog,
showing hundreds
of items for still,
cine
and
aerial
photography. Large
section on process¬
ing equipment.

Some materials are
from former U.S.
Gov't stocks.
Equipment not listedas new or
reconditioned is used.
All prices f.o.b. our
warehouse.

DEPT.
FEBRUARY

A-260
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$

OUR PRICE.

2450

Model 11-B—For 16mm black & white negative, positive and reversal processing.
List Price $6,250.00.

HOUVmOOO CAMERA CO
10611

CHANDLER

BLVD.

•

NORTH

HOLLYWOOD

NOW

$1995.00

All equipment is guaran¬
teed to be as adver¬
tised. Check with order
please, or 25% de¬
posit, balance on
delivery. Purchase
orders welcomed from
D&B rated firms.
Minimum order $5.00.

•

CALIFORNIA
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FIG. 1—Author’s basic set-up for syncnronizing tope with picture. Sync is controlled
manually, according to sine wave pattern
on

oscilloscope,

by adjusting

rheostat

in

foreground which controls projector motor
speed.

off

frequency for

16mm

film at 80

cycles, it is obvious that this control
signal would not be audible at all in
the final picture track.
Twenty-five cycles was chosen for
the control signal, which is half the
50-cycle mains (domestic power lines)
frequency that is standard in India.
For 60-cycle current, a 30- or 20-cycle
frequency would be used. (For certain
steps in the system, the frequency
chosen for the control signal should be
evenly divisible into the 50- or 60-cycle
mains frequency.)

A Synchronous Quarter-inch Tape
System For Film Sound Recording
From far-off India comes this idea for a tape recording
system in which the control signal is recorded with the
sound on the same track.

By

GILBERT

M.

GALLOWAY

Leonard Theological College, Jabalpur, M. P., India.

systems are avail¬
able commercially that make it pos¬
sible to utilize quarter-inch tape for
synchronized sound, the fact these are
still somewhat expensive led the au¬
thor to develop a comparable system at
relatively low cost. Although the latter
requires manual control of synchro¬
nization between picture and sound
during some phases of recording, its
provision for positive editing of tape,
and its improved timing method for
recording narration coupled with its
computability with systems such as
Hangertone are aspects that make it
fully practical.
Although several
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The system described here involves
the recording of a 25-cycle control sig¬
nal simultaneously with the sound on
quarter-inch tape. No alterations or at¬
tachments are required for the tape re¬
corder; the control signal is integrated
directly with the sound at a constant
level of 10 db. On playback at normal
volume levels the control signal is in¬
audible on audio systems operating
with a flat response. As will be de¬
scribed later, appropriate filtering is
employed to completely eliminate the
25-cycle signal when the tape record¬
ing

is

transferred

to

16mm

optical

track. However, with the standard cut¬

To synchronize the quarter-inch tape
with picture on playback, a low and
high pass filter electronic circuit is
used to provide “program” material
from about 50 cycles up on one chan¬
nel and the 25-cycle control signal on
the other channel. A simple and reli¬
able filter consisting of 3 “valves” is
used to split the signal from the tape
into these two channels. Of course the
“program” material can be used in
any way necessary, but the 25-cycle
signal is directed to either the hori¬
zontal or vertical plates of an oscillo¬
scope. (Since an oscilloscope can be
considered almost a necessity in any
recording laboratory, its cost need not
be considered solely for this system.)
To the opposite pair of plates of the
oscilloscope, a similar signal from a
projector is directed and the controls
of the scope are so arranged that a sine
wave (representing the 25 cycle sig¬
nals from the tape and the projector)
is displayed on the scope (Fig. 1). To
keep the sound and picture in step, this
sine wave is watched by the operator
and if it starts creeping to one side of
the scope or the other it is brought
back to the middle by adjusting the
speed of either the tape machine or
the projector.
Although such procedure requires
an extra person to operate the speed
control, in practice it is very easy to
handle. As a matter of fact, less atten¬
tion and effort are required to main¬
tain synchronization than are required,
for instance, in “riding gain” during
an ordinary recording session. A fairly
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good analogy might be that of the effort required to drive
a car down the middle of a straight road. Very rarely does
the sound and picture get more than a quarter of a frame
out of sync.
It has already been noted that the speed of either the
projector or the tape recorder must be variable for this
method of synchronization. For re-recording purposes a
minimum of 3 tapes are involved—two playback and one
record. It will be shown later that for most documentary
film work a projector is not required, and by merely con¬
trolling the speed of one tape machine, as many as four
playback tracks can be synchronized with a final record¬
ing tape. However, where a projector is required, invari¬
ably its speed must be variable and under control, and for
this a means of control must be devised.
The author has experimented with a Bell & Howell 16mm
Filmosound Model 185 and has found that the best control
resulted by splitting up the circuits to the lamp and motor
and inserting a 50-ohm power rheostat in series with the
motor circuit. Also the adjustments on the governor ar¬
rangement of the motor were changed so that the motor
would operate at full speed without the rheostat.
For controlling the tape recorder speed, various arrange¬
ments are possible—depending, of course, on the machine
used. For recorders having shaded-pole capstan motors the
speed can be changed by simply varying the voltage to the
motor. For machines having synchronous motors driving
the capstan, either a variable frequency power source for
the motor must be provided or the capstan of such machines
can be by-passed and the tape threaded through an external
variable speed capstan driven by a shaded pole motor. The
Author has used both methods for varying the tape speed
on a Ferrograph recorder with good results. A variable
frequency audio oscillator driving a 60-watt amplifier has
been used as a variable frequency power source for the
synchronous motor of the Ferrograph. An old, discarded
deck of one of the early tape machines with a shaded-pole
motor has been used as an external variable speed capstan
for the Ferrograph. Everything but the capstan assembly
was stripped off of the old tape deck.
Most of the details for this first step of matching picture
to sound have been covered, but before proceeding to the
next editing step, the method of obtaining a control signal
from the projector will be described.
There are various approaches to this problem just as
there are in tackling the problem of tape speed control. One
method is to simply place a photoelectric cell near the film
gate of the projector, which will produce a 72 cps signal
(based on the fact that the shutter makes 3 light interrup¬
tions each frame, or 3 X 24 = 72). This frequency can he

FIG.

2—A

special

"beep”

reader

was

mounted

on

an

RCA

16mm

sound projector which "sensed” editing marks on film in form of short
strips of foil.
projector,

Laffer contacts two metal "feelers” in its travel through

thus

causing

an

electrical

circuit

to

close

and

sending

a

"beep” signal to a second recorder used in editing.

FIG.

3—How a

second

recording

head was installed on

the recorder

to record the "beep” signals produced by foil markers on film pictured
in Fig. 2.

connected to the oscilloscope and compared directly to a
frequency of, say, 24 cps coming from the tape.
Another method that can be used, especially on the Bell
& Howell projector previously mentioned, utilizies the man¬
ual film advance shaft. A disc is fixed to the shaft, which
turns at 24 rps in step with the film. The signal is obtained
by punching a hole in the disc which is then scanned by a
light source and photoelectric cell.
To maintain a uniform signal, which is directly related
to the 50-cycle mains supply here in India, an external at¬
tachment was devised (see Fig. 4). The film is threaded
through it at any convenient point. The attachment consists
of a standard 8-frame sprocket wheel whose shaft turns at
3 rps (248 = 3). Fitted on the other end of this shaft
Continued on Page
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FIG. 4—Author's "50-60 cycle converter” used to provide a comparable
25-cycle signal for 16mm film in matching picture with the sound track.
Dotted lines show path of light from
tion

in

gear, which

is then

scanning

reflected down

lamp, through perfora¬

to photoelectric cell.
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1

FIG.

1—Utilizing

70mm

negative,

this

Perkin-Elmer aerial reconnaissance camera
with
in

its

unique

transparent

rotating

scanning

hemisphere

prism

(bottom

of

camera) produces pictures having unusual¬
ly high definition.

The

science

of sprocketed film mo¬

tion, electronics, and the novel use of a
scanning prism have been combined
with other imiisnal features by the Per¬
kin-Elmer Corporation of Norwalk,
Conn., in the design of a lightweight
panoramic
carnera
for
wide-angle
aerial reconnaissance.
The camera’s relation to the field of
cinematography lies in its possibilities

;
'

for providing high altitude shots of
great scope and high resolution for possihle use as background plates for
process shots.

|
|

Light in weight and readily adapted
to almost any airborne vehicle, the
Perkin-Elmer model 501 Panoramic

Lightweight, Thinline
Panoramic Camera
Possible potential: nnaking high-altitude BG plates.

MOVING
TO MM
FILM

Camera provides aerial photos on
70mm film of unique quality and cov¬
erage. Taken in sequence as flight
progresses,
each
photo—which
is
2.375" by 9.425" in size—surveys a
continuous strip extending completely
to the horizon on either side. This camera is specifically designed to furnish a
maximum of information from any one
mission. It is therefore particularly
valuable in surveys where multiple air¬
craft sorties or complex flight paths are
impracticable or too costly. Among
other suitable applications, the manu¬
facturer points out, are military recon¬
naissance and charting, cloud surveys,
Continued on
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DIRECTION
OF FLIGHT
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PHiSM
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LENS
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^
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THROUGH LINE
OF FLIGHT
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INSTANTANEOUS
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FIG.

2—Simplified

rays from

ground

the lens and
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diagram

of

are reflected

camera's
by the

scanning

scanning

mirror through a slit onto the film.

mechanism.

prism

and

Light

imaged

by

FIG. 3—Opposite side of camera.

Cover is removed

to show the

electromechanical drive mechanism which drives the scanning prism
and moves film through camera.
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THE
GREATEST POWER
ACHIEVEMENT SINCE
BEN FRANKLIN’S
KITE

MITE

TRANSISTORIZED
POWER SUPPLY
Delivers 100 Watts, 60 Cycles AC
Contains:

• 15 Volt Power-Mite Battery
• Transistorized Converter
Battery Charger

• Attached Voltmeter
• Charging Rate Ammeter
• Metal Case with Leather Carry¬
ing Strap and Receptacle

The days of the gasoline generator are rapidly waning. These tiny
transistorized converters and nickel-cadmium batteries are logical
successors to unwieldy, unsafe, unreliable and noisy generators.
This little 5"x6"x9" unit, weighing less than 12 lbs., will run the
1200 ft. Auricon more than 2,000 feet at 24 fps... or it will run the
Auricon Super 1200 and the Hallen 16 mm. Recorder in perfect sync.

5" X 6" X

The first unit made was used in photographing Ike’s recent trip
around the World.

The F & B POWER-MITE is another new engineering
achievement in Florman & Babb’s continuing effort
to be First & Best... Only one of thousands of items
which make up F & B's complete stock of profes¬
sional movie equipment.

250 Watt Unit Available Soon

-T

nick™ CA^MlWlAnEmES

;

largest capacity -

mSthb

I

6-10 amp. hours.
SMALL-LIGHT — 6 oz.
per 1.25 v. cell. INDE- |
STRUCTIBLE —Canbe
stored indefinitely in
any condition.
__ No Acid Spray
or corrosion. CHARGES
easily — To 90% in
20 minutes, and 100%
KnS 70% CHARGE
_ After 1 year s
storage.

• Designed for use with ic
'"'n. cameras with
35
“P to 100 Ibl
^
*^eight

ADO 'NMER.^nlY a
°ticm o? Wassmm HySSU'S-Wie'i" -,al case v.i.R leatRe,

•

carrying strap and plug.

71/2 Volt—Power-Mite batte^ l
35.0O
15 Volt—Power-Mite battery (
^ 20.00
Attached voltmeter—optiona .. ^ 29.50
Battery Charger
^.10.00

:

from mfool 75!'*- ,

mooo^Ll"

^675

'' <; for com-

pA

Mitclfen'(6'*Pro*lr’''i
0 Connor "Ee»e|.|,Ma'Se"J

I
I
I

Model loo

“'rrlcrBAm'«lS’cUSTOVI.BCIE

Serving The World’s Finest Film Makers

68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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SET-UP

FOR

REFLEX

photography of eye.

Here, 750-watt lamp is set close to patient
and its light directed toward camera lens
on

which

is

perforated
below).

mounted

in

the

center {as

Mirror

directs

circular

shown

light

in

back

mirror
photo
toward

and into patient's eye. Aperture in mirror
enables

camera

to

photograph

subject’s

eye.

PATIENT’S

EYE-VIEW

Arriflex-16

camera

of

with

author

and

mirror-disc

his
over

lens that reflects light to patient’s eye for
photography.

CINEMATOGRAPHY
IN
OPHTHALMOLOGY
By

The

complexity

of cinematography

in ophthalmology arises from the fact
that the subject — the human eye
—must he photographed through the
various optical instruments commonly
used today in an eye examination, and
also because lighting this subject for
photography is a highly complicated
process.
These observations are the result of
producing and photographing for the
University of Illinois Medical School
“The Examination Of The Eye,” a 40minute 16mm color medical training
film designed to show graphically the
various steps involved in an eye ex¬
amination.
In common with so many educa¬
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tional films, the budget for this film
was extremely low (under $10,000)
which precluded use of costly special
effects and therefore made unusual de¬
mands upon the author’s ingenuity and
imagination.
The film was shot on 16mm Com¬
mercial Ektachrome with an Arriflex16 camera equipped with 25mm,
50mm and 150mm lenses. In addition,
a zoom lens and a number of supple¬
mentary lenses for extreme closeups
were employed. Basic lighting con¬
sisted of one 750-watt adjustable spot¬
light, and a number of clip-lights.
Most of the lighting principles em¬
ployed in an eye examination are
equivalent to those employed in cine¬

matography in general, but there were
a few instances in the making of this
film where lighting of a very special
sort was required.
In the retina of the eye lie the clues
to the diagnosis and treatment of manv
bodily ills, since here is the one place
where the veins and arteries and fine
capillary structure can readily be ob¬
served.
To photograph with a motion pic¬
ture camera the red reflex effect of
the human retina, it was necessary to
devise a light-reflecting medium on the
principle of the ophthalmoscope, be¬
cause the retina can only be seen with
the aid of co-axial light. This light-re¬
flecting medium may he seen in the
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smaller photograph on the opposite
page. It consists of a circular mirror,
about three inches in diameter, having
a hole in the center.
This was mounted (and sometimes
hand-held) before the camera lens, as
shown, and a 750-watt lamp directed
toward it. The now unified mirrorlens-camera was moved about slightly
until the mirror reflected the light into
the patient’s eye. When the reflected
light struck the retina in a co-axial
plane, the illusive red reflex was easily
visible.
For examining various parts of the
eye, the ophthalmologist uses a num¬
ber of different instruments, the most
important of which is the ophthalmo¬
scope. The latter is a small hand-held
instrument looking something like a
flashlight and having a co-axial illumi¬
nation device coupled with an eyepiece
with adjustable lenses for viewing the
inside of the eye. For a retinal exam¬
ination with the ophthalmoscope, the
patient’s eye is first dilated with a
medicinal preparation. This relaxes the
iris, causing it to “open up” so the re¬
flective surface of the retina may he
flooded with light for the examination.
The ophthalmoscope is then focused
from a distance of about two feet and
gradually brought to within inches of
the patient’s eye—much the same as
dollying-in with a camera. Here, the
principle of focal illumination is aptlydemonstrated.
While this procedure is probably
familiar to anyone who has undergone
an eye examination, the image seen
through an ophthalmoscope is extreme¬
ly difficult to photograph clearly due
to the small size of the iris opening of
the eye and the necessity for avoiding
strong light.

In order to make “The Examination
Of The Eye” vivid to first-year medi¬
cal students unfamiliar with the sub¬
ject it was necessary to employ various
cinematic tricks and effects. In addi¬
tion to the expedient just descrilied,
still another was used to show the
“blind spot” in human vision — that
tiny area in everyone’s visual field that
is obscured due to the entry of the
optic nerve into the retina at this
point.
To produce the illusion of this “blind
spot” we placed a white ball, which
was readily removable, on the end of a
black wand. As the camera turned, the
wand and ball were passed in front of
the lens until the “blind spot” area
was reached; the ball was then re¬
moved from the wand and, after the
wand passed the “blind area,” it was
replaced. In printing this shot, the
ball was dissolved out and then in, thus
simulating the desired phenomenon
quite satisfactorily.
For making general “closeups” of
the eye, a 150mm Kilfitt telephoto lens
was mounted on the Arriflex-16 cam¬
era. For some shots, extension tubes
were also employed and these involved
very careful lens setting for exposure.

as the tubes involved a light loss (or
reduction) of about one full stop.
To make full-frame closeup shots of
individual eyes, it was necessary to
over-crank the camera, shooting at
speeds ranging from 36 to 64 frames
per second so that the eye’s slightest
movement would be almost impercepti¬
ble on the screen. Here the correct ex¬
posure and camera speed ivere deter¬
mined by trial and error.
For “texture” lighting, the ophthal¬
mologist employs what is known as a
“slit lamp.” Using the principle of side
lighting, a movable light source, posi¬
tioned anywhere from 1° to 90° to the
eye, casts a narrow slit-like beam of
light at varying angles to the cornea
and side of the eye. This side-lighting
reveals the texture of the eye in a pre¬
viously undisclosed view. Some of the
eye’s internal structure is thus visible
in optical cross-section. Virtually any
opacity—such as a cataract or abrasion
that cannot be seen with the naked eye
—is readily revealed.
To photograph a typical “slit lamp"
examination, a light reading was first
taken of the “slit lamp” beam and then
of the patient’s face. Good rendition
Continued on
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In view of this, it was decided to
approach the matter in a different way:
instead of trying to photograph the ret¬
ina through the ophthalmoscope, it was
obvious that just as effective results
could be obtained by photographing an
illustration of the human retina. A
most realistic effect was thus achieved
by holding a short length of tubing be¬
fore the camera lens, as a sort of circu¬
lar mask, and panning the camera over
a large chart of a human retina. Be¬
cause this shot was required for an
instructional film, and not intended to
imply an actual retinal inspection, the
method employed for showing the ret¬
ina was not only acceptable but pro¬
ductive of results far superior to any
that could have l)een otherwise ob¬
tained.
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150MM LENS with extension tubes on Arriflex-16 camera is centered on patient whose eye is being
fitted with special

magnifying lens by Dr. Eugene Folk for a scene for "Examination of the Eye,”

author's 16mm medical training film.
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THE MARK OF A PRO
A veteran laboratory man tells the things
that mark a professional job of cinematography.

By

for any and all errors in exposure.
Nothing pleases a timer so much as
a roll of beautifully exposed pictures;
nothing irks him more than scenes
which run the gamut of exposure
variations. Truly good color prints
come only from excellent original
footage.
As

THE

OWNER-MANAGER

of a 16min

color film laboratory, I have examined
millions of feet of 16mm color film
shot hy seasoned professionals, seri¬
ous semi-pros, and not a few amateurs,
and this experience has taught me a
great deal about the things which dis¬
tinguish the camera work of the pro¬
fessional from the non-professional.
Most cameramen, I think, work
pretty hard to improve their work,
and many of those seeking to better
themselves often ask me to compare
their color photography with what I
consider the criteria. Here is the yard¬
stick I use, based on three principal
elements of cinematography: exposure,
lighting, and camera handling.
Exposure: Hallmark of every pro¬
fessional cameraman is—or should he
—consistently optimum exposure for
every scene.
Poorly-exposed scenes
are inexcusable, except in rare cases.
With today’s wide range of fine lightmeasuring instruments, and the many
techniques proved hy years of use, the
photographer who repeatedly “goofs”
on exposure is on a par with the

DEE

D.

help to elevate his work above the
commonplace. For, here again, the
place to make corrections is at the
camera, while filming, not in the lab
at some later date.
General ignorance of the value of
color temperature control on the part
of cameramen who ought to know

Inconsistent exposures can be a
prime stumbling block, a real hurdle
to success, for any serious cameraman.
His goal should always he to deliver
to the lab scenes which require only
the minimal light adjustments—so
consistent that a one-light print would
yield a satisfactory series of pictures.
Color temperature control I include
under the heading of “exposure,”
because the quality of light to which
the picture has been exposed can he
as important a factor as the intensity
of light which produced the image.
In general commercial practice, tol¬
erances may seem rather wide in the
matter of color temperature, but my
experience leads me to conclude that
a color temperature meter in the hands
of any purposeful cameraman can

STAFFORD

Continued on
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of

concentrated

it.

housewife who simply can’t turn out
a good pan of biscuits with a package
of ready-mix. Good control of exposure
should he learned in the “kindergar¬
ten” stage, and any cameraman aspir¬
ing to the “big time” should he very
harsh with himself on this important
point.
It is a complete myth that the
laboratory can magically compensate
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ENM-16 numbers 16MM film every 40 frames. An
adjustment bar permits edge numbering the film in
any area (16MM only).

NUMBER

ENM-16-M numbers 16MM film every 16 frames to
match 35MM. Numbering can be done in any
position on the film.

MOTION PICTURE

ENM-35 numbers 35MM film every 16 frames. A
combination 17>^-35MM machine is available at a
slightly higher cost.

FILM

ENM-70 numbers 70MM film every 16 frames.
(Equipped with an 80 tooth sprocket with five
perforations per frame.)

Wl
Machine can edge number rolls up to
3000'.
Friction devices control the payout reel.
A torque motor allows the film to be taken
up evenly and smoothly. An adjustment
knob for the torque motor rheostat per¬
mits quick adjustment to take up 1000,
2000, and 3000 foot reels.
The impression roller is free wheeling and
self adjusts itself to give a most legible
number without the danger of embossing.
A simplified inking system with an eccen¬
tric center roller in the ink well provides
quick alignment for the applicator sponge
rubber roller. A doctor knife in the inkwell
removes all surplus ink from the inking
rollers.
There is a simple adjustment for dis¬
pensing the amount of ink required.
The unit has a small brush wheel to clean
the numbering element after the number
is applied.
A micro switch cuts the power when a roll
of film is completed.
A Veeder Root counter checks the film
footage.
A keeper holds the film in place for sync
mark and spot coding.
The handle in front permits the operator
to manually turn the numbering block to
the desired position for a number change.
Running speed is between 80 to 110 feet
per minute.

ENIVI-16

ENM-ie-M

ENIVI-35

$2500.
ENM-70

$3250.
NUMBERING
BLOCK
The numbering block generally consists of two
letter wheels or one number and one letter wheel
manually operated and four number wheels which
move automatically and number from 0001 to
9999. All numbers can be reset by hand to begin
at any desired number.
ENB-35 ($400)... Numbering block for 35MM indi¬
rect reading. Two letter wheel and four numbers.
ENB-16 ($400)... Numbering block for 16MM
direct reading. One letter and four numbers wheel
or two letters and four number wheel.

MAIN OFFICE: 956 SEWARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA, HO 2-3284
H fS^^IOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY • reels • cans • shipping cases
BRANCH : 524 WEST 43RD ST., NEW YORK, NEW YORK, LO 3-1546
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... professional standard
for 35 mm and 16 mm
cinematography

HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION
MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL
COMMERCIAL
More professional footage is filmed with Baltar
than with any other lens. It will pay you to keep
this in mind on your next important assignment.
Order from your professional camera manufac¬
turer, or WRITE to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
30002 Bausch St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

on world-famous Mitchell 35mm and
l6mm cameras for professional cine¬
matography. ’'85% of the motion pic¬
tures shown in theatres throughout
the world are filmed with a Mitchell”

©A.M.P.A.S.
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Designer of light nneasuring devices con¬
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LATE AFTERNOON

siders Mired scale more convenient than

—

4000*

Kelvin for measuring color temperature.

DON

—

NORWOOD

color

temperature

of the photographic illu¬

illumination source, color temperature of the illumina¬
tion is controlled by use of certain filters (known as CT
filters) placed before the camera lens. In either case, color
temperature of the illuminant is determined by a color
temperature meter, and the necessary correctives applied
according to information established by the film manu¬
facturer, maker of the color temperature meter, or both.
In order that these corrective measures may be properly
applied in each instance, there are a number of things the
cinematographer should keep in mind regarding photo¬
graphic illumination. The chief illumination sources used
for motion picture photography are the sun, incandescent
lamps, and carbon arc lamps. All fall into the continuous
spectrum classification in the science of illuminants. Each
source has characteristics such that the balance of the
colors therein may be classified by a color temperature
rating.
A color temperature rating as a means of describing the
color of an illuminant was apparently first used by Hyde
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LAMPS

LAMPS
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KELVIN
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LIGHT SOURCE

mination is just as important to shooting a 16mm indus¬
trial, training or business promotion film in color as it is
to a high budget major studio color production. For un¬
less the illumination is right, color quality of the film is
bound to suffer despite the continuing improvement of
color emulsons in general.
The color temperature of photographic illumination—•
and this includes daylight as well as sound stage and loca¬
tion interior lighting—has considerable effect on the qual¬
ity of color photography. Sometimes this effect is advan¬
tageous, at other times, adverse. But in order to insure
that the effect is desired as well as advantageous, it is
the photographer’s responsibility not only to know about
color temperature, hut to know how to control it.
On the sound stage or when shooting on location inte¬
riors, color temperature may be controlled at the light
source, source of power, or both—by regulating the vol¬
tage going to the lamps, or by use of gelatin filters before
the lamps. When shooting exteriors with sunlight the

-

-

3000*
HOUSE

-

Correct

!
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SUNSET

PROJECTION

By

h 258

^ 200

(Y

400

MIREDS

NORWOOD
FILTER

FIG.

1—Chart

shows

useful

C-T

SET

range of the “degrees Kelvin” scale and

the relative corresponding values of the Mired scale and their relation
to various types of light sources.

about 1911. Since that time this method of assigning
color temperatures to incandescent bodies has come into
general use. The temperature scale used was the abso¬
lute or Kelvin scale. Hence the term “degrees Kelvin” or
“°K” has become rather general.
The point of most importance to a color photographer
is that as color temperature changes, the ratio of red com¬
ponent to blue component in the illumination changes. At
low color temperatures the red component is predominant.
At high color temperatures the blue component is pre¬
dominant. At an intermediate color temperature the red
and blue components just balance. This is the condition
found under noonday sunlight plus skylight. It is the con¬
dition for which daylight type color film is balanced.
The useful range of a “degrees Kelvin” scale may he
seen izi Fig. 1. Also shown are various illumination sources.
The positions of these various sources relative to the Kelvin
scale are a matter of some interest.
The Kelvin scale is quite useful for many purposes. How¬
ever, it does have one serious weakness. A given color dif¬
ference, such as might be caused by a filter, is not repre¬
sented by the same number of degrees Kelvin when used
at different parts of the scale. For example, a thin blue
filter, such as may be used to change color temperature,
might have a difference value of 50°K when added to a
lamp burning at 2500°K, and a difference value of
3800°K when added to sky light of 20,000°K.
Continued on Page
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and two the other—but they didn’t.
One of the stunts in which we used

FILMING THE CHARIOT RACE FOR “BEN-HUR”
Continued from Page 95

6000 extras. The horses were slowed so
much we almost wasted the entire day’s
work—a day on which 6000 extras
were paid to watch the race.
e re¬
moved the crushed yellow rock and left
only a
layer of lava. This worked
line—and even enabled the chariots to
skid around the corners.
While the set was being built and
the surfacing worked out, the \ ugoslavian horses underwent a spectacular
change. They began to fill out, their

feet in order to get a good dramatic
closeup. So I used a 140mm lens in¬
stead and moved closer to the horses,
the hooves, and the danger. For certain
scenes we achieved the effect of the
horses stepping on the camera car!
Heston and Boyd did all the chariot
driving they seem to be doing except
for two stunts. We tried out one scene
with a dummy being dragged by a
chariot. It didn’t work. Boyd looked at
the ripped and torn dummy, and ask¬
ed: “Me?” I nodded. He shrugged and

ears perked up, their nostrils began to
Hare, and stubborn individual farm-

did it. We protected him with some

horses began to be cooperating teams
of four. The credit for this belongs to
trainer Glenn Randall, who even had to

steel coverings here and there on his
body, but he still was bruised and
abrased. However, we got a real and

teach the horses to react to commands
and reining different from the ones
they had been used to all their lives. I
still don’t know how Randall turned
them into race-horses. Consider only

untricked closeup of Boyd being
dragged under his own chariot.
Despite the best of precautions, ac¬
cidents did occur.

the stabling of all those horses — the
grooming, feeding, shoeing, and keep¬

Chariots Smashed Cameras

ing them healthy.

curve is at the far end as the
swing out of the curve. Once
riots smashed into two of our
when they came out of the

The drivers were mostly the elite of
stunt and rodeo riders from the L S,
but there were also some Italians. The
charioteers began training as early as
February, as did Heston and Boyd.
The former had the easier time, for he
was experienced in Westerns and has
strong hands and tremendous shoulder
muscles. Boyd’s hands became blister¬
ed and bloody. We tried to loop the
reins around his wrists, but that didn’t
help, for his wrists also chafed. We
tried quite a few chemicals and oint¬
ments to toughen up his hands. At
times he had to stop practising for a
day or so to allow his hands to rest.
Three 65mm Cameras Used
I had three 65mm cameras at my
disposal at all times during the shoot¬
ing of the race. Except for one stand¬
by in Culver City, there were only two
other 65mm cameras in Rome—in fact
in the world. The other two in Rome,
of course, were used by William Wyler.
The limitations these new cameras
impose quickly became apparent. The
best lens to use with 35mm film for a
closeup of a charioteer that retains the
horses in the picture, is a 4-inch lens
(also called a 100mm lens). The equi¬
valent of a 100mm lens in the 65mm
medium is a 200mm lens. But the 200
could not be focussed closer than 50
feet, and I had to get closer than 50
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The best position to photograph a
chariots
two cha¬
cameras
turn too

fast. Fortunately, no horses were lost,
or even lamed, and the crew and came¬
ras were only bruised, thanks to a
heavy wooden barricade we had had
the foresight to erect. But the produc¬
tion schedule really suffered. The came¬
ras had to be repaired and tested be¬
fore we could use them again, which
took several days.
One simple shot turned into a night¬
mare. It was a fast moving shot, but
since it was a straight run and did not
swing around the corners I did not ex¬
pect any complications. It went this
way: the camera car was followed by
Heston and Boyd, at full speed, and
their chariots were followed by the
seven other chariots. We were in the
middle of the fastest run when sud¬
denly the motor of the camera car
backfired, stuttered and died, and there
we were in front of the onrushing
Heston-Boyd horses, chariots, etc. I
could not help recalling Zimbalist’s
warning when I had insisted that for

a doul)le for Heston was as follows: We
had established for the audience the
fact that when a crash occurs during
the chariot race workers rush out and
clear the track. But when Boyd causes
two chariots to go down in a spectacu¬
lar double crash the workers were unal)le to clear the wrecked chariots off
the track before Heston and Boyd com¬
plete another lap and head down the
straightaway toward the wreckage.
Realizing his advantage, Boyd forces
Heston directly into the path of the
crashed chariots. There seems to be no
escape—Heston either has to pull up
and lose the race, or try to take his
horses and chariots over the seemingly
insurmountable obstacle.
The stunt was easy to put on paper,
but not at all easy to put on film.
Yet it was done. Yakima Canutt, who
was wonderful in his rigging of the
falls in Ben-Hur, allowed his son, Joe,
to double for Heston in this stunt. Joe
is 22 and an excellent stuntman, but
perhaps a little too eager. Anyway, he
started out toward the wreck at great
speed and Yak and I, in one voice,
screamed: “Too fast, too fast!”
Thrill Scene Unplanned
Joe, of course, could not hear us,
and was committed. The four horses
sailed over the wreck beautifully, but
when the chairiot came down it hit
hard and bounced. Chariot and cha¬
rioteer sailed into the air. When the
chariot landed again Joe was flipped
into a hand-stand and thrown out be¬
tween the horses. He instinctively grab¬
bed the cross-bar between the horses,
but nevertheless he was dragged some
feet.
We rushed him to our emergency
hospital just outside the track and a
few minutes later I heard a tremen¬
dous roar from the crowd. I looked
around and saw young Canutt, with
only a cut on his chin (four stitches),
returning to work.
His is the most spectacular stunt I
have ever seen. It will do for him what
the Stagecoach stunt — jumping be¬

The fine Yugoslavian horses saved

tween the horses—did for his father.
Naturally, the script was re-written
to allow Heston to repeat the falling
out of the chariot in a close shot and
then to swing himself back up and go
on to win the race.

the day. They swerved and missed us—
all nine chariots. If any of those horses
had split opinions, two going one way

In our search for new angles we
tried to get the camera under a cha¬
riot, but Hying dirt thrown up by the

realism we had to have Heston and
Boyd in these shots: “If you curl one
hair on their heads!”
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The whole secret of good color
photography is right here...
GENUINE

_Tlh/z_,

NORWOOD
Super Director
Exposure Meter
High-Fidelity Color Exposures are now yours everytime
— Automatically! —The three-dimensional Incident Light Nor¬
wood Heliosphere assures you of the absolutely correct ex¬
posure setting under all conditions with one quick reading.
The exclusive Norwood Heliovalve gives you an automatic
direct-reading f: stop for pre-adjusted film and shutter
combinations.
No wonder the new NORWOOD is the favorite of Holly¬
wood professionals!!!
The world’s only genuine Norwood Exposure Meter now
made! The Automatic Norwood Super Director made by
the Walz Company, is the new invention of Mr. Donald
Norwood, world-famous inventor of the Norwood system of
three-dimensional incident light exposure control.

Includes Norwood Meter,
Case, Neckstrap, 3-D ln~
cident Light Heliosphere,
Reflected Light Heliogrid,
Automatic Heliovalve.

MOVIE EDITOR
Ultra-precision compact folding ed¬
itor.

Geared

screen,

rewind.

Bnilt-in

Bright,

marker,

sharp

foeuser,

framer with Qnieksplice.

3 MOVIE METER
Easiest-to-use movie meter.
Direct reading f:stop for movie
cameras. No dials! No calcula¬
tions. Pre-set for Daylight Kodachrome, Type A Kodachrome and
Anscochrome.

$5.95
$34.95
OPTICAL

SUPERIMPOSER
TITLER and WIPER
OUTFIT
Attach to movie camera and
use at the same time as the scene
is being photographed. Very
simple to use. Fully complete with
accessories.

MOVIE TIMER
Attaches directly into cable re¬
lease. Adjustable from 5 to 20 sec.
Signals START when timer activates
shutter. Cuts .shutter off at pre-set
time.

$6.95 with case
EXCLUSIVE U.S.A. IMPORTER.U. S. PHOTO SUPPLY CO. INC., 6478 SLIGO MILL ROAD, WASHINGTON 12, D. C.
EXCLUSIVE CANADA IMPORTER . . . MAIKO OPTICAL & PHOTO PRODUCTS, 1765 KEELE STREET, W. TORONTO, ONTARIO
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horses' hooves kept covering the lenses.
We mounted the camera behind Hes¬
ton and tried to shoot over his shovdder. I found the flying dirt so heavy I
had to hold a small piece of plywood
over the lens until the chariots reached
their fastest speed. Then I uncovered
the lens and for ten seconds—-until
the lens was blotted out again—I was
able to get a shot.
There are seven laps in the race and
my detailed script for the race had six
pages for each lap. Each stunt, each
over-taking by Heston or Boyd, each
crash, was carefully planned. Each had
to take place within 23 seconds after
the run started, since it took that num¬
ber of seconds to run the length of the
track. If a particular scene had to hap¬
pen on a curve, the time allotted was
even shorter.

Moving Camera Sliots
After the first few days we found
that, because of the arena’s size, the
most effective shots were the ones for
which the camera moved ivith the race
and in the race. I decided, therefore,
that once the flag was down and the
race began, we should participate in
the race with our lens. This, of course,
necessitated a rethinking of the race, as
well as a rescheduling.
W e did not have an actual shooting
schedule. Zimbalist’s orders were to
make the race as good as was humanly
and humanely possible. I made it as
good as I humanly could in ten weeks
shooting time, and also made it hu¬

in between the lens and the falling war¬
rior, blotting out the action.

race was one of the greatest of cine¬
matic achievements.

The most difficult shot?
Toward the eud of the race—when
the wheels of Heston’s and Boyd’s cha¬

But I didn’t feel so good when I saw
the screen credits. I share a credit-card
with, 1 believe, five other people and

riots are interlocked, and Boyd starts
to whip Heston.

am listed as one of three “second-unit
directors” — the minimum credit re¬
quirement stipulated by my contract
with MGM,

In order to show the immediate dan¬
ger in which they were, I decided to
pan from the interlocking and splinter¬

I cannot help thinking that if Sam
Zimbalist had lived I would have re¬

ing wheels to the two antagonists in
vicious combat. To get this effect we
had to chain the camera car to the two
chariots. I didn’t have time to realize
that if one horse stumbled, the whole
contraption — horses, chariots, stars,

ceived the simple credit I wanted:
“Chariot race directed by Andrew
Marton.”
Nevertheless, if today someone asked
me to tackle a similar cinematic chal¬
lenge, I’d again say: “Let’s go.”
■

camera-car—would crash and pile up
in disaster.
A pessimist, or merely a worrier,
could never have directed this chariot
race. And nobody could have done it
without the help of MGM’s propshop

PANORAMIC CAMERA
Continued from

and special effects department.
I have been asked how the staging
and directing of the Ben-llur chariot

Page
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tree-census and conservation studies.
The P-E Panoramic Camera replaces
the conventional bulky aerial units
often employed for such applications.
In place of the tri-metragon 3-camera
array, for example, it provides twice
the resolution at only one-eighth the

race differ from those of the exodus
from Dunkirk in Mrs. Miniver and the
mountain battle scenes in A Farewell
to Anns. It is in the number of sepa¬
rate shots. To my knowledge, never be¬
fore in one motion picture were there
so many short cuts in a sequence of 11
minutes duration. Some of the cuts are
only a foot or a foot-and-a-half of film!

weight. Its advanced optical design by¬
passes heavy, complicated, and expen¬
sive “fish-eye” lenses. Instead, a com¬
bination lens and continuously-rotat¬
ing scanning prism “wipes” a narrow
image along the film. As a result, 42°

I was deeply gratified when William
Wyler told me he thought the chariot

manely—without the loss of a single
horse or man.
Our concept of how the race should
be shot somewhat resembled a musical
score in that theie were constant cre¬
scendos and de-crescendos.
The going around the end-curves re¬
quired the camera operators—both of
them Italians—to compensate for the
centrifugal force encountered in the
curves. The best shots on the curves
were achieved not by the camera car
but a specially l)uilt ruhher-tired and
independently sprung camera-chariot.
The heat of Rome was a serious han¬
dicap, for the horses could take only
seven or eight runs a day. Each run
had to he planned in detail if we were
to finish the race at all with an ave¬
rage of only seven takes a day! Be¬
cause of this, almost all scenes were
done in one take. The only shot I did
over was the one in which Heston’s
chariot runs over a centurion. At the
critical moment one of the chariots got
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ITALIANS FILM A “WESTERN"—Taking a cue from current popularity in U.S. of "western" movies,
Betano-Film, of Rome, Italy, recently completed its first typically-American horse opera, "La Sceriffa,"
{The

Lady Sheriff).

Directing

the

Sergio Pesce (standing, center).
used far boosters for exteriors.

photography

in

the

CinemaScope
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cinematographer

Note the modern equipment used, and especially the M-R "Brutes"
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180° coverage is achieved, and reso¬
lution is excellent even at highly
oblique angles. The company offers as
an example of the camera’s perform¬
ance a contact print of a single photo
(frame) made during a 400-knot run
12,800 feet above Jamaica, Long
Island, N.T. The Atlantic Ocean is seen
at the top and the Hudson River at the
bottom, beyond Long Island Sound. Be¬
cause of the high resolution of the print
autos and trucks can be counted out to
4.5 miles, and rivers and coastlines
identified to 50 miles. A tiny portion of
the negative about l4-inch square was
enlarged, and tbe resultant 51/4" x
514^' print shows clearly a view of Idlewild Airfield, located nearly 60° off
nadir; in spite of limitations in print¬
ing, grounded aircraft, which were 4.3
miles distant from the camera when the
shot was made, can be clearly identi¬
fied.
X

TRIPOD HEAD
I
Suitable for Arriflex cameras (both
16mm and 35mm), Auricon-400,
Cine Special, Medium TV Cameras,
etc. Fits Miller-Pro Grooved-Leg
Tripod, Pro-Jr., S.O.S., and similar
tripods. No adapters necessary.
•

Standard

•

Quick-action camera lock.

•

Two quick-action handle holders—handle
may

be

or Yg" mounting thread.

used

on

either

•

side,

front

Two control screws on tilt unit for inde¬
Head

finished

in

high-quality

The
camera’s
exceptional
light
weight and compactness result from
careful choice of components, PerkinEhner engineers point out. The camera
illustrated in Fig. 1 is the standard
Model 501-B-l with cover removed to
display the film supply and storage
components and the film transport sys¬
tem. Immediately below in the inverted
transparent dome is the camera’s
unique opto-mechanical scanning de¬
vice, which may be described roughly
as the “lens” of the camera.

With models 501-B-l and K-1, ex¬
posure may be programmed in ad¬
vance. In addition, pictures are se¬
quenced from 2 to 64 seconds apart by
a built-in intervalometer. With this de¬
vice, picture-to-picture overlap of the
area surveyed may be adjusted, and
an excellent stereoscopic effect can be
obtained. These models are intended
for use with navigational systems em-
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factory-sealed

high-viscosity

with

silicone

Neoprene seals used throughout.

•

Single control for tension or lock of pan

baked

•

Accurate spirit level.

•

Height

/2". Weight 8 lbs.
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ONLY $299.50
Miller equipment is precision-built of highest quality materials; every replacement part
is

available

raphers, film

.

.

.

Miller Equipment is used throughout the

and television

studios

.

.

.

Miller is the

world by leading photog¬

Woirld's foremost manufacturer

of Fluid Action Heads.

MILLER PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT
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•

ASTORIA, OREGON

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

(INEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive ail
Bell & FTowell, Ampro, Kodak,
RCA, and Victor 16mm projectors
at synchronous speed.

Weighing just 53 pounds with a full
film load, the camera measures 7" in
width and 36" in length. The 1000foot film supply is regarded ample for
almost any mission.
In addition to the model 501-B-l,
described above, there are two other
models, designated 501-K-l and 501K-2, which are designed to take film
chambers of any capacity specified by
the buyer.

units

unit.

enamel.

In flight, 40 lines/mm resolution is
consistently obtained over the entire
negative frame — a performance, the
company points out, that has been
achieved through exacting design and
thorough attention to second-order op¬
tical and mechanical effects.

tilt

stabilized

•

pendent control of tension or lock.
•

and

fluid.

or

back.
•

Pan

special

Projector

can

be

instantly

attached

to

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector
and

permits

operation.
One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

smooth,

No

special

quiet

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

Write for more details and prices.

763 10th Ave., n.y., n.y., ptaza 7-3511

RAY MERCER & CO
^

TITLES-... SPECIAL EFFECTS—FADES
WIPES—.MATTES-.-SUPERIMPOSURES

^
'

DISSOLVES—INSERTS—ANIMATION
MINIATURES--TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
CINEMASCOPE -- BLK & WHT- - COLOR

SEND FOR FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART
"'"MMMIIIIll""

42A| NORMAL AVE-HOLLYWOOD 29 CALtF.
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ploying the ITT digital, alpha-numeric
data recording tnhe. lly its use, data
such as time, aircraft location and alti¬
tude, frame numher, and many other
items may he recorded on the camera
film along with the ])icture.
Standard ecpiipment on all models
includes an image-motion compensator
to correct for aircraft motion during
exposure; assuring sharp, clear pic¬
tures, it is a necessity at high speeds
and low altitudes. A photoelectric auto¬
matic-exposure device is optional. Au¬
tomatic film metering, fail-safe fea¬
tures, and stray-light and humidity
protection add to the camera’s conveni¬
ence and versatility.
All of the model 501 Panoramic
cameras employ scanning principles
proven in high-speed camera operation.
Fig. 2 shows a simplified view of their
opto-mechanical system. Light ravs
from the ground are reflected hy the
special scanning prism and imaged hy
the lens and mirror through a slit onto
the film. The slit confines the camera’s

angular field-of-view at any one instant
to a thin 42°-wide fan, shown shaded
in the diagram. As the prism rotates
and its reflection angle changes, this
field-of-view sweeps from the left-hand
horizon through uadir to the righthand horizon. The filiTi moves corres})ondingly to record the desired 180°
panoramic view per scan.
Picture continuity through nadir is
assured by the use of the special prism
for scannins. Lens focus is fixed at infinity, with focal length closely con¬
trolled to provide exact synchronism of
image and film. The film is moved only
during scan, being taken from a single¬
frame storage loop.
The camera control circuits are in¬
terlocked to insure completion of a
cycle regardless of changes in control
settings. Should power failure occur
during either a film scan or film meter¬
ing sequence, the mechanisms will
complete the cycle npon restoration of
])ower, and normal operation will be
resumed.
®

right

Page
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conclusion

of

the

lease plan of quick and easy financing,
there is really nothing new in the

lease.
With some exceptions, brand new
equipment is acquired on the indus¬
trial leasing plan.
The transaction

practice of either leasing or renting.
What is new is chiefly a matter of
technique. Actually, equipment leas¬

usually involves a contract for the
continuing use of the equipment over
a stated period of time. Renting, on

ing has been around for many years.
As early as 1870 the Bell Telephone
Company initiated the idea of leasing

the other hand, is more often favored
for brief or occasional use—as when
a company rents a crab dolly or a
Mitchell camera for location work. etc.
Let us say you are a small indus¬
trial or Inisiness film producer work¬
ing with a home-made or outmoded
animation stand. A new modern stand

rather than selling its instruments to
subscribers. Today, the list of com¬
panies that lease vital equipment, roll¬
ing stock, etc., reads like the “Who’s
U ho” of American Industry. Indeed,
many of them who are extremely im¬
portant to our Nation’s defense, would
not otherwise have had the resources
vital to the expansion of their produc¬
tive capacity.

with all the latest attachments would
enable you to bid for more business
on an equal footing with your com¬
petitors. If your credit is good and
you have a satisfactory business stand¬
ing in your community, you can have
the new animation stand in a hurry
on the lease plan.
Or take a small hut prospering film
laboratory badly in need of more
capacity. A new, modern and speedier
film processor obtained on industrial
lease will enable him to meet the de¬
mands of his expanding business
and insure the company’s continuing
growth.
Despite the apparent boom in the
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When changing your address, please
notify us at least four weeks in ad¬
vance. BE SURE to give your Former
address as well as your New Address.
Our Circulation Department needs
both addresses in order to properly
identify your address stencil.
Your cooperation will insure that
American Cinematographer will con¬
tinue coming to you regularly without
delay or omission of issues. Thank
you.
—American Cinematographer

tions can improve their news film de¬
partments with better cameras and
their own film processing equijtment;
and almost any growing motion pic¬
ture film producer can enlarge the
scojte of his operations, using the
lease plan for acquiring equipment.
“Because of our tightening market,”
Says Tanney, “film executives must
use every dollar invested for its great¬
est productivity—its greatest return.
They are discovering within their own
financial structure a new and impor¬
tant source of working capital—their
financial statements. By leasing their
equipment requirements they untie un¬
productive capital. Dollars so released
are channeled into working capital.

LEASING IS THE ANSWER
Continued from

MO VING ?

As Joseph Tanney, President of
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. points
out, the S.O.S. Industrial Leasing Plan
is in effect a financing operation which
can be a tremendous boon to motion
picture producers and film laboratories
desiring to improve their serviees and
increase their profits. 16mm producers
now can undertake a 35mm assign¬
ment without having to purchase
35mm eameras and other equipment
for handling the larger film—leasing
the equipment instead. Film editing
departments can be modernized with
latest model Moviolas; television sta-

The turnover of this capital—many
times a year—makes the cost of leas¬
ing relatively insignificant.
“And, at the termination of the
equipment lease,” Tanney concludes,
“the lessee can dispose of the equipmnt, replace it with new or totally
different apparatus, in which case the
lease rate on the newly acquired units
would be greatly reduced.”

COLOR TEMPERATURE
Continued from Page

1 1 1

Similarly, a color temperature meter
might have an accuracy rating that
would be expressed by plus or minus
100°K at 300()°K. But that same accu¬
racy would be plus or minus 5000°K
at 20,000°K.
In any event, the above weakness in
the Kelvin scale is caused hy the fact
that it is not a uniform scale. As may
be seen, the divisions are crowded to¬
gether at one end of the scale and
widely separated at the other. This
weakness has been recognized hy
scientists. As a result, a better type
of scale was set forth hv 1. K. Priest
(a U.S. Bureau of Standards man)
about 1933.
That scale was di¬
vided into Mireds (micro-reciprocaldegrees) .

AMERICAN CINEAAATOGRAPHER

“Frost Lighting Rentals
Get "Anywhere" Faster
Because We
Roll Our Own!"

M.R. INCANDES¬
CENT EQUIPMENT
• DIMMERS
• AC AND DC
GENERATORS TO
1500 AMPS
• PORTABLE
TRANSFORMERS
• SUNDRY
ACCESSORIES

NO JOB TOO SMALL
NO JOB TOO LARGE

FOR LIGHTING OR POWER TONIORROW, PHONE FROST TODAY!
234 Piquette
Detroit 2

TRinity

Mich.

3-8030

(Dept. IP)

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 4224 Teesdale,
The Mired scale is included in
Fig. 1, where the relative correspond¬
ing values on the Kelvin and Mired
scales may he noted. For example,
10 Mireds correspond to 100,000°K,
and 400 Mireds correspond to 2500°K,
etc. The chart also shows the Mired
values for various types of light
sources.
Several advantages appear to be
inherent in the Mired scale. For one
thing it deals with relatively small
figures. These are easy to read on a
meter scale, easy to write, and easy
to remember. The scale is uniform.
Divisions are equally spaced. Flence
a given color difference will always
be designated by the same number
of Mireds, wherever it lies along the
scale. A light blue filter of, say, 25
Mireds value will always have a 25
Mireds value whether it is used at a
level of 100 Mireds or a level of 400
Mireds. This feature makes the Mired
scale of considerable value in color
photography, where filters are used
for color temperature correction.
Here, also, color temperature filters
can be directly designated in terms of
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Mireds. They can then fulfill a defi¬
nite and easily understood function in
regard to changing the color tempera¬
ture. A given filter will always change
the color temperature of the illumina¬
tion by a fixed number of Mireds.
For example, if the color temperature
of the illumination is 195 Mireds. and
the color him in the camera is bal¬
anced for 170 Mireds, it is only neces¬
sary to use a 25 Mired blue hlter to
cause the proper change in the illu¬
mination color.
The ideal color temperature meter
for cinematography should have pro¬
vision for interchangeable scale plates,
so that the cameraman may evalu¬
ate illumination sources in Kelvin
or
Mired
degrees,
according
to
his wishes.
There is still another
feature that should he a part of the
ideal CT meter and that is a set of
interchangeable color temperature hl¬
ter scales. These, ideally, would indi¬
cate the correct filter to use for a
given color temperature, and there
would he a separate scale for each
type color him related to the various
types of illuminants—daylight, incan-

FILMS
in

l^euiew

EVERY MONTH this official publication
of the National Board of Review of
Motion Pictures, Inc., brings you the
most perceptive reviews of current
motion pictures; historical accounts of
well-known figures in the industry;
analytical articles on today’s films,
producers, and techniques; plus a run¬
down on current TV films, and more.
All this in an easy-to-read. Digest-size
publication that is “must” reading for
every serious artist and worker in the
realm of motion pictures.
Subscribe today:

Yearly (12 issues) in

the U. S., $4.50; Canada, $4.75. Else¬
where,

$5.00.

Single copies, 60^.
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descent, etc. Where such scales can
be snapped instantly into place on a
meter, they serve to show, without need
for calculations, etc., what CT filter
should be used to balance the illumina¬
tion for the type of film being used.
A typical CT Filter Scale has been
made a part of the scales in Fig. 1,
and it has been used successfully in
the experiments the writer has been
conducting in the design and improve¬
ment of a simple color temperature
meter for use in cinematography.
In my work with color I have found
that the direct filter type of scale, as
shown at the right in Fig. 1, is by far
the most useful. It is easy to use. The
indications are significant and direct.
Since the scale plates are easily inter¬
changeable it is not necessary to crowd
numerous confusing scales onto one
scale plate. One clear, simple, easily
read scale is selected and attached to
the meter. This tends to prevent errors
in reading.
The nomenclature for the CT filters

on the meter scale has a directly ap¬
plicable significance for a color pho¬
tographer. The readings mean that the
color temperature of the illumination
is lacking in correct balance by a
given number of Mireds (either red
or blue). If a C-T filter, of the indi¬
cated color and number of Mireds, is
attached to the camera lens the result
will be correct illumination color bal¬
ance for the film.
The use of this type of scale allows
the photographer to make the neces¬
sary CT corrections without diverting
too much of his attention from other
phases of his Avork, which seem to
always contain plenty of other prob¬
lems.
Regardless of the meter used for
evaluating color temperature, the fact
remains that CT has become an im¬
portant factor in professional color
photography, and it demands of the
cinematographer an extra measure of
care and prudence beyond that re¬
quired
raphy.

for

black-and-white

photog¬
■

THE MARK OF A PRO
Continued from

Page
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convinces me that hundreds of pho¬
tographers should take a more aca¬
demic attitude toward their work,
re-study the principles with which
they are dealing, and discipline them¬
selves to become more proficient in
their craft.
Directors of photography for major
studios have no monopoly on technical
precision and skill. Their knowledge,
and the instruments they use, have
been shared with cameramen every¬
where. It is no mistake to emulate
these men, who rely upon good light
meters and color temperature meters,
and who know how to employ them

usual degree of freedom for each
cameraman to fashion his own unique
form and style that will help distin¬
guish his work.
However, no important degree of
success can be his unless he works
within the limits, or latitude, of his
medium—color film. Lighting ratios
must
be observed,
otherwise the
cameraman defeats his own purpose.
Just as he must learn to work within
the confines of his viewfinder frame,
the photographer must learn to stay
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emphasis lighting.
Unless it is a deliberate effect, there
is nothing quite so grim as a fully
lighted
foreground
subject
photo¬
graphed against a background re¬
sembling dirty crankcase oil. Vivid,
natural scenes on color film are never
possible unless every element within
the picture frame is lighted to ac¬
commodate the ability of the emulsion.
Most careful photographers I know
use a color contrast viewing glass to
help them “think” the way the film
will see the picture, and these men
seldom violate the narrow limits of
the film; yet they succeed in creat¬
ing pictures of lifelike quality through
subtle use of cross lighting and sub¬
dued shadows.
Silver foil reflectors are among the
most simple and inexpensive devices
available to every cinematographer.
They often can spell the difference be¬
tween a splendid and a poor exte¬
rior scene. Cameramen who consis¬
tently get the finest results out-of-doors
use reflectors lavishly for fill lighting;
thus, by compressing the exterior illu¬
mination to meet the requirements of
color film, they achieve scenes that
are “alive” with life and color.
Failure to balance tungsten-lighted
scenes with visible areas receiving
daylight is a more common shortcom¬
ing than the reader might believe,
especially in factory films. With a

SHARP SHOOTING

for unwavering, consistent results that
are the touchstone of the true profes¬
sional.
Lighting: Good photography is—
quite simply—good lighting. But, after
years of talking to expert cameramen
who really know how to light a scene,
I am afraid I must leave the general
rules on good lighting to someone else
to enumerate.
Wide variations in
technique, and in the choice of light¬
ing units, lead me to believe that it’s
“every man to himself” in this phase
of photography.
Perhaps this is the area in which
the cameraman’s artistic expression
has its play, and this spells an un-

within general lighting ratios of not
more than one-to-three between filllight and key-light. Observing this
rule is not the stark limitation it may
seem and, strangely enough, it is
within these boundaries that the im¬
aginative photographer will find the
greatest possibilities of expression
through the use of carefully selected

CINEMATOGRAPHER \Malfer Sfrenge, A.S.C. (left of camera in photo above, left) lines up shot for
"13

Fighting

Men," featuring

Grant Williams and

Brad

Dexter and

recently completed

for 20th

Century-Fox release. Although still camera was out of focus on the background when this shot was
made, not so Strenge's CinemaScope camera, which recorded the scene, pictured at right.
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woRLD’smsmf commercial processor
FOR REVERSAL & NEGATIVE/POSITIVE 16MM FILM

Develops Reversal film at 125 fpm

Wherever quality results are demanded in
the fastest processing time ... or wherever
illumination is inadequate for quality image
density . . . this newest, fastest combination
16MM Reversal and Negative/Positive film
processor . . . the Filmline Model RT-S will
consistently provide the solutions to these
processing problems.
For in-plant, high-speed photography . . . for
television stations, racetracks, and motion-

supply of blue gelatin filters a camera¬
man can quickly balance lamps to the
color temperature of the daylight fall¬
ing on other parts of a scene, thus
making good use of the available day¬
light and creating a perfectly natural¬
appearing scene.
Hollywood’s studio photographers
have been generous with their “se¬
crets” of basic lighting; equipment
capable of duplicating studio results
is available for rental or purchase
almost everywhere.
Important as the camera is, this
tool is useless without lighting; it is
in lighting a scene that the camera¬
man meets his greatest challenge, and
enjoys his richest opportunity to he
identified as a professional.
Camera Handling: When the cam¬
eraman has mastered exposure and
lighting, then he is free to employ a
most effectual power of the motion pic¬
ture—the attitude, placement, and
movement of the camera.
Reams have been written about the
taboo of “panning,” yet I repeatedly
see “sticky,” “stuttering” pans and
tilts in the work of would-be profes¬
sional cameramen.
With gear and
fluid heads available, there really is
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• New impingement-type film
Dryer
• Temperature control
• Rinse tank with sproybor after
each chemical tank
• Eight film squeegees
• New low-pressure type air
squeegee
• Overflows and bottom drains
• Tachometer
• Solution and drybox
thermometers
• Oil-less, rotary air compressor
with pressure gauge
• Recirculation pumps and
spraybars
• Stainless steel, type 316, tanks
• Daylight operation
• 1,200^Film Magazine
• Variable Speeds/Development
^ Times

Develops Negative film at 55 fpm

picture film labs . . . the Filmline Model RT-S
is the ideal machine . . . providing quality
results at speeds to 125 ft./minute . .
and
permitting increases of the ASA index
1000% on DuPont or Eastman Reversal
Emulsions.
Fully equipped, ready for immediate opera¬
tion the Model RT-S offers you high cost
film processing features for the low price
of only $6,450.00,

no valid excuse for offensive camera
movement. Although it has probably
been written a thousand times before
—and although everyone thinks it
applies only to the amateur—there’s
no escape from repeating it here: If
there’s any doubt about the ability to
make a pan shot with super-smoothness
—and oh, so slowly—dont do it.
Zoom lenses are capable of enhanc¬
ing many scenes, but in the hands of
the wrong man they can be mis-used
and abused and the w^hole point of
their real purpose entirely missed. In
my opinion, there is no substitute for
a good dolly shot, judiciously em¬
ployed. Some cameramen argue that
this requires a big dolly and a large
crew, but I’ve seen some stunning
dolly shots—often short, but effective—that were done on a three-wheel dolly
by a single operator. There’s some¬
thing about a good trucking shot,
with its depth-creating parallax effect,
that elevates the “production value”
of the most simple film, and which
often gives special significance to an
otherwise undistinguished scene.
How
imaginatively the
cinema¬
tographer places his camera, how he
discovers methods of imparting mean-

FILMLINE CORPORATION, DEPT. AJ 60 MILFORD, CONN.

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
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Smooth, even 3400° K light in wide-angle
beam. No glaring hot spots.
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ingfiil movement tlirough mohilizing
it, how he permits it to “see” things
in refreshing, memorable ways—this
seems to he the crowning touch that
differentiates tlie master from the
masses.
As a specialist inside the laboratory
I have never worked behind the cam¬
era, yet cameramen repeatedly ask
me to judge their work and make

suggestions. Invariably I use as my
model, the work of major studio cine¬
matographers, believing that they have
attained the highest level of artistic
and technical excellence. Nearly every
aspiring professional has at his dis¬
posal, knowledge and tools which can
help him come astonishingly close to
the standards of studio cinematog¬
raphers.
■

Continued from Page 93

superior photographic
format
and
highly skilled talent in the camera de¬
partment.
John Von Kotze is credited as Di¬
rector of Photography, but one can
discern the fine practiced hand of Di¬
rector Jack Cardiff behind the camera.
Until his recent foray into directing
Cardiff was Britain’s ace color camera¬
man and he is generally acknowledged
to be one of the foremost color cine¬
matographers of the world. His credits
include “Red Shoes,” “African Queen,”
“Caesar and Cleopatra,” “Pandora and
the Flying Dutchman,” “War and
Peace” and “The Vikings.” He was
awarded an Academy Oscar in 1947
for his inspired color photography of
“Black Narcissus.”
Unusual Camera Angles
In directing “Scent of Vlystery” Car¬
diff has made spectacular use of the
camera. The picture is packed with
unusual camera angles and hair-rais¬
ing point-of-view shots (a car hurtling
over a cliff; a chase along hairpin
mountain roads; a sequence in which
huge wine casks careen down a nar¬
row dead-end street to crush a fleeing
man; and airplane flight between can¬
yon walls that seem to graze the wing
tips.)
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the bull ring.
All this color

and

spectacle

w'as

faithfully captured on film by means
of the new Todd Process 70mm Cam¬
era. This is a relatively light and ver¬
satile wide-film camera developed es¬
pecially for the Todd organization dur¬
ing the past three years by the Mitchell
Camera Corporation. It is equipped
with special lenses which are complete¬
ly free of distortion and barreling ef¬
fects and which have unusual depth of
field. One of the cameras is a special
high-speed model, the first of its kind
to use 70mm film. Accessory equip¬

THIS MOVIE HAS SCENTS!

the seats just in Itack of and below
the arm rests. As each odor is released
a faint hissing sound is heard through¬
out the theater and a scent appropriate
to the scene permeates the auditorium.
The system is so precise it can control
the time period of a scent down to
the split second, and one odor can
follow another almost immediately.
\X ith all its lovely odors, “Scent of
Mystery” is much more than just an
olfactory delight. Photographically it
is a tour de force. It’s beautiful visual
quality is the result of a combination
of breathtaking scenic backgrounds, a

their lives through the town and into

the entire picture was shot in vari¬
ous locales of Spain and, according to
the producer, no studio sets were used.
Although some enormously difficult
shooting conditions were encountered,
the resnlts were well worth the effort.
In the opening sequence of the picture,
the helicopter-borne camera follows a
superimposed butterfly into the rosefilled garden of the Alhambra in
Granada (where the audience gets first
rose-perfumed whiff of scented air.) It
then moves to the narrow streets of
Cordoba where a chase takes place
in the multi-pillared Main Mosque,
called La Mezquita, built by Abd alKahman in the 7th Century. Incident¬
ally, this was the first time motion
picture cameras were permitted inside
this ancient house of worship.
A colorful sequence takes place in
Seville during the annual Feria, the
most famous of Andalusian fairs, with
its bull-fights, singing and dancing in
the streets, and winding parades. Other
scenic locales include Segovia, 3,280
feet high in the rugged mountains of
Old Castile; Madreidos with its color¬
ful windmills; Guadix, including the
centuries-old gypsy caves built into the
soft red clay of the mountains; Malaga
with the ruined Moorish fortress Alcazabar; and the famous Gilbralfaro over
which the hero of the film is pictured
sliding

350

feet

with

his

umbrella

hooked to a radio tower cable!
The chase moves on through the an¬
cient Roman village of Ronda, cut in
two by a 600 foot gorge and spanned
by a single stone bridge built by the
Romans centuries ago.

It

then

con¬

tinues along a terrifying catwalk that
clings precariously to the sides of sheer
cliffs. A climactic sequence develops in
Pamploma during the feast of St. Fir-

ment to these cameras includes vari¬
focal lenses, telephoto lenses, tripods,
remote-controlled focusing, giant cranes
and a fifty foot camera tower.
Color film shot on location for
“Scent of Mystery” was developed in
Barcelona, and forty-eight hours later
Producer Todd viewed rushes in the
projection room in his Malaga head¬
quarters. From there the selected
“takes” w^ent to the cutting room (also
installed in Malaga) for final editing.
Prior to this, the time lapse between
exposure of the film and viewing of
the rough print for cutting would take
anywhere from a week to a month de¬
pending on the distance from the loca¬
tion to the nearest processing lain
8-Channel Sound System
No less impressive is the remarkable
Todd-Belock 8-channel sound system,
which provides the sound accompani¬
ment to “Scent of Mystery” in true
stereo aspect through a series of speak¬
ers that ring the theatre auditorium.
The potentials of this sound system is
impressively demonstrated in a se¬
quence of the picture which reveals a
native festival where several isolated
groups of singers and musicians per¬
form over a vast outdoor area. Here
the microphone system panned the
scene in a 360-degree arc, changing
perspective constantly and blending the
separate melodies into a magnificent
montage of sound.
Imagination and superb technology
combine to make “Scent of Mystery”
genuinely entertaining for any audi¬
ence. And while perfuming pictures
may not become a new' trend in Holly¬
wood, Todd’s venture is of more than
passing interest to film makers every¬
where. Put it on your list of pictures
to see.

min wdien bulls are let loose in the
streets and

local

sportsmen

run

for
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

Irving

Commercials*

Lidpman,

(Revue

400 and
1200 foot
Conversions

Prods.)

Continued from Page 90

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Fredricks, ASC, “Wild River”
(C’Scope & Color; shooting in Tennessee)
with Montgomery Clift and Lee Ramick. Elia
Kazan, director.
Ellsworth

Robert

“Cimarron” with
Maria Schell. Anthony

Surtees,

ASC,

Glenn Ford and
Mann, director.

N.B.C.

FINEST
conversion
on the market to¬
day.
Convert your
Auricon
Cine-Voice
or
Pro
to
a
fine
camera
that
will
handle full 400 feet
of film with perfect
jam-free, wow-free
operation.
Includes
Veeder-Root footage
counter,
filter
slot
and holders, phone
lack in camera and
complete refinishing.

ASC, “Wake Me When It’s
Over” (C’Scope & (Zolor; Mervyn LeRoy
Prods.) with Ernie Kovacs, Dick Shawn and
Margo Moore. Mervyn LeRoy, director.

Leon Shamroy,

Alan
Stensvold, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life”* mth Groucho Marx. Bob Dwan and
Bernie Smith, directors.

Arling, ASC, “Story of Ruth”
(C’Scope & Color; S. G. Engle Prods.)
with Elana Eden and Stephen Boyd. Henry
Koster, director.
Arthur

PARAMOUNT
Lester Shorr, ASC, “Bonanza”* (NBC-TV)
with Michael Landon and Dan Blocker.
Russell,
ASC, “Psycho” (Alfred
Hitchcock Prods.) with Anthony Perkins
and Vera Miles. Alfred Hitchcock, director.
John

ASC, “Walk Like a Dragon”
with Jack Lord and Nobo McCarthy. James
Clavell, director.

Tover,
ASC, “Erom the Terrace’’
(C’Scope & Color; shooting in N.Y.) with
Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward. Mark
Robson, director.
Leo

Loyal Griggs,

ASC, “13 Fighting Men”
(C’Scope; API) with Grant Williams and
Brad Dexter. Harry Gerstad, director.

Walter Strenge,

Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
Write

for

Pictures

and

Complete

Details

GORDON YODER

PKOFESSIONAI, CINE PRODUCTS
2222 N. Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas
Phone LAkeside 1-2672

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

ASC, “Richard Diamond
Private Detective”* (Four Star Prods.) with
David Janssen.
Lucien

Ballard.

Gordon

Avil,

ASC, “Wanted Dead or
Star Prods.) with Steve

Alive”* (Four
McQueen.

ASC, “Johnny Ringo”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Don Durant.

Carl

Guthrie,

Edward

Cronjager,

ASC,

ASC, “The Rifleman”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Chuck Connors and
Johnny Crawford.
Glen MacWilliams,

ASC,

Struss,

Crosby, ASC, “12 Hours to Kill”
(API) with Nico Minardos and Barbara
Eden. Edward Cahn, director.

Floyd

Fapp,
ASC, “Let’s Make Love”
(C’Scope & Color) with Marilyn Monroe and
Yves Montand. George Cukor, director.
Daniel

“Winchester”*

(Four Star Prods.)

Karl

Norton, “Valley of the Redwoods”
(C’Scope & Color; API) with John Hudson
and Lynn Bernay. William Witney, director.
Kay

Commercials*

ASC, “Adventures in Para¬
Gardner McKay and Weaver

Lloyd

Ahern.

dise’*
Levy.

with

ASC, “The Tate Series”*

Wilfrid Cline,

(Four

WARNER BROS.

Star Prods.)
James Drought, Commercials*

“Troubleshooters *
(Filmaster Prods.) with Keenan Wynn and
Bob Mathias. Robert Altman, director;
“Death Valley Days”* (Filmaster Prods.)
Emmett

Bergholz,

REVUE STUDIOS

ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara BiUingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector; commercial*.
Mack Stengler,

ASC, “Wagon Train”* (Revue
Prods.) with Ward Bond.
Benj. Kline.

Sickner, ASC, “The Deputy”*
(Revue Prods.) with Henry Fonda.

William

Ray

Rennahan,

ASC, “Laramie”*

(Revue

Prods.)
Metty, ASC, “Portrait in Black”
(Color; Universal International) with Lana
Turner and Anthony Quinn. Michael Gordon,
director.
Russell

ASC, William
ASC, “Overland Trail”*.
Lionel

Linden,

Sickner,

ASC, Commercials*.

Mark Davis,

Harold Stine, ASC, “Bourbon Street Beat”*
with Richard Long and Andrew Duggan.

ASC, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,
“77 Sunset Strip”* with Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.
Harold Stine.

William Daniels, ASC, “Oceans 11” (Tech¬
nicolor; shooting in Las Vegas) with Frank
Sinatra and Dean Martin. Lewis Milestone,
director.
Ray

Fernstrom,

ASC, “Johnny Midnight”*

ASC,

Wesley

Anderson,

“Maverick”* with James Garner.
Wesley Anderson, Perry Finnerman, “Su-

garfoot”* with Will Hutchins.
ASC, “Hawaiian Eye”* with

Edwin DuPar,

ASC, “The Deputy”* (Re¬
vue Prods.) with Henry Fonda.
Jack MacKenzie,

Ellis Thackery,

“The Sundowners” (Tech¬
nicolor; shooting in Australia) with Deborah
Kerr and Robert Mitchum. Fred Zinnemann,
director.
Jack Hildyard,

Anthony Eisley.
J. Peverell Marley, ASC, Edwin DuPau,
ASC, “Bronco”* with Ty Hardin.

(Revue Prods.)
ASC, “Fred Clark Show”*
(Pilot; Revue Prods.) “General Electric
Theatre”* (Revue Prods.)
Lionel Lindon,

John

(Color;

ASC,
Revue Prods.)

Warren,

“Ford

Special”*

“Alfred Hitchcock
sents”* (Revue Prods.) ; “Staccato”*
vue Prods.)
Neal

Beckner,

Pre¬
(Re¬

Burt Glennon, Robert Hoffman, “The
Alaskans”* with Roger Moore and Dorothy
Provine.

ASC, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,
“Lawman”’ with John Russell.
Ellis Carter,

Perry Finnerman,

Walker.
Ted McCord,

ASC, “Bachelor Father”* (Bache¬
lor Prods.) with John Forsythe.

“Cheyenne”* with Clint

ASC, Commercials*.

R.ay Cory,
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Hal Mohr,

ASC, Commercials*.

ARE YOU AN
UNPUBLISHED AUTHOR?
Om* proKH’am has enabled many writers to see their
script.s pulilished. We are interested in work by new
authors on all subjects: poetry, fiction, non-fiction, juve¬
niles, and religious bofiics. Submit your manuscript for
free editorial evaluation to:

GREENWICH BOOK PUBLISHERS, INC.
Attention:

Mr.

Iddings,

489

Fifth

Ave.,

N.Y.C.
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“The Examination of the Eye” was
financed through the University of
Illinois Eye Infirmary by an educa¬
tional grant from the National Insti¬
tute of Health. While not a big-budget

FILMING THE EYE
Continued from Page 107

was achieved by setting the exposure
mid-way between the readings.
Because this 40-minute medical
training film was concerned with teach¬
ing the basic concepts of examining
and diagnosing the human eye, it nec¬
essarily involved two types of illumina¬
tion: first, the photographic illumina¬
tion that was necessary to photograph¬
ing the picture, and, second, the
illumination and, more specifically, the
illumination problems, usually eacountered by the ophthalmologist in modernday eye examination. The first has been

production, it is estimated that the film
will quickly pay for itself through time
saved in teaching hours.
■

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Co-itinued from Page 86

the two exposures join together) while
another will require a fairly sharp
matte edge.

dealt with in preceding paragraphs;
the second was merely a part of our

The closer the matte or mask is to
the camera lens, the softer will be the
line or lines of demarcation; the far¬
ther away it is, the sharper it will be.
Using a small lens opening will also
sharpen the line.

basic subject and the problem was how
best to picture the various types of
lighting and its methods of applica¬
tion in eye examinations. It was felt
that such lighting could best be demon¬
strated to medical students by means
of a motion picture, and therefore was

Q

What is the best procedure to fol¬
low to re-record sound for a scene
where the present sound track is unsat¬
isfactory—J.H.

emphasized in the various key scenes
throughout.

Ansiver: Where exact synchronization
of replacement lines is desired, most
studios use both a picture and a sound
loop of the scene involved. In prepara¬
tion for the dubbing take, the sound is
reproduced both through a speaker
and earphones in sync with the project¬
ed picture. The actor watches the pic¬
ture, listens to the sound, and reads the
dialogue in sync with what he hears
and sees.
The speaker is then cut off and the
microphone switched on so that the
sound mixer and the director can hear
the actor’s words. Meantime, the sound
recorder is started and when a satisfac¬
tory reading is obtained (and record¬
ed ) the respective take is marked for
dubbing.
The important reason for projecting
the picture is that the director can
check actor’s sync and dramatic ex¬
pression during the recording to in¬
sure a satisfactory take.

SHOOTING WITH NEW FILM
Continued from Page 99

documentary it produced from one of
the ten exterior feeders.
The first 14 minutes of the half-hour
film depicts the history and construc¬
tion of the Shrine. This part of the film
was shot simultaneously in black-andwhite and color. A 14-minute version
in black-and-white was completed and
shown on TV stations throughout the
country prior to the dedication.

FILMING UNDER THE ELMS

Norwood’s four camera crews shot
more than 5,000 feet of color film to
record the ceremony. This was edited
down to 16 minutes and combined with
14 minutes of color film on the histor¬
ical prologue.
It took the Norwood production staff
one month to make the necessary ar¬
rangements (including running heavy
special wire feeders) and a week to set
and anchor the rigging.
Production for the sponsor, the Na¬
tional Conference of Catholic Men, was
directed by Executive Producer Martin
H. Work, assisted by Richard J. Walsh,
Producer; Richard Gilman, Script;
and Robert Gerringer, Narrator.

INTERESTING CAMERA SET-UP in which two Auricon

16mm cameras were used by cameraman Jim

Bauer of the film production department of KUHT-TV, University of Houston (Texas) to record inter¬
view of two prominent biologists at a recent convention. Scene was opening for University’s 45-minute
color

film,

"Speciation,"

evolutionary

process

by

which

species

are

formed.

Subjects

are

Dr.

Theodore Tobzhansky (left), Columbia Univ., and Dr. Ernst Mayr, Harvard. Directing scene is Dr. H.
Burr Roney, Univ. of Houston.
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Acting for Norwood Studios were
Philip Martin, Jr., Executive Produc¬
er;
Werner
Schumann,
Director;
Glenn Johnston, Director of Photog¬
raphy; and Carl Eowler, Film Editor.
In the 24-man crew were 4 camera¬
men, 3 soundmen, 5 electricians, 5
grips, and 3 assistant directors,
■
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SYNC TAPE SYSTEM
Continued from Page 103

is a 50-tooth gear which engages a 60tooth gear. The ratio here is 5 turns
for the 60-tooth gear to 6 turns of the
50-tooth gear; therefore the speed of
the 60-tooth gear is exactly 2.5 rps
when the film speed is 24 f.p.s.
In the 60-tooth gear, 10 holes are
drilled and are scanned by a light and
photoelectric cell which results in a
25 cps signal derived from the 16mm
film when it travels at 24 f.p.s.
Any approach that the author is
aware of to edit sound on quarter-inch
tape directly against 16mm film is, to
say the least, rather tedious and im¬
practical.
The ordinary method of having
sound and picture on two or more sep¬
arate, sprocketed tracks interlocked by
a mechanical synchronizer, seems to be
the only practical method at the mo¬
ment.

Oscilloscope Aids Editing
The first step toward editing quar¬
ter-inch tape in this manner is to re¬
cord the material from the quarterinch tape to 16mm magnetic film, syn¬
chronously. This can be done using
the processes already described for
synchronizing a tape machine and a
16mm machine by means of control
signals displayed on an oscilloscope,
and manually adjusting the speed of
one or the other of the machines. Any
one of the combination 16mm opticalmagnetic projectors now on the market
can be used for the purpose and a con¬
trol signal gotten from the projector in
the same manner as described above
for synchronizing purposes.
Because of tbe cost of 16mm mag¬
netic film stock and the loss of quality
that results from each transfer step,
the 16mm magnetic track becomes the
dummy track and is used for editing
purposes only, not in any re-recording
process.
This of course ultimately means ed¬
iting the quarter-inch tape. The sys¬
tem of synchronous recording from
tape to film described above provides
that edit “marks” can be “recorded”
synchronously from 16mm back to the
quarter-inch tape.
The edit “marks” or notations con¬
sist simply of little strips of aluminum
foil applied to one surface of the dum¬
my magnetic film by means of masking
tape as shown in Fig. 2. These edit
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marks can be quickly stripped off after
the dummy magnetic film has been re¬
corded on the quarter-inch tape and
the magnetic film made ready for re¬
use.
The edit marks of aluminum foil are
made one frame in length. Their pur¬
pose is to close an electrical contact
which in turn feeds a 2000-cycle beep
tone to a special recording head mount¬
ed on a second tape recorder. The re¬
sulting beeps on the original quarterinch tape mark the exact spot where
the tape should be cut to match the
picture.
To accomplish this procedure, a spe¬
cial pair of contacts were made and
mounted on an RCA magnetic projec¬
tor, as shown in Fig. 2, and an extra

9” 230tnm f:3.8
Century Tele-Athenor
16MM TELEPHOTO LENS

139^®!

only $

5265.00 Value!
Mode in

•

RAZOR

SHARP

«

HIGHEST

SPEED

A powerful lens for B&H, Bolex, RX,
K-lOO, Cine Special, Etc. Shipped Post¬
paid. Order Direct if Your Dealer does
not stock. World's most popular 9" lens!
Write today for literature.

CENTURY
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CO.
10659 BURBANK BLVD., NO. HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION

head mounted on the tape recorder
(Fig. 3). Actually, this extra head was
a discarded one in which the erase sec¬
tion was still operable. The distance re¬
lationship between the pair of contacts
on the RCA projector and its play¬

Fades,
dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm.

back head and the distance between tbe
extra head on the tape machine and its
own playback head was made the same
so that when a beep signal was re¬
corded it would arrive at the playback
head of the tape machine in sync with
the arrival of the foil strip on the head
of the RCA machine.

OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST OF
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW AT THE
INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.

The pair of contacts shown in Fig.
2 are so arranged that they touch only
the center of the magnetic film. Also,
the aluminum foil strips are placed in
the center of the film so there will be
no undue wearing of the magnetic
track.
An audio oscillator is used to gene¬
rate the 2000 cycle beeps. Its output,
if necessary, can be amplified and fed
to the extra head. In the author’s ar¬
rangement, the output of a Heath Kit
audio oscillator is amplified through
a 5-watt amplifier and fed to the erase
section of the extra head from a 4-ohm
output. This output circuit is connected
to the head through the contacts
mounted on the RCA projector. Thus
the foil strips close the circuit to record
the beep one frame in length on the
tape. No erasing current or bias is
needed in the extra head in addition
to the 2000-cycle current. For this op¬
eration the speed of the tape machine
is varied to achieve synchronization
with the RCA magnetic projector. The
author has also successfully applied
this idea to a Bell
Howell 16mm
projector where slightly different phys¬
ical arrangements were used.
It is interesting to note that with this
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set-up. basic synchronization between
film and tape is achieved by use of
the sine wave on the oscilloscope and
at the same time an aural check for
synchronization may be made, since
both the film and the tape are played
back simultaneously. Also each time a
beep mark is recorded by the extra
head it is, of course, immediately
played back by the regular playback
head of the machine thus affording a
continuous check of the edit beep re¬
cording.
After
running
the
entire
tape
through in synchronization with the
dummy magnetic film, it is again run
tlirough a tape machine, the beep
marks located, and marked with a
grease pencil in such a way that the
good sections of tape are noted. (This
may be in the form of a line marked
at the place where the cut is to come
and a “squiggle” marked on the tape
to be discarded.) After the complete
tape has been thus marked, it is trans¬
ferred to a film editing table and the
splices made.
Foil Method Reliable
Severeal points arise here that need
further explanation.
First, splicing the tape does not effect
the use of the control signal on the
oscilloscope. At most, the sine wave
on the scope face jumps a bit but this
does not give the operator any partic¬
ular difficulty. Secondly, the method of
applying the edit marks on the film
may be done in other ways than by
the aluminum foil method; however,
the foil method has proved very relia¬
ble, allows re-use of the film, and does
not take up too much time. About one
hour is required to position the edit
marks for either a narration track or a
music track for a 20 minute docu¬
mentary film. Later the edit marks can
he removed from the film in about 10
minutes. Tape recorders having separ¬
ate record and playback heads could be
used for this beep mark operation. The
author experimented with a Magnacorder Model PT 6A and found it gave
good results with the output of the
oscillator connected to the record head
and set at 0 db at 600 ohms; however,
it was finally decided to use an Ekotape
fitted with an extra head because of
the convenience in speed control the
Ekotape offered.
There are special editing problems
in connection with narration record¬
ing. One method of recording a narra¬
tion track for this system that has
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worked out with good results is to
first record the narration straight with¬

narration tape for re-recording directly
to the final mixed track.

out the picture, trying only to get the
})roper pace and feeling into the vari¬

First, the script for the film is pre¬
pared with each speech given a num¬

ous speeches. The resultant tape, with
its inevitable retakes, etc., is then ed¬

ber. Preliminary timing by the editor

ited so that a spliced tape is obtained
having “perfect ’ narration in the cor¬
rect sequence. This tape is then re-recorded to a second tape along with the
control signal and any equalization that
might be necessary. Timing of the nar¬
ration is either against time or against
picture projected in synchronization
with the control signal. This, of course,
requires starting and stopping the orig¬
inal narration tape. Again this can be
done very easily using the Magnacorder mentioned above. The pressure
roller on the capstan need merely be
lifted manually to stop the tape and
allow for proper timing. This method
eliminates any clicks or pops or slow
starts that might result from the use of
the normal start-stop switch on the
machine.
There is another method of narra¬
tion timing that utilizes the various
aspects of this system in a unique way.
Narration timing at best is rather a
tense procedure whether against picture
or against time. If it is against time,
then a great deal of mental gymnastics
are required of the stop-watch keeper,
especially so if correct timing is tried
during the first recording and if the
narrator fluffs. This means backing up
either picture or stop watch, with all
the attendant confusion. Eluffs seem
inevitable for even professional narra¬
tors, so any system should anticipate
such mistakes. The following proced¬
ure takes care of such narration timing
problems in an almost automatic way
and permits the use of the original

is done against picture to determine if
the speeches fit the length of the scenes
and if any of the speeches run to¬
gether—that is, do not have pauses be¬
tween them. With this information, the
dummy magnetic film is run against
the picture on the edit table and an
“edit mark” placed on the dummy film
where the beginning of each speech
should come in reference to the pic¬
ture film. Speeches that come one after
the other without pause need not be
marked. Also the start mark of the pic¬
ture is noted on the dummy film with
an edit mark. Finally the script is
red-pencilled at each speech thus mark¬
ed on the dummy film and all scripts
used during the recording session are
so marked.
Role of “Beep” Marks
Next a “narration timing tape” is
run off with three items of informa¬
tion on it: 1) a 24-cycle control track
at -7db (so as to have spare re-record¬
ing volume level) is recorded in sync
with the dummy film; 2) the beep
marks from the dummy film are re¬
corded, including the one for the start
mark; and 3), a voice-recording of
the number of each beep mark is made
on the tape, each number correspond¬
ing with the number of each speech of
the script. These three items of infor¬
mation are recorded simultaneously.
The beep marks are recorded through
a regular input ehamiel rather than
through any special connection as for
other editing procedures.
Continued

on

Page
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A 16MM FILM FOR BOATING SAFETY

CAMERAMAN

ARTHUR GARATTI

graphic Bureau of Aetna

the

Photo¬

Casualty and

of

Surety

Company, Hartford, Conn., used a Cine-Special
to photograph

much of the footage for "Out¬

board Outings," company’s color film on boat¬
ing

safety,

which

was

narrated

by

TV

star

Garry Moore, subject of Garatti's camera here.
Aetna Casualty, incidentally, is one of the na¬
tion’s leaders in company-produced motion pic¬
tures. An earlier film, “Paddle a Safe Canoe,"
won a Golden Reel Award of the Film Council
of America as the best safety film of the year.
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PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS
MAURERS, good condition. Wonderful buys from .$
B&H FILMO SPECIALIST, w/rockover; 400' mag.; syncmotor,- 2 finders,- less lenses. $1800.00 value.
Reduced ...$
AURICON PRO-200 Single System Sound, complete from .$
B&H FILMO 70H with 400' mag., fl.3 Balowstar I'/j" lens, sync motor. $1100.00 value. Reduced.$
MITCHELL 16, Magazines,- finder; mattebox; 2 motors,- 6 Baltars; tripods; accessories, late model.$
ARRIFLEX 16 w/mattebox sunshade,- 3 Xenon lenses—16mm fl.9,- 25mm fi.5; 50mm f2; trunk.
Excellent condition .$
WALL 35mm MOVIETONE SOUND CAMERA, 4 lenses,- magazines,- 12V motor,- mattebox,- Mitchell type
finder; less sound .$

1195.00
765.00
895.00
495.00
4995.00
1695.00
995.00

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
1200' MAGAZINE adapters for Auricon Pro ..$
MITCHELL Extra Large 2000' magazines .$
ARRIFLEX 16 400' Magazine .$119.50
Torque takeup motor .$
COOKE 2" f2 lenses, Mitchell mount, $300.00 value .$
BALOWSTAR I'A" fl.3 lens, list $179.50 ■'S" mount. Special .$
MOTORIZED DOLLY, similar to Houston. Has hihat; revolving head; 7' boom height; seats for
cameraman and assistant; brackets to carry lights. Cost $4,000.00 to build .$
H. F. Heavy Duty Commercial Type Car Top Platforms, holds 800 lbs. Includes 4' x 5' non-skid top,
removable ladder. $220 value ...$

150.00
169.50
139.50
99.50
49.50
995.00
149.50

ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
ANIMATION STAND 13' high, heavy base similar to Bowlds. Custom built, 4 movements, extra platen.
Cost $10,000.00, closing out, as is .$
ACME PROCESS PROJECTOR head 35mm for optical or background printing. $3,500 value .$
B&H 35mm Animation Camera; 400' magazine,- dissolve. $3500.00 value ...$
Same with thru-lens-focussing .$

995.00
2895.00
1495.00
1995,00

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
PORTABLE 220/110V POWER UNIT; 3000W,- voltmeter,- Variac; fused circuit breakers,- heavy cables;
6 double plugboxes; 4 std. outlets. Originally $950.00. Closing out .$
5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands, excellent .$
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands. Excellent . . .$
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands .$
MR BROADS on stands. Single .$59.50
Double .$
NORTHLITE INDIRECT REFLECTORS, latest type—5000 watt .$
2000 watt .$
70% DISCOUNT on used 750, 2000, 5000 and 10,000W bulbs.
__

195.00
179.50
99.95
57.50
89.50
129.50
79.50

RECORDING & PLAYBACK

GAUMONT-KALEE FLUTTER METER, insures perfect recording, $1500.00 orig., like new .$
HALLEN 16mm TRANSISTOR Magnetic sync Recorder, new demonstrator. Reg. $985.00 .$
HALLEN 16mm SYNC MAGNETIC Recorder, 25A w/playback amplifier, speaker, $1500.00 value.
Reduced .$
MAURER 16mm RECORDING OUTFITS—mixer, noise reduction,- amplification,- voltage regulator,- power
supply; 400' magazine. Model D Negative .$
Westrex 35mm Optical Recorders, outright purchase; fair condition ..$
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads, less motor .$
MR MIKE BOOM and 3 wheel Perambulator. Incomplete, close out .$
RCA 4 POSITION MIXER, battery-powered, 100,000 ohm .$
MAURER 16mm FILM PHONOGRAPH, 507A w/syncmotor and power supply. Present list $3000.00....$

495.00
795.00

975.00
850.00

495.00
295.00
1495.00
1895.00

LABORATORY
MAGNETIC SOUNDSTRIPING Machines 16mm, from .$ 1995.00
FILMLINE Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm neg/pos. processor,- variable speed transmission; reconditioned.
$1700.00 value .$
995.00
HOUSTON
16/35mm COLOR PROCESSOR. Magnificent stainless steel
beauty—worth $35,000.
Rebuilt like new .$11,995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm NEG/POS. Processors, w/refrigeration,- recirculation,- airpump; stainless steel
construction; temperature control; 1200' per hour. Gov't paid $10,000.00 Rebuilt .$ 2995.00
NEUVATOR 16mm CLEANING MACHINES, CL-16, Surplus. Orig. $395.00 .$
149.50
BELL & HOWELL 35mm Printer, pilot registration, semi-automatic litechange. Rebuilt .$
995.00
DEPUE 35/16mm REDUCTION Printers, good condition. Soundtrack 35/16 . .$ 1250.00
Picture 35/16 .$ 2250.00
TRADES TAKEN

PL 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND
Dept, fc

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch^-6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Phone HO 7-2124
FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY

Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Ema Street, Milford,
Conn.

AURICON 600'—1200' conversion. Sr No. 1010 model
CM-75TVT, Tr. S. Complete with amplifier 600' and
120CY magazines, built in finder system and critical
focuser. Auricon tripod. Excellent. P.O. Box 2384,
Sarasota, Florida.

FEBRUARY

•

1960

EQUIPMENT
315

West 43rd

New York 36,

2495,00
2495.00
2995.00
295.00
99.50
1195.00

CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
AKELEY 35mm VIEWER, sound and composite 5" x 7" aerial image. $3000 value, closeout 1/6 cost....$
ACMIOLA 35mm VIEWERS, 6"x8y2" projected picture, motorized. $1500 value .$
MOVIOLA SOUND PREVIEW 35mm UDPVCS, 8"x10" large picture. $2250.00 value .$
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 16mm Composite and t6mm Sound. Rebuilt .$

CAMERA

495.00

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
BELL & HOWELL FILMOARC 16mm projectors on rolling stands,- lens,- 30 amp. Hi-Intensity Arclamps;
rectifiiers; 50W amplifier; 2 speakers. $2,000.00 value. Excellent condition .$
Less amplification and speaker .$

CINE SPECIAL II camera with 100 foot film
chamber; 25mm Ektar,- 15mm, 50mm and
100mm Anasrigmat; special carrying case;
almost brand new .$1000.00
EyEMO MUDcL Q sprder turret camera
from . 250.00
FILMO Camera with spider turret .
150.00
CINE SPECIAL MODEL 1 cameras, many in
stock, from . 250.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm camera with 120° shutter;
motor; matte box; power cord; 35mm,
50mm and 75mm Zeiss lenses; battery
and charger . 1000.00
35mm BALTAR T2.5 Eyemo mount .
150.00
35mm ILEX F2.9 Eyemo mount .
75.00
50mm COOKE AMATOL F.2 IT.2.2) Eyemo
mount .
150.00
75mm BALTAR F2.3 Eyemo mount .
150.00
100mm BALTAR F2.3 Eyemo mount .
165.00
100mm ILEX F2.9 Eyemo mount (New) .
90.00
20mm CINEGON Lens in Arriflex mount . 375.00
NEUMADE measuring machines, 16mm or
35mm .each
40.00
BELL & HOWELL 16mm PRINTER Model J;
overhauled, reconditioned and guaranteed 2800.00
NEUMADE 35mm footage counter .
40.00
CECO 16mm Professional film viewer . 250.00
PRECISION MODEL "600 " sound reader ..
95.00
MOVIOLA MODEL D Picture head . 200.00
MOVIOLA MODEL UDPVCS Preview (Black) 1200.00
1000 ft. BELL & HOWELL 35mm magazines 100.00
no Volt SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR for Cine
Special
.
95.00
no Volt VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR for Cine
Special . 225.00
SPECTRA 3-color KELVIN Color Temperature
Meter
. 150.00
TEL-ANIMA Print Hot Press,- table and type 250.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS Panoram dollies
4 wheel .1400.00
5 wheel .1800.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS
Crab type dollies .Special low price

1 COLORTRAN Sr. kit $150.00; Jr. kit $110.00;
2-lite broad kit $90.00; MR-90 Hi-Arc and stand
$500.00; MR-40 Duarc with stand $250.00; 3-phase,
220-volt interlock motor for N.C. $350.00; As above
for Standard Mitchell $250.00; 3-phase, 220-volt ina-door sync motor for Standard Mitchell $250.00;
New 'A-HP 220-volt, 3-phase Esco motors $65.00
each; Simplex 4-Star optical and magnetic re-recorder $895.00; New Altec magnetic pre-amplifiers $57.50
each; also Blue Seal 35mm sound-on-film recorders
with or without galvanometers. BLUE SEAL SOUND
DEVICES, P. O. Box 472, New Canaan, Conn.

CO.,

INC.

Street
N.

Y.

FOR SALE: BOOKS ON PHOTOGRAPHY AND MOVIES,
FROM 1845 FOR COLLECTOR AND RESEARCHER.
SEND 25c FOR LIST.
IRVING BOWNING, 1845
BROADWAY, NEW YORK 23.
16MM
HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing
machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with refriger¬
ator units, temp, controls, condensers, etc. BRANDNEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS STEEL
model A-IIB. Neumade film washer, 35mm EYEMO
cameras, spider turrets, large selection of Eyemo
lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept.
C-I, 355 East Tremont Ave., New York 57, New
York.
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE CASTER
BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS, CABLES, INTERCOMS, LENSES, ETC.
FULL INFOR/WATION. PHOTOS AND PRICES ON RE¬
QUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
FOR SALE: New Scanoptic lens fitting N. C. Mitchell
camera. Complete with 4 Bausch & Lomb Baltar
lenses, 40, 50, 75 and 100mm. in carrying case.
Many films have been made with the superb
Sconoscope wide-angle lens (anamorphic ratio 1 to
2). Original cost $8,000. Due to year end inventory
sale, will sell for $3,950. Contact REEVES EQUIP¬
MENT CORP., 3 Third Ave., Pehiham, N.Y.
MITCHELL 16mm camera with sync & wild motors,
2 magazines, 3 cases, C mount adaptors, finder,
sunshade. Price less lense, $2,995.00. Condition ex¬
cellent. Eyemo Q (spider turret, 400') w/2", 4", and
6" lenses wild and sync motors, alignment gauge,
$645.00. Hallen-Kinevox 17-y2mm one case magnetic
recorder and playback amplifier, $445.00 PROFES¬
SIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 2222 N. Prairie, Dallas,
Texas.
1

Continuous Printer—Sound and Picture—
Automatic Light Board—$485.00
1 Negative Positive developing machine, never used
$2700.00
VIDEO FILM LABORATORIES
350 West 50th Street
New York 19, N.Y.

Continued on Next Page
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Classified Ads
Continued From Preceding Page

STUDIO

a

PRODUCTION EQUIP.

On these names you know, we can save you dough.
Arriflex 16-35, Bolex H-16 Rexmatic, Pan Cinor 85,
Grundig Hi-Fi, Neumann mikes, Zeiss Microscopes.
JOHN TYLER, 603 Alta Ave., Santa Monica, Calif.
EXbrook 5-8876.
COMPLETE Arriflex 16 outfit all lenses including
Pan Cinor. Arri tripod. Miller head, Colortran lights,
etc. Call or write SAM CRUSEY, 321 Main St.,
Patterson, N.J. Mulberry 4-1354.
$6,000 SOUND recording system. Reeves PV 100
16mm magnetic—LIP SYNC-PB-LOOP—2 mike hi
level mixing—dialogue equalization—test slate oscil¬
lator—reverb—full erase—Altec mon. amp. & spkr.
Many other features. SALE: $1200. BEN SOBIN,
39-44 - 49 St., Long Island City, 4, New York.
STILL, Stereo, Movies, Sound, Micro, Tele. Let us
know your wants on new equipment or used. We
advise as well as sell. JOHN TYLER, 603 Alta Ave.,
Santa Monica, Calif. EXbrook 5-8876.
B&H rackover Auricon
51-154 Mexico Cify.

magazine.

MARTORELL,

Sur

CINE Special Series T. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WANTED
Who sells, swaps and buys?
Whatever in your backroom lies?
Money tied up? Don’t feel ill
For someone else it may fill the bill.
Our ads bring many callers, who
Turn your equipment into dollars!
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Colif., Phone HO 7-2124

WANTED

SERVICES AVAILABLE

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP

FAR EAST assignments in 16 and 35mm by American
organization experienced throughout Asia and equip¬
ped for every phase of film and contact work.
FARKAS FILM COMPANY, 424 Li Po Cuhun Building,
Hong Kong.

Mitchell — Akeley — B&H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.

Page

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
DUTCH FILM PRODUCER offers all possible help in
Europe. No language troubles. International trained
technicians available. We solve all YOUR problems.
Write or wire: WALTER DE VRIES, Lepelstratt 20-C
AMSTERDAM, Holland. Telephone 57807.

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS, 168 W. 46th
St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

BRITISH
PRODUCER
can
undertake
assignments
Europe, India, Far East. Visiting U S.A. March and
April for discussions. JOHN BYRD, 27, Arthur Road,
London, S.W. 19.

WEST GERMANY, 16mm films, still or sound. FRITZ
BRUNS, (20b) Goettingen, Brauweg, 12.

tape is put on the recording machine,
cued up to a pre-recorded start mark.
The “narration timing tape” is run
through the 2-channel filter and the
low frequency control signal (which

mistake.
After the

tape need be backed up to the beep
mark indicating the beginning of the
speech. Since the beeps are numbered,
there is no possibility of any confusion
arising. This simple operation done, the

126

LABORATORY a SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061

16MM MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING
Originals—Prints—Raw. Full, half or edge tracks,
.025 per foot, including balance stripe if specified.
24 hour service.
P-J FILM PRODUCTIONS,
Box 2655
Colorado Springs, Colorado

16MM FILM PROCESSING LABORATORY
FOR SALE: Completely equipped for printing and
developing color and black-and-white 16mm film.
Active well established business. Inventory $78,000.
Asking price $95,000.
Terms arranged, principals
only.
Box 1366, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

of the picture.
These are recorded on tape along

recording is continued from the begin¬
ning of the speech where the mistake

fed from the high pass channel to head¬
phones worn by the narrator, or by
an assistant employed to cue the narra¬
tor. Whenever a speech is fluffed, both
tapes are stopped; but only the timing

Lista Correos,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

At this point the narrator may be
called in. The “narration timing tape”
is put on a playback machine and
cued to the start mark, and a fresh

the narration tape at the standard level
of -lOdb, thus keeping the two auto¬
matically in sync. The timing beeps
and accompanying speech numbers are

MARTORELL,

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott 1-2707.
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was previously recorded at a comforta¬
ble level) is re-recorded directly onto

B&W, color, 16/35mm.
Bogota, Colombia.

WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.

SYNCHRONOUS TAPE RECORDING SYSTEM
Continued from

ANIMATION PRODUCED IN JAPAN. U.S. quality
throughout—lipsync, color, etc. The only studios in
Japan using U.S. animation equipment (Oxberry).
Low Japanese rates. INTERLINGUAL INTERNATIONAL
INC., Harada Bldg., 2-1 Hirakawacho, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo.

(or fluff) occured. For ease in editing
the script is marked at the point of the
narration

has been

re¬

corded, the mistakes are edited out.
Proper timing is maintained by run¬
ning the tape to the beginning of a
speech containing a mistake, or even
up to the mistake itself, cutting the
tape at that point and splicing in the
good take at the same point.
When the narration track has thus
been edited it is properly synchronized
to picture and is ready to be re-re¬
corded to the final mixed track.
Such procedure can also be adapted
for use on Rangertone record-playback
equipment.
Preparation of a music or effects
track is even simpler. The music or
effects or silent spaces are noted down
in order, together with their respective
lengths of time, from beginning to end

with a control signal. Silent sections
are “recorded” in sequence also. The
best procedure seems to be to over¬
record, time-wise, each section of
music, effects, or silence. Then the en¬
tire tape is recorded to dummy 16mm
magnetic film. The exact beginning and
end of each section is found on the
regular edit table by matching this
dummy film to picture and making
edit marks on the dummy magnetic
film. The edit marks are transferred
back to the original quarter-inch tape
and the tape spliced accordingly. The
result is a finished music or effects
track the exact length of the film.
By over-recording each section, timewise, as mentioned above, it can be seen
that matching certain beats of music
within a selection of music to certain
frames can easily be accomplished. Al¬
so there are no problems of matching
the end of a piece of music with “The
End” of the picture.
Special problems of lip-sync record¬
ing will be discussed in a subsequent
article.
■

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

AROUND

THE

WORLD

WITH

MAGNASYNC

hollywood
The opening of another modern and beautifully appointed
Desilu Productions studio in the heart of the world’s
film capital marked the fortieth Magnasync-Magnaphonic
Sound System installation placed with Glen Glenn
Sound Company, Hollywood, sound contractors for Desilu.
Shown in photo, observing the equipment acceptance
test procedure, are, from left to right, Mr. Glen Glenn,
Mr. D. J. White, Magnasync prexy and Mr. Mike
DeMarchi of Glen Glenn Sound.
The Magnasync symbol is accepted as the standard
not only by independent producers and major studios,
but by governmental agencies, educational and
industrial institutions as well.

A partial list of domestic users include . . . Aero-Jet General Corp., Sacramento • U. S, Air Force, Atlantic Logistic Terminal. New York City • University of
California, Berkeley • Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs • Arabian American Oil Co., New York City • U. S. Air Force, Orlando, Florida • L’niversity of
California, Los Angeles • Boeing Aircraft Co., Seattle • Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico • JLhristian Church Films, Indianapolis • Allend or Productions, Inc._
Los Angeles • Cal-Tech, Pa.sadena • Clemson Agricultural College, South Carolina • U. S. Air Ln.^ce, Lookout Mountain, Los Angeles • Audio Effects, Los Angeles
• State of Connecticut Highway Dept., Hartford • University of Colorado, Boulder • Bandelier Films, Albuquerque ♦ Columbia Pictures Studios, Hollywood • Convair,
Fort Worth • U. S. Air Force, School of Aviation Medicine, Texas • Commonwealth of Virginia State Board of Education, Richmond • C. O. Baptista Eilms,
Illinois • Walt Disney Productions, Burbank • WENS-TV Division, Columbus • Sandia AE Base, New Mexico ♦ Denver Public Schools, Colorado • Basore-Longmoor,
Inc., Kansas City • M. G. M. Studios, Los Angeles • Douglas Aircraft Corp., Santa Monica • Evangel Eilms, Portland • Beeland-King Eilm Productions, Atlanta
• Paramount Pictures Corp., Hollywood • Esso Standard Oil, New York City • Florida State University, Tallahassee • Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit • University
of Florida, School of Journalism & Commerce, Gainesville • John Candelario, Santa Fe • Desilu Studios, Los Angeles • University of Houston, Texas • General
Electric Company, Washington • Glen Glenn Sound Company, Hollywood • U. S. Air Force, Ohio • Indiana University, Bloomington • Canyon Films, Phoenix
• 20th Century Fox Film, Beverly Hills • Carey-Swain, Inc., Florida • Iowa State College, Ames ♦ General Motors Corp., Pontiac • Aberdeen Proving Grounds,
Maryland • University of Iowa, Iowa City • Mr. Stanley Church, Hollywood • Warner Brothers Studio, Burbank • Hughes Tool Co., Culver City • Fort Belvoir,
Virginia • Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls • Illinois Bell Telephone Co., Chicago • Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia • Cinemasound M. P. Produc¬
tions, Toledo • University of Kansas, Lawrence • International Business Machines Corp., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. • Biological Warfare Laboratories, Maryland • Llniversity of Kentucky, Lexington • Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Burbank • Hq. Fourth Army, Ft. Sam Houston • Lutheran Synodical Llniversity Conference, Wisconsin •
Cine-Pic Hawaii, Honolulu • Hq. Brooke Army Medical Center, Ft. Sam Houston • Marquette University School of Speech, Milwaukee • Continental Films,
Minneapolis • Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Georgia • Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, Washington, D. C. • The Methodist Church, Nashville • Dudley Pictures
Corp., Beverly Hills • Empire Films Corp., Spokane • North Dakota Agricultural College, Fargo • Lytle Engineering, Los Angeles • U. S. Army Ordnance Missile
Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama • Ohio State Llniversity, Columbus • Empire Photosound, Minneapolis • St. Andrews Church Rectory, Pasadena • Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul • White Sands Proving Grounds, New Mexico • Pennsylvania State University, State College • USOM to Bolivia • National Cotton
Council of America, Memphis • Yuma Test Station, Arizona • Purdue University, Indiana • Film Productions Co., Minneapolis • South Dakota State College of
Agriculture & Mechanic Arts, College Station • USOM to Libya • Northrop .Aviation Co., Hawthorne • Llniversity of Southern California, Los Angeles • Hughes
Aircraft, Culver City • U. S. Dept, of Agriculture • Southern Illinois University. Carbondale • USOM to Korea • Gardner-Denver Co., Illinois • Ramo-Woolridge
Corp., Los Angeles • U. S. Dept, of Defense • Tennessee State Game & Fish Commission, Nashville • USOM to Thailand • Gotxl News Productions, Chester
Springs, Pennsylvania • Texas Game & Fish Commission. Austin • LISOM to India • Soundrive Engine (io., Los Angeles • U. S. Dept, of Health. Bangkok,
Thailand • Avco Research & Advanced Development Division, Massachusetts • U. S. General Services Administration, Audio Visual, New Delhi, India • Texas
State Board of Control, Austin • Hubbard Hunt Productions, Hollywocxl • U. S. House Recording Studios, Washington, D. C. • Lhah Oil Refinery, Salt Lake City
• U. S. Information Agency, Washington, D. C. • Texas State Dept, of Health, Austin • U. S. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland • Hubbard Hunt
Productions, Hollywood • U. S. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Moffett Eield, Cialifornia • University of Texas, Austin • U. S. Naval Air Station,
Patuxent River, Maryland • E. L. Ingram Productions, California • Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg • U. S. Naval Air Station, Anacostia, D. C. • WGHH,
Cambridge • U. S. Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn, New York • University of Wisconsin, Madison • Kent Lane Films, Inc., Louisville • U. S. Naval Ordnance Test
Station, Pasadena, California • 1 he Asia Foundation, San Francisco • U. S. Navy Mine Defense Laboratories, Panama City, Florida • Bible Institute of Los Angeles
• Max Lasky Film Productions, Cincinnati • Brown Photolab, Rhode Island • U. S. Signal Corps Supply Agency, Philadelphia • American Bible Society, New York City

Write, wire or phone

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
5516 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, Calif. • TRiangle 7-5493 • Cable “MAGNASYNC*’

L
^

>
DEALERS:

*
1

1
I

sound systi^

International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality film recording systems

CHICAGO, Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; LOS ANGELES, Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK, Camera Equipment Co.; SAN
FRANCISCO, Brooks Camera Co.; AUSTRALIA, Sydney, New South Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Austrolia Pty. Ltd.; BELGIUM, Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S-A. (Societe
Beige D'Applicatlons Cinemotogrophiques); BOLIVIA, La Paz, Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro, Mesbia, S.A,; BURMA, Rangoon, G. K. Theatre Supply Co.,
Ltd.; CANADA, Toronto, Ontario, Alex L: Clark, Ltd.; CUBA, Havana, Caribbean Electronics, S.A.; DENMARK, Copenhogen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND,
London, W-1, Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.; HONGKONG, Supreme Troding Co.; INDIA, Bomboy, Kine Engineers; ITALY, Rome, Reportfilm S.R.L.; JAPAN, Tokyo,
J. Osowo & Co., Ltd.; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 7/53, Rene Boeniger; THAILAND, Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.

6-minute 16MM sound film “^^Planning an integrated sound system.’’ Available for loan, free, on request.

ONE Source —

.byron
All Producer Services
EDITING

SOUND RECORDING
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LIBRARY
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ANIMATION

MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING

NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE
PROCESSING

1

REVERSAL PROCESSING

1
1

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE COLOR
PROCESSING

COIOR-CORREC'^PRINTS

Byron offers you ANY or ALL facilities you require for completion of your
original

exposed film . . . original processing; complete producer services;

finished prints in either Color-Correct or black and white ... in one
convenient location. Byron producer services save you time, money and
division of responsibility.

For information and price list, write, phone or wire

byron

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C.
Federal 3-4000
COMPLETE PRODICER SERVICES . . . COLOR AND

laboratory
1226 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida
CHerry 1-4161

BL ACK-AN D-W H IT E PRINTING

AND PROCESSING

B
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SERVING ALL FIELDS
OF MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCTION
The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

a

“For quality picture control every time—

GIVE ME FINE TONAL GRADATION OF ‘SUPERIOR’ 2”
So says Sol Roizman, well-known Director of Photography,
shown here at work for James Love Productions on a sales
training film for Universal C. I. T. Credit Corporation.
“I’ve used DuPont Type 936 Superior® 2 since it first be¬
came available,” Sol continues, “and find that it consistently
gives me the effects 1 want to create, in any lighting situation.”
Sol chose “Superior” 2 for this James A. Love production be¬
cause, as he puts it, “abstract sets create a particularly difficult
Sol Roizman checks his lighting and composition on an abstract set.

lighting problem. The excellent subject separation of ‘Superior’
2 is a must.”
Another thing Sol likes is the versatility of this Du Pont
film. “It’s ideal for filming television commercials, where ex¬
treme close-ups are so often necessary. Here’s where what I
call the ‘gray tone quality’ of ‘Superior’ 2 really pays off. The
combination of wide latitude and fine separation of delicate
tones results in much better telecasted detail.”
“Superior” 2 is just one of the fine DuPont films for every
motion picture need. These films —and complete technical
data on them —are available through the DuPont Photo Prod¬
ucts sales offices below.

U, S. PAT. Off'

Better Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry
Atlanta 18, Ga., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr. N. W.; Waltham 54, Mass., 45-4th Ave. (Boston);
Chicago 46, III., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Sta.; Cleveland 16, Ohio, 20575 Center Ridge
Road; Dallas 7, Texas, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave,; Los Angeles 38, Calif., 7051 Santa Monica
Blvd.; New York 11, N. Y., 248 W. 18th St.; Wynnewood, Pa., 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.);
Export, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del. In Canada: Du Pont of Canada Limited, Toronto

Plush red, brilliant red, crisp red. The new higher speed Anscochrome® Profes¬
sional Camera Film Type 242 offers the finest red renditions available in a low
contrast master reel material. And, the higher exposure index {E. I. 25) of this
superb emulsion now makes it your best possible choice for all critical color work.
See your Ansco representative today. Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y., A Division of
General Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ansco
)

High Speed Type 242
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Editor
WHY M-G-M CHOSE “CAMERA 65’’
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Five of them were used to film “Ben-Hur.” By Herb A. Lightman.
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
WHY EDGE-NUMBERING PAYS DIVIDENDS
Marion Hutchins

Tiny numbers

printed

on

edge

of film

164
speeds

work for

cutters

and

editors.

By Harry Teitelbaum.
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
SHARP FOCUS SAFETY WITH HYPERFOCAL DISTANCE
Derek Hill

168

How to insure sharp focus when shooting under pressure. By John Forbes.

Joseph Henry
Clifford Harrington

PROTECTIVE SHIELD FOR WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHERS

Joseph V.

Panel of plastic mounted in front of camera aids shooting closeups of reptiles, etc.

Mascell-

170

By Roy Zeper.

Herb A. Lightman

NOMINEES ANNOUNCED FOR CINEMATOGRAPHY “OSCARS”
TECHNICAL EDITOR

171

The cameramen and pictures in this year s "’Oscar” Derby.

Emery Huse

LIP-SYNC SOUND WITH ANY 16MM CAMERA

173

Magnasync s netv Nomad transistorized recorder mounts beneath camera, is driven
by camera motor. By Joseph V. Mascelli.

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD
Arthur Edeson, A.S.C.

WHY RENOIR FAVORS MULTIPLE CAMERA, LONG SUSTAINED TAKE TECHNIQUE
Robert deGrasse,

A.S.C.

Famed director-producer adapts methods he used in

Burnett Guffey, A.S.C.

French

176

TV in filming his

recent productions. By Jean Belanger.

Wallace Kelley, A.S.C.

HOW TO GET PROFESSIONAL RESULTS WITH REFLECTED LIGHT

Arthur Miller, A.S.C.

178

The how and why of using sunlight reflectors.

Ray Rennahan, A.S.C.
John Seitz, A.S.C.

THE AURICON SUPER-1200

Lester Shorr, A.S.C.

Part VHI in the series on professional motion picture cameras.
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FIRST TRULY
PROFESSIONAL
16MM MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA and Bud
Wilkinson Productions use Mitchells;
Director, Ned Hockman. (above)
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY set shows
students and staff using Mitchell cam¬
era; Director, KatherineStenholm.(right)
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI TV-Film Depart¬
ment camera crew on location with
their 16mm Mitchell; Director, C. Hen¬
derson Beal, (below)

\

■

'K-

•

MITCHELL
Universities and colleges are among the leading users of the
Mitchell 16mm camera.
This camera is known throughout the world as the first truly
professional motion picture camera. Its remarkable versatility equips
it for the greatest range of motion picture work of any camera in
existence. 14 exclusive features plus economical trouble-free
operation have made the Mitchell the choice of those who film the
finest quality films. Because the cinematographer is directly
concerned with Mitchell cameras, this camera is the ideal instrument
for training and production within cinematography departments.
For information on the 16mm Mitchell camera,
write on your letterhead.
*S5% of All Professional Motion Pictures Shown Throughout the
World are Fibned with Mitchell Cameras.

Corporation, S66 West Harvard Street, Glendale 4, California
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
Portable 65mm Camera
For “Hand-held” Shooting

News briefs of
industry activities^
products and progress

events of the convention, which con¬
cludes May 7th.
★

Panavision, Inc., which engineered
the cameras and lenses used for the
65inin productions of “The Big Fisher¬
man” and “Ben-Hur,” soon will an¬
nounce a compact hand-held 65mm
camera to augment the larger soundstage cameras. New camera will have a
hand-grip and a shoulder support plus
a 500-foot capacity film magazine.
Weighing hut 28 pounds, the camera
will he motor driven from a wet-cell
battery pack.

SUPER¬
WIDE ANGLE
COVERAGE

★

Allowance Made for
Sound-striped Film
Increasing interest in use of pre¬

IKINORTIK
5.7mm f/1.8 APOCHROMAT
This ultra-panoramic view of over 120,000 square
miles of the earth’s surface, was brought to light
in an unbelievably clear and sharp photograph
taken with the KINOPTIK 5.7mm f/1.8
APOCHROMAT. Shot from a Thor missile at
an altitude of 300 miles, it dramatically demon¬
strates the outstanding optical qualities of this
unique lens: 113° extreme wide-angle coverage,
free from distortion, excellent in clarity, sharp¬
ness and contrast.
Translated for the earth-bound professional cine¬
matographer — this lens puts a conclusive end to
all "dimensional frustration’’— gives him com¬
plete optical freedom for interior, architectural
and panoramic 16mm cinematography.

Other KINOPTIK APOCHROMATS range from
12.5 to 500mm. They constitute the only
complete series of more than 20 handpicked,
high-speed, perfectly color-matched and
T-stopped APOCHROMATS available for any
16mm, 35mm or TV camera.
Custom ground to the most rigid quality stand¬
ards, literally made to your order by skilled mas¬
ter craftsmen, KINOPTIK APOCHROMATS
give you brilliant overall illumination, highest
contrast, and critical definition up to the very
corners, as well as exclusive 3-color correction
for absolutely ‘‘Lifelike’’ color rendition. And
each lens is handpicked for you, by testing on
KINOPTIK’s own Collimator (see below), and
carries an unconditional guarantee for highest
optical performance.

5.7mm f/1.8*
12.5mm f/2.5
18mm f/2
20mm f/1.9*
25mm f/2
28mm f/2
32mm f/1.9

32mm
35mm
40mm
40mm
50mm
50mm
50mm

f/2.8
f/2
f/2
f/2.8
f/1.3
f/2
f/2.8

75mm f/2
100mm f/2
150mm f/2.5
210mm f/2.8
300mm f/3.5
500mm f/5.6
*for 16mm only

Collimator Reflex w/interchangeable 275mm and
485mm lenses, adjustable support.

See your franchised
Kinoptik dealer or
write for illustrated
leaflet
tk-3
480 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 17 • YUkon 6-4920
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striped 16mm negative and reversal
film has resulted in Bach-Auricon in¬
creasing the inside diameter of all
Auricon single-system sound cameras
to accommodate the slightly larger rolls
of 16mm motion picture film pre¬
striped for magnetic recording. Auri¬
con cameras are readily adapted to
magnetic recording through installa¬
tion of low-cost recording unit made by
the company, which is installed inside
the camera.
★

SMPTE Conclave To Explore
New Film and Video Techniques
The 7-day convention of the Society
of Motion Picture and Television En¬
gineers, which opens May 1st at the
Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles, will
survey the extraordinary new princi¬
ples currently being introduced in the
film and TV industries. There will be
special emphasis placed on the prob¬
lems and procedures of in-plant motion
picture production in a session on
Films In Industry.
One of the anticipated highlights of
the technical program is the presenta¬
tion of a progress report on Video Tape
Standardization by Charles Anderson
of the Ampex Corporation.
A day-long presentation of papers
on Space Age Motion Pictures and
Television will be one of the major

Motion Pictures and the
Missiles Program
As industry and the military find
increasing usefulness in filmed docu¬
mentaries and reports, more and more
defense contractors are getting into the
business of making films, reports
Jamieson Film Company, Dallas, Texas
in its monthly industry newsletter Pro¬
jections.
A case in point, says the bulletin, is
the Thiokol Corporation, manufacturer
of the rockets that make some of the
U.S. missiles and space vehicles go.
Thiokol recently staffed its engineer¬
ing department with three experienced
film producers and assigned them to
the company’s various rocket projects
to handle their respective film require¬
ments.
Indicating the changes taking place
in industry film production is fact that
only a few month’s ago the company’s
motion picture activities were confined
almost entirely to instrumentation. Last
month the company had three scenarized motion picture films in production,
with others scheduled to get underway
soon.
★

Creators of VistaVision
Switching to Technirama
Paramount Studios, which launched
its VistaVision wide-screen system sev¬
eral years ago as its answer to 20th
Century-Fox’s CinemaScope, has de¬
cided to make a gradual changeover
to Technirama for the studio’s future
color productions. Technirama, which
is an adaptation of VistaVision to
Technicolor cameras, employs VV’s
horizontal film transport system and
double-frame picture area.
The launching of VistaVision in¬
volved the construction of special cam¬
eras for Paramount hy Mitchell Cam¬
era Corporation, the majority of which
were extensively used in the photog¬
raphy of Cecil B. DeMille’s “The Ten
Commandments.”
■
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From the Firm that Gives You JI/IORF New Products

THE BIRNS & SAWYER

TRACKING FINDER
FOR

ARRI

CAMERA

FOR SPORTS! AERIALS! TRACKING!
PLENTY OF ROOM FOR HELMET. OXYGEN MASK

Ingenious Finder for 25nim,
50mm Lenses. Folds Flat When
Not Used, Removes in Jiffy

Fig. 1
Finder Position
For 50mm Lens

Fig. 2
Front Frame Swings Back
Serves as 25mm Finder

SPECIFICATIONS:
All metal black anodized aiuminum with
large white, easy-to-read engraving, and
cadmium steel target sights.

Pig. 3
orget Sight, Front Frame
•old Away When Not in Use

BIRNS & SAWYER STOCKS

MORE, SELLS

MORE,

SERVICES

MORE,

AND

RENTS MORE ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT THAN ANY OTHER WESTERN DEALER

Birns & Sawyer is Western Headquarters for Bilmline Processing Equipment, for Sale or Lease-Purchase

\\BIRNS & SAWYER

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166
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WHAT’S NEW

NOT EXCLUSIVE
WITH DETROIT
FOR THE
STORY ON
COMPACT
ANIMATION
STANDS
WRITE TO:

BOWLDS
ENGINEERING

1507 N. Kingsley Dr.,
Hollywood

27,

Calif.

COMPL. LINE OF ANIMATION EQUIPMENT

Specialized

Reflex Viewer

High-speed Fastax Camera

Available from Century Precision
Photographic Equip. Co., 10659 Burhank Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif., is
a precision, beam-splitter type reflex
focusing attachment for 16mm cameras
that permits focusing and viewing
through the lens while camera is in
operation. Designed for use with shortmounted lenses over 13mm focal length
for infinity use or with any 16mm
C-mount lens for closeups. Image is
observed on fine ground glass by
means of a 7-X adjustable eyepiece.
Models are available for C-mount
lenses. Prices start at S74.50.

The new Wollensak WF-3T high¬
speed Fastax motion picture camera
features a 2-sided prism of high-index
glass, faster shutter speed, 10% more
frame height, and a speed range from
150 to 6,000 pps. Higher resolution
over entire frame and more uniform
frame density is claimed. Other fea¬
tures include viewfinder, timing light,
cut-off switch, 100-ft. daylight loading
capacity, no motor interchange re¬
quired for achieving full speed range,
and provision for slit apertures. Fist
price is $1,995, F.O.B. Rochester, N.Y.
A 400-ft. version of camera is also
available.

16mm Anamorphic Lens

Target Finder

An anamorphic lens that will convert
any 16mm projector for showing CinemaScope format films is announced by
Victor Animatograph Corp., Plainville,
Conn. Called the Victorscope, new lens
may also be used as a supplementary
camera lens for photographing in the
CinemaScope format. Special adaptors
to fit most cameras are available from
the manufacturer. Company also sup¬
plies brackets for mounting lens on
Victor and other 16mm projectors, the
latter on special order. List price of
lens is $169.50. Literature is available.

A lightweight target sight for use
with Arriflex cameras, and adjustable
for both 25mm and 50mm lenses, is of¬
fered by Birns & Sawyer, 6424 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif. The
accessory is mounted on camera by
means of a conventional tripod stud or
secured by the screw of a camera pistol
grip. Horizontal framing of front sight
element is exactly parallel with top and
bottom of film frame lines. Both the
front frame and rear target sight are
collapsible on a spring-loaded mount.
List price is $49.50, F.O.B. Holly¬
wood.
■

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
1960 Catalog H on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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The Arriflex 16, because of
its versatility, ruggedness and
reliability has become the most
popular portable professional
motion picture camera
in America today
(Quoted from a four-page editorial in “The American Cinematographer”)

c

Because of its features

is the
most
desirable
professional
16inni

TRUE MIRROR REFLEX SHUTTER

— not a beam splitting device — passes 100% of the light
to film and viewing system intermittently.
FINDER SHOWS BRIGHT IMAGE THROUGH TAKING LENS

— even in poor light. lOX magnification; no parallax; no
misframing; accurate, easy follow-focus.
REGISTRATION PIN IN PRECISION FILM GATE

— with balanced rear pressure pad, side pressure rail, cross
stages around aperture. This means rock-steady pictures,
no film “breathing,” 35mm-like film quality.
THREE LENS DIVERGENT TURRET

— lets you use wide angle lens to 300mm telephoto without
physical or optical interference.
INSTANT-CHANGE LENS MOUNT

— with large-flange surface insures positive seating and
precise flange focus and alignment.
LARGEST CHOICE OF LENSES

camera

—by famous makers. From 5.7mm extreme wide angle
to longest telephoto.
VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR

The many hundreds of new purchases of
the Arriflex 16 by industry, government,
military services, and educational
institutions are proof of the convincing
superiority of this outstanding camera as
factually stated in this insert. And the
partial list of satisfied users is our most
convincing recommendation...

— electrically driven by light, compact, rechargeable bat¬
teries. Motor instantly interchangeable for other types —
Governor Controlled, Synchronous and Animation.
TACHOMETER, FOOTAGE AND FRAME COUNTERS
HAND-HELD FILMING

— all these features in a camera so light (only
lbs), so
forrhfitting, with its ingenious Contour Hand Grip, that
steady, hand-held filming is easy.

Because of its
versatility

It is a hand camera for newsreel and fast action filming
It is a studio camera w'hen you add the 400' Magazine and the
Synchronous Motor.
It is a sound camera when you put it in the Arriflex Blimp.
It is also an animation camera, a scientific laboratory camera,
a medical camera, a cine-micrographic camera.
You can start with the hand camera, and as your requirements
demand, add the special purpose accessories, and yet be able to
convert it back to a hand camera in a few seconds — and with¬
out the use of even a screwdriver.

Because it is
rugged and reliable

Here is a precision camera that will operate dependably
under the most adverse conditions.
Walt Disney Productions, Inc., whose assignments lead their
crews to the farthest corners of the globe, own more than 30
Arriflex 16’s as of this date.
In the rough tropics, during the filming of “The African
Lion,” ace Disney wild-life photographer A1 Milotte shot over
90,000 feet of color with one Arri 16.
Disney cameramen found the Arriflej^; 16 most reliable dur¬
ing the Navy North Pole Expedition.
And for the recent South Pole Expedition—1957-1958—
where Disney Productions filmed “The Seven Cities of
Antarctica,” Arri 16’s again were selected for major filming.

Because of factory
service in the U. S.

A modern, fully equipped service center is maintained in
New York City, manned by factory trained technicians. A
complete stock of Arriflex parts is always on hand. Because
Arriflex owners derive their income through the use of their
cameras, service is handled on the promptest possible basisin most instances within 24 hours.

Because of its
reasonable price

You cannot buy another registration-pin 16mm camera unless
you pay more than twice as much. If you “doctor up” an
ordinary 16mm camera with accessories needed for professional
use, it will cost you more than the Arriflex and you still won’t
have a professional camera, not to talk about the many ex¬
clusive Arriflex features.

Arriflex equipment is
available on convenient
long-term leasing plan with
purchase option.

ARRIFLEX

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

ACF Industries, Inc.

Hopkins Marine Station

RAD, Avco Manufacturing Corp.

Aerojet General Corporation

Hospital for Special Surgery

Raytheon Missile Division

Aerophysics Dev. Corp.

Hughes Tool Co.

Radio Corporation of America

African Leprosy Society

Hunter Douglas Corporation

Remington Rand

Agricultural Extension Service

Illinois Bell Telephone Co.

Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ

Allstate Insurance Company

International Business Machines

Republic Aviation

American Foundn. for the Study of Man

International Harvester Company

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

Ames Aero Laboratory
Argonne National Laboratory
Mark Armistead
Aro, Inc.
Astranaut, Inc.
Atomics International
Audubon Society

0
«

Kansas University Medical Center

0

Baptist Foreign Mission Board

Lear, Inc.

Barber-Greene Company

Lockheed Aircraft Corp.—Calif. Div.

Bell Telephone Laboratories

Lockheed Missile Systems

Bendix Aviation-Eclipse Pioneer Div.

Los Angeles State College Fndtn.

Boeing Airplane Company
Brookhaven National Labs.

0

Business Films

m

California Institute of Technology
California State Polytechnic College
Cal-Nat Productions, Inc.
Calvin Company
Dr. Ramon Castroviejo
Cate and McGlone
Cavalcade Productions, Inc.
Chase Manhattan Bank
Chrysler Corporation
Cinefonics, Inc.

#

Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.
Colorado Dept, of Highways
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Continental Productions, Inc,
Convair Astronautics
Cook Electrical Research

Roswell Park Memorial Inst. (Buffalo)

Kimberly Clark Corporation
Kraft Foods Co.

Craven Film Corp.

Rolab Photo Science Lab.
The Rosicrucian Order

Kent Films
KPLC-TV Lake Charles, La.

Cornell University

Rockefeller Institute, N. Y.
Rocketdyne, Inc.

Kelly-Zahrndt-Kelly Inc.

Baltimore City Hospital

Cleveland Clinic
Coleman Productions

Rochester University, Biology Dept.

Kansas State Teachers College

AVCO Corporation

CAA (Photographic Sec.)

Richfield Oil Corporation

Jamieson Machine Co.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Rutgers University
St. Luke’s-Texas C and M Hospital
Santa Fe Railroad
Peter J. Schweitzer Inc.
Charles Sciurba
Screencraft Enterprises
Shell Development Corp.

Lythe Engr. and Mfg. Co.

Signal Films

Mackinac Bridge Authority, Mich.

Sleeping Giant Films

Manufacturing Experiments Div.

South Dakota State College

Marathon TV Newsreel

Southeastern Films

Marquette Univ. School of Medicine

Southwest Film Industries

Glenn L. Martin Co.

Standard Oil Company of Indiana

McCullough Motors

Wayne Steffner Productions

McDonnel Aircraft

System Development Corporation

Merit Prod, of California

Telecine Film Studios Inc.

Methodist Hospital, Houston

Temple Hospital, Philadelphia

Michigan State Highway Dept.

Texas Department of Health

Michigan State University

Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Midwest Film Studios

Time, Inc.

Missouri Conservation Commission

Trans World Airlines

Mode Art Pictures Inc.

Trinity Films Inc.

Moody Institute of Science

Union Pacific Railroad Company

Motion Picture Production

U. S. Air Force Academy

MPO Productions

U. S. Army-Redstone Arsenal-Alabama

Museum of Science

U. S. Borax and Chemical Corp.

National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

U. S. Civil Aeronautics Administration
U. S. Department of Agriculture

National Bureau of Standards

#

Nationtal Inst, of Health
(Photographic Sec.)

Curtis Publishing Co.

Nationwide Insurance

Daytona Beach Chmbr. of Commerce

Natural History Museum, N.Y.C.

Diamond Ordnance Freeze Lab.

Nature Close-Ups

Walt Disney Productions

National Broadcasting Company

Doak Aircraft

New Holland Machinery Company

Doane Productions

N. Y, Bellevue Medical Center

Dow Corning Corporation
Dumont Television Network
E. I. DuPont de Nemours
Eastman Kodak Company
Educator Films
Encylcopedia Britannica Films
Eyerly Aircraft Co.
Farrell and Gage Films Inc.
Filtron Company, Inc.

U, S. Department of the Interior
U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratories
U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratories
U. S. Public Heafth Service
U. S. Senate Recording Studio
U. S. Steel Corporation
U. S. Veterans Administration

m

University of California
University of Chicago

N. Y. Eye & Ear Infirmary

University of Indiana

N. Y. State Department of Commerce

University of Miami

N. Y. State Power Authority

University of Michigan

New York University

University of Minnesota

Newington Home for Crippled Children

University of Texas

North American Aviation

University of Wisconsin

No. Ca. Wildlife Resource Comm.

Upjohn Company;.

North Dakota Agricultural College

Venard Organization

Florida Cypress Gardens

Northern Indiana Public Service

Medical College of Virginia

Florida State University

Ogiivy, Benson and Mather

Virginia Dept, of Education

F-M Film Editing Service

Ohio Department of Highways

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Henry Ford Hospital

Oregon University, Medical School

Vision, Inc.

Ford Motor Company

0

Pan American Airways

#

WBNS-TV, Columbus, Ohio

Gallu Productions

Pennsylvania Dept, of Public Instruction

WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, Minn.

General Electric Co.—AGT Div.

Pennsylvania Game Commission

Western Electric Company

General Electric Co. —FP Div.

Phillips Petroleum Co.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation

General Motors—Research Lab.

Pillsbury Mills Inc.

Weston Woods Studios

Grumman Aircraft Engr. Corporation

Pilot Productions Inc.

WGBH-TV, Boston, Mass.

Hamilton Wright Organization

Plastic Contact Lens Co.

WHDH, Inc., Boston, Mass.

Platt Productions

WINO Radio Station, Dayton, Ohio

Harvard Medical School
Harvard Productions Inc.

Producers’ Film Studios

Wisconsin Conservation Dept.

Harvard University—Peabody Museum

Purdue University

WSAZ-TV, Huntington, W. Va.

In ttie Heart off Hollywood
You’ve Got to be Good!
Located for 24 years in the very heart of Hollywood,
Modern Movie Lab is in the most competitive situation
imaginable. Most of their work is rush, yet absolute top
quality must be maintained. That's why they depend on
a Houston Fearless Labmaster*. Here’s what Eugene
Johnson, President, has to say:
“24 hours a day we must be ready to process our cus¬
tomer’s film as fast as it comes in. Yet we can’t afford
to take chances with quality. Every foot of film must be
perfect, with never a streak or a scratch. We’ve had our
Labmaster now for three years and know we can depend
on it at any time to do a job we’ll be proud of.”
This is typical of labs throughout America that rely on
Labmasters to deliver perfect results with minimum super¬
vision. With fully automatic controls, the Labmaster is
easily operated by anyone ... even with little training.

Labmaster is the most versatile machine you can own.
Of modular design, you can buy a model now to satisfy
your present needs, then modify it later to process other
types of film. And it’s the most value for your money, too.
Labmaster’s low price, unlike some other makes, includes
a built-in refrigeration system, air compressor and every¬
thing else necessary to start operating.
So, if you too are looking for complete dependability and
consistently high quality results... at a most attractive
price ... look to Labmaster! Send coupon for catalog and
prices now.
16mm B&W Neg/Pos model only

^4,175

Also available in 16/35mm Neg/Pos, 16mm Reversal,
16 and 16/35mm Microfilm, Anscochrome and Ektachrome models.

’Trade Mark

HOUSTON
11805

W.

FEARLESS

CORPORATION

Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles

64,

California

Please send catalogs and prices on □ B&W Labmasters, □ Microfilm
Labmasters, □ Color Labmasters.
Name_
Firm_
Address___
City_Zone_State_
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PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR*—product

of experience

and friend to

Simplified
geared camera
attaching method
knob easily accessible

thousands of cameramen
Tilt lock

Adjustable
pan handle

1

All tripods have one thing in common—
they rest on three legs. But there the
the comparison ends.

Interchangeable
‘and adjustable angle
pan handle location,
left or right hand
and reverse

Because Pro Junior towers like the
Empire State Building over ordinary tripods.

Pan lock

Because Pro Junior is the world’s most
convenient tripod with the world’s
finest features, including:
Pan tension brake

• Simplified camera attaching method.
• Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle.
• Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
• Special pan tension adjusting knob, independent of
pan lock.
• Cast in tie-down eyelets.
• Self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
. IDEAL FOR MOTION PICTURE AND TV VIDICON
CAMERAS.

Detachable head
interchangeable
on baby tripod
and Hi Hat
Telescoping
pan handle

'.4.'
A?.; ?

And still the price is unchanged, which makes
PRO JUNIOR the world’s best tripod value.
Pros go for PRO JUNIOR. See it today.
$150.00

^
.F

^w

_Cast in
tie down
eyelets

k f* %

Self aligning
'double leg
lock knobs
■-.t

CECO Professional Jr. Hi-Hat

An adapter for extremely lowmount setups; also used for title
stands and permanent mount¬
ings. Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads. $22.00

FRANK

C. ZUCKCR

(TnmeRfl Cc^uipmeni (o.,inc.
Dept. A

CECO Professional Jr.
Adjustable Wooden Baby Tripod

PROFESSIONAL JR.

Accepts all Pro Jr. Tripod
Heads. Has substantial shoe and
spur. Measures 26" extended
from floor to flange, 18" col¬
lapsed. Weight 7 lbs. $75.00

Used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control
pan and tilt action.
$175.00 Head only.
$225.00 Complete with tripod.

Geared Head

315 West 43rd St.. New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
Reg. U.S. pQt. Off. 231691»

AS 3
ONVENIE
ElNTAL PLAN

D

DAILY RENTAL
IMMEDIATE Rental service at Behrend's . . .
fram a changing bag to an Arriflex Camera!

MURAY VIEWER
A Behrend Special! Extremely

LONG TERM RENTAL PLAN

Bright! Extra Sharp! Large Size

No maintenance costs! No tie-up of Capital!
Rental charges are tax deductible as an oper¬
ating expense! You are protected from obsolete
equipment!

Image! Easy Marking! Carefully
engineered to be the finest!

iRENT WITH OPTION TO BUY

EV-4—Right to Left
Operation .$200.00

EV-3-Left to Right
Operation .$135.00

Rental payments apply IN FULL toward pur' chase of equipment!

WRITE FOR SALES AND RENTAL CATALOG

FORMERLY

TELEVISION

161 E. GRAND AVE.
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EQUIPMENT

CHICAGO 11, ILL.

COMPANY

Michigan 2-2281

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

The Ansm to Yout Zoom & Telephoto Lens Ttipod Ptohlems

SILICONE DAMPENED

^HYDROFLUID^

baluleveling

PAN & TILTHEAD TRIPOD
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL
IN TRIPOD STYLING
AND PERFORMANCE
with
Larger Silicone Dampening Area Than
Any Tripod in Its Class and Price Range

►Designed for professional cameramen.
►Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt action, utilizing
the dampening effect of silicone.
►Al uminum construction; \A/eight 21 lbs.
►Si I icone loaded—temperature range—130 + 500F.
►Precision ball-bearings. Mounted on pan and tilt shaft
for smooth action and alignment.
►Pan 360°—Tilt 80°.
►First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at bottom
of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA CHARGE.

Hydrofiuid tail-leveling head—precision construction—posi¬

►Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood legs, with
self-aligning leg locks

variable

►For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.

tive quick-f.nger camera

lock—variable tension

angle

adjustment—right

or

“HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD DESIGNED FOR
TV Vidicon—16Mitchell —Maurer—Camerette—
Arriflex 16'35—Auricon (Cine-Voice-600-1 200)
Cine Special—Eyomo—Filmo—Cineflex

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.
•

1960

left

hand

position.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE . onQso
COMPLETE WITH TRIPOD LEGS

MARCH

adjustment

pan and tilt locks—spirit level—telescopic pan handle with

^ O JLl

BABY TRIPOD ____$69.50
HIGH HAT.... 29.50
CASE

...-..

BOOT & POINT COVER ...

22.00
12.50

209 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
Circle 6-0348
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THE NEW

LOWEL

WALTER STRENGE’S

pat. peno.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

IS GOING
PLACES-

Need advice on a picture making problem?

where other
lights can’t go

tapes ONTO

general interest ivill appear in this column each month.

WMIS, WINDOWS, BE^MS

Q

For a great many years, the indus¬
try’s film laboratories have experi¬
mented witli dilTerent dopes and goos,
worrying about drying time and the
after-elTects in its seareli for a sure,
safe metliod for cleaning film. Other
industris have been using the science of
ultrasonics for cleaning purposes—par¬
ticularly
the
electronics
and
optics
fields, where the tiniest grain of dost
on an instrument surface can cause un¬
told damage. It seems to me that use of
idtrasonics could also be applied to the
problem of film cleaning; or would it
damage film emulsion:'—S.Ii.

Attaches quickly,
simply, safely to wood
plaster, brick, metal, tile,
etc. with Lowel-Light
Gaffer-Tape.
Offers the finest
universal swivel, heat
insulated finger grips,
high temperature cord
and socket, sturdy
aluminum construction.

tOCKS ONTO PIPES, SHELVES, FURNITURE
New notch-and-chain
device clamps instantly
to hundreds of objects.
5 Lowel-Lights and
Gaffer-Tape fit
neatly into a fibre
carry-case smaller
than a lunch box.

Answer: Your idea is not only practi¬
cal but is already in use. About a year
ago, Lipsner-Smith Corp., Chicago,
lib, introduced its CF-2 ultrasonic film
cleaning machine, which has been
adopted by practically every film lab¬
oratory of importance in the industry.
The equipment does an excellent job of
cleaning negatives before printing. The
ultrasonic frequency has no harmful
effect whatever on the film emulsion.

-\T FITS IN YOUR POCKET
SO COMPACT-IT
1 unit with Gaffer-Tape
5 unit kit with fibre carry-case .
15 yds. Gaffer-Tape 2" wide

. $6.95
$29.95
. $1.95

LOWEL-LIGHT

PHOTO ENGINEERING. DEPT. C
421 WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
j

TIME-LAPSE CAMERA MOTOR

Ansiver: Much depends upon the re¬
cording medium—film or TV, color
or black-and-white, etc. Within the lim¬
its established by the recording med¬
ium, the ratio may he modified at the
will of the director of photography to
establish the desired mood. For exam¬
ple, a fast-moving comedy would most
likely be shot with relatively high fill
light—say, a ratio of 2-to-l or 3-to-l.
A tragic dramatic action, on the other
hand, which might be enhanced by
black shadows, etc., might call for a
ratio of possibly 8-to-l. Invariably the
intensities of the kicker and back lights
relative to the key light are visually
established by the director of photogra¬
phy to suit the mood or pictorial effect
aimed for.

BUILT BY MEN WITH 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
STOP MOTION
ANIMATION

PR ICE $69.^
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

1. POWERFUL MOTOR WITH INTERNAL BRAKE
IN ALUMINUM CASE
2. MOTOR SWITCH: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
3. LIGHT SWITCH: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
4. LIGHT (OR RELAY) OUTLET
5. REMOTE CONTROL INLET (SWITCH OR TIMER)
6. STANDARD TRIPOD THREAD ON BOTTOM
7. CONNECTS WITH CAMERA BY PLASTIC TUBING

ROLAB

PHOTO-SCIENCE LABORATORIES
SANDY HOOK, CONNECTICUT
OTHER ROLAB PRODUCTS: CAMERA TIMERS
(INTERVALOMETERS), MICROCINEMA APPARATUS, ETC. (FOR SALE OR RENT).
FAMOUS PoKL^-CiLLf FILM COMPUTERS
(SECONDS-MINUTES-FEET-FRAMESETC.)
THOUSANDS
IN USE ALL
OVER THE
WORLD

Q

What is the procedure to pliotograph
day-for-night
scenes
with
people in them in color and also in
black-and-white ?—W' .C.G.

16 I

$2P $p
, AT YOUR DEALER OR AT READY-EDDY SANDY HOOK.
CONNECTICUT
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Q

What should be the ratios of the
fill, kicker and back-lights to the
key light, and how are the ratios deter¬
mined?—H.A.H.

NEW

116/35 OR

Your questions are invited

and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of

j

'

Answer: To photograph such scenes in
color, use Type “A” color film with¬
out the 85A Wratten (orange) filter,
and reduce exposure two full stops

from normal. This will render a print
with shadow detail reduced to a mini¬
mum and having an overall blue cast
which has become acceptable as moon¬
light effect. Your players should be
side-lighted, which you can do by using
gold-leaf reflectors or incandescent
light. This will photograph as white
light and render better facial tones.
Another method is to use daylighttype color film or Type “A” film with
the prescribed correction filter, and re¬
duce exposure IfA stops from normal.
In such instances, silver foil instead of
gold-leaf reflectors should be used to
provide side-lighting, as described
above.
To produce the day-for-night effect
in black-and-white photography, a
Wratten 25 deep red filter should be
used for long shots, as it is the most
effective for darkening the sky. Flowever, it adds contrast, and faces will
appear chalk white in closeups. Where
proper rendering of faces is important,
combine the Wratten 25A and 61
(light red and green) filters and figure
the filter factor of the combination as
6 for your exposure. This will render a
pleasing night effect, with the green
filter enhancing skin texture.
Obviously, there can be no set for¬
mula for every filming problem of this
type. For example, when shooting dayfor -nig ht in deep jungle with no sky
visible, it would be unnecessary to use
any filter—the recommended underex¬
posure would suffice. In open land¬
scapes, on the other hand, the recom¬
mendations above would apply. The
key to good day-for-night results is
underexposure, which removes shadowdetail and darkens the whole scene for
the illusion of night.

Q

When shooting outdoors in sunlight
and using an incident light meter,
is this meter ever pointed directly at the
sunt—H.A.H.

Ansiver: V hen shooting outdoors in
sunlight, the geometry of a scene may
sometimes be such that a hemisphere
meter used at subject location and
pointed at the camera, might also he
pointed at the sun at the same time.
Where a flat-cell incident light meter
is used, the normal procedure is to
point meter at the sun, since in this
case the sun is the key light.
■
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TOP-GRADE.MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT FROM
THE MAJOR HOLLYWOOD MOTION PICTURE STUDIol
CAL
«53i?

MOVIOLAS 35mm
^250. to M95.
Complete selection of 35mm

MITCHELL CAMERAS
B&S Sfreccai

^3995.
COMPLETE

Moviolas in excellent condi¬
tion. Most with Optical and
Magnetic

sound,

Mitchell

Standard

picture

35mm with 25 - 40 - 50

head, take-up reel arms,

75mm lenses, t'^o each

and counter. Used by edi¬
tors who demand the best!

400'

or

1000'

maga¬

zines, matte box, finder,
cases.

In

"like

new"

condition.

ALSO:
Rewinds,

synchronizers,

sound readers, gloves,
punches, reels, etc.

Used by the top motion picture
cameramen . . . those who know!

We have a continuing supply of . . .

HOUSTON-

MISCELLANEOUS
BARGAINS!

AURICONS
Shown Here:
CONVERTED PRO 200

$890.
MAGAZINE EXTRA

Auricon conversion, your camera.$395.00
Speed Graphics Pacemaker camera.
149.50
B & H Magazines, metal, 400', 1000'.from 40.00
F4.5 Eymax 10" Eyemo mount lens.
85.00
F3.5 Kilfitt Kilar lens, 150mm.
109.50
Mitchell shorty tripod legs.
35.00
Mitchell 35mm Matte Box, wide-angle.
75.00
MANY MORE TOP NAME,
TOP QUALITY VALUES!

FEARLESS,
PANORAM & RABY
Dollies from M.G.M.
Republic. N.B.C., etc.

2-Speed
Geared Heads
Available at

Some with Skirts

$695.00

DOLLY
(PRICE, NEW: $3400.00)

$695

LESS
0GEAR- HEAD

Multi-million-dollar color- extravaganzas and many
Oscar winners have been shot with this equipment. All
are in excellent condition and ready to go!

BIRNS & SAWYER

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166 ,

MARCH
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It didn't
happen to
this dog!
LASSIE, like many other toprated filmed TV shows. Is proc¬
essed by Consolidated Film
Industries. And at CFI, it soon
becomes apparent that 40 years
of experience and know-how
make an important difference.
There is no such thing as a
''cut rate" or "bargain" in labo¬
ratory film processing. The
Eastman Kodak Company says
"The answer is—give your labo¬
ratory time and money to do the
job right! Then all your release
prints will be on the beam 100%"
For processing perfection ...
specify CFI.

of ±
LASSIE, a Peabody Award winner, is

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES

produced by Robert Golden for The
Jack Wrather Organization; Sherman
A. Harris, Executive Producer.
Reprinted by permission of the
Eastman Kodak Company

959 No. Seward St., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Hollywood 9-1441
521 West 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Circle 6-0210
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MOST COMPREHENSIVE LINES

this side of Hoiiywood
CECO* is headquarters for everything NEW and
exciting in the professional photographic field.
This is the Camera Equipment that Film Makers use
to make outstanding films.
*CECO^—Trademark of
Camera Eq uipment CO

WADDELL HIGH SPEED CAMERA
A flexible high speed camera with a speed range
from 3 to 10,000 pps., depending on model
and motor combination. Ideal for data record¬
ing in every field. Accepts 400 ft. magazine
(1200 ft. on special request.) Electronic flash
synchronization and exposure playback for
oscillograph recorders. Completely portable.
Camera, power supply and case
.
weigh only 35 lbs. Features two
built-in NE2H timing lights; manual or remote operation; boresight focusing. All components
designed to withstand high “G”.
«
Lenses from 3.2 to 152 mm available. Complete line of auxiliary
^
equipment on hand. jiaaaipIlBp

auffi hem
A totaSy new
- provides i!owiiM^|[oa^g |l^
tilt
Rm€RH

tions. The
p eramen dream
=-equal, distribution
^ extra traps to prevent Jeaka#?;
ing levers'for pan
era won’t dip); twin levW tilt
r system; :2l-place
|>aa
^ handle^witli
. meat; geared camera t£e»di^n
^-knob«'

n
[iw

BjilUilaj
li]B Em

lS35iEast lOt^Avenue
Florida

■

uipm€nT

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y,
JUdson 6-1420

Gentlemen
I am interested in the items checked below. Please rush me
more free information on these products.
A few of thous¬
ands of profes¬
sional cameras
and accessories.
Check the item
that interests you.
For complete in¬
formation, mail
postage-free card
today.

□ Waddell High Speed Camera

□ CECO Fluid Head

□ CECO 16mm Prof. Film Viewer-Analyzer

□ Kensol Hot Press

□ Magnasync Consolette Model G-963

□ Cado Marker

□ Colortran “Cine-King”

□ Ray-Rite Illuminated Clipboard

Address

Cameramen, Directors, Producers
and Photo-Instrumentation
Engineers buy and
rent from CECO.

RAY-RITE
ILLUMINATED
CLIP BOARD
Ideal for use behind
the lights. Inexpen¬
sive. Uses regular
flashlight batteries.
A size for every need

CADO MARKER
KENSOL HOT PRESS
Produces quality opaque titles on posterboard,
paper, cellulose acetate (cells), photographs, cloth,
etc. Prints letters in any size and in many
different colors without use of chemicals or ink.
Produces 3rd dimension and drop shadow effects.
Head swivels for “crawl” work.

CECO 16mm
PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER-ANALYZER
Makes film editing
and analyzing a
breeze. Easy
threading, portable.
Views film left to
right on large
6" X 41/2" brilliant
screen. Single or
double system sound
reader and/or counter
can be easily
attached. 35mm
models available.

A versatile, inexpen¬
sive, bold marking in¬
strument ready for
immediate use on any
surface. Unbreakable.
Comes in many colors.

COLORTRAN “CINE KING”
For high performance spot
or flood lighting.
Lightweight. Low in
price. All new features
including insulated suregrip handle; feed-thru,
in line switch; 360°
rotation; lamp retaining
ring has unbreakable
prongs and adapts to Par
64 or 56. New
COLORTRAN KICKER

and

Super Kicker

with all new
features also available.
Lights

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

BUSINESS

REPLY

MAIL

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
DEPT. 61,

MAGNASYNC CONSOLETTE MODEL G-963
Inc.

315 WEST 43RD STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

A miniaturized studio mixing console with 6 input
channels and patch bay selection of three
program equalizers. Optional plug-in microphone
pre-amplifiers. Specifically designed for
re-recording applications. Modular
construction of cabinet and components.

HOLLYWOOD
BULLETIN BOARD

Patlie^
Webo "M" Camera

• Continuous Reflex Viewing—Directly
Through Shooting Lens!
• Variable Speeds—8 to 80 Frames
Per Second!
• Variable Shutter—from Closed to
180°! No Parallax Worries!
• Motorization Provision: Accessories,
• Time Exposures—Frame at a Time!
FRED GAGE (left), former head of Warner Bros, film laboratory and a veteran member of the
American

Society

of

Cinematographers

accepts

gold

25-year

ASC

membership

card

from

Walter Strenge, president of the Society.

Greatest

ASC Gold Membership
Cards Presented

raphers at the Society’s Board of Gov¬
ernor’s meeting February 9.

Twelve veteran members of the
American Society of Cinematographers

Margulies became a director of pho¬
tography about four years ago, after
more than 30 years service in Holly¬

were honored with engraved gold 25year ASC Membership Cards at the
Society’s February dinner-meeting. The
presentation is an annual affair of the
cameramen’s society, which was found¬
ed January 8, 1919. The presentations
were made by Walter Strenge, Presi¬

FREE CATALOG—132
Pages of Photo Equipment
62nd ANNIVERSARY
Lens Offerings!

Cameras — Regular. Industrial
and Scientific! Enlargers ■—■
Solar,
etc.!
Lighting,
etc. I
Accessories — Write to: A.C.
3/60.

wood studios as an assistant and ope¬
rative cameraman.
Prior to entering the field of tele¬
vision film photography, Margulies had
photographed a dozen feature films for
Bel Aire Productions, Hollywood.
■

dent of the Society.
In all, twelve cinematographers were
presented cards — some in absentia:
Louis A. Bonn (New York), Stanley

VISUAL AIDS
SPECIALIST
Creative,

talented

individual

wanted

for

rapidly expanding industrial audio visual
department in a leading electronics corpo¬
ration.
Must have thorough knowledge and ex¬
perience in visual aids techniques, motion
picture and

Cortez, John P. Fulton, Fred W. Gage,
John L. Herrmann, Emery Huse, Leo
Lippe, Don Malkames, (New York),

strip film

animation, training

aids and related fields. Will be responsi¬
ble

for

ideas,

layouts

and

production

supei vision.

Joseph MacDonald, Hollis Moyse,
Robert H. Planck, and William A.
Sicklier.

B.A.

and

two

years

experience

(mini¬

mum). Submit samples and salary require¬
ments. Relocation expenses paid.

★

Write c/o Box No.

300

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
Margulies Elected to ASC

1782 No. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Vi illiam Margulies, who currently is
directing the photography of two tele¬
vision film series at MGM Studios
(“Not For Hire” and “Philip Marlow”)
was elected to Active Membership in
the American Society of Cinematog¬

MARCH
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YOU WON'T MISS AN ISSUE . . . .
ASC PRESIDENT Walter Strenge welcomes Wil¬
liam Margulies to membership in the American

of
American
C/nemafogropfier
if
you
renew
your
subscription
promptly
when
notice
is
re¬
ceived.
The yearly subscription rate remains the
same—$4.00 (U.S. and Canada) Foreign, $5.00.

Society of Cinematographers.

151
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All over the world you will find cinematographers using professional equipment from HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO. More and more professionals
are learning to Depend On Hollycam . . . because HOLLYCAM has the world's greatest selection of cameras, accessories
and equipment. Personal service, high quality, low prices and prompt handling of your orders
^
and inquiries are HOLLYCAM's pride and policy. Our experience in
_
shipping to all parts of the world will
ksave you
money.

JH
^

MITCHELL 35mm
CAMERAS and
ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL NC with 6 lenses, mattebox, viewfinder, motor,
four 1000 ft. magazines, tripod and set of carrying
cases .
$6450.00
MITCHELL STANDARD with 6 lenses, mattebox, viewfinder,
motor, four 1000 ft. magazines and set of carrying
cases . 5300.00
MITCHELL SINGLE SYSTEM with RCA galvanometer and
complete RCA sound recording system. Reconditioned
and euaranteed equal to new . 4950.00
MITCHELL HI-SPEED with 6 lenses, mattebox, viewfinder,
motor, four 1000 ft. magazines and set of carrying cases 5250.00
MAGAZINES^OO foot capacity .
59.95
MAGAZINES—1000 foot capacity.
99.50
TRIPOD LEGS, Standard. New. 119.50
TRIPOD LEGS—Baby. New .
47.50
TRIPOD LEGS—Baby. Used .
32.50
STANDARD FINDER with insert mattes . 179.50
STANDARD FINDER with adjustable mattes .. 275.00
MOTOR—no volt, “wild” . 425.00
MOTOR—12 volt d.c. with tachometer. 350.00
INTERLOCK MOTOR—110 volt, BNC. 195.00
INTERLOCK MOTOR—220 volt, BNC. 195.00
MOTOR—12 volt d.c., S.S. 285.00
MOTOR—24 volt d.c., S.S. 285.00
FILTER HOLDERS—12, with case. New .
17.00
BNC SELSYN remote follow-focus control . 350.00

DE PUE 16mm
PRINTER
High-quality step printer complete
with hi-intensity 500W lamp, air
cooled gate, heavy duty base and
110 volt motor. Single sprocketed
hubs. Beautiful condition.

List Price is Over
$7000.00!

$

KODAK HI SPEED limm CAMERA

SPECIAL .. .With 63mm f2 Eastman lens

$99500

10611

CHANDLER

HiSpeed camera films projected
at 16 fps slow action down
200 times. Ideal for time and
motion studies, scientific re¬
search,
engineering develop¬
ment etc. Features continuous
nonintermittent
movement,
speeds from 1000-3200 fps,
timing light, critical focuser,
automatic shut off, external
circuit control
w/adiustable
synch. 115V AC-DC motor. In¬
terchangeable lenses. Daylight
loading. Completely portable.
No extra equipment reouired.

LIST PRICE—$1700.00

ZOOM LENSES

ORIGINAL LIST—
$3600.00!
NOW ONLY

$95000

RADY STUDIO BUMP

For Mitchell “NC” or Standard
with motor. Spring-actuated,
counter-balanced top allows easy
access to camera for magazine
changing or film threading. Followfocus control outside blimp. Builtin magnifier and pilot light.

List Price is
$1500.00!

Some materials are
from former U.S.
Gov't stocks.
Equipment not listed
as new or
reconditioned is used
All prices f.o.b. our
warehouse.

125000

PAN CINOR 20-60mm, “C” Mount .
PAN CINOR 17y2-70mm, Arriflex 16 mount

CINEX FILM POLISHER
So safe that even original negative stock
may be cleaned and polished. Employs no
sprockets. Operation is completely auto¬
matic with centralized control. Processes
1000 ft. of film every 8 minutes! Hand'es
both 16 and 35mm film.

NOW ONLY

ALSO AVAILABLE
DePue 16/35mm Sound Track Reduction Printer .$ 985.00
Hern'e'd 35mm Continuous Printer w/Filter Changer . 995.00
Arri 35mm Step Printer w/Light Changer .1475.00
Arri 16/35mm Reduction Printer .■.._^.^..._^__J_150j0

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO. has a large inventory of Mitchell parts,
accessories, new movements, and a huge selection of lenses. Tell
us your needs.

Write for your copy of our new catalog, showing
hundreds of items for still, cine, and aerial
photography. Large section on processing equip¬
ment.

152

son HOUYCAM customers

SPECIAL

$129.50
169.50

PORTUGAL • FRANCE • GREAT BRITAIN • ISRAEL • PAKISTAN • TASMANIA • BOLIVIA • SWITZERLAND • AUSTRIA • FRENCH SUDAN • ICELAND

CANADA • BRAZIL • CEYLON • COSTA RICA • GERMANY • SAN MARINO • CHILE • MEXICO • BELGIUM • HOLLAND • IRAQ

the 211N never SETS

H

HOLIYIIIOOD CAMERA CO
BOULEVARD

•

NORTH

HOLLYWOOD

CALIFORNIA
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Less weight to lift...less than %
weight per bag in a total mix
Stacks more easily and evenly...takes
up less storage space
No hot water needed-Fixer bath mixed
at normal working temperature.
Lower shipping costs... saves over Vs
of the usual motor freight cost.

ji^VVErNCOOi WAfit
E I J4 t.
(WiUWMIN Mxmo

HUNT
ANHYDROUS HYPO

HUNT
RICE CRYSTALS

64 LBS.

100 LBS.

SPACE PER
BAG (STORAGE)

55°X

100%

SOLUTION
TEMPERATURE

70° (EXOTHERMIC)

125° (ENDOTHERMIC)

FREIGHT
SAVING

ONLY 2/3 FREIGHT

FULL FREIGHT

EQUIVALENT
WEIGHT

64 LBS.

NET WEIGHT

PHILIP A.HUNT COMPANY
PALISADES PARK, N.J.
CHICAGO

CLEVELAND

DALLAS

CAMBRIDGE

LCS ANGELES

BROOKLYN

ATLANTA

SAN FRANCISCO

FOR SUPERIOR RESULTS AROUNO THE CLOCK USE HUNT GRAPHIC ARTS CHEMICALS

PHILIP A. HUNT COMPANY
PALISADES PARK, NEW JERSEY
BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
In Canada: Philip A. Hunt Company (Canada) Ltd., 207 Queen’s Quay West, Toronto
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F.B
POWER
MITE

THE
GREATEST POWER
ACHIEVEMENT SINCE
BEN FRANKLIN’S
KITE

Contains:
• 15 Volt Power-Mite Battery

• Attached Voltmeter

• Transistorized Converter

• Charging Rate Ammeter

• Battery Charger

• Metal Case with Leather Carry¬
ing Strap and Receptacle

The days of the gasoline generator are rapidly waning. These tiny
transistorized converters and nickel-cadmium batteries are logical
successors to unwieldy, unsafe, unreliable and noisy generators.
5" X

This little 5"x6"x9" unit, weighing less than 12 lbs., will run the
1200 ft. Auricon more than 2,000 feet at 24 fps... or it will run the
Auricon Super 1200 and the Hallen 16 mm. Recorder in perfect sync.

6" X

The F & B POWER-MITE is another new engineering
achievement in Florman & Babb’s continuing effort
to be First & Best... Only one of thousands of items
which make up F & B’s complete stock of profes¬
sional movie equipment.

The first unit made was used in photographing Ike’s recent trip
around the World.

250 Watt Unit Available Soon

O'CONNOR

NEW F & B POWER-MITE
nickel cadmium batteries

I
I
I

the

LARGEST CAPACITY —
6-10 amp. hours.
SMALL-LIGHT — 6 oz.
per 1.25 v. cell. INDE¬
STRUCTIBLE—Can be
stored indefinitely in
any condition.
— No Acid Sp^ay
/11 •
^
EASILY - To 90% m
20 minutes, and 100
KnS 7r/o CHARGE
— After 1 year s
storage.

ADD

’"aoyrSutiorfof Prtassium Hycase

carrying strap and plug.
71/2 Volt—Power-Mite battery (6

leather

CONTINUOUS EASIIY CoSued'’'''
under the
"it'ons
burnished

con.
be
-

-

s/on to the
»' operation “‘"'■Occ '»c
• Designed for use with ic

ptVZmds'oT'

Iff

Model 100

^675

e,Tlcam.
'bs.

|., 35;oo

i*i Volt—Power-Mite battery (1
^ 20,00
Att^hed voltmeter-optional.| 29.5O
Battery Charger..$ lo.OO

^475. Model 200-A
level.

Prec/s/on bull’s eye

'cc cameras up to
^00 lbs.

“'•fhell ?fanilara,
"'CenPPr

I
I
I
I

“EADS

•"'lplcr”AT™:Es'oUSTOM«.a_TOYO^^

Write for Illustrated Brochure

Serving The World’s Finest Film Makers

& AA.tS.IS, INC
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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What the indus¬

PHOTOGRAPHIC

try's came.'amen
were

ASSIGNMENTS

shooting

last month.
By

MARION

HUTCHINS

AMERICAN NATIONAL

Monkok A.skins, “The Man and the Cliallenge"* (Ziv-TV) with George Nader; “This
Man Dawson”* (Ziv-TV) witli Keith Andes.
Richard Rawling.s, “Bat Masterson”* (ZivTV ) with Gene Barry.
' \CK M ' ROHETTE “Lockup”* (Ziv-TV) with
Macdonald Carey.

Curt Fetters, “Tombstone Territory”* (ZivTV) with Pat Conway.
William Whitley, ASC, “Men Into Space”*
(Ziv-TV) with Bill Lundigan.

open the door to

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

Stuart Thompson, ASC, “Have Gun, Will
Travel”* with Richard Boone and Kam
Tong.

where color’s never been before

Fleet Southcott, “Giinsmoke”* with James
Arness and Dennis Weaver.
Fred Bentley, “The Lineup”* with Warner
Anderson and Tom Tully.

with Jamieson-Processed*

CASCADE PICTURES

Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*

16mm EKTACHROME ER FILMS

William Skall, ASC, Commercials*
COLUMB'A

m
2

■i

H
B
m

Shoot existing light scenes in quality color
— low light level factory areas
— indoor office and shop areas
— sunless outdoor events
— sports, nighttime on the field or in the arena
Jamieson normal processing to Eastman-standard ASA
ratings of 160 (daylight) and 125 (tungsten), or special
Jamieson forced processing to ASA ratings of 320
(daylight) and 250 (tungsten), is available at Dallas
noiv on a direct-to-you basis. Jamieson normal processing
at $.059 per foot, forced processing at $.09 per foot.

Joe MacDonald, ASC, “Pepe” (George Sid¬
ney Int’l-Posa Prods.; CinemaScope & Color)
with Cantinllas, Dan Dailey and Shirley
Jones. George Sidney, producer-director.
Walter Castle, ASC, Joseph Biroc, ASC,
Burnett Guffey. ASC, Walter Strenge,
ASC, “Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre”* (Screen
Gems).
Henry Freih.ich. ASC, “Dennis the Men¬
ace”* (Screen Gems) with Gloria Henry and
Herbert Anderson.
Walter Castle, ASC, “Love of Mike”*
(Pilot; Screen Gems); Oscar Rudolph,
director.
Nick Musuraca. ASC!, “333 Montgomery
Street”* (Pilot; Screen Gems; shooting in
San Francisco) ; Paul Wenkos, director.

JAMIESON film company
3825 Bryon Street • Dallas, Texas

Irving Lippman, “Manhunt”* (Screen Gems)
with Victor Jory and Patrick McVey. Fred
Jackman, director.
Charles Welborn, “Tightrope”*
Gems) with Michael Connors.

^ Under license hy Eastman Kodak Company.

(Screen

Cert Andersen, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*
(Screen Gems) with Donna Reed. Oscar
Rudolph, director.

HOUSTON FEARLESS

Fred Gately, ASC, “Father Knows Best”*
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

PANORAM

Philip Tannura, ASC, “Man from Blackhawk”* (Screen Gems) with Robert Rock¬
well.

VARIABLE SHUTTERS
and Automatic Dissolve
Attachments
for ALL BOLEX
H CAMERAS.
The real answer to
fades, lap dissolves and
controlled shutter speeds.
Send for free information.

DOLLIES

Burnett Guffey. ASC, “Reach for Tomor¬
row” with Burl Ives, Shelley Winters and
James Darren. Philip Leacock, director.

Thoroughly Overhauled

—

Guaranteed

Joseph Biroc, ASC, T3 Ghosts” (William
Castle Prod.) with Joe Morrow. William
Castle, director.

SPECIAL LOW PRICE:

PELLEGRINI-PIEK

Immediate

4-Wheel .$1,400.00

1 545 Lombard St.
San Francisco 23, Calif.
ALSO DUAL POWER VIEWER FOR BOLEX RX

Delivery!

5-Wheel . 1,800.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36. N.

Y.

DESILU STUDIOS—Culver City

Lucien Andriot. ASC. “U. S. Marshall”*
(Desilu Prods.) with John Bromfield.
Continued on Page 194
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“VFR” APPLICATIONS:

BANK PROTECTION

FOILING SHOPLIFTERS

. . . The practical, low-cost method for reliable
recording of closed-circuit TV picture and sound for
future reference!
X-RAY INSPECTION

CHECKING TV COMMERCIALS

MEDICAL

EDUCATION

“VFR”.

INSTRUMENTATION

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Write for free
illustrated

"VFR”

Brochure.

. . A Video Film Recording is a motion picture film of information
or pictures appearing on a closed-circuit television monitor. Video Film
Recordings of TV picture and sound are taken by an Auricon 16 mm
Sound-On-Film Camera equipped with a special “TV-T” Shutter mechanism
which transforms the television image into clear, steady motion pictures,
with high-fidelity sound.
These VFR films can be shown with a standard 16mm sound projector
with picture and sound always in perfect synchronism.
An Auricon “VFR” Video Film Recording is the practical low-cost method
of preserving closed-circuit television information for future reference.
Closed-circuit television is now a major tool for industrial and
commercial applications, and a permanent record of the material
appearing on the television monitor is often of major importance. The
Bach Auricon “VFR” Sound Camera is the vital link in this system that
provides a permanent record whenever needed.
We will be glad to consult with you without obligation, regarding the
use of the Bach Auricon “VFR” Method in your business.

SSOS R.om.a,in.e St., Hollywood 3S, Calif.
Hollywood
(FORMERLY

S-OS31

BERNDT BACH

INC

)

MA.lSTXJF’A.CTUHESHS OB’ EJl^ECTHOlSriC-OFTICA-Lj HECOHDHSTO EJQTJIFlwIElSTT SHSTCE
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Film Titling &
Special Effects Kit
SOSound Film
Striping Machine
Visco-matic
3-Speed
Pan-&-Tilt

Cinemaphon Laminating Sonostriper

Fluid Head

Versa-Dolly^
(Dolly, Hi-hat,
Baby Tripod
iond Triangle)

TEL-Amatic 16/35mm
Neg/Pos Film Cleaner

Jr. Tripod ^
with
V-Grooved
Curved Legs
TEL-Animastand
Animation and
Special Effects
Camera Stand

Ediola 16mm Action
Viewer & Sound Reader

I he tower trademark of S.O.S.
Cinema Supply Corp. stands as a Seal Of Service
for more than a third-of-a-century. Here, at S.O.S.,
occupying an entire building, you will find at all
times an enormous stock, more varied and more
complete than any in the industry.
Our most zealously guarded assets are the
respect and confidence of our many customers,
comprising the smallest to the largest organiza¬
tions, including governments of many countries
throughout the world.
The S.O.S. CATALOG, listing over 8000 items is
the most complete of its kind ever published. If you do
not already have it, make your request on your company
letterhead for a FREE copy.

16mm Jr. Viewer

Moy Visible Edge
Film Numbering &
Coding Machine

The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'
TEL-Amatic
Professional
16mm Printer

New York City: 602 WEST 52nd STREET • PLaza 7-0440
Hollywood, Calif.: 6331 Hollywood Blvd. • HOIIy'd. 7-2124

SOSpeed Automatic
Double 8mm to Single 8mm
Film Slitter

TEL-Animaprint
Hot Press Titling
^

Machine

T.C.E. Bolex
Accessories

Body-Brace
Camera
Support

BIGGER PROFITS IN '60
WITH

THE

S.O.S. LEASING PLAN
The S.O.S. Plan, designed especially for the motion
picture industry, makes it possible for you to expand
your business, improve your services to the trade and
increase your profits by acquiring the most modern
Film Production Equipment
for all its future
service—as when you purchase outright . . .

without paying in advance

aS in COnventional rental . . . you save up to 75% of the
rental you are now paying.
without paying exorbitant rent

—

makes it more economical and more practical in many instances
for you to LEASE the equipment you require
than to own it outright.

i^^The S.O.S. Leasing Plan

Under the S.O.S. Plan, leased equipment pays for it¬
self while it produces more profits for you—without
the strain on your financial status.
On a 3 or 4-year lease you pay only 10% down and at
the end of the term you can renew your lease annually
AT A COST OE ONLY 1% PER YEAR!
W rite for your FREE copy of the informative S.O.S. Booklet
^^HOW EE ASUS G CAS INCREASE YOUR PROFITS^’

"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry"

S.O.S. CliMA SUPPLY DORP.

602 WEST 52n(i ST., NEW YORK 19. N.Y.
Phone: PLaza 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

WESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2124

PUZZLED ABOUT EDITING
MULTIPLE SOUND TRACKS?
IF SO THEN TRY THE NEW

From this

CAMART ADD-A-UNIT
EXTENSION PLATE
Here's How It Works!
Today when you have a com¬
pleted feature or short a Musi¬
cal score is recorded to suit.
Each recording for effects back¬
ground

is

done

tracks.

Here

on

is

Camart Add-A-Unit
you

time

and

separate

where

the

can

save

money.

With

the Add-A-Unit you can edit
and cut three or more tracks
simultaneously.

No need to go

back again and run the whole
picture through.

Everything is

done in one operation.

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET:
1.

The

Add-A-Unit

extension

plate ribbed construction of
durable aluminum alloy, pre¬
cision machined to fit any
series 20 Moviola film editing
machine in perfect alignment.
2.

Extra belt guards and screws.

3.

Complete

flexilde

coupling

Camart Add-A-Unit
Extension Plate

^

4.
5.

6.

assembly to interlock sound
heads.
Extra flange.
Amplifier connections with all
ready made fittings for easy
installation.
Separate volume controls per¬
mit individual control over
each sound head, including
the composite.

325

COMPLETE

Additional Separate Sound heads ivith take-ups—Prices on Request.

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

160

NEW YORK 23 . PLaza 7-6977 . Cable: Comeromort

at Columbus Circle
New York’s new Coliseum
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in the east... it’s

MOVIELAB

■

ISipffi

ii^

ifllBEIES
MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUOSON 6-0360

^developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing* Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

WHY

M-G-M CHOSE "CAMERA 65

Following the trend to wider negative use,

As

Metro-Goldvvyn-Mayer’s

f r

super-spectacle, “Ben-Hur,”

thunders across the screens of the world, the credits reveal

MGM’s choice was the Panavision-engineered system that produces release prints

that this greatest of all film epics was photographed in
“M-G-M Camera 65.” Two questions naturally arise: “Ex¬
actly what is M-G-M Camera 65?” and

hy did Metro

of high resolution in any aspect ratio and

select this process in preference to all other available photo¬

film size.

ambitious production?”

graphic processes as the system for shooting

its most

To answer the first question: M-G-M Camera 65 is an
anamorphic system of cinematography in which the image

By

162

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

is exposed on negative stock 65mm wide and printed on

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHY of “Ben-Hor"
Goldwyn-Moyer studio

provided

Robert Surtees, ASC, (upper right
five MGM Camera 65's.
operation

with

in

Rome, Metro-

director of
in

to several glass grinding companies, l)ut the lenses were
assembled by Panavision.

photography

photo at left) with

The result was a series of taking and printing lenses of
highest definition, and completely free of distortion. The

Engineered by Panavision in co¬

MGM engineers, the

cameras

use

65mm

negative, require a massive blimp, and employ speciallydesigned

lenses

affording

new

highs

in

resolution

unique j)rocess which makes this accomplishment possible is
now used in the production of all Panavision optics.
Though heavily protected by world-wide patents, many of

and

definition.

the techniques and details, of course, are closely-guarded
trade secrets.
Stock 70mm wide for projection on giant screens. It refers
to a system designed and manufactured by Panavision, Inc.,
embodying several unique technical features.
To answer the second question, we must go back a few
years to the time when M-G-M found itself approaching
the shooting phase of “Ben-Hur.” The studio wanted a
photographic process of optimum quality to use in filming
its epic production. Studio chiefs were dissatisfied with the
technical quality of wide-screen systems then available.
They especially deplored the curvatures and distortions in¬
herent in these systems. They took their problem to a rela¬
tively new company, Panavision, Inc., of West Los Angeles,
headed by Robert Gottschalk. Panavision was then en¬

V hen the equipment was completed, Panavision shot a
test reel consisting of random scenes in San Erancisco,
Monterey and Death Valley. Projected for M-G-M execu¬
tives, their response was highly enthusiastic and it was
decided to use Ultra-Panavision (as the system is officially
called) to photograph “Ben-Hur.” The studio felt that it
would be advantageous to give their use of the process a
distinctive label, so they decided to call it: “M-G-M Cam¬
era 65.”
Shooting schedule complications forced a one-year delay
in the start of filming “Ben-Hur.” In the meantime, the
studio decided to use the new process in photographing

grossed in filling an order to manufacture 15,000 pairs of

“Raintree County.” Panavision equipment was purchased
by M-G-M and, with Robert Surtees, A.S.C., as Director

anamorphic projection lenses to equip the theaters for the
projection of pictures filmed in CinemaScope.
M-G-M, through its Chief of Research and Development,
Douglas Shearer, asked Panavision to develop a 65mm

of Photography on “Raintree County,” Ultra-Panavision
(or M-G-M Camera 65) was officially launched in the realm
of feature film production.

wide-screen photographic system that would insure highfidelity definition, minus the annoying curvatures and dis¬
tortions of other wide-screen systems. In addition, the
studio suggested the following series of qualifications that
would make this in every way an all-purpose system:
(A) Enough information on the 65mm negative so that
an excellent 3-strip Cinerama e.xtraction could be made.
(B) A system that would permit a very high quality

M-G-M studio had planned to release “Raintree” in
70mm, but all 70mm projectors then in existence were
occupied with showings of the Todd-AO feature, “Around
the World in 80 Days.” M-G-M decided against manufac¬
turing additional 70mm projectors at that time, so “Rain¬
tree County” was released as a 35mm anamorphic print
reduced from the 65mm original (which has a power of
1/3 anamorphic squeeze). Panavision built special lenses to
make these “print-downs” and the resultant 35mm prints

35mm anamorphic print-down.
(Cj The system must be capable of producing extremely

Continued on Page 192

high quality 70mm prints which could be projected with
de-anamorphising projection lenses to achieve an aspect
ratio up to 3-to-l without sound track and 2.7-to-l with sixchannel Sterophonic sound track on the release print.
(Dj A system that would permit the extraction of a
1.85-to-l non-anamorphic 35mm print, a 16mm anamorphic
print, and a 16mm non-anamorphic print.
In other words, M-G-M wanted to be able to extract from
one large key negative any type of release print it chose
whenever the need arose for such a print.
With this in mind, and without any financial advance of
any kind from M-G-M, Panavision set about on its own to
design a series of taking lenses and allied equipment (in¬
cluding printer lenses) to produce a superior 70mm release
print. As development of the equipment progressed a most
harmonious relationship developed between Panavision

IT

WAS

DISTORTION

such

as

this,

common

with

many

anamorphic

lenses, that started MGM engineers in quest of better optics for filming,
printing and projection of the studio's pictures.

and M-G-M. Studio executives Eddie Mannix and Douglas
Shearer made available shooting facilities, camera crews
and sound stages for the filming of tests—and all of the
test footage was developed by the M-G-M lab. The equip¬
ment itself was designed and built exclusively by Pana¬
vision technicians headed by President Robert Gottschalk,
Vice-President John Moore, and Walter Wallin,
vision’s chief optical engineer and mathematician.

Pana-

All phases of the development and manufacture of the
lenses (except the actual grinding) were done at the Pana¬
vision plant. Grinding of the elements was contracted out
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PANAVISION

LENSES and Camera 65 supplied the answer.

Note the

lack of horizontal distortion in subject's face in photo above, compared
to

subject's

appearance

in

upper

photo.

Definition

also

is

greatly

improved.
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WHY EDGE-NUMBERING PAYS
Tiny numbers printed on edge of film cuts editing time
by simplifying the matching of work print with original
and sound track for quick, positive synchronization.

By

HARRY

TEITELBAUM

IDOOOOODOQDOOOOOOODOOODDDOOOODOOQOOODOQQOOOQOOaaaoa

lODOOOOOOOOODDOOOODOOOQOOOQOODOOOQOODOOOOOOQOQOOaOO
AG

JDODOQOOOOOOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOODDaOODODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
_____________

HOW EDGE-NUMBERING simplifies matching of picture with
track.

The

two

films

are

locked

in

the

synchronizer

with

its sound
the

cor-

responding edge-numbers adjacent, as illustrated by films above photo.

164

AsaasA__

Thereafter, the
show

the

re-align

edge-numbers which

length

of

the

film

at

any

picture and track following

are

spaced

point,

every

enable

12

editor

inches and
to

quickly

excise of any footage or scenes.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

iDIVIDENDS

Edge-numbering of processed motion picture film plays a
most important role in simplifying editing techniques and
assuring positive synchronization of the picture and sound
tracks in the least amount of time.
In the beginning, and for many years after, in the motion
picture industry, matching of the negative and positive
was accomplished by matching the action. This method was
slow at best, tedious and generally unreliable since it de¬
pended completely on the eyesight of the individual and
this was, of course, hardly foolproof.
In the mid 1920’s, Joe Aller of the Rothacker & Aller
Laboratory in Hollywood, devised and patented a method
of applying footage numbers on film with quick drying
ink in a manner similar to the operation of a printing

THE MFC EDGE-NUMBERING machine which can print edge-numbers
on motion picture film at speeds up to TOO feet per minute.

press. This technique was immediately successful for it
proved to be a tremendous time saver and eliminated the
possibility of human error.
When sound was introduced to the motion picture indus¬
try in 1928, it not only played an important role in the
revitalization of motion pictures, but caused edge-number¬
ing of film really to come into its own, since it provided

ters in numerical continuity, hundred of thousands of feet

identification. However, during the period when the editor
is cutting the work print, these key numbers are no longer
consecutive and it is to the film editor’s advantage to apply
his own edge-numbers in a consecutive order for simple
filing and quick identification.

of film can be thus coded.
Rapid-drying inks in black, red or yellow are used for
edge-numbering, and festooning rollers are used to lengthen
the drying cycle, thus assuring that the ink will be dry
before the film is taken up.
Black ink which is most difficult to eradicate is used
when permanent numbering of tbe film is desired.
Red ink is most widely used on striped magnetic film
since it lends itself to easy removal for magnetic film re¬
claiming.

The film editor notes the edge-numbers of each scene of
the cut dailies in a master log. Thus when editing of the
entire film has been completed, the negative cutter is able

Yellow ink is generally used for numbering 16mm color
film since it is a color most easily read when applied on a
black background.

to cut the negative picture and sound track to match the
completed work print.

Hollywood Film Company, Hollywood, manufactures a
film edge-numbering machine that is widely used in the
industry’s studios and film laboratories. The HFC machines
handle a maximum of 3,000-ft. of film on reels or flanges

a positive method of synchronizing the picture to the sound
track in a practical and economical manner.
Today, all raw stock manufactured in this country car¬
ries a key number on one edge which can be used for

Edge-numbers are printed photographically on 35mm
release prints so that film exchanges can order replacement
sections of damaged prints by using the code numbers.
Edge numbering of motion picture film is accomplished
by depositing ink from a fountain onto a rubber roller
which is then applied to a revolving metal numbering
block that prints the inked numbers in numerical sequence
on the base side of the film at given intervals (every 16
frames or 1 ft. on 35mm and every 40 frames or 1 ft. on
16mm).
The numbering block usually consists of two letter wheels
manually operated and four number wheels going from
0000 to 9999, which are mechanically operated. The num¬
bers are applied to tbe base side of the film and printed
photographically onto the daily prints. By changing let-
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at one time and apply edge-numbers at a normal rate of
100-ft. per minute.
When there is a black edge on 16mm film, which pre¬
vents printing edge-numbers photographically in the film
printing process, the required edge-numbering can be per¬
formed on the HFC machine, which employs a directreading numbering block for this operation. In addition,
the machine can be set to simultaneously apply synchro¬
nized numbering to both the original and the duplicate
reversal print. Thus, when both films are placed in a synchnonizer, the frames will match because the edge numbers
will be adjacent.
Continued on Page 188
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Everywhere in the
World.. .because
it’s on film!
Yes, film is everywhere—

there are people! And because it is
everywhere and so many millions see
it, making it right in technic is both
a privilege and a responsibility. That,
in brief, is the philosophy of the
Eastman Technical Service for Motion
Picture Film—a service highly regarded
by all who call upon it.
Branches are located at strategic
centers. Inquiries invited.

Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue, New York 1 7, N.Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

When you’re shooting under pressure, filming scenes of
the “grab-it-quick” type, where you want to minimize fid¬
dling with and thinking about basic cameras mechanics,
you can often set your lens at the hyperfocal distance and
then forget focus, confident that (at least on most normal
shots) everything important in your picture will be in ade¬
quately sharp focus. But to do this you’ve got to know what
the hyperfocal distance is, and how to put it to work.
Hyperfocal distance is a double-action affair. First of all,
it is the distance at and beyond which all objects are in
focus when sharp focus is secured at infinity. But also—
and perhaps more important—if you focus the lens at the
hyperfocal distance, everything from one half that distance
from the camera to infinity will be sharply defined. If, for
instance, the hyperfocal distance is 25 feet, everything from
that point on to infinity will be adequately sharp with the
lens at infinity focus, while if the lens is set at the hyper¬
focal distance of 25 feet, everything from 121/^ feet to infin¬
ity will be adequately sharp. The depth of field range is in¬
creased from 25 feet to infinity to 121/2 feet to infinity.
The thing to remember at this point, also, is that depth
of field increases—first, as the distance of the object from
the lens increases; second, as the focal length of the lens
decreases; and third, as the lens diaphragm is stopped
down.
The hyperfocal point is dependent upon three factors: the
focal length of the lens, the aperture used (expressed as an
COMING SUDDENLY upon a dramatic and newsworthy shot, the news¬
reel cameraman hasn't time to check focus and lens stop before shoot¬
ing. Working with the lens set for hyperfocal distance, he is secure in
knowing

that

most

of

his

shots

will

have

acceptable

sharp

facus.

/-stop) and the circle of confusion.
The term “circle of confusion” refers to the diameter of
the lens’ image of any given point in the scene. Theoreti¬
cally, if lenses could he made perfect, the image of a point
would also be a point. But in practice, not even the finest
of lenses can bring the images of all wave-lengths or colors
of light to a focus so precisely in the same plane that the
image of a point will be a true point. Instead, some wave¬

Sharp Focus Safety
With Hyperfocal Distance
How to insure sharp focus
when shooting under pressure
with a hand-held camera.

lengths will come to a focus on the plane of the film, while
others will be focused microscopically behind or in front of
it—in either case giving an image on the film slightly
larger than the actual point. The practical result is that the
image of the point is reproduced as a circle, rather than as
a point. It is microscopically small, of course, but it is still
mathematically measurable as a circle instead of a point.
The size of this circle of confusion therefore becomes one
of the chief governing factors in the matter of image defini¬
tion. Speaking generally, the finer a lens, the smaller the
diameter of its circle of confusion. In the same way, if a
lens is to be used for work that is not too exacting, hyper¬
focal and depth of field calculations can be based on a
circle of confusion considerably larger than is necessary in
a lens to be used for exacting work like cinematography.
For still-camera work, for example, and even in some cal¬
culations for 35mm motion picture photography, a circle of
confusion .002 inch in diameter may be quite acceptable;
but for really professional 35mm cinematography, and for
all 16mm cinematography (in which the relative enlarge¬
ment in projection is much greater than in 35mm practice)
the permissible circle of confusion must be taken as .001
inch.

By

JOHN

FORBES

It is easy enough to figure out the hypefocal point for
any lens and stop for yourself. The formula is:
F2

H = -f X C
In other words, the hyperfocal distance (H) equals the
Continued on Page 182
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gives you
all
three
When it comes to prints, you demand three
things—quality, speed, personalized service.
Motion Picture Laboratories has the master
craftsmen, the complete equipment, and the
know-how born of experience to give you prints
of matchless quality. It also gives overnight
service anywhere in the United States. And un¬
der the personal direction of Frank McGeary,
Motion Picture Laboratories assures you
personalized service at the level of top
management.
It is because Motion Picture Laboratories
gives the 16MM film producer the three most
important things he demands in prints that it
has increased its business every single month
for the past three years.
What we do for others we can do for you.
Send us your film by AIR. Send it today!

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC.
781 S. Main Street • Memphis 6, Tennessee
Phone WHitehall 8-0456
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CLEAR

PLASTIC

SHIELD

mounted

protection

for cameraman while

Protecitve

shield

is

designed

for

before
use

of

situations as pictured above where use of a telephoto-equipped camera

reptile at close range.

at a safer distance is not feasible. Use of wing-nuts on bracket makes

camera

photographing
with

offers

hand-held

a

measure

camera

in

such

shield demountable.

Protective Shield For Wildlife Photographers
When you can’t use a telephoto for wildlife closeups in the field, here’s
a gadget that makes it possible to work safely at close range of subject.
By
Motion picture photography

of wild

life, especially reptiles, can be both dif¬
ficult and dangerous, which is the rea¬
son that most cameramen in quest of
such subjects invariably use telephoto

ROY

ZEPER

than with a tripod mounted camera.
In addition, such shots have greater
depth of field and more normal per¬
spective.

lenses where closeup shots are desired.
Use of tele lenses in such instances,
however, presents some problems: the
camera cannot he used successfully un¬

Working in the field where there is
considerable brush and undergrowth,
the cameraman cannot easily spot his
subject until suddenly coming upon
him at close range. Such proximity to

less tripod-mounted; telephotos lack the
required depth of field; and they pro¬

subject is often a proximity to danger,
also, as when suddenly faced with a

duce the illusion of compressing the

other hand, enables the photographer

rattlesnake, or perhaps a cornered fox
or coyote. Without protection of some
kind, the average cameraman instinc¬
tively thinks of protecting himself, fails

to get good shots with the camera hand¬

to bring his camera into play, and loses

camera

held, and also permits following the

a rare and valuable shot.

trance of animal lair. Concealed shield affords protec¬

subject into the background plane.
A shorter or “normal” lens, on the

subject in action with greater accuracy

170

Having experienced situations such

HERE,

BOTH

protective

shield

and

are

camouflaged

for

making

remote-controlled
closeups at en¬

tion to camera from startled animals that might other¬
wise upset equipment in sudden flight.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

as this, I mounted a transparent plastic
shield with an opening for the lens in
front of my camera, as illustrated in
photo at left. The shield is
thickness and 18 inches square. The
opening for the lens is 2-in. in dia¬
meter. The plastic panel is bolted to a

Nominees

right-angle bracket made of 1 T6-in.
steel. Bolts having wing nuts were used
to permit quick mounting of panel in

Announced

the field. A series of
are
drilled in the base side of the bracket
affording alternate positions for the
camera, depending on the focal length

For

lens used. When a telephoto lens is
mounted on the camera, the latter must
be mounted farther back from the pro¬

Cinematography

tective panel.
This shield has on many occasions
saved me from being clawed or bitten

^Vscars"

by wildlife subjects approached for
closeups, and has deflected the venom

‘‘OSCAR’’

of snakes and discouraged attack by
brave but small animals which I have
suddenly surprised in my camera

Annual achievement award
of the Academy of Motion
Picture

forays. In addition, the shield also
serves to camouflage the camera as
well as myself when lying prone on
the ground and working close to an
animal lair, bird’s nest, etc. In such
instances, as accompanying photos
show, camoufiage is added to the
panel in the form of a cloth or other
material that blends with the sur¬

Arts

and

Sciences

directors of photography—all members of the American
Society of Cinematographers—are contenders this year for the annual
“Oscar” awards of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for
the best cinematography of 1959. Their names and the titles of the nomi¬
nated productions they photographed are as follows:

Ten HOLLYWOOD

roundings.
Perhaps some observations on wild¬
life filming with this equipment may
be timely at this point. The camera¬
man’s greatest asset, of course, is
knowing his sulp’ect and his habits.
Forearmed with this knowledge, the
cameraman knows where to search for
his subjects with the greatest chances

BLACK-AND-WHITE

COLOR

CH.\RLES LANG, JR., ASC

DANIEL FAPP, ASC

“Some Like It Hot”

“The Five Pennies”

JOSEPH LA SHELLE, ASC

LEE GARMES, ASC

“Career”

“The Big Fisherman”

SAM LEAVITT, ASC

FRANK PLANER, ASC

“Anatomy of A Murder”'

“The Nun’s Story”

WILLIAM MELLOR, ASC

LEON SHAMROY, ASC

“Diary of Anne Frank”

“Porgy and Bess”

HARRY STRADLING, SR., ASC

ROBERT SURTEES, ASC

“The Young Philadelphians”

“Ben-Hur”

Continued on Page 189

All ten cinematographers have been nominees in previous years, and
eight of them have won “Oscars.”
Recounting the “Oscar” winning record of these men (in alphalietical
order) we find that Lee Garmes won an “Oscar” in 1932 for “Shanghai
Express”; Charles Lang, Jr., in 1933 for “A Farewell To Arms”; Joseph
LaShelle, “Laura”, 1944; Sam Leavitt, “The Defiant Ones,’’ 1958;
illiam
Mellor, “A Place In The Sun,” 1951; Leon Shamroy, “The Black Swan,”
1942; “Wilson,” 1944; and “Leave Her To Heaven,” 1945; Harry Stradling, Sr., “The Picture of Dorian Gray,” 1945; Robert Surtees, “King Solo¬
mon’s Mines,” 1950, and “The Bad and the Beautiful,” 1952.
USING SHIELD with reflex camera, that permits camera¬
man

to view scene while shooting, affords both pro¬

tection

and

camouflage

equipment when
closeup shots.

of

the

cameraman

and

his

During the past ten years, nine of this year's contenders have had one or
more pictures nominated for the Cinematography Award. Daniel Fapp’s

stalking nature subjects for extreme
Continued on Page 190
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Lip-Sync Sound With Any 16mm Camera
Magnasync's

compact

Nomad

magnetic

recorder

makes

16mm

any

camera a sound camera. It’s a “natural” for freelance television
cameramen, industrial film photographers and
production of low-budget

By

others engaged

news
in the

16mm sound films.

JOSEPH

V.

M A S C E L L I

The Magnasync “Nomad,” a seven pound, ingeniously de¬
signed, completely transistorized magnetic sound recorderreproducer offers a new approach to the truly portable lipsinc-sound recording problem. It pioneers the employment
of split 16mm magnetic film, rather than tape, and provides
for recording two separate sound tracks (one each for voice
and music), which are automatically mixed when played
back. This method eliminates the need for sound dubbing,
and the duping of original film where a composite print
must be made in order to combine picture and multiple
sound tracks.
The Nomad makes any camera a sound camera, any pro¬
jector a sound projector. While the Nomad unit was de¬
signed primarily for the advanced amateur and the semi-

motor spring, an accessory D.C. elecrtic motor can be at¬
tached to the Nomad to drive both the record and the cam¬
era. V hether the electric motor is used or the camera
spring motor is employed to drive the equipment, the
governor of the camera regulates the speed of both units.
For projection and reproduction of sound with the Nomad,
the unit is coupled with the projector by cable and it is tbe
projector motor that drives both machines.

pro, it will be welcomed by the professional for filming
those hard-to-get “impossible” sound shots that often crop
up in the midst of a difficult production. It will undoubtedly
appeal also to the free lance TV news cameraman, the in¬
dustrial and in-plant cinematographers and others in the
business of producing low-budget sound films.
Positive interlock is achieved in either filming or pro¬
jection by means of a flexible cable. As may be seen in the
photo illustrating this feature, there are two receptacles on
the control side of the Nomad recorder—one marked 180
(the rpm speed of the 8-to-l shaft of 16mm cameras) and
1440 (the rpm speed of the main drive shaft or threading
knob of 16mm projectors). The flexible cable leading from
tbe camera is plugged into the 180 rpm jack of the record¬
er, thus driving the recorder by means of the same spring
motor that turns the camera. The 1440 plug-in is for use
of the Nomad with a projector.
For shooting longer sound takes than the average springdriven 16mm camera affords on a single winding of the

employed to supply a music track on the second sound

THE NOMAD recorder-reproducer in use with Bolex 16mm
camera. Unit mounts beneath camera and is interlocked with
it by means of flexible cable so that camera drives the re¬
corder. Here cameraman, wearing monitoring headphones,
holds palm-size mixer unit before him to check sound level
on the VU meter as he shoots.

MARCH
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The basic sevend-pound Nomad unit is mounted directly
under the camera with a special bracket, and contains a
complete two-channel recorder-reproducer with self-con¬
tained, transistorized audio and rechargeable nickel cad¬
mium batteries. In use, track number one records voice.
Later, music from a phonograph or tape recorder can be
channel. The operator can listen to the mixed voice and
Continued on Next Page

music tracks through earphones, which are part of the
equipment, and adjust the record volume of each until the
balance is pleasing. Because the music is recorded sepa¬
rately, the original voice track can not he erased or other¬
wise damaged. Recording is done by two individual heads
resulting in two sound tracks 50-mil wide, which are sepa¬
rate and distinct. Reproduction, however, is by a single
head which scans both tracks and mixes them automatically.
A remote hand mixer of unique design permits control
of recording levels by a clever dish-shaped knob which fits
the thumb. Thus the operator can “feel” the correct record¬
ing position while concentrating visually on the scene
through the camera viewfinder. The mixer contains VU
meter, record and playback controls, film-direct monitor
switch (either direct or recorded sound may be monitored),
battery test switch, microphone iiq)ut. and earphone output
jacks. The mixer may be clipped to the camera bracket or
hung on the tripod or the cameraman’s belt, or simply car¬
ried in his pocket during shooting.
The basic unit accommodates a hundred-foot roll of mag¬
netic film to match the average 16mm camera’s 100-ft. film
load. For longer takes, and for projection-reproduction, a
special luacket accommodating 100-ft. of magnetic film is
available. Still another adapter allows use of 1200-ft. reels.
VIEW

OF opposite side of Bolex camera showing flexible cable inter¬

lock (arrow) by which the camera drives the recorder.

Magnasync engineers, after much testing and delibera¬
tion over a three-year period, chose to pioneer the use of
split 16mm Mylar base magnetic film, rather than the con¬
ventional magnetic tape for two reasons: the split film width
(8mm) allows ample space for recording two “clean” and
separate sound tracks with sufficient space in l)etween; also,
the 3-mil-thick Mylar base has greater body and substance
which makes it easily handled. Quarter-inch perforated tape
was considered earlier, hut was later abandoned because its

REMOTE hand mixer con¬
tains

VU

and

playback

meter,

record

controls,

film-direct monitor switch,
battery test button, mike
input and earphone out¬
put jack, affording oper¬
ator complete control of
his sound takes.

.062

n.

17312

The Nomad can he truly described as a single/double¬
system sound recorder—a term that would normally seem
eontradictory. It is single-system because sound and picture
are integrated and handled as one. It is double-system since
sound and picture are on separate films. It thus possesses
single-system simplicity and double-system quality and veratility. Shooting sync-sound with the Nomad offers no more
difficulty than might he encountered with any conventional
single-system camera. The Nomad’s better sound quality
however, plus the ease of editing it affords easily places it
on a par with the double-system method.
Now for a run-down of the various ways the Nomad
can be used:

REC. HEAD

.062

U/o'mil thickness was considered too flimsy to provide the
desired ruggedness and ease of handling inherent in the
sturdier film.

.062

-SHIELD

PLAY HEAD
1 PLAYS
i BOTH TRACKS

PLAY HEAD

.200

1

1. In its simplest form it will appeal to the amateur or
the semi-pro as an interlocked sync-sound recorder, which
can be driven by the camera’s spring motor and used to
record synchronized sound pictures anywhere without need
for external power sources or cumbersome equipment. The
camera can he handled as a single unit, even hand-held if
necessary, and sound recorded almost effortlessly as scenes
are shot. A music or sound effects track can he recorded
later and mixed with the voice track. The corresponding
picture

8 MM h(SPLIT 16 mm)

TRACK

film,

together with

its combination voice-music

track can he reproduced, even with a silent projector (pro¬
vided it can he operated at a steady 24 frames per second).

PLACEMENT
Continued on Page 185
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BROOKS
CAMERAS
The West^s Largest
Selection of Fine
Professional Cameras
Variable shutter permits smooth fades and lap dissolves. Greater ex¬
posure control possible through partial closing of the variable shutter
instead of lens. Shown with KEXOFADER—an optional accessory ($37.50)
that permits automatic operation of the variable shutter.

BOLEX H-16 REX

H-16 R€X from $400, with Lytar 1" f/1.8 lens
BOLEX 16nim LENSES
Pan Cinor 85—w/R.F. From 17.5 to
85mm—F2 .$420.00
Pan Cinor f/2.4 lens, focal lengths
from nVamm to 70mm.$269.50
Pan Cinor 100 f/3.4 lens, focal
lengths from 25mm to 100mm
.$329.50
Switar 10mm w/a f/1.6 FM 8"
to
irrf.
"C" mount.
Visifocus
.$149.50
Switar 16mm w/a f/1.8 FM 8" to
inf. "C” mount. Visifocus. .$99.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.5 FM I1/2'
to inf. Visifocus.$115.00
Yvar 100mm 4" f/3.3 tele. 4-power
magnification. Focuses 8' to inf.
.$89.50

Yvar 16mm w/a f/2.8. Focuses 1'
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $59.50
Switar 75mm (3") f/1.9, focus 5'
to inf., Visifocus, C-mount, Rex and
Reflex .$145.00
Yvar 75mm 3" f/2.8 tele. Focuses
5' to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus
.$69.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.4. Focuses
IV2' to inf. “C” mount.$168.00
Switar f/1.4 50mm 2" tele. lens.
Ultra-high speed. Focuses 3' to inf.
..$169.50
Yvar

150mm

6"

t/4

tele.

lens.

IW length. FM 13' to inf. with
case.$145.75

AURKON (INE-VOKEII

NEW ARRIFLEX 16

16mm sound-on-film movie camera with profes¬
sional heavy-duty 3-lens turret. Operates from
house current or car battery. Available in a
choice of models to suit a variety of filming
requirements .$795.00

I
_
I

The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens focusing and view¬
ing during exposure, electric motor drive. Matte box cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00
75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Pan Cinor 70—Zooms from 17.5mm to 70mm.$260.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex.$579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00
Same as above plus built-in buckle switch and motor cable
lock .$1795.00
10mm Cinegon F1.8 .$280.00

I
"
I
,

I
I

I

■

I
I

CINE VOICE I—Used.$495.00
AURICON PRO-600— 16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync motor drive for single
or double-system recording; Electronic take-up,
film-flow without friction clutches or belts.
Various combinations of accessories available .$1456.25
AURICON “SUPER-1200” — 16mm sound-onfilm camera (self-blimped) with 3-lens turret
for “C” mount lenses. 1200 ft. capacity for
33 minutes recording time.$4149.00
SUPER 1200—AURICON-TILT professional tripod, wgt. 27 lbs.$406.25
AURICON PRO-200. Was $1,495.00.
Used .$995.00

Use Your Bankamericard

West's Largest Selection
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MULTIPLE CAMERA set-up for scene for Jean Renoir’s "Le Dejeuner sur

Mitchell, in background, is set low to provide interesting camera angle

r Herbe". Note that the two Mitchell cameras at left are mounted on

for cutting. Separate microphones are installed at each camera position.

conventional

Each camera shoots with a lens of different focal length.

studio-type

pedestals—unusual

for location work. A third

Why Renoir Favors Multiple Camera,
By

JEAN

BELANGER

Long Sustained Take Technique
Few

Screen

Directors,

perhaps,

have

so

greatly in¬
film

l)elieves an actor is better aide to develop a feel for his
role and give a better reading when the action is not

productions as has veteran Jean Renoir, whose most recent
film “Le Dejeuner sur V Herbe” (“The Picnic Party,”
by which title I shall refer to hereafter) reveals interesting

broken up into short takes for the sake of varying the
camera angle or point of view. Using the sustained take
technique, the action is photographed by several cameras,

innovations in use of the camera that undoubtedly stem
from Renoir’s recent excursions into program production
for French television.

each shooting from a slightly different angle and with
lenses of different focal lengths. This affords greater lati¬
tude for the director and the cutter to develo{) pace and

The more important of these innovations is best de¬
scribed as the not unfamiliar technique of employing
several cameras operating simultaneously to record long
sustained action and dialogue of players, as in TV. Renoir

build up suspense through the variety of “points of view”
this method affords for each take.

fluenced

176

the

cinematographic

style

of

European

In “The Picnic Party” Renoir has perfected the methods
he had employed earlier in his production “Le Testament

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

dll Dr. Cordelier'’ (‘"Dr. Cordelier's Will”), which was
made for both theatres and French television.

this production a total of four Mitchells and one Cameflex
—the versatile 40()-foot-magazine-equipped French camera
known in the L.S. as the Camerette. The latter was some¬
times used with a blimp, thus providing a fifth sound
camera when necessary. But its greatest value was as a
portable, hand-held camera for making roving shots.
Leclerc’s camera crew numbered twelve in all: an
operating cameraman and an assistant on each of the

Renoir’s director of photography for both pictures was
Georges Leclerc, who has several feature films and a
number of short subjects to his credit, and wdio also was
my cameraman on the production “Tube On Tires,” a
short subject about the Paris subway produced in 1957.
(See “Subway Filming Poses Problems In Lighting and
Photografihy,” American Cinenuitographer, December,

Mitchells;

one cameraman

for the Cameflex;

plus two

1957.) More recently, Leclerc has been lighting programs
for French TV.

general assistants, one in charge of color problems and
the other in charge of loading and care of the film

The multiple camera technique was used most am¬
bitiously by Renoir in filming “Le Testament du Dr.
Cordelier.” Here several cameras were employed running

magazines.
Renoir had chosen the 1:66-to-l aspect
of the CinemaScope format because, if he
his actors in groups, he does not want them
The l:66-to-l format also enabled Leclerc

continuously, or starting one after the other on cue as
an actor progressed with a lengthy scene—as when exiting
from a room, then proceeding along a passage, down
a stair, etc—with each of the carefully placed cameras

focal

was most interested in. Moreover, Renoir explained, the
longer lenses made the actors more “present” on the
screen. In this respect, TV imperatives and his own tastes

“The Picnic Party”—a comedy about a famous biologist
whose parthenogenetic doctrines are defeated by the love
of a simple peasant girl—has a large cast, three-fourths
of its scenes are natural exteriors, is in Eastman Color

were in agreement.
Before actual shooting of the picture was begun, Renoir
journeyed to the location where most of the action was
to he filmed—les Colettes, the old country house of his
father, Auguste Renoir, famous French impressionist

and 1 :66-to-l aspect ratio, and was photographed with
the multiple camera technique.
Mitchell cameras were chosen, not only because of their

painter. It stands near Gagnes, a picturesque village on
the French Riviera. To facilitate construction at the studio
of the necessary interior sets, accurate measurements were

ruggedness and reliability, hut l»ecause of the accuracy
with which their lenses are mounted. The latter was a
most important consideration because it insured smooth
intercutting of negatives from all Mitchell cameras used
in the multiple camera set-up.

taken of the rooms of the historic country house. While
set construction progressed, extensive rehearsals were
conducted involving all technicians, cameras, lighting and
sound equipment, as well as the actors. All this was im¬
portant, of course, in order to insure the flawless per¬

Still another factor which favored the Mitchell’s was
the fact there is no glass in the camera’s matte box which,
as Leclerc pointed out, insured none of the differently

formances and the technical excellence of the photography
in filming the action in sustained, unbroken continuity
using several cameras as previously described.
Nearly four-fifths of this 100-minute production was

positioned cameras would he bothered by glare and reHection when panning on a scene, regardless of position
of the sun. This is a vexing problem with some European
cameras.
In all, cinematographer Leclerc had at his disposal for

SINGLE Mitchell

camera

mounted on a

not-too-mobile pedestal

length lenses, which enabled him to reduce fore¬

ground and sky areas in scenes—factors which played no
part in the human comedy aspects of the story Renoir

picking him up as he comes into view. This was a film
with few actors, made in black-and-white, and in the con¬
ventional screen format.

HERE A

shot at, or near, les Colettes. The weather was generally
Continued on Page 186
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v^ith

right. A single, medium-powered lamp is used as a booster.

from his recent experience in French TV production.
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Renoir on

Paris

studio

Leclerc, right, discusses upcoming camera setup

is used to film a scene for recent picture directed by Renoir, seated far
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How To Get
Professional Results
With Reflected Light
Position of the sun and deep
shadows are never problems when
reflectors are intelligently used.

INDUSTRIAL AND in-plant film units, many of which are without booster
light equipment, can use sunlight reflectors to great advantage. Here, a
reflector, set high, provides fill light for a scene for a public relations
film

produced

by the

motion

picture

department of

Northrop Aircraft

Company, Los Angeles

adopts the use of reflectors for shooting scenes out of doors
in suidight. And he should, if he aims to achieve the
photographic quality of the professional in his work. For
there is no surer sign of neophyte photography than shots
of people made out of doors with heavy shadows obscuring
facial features. Or of scenes shot in color in shade where
the color is greatly degraded because light was insufficient
and heavy shadows predominated.
Perhaps the reason more 16mm cameramen fail to em¬
ploy reflectors is because they are not generally for sale
as standard photographic equipment in camera stores. But
this need not deter the really serious cameraman, for he
can easily construct his own. Basically, a reflector is a
panel of rigid material, such as plywood, wallhoard, etc.,
coated with a highly reflective material such as aluminum
HOLLYWOOD cinematographers invariably use reflectors v/hen shooting
exteriors of great scope—particularly at time of day when the sun has
moved

around to where

it would otherwise create unwanted shadows.

Here two booster lights are also used because of their ability to pene¬
trate farther than sunlight reflectors.

foil, aluminum paint, flat white paint, etc. Its purpose is to
reflect sunlight, and it should do this in a semi-diffused
manner and without creating “hot” spots.
Many cameramen start with nothing more than a sheet
of white cardboard, perhaps for reflecting light into a sub¬
ject’s face for a closeup. The next step is to paint one side
of a large panel of cardboard with aluminum paint. Then,

The foil-covered sunlight rellector developed by Holly¬

wood studio cameramen many years ago, is today a “must”
item of equipment for any professional cinematographer.
Its purpose is to augment the sun in outdoor filming by
providing fill or booster light—to smooth out shadows or
eliminate them entirely.
Because most film makers, excepting the major studios,
do not have the conventional high-powered booster lights
nor the mobile generator plants to power them, the sun¬
light reflector has proved of tremendous worth as an ad¬
junct to illumination when shooting on location. Today,
there are few industrial, business or in-plant film produc¬
tion units that do not use reflectors almost daily.
Sooner or later, every professional 16mm cameraman
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once results are noted on the screen, reflectors become a
must for all future outdoor photography. It generally fol¬
lows that the photographer acquires or makes a number of
durable reflectors, compact in size and easily carried along
with camera and tripod.
Professional reflectors, such as used in Hollywood studios,
vary both in size and in reflective material. Many of the
studios have a range of reflectors, each with surfaces of
different reflective intensities. Still others have dual re¬
flectors having both surfaces coated—one bright, the other
soft. The brighter the surface, the stronger and harsher
the reflected light. These are employed where the light must
be reflected a considerable distance. Reflectors of this type
Continued on Page 192
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At last...
all the answers for the serious
cinematographer with a need and
desire for professional sound!
This precision instrument is a
completely self-contained, transistorized,
portable and versatile recording system
to which any 16mm camera can be quickly
mounted and interlocked thru a flexible
cable. Camera spring motor drives
recorder in absolute “sync”. Record-play amplifier
is fully transistorized with self-contained
cadmium-nickel rechargeable batteries
... no other power source is required.

Remote hand mixer permits
control of recording levels
by thumb movement... gi'
operator a “feel” for position
while concentrating on eye-piece.
Mixer contains VU meter, record and
playback controls, film-direct monitor
switch, battery test switch,
microphone input and earphone output
jack. Mixer may be clipped to cemera,
tripod, belt or pocket during takes.

The amazing Nomad makes
any movie camera a
sound camera, any projector
a sound projector
in professional “lip-sync”

A. Nomad film is split 16mm. Channel #1
on the twin-track record head is used for lipsync and narrative recording on location.
Later, complimentary music from phonograph
or tape recorder is “dubbed” on channel #2.
Simultaneous playback thru the full width
play head mixes music and voice, producing
theatre-quality sound.
B. For lengthy sequences, a regular camera
D.C. motor can be attached to the Nomad,
driving both recorder and camera thru the

flexible cable. There is a 180 rpm
output
in the Nomad camera interlock and a 1440
rpm output for projector interlock. Playback
can be double-system, or a 1:1 interlocked
transfer from recorder to a striped release
print can be made with a magnetic sound
projector.
C. Basic film capacity is 100 ft.; the use of
simple adapters can increase capacity to 400
ft. or 1200 ft. Entire Nomad system fits com¬
pactly into small carrying case.

Editing is easy with an inexpensive synchro¬
nizer and a sound reader. Since each roll of
Nomad film is exactly the same length as the
picture film, points of reference for editing
are easily provided.

price ^585
Basic Nomad system consists of recorder-repro¬
ducer, remote hand mixer and camera/projector
interlock. Other accessories are available.

dealer inquiries invited
Write, wire or phone

MAGNASYNC CORPORATION

'niflcysHC

formerly Mognosync Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

L

.5516 Satsuma Ave.. .\ortlt Hollywood, Calif. • TlTiangle 7-5193 • Cable ’‘MAGNASYNC ’
SOUND SYSTEM

International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality film recording systems

Visit our booth #513 at Master Photographic Dealers Convention, St. Louis, March 21-25.
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REAR VIEW of the Auricon Super-1200 camera, showing convenient loca¬

FRONT

tion of controls and the focusing and Tele-finder eyepiece.

lenses, including telephotos up to 12-in. F/L and zoom lenses.

Motion Picture Cameras

VIEW,

showing

the

3-lens

turret

which

takes

all

“C”

mount

PART nil

THE AURICON SUPER-1200
The big “Pro” of Auricon single-system
sound cameras boasts many noteworthy features.

Super-1200
16mm sound-oil-film camera built by
Hach Auricon, Inc., Hollywood, in¬
corporates many new and signficant
design features especially engineered
to aid the professional 16mm cine¬
matographer in producing high qual¬
ity
sound
motion
pictures.
The
camera is unique in that it features
three sejiarate finder systems that
provide every operating convenience
in a.ssuring in-focus pictures with posi¬
tive field area coverage.
Finder No. 1 is an instant groundglass focusing reflex finder, with lOX
focusing telescope, which allows the
cameraman to view the scene through
The
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latest

Auricon

the camera-lens for picture composi¬
tion and focus. The camera’s “feathertouch” focusing system can be oper¬
ated with one finger. Because the
camera body, lens turret and filmgate are not shifted during focusing,
nothing moves except a miniature pre¬
cision prism-reflector system inside the
camera, lietween the film-gate and the
camera lens.
(See diagrams.) This
means that when working with the
camera tripod on soft ground (espe¬
cially when using long-range tele¬
photo lenses) there is no danger of
disturbing the picture composition by
inadvertently moving the camera posi¬
tion while shifting from “focus” to

“shooting.”
It is also possible to use the reflex
system while the camera is running,
to check for camera and projector
shutter synchronism when shooting
l)ackground-projection scenes; also for
kinescope recording, and for specialeffects work. As a safety feature, the
camera cannot be started if the reflexfocusing system is in focusing posi¬
tion. This feature^ prevents film from
being run through the camera which
M'ould not be exposed if the reflex
focusing system was in the focusing
position.
Finder No. 2 is a special telephoto¬
type which employs a set of miniature
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tele-objective lenses, mounted in the
lens turret, adjacent to the “C” mount
lenses. Each of the three taking lenses
are matched with miniature tele-objec¬
tive lenses of the same focal length.
The lOX focusing telescope, which is
used with the ground-glass reflex
focusing finder, is also employed as
part of the optical system for this
telephoto-lens-finder, so that when
photographing
sporting
events
or
whenever telephoto lenses are used,
the finder always shows a brilliant,
upright and enlarged picture corre¬
sponding to the image being photo¬
graphed. The “feather-touch” control
bar of the finder optical system is
engraved to designate whether the
ground-glass focusing system or the
tele-finder optical system is in view¬
ing position. Telephoto lenses up to
12 inches focal length can be used
in conjunction with the camera’s tele¬
photo finder system, thus providing
a convenience never before available
to the 16mm cameraman. If desired,
shorter focal length lenses down to
the 10mm wide-angle can also be used
for which there is a corresponding
tele-finder objective.
Finder No. 3 is the conventional
studio-type and provides a large, bril¬
liant ground-glass image, upright and
correct right to left. As this finder is
focused,
automatic adjustment for
parallax is accomplished. This pat¬
ented auto-parallax studio type view
finder provides an image which can
be viewed easilv with both eyes from
anv position behind the camera.
The three-lens turret on the Super1200 camera is sturdily designed and
accepts all “C” mount 16mm lenses,
including telephotos up to 12-inches
in focal length. Zoom lenses may also
be used. The turret also incorporates
three unique turret locking knobs
which permit the turret to be rotated
without touching the camera taking
lenses or disturbing their focus and
diaphragm settings.
Interchangeable camera doors per¬
mit the cameraman to quickly inter¬
change a finder-mounted camera door
with a plain door, when a Zoom-Lens
with coupled Viewfinder is to be used.
Still another unique feature of the
Auricon Super-120n camera is its completelv quiet operation. The Camera
is self-blimped and truly noiseless, and
there are indicator lights mounted in
the front and rear of the camera body
that flash on automatically when the
camera is running.
The blimping
hood, which is adapted to the front
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IN FOCUSING POSITION: A fen-times en¬

IN

larged ground-glass image is seen by the

focusing mirrors hava been shifted to left,

cameraman, for needle-sharp focusing.

permitting image to reach the film.

of the camera body with support rods,
may he quickly removed when long
focal length lenses or a Zoom lens
are to be used. The support rods may
be readily removed when complete
freedom around the three-lens turret
is desired.
Additional neon signal lights are
located on the rear panel of the
camera to indicate when the power
is on, thus preventing accidental dis¬
connection of power to the camera
without knowledge of the operator,
and to indicate whether the camera
heater is in operation. A new fea¬
ture recently added to the Super-1200
camera is a 115-volt AC line-voltage
indicator meter. This is located at the
rear of the camera on the Electro-

SHOOTING

POSITION:

Ground

glass

matic take-up assembly housing, and
enables the cameraman to check the
line-voltage before and during opera¬
tion of the camera to assure that
proper current is available for driv¬
ing the camera mechanism at the
desired speed. The new thermostati¬
cally-controlled camera heater, a fea¬
ture recently incorporated in the
camera centerplate, assures reliable
performance of the camera under cold
weather conditions.
The Super-1200 is powered with a
high-torque, synchronous motor hav¬
ing adequate power to drive the
camera even in extreme low tempera¬
tures. This motor, which is standard
equipment, has proven ideal for operContinued on Next Page

CLOSEUP VIEW of turret
shows matched tele¬
finder lenses positioned
on turret adjacent to
corresponding taking
lenses.
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AURICON SUPER-1200
Continued From Preceding Page

atiiig the Super-1200 for single-system
sound film production or for straight
photography in conjunction with dou¬
ble-system sound recording equipment.
A 115-volt, 50-cycle A.C. synchronous
motor is available for operating the
Super-1200 at 24 fps.
An illuminated Veeder-Root footage
and frame Counter is located on the
rear control panel of the camera. On
special order, the Auricon variableshutter can he incorporated in the
camera for making fades, or for ad¬
justing the camera exposure at any
desired point from l/50th to 1 /200th
of a second. The shutter can he locked
in any of four exposure positions, and
also in the closed position when de¬
sired.
Both 1200- and 600-foot capacity
magazines are available with the new
Super-1200 camera.
The 1200-foot
magazines feature a rotating internal
flange on the take-up side to further
assure smooth take-up of film during
long periods of continuous sound-onfilm shooting. The 1200-foot maga¬
zines are ideal for shooting half-hour
television programs or for video-film
(kinescope) recording when the cam¬
era is adapted with the Auricon TV-T
Shutter. The 600-foot magazines pro¬
vide up to 16 minutes of continuous
sound-on-film recording. A constanttorque, “Electro-matic” take-up system
is provided as standard equipment and
employs a Neoprene rubber take-up
belt.
The intermittent film movement of
the Super-1200 camera is precisionground of hardened steel. The pull¬
down claw enters the film slowly at
the start of each l/50th of a second
pulldown cycle, increases in speed dur¬
ing the center of the cycle and then
slows down to a gentle stop before lift¬
ing out of the film perforation to pro¬
duce rock-steady images on the film.
The film moves through the gate
over
jewel-hard
sapphire
surfaces
which provide perfect focus registra¬
tion by positioning the film emulsion
exactly .690 of an inch behind the
“C” mount lens. The Auricon camera
gate design (covered by U.S. Patent
No. 2,506,765) eliminates the usual
emulsion pile-up troubles even when
1200 feet of film are run continuously
through the camera without a stop.
The Auricon Super-1200 camera is
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also a high-fidelity sound-on-film re¬
corder. The film-moving mechanism
for recording sound on the same film
as the picture is triple-filtered for
smooth film flow. The camera is usu¬
ally furnished for variable-area sound¬
track recording with shutter noisereduction. This type sound track is
of the highest fidelity, yet minimizes
Eberhard effect and Mackie line trou¬
bles, which often occur on multipletrack recordings, and is said to provide
the best results with average day-today film-laboratory processing.
The Super-1200 Camera is also
available with variable-density noise¬
less recording, if desired. Both vari¬
able-area or variahle-deirsity Auricon
sound-on-film recording galvanometer
systems have proven rugged and de¬
pendable
and
are
unconditionally
guaranteed for two years. The Auri¬
con galvanometer and optical system
is rugged enough to easily withstand
the recording of gun-fire, yet can cap¬
ture the delicate shadings of a fine
symphony orchestra on the sound¬
track. No adjustments are required
or provided for on the galvanometers.
A new feature of current models of

the Super-1200 Camera is the head¬
phone monitoring jack in the camera
Iwdy, which permits the cameraman
to plug in earphones and monitor the
sound being recorded without affect¬
ing his ability to properly operate the
camera during a take.
The Auricon Eilmagnetic recording
equipment may be installed on special
order in the Super-1200 camera for
magnetic recording of music and
speech on sound-striped film. It is avail¬
able as accessory equipment, as is
other Auricon Recording Equipment.
Few professional 16mm sound-onhlm cameras display the advanced
engineering that is exemplified in the
many exclusive features
described
above for the Auricon Super-1200.
With its convenience of multiple find¬
ers, 1200-foot film capacity, the exclu¬
sive alternative feature of magnetic
recording on pre-striped film, and its
trouble-free film gate with sapphirestudded track that insures unusually
steady film flow—to name but a few
of its salient features—the Auricon
Super-1200 commands an important
position among the world’s finest
■

motion picture cameras.

SHARP FOCUS SAFETY WITH HYPERFOCAL DISTANCE
Continued From Page 168

focal length of the lens (F ) multiplied
by itself and divided by the product of
multiplying the /-stop (f) by the circle
of confusion (C). You can see that for
any one lens, two of these factors—
focal length (F) and circle of confu¬
sion (C)—remain constant. The other
two may vary, and therefore influence
each other.
Now let’s see how this works out in
practice. Suppose we have a 2-inch lens

and set it at f/2.5. Assuming the circle
of confusion to be .001 inch and substi¬
tuting these numerical values in our
formula, we have “H” equal to 2x2
divided bv 2.5 x .O'Ol. T his works down
j

to 4 divided by .0025, and gives us
1600 inches or 133 feet. If the lens is
focused at the 133-foot point, every¬
thing from a point about 65 feet from
the lens to infinity will be s.harp.
Now, if we stop the same lens down

HYPERFOCAL DISTANCES
Focal

Focal Ratio {Stop Number)

Lungin

{Inches)

/:!

/:1.S

/:2

/:2.5

/;3

1
H
2
2i
3
3i
4
4i
5

83
125
167
210

56
83
no
140
170
200

42
62
83
no
125
150
170
190

33
50
67
83
100
120
130
150
170
185
200
215
235

28
42
56
69
83
100
no
125
140
150
165
180
195

6
6i
7
8
Calculated

/:3.5 /:4.5 /;5.6
24
36
48
60
71
83
95
no
120
130
145
155
165
190

for a disc of confusion

19
28
37
46
56
65
74
83
93
100
no
120
130
150

15
22
30
37
45
52
60
67
74
82
89
97
105
120

/:8

/:!!

/:16

/:22

10
16
21
26
31
37
42
47
52
57
63
68
73
83

8
11
15
19
23
27
30
34
38
'42
46
49
53
61

5
8
11
13
16
18
21
24
26

4
6
8
10
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
30

28

31
34
37
42

/:32
4
5
7
8
9

10
12
13
14
16
17
18
21

the focal length of lens.
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The whole secret of good color
photography is right here...
"ilte

GENUINE

nUaiz

NORWOOD
Suffer Director
Exposure Meter
High-Fidelity Color Exposures are now yours everytime
— Automatically! —The three-dimensional Incident Light Nor¬
wood Heliosphere assures you of the absolutely correct ex¬
posure setting under all conditions with one quick reading.
The exclusive Norwood Heliovalve gives you an automatic
direct-reading f: stop for pre-adjusted film and shutter
combinations.
No wonder the new NORWOOD is the favorite of Holly¬
wood professionals!!!
The world’s only genuine Norwood Exposure Meter now
made! The Automatic Norwood Super Director made by
the Walz Corhpany, is the new invention of Mr. Donald
Norwood, world-famous inventor of the Norwood system of
three-dimensional incident light exposure control.

Includes Norwood Meier,
Case, Necksirap, 3-D In¬
cident Light Heliosphere,
Reflected Light Heliogrid,
Automatic Heliovalve.

Smm

MOVIE EDITOR
Ultra-precision compact folding ed¬
itor.

Geared

screen.

rewind.

Bnilt-in

Bright,

marker,

sharp

focuaer,

*

*

MOVIE METER
Easiest-to-use movie meter.
Direct reading f:stop for movie
cameras. No dials! No calcula¬
tions. Pre-set for Daylight Kodachrome. Type A Kodachrome and
Anscochrome.

framer with Quicksplice.

$5.95
$34.95
OPTICAL

SUPERIMPOSER
TITLER and WIPER
OUTFIT
Attach to movie camera and
use at the same time as the scene
is being photographed. Very
simple to use. Fully complete with
accessories.

MOVIE TIMER
Attaches directly into cable

Signals START when timer activates
shutter. Cuts shutter off at pre-set
time.

$6.95 with case
EXCLUSIVE U.S.A. IMPORTER.U. S. PHOTO SUPPLY CO. INC., 6478 SLIGO MILL ROAD, WASHINGTON 12, D. C.
EXCLUSIVE CANADA IMPORTER . . . MAIKO OPTICAL & PHOTO PRODUCTS, 1765 KEELE STREET, W
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re¬

lease. Adjustable from 5 to 20 sec.

TORONTO, ONTARIO

FLORIDA
Freight Free
from
It is our policy to meet... and beat
. . . competition. This policy means
exactly this: Our prices are the low¬
est possible ... our equipment is
top-notch and in excellent condition
... our service is everything you
could desire. Florman & Babb will
now make rental equipment deliver¬
ies to and from Florida AT NO
CHARGE. Rental time will begin when
equipment is received, and end when :
equipment is shipped back.
DEAL DIRECT with our New York Office for
the Finest & Best in Equipment Rentals

• No Transportation Cost
• No Shipping Cost
• Our Maintenance and Service Per¬
sonnel are Available by Jet Plane
for Immediate Service.
Write for Complete Rental Catalog
SERVING THE WORLD’S FINEST FILM MAKERS

FLORMAN
St BABB, INC.
68 West 45th Street
New York 36, New York
Murray Hill 2-2928

PROJECTORS
BELL & HOWELL Filmosound model 179
two case sound projector, separate 1 2"
speaker, 2" lens, cables, take-up reel,
completely reconditioned.
Special

.$185.00

AMPRO model YSA two case sound pro¬
jector, separate speaker, 2" lens, cables,
take-up reel, completely reconditioned.
Special

.$145.00

MOVIOLAS
Mode! D 35mm silent picture editor with
large 3" diameter viewing glass, takeup arms and spindles, variable speed
rheostat controlled motor, power cable,
foot control pedal, footage and frame
counter. Completely reconditioned.
Special

.$169.50

Less counter .$149.50

Prices are f.o.b., New York.
All equipment' is guaranteed.

to //11, th is will give us 2x2 divided
by 11 X .001, which evolves to 4 divid¬
ed hy .011 and in turn works out to a
hyperfocal distance of 363 inches or 30
feet. At this setting, everything from 15
feet to infinity will he adequately fo¬
cused.
For contrast, let us consider a very
short-focus lens, like the 12l/6mm
lenses used on §mm cameras. Working
it wide open at /,/1.9, the formula
would figure out as .5 x .5 divided hy
1.9 X .001, which comes down to .25
divided hy .0019, and gives us 131
inches or 10.9 feet as the hyperfocal
distance for this lens at this wide-open
aperture. Fusing the same figuring for
the same lens stopped down to //11,
we find the hyperfocal distance in this
case has moved up to 1% feet from
the camera. No wonder it is possible
to get such remarkable results with
fixed-focus 8mm cine cameras!
There are times when the cinematog¬
rapher may wish to obtain adequate
focus on some secondary object or
person nearer the camera than either
the princijial subject or the hyperfocal
point. Or he may wish to let the far
limit of good focus fall short of infinity,
to eliminate a disturhin" background.
In this case it will he useful to know
something about depth of field, and
how to make it work to his advantage.
Technically, dcpih of field means the
distance l)etween the nearest and far¬
thest objects in acceptably sharp focus.
If vou’re mathematically minded,
you can determine these two points by
the following formulas:
D X H
Near — -H + D
D X H
Far ~_
FI - D
In each case, D represents the dis¬
tance from camera to object, and H
represents the hyperfocal distance un¬
der the particular conditions of step,
focal length and circle of confusion ap¬
plying to that particular shot.
To illustrate this, suppose >ve use the
2-inch lens we’ve been talking about,
at its maximum aperture of //2.5.
Earlier, we determined the hyperfocal
distance for it—133 feet. Assuming
our object is 40 feet from the camera,
we get this equation:

P.O. Box 454, Wall St. Station
New York 5, New York
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40 X 33
Near = 133 + 40
This equals 5320 divided hy 173,
and gives us approximately 30 feet as

our near limit of good focus hy apply¬
ing the second formula, which, works
out as 4 X 133 divided by 133—40, or
5320 divided by 93, which gives us 57
feet as the far limit of good focus.
Since the hyperfocal distance is a
basic factor in these calculations, and
it, in turn, varies according to the focal
length of the lens and the stop being
used, a little work with pencil and pa¬
per will show just how and why the
depth of field increases as the focal
length decreases or smaller stops are
used, and why with longer-focus lenses,
or larger apertures, the depth de¬
creases.
An understanding of these two sim¬
ple optical factors—the hyperfocal dis¬
tance and depth of field—can go a long
way toward simplifying focusing prob¬
lems for the cameraman who works a
great deal in the field with a hand-held
camera and without benefit of groundglass focusing. As stated earlier, once
you know how to put the hyperfocal
distances to work for you, you will
know how, and to just what extent you
can make any lens serve in an emer¬
gency as a fixed-focus, though not al¬
ways universal-focus, lens.
And when you have familiarized
yourself with the depth of field charac¬
teristics of your lens, you’ll find you
can make this factor work for vou in
two ways. ^ hen you want “pan-focus”
or extreme-depth effects, you can get
them hy using a short-focus lens well
stopped down.
j

And when—as in making closeups—
you want to focus selectively, so that
your picture will concentrate attention
on the subject without intrusion from
either the background or the fore¬
ground, you can do this by using long¬
er-focus lenses and larger openings.
Neither a hyperfocal setting nor re¬
liance on depth of field can ever alto¬
gether take the place of precise focus¬
ing on the subject. 13ut they can come
in mighty handy in emergencies!
Two simple rules that can he fol¬
lowed with good success hy field cam¬
eramen, TV news photographers, and
others who work mostly with light,
hand-held cameras are as follov/s:
1 ) When the background is not too
distant, focus on a point or object
equal to twice the product of the great¬
est and shortest distances, divided by
the total. V ilh the far object, say, at
60 feet and the near object at 15 feet
from the camera, working it out mathe¬
matically as follows, we arrive at 24
feet—the distance to he focused on;
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2 (60 X 15)
24
60 X 15
2) When the sul^ject is compara¬
tively near and the l)ackground is ex¬
tremely distant or at infinity, focus on
a point twice the distance of the nearest
subject.
A table of hypcrfocal distances, of
course, is always a handy thing to have
for ready referetice, and will give you
quick answers to focusing problem.s
without having to w'ork them out
mathematicallv. However, it sometimes
happens that a cameraman will he
caught on an assignment without a
handbook of tables or a Hyperfocal
Distance reference chart; it is then
that knowledge of the mathematical
formulas will come in handy.
(The A.S.C. Photographic Manual,
now in preparation, will include charts
on hyperfocal distance and depth of
field.—ED.)
■

LIP-SYNC SOUND
Continued From Page 1 74

as a finished sync-sound picture. No
dubbing, duping, or composite print¬
ing is necessary.
2. For more ambitious sound film
production, a D.C. camera motor can
be employed to drive the camera-re¬
corder combination, so that film loads
up to 40'0-feet in length can he used.
Extension arms providing for use of
400-foot reels of sound film with the
Nomad recorder are available. The
combined unit still remains highly
portable since only the larger reels and
brackets, the D.C. motor, and battery
for same are added. No inverter or
power pack is necessary.

“We’ll give you . . .

3. The Nomad may be converted to
a compact, miniaturized, studio or lo¬
cation type double-system recorder
with the addition of a synchronous
motor, such as the Bodine K, plus
either the 400-ft. or the 1200-ft. reel
adaptor, and a torque motor for takeup. The entire outfit fits in a small case,
weighs only 12 pounds and requires
only 50 watts to power the sync motor.
A
transistorized
100-watt
inverter
should be sufficient to run the recorder
and almost any 16mm motor-driven
camera for location shooting.
Now let’s look at the various ways
the original sound film may be used:
]. In its simplest form it may be
edited side-by-side, since it is shot
1-for-l, and projected interlocked to
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furnish a combination voice-music
track for the original film.
2. The edited sound track may be
run interlocked with a magnetic sound
projector and the combination sound
track transferred to the original film,
after a magnetic stripe has been ap¬
plied. The magnetic-striped film may
then be projected on any magnetic
sound projector.
3. The dual sound tracks may be
transferred by re-recording to full
16mm optical or magnetic film, used
alone or dubbed with other tracks, or
combined into a composite sound pic¬
ture possessing either magnetic stripe
or optical track.
The simplicity and versatility of the
Nomad will appeal to all 16mm cam¬
eramen—from the amateur to the pro¬
fessional in need of ultra-portable
sync sound equipment. The unit will
be attractive to the amateur on a price
and simplicity-of-operation basis, with
no need to dupe the film in order to
obtain a sound picture with voice and
music. The pro, on the other hand, will
find the Nomad the answer to those
problem sound shots, that require the
utmost in portability, weight and size
for tough location assignments. Trans¬
ferring the track to full 16mm mag¬
netic film will also make it compatible
with standard tracks and allow its use
interchangeably for dubbing and com¬
posite printing. Expansion of the basic
unit, rather than the need for several
different models, also allows the Nomad
to be used with a wide range of 16mm

. We’ll give
you a hand.”

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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cameras from a simple 100-ft. springwind job to a 1200-ft. double-system
synchronous recorder. It can provide
an excellent second recording unit for
emergency use in tough situations be¬
cause of its portability, adaptability
and versatility in both shooting and
editing.
Editing is easily accomplished with a
simple, inexpensive synchronizer and
sound reader. Editing picture and
sound side-by-side offers no problem,
since as long as equal portions of both
films are removed, picture and sound
will always remain in sync.
Simple dubbers (or dummys) con¬
sisting of the film transport unit and
the playback amplifier will soon be
available from the manufacturer that
can be used in series for re-recording
of multiple tracks.
Eor the amateur, camera noise need
not be a serious problem since using a
directional microphone will record no
higher noise level than that given out
l>y the projector. For the discerning

semi-pro, or the professional, camera
“barneys,” available for most makes of
16mm cameras, can solve the camera
noise problem.
Since the Nomad provides for re¬
cording on two tracks its future use as
a stereo sound unit naturally suggests
itself. The hand mixer is also designed
with future expansion in mind: its
side components are separately die-cast
pieces (rather than a single overall
casting) so that its function and range
can be expanded for future needs.
Magnasync, with over ten years’ ex¬
perience in the magnetic sound record¬
ing equipment business, and with over
5,000 standard professional recorders
in professional use throughout the
world, have combined all of their ex¬
perience, know-how and engineering
skill into development of the Nomad.
This recorder should fill a definite
niche of its own in motion pictures’
many fields, both amateur and profes¬
sional. Advent of the Nomad recorder
presents an exciting break-through in
sync-sound film recording that should
open up vast vistas, not only for the
serious amateur, but for industrial, ed¬
ucational and television film producers
everywhere.
■

RENOIR—MULTIPLE CAMERA
Continued From Page 177

good. However, because tbe location
was close to the Mediterranean, dis¬
tant backgrounds in long-shots were
marked by haze. The beautiful trees
and

meadows

surrounding

tbe

old

country house enhanced the pastoral
effect so desirable for tbe exterior
action of the picture. To achieve the
light

colors

and

soft

photography

which Renoir felt these scenes de¬
manded, Leclerc consistently used
85/N3 and 85/N6 filters on his
camera lenses so that in the bright
Riviera sun he could work at stops of
f/3.5 or f/3.2.
Comparatively

few

booster

lights

were used — just one 225-amp. and
three 150-amp. lamps were brought to
the location along with two small
generators. The sound engineer (De
Bretagne) mounted a separate mike
at each camera location so that he
often had as many as five channels
to take care of at one time. The elec¬
tricians worked in two crews — one
setting up the lights in advance and
the other working during the filming.
Though the picture, including the
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"Frost Lighting Rentals
Get "Anywhere" Faster
Because We
Roll Our Own!

ARC EQUIPMENT
M.R. INCANDES¬
CENT EQUIPMENT
DIMMERS
• AC AND DC
GENERATORS TO
1500 AMPS
PORTABLE
TRANSFORMERS

TiilTY
3'8030

SUNDRY
ACCESSORIES

NO JOB TOO SMALL
NO JOB TOO LARGE

FOR LIGHTING OR POWER TOMORROW, PHONE FROST TODAY!
234 Piquette T

Detroit 2
Mich.
(Dept. IP)
HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 4224 Teesdole,

Canadion

Office:

6 Shawbridge Ave
Toronto, Onl.
BElmont 2-11

TRinity

3-8030

Hollywood

Office:
4224 Teesdole

N. Hollywood
POplor 2-8296

•e
No. Hollywood, Colif. • POplor 2-8296

Paris studio interiors, was shot in
three weeks, it was not for financial
reasons that Kenoir chose the methods
that he did and which resulted in
completing the picture in such a short
period of time. To him the actors are
all-important, and by filming action in
long, sustained takes he was able to
obtain from his cast performances
having more human warmth and
spontaneity than when the conven¬

CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
1
2

ALL MODELS FIT
IN YOUR CAR!

em¬

3

There were some exceptions, of
course: in one scene in which an old
shepherd produces a momentary hur¬

4

tional “short-take”
ployed.

method

is

ricane simply by sounding a few notes
on his flute, the noise made by the
wind machines made silent filming
imperative, and the required sound
was dubbed in later—something that
Renoir, a stickler for authenticity in
scenes and action, hates.
There

were

problems

in

makeup,

too. Most of the actors were sensitive
to the sun and as days went on, their
skins became more sunburned. This
required a very careful check of the
principal players each day by cine¬
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Model BR-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet.
Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has
external directional mike control.
Model “Miracle" extends from 7 to 18
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.
Model C-18 extends from 7 to 20 feet;
has external directional mike control.

Each CIISEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763 10TH AVE., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

matographer Leclerc so that there
would be no visible change in the
color tones of faces from day to day

action was played under or near trees
in which the actors invaribaly moved
from shade to sunshine or vice versa.

day—a matter that was remedied by
progressively changing the type of

Also, with continuous filming of scenes
with five different cameras at various
positions, the players sometimes did
not face the camera. Here, cinematog¬

makeup applied daily to these players.
What made the problem of face
lighting more intricate, Leclerc ex¬
plained, was that much of the exterior

rapher Leclerc’s wide experience in
photographing documentary films
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Following

For very special processing

Picnic

completion

Party”

of

“'The

director-playwright

Jean Renoir returned to the United
States and last month was appointed

by film craftsmen
call-

a Regent’s Professor of English and
Dramatic Arts at the University of
California, Berkeley, California.
He will serve on the Berkeley
campus during the current Spring
Semester, ivhich runs from Febru¬
ary 1 to June 9. It is tentatively
scheduled that Renoir will collabo¬
rate ivith the students and faculty
of the Dramatic Art department in

6

C \
O
^

the production of plays, participate
in. a film festival, and probably
deliver a. limited number of public
lectures on problems of the theatre
and the cinema.—ED.

kii

FILM

served Renoir’s preferences. In docu¬

MECCA
LABORATORIES

mentary films, Leclerc explained, the
people on the screen appear working
or enjoying themselves without trou¬
bling to he “correctly” positioned for
the camera. It is this style that marks

630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.

the
photography
of
Party,”
and which,

COlumbus 5-7676

“The
Picnic
according to

Renoir, enhances the impression of
realism—“makes you break into the

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Ampro, Kodak,
RCA, and Victor 16mm projectors
at synchronous speed.
Projector

con

be

instantly

attached

to

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector
and

permits

operation.
One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

special

quiet

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

world

of people

who

are

con¬

cerned with their own lives, not into
the world of actors playing to the
theatre audience.”
An interesting footnote to this ac¬
count of the photography of “The
Picnic Party” is the fact that nearly
every scene was done in a single take
—eloquent testimony of what can be
accomplished when a director with
ideas and an imaginative cinematog¬
rapher work harmoniously together to
weld the dramatic with the pictorial
for an outstanding screen result.

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

smooth,

No

real

Write for more details and prices.

763 lOth Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

EDGE-NUMBERING
Continued From Page 165

-—^— ----— --COMING SOON! The A.S.C. Photographic Manual — a “must” for
every cinematographer.

-------
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RAY MERCER & CO.
TITLES^^ SPECIAL EFFECTS ..FADES
WIPES.. MATTES..SUPERIMPOSURES
DISSOLVES..INSERTS.. ANIMATION
MINIATURES..TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
CINEMASCOPE .. BLK & WHT. . COLOR
FOR FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART
NORMAL AVE. HOLLYWOOD
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Synchronizing edge - numbered pic¬
ture film and sound track is relatively
simple. A sync mark is made at the
beginning of each film 12 inches ahead
of the frame scheduled to receive the
first edge-number. This frame is placed
onto the drive sprocket directly over
the marked sprocket area and locked
into its position. The first number on
the edge of the film will then appear
exactly one foot from the sync mark,

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

and subsequent numbers every 12inches thereafter.
Many film makers today are shoot¬
ing 16mm picture and using 35mm
film for sound and work prints—a pro¬
cedure that makes edge-numbering im¬
perative in order to accurately match
the 16mm footage with the 35mm in
editing.

PRECISION' FILM EDITIN6 EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00
Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Hollywood Film Company was the
first to produce a film numbering ma¬
chine that would edge-number 16mm
film every 16 frames to match 35mm,
using a single numbering block. In
addition, the company has designed
and manufactured machines to edgenumber VistaVision, 55mm and 65/70mm films to facilitate matching them
with 35mm films for editing and cut¬
ting.

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.
$215.75

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

hen one considers the saving of
time and the positive assurance of per¬
fect synchronization of picture and
track that edge-numbering affords, it
is obvious that edge-numbering pays

optical-

substantial dividends in economy for

magnetic

■

film producers.

sound
readers

PROTECTIVE SHIELD
Continued From Page 171

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50
of finding them, and what to expect
when coming upon them. In stalking
a subject, it is important to know the
characteristics

that

are

common

to

wildlife in general.
All

animals,

except

the

monkey

$269.50

optical

magnetic film

sound

and tape

readers

sound

Model 600 RL

reader

$195.00

tribe, are color blind. They are, on
the other hand, extremely perceptive
as to movement to which they react
in three basic ways: turn tail and

Model 700
$198.50

flee; “freeze” in their tracks and
depend on their natural camouflage

Send

sistent. A great deal depends upon
the individual animal—its age, proxi¬
mity of the mating season, degree of
hunger,
and
circumstances
under
which it is encountered by the camera¬
man.
Wildlife generally depends on sharp
olfactory senses and keen hearing for
protection. Thus, a cameraman should
always approach a subject walking
into the wind to lessen the chances
of the animal or bird sensing his
approach. When shooting pictures in
one area over a long period of time,
it should be kept in mind that most
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Free

Literature

SION LA =1.1

to protect them; or attack the intruder,
as for instance, the rattler. Each has
its own reaction pattern, and none
can be considered dependable or con¬

For

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE 1EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
BROOKLYN 3, N Y.
, 1 037 UTICA AV ENUE
—.^_____
:

1
I

j

FOR BARGAINS IN USED EQUIPMENT . . .
... see Classified Advertising on Pages 195-196, this issue.

1
REFLEX
FOCUSER

I
I

FILM ROLLERS
Special plastic — Proven design — Inert to
strong chemicals.
Other sizes available.
Also
rollers with stainless steel ball

bearings.
Write for
catalog.

For all standard 16mm cameras.
Viewfinding and focusing while
camera is operating.
Uses a
precision optical
beam-splitter.
Has 7X eyepiece and will allow focus to infinity
with short mount lenses, or for extreme close-ups
only with standard “C” mount lenses. Prices start
at $74.50. Available for Leica short or Kilar lenses.
Also for Cine-Kodak and 8mm.
Write for information.
CENTURY PRECISION PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
10659 Burbank Blvd.
North Hollywood, Calif.

METAL MASTERS
5599 University Ave.
San Diego 5, Calif.
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^For Top Performance!

Film Picture Viewer

instances,

the

protective

transparent

animals are quite regular in their
habits and can usually be counted on

plastic shield can provide formidable

to visit the same localities at the same

protection for the cameraman and his

time each day.
Many birds, like the eagle, use the
same nest year after year—returning

equipment.

to it each spring. Almost every animal,
bird, and reptile, including the most

Of course, this shield could hardly
be

considered

adequate

protection

against a charging rhino or grizzly.

timid, will fight when cornered and

Distance

and

a

good

telephoto lens

its means of retreat cut off. In such

would be the wise choice here.

■

“OSCAR” NOMINEES FOR CINEMATOGRAPHY
Continued From Page 171

“Desire Under The Elms” was a con¬
tender last year. Records of the others
follow:
This advanced professional NCE 35nim Viewer
combines the functions of viewer, synchronizer,
footage counter and frame counter—all in one
unit. Embodies many new advantages plus fea¬
tures found only in much higher priced units.
Built-in precision optical shutter assures extra¬
smooth projection of running picture; or of
single frame for frame-by-frame editing with a
sharp, clear, brilliant picture S'/a” x 4'/4”.
Picture can be stopped and viewed for periods
of time without overheating or damage to film.
Can be used with a sound reader for single sys¬
tem; available for additional 35mm or 16mm
sprockets for double system film editing. Soundheads for magnetic tape can be added to addi¬
tional sprockets for any number of magnetic
tracks. Adapts easily as combination viewer/syn¬
chronizer, assembled to your specific needs.

Priced ONLY $595
Available Soon: same model in
•

16mm

Write for brochure

OL NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT
^=209 WEST 48th STREET, NEW YORK 36, N.Y.

Charles Lang, Jr.: “Sudden Fear,”
1952; “Sabrina,” 1955; “Queen Bee,”
1956; “Separate Tables,” 1959.
Joseph LaShelle: “Come To Tbe
Stable,” 1950; “My Cousin Rachel,”
1953; “Marty,” 1956.
Sam Leavitt: “The Defiant Ones,”
1959, which was the award-winner that
year for best black-and-white photog¬
raphy.
William Mellor: “A Place In The
Sun,” 1952, which won for Mellor his
first “Oscar”; and “Peyton Place,”
1958.

American Cinematographer Manual has
been retitled

Frank Planer: “Champion,” 1950;
“Death Of A Salesman,” 1952; “Ro¬
man Holiday,” 1954.
Leon Shamroy: “Prince of Foxes,”
1950; “David and Bathsheba,” 1952;
“The Snows of Kilimanjaro,” 1953;
“The Robe,” 1954; “The Egyptian,”
1955; “Love Is A Many Splendored
Thing,” 1956; “The King and I,”
1957; “South Pacific,” 1959.

A. S. C.
PHOTOGRAPHIC
MANUAL

Harry Stradling, Sr.: “The Barkleys
Of Broadway,” 1950; “A Streetcar
Named Desire,” 1952; “Hans Christian
Andersen,” 1953; “Guys and Dolls,”
1956; “The Eddie Duchin Story,”
1957; “Auntie Marne,” 1959.
Robert Surtees: “King Solomon’s
Mines,” 1959 (“Oscar” winner) ; “Quo
Vadis?”, 1952; “The Bad and the
Beautiful,” 1953 (“Oscar” winner) ;
“Oklahoma,” 1956.
Many of the above named cinema¬
tographers, of course, have other nom¬
inations to their credit, prior to 1950.
The selection of eligible films for the
Academy’s annual awards for photog¬
raphy begins with the cinematogra¬
phers themselves. A reminder list of all
eligible pictures is sent with a prelim¬
inary ballot to all members of the
Academy’s Cinematographers Branch,
who vote in the order of their prefer¬
ence for one or more, but not more
than ten black-and-white and ten color
productions. At this time cinematogra¬
phers who have photographed one or
more of the eligible films and who wish

. . . the most complete and au¬
thentic compendium of data, facts
and

information

ever

assembled

for cinematographers and makers
of motion pictures.
This official publication of the
American Society of Cinematog¬
raphers

will

be

going

to

press

soon!
A limited number of pages are
still

available

for

product

and

service advertising. For rates, write

Which Films Would You Choose?
If you were voting for the best photographed production among the ten
films nominated for cinematography this year, which picture in each class
would you select as “best”? Readers are invited to pit their judgment of
cinematography against the Hollywood experts in a special American Cine¬
matographer balloting. Clip out the list of films below; place a check mark
after your choice of the best photographed Color Production and best photo¬
graphed Black-And-White production and mail ballot to the Editor, Ameri¬
can Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. (Those
who do not wish to cut the magazine page, may send their selections by post
card.)
BLACK-AND-WHITE FILMS

A.S.C. PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUAL
Box 2230. Hollywood 28, Calif.
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COLOR FILMS

_

4

□

Some Like It Hot

□

The Five Pennies

□

Career

□

The Big Fisherman

□

Anatomy of a Murder

□

The Nun’s Story

□

Diary of Anne Frank

□

PoRGY AND Bess

□

The Young Philadelphians

□

Ben-Hur
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FILMLINE ANNOUNCES

WORLD SmSmT COMMERCIAL PROCESSOR
FOR REVERSAL & NEGATIVE/POSITIVE 16MM FILM
Develops Reversal film at 125 fptn

New impingement-type film ^
Dryer
Temperature control
Rinse tank with spraybar after
each chemical tank
Eight film squeegees
New low-pressure type air
squeegee
Overflows and bottom drains
Tachometer
Solution and drybox
thermometers
Oil-less, rotary air compressor
with pressure gauge
Recirculation pumps and
spraybars
Stainless steel, type 316, tanks
Daylight operation
1,200'Film Magazine
Variable Speeds/Development
Times

Develops Negative film at 55 fpm

MODEL

RT-S

mmm

m

Wherever quality results are demanded in
the fastest processing time ... or wherever
illumination is inadequate for quality image
density . . . this newest, fastest combination
16MM Reversal and Negative/Positive film
processor . . . the Filmline Model RT-S will
consistently provide the solutions to these
processing problems.
For in-plant, high-speed photography . . . for
television stations, racetracks, and motion-

to insure entry of same in the “Oscar”
derliy, place the names of such films
at the top of their preliminary ballot.
The twenty productions receiving the
greatest number of votes from the pre¬
liminary balloting are then screened
at the Academy’s theatre to give all
members of the Cinematographers
Branch an opportunity to see them un¬
der the same conditions.
Following the screenings, a nomina¬
tions ballot listing the twenty produc¬
tions is sent to all members of the
Cinematographers Branch who then
vote for five black-and-white and five
color productions in the order of their
preference. The five productions in
each class receiving the greatest num¬
ber of votes become the nominations
for final voting by the Academy Mem¬
bers.
As the evening of the Awards presen¬
tation ceremonies draws near, specu¬
lation as to which productions will win
awards rises proportionately. Some¬
times a production having a great num¬
ber of nominations for achievement in
various categories stands a better
chance in the Awards than a film hav¬
ing but one. Thus, if such pictures also
are nominated for best photography.
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picture film labs . . . the Filmline Model RT-S
is the ideal machme . . . providing quality
results at speeds to 125 ft./minute . . . and
permitting increases of the ASA index
1000% on DuPont or Eastman Reversal
Emulsions.
Fully equipped, ready for immediate opera¬
tion the Model RT-S offers you high cost
film processing features for the low price
of only $6,450.00.

7-^

FILMLINE CORPORATION, DEPT. AM 60 MILFORD. CONN.

the record shows they stand better than
an even chance of winning an award in
this category. In light of this, it may be
interesting to note the number of nom¬
inations which have been collected this
year by the ten productions nominated
for photographic awards:
Picture

Nominations

Ben Hur
The Diary of Anne Frank
The Nun’s Story
Anatomy of a Murder
Some Like It Hot
The Five Pennies
Porgy and Bess
The Big Fisherman
Career
The Young Philadelphians

12
8
8
7
6
4
4
3
3
3

president

EstablishecJ

1949

SPECIALIZING .

.

In 16nim Film developing and printing
Super Anscochrome force-developed to A.S.A. 400
• 16MM ANSCOCHROME
• 16MM B&W REVERSAL
•

16MM B&W NEGATIVE

•

T6MM B&W POSITIVE

WRITER DIRECTOR
Wanted for rapidly expanding industrial
audio visual department in a leading elec¬
tronics corporation.
Must have thorough knowledge of 16mm
motion

picture and 35mm

duction.

Must

be

responsibility

to

trial

pictures,

motion

strip film

capable

write

and

of

direct

including

pro¬

assuming
indus¬
military

progress reports.

Byron Buys N.Y. Film Lab
Roundabush,

LABORATORIES

350 West 50th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

Screenings of the nominated films
began February 27 at the Academy
Award theatre, and award presenta¬
tions will be made April 4 at the RKOPantages theatre in Hollywood.
■

Byron

FILM

of

Byron Motion Pictures, Inc., Washing¬
ton, D.C., has purchased Mecca Film
Laboratories, Inc. The firm, located in
the Film Center Building, 630 Ninth
Avenue, is being renamed Mecca Film
Laboratory, Inc.

B.A.

in

Communications or Cinema

(or

equivalent) and at least two years experi¬
ence. Submit sample scripts and salary re¬
quirements. Relocation expenses paid.
Write c/o Box No.

600
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MGM CAMERA 65
Continued From Page 163

were compatible with all CinemaScope
projector installations. The aspect ratio
of the 35mm squeeze prints made by
the Panavision system from 65mm neg¬
atives was 2.55-to-l instead of 2.35to-1 (which is standard anamorphic
practice today). The 35mm release
prints of “Raintree County” possessed
exceptionally fine quality because they
were reductions from a 65mm nega¬
tive photographed with exceptionally
sharp Panatar lenses.
The first cameras used with the new
lenses were built to Panavision specifi¬
cations by the Mitchell Camera Corp.
Basically, they were Mitchell standard
cameras with 65mm movements. How¬

proximates that of the human eye.
When used to cover a negative 65mm

brilliant image.
The photographing equipment used

wide these lenses produce an image
twice the width of that of standard
35mm film. The angle of the 75mm

on “Ben-Hur” was of fine quality and
produced an excellent result. Since

lens, therefore, is more or less equiva¬
lent to a 37l/2mm lens used on 35mm
cameras.
The
anamorphic
design
further reduces the focal length by a
factor of approximately one-third in
the horizontal axis, so that when we
think of a 75mm lens used in the
Ultra-Panavision format, it has no di¬
rect analogy to focal lengths used in

changes in its lenses and equipment to

standard 35mm photography. It is a
much wider lens in the horizontal
plane, but

then,

Panavision

has

made

radical

insure greater versatility, and espe¬
cially to make them lighter in weight
and more economical for the producer
to use. Panavision has also designed
and built a series of new cameras of
its own, which operate quietly, are only
slightly larger than the studio cameras
now in general use, and eliminate the
need for the heavy, cumbersome hlimps
■

previously required.

in the vertical plane, of

course, the anamorphic factor has no
power. However, the 65mm film does
record a five-hole-high picture frame—

REFLECTED LIGHT
Continued From Page 178

which means that the 75mm lens is

ever, the movements were not suffi¬
ciently silent, so it was necessary for

filling 20% more vertical area than on
35mm film. It therefore has the equiva¬

are covered with silver or aluminum

Panavision to build special blimps for

lent vertical angle of a lens of 20%
shorter focal length, and the equivalent

metal. The aluminum leaf is best be¬

these cameras for use on the sound
stage. The walls of the blimps con¬
tain sound-proofing materials up to
3 inches thick and even though con¬
structed of light-weight magnesium, the
blimps weigh 300 lbs. without the
camera.
Shooting began on “Raintree Coun¬
ty” using the Panavision cameras, and
subsequently Metro bought several of
their own. Also, back in 1930, the
studio had purchased several cameras
from Mitchell for a 70mm widescreen
process and had used them to photo¬
graph several features. These cameras,
which had been lying around in stor¬
age at M-G-M, were converted by Mit¬
chell from 70mm to 65mm and then
used on the remainder of shooting for
“Raintree,” and later for “Ben-Hur.”
All film exposed in the Ultra-Panavision process is shot on 65mm nega¬
tive stock and printed on 70mm print
stock. The release print stock is 5mm
wider than the negative in order to
accommodate the sound track on the
outside of the sprocket holes; the area
within the sprocket holes and the actual
frame area are exactly the same on
both the negative and
strips.

release print

By the time M-G-M was ready to
start shooting on “Ben-Hur,” a full
complement of lenses for the new pro¬
cess had been designed and manufac¬
tured by Panavision. The focal lengths
were 57mm, 75mm, l(X)mm, 150mm
and 230mm. The 75mm is considered
to be the standard lens of the system
because its perspective very closely ap¬
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leaf,

sheet

aluminum

foil,

or

sheet

cause the small squares break up the
reflected beam of light and do not
throw a concentrated hot beam as does

horizontal angle of a lens 50% shorter.
It becomes evident that one must dis¬
card previous concepts of focal length
when dealing with an anamorphic sys¬

a large smooth sheet of metal. Where
sheet foil is used, it is often crumpled

tem as well as with a negative which
has twice the area of a 35mm film in

slightly as it is applied to the reflector
surface. This causes the reflected light

the width
height.

to be broken up into a myriad of beams

and

20%

more

area

in

instead of a single “hot” beam.

As “Ben-Hur” went into actual pro¬

For a softer reflected light, alumi¬

duction a great deal of thought was
given to the ultimate projection of the
film. Panavision realized that in order

num or chrome paint is applied to the

to reproduce on the screen the sharp
definition that was being recorded on
film it would be necessary to have pro¬

reflector surface. Reflectors of this type
can be used fairly close to a subject to
throw fill light into the shadow side of
the face or scene. Where light of still

jection lenses of quality matching the
taking lenses—otherwise, all the ad¬

lesser intensity is desired, then a re¬
flector surface of flat white paint is
the most satisfactory.

vantages inherent in the taking lenses
would be nullified. A series of new
lenses for 70mm projection were de¬

Because more than one reflector is
usually required in augmenting light¬
ing for the average outdoor scene, it

signed and then Panavision entered
into an agreement with the very old

is advisable to design the reflector for
portability and space saving. You’ll

and reputable Steinheil firm of Ger¬
many for their manufacture. Steinheil

want to be able to pack them into the

took Panavision’s preliminary designs
and recomputed the formulae to match

trunk compartment of your car, along
with the rest of your equipment, so
plan them from that point of view.

the characteristics of the special highdensity German glass which the com¬
pany uses. Steinheil now manufactures
the Panavision Steinheil Pan-Quinon

The ideal reflectors are those which
are rigid and can be propped up or

lenses which are used on projectors
throughout the world wherever “BenHur” is being shown. The new lenses,
available in a range of different focal

vote all his attention to his camera and
subjects, shifting the reflector angles

lengths, have a speed of f/1.7. Used in
conjunction with large lamphouse pro¬
jectors, similar to those used in drive-in
theatres, it is possilde to fill a screen
over 100 feet wide with an extremely

mounted on a pedestal. Once set at the
proper angle the cameraman can de¬

only when position of the sun has
changed sufficiently to require it.
A reflector of this type can be made
by taking two panels of heavy card¬
board, wallboard or quarter-inch ply¬
wood 15 by 30 inches in size and hing¬
ing them together. The cardboard and

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

wallboard panels may be hinged with
bookbinder’s cloth tape, which is gum¬
med on one side and is easily applied.
Small hinges should be used on the
wooden plywood panels. Thus a “book”
is formed which, when opened, be¬

ou save
W1

comes a flat panel 30 by 30 inches
square—a fair-sized reflector surface.
Coat the inside surfaces of this folding,
book-type reflector, using any of the
materials previously mentioned. Choice,

rentals
ways

of course, will depend upon the inten¬
sity of the fill light you require. You
will find it advisable to make at least
three reflectors—two with hard sur¬
faces, and one with a soft surface.
A means should be provided for
holding the reflectors opened flat, and
at an angle. Two lengths of one inch
square wooden material will suffice for
this: one piece to be temporary nailed
or tacked across the back of reflector,
while it is open, and the other to act as
a prop to hold the reflector at the de¬
sired upright angle.
For extensive photography out of
doors, a more rugged type of construc¬
tion should be followed.
Here the
quarter-inch plywood material should

O

Every piece of equipment is
checked out to perform “better

16mm & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed
Cameras:

than new.”

©

Tour accountant will explain

Lighting: Arcs—Incandescents
—Spot s—F10 0 d s—D i m m e r s—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories

the

tax

of

renting

all

normal

versus buying.

O

CEC0

Magnetic—■
Optical—Mikes—Booms
Sound Equipment:

benefits
provides

servicing free of charge.

be used. The panels should be applied
over frames made of
mate¬

Grip Equipment: Parallel S—

rial securely nailed and braced. A
wooden prop can be attached to each
reflector by means of a small hinge, so

Dollies:

Crab—Western—Portable
Panoram—Cranes

have it, who has?

Wide angle—Zoom—Tele¬
photo—Anamorphic

Branch:
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC. OF FLORIDA
1335 East 10th Avenue • Hialeah, Florida

that it is always in readiness for use.
The most common error resulting
from use of reflectors by beginners is
“washing out” natural shading. The
neophyte, irritated by seemingly overcontrasty tones in his subject, often
cancels out tonal effects in an effort to
get away from the uncorrected condi¬
tion. But this practice should be avoid¬
ed unless the footage is being shot
especially to match that previously
made on an overcast day. Some cine¬
matographers hold that completely flat
lighting has no character and this
seems to be the best way of denoting
its lackluster quality. Light from re¬
flectors should be concentrated on sub¬
jects out of doors only to obtain a
pleasing balance.
Balance the lighting by eye, a view¬
ing glass, or with the aid of an expo¬
sure meter. Either of the methods has
arguments in its favor. You can make
a choice after trying both and studying
results on the screen. Matching by eye
assures that resultant tones harmonize
with the rest of the scene. The back¬
ground and nearer areas are auto¬
matically taken into consideration when
the cameraman views his scene from

AAARCH
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More experts use CECO Rentals

Goboes—Other Grip accessories

more often — because if we don’t

Lenses:

Generators:

Po r t a b I e—T r U C k

SALES • SERVICE

Mounted

•

RENTALS

Editing Equipment: Moviolas
—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

16mm &
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous

Projection Equipment:

Closed Circuit TV

Television:
/

Department

A64 315 West 43rd Street, New York 36,
New York • JUdson 6-1420

Gentlemen;

Please rush me your FREE complete catalogue
of Rental Equipment.

Name_

O hare Camera Car:

Firm*CECO-Trademark of Camera
Equipment CO.

StreetCily_

Automalic Daylight Processing

Zone-State-

SPECIAL EFFECTS

DEVELOPING TANK

CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fades, dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame, reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-affs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm.

Processes up to 400 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-3Smm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.

487-14
South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST OF
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW AT THE
DISPOSAL OP THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.
Inquiries

invited.

New

price

list

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153

N.

Highland Ave.,
Linvi/ood Dunn,
Phone:

Hollywood 38,

ASC,

Calif.

President

Hollywood 9-5808

Cable address;

PILMEEX
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camera position. For example: a me¬

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

dium shot in a mountain setting may
contain a jagged rock formation in the

Continued From Page 156

background that has deep shadow pat¬
terns. If someone standing before it
were illuminated with a very strong re¬
flected light coming not from the angle
of the sun, the lighting would appear
quite unnatural. The subject would be
lit out of key with the natural illumina¬
tion of the surroudings. The problem
would be to lighten up the overall
scene, if possible, with very soft re¬
flected light being used on the shadow

LaShelle, ASC, “The Apartment”
(Mirisch Co. for UA) with Jack Lemmon
and Shirley MacLaine. Billy Wilder, director.

Joseph

DESILU STUDIOS—Culver City
Burke,

Charles Van Enger, ASC, “Betty Hutton
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Betty Hutton.
Richard Kinon, director.
Cronjager, “Grand Jury”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Lyle Bettger and Harold Stone.
Sobey Martin, director.
Henry

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm

Show”* (ITC Prods.) with Gale Storm and
ZaSu Pitts. James Kern, director.
Harkness Smith, “P-ony Express”*

side of the subject.

Prods.)

next, and ratios that are checked with
a meter are sure to remain constant. A
picture will project much smoother if
the shots all have the same contrast
ratio in common, although individual
takes may not always be as effective as
desired. A meter will also help secure
more flattering skin tones when filming

Kenneth

Peach,

Robert Planck, ASC, “The Millionaire”*.
James Sheldon, director.

(Desilu Prods.)

with Rory Calhoun.
Charles

“The Untouchables”*
with Robert Stack and

Straumer,

(Desilu Prods.)
Jerry Paris.

Usher” (American Int’l Piets.) with Vincent
Price and Mark Damon.
KEYWEST STUDIOS
Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of regligious
films* (Family Films) Harold Schuster, di¬
rector.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”* with

ASC, “Lassie”*
(Jack
with June Lockhart and

Paul Ivano, “The Texan”*

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Fall of the House of

John Newland.

DESILU STUDIOS—Gower
Wrather Prods.)
John Provost.

(Panavision; American Int’l Piets.) with
Terry Moore and Lionel Ames. Roy Del
Ruth, director.

(Desilu

Jean Yarborough, director.

The reasons for using a light meter
in lining up reflectors are formidable.
Many cinematographers work for a
controlled quality from one shot to the

Ernest Haller, ASC, “Girl on Death Row”

“Man with a Camera”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Charles Bronson.

Charles

INDEPENDENT

William Margulies, “Not for Hire”* (Calif.

National
Prods.)
“Philip Marlow”*
with Phil Carey.
Philip

Ralph
Meeker;
Chertok Prods.)

“Peter Gunn”*
Craig Stevens and

Lathrop,

Prods.)
bright.

with

(Spartan
Lola Al¬

Nicholaus, “Rawhide”*
(CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.
John

Robert

Robert
Pittack,
ASC,
“Ann
Sothern
Show*” (Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.

with
(Jack

ASC, “Cimarron” with
Maria Schell. Anthony

Surtees,

Glenn Ford and
Mann, director.
Maury

Gertsman,

ASC,

“Mr.

Lucky”*

in color. A balance of 2:1 or 3:1 is

DESILU STUDIOS—Hollywood

usually a good standard for lighting

Sid
Hickox,
ASC,
“Westinghouse-Desilu
Playhouse”* (Desilu Prods.). Ralph Nelson,
director.

George Folsey, ASC, Commercials*.

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (iDesilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as, Sheldon Leonard, director.

Alan
Stensvold, ASC, “You
Bet Your
Life”* with Groucho Marx. Bob Dwan and
Bernie Smith, directors.

with color film. A flatter lighting tends
to add weight to your subjects, while a
contrastier one often emphasizes unat¬
tractive features.
Controlled fill light, with the aid of
reflectors, is perhaps most important in

Worth, ASC, “The
Real Mc¬
Coy’s”*
(Brennan-Westgate Prods.) with
Walter Brennan. Hy Averback, director.

appears

even

more

separated

from the highlight portions because of
its deep color concentration. Shade or
under-exposure often transform colors

DISNEY STUDIOS
Harry Waxman, “The Swiss Family Robin¬

son” (Panavision & Tech.; Buena Vista re¬
lease; shooting in B. W. 1.) with John Mills
and Dorothy McGuire. Ken Annakin, di¬
rector.

to a new set of hues of much brighter

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

saturation. In black-and-white photog¬
raphy, a dark area in a scene may be
only a dark area on the screen, but

James Van Trees, ASC, “The Many Loves

of Dobie Gillis”* with
Rod Amateau, director.

with color film it often becomes a deep
concentration of some very particular
color. Too, scenes filmed in color in
shaded areas tend to show a blue over¬
cast and a decided blue in the high¬
lights.
brighten these dark areas and elimi¬
nate or subdue the bluish effect. Day¬
light actually is a mixture of sunlight

Lipstein,
ASC, “Adventures of
Ozzie & Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.
Harold

Hal Mohr, ASC, Commercials*

Ellis

Carter,

ASC,

Frank

Redman,

(CBS-TV) with
bara Hale.

With the use of reflectors you can pro¬

(Gallu Prods.) with
Peyser, director.

ject the warmer sunlight into shadow
areas of subjects and scenes not directly
by

the

sun,

(Film-

Mason”*
and Bar¬

“Border Patrol”*
Richard Webb. John

Nicholson,

Harry
Wolf,
“Hennessey”*
Prods.) with Jackie Cooper.

(Hennessy

furnishing

needed balance in the lighting and,
when color film is used, a measure of
color correction, too.

Commercials*

ASC, “Perry
Raymond Burr

■

PARAMOUNT
Robert Burks, ASC, “The Pleasure of His

Company”
(Technicolor;
Perlberg-Seaton
Prod.) with Fred Astaire and Debbie Rey¬
nolds. George Seaton, director.
Scaife,
“Tarzan
the
Magnificent”
(Shooting in Nairobi, Africa) with Gordon
Scott and Jock Mahoney. Robert Day, direc¬
tor.
Ted

Lester Shorr, ASC, “Bonanza”* (NBC-TV)
with Michael Landon and Dan Blocker.
Russell,
ASC, “Psycho”
(Alfred
Hitchcock Prods.) with Anthony Perkins
and Vera Miles. Alfred Hitchcock, director.
John

Loyal Griggs, ASC, “Walk Like a Dragon”
with Jack Lord and Nobo McCarthy. James
Clavell, director.

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

(Filmways

ways Prods.).

Meredith
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Hickman.

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

(yellow-red) and the skylight (blue).

illuminated

Dwayne

Prods.).

Reflectors, properly used can easily

N.B.C.

Lothrop

color photography where a darkened
area

(CBS-TV).

GOLDWYN STUDIOS
Norbert Brodine, ASC, Eugene Polito,
“Loretta Young Show”* (Lewislor Prods.)
with Loretta Young.

Edward Cronjager, ASC, “Dick Powell’s
Zane Grey Theatre”* (Four Star Prods.)
with Dick Powell; “Black Saddle”* (Four
Star Prods.) with Peter Breck and Russell
Johnson.
Howard Schwartz, “The Rifleman”*

(Four
Star Prods.) with Chuck Connors and John¬
ny Crawford.
Charles Burke, “Johnny Ringo”*
(Four
Star Prods.) with -Don Durant; “Law of the
Plainsman”* (Four Star Prods.) with Mich¬
ael Ansara.
George
Diskant,
ASC,
“June
Allyson
Show”* (Four Star Prods.) with June Allyson; “Robert Taylor Detectives”* (Four Star
Prods.) with Robert Taylor.

Continued on Page 196
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RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 15(t per word, minimum ad,
$2.00. Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and
advertiser’s name) 200 per word. Modified display format (text
set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) $1.50 per

ADVERTISING
line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
Office, American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Forms close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
No discount on Classified Advertising.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
USED EQUIPMENT

EARLY SPRING CLEAN UP SALE
PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS
MAURERS, good condition. Wonderful buys from .$
B&H FILMO SPECIALIST, w/rackover; 400' mag.; syncmofor; 2 finders,- less lenses. $1800.00 value.
Reduced
.$
AURICON PRO-200 Single System Sound, complete from .$
MITCHELL 16, Magazines,- finder,- maftebox; 2 mofors; 6 Balfars; tripods; accessories, late model ....$
ARRIFLEX 16 w/mattebox sunshade,- 3 Xenon lenses—16mm fl .9; 25mm fl .5; 50mm f2; trunk.
Used, excellent condition .
$
B&H FILMO 70 Series virith 3 Cooke lenses—15/25/50mm,- 400' magazine,- 12V motor,- case .$

1195.00
765.00
895.00
4995.00
1695.00
595.00

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
3 SPEED FLUID TRIPOD Heads, new Viscomatic .
$
MITCHELL STD. or B&H Motors, 220V 3ph Interlock. Worth $500, now .
$
MITCHELL SS 24V Motors, $525.00 originally .$
1200' MAGAZINE adapters for Auricon Pro .$
MITCHELL Extra Large 2000' magazines .....$
COOKE 2" f2 lenses, Mitchell mount, $300.00 value .$
BALOWSTAR 1'/j" fl .3 lens, list $179.50 'S' mount. Special . $
H.F. Heavy Duty Commercial Type Car Top Platforms, holds 800 lbs. Includes 4' x 5' non-skid
fop, removable ladder. $220 value .$

97.50
99.50
99.50
150.00
169.50
99.50
49.50
149.50

ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
BACKGROUND ARC PROJECTOR, 35mm movies or slides; includes 120 amp. arclamp; rheostat;
lenses; motor generator. Cost $15,000.00 to build, now unassembled, as is. Plus crating .$
ANIMATION STAND 13' high, heavy base similar to Bowlds. Custom built, 4 movements, extra
large platen. Cost $10,000.00, closing out, as is. Plus crating ..$
ACME PROCESS PROJECTOR head 35mm for optical or background printing. $3,500 value .$
B&H 35mm ANIMATION CAMERA; 400' magazine; dissolve. $3500.00 value .$
Same with thru-lens-focussing .$

695.00
495.00
2895.00
1495.00
1995.00

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
PORTABLE 220/1 lOV POWER UNIT; 3000W,- voltmeter,- Variac; fused circuit breakers,- heavy cables;
6 double plugboxes; 4 std. outlets. Originally $950.00. Closing out .
$
5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands, excellent .$
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands. Excellent .$
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands .$
MR BROADS on stands. Single $59.50
Double .$
NORTHLITE INDIRECT REFLECTORS^ latest type—5000 watt .
$
2000 watt .$
■'A

195.00
179.50
99.95
57.50
89.50
129.50
79.50

9

RECORDING & PLAYBACK
GAUMONT-KALEE FLUTTER METER, insures perfect recording, $1500.00 orig., like new .$
HALLEN 16mm SYNC MAGNETIC Recorder, 25A w/playback amplifier, speaker, $1500.00 value.
Reduced
j
MAURER 16mm RECORDING OUTFITS—mixer, noise reduction; amplification,- voltage regulator; power
supply; 400' magazine. Model D Negative .7.$
WESTREX 35mm OPTICAL RECORDERS, outright purchase,- fair condition .$
RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Optical Recording Heads, less motor .$
MR MIKE BOOM and 3 wheel Perambulator. Incomplete, close out .$
MAURER 16mm FILM PHONOGRAPH, 507A w/syncmotor and power supply. Present list $3000.00 ....$

495.00
495.00
2495.00
2495.00
2995.00
295.00
1195.00

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
BELL & HOWELL FILMOARC 16mm projectors on rolling stands,- lens,- 30 amp. Hi-Intensity Arclamps;
rectifiers; 50W amplifier,- 2 speakers. $2,000.00 value. Excellent condition .'.$
Less amplification and speaker .$
GPL 16mm TV SOUND PROJECTOR. Syncmotor,- pre-amp,- 3600' magazines,- pedestal. $3500.00 value $

975.00
850.00
1395.00

CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
495.00
295.00
1495.00
1895.00

LABORATORY
B&H Model J 16mm PRINTER, Hi-Intensity lamp; Par Fader. Excellent .$ 3995.00
MAGNETIC SOUNDSTRI PING Machines 16mm, from .$ 1995.00
FILMLINE Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm neg/pos. processor,- variable speed transmission,- reconditioned.
$1700.00 value .
j
995 qO
HOUSTON
16/35mm COLOR
PROCESSOR.
Magnificent stainless steel
beauty—worth $35,000.
Rebuilt like new .
] 995 qq
HOUSTON 16/35mm NEG/POS. Processors, w/refrigeration; recirculation airpump,- stainless steel
construction; temperature control; 1200' per hour. Gov't paid $10,000.00 Rebuilt .$ 2995.00
NEUVATOR 16mm CLEANING MACHINES, CL-16, Surplus, Orig. $395.00 .
$
149 50
DEPUE 35/16mm REDUCTION Printers, good condition. Soundtrack 35/16 .
$ 1250 00
Picture 35/16 .2250’00
PL 7-0440

CAMERA

EQUIPMENT

CO.,

INC.

315 West 43rd Street
New York 36, N. Y.
16MM
HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing
machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with refriger¬
ator units, temp, controls, condensers, etc. BRANDNEW,
prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS STEEL
model A-llB. Neumade film washer, 35mm EYEMO
cameras, spider turrets, large selection of Eyemo
lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept.
C-1, 355 East Tremont Ave., New York 57, New
York.

PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

AKELEY 35mm VIEWER, sound and composite 5" x 7" aerial image. $3000 value, closeout 1/6 cost $
ACMIOLA 35mm VIEWERS, 6" x 8/2" projected picture, motorized. $1500 value' .$
MOVIOLA SOUND PREVIEW 35mm UDPVCS, 8" x 10" large picture. $2250.00 value .$
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 16mm Composite and 16mm Sound. Rebuilt .$

TRADES TAKEN

CINE SPECIAL II cameia wiih 100 foot film
chamber; 25mm Ektar; 15mm, 50mm and
100mm Anastigmat; special carrying case;
almost brand new .$1000.00
EYEMO MODEL Q spider turret camera
from . 250.00
FILMO Camera with spider turret .
150.00
CINE SPECIAL MODEL 1 cameras, many in
stock, from . 250.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm camera with 120° shutter;
motor; matte box; power cord; 35mm,
50mm and 75mm Zeiss lenses; battery
and charger . 1000.00
35mm BALTAR T2.5 Eyemo mount . 150.00
35mm ILEX F2.9 Eyemo mount .
75.00
50mm COOKE AMATOL F.2 (T.2.2) Eyemo
mount .
150.00
75mm BALTAR F2.3 Eyemo mount .
150.00
100mm BALTAR F2.3 eyemo mount .
165.00
100mm ILEX F2.9 Eyemo mount (New) .
90.00
20mm CINEGON Lens in Arriflex mount . 375.00
NEUMADE measuring machines, 16mm or
35mm ...each
40.00
BELL & HOWELL 16mm PRINTER Model J;
overhauled, reconditioned and guaranteed 2800.00
NEUMADE 35mm footage counter .
40.00
CECO 16mm Professional film viewer . 250.00
PRECISION MODEL
"600 ' sound reader ..
95.00
MOVIOLA MODEL D Picture head . 200.00
MOVIOLA MODEL UDPVCS Preview (Black) 1200.00
1000 ft. BELL & HOWELL 35mm magazines 100.00
no Volt SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR for Cine
Special
.
95.00
no Volt VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR for Cine
Special . 225.00
SPECTRA 3-color KELVIN Color Temperature
Meter
.
150.00
TEL-ANIMA Print Hot Press,- table and type 250.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS Panoram dollies
4 wheel .1400.00
5 wheel .1800.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS
Crab type dollies .Special low price

Cable: SOSOUND

S O S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street^ New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM
BLIMPED
TYPE
ON
PORTABLE
CASTER
BASES.
COMPLETE WITH SCREENS,
INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS, CABLES, INTERCOMS, LENSES, ETC.
FULL INFORAAATION. PHOTOS AND PRICES ON RE¬
QUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

MITCHELL 16mm camera with sync & wild motors,
2 magazines, 3 cases, C mount adaptors, finder,
sunshade. Price less lense, $2,995.00. Condition ex¬
cellent. Eyemo Q (spider turret, 400') w/2", 4", arid
6" lenses wild and sync motors, alignment gauge,
$645.00. Hallen-Kinevox IZ-'/smm or*e case magnetic
recorder and playback amplifier, $445.00 PROFES¬
SIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 2222 N. Prairie, Dallas,
Texas.
16mm HOUSTON Model 22 black & white reversal
developing machine BRAND NEW factory fresh. Can
be bought for much less than original price. Avail¬
able for inspeefion at our warehouse. Immediate
deliver. CARTEL PHOTO SUPPLY CO., 2637 No.
Jerusalem
Rd.,
East Meadow,
L.I., New York.

Phone HO 7-2124
WE RENT—SELL—BUY
FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt
trade-ins,
demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Ema Street, Milford,
Conn.

4 MITCHELL 1000' 35mm magazines. Very good
condition. Trade for Cine Special or sell $55.00
each. $200.00 for all four. RICHARD WINNER, Box
1251, Cocoa Beach, Florida.

MARCH

•
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1 COLORTRAN Sr. kit $150.00; Jr. kit $110.00;
2-lite broad kit $90.00; MR-90 Hi-Arc and stand
$500.00: MR-40 Duarc with stand $250.00; 3-phase,
220-volt interlock motor for N.C. $350.00; As above
for Standard Mitchell $250.00; 3-phase, 220-volt ina-door sync motor for Standard Mitchell $250.00;
New Vj-HP 220-volt, 3-phase Esco motors $65.00
each; Simplex 4-Star optical and magnetic re-recorder $895.00; New Altec magnetic pre-amplifiers $57.50
each; also Blue Seal 35mm sound-on-film recorders
with or without galvanometers. BLUE SEAL SOUND
DEVICES, P. O. Box 472, New Canaan, Conn.

For sale: CINE VOICE 16mm sound camera, am¬
plifier, complete, $395.00. 16mm MOVIOLA sound
and picture, mag/optical. Rental $20.00 a week.
Send for rental price sheet. CAMERA CRAFT, 6800
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. HO 3-6856.
Brand
NEW
16mm
professional
motion
picture
equipment for sale. Must sell. Phone EL2-4041.
LEN MacAHONIC, Box 960, Wetaskiwin, Alberta,
Canada.

Continued on Next Page
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Classified Ads

SERVICES AVAILABLE

WANTED

Continued From Preceding Page

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
On these names you know, we can save you dough.
Arriflex 16-35, Bolex H-16 Rexmatic, Pan Cinor 85,
Grundig Hi-Fi, Neumann mikes, Zeiss Microscopes.
JOHN TYLER, 603 Alta Ave., Santa Monica, Calif.
EXbrook 5-8876.
STILL, Stereo, Movies, Sound, Micro, Tele. Let us
know your wants on new equipment or used. We
advise as well as sell. JOHN TYLER, 603 Alta Ave.,
Santa Monica, Calif. EXbrook 5-8876.

200' CINE SPECIAL II
and
price.
JOHNSTO,
Francisco, Calif.

magazines. Give condition
2440
Ulloa
Street,
San

35mm ARRIFLEX with 180° shutter, lenses, sync
motor, magazines, power supply, matte box, tri¬
pod, etc. CHASE, 328 Chartres Street, New Orleans
16, Louisiana. JA 2-0356.
Mitchell — Akeley — B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
WHY SACRIFICE

16mm JAN sound projector, used but in good
condition less amplifier and speaker, $275.00. S.
WELSH, 6240 N. Tripp Ave., Chicago 46, III.

CINE Special Series T. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

WANTED

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45fh ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

IT’S NOT NICE TO KISS AND TELL
But nice to tell us to sell
Equipment you may not need.
For which we’ll pay with all speed.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable; SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Colif., Phone HO 7-2124

SERVICES AVAILABLE

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS, 168 W. 46th
St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

BRITISH
PRODUCER
can
undertake
assignments
Europe, India, Far East. Visiting U.S.A. March and
April for discussions. JOHN BYRD, 27, Arthur Road,
London, S.W. 19.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

John

Continued From Page 194

Cory,
ASC, “Whispering Smith”*
(Revue Prods.) ; “Johnny Staccato”* (Revue
Prods.).

WEST GERMANY, 16mm films, still or sound. FRITZ
BRUNS, (20b) Goettingen, Brauweg, 12.

Russell,
ASC,
(Color; Revue Prods.).

“Ford

Special”*

ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector; commercial*.
Mack Stencler,

ASC, “Richard Diamond
Private Detective”* (Four Star Prods.) with
David Janssen.
Wild,

Alive”* (Four
McQueen.

ASC, “Wanted Dead or
Star Prods.) with Steve

ASC, “Wagon Train”* (Revue
Prods.) with Ward Bond.
Benj. Kline,

ASC, “Portrait in Black”
(Color; Universal International) with Lana
Turner and Anthony Quinn. Michael Gordon,
director.
Russell Metty,

“Troubleshooters”*
(Filmaster Prods.) with Keenan Wynn and
Bob Mathias. Robert Altman, director;
“Death Valley Days”* (Filmaster Prods.)

Jack Mackenzie,

ASC, “Overland Trail”*.

REVUE STUDIOS

Ellis Thackery,

ASC, “Johnny Midnight”*

Emmett

Bergholz,

ASC, “M Squad”* (Lati¬
mer Prods.) with Lee Marvin; “Alfred
Hitchcock Presents”* (Revue Prods.).
John

Ray

Warren,

Rennahan,

ASC, “Laramie”*

(Revue

Prods.)
ASC, Ellis Thackery,
ASC, “Bachelor Father”* (Bachelor Prods.)
with John Forsythe.
Lionel

Lindon,

Flin,
Emil
Harris,
“Riverboat”*
(Revue Prods.) with Darren McGavin.

Ray

ASC, Irving
Slade”* (Revue Prods.).
Ray Cory,

Lippman,

“Shotgun

Lindon, ASC, “Adventures of Art
Linkletter”* (Pilot; Revue Prods.).

Lionel

Ray Flin,
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“Coronado

FAR EAST assignments in 16 and 35mm by American
organization experienced throughout Asia and equip¬
ped for every phase of film and contact work.
FARKAS FILM COMPANY, 424 Li Po Cuhun Building,
Hong Kong
ANIMATION PRODUCED IN JAPAN, U.S. quality
throughout—lipsync, color, etc. The only studios in
Japan using U.S. animation equipment (Oxberry).
Low Japanese rates. INTERLINGUAL INTERNATIONAL
INC., Harada Bldg., 2-1 Hirakawacho, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo.

LABORATORY & SOUND
16mm Black J. White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio ond laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott 1 -2707.

Wilfrid Cline,

9”*

(Revue

Prods.).

(Revue Prods.)
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Arling, ASC, “Story of Ruth”
(C’Seope & Color; S. G. Engle Prods.)
with Elana Eden and Stephen Boyd. Henry
Koster, director.
Arthur

Tover,
ASC, “From the Terrace”
(C’Seope & Color; shooting in N.Y.) with
Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward. Mark
Robson, director.
Leo

Fapp, ASC, “Let’s Make
Love”
(C’Seope & Color) with Marilyn Monroe and
Yves Montand. (Jeorge Cukor, director.
Daniel

ASC, “Adventures in Para¬
Cardner McKay and Weaver

Lloyd

Ahern,

dise’*

with

I^rcvy.

ASC, “The Tate and Happy

Series”*.
WARNER BROS.

Ray

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Avil,

AVAILABLE for assignment anywhere, experienced
lATSE cameraman. Color shorts, documentary, com¬
mercial, news, TV. Equipt 35 silent, 16 sound.
TYE SANDERS, 1679 Melrose Dr., Atlanta 10, Go.
PLaza 3-8175.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

Gordon

EXPERIENCED BIRD AND WILDLIFE photographer,
naturalist, offers excellent 16mm original Daylight
Kodachrome footage in natural habitat. State re¬
quirements. DICK PFEIFER, 8560 S.W. Oleson Road,
Portland 23, Oregon.

DUTCH FILM PRODUCER offers all possible help in
Europe. No language troubles. International trained
technicians available. We solve all YOUR problems.
Write or wire: WALTER DE VRIES, Lepelstratt 20-C
AMSTERDAM, Holland. Telephone 57807.

16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP

Harry

YOUNG MAN,
PERSONABLE, DEPENDABLE, AND
AMBITIOUS WITH OVER TEN YEARS OF RESPON¬
SIBLE
TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE IN MOTION PIC¬
TURE ' PRODUCTION. HAVE REACHED THE TOP IN
MY PRESENT POSITION. DESIRE A POSITION OF
CHALLENGE IN PRODUCTION OR SALES. PLEASE
WRITE FOR RESUME TO BOX 1369, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Stradling, ASC, “The Dark at the
Top of the Stairs” with Robert Preston and
Dorothy McGuire. Delbert Mann, director.

Harry

Wesley

Anderson,

Edwin

DuPar,

ASC,

“Hawaiian Eye”* with Anthony Eisley.
Hoffman, Wesley Anderson, “The
Alaskans”* with Roger Moore and Dorothy
Provine.
Bob

Perry

Finnerman,.. Carl

Berger,

ASC,

“Bronco”* with Ty Hardin.
Glennon, “Colt 45”* with Wayde
Preston; “Sugargoot”* with Will Hutchins.

Burt

Arthur Feindel,

ASC, Commercials*.

Thomas Tutwiler,

ASC, Commercials*.

Hildyard, “The Sundowners” (Tech¬
nicolor; shooting in Australia) with Deborah
Kerr and Robert Mitchum. Fred Zinnemann,
director.
Jack

ASC, “77 Sunset Strip”* with
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.

Harold Stine,

ASC, “Oceans 11” (Tech¬
nicolor; shooting in Las Vegas) with Frank
Sinatra and Dean Martin. Lewis Milestone,
director.
William Daniels,

Ray

Fernstrom,

ASC, “Maverick”*

with

James Garner.
Ralph

Woolsey,

ASC,

“Lawman”

with

John Russell.
Hal Mohr,

ASC, Commercials*.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California

.

t imsttaw mu
you can save over
on 100 prints of a
full-length 2-reel show!
wW-

t

$

WrHe, phone or wire for a free estimate
— it costs you nothing to find out — you may
save over $2500 on your next print order!

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., WASHINGTON 7, D.C.
►

FE 3-4000

PROVSDINf: I VLRY EDITORIAL AND PROCESSING FACILITY FOR 16mm FILM PRODUCERS

APRIL, 1960

•

SERVING ALL FIELDS
OF MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCTION
The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

IN THIS
ISSUE

•Colortran Lighting System Explained
•Similarities and Differences In B&W Printing
•“Wreck of the Mary Deare”—Epic In Special Effects

A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California

tM mMcL llw/ Po-toM/ (wd/ QpiMdo^

CECO’S
LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
The country's foremost single source of lighting equipment for
motion pictures, TV, industrial and instrumentation photography.

WE
RENT
OR
SELL

Grips

Masterbeams

Props

Stands

Nets

Brutes

Cables

Parallels

Scrims

Molarcs

Boxes

Drops

ColorT rans

Dimmers

Director Chairs

Teners

TV Scoops

Seniors

Mike Booms

Juniors

Dollies

Cones

Reflectors

AC and DC
Generators up to
1500 amps.Truck
Mounted or Port¬
able

In New York call:
JUdson 6-1420

In Miami call:
TUxedo 8-4604

Send in
this coupon
for FREE
literature
on lighting
equipment
for rent
or sale.

Dept.A-69 315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.

'(JfllMRfl

In Florida
CAMERA EQUIPMENT
CO., INC. OF FLORIDA
1335 East 10th Avenue
Hialeah, Florida

APRIL

•

1960

€9uipni€nT
- (6.,inc.
>

iC.

I

U-J

■

Gentlemen:
Please rush me new FREE literature on CECO
lighting equipment for rent or sale.

Name __—

*

*CECO — Trademark af
Camera Equipment CO.

City

Zon

State
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Cinematographer
ARTHUR E. GAVIN

April, 1960

•

Vol. 41, No. 4

•Feature Articles

Editor
SOUND STAGE SEA SAGA

228

How science of sjiecial effects made it possible to shoot dramatic storm
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT

and shipicreck scenes on the sound stage. By .loseph Riittenberg. AS(i.

Marion Hutchins
FILMING ’LA DOLCE VITA’ IN BLACK-AND-WHITE AND WIDE-SCREEN

234

Some interesting techniques employed by Italian cinenuttogropher
Otello Martelli.

Bv IJbero Grandi.

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
Derek Hill
Joseph Henry

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES IN 16mm AND 35mm B&W PRINTING

235

Things the independent producer should know before jdanning the
Clifford Harrington

photography and processing of his films.

Joseph V. Mascelli
Herb A. Lightman

A SYNCHRONOUS QUARTER-INCH TAPE SYSTEM FOR FILM SOUND RECORDING

236

Second of d-part article tells how integrated sync control plays
vital role in magnetic tape recording. By Gilbert M. Galloway.
TECHNICAL EDITOR
Emery Huse

HOW ‘NO SECOND CHANCE’ WAS STAGED AND FILMED

238

Former lifeguard produces I6mm. film aimed at reducing swimming
pool casualties. By Stanley M. Loewy.
EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD

COLORTRAN—A LIGHTWEIGHT SET-LIGHTING PACKAGE

Arthur Edeson, A.S.C.

How the system that utilizes ordinary bulbs burning on boosted

Robert deGrasse, A.S.C.

voltage ivorks for motion picture set-lighting.

240

Burnett Guffey, A.S.C.
Wallace Kelley, A.S.C
Arthur Miller, A.S.C.

THE IMPORTANCE OF TABLES, CHARTS AND CALCULATORS

242

They jday an imjmrtant part in the work of any cinematographer.

Ray Rennahan, A.S.C.
John Seitz, A.S.C.

A SOUND SYSTEM FOR SIXTEEN-MM
Method employs sound recorded on

Lester Shorr, A.S.C.

244
16mm magnetic film, which is run

through ^projector simultaneously with the picture film. By Joe P. Gray.

•Departments
INDUSTRY NEWS
ON THE COVER
USING A MOTORIZED Bolex H-16 comera with 400foot magazines, mounted on a hi-hat in stern of
small dinghy, cameraman-director Stanley M. Loewy
lines up for a closeup of swimming action for his
16mm color-and-sound training film, “No Second
Chance, ” aimed at reducing swimming pool casual¬
ties. His story begins on page 238 of this issue.
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Aews briefs of industry activities and jtrogress.
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS—By Marion Hutchins

206

W here and W'hat TV and feature film cameramen were shooting last month.
WHAT’S NEW IN EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, SERVICES

216

Things that are new for makers of motion pictures.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS—By Walter Strenge, ASC

224

Readers' questions answered by experts.

EDITORIAL AND BUSINESS OFFICE: 1782 NORTH ORANGE DRIVE, HOUYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA.

TELEPHONE: HOLLYWOOD 7-2135.
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MITCHELL CAMERA BULLETIN

7 first time features for 16mm camera users

Mitchdueis

different from all other 16mm cameras because it offers for the first time — advanced film making features
previously found only in Mitchell 35mm professional cameras. This is the only 16mm camera with the
remarkable capability of being able to film thefidl range of today’s broad requirements for all types of motion
picture work. Its proven engineering assures the finest brilliance, and fidelity of any camera in existence.

EXCLUSIVE
“RACK-OVER” DESIGN
permits focus through the
lens without disturbing
either lens or finder position.
You see exactly what you
will photograph, eliminating
parallax and assuring perfect
alignment. Shifting is
instantaneous with one hand.

UNMATCHED 235° MITCHELL DOUBLE-CAM
MOVEMENT, has incomparable dual pilot-pin
operation. In either high-speed or normal
cinematography, it assures precise, steady
images and perfect registration.

WIDE SPEED RANGE gives latitude
of filming from single frame exposure
to 128 frames per second.

ERECT IMAGE
FOCUSING TELESCOPE,
built into the camera
door, has five and ten
power magnification and
provides contrast viewing
filters for checking lighting
on both black-and-white
and color emulsions.
^

.-X .1

BUILT-IN-MANUAL DISSOLVE
incorporates a graduated
segment which can be locked
for any desired shutter opening
from 0° to 235 .
FOUR LENS TURRET
accommodates Mitchell-mounted
lens from 10mm up. Positive turret
lock assures perfect alignment.
BUILT-IN VEEDER COUNTER,
showing both single frames and
footage run, is always in plain view.

The features shown here are only part of the complete
Mitchell story of advanced design that assures low
cost perfect operation and long trouble-free service
life. Write today on your letterhead for the
new Mitchell 16mm catalog.

85% of all professional motion pictures shown throughout the world are filmed with Mitchell Cameras.

Mitchell Camera Corp.
666 West Harvard Street
Glendale 4, California

APRIL

•

1960
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News briefs of

INDUSTRY
NEWS

industry activities,
products and progress

SPEAKING BEFORE members of
the A.S.C. at Research Coun¬
cil's headquarte.s in Hollywood,
President William F. Kelley ex¬
plains
how
lack
of
simple
component in circuitry of aver¬
age home TV receiver makes
many
receivers
incapable
of
rendering optimum picture qual¬
ity when filmed programs are
transmitted.
Demonstrations
pointed
to
need
for greater
care
in
lighting
and
photo¬
graphing films for TV to mini¬
mize the problem.

PROFESSIONAL

Gold Seal
EXPOSURE

METER

THREE METERS IN ONE — The
Spectra Professional precisely mea¬
sures illumination, contrast and bright¬
ness of your subject. Only meter with
a complete set of direct-reading f/sto])
slides.
A ]>recision instrument YOU CAN¬
NOT AFFORD NOT TO AFFORD!
Complete with disc, grid, 13 exposure
index slides and carrying case, only

»97.50
Write for descriptive
literature and
complete specifications.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.

tures were piped simultaneously to a con¬
ventional home television receiver, which

Economy Move Shutters
Research Council
It was ironic that at the height of one of

B LV D.

its most timely and significant developments,
the Motion Picture Research Council, Inc.,

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

in Hollywood was ordered to suspend opera¬

Karl Freund, A.S.C., President
837NO.

CAHUENGA

tions hy its sponsor, the
Motion Picture Producers.

Association

of

Council President William F. Kelley, prior

25 YEARS OF
QUALITY

to the closing order, had been demonstrating
to members of various technical branches
of the motion picture industry results of the
Council’s latest

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

research program.

Purpose of the program was to determine
the kind and quality of lighting and pho¬
tography for motion picture films that pro¬
duced

optimum results in

television

trans¬

mission. For its studies, the Council had
installed in its headquarters a complete
closed-circuit television chain.
When

its

studies

had

been

concluded,

the Council held a series of seminars in
which its findings were graphically demon¬
strated. Members of the American Society
of Cinematographers, many of whom
currently photographing program and

• Specialists

in

high

speed

or

standard reversal processing
• Security clearance
• Free Vacuumating
• Films returned same day
• Customer extra service: Special
prices on

Eastman & du

Reversal Film

Pont

are
ad¬

vertising films for TV, were among the first
of the industry’s technical men invited.

minus

the

D.

C.

restorer,

and

to

a

standard TV studio receiver equipped with
the component.
A demonstration film purposely made for
the Council’s research program was trans¬
mitted to the two receivers so that audiences
could observe results on each. The home
receiver showed that it was incapable of
reproducing an otherwise correctly lighted
and photographed scene, once the ratio of
white-to-black areas in a scene exceeded
a certain norm.
The

TV

station

receiver,

on

the

other

hand gave a truer rendition of scenes, with
no perceptible change in picture quality and
contrast resulting from fluctuating ratios
between black and white areas.
What the Council’s studies attempted to
show is that motion pictures made for tele¬
vision today must be photographed in the
light of present-day deficiencies in average
TV home receivers—with no excessive light
areas in scenes, as when a TV star is shot
from a low camera angle so he appears
silhouetted against a bright sky, etc.
Cinematographers, reportedly were im¬
pressed with the demonstrations and it was

At these sessions, Kelley and members
of bis staff explained that most of the poor
reception of TV seen on home receivers

concluded that the Council’s findings would
have an immediate effect on the lighting

is the fault, not of the films transmitted,
hut of the home receivers themselves—which,
it was pointed out, in most cases lack a

the production of all films for television.'

simple and relatively inexpensive component,
a I). C. restorer. Some of the very first
television receivers, Kelley explained, had
this component. But it apparently was elim¬
inated from later models when manufac¬
turers, as a matter of economy, began to
cut corners in the construction of TV
chassis.
By

means

of

TV

receivers

installed

in

the Council’s auditorium, Kelley was able
to demonstrate reception results of video
films

204

was

televised

in

closed

circuit.

The pic¬

and

photographic

techniques

employed

in

G-E Marketing New
Projector For TV Films
General Electric Company will market a
revolutionary new continuous 16mm film pro¬
jection system which promises to produce
improved quality in old films on TV screems.
Designed by Eastman Kodak Co., projector
features diffused light system which tends
to minimize effects of scratches and dirt par¬
ticles on old films. Tilting, rotating mirrors,
which smoothly follow the film, reflect an
immobilized, stable image into the TV film
projection system.
■
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Travis Burton, President Educational Enterprises, Tyier, Texas

“WE’VE SPENT ONLY ^3.85 IN REPAIRS
ON OUR LABMASTER’ IN THREE YEARS!”
“Talk about work horses, our Houston Fearless Labmaster
sure takes the prize for 'round the clock dependability.
For more than three years now, this eager beaver has
been working up to 24 hours per day — processing as
much as 60,000 feet of film in a 36 hour stretch without
a foot of spoilage. During these three years, repairs have
totaled only $3.85. That’s one big reason we’ve bought
two more Labmasters for our Abilene and Houston labs.’’
Mr. Burton’s experience is typical of Labmaster owners
and sums up the principal reason why this is America’s
favorite processor... DEPENDABILITY. You can depend
on a Labmaster to perform faithfully and efficiently. And

because of fully automatic control, you can be assured
of the finest quality processing obtainable... in every
foot of your film.
Versatile modular design makes it possible to adapt the
Labmaster to your changing B&W needs. Stainless steel
tanks. Simplified operation. Processes up to 2,400 f.p.h.
Even with its precision workmanship and many advanced
features the Labmaster is most attractively priced...
made possible by Houston Fearless volume production
techniques. Before considering any processor, be sure to
get full information on the Labmaster.

16mm Neg. Pos. Model $4,175 COMPLETE, ready to operate Including Refrigeration System and Air Compressor.

HOUSTON

r

f£4/?Z£SS
3 LABMASTER MODELS:
NEG. POS. (16/35mm) REVERSAL (16mm) MICROFILM (16/35mm)
Also color machines for Anscochrome and Ektachrome

HOUSTON FEARLESS CORPORATION

11805 West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Please send catalog and prices on: □ B&W Labmasters □ Color Labmasters □ Other Processors (Specify)_
□ Chemical Mixing and Storage Tanks □ Tripods □ Dollies □ Camera
Pedestals □ Camera Heads □ Remote Control Heads
Name_
Firm___
Address_
City_Zone _State_

’Trade Mark

See us at the S.AA.P.T.E. Meeting in Los Angeles Space
APRIL

•

1960
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PACKAGE PROGRAMS

What the indus¬

PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSIGNMENTS

OXBERRY MASTER SERIES

try’s cameramen
were

shooting

last month.

FOR SLIDE-FILMSTRIP

By

MARION

HUTCHINS

OXBERRY AUTOFOCUS SLIOE-FILMSTRIP STANO Model FS-4300
This Master Series Stand has been designed for high speed,
top quality film strip production. Autofocus combined with
automatic rackover and lamp that projects aperture onto
table top are invaluable in quickly positioning various sized
pieces of art work. Receives up to 35" art work. Accessories
may be ordered to include animation components, other
lenses, double aperture shuttle, top lighting, etc.

ACADEMY STUDIOS
Fi.oyd Cro.shy, ASC, ".-V (lolcl Wind in Aug(Troy Films I with Lola Alhriglit and
Scott Marlowe. Alexander Singer, director.
ALLIED ARTISTS
Blrnett (Ilffey, ASLi, "Hell to Kternity’’
(.Atlantic Pictures Prod.; shooting on Oki¬
nawa ) W’itli JefTrey Hunter and David Jans¬
sen. Phil Karlson, director.

BASIC STAND: Welded steel base, ground steel 4V2" diameter
dual columns. Ball bearing camera carriage, manual drive.
Foursided zoom scale. Shadowboard. Fixed table top 36" x
48" has 9" x 12" hole in center with removable glass and
wood inserts. Overall height ir4", width 48", depth 58".

AMERICAN NATIONAL

CAMERA; OXBERRY 35mm with rackover and viewfinder. Fixed
pin registration. 47mm lens. Autofocus. 400-ft magazine,
automatic take-up and single speed stop motion motor.
Price, complete.
$9,700.

Curt Futteks, “Tombstone Territory"* (ZivTV ) with Pat Conway.
Jack Mar(,)uette. Richaro Rawjjxgs, ‘‘This
.M an Dawson”* (Ziv-TV) with Keith Andes.
Jack MARgt ette, Monroe .Askins, “Man
and the Challenge"* (Ziv-T\') w ith George
Nader.

FOR ANIMATION
OXBERRY AUTOFOCUS ANIMATION STAND Model MP-4200
This is a standardized package unit incorporating all the
basic requirements necessary for shooting full animation.
A full line of accessories available for individual require¬
ments. The difference between this unit and the OXBERRY
Custom stand is primarily on rarely used special features.

Richard Rawlixgs. “Seas Market"* (Pilot;
Ziv-TV ).
Monroe Askixs. Jack Marquette, “Bat
Masterson"* (Ziv-T\’) with Gene Barry.
William Whitley, ASC, “Men Into Space"*
(Ziv-TV) with Bill Lundigan.

BASIC STAND: Welded steel base, ground steel ^y^ diameter
dual columns. Ball bearing camera carriage, manual drive.
Four-sided zoom scale. Shadowboard. Height ll'A", width
48", depth 58".

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS
Ke.nxeth Peach, ASC, Dollar & Sense in¬
dustrial film (Roland Reed Prod.s.) Arthur
Pearson, director.

COMPOUND: 28" x 34" table top. Two 12-field peg tracks,
hand-wheel controlled, with counters and locks. Two 18-field
“push type’’ peg tracks calibrated in 20ths. 9" x 12" cut-out
in table top for underlighting. Ball bearing compound move¬
ments. N.S., E.W. and 360° rotation. All movements have
handwheel control with counters and locks. Gimbal-mounted
platen with 12-field, 18-field glass.

Hal McAlpin, “Progress Parade #\2"’ (in¬
dustrial film; Roland Reed Prods.) Arthur
Pearson, director.
Stanley Cortez, ASC, “Dinosau rus'’
(C'Seope & Color; Jack H. Harris Prod)
with Ward Ramsey and Kristina Hanson.
Irvin S. Yeaworth, Jr., director.

CAMERA: OXBERRY 35mm with fixed pin registration. 47mm
lens. Autofocus. Automatic take-up. Single speed stop motion
motor. Straight through viewing device. 400-ft. 35mm mag¬
azine. Price, complete. $10,900.

Stuart Thompson, ASC, “Have Gun, Will
Travel”* with Richard Boone and Kam
Tong.

ALL EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE ON LEASE-PURCHASE PLAN

j4ho'0^1euj^/
OXBERRY UNISTAND

SEE YOUR DEALER OR WRITE TO
DEPT. 160

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James
Arness and Dennis Weaver.
CASCADE PICTURES

or lighting at

. . . $2,955

ANIMATION EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION

Title stand at

. . . $1,390

38 Hudson Street, New Rochelle, N.Y.

Complete, without Camera

Roy Seawrtght. Commercials*.
Elvvood Bredlll, ASC, Commercials*
William Skall, ASC, Commercials*
COLUMBIA
Malry Glrtsman, ASC, Commercials*
(Screen Gems).
Waiter
Strenge.
(Screen Gems).

REPRINTS

NOW

AVAILABLE

James Drought,
Gems).

ASC,

Commercial*

Commercials*

(Screen

of the 6-page, illustrated article

Mike Euuiott, Commercial* (Screen Gems).

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECTS
IN MOTION PICTURES

Oswald Morris. “The Guns of Navarone”
(Color; Highroad Prod.: shooting in Greece)
with Gregory Peck and David Niven. Alex¬
ander Mackendrick, director.
Charles Lawton, Jr., ASC, “The Whackiest
Ship in the Army” (C'Seope & Color; Fred
Kohlmar Prods, shooting in Hawaii) with
Jack Lemmon and Ricky Nelson. Ricliard
Murphy, director.

By RAY KELLOGG and L. B. ABBOTT
20th Century-Fox Studio

25c
Per Copy

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

1782

No.

Orange

Dr.,

Hollywood

28,

Calif.

Joe MacDonald, ASC, “Pepe” (George Sid¬
ney Int’l-Posa Prods.; CinemaScope & Color)
with Cantinflas, Dan Dailey and Shirley
Jones. George Sidney, producer-director.
Continued on Page 208
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CLETE ROBERTS, World-famous TV News
Commentator, (at right), interviews Douglas Missile
Engineer Ted Gordon, while Bill Gibson (extreme
left) and his assistants, of Douglas Aircraft's
Production Film Services Department, film the scene
with their Auricon 16mm Sound-On-Film cameras.

AuMOh

u

fLlnra.ss

-A.XntlOOTSa'
AURICON SUPER-1200 SOUND-CAMERA FEATURES:
"Ic

•if
■ic
-K

Full-Frame Ground Glass Focusing Optical
System. No camera weight shift when moving
from focus to film shooting position.
Jewel-hard Sapphire Film Gate for frictionless
operation and scratch-free pictures.
Auricon is the Quiet One — no “blimping” is
required.
1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
continuous recording.
Optional Optical or Filmagnetic Sound-On-Film.
... and many other features!

X^epox^'t.s

Soia-xm-d-Oxm.-TE'xlarr*. -tC, JLS
During the critical count-down and through the thunderous and fiery launchings of
the Air Force Thor Missile at Cape Canaveral, every detail of these space technology
achievements is faithfully recorded with sound and color film. Auricon 16 mm
Cameras, operate by remote control within 200 feet of the searing blast of the
rocket engines!
The reliability of Auricon Sound Cameras is a vital factor in providing Air Force
officials and Douglas Top Management with “Quick-Look” Progress Reports of the
very successful missile firings of the Thor IRBM. In less than 72 hours from
“zero-time” at Cape Canaveral, Florida, the Filmed Progress Report is flown to
California, processed, edited, titled, and made available for viewing and technical
evaluation. Auricon missile-launching sound films are produced for as little as
$200 per film ... a tiny price for fast, comprehensive, and truly graphic reporting!
Auricon 16 mm “Talking Pictures” may be ideal in your business, for technical
reporting and sales promotion. Write us about your motion picture sound recording
requirements.

iX>XZ«'X3
Write for your free copy of this 74-page Auricon Catalog.

xezMCZMC soxrxirx».03Kr«3E*xx.xKE;
C-A.»XXSXfcAJ3

,.

a- pi?ociu.Gt or

„

'-yLl)

S90S K^omaine St., Hollywood 3S, Oalif*.
CINE-VOICE I i
AURICONPRO-600
AURICONSUPER-1200
iOOft.Runs2%min. 600ft. Runs 16V2min. 1200ft.Runs33min.
$998.50 & up
$1871.00 & up
$5667.00-& up

l^IA.lsrXJF’AC'rUR.EK.S

APRIL

•

1960

OF- SOtJ3SrD-OKr-FI3L.3Vt

Hollywood 2-OS31
(fORMERUY

BERNDT-BACH. INC.)

RECORDIlSra- EQUIFlvIElSTT SIITOE

1S31
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Charles

Continued From Page 206

(Desilu Prods.)
Jerry Paris.

Living Lippman, “Manhunt”* (Screen Gems)

ASC,
“Ann
Sothern
Show*” (Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.
Robert

with Victor Jory and Patrick McVey. Fred
Jackman, director.
Welborn, “Tightrope”*
with Michael Connors.

Charles

Gems)

(Screen

Gert Andersen. ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*

(Screen Gems) with
Rudolph, director.
Philip

Donna

Reed.

Oscar

ASC. “Man from Black(Screen Gems) with Robert Rock¬

Tannura.

hawk”*
well.

Hickox,

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (iDesilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as, Sheldon Leonard, director.
Worth, ASC, “The
Real Mc¬
Coy’s”*
(Brennan-Westgate
Prods.) with
Walter Brennan. Hy Averback, director.
Lothrop

ASC, “U. S. Marshall”*
with John Bromfield.

(Desilu Prods.)

ASC, “Betty Hutton
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Betty Hutton.
Richard Kinon, director.
Van

Enger,

Cronjacer, “Grand Jury”*

(Desilu
Prods.) with Lyle Bettger and Harold Stone.
Sobey Martin, director.
Henry

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm

Show”* (ITC Prods.) with Gale Storm and
ZaSu Pitts. James Kern, director.
Harkness Smith, “Pony Express”*

Prods.)

(Desilu

Jean Yarborough, director.

Frank

Lipstein,

Redman,

(CBS-TV)
bara Hale.

with

ASC, “Perry
Raymond Burr

Mason”*
and Bar¬

Wolf,

(Hennessy

ASC, Eugene Polito,
“Loretta Young Show”* (Lewislor Prods.)
with Loretta Young.
Brodine,

INDEPENDENT

DESILU STUDIOS—Gower
Kenneth

Peach,

ASC, “Lassie”*
(Jack
with June Lockhart and

ASC, “The Millionaire”*.
James Sheldon, director.
Robert Planck,

Paul Ivano, “The Texan”* (Desilu Prods.)
with Rory Calhoun.

Edwaril

Dew,

di¬

Ruttenp.erg, ASC “Butterfield B"
(Afton-l.inehrook Prod.; shooting in N.A .)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Laurence Harvey.
Daniel Mann, director.
Kkasner. ASC, “Go Naked in the
World” (Areola Prod.) with Gina Lollohrigida and Anthony Franciosa. Ranald MacDougall, director.
Milton

(Jeorge

ASC,

(a.emens.

“Twilight

Zone”*

(CBS-TV).
Musuraca,

ASC,

“Asphalt

Jungle”*

( Pilot.)
John

Nicholaus.

“All Those Bells”*

(Pi¬

lot).
Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”* with

John Newland.
(Calif. National Prods.) with Ralph Meeker.

Seven” (Panavision & (Jolor: shooting in
Mexico) with Yul Brynner and Eli Wallacli.
John Sturges, producer-director.
Feindel, ASC, “Studs Lonigan”
(Longridge Ent. for UA) witli Cliristopher
Knight and Venetia Stevenson. Irving Lerner, director.
•Arthur

“Peter Gunn”*
Craig Stevens and

Lathrop,

Prods.)
bright.

with

Robert

Surtees,

(Spartan
Lola Al¬

ASC, “Cimarron” with
Maria Schell. Anthony

Glenn Ford and
Mann, director.
Maury

Charles La.ng, Jr., AS(i, “The Magnificent

Wrather Prods.)
John Provost.

Films)

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Philip

GOLDWYN STUDIOS
Norbert

(Eamily

William Makgui.ies, ASC, “Not for Hire”*

“Hennessey”*
Prods.) with Jackie Cooper.
Harry

Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of regligious

films*
rector.

Nick

ASC, “Adventures of
Ozzie & Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.
Harold

KEYWEST STUDIOS

Joseph

ASC,
“Westinghouse-Desilu
Playhouse”* (Desilu Prods.). Ralph Nelson,
director.
Sid

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Andriot,

Charles

Pittack,

DESILU STUDIOS—Hollywood

DESILU STUDIOS—Culver City
Lucien

“The Untouchables”*
with Robert Stack and

Straumer,

Gertsman,

ASC,

“Mr.

Lucky”*

(CBS-TV).
George Folsey, ASC, Commercials*.

N.B.C.
Alan
Stensvold,
ASC, “Yon Bet Your
Life”* with Groucho Marx. Bob Dwan and
Bernie Smith, directors.

Continued on Page 212

Nationally-known

FLUID PAN HEAD
Greatly Reduced for Close-Out
A “once-in-a-lifetime” opportunity to buy the nationallyknown FO-RO Model 75 Viscous Damped tripod head at
drastically reduced prices - for a limited time only.

Complete
Satisfaction guaranieea
or your money back!

S])ecified and used by all major movie studios
as well as by top professional photographers,
the FO RO Pan Head, available in limited
supply for a very brief time, can be purchased
with a SO day money-back guarantee, for the
low, low price of $89.50. Normally priced at
$125.00, this outstanding tripod head is being
closed out from the manufacturer’s stock.

Each FO-RO Pan Head is brand new. Time-tested and accepted as
the finest on the market, this model is going back to the drawing
board to get a “new look.” Present models are being offered to the
profession so that shelves can be cleared and made ready for the
new model when it gets in production.
I

FORBES-ROBINSON, INC.

I

4607 Alger Street, Los Angeles 39, Calif.
Gentlemen: I want to take advantage of your limited
offer. I am enclosing my
Check □
Money Order □
for .S89..5(). Please send me your FO-RO Pan Head, complete and ready for operation.

I

Name_

i

Address_

I

208

City_Zone_State

■
'

i
'

The FO-RO is engineered for the finest 8mm and 16mm movie
cameras, and will adapt to just about any good tripod. You cannot
afford to miss this chance to buy a truly professional tripod head,
viscous damped, and at this amazingly low price of $89.50.
Adapter PLAXE-with built-in Level to standardize PRO JLINIOR,
SOS, B & S, and similar tripods - $15.00.

ACT NOW!
SEND YOUR CHECK OR MONEY-ORDER. WE PAY POSTAGE.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

economical lip-synch filming with famed

quality...

ARRICORD 35
SINGLE UNIT DOUBLE SYSTEM

PICTURE AND SOUND CAMERA

The Arricord 35 is a combination of the latest Arriflex
35mm Model MB camera and a magnetic recording unit
which uses perforated 17V2mm magnetic recording film.
The combined units are housed in a compact sound
blimp having external controls for both sound and pic¬
ture recording.
In the Arricord, the Arriflex camera component is per¬
manently joined to the recorder unit by a special pre¬
cision gear drive, which assures constant speed and
smooth, even motion in the mechanisms driving both
the negative and magnetic films. A 24 Volt governor
controlled DC precision motor powers the entire unit.
The Arricord answers the demand for a compact and
portable double system sound recording camera with
the convenience, money and labor saving features of a
single system camera. Because the entire unit is driven
by a 24 Volt battery pack it eliminates the need for AC
generators or inverters.

TECHNICAL DATA
CAMERA SECTION
Focus & diaphragm externally controlled • Through-thelens focusing and viewing • 400 ft. magazine film
capacity • Three-lens turret • PLUS —all the famous
ARRIFLEX 35 camera features.
Ingenuity

RECORDING SECTION
Made by Klangfilm to professional standards • Takes
450 ft. standard 17V2mm magnetic film • Built-in re¬
cording and test meter • Frequency response: 30 to
10,000 cps. • Two microphone inputs with mix facilities.

Equalization:

Bass

0; -6; —12 db

Treble

+2 to +14 db

PLUS: built-in intercom from recordist to cameraman,
electric slate, monitoring before or after recording, and
many other fine features.

WEIGHTS: ARRICORD. .72 lbs.

Amplifier. .28 lbs.
Battery pack. .42 lbs. (approx.)

FOR SALE, RENT, OR LEASE

ARRIFLEX
CORPORATION OF AMERICA

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

What Is Your Product Or Service?
If Your Market Is Makers of Motion
Pictures, In Any Field —
The Display Advertising Section of the Forthcoming

A.S.C.
PHOTOGRAPHIC
MANUAL
is a merchandising potential you cannot afford to overlook!
The A.S.C. PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUAL will not only be the world’s finest compendium of tech¬
nical data for cinematographers and others engaged in producing 16mm and 35mm motion
pictures, BUT WILL BE A SOURCE OF REFERENCE FOR EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES AND SERV¬
ICES related to the production of films.
Note below the impressive list of some of the manufacturers and service companies
whose advertising will appear in the initial issue of the A.S.C. PHOTOGRAPHIC
MANUAL. Then consider joining this impressive group. Forms close soon. Write
for further information and rate card today!

GORDON ENTERPRISES
MAGNASYNC MFG. CO., LTD.
FILM EFFECTS OF HOLLY’D
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO.
MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
GENERAL FILM LABORATORIES
BACH-AURICON
LLOYD’S CAMERA EXCHANGE
JACK FROST
NATIONAL CINE EQUIP., INC.
PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
RAINBOW PICTURES
TECH-CAMERA RENTALS
BIRNS & SAWYER
RENO VAR E COMPANY
CONSOLIDATED FILM IND.
HOLLY’D SCENE DOCK & PROP SHOP
ALBION OPTICAL CO.
EASTMAN KODAK CO.

210

FILMLINE CORP.
W. J. GERMAN, INC.
MAGNETIC SOUND
NATURAL LIGHTING CORP.
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHG.
CHAPMAN CAMERA BOOMS
ARRIFLEX CORP. OF AMERICA
J. G. McAlister
WESTHEIMER COMPANY ^
MARK ARMISTEAD CO.
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CO.
TELEFILM, INC.
FLORMAN & BABB
PANAVISION, INC.
CENTURY PHOTOG. EQUIP.
BEHREND CINE CORP.
TECHNICOLOR CORP.
DUPONT PHOTO PRODUCTS
GEVAERT CO. OF AMERICA

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE A DEPENDABILITY

CAMART SLATE &
CLAPSTICK
CAMART DUAL SOUND EDITOR, MODEL SB-Ill
Complete
with
optical
sound
reproduction
head
(or
choice
of
magnetic sound) base plate, amplifier-speaker.
For single or double
system sound.
Easy to handle, no twisting film.
An unbeatable
combination with the .
ZEISS MOVISCOP
picture.

16mm

precision

viewer,

sharp

brilliant

Z'A xS'A

Dual Reader, less viewer.$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop viewer.
89.50
Special Reader-Viewer combination.
269.50

CAMART
TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
Winds films smoothly and evenly with¬
out cinching or abrasions.
Fits only
16mm
or
35mm
standard
rewinds.
The only tightwind with ball-bearing
roller. With core adapter.

Large professional size for sound
productions. Coniains space for all
essential
same
for

information.

slate
$11.75.

that

This

is the

originally

Now

only

sold
$4.75

plus postage.

$29.00

CAMART TV
MIKE BOOM
iproved model with new internal
noiseless mechanism for directional
mike control. Sturdy construction
of lightweight alloys for maximum
strength and peak efficiency. For
studio or location.

$297.50

BARDWELL-McALISTER
LIGHTS

AURICON PRO-600
AND SUPER-1200

. . . complete stock of 750 to
5000 wat,' spo.s and accesso.'ies.
From . .$81.00

Single system
16mm
sound
on film
cameras.
Latest model Cine-Voice II
sound cameras. TV Kinescope shutters,
new and used in stock.

ECCO MODEL D SPEEDROLL APPLICATOR
Cleans, conditions, and lubricates your film in one
easy operation. Non-inflammable, eliminates waxing.
absolutely safe. Ecco Applicator.$33.00
Ecco #1500 cleaning fluid, per gallon..
9.00
Ecco #2000 NEGATIVE cleaning fluid, per gallon
6.50

ARRIFLEX 16
16mm and 35mm cameras in
stock
for
immediate
delivery.
Arriflex 1 6 and 35mm soundproof
blimps available. 400' magazines.
Synchronous motors.
New and
used.

sate'

CAMART OILER Lubristyle precision oiler—Ideal
for oiling equipment which is hard to get at.
$1.69.
In quantities of six,
$1.39
each.

at Columbus Circle next to

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

APRIL

•

1960

NEW YORK 23 . PLaza 7-6977 • Coble: Comeramort

New York’s new Coliseum
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E.mmett

Bergholz,

"Death

Valley

Days"*

( Filmaster I^rods.)

Continued From Page 208

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*

(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, direcor.

REVUE STUDIOS
Russell. ASC, John Warren. ASC,
"Alfred Hitchcock Presents"* (Revue
Prods.).

John

PARAMOUNT
Haskkli, Boggs. "The BelII)oy'' (jerry Lewis
Prod.; sliooting in Miami) with Jerry Lewis
and Joan Tabor. Jerry Lewis, director.

Ray Cory. ASC. "Bachelor Father"* ( Bache¬

lor Prods.)

Robert Burks. ASC. "The Pleasure of His

William

Company"
(Technicolor;
Perlberg-Seaton
Prod.) with Fred .Astaire and Debbie Rey¬
nolds. George Seaton, director.

Sickner. ASC, "Overland Trail"*

( Revue Prods.).
Kline. ASC, "Wagon Train"*
vue Prods.) with Ward Bond.
Benj.

“Tarzcn
the
Magnificent”
(Shooting in Nairobi. Africa) with (Jordon
Scott and Jock IMalioney. Robert Day, direc¬
tor.
Ted

with John Forsythe.

Sc.aife.

Ray

Rennahan.

A.SC, "Laramie"*

(Re¬

ASC, Jack .Mackenzie,
(Re\ue Prods.).

ASC. Lionel Lindon. ASC,
"Markham"* (Re\ue Prods.) with Ray Milland.

John Warren.

Lester Shorr, ASC, “Bonanza”* (NBC-TV)

with Michael Landon and Dan Blocker.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Roy

"Shotgun

Flin.

.Slade"*

Carl Guthrie. ASC, "College ConHdential"

Prods.).

(Albert Ziigsmith Prod.) wdth Ste\e Allen
and Jayne Meadows. Albert Zugsinith, pro¬
ducer-director.

Emil Harris. "Riverhoat"*
with Darren McGavin.
Lippman. "Johnny

William Snyder. ASC. "Robert Taylor De¬

Irving

vue Prods.)

Star

Prod.)

with

Robert

(four Star Prods.)
Russell Johnson.

with

Saddle"*
l^eter Breck and

"The Deputy"*
Fonda.

(Four
Star Prods.) with Chuck Connors and John¬
ny CrawTord.

( Revue I’rods.) w ith Henry

Ray

Flin,

Neal

Beckner,

“Coronado 9”*

(Revue Prods.).

Burke,

Rt ssell. .A.SC, “W hispering Smith"*
(Revue Prods.).

John

ASC,
“June
Allyson
Show”* (Four Star Prods.) with June Allyson.
Diskant,

.Ale.x Phillips. "The Golden Touch” (Shergari Corj).; shooting in Mexico) with Rich¬
ard Basehart and Rex .Allen. George Sher¬
man, director.
WiNTON
Hoch, ASC, “Lost World”
(C’Scope &
Color;
Saratoga
Prods.)
with
Alichael Rennie and Jill .St. John. Irwin
Allen, director.
William Mellor. .ASC. “One Foot in Hell’

(C'Scope & Color) with Alan Ladd and Don
Murray. James B. Clark, director.
Arlinc, .ASC, “Story of
Ruth”
(C’Scope & Color; S. G. Engle Prods.)
with Elana Eden and .Stephen Boyd. Henry
Koster, director.
Tover,
ASC. “From
the Terrace"
(C’Scope & Color; shooting in N.Y.) with
Paul Newman and .loanne Woodward. Mark
Robson, director.
Leo

Fapp,
ASC, “Let's Make Love”
(C’Scope & Color) with Marilyn Monroe and
Yves Montand. George Cukor, director.
Daniel

(Latimer Prods.) with Lee Marvin.

“Johnny Ringo"* (Four
Star Prods.) with Don Durant; “Law of the
Plainsman"* (Four Star Prods.) with Mich¬
ael Angara.
George

.Midnight"* (Re¬
(Revue Prods.).

John Russell. ASC. Ray Flin, “.M Squad"*

Howard Schw.artz. "The Rifleman”*

Charles

Commercials*

(Revue Prods.)

Jack MacKenzie. .ASC. John Riissell. ASC.

Edward Cronjager. ASC, "Black

Fredricks, .ASC, “High Time”
(C’-Scope & Color ) with Bing Crosby, Fabian
and Nicole Maurey. Blake Edwards, director.
Ellsworth

Arthur

tectives"*
Taylor.

(Four

(Revue

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

.ASC, “.Adventures in Para¬
Gardner McKay and Weaver

Lloyd

.Ahern.

dise'*
Levy.

with

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “The Tate and Happy

Series"*.

Ray Rennahan. ASC, "W-'eHs Fargo" (Over¬
land Prods.) with Dale Robertson

WARNER BROS.

Paul Ivano, “.Adventures of .Art Linkletter”*

Harold Stine, ASC, Ray Fernstro.m, .ASC,

Continued on Page 252

(Pilot; Revue Prods.).

TRANSISTORIZE YOUR AURICON
• Everything in one case, mounted on
your camera
• No cables other than AC and mikes
• Wide-range broadcast-type circuit
• Illuminated VU meter for night work
• Total weight only 3V2 lbs.
ir

★
Unit illustrated, installed and guaranteed

*32500
SEPARATE
USERS

INCLUDE:

WDAY-TV,

WLWA,

KOMO-TV,

WLWI,

KMBC-TV,

WTHI,

Wash.

State

WBHI,
Patrol,

WBTV,
and

WSOC-TV,
Vidaurama

Transist-O-Sound

212

WJAR TV,

2-CHANNEL

UNIT

AVAILABLE

FOR

TWO MAN

CREW.

Productions.

SSI

eustis dr., Indianapolis i9, ind.
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MOST COMPREHENSIVE LINES

this side of Hoiiywood
CECO* is headquarters for everything NEW and
exciting in the professional photographic field.
This is the Camera Equipment that Film Makers use
to make outstanding films.
*CECO—Trademark of
Camera Eq uipment CO

WADDELL HIGH SPEED CAMERA
A flexible high speed camera with a speed range
from 3 to 10,000 pps., depending on model
and motor combination. Ideal for data record¬
ing in every field. Accepts 400 ft. magazine
(1200 ft. on special request.) Electronic flash
synchronization and exposure playback for
oscillograph recorders. Completely portable.
Camera, power supply and case
weigh only 35 lbs. Features two
built-in NE2H timing lights; man*
ual or remote operation; boresight focusing. All components
j. ’
designed to withstand high “G”.
*
Lenses from 3.2 to 152 mm available. Complete line of auxiliary
equipment on hand.

A totally new ^ijpod head that'
provides flowing, floating pa'^
& |01Nict|on, Operates in aft.
cKmates,'# under any con^
ticms. The .tripod head earn-eramen dream ahout.^ Features
equal ;^distributiatt^ of fluid;
extra traps to prevent leakage^
bronze bearings; positive look-^
ing levers for pan tilt (cam¬
era won’t dip)T twin lever
system; 2'place >ngular pan
handle with infinite ^adjusf
ment; geared camera tie-down
knob,

jTTTTi^Tii

11] a
1335 East lOthAvenue
Hialeah, Florida

flmcRfl

UIPm^HT

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Gentlemen
I am interested in the items checked below. Please rush me
more free information on these products.

A few of thous¬
ands of profes¬
sional cameras
and accessories.
Check the item
that interests you.
For complete in¬
formation, mail
postage-free card
today.

□ Waddell High Speed Camera

□ CECO Fluid Head

□ CECO 16mm Prof. Film Viewer-Analyzer

□ Kensol Hot Press

□ Magnasync Consolette Model G-963

□ Cado Marker

□ Colortran “Cine-King”

□ Ray-Rite Illuminated Clipboard

Name

Address

Cameramen, Directors, Producers
Engineers buy and

RAY-RITE
ILLUMINATED
CLIP BOARD

rent from CECO.

Ideal for use behind

and Photo-Instrumentation

the lights. Inexpen¬
sive. Uses regular
flashlight batteries.
A size for every need

CADO MARKER
KENSOL HOT PRESS
Produces quality opaque titles on posterboard,
paper, cellulose acetate (cells), photographs, cloth,
etc. Prints letters in any size and in many
different colors without use of chemicals or ink.
Produces 3rd dimension and drop shadow effects.
Head swivels for “crawl” work.

CECO 16mm
PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER-ANALYZER
Makes film editing
and analyzing a
breeze. Easy
threading, portable.
Views film left to
right on large
6" X AV2" brilliant
screen. Single or
double system sound
reader and/or counter
can be easily
attached. 35mm
models available.

A versatile, inexpen¬
sive, bold marking in¬
strument ready for
immediate use on any
surface. Unbreakable.
Comes in many colors.

COLORTRAN “CINE KING”
For high performance spot
or flood lighting.
Lightweight. Low in
price. All new features
including insulated suregrip handle; feed-thru,
in line switch; 360°
rotation; lamp retaining
ring has unbreakable
prongs and adapts to Par
64 or 56. New
COLORTRAN KICKER

and

Super Kicker

with all new
features also available.
Lights

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

BUSINESS

REPLY MAIL

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, Inc.
DEPT. 61,

315 WEST 43RD STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

MAGNASYNC CONSOLETTE MODEL G-963
A miniaturized studio mixing console with 6 input
channels and patch bay selection of three
program equalizers. Optional plug-in microphone
pre-amplifiers. Specifically designed for
re-recording applications. Modular
construction of cabinet and components.

in the east... it’s

MOVIELAB

ic developing color negatives* additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing* Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

WHAT’ S NEW
in equipment, accessories, services

i

For best results you
most look directly
through the

(EBO

shoot¬

ing lens! That's why
"See-Thru" Pathe' is
so ideal with long
Telephoto Lenses

.

where Viewfinders are not practical!
lenses up to 80" focal lengths are availFor the new "See-Thru" Pathe".

• Continuous Reflex Viewing!
No Parallax!
-—
•

Variable Shutter-180° -to Totally
Closed (Signalled)!

m Variable Speeds
Per Sec.!

—

8 to 80 Frames

A.C. 4/60

8mm Movie Sound Recorder

Auricon Amplifier
Transist-O-Sound, 851

Dr..

Indianapolis 19, Jnd., is marketing a
compact, transistorized amplifier-mixer
for Auricon cameras that mounts con¬
veniently beneath camera, as pictured.
A feature is the illuminated VL meter

Paillard, Inc.. 100 Sixth Ave., New
York 13, N. Y. announces a new mag¬
netic

sound

playback

unit

for

of sound

on

recording
striped

and
8mm

film, ready for projection. Called the
Sonorizer, equipment operates in con¬

to facilitate use of equipment for night
work. All components are in one case,
mounted on the camera, and there are

for which it was originally designed,

no cables required other than those for
AC input and mikes. List price is S325.

Complete unit consists of recorder-play¬

installed.

junction with the Bolex M-8 projector,
or with many other 8mm projectors.
back-mixer-amplifier, which is placed
beneath the projector as pictured, plus
soundhead, speaker microphone and
fade-out control. List price is $250.00.

Color-Cloud Filters
Filters to darken skies and provide
cloud contrasts with color film or blackand-white are announced by Ednalite
Optical Co., Inc., Peekskill. N. Y. Made
of Polaroid material, filters eliminate
or decrease glare and reflections. A
viewer is furnished with each filter
through which subject is viewed, and
rotated until desired effect is obtained.
Photographer then sets filter at corre¬
sponding angle on his camera lens.
Available in a wide range of sizes,
filters list from S9 to $2L

216

Variable Focus Lens
Traid Corp.. 17136 Ventura Blvd.,
Encino, Calif., has announced its new
Twenty-Eight variable focus lens for
16mm cameras. Providing the versatil¬
ity of telephoto, wide-angle and nor¬
mal shots, lens affords a range of focal
lengths from 20mm to 80mm, with con¬
stant iris for the same exposure
throughout the focal range. Other feaContinued on Page 220

AMERICAN CINEAAATOGRAPHER

... professional standard
for 35 mm and 16 mm
cinematography

HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION
MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL
COMMERCIAL
More professional footage is filmed with Baltar
than with any other lens. It will pay you to keep
this in mind on your next important assignment.
Order from your professional camera manufac¬
turer, or WRITE to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
30004 Bausch St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

on world-famous Mitchell 35mm and
l6mm cameras for professional cine¬
matography. ”85% of the motion pic¬
tures shown in theatres throughout
the world are filmed with a Mitchell”

APRIL
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LIST VALUE OVER $1800.00

YOU GET ALL THIS
This is the greatest value ever offered by

3-Lens Spider Turret

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO.

New Eyemo Motor
1" Bell & Howell Lens

The Bell & Howell Eyemo “Q" is recognized and
relied on by professional newsreel photographers

2" Bell & Howell Lens

as

6" Bell

the

standard

of the

industry,

famous

for

Open Back for Magazines

having recorded history in all parts of the world.
Designed and built for rugged duty, it lasts

Motor Mount

forever and is one of the most versatile cameras

Power Cable

ever made.

Speeds of 8, 12, 16, 24, 32 and 48

frames

per

second.

Quick-reading

counter.

Camera holds 100 ft. of film in day¬

light spools, or 400 ft. with magazine.

Hand Crank

footage

Two 400 ft. Magazines
Magazine Drive Belt

Has the

Drum-Type Optical Finder

famous Bell & Howell balance for easy hand¬
holding.

with fields for 6 lenses

With its accessories, the Eyemo “Q"

produces results comparable to a fully equipped
Hollywood studio camera.

10611

CHANDLER

• 8 Filters and Sunshades
For Filter Slots and Critical Focusers.

HOLLYWOOD
218

&Howell Lens

BLVD.

CAMERA
•

NORTH

See Optional Accessories.

COMPANY

HOLLYWOOD

•

CALIF.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Eyemo “Q" bodies only, or with your
choice of lenses and accessories. We also
have single lens Eyemos, all Eyemo parts,
B & H 2709's, Mitchells, Cine Specials,
Miltar, Baltar, Cooke and Kinar lenses.
Whatever you need in professional cine
equipment, call HOLLYCAM first! Our in¬
ventory of cameras, lenses and equipment
is the world's largest ... at the world's
lowest prices.

SPECIAL!
Yoor Eyemo “Q” outfit is complete .

. everything you need

motion

for shooting

professional

pictures!

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

WITH EACH CAMERA
$75.00 Titling and

10" Bell & Howell telephoto lens. List $170.00 .
'
Fitted case with room for camera, motor, lenses, film, filters, etc. $79.00 value ...
New Jr. or Baby tripod with Vee-grooved legs and friction head ....
New Jr. or Baby tripod with Vee-grooved legs, less head ..
Camera alignment gauge. (Rackover) List $75.00 .
Camera mount. Pan, tilt and lock. For installation in car or plane window. List
$185.00 .....
New Norwood Super Director lite meter with case ..
New S.E.I. Light meter with case .
New Dormitzer portable hi intensity cine light .
32"x32" heavy duty changing bag. List $15.95.
Critical thru-the-lens prismatic focuser, as illustrated, Installed. List $115.00.
Filter slot. Installed. Mfr’s list $115.00 .
Turret type viewfinder with 1", 2" and 6" objectives. List value $115.00 .
Ratchet winding crank. List $13.50 ...

Scene ID unit

with backlighted screen and lens.
Inserts in lens mount.

handle

and

leather

wrist

Leather shoulder strap

Some equipment listed is new. ALL equipment is

GUARANTEED by Hollywood Camera Co. to be in
good serviceable condition.

All equipment is guaran¬
teed to be as adver¬
tised. Check with order
please, or 25% deposit, balance on
delivery. Purchase
orders welcomed from
D&B rated firms.
Minimum order $5.00

Some materials are
from former U.S.
Gov't stocks.
Equipment not listed
as new or
reconditioned is used
All prices f.o.b. our
warehouse.

10611
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WHAT’S NEW
Continuec) From Page 216

ture.s include convenient control lever
for zoom operation, easy-to-read focus¬

FLUID

ACTION

ing scale,

TRIPOD HEAD

•
•

•
•

Sfcindard %" or Vg" mounfing fhread.
Guick-action camera lock.
Two quick-action handle holders—handle
may be used on either side, front or
back.
Two control screws on tilt unit for inde¬
pendent control of tension or lock.
Head finished in high-quality baked
enamel.

from f/2.5

to

f/22, and standard C-mount. List price
is S335.0().

Suitable for Arriflex cameras (both
16mm and 35mm), Auricon-400,
Cine Special, Medium TV Cameras,
etc. Fits Miller-Pro Grooved-Leg
Tripod, Pro-Jr., S.O.S., and similar
tripods. No adapters necessary.
•

click stops

Mood Music Catalog
A new catalogue of background mu¬
sic available for motion pictures, tele¬
vision and video-tape is announced by
Thomas J. Valentino, Inc., 150 West
f6th St., New York 36, N. Y. Com¬
pany’s complete Major Mood Music
Library consists of 140 records. All

•

Pan and tilt units factory-sealed with
special stabilized high-viscosity silicone
fluid.
• Neoprene seals used throughout.

compositions are original and none are
in public domain. Copies of catalog

• Single control for tension or lock of pan
unit.

are free to qualified users.

• Accurate spirit level.
•

Height S'/j". Weight 8 lbs.

ONLY $299.50

i

I
%

Miller equipment is precision-built of highest quality materials; every replacement part
is

available

raphers,

film

.

.

.

Miller Equipment is used throughout the

and television

studios

.

. . Miller is the

world by leading photog¬

World's foremost manufacturer

of Fluid Action Heads.

MILLER PROFESSIONAL EOUIPMENT
285 MELBOURNE AVENUE

•

ASTORIA, OREGON

Set Lighting Utility Clamp
A novel utility clamp called “Clamp1

It” designed to facilitate use of portable
lamps, spots, etc., in relatively inacces¬
sible places is announced by the Keljic
Co., 6000 Pleasant Ave., St. Paul 2,
Minn. Jaws of one-piece device open to

I

2-inches, and unit clamps to light
stands, rafters, doors, furniture, tripod
legs, etc. It will hold a 10-lb. Keg Lite
or any studio reflector with %" or

HOUSTON FEARLESS

FILM

PANORAM

LABORATORIES

—

Guaranteed

In 16mm Film developing and printing

350 West 50th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

220

Cinekad Engineering Co.. 763 10th

SPECIAL LOW PRICE:

Super Anscochrome force-developed to A.S.A. 400

ANSCOCHROME
B&W REVERSAL
B&W NEGATIVE
B&W POSITIVE

Microphone Booms

Thoroughly Overhauled

SPECIALIZING . .

16MM
16MM
16MM
16MM

ounce unit lists for S6.50.

DOLLIES

Established 1949

•
•
•
•

1/2^^ standard fittings. Made of sturdy
aluminum and precision machined, 7-

Immediate
Deliveryl
315

4-Wheel .$1,400.00
5-Wheel .

1,800.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36.

N.

Y.

Ave., New York 19, offers a line of
microphone booms for use in studio or
location. Booms extends from 6 to 14
feet, have five-foot stand, and may
easily be carried in one’s car.
■
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there's

a

^

SYSTEM

^

to success

and the
versati le

has got it!
The Arriflex 16 is a system camera
because it has been designed from
its inception to perform as a hand
camera, studio and sound camera.

^ IT’S A HAND CAMERA!
Weighing only 6^/2 lbs., the com¬
pact Arriflex 16 is a pleasure to

Skillful planning, meticulous crafts¬
manship and superb engineering

carry, set-up and operate. And no
other hand camera has all its pro¬
fessional featuresi

skills have made this versatile mo¬
tion-picture camera and its acces¬
sories the choice of professionals
all over the world.

* IT’S A STUDIO CAMERA!
The simple addition of component
Arri accessories (400 ft. magajine,

There's no secret about the Arriflex

synchronous motor and

16 "system" for success nor the

quickly transtorms the versatile Arri¬

names of the thousands who are

tripod)

flex 16 into an ideal studio camera.
Its easy set-up and take-down fea¬

making profitable use of it. Write

tures makes it a perfect "one man"

for literature that details it all.

camera.

IT’S A SOUND CAMERA!
By placing the camera and magazine
in the Arri 16 Blimp it is a full-fledged
sound

camera

with

all

important

camera features, like thru-the-lensfocusing, operated from the outside.

For Sale, Rent or Lease through your Franchised Arriflex Dealer
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YOUR PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT FROM
BEHREND's! Chicago's Largest!
ARRIFLEX CAMERAS
WE STOCK

• CAMERAS

AND SERVICE
ALL ARRIFLEX
CAMERAS

• LIGHTS

AND
ACCESSORIES

• EDITING
• ANIMATION

MAGNASYNC RECORDERS

SOUND

BEHREND CINE CORP. IS
MIDWEST DISTRIBUTOR
FOR SALES AND SERVICE

BEHRENDs
HAS 3
CONVENIENT
RENTAL PLANS

OF MAGNASYNC
SOUND EQUIPMENT

CINEX TRIPOD
A Behrend Exclusive! Heavyduty elevator tripod with spe¬
cially designed crank handle
enables one man to raise or
lower tripod even with heavy
duty camera attached.
Tripod and Head. . . .$800.00

D

DAILY RENTAL
IMMEDIATE Rental service at Behrend's . . .
from a changing bag to an Arriflex Camera!

MURAY VIEWER
A Behrend Special! Extremely

LONG TERM RENTAL PLAN

Bright! Extra Sharp! Large Size

No maintenance costs! No tie-up of Capital!
Rental charges are tax deductible as an oper¬
ating expense! You are protected from obsolete
equipment!

Image! Easy Marking! Carefully
engineered to be the finest!
EV-3—Left to Right
Operation .$135.00
EV-4—Right to Left
Operation .$200.00

iRENT WITH OPTION TO BUY
'

Rental payments apply IN FULL toward purchase of equipment!

WRITE FOR SALES AND RENTAL CATALOG

m

FORMERLY

161

222

TELEVISION

E. GRAND AVE.

Ul[

EQUIPMENT

CHICAGO 11, ILL.

uu

COMPANY

Michigan 2-2281
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7 You’d know it blindfolded — that

0’$’ NEW
aUlD HEAD
is the undisputed
performance champ
Ws smoother, more rugged, better
engineered, guaranteed leak-proof
and locks without “diving”

Our engineers were not concerned with building
a “popular" model at a price. Their objective — to
design a Fluid Head that cameramen dream about.
Ceco's

new Pro Junior Fluid Flead is the

ackno\\ ledged master. Its worth is being proved every
day — in studios and on location, in tropical
climates and in the frozen North.
You'll find yourself getting smoother pan and
tilt shots, with smooth-as-silk maneuverability when
you use the incomparable Cnco Fluid FIe.vd. Works
under any conditions with complete versatility.

7/ a Model T and a Caddy cost the same—is
there any doubt which you'd buy—in this case,
CECO’S PRO JUNIOR FLUID HEAD!
Your professional status entitles you to the best.
Come in. See it, try it and judge for
yourself if we’ve overstated the facts. Can
you make it today?

ONLY CECO’S FLUID HEAD HAS THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:

.

7

Silicone Molecular fluid is in one
horizontal chamber.
disc

keeps

the

3.

A rotating

fluid

pods

equally

»
>

»

•

all

Professional Junior Tri¬

(Baby,

without

distributed on the internal bear¬

I

Fits

Hi-Hat or

the

use

of

6.

Guaranteed

regular)

shafts

have

special

rings.

The

leak-proof.
double
pan

has

All

end

"O"

an

extra

trap ring to prevent fluid, which

adapters.

head

which

is

ideal for use with Arriflex 16mm
&

35mm,

Bell & Howell Eyemo

and Filmo (with or without mag¬

"O" ring, from leaking.

azine and motor drives), Maurer

Pan and tilt tension control lev¬

Conversion, Cine-Kodak Special

ers

and the Bolex Cameras,

2. Powerful,

positive

locking

camera

con¬

to the head.

trol keeps the camera in a fixed

tie-down

attaching

of

knob

5.

Two-place

No tools required.

pan

16mm, Auricon

camera

position indefinitely, eliminating
the hazard of the camera "div¬
ing " when unattended.

handle with

finite angle adjustment.

! •
: •

in¬

7.

are

itty-bitty

substantial — not
screw

gimmicks

C.

ZUCKCR

(Jfliii€Rfl €ouipni€nT(o..inc.

the
that

20° below zero to 120° F.

Forward tilt: 90°. Backward tilt: 50°. Total weight: 8'/» IbSt
Additional mechanical drag can be imposed on both
pan 8 tilt by convenient lever locks.
All shafts run on bronze bearings, and shoulder on hardened
steel washers, eliminating freeze-ups.

Dept, A 315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.
• 0«ee*oo*e*«*«*«*

Cine-Voice and

fail when you breathe on them.

Operating temperature range:
FRANK

large

fluid

might

simplifies

the

opiy

ing surface during both panning
Geared

escaped

The

and tilt operations.

4.

have

8.

JUdson 6-1420

WALTER STRENGE’S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
iVeed advice on a picture making problem?

Your questions are invited

and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers eonsidered of
general interest will appear in this column each month.

QWhen

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
•

Smooth, even 3400° K light in wide-angle
beam. No glaring hot spots.

•

Fits

any

camera.

No

tools

needed,

no

pnoducing commercials for
integration with TV program films,
how can we insure that the negative or
the print, or both, of the commercial
will be compatible in density, contrast
and overall picture quality with the
program film?—G.A.

holes to drill.
•

Long-life nickel-cadmium battery with builtin charger. Weighs only 5 lbs.

•

Guaranteed one year.

$169.50
Complete With Battery
Rubylife Converters run Auricon Cameras from
same battery. Write for complete information.

PHOTOMART
228

SO.

FRANKLIN

ST.

•

TAMPA

2,

FLORIDA

TELEPHONE; 2-1188

.inswer: Where the commercial and
the TV program film are both proc¬
essed by the same laboratory, the
matching of overall quality becomes
more or less automatic. Where the
commercial cannot be processed by the
same lab that processes and prints the
program him, it is advisable to obtain
a few specimen sections of negative
trims from representative scenes from
the program him, which may be joined
to the negative of the commercial. In
this way, a check print can be made
consisting of the commercial and the
program him clips—both on the same
roll.
The check print thus made should
show that the commercial requires a
printer light within two or three points
of the sample negatives, and show the
same contrast. Since there is no stand¬
ard for density and contrast for orig¬
inal and duplicate negatives, it be¬
comes necessary to provide a controlled
reference as a guide for the laboratory
technicians.

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

duce in the black-and-white medium.
The difference between shooting East¬
man Color film for TV, compared with
motion picture exhibition arises from
the fact that almost every color tele¬
cast is also televised as a black-andwhite program.
Insofar as the color photography it¬
self is concerned, a color film that will
project satisfactorily in theatres will
also be satisfactory for color TV.
Trouble may be encountered in its TV
use if the monochromatic or gray scale
values of the colors used are so nearly
alike that the desirable separation or
contrast is lost in black-and-white re¬
ception.
For example, blue letters against a
red background are plainly visible in
the color medium, since these two col¬
ors are easily distinguishable. In blackand-white reproduction, however, the
same combination might result in a
uniform gray, as the monochromatic
value of the red equals that of the blue.
In the production of color films for
TV, it is therefore important to bear
this fact in mind when planning set
colors, decorations, costumes, inserts,
etc.

for

MOTION PICTUKE, STILL
and

I’ELEVISION STUDIOS

What inks are used by professionals
in tracing animation drawings onto
acetate cels? Are they available as stand¬
ard art material? Also, what type pens
are used for this work?—L.A.B.

Answer: Recommended inks for trac¬
ing animation drawings onto cels are:
Artone acetate black ink, and Higgins
India general drawing ink. The most
dependable pens for inking purposes

Write for A Copy of Our
1960 Catalog H on Your Letterhead

am preparing to make a film,
using Ektachrome Commercial, and
using two different cameras: a Cine
Special with Ektar lenses and an Arri11 ex 16 with Schneider lenses. Tests
filmed with both cameras show that the
Schneider lenses give color results con¬
siderably bluer than that produced by
the Ektars. Can this be corrected in
printing?—E.P.

are Gillot No. 290, and Hunt No. 100.
All of the above materials can generally

Answer: Most laboratories offer scene-

be found in artist’s supply houses.

chrome printing, and thus should be

to-scene

color

correction

in

Koda-

able to compensate for color differences
•

when making prints from your Ekta¬

QWhat

is the difference in sliooting
color for TV as compared with
shooting it for motion picture theatre
exhibition ?—M.M.H.
937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE

chrome Commercial.
However, if possible, have the lens
or lenses producing the bluish cast cor¬
rected, or use compensating filters on

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

.insiver: Mainly the way colors repro¬

224

QI

them when shooting.

■
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FOR SPORTS! AERIALS! TRACKING!
PLENTY OF ROOM FOR HELMET. OXYGEN MASK

Ingenious Finder for 25mm.
50mm Lenses. Folds Flat When
Not-Used, Removes in Jiffy

Finder Position
For 50mm Lens

Fig. 2
Front Frame Swings Back
Serves as 25mm Finder

SPECIFICATIONS:
All metal black anodized oiuminum with
large white, easy-to-read engraving, and
cadmium steel target sights.

Fig. 3
Target Sight, Front Frame
Fold Away When Not in Use

BIRNS &

SAWYER STOCKS

MORE,

SELLS

MORE,

SERVICES

MORE,

AND

RENTS MORE ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT THAN ANY OTHER WESTERN DEALER
B/rns & Sawyer is Western Headquarters for Filmline Processing Equipment, for Sale or Lease-Purchase

\\BIRNS & SAWYER

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166
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World-Famous Suppli¬

F & B Solicits Your Bid
Requests. None Too
Big... None Too Small.
Lowest Possible
Prices For
Top Quality
And Service.

ers Of Professional
Movie

Equipment,

Stocking
Thousands
Of Items

Used Equipment Sale...

...Over 1000 Items

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE
35mm CAMERAS
CAMERETTE (Eclair) 35-16mm outfit, with 4 Kinoptik lenses,
12v. var. speed motor, 2 400 ft. 35mm mags., 2 400 ft.
16mm mags., mattebox, etc. LIKE NEW. Val. over $5,000.00.... 2,875.00
SUPER-CINEPHON STUDIO CAMERA, 4 lens turret, direct focus,
auto shutter, 12v. and llOv. sync, motors, 3 400 ft. mags.,
Mitchell viewfinder, 6 lenses incl. 28mm fl.5, 35mm, 50mm,
75mm, 100mm, 150mm, cases, etc. Val. over $8,000.00. 3,250.00
ARRIFLEX I, with metal gate, 2 200 ft. mags., matte box, Zeiss
lenses, 35mm f2, 50mm fl.5, 85mm f2.
869.00
ARRIFLEX I, 200 ft. mag., matte box, 30mm fl.9, 50mm fl.8,
75mm fl.8 .
649.00
EYEMO 71Q Spider turret, with 3 lenses, 2 400 ft. mags., motor,
drum finder, excellent cond.
495.00
EYEMO Spider turret, 3 lenses, Mod 71C.
289.00
EYEMO Spider turret, 3 lenses, with electric single frame.
545.00
B&H STANDARD 2709, head only. 1,650.00

16mm CAMERAS
MITCHELL, with 6 Baltar lenses, 4-400 ft. mags., matte box, finder
llOv. var. speed motor, friction head, tripod, baby, hi-hat,
compl. accessories. Value $9,000.00 .
AURICON PRO-600, with Pan Cinor 70 zoom lens, var. area galvo
n/r ampl., 2 600 ft. mags., all access, like new.
AURICON PRO-600, w. 3 lens turret, 3 lenses, crit. foe., auto
par. viewfinder, 2 600 ft. mags., case, etc. "S” Modulite galvo,
ampl., all access, like new.
AURIliON PRO-200, with Pan Cinor 60 lens, V/A galvo and ampl.,
access., excellent .
AURICON 200, black model, silent, sync, motor.
AURICON CINEVOICE, compl. with ampl., etc. exc.
CINE SPECIAL I, with 2 lenses, fine cond.
CINE SPECIAL I, with 5 lenses, Mitchell finder.
CINE SPECIAL I, with 2 lenses, reflex finder.
CINE SPECIAL II, with 2 Ektar lenses, 2 100 ft. mags., 1 200 ft.
mag., llOv. sync, motor. Blimp, tripod and leg-lok triangle.
Val. $3,200.00 .
B&H 70DR with 3 fine lenses, like new.
B&H 70DL with 3 fine lenses, exc.
B&H 70D with 3 lenses, very good.
GSAP 16mm Mag. Gun cameras .

6,750.00
2,695.00
3,475.00
889.00
169.00
495.00
289.00
657.00
349.50
1,996.00
325.00
269.50
195.00
22.50

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
AURICON BLIMP and sync, motor for Cine Special.
VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR for Cine Spec. 12v.
BODINE Sync. Motor for Cine Spec. 115v.
MITCHELL standard var. speed motor, llOv ac/dc.
EYEMO var. speed motor, llOv.
EYEMO var. speed motors, 12 or 24v.
PRO, JR. tripods with large friction spring-loaded head......
MAGNESIUM DOLLY TRACK with pegs and connectors, 10 ft.
MILLER Model C with Pro, Jr. tripod.
MILLER Model C fluid drive head.
HOUSTON-FEARLESS metal heavy duty tripod.
RABY BLIMP with follow focus for NC Mitchell.
AURICON Super Pro tripod with friction head.
HOUSTON-FEARLESS PANORAM DOLLY, 5 wheels.
CENTURY telescoping Mike Booms, 18' boom.
MITCHELL & WALL type matte boxes.
200' CINEFLEX Mags.
200' Eyemo Mags.
22.50
400' Eyemo Mags.
1000'B & H Mags.
110.00 1000'Mitchell Mags.
400' Maurer Mags.
195.00 1200' Maurer Mags.
100' Cine Special Mags
127.50
200' Cine Spec. Mags.

395.00
289.50
110.00
325.00
98.00
69.50
119.95
25.00
125.00
69.50
485.00
850.00
289.00
,275.00
195.00
39.50
6.95
49.50
110.00
495.00
289.50

35mm LENSES
25mm
25mm
25mm
25mm

f4.5 Eymax.
f4.5 Wollensak.
f2.3 Baltar.
f2.3 Moviar.

In Eyemo mounts
7.95 75mm f2.3 Baltar.
7.95 75mm f3.5 Tessar
125.00 75mm 13.5 Kinotar.
79.50 75mm fl.8 Pan Tachar..

USED EQUIPMENT BARGAIN LIST!
25mm 12.3 Kinar .
25mm f2 Miltar.
25mm f2 Cooke S.P.
30mm f2.3 Baltar.
35mm 12.3 Baltar.
47mm f2.5 Cooke.
2" 12.8 Eymax.
2" 12.8 Xenon.
2" 14.5 Eymax .
50mm f2 Cooke S.P.
75mm 12.9 Ilex Cinemat...

9.5" 12.2 Angenieux .
10mm fl.8 Elitar.
10mm fl.8 Angenieux.
12mm fl.2 Navitar.
13mm fl.5 Elitar .
16mm fl.9 Xenon.
17mm 12.5 Elitar .
17mm 12.7 Raptar.
6.7" f2.5 Super Comat.
25mm fl.5 Wollensak.
25mm f2.5 Wollensak.
25mm fl.5 Cooke .
25mm fl.8 Cooke .
3" 12.5 Elitar .
3" 12.5 Raptar.
4" 14 Dalmeyer.
4" 12.7 Hypar .
25mm 12.5 Raptar.

87.50
125.00
110.00
125.00
119.50
65.00
49.50
19.50
15.00
99.00
49.50

33A" 13.3 Telekinic.
100mm 12.5 Cooke D.F.P.
100mm 12.9 lllex Cinemat
100mm 12.9 Dalmeyer.
100mm 12.5 Cooke Pancro
100mm f2.3 Baltar.
100mm 14.5 Cooke.
150mm f4.5 Eymax.
150mm F4.5 Wollensak.
150mm 14.5 Tessar.

45.00
75.00
39.50
35.00
67.50
167.50
37.50
15.00
22.50
29.50

16mm LENSES
"C" mounts
55.00 25mm fl.9 Raptar.
59.50 25mm f3.5 Cooke.
85.00 25mm fl.5 Raptar.
79.50 25mm fl.9 Kodak Anas.
39.50 25mm fl.9 Animar.
27.50 25mm 12.5 Comat .
22.50 25mm fl.5 Dalmeyer.
27.50 25mm fl.9 Lumax.
55.00 25mm fl.5 Elgeet.
37.50 25mm fO.95 Nominar .
15.00 25mm fl.4 Ivotal.
55.00 25mm fl.4 Ektar .
40.00 25mm fl.5 Xenon .
45.00 4" T2.5 Panchrotal.
52.50 3¥*" f3.3 Telekinic.
49.50 138mm 13.5 Century.
52.50 6" 14 Wollensak.
17.95 6" 14.5 Telekinic.

27.50
9.95
47.50
35.00
39.50
32.50
39.50
45.00
49.50
89.50
98.50
99.00
57.50
160.00
37.50
39.50
49.50
55.00

EDITING EQUIPMENT
NEUMADE CL-35 35mm automatic film cleaning machine.
195.00
NEUMADE M38S 16/35mm measuring machine with 35mm ctr.
65.00
NEUMADE 35mm 3 gang synchronizer.
80.00
NEUMADE HM17 Synchronizer, l-35mm, 2-16mm bubs.
125.00
NEUMADE M-37-S 35mm film measuring machines.
29.50
NEUMADE table model 35mm polishing machines.
15.00
PREMIER Splicers, 35mm with Automatic Scraper.
82.75
HFC 35mm Negative rewinders, pair NRU-31, mounted on base
with micarta flanges, spacers, locks, etc. never used demon¬
strator, worth $250.00 .
160.00
WENZEL clamp type 35mm/16mm heavy duty rewinds, surplus,
set incl. 1 gear end, 1 dummy.
6.95
Set 15 letter punches in box.
75.00
FRANKLIN 16mm viewers .
44.50
BELL & HOWELL 16mm viewers.
65.00
CORE dispensers, 16mm / 35mm.
6.50
Electric Film footage counter, 35mm.
62.50
BELL & HOWELL Pedestal 16mm/35mm hot splicer.
695.00
MOVIOLA with two 35mm picture heads and one 16mm opt..
sound head, all with take-ups.
795.00
MOVIOLA Mod. ULPV3S; with three 35mm opt. sound heads and
one 35mm picture head with preview screen, with take-ups. 1,495.00
MOVIOLA Mod. DX, with one 35mm comp, picture and sound head,
with 35mm opt. and mag. sound head. 1,250.00

SOUND EQUIPMENT
MAGNASYNC X400, complete, exc. cond.
MAGNASYNC Mod. 5, IZVzmm, complete, exc. cond.
B&H 16mm Mod. 179 Projector, exc. cond.
RCA 16mm Mod. 400 Jr. Projector, v. good.
AMPROARC 16mm sound Projector, complete with rectifiers,
amplifiers, stands, arcs, very good pair $1,450.00.each.

725.00
850.00
195.00
179.00
750.00

MISCELLANEOUS
149.50
22.50
12.50
59.50

Large changing bags with zippered covers.
Camera Slate with Clapsticks.
F&B Film repair and splicing blocks for JA", icmm and 35mm
F&B Splicing blocks for Va" tape, alum.
Leg-lok tripod triangles, with leg clamps.

13.95
4.50
7.95
1.95
26.95

For Complete Information On Any Item, Write:

INC
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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NOW!
Super- speed
Anscochrome processing
_Anywhere!
MORTIFEE MOVIE CORP. LTD.
P. 0. BOX 6400
1250 RICHARDS STREET
VANCOUVER 3, CANADA

Now you can get all the benefits of
the superior color rendition of
Anscochrome® 16mm film, the
superior speed of Super Ansco¬
chrome 16mm (E.l. 100) plus rapid
processing service virtually at your
back door. These laboratories also
offer color duplicating and other
services. Use Ansco and get qual¬
ity
service. Ansco, Bingham¬
ton, N.Y., A Division of General
Aniline & Film Corporation.

CAPITAL FILM SERVICE
224 ABBOTT ROAD
EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN

FORDE MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES
306 FAIRVIEW NORTH
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

PHOTO-TECH MOTION PICTURE & COLOR LAB
200 EAST FIRST STREET
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH

'WESTERN CINE SERVICE
114 EAST EIGHTH AVENUE
DENVER, COLORADO

FILMSERVICE LABORATORIES*
6327 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

HOUSTON COLOR FILM LABORATORY, INC,
230 WEST OLIVE STREET
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

FRANK HOLMES LABORATORIES**
1947 FIRST STREET
SAN FERNANDO, CALIFORNIA

HOUSTON MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
266 7TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

ANSCO 16IVIIV1 LABORATORIES
2299 VAUXHALL RD.
UNION, N. J.
247-59 EAST ONTARIO ST.
CHICAGO 11, ILL.

^PROCESS CAMERA FILM ONLY
**PR0CESS DUPE FILM ONLY

Ansco
I
I
j Professional Motion Picture I
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Special Visual Effects at MGM stu¬
dio embraces five separate categories:
miniature.s, full-scale effects, rear pro¬
jection process, matte paintings, and
optical effects. Gillespie supervises the
first three. Roughly, the special effects
for this picture comprised two opera¬
tions: shooting the scenes involving
Cooper and Heston aboard the Mary
Deare. which were enacted in, on and
around a full-scale mockup of a sec¬
tion of the Mary Deare constructed in
the pool on MGM’s Stage 30, and the
numerous shots of the storm-tossed
Marv Deare floundering on the rocks
known to English Channel mariners as
the “Minkies.” The latter were done in
miniature on the studio’s “lake” on Lot
3. Cinematographer Harold E. Well¬
man photographed the miniatures, and
I photographed the rest of the picture
including the effects scenes involving
the mock-up of the ship on stage 30.
Much of the success of the effects
photography in this picture is due to
THE AUTHOR (left), aided by his operator and assistant, line up a high-angle shot on the sound stage
for "Wreck Of The Mary Deare.”

In

this

manner, scenes

like those

pictured

on

were filmed on a set representing a small area of a storm-swept British Channel.
ground are

some of

the

skylight

units

used

for set

illumination.

Plastic

cover

opposite

page

Visible in back¬
kept

camera

dry

during shooting.

the meticulous care with which these
filming operations were planned in ad¬
vance by Gillespie and his staff. This is
particularly true of the miniatures shot
in the lake on the back lot. In planning
this phase of the production, Gillespie
prepared large diagrams which detail¬

SOUND STAGE SEA SAGA
How the science of special visual effects made it possible
to shoot within the studio all the dramatic storm and ship

ed the action of the miniature of the
Mary Deare as it was to move through
the turbulent sea and onto the craggy
and forboding Minkies. Each camera
setup was plotted in advance, based on
the coverage, depth of field, etc., of the
camera lenses, and clearly indicated on
the diagram. Here also were marked
the positions around the perimeter of

wreck scenes for AAGM’s “Wreck Of The Mary Deare.”

the lake where the various effects de¬
vices were to be set up—the wave ma¬
chines, high-powered wind machines to

By

JOSEPH

RUTTENBERG,

Hollywood mo¬
tion picture, MGM’s “Wreck of the
Mary Deare” was essentially a photo¬
graphic problem production. Being a
saga of the sea, much of its important
action takes place at sea, during a viol¬
ent storm. Obviously it would be im¬
Unlike

the

.average

practical if not impossible to photo¬
graph this action on an actual ship in
an actual storm. The most desirable
photography could best he accom¬
plished under the controls afforded on
studio sound stage or lot. and where
special effects could he utilized most
effectively to achieve a degree of real¬
ism that would not otherwise he ob¬
tainable.
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A.S.C.

churn up the water, and the elevated
water tanks with chutes that would

And that is the way the picture was
made.

send tons of water cascading down into
the lake at the press of a button to

part of the production, A. Arnold Gil¬

amplify the turbulence of the other¬
wise smooth lake’s surface in simula¬
tion of storm-swept waters of the Eng¬

lespie, head of the studio’s Special Vis¬

lish Channel.

With effects making up a substantial

ual Effects department, played a promi¬

The size of the miniature Mary

nent role both in planning and in the

Deare had to he carefully determined

production

Mary

with respect to the size of the lake and

Deare.” After the script was okayed.

the ratio of wave movement that could

of

Gillespie and

“Wreck of the

his staff proceeded to

he created on the surface of a shallow,

blueprint the effects required and to

still-water reservoir.

supervise what effects construction

would be both day and night scenes,

would be involved—which was substan¬

it would be necessary to paint the back¬

tial; more than has been involved in

ing erected at the far end of the lake

any major film production in Holly¬

for day shots, make the shots, then re¬

wood in a long time.

paint the hacking for the night shots.

Because there

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

For tlie latter, the cloud pattern was
changed, and the overall tone of the
hacking was greatly subdued for the
desired night effect.
W hen the lake was completely trans¬
formed, the scene was highly realistic
when viewed through a finder. There
was the backdrop painting of a blue,
cloud-flecked sky and jutting out of the
w^ater some distance before it was a
most realistic miniature formation of
the Minkies. Idling nearby was the
miniature of the Mary Deare, an excel¬
lent example of model craftsmanship 26
feet in length, built on a scale of %inch to 1 foot. There also was a second
miniature, a partial section of the boat,
which was constructed on a scale 11/6inches to 1 foot, and which was used
for a number of special shots at closer
range.
To agitate the lake surface in simu¬
lation of a turbulent sea, four wave
machines, two large paddle wheels and
two dump tanks were erected at one
side of the lake. Nine powerful wind
machines were placed adjacent to this
equipment to provide the high winds
and water turbulence that would be re¬
quired to simulate the effect of a storm
at sea. Four of these were the piopellors and Liberty motors of former
World War I fighter planes—part of
the studio’s vast prop inventory.
Photos on next page show some of

the activity typical in a day’s shooting
of the miniature scenes on lot 3. For
most shots. cinematogra})her Wellman
had the Mitchell cameras mounted
within shallow tanks that were floated
on surface of the lake, which averages
about 30 inches in depth. Besides af¬
fording advantages in mobility and
ease in making pan and tracking shots,
the shallow tanks permitted mounting
the cameras close to the water surface
—essential for j)roper point-of-view for
the miniature shots. Floating the cam¬
eras also added considerably to realism
of the scenes.
Photographing miniatures and minia¬
ture action

requires shooting

at

in¬

creased camera speeds so that the ac¬
tion of moving elements in scenes will
appear as realistic as possible on the
screen. If there is too much disparity
here, the miniature scene will give it¬
self away and sharply reduce the pic¬
ture’s impact. This is an extremely vi¬

TECHNICIAN (left) explains operation of switch
panel

tal consideration in the staging and
photographing of all miniatures.

storm

during

powerful

water given

aspect

OF

THE

Continued on Next Page

on

1960

stage

as required.

Minkies, cinematographer Wellman

erected

•

sound

ft. by 60-ft. sky backing being changed

action in the miniature setting of the

of a stormy sea by means of unique effects devices.

APRIL

on

graphed in the daytime, with the 328-

The

stage, and

devices

24 fps, nor under 21/6 times 21 fps.
Roth day and night shots were photo¬

on the action, scale of the miniatures,
and is based mostly on past experience,
he says. In shooting the Mary Deare

Of

MGM sound

effects

never worked higher than four times

ONE

of

Panel

era speeds for photographing minia¬
ture shots of this type. Much depends

"Wreck

pool

Ruttenberg.

shooting.

in

shallow

cinematographer

Gillespie explained that there is no
established rule in the matter of cam¬

REAL SALVAGE BOAT was used in staging this dramatic action shot
the

to

was used to signal operators of the numerous

MANY
Mary

realistic

scenes

Deare. '

shot

Ship

motor-driven

on

section

rocker

in

MGM’s
is

Stage

full-scale

pool

of

30

for

mock-up

the

stage.
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REMARKABLE
are

seen

in

REALISM, both
this frame

in

the boat

enlargement from

miniature and
scene

in

Wreck

the

ACTUAL

stormy sea effects,

Of The Mary

SCENE

of

boat

miniature

moving

through

miniature set of the “Minkies” in lake on MGM’s Lot 3.

Deare."

Realistic storm effect on water was created

by various

effects

lake.

devices

set

up around

perimeter of

Few people, excejtt seasoned mari¬

Stage 30 is a pool 90 by 90 feet in

It was here that we photographed

ners, have experienced the fury of the
sea and wind and rain from the deck

size and 10 feet deep. It was here that

the scenes showing Charlton Heston,
captain of the salvage boat, boarding

of a storm-tossed vessel.

But it is

hrought to the screen with utmost real¬
ism in scenes for “Mary Deare” which
we photographed on stage 30—thanks
to the science of full-scale special ef¬
fects which enahled us to photograph
scenes of action in simulated storm and
high seas without getting onr feet wet.
Beneath the portable flooring of

MITCHELL

in

CAMERAS

scows, are moved
scenes on lake.
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to

mounted
position

in
to

floating
shoot

metal

miniature

the full-scale section of the Mary Deare
was erected, supported on a giant rock¬
ing device through which it was given
realistic motion in a “sea” churned up
by wave machines, wind machines, and
water tanks similar to those used on
the lake on Lot 3. Here, also, was float¬
ed the Seawitch, a full-scale salvage
boat brought to the studio from the
nearby port of San Pedro.

TECHNICIANS, waist-deep in MGM's miniature

“ocean

move scale model of the Mary Deare into position
next scene.

for

the Mary Deare at the height of a
storm, and of the Seawitch maneuver¬
ing close to the larger vessel in an at¬
tempt to take off Heston before he de¬
cides to remain aboard and ride out
the sjtorm with Gary Cooper.
Formally of these scenes, a platform
for the camera and crew' was suspended
Continued on Page 252

DIRECTING
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Incidentally, we also sell equipment we rent
SincG 1021...

Bell & Howell
Professional Equipment

; - jffl ^'ont Coast to Coast ®

' Here, under one roof, our blocklong building contains all your needs for producing
and showing Motion Picture films and TV Produc¬
tion Equipment—the very latest professional
equipment for producing, processing, recording,
lighting, animating, editing, testing, handling and
projecting films, etc., including practically every
well-known brand and many exclusive S.O.S.
products.

HERRNFELD
ENGINEERING
PRODUCTS

It pays to check with S.O.S. before
buying equipment —it may save many dollars.
The S.O.S. unqualified guarantee assures your
complete satisfaction backed by over a third-ofa-century of good will and dependable service.
"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry"

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
New York City: 602 WEST 52nd STREET • PLaza 7-0440
Hollywood, Calif.: 6331 Hollywood Blvd. * HOliy’d. 7-2124

CENTURY

‘VSSTfRNOtfte
PRODUCTS

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

Bo D D E

Backgrouim Projection Ei|uipinent

swuirmcn

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY]

S
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BIGGER PROFITS
WITH

THE

S.O.S. LEASING PLAN
The S.O.S. Plan, designed especially for the motion
picture industry, makes it possible for you to expand
your business, improve your services to the trade and
increase your profits by acquiring the most modern
Film Production Equipment
for all its future
service—as when you purchase outright . . .

without paying in advance

as in conven¬
tional rental . . . you save up to 75% of the
rental you are now paying.
without paying exorbitant rent

—

The

S,0,S. Leasing Plan makes it more eco¬

nomical and more practical in many instances
for you to LEASE the equipment you require
than to own it outright.
Under the S.O.S. Plan, leased equipment pays for it¬
self while it produces more profits for you—without
the strain on your financial status.
On a 3 or 4-year lease you pay only 10% down and at
the end of the term you can renew your lease annually
AT A COST OF ONLY 1 % PER YEAR!
Write for your FREE copy of the informative S.O.S. Booklet
^^HOW LEASING CAN INCREASE YOUR PROFITS’’

'The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

s.o.s. niilFlUA ^IIPPIV PflRP
UlllLIII/1 our I LI

UUIII

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19. N.Y.
•

PAone: Plaza 7 0440

Cab/e; SOSOUND

WESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2124

SHOOTING ONE OF the many night scenes for the “miracle " sequence

perimeter of scene are both spectators and some of the extras which

for

the scene required.

"La

mounted

Dolce
high

Vita."
on

boom

Cinematographer
in

right

Otello

Martelli's

background, while

camera

gathered

is

around

Filming "Za Dolce Vita"
In Black-and-white
And Wide-screen
Production filnned in Rome reveals some
interesting techniques employed by
Italian cinematographer Otello AAartelli.
By

LIBERO

GRANDI
Rome, Italy

More than two months were spent in filming

the

night scenes for the picture.

events taking place in the film itself. His choice of lenses is
often unique, too. Martelli used 75mm, 100mm, and 150mm
long-focus lenses for closeups and two-shots in place of the
50mm lens generally used for making similar shots in
CinemaScope.
Director Fellini wanted to give the story psychological
depth by deliberately putting out of focus the middle and
the background of many scenes, rather than use the pan¬
focus system which would have revealed the scenes in full
depth. Also, when making pans and traveling shots in closeup, Fellini preferred the results of a 75mm lens — even
though cinematographer Martelli was apprehensive of some
audience reaction that would result from the disturbing
effect of the images virtually dancing before one’s eyes on
the screen. The result, however, turned out most satisfactory.
Where there are shots with dialogue between two actors
(one in C.LT. and the other in the foreground I the depth
of field is quite limited because of the long focus lenses
used; the focusing operation (during shooting) had to fol¬
low each actor in turn very carefully, throwing out of focus
the actor who had just finished speaking and bringing the
other into sharp focus. An example is the dialogue scene
between Steiner and Marcello at Steiner’s house — the
technique underscores their hopeless isolation.
The hazy background against which the actors play the

“La DOLCE VITA,” the wide-screen production directed in
Italy recently by Federico Fellini, reveals a photographic
technique so closely integrated with the subject matter of
the story that it is almost impossible to discuss them sepa¬
rately. Cinematographer Otello Martelli, an old colleague of
Fellini’s (the two collaborated previousy on the award¬
winning productions, “La Strada” and “Le Notti Di

sequence further points up their solitude—their incapabil¬
ity of reaching a common ground. Remarking on this, Mar¬
telli said: “Director Fellini has given the film individual

Cabiria” ), directed the photography of “La Dolce Vita.”
Foregoing many of the established photographic rules, Mar¬
telli expresses in a key-tone all the various characters and

style by deliberately distorting the characters and their
surroundings, and also by their clear-cut figures.
A notable effect is the pictorial beauty of the dawn scenes

234
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in “La Dolce Vita.” Rather than mark¬
ing the beginning, they symbolize an
ending. Here the photography, in vary¬
ing shades of gray, is cold and unemo¬
tional. Then as dawn breaks, and Anita
Ekberg and Marcello Mastroianni are
seen wading in the Fountain of Trevi,
they awaken to reality.
The dawn effect following the “mir¬
acle” sequence, somber in its photo¬
graphic tone, exposes the disillusion¬
ment and misery that has overcome the
hysterical crowd that had waited vainly
through the night for the miracle to
take place. Later, a dawn effect closes
the final scene of a sequence depicting
a night of dissipation and orgies by the
disappointed people. Here the strong
contrast of gray against the clear-cut
figures dressed in black and white serve
as a key-tone for the composition of
the scenes. Then, when a young girl
appears—symbolizing a last tentative
hope—the lighting in the scene be¬
comes a little brighter.
Many of the principal night exteriors
covered large areas. To light them, ex¬
tensive equipment was required. For
the “miracle” sequence, forty 10,000watt, thirty 5,000-watt and seven
“Brute” lighting units provided the il¬
lumination.
Continued on

Page 256

ITALIAN CINEMATOGRAPHER Ofello Marfelli
directs the placement of light on Anita Ekberg,
star of “La
studio

Dolce Vita,"

interiors

prepared

in

one of the

for

the

many

picture.

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES
IN Utnm AND SSmrn B&W PRINTING
Some of the things the independent producer
should know before planning the photography
and processing of his films.

choices and more complications in lab color work than
in processing and printing black-and-white film; but the latter also involves
various procedures and choices, and there can be a wide variation in the
quality of the final print, depending on the methods used, according to an
article in the February, 1960 issue of Heivind, General Film Laboratories
There are more

monthly publication.
In discussing 35mm black-and-white, the article points out that, of the
negative footage exposed in the camera, only the good takes are printed as
“dailies” in controlled professional practice. Then after the dailies are cut
and edited into an “edited workprint” the original negative is conformed
for printing. Those scenes which are to be joined by an optical effect go
through a separate printing process to produce a negative dupe section in¬
corporating the effect, which is cut into the main body of the edited original
negative. A fine-grain positive print will be made for protection, to be held
as a stand-by and will be used only in case of damage to the original nega¬
tive. But release printing normally will be from the edited camera negative.
When a very large number of prints are to be had, or if the same
original negative scenes are to be utilized for other versions or purposes, a
printing dupe negative will be made from the master positive, and release
printing will be from the dupe.
Sixteen mm prints from 35mm productions are provided either by re¬
duction from 35mm negative or contact-printed from 16mm reduction nega¬
tive. If the former, the 16mm release prints will be reduced in printing, in¬
dividually, from the 35mm edited camera or dupe negative—using an opti¬
cal reduction printer. If the latter, a 16mm reduction dupe negative will be
made from a 35mm master positive, also on an optical reduction printer,
and the 16mm release prints contact-printed.
Which method results in the better quality? For the sharper image, and
the least build-up of contrast—individual reduction of each print. However,
each pass through the printer subjects the 35mm negative to the normal
hazards of step-printing, and in the 16mm print the optical printing proc¬
ess clearly shows up any scratches or other blemishes in the 35mm negative.
Use of the 35/32mm printing method results in noticeable improvements
in the 16mm contact print, bringing its quality very close to that of the
reduction print, and eliminating the hazards of running the 35mm negative
for each release printing. The bulk of today’s 16mm printing from 35mm
originals is contact from a reduction negative, the Rewind article points out.
Now, what about 16mm? Can 16mm black-and-white production be
handled in the same manner, with similar material?
Both theoretically and actually, yes. 16mm can be—and is—shot on neg¬
ative and handled much the same as 35mm. But. 16mm is not simply a cutdown 35mm film, and the printing results are not the same. 16mm film has
its own emulsion, its own characteristics, plus certain limitations which are
inherent in all photographic film.
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ARRANGEMENT

of

fwo

half-frock

mag¬

netic recorders for simultaneous recording
or playback of top and bottom tracks of
tape.

Function

of

capstan

of

the

Ferro-

graph recorder (left) has been voided by
lifting pressure roller f,rom tape. Rheostat
(right foreground) controls speed of
tape machine.

Eko-

Note reverse threading

of

tape through the latter.

track may be fed through an electronic
switch to the vertical plates of the oscilliscope and synchronized, thus estab¬
lishing sync between picture track, 2
playback tracks and a final mixed track
by controlling the speed of the projec¬
tor and one playback track. However,
this arrangement can be much im¬

A Synchronous Quarter-inch Tape
System For Film Sound Recording

proved.
Something of an innovation for “doc¬
umentary re-recording” has been in¬
vented for this system through neces¬
sity. During re-recording sessions for
a recent documentary the film splices
kept breaking. The only explanation
for this was the extremely low humid¬
ity prevailing at the time. Steaming the
film was considered to cure the trouble,

— PART 2 —

which may or may not have helped,
but in the meantime it was realized

How integrated sync control signal plays vital role in re¬

that the only purpose of the film was to
give visual timing information to the
re-recorder operator so he could fade

recording

with the

magnetic tape set-up described

in

music and effects up or down. How¬
ever, even with the film the re-record¬
ing operator has to be very familiar

author’s preceding article.

with the scenes and often has to esti¬
By

GILBERT

M.

GALLOWAY

Leonard Theological College, Jabalpur, M. P., India

article in this series,
which appeared in the February issue,

tion. But surpringly enough the system

the author described a synchronous
quarter-inch tape system for film sound

First it should he pointed out that

In

the

initial

recording. A salient point in the system
is the sync control signal which is re¬
corded with the sound on the same
track. The method of operation, of re¬

gets simpler at this stage!
one playback track and the final mixed
track are automatically synchronized
by merely re-recording the low-fre¬
quency control track from the play¬

mate while looking at the picture where
a scene is going to end unless the film
has been cuemarked in advance so the
indicator will flash on the screen to
warn of the impending change.
Taking all this into account, the
system can actually be made more ac¬
curate for timing purposes and the
projection of the picture can be elimi¬
nated for re-recording work on many
films.

cle of the series, we shall deal with the
procedures of re-recording with the

to the horizontal plates of the oscilliscope; thus other signals can he com¬
pared with it when they are connected

same equipment set-up.
Having come this far in the system,
one might feel that re-recording proce¬

to the vertical plates. For example, the
signal from the narration track may be
used for the horizontal plates and re¬

dures would turn the system into a
really hopeless Rube Goldberg contrap¬

cording onto the mixed track, while

The procedure again depends on the
equipment at hand.
The equipment
used for the system under discussion
consists of 3 Magnacorders stacked one
above the other plus a separate Ferrograph machine. The Ferrograph was
set up as a variable speed machine for
re-recording.
The second playback
track (the narration track) is put on
one of the Magnacorders and the final

signals from a projector and a music

Continued on Page 254

cording, and of utilizing the control
track was explained. In this second arti¬
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back track onto the mixed track. At
the same time, this signal is also fed
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How No Second Chance'
Was Staged And Filmed
One-time lifeguard, now a doctor, pro¬
duces film aimed at reducing public swim¬
ming-pool casualties through better train¬
ing of lifeguards.
By

StANLEY

M.

LOEWY

wanted to emphasize the terrible waste in a human drown¬

CAMERAMAN-DIRECTOR Stanley M. Loewy sets up for a poolside shot.
Picture

was

filmed

in

Southern

California

when school-age youngsters were available.

during

Christmas

vacation,

Water was heated to over

come chill of winter weather.

ing without becoming too macabre.
The film starts cold, without titles, as an ambulance
hurtles down the street and over the camera. In a reverse
angle shot, the two attendants remove a stretcher and hurry
with it. directly past us.
Next we cut to a shot of a deserted pool. No one is
swimming now, for a small girl has been pulled from the
water and lies surrounded by a circle of stunned bystanders
as artificial respiration is administered. The ambulance

About a hundred

of the drownings which occur annually

in the U.S. take place in public swimming pools having
paid lifeguards on duty. To help reduce these tragic and
needless deaths, a 20-minute color and sound film has just
been produced. But it might never have been made if a
young medical student had not spent part of his college
summers as a lifeguard.
Dr. Ben B. Thompson, the one-time lifeguard who is now
a prominent Riverside, California physician-surgeon, could

attendants apply a resuscitator. A doctor finally pronounces
the child dead, and the blanket is drawn over her. “No Sec¬
ond Chance,” the main title, appears over the water of the
pool.
Because we wanted each viewer to be aware that a
human life might be at stake, we felt it necessary to keep
this hazard alive by showing several “drownings” at vari¬
ous points in the film. Only a good swimmer can simulate
Continued on Page 255

not read newspaper accounts of such accidents without won¬
dering how they could possibly happen if every guard were
properly trained to prevent them.
His investigation of such deaths proved that most guards
simply were not being instructed in lifeguarding tech¬
niques. Oh, they knew how to plunge into the pool and
make a rescue, but all too often the victim drowned un¬
seen because guards had not been taught certain vital
points in preventing the possibility of drowning.
Thus, Dr. Thompson decided to become the producer
of a film that would exhort lifeguards to employ essential
practices which would reduce the yearly death toll in public
swimming pools.
As writer-director-photographer, it became my duty to
translate these rules into cinematic form, and try to present
the case in such a way that lifeguards would recognize
the gravity of the situation, accept our suggestions, and
respond to this appeal.
Several challenges faced us: Every situation had to be
believable, so that guards would recognize it as being trueto-life. While we wanted the film to be pictorially interest¬
ing and artistically successful, we also had to be certain
that very sequence was easy to understand. Finally, we
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LOEWY BRIEFS

his cast on

action

required

for a

lifeguards can prevent serious accidents which
high-diving stand is not properly supervised.

scene

may

showing

occur

when

how
the
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The Anseiet fo Yom Zoom & Telephofo Lens Tripod Ptohlems

SILICONE DAMPENED

^HYDROFLUID*

ball-leveling

PAN & TILTHEAD TRIPOD
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL
IN TRIPOD STYLING
AND PERFORMANCE
with
Larger Silicone Dampening Area Than
Any Tripod in Its Class and Price Range

►Designed for professional cameramen.
►Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt action, utilizing
the dampening effect of silicone.
►Al uminum construction; weight 21 lbs.
►Si I icone loaded—temperature range—130 + 500F.
►Precision ball-bearings.

Mounted on pan and tilt shaft

for smooth action and alignment.
►Pan 360°—Tilt 80°.
►Fi rst tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at bottom
of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA CHARGE.

Hydrofiuid ball-leveling bead—precision construction—posi¬

►Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood legs, with
self-aligning leg locks.

variable

►For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.

tive quick-finger camera lock—variable tension adjustment
pan and tilt locks—spirit level—telescopic pan handle with
angle

adjustment—right

or

“HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD DESIGNED FOR
TV Vidicon—16Mitche!l —Maurer—Camerette—
Arriflex 16/35—Auricon (Cine-Voice-600-1200)
Cine Special—Eyemo—Filmo—Cineflex

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.
•
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band

position.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE . onQSO
COMPLETE WITH TRIPOD LEGS

APRIL

left

^ OX#

BABY TRIPOD .

$69.50

HIGH HAT.

29.50

CASE

22.00

.

BOOT & POINT COVER .. .. 12.50

209 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK 36. N. Y
Circle 6-0348
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Colortran—Lightweight
Set-Lighting Package
Photographic lighting of high efficiency
is provided by lightweight equipment using
small bulbs working on boosted voltage.

Ever tap a burned out bulb in a light
fixture, causing it to re-light and at in¬
creased brilliance? U hat happened is
that tapping the bulb caused tbe broken
filament to re-connect itself with the
main body to re-establish the circuit.
The increased brilliance resulted from
what was, in effect, increased voltage,
because the filament (now shorter in
length) received more voltage—that
for which the bulb’s longer filament
was originally designed.

This
basis of
graphic
types of

is by way of explaining the
the Colortran system of photo¬
lighting, which utilizes certain
non-photographic bulbs in Col-

ture film production -most notably the
burgeoning industrial and in-plant film
producing groups, independent T\
film makers, plus the increasing pro¬
duction of entertainment films in part
if not entirely on location—has given

Now Colortrans have been “discov¬
ered” by European film makers. So
successful has been their initial use
there that Mole-Richardson. Ltd., Lon¬
don, England, has acquired the British
agency for their distribution.
Most U. S. cinematographers know

It

FIG. 1—Diagram of G-E PAR Bulb.

has

remained

for

an

eminent

Italian motion picture engineer. Piero
Cavazzuti. to set down the facts in a
paper, which has recently Iteen released
by Mole-Richardson, Ltd., and which
originally appeared in an issue of Bolletto Tecnico, monthly journal of the
Associazione Italiana Cineoperatori—
the Italian equivalent of the A.S.C.

ortran light units and which are made
to produce illumination of photo¬
graphic quality and brilliance through
a step-up of the voltage feeding them.
Unlike the broken filament bulb de¬
scribed above, here the voltage of the

“The principle on which design of
Colortran

units is based.”

Cavazzuti

explains, “consists in giving the scene
lighting group

(of lamps)

an excess

voltage for a short period while the
scene is being filmed. Much greater
light fluxes (illumination in terms of

line feeding the lamps is deliberately
increased causing the bulbs to burn
brighter although, of course, with some
consequent shortening of bulb life.

candescent bulb, which can therefore

The broadening fields of motion pic¬

be of lower power and fitted to a verv

240

“The Colortran units are mainlv in-

impetus to increasing use of the port¬
able, lightweight, and highly efficient
Colortran lighting equipment.

about this equipment — at least by
name. Some have yet to use it. And a
great many professionals still do not
know the basic principle of the Color¬
tran lighting system, which differenti¬
ates it from that of conventional studio
lighting.

MECHANICAllY SKUIED 8ASE

lightweight lamp housing. Thus the
same amount of light is obtained as
would ordinarily be gained from much
heavier equipment using standard cine¬
matographic bulbs.

foot candles)

than

normal can thus

be obtained from each individual in¬

FIG. 2—Diagram of G-E internal reflector bulb.

tended for use where very easily trans¬
portable equipment is required, in or¬
der to reach difficult locations or to film
inside buildings and monuments where
size and the avoidance of damage to
furniture and wall decoration are lim¬
iting factors, and where a need there¬
fore exists for lightweight, compaet
equipment eonnected to the power sup¬
ply by means of flexible cables of small
cross-section area. They are also suit¬
able for use, both from the power con¬
sumption and bulb-hour cost points of
view, in small studios. And, as we
shall see, the report of the National
Broadcasting Company also finds them
of interest for use in television studios.
“Before embarking upon a detailed
description of the various Colortran
units it is worth our while to deal
briefly with the principal features of

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

shaped filament, and as in the “PAR”
bulb the inner wall, apart from the ter¬
minal portion, is silvered so as to pro¬
vide a parabolic mirror. Instead of
having a fnsed-on diffusing lens the
front part is frosted, the diffusing pow¬
er of the bulb depending on the de¬
gree of frosting, which thus determines
its use as a spotlight or floodlight. As
in the case of the “PAR” bulbs the
markings given in the General Electric
catalogue clearly indicate the use for
which each bulb is designed. Thus the
300 R/SP bulbs ) also known as R-40.
the size of the bulb being 40) are 300
watt reflector bull»s for spotlight pur¬
poses, whereas the 300 R/FL are 300
watt reflector floodlamp bulbs. The mir¬
FIG.

3—Colortran

transformer

which

Cinemasfer
enables

Chief

lamps

to

booster
burn

at

different color temperatures.

the bulbs made by General Electric,
Westinghouse and other firms and
which are used with the Colortran

rors are circular instead of elliptical,
and the beam angle is about 35° for
the spot versions and 115° for the flood
versions. These are of course circular
beams. The ‘R' series covers a wide
range from 75 watts (R-30) to 1000
watts (R-60 or R-52).

equipment.
“The first of these is the “PAR” or
internal parabolic reflector bulb shown
in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the front
portion of the bulb has a fused-on dif¬
fusing lens. The following bulbs are
available in each voltage: spot ( marked
NSP, or narrow spot), wide flood
(WFL) and medium Hood (MFF).
The illustration also shows the rectang¬
ular filament which (as explained in
the General Electric catalogue) is pre¬
cision-located in such a manner that its
position is not out of alignment with
the optical axis of the bulb by more
than one and a half degrees. The
“PAR” series embraces 75, 150, 200,
300 and 500 watt bulbs marked as fol¬
lows: 150 PAR 38. 300 PAR 56, 500
PAR 64, with the designation NSP,
WFF, etc. added as explained above.
The numbers 38, 56. 64. etc. refer to
the size of the bulb.
“The mirrors in the “PAR” bulbs
are elliptical in shape and thus throw
a fairly long oval beam instead of a
circular one.
“As a result of the different diffusing
lenses the 500 PAR 64 NSP, 500 PAR
64 MFL and 500 PAR 61 WFL bulbs,
for example, have beam angles of 13°
X 20°, 20° X 35° and 35° x 65° re¬
spectively. The smaller wattage bulbs
have similar beam characteristics.
“Another type of General Electric
bulb used in the Colotran equipment
is the “R” internal rellector type shown
in Fig. 2. This type has a circular arc¬
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FIG.

5—Super Kicker 500- or

1000-watt lamp.

3200° k and producing a light flux
gain of 270° will, instead of lasting for
2000 hours, only last for 40 hours. This
result, however, is purely theoretical,
and the Colortran engineers have dem¬
onstrated, as a result of several years’
experiments, that the life of a bulb can
be prolonged, even when subjected to
excess voltages, if it is suitably pre¬
heated at a reduced voltage for a few
minutes before the full boost-voltage is
applied. What actually causes most
damage to the filament of an incandes¬
cent bulb is the strong current pro¬
duced at the moment when the lamp is
switched on and when the filament is
still cold and has a low ohmic strength.
This current is already seven or eight
times greater than the working cur¬
rent if a lamp is suddenly connected up
at full voltage, and can become even
greater if the bulb is suddenly sub¬
jected to a higher voltage as happens
when boosting is applied. However, if
the lamp is switched on at a reduced
voltage and the filament is allowed to
warm up (the voltage not being in¬

FIG. 4—The Colortran Cine King 500-watt lamp.

creased until the filament has acquired
a substantial ohmic strength ) the work¬
ing life of the bulb can be considerably
lengthened.”
Cavazzuti. in his paper, then goes
on to describe the Colortran transform-

"The 'PAR’ and ‘R’ bulbs are an im¬
portant feature in that they have a long
average life of about 2000 hours, pro¬
vided that they operate at the voltage
for which they are designed, namely

Continued on

FIG.

6—Groverlife

Senior

Page 248

floodlamp

utilizes

five high-efFiciency 150-watt bulbs.

120 volts.
"Increasing the voltage supply of
either type lamp causes the light flux
to increase rapidly, and if the voltage
is increased by 35% the resulting gain
in light flux will be about 270%. This
increase is, however, accompanied by a
shortening of the working life of the
bulb to about l/50th. This means that
a 'P.AR’ or 'R’ bulb fed with a 35%
excess voltage up to a temperature of
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diverse may be called upon to make

The Importance Of . . .

a slow-motion shot only once a year,
and he cannot be expected to know
from experience just how much addi¬

Tables, Charts and Calculators

tional exposure to allow when
switches the camera speed from

he
24

fps to the higher speed of 48 fps—
the speed used to make the slowmotion shot. But if he has access to a

They supply a ready answer to most problems

Diaphragm

encountered in cinematography.

can

Compensator

Chart,

he

find the answer to his problem

in a minute.
The value of such a reference source
may be seen by examining the chart
in the production of motion pictures.

Tables, Charts And Calculators
will always play an important part
in the work of any cinematographer.

The reader may test his own knowl¬
edge to bear this out. Do you know,

and

without looking it up, what lens stop
to use to compensate for the reduction

shooting, a great deal in the way of
alternative or compensating procedure

of light reaching the film when you
shoot at 61 frames per second, instead

must be absorbed and remembered by
the cameraman. Where memories are

of 24?
What

unreliable

research

50mm lens focused at 30 feet and set

and study limited, a source of data
available for instant reference is es¬

at f/3.5?
Do you know the field of view of
this same lens when focused on a

Becaii.se

there

is

graphy

than

simply

or

the

more

to

cinemato¬

focusing

time

for

sential for photographic success. More
than one top-flight cinematographer in

is

the

depth

of

field

of

a

subject 20 feet distant?
Do you know where to set your lens

the Hollywood studios carries in his
billfold small cards on which he has

when

required

to open

up one full

stop, say from f/4.5? From f/1.5?

noted information vital to his work.
But let us consider the cinemato¬

Actually few cinematographers, as¬
sistants or operators would trust their
memories for such answers. Yet these

grapher in other fields of production,
such as the in-plant motion picture
department, the small industrial film

are

problems

faced

by

every day. Some professionals, of
course, whose daily busine.ss is cinema¬

script writer and sometimes director.

tography,

With so many diversified yet related
chores, it takes a pretty keen mind

subsequently solutions which ultimately
become part of their store of knowl¬

problems

photography at 24 fps., the lens must
be opened to f/4.0 to shoot at 48 fps
in the same light. (The shutter open¬
ing, of course, would remain un¬
changed for cameras having variable
shutters.)
The work of some cinematographers
is often quite specialized so that they
are shooting daily just about the same
type of shots, using the same type of
light, etc., and rarely encounter a
problem that cannot be solved through
knowledge acquired in the course of
one’s daily work. Here it is possible
to memorize a limited amount of
factual information. And if you can
rely

on

your

memory

to

supply

a

Continued on Page 246
FIG. 2

DIAPHRAGM COMPENSATOR
Lens Stop Conversion
For Various Camera Speeds

and

edge.
The cameraman whose work is more

to retain all the information that is
required for such scope of operations

light dictates a stop of, say, f/5.6 for

cameramen

studio and others where the camera¬
man often doubles as film editor,

encounter

in Fig. 2. Take the example referred
to above. Assuming that the prevailing

12

8

16 mm
16

CAMERAS
32
48
24

64

PICtUfM Pictures Picture* Picture* Picture* Picture* Picture*
per
per
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
LENS STOPS COMPENSATED FOR SPEEDS ABOVE
F. Value F. VaIuc F. Vak«e F. Valuej F. Value F. Value F. Value

FIG.

1

CLOSE-UP DIAPHRAGM CALCULATOR
3 INCH LENS
DISTANCE OF LENS TO OBJECT ^
20 in.

LIGHT
VALUE

10 in.

7 in.

6 in.

S in.

4H in.

4 in.

1 3K In.

3H in.

3H in.

F.

F.

EFFECTIVE APERTimE
F.

F.
2.8

F.
3.2

2

Become*

F.
2.3

2.8

Become*

3.2

4

4.5

F.
4

F.
4.5

F.
5.6

5.6

6.3

8

F.

F.
8

11

12

16

11

16

18

22

4

Become*

4.5

5.6

6.3

8

9.1

11

16

22

25

32

S.6

Become*

6.3

8

9.1

11

12

16

22

32

36

45

45

8

Become*

91

11

12

16

18

22

32

11

Become*

12

16

18

22

25

32

45

16

Becomes

18

22

25

32

36

45

22

Become*

25

32

36

45

IN ULTRA-CLOSEUP photography, the basic f/ value is affected by use of extension tubes.

2.8
3.2
4.
4.5
5.6
6.3
8.
9.1
11.3
12.5
16.
18.
22.
25.
32.
36.
45.
64.

2.3
2.8
3.2
4.
4 5
5.6
6.3
8.
9.1
11.3
12.5
16.
18.
22.
25.
32.
36.
45.

2.

2.3
2.8
3.2
4.
4.5
5.6
6.3
8.
9.1
11.3
12 5
16.
18.
22.
25.
32.
36.

1.4
1.8
2.
2.3
2.8
3.2
4.
4.5
5.6
6 3
8.
9.1
11 3
12.5
16.
18.
22.
25.

1.8
2.
2.3
2.8
3.2
4.
4.5
5.6
6.3
8.
9.1
11.3
12.5
16.
18.
22.
25.
32.

14
1.8
2.
2.3
2.8
3.2
4.
4.5
5.6
6.3
8.
9.1
11 3
12.5
16.
18.
22.

1.4
1.8
2.
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8.
9 1
11.3
12.5
16.
18

Normally

WHEN THE assignment is to shoot at a camera

there is no apparent change in the lens f/ value when the camera is at least ten times the focal

speed other thon normal, the chart above will

length of the lens from the subject. But as the camero-to-subject distance decreases, use of extension

show

tubes reduces the amount of light reaching the film at a given stop as compared to that for same

stop for 24 fps is f ^5.6 and you wish to shoot

stop for normal photography.

at

A chart such as one above then becomes valuable as a

determining the effective aperture to use

242

in

shooting

a

small

object at very close

means of

range.

64

what
fps

stop

to

instead.

use.
As

Say
the

the

chart

established
shows,

the

correct stop to use is f/'3.2.
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Whei'e Qii0lift/ Petfom$nce h VM, Speeittj^.Jilmlm
)/ouf Film Pepends Upon If
Basic to the intelligent selection of a film processor
is the consideration of performance results and cost
economy. Whether your requirements are for a table
top processor or a complete laboratory service each
of the Filmline machines listed below is designed to
provide you with professional processing performance
of consistent excellence... at the lowest possibfe
purchase and maintenance cost.
Model ACE-20

At your convenience we would be pleased to arrange
a demonstration of one of the many Filmline installa¬
tions in your area.

FILMLINE PROCESSING MACHINES
MANY ADDITIONAL MODELS AVAILABLE
Mod«l

Model RT-S

Film Type

Proseis

Film Size

Speeds

K

Neg/Pos.

BSW

16mm

10 FPM

216 D

Neg/Pw.

B&W

16mm

30 FPM

316 D

N«g/Pos.

B&W

16mm

60 FPM

316 DS

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

60 FPM

416 D

Neg/Pos.

BSW

16mm

BO FPM

N

Neg/Pos.

Microfilm

16/35mm

8 FPM

L

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

8 FPM

RN 16/35

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mTO

24 FPM
24 FPM

RN 16/35mm

Neg/Pos.

Microfilm

16/35mm

316D35

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

32 FPM

316D35M

Neg/Pos.

Microfilm

16/35mm

32 FPM

416D35

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

80 FPM

PN100

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/3Smm

100 FPM

S 150-R

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

150 FPM

470 ND

Neg/Pos.

B&W

70mm

10 FPM

35ND70

Neg/Pos.

B&W

35/70mm

30 FPM

70R10

Reversal

B&W

70mm

10 FPM

R 15

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

15 FPM

R15TC

Rev 1 Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

15 FPM

R40

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

25 FPM

R40TC

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

25 FPM

RT-S

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

85-125 FPM
30 FPM

R-60

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

R-17-35

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

17 FPM

R-60S

Rev S Neg/ Pos.

B&W

16mm

60 FPM
90 FPM

R-90

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

CN-10

Eostmon Neg
Ektocolor

Color

46mm

12 FPM

CN35-10

Eastman Neg
Ektacolor

Color

35/46mm

12 FPM

ENP-25

Eastman Neg

Color

16/35mm

25 FPM

ACE 20

Ansco /Eklackrome
7255 Ektachrome
Eastman SO 260

Color

16mm

22 FPM

SO 270
ACE 40

Ansco

Color

16mm

36 FPM

16KC-60

Kodashrome

Color

16mm

60 FPM

Kodachrome

Color

16mm

45 FPM

35min

B FPM

35KC-45

ERNA STREET, MILFORD, CONNECTICUT

FILMLINE,.. the ultimate in. film processing machinery
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Distributors: Birns & Sawyer, Hollywood
Caldwell Equip. Co. Ltd., Torooto, Caff.
Camera Equip. Co., New York City
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., New York Cily
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A SOlilMD
SYSTEM FOR
SIXTEEN-MIVI
By

JOE

P.

GRAY

Photos by Ralph Y. Grubbs

FIG.

1—Bell & Howell 202 magnetic-optical sound projector mo'difled

for projecting

picture with

separate sound film. Author Joe

P. Gray

I

(seated) explains system to interested onlooker.

SHALL NEVER

forget boriiig a hole in the case of

my

hrand

new Bell & Howell 202 sound projector!
Hut it was for a good cause—an important ste.p in a plan
I had conceived to utilize my magnetic-optical sound pro¬
jector in a unique way. The plan involves the use of
sprocketed 16mm magnetic /i/m as the recording medium
as opposed to the use of film pre- or post-striped for sound.
Magnetic film is extensively used today hy film makers
in all fields of motion picture production because of its
excellent recording characteristics and particularly because
of the several conveniences it embodies. Second- and even
third-generation dupes of magnetic film recordings possess
such excellent quality they are often difficult to distinguish
from the original. This quality has encouraged the practice
of post-mixing sound from several tracks to form a compos¬
ite track for the picture.
Sound quality of high professional order is within the
reach of the average free-lance 16mm film maker, provided

FIG.
to

2—Gray holds auxiliary takeup unit which is attached

front of

takeup

projector.

belt working

Case
from

a

encloses

motor

friction-clutch

that

drives

the
FIG. 4—Author's complete projector modification

pulley.

is shown

in this diagram.

Path of the 16mm sound film is indicated by the heavy broken line, and that
of the picture film by the solid lire. Permanent additions to the
mechanism are the idlers “A". “B'
ord "C”.

FIG. 3—Interior of the 202 projector showing altered film
pattern.
film

“I" is added

which

by-passes

spring-mounted
the

picture

film

threading

idler; "M”, loop of

magnetic

gate;

magnetic

and

“F",

the

projector

sound film as it proceeds to the takeup.
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he has access to a 16nim magneticoptical film projector, such as the B&H

j

202.
The great problem in shooting pic¬
ture and sound simultaneously, using
16mm pre- or post-striped film is the
problem inherent with all single system
sound—that of editing. The writer was
never satisfied with the limitation that
a stri])ed sound track on the ]'i( ture
film imposed. Where the track is a per¬
manent part of the picture film, it isn’t
possible to shift the track forward or
backward in the editing process. Nor is
it possible to delete or add to a per¬
manently applied recording medium
without loss to either the picture or the
track, or both.
Since double-system recording is the
general practice in professional film
production, I decided to approximate
the professional’s procedure as closely
as possible and record sound for my
films on 16mm magnetic film and run
the two films—picture and sound—
through the projector at the same time
after threading them around the
sprockets with the two mediums in sync.
The job of altering the 202 projector
to accommodate both picture and sound
films simultaneously was relatively
simple, and the modification in no way
affects the portability of the projector.
Salient features of this modification are
to be seen in the accompanying photos,
and are explained further in the dia¬
gram.

|

As this new system called for two
separate 16mm films (picture and
sound) to travel through the projector
simultaneously and interlocked for
sync, the initial step was to provide a
means for the projector to accommo¬
date the second (sound) film.
The fully modified projector is
shown in Fig. 1. Front of the projector
is at the left, and it will be seen that
two additional reel supports have been
added—one for the sound film supply
reel, which is on top of the projector
case, toward the rear (“AA” in Fig.
4), and the motorized takeup reel in
front of the projector (“BB” in Fig. 4).
As may be seen from the diagram, the
normal takeup pattern of the picture
film has been altered so that the film
emerges at front of the j)rojector case
and proceeds to the auxiliary takeup
reel; the takeup reel at rear of the pro¬
jector, which is normally used for the
picture film, now becomes the takeup
for the magnetic sound film. The aux¬
iliary takeup — consisting of the reel
spindle and motor drive—is a compact
Continued on
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all-in-one unit, wliich may readily he
mounted on or detached from the pro¬
jector, as may he seen in Fig. 2. This
unit

consists of a lightweight metal

housing containing a conventional elec¬
tric phonograph turntable motor plus
a friction-clutch pulley and spring belt
to the takeup spindle which is mounted
on a metal arm extending from the
housing. The auxiliary arm “AA” is a
standard 202 feed-arm and is conven¬
tionally-mounted for ease in removing
and storage.
Fig. .3 shows interior of the modified
202 projector, the modifications of
which are further detailed in the dia¬
gram. Fig. 4. Indicators point out the
spring-mounted idler “T ’ (identified in
the diagram at “C”), which maintains
the desired film security as it passes
over the lower drive-sprocket; “M” the
path of the magnetic film which by¬
passes the picture film gate; and “F”.
the magnetic sound film as it proceeds
toward its respective takeup reel.

. . . we deliver.

In Fig. 4, path of the magnetic
sound film is shown by the heavy
broken line. Here the film travels from
the supply reel mounted on the supj)ort “AA” over the idler roller “A”
and thence to the top s})rocket “e”
where it is interlocked with the picture
film (solid line). As previously stated,
the sound film
film gate but is
ter at sprocket
the sound head
reel.

by-passes the picture
re-united with the lat¬
“d”, then proceeds to
and on to the takeup

To facilitate travel of the picture film
from sprocket “d” to the auxiliary
takeup reel “BB” mounted at front of
the projector, three idlers—“A”, “B”,
and “C” were mounted at strategic
points along the film path. Idler “A”
at this point is necessary to aflford safe
slot clearance by the film as it leaves
the projector. Idler “B” is affixed to a

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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spring-tension arm to compensate for
the “starting jerk” on the picture film,
which occurs when the projector is
started. Idler “C” maintains the de¬
sired sprocket-tooth security as the film
travels over the drive-sprocket “d”—
as previously mentioned.
The ideal sync point for the two
films is indicated at a point about onehalf the distance between sprocket “d”
and idler “C”. Accurate sync threading
is
accomplished
by matching uj)
punched holes in both the magnetic
film and j)icture film at this point, and
the threading procedure then begins
with locking both films over sprocket
“d”.

The basic purpose of the modifica¬
tion described above, of course, is, first,
to permit use of 16mm magnetic film
for sound recording instead of pre- or
post-striped 16mm film; and second,
to utilize the 202 projector for editing
of both sound and picture—now feas¬
ible because each medium is on a sep¬
arate film. When a cut is required in
the picture film, the sound film can be
cut or otherwise adjusted to maintain a
continuation of sync between the two
very much the same as it is done by
film editors at the cutting table, using
a sound reader, synchronizer and asso¬
ciated equipment. Using the modified
202 projector, the two films are merely
re-aligned on the drive sprockets. Last,
but not least, it permits simultaneous
projection of both picture film and
sound film in sync when it is desired
to screen a film without the need to
combine both picture and sound in a
single print.
This setup has been successfully used
by the writer since shortly after intro¬
duction of the B&H 202 projector. It
not only meets my average needs but
the projector modification is pleasing
in appearance. As for the 16mm mag¬
netic film, it costs about the same as
sound-stripe applied after the photog¬
raphy, and offers the advantage of fullhead recording at all times. It can he
cut and spliced on a conventional film
splicer, the same as picture film, and
it is the ideal medium where sound
subsequently is to be re-recorded to
optical for release prints.
■
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quick answer, so much the better. If
you

want

to

perfect

this

technique,

start out by memorizing one phase of
cinematography at a time.
Take

fast

and slow speed camera

work, something that comes along
with increasing frequency these days.
One method is to expose a roll of film
in your camera, using the full range
of fps speeds afforded by the camera
and then studying the results on the
screen.
Eight frames per second speed, for
example, is one-half the speed of 16
fps. At 8 fps. twice the amount of
light will reach the film as when the
camera is running at 16 fps. In order
to obtain an exposure result equal to
that obtained with the camera operat¬
ing at 16 fps, the lens must be stopped
down one full stop for photography at

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

8 fj)s. Tlie chart in Fig. 2 shows the
correct stop to use at otlier camera
speeds ranging from 12 to 64 fps.

PRECISION FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

Now von may not know what con¬
stitutes a full stop on your particular

Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer

lens hecause not all lenses are cali¬
brated in full stops. Here, again, yon

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00

will

Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

need

a

dependable

source

of

reference. It is possible for the cine¬
matographer to memorize the estab¬
lished “full stop” figures for camera
lenses so thereafter he can ])roperly
set the lens diaphragm when a situa¬
tion demands “opening up” or “clos¬
ing down” one stop, etc.
Good motion picture photography
depends upon accurate exposure and
sharp focus—in short, about 90% of
your photographic success depends
upon your camera lens. This is not
to infer that every cinematographer

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

odel S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.

$215.75

should memorize all the important
facts pertaining to lenses, etc., hut he
should know where to find answers to
problems as they come up. Better still,
the information should be close at
hand, and the best source of such
information is a slide-rule type cal¬
culator, prepared tables and charts or
a reliable handbook.
The American Society of Cinema¬
tographers is ])resently preparing for
early publication a completely new

opticalmagnetic
sound
readers

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50

handbook for the professional cinema¬
tographer. It will exceed in accuracy,
fund of facts, and method of reference
any other handbook puldished to date
relating to motion picture photography.
This because all charts are being com¬

magnetic
and tape
sound
reader

piled in the light of current cinema¬
tographic practices and are being
checked and re-checked by ex|)erts in
their respective field. Technical men
of the Motion Picture Research Coun¬

Model 700
$198.50
Send For Free Literature

cil in Hollywood have assisted exten¬
sively in this accuracy determination,
as have the manufacturers of profes¬
sional cameras, lenses. lighting and
other equipment.
In

addition to its

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
1 037

factual content,

dustry will he graphically represented.
Tentative date for publication of
the new A.S.C. handbook, tentative
title for which is A.S.C. Photographic
Manual, is around mid-summer. It’s
a hook long overdue and its certain
to ease the daily tasks of thousands
of

cinematographers

in

every

con¬

ceivable field of motion picture pro¬
duction.
■
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DEVELOPING TANK

a Distributor?
AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
reaches
all
fields
of 35mm
and
16mm
motion
picture
production—
•

Major Hollywood Studios

®

Television Film Producers

o

Industrial Film Makers

•

Educational Film Producers
Amateur Movie Makers

•

Film Laboratories

•

Foreign

•

Missiles Research and Testing

Producers

180

countries)

Why be satisfied with anything less?
Write The Editor For Display Advertising Rates
No.

Orange

Drive,

•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 400 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured

FILM DRYER

•

1782

3, N. Y.

Automatic Daylight Processing

a Manufacturer?

Film

BROOKLYN

AVENUE

ARE YOU . . .

the handbook will contain an exten¬
sive advertising section in which the
products, and services of the nation’s
suppliers to the motion picture in¬

UTICA

Hollywood

28,

Calif,

• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.

487-14
South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.
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ers which feed electric currezit to the
lamps at increased voltaoes and at se¬
lective color temperatures, as follows:
"111 They can be connected to pow¬
er systems having a rated voltage of
120 volts (actual voltage 110-130
volts I or 230 volts (actual voltage 220240 volts). The Colortran transformer
has a number of primary tappings, and
a rotary contactor coupled with a volt¬
meter enables the input voltage to he
adjusted as desired, namely to 120 or
230 volts:
“(21 The output circuits are of the
multiple type and can be controlled as
a whole or separately by means of
contactors which take the output volt¬
age from the various secondary tap¬
pings of the transformer, thus enabling
the lamps to be brought up from the
initial preheating voltage to the excess
voltage necessary to obtain color tem¬
perature of 3200°K or 3450°K;
“ (3 A voltmeter with a clear, ac¬
curate scale shows the output vohage
and thus the working color temperature
of the bull).

•

1
Distance 15 Feet

Type of Bulb

Illumination Strength

Illumination Area

500 PAR
at 2950°
at 3200°
at 3450°

64/NSP
K (120 V)
K
K

400 f.c. ( 4280 Lux)
1100 f.c. (11750 Lux)
1850 f.c. (19200 Lux)

I'liy2"xl'liy2"
i'iiy2"xriiy2"
I'l 1 y2"xi'i 1'/z"

500 PAR
at 2950°
at 3200°
at 3450°

64/MFL
K (120 V)
l<
K

130 f.c. ( 1390 Lux)
350 f.c. ( 3740 Lux)
620 f.c. ( 6650 Lux)

4'0"x7'l"
4'0"x7'l"
4'0"x7'l"

500 PAR
at 2950°
at 3200°
at 3450°

64/WFL
K (120 V)
K
K

50 f.c. ( 535 Lux)
115 f.c. ( 1230 Lux)
210 f.c. ( 2240 Lux)

4'0"x12'0"
4'0"xl2'0"
4'0"xl2'0"

“The Cinemaster Chief transformer,
for example (see Fig. 3). can supply
five 500-watt bulbs at a temperature of
3200°K on a 120-volt system, and

working life considerably. Among the
new lamps produced by the Natural
Lighting Corporation the most power¬
ful are the Cine King Light (Fig. 4),
which uses a PAR 64 5(X)-watt bulb or

ele\en 500-watt bulbs on a 230-volt
system; at a temperature of 3450°K
the number of bulbs which can be sup¬
plied drops to four and seven respec¬
tively.

a PAR 56 300-watt bulb, and the
Super Kicker Light (Fig. 5), which
can take ‘R’ type internal reflector
bulbs of 500 or 1000 watts.

“The ease of adjustment from the
preheating temperature to the working
temperature of 3200°K and 3450°K

“The Cine King Light is an extreme¬
ly lightweight lamp weighing only 5^
lbs., mounted on a telescopic stand

enables the bulbs to be kept preheated
while shots are being prepared and
during intervals, thus increasing their

(fully extended length 7'101/k") weigh¬
ing 7 lbs. The lamp can be used as a
spot by fitting a PAR 64/NSP bulb.

ooo

ooo

Ultra-fast F/2 ZOOM LENS
New Pan Cinor 85 zooms from 17mm
through 85mm, with reflex throughthe-lens focusing and viewing as well
as split-image range finder. This lens
takes unusually sharp detail and
color rendition. Has C-mount
for 16mm cameras. $420.00.

All prices include
Federal Excise Tax
ivhere applicable.
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T A B L E
Super Kicker Light

•

lamp, which weighs only 3'j4 Ihs.

2

It,

too. can be fitted with adjustable nig¬

Distance 15 Feet

gers, ‘jellies’, etc.
Illumination Area

Illumination Strength

Type of Bulb

“Ao/c; Here, too, of course, the il¬
lumination decreases from the center

500 R/3 SP (R-40)

500 R/3
at 2950°
at 3200°
at 3450°

as a

medium

Vi ith the spot bulbs the limit is taken
to he where the degree of illumination
drops to al)Out 60% of that at the cen¬

Ft (R-40)
K
K
K

245 Lux)
23 f.c. (
63 f.c. ( 670 Lux)
96 f.c. ( 1030 Lux)

Circle c'ia. 23’
Circle dia. 23’
Circle dia. 23’

59 f.c. { 630 Lux)
160 f.c. ( 1700 Lux)
250 f.c. ( 2680 Lux)

Circle dia. 23’
Circle dia. 23’
Circle cia. 23’

ter; in the case of the flood bulbs we
have restricted the diameter of the cir¬
cle to 23 feet in order to ignore the
area where the illumination drops to

1000 R 52 (Ft)
at 2950° K
at 3200° K
at 3450° K

or

of the circle towards the circumference.

Circle dia. 7'11"
Circle dia. 7'n"
Circle dia. 7'11"

98 f.c. ( 1050 Lux)
265 f.c. ( 2840 Lux)
410 f.c. { 4400 Lux)

at 2950° K
at 3200° K
at 3450° F

64 MFL, or as a wide flood with a

3200°K and 3450°K. The sizes of the

PAR

In view of the

light areas are also given. It should he

lightness desired for the equipment it

pointed out that the limits of the illu¬

was preferable to adopt this method of

minated area have been taken at the

varying the type of beam, rather than

point where the degree of illumination

introducing the complication of a lamp

drops

trolley. The lamp can be fitted with

center of the area.

adjustable

metal

niggers,

a

screens

or

to

“The

about
Super

60%

of

that

Light,

addition

to

the

two

at

five PAR 38 150 watt bulbs with side
screens called Groverlite (See Fig 6).
and panels with six 150-watt bulbs, as
well as many other smaller units plus
accessories for hanging and securing all
these items of equipment.”
Cavazzuti concluded his paper with

the

the

Kicker

In

a floodlamp unit containing three or

necessary to produce temperatures of

bulb.

with

60%.

types described above Colortran makes

PAR

64/'WFL

flood

below

which

following

short

summary

NBC Engineers’ Report on

of the

Colortran

is intended for use as a fill light, can

equipment, which mainly covers tests

operate with 500, 750 or 1000 watt ‘R’

carried out with the Masterlite, a lamp

ume obtained with one of these lamps

type bulbs.

As stated above, the ‘R’

which is the prototype from which the

at

the

type includes both spot and flood bulbs.

Cine King Light has been developed,

various types of PAR 64 bulbs, at both

Table 2 gives some approximate illumi¬

and on which it is thus a further im¬

the rated voltage and at the voltages

nation

provement. The report is divided into

‘jellies’.
■‘Table 1 shows the illumination vol¬
a

distance

of

15

feet,

using

figures

obtainable

with

this

A 4 <1 i
UJili iJj it n
New variable shutter on Bolex 16mm Reflex puts fades at your fingertips. Hand backwinding for
dissolves. Parallax-free through-the-lens viewing and focusing while shooting. Footage and frame
counters . . . speeds 12 to 64 fps . . . settings for time exposure, single frame and continuous run
. . . many other extras. {Automatic REXOFADER shoivn on camera is a new push-hutton control that
times fades, optional at only $37.50.) VFith Lytar 25mm f/L8 lens, the Bolex H-16 REX is only
$400. (Lenses shown optional at extra eost.) Write Department BAC-4 for literature and name
of nearest dealer.

Bolex Unimotor

Fine Bolex Lenses

Drives a full roll of film
through camera with
absolutely constant
speed. No lost shots
while rewinding! Easy
to attach (no special
tools necessary).
Speeds from 12 to 32
Ips. Complete with bat¬
tery case, $89.50.

Switar 10mm f/1.6 ex¬
treme wide angle, $149.50.
Switar 25mm f/1.4 very
fast normal lens, $168.00.
Switar 75mm f/1.9 fast
telephoto, focusing from
5', $145.00. All six ele¬
ments or more; anti-reflec¬
tion coated for lifelike
color fidelity.

Bolex 16mm
Extension Tubes
Perfect for macro¬
cinematography! Al¬
lows ultra-sharp
close-ups of extreme¬
ly small objects. An
easy, inexpensive
way to new profes¬
sional effects with
your camera. Set of
four tubes, $15.00.

PAILLARD Incorporated, 100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.
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chapters, the titles of which are given
in the summary which follows:
''Ease of Handling: The Colortran
units are without douht easier to handle
than standard ones since they are small¬
er and lighter. The Masterlite (Cine
King) weighs only 51/2 11*^against
the 90 or so pounds of a 5000-watt
light fitted with a Fresnel condenser.
There is no need to move flood control
ecpiipment about; all that is necessary
is to make the initial choice as to the
type of bulb required.
"Life of Bulbs: It is difficult to as¬
sess the working life of the hulbs. since
it depends on the supply voltages. It
can safely be said, however, that the
bulbs will last at least half as long as
the 5000-watt type u.sed in studio light¬
ing equipment (i.e., 75 hours at
3200°K and 37 hours at 3350° ). It is
probable that the life of the bulbs will
equal that of the type at jiresent iu use
if the instructions issued by Colortrau
as to preheating are followed and the
hulbs kept on a low voltage when not
actually being used for photography.
"Assembly of Lamps on Scene: In

view of the light weight of the lamps it
is reasonable to expect a substantial re¬
duction in the time taken to assemble
and dismantle the equipment on the
scene.
"Poiver Consumption: A Masterlite
(Cine King) operating at full load
(186 volts) uses about 900 watts, al¬
though it gives the same light flux as
a standard 5000-watt lamp. This means
that the use of these lamps not only
saves eurrent hut also entails substan¬
tial economy in that the size of cables,

switches and dimmers can be reduced.
With these units our Nos. 1 and 5
studios could be used for color tele¬
vision without altering the existing lay¬
out — apart from the installation of
transformers and the necessary con¬
nection panels.
FJnevenness
in intensity distribution within the
beam is somewhat greater with the Col¬
ortran lamps than with the Fresnel con¬
denser type. This unevenness never ex¬
ceeds 5-10% of the average figure,
''Uniformity of Beam:

however, and cannot therefore lead to
difficulties.
The Colortran
lamp, when fitted with a PAR 64 MFC
(medium flood) bulb, is more intense
than an ordinary 5'000-watt lamp, whe¬
ther operating at 320()°K or 3450°K.
"Relative Intensity:

The unit would seem to be esepeciallv
suitable in cases where the lighting
equipment cannot be brought close to
the actors.

250

‘"The Colortran lain]), when fitted
with a PAR 645/WFL (wide flood)
bulb, even when operating at .3450°K,
does not entirely equal the intensity of
a 5000-watt lamp with a PTesnel lens.
The unit has, however, a wider beam
than the 5000-watt lamj): at 15 ft. the
PAR 64/WFL hull) throws a light 7M"
long as against 5'11" with the 5000
lamp. The Colortran lamp can thus be
brought close to the subject to give a
light equal in intensity to that of the
5000-watt lamp over the same or a
greater area.
“The Colortran lamp, when fitted
with a PAR 64/NSP bulb, gives a very
intense spot which is six times greater
than the illumination of a .5000-watt
Fresnel lens spot. The width of the
beam is nevertheless limited, which
makes the unit particularly suitable for
special intense lighting effects on
scenery.
''Diffusion: The N.R.C. report then
examines the requirements for a good
source of diffused light, and concludes
that the ideal is one which gives a
greater area of lighting surface, so that
instead of producing clearly defined

shadows it creates softened outlines,
i.e., areas of half light which enables
the transition from light to shadow to
take place as gently and unnoticeably
as possible. The report goes on to de¬
scribe a very simple method whereby
it is possible (with the aid of a lumin¬
ous source fitted with a diffuser, a lens
screen or “gobo” and a light back¬
ground, together with an exposure me¬
ter in which the surface of the cell is
almost totally screened, leaving only a
thin strip exposed) to examine the
areas of half-light produced by the ^ arious sources by means of the rays which
just touch the edge of the screen. This
examination enables the effective di¬
mensions of the source to be ascer¬
tained. The Colortran lamps, fitted with
diffusers, were tested against ordinary
500-watt lamps by this method, and it
was found that for diffusion ])urposes
the dimensions of the lamp, when fitted
with PAR 64/WFL bulbs, were almost
equal to those of a 5000, namely CA/o"
X 4 15/16" as against the lUo" ^ ’‘Vz”
of the 5000. It is thus preferable, the
report concludes, for them to be fitted
with PAR 64/A^ FL rather than PAR
64/MFL or PAR 64/NSP bulbs.”
■
Mounting an

extra

long telephoto

16MM AND 35MM PRINTING
Continued

From
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A logical first thought might well he
“If
best
professional
results
are
achieved bv exjtosing a negative in the
35mm camera, then similar top results
should come from exposing a negative
in the 16mm camera.”
Logical . . . but not necessarily
so.
Sixteen mm camera negative tends
to pick up abrasions, fingerprints, and
other handling marks much more eas¬
ily than 16mm reversal-positive ma¬
terial.
The deterioration in quality from
generation to generation in 16mm neg¬
ative may be no more, relatively, than
in 35mm. hut is more noticeal)le.
Therefore, the use of 16mm optical
sections cut in with 16mm camera
original is not too successfid. The dif¬
ference between print sections is invari¬
ably obvious on the screen.
Nor is printing from 16mm negative
A&R rolls a complete answer. Here,
again, it can be and is being done, but
there may he considerable variation in
the screen appearance of the fades and
dissolves, or occasional solarization
may result in a “whiting out” when a
fading out or blacking out was intend¬
ed. (For these reasons, the Retvind
article points out. General Film Labor¬
atories does not offer a printing serv¬
ice from 16mm negative A&B rolls,
only from single rolls.)
Sixteen mm negative film must be
handled with extreme care, normally,
and this dictates minimum handling
within the laboratory. However, 16mm
B/W negative is used in photographing
television programs and other material
which can be shot in long takes, thus
reducing the need for handling in edit¬
ing. It is also used for engineering
camera studies and reports, when but
one or only a few prints at the most
are required, also for sports events
and whenever available light dictates
use of an ultra high-speed film.
Most 16mm producers use a reversal¬
positive film in the camera from which
a “first trial” reversal print can be
contact-printed and release prints made
either by contact from the edited orig¬
inals (reversals) or from a dupe nega¬
tive (positive).

lens on small 16mm cameras is gen¬
erally a lengthy operation. For this

VFhy not make all release on B/W
reversal stock?

reason, manv professionals carrv a sec¬
ond camera mounted with a telephoto

First, because the reversal du{)e stock
shows more contrast than the positive,

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

General Film Labs points out. The con¬
trast cannot be varied in reversal print¬
ing as it can in negative-positive print¬
ing—often necessary in making lowcontrast prints for television. As a re¬
sult of these various factors, a positive
])rint makes a better screen appearance.
Second, cost. The 16mm positive
B/W dupe stock is much lower in cost
than the reversal. The cost of a dupe
negative and five positive prints totals
about the same as four reversal prints
-—and from then on the positive prints
are much more economical.

IN EDITING
EQUIPMENT

And third, the B/W reversal stock
is color-blind —• it may or may not
translate color tones accurately into
black-and-white shades.
The last point is important because,
even though both B/W and color re¬
versal films are being used in 16mm
])roduction, it should be safe to say
that most ]6-to-16 B/W release print¬
ing today stems from 16mm color orig¬
inals. The color reversal film has less
grain than the B/\^^ reversal, and
therefore produces a smoother looking
IT W release print through a dupe neg¬
ative. Also, the producer may obtain
either color or B ^W prints when he
shoots in color.

From the time motion pictures "learned
to talk" Moviola has earned acceptance
as the word for professional film
editing equipment. Moviola is keeping
pace with the changing needs of the
Motion Picture Industry with new
devices such as:
• Crab Dolly for improved Motion
Picture and TV Camera mobility
• 70 mm Viewer for the Photo
Instrumentation field

crab dolly

TVroviola
■JLWflL

MANUFACTURING CO.

1451 GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA • HO. 7-3178

Assuming the use of a 16mm color
reversal film, the producer may then
order either a B/W or color reversal
workprint. The B/W is several cents
cheaper per foot, but it may not show,
clearly, all the information that the
producer should be able to read from
the workprint. As a rule, if 16mm pro¬
duction is in color, the workprint
should be in color.

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

(INEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
timing
BELT

After the original is edited into
A&B rolls, a reversal “"first trial” print
normally is ordered as a final check
on editing, sound, optical effects, pho¬
tography. After a trial print is ap¬

Projector

and
One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

attached

to

feature

is

the

flexible

permits

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

sound track on the first trial involves
but 1//^ additional cost per foot. Or,
the production can go directly into
dupe negative printing if the producer
is confident that his editing, sound, and

smooth,

No

special

quiet

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing.

other for the positive release printing.
But, there are several ways to get
around this. Electro-printing of the

1960

outstanding

operation.

In order to provide a reversal “first
trial” jnint, printing with B/
reversal
originals requires a B-wind positive
track, while the making of a color re¬

•

instantly

shaft which connects motor with projector

Normally, this means that the pro¬
ducer must jjrovide two tracks—one for
the reversal first trial print, and an¬
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be

tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

There is also a sound track “prob¬
lem” involved in 16mm reversal-to-positive work.

versal print requires a B-wind negative
track. Then, when the dupe negative
is ready, positive release printing re¬
quires an A-u'ind negative track.

con

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬

proved, a 16mm dupe negative is or¬
dered, and from it the positive release
pritns are made. General Film Labora¬
tories utilizes 35/32mm stock for both
the photo and the sound negatives,
which the lab claims provides a su¬
perior 16mm print.

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Ampro, Kodak,
RCA, and Victor 16mm projectors
at synchronous speed.

Write for more details and prices.

763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaia 7-3511

photography are all in good order.
General Film Labs offers one addi¬
tional choice, when the reversal sound
track is to serve only as a check on
editing, word use, etc., i.e., print
through the base of the A-wind track,
for reversal printing. The A-wind track
so used acts as a B-wind negative, but
the quality of the print sound is rather
poor.
One final point: In either 16mm or
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35mm work, the Rewind article em¬

required for a certain variety of print¬

phasizes that the producer should call
on his laboratory for any information
or advice he needs, before starting pro¬

ing. the emulsion side will he in the
desired position for emulsion-to-emul-

duction.

In 16mm contact printing, here are
some typical sound track requirements:

Earlier, the article referred to “Awind” and '■‘B-wind” sound tracks. In
concluding the article, the author (uni¬
dentified) proceeds to explain these
terms, and their importance in the
j)reparation of films for the laboratory.
Intended as a simple means of iden¬
tifying the right type track for a cer¬
tain type of printing, the terms some¬
times confuse more than they clarify,
the article explains. To insure uni¬
formity of procedure and to simplify
understanding of the two terms, the
Association of Cinema Laboratories
has established the following defini¬
tions :
A4\ ind

Printing:;

Optical

Sound

reversal

chrome:
Color

from

original

Ekta¬

B-wind negative

reversal

from

Ektachrome

(Contact—A-wind negative
Optical—B-wind negative

Page 230

scenes we used mostly the incandescent
skylights w'hich M(JM developed sev¬
eral years ago and which 1 had used
earlier to considerable advantage in
These are large rectangular metal cano¬
pies with the interiors painted flat
white and having ten IDOO-watt incan¬
descent lamps in inverted position ar¬
ranged in two row's. The bowls of the

Color positive from internegative:
A-wind negative

lamps are aluminum coated to reflect
light toward the skylight’s interior and

positive from camera negative:
B-wind negative

B/W

From

lighting interiors for “Julius Caesar.”
or

Kodachrome master:

B W

Continued

from the stage ceiling. To light the

sion contact printing.

Color

SOUND STAGE SEA SAGA

thus provide a source of pow-erful but
soft reflected light.
(See “Overhead

positive from dupe negative:
A-wind negative

B W reversal from B/W reversal orig¬
inal :
B-wind negative

Lighting for Overall Set Illumination,’’
I lecemlier. 1952. issue, page 528).
The skylights provided a quality of
illumination that precisely fitted our
requirements for lighting that resem¬

Track. A-wind optical sound track is a

Although an A-wind negative track

sound track wound for use in making

bled a stormy and overcast day at sea.

is used in both color and black-andwhite printing, the track is processed

riie units were suspended from over¬

composite (photo and sound) prints
from certain types of ])rinting mater¬
ials. It is so recorded (or printed) that
the sound track emulsion will he fac¬

a hit
better

different for each to achieve
sound
reproduction
in
the
■

damage to the globes from the spray
that was kicked up by the wind ma¬

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

or two bulbs w'ould pop during every
take and the fragments would fall into

jirint, the article concludes.

ing the print stock emulsion in the
printing operation. (In 16mm work an
A-wind negative track is normally re¬
quired in making positive prints from a
black-and-white dupe negative, a color
internegative, or on Eastman color re¬
versal master.

chines during each take. As it was, one

the water.
Continued

From
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Tki) McCord, ASC, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,
■‘Bourlton Street Beat'’* with Richard Long
and Andrew Duggan.

the sound roll in the left hand, emul¬
sion side out. and pull head in towards
your right. On an A-wind track the

Edwin DliPar, ASC, Wesley Anderson,
Rorert Hoffman, “Sugarfoot"* with Will
Hutchins.

specific requirements.
B-W^ind

Printing

Optical

Sound

Track. The B-wind optical sound track

is wound for use in making composite
(photo and sound) prints from certain
types of printing materials. It is re¬
corded (or printed) with the sound
track emulsion facing the print stockemulsion in the printing operation. (In
16mm work the B-wind negative is
normally required in making reversal¬
positive prints from 16mm Ektachrome
original film and 16mm B/W camera
negative.
Note: Method for indentifying the
B-wind sound track: hold the sound
roll in the right hand, emidsion side
out, and pull head in towards your
left. On the B-wind, the sound track
will he the side nearest you.
hen the “winding” is of the type
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Ralph Woolsey, ASC,
ASC, Rorert Hoffman,
Jolin Russell.

Because of the aluminum

coating on the glass, the fragments
were easily visible; and for this reason

Note: A method for identifying an
A-wind sound track is as follows: hold

sound track side will he the side near¬
est you. Consult your laboratory for

head. as is the usual custom, and they
had to be kept quite high to avoid

Walter Castle,
“Lawman"* with

J. Peverell Marley, ASC. Robert Hoff¬
man, “Colt .45”* with Wayde Preston.
Wesley Anderson, J. Peverell Marley,
ASC, Burt Glennon, “The Alaskans”* with
Roger Moore and Dorothy Provine.
Edwin DuPar. ASC, Ray Fernstrom. ASC,
“Hawaiian Eye"* with Anthony Eisley.
Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “Bronco”* with Ty
Hardin.
James Drought, Commercials*.
Mark Davis. ASC, Commercials*.
Harry Stradling, ASC, “The Dark at the

Top of the Stairs” with Robert Preston and
Dorothy McGuire. Delbert Mann, director.
Jack Hildyard, “The Sundowners”

(Tech¬
nicolor; shooting in Australia) with Deborah
Kerr and Robert Mitchum. Fred Zinnemann,
director.
William Daniels, ASC, “Oceans IF’ (Tech¬
nicolor; shooting in Las Vegas) with Frank
Sinatra and Dean Martin. Lewis Milestone,
director.
Hal Mohr, ASC, Commercials*.
Ellis Carter, ASC, “Bell Science Series”*.

the lamps had to lie carefully positioned
so that the glass fragments would fall
beyond camera range.
Shooting scenes from the suspended
platform involved a number of other
problems, also. There was the matter
of communication between myself and
those on the stage floor, and also with
the operator of the second camera,
whenever one was employed for certain
complex action—w'hich was frequent.
The mist kicked up by the wind ma¬
chines often got to our lenses, despite
the fact we used a clear plastic sheet
over the camera most of the time.
But it was the operation of all the
special effects, perhaps, which caught
the eye and held spell-bound visitors
on the sound stage who watched the
shooting. When this interesting set was
being planned. Arnold (Jillespie en¬
gaged the services of John Bossart. re¬
tired hydraulic and structural engineer,
who planned the rocker mount for the
ship section as well as all the necessary
hydraulic controls. On the apron skirt¬
ing the pool a waterproof, soundproof
shed was erected for housing the con¬
trols. Here were installed controls w hich
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"Frost Lighting Rentals
Get "Anywhere" Faster
Because We
Roll Our Own!"

• ARC EQUIPMENT
• M.R. INCANDES¬
CENT EQUIPMENT
DIMMERS
AC AND DC
GENERATORS TO
1500 AMPS
PORTARLE
TRANSFORMERS

TiiNiry

l'8030

SUNDRY
ACCESSORIES

NO JOB TOO SMALL
NO JOB TOO LARGE

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE: 4224 Teesdale,
enabled the engineer to set the ship
section in motion, and to regulate the
extent of each roll of the ship so that
variety could he given to this move¬
ment according to demands of the
scene.
Along the opposite side of the pool
two wave machines were installed that
churned up the water in a most realis¬
tic replica of the sea. Closer to the ship
was a huge water tank having a quick¬
opening spillway and a chute that sent
tons of water cascading down into the
pool and against the side of the ship.
At the same time three large wind ma¬
chines, whose powerful draughts were
fed with streams of water from fire¬
hoses, provided the effect of liigh wind
and rain to the scene, and at the same
time added further turhulence to the
“sea.”
The success of all these storm effects
depended upon precise timing and also
on the ability of Director Michael An¬
derson to order a change of pace or
intensity midst the .sound and fury of
making a shot. To accomplish this, con¬
siderable time was spent in rehearsals
that involved mainly the technicians
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CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
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responsible for operating all the effects
devices. Key to the entire operation was
a control board set up at a strategic
point near the edge of the pool. The
board consisted of a number of switch¬
es. each with its own pilot light, through
which operators of the various equip¬
ment—wave makers, wind machines,

script, direction and individual por¬
trayals are among the best ever to grace
an MGM production. But it is the spe¬

fire hoses, water tanks, etc.—were sig¬
naled. The terrific noise of the wind
machines made the use of intercom
phones unreliable. The various effects
operators, therefore, were given “go”
and “stop” signals through the control
panel that switched their signal lights

“stars of the picture.

on and off.
“Wreck of the Mary Deare” has
many dramatic moments, and the

cial effects which made
the picture much of its
matic photography, and
effects, so tremendous in
expertly executed, are

possible for
unusual dra¬
these special
scope and so
the surprise

Now to apply this idea to re-record¬
ing procedures.
Let us say that we have a full-width,
quarter-inch music track and a fullwidth quarter-inch effects track. By
using the two machines in combina¬
tion as described above, the effects
track is re-recorded on half of the
music track and in sync with it, there¬
by providing two tracks in sync on the

(“Wreck of the Mary Deare” has com¬
pleted most of its “first run” showings
in the nation's movie houses, but show¬
ings continue in the secondary thea¬
tres. Students of cinematography who
have not seen the picture will profit by
seeing it at the next available local
showing.—ED.)

■

same tape!
Again, by using the combination of
the two machines during re-recording,
three playback tracks and one final
recording tape track can all be syn¬
chronized by the speed adjustment of
one machine.
Eurther, by using two stereo play¬
back machines with two synchronized
tracks on each machine we arrive at
the almost fantastic combination of

SYNC TAPE SYSTEM
Continued From
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recording made on another Magnacorder. This leaves one of the Magnacorders free. The narration track is
threaded through it so that the narra¬
tion is played back over a monitor cir¬
cuit about 5 seconds before it comes
to the re-recording circuit, which is
switched on onlv when it is needed.
j

Such advance aural timing informa¬
tion coupled with a script before op¬
erator of the re-recorder enables him
to do his work more accurately than
if he were watching a picture to get
his timins information. At the same
time such procedure frees one of the
synchronizing channels through the
electronic switch to the oscilliscope
for the addition of a third playback
sound track.
Further improvement of this basic
re-recording procedure is still possible,
which will eliminate need for the elec¬
tronic switch altogether and at the
same time allow the addition of other
playback tracks.
Let us deviate a moment from re¬
recording procedures and explain how
the system can be made compatible
with Rangertone synchronous record¬
ing. One approach is to combine two
half-track recorders with the tape
threaded through them in such a way
that one machine can record or play¬
back the top half of the tape and the
other machine can record or playback
the bottom half. An Ekotape and a
Ferrograph were used by the author
for the purpose. A power rheostat, con¬
nected in series with the Ekotape mo¬
tor to vary the speed, while the cap¬
stan of the Eerrograph is disabled, thus
leaves the tape speed to the control of
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the

Ekotape machine.

With this ar¬

synchronizing 5 tracks (4 playback
and 1 record) by adjusting the speed

rangement a 60-cycle note is recorded

of only one machine!

on one-half the tape in sync with what¬
ever low-frequency control note had
previously been recorded along with
the program material. (Note that a
tape with an original full track can be
used as well as one originally recorded
on half track. If a full track tape is
used, of course, half track will be
erased and replaced by the new 60cycle signal.)

rangement would permit the original of

This two-track tape is now ready
for direct transfer to a Rangertone
tape. (Certain Rangertone installations
are equipped to transfer this 2-track

Also, this ar¬

2 tracks and the 1st copy of 2 tracks to
be played back. Eor instance the origi¬
nal recording of music and narration
could be coupled with the first copy of
two effects tracks, thus preserving good
sound quality. By the addition of an
electronic switch an extra channel can
be provided on the oscilliscope for pic¬
ture synchronization.
Next comes the problem of starting
all the tapes in synchronization. It is
entirely possible to devise a system

tape to film as is.) The extra transfer
step involved here should cause very

where the motors of the various ma¬
chines may be turned on automatically
by a start mark on the narration track

little loss of quality, especially if the
Rangertone tape travels at 15 inches
per second. The same two half-track

or on the picture track. In practice it
has been found that such an elaborate
system is not at all necessary. Eor doc¬

machines are used to transfer the tape
to a Rangertone recorder. A Ranger¬

umentary film work manual starting of

tone unit adapted for Synchrotac oper¬
ation should be used. This type unit
has a connection to the Rangertone

all the tracks that have been cued up
to their respective start marks has been
found to be accurate enough. Addition
of a second start mark on all the tracks

head which needs onlv 1.5 volts for
operation. Eor the transfer procediu'e,

will provide a quick check at the be¬
ginning. This mark should come about

the output of the machine (playing
back the program half of the tape) is

five seconds after the first, the idea be¬
ing that the operators can watch the
screen for the second mark and at the

connected to the normal record chan¬
nel of the Rangertone recorder. The
output of the machine playing back
the 60-cycle signal is adjusted to 1.5
volts output level and connected to the
Syncrotac input to the Rangertone

same time listen for the second mark
on the various sound tracks to deter¬
mine if all the tracks have been started
manually in accurate synchronization.
If they were not synchronized at this

head. Eor the recording operation no
speed control of any of the machines
is necessary. The synchronizing of the

point, it is a comparativelv simple
matter to back up and begin again.

two tapes is automatic since the 60cycle signal is recorded directly from

not too much of a problem when it is
realized that the start mark and con¬
trol track from the dialogue or narra-

one tape to the other.

In any event, synchronous starting is
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tion tape are directly recorded on the
final mixed tack. This means that in
the mixed track, dialogue or narration
(which would often be the most critical

REIMTilkL.S

in terms of synchronization) would be
automatically synchronized with the
picture in terms of synchronizing done

Lights

at the edit table, even though the pic¬
ture itself and the other sound tracks
may be a frame or so out of sync dur¬
ing the re-recording session.

Cameras

(Variations and improvements of the
re-recording arrangement seem to have
no end. Since the first draft of this

Accessories

article, new 4-track stereo tape heads
have appeared on the market. Using
two of these heads in arrangements
similar to those described for half-track

More professionals deal with
Ceco more often! Why? Because
Ceco has anything and everything
they need for Motion Picture
and TV Production ready on a
moment’s notice. Everything from
an Arc to a midget spot.

heads, four tracks may he recorded in
sync and played back from the same
tape, automatically synchronized with
the final tape, thus affording very flex¬
ible re-recording facilities without the
need for manual synchronization.
Further, one of the sound tracks
could he sacrificed and replaced by a
50 cycle track (60 cycles in America)
which could be amplified by a power
amplifier to run a sync motor connected
to the projector thus providing picture
and 3 playback tracks in automatic
sync with the final mixed track. )
(To Be Continued)
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lifeguard “types,” such as the fellow
who resorts to theatrics in calling at¬
tention to any rescue he makes.
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Crab—Western—Portable
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But there are light moments in our
film, also, and occasionally we indulged
in rather broad caricatures of certain
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Magnetic—
Optical—Mikes—Booms

Sound Equipment:

“NO SECOND CHANCE”

a drowning victim believably, and we
shot dozens of “drowners” to acquire
two realistic takes.
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Dollies:
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And remember, you boys who are
“headin’ South”, Ceco’s
Florida office is fully prepared to
handle your every equipment
rental requirement.
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Lighting:

Editing Equipment: MoviolaS
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City

Camera angles were vitally impor
tant, first of all to avoid repetitive

at the stern propelling it through the

shots, and secondly, to help retain vis¬
ual interest. We ran the gamut fror"
bird’s-eye aspects, looking down into

water.
Strangely enough, most of our shots
were done “off season,” at a time when

the pool, to scenes in which water al¬
most lapped into the camera lens.

outdoor pools are not in use. Christmas
vacation gave us a good supply of
school age youngsters who were good
swimmers and could perform to our di¬
rections. Cooperation from a city man¬
ager gave us a pool full of heated
water and, despite brisk winds, the
entire cast survived.

Our camera moves were plotted in
advance to avoid consecutive scenes
shot from similar attitudes, and to en¬
hance our interpretation even further
we developed a “floating dolly” in the
form of a Red Cross dinghy. Where we
found it logical to truck the camera
along the edge of the pool, or dolly in
or out of a situation, the little boat
gave us a perfect effect, with someone
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Our equipment included about twen¬
ty silver foil reflectors which gave us
ample fill lighting. For poolside closeups where shadows made the use of re-
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The scope of this economical production
medium in the theatrical field has greatly
increased due to the benefits of Liquid
Gate Printing.

NOMINAL COST-FINEST QUALITY-FAST SERVICE
Complete Laboratory artd Effects Services

NEW PRICE LIST AVAILABLE - INQUIRIES INVITED

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
IIS3 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
'Over

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, PRESIDENT
30 Years of Major Studio Experience"
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Hec tors imprac'tical, we employed Colortan units with blue gelatin filters to
balance the light to the Ektachrome
Commercial film we were using.
Sw'imming

pools

are

notoriously

noisy, and we felt the film would be
enhanced by literal sounds behind all
the scenes, so we recorded sufficient
wild sound to cover all the non-sync
shots. A number of the scenes required
dialogue, and these were recorded dou¬

of the dilference of incidence on the
objective and on the anamorphic lens.
This unusual effect was later used for
other scenes with satisfactory results.
Another interesting night exterior
for “La Dolce Vita” was shot at the
Terme of Caracalla in Home. Over 500
kilowatts of illumination was employed
to light the large area and counteract
the tremendous light absorj)tion of the
ancient Homan walls. Here a charac¬

steps in and wades fully clothed to the
cascade. Martelli directed the lighting
for this scene from overhead. (The
scene was filmed fifteen times and after
each take. Miss Ekberg was massaged
with alcohol as a chill preventive! )
Martelli displayed a change of pace
in his lighting when it came time to
shoot the scene of the “star’s” press
conference in the lounge of a plush
hotel. Here Martelli employed lighting
of high key, as for a sophisticated com¬
edy. to point up the superficial atmos¬
phere of the conference and the sur¬
roundings.

the job.
Initial response to “No Second
Chance” has been gratifying. Encour¬

teristic night club was built, having the
decor and styling of old Homan times.
The scenes played here was about Syl¬
via, a famous star {played by Anita
Ekberg) who loses herself in the stim¬
ulating atmosphere of the place. Heie
Martelli’s photography deliberately

agement and assistance from the Amer¬
ican National Red Cross, and enthusi¬
astic comments by pool managers has

points up Miss Ekberg’s baroque beau¬
ty—the softness of her features and the
brightness of her bonde hair as she

atmosphere where the characters ap¬
pear an essential part of the surround-

led to discussions that may result in a

dances against the dark background,

whole series of such swim safety films.

wearing a black costume and illumi¬

ble system, with an Aiiricon Pro 600
and a 16mm magnetic recorder. A
Bolex with a sync motor and 400foot magazines was the workhorse of

Many thousands of 16mm films are
being produced each year by Ameri¬
can film makers. Many of these inde¬

nated by indirect lighting.
“Among the actresses,” said Martelli, “Miss Ekberg was the most photo¬

In the .scene of the party at the
castle, the |)hotography and lighting
was planned to suggest a bewitching

ings. The exteriors for this sequence
were shot at 9 o’clock in the morning,
with normal corrective filters used on
the camera lens to produce a moonlit
night effect.
While normally it is considered most
important to concentrate lighting on an
actor’s eyes, in the case of actor Mar¬
cello
Mastroianni
cinematographer

pendent producers are motivated liy
concern for their fellow man. Eilms

genic.” And Martelli’s enthusiasm for

have become more than merely a
means of entertainment, and Dr. Ben
Thompson represents the type of re¬

to even greater photographic accom¬
Eountain di Trevi. These scenes display

Martelli decided to concentrate atten¬
tion on the actor’s facial features. He
arranged the lighting to accent his spe¬

sponsible citizen willing to invest his
time and money in a motion picture

unusual composition in color tones and

cial

composition—especially evident

heavy shadows to achieve a more dra¬

that will serve the high purpose of
■

saving a life.

the way she photographed inspired him
plishment when shooting scenes at the

when

Miss Ekberg, surrounded by the rich
architecture of the fountain, playfully

makeup

with

the

emphasis

on

matic facial expression.
Continued on

Page 258

“LA DOLCE VITA”
Continued From

Page 235

One scene, which required special
consideration by Martelli, showed tech¬
nicians of a television station photo¬
graphing the various phases of the mir¬
acle. A sudden thunderstorm causes the
projectors to explode, and the resultant
smoke provided strong contrasts in
black and white, creating a sinister at¬
mosphere. And to heighten the pictor¬
ial effect, the blast of lights were di¬
rected toward the camera. Martelli, ap¬
prehensive lest this direct flash of light
toward his camera create unwanted
halos on the negative, made a number
of exploratory tests prior to shooting
this scene. The stationary lighting
equipment of the television crew in the
scene was regulated as to its incidence
on Martelli’s camera lens, as a means
of avoiding the halos. Moving lights
in the scene—such as those of automo¬
bile headlights, etc. — were directly
taken by the camera and recorded on
the negative as horizontal halos, result
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WHEN MGM’S “Butterfield 8“ company, working in New York City, suspended production as a result of
the actors* strike, the event had a bright side~-at least for cinematographer Joseph Ruttenberg (left).
It
was also the eve of Ruttenberg*s 45th anniversary as a motion picture cameraman.
At his suite in the
Plaza Hotel, Laurence Harvey and Dina Merrill, two stars of the film, presented Ruttenberg with a brown
leather case in behalf of his colleagues, cast and crew working on the picture.
Accompanying the case was
an engraved silver plate bearing the inscription: “To Joe Ruttenberg with affection from the members of
“Butterfield 8“ company on the memorable Anniversary of his 45th year in Motion Pictures. New York, I960.’’
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STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
USED

SOME NIFTIES TO START THE SIXTIES
PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS
MITCHELL NC. 2-1000' magazines; Viewfinder; Follow Focus; Mattebox Sunshade; W/A Mattebox;
Std. and Baby Tripods; 2-1 lOV motors—wild and synchronous; 6 Baltar lenses; Barney; 10
cases with accessories. $12,000.00 value .$ 8,995.00
CINE SPECIAL II. 200' Chamber; 3 lenses—15mm fl .3; I'/j" fl .3 and 50mm fl .6 .$
895.00
B&H FILMO SPECIALIAST, w/rackover,- 400' mag.; syncmotor; 2 finders,- less lenses. $1800.00
value. Reduced .$
765.00
ARRIFLEX 16 w/mattebox sunshade; 3 Xenon lenses—16mm fl .9; 25mm fl .5; 50mm f2; trunk.
Used excellent condition .$ 1,695.00
B&H FILMO 70 Series with 3 Cooke lenses—15/25/50mm; 400' magazine; 12V motor,- case .$
595.00
CAMERA ACCESSORIES
NE\W HIHATS for Professional Jr,, SOS Jr. $22.00 value .$
NEW MITCHELL type HEAVY TRIPODS. Regular or V. length. $175.00 value.
$
MOTORIZED DOLLY with hihat, revolving head, 7' boom height, seats for cameraman and assistant,
brackets for 6 lights. Cost $4000.00, wonderful buy for .$
MITCHELL STD, or B&H Motors, 220V 3ph Interlock. Worth $500, now .$
MITCHELL SS 24V Motors, $525.00 originally .$
MITCHELL Extra Large 2000' magazines .-.$
COOKE 2" f2 lenses, Mitchell mount, $300.00 value .
$
BALOWSTAR 1'A" fl .3 lens, list $179.50 "S" mount. Special .-.$

15.95
129.50
995.00
99,50
99.50
169.50
99.50
49.50

ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
B&H 16mm ANIMATION CAMERA, 25mm lens; frame counter,- 400' magazine; dissolve; stopmotion
motor. $4500.00 value .$ 2,975.00
CAESAR-SALTZMAN ANIMATION Stand, with motorized and hand zoom; stop motion motor,- forward
and reverse. Worth 5 times our price .$ 1,495.00
KENSOL MASSIVE HOT PRESS with largest typeholder. $870.00 value .
$
395.00
BACKGROUND ARC PROJECTOR, 35mm movies or slides; includes 120 amp. arclamp,- rheostat;
lenses; motor generator. Cost $15,000.00 to build, now unassembled, as is. Plus crating .$
695.00
ANIMATION STAND 13' high, heavy base similar to Bowlds. Custom built, 4 movements, extra
large platen. Cost $10,000.00, closing out, as is. Plus crating .$
495.00
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
latest type—5000 watt .$
2000 watt .-.
$
MR BROADS on stands. Single $59.50
Double .$
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands .$
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands.
Excellent .$
5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands, excellent .$
PORTABLE 220/1 lOV POWER UNIT 3000W; voltmeter; Variac; fused circuit breakers; heavy cables;
6 double plugboxes; 4 std, outlets. Originally $950.00. Closing out .$
NORTHLITE

INDIRECT REFLECTORS,

RECORDING & PLAYBACK
MAURER 16mm FILM PHONOGRAPH, 507A w/syncmotor and power supply. Present list $3,000.00 ....$
MR MIKE BOOM and 3 wheel Perambulator. Incomplete, close out .$
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads, less motor .$
Westrex 35mm Optical Recorders, outright purchase,- fair condition .$
MAURER 16mm RECORDING OUTFIT—mixer, noise reduction; amplification,- voltage regulator; power
supply; 400' magazine. Late Model E Negative/Positive .$
HALLEN 16mm SYNC MAGNETIC Recorder, 25A w/playback amplifier, speaker, $1500.00 value.
Reduced .$
GAUMONT-KALEE FLUTTER METER, insures perfect recording, $1500.00 orig., like new .$

129.50
79.50
89.50
57.50
99,95
179.50
195.00
1,195.00
295.00
2,995,00
2,495.00
5,995.00
495.00
495.00

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
BELL & HOWELL FILMOARC 16mm projectors on rolling stands,- lens; 30 amp. Hi-Intensity Arclamps; rectifiersi SOW amplifier; 2 speakers. $2,000,00 value. Excellent condition .$
975.00
Less amplification and speaker ..$
850.00
GPL 16mm TV SOUND PROJECTOR. Syncmotor,- pre-amp; 3600' magazines; pedestal. $3500.00 value $ 1,395.00
CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 16mm Composite and 16mm Sound. Rebuilt .$ 1,895.00
MOVIOLA SOUND PREVIEW 35mm UDPVCS, 8"xl0" large picture. $2250.00 value .$ 1,495.00
ACMIOLA 35mm VIEWERS, 6"x8'/5" projected picture, motorized. $1500.00 value .$
295.00
AKELEY 35mm VIEWER, sound and composite 5"x7" aerial image. $3000 value, closeout 1/6 cost $
495.00
LABORATORY
MAGNETIC SOUNDSTRIPING Machines 16mm, from .$ 1,995.00
FILMLINE Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm neg/pos. processor,- variable speed transmission; reconditioned.
$1700.00 value .
$
995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm COLOR PROCESSOR, Magnificent stainless steel beauty—worth $35,000. Rebuilt
like new .$11,995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm NEG/POS. Processors, w/refrigeration,- recirculation airpump; stainless steel
construction; temperature control; 1200' per hour. Gov't paid $10,000.00 Rebuilt .$ 2,995.00
NEUVATOR 16mm CLEANING MACHINES, CL-16, Surplus. Orig. $395.00 .
$
149.50
BELL & HOWELL 16mm J PRINTER, Hi-intenslty lamphouse; Par Fader 40/50/60 frame lengths; red
and green pilots. $5500.00 value. Excellent condition .$ 3,995.00
TRADES TAKEN
PL 7-0440
Coble: SOSOUND
Dept, fc
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124
FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY

Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Ema Street, Milford,
Conn.

BELL & HOWELL 70 DR with 13mm F/1 .5 lens,
new condition, $220.00. CINE SPECIAL 100' 25mm,
17mm Ektar, $450.00. WATSON stainless tanks, 100'
reel 16mm/35mm, $50.00. DE VRY 16mm projector
25 watt, $50.00. Moviemite projector, $100,00.
SAGAR FILM PRODUCTIONS, Box 115, Grafton, Wise.

APRIL

•

1960

AURICON Cine-Voice 11, single lens, VD galv.
Nr-25-D7
amplifier,
two case outfit,
$595.00.
GEORGE MONIGAS, % Mastercraft, 41 East Market,
Wilkes-Barre, Penna.
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE CASTER
BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS, CABLES, INTERCOMS, LENSES, ETC.
FULL INFORAAATION. PHOTOS AND PRICES ON RE¬
QUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINE/WATOGRAPHER.

EQUIPMENT

CINE SPECIAL II camera with 100 foot film
chamber; 25mm Ektar; 15mm, 50mm and
100mm Anastigmat; special carrying case,almost brand new ...$1000.00
EYEMO MODEL Q spider turret camera
from . 250.00
FILMO Camera with spider turret . 150.00
CINE SPECIAL MODEL 1 cameras, many in
stock, from .
250,00
ARRIFLEX 35mm camera with 120“ shutter;
motor; matte box; power cord; 35mm,
50mm and 75mm Zeiss lenses; battery
and charger . 1000.00
35mm BALTAR T2.5 Eyemo mount . 150.00
35mm ILEX F2.9 Eyemo mount .
75.00
50mm COOKE AMATOL F.2 IT.2.2) Eyemo
mount . 150,00
75mm BALTAR F2.3 Eyemo mount . 150.00
100mm BALTAR F2.3 Eyemo mount . 165.00
100mm ILEX F2.9 Eyemo mount (New) .
90.00
20mm CINEGON Lens in Arriflex mount . 375.00
NEUMADE measuring machines, 16mm or
35mm .each
40.00
BELL & HOWELL 16mm PRINTER Model J;
overhauled, reconditioned and guaranteed 2800.00
NEUMADE 35mm footage counter .
40.00
CECO 16mm Professional film viewer . 250,00
PRECISION MODEL "600 " sound reader ..
95.00
MOVIOLA MODEL D Picture head . 200.00
MOVIOLA MODEL UDPVCS Preview (Black) 1200.00
1000 ft. BELL & HOWELL 35mm magazines 100.00
no Volt SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR for Cine
Special .
95.00
no Volt VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR for Cine
Special .
225.00
SPECTRA 3-color KELVIN Color Temperature
Meter . 150.00
TEL-ANIMA Print Hot Press,- table and type 250.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS Panoram dollies
4 wheel .
1400.00
5 wheel .1800.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS
Crab type dollies .Special low price
CAMERA

EQUIPMENT

CO.,

INC.

315 West 43rd Street
New York 36, N. Y.

16MM
HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing
machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with refriger¬
ator units, temp, controls, condensors, etc. BRANDNEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS STEEL
model A-IIB. Neumade film washer, 35mm EYEMO
cameras, spider turrets, large selection of Eyemo
lenses, 3Smm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept.
C-1, 355 East Tremont Ave., New York 57, New
York.

MITCHELL I6mm camera with sync & wild motors,
2 magazines, 3 cases, C mount adaptors, finder,
sunshade. Price less lense, $2,995.00. Condition ex¬
cellent. Eyemo Q (spider turret, 400') w/2", 4", artd
6" lenses wild and sync motors, alignment gauge,
$645.00. Hallen-Kinevox IZ-'Amm one case magnetic
recorder and playback amplifier, $445.00 PROFES¬
SIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 2222 N. Prairie, Dallas,
Texas.
CINE-SPECIAL 11, w/200' magazine, 3 Ektar lenses,
M-H viewfinder, sync motor, B-M matte box, excel¬
lent condition, $1200. CARTER CONVERTER 12 volt
DC to 115 volt 60 cycle AC, large model for camera
and tape recorder, $125. 2 MOLE RICHARDSON
CINELITES, $35.00 each. COLORTRAN SPOT KIT,
$100. MAGNECORDER 'Ainch tape recorder, 2 cases,
3 channel input, extensions for using lO'A inch reels,
mike, phones, $200. NEUMADE 2 gang 16mm synch¬
ronizer, $50.00. ROBERT DEMING, 7417 College,
Kansas City 32, Mo.
CAMERA motors, Eyemo, (also fits Filmo) 4-6 volts
DC Bodine. With cord & switch. Used $24.50, new
$35.00. Original cost, $135.00. Cash with Order
please. JACK WALTON, P. O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
MAGNASYNC 6020 16mm recorder, $695.00. B&H
sound projector with synchronous motor, $395.00.
DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave., Lomita, Califor¬
nia. Dav 6-4925.
CINE Special Series T. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER,
Confinued on Next Page
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“LA DOLCE VITA”

SERVICES AVAILABLE

Continued From Preceding Page

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
BIRNS & SAWYER QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT
MITCHELL 35 Standard, with matte box,
25-35-50-75mm lenses, 4/1000' magazines,
Mitchell finder, carrying cases (3).$3995.00
BELL & HOWELL 2709 Standard, 170° shut¬
ter, turret auto dissolve, 4/400' maga¬
zines, 4 lenses, cases . 1350.00
AURICON Pro 200, 16mm, Silent. 395.00
ARRI 35mm, 120° shutter, 2/400' maga¬
zines, 3 lenses, matte box, case . 950.00
EYEMO, 3-lens turret, 3 lenses, 2/400'
magazines, cases (civilian model, not sup¬
pliers] . 495.00
CINE SPECIAL I, 50mm lens, C-Mount adap¬
ter .
395.00
EYEMO, single lens model, Cooke lens .
75.00
EYEMO Magazines, 35mm x 400', metal,
each .
45.00
EYEMO Magazines, 35mm x 1000', metal
each .
75.00
MITCHELL
Magazines,
35mm
x
1000',
Standard, each .
85.00
MGM, REPUBLIC, or RABY Dollies .
695.00
MGM or RABY Geared Heads .
695.00
MOVIOLA 35mm, picture, opt./mag. sound.. 295.00
BIRNS & SAWYER CINE EQUIPMENT
6424 Santa Monica Blvd.
HOIlywood 38, Calif.
HO 4-5166—Just Call for the Best Deal of All!

DUTCH FILM PRODUCER offers all possible help in
Europe. No language troubles. International trained
technicians available. We solve all YOUR problems.
Write or wire: WALTER DE VRIES, Lepelstratt 20-C
AMSTERDAM, Holland. Telephone 57807.

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS, 168 W. 46th
St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
WEST GERMANY, 16mm films, still or sound. FRITZ
BRUNS, f20b) Goettingen, Brauweg, 12.
SELLING 16mm original Kodachrome 24fps. 1200'
on Montreal 1959, all seasons. Contact ABTRA,
1200 Decarie, Montreal Canada. Phone: Riverside
4-3614.
EXPERIENCED BIRD AND WILDLIFE photographer,
naturalist, offers excellent 16mm original Daylight
Kodachrome footage in natural habitat. State re¬
quirements. DICK PFEIFER, 8560 S.W. Oleson Road,
Portland 23, Oregon.
MOTION
PICTURE
CAMERAMAN
now
employed
photographing news and commercial footage. Seeks
relocation, have own motion picture camera, etc.
In present position over five years. Box 1372,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
HINDU Montrealer, newsreel cameraman going to
India. Similar assignments or documentary welcome.
Bolex, Cine-Voice equipped. BATRA, 1200 Decarie,
Montreal, Canada. Phone: Riverside 4-3614.

WANTED
FAR EAST assignments in 16 and 35mm by American
organization experienced throughout Asia and equip¬
ped for every phase of film and contact work.
FARKAS FILM COMPANY, 424 Li Po Cuhun Building,
Hong Kong

IT’S NOT NICE TO KISS AND TELL
But nice to tell vs to sell
Equipment you may not need.
For which we'll pcry with all speed.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Colif., Phone HO 7-2124
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

ANIMATION PRODUCED IN JAPAN. U.S. quality
throughout—lipsync, color, etc. The only studios in
Japan using U.S. animation equipment (Oxberry).
Low Japanese rates. INTERLINGUAL INTERNATIONAL
INC., Harada Bldg., 2-1 Hirakawacho, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo.
MOTION PICTURE COMPLETION—Send your work
print for professional finishing. Fine editing, EXCEL¬
LENT MUSIC LIBRARY, sound effects, titles, and nar¬
ration. Top quality at reasonable prices. ROSS-GAFFNEY INC., 45 W. 45th Street, New York 36, New
York.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory servicqe. Color printing ond
lacquer coatfng. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott 1-2707.

16MM FILM PROCESSING LABORATORY
Mitchell — Akeley — B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.

FOR SALE: Completely equipped for printing and
developing color and black-and-white 16mm film.
Active well established business. Inventory $78,000.
Asking price $95,000. Terms arranged, principals
only. Box 1366, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

ORIGINAL 16mm Kodachrome long and closeup
shots Mt.
Etna of Sicily erruption.
Box 1370,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
The steady increase
USED 16mm camera (Arriflex or Mitchell) with blimp,
motors, lighting equipment, also sound equipment.
WALLACE E. EDWARDS, 901 Chillicothe St., Ports¬
mouth, Ohio.

AURICON Cinevoice or Pro-200 sound
GRISHKOT, Silver Bay, New York.

outfit.

W.

ACME MODEL 5 35mm camera, preferably without
lens but with viewer and dissolve shutter. Phone:
Hollywood 2-1447.
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By contrast, lighting and photo¬
graphing actress Anouk Aimee was
most difficult because of her small fea¬
tures, which required use of strong,
flat light.
For this picture, via Veneto, Rome’s
famous boulevard, was duplicated at
the studio, although some night exter¬
iors were shot in via Veneto itself.
The latter scenes were photographed
with fast DuPont Superior 4 negative
so that only a few photoflood lamps
hidden among the trees lining the bou¬
levard were all that were required to
amplify the existing light.
Commenting on his association with
director Fellini, Martelli said: “Fellini
prefers unlimited frames, which in¬
variably heightens the problem of light¬
ing. Sometimes, also, he likes to shoot
a scene with the camera negotiating a
full 360 degree pan. Working with him
on the set one must be quick, have
progressive ideas, and a flair for im¬
provisation as Fellini himself impro¬
vises—changing the script during takes,
asking for the most daring techniques
to achieve the desired effects. For ex¬
ample, while shooting scenes of the
arrival of Sylvia at Ciampino airport,
Fellini asked that the camera be pan¬
ned toward the plane standing ready
for the takeoff and with the sun di¬
rectly behind it. I made the shot, with
its predominantly hack lighting, ap¬
prehensive of the results. But as it so
often happens when Fellini suggests
some unorthodox shot, it came out
surprisingly well on the screen.”
Shooting this picture occupied the
better part of five months—from April
to September—of which two months
were spent shooting the night exteriors.
Over 300,000 feet of DuPont Superior
2 and 4 negative was exposed for the

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Continued From Page 256

picture with a Mitchell BNC camera
equipped for Totalscope wide-screen
photography. (The camera optics com¬
prised of Cooke lenses plus the Totalscope anamorphic lens). For the aerial
shots made from a helicopter for the
opening sequence of the picture, an
Arriflex 35 camera was used with sim¬
ilar optics. More than 9,000 feet of
negative was shot during this phase of
the photography. The combined nega¬
tive footage was edited down to approx¬
imately 16,000 feet and the finished
print has a screening time of three
hours.
■

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

*How to select a recorder to start your
MAGNASYNC-MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM
Sound Equipment Checklist

When lightweight portability is a

o

must

the 27 lb.

X-400 Type 1 is the answer! Another reason so many
producers choose this machine is that it is genuinely
professional, and yet, surprisingly economical!
From $985.
X-400

The Type 1 is a miniaturized version of the Type 5.
Low power consumption and extreme portability has
made this 39 lb. unit a popular selection for remote
location production by leading professional motion
picture studios.
From $1360.
TYPE 1

The X-400 Type

15 is designed for the man who

wants everything in one case . .. playback amplifier,
monitor speaker, footage counter and torque motors.
You can be proud to have this machine represent
you on any sound stage!
From $1385.
TYPE 15

The most popular magnetic film recorder in the
world is the Type 5! With this unit and all its oper¬
ational conveniences, you are definitely in the‘‘major
league." The Type 5 owner always starts his pictures
with a special feeling of confidence in the realiza¬
tion that he has allowed no compromise in the
selection of equipment.
From $1570.
TYPE 5

There is nothing on the market that compares with
the remarkable Mark IX. This unit is in a class by
itself . . . with

push-button

remote

controlled

relay

functions, plug-in audio elements and all the
"extras" that make for flawless recording under the
most adverse conditions.
From $2145.
MARK IX

Send for complete details on the new Nomad 7-lb. magnetic recorder-reproducer that
makes any 16mm movie camera a sound camera, any projector a sound projector, with
true interlock lip-sync. Priced from $585.00.

IVIAGNASYNC CORPORATION

iP.CPiSVPCl

FORMERLY MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO.,
SOUND SYSTEM

DEALERS;

LTD.

5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, California • STanley 7-5493 • Cable "MAGNASYNC”

CHICAGO, Zenith Cinemo Service, Inc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; LOS ANGELES, Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK, Comero Equipment Co.; SAN
FRANCISCO, Brooks Camera Co.; AUSTRALIA, Sydney, New South Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty. Ltd.; BELGIUM, Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S.A. (Societe
Beige D'Applications Cinematographiques); BOLIVIA, Lo Paz, Cosa Kavlin; BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro, Mesblo, S.A.; BURMA, Rongoon, G. K. Theatre Supply Co.,
Ltd.; CANADA, Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.; CUBA, Havana, Coribbeon Electronics, S.A.; DENMARK, Copenhogen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND,
London, W-1, Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.; HONGKONG, Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA, Bomboy, Kine Engineers; ITALY, Rome, Reportftlm S.R.L.; JAPAN, Tokyo,
J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 7/53, Rene Boeniger; THAILAND, Bangkok, G. Simon Rodio Co., Ltd-

Visit Our Booth 104-106 During the S.M.P.T.E. Convention In Los Angeles, May 1-6.

For ANY or ALL Producer Services
...it's

byron

across the board!

SOUND
RECORDING

ED T NG

TITLING

SOUND
EFFECTS

ANIMATION

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
COLOR PROCESSING

For information and
quotations on ANY or ALL
of these Producer Services,
write, phone or wire

.,.

MAGNETIC SOUND
STRIPING

COLOR-CORRECT
PRINTS

laboratory
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
FEderal 3-4000
1226 East Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida
CHerry 1 -4161
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SERVING ALL FIELDS
OF MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCTION
The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

How RCA Films Progress Reports For USAF
—Page 296

How ‘Can-Can’ Was Filmed In Todd-AO, Color
—Page 300

Panavision’s New Hand-held 65mm Camera

Space-Age—Challenge For Cinematography

—Page 302

—Page 288

PLUS;

Industry News

Questions and; Answers

•

What’s New

Assignments

“For quality picture control every time—

GIVE ME FINE TONAL GRADATION OF ‘SUPERIOR’ 2”
So says Sol Roizman, well-known Director of Photography,
shown here at work for James Love Productions on a sales
training film for Universal C. 1. T. Credit Corporation.
“I’ve used DuPont Type 936 Superior® 2 since it first be¬
came available,” Sol continues, “and find that it consistently
gives me the effects 1 want to create, in any lighting situation.”
Sol chose “Superior” 2 for this James A. Love production be¬
cause, as he puts it, “abstract sets create a particularly difficult
Sol Roizman checks his lighting and composition on an abstract set.

lighting problem. The excellent subject separation of ‘Superior’
2 is a must.”
Another thing Sol likes is the versatility of this DuPont
film. “It’s ideal for filming television commercials, where ex¬
treme close-ups are so often necessary. Here’s where what 1
call the ‘gray tone quality’ of ‘Superior’ 2 really pays off. The
combination of wide latitude and fine separation of delicate
tones results in much better telecasted detail.”
“Superior” 2 is just one of the fine Du Pont films for every
motion picture need. These films —and complete technical
data on them —are available through the DuPont Photo Prod¬
ucts sales offices below.

StC. U.

s.

PAT. Off'

Better Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry
Atlanta 18, Ga., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr. N. W.; Waltham 54, Mass., 45-4th Ave. (Boston);
Chicago 46, III., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Sta.; Cleveland 16, Ohio, 20575 Center Ridge
Road; Dallas 7, Texas, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.; Los Angeles 38, Calif., 7051 Santa Monica
Blvd.; New York 11, N. Y., 248 W. 18th St.; Wynne wood, Pa., 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phi la.);
Export, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del. In Canada: Du Pont of Canada Limited, Toronto

Now available!

The new 1 000 ft. Blimp converts the
ARRIFLEX 35 into a full-fledged
SOUND STUDIO CAMERA, and brings
further versatility to the ARRIFLEX 35
system. It accepts the ARRIFLEX 35 with
regular synchronous motor, and utilizes
standard Mitchell magazines, which are
joined to the camera by means of an
adapter, supplied with the Blimp. No
alterations are necessary on the ARRIFLEX
35 or the Mitchell Magazine.
No tools are needed. It takes but a
few minutes to change the
ARRIFLEX 35 from hand camera to
studio camera or vice versa.

Features:
Modern acoustic damping methods afford extreme
sound absorption. Permits use of microphones within 3
ft. of Blimp.
Remote focus drive from 3 positions.
Remote diaphragm adjustment.
Through-the-lens-focusing and viewing.
I Matte box with leather bellows adjustable by geared
[ struts.
( Large front port permits use of 18mm wide-angle lens,
j^dapter available to use anamorphic lenses

Built-in filter holder for 3x3" filter.
Large Control windows for distance scale, diaphragm
scale, footage counter and tachometer.
Wired for buckle switch which can be built into existing
cameras and is factory supplied with camera if bought
with Blimp.
ARRI-Precision Engineered for a lifetime of trouble-free
service.

$3,995.00
.

for SALE,

I
MAY

•

or direct
from

1960

RENT, LEASE

- - — ...

.

FOB N.Y.
..—-ta-i

Frank C. Zucker

Behrend Cine Corp.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.

(formerly Television Equipment Co.)

315 Wesl 43rd St.

New York 36, N. Y.

161

JUdson 6-1420

CORPORATION

E. Grand Ave. Chicago 11, III.
Michigan 2-2281
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UHLER 16mm Cine Printer

AMERICAN

Cinematographer
ARTHUR E. GAVIN, EcJitor
Makes copies of Smm and 16mm, sound and silent
pictures in color or black-and-white. All A.C. operoted, no batteries required. Capacity: 400 ft. feed
and take-up arms. Sturdy cast aluminum construction.

MARION HUTCHINS, Editorial Assistant;
CONTRIBUTORS:

Herb A.

EMERY HUSE, Technical Advisor.

Lightman, Joseph V. Mascelli, Clifford V. Harrington, Joseph

Henry, Frederick Foster, Libero Grandi (Rome), Jean Belanger (Paris), Derek Hill (London).

$195.00 f.o.b. Detroit

UHLER Professional Printers

Editorial and Business Office;

1782

Telephone:

North Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOIlywood

7-2135

e

Feature Articles
A.S.C. ELECTS LEE GARMES PRESIDENT.

284

THE SPACE AGE—NEW CHALLENGE FOR CINEMATOGRAPHY. 288

—By JAY MERMOUD
FILMING A WHALE HUNT IN THE ANTARCTIC.

290

—By CLIFFORD V. HARRINGTON
PRODUCT REPORT ON RYDER SYNC MOTOR DRIVE.

293

—By JOSEPH V. MASCELLI
UHLER COMBINATION

PRODUCT REPORTS ON FILM..

16MM

296

—By E. J. TOWNELL and L. A. SHAFFER

continuous printer for sound and picture
$775.00

BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY FOR

1959. 299

FILMING ‘CAN-CAN’ IN TODD-AO AND COLOR.

300

—By HERB A. LIGHTMAN
PANAVISION’S PROGRESS. 302

—By DARRIN SCOT
SOME ASPECTS OF CINEMATOGRAPHY FOR COLOR TV FILMS.

306

—By SIDNEY P. SOLOW

Departments
QUESTIONS

&

ANSWERS.

266

—By WALTER STRENGE, ASC
INDUSTRY NEWS.

270

WHAT’S NEW IN EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, SERVICES.

274

PHOTOGRAPHIC

279

ASSIGNMENTS. .

—By MARION HUTCHINS

35-16MM OPTICAL REDUCTION &

ON THE

COVER

ENLARGING PRINTER
$2,475.00 F.O.B.

A

e

Detroit

montage

of

photos

representing

four

important

editorial

features in this issue.
Reduction & Enlarging 16-8MM .

$1,295.00

Combination 35MM Continuous .

$1,445.00

Reduction & Enlarging 35-16MM....

$2,475.00

Cineradiographic Printer for
35-16MM.

.

$2,275.00

Prices: F.O.B. Detroit

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
Write for further information

15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich,
rh.' iJNversIty 1-4663
Cable: “UHLCIMA"
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NEWS FROM MITCHELL CAMERA

7 ways to make more films at lower cost.

It is remarkable but

true... as proven by the photographs on this page... that a single Mitchell camera can be used for a virtually
unlimited range of film making assignments. No other camera today can meet such a broad range of exacting
film making. The versatile speed of the Mitchell, ranging from stop motion to a high speed of 128 frames per
second, plus its exclusive time-saving op)erating features are but a feiv of the reasons for its ivide use. As seen
on this page, the Mitchell is the only 16mm camei'a designed for complete range cinematography of fine films.

NORTH
films research, tes
pub

U.S.AIR FOHC*^

NAVAL
ORDNANCE TEST
STATION at
Inyokern, California,
uses over 50
Mitchell cameras
including 16mm
Hi-Speeds.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY uses
Mitchell 16s.

KEARNEY & TRECKER uses Mitchell
for sales and technical films.

ABBOTT
LABORATORIES
films medical
documentary

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
and Bud Wilkinson Productions
film TV Series with Mitchell 16s.
GOSPEL FILMS
with Mitchell 16.

Mitchell cameras are noted for their low cost perfect operation and long
trouble-free service life. 85% of all professional motion pictures shown
throughout the world are filmed with Mitchell Cameras. Write today on
your letterhead for the new Mitchell 16mm catalog.

Mitchell Camera Corp.
666 West Harvard Street
Glendale 4, California
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WALTER STRENGE’S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Need advice on a picture making problem?

Your questions are invited

and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest ivill appear in this column each month.

Q

riie niojsl difiicult problem I have
when shooting fast aetion subjeets
is sighting through a eonventional view¬
finder, sneh as those on small, portable
cameras. It is neeessary for me to wear
glasses at all times and this makes it
difiicult for me to get close enough to
the finder eyepiece to obtain a clear
view of the image or scene. Result is my
shots are jerky, ofl'-center, and I am
invariably unable to locale a fast mov¬
ing subject in the finder in time to
photograph it. (My most recent experi¬
ence: filming the Navy’s Blue Angle
aerial team demonstrating its flying
skill).

Deadline

What type finders are
sional cinematographers
fast action, especially
must be panned with

for

ADVERTISING

R.TM.

Bell & Howell Company
makes a tracking finder that gives a
magnified
image.
However,
some
Ansiver:

for

A.S.(.
PHOTOGRAPHIC
MAHUAl

Q

IF YOU HAVE products or services to sell
the ne>v A.S.C. PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUAL
you

In one of your past issues there was
an article which told how the au¬
thor coupled his camera and projector
so as to re-photograph scenes by rearprojection. I have quite a lot of film I
would like to copy and also add some
optical effects in the process. My equip¬
ment consists of a Bolex H-16 camera
with electric motor drive, three lenses
plus a zoom lens, Bell & Howell mag¬
netic-optical 16mm projector, titler, tri¬
pods, closeup lenses, but no extension
tubes.—j.C.K’

cannot

pendium of technical information for cine¬
matographers and others engaged in pro¬
16mm

and 35mm

motion

pictures

will also be a SOURCE OF REFERENCE for
equipment,

accessories,

and

services

re¬

lated to film production. Write or wire now
for space reservation!

•
A.S.C. PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUAL
BOX
2230
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

.

.

THE
OF
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|>hotographing equipment.

This may

he governed by the amount of light
you may be able to get from your pro¬
jector. Where the volume of light pro¬
duced by the projector in motion is
inadequate for a suitable exposure (for
the copying process), the rear-projec¬
tion photography can then be done a
frame

at

a

time

to

gain

increased

screen illumination.
Extension tubes may or may not he

A PUBLICATION
AMERICAN

ture size required on the glass screen.
Avoid

using

short

focus

wide-angle

lenses for this type work.

OF

SOCIETY

CINEMATOGRAPHERS

am preparing to do some aerial
photography
in
color,
using
a
35mm Bell & Howell camera and East¬
man Color negative. How can I insure
correct exposures? What filters, if any,
should I use?—R.P,

Answer: Take a meter reading on bald

blue sky, since any clouds that will be
included

in

your

shots will

he

the

“hottest” areas in your pictures.
Three-quarter

front

cross-light

is

preferable for day shots, the reverse
for night shots. When using Eastman

afford to overlooki The world's finest com¬

ducing

small as possible consistent with your

QI

to Makers of Motion Pictures in any field,
potential

suitable size. Here, keep the image as

essary to adaj)t it to your camera.

JUNE 1, 1960

merchandising

sary to provide a projected picture of

modification probably would be nec¬

is

a

a panel of opal glass of a size neces¬

required. It will depend upon the pic¬

COPY

is

used by profes¬
to photograph
where camera
the action?—

For your rear-projection screen, use

Ansivcr: Among the many methods you

Color film on exteriors, always use a

may employ to achieve the results you
aim for is to interlock your camera and
projector. By means of a flexible shaft,

85-A filter on your lens. When making

connect the two so that the motor of
the camera or the projector alone
drives the combined equipment. An im¬
portant factor is to set the shutters of
both camera and the projector in the
same position—either open or closed
—before completing the interlock. By
so doing, you will insure that the shut¬
ters of both machines will open and
close simultaneously — highly import¬
ant to successful rear-projection pho¬
tography.

day-for-night shots (night efifect shots
filmed in daylight), combine a 60%
non-graduated

neutral

density

filter

with the 85-A filter. This will reduce
daylight exposure two stops and cre¬
ate the desired illusion of night.

Q.Are

tape splices affected by heat or
cold?—If-L.T.

Answer: No more so than the film it¬

self.

■
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NOW...LIP-SYNC SOUND
with ANY 16mm CAMERA!
/MAKES ANY
76/M/M CAMERA
A SOUND CAMERA
Now, for the first time, industrial, news and tele¬
vision photographers, and others engaged in the
production of 16mm sound films, can have low-cost
top-quality lip-sync sound!
The NOMAD is a completely transistorized mag¬
netic sound recorder utilizing 16mm perforated
magnetic film in precise synchronization with the
camera film. Weighing only seven pounds, the
NOMAD mounts directly under the camera, and
contains a complete 2-channel recorder-reproducer,
and rechargeable nickle-cadmium batteries. A hand¬
held mixer permits control of recording levels, and
includes VU meter, record and playback controls,
input and output jacks. A complete lip-sync sound
system with a degree of quality and portability never
before seen in the industry.
GORDON ENTERPRISES has pioneered in the
distribution of many new products for the cinema¬
tographer, but none as exciting and important to
the industry as the Magnasync NOMAD!

Priced at only

585

the NOMAD makes practical the production of
low-cosi sound films.

gordon enterprises

Contact GORDON ENTERPRISES notv for detailed
literature.

Sr \' I ng
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LIGHTS

GRIP EQUIPMENT

Man and his camera are only as good as the equip¬
ment backing him up ... that’s where CHARLES
ROSS “shines”. Assure yourself of the right light¬
ing and grip equipment for every job from one of
the largest inventories in the east... a moments
notice starts anything from a powerful generator
truck to a director’s chair on its way to your loca¬
tion. Enjoy all the convenience, savings and de¬
pendability that our 39 years of leadership can
give you... in the motion picture, TV and Indus¬
trial fields.

RENTALS

SALES SERVICE

Send fof a schedule of rental rates.

Lighting the Motion Picture Industry Since 1921

GENERATOR TRUCKS
1600. 1000, 700, 300, 200 Amp. D.C.
100. 50. 30. 20.Amp. A.C.

PROPS
268

INC.

333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Anscochrome® Professional Camera Film Type 242 offers the finest

green renditions available in a low contrast master reel material.

And, the higher exposure index (E.I. 25) of this superb emulsion now

makes it your best possible choice for all critical color work.

See your Ansco representative today. Ansco, Binghamton, New York.

A Division of General Aniline

& Film Corp.

Ansco
High Speed Type 2Jf2

BEN HUR” OSCAR

^ndustn^

for BEST COLOR CINEMATOGRAPHY
' WITH AID OF SPECTRA''

*

SMPTE Convention Opens In
Los Angeles May 2nd

color meter

A General Session at 10:00 A.M.,
May 2nd, will officially open the 87th
Semi-annual Convention of the Society
of Motion Picture and Television Engi¬
neers at the Ambassador Hotel in Los
Angeles. Theme of the conclave is
“New Techniques For Films, Television
and Video Tape.”
A major feature of the Convention
will be an impressive exhibit by manu¬
facturers and distributors of a wide
range of equipment and accessories re¬
lated to motion pictures and television.

• The ONLY meter that measures all
light sources, including daylight, ac¬
curately!
• The ONLY meter with both BLUE/
RED and GREEN/REO scaies plus
direct reading in Spectra Index
Units

“I shall never photograph a single scene in
in any motion picture without first consulting
the SPECTRA. It has opened up complete
color control for me, " says »
^

Asc

★

West Coast SPSE Conference

Oscar Award-Winning Director of Photography for
MGM’s record-breaking “Ben Hur” . . . also
Winner of Look and Golden Globe 1950 Awards
Surtees was able to correct for the constantly
changing color temperatures of Italian sunlight only
because his SPECTRA 3 Color Meter indicated
precisely and rapidly the filters needed for positive
color correction. Use SPECTRA to make your shots
outstanding, too!
‘Table is supplied to convert Spectra Index into Kelvin Units.
Send for Catalog of SPECTRA Instruments

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.

I

KARL FREUND, president

837 NORTH CAHUENGA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

Recent developments in photographic
science will be on display at a tech¬
nical exhibit at the 1960 National Con¬
ference of the Society of Photographic
Scientists and Engineers at the Mira¬
mar Hotel, Santa Monica, Calif. May 9
to 13.
Technical papers at the five-day
meeting will cover categories such as
aerial photo reconnaissance, instru¬
mentation, optics, film emulsions and
processing, color, and motion pictures.
International interest in the con¬
ference is reflected in presentations by
photographic authorities from Belgium,
Canada, Germany, Switzerland, and
Japan.

This is Ibe lalesi IMPbOVEII

'A'

Seminar On Film Animation

(INEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Lsed Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in
the studio.

The new model instead of the
4" wheels is constructed with 5"
heavy duty rubber-tired swivel
wheels.
Wrife for more details and prices.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763

10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

RA^MERCER & CO.
TITLES*.^ SPECIAL EFFECTS ..FADES
WIPES.. MATTES..SUPERIMPOSURES
DISSOLVES.. INSERTS.. ANIMATION
MINIATURES. .TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
CINEMASCOPE ..BLK & WHT. . COLOR
SEND FOR FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART

""'"///iiiiiimm""'"
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IXIE^^S

42-^1 NORMAL AVE. HOLLYWOOD

29

CALIF.-

The Florman & Babb Animated Film
Seminar will be conducted at the New
York Trade Show Building, 500 Eighth
Ave., New York City, beginning Sun¬
day, June 12th and concluding Wednes¬
day, June 15th. Participating in the
four-day seminar will be such note¬
worthy New York animation industry
figures as Peter Cooper, Irving Scheib,
Mary Ellen Bute, and Ernest M. Pittaro.
There is no charge for Seminar at¬
tendance, although registration with
Florman & Babb, 68 West 45th St.,
New York, is requested.
A

Trade Notes-—
Hollywood Film Company announces
plans for branch office in Chicago, in¬
cluding warehouse and showroom . . .
Walter G. Eggers veteran film labora¬
tory technician has been appointed
Vice-president of Movielab Color Corp.,
New York . . . Milton Forman, General
Manager of Natural Lighting Corp.,
makers of Color-Trans, has been upped
to Vice-president of the Burbank, Calif,
company . . . Camera Equipment Co.,
New York, announces opening of its
west coast offices and warehouse at
6510 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood,
under management of Jack Pill . . .
Florman & Babb, Inc., New York, has
acquired the professional industrial and
still photography equipment division of
Advance Camera Corp.
■
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FOR R&D PROGRESS REPORTS and COMPANY PRESENTATION FILMS, Choose

AURICON 16mm C^mem tot Ptofessionol Results!

“CINE-VOICE n” 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
100 ft. film capacity for 2% minutes of
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC
operation.
$998.50 (and up).

“AURICON PR0-666”l6mm Optical Sound-On-FIlm Camera.
-K 600 ft. film capacity for ISVz minutes of
recording. -Vf $1871.00 (and up) with 30 day
money-back guarantee.

PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT—Model PS-21..Silent
in
operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced “Single System” or “Double System” Auricon
to prevent Camera “dumping.”-Vt$406.25 and up. Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for
remote "location” filming. •0f$269.50
TRIPOD —Models FT-10 and FT-10S12...

“SUPER 1200” 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
recording.
$5667.00 (and up) complete for
“High-Fidelity” Talking Pictures.

FILMAGNETIC—Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras. Tf $870.00 (and up)

AURICON Cameras are superb photographic instruments
for your FILMED REPORTS...
The new technique of filming Progress Reports, as covered by the Air Force "Table 210 Requirement,"
for example, has revolutionized reporting on R & D Projects. The work of many months can be telescoped
into a 20- or 30-minute filmed documentary for the benefit of key executives and military personnel
who have limited time, but a great need to gather an over-all impression as quickly as possible.
Major aircraft or missile manufacturers are using Auricon Professional 16mm Cameras for filming
R&D Progress Reports in compliance with contractual obligations to the Armed Services and
Government Agencies, under requirements such as Air Force “Table 210.”
Presentation Films of R & D Engineering Extracts, Scientific Developments, Training Films, Company
Facilities and Scientist and Engineer Recruitment Films are being produced with quality and
dependability in full color or B&W, using Auricon Professional Cameras. Auricon Cameras have
advanced features which set them apart as superb photographic instruments for precision film-making!

Write for your
free copy of
this 74-page
Auricon Catalog

6902

Romaine Street, Hollywood 38,
Hollywood 2-0931

California

MA.IsrXJF’A.CTtJR.ER.S'OF EXjECTR,03SriC-OFTICALi R-ECOK-DUSTO- EQUIPl^/IENT SIKTCE IS31
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SYNCHRONOUS SOUND
with

RYDER SYNC
CAMERA DRIVES
Perfectone y/^-inch Tape Recorders
for

SPRING-DRIVEN, DC MOTOR DRIVEN
and AC DRIVEN CAMERAS
Such as
Auricon 72, 74 and 75; Arriflex 35 and 16; Bolex H-16
Rex; Bell & Howell 70 and 240; Eastman Cine Special;
Eclaire Camerette 35-16; Mitchell-16, NC-35, and BNC-35;
Maurer

16.

MAGNETIC SALES CORP.
1147 No. Vine Street

272

Hollywood 38, Calif.
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MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N.Y. JUDSON 6-0360

* developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B •color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

ou save

In

Equipment,

Accessories,

Services

W1itli
Camera Car Rental

rentals
ways
o

16mm & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed

e

Cameras:

Arcs—Incandescents
—Spot s—F loods—Dimmer s—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories
Lighting:

Grip Equipment:

cluM'ked out to perform “hetter

Also provided are stanchions to
take lamps and reflectors.
Car is
fitted with aircraft tires for smoother
running and also is equipped to tow

tlian lu'w. ’

another vehicle.

Kv('ry piece of equipment is

the

tax

lienefits

of

rentinj!;

all

normal

versus huying.
CEC0

Magnetic—■
Optical—Mikes—Booms

provides

servicing free of charge.
More experts use CECO Ktmtals

Parallel S—

Goboes—Other Grip accessories

more often — because if we don't

Dollies:

Crab—Western—Portable
Panoram—Cranes

have it, who has?

Wide angle—Zoom—Tele¬
photo—Anamorphic

Branch:
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC. OF FLORIDA
1335 East 10th Avenue • Hialeah, Florida

Lenses:

Portable—Truck

Generators:

SALES . SERVICE

Mounted

FRANK

Editing Equipment: Moviolas
—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

16mm &
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous
Projection Equipment:

Television:

Closed Circuit TV

/

C.

•

RENTALS

ZUCKER

(JflniERfl Gouiphieiit (o.,inc.
Department

A64 315 West 43rd Street, New York 36,
New York • JUdson 6-1420

Gentlemen:

Please rush me your FREE complete catalogue
of Rental Equipment.

Name_

O hare Camera Car:

Firm--

*CECO-Trademark of Camera
Equipment CO.

Street_
City- Zone-State-

Aulomalic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8rtim-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Uniform Density Assured
40D Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

Write for Free Literoture

Micro Record (orp.
274

487-14
South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

ground level.

\our accountant will explain

O

Sound Equipment:

Jack Frost, 234 Fiquette Ave.,
Detroit, Michigan, now has available
for rental an O’Hara-type camera car.
Unit is designed to accommodate all
types of motion picture cameras, and
cameras may he mounted in a wide
range of positions on the vehicle, rang¬
ing from 10 inches to 15 feet above

LIQUID GATE
PRINTING FOR
16-35 BLOW-UPS
An amazing new 16mm and 35mm process
which eliminates scratches, smooths out grain
and enhances overall quality. It is particularly
valuable for use in . . .
• RECLAMATION OF OLD AND WDRN FILMS
• SALVAGING VALUABLE SCRATCHED ORIGINALS
• 16mm to 35mm BLOW-UPS
The scope of this economical theatrical pro¬
duction medium has greatly increased due to
the tremendous
benefits of
Liquid Gate
Printing, A test will prove its value.
Complete Laboratory and Effects Sendees

NEW PRICE LIST AVAILABLE - INQUIRIES INVITED

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, !nc.
1153

N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, PRESIDENT
‘Over 30 Years of Major Studio Experience"

Stick-on Tone Bloop Tape
A product of interest to film edi¬
tors is the stick-on type tone hloops
for affixing an audible signal for
sync or other identification to 35mm,
17l/2mm, and 16mm magnetic film as
well as quarter-inch tape.
Tone Bloops are short strips of
quarter-inch magnetic tape with adhe¬
sive backing and mounted on strips
of paper from which they are readily
removed. Manufactured by Magnepix,
Inc., 105 E. 106 St., New York 29,
N. Y., Tone Bloops cost 2^ each for
100 35mm single-frame lengths.

Car Top Tripod Clamps
Cinekad Engineering Co., 763 lOtli
Ave., New York, announces a new,
improved car top tripod clamp. Made
of cast bronze and finished in crackle
enamel, the tie-down screw is brass.
The clamps are designed to accept
leg-tips of any standard modon picture
or TV trijiod.

Magnetic Reproducer
Greg, Box 11, Eastside Station,
Binghamton, N. Y., offers a magnetic
reproducer unit for adapting 16mm
optical sound projectors to magnetic
sound. Unit may he installed without
altering projector. The head of unit
scans film sound track at the standard
point of 28 frames ahead of the picture
frame in gate. It has an impedance of
100 ohms, an inductance of 12 milli¬
henries, and a gap of .0005".
■

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

MAIDICH

VIDEO
TAPE

General’s combination of
electronic image experience and
film processing know-how is
your guarantee of the very best
tape to film transfer.
• unlimited numbers of prints
for television and screen use . . .
• the ability to use standard
projection equipment. . .
• choice of 16 and 35 mm . . .
• for easy, visual editing . . .

GENERAL
FILM LABORATORIES

1546 Argyle, Hollywood 28, Calif. / HOIlywood 2-6171 • central division / 106 W. 14th St., Kansas City, 5, Mo. / GRand 1-0044
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gives you
all
three
When it comes to prints, you demand three
things—quality, speed, personalized service.
Motion Picture Laboratories has the master
craftsmen, the complete equipment, and the
know-how born of experience to give you prints
of matchless quality. It also gives overnight
service anywhere in the United States. And un¬
der the personal direction of Frank McGeary,
Motion Picture Laboratories assures you
personalized service at the level of top
management.
It is because

Motion

Picture Laboratories

gives the 16MM film producer the three most
important things he demands in prints that it
has increased its business every single month
for the past three years.
What we do for others we can do for you.
Send us your film by AIR. Send it today!
:

W:

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC.
781 S. Main Street • Memphis 6, Tennessee
Phone WHitehall 8-0456
f
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ONLY CECO
GIVES YOU
CECO 35MM PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER WITH DOUBLE SYSTEM
SOUND READER

VOLTABLOC NICKEL-CADMIUM
LITE-WEIGHT BATTERIES

TUCCC

CECO X-140 REMOTE CONTROL PAN
AND TILT HEAD WITH “DIAL-A-STOP”
SALES AND SERVICE OF THE
WORLD'S FINEST PROFESSIONAL

FILM MAKING
EQUIPMENT
—PLUS THE TECHNICAL GUIDANCE
TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THEM

PLUS

on~time delivery—anywhere
in the world—within your budget!

CECO B-109 PROGRAMMING DEVICE
(Infervalometer)

PLUS a Repair Department staffed
with technicians, expert in every
phase of professional Motion Pict¬
ure and TV equipment repair!

CECO LS-1 SUNSHADE & FILTER
HOLDER FOR CINE SPECIAL AND
BOLEX CAMERAS
(Cine Special illust.ated)

SALES-SERVICE-RENTALS
CECO—Trademark for Comera Equipment CO.

GET
ALL
THE
FACTS I
SEND
THIS
POSTAGE
FREE
CARD
TODAY!

CECO TR-8 PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR
FRICTION HEAD TRIPOD

(JflmcRfl Couipmeni (g..inc.

315 West 43id S!.,New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Gentlemen: 1 am interested in the items checked below.
Please rush me more free information on these products.
d

C-3549

D

X-140

d

TR-8

Pro Jr. Friction Head Tripod

d
d
d
d
d

LS-1

Sunshade & Filter Holder

B-109

Stop Mofion Motor
Remote Control Head

Programming Device

Cooke Lenses
Hi-Speed Editing Table

d
d
d
d
d
d
d

TT-3

Tripod Tie-Down Clamps

35mm Professional Film Viewer
Voltabloc Nickel-Cadmium Batteries
Rangertone Synchronizer
Macbeth Quanta Log
Ke nyon Stabilizer
Traid Portable Hot Splicer

Firmsplice Film Splicer

Name

Title

Firm

Address

City

Zone

state

PLUS

b

three offices
to serve you better...
New York
Miami,
Florida... and Holly¬
wood, California!

RANGERTONE SYNCHRONIZER
(%" Synch. Playback Control)

TRAID PORTABLE HOT SPLICER
(8mm-16mm ond 16mm-35mm Models)

CECO TT-3 TRIPOD TIE-DOWN CLAMPS

KENYON GYROSCOPIC STABILIZER

CECO C-3549 STOP MOTION MOTOR
FOR ARRIFLEX 16MM CAMERA

PLUS

the largest

supply of Motion Pic¬
ture, TV and Photo-In¬
strumentation equip¬
ment for sale or rent
anywhere !

MACBETH QUANTA LOG

FIRMSPLICE MAGNETIC FILM SPLICER
(For 16mm and 35 mm)

FIRST CLASS

In New York:
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.
In Florida:
Camera Equipment Co., Inc. of Florida
1335 East 10th Ave., Hialeah, Florida

PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, Inc.
DEPT. 62,

315 WEST 43RD STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

In Hollywood, California
Call JACK PILL • POplar 3-8355

PLUS

modern facilities
consisting of a Machine ■
Shop with the latest .: i
equipment; a Sound De- .
partment with complete . '
test facilities; fully equip¬
ped Camera, Lighting, Ed- .
iting and Projection Departments; and an Engi¬
neering and Design De¬
partment second to none!

Whaf the indus¬

I PHOTOGRAPHIC

try’s cameramen

ASSIGNMENTS

were

shooting

last month.

By

MARION

HUTCHINS

ACADEMY STUDIOS

PYoyd Crosby, ASC, “A Cold Wind in
August” (Troy Films) with Lola Albright
and Scott Marlowe.
Alexander Singer,
director.
ALLIED ARTISTS

Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Hell to Eternity”
(Atlantic Pictures Prod.; shooting on Oki¬
nawa) with Jeffrey Hunter and David Jans¬
sen. Phil Karlson, director.
AMERICAN NATIONAL

Curt Fetters, “Tombstone Territory”* (ZivTV) with Pat Conway.
Monroe Askins, “This Man
(Ziv-TV) with Keith Andes.

Dawson”*

Richard Rawlings, “Seas Market”* (Pilot;
Ziv-TV).
William Whitley, ASC, “Men Into Space”*
(Ziv-TV) with Bill Lundigan.
CASCADE PICTURES

Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*
William Skall, ASC, Commercials*
COLUMBIA

Joseph Biroc, ASC, Fred Gately, ASC,
“Alcoa Goodyear Theatre”* (Screen Gems.).
Henry Freulich, ASC, “Dennis the Men¬
ace”* (Screen Gems) with Gloria Henry
and Herbert Anderson.
Mike Elliott, Commercial* (Screen Gems).
Oswald Morris, “The Guns of Navarone”
(Color; Highroad Prod.; shooting in Greece)
with Gregory Peck and David Niven. Alex¬
ander Mackendrick, director.
Charles Lawton, Jr., ASC, “The Wackiest
Ship in the Army” (C’Scope & Color; Fred
Kohlmar Prods, shooting in Hawaii) with
Jack Lemmon and Ricky Nelson. Richard
Murphy, director.
Joe MacDonald, ASC, “Pepe” (George Sid¬
ney Int’l-Posa Prods.; CinemaScope & Color)
with Cantinflas, Dan Dailey and Shirley
Jones. George Sidney, producer-director.
Irving Lippman, “Manhunt”* (Screen Gems)
with Victor Jory and Patrick McVey. Fred
Jackman, director.
Charles Welborn, “Tightrope”*
Gems) with Michael Connors.

What

promise

. , .

(Screen

Gert Andersen, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*
(Screen Gems) with Donna Reed. Oscar
Rudolph, director.
Philip Tannura, ASC, “Man from Blackhawk”* (Screen Gems) with Robert Rock¬
well.
DESILU

STUDIOS—Culver City

Harkness Smith, “Pony Express”* (Desilu
Prods.) Jean Yarborough, director.
DESILU

STUDIOS—Gower

Robert Hauser, “Three Wishes”* (Pilot;
Desilu Prods.). Andrew McCullough, di¬
rector.
Robert Planck, ASC, “The Millionaire”*.
James Sheldon, director.
Continued on
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

Alan
Stensvold,
ASC, “You Bet Your
Life”* with Groucho Marx. Bob Dwan and
Bernie Smith, directors.

Continued From Preceding Page

PARAMOUNT
Charles

“The Untouchables”*
with Robert Stack and

Straumer,

(Desilu Prods.)
Jerry Paris.

Robert
Pittack,
ASC,
“Ann
Sothern
Show*” (Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.

DESILU STUDIOS—Hollywood
Nick

ASC,
“Westinghouse(Desilu Prods.). Earl

Musukaca,

Desilu Playhouse”*
Bellamy, director.

Harold
Lipstein,
ASC, “Adventures of
Ozzie & Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.

ASC, “Perry
Raymond Burr

Redman,

with

Mason”*
and Bar¬

Hal Mohr, A.SC, Commercials*

(Filmways

Tutwiler,

ASC,

Commercial*

( F'ilmways Prods.).
Arthur Arlinc, ASC, Commercials*

(Film-

ways Prods.).
McCord,

ASC,

Commercial*

(Film-

ways Prods.).

. . . we deliver.

Brodine, ASC,
“Loretta Young Show”*
with Loretta Young.
Norbert

Eugene

Poi.ito,

(Toreto

Prods.)

Poland,
“Force
of
(Gayle, Swimmer, Anthony Prods,
release; shooting in Florida) with
Naish and Robert Alda.
Saul
director.

Impulse”
for U. A.
J. Carrol
Swimmer,

Feindel, ASC, “Studs Lonigan”
(Longridge Ent. for UA) with Christopher
Knight and Venetia Stevenson. Irving Lerner, director.
Arthur

KEYWEST STUDIOS
ASC, Series of religious
Films) Edward Dew, di¬

Strenge,

(Family

“Peter Gunn”* (Spartan
Craig
Stevens
and
Lola

Carson, “Brothers Brannagan”*
Steve Dunne and Mark Roberts.

Kit

with

Ruttenberg, ASC “Butterfield 8”
(Afton-Linebrook Prod.; shooting in N.Y.)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Laurence Harvey.
Daniel Mann, director.
Joseph

the
World” (Areola Prod.) with Gina Lollobrigida and Anthony Franciosa. Ranald MacDougall, director.

PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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George

Bergholz,

Krasner, ASC, “Go Naked in

Clemens,

ASC,

“Death

Valley

Days”*

REVUE STUDIOS

Sickner, ASC,
John
Russell,
ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Overland
Trail”* (Revue Prods.).
William

Benj. Kline, ASC, Ray Cory, ASC, John

ASC, Ray Rennahan, ASC, “M
.Squad”* (Latimer Prods.) with Lee Marvin.
Lionel Lindon, ASC, Ray Rennahan, ASC,

“Markham”*
Milland.
Jack

(Revue

Mackenzie,

ASC, “Laramie”*

“Twilight

(CBS-TV).
George Folsey, ASC, Commercials*.

Prods.)

with

Ray

ASC, Ray Rennahan,
(Revue Prods.).

Thackery, ASC, “Love and War”*
(Revue Prods.) “General Electric Theatre”*
(Revue Prods.) “Slowest Gun in the West”*
(Pilot; Revue Prods.).

Ellis

Ray

ASC,
Neal
(Revue Prods.).

Rennahan,

Beckner,

Emil Harris, Ray Flin, “Shotgun Slade”*

(Revue Prods.).
Lionel

Robert Bronner, ASC, Commercials.*

CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC,
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.

(Four
Star Prods.) with Chuck Connors and John¬
ny Crawford.

Ray Rennahan, ASC, John Warren, ASC,

Lathrop,

Prods.)
with
Albright.

Milton

Howard Schwartz, “The Rifleman”*

“Coronado 9”*
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Capital

(Albert Zugsmith Prod.) with Steve Allen
and Jayne Meadows. Albert Zugsmith, pro¬
ducer-director.

Warren,

Seven” (Panavision & Color; shooting in
Mexico) with Yul Brynner and Eli Wallach.
John Sturges, producer-director.

• Laboratory Services

Diskant, ASC, “Johnny Ringo”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Don Durant.

Russell, ASC,
William
Sickner,
ASC, “The Deputy”* (Revue Prods.) with
Henry Fonda.

Charles Lang, Jr., ASC, “The Magnificent

• Editorial

Challis, “The Grass is Greener”
(Grandon Prods.; shooting in England) with
Cary Grant and Deborah Kerr.
Stanley
Donen, director.
Chris

John

Clifford

• Sound

Metty,
ASC, “Midnight Lace”
(Color; Arwin Prods.) with Doris Day and
Rex Harrison. David Miller, director.

(Filmaster Prods.)

INDEPENDENT

Philip

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Emmett

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Walter

.Arness and Dennis Weaver.

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “College Confidential”

Thomas

films*
rector.

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James

George

Prods.).

Ted

Scaife,
“Tarzan
the
Magnificent”
(Shooting in Nairobi, Africa) with Cordon
Scott and Jock Mahoney. Robert Day, direc¬
tor.
Ted

Russell

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

(CBS-TV)
bara Hale.

Company”
(Technicolor;
Perlberg-Seaton
Prod.) with Fred Astaire and Debbie Rey¬
nolds. George Seaton, director.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as, Sheldon Leonard, director.

Frank

Robert Burks, ASC, “The Pleasure of His

Zone”*

Lindon,

ASC,

“The

Lawyer”*

Review Prods.).
Russell, ASC, John Warren, ASC,
“Alfred Hitchcock Presents”* (Revue
Prods.).

John

Ray Cory, ASC, “Bachelor Father”* (Bache¬

lor Prods.) with John Forsythe;
Midnight”* (Revue Prods.).
William

“Johnny

Sickner, ASC, “Overland Trail”*

(Revue Prods.).
Kline, ASC, “Wagon Train”*
vue Prods.) with Ward Bond.
Benj.

Emil Harris, “Riverboat”*
with Darren McGavin.

(Re¬

(Revue Prods.)

Continued on Page 324
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TOP-GRADE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT FROM
HOLLYWOOD MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS

U6St in

CAL'
MOVIOLAS 35mm
^250. to ^495.
Complete selection of 35mm

MITCHELL CAMERAS
B&S Sfreccat

^3995.
COMPLETE

Moviolas in excellent condi¬
tion. Most with Optical and
Magnetic

Standard

picture

35mm with 25 - 40 - 50

arms,

75mm lenses, fwo each

and counter. Used by edi¬

400’ or 1000' maga¬
zines, matte box, tinder,

head,

sound,

Mitchell

take-up

reel

tors who demand the best!

cases. In "like new"
condition.

ALSO:
Rewinds,

synchronizers,

sound readers, gloves,
punches, reels, etc.

Used by the top motion picture
cameramen . . . those who know!

We have a continuing supply of . . .

MISCELLANEOUS
BARGAINS!

AURICONS
Shown Here:
CONVERTED PRO 200

2-Speed
Geared Heads
Available at
$695.00

$695

Aoricon conversion, yoor camera.$395.00
Speed Graphics Pacemaker camera. 149.50
B 4 H Magazines, metal, 400', 1000’..from 40.00
F4.5 Eymax 10" Eyemo mount lens.-.
85.00
F3.5 Kiltitt Kilar lens, 150mm.
109.50
Mitchell shorty tripod legs
35.00
Mitchell 35mm Matte Box, wide-angle. . 75.00

..-A

PANORAM & RABY
Dollies from M.G.M.
Republic, N.B.C., etc.
Some with Skirts

(PRICE, NEW: $3400.00)

MAGAZINE EXTRA

MORE TOP

FEARLESS,

DOLLY

$890.

MANY

HOUSTON-

NAME,

...

LESS
• GEAR- HEAD

Multi-million-dollar colors extravaganzas and many
Oscar winners have been shot with this equipment. All
are In excellent condition and ready to go!

llBIRNS & SAWYER

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4 5166
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PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR*- product

of experience

and friend to

Simplified
geared camera
attaching method
knob easily accessible

thousands of cameramen

Adjustable
pan handle

Tilt lock

All tripods have one thing in common—
they rest on three legs. But there the
the comparison ends.

Interchangeable
and adjustable angle
pan handle location,
left or right hand
and reverse

Because Pro Junior towers like the
Empire State Building over ordinary tripods

Pan lock

Because Pro Junior is the world’s most
convenient tripod with the world’s
finest features, including;
Pan tension brake
Simplified camera attaching method.
Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle.
Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
Special pan tension adjusting knob, independent of
pan lock.
Cast in tie-down eyelets.
Self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
IDEAL FOR MOTION PICTURE AND TV VIDICON
CAMERAS.

Detachable head
interchangeable
on baby tripod
and Hi Hat
Telescoping
pan handle

And still the price is unchanged, which makes
PRO JUNIOR the world’s best tripod value.
Pros go for PRO JUNIOR. See it today.
$150.00

Cast in
tie down
eyelets

Self aligning
double leg
lock knobs

CECO Professional Jr. Hi-Hat

An adapter for extremely lowmount setups; also used for title
stands and permanent mount¬
ings. Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads. $22.00

FRANK

(7flni€Rfl
.A

C.

ZUCKCR

€(^uipni€nT(o.,inc.

CECO Professional Jr.
Adjustable Wooden Baby Tripod

PROFESSIONAL JR.

Accepts all Pro Jr. Tripod
Heads. Has substantial shoe and
spur. Measures 26" extended
from floor to flange, 18" col¬
lapsed. Weight 7 lbs. $75.00

Used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control
pan and tilt action.
$175.00 Head only.
$225.00 Complete with tripod.

Geared Head

315 West 43rd St.. New York 36. N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
Reg. U.s. Pat. Off. 2318910

Lee Garmes Elected President
Of The A. S. C. For 1960-61
the national scene there is some
question as to whether a Vice-presi¬
dent can become President. In Holly¬
wood. it liecame a reality last month

On

PROFESSIONAL

Gold Seal
EXPOSURE

METER

THREE METERS IN ONE — The
Spectra Professional precisely mea¬
sures illumination, contrast and bright¬
ness of your subject. Only meter with
a complete set of direct-reading f/stop
slides.
A precision instrument YOU CAN¬
NOT AFFORD NOT TO AFFORD!
Complete with disc, grid, 13 exposure
index slides and carrying case, only

*97.50

LEE GARMES

Write for descriptive
literature and
complete speeifications.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
Karl Freund, A.S.C., President
837NO. CAHUENGA B LV D.
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

FOR THE BEST IN
ANIMATION EQUIPMENT
BEING SOLD
ALL OVER THE WORLD
• ANIMATION STANDS
• ACME CAMERAS
• REGISTRY PUNCHES
• INKING BOARDS
• ANIMATION DISCS

WRITE TO

BOWLDS
ENGINEERING
1507

N.

KINGSLEY

HOLLYWOOD
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27.

DRIVE
CALIF.

when Lee Garmes, elected last year as
1st Vice-president of the American So¬
ciety of Cinematographers, was elec¬
ted President of the Hollywood cam¬
eramen’s organization.
Fifteen year’s service on the ASC’s
Board of Directors in various capaci¬
ties has well-qualified Garmes to serve
his fellow' cameramen as head of their
41-year-old organization, oldest craft
society in the industry.
A biographer once said of Garmes:
“He is a man who refuses to be satis¬
fied with success. He believes you are
going backward if you are not moving
forward.”
Garmes, born in Peoria, Ill. in 1893,
moved to California in 1906, landed
his first job at the old Thomas Ince
Studio, as prop boy. Quick to make
friends, cameraman John Lee took a
liking to him, started teaching him
something about photography, later
made him his assistant.
Garmes’ first significant photograph¬
ic assignment as full-fledged cinema¬
tographer was photographing “The
Grand Duchess and the Waiter,” star¬
ring Adolph Menjou. He is said to be
the first Hollywood cameraman to use
mazda bulbs for lighting in place of
arcs.
In 1932 he won his first Acadamy
Award for the photography of Para¬
mount’s
“Shanghai
Express.”
He
came close to winning his second Oscar
this year when his exceptional color
photography of “The Big Fisherman”
was among the nominees for Best
Achievement in Color Photography.

Between picture assignments, Garmes
practices his success formula on his
avocado ranch in Fallbrook, Calif.,
considered one of the most produc¬
tive in the state. He frequently supplies
avocados for the ASC’s monthly dinner
meetings, like the one given May 25th,
when he was inducted into office. (More
about this, plus pictures, next month.)
Coincident with President Garmes
election, Hal Rosson was elected 1st
Vice-president; William Daniels, 2nd
Vice-president; Joseph Biroc, 3rd Vicepresident; Charles Clarke, Secretary,
and Victor Milner, Sergeant-at-arms.
Outgoing President Walter Strenge was
elected Treasurer.
New Board of Directors members
for 1960-61 are: Arthur Edeson, Dan¬
iel Fapp, George Folsey, Burnett Guf¬
fey, Sol Halprin, Ray Rennahan, John
Seitz, and Phillip Tannura.
Alternate Board Members elected
are: John Arnold, Harold Lipstein,
Farciot Edouart, Virgil Miller, Paul
Vogel, James Van Trees, Charles Sa¬
lerno, Lucien Ballard, Gilbert Warrenton and Gordon Avil.
■

LEE GARMES PROPOSES . . .
Regarding
nominations:

future

Academy

Awards

Reverse the present procedure. Have
the entire Academy membership vote
to nominate the Ten Best Pictures of
the year to he considered for awards in
all classihcations.
Each craft then votes subsequently to
select the best achievement in its re¬
spective held from among these ten.
No other pictures could be considered
in the secondary voting — only those
pictures named by the membership in
its initial balloting.
Thus, cameramen would vote—and
only cameramen—for the best photog¬
raphy awards; actors for best actor;
art directors for best art direction, etc.,
etc. Academy members in other arts and
crafts could not vote in categories
other than their own.
Thus, Garmes argues, voting would be
by those who work in and understand
the work or art of the respective categoiy for which they vote, and not by
some 1500 to 2300 workers in various
and sundry branches of the industry not
directly related to, say, cinematography,
script writing, direction, etc.
■
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NEW DIMENSIONS TO THE VERSATILE ARRI SYSTEM
FOR
THEATER-QUALITY
SOUND
FILMING...

for extreme wide-angle filming...
TEGEA 5.7 mm f/1.8/T2

SUPER-WIDE-ANGLE

LENS
with built-in filter slot for 2 square filters
"

and
special
lens
shade.

SYNCHRONOUS

SIGNAL GENERATOR*
Lip-synch recording with W' tape
The most desired portable professional motion picture
camera in the field achieves a new dimension... new pro¬
duction versatility...with this Synchronous Signal Gener¬
ator. (Illustrated on Arriflex 16—similar installation also
available for Arriflex 35.)
Standard battery operates the governor-controlled DC
motor on the Arriflex—no need for generators or invertors
to supply AC. As camera runs, the Synchronous Signal
Generator produces a 60-cycle current, which is fed to a
special recording head mounted on a tape recorder. This
puts a control signal on Vi-inch tape at approximately
90 degrees to the audio signal. In re-recording to filmmagnetic or optical—this control track is amplified and
controls speed of playback, maintaining frame-by-frame
synchronization.
This unit can be installed on all Arriflex models.
‘Licensed by and compatible with “Rangertone," Newark, N. J.
write for complete literature
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This remarkable retrofocus super-wide lens extends the
scope of Arriflex filming for such applications as instru¬
mentation, architecture and interiors, and for special
effects. While extreme-wide-angle lenses present finder
problems with conventional cameras, the Arriflex, because
of its famous mirror-reflex system, is ideally suited to the
5.7mm Tegea.
OPTICAL SPECIFICATIONS: Bench-tested and selected ac¬
cording to critical ARRI tolerances. Unusually even coverage of
the field in spite of extremely short focal length. Distortion
corrected to 1.7° for field of 100°. Superb definition over the
entire 16mm frame. Angular field 113°.
DEPTH OF FIELD TABLE

based on circle of confusion of .025mm (1/1000")

Diaphragm setting

Sharp from

To

1.9

19"

infinity

2.8

16"

4

14"

»»

5.6

12"

It

-

8

10"

11

9"

16

8V2"

»9

APPROXIMATE MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Overall length beyond lens mount; AVa"; with lens shade; 6"
Front diameter of lens; SVz"
Weight of lens without lens shade; 30 oz.; with shade; 36 oz.
Front dimension of lens shade; 4x6"
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THE ONE-STOP
c

$.01 [DM SR. m VIEWER TEL-Amatic
16/35 mm Meg/Pos
anil SORi READER
FILM CLEiER
A4osf Advanced Professional 16mm Action
Viewer with Many Exclusive Features

Edit rigtit on your film. Models from

left to rigfit or rigtit

to left operation. Eliminates film scratcEiing and damage to
sprocket Eioles — tension

device

keeps image in constant

focus — Eium-free amplification — syncEironized witti

Pre¬

cision Sound Reader.
Picture always in focus—even when film tension slackens.
BIG,

CLEAR

IMAGE,

moving or stopped.

S.O.S. Ediola Sr. M Viev/er and Sound Reader
Combination (left to right) . $320

3"x4"—remains

Can be viewed

sharp

in

whether

filr

lighted room.

The

No excess heat on film even when still.
Coated

S.O.S. Ediola Sr. Viewer MRL and Sound Reader
Combination (right to left) . $395

Multi-faced

Prism

prevents flicker.

Ultra Modern

Open Gate Threading.
Can be synchronized with Sound Readers.

S.O.S. Ediola Sr. Action Viewer Model M
(left to right) .$135

o

Way to Clean

Comfortable viewing distance at 10^^ to 14".
Individual Framing and Focusing Controls.

S.O.S. Ediola Sr. Action Viewer Model MRL
(right to left) . $200

Hi-Power projection lamp—easily replaced.
Flip-up design

Write for brochure.

Shows up

allows cueing

normally

Films Safely!

right on film—no frame

undetected flaws in film.

mmm soiosTiiiPEi!

wHoi

S.O.S.

16/35mm

chines twice the price!
tested

Automation in

TEL-Amatic

Film

Cleaning

Machine does more work and better than ma¬
under

conditions

the

with

It has been thoroughly

most

exacting

excellent

laboratory

results.

Films

with

even the softest emulsions emerge scratch-free,

Magnetic Soundstriping

crystal clean and clear—safely removes all dirt,
grime and smudges from film. TEL-Amatic is a

8/16mm Film

great modern

scientific achievement. Foolproof

safety factors protect precious negatives.
Now

you

can

stripe

your own

film.

Why

send

it out when CINEMAPHON SONOSTRIPER will do
it

in

The

your own
machine

plant,
pays

saving

for

time

itself

and

with

money.

your

first

month's outputi The sound reproduction conforms
CINEMAPHON
has

rapid

MAGNETIC

rewind with

SONOSTRIPER

separate

also

motor, coupled

flush footage counter, ball bearings on all driven
shafts,

heated

mometer,
It

is

drying

convenient

drum

with

inspection

sturdily constructed

and

built-in

lamp

on

ther¬
panel.

self-contained

re¬

quiring minimum maintenance.

to

highest

Three

Sizes

of

Magnetic

Recording

Tape—0.8mm, 1.2 mm, 2.4mm. Stripes 8 or 16mm
double

or

single

perforated;

color

or

black

white, raw stock, positives or release prints.

&

Stripes

8mm

and

black & white—the only professional soundstriping machine under $2(300.
Magnetic

laminated

output

with

track

no

assured

variation

6

to

from

12db

with

3

spools

cording tape (0.8mm,
250cc

of

magnetic

re¬

1.2mm, 2.4mm, plus

of Cinemaphon Adhesive.)

Only $1995

skills.

The

operator

simply

throws

the

switch

and TEL-Amatic does the rest. Over 1000 ft. of
film is cleaned every six minutes. One person
can

operate

a

battery

of

these

machines—a

tremendous labor saver.

processor

•

Jet-Spray

•

Curved Air-Blast Squeegees

Film

Wash

for

16mm

•

Speciol

•

Requires Only 15 Ft.

•

Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control

(pat.

and

35mm

Non-Scratch Buffers
of Leader

•

Designed for Originals and Release Prints

•

Continuous Air and Solution Filtering

is “mirror" smooth, giving better frequency res¬

•

Electric Solution Level

ponse,

•

Complete operation VISIBLE at all times

•

Variable

•

Take-Up

•

3000 Ft. Film Capacity, Reels or Cores

minimizing

head

wear

with

less

back¬

SPEED; Stripes 1,320 feet of film per hour.
CAPACITY;

1,000

feet

of

film—holds

approximately

2,000 feet of striping tape.
WEIGHT: 36 lbs.—SIZE: 26"xl3"ll" deep.

Write for brochure
OPERATES on 110/220 Volf AC, 50 or 60 cycles.

it Pays to Check with S.O.S. Before Buying Equipment
Here, af S.O.S., the “One-Stop Source of Supply," occupying on entire building, you
will find at all times an enormous stock, more varied and

more complete

industry . . , ofttimes we are able to offer savings seldom found elsewhere.

than

any

in

the

Speed

DC

Indicator

Drive

Torque Motor,

Adjustable,

•

Speed over 10,(XK) Feet per Hour

•

Transmission, Silent Timing Belt

Complete

Filr

applied for)

to processor or from one film to another. Surface

ground noise.
COMPLETE

TEL-Amatic requires no previous experience or

16mm film, double or single perforated, color cr

more
Laminates

industry standards.

You Cannot Damage Film With TEL-Amatic

$2950

Reversible

Wrife for brochure

®Reg. Trademark

$.D1 EEASK PEAIII

GET ACQUAINTED

with the mony advantages of this Plan, specially designed
for the Motion
Picture
Industry,
moking it possible to
obtain latest film production and exhibiting equipment on
very liberal terms.
Write for FREE booklet.

with Professional GROOVED LEGS
I

MULII-PURPOSE Production Tool

Vastly
Improved Over
Any Tripod
in its Class!

For TOP PERFORMANCE • Fits all types of medium weight cameras
•
Fumble free star shaped
threading
knob with angle gears
• Telescoping, offset tripod handle with second handle position
•
Positive pan and tilt locks, with large tightening levers for
utmost rigidity and safety — full 90° tilt • Heavy brass main
shaft for longer wear, no sticking • Detachable precision machined
friction plate • One-piece aluminum leg locking knobs for quick
adjustments, even tension • Guaranteed not to creep • Aluminum
leg supports with leg rest ledge — aluminum leg bearings
•
Extra smooth friction head — guaranteed far 5 years • Professional
type grooved legs • Seasoned, solid hardwood legs, oil treated

'll
111
I

and polished — will not stick.

{Sturdy Fibre Carrying Case $18)

$145

Write for brochure

j ii-Speed Pan Milt Head
ce,
lift,

Professional

i P

pof
(

Accepts Most

Only the
S.O.S. VISCO-MATIC

.

Of I

Tripod Heads

has 3-Speed Pan and

tell

of
ion

3-Speed Tilt Action
“The Finest in Fluidity”

WHY PAY:

=ilni

$ 75—for

a Baby Tripod.

$ 32—for

a Tripod Triangle with
clamps.

• Full 90° tilt up and down. Full 360° pan.
• Left or right hand operation.
• Positive tilt and pan locks.
• Guaranteed to operate in temperatures from 35°
zero to 150 above. Velvet-smooth action.
• Precision built; height 6 ins., weight
• Designed
Filmo,
• Can

for

Cine

be

use with

Auricon

Kodak-Special

used

with

S.O.S.

below

Cine-Voice,

Bolex,

similar

16mm

Jr.,

Pro

legs

Jr.

B&H

cameras.
or

S.O.S.

MULTI-PURPOSE S.O.S. VERSA-DOLLY

Versa-Dolly.

ONLY $97.50

a Hi-Hat.

$ 72—for a Dolly with clamps.

lbs.

and

$ 22—for

Write for brochure

Adapter Plate for S.O.S. Jr. or Pro Jr. Tripods .$19
S.O.S. Jr. Grooved Pofessional Legs .$75

Only

$99-50

Cose for Versa-DoHy f/io/ds a/so Tripod Head) $9.50

'The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'
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602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
•

Phone: PLaza 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

-—WESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2124

How cinematography works hand in hand
with our space age scientists in the develop¬
ment of missiles and the exploration
of outer space phenomenon.

PERFORMANCE OF missiles in flight is recorded for Air Force by two 35mm
Mitchell cameras mounted on dual MK-51 tracking mount. Motorized cameras
operate at high speed and mount special telephoto lenses.

The Space Age —New Challenge
For Cinematography
By

JAY

MERMOUD

Photo Coordinator, Douglas Aircraft Co.,
Atlantic Missile Range

The Photos on these pages graphically

illustrate something of the magnitude
of motion picture photography as util¬
ized by the U.S. Air Force in its devel¬
opment of space age ballistics. Most,
if not all, of the photographs were made
at the Air Force Missile Test Center,
Patrick Air Force Base, Florida, and
picture the variety of motion picture
cameras and some of the personnel of
RCA’s extensive motion picture pro¬
duction staff engaged by the Air Force
to photograph its motion picture re¬
quirements for this particular oper¬
ation.

PHOTO ABOVE is frame enlargement from first
moiion pictures made from outer space, photo¬
graphed

by special

16mm camera

mounted

in

missile nose cone. Air Force Thor Missile (arrow)
is shown

falling

away after separation.

Photo

shows portion of continental U.S., also curvature
of earth from altitude of several hundred miles.
In
from

photo
its

recovered

at

left,

styrofoam
nose

technicians

are

shockmounting

cone,

the

16mm

made above high-altitude picture.

in

removing
missile's

camera

that

Few people realize that more 70mm,
35mm, and 16mm motion picture film
is exposed during a single missile
launching (which takes only a few
minutes) than all the 35mm film that
is consumed in photographing an aver¬
age Hollywood feature production dur¬
ing a four-month shooting schedule.
The space activities of the United
States has created as an important ad-
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AUDIO-VISUAL report of recent flight tests of Air Force Thor-Able missile

FOR

is

blast-off, two 16mm Milliken high-speed cameras were mounted on rugged frame¬

mode

under

guidance

of

author Jay Mermoud

(right), with

16mm

Auricon sound camera recording both picture and narration.

TYPICAL

RCA

motion

picture production unit films

DETAILED

movies of external

missile components functioning

preceding a

work within few feet of missile.

SAID TO BE THE LARGEST zoom lens is this tracking

35MM MITCHELL camera mounted on blockhouse

a progress report on Thor missile at the Air Force

telescope

of a missile pad is set to photograph a blastoff

Missile Test Center in Florida.

inches

junct one of the largest motion picture
operations in the world. Today, mo¬
tion pictures are providing our space
science technologists with valuable
data that only cameras can obtain. An
outstanding example is the high-alti¬
tude photo reproduced on opposite
page, which shows the earth as seen by
a motion picture camera focused upon
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which

focal

has

length.

zoom
It's

range

mounted

from
on

100

IGOR

to

500

camera.

for a

“performance report ” film.

it from a height of several hundred
miles. The photo is a blowup from a
single frame of the negative exposed by
the camera, which was mounted inside
a General Electric nose cone boosted
into space by an Air Force Thor missile.

opment of space age ballistics. At the
Atlantic Missile Range, Cape Canav¬
eral, Florida, all types of motion pic¬
ture cameras are utilized for producing
documentary and vital engineering
data films. Documentary' films are

The production of documentary mo¬
tion pictures is another but no less im¬
portant function related to the devel¬

photographed with 16mm Auricons,
16mm Cine Specials. 16mm and 35mm
Continued on Page 318
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Filming A Whale Hunt In The Antarctic
Constantly variable light, extreme cold, and the inability to shoot in rough
seas with the camera tripod-mounted were just a few of the problems en¬
countered by cinematographer-author Harrington in his quest for authentic
scenes of Japan’s modern-day whaling industry.

By

The Work on “Kujira,” our 16mm

color documentary on Japan’s modern
whaling industry, provided my assis¬
tant, Nozaki Tsuneo, and me with a
camera adventure which lasted 80 days
and led us through some of the storm¬
iest seas in the world.

CLIFFORD

V.

HARRINGTON

During the 18,000-mile quest for
giant Antarctic whales, we worked in
a photographer’s nightmare. In the
south polar regions we experienced
only four days which could have been
considered suitable for movie making.
Heavy overcasts and hail storms were
frequent.
Always there was the bone-chilling
cold, which turned a routine change
of lens stops into a complex task for
our numbed fingers. Also there was
the ever-present danger of a tumble

into the frigid sea, which would mean
certain death within minutes.
Despite our personal discomfort, we
kept our cameras grinding to record
these severe conditions under which
twentieth-century whalers, working in
Antarctic waters, labor and live.
Preparations for our documentary
film project began late last November
after we had gained permission to
travel on ships of Japan’s mammoth
Taiyo Fishery Co.
My assistant and I were equipped
with a new reflex model Bolex for the
bulk of the coverage and a recondi¬
tioned model 3 Victor for the remain¬
der. Our film stock consisted of Kodachrome for routine filming and Anscochrome for difficult scenes in extremely
poor light.
We packed our film in air-tight
tins which contained a quantity of
silica gel, and stored it in our ship’s
refrigerator. We intended to take out
film only as we needed it.
What caused us the most concern
in our pre-production planning was
the lack of information about the
photographic conditions which we
would encounter in the Antarctic
Ocean. Although our copy of Ameri¬
can Cinematographer Handbook gave
us several valuable suggestions about
polar camera work, the chapter did
not include hints concerning photog¬
raphy on the sea.

AUTHOR CLIFFORD HARRINGTON (left) used a new
Bolex 16mm Reflex camera, and his assistant Nozaki
Tsuneo, a mo’difled Model-3 Victor, in photographing
whaling

action

aboard

roaming the south
Antarctic whales.

a

Japanese

polar regions

in

fishery

boat

quest of giant

We interviewed several Taiyo com¬
pany employees who had made pre¬
vious trips, but they were of little help.
They had never observed the somber
Antarctic world as would a photog¬
rapher. Finally we decided that if we
could not “go by the book,” we would
have to write chapters for ourselves
as we went along.
After leaving Japan in early Deceml)er and traveling for a month
through the South Pacific, we reached
a spot south of the 60th parallel.
Here we transferred to the 16,000-ton
factory ship, Nisshin Maru, which
was to be our headquarters during
our stay in the Antarctic.
For the first two days we observed
operations as the gathering ships
brought in whales and the workmen
processed them. Following this study
we then planned our shooting.

WITHOUT BENEFIT of a tripod, Harrington (arrow) steadies himself on the slippery
foredeck of

whaling

boat

to film

gunner going

into action

as whale

is

sighted.

As we photographed, we discovered
that we could not use a tripod much
of the time, because we had been
warned to stay out of the way of the
workmen. The tripod hindered their
efforts.
We partially overcame the
problem of a shaky camera by select¬
ing angles which did not include
prominent static obiects.
Rapidly varying light gave us trou¬
ble. Often during the brief time re¬
quired to wind our cameras, there
would occur a one lens stop differ¬
ence in the light. Although this would
cause editing problems, we eould not
stop. The same conditions could not
he eounted upon to return while the
whr'les were being processed.
To make the resulting light changes
less noticeable on the screen we fre¬
quently moved in for closeups in which

WHALE AHOY!

A 65-foot finback surfaces momentarily to create excitement aboard

the whaling ship.

the direction and intensity of the il¬
lumination would not have to corre¬
spond.
For our stay aboard one of the
catcher ships to film the hunt for live
whales. v\'e packed only gear that was
al»solutely necessary.
The 115-foot
vessel was designed for maneuvera¬
bility and not for comfort. As a result,
space was at a premium.
It was fortunate for us that we
traveled light, because we were not
transferred direcdy to the catcher
ship, which usuallv came alongside
the larger vessel. We had to make a
night voyage across the open sea in
a small shuttle boat to meet it.
This short trip took on the aspects
of a roller coaster ride with a leap
for life thrown in at the end. As we
Continued on
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THE GUNNER'S aim was perfect, and as the harpooned whale is being towed toward
bow

of

the

catcher

ship,

Harrington

(arrow)

records

the

action

on

color

film.
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serving

Charlie Chaplin and Jackie Coogan in The Kid, 1921

Before Charlie Chaplin and Jackie Coogan starred in The Kid in 1921,
Consolidated Film Industries was contributing its knowledge and skills to
the art of film processing.
In the 40 years since then, CFI is still the leader in the industry. CFI offers a
complete film laboratory with every professional service necessary for superior
film processing.
For the finest in film processing: specify CFI!

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 SEWARD ST., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
521 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK
Hollywood 9-1441

Circle 6-0210

The increasing interest in produc¬
ing sound films with simple, low-cost
camera-recorder hook-ups is reflected
in the growing numher of sync-sound
devices for this purpose which have
made their appearance in recent
months.
The pulse method of syncing
sound and picture without need for
mechanical or electronic interlock is
becoming more popular as the result of
recently-introduced equipment for this
method of sound recording. The latest
is the Ryder Sync Camera Drive intro¬
duced last month by Magnetic Sales
Corp., Hollywood, Calif.
Essentially a sync pulse generator,
the Ryder device is relatively small and
lightweight, and it can be mounted on
almost any spring- or electric-motor
driven 16mm or 35mm camera. De¬
signed for use in conjunction with the
Perfectone quarter-inch magnetic tape
recorder (described in our August,
1959, issue), the Ryder Sync Drive
generates a synchronizing signal or
pulse as the camera is operated, which
is channeled to the Perfectone magnetic
tape recorder via cable. The signal is
recorded on two narrow tracks, one at

WALTER STRENGE (left) and author examine Ryder Sync Motor Drive mounted on 8-volt motor of
a 16mm Arriflex camera, during demonstration of the sync-sound device at the A.S.C.

A Product Report On

each edge of the tape, with the picture
sound recorded in the center. The sync
signal is the key to all future synchro¬
nization between picture and sound.

RYDER SYNC MOTOR DRIVE

When the tape is played back to
transfer the sound to perforated mag¬
netic or optical film, the full width of
the tape is scanned. Since the two syn¬
chronizing signals are out of phase they
cancel out in reproduction so that only
the essential picture track is repro¬
duced in the transfer process.

«

Sync-pulse generator synchronizes magnetic sound with
picture without mechanical or electronic interlock of camera
and recorder.

Spring driven cameras such as the
Bolex H-16, Bell & Howell 70 and 240,
Cine Kodak-Special, Eastman K-lOO,
etc., equipped with a single frame
(1440 R.P.M.) shaft—or which permit

By

JOSEPH

V.

MASCELLI

Continued on Page 318
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Ryc'cr Sync Motor Drive
(left),

25mm

Arriflex

mounted on

camera

motor

16mm Arri(center),

and

Bolex

electric camera

motor (right).

Cameras or their

motors

must

be

sent to the maker of the sync-unit for installation.
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What do they do
in RIO on a
rainy afternoon ?
ANS: They go to the movies—
American

movies — by the

thousands.
That’s one reason why tech¬
nical excellence is so vital. . .
why the cooperation of the
Eastman Technical Service for
Motion Picture Film is so
highly regarded. Branches are
located at strategic centers—
inquiries invited.

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave., New York 1 7, N.Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

Everywhere in the world—because it’s on film!
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OUTSIDE—Discussing upcoming sequence of exterior shots of BMEWS Rodome
in background with veteran cinematographer James Seeley, ASC, (center) is
Writer-director Lowell A. Shaffer (right). Setting lens focus on the Arriflex 16
is camera operator Valdes Berzins.

INSIDE—To light vast Radome interior for photography, lOK’s, 5K's, Skypans and Deuces were employed by RCA’s motion picture unit to provide
94,000 watts of illumination. On camera platform at left are operator Berzins
and James Seeley.

Progress Reports On Film
Film records of day-to-day progress of the Air Force’s BMEWS
program are produced by RCA Motion Picture Productions under
the guidance of veteran cinematographer James Seeley, ASC.
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The importance of the motion picture
camera in providing graphic progress
reports on a wide range of their de¬
velopments and operations has long
been recognized by various branches
of the government. One of the more
notable instances is the construction
program of the Air Force’s far-flung
warning system, which is being documented on motion picture him.
One of the important developments
of the Air Force is BMEWS—Ballistic
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Missile Early Warning System. With
the threat of enemy attack by ICBM’s
facing the free world, it has become es¬
sential that we have adequate warning
to alert our retaliatory forces. The Air
Force project involves the construction
of giant radar sites at far north loca¬
tions, and employs a large complex
of American industry to carry out the
development and construction program.
In order to provide all concerned with
an adequate understanding of the en¬

tire program, the Air Force has re¬
quested Radio Corporation of America,
prime system contractor, to produce
motion picture him reports on the prog¬
ress and status of BMEWS.
A key member of the RCA motion
picture unit is veteran cinematographer
James Seeley, A.S.C. Seeley has recent¬
ly transferred to RCA’s defense motion
picture unit from the Air Force Missile
Test Center in Florida. In his present
assignment, he is obtaining documen-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

films as well as progress films, and all
details of construction had to be fully
covered. The radome, when completed,
will be high as a fifteen-story building,
and spherical in shape. There were no
crossbeams on which to mount a cam¬
era, and the construction of a catwalk
or scaffold that high was economically
unfeasible.
Once the first level of radome was
emplaced, shooting from the roof of the
radar building was impossible because
of the outward curve of the structure.
At this point, the camera crew em¬
ployed a light aircraft to make daily
flights over the area to permit an over¬
all photographic coverage of construc¬
tion progress. The detail shots were
made possible by building a special
platform for the camera, operator and
director, and raising this platform to
work level by means of a giant crane.
SEELEY, SHAFFER AND BERZINS express satisfaction with
initial take of first operational tests of huge reflector of
the

BMEWS

background.

radar

antenna,

towering

Photography was

on

over

16mm

them

in

film.

the

At times during final construction,
the camera crew worked suspended 200
feet in the air, and out of view from
the crane operator. Directions for shift¬
ing the camera platform were given
by walkie-talkie to the crane operator;
however, the effect of platform move¬

tary photography of a system designed
to defend against the type of missile
that he covered in test programs at Pat¬
rick Air Force Base: Seeley will be re¬
membered by readers of the American
Cinematographer as the ace newsreel
cameraman who covered such events
as the Hindenburg disaster, the recov¬
ery of the Akron dirigible, and the res¬
cue operations of the Morro Castle fire.
In covering the BMEWS program,
Seeley and his crew ran into problems
seldom faced by others shooting indus¬
trial films. Although the program in¬
cludes shooting in such locations as
Thule, Greenland, where temperatures
reach forty below with winds up to 120
knots, the filming of the construction
of a tracking radar in Moorestown,
New Jersey, presented the severest test
of photographic skill. The task was to
cover all stages of erection of the giant
tracking radar radome and antenna.
All photography had to be performed
on a non-interference basis, since the
entire program is being carried out
with a tight deadline.
Covering the erection of the radome
posed no lighting problems, since the
entire operation was carried out in
daylight. However, the photographic
coverage is used to produce training
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ment could not be avoided. The frame
speed could not be increased to mini¬
mize the effect of this movement since
the camera was recording the construc¬
tion crew in action as it emplaced the
last piece on top of the radome.

stages of construction, the new high¬
speed Ektachrome came out for test,
and the results with this film indicate
that it could have been used to advan¬
tage throughout this program. The
wide-angle shots were obtained by
using the new Kinoptic 5.7mm lens
with an Arriflex 16 camera. Although
this lens tended to distort the giant re¬
flector, its sharpness, even when used
wide open, was such that excellent pic¬
torial coverage was obtained.
Cut-away shots and closeups were ob¬
tained with a B&H Filmo equipped
with a 10mm and 1-inch lens, and by
using a cameraman who had the abil¬
ity to climb, duck and swing by his
tripod. The sequence resulting from
some four months’ shooting on this
tracking radar was but a small part of
the overall BMEWS film for the Air
Force; but it does point out the im¬
portance given to the motion picture in
an age where factual and understand¬
able communications are an essential
part of our defense effort. It is interest¬
ing to note, also, that more and more,
the valuable experience and know-how
of veteran cinematographers like James
Seeley are being recognized and chan¬
neled into the production of vital in¬
dustrial and public information motion
pictures.
■
\

Once the antenna was completed, the
tracking radar antenna and pedestal
were constructed inside. This procedure
is required at the northern sites so that
high winds and snows will not damage
the radar components. The problems
here were with both lighting and cam¬
era angle. The radome does not trans¬
mit light, and the reflector with its 84foot diameter all but filled the radome
when it was completed.
For lighting, power was obtained
from the source which will power the
radar when in operation. 5-K spotlights
w^ere placed atop a 45-foot scaffold.
Other 5-Ks and Sky-pans were placed
around the base of the pedestal. In or¬
der to stay clear of the crew, which at
times was swinging 46,000 pounds of
steel through the air, the lights had to
be kept back near the outer ring of the
radome. As the reflector was added to
the pedestal, the scaffold had to be re¬
moved and it was necessary to bring in
additional 40-K spots in order to light
the upper portions of the operation.
All filming was done with Eastman
Ektachrome Commercial on the basis
of 25 ASA rating. Toward the latter

A

PARALLEL suspended

high

from

boom

of

200-foot

crane serves as camera platform for making progress
shots of the BMEWS Radome,
reaches the halfway point.

as

its

construction
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World-Famous Suppliers Of
Professional Movie Equipment
Stocking Thousands Of Items

T3

.e/wufeifii

The-first low-priced

TRIPLE-DUTY

FIRST~
& BEST -

Animation, Titlestand
and Product Stage for All Film Makers & Filmstrip Producers

Now You Can Add Animation
to Your Lowest Budget Films!

Prices begin at

Use the TRIPLEX in vertical position for
all standard animation techniques. In
horizontal position for zoom titles, copy
and product and puppet stages ... in
diagonal position, (columns can be locked
at any angle between horizontal and ver¬
tical) for angular zooms-in on inserts,
products, etc. For filmstrips, stand can
be used in all positions. Table can be
swung away for large artwork copying.
The TRIPLEX stand complete with cam¬
era, is also available for rental.

More Ne\w TRIPLEX Purchasers:

•
•
•
•
•
•

And Many Others

I-

[

Also available —
Cartoon Colours, Punched Acetate
Cells and Animation Supplies.

& B ... FIRST & BEST

I
^ ® triplex Is only one of thousands
I of Items which make up F & B’s complete
I stock of professional movie equipment

o

MILLER FLUID DRIVE HEAD
The Miller Head is
the world’s finest
precision built hy¬
draulic drive pan
head, and is de¬
signed for super¬
smooth panning and
tilting. Can be used
with any movie cam¬
era. F & B is exclu¬
sive distributor of
the Miller Fluid
Heads in the Eastern
United States.

An Easy Way to Hold
Things Up... Anywhere
• Lights • Props
• Backgrounds • Mikes
Without Nails or Screws

’Qy|95
Ot*

Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.
University of Virginia
University of Kansas
Nationwide Insurance Co.
H. D. Rose Co.
Hercules Powder Co.

consisting of: 2—3-piece poles
7 —fittings • 1— 110" cross bar

Model D (medium duty) .... ^150.00
Swivel leveling joint. 59.50
Pro Head (heavy duty) .... 299.50

Adjustable from 8V2' to 12y2'
F & B POLE SET is a featherweight, telescoping aluminum
column with an expansion spring in the top. Adjust it once
to your ceiling height with locking collar. Then just spring it
in and out of place as you please. Rubber pads top and
bottom protect ceilings and floors... can’t be knocked over
and takes less floor space than a silver dollar. A perfect,
mobile, lightweight support for lights. Two POLE SETS with
cross piece and fitting can be used to hold a roll of back¬
ground paper, props, flats, etc. Perfect for location filming.

POLE SET

101/2'

Individual Parts:

to 15'... $38.95

3 piece Pole
with Clamp
8V2' to 12V2'

$8.50 ea
3 piece Pole
with Clamp
IOV2' to 15'

$9.50 ea
Cross Bar
(110") with
5 fittings

$8.50 ea

HAVE YOU REGISTERED FOR THE

F&B
ANIMATION SEMINAR
June 12-15 • New York City
Complete information
on request. Write Charlie Lipow

for Complete Information On Any Item, Write:

FLORMAN
& BAB89

F & B Solicits Your Bid
Requests. None Too Big... None Too
Small. Lowest Possible Prices For
Top Quality And Service

INC.

68 West 45th Street • New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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Two OF Hollywood’s top-flight cine¬
matographers, both previous Academy
Award winners, added to their collec¬
tion of Oscars last month when they
were awarded gold statuettes for the
best cinematography of 1959 by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences at its 32nd Annual Awards
presentation ceremonies in Hollywood.

I'

5

William Mellor, A.S.C., who won his
first Oscar in 1952 for the photography
of “A Place In The Sun,” received a
companion statuette when the Academy
voted his photography of “The Diary
of Anne Frank” “best achievement in
black-and-white cinematographv for
1959.”
Robert Surtees, A.S.C., with two
previous Oscar presentations to his
credit for “King Solomon’s Mines”
(1950) and “The Bad And The Beauti¬
ful” (1952), was awarded his third
Oscar for the photography of MGM’s
“Ben-Hur,” voted “best achievement in
color photography for 1959.”
Presentation of the awards for cine¬
matographic achievement was made in
behalf of the Academy by General Ed¬
ward P. Curtis, President of EastmanKodak Company. General Curtis pref¬
aced the presentations with a few
well-chosen words that, for millions of
radio and television fans at least, ex¬
plained succinctly the importance to
motion pictures of good photography
and particularly the contribution of the

OSCAR WINNERS!—Beaming with their newly-won
Mellor, ASC, left, and

Robert Surtees, ASC.

Oscar statuettes are cinematographers William

General

Edward

P. Curtis,

Eastman-Kodak

President,

center, presented the photography awards for the Acodemy at its 32nd Annual Oscar presentations
in Hollywood last month.

Academy Honors Meflor and Surtees for

Best Cinematography For 1959

imaginative cinematographer.
Without photography, of course,
there would be no motion pictures; and
without imaginative cinematographers
it’s unlikely there would be great mo¬
tion pictures of the calibre of “Diary
of Anne Frank” and “Ben-Hur.” In
both instances, imaginative photogra¬
phy played a big part in the box office
and artistic success of the pictures.
To properly evaluate the photogra¬
phy of a motion picture, one must con¬
sider both its creative and artistic as¬
pects and the mechanics that were em¬
ployed in filming it. Sometimes the lat¬
ter is responsible for more of a pic¬
ture’s luster than meets the eye. In the
case of “Diary of Anne Frank.” the
locale of most of the action was virtu¬
ally a single set, which greatly lim¬
ited both the lighting and camera
movement. Yet, William Mellor
achieved some outstanding things, both
in set illumination and lighting effects,
and in giving mobility to his camera.
In Herb Lightman’s article in our
June, 1959, issue (“Filming ‘The Story
of Anne Frank’ ”). the author explores
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Photography of "'Diary of Anne Frank" voted best in
black-and-white, "Ben-Hur," best in color.
this very facet of the production:
“Fluid use of the camera,” Lightman said, “did much to add movement
to what might otherwise have been a
visually static film. It also helped to es¬
tablish geographically the special rela¬
tionship between various rooms and
areas of the complicated set.”
About the lighting, Lightman went
on to explain: “Lighting the narrow
stairway (leading to the Erank’s hide¬
away) at the beginning of this shot pre¬
sented a serious illumination problem,
since the camera angle included both
of the walls as well as floor and ceiling.
There was only one small opening in
the top of the set through which Mel¬
lor could direct a 2,000-watt spot.
However, he did not regard this as a
detriment, but rather an opportunity to
achieve a realistic effect lighting.”
“In situations like this,” Mellor told

Herb Lightman, “where it is difficult to
get the right amount of light, I always
try to maintain some illumination in
the background. In this way I can sil¬
houette the figures, letting them walk in
and out of the light, which is often
more effective than keeping the entire
action fully lighted.”
Robert Surtees directed the photog¬
raphy of MGM’s multi-million dollar
“Ben-Hur” entirely in Italy, using Panavision cameras and 65mm Eastman
Color negative. Libero Grandi, in his
article, “The Photography of ‘BenHur’ ”, which appeared in our (Jctolier, 1959, issue, described some of the
photographic problems encountered by
Surtees.
“An ever-present problem,” said
Grandi, “was maintaining a vigilant
check on the color tem])erature of the
Continued on Page 310
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LOOKING DOWN on activities on the Fox sound stage during the filming of the

A WIDE-SCREEN CLOSEUP of Shirley MacLaine, center, holding the center

‘‘Garden

of

of

Eden"

ballet

sequence

for "Can-Can." Two

large

booms

may be

the

stage

seen at left—the lower one carrying the Todd-AO camera, and the one above,

awaiting

the

and camera

huge spotlight playing on

the dancers on

the stage below.

during

the

ballet

sequence

while

other

dancers

mark

mobility was worked out that made it the hit of the picture.

Filming 'Can-Can' In Todd—AO And Color
Excellent use has been made of the wider 65mm negative, and some
unique procedures in lighting and camera handling were introduced
to give ‘Can-Can’ unusual pictorial luster.
By

“Can-Can”, produced in the Todd-AO
system by 20th Century-Fox Studios,
is a bright and bouncy film adaptation
of Cole Porter’s long-run Broadway
stage musical. Rollicking entertainment
from fade-in to fade-out, it scores sol¬
idly as the result of energetic perform¬
ances by an engaging cast, expert
direction by Walter Lang, and spectac¬
ular choreography by Hermes Pan.
Photographically it is a visual delight
—a bright-colored feather in the cap
of Director of Photography William H.
Daniels, A.S.C.
At first glance, “Can-Can” would
appear to offer little challenge to a
cameraman. The sketchy plot involves
an amiable love rivalry, but no actual
conflict. The two gentlemenly French
attorneys vying for the hand (and
parts thereunto adjacent) of a spirited

300

HERB

A.

time

their cue. Far this costly sequence in "Can-Can" special lighting

LIGHTMAN

music hall proprietress are both nice
guys—so there isn’t even a villian of
the piece. It is all very frothy, fluffy,
gay and even “cute”—so there was no
opportunity for the mood lighting or
unusual camera angles that cinematog¬
raphers so dearly love to sink their
professional teeth into.
And yet, this very consistency of
high-key mood in itself presented a
photographic challenge. To send a
screen musical bubbling along for
more than two hours, keeping it always
visually fresh and interesting while
avoiding the deadly “sameness” in
lighting and camera approach that

problems of lighting and camera move¬
ment were encountered. It is a tribute
to the experience and skill of Daniels
that his photography is so smooth as
to be seemingly effortless despite the
problems, some of which he deliberate¬
ly brought down upon himself in order
to help create a more colorful and visu¬
ally exciting film.
The period of the picture is 1896
and the locale, Paris—the Paris of
Toulouse-Lautrec and other “radical”
French Impressionist painters of the
time. Bold colors typical of the works
of these avant-garde artists were select¬
ed for the sets and costumes of “CanCan”—even though it would have been
much simpler photographically to stick
to more conventional hues. The walls

might have crept in, is a considerable
achievement. Moreover, because of the
startling colors used on the sets plus
the demands of the intricate produc¬

of the music hall, for example, were

tion numbers, a great many unusual

hrick-red,

a

color

which

absorbs

a
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Instead of dimmer boards, lights were divided into several circuits fed by

FILMING

separate

mounted on a crane, weaves in and out during the dance routine and comes to

generators,

which

were

controlled

individually

to

produce

dis¬

A

TENSE

moment

in

the

ballet

in

closeup.

The

Todd-AO

camera,

solves between lights of different colors—an effect that keyed much of the

rest at a low height for the closeup. As the dancers rehearsed the ballet prior

dance action of the ballet number and made it pictorially unique.

to going before the camera, the camera and lighting crews also rehearsed.

ing the set required more illumination
than would have been used on a nor¬
mally-colored set five times as large.
“I used special 10 kilowatt lamps to
light the walls,” Daniels explains, “and
the light just disappeared. You coiddn’t
even tell they were there. Ordinarily I
would have used 2 kilowatt lamps over¬
head; this time we had to put in 5 kil¬

great deal of light and which is likely
to take on a peculiar cast if not proper¬
ly lighted and exposed.
The upstairs living room of Shirley
MacLaine {femme fatale of the music
hall) was pale green, a pleasant enough
shade but one which can reflect a
ghostly glow onto the faces of the ac¬
tors unless the lights are placed exactly
right. Her bedroom walls were adorned
with what Daniels describes as “the
craziest wallpaper you ever saw, with

owatt lamps.

“It was impossible to use ordinary
incident light readings to balance ex¬
posure between the walls and the actors
—we just had to judge by eye. The
main problem was to equalize the con¬
trast between the walls and the dark
mahogany wood paneling. If we had
exposed for the walls the wood would
have gone almost black. The problem
Continued on Page 312

figures that jump out at you.” It had
little splashes of pink and was authen¬
tic to the period, but it was also a
photographic nightmare. The court¬
room presided over by sedate French
judges had walls of a bright lemon
yellow.
Much of the action takes place inside
the law offices of Louis Jordan—a most
unusual legal establishment, since its
w'alls were done in a bright pool-table
green. This particular shade of green
soaks up light like a blotter—and it is
a color that art directors and camera¬
men ordinarily shun like leprosy. Light¬

WHILE
final

THE

CAN-CAN

rehearsal,

girls

go

through

cinematographer

a

William

Daniels takes a last-minute meter reading of
the light at the critical spot, marked by strip
of

tape

MacLaine

on

floor,

will

stop

indicating
in

her

where

Shirley

advance

toward

camera, when the dance is frimed.
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PANAVISION S
PROGRESS
The company which gave the industry
Panavision 65mm cameras and Panatar lenses
announces a unique method of producing
films for Cinerama-type exhibition, new
streamlined 65mm cameras, and a port¬
able hand-held 65mm camera.

By

DARRIN

SCOT
PANAVISION’S

new

65mm camera is streamlined, self-blimped, and

just slightly larger than a Mitchell BNC. Two of its salient feature are
a new type movement and a 200° variable shutter.

scored doubly in
the Academy Awards this year, first—
and somewhat indirectly—when Rob¬
ert Surtees, A.S.C., won the Academy’s
award for best achievement in Color
Cinematography for his camera work
on “Ben-Hur,” and later when Pana-

studios, received the Academy’s Class
II trophy for Scientific and Technical
Achievement for the development of
MGM’s Camera 65 system of produc¬
ing and exhibiting wide-screen motion
pictures.

vision’s President, Robert E. Gottschalk and Douglas Shearer, Chief of

Surtees used the Panavision-engineered 65mm cameras in filming

Panavision,

Inc.,

Research and

Development at MGM

NOTE: The 65mm negative frame
below is divided into 3 ports for
diogromotical purposes only. Ac¬
tually,the Cinerama-type negative
is one unbroken frome, without
divisions. The 3 sections repre¬
sent areas prirrted to the 3 projec¬
tion prints, shown at right.

“Ben-Hur.”
The
part
Panavision
played in the development of the
Camera 65 system was described in
the March, 1960, issue of American
Cinematographer (“Why MGM Chose
Camera 65,” by Herb A. Lightman).
In recent months, Panavision engi¬
neers have busied themselves bringing
to fruition some other “surprise pack¬
ages” for the industry. These include a
process of producing Cinerama-type 3panel movies with a single 65mm cam¬
era, a streamlined, self-hlimped Pana¬
vision 65mm camera not much larger
than the Mitchell BNC; and a slick
hand-held 65mm camera—all of which
will he described in ensuing para¬
graphs.
One of Panavision’s most interest¬
ing developments is the adaptation of
the Edtra-Panavision 65mm anamorConfinued on Page 304

COMPATIBLE CINERAMA
OR CINEMIRACLE TYPE PRINT
PANAVISION
MICRO PANATAR
PRINTER FOR
EXTRACTION

DIAGRAM shows

how

Cinerama-type

mo¬

tion pictures are extracted from a standard

65mm Panavision camera negative to pro¬
duce

the

three

prints

required

for

Cine¬

rama or Cinemiracle type presentations.

PANAVISION
ANAMORPHIC NEGATIVE
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PUZZLED ABOUT EDITING
MULTIPLE SOUND
IF SO THEN TRY THE

From this

NEW

CAMART ADD-A-UNIT
EXnNSIDN PLATE
For Series 20 Moviola

Here's How It Works!
Today when you have a com¬
pleted feature or short a Musi¬
cal score is recorded to suit.
Each recording for effects back¬
ground

is

done

on

separate

tracks. Here is where the Cainart Add-A-Unit can save you
time and money. With the AddA-unit you can edit and cut
three or more tracks simultan¬
eously.

No

need

to

go

Itack

again and run the whole picture
through. Everything is done in
one operation.

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET:
1.

Tlie
Add-A-Unit
extension
plate ribbed construction of
durable aluminum alloy, pre¬
cision macbined to fit any
series 20 Moviola film editing
machine in perfect alignment.

2.

Extra belt guards and screws.

3.

Complete

ilexilile

coupling

4.
5.

6.

assembly to interlock sound
heads.
Extra flange.
Amplifier connections with all
ready made fittings for easy
installation.
Separate volume controls per¬
mit individual control over
each sound- head, including
the composite.

>-

Camart Add-A-Unit
Extension Plate

$32500

COMPLETE
N- *

. /'

Additional Separate Sound heads with take-ups—Prices on Request.

UN'* .

the.

cttMEna Mumm.

184S BROADWAY (at 60lh St.) NEW YORK 23 . PLaza 7-6977 • Coble: ComeranKiil
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Tl
Ui

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum
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PANAVISION'S surprise 65mm camera

is this hand-held

portable type

equipped, it features a 500-ft.

with convenient hand-grip and unique shoulder rest. Weighing 24 lbs.

phic process to produce, from a single
65mm negative, three 35mm nonanamorphic prints for projection with
existing
Cinerama
or
Cinemiracle
three-projector set-ups. (See diagram.)
To extract 35mm strips for Cine¬
rama from an original 65mm nega¬

covers a very wide aggregate angle of
view. In both processes the center
camera shoots forward and the two
cameras on either side criss-cross, the
right camera producing the left panel
and the left camera producing the
right panel.

tive shot in the Ultra-Panavision
process, the negative is set np in a
custom-designed printer and a special
de-anamorphosing
printer
lens
is
mounted to scan first the left side of
the 65mm frame, then the center, and
finally the right side—each time re¬
cording that segment of information
an a separate 35mm print, resulting
in three perfectly matched panels to
he projected side by side on Cine¬
rama or Cinemiracle screens.
The
screen result is similar to that pro¬
duced by these two processes, but free
of the typical distortions and limita¬
tions inherent in a three-camera sys¬
tem.

Because
271/^mm
extreme
wide
angle lenses are the standard for these
cameras, there results an inherent dis¬
tortion in certain types of scenes
which is distracting to the viewer and
forces
rigid limitations upon the
cameraman. For example, closeups of

Extraction of the three prints from
the Panavision 65mm negative can he
done only by Technicolor laboratories.
Because of the unique aspects of in¬
hibition printing. Technicolor can print
optically without producing a second
generation dupe print. Technicolor’s
very much greater flexibility and con¬
trol of color, combined with the com¬
pany’s excellent wet printing technique
gives the Ultra-Panavision extraction
process the advantages of these addi¬
tional controls and quality.
The
Cinerama
and
Cinemiracle
processes both utilize three cameras,
mounted side by side in an arc which

304

magazine.

Electric motor operates from

32-volt wet- or dry-cell battery pack.

people shot with Cinerama cameras
show typical wide-angle closeup dis¬

tortion.

Noses appear very long and

foreheads slant back. Ears are very
small in proportion and chins recede.
The result is that actors look very odd
in closeups, so odd, in fact, that closeups must generally be avoided when
filming in a three-camera process.
The Ultra-Panavision method, by con¬
trast, permits use of lenses in a wide
range of focal lengths. Thus, closeups
are natural and undistorted.
Were a cinematographer to photo
graph an infinity scene, first with one
of the three-camera processes and
then for the Ultra-Panavision extract
Continued on

Page 320

COMPONENTS of the
Panavision
camera:

hand-held

A—500^

maga¬

zine. B—Magazine cover
plate. C—Mitchell finder.
D—Sport

finder.

E—Tri¬

pod mounting plate. F—
Camera box with
G—Finder
Lens.
filter
32-V

motor.

matte.

I—Sunshade

H—
&

holder.
J—Spare
wild
motor.
K—

Shoulder rest. L—Pistol
grip with trigger switch.
M—Sunshade

mounting

rods. N—Lens cap.
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At last...
all the answers for the serious
cinematographer with a need and
desire for professional sound!
This precision instrument is a
completely self-contained, transistorized,
portable and versatile recording system
to which any 16mm camera can be quickly
mounted and interlocked thru a flexible
cable. Camera spring motor drives
recorder in absolute “sync”. Record-play amplifier
is fully transistorized with self-contained
cadmium-nickel rechargeable batteries
... no other power source is required.

Remote hand mixer permits
control of recording levels
by thumb movement... giving
operator a “feel” for position
while concentrating on eye-piece.
Mixer contains VU meter, record and
playback controls, film-direct monitor
switch, battery test switch,
microphone input and earphone output
jack. Mixer may be clipped to cemera,
tripod, belt or pocket during takes.

rotduc
The amazing Nomad makes
any movie camera a
sound camera, any projector
a sound projector
in professional “lip-sync”

A. Nomad film is split 16mm. Channel #1
on the twin-track record head is used for lipsync and narrative recording on location.
Later, complimentary music from phonograph
or tape recorder is “dubbed” on channel #2.
Simultaneous playback thru the full width
play head mixes music and voice, producing
theatre-quality sound.
B. For lengthy sequences, a regular camera
D.C. motor can be attached to the Nomad,
driving both recorder and camera thru the

flexible cable. There is a 180 rpm
output
in the Nomad camera interlock and a 1440
rpm output for projector interlock. Playback
can be double-system, or a 1:1 interlocked
transfer from recorder to a striped release
print can be made with a magnetic sound
projector.
C. Basic film capacity is 100 ft.; the use of
simple adapters can increase capacity to 400
ft. or 1200 ft. Entire Nomad system fits com¬
pactly into small carrying case.

Editing is easy with an inexpensive synchro¬
nizer and a sound reader. Since each roll of
Nomad film is exactly the same length as the
picture film, points of reference for editing
are easily provided.

price $585
Basic Nomad system consists of recorder-repro¬
ducer,

remote

hand

mixer

and

camera

mount.

Other accessories are available.

dealer inquiries invited
Write, wire or phone

MAGNASYNC CORPORATION
formerly Magnasync Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

5516 Satsuma Ave.. Xortli Hollywood, Calif. • TRiangle 7-5193 • Cable ‘‘MAGNASYNC ’
L

SOUND SYSTtM

International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality film recording systems
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Some Aspects Of
Cinematography For
Color TV Films
Compatible color television, broadcast
simultaneously for both color and B&W
receivers, poses technical requirements for
films made especially for the medium.
By

SIDNEY

P.

SOLOW

Vice-President and General Manager,
Consolidated Film

Industries.

LESTER

SHORR, ASC, (in

white

coat,

leaning

against

tripod)

and

his

camera crew on location shooting scenes for NBC-TV's "Bonanza,” one
of the many TV film series being photographed today entirely in color.

in the field of color television
is opening new vistas for marketing of color motion pic¬
tures. Even today, with the ratio of black-and-white to color
receivers predominantly favoring monochrome, a number
of programs are being filmed in color in expectation of
video’s transition to predominantly color programming.
It is expected that much of the tele¬
vision programming in color will con¬
sist of motion picture film. In the face
The

advanced technology

of this approaching demand, the Holly¬
wood cinematographer holds the re¬
sponsibility for the adaptation of color
motion picture techniques to television
color broadcasting. With a long his¬
tory of experience behind them, the
major studio cinematographers should
find the transition relatively simple.
Some television engineers are of the
opinion that a good color film results in a better color tele¬
cast than a live performance. This stems from the fact that
the use of film provides a continuous and complete control
of quality—especially at scene changes. On the other hand,
the live television broadcast is normally handled through the
use of three or more cameras—each with its own individual
characteristics. It sometimes is difficult to balance all video
cameras in respect to each other, resulting in a change in
picture quality when switching from one camera to another.
However, just as the advent ,of television brought about
changes in filming and processing techniques, compatible
color television—broadcast simultaneously for both color
and monochrome receivers—poses still greater technical
and artistic challenges.
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The cinematographer experienced in filming in color for
theatrical projection finds his major problems in shooting
for television evolve from the medium’s present lopsided
market. Networks presently require color shows to satisfy
the demand of this nation’s 500,000 color TV receivers. At
the same time, however, they also broadcast these same pro¬
grams to more than 40 million homes having monochrome
receivers. The combination of photographic requirements
for video films intended to serve the present dual market
requires special care on the part of the cinematographer.
He must keep in mind that the majority of viewers will
see the presentation in black-and-white, hut he also must
interject all the qualities desirable in color films.
As a hypothetical problem which could be encountered:
The camera is focused an a red object against a blue
background. Both colors have the same monochromatic
value or brightness. The result would be that while the
color receiver would present a vivid contrast between the
two colors, the monochrome receiver would show both the
object and l)ackground in the same shade of grey. Subject
clarity would suffer badly.
This problem is, of course, not new to cinematographers.
They have known for years that color scenes must be eval¬
uated in terms of panchromatic black-and-white values. The
requirements of color filming for the television medium
simply emphasizes the importance of the dual approach.
Some important points in color filming for television
might well be considered as general “rules-of-thumb”:
Lighting — An extensive series of tests conducted by
Eastman Kodak Company revealed that color photography
for television transmission requires low lighting ratios (key
Continued on Page 308
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CINEMATOGRAPHY FOR TV

specialized

Continued From Page 306

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

fill)—ideally 2:1 or at most 3:1.
This again is nothing new to the
cinematographer. All color photogra¬
phy—whether for theatrical projection
or color television transmission — de¬

for

mands the same treatment. A properly
balanced color motion picture film gen¬

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TEI.EVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
1960 Catalog H on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLIYVYOOD

38,

CALIF.

erally will fare equally well in the the¬
atre and on the color TV receiver.
Actually, there is less difference be¬
tween lighting for color theatrical pro¬
duction and color television transmis¬
sion than is the case in black-and-white
photography. Common practice in mak¬
ing monochromatic motion pictures for
theatrical projection places the lighting
ratio at 4:1 or higher. Television
broadcasting, however, dictates that a
lighting ratio from 2:1 to 3:1 be used
for optimum results. Exceeding this
ratio produces a lack of detail in shad¬
ow areas and/or by highlight areas and
a general degradation of picture quality
on the television receiver.
Set Decoration—This is the area in
which consideration of monochromatic
rendition of colors becomes highly im¬
portant.
In general: No colors should be em¬
ployed in sets which approach skin
tones. All colors which might reflect or
contaminate picture content in an ad¬
verse manner should be avoided, and
no strong hues should he used in sets.
Saturation should be kept low on all
subjective colors and flat paints emjfloyed to cut reflection.
Costume choice should feature low
color saturation and high reflectance.
Make-up — In most cases, choice of
make-u]) for color television coincides
with that which is normal for co'or
motion pictures. Lipstick should he on
the light side—possibly lA, an orange
tone. Eye-shadow should he neutral.

where Viewfinders are not practical!
Lenses up to 80" focal lengths are avail¬
able for the new "See-Thru" Pathe'.

• Continuous Reflex Viewing!
No Parallax!
• Variable Shutter—180° -to Totally
Closed (Signalled)!
Variable Speeds — 8 to 80 Frames
Per See.!
m Motorization Provision
Photo Equip Catalog

A.C. 5/60
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Artificially-aged hair must he han¬
dled carefully. The acids of the hair
react differently with each make-up.
Quite often this phenomenon causes the
hair to appear green. In addition,
lacquer sprays should he avoided as
they cause black hair to appear blue
and brown hair to appear green.
Film Processing—Prime responsibil¬
ity for film and print contrast in the
use of color lies with the cinematog¬
rapher.
Unlike with black-and-white films,
there is little that can be done in the
laboratory to vary contrast on color
film.

When monochrome film, processed
for theatre projection proved to be
too contrasty for optimum picture qual¬
ity on television, laboratories developed
techniques to produce flatter prints by
varying gamma. To date, however, no
laboratory technique has proved suc¬
cessful in varying the contrast of color
films. The techniques that have been
tried have developed adverse side ef¬
fects. For example, the laboratory can
lower contrast by pre-flashing color
prints, but this procedure tends to cause
color desaturation.
The following method of evaluating
a color film for TV is recommended
where a closed circuit television sys¬
tem is not available to view the print
as it might appear on home television
receivers:
Using normal film projection equip¬
ment, reduce the over-all screen size
to no more than 21 inches on the diag¬
onal.
The screen illumination should have
a color temperature of approximately
5600° to 5800° Kelvin, and a bright¬
ness of 12 foot-lamberts. Introduce the
flare factor inherent in the color tele¬
vision receiver by shedding 114 footlamberts of ambient light on the screen.
Take a seat approximately 8 to 10
feet from the screen—the average tele¬
vision viewing distance. Do not view
the print in total darkness, but intro¬
duce a nominal amount of ambient
light in the room. Two small desk lamps
set up near the seating area should pro¬
vide the required illumination.
The conversion from color for the¬
atrical projection to color for television
transmission poses no insurmountable
problem for the Hollywood studio cine¬
matographer. He already possesses the
technical
background necessary to
achieve success in this special field of
motion picture photography. The sug¬
gestions set down above are intended
simply as reminders and guides to some
of the more important requirements of
color television. It is hoped that they
will be helpful to the cinematographer
in creating a quality product for the
coming color television market.
■
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In the Heart of Hollywood
You’ve Got to be Good!
Located for 24 years in the very heart of Hollywood,
Modern Movie Lab is in the most competitive situation
imaginable. Most of their work is rush, yet absolute top
quality must be maintained. That’s why they depend on
a Houston Fearless Labmaster*. Here’s what Eugene
Johnson, President, has to say:

Labmaster is the most versatile machine you can own.
Of modular design, you can buy a model now to satisfy
your present needs, then modify it later to process other
types of film. And it’s the most value for your money, too.
Labmaster’s low price, unlike some other makes, includes
a built-in refrigeration system, air compressor and every¬
thing else necessary to start operating.

“24 hours a day we must be ready to process our cus¬
tomer’s film as fast as it comes in. Yet we can’t afford
to take chances with quality. Every foot of film must be
perfect, with never a streak or a scratch. We’ve had our
Labmaster now for three years and know we can depend
on it at any time to do a job we’ll be proud of.’’

So, if you too are looking for complete dependability and
consistently high quality results.. .at a most attractive
price ... look to Labmaster! Send coupon for catalog and
prices now.

This is typical of labs throughout America that rely on
Labmasters to deliver perfect results with minimum super¬
vision. With fully automatic controls, the Labmaster is
easily operated by anyone ... even with little training.

16mm B&W Neg/Pos model only ^4,175
Also available in 16/35mm Neg/Pos, 16mm Reversal,
16 and 16/35mm Microfilm, Anscochrome and Ektachrome models.

’Trade Mark

HOUSTON
11805

W.

FEARLESS

CORPORATION

Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles

64,

California

Please send catalogs and prices on □ B&W Labmasters, □ Microfilm
Labmasters, □ Color Labmasters.
Name_
Firm___
Address_.
City_Zone_State_

See us in booth #112 at the S.M.P.T.E. Convention, L.A. May 2-5
the S.P.S.E. Meeting, Santa Monica, May 9-13.

and in booth # 14 at

veloping a system of producing and ex¬
hibiting wide-film motion pictures
known as Camera 65.

“OSCAR” WINNERS
Continued From
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light. And because shooting in Rome
extended from May until December, it
was necessary to aim for consistency in
the color temperature, so scenes shot in
May would look no different than those
shot in December, when days were
shorter and the sun closer to the hor¬
izon.

Can be used with a sound reader for single sys¬
tem; available for additional 35mni or I6mm
sprockets for double system film editing. Soundheads for magnetic tape can he added to addi¬
tional sprockets for any number of magnetic
tracks. Adapts easliy as combination viewer/syn¬
chronizer. assembled to your specific needs.
Priced ONLY $595
Available Soon; same model in
*

I6mm

Write for brochure

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT
-=209 WEST 48fh

310

STREET,

NEW

YORK 36,

N.Y.

also provides a negative from which
prints can be made for any standard or
wide-screen projection system, retain¬
ing the original vertical composition.)

“Surtees found the color temperature
of the Italian sunlight quite variable.
In Rome, especially, the luminosity is
intensive, yet is often characterized by

Wadsworth E. Pohl, William Evans,
Werner Hopf, S. E. Howse, Thomas P.
Dixon, Stanford Research Institute, and
Technicolor Corporation for the design

sharp changes that take place within
only a few hours. It was Surtees’ con¬
stant aim to produce negatives so pre¬
cisely color-balanced that the film lab¬
oratory’s task in correcting for color
would be reduced to a minimum and
result in prints approximating his ex¬
pectations.”

and development of the Technicolor
Electronic Printing Timer.

In addition to his Oscar winners, two
other pictures which Surtees photo¬
graphed were previously nominated for
Academy Awards for photography—
“Quo Vadis?”, 1952, and “Oklahoma,”
1956.
Mellor’s photography of “Peyton
Place” was nominated for the 1958
awards, but lost out to “Bridge On The
River Kwai” in the final voting—the
latter picture photographed by British
cinematographer Jack Hildyard.
“Ben-Hur”

made

almost

a

clean

sweep of the Oscar awards this year,
winning 12 in all: Best Picture, Best
Color Cinematography, Best Actor
(Charlton Heston), Best Direction
(William Wyler), Best Costume Design

This advanced professional NCE 35mm Viewer
combines the functions of viewer, synchronizer,
footage counter and frame counter—all in one
unit. Embodies many new advantages plus fea¬
tures found only in much higher priced units.
Built-in precision optical shutter assures extra¬
smooth projection of running picture; or of
single frame for frame-by-frame editing with a
sharp, clear, brilliant picture S'A" x 4'/4”.
Picture can be stopped and viewed for periods
of time without overheating or damage to film.

(This 65mm photographic system em¬
ploys newly-designed camera and print¬
ing lenses in a two-step anamorphic
process which minimizes distortion and
improves print sharpness. The system

(This device simulates the photo¬
graphic printing process electronically,
and by its adjustment provides timing
data for printing to the desired color
balance. With this direct viewing meth¬
od, color negatives can be timed rapidly
and accurately, resulting in improved
daily prints and operating economies.)
W'adsworth E. Pohl, Jack Alford,
Henry Imus, Joseph Schmit, Paul Eassnacht, Al Lofquist and Technicolor Cor¬
poration for the development and prac¬
tical application of equipment for wet
printing.
(The wet printing principle is em¬
ployed in this printer which transports
the negative through a liquid of proper
refractive index and into a position
where printing is accomplished while
the negative is coated by the liquid. By
printing in this manner, cinch marks,
scratches and abrasions are attenuated
so that they do not appear in the
prints.)

of a color production, Best Special Ef¬
fects, Best Supporting Actor, Best
Sound Achievement, Best Film Editing,
Best Art Direction (Color), Best Set
Direction (Color), and Best Music
Score.

Dr. Howard S. Coleman, Dr. A.
Erancis Turner, Harold S. Schroeder,
James R. Benford and Harold E. Rosenberger of the Bausch ■& Lomb Optical
Co., for the design and development of
the Balcold Projection Mirror.

Scientific and technical achievements
came in for greater recognition this
year, with a total of seven being sin¬
gled out by the Academy’s Board of
Governors, following recommendations
by its Scientific and Technical Awards
Committee. Instead of the Academy’s
traditional Oscar, Plaques and Certifi¬
cates of Merit are given by the Acad¬
emy for Class II and III scientific and
technical achievements.

(This projector arc lamp reflector
directs only the useful light upon the
film, rejecting the destructive heat rays.
The resultant decrease of heat at the
film aperture reduces film damage and
allows better in-focus projection.)

Plaques signifying Class II awards
were presented to:

(This machine cleans by transporting
the motion picture film through a sol¬
vent agitated by a supersonic generator
and then through a unique solvent re¬
mover. Because no mechanical contact

Douglas G. Shearer of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, and Robert E.
Gottschalk of Panavision, Inc., for de¬

Robert P. Gutterman of General
Kinetics Incorporated and the LipsnerSmith Corporation for the design and
development of the CF-2 Ultrasonic
Film Cleaner.
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Attaches quickly,
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plaster, brick, metal, tile,
etc. with Lowel-Light
Gaffer-Tape.
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universal swivel, heat
insulated finger grips,
high temperature cord
and socket, sturdy
aluminum construction.
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New notch-and-chain
device clamps instantly
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NEW
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is made with the picture area, negative
film may he cleaned with complete

frame of the film, making a matched

safety.)
Certificates
signifying
honoralile
mention for Class III awards were pre¬
sented to:

“Can-Can” features some magnifi¬
cently choreographed dance routines,

Uh Iivcrks of Walt Disney Produc¬
tions for the design of an improved
optical printer for special effects and
matte shots.
(This optical printer combines the
images from three projection units si¬
multaneously. each adjustable for posi¬
tion, magnification, film direction, and
timing with a viewing device for the
operator to check his composite results
during line-up and operation. As many
as six films may he superimposed at
one time in this printer.)
E. L. Stones, Glen Robinson, It in¬
field Hubbard and Luther Newman of
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Construction
Department for the design of a multiple
calile remote controlled winch.
(This winch drives endless cables to
which miniatures are attached. By the
location of sheaves and selection of pul¬
ley diameters, direction and speed of
miniatures are controlled and dupli¬
cated.)
Presentation of the Technical Awards
was not a part of the Presentation Cere¬
monies at the BlxO-Pantages theatre
this year 1 the show that was televised )
hut took ])lace later at the Academy's
post-awards banquet and hall at the
Beverly Hilton Hotel.
■

FILMING “CAN-CAN”
Confinued From
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was solved by coating the woodwork
with a pale grey wash that changed the
surface to a shade much lighter than
normal, while still retaining the visible
grain of the wood. 1 knew in advance
that these colors would he a real prob¬
lem to light but I okayed them because
the color ])lan appealed to me.”
There is only one “exterior” set in
the film— a Paris night street scene
outside the music hall, 400 feet long
and built at a reported cost of S85.000.
Poj)ulated with horse-drawn carriages,
cocettes and dandies of the period, the
scene first appears on the screen in the
form of a painting just as the opening
titles fade. By means of a precisely
matched dissolve the painting comes to
life and the scene serves to establish
the locale, the mood and the period of
the picture. To produce this effect the
scene was photographed first and the
painting was matched to a hlovvn-up

dissolve possible.

all of which take place in areas of the
music hall set, and Daniels adapted
his photography to make each one of
them look different. The Apache num¬
ber. in which Shirley MacLaine is
thrown around in turn by five lusty
lads, is probably the most violent dis¬
play of mayhem ev^er to come under
the heading of terpsichore. The muchvaunted Can-Can routine, which re¬
portedly
shocked
Soviet
Premier
Khrushchev's
proletariat
propriety
when he visited the set during shooting,
is tame by comparison and about as
naughty as a Ladies Aid pot-luck pic¬
nic. The choreographic high-point of
the ])icture, however, is the spectacular
“Carden of Eden” ballet. For originali¬
ty of concept, precision of execution
and sheer physical beauty it has rarely,
if ever, been equaled on the screen.
The “Garden of Eden” number was
the most difficult, most expensive and
most time-consuming sequence to film
in the picture. It was rehearsed for six
weeks and took five days to shoot. It
tells the story of the Fall of Man in an
extraordinarily imaginative way. Pho¬
tographically it presented some formi¬
dable problems. The ballet takes place
on an auxiliary stage of tbe music hall,
on an elevated platform. As the cur¬
tains part it is night in the Garden of
Eden. Adam and Eve and all of their
animal playmates are fast asleep. The
entire scene is suffused with blue light.
Then, as dawn breaks, the blue gradu¬
ally changes to pink and the inhabit¬
ants of the garden awaken. During the
course of the action, when Eve bites
into the apple, the overall pink light
changes to gold and the tempo of the
routine builds to a fast-paced climax.
Appearing smooth and
simple on the screen,
changes from blue to pink
gold required extremely

deceptively
these light
and pink to
complicated

electrical rigging and a unique type of
dimming set-iq). The backing of the
set was approximately 250 feet wide,
and all of it had to be lighted in addi¬
tion to tbe foreground areas. Moreover,
a double set of lights on two separate
circuits had to be rigged side by side
—oue set with blue filters, the other
vv'ith pink. In all, 47,000 amperes of
light had to he installed on the one set.
This incredible amount of lighting
(enough to illuminate a fair-sized
town) was necessary for several rea-
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sons. First, the picture was shot just
before Eastmau-Kodak introduced its
new high-speed color negative. Daniels
had to use the old slower type Eastman

RENT
CAMERA LENSES
Now! If you are working on a
tight budget, but want to make
a tremendous showing at a small
outlay .
your T.V. station can
RENT the World's finest Lenses
from B & J. Extensive selection!
Off-the-shelf Delivery! Pioneers
in T.V. Optics—since 1936!

..

Write for new T.V. Lens Listing.

BURKE & JAMES, INC.
321

1

S. Wabash, Chicaga 4, III._
AC
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color, which the manufacturer rates at
ASA 25. but which he exposes at ASA
16 because he prefers a lighter nega¬
tive. Also, the Todd-AO process, with
its 65mm negative uses lenses of ap¬
proximately twice the focal length of
those used on 35mm cameras. Thus,
in order to get any depth of field at
all it was necessary to stop down to at
least f 1.0. Third, there was the ne¬
cessity of a double installation of light¬
ing units to permit the change from
one color to another. And, fourth,
the colored gelatin filters used in front
of the lamps greatly reduced the in¬
tensity of the exposurable light.
Under simpler conditions the light
changes could have been easily han¬
dled hy means of dimmers, but the
largest single dimmers used in the film
industry can handle only 100 amperes.
Thus a more comprehensive set-uj)
was required. It was decided to use the
main source of power supplied liy huge
generator plants within the studio it¬
self, and to control the generators like
dimmers. Eour separate generators
with remote controls were hooked up
so that each lighting circuit was sup¬
plied l)y two generators. When filming
the scene, the two controlling the cir¬
cuit of blue lights were started first. As
the action progressed and the first
light transition was called for, these
two generators were gradually slowed
until the lights were extinguished.
While at the same time the other two
generators (controlling the pink lights)
were stepped up from slow to full
speed. Two men on the set handled the
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four remote controls that dimmed the
generators, located some distance away.
Cued to precise moments in the action,
they had to synchronize their move¬
ments exactly in order to effect a
smooth transition. The same technique
was used later in the sequence for the
transition from pink to gold light. In
the center of the set was a stylized
tree with blinking lights in which the
serpent reposed. As she slithered down
the tree trunk she was bathed in a
weird green light to accentuate her
startling green-sequined costume.
Cinematographer Daniels was metic¬
ulous in selecting the hues of the filters.
He had to choose colors which were
correct for the changing moods, while
keeping in mind the rate at which gel¬
atin filters of various colors fade when
exposed to extremes of heat and light
for prolonged periods. This was a
major problem. Some gelatin filters
faded so fast that often by the time
a set-up was made and the company
ready for a take, everything had to
stop while the fading filters were
changed. The gold filters held up quite
well, and a blue was found that would
not fade too quickly; hut the pink
would fade out to white within an hour.
Incandescent lighting units were
used exclusively to film the ballet, with
the exception of a few arcs placed as
high hack-lights to add sparkle, plus
two theatre-type arc spots used to fol¬
low the principal dancers.
Photography of the “Garden of
Eden” ballet called for much violent
camera movement. The camera, mount¬
ed on Hollywood’s largest camera
boom, was continually moving in and
out, necessitating the co-ordination of
many elements and much heavy equip¬
ment—and yet. so smoothly were these
camera movements executed, they are
not too obvious to the viewer.
The follow spotlights were also
mounted on large booms, which were
moved in and out precisely on cue.
Daniels has loud praise for the lighting
equipment at 20th Century-Eox. He
especially
appreciates
the
lighting
units which have controls permitting
the light intensity to be equalized over
a distance of perhaps 50 feet, as an ac¬
tor approaches or withdraws from the
camera. In many studios using con¬
ventional lighting equipment, the units
have to be rolled in and out with the
performer to maintain the same light
intensity on him as he moves. With the
Eox studio equipment, when an actor
moves from a foreground to a hack-
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ground position, the intensity of the
light illuminating him can be con¬
trolled within the lamp itself, without
the necessity of moving it.
Although the “Garden of Eden” bal¬
let was a most difficult number to pho¬
tograph, so carefully was the camera
and boom operations planned that not
once was the company held up because
of camera pi'ohlems. “It was a very
strenuous routine for the dancers,’
Daniels observes. “It was extremely
athletic, with much running and jumpiim throushout. We had to make sure
that everything worked properly be¬
cause we didn't want those kids to
have to do a dance number any oftener
than necessary, or to have to make
additional takes because of camera
problems. If the dancing was right we
wanted to be right, too. As it turned
out. we were able to shoot as fast as
the dancers could stand it.”
Audiences seeing “Can-Can” are im¬
pressed by how well the actors look.
This is not due to make-up. but rather
to a lack of make-up. Daniels has never
believed in using make-up on men in
films, except where a heavy character¬
ization is called for. “Men invariably
look artificial wearing make-up.” he
explains. “They look much more natur¬
al without it and more attractive, too,
because they appear more virile. W e
ask them to use sunlamps or to get out
in the sun for a fair tan prior to and
during shooting. Sometimes they had
to shave again late in the afternoon, or
we covered the beard with a bit of base.
If there was a little blemish—what of
it?”
Daniels’ credo obviously influenced
the make-up situation, for no make-up
was used on the men performing in
“Can-Can”, and they all looked fine.
To compensate, however, it was neces¬
sary to use a much darker base on the
women than usual—a shade that is
normallv used for men. But the dark
base was flattering to the girls because
it made their teeth and the whites of
their eyes appear much whiter. It is
safe to say that Shirley MacLaine has
never looked more attractive on the
screen than she does in this film.
Having worked in the Todd-AO pro¬
cess for the first time for “Can-Can’’,
Daniels is very much sold on the proce.'^s. He likes the large 6.5mm negative
which gives about four times as much
information on the frame as .55mm.
The re.'^olving power is consequently in¬
creased and a much sharper picture re¬
sults on the screen.
“Of course, as in any wide-film pro-
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ce.ss, you have to use longer focal length
lenses having far less depth of field. ”
Daniels observes, “Init we control this
by using more light ajul stopping down,
’t on have to be careful in staging be¬
cause of the splits in planes of action.
^ on can never shoot with critical focus
ou one of a group of two or three ])eople because thev are not all in the same
plane—so every shot (except a closeup
of one person) l)ecomes a split-focus
shot.
“I never arbitrarily select a stop, al¬
though I might aim for a particular
one as an idea. On the set we usuallv
establish the problem and then refer to
our depth-of-field scales. From these we
determine what aperture is necessary
and how much light is called for. If the
scene as planned is beyond the limit of
the available light units, or where it
demands more lights than makes sense,
then we arrange for the action of the
scene to be changed to meet the ilepth
requirements. All of the directors I
have worked with have been willing to

do this. They are intelligent men who
know that there are certain things a
lens can and cannot do. New lens de¬
signs and faster films are helping a
great deal to minimize this problem in
wide-film photograjihy.”
Daniels, who won an Academy Oscar
several vears ago for his black-andwhite photography of Mark Hellinger’s “Naked City.” has a long roster
of recent outstanding films to his credit.
His susgestion that “Cat on a Hot Tin
Hoof” l»e shot in color created a co!itroversy since no one had ever dared
film a Tennessee Williams vehicle in
color before, believing that color would
ruin the mood. The picture, a great
commercial success, also won Daniels
an Academy nomination last year.
Since then he has photoghaphed “Some
Came Hunning,” “A Hole in the Head.”
“Never So Few.” “All the Fine Young
Cannibals,” and “Oceans IF” But it is
“Can-Can” that will |irobablv vvin him
his second Oscar.

■

FILM8NG A WHALE HUNT IN THE ANTARCTIC
Continued

From

Page 291

neared the catcher ship, we were told
that we would have to jump between
the two vessels.
We managed to make the perilous
leap, luit nearly lost some of our film
overboard when a package slipped
from one of the men’s fingers.
The moment we landed on deck we
knew that our work aboard this ves¬
sel was going to be rough. The ship
was rocking in a drunken 40-degree
arc. We easily imagined what it would
be like when the ship got under way.
Because of this constant pitching
and rolling, a tripod proved to be a
useless piece of equipment. Also, the
deck vibrated too much to provide a
solid base even for the inboard shots.
Thus, we had to haud-hold the cameras
and take up as many of the shocks as
possible with our bodies.
Trickiest scenes to make aboard the
catcher ship were those of the gunner
firing his weapon. We could never he
sure just when a whale would sound
close enough for him to get in a good
shot. After missing several times, we
learned to start our cameras every
time he gave the slightest hint of shoot¬
ing. We used up yards of film on false
starts, but we got the footage we
needed.
We found that whales, despite their
average 65-foot length, were elusive
targets both for us and the gunner. The

mammals would come up with a rush
to breathe and then dive again within
seconds. To make shots of the whales
sounding, we had to move out to the
bow platform beside the gunner. From
this vantage point we were able to
shoot without obstruction.
Here the Bolex camera’s reflex sys¬
tem, improved with addition of a
Pelle grini - Piek dual - power viewer,
proved invaluable. Maintaining sharp
focus was a constant problem, because
it was not easy to estimate distances
in the open sea. But the magnifying
viewer provided us with an enlarged
image which we could easily check.
Although we did not always need
them for photographic purposes, we
kept skylight filters on our lenses at
all times to protect the lens surfaces
from stray drops of water or, as when
shooting in the factory ship, from
splashes of whale’s blood. We found
it much easier to remove moisture
from the filter than from the lens.
We discovered also that if we had
to step brielly into a cabin, condensa¬
tion would occur on the filter, but not
on the elements of the lens beneath.
The filter acted as a sort of insidating
cap which prevented the air inside
from warming too rapidly.
Because earlier we had shot several
sequences for this film in the tropics,
we had not drained and replaced the
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oil in our cameras. Later, in the colder
Antarctic weather we frequently held
the cameras inside our jackets to pre¬
vent them from freezing.
When we had filmed several com¬
plete whale hunts, we moved hack to
the factory ship and finished our cov¬
erage there. But we still lacked needed
shots of the ships taken from the sur¬
face of the water. We needed these
scenes badly for cutaway material.
On the day before we were scheduled
to start back to Japan, we managed to
wangle a ride in one of the small shut¬
tle boats. After I had shot several
scenes and was ready to quit. I noticed
a catcher ship moving on a course
across our bow. It was heading under
full helm and sending up sheets of
spray.
Hurriedly I wound the camera,
checked the lens and pressed the start¬
ing button. I allowed the ship to make
a clean entrance into the frame and
held it centered for several seconds be¬
fore it passed beyond us. With this
scene on film the closing shot of our
movie was in the can.
On the 25-day voyage back to Japan
we had time to review some of the
things we had learned about photo-

RYDER SYNC DRIVE

graphing whaling in the Antarctic.
The light was often brighter than we
supposed. The only way we were able
to determine the correct exposure for
every shot was by using a meter, for
it was impossible to detect by eye the
subtle light changes which occurred
from minute to minute.
We had to tie each piece of equip¬
ment around our shoulders most of the
time we were at work in order to have
both hands free as we moved about, to
guard against possible falls. While
shooting we had to brace ourselves
against whatever support we could find
and loop our arms around stanchions
to keep our balance.
Moisture caused us more trouble
than the cold. We had to spend several
minutes out of every hour, wiping our
equipment. We cleaned the lens filters
constantly. A water-tight case, similar
to those used for underwater photog¬
raphy, would have solved many prob¬
lems.
Although we had intended using the
footage we brought back for a lecture
film, select scenes are scheduled to be
shown on Japanese television as soon as
editing can be completed.

■

SPACE-AGE—NEW CHALLENGE FOR CINEMATOGRAPHY
Continued From

Page 289

Mitchells, and with 35mm Eyemos.
More specialized cameras having time
register devices, are used for engineer¬
ing sequential coverage. These include
the 16mm Milliken, 16mm and 35mm
Fastax, 16mm and 35mm high-speed
Mitchells, and huge 35mm and 70mm
IGOR and ROTI tracking telescopes.
The various cameras are set up and
operated by RCA cameramen who are
contracted to the Air Force for this
operation. The Air Force, of course,
has its own film production personnel
—the 1365th Photo Group, from ARCS
headquarters in Orlando, Florida—that
photographs special reports on film.
Today, missile contractors have men
like the author functioning as Photo
Coordinators, whose job it is to direct
and coordinate all the filming activities
of the Air Force, Army, Navy, and of
the NASA missiles program, which in¬
cludes the Thor, Thor-Able, Juno, Pola¬
ris, Atlas, Titan, Saturn, and others.
The coordinator’s filming assignments
vary from the test site arrival of a
“Space Bird” to the documentary alert
and footage of a launch or static test.
The footage obtained from these as¬
signments provide accurate pictorial
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data of a missile launch for engineer¬
ing groups, and military and govern¬
ment agencies. Much of it goes to make
up
contractual
quarterly
reports,
monthly “inputs,” and special motion
picture releases shown to the public.
Some missile contractors utilize the
medium of single-system sound film,
produced with the aid of Auricon
16mm cameras, to provide comprehen¬
sive audio-visual reports of a missile
pre-launch or a launching operation at
the Atlantic Missile Range. The filmed
reports are then flown to the west coast
where Air Force Ballistic Missile Divi¬
sion officials and missile contractor en¬
gineers screen them. These reports, in
picture and sound, make it unnecessary
for officials to travel back and forth
across the country to witness missiles
in operation, and at the same time bind
east and west coast offices into a more
effective technological entity.
Thus we see motion pictures, which
achieved their initial success as the
world’s leading entertainment medium,
advancing to still greater importance
by serving our government in its most
formidable undertaking—the conquest
of space.
■

Continued From Page 293

drilling through the camera case to
make connection with this shaft—can
be adapted to use the Ryder Sync Cam¬
era Drive. The latter, as previously
stated, is essentially a tiny generator
and has no motor of its own; it is
driven by the camera motor, when at¬
tached thereto, or by the camera mech¬
anism—as in the case of spring driven
cameras.
Electric motor driven cameras, such
as the Arrifiex 16 and 35, Auricon 72,
74 and 75. Eclair Camerette 35-16,
Mitchell 16, Mitchell BNC-35, Maurer
16, Bolex H-16 Rex, Bell & Howell 70
and 240, and the Cine Special are
readily adapted to the Ryder Sync
Drive—the device being mounted on
the camera motor.
It is possible, of course, to utilize the
original quarter-inch tape recording
when screening a 16mm picture, for
which no sound transfer has yet been
made to perforated film, providing that
the projector is equipped with a Ryder
sync motor attached to the 1440 R.P.M.
shaft. (Note that this is a motor, a dif¬
ferent item than the Ryder Sync
Drive), This motor drives the film in¬
termittent only when the projector
clutch is disengaged, so that its motor
no longer drives the machine, and the
sync motor then drives the film inter¬
mittent. The regular projector motor
continues to drive the takeup and the
cooling fan. This method is adaptable
to 16mm silent or sound projectors,
such as the various Bell & Howell mod¬
els, which permit disengaging the
clutch.
By employing a 16mm magnetic
sound projector, such as the Bell &
Howell 202, equipped and operated as
described above, it is possible to trans¬
fer to magnetic-striped picture film pic¬
ture tracks previously recorded with the
Perfectone synchronized by the Ryder
Sync Motor Drive on the camera. This
method, plus a number of others which
the Ryder-Perfectone combination now
opens up to the professional film mak¬
er, will be described in detail in tbe
five examples which follow:
1) To screen pictures with the syn¬
chronized sound reproduced directly
from the original tape (instead of re¬
recording it to film), photograph
picture with camera equipped with Ry¬
der Sync Motor Drive, and record
sound with Perfectone recorder operat¬
ing under the Ryder sync-pulse control.
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Screen the processed film on a projec¬
tor equipped with clutch and sync mo¬
tor operating under control of the
sync signal from the sound tape during
playback. By this method “dailies” or
“rushes” can he screened with the

3) Photograph and record as in ex¬
ample No. 1, then transfer sound from
the tape to magnetic-striped picture
film in editorial sync (sound and pic¬
ture side-by-side). Edit picture film
and sound track at same time. Then
transfer I re-record) the edited sound
track to quarter-inch tape and transfer
this to the picture film after striping it
for sound—with the picture and sound
in projection sync. The original camera
film thus evolves as edited picture and
sound. In this procedure, it is also pos¬
sible to add narration, music and sound
effects to the original recording.
This method is a simple way to pro¬
duce an edited “one only” sync-sound
film with mixed tracks without resort¬
ing to use of multiple tapes and com])osite jirinting. It ])rovides single-sys-
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sound as soon as a processed print is
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tem simplicity with douhle-system pro¬
fessional sound quality. Furthermore, it
has a distinct advantage over single¬
system filming in that the picture may
he cut at any point in editing without
damaging the sound track—since the
latter is side-hy-side with the picture.
4) A fourth method is to shoot the
picture and record sound as in example
No. 1, then transfer the sound to
sprocketed 16mm magnetic film for ed¬
iting. Edit sound and picture films
side-by-side. Then transfer the edited
16mm sound film to the edited picture
after it is striped for sound. The sound
may also he transferred to an optical
track for use in the production of com¬
posite sound-and-picture prints.
5) Shoot the picture and record the
sound as outlined in example No. 1,
then transfer sound from the tape to
sprocketed 16mm magnetic film. Edit
sound and picture side-hy-side. Screen
picture and sound, using the “preview”
method of running both films locked to¬
gether in sync in a modified 16mm
sound projector. Such a method was

described in the April, 1960, issue of
American Cinematographer (“A Sound
System For Sixteen-MM,” Pg. 244).

effect is achieved by directing the scene
as it would be staged for any conven¬
tional cinematographic process.

This method includes a system of
changing the synchronization l)etween
picture and sound during reproduction.

The Ultra-Panavision extract method

Thus, sound can he synchronized with
the picture, even though no clap-sticks
were used at time of shooting.
Not only will the new Ryder Sync
Camera Drive and Perfectone quarterinch tape recorder simplify the pro¬
duction of professional 16mm motion
pictures for a wide area of use. hut the
equipment also simplifies production
procedures with consequent substantial
savings in production costs.
Because each make or type of motion
picture

camera

presents

a

different

mounting problem, it is necessary for
purchasers of the Ryder Sync Camera
Drive to send their cameras to the Mag¬
netic Sales Corp. for installation of the
equipment. List price of the unit, not
including

installation,

is

around
■

$175.00.

PANAVISION’S PROGRESS
Continued

From
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process—and both scenes then pro¬
jected, one following the other—cer¬
tain startling differences would imme¬
diately be noticeable. One difference
is that the Ultra-Panavision method
produces no bending or curvature of
horizons; water horizons, for example,
remain straight.
Another improve¬
ment affects the perspective of scenic
shots. For example, mountains in the
distance, photographed in Ultra-Pana¬
vision, retain approximately the same
height in relation to foreground ob¬
jects as when viewed with the naked
eye. The same scene photographd in
a three-camera process, with its wide

scene photographed in 65mm for
Ultra-Panavision extraction such dis¬
tortion would be rectified; no matter
how closely the camera approached
the ship there would he no bending
of lines on the screen—result of the
scene being photographed with a
single lens having a single perspec¬
tive.

angle lenses, would produce a diminu¬

at an angle to each other. In other

tion of the distant mountains, flatten¬

words, they must move in false per¬

ing them out, reducing the apparent

spective along false lines.

steepness and producing a much less

Cinerama production this problem be¬

dramatic perspective.

came so acute that special sets had to

When filming in Cinerama or Cinemiracle, as the camera moves gradu¬

Take a scene in which two people
appear, one on either side of the
screen, and they begin to walk toward
each other. The only way they can
he made to appear to meet, using a
three-camera process, is to direct the
actors to walk along paths which are

be

built with

curves

In a recent

and

bends

to

rectify the false perspective inherent

ally in on a large flat object ( an ocean

in

liner, for example), the ship begins to

extracts produced by the Ultra-Pana¬

bend about a third of the way back

vision method are projected in exactly

from the how and about a third of

the same manner as those produced

the way toward the center from the

by three-camera systems—but lines do

stern, so that when the ship fills the

not bend, horizons are straight, close-

screen it is bent fore and aft, creat¬

ups are natural, and when people walk

ing a ludicrous effect. Were the same

toward each other a perfectly realistic
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three-camera

systems.

Three-strip

has other important technical advan¬
tages resulting in much smoother pre¬
sentations. In Cinerama and Cinemiracle, three separate strips of film
run through three separate cameras
having three separate movements. It
is technically impossible to adjust
these movements so that they are
exactly the same. Even slight differ¬
ences are greatly magnified on the
huge screen, producing an inevitable
jiggle between the three panels. Since
the Ultra-Panavision negative is pho¬
tographed in one camera with a single
movement, this problem is eliminated.
One of the greatest advantages of
the L Itra-Panavision extract method
becomes apparent in the developing
and printing of the three final .35mm
strips that go to make up the com¬
plete picture. A serious problem in
the three-camera system has always
been the struggle to get an even match
of color tones and densities between
the separate panels.
The difficulty
again lies in the fact that three sepa¬
rate strips of negative must be used.
Even though film having the same
emulsion number is used in all three
cameras and constant control is main¬
tained in the developing process, a cer¬
tain variation in color tone and density
is almost unavoidable, especially in
scenes which include a great expanse
of sky.
There is no such problem with the
44tra-Panavision method because the
entire original frame of the picture
is on one piece of film and receives
the same uniform development. Since
only one lens has been used in shoot¬
ing the frame that becomes three
segments, there is no necessity to
compensate in printing for slight dif¬
ferences in light transmission as when
processing
negatives
produced
by
three different lenses of three-camera
systems.
Panavision’s system also offers im¬
portant economic advantages to the
producer in the phases of editing and
exhibition. Instead of having to make
three separate strips of work print for
editing, a single 35mm print-down
work print is made from the 65mm
negative. Thus, editing can proceed
at the same rate as with a conven¬
tional
35mm
feature.
The
same
marked work print can also be used
for scoring and dubbing, making it

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

unnecessary to become involved in the
expensive and cumbersome 3-strip
pliase until after the negative has been
cut and the answer print is about to

PRECISION FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer

he made.
Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00

Features photographed with threecamera systems can only he shown on
a first run, roadshow basis in the few
theatres that have special (and ex¬
tremely costly) triple-projection set¬
ups. The difficulty of producing a
smooth composite of the three panels
on a single film precludes a second
run on conventional equipment, thus
denying the producer any further
revenue. Features produced with the
Ultra-Panavision extract method, how¬
ever, can enjoy a roadshow run with
3-strip projection, and can also he
printed down to 35mm standard or
in anamorphic aspect ratios for profit¬
able second runs in general theatres.
The economic advantage to the pro¬
ducer is enormous.

Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm

magnetic
sound
readers

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50

optical

magnetic film

sound

and tape

readers

sound

Model 600 RL

reader

$195.00

Model

movement

MAY

•

an

Its outstanding inno¬
entirely

designed

1960

new
by

type

:
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HOUSTON FEARLESS

FI

PANORAM

LABORATORIES

DOLLIES

Established 1949

Thoroughly Overhauled

SPECIALIZING .

—

In IBrnm Film developing and printing

SPECIAL LOW PRICE:

Super Anscochromo force-developed to A.S.A. 400
• 16MM ANSCOCHROME

Deliveryl
315

.

Guaranteed

Immediate

of

Panavision

For Free

iil PRECISION LABORATORIES

run so quietly that quality sound can
be recorded with the mike right next

Send

F.O.B. Fac

The first of the new Panavision
65mm series is a self-blimped camera
similar to the regular stock Mitchell
BNC in size and appearance, but in¬
corporating several features unique in
camera design. It is engineered to

is

700

$198.50

Two of the three new Panavision
65mm cameras, designed and built
completely at the Panavision plant,
are very similar in size and weight
to present studio 35mm cameras. They
are extremely versatile, operate quietly
without the need for cumbersome
blimps, and can readily be set up and
moved around with speed.

vation

Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.

optical-

ing and expensive.

to the camera.

$32.50 ea.

$215.75

It is also with the producer and his
budget in mind that Panavision has
designed and built a new series of
light-weight, compact 65mm cameras,
together with a whole new series of
lightweight lenses (both anamorphic
and spherical) in a wide range of
focal lengths to fit these cameras.
The cameras originally used in the
Panavision 65mm processes for photo¬
graphing “Ben Hur” and “The Big
Fisherman” were outsized, heavy ma¬
chines which, because they did not
have silent movements, had to be
housed in cumbersome blimps that
weighed 300 lbs. minus the camera.
As a result each new set-up was a
major project—difficult, time-consum¬

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchron I z e r with

4-Wheel .$1,400.00

•

16MM B&W REVERSAL

5-Wheel

•

16MM B&W NEGATIVE

•

16MM B&W POSITIVE

.

1,800.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36. N.

Y.

350 West 50th Street, New York 19, N.Y.
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CECO
EQUIPMENT BARGAINS
USED CAMERAS & ACCESSORIES
ARRIFLEX 16mm
w/matte
box,
16mm,
25mm, and 50mm Xenon lenses.$1400.00
ARRIFLEX 16mm Head Only. 1100.00
CINE-VOICE conversion turret camera, 13
mm, 25mm and 63mm lenses, one 400
ft. magazine, amplifier, mike and cables 1000.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm IIA Camera w/matte box,
28mm F.2 Xenon, 50mm
F2 Xenon,
75mm F2 Xenon,
two 400 ft.
color
magazines, two 200 ft. magazines, one
deluxe fibre carrying case, one 15 tt.
motor power cable. 1995.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm w/120° shutter, motor,
matte box, 35mm, 50mm, and 75mm
Zeiss lenses, battery and charger. 1000.00
CINEFLEX 35mm Camera w/200 ft. maga¬
zine, 12 Volt DC motor, and power cord

400.00

BELL & HOWELL Filmo
16mm Camera,
single lens, w/one inch F3.5 lens.

50.00

FILMO Camera w/Spider Turret, new type
positive finder, and Frezzo-lite bracket.
No lens.

150.00

BELL & HOWELL Standard Camera #616
w/170“ shutter, unit I shuttle, over¬
hauled and refinished. 2500.00
BELL & HOWELL Standard Model
D.D.
High Speed Camera w/cable and extra
belts, case. 2600.00
BERNDT-MAURER
16mm
Single
System
Camera,
w/sound
equipment,
galvo,
amplifier,
three
lenses,
two 400
ft.
magazines and six cases. 1850,00
CINE SPECIAL I Camera w/100 ft. maga¬
zine and case, no lens.

250.00

CINE SPECIAL Camera w/4 lens turret and
100 ft. magazine #0618.

450.00

MAURER 05 Camera Head Only,
with
built-in features and one 400 ft. maga¬
zine . 1900.00
NEUMADE 35mm film measuring machine
w/4 digit counter that measures footage
only, 8 frame, 32 tooth sprocket hub
with
individual
controlled
tension
rollers .

40.00

MOVIOLA 35/35 UDPVCS Small Preview,
no magnetic, black model.

1200.00

MOVIOLA 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag¬
netic, composite sound.

900.00

MOVIOLA 35/35 Preview large screen w/
magnetic,
footage
counters
on
both
heads .

1800.00

MOVIOLA RDU
and universal
NEUMADE
machine

Rewinds w/end supports
joint (new condition).... 50.00 pair

"Neuvator"
16mm
cleaning
.

270.00

MOVIOLA editing machine (UCS) 35/35
old
model
cutters machine only,
no
take up arms, optical composite sound..

375.00

MOVIOLA 35mm Model "D" Bulls Eye,
cutter head only, no take up arms.

150.00

MOVIOLA Model "D " Picture Head w/
take up arms,
variable
speed,
foot
pedal .

200.00

PRECISION Reader 16/35 Model 700 sound
reader, magnetic only.

110.00

PRECISION Sound Reader, Optical Only,
Model 600.

100.00

MOVIOLA 16/16 w/Bulls Eye, no mag¬
netic, composite sound.

900.00

ZOOMAR lens, 1

mount

150.00

PAN Cinor, 20 to 60mm in "C " mount.

to 3 inch, in

"S "

150.00

CINEGON 20mm in Arri

375.00

mount.

CINE Special Variable Motor,

110 Volt.

225.00

EYEMO Motor, Variable Speed, 24 Volt....

65.00

BELL & HOWELL Model J Printer,

16mm.... 2800.00

FILMLINE Model ‘‘K'‘, 16mm Neg. Posi tive
Processor,
w/air
compressor,
syphon
and transfer pump, angle iron stand.
1200 ft. capacity. 1000.00

SOUND EQUIPMENT
G-924

Mixer

(3-position).$ 250.00

MAGNASYNC Recorder 16mm X-400.

600.00

MAGNASYNC Recorder 602E-5.

1100.00

REEVES

1200.00

16mm

PVlOO

Recorder.

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
BELL & HOWELL
179
16mm
Projectors
w/separate speaker.$ 200.00
DEVRY 35mm projectors (available with
sound equipment).

500.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street,
New York 36,
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engineers, which includes a 200°
shutter—a feature that has heretofore
never been available in 65nim studio
cameras. The advantages of a 200°
shutter are twofold: (1) It permits
the cinematographer to stop the lens
down farther with a given amount of
light, insuring a greater depth of
field, and (2)
it greatly reduces
“cross-screen strobbing”—a phenome¬
non which occurs when large, sharplydefined objects move across the screen
so rapidly that there is a considerable
span of movement between each indi¬
vidual frame. This effect is especially
disturbing on larger screens where
definition is sharper. The 200° shut¬
ter opening allow's a greater amount
of blur to show on the edges of mov¬
ing objects, resulting in less empha¬
sis on the strobe effect. It also allows
for smoother panning of close objects.
Another advantage of the new Panavision 65mm camera movement is that
it operates in such a way that the
film is brought to an abrupt stop with
the registration pins fully into the
perforations, and the film is stopped
before the shutter opens for the ex¬
posure. The shutter opens and closes
completely before the pins start to
withdraw; then the claws pull the film
down, insuring a steady picture on the
screen.
Panavision has also developed what
it calls its “standard” 65mm camera,
which is similar to an NC. It has a si¬
lent movement and was designed to he
used in conjunction with the selfhlimped model when two cameras are
required on the scene. It is also so
designed that, in the event that any¬
thing happens to camera No. 1, it is
possible in a matter of minutes to re¬
move that camera from the housing
and substitute camera No. 2.
Still another (and perhaps the most
revolutionary) 65mm camera model
produced by Panavision is a hand-held
model with a hand-grip and form-fitting shoulder support. Carrying a 500
foot magazine, it is extremely compact
in design. The camera with magazine
and motor weights a mere 24 Ihs. The
motor operates from a lightweight wetor dry-cell battery pack.

other cameras could not be used. Let
us consider, for example, a scene that
must be shot from an almost inacces¬
sible spot—like the top of a tree or
telephone pole, the mast of a ship, or
the front of a small rowboat. To shoot
such a scene, even in 35mm, with a
camera of the NC type would require
a great deal of time spent in rigging
and in many cases the shot could not
be made at all.
The small portable 65mm Panavi¬
sion camera can either be carried up
to the remote vantage point and hand¬
held by the operator, or it can be
quickly mounted with a clamp and
tripod socket. It permits easy shoot¬
ing in 65mm from cars and other
moving vehicles and can be quickly
rigged for automatic shooting by
means of remote switches. When not
actually used as a hand-held camera,
the pistol-grip and curved shoulderl)race are readily detachable so the
camera can be mounted on a tripod
like any standard studio camera.
All three of the new' Panavision
65mm cameras are being used for the
first time in photographing Otto
Preminger’s production of “Exodus,”
which is currently shooting on loca¬
tion in Israel. To complement the
new cameras the company has created
a whole new series of lightweight
anamorphic and spherical lenses, the
new widest angle lens having an un¬
distorted angular field of w'ell over
100 degrees.
an

The Auto-Panatar lens, which won
Academy Technical Award last

year, is a taking lens for 35mm
anamorphic photography.
Extremely
sharp and completely free from dis¬
tortion even in the closest closeups,
the Auto-Panatar series has already
been used in

many feature produc¬

tions,
A

final

Panavision

achievement,

which bids fair to revolutionize 35mm
anamorphic photography of night se¬
quences in color, is the new UltraSpeed Panatar lens with its incredible
speed

of

f/1.0

Available in

50mm

focal length it permits, for example,
photographing scenes in

front of a

While the most interesting feature

lighted store window with moderately

of the camera is that it actually can
he hand-held, producing a steady
image under the most difficult condi¬
tions—its greatest advantage to the
camerman is that its extreme light
weight and compact size permit it to
he quickly set up in positions where

fast film using little or no auxiliary
lighting.

Director

of

Photography

William Daniels, A.S.C., one of the
Auto-Panatar’s most enthusiastic boos¬
ters, reports that he shot a night street
carnival with this lens and the old-type
slow'-speed

Eastman

Color

negative
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STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

MID YEAR CLEARANCE — NEW AND USED
PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS

16MM HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with refriger¬
ator units, temp, controls, condensors, etc. BRANDNEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS STEEL
model A-lIB. Neumade film washer, 35mm EYEMO
cameras, spider turrets, large selection of Eyemo
lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept.
C-1, 355 East Tremont Ave., New York 57, New
York.

DEBRIE 35MM ALL METAL w/6 400' magazines,- 3 lenses—35mm; 50mm; 75mm; 12V motor; mattbox,- lens shade; viewing thru lens; trunks $800.00 value .$
495.00
MITCHELL NC. 2-1000' magazines,- Viewfinder,- Follow Focus; Mattebox, Sunshade,- W/A Mattebox;
Std. and Baby Tripods,- 2-1 lOV motors—wild and synchronous; 6 Baltar lenses,- Barney; 10 cases
with accessories. $12,000.00 value .$ 8,995.00
BOLEX CONVERTED 400'; rackover with telescopic viewfinder,- tri-tocal viewfinder; 400' magazine;
variable speed motor. $900.00 value .$
495.00
B&H FILMO SPECIALIST, w/rackover,- 400' mag.,- syncmotor; 2 finders; less lenses. $1,800.00 value. $
765.00
ARRIFLEX 16 w/mattebox sunshade; 3 Xenon lenses—16mm fl .9,- 25mm fl .5; 50mm f2,- trunk.
Used excellent condition .$ 1,695.00
B&H FILMO 70 Series with 3 Cooke lenses—15/25/50mm; 400' magazine; 12V motor,- case .$
595.00
CAMERA ACCESSORIES
ZOOMAR 16 lens f2.8; coupled viewfinder; 25/75mm. $600.00 Orig.$
MITCHELL AERIAL VERTICAL VIEWFINDERS: 5"x7" ground glass; 10" f4.5 B&L lens. Worth more
in parts alone .$
NEW HIHATS for Professional Jr., SOS Jr. $22.00 value .$
NEW MITCHELL type HEAVY TRIPODS. Regular or Y* length. $175.00 value .$
MOTORIZED DOLLT with hihat, revolving head, 7' boom height, seats for cameraman and assistant,
brackets for 6 lights. Cost $4,000.00, wonderful buy for .$
MITCHELL Extra Large 2000' magazines .
$
BALOWSTAR 1'/," fl .3 lens, list $179.50 "S ' mount. Special .$

125.00
39.50
15.95
129.50
995.00
169.50
49.50

ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
B&H 16mm ANIMATION CAMERA, 25mm lens; frame counter,- 400' magazine,- dissolve,- stopmotion
motor $4,500.00 value .$ 2,975.00
CAESAR-SALTZMAN ANIMAtlON Stand, with motorized and hand zoom,- stop motion motor,- torward
and reverse. Worth 5 times our price .
$ 1,495.00
KENSOL MASSIVE HOT PRESS with largest typeholder. $870.00 value.$
395.00
BACKGROUND ARC PROJECTOR, 35mm movies or slides; includes 120 amp. arclamp; rheostat;
lenses; motor generator. Cost $15,000.00 to build, now unassembled, as is. Plus crating .$
695.00
ANIMATION STAND 13' high, heavy base. Custom built, 4 movements, extra large platen. Cost
$10,000.00, close out, as is. Plus crating .$
495.00
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
720/900 AMP. DC GENERATOR,- 100 HP motor 220/440V; T'/j HP staiting motor,- panel; 50' cable
3 wire 4-0; safety switches. $6,000.00 value ..$ 2,495.00
PORTABLE 220/1 lOV POWER UNIT 3000W,- voltmeter; Variac; fused circuit breakers; heavy cables;
6 double plugboxes; 4 std. outlets. Originally $950.00. Closing out .$
195.00
5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands, excellent .$
179.50
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands. Excellent .
$
99.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands .$
57.50
MR BROADS on stands. Single $59.50—Double .$
89.50
NORTHLITE INDIRECT REFLECTORS, latest type—5000 watt .$
129.50
2000 watt .$
79.50

MITCHELL 16mm camera with sync & wild motors,
2 magazines, 3 cases, C mount adaptors, finder,
sunshade. Price less lense, $2,995.00. Condition ex¬
cellent. PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 2222 N.
Prairie, Dallas, Texas.
MAGNASYNC 602-C 16mm recorder, $695.00. B&H
sound projector with synchronous motor, $395.00.
DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave., Lomita, Califor¬
nia. Dav 0-4925.

CINE Special Series T. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
FOR SALE: Conversion lens to print STANDARD SIZE
copies, 16 or 35mm, from CINEMASCOPE negative
or to convert any wide-screen size to standard size.
New Scanoptic Lens fitting N.C. Mitchell camera,
complete with 4 Bausch and Lomb, Baltar lenses, 40,
50, 75, and 100mm in carrying case. Many films
have been made wih the superb Scanoscope wideangle lens (anamorphic ratio 1
to 2). Original
cost $8,000.00. Due to year end inventory sale, will
sell
for $3,950.00. Contact REEVES EQUIPMENT
CORP., 8 Third Ave., Pelham, N.Y.
MITCHELL (NC) CAMERA Brand new. Never used.
Must sacrifice account charge of plans. Completely
equipped. Academy, TV, and full apertures, follow
focus attachment, six geared Baltar lenses, sync and
wild motors, ball bearing tilthead tripod, many
extras. Cost $12,000.00. Asking $8,000.00 or best
Offer. IRVING SMITH, 395 Ivy Avenue, Hawarth,
New Jersey.

RECORDING AND PLAYBACK
GAUMONT-KALEE FLUTTER METER, insures perfect recording, $1,500.00 orig., likenew .$
495.00
MAURER 16mm RECORDING OUTFIT—mixer, noise reduction,- amplification; voltage regulator,- power
supply; 400' magazine. Late Model E Negative/Positive .$ 5,995.00
Westrex 35mm Optical Recorders, outright purchase; fair condition .$ 2,495.00
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads, less motor .$ 2,995.00
MR MIKE BOOM and 3 wheel Perambulator. Incomplete, close out .$
295.00

TIME LAPSE MOVIES A new field for the amateur.
Film the sprouting, growing and blooming of flowers.
Time lapse machines built and adapted to your
camera. Full information furnished. Prices reasonable.
EARL PRICE, Lakeport, Calif.

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

EXCELLENT 16mm daylight Kodachrome available in
following: Alaska and Alaska Highway, Yugoslavia
and Moreska Festival. Write for further details. J.
T. ALBERTSON, Box 585 Wenatchee, Washington.

PORTABLE BACKGROUND PROJECTOR DISTRIBUTOR, 720V but convertible to 220V. Has 1200 RPM
syncmotor; slostart; blimped on casters. $4,500.00 value .$ 1,695.00
BELL & HOWELL FILMOARC 16mm projectors on rolling stands; lens,- 30 amp. Hi-Intensity Arclamps;
rectifiers; 50W amplifier; 2 speakers. $2,000.00 value. Excellent condition .$
975.00
Less amplification and speaker .$
850.00
GPL 16mm TV SOUND PROJECTOR. Syncmotor,- pre-amp,- 3,600' magazines,- pedestal. $3,500.00 val. $ 1,395.00
CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 16mm Composite and 16mm Sound. Rebuilt .$ 1,895.00
MOVIOLA SOUND PREVIEW 35mm UDPVCS, 8"xl0" large picture. $2,250.00 value .$ 1,495.00
ACMIOLA 35mm VIEWERS, 6"x8yj" projected picture, motorized. $1,500.00 value .$
295.00
AKELEY 35mm VIEWER, sound and composite 5"x7" aerial image. $3,000.00 value, closeout 1/6
cost .$
495.00
LABORATORY
HOUSTON-FEARLESS LABMASTER 16mm reversal, excellent condition .$ 3,195.00
FILMLINE Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm neg./pos. processor; variable speed transmission; reconditioned.
$1,700.00 value .$
995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm COLOR PROCESSOR. Magnificent stainless steel beauty—worth $35,000.00
Rebuilt like new .$11,995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm NEG./POS. Processors, w/refrigeration,- recirculation airpump,- stainless steel
construction; temperature control; 1,200' per hour. Gov't paid $10,000.00 Rebuilt .$ 2,995.00
NEUVATOR 16mm CLEANING MACHINES, CL-16, Surplus. Orig. $395.00 .$
149.50
TRADES TAKEN

PL 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND
Dept, fc

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Phone: HO 7-2124
FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY

PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

Rebuilt trade-ins,
demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Ema Street, Milford,
Conn.

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON
PORTABLE CASTER
BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS, CABLES, INTERCOMS, LENSES, ETC.
FULL INFORMATION. PHOTOS AND PRICES ON RE¬
QUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

For Sale: Mitchell 35mm single system sound camera,
converted to silent, with upright 110 volt AC DC
motor, four lenses, two 1 ,000 ft. magazines, cables,
carrying case, $2,500.00 Cash FOB Tampa. JACK
WALTON, P. O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
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CAMERA motors, Eyemo & Filmo,
with cable and switch. Original
$24.50. Brand new, $35.00. Cash
JACK WALTON, P. O. Box 1457,

6 volt DC (Bodine)
cost $135.00, used
with order please.
Tampa, Fla.

LATE model 35mm Eclair camera and blimp sync
and wild motors one magazine.
Fabulous buy,
$2,500.00. EXPEDITION EQUIPMENT, INC., 107 West
43rd Street, New York, N. Y.

SELLING 16mm original Kodachrome 24fps, 1200'
on Montreal 1959, all seasons. Contact BATRA, 1200
Decarie, Montreal, Canada. Phone: Riverside 4-3614.

400' B&H 16MM MAGAZINES, like new $95.00. Will
trade on Cine Voice, Bolex Rex or B&H 70 DR. 303
Colleen PI., Costa Mesa. Calif.

CINE SPECIAL 11, 2 100 ft. magazines, 25mm,
15mm, 102mm EKTAR lenses, carrying case, matte
box, filters, PRO-JUNIOR tripod. All excellent condi¬
tion, $1,000.00 or best offer. VAN HEMART, 4427
Avocado St., Los Angeles. NOrmandy 1-0102.

35mm DEVRY model 2812 sound projector with am¬
plifier and parts kit. FRANK CAPAN, 15164 Valerio
St., Van Nuys, Calif. ST 6-3794.

CINE SPECIAL 1 1 camera, excellent; 2 Ektars and
w/a converter, $695.00. ERVIN PENKALSKI, 1434
10th St., Apt. 1, Santa Monica, Calif.

FOR SALE: SEI Photometer with case, $80.00. ALFRED
NORBURY, 3659 Harrison, Kansas City, Missouri.

Continued on Next Page
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Classified Ads
Confinued From Preceding Page

WANTED
FOR GOOD EQUIPMENT WE ALWAYS SEARCH,
To satisfy our customers many.
We cannot leave them in the lurch
And tell them we haven’t any.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable; SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124

SERVICES AVAILABLE
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, offers background of 28
years of experience as specialist cinematographer
with
RKO
Studios
to
production
companies
for
creative and unusual assignments in fields of special
photographic effects, cinematography, equipment de¬
sign and specialized laboratory techniques.
1153
N.
Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone:
Hollywood 9-5808.
MOTION
PICTURE COMPLETION—Send your work
print for professional finishing. Fine editing, EXCEL¬
LENT MUSIC LIBRARY, sound effects, titles, and nar¬
ration. Top quality at reasonable prices. ROSS-GAFFNEY INC., 45 W. 45th Street, New York 36, New
York.

SINGAPORE ASSIGNMENTS, available for education¬
al, industrial, commercial TV. 16 or 35mm. TELE¬
FILM, 7-17 Tanglin Road, Singapore.

EUROPE—2nd unit or documentary
perienced U.S. director-cameraman.
3 rue Pre aux Clercs, Paris VII.

filming by ex¬
KEN
NELSON,

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYE.MO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.
TRY F4B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Mitchell — Akeley —■ B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
USED 16mm camera (Arriflex or Mitchell) with blimp,
motors, lighting equipment, also sound equipment.
WALLACE E. EDWARDS, 901 Chillicothe St., Ports¬
mouth, Ohio.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
DUTCH FILM PRODUCER offers all possible help in
Europe. No language troubles. International trained
technicians available. We solve all YOUR problems.
Write or wire; WALTER DE VRIES, Lepelstratt 20-C
AMSTERDAM, Holland. Telephone 57807.

CAMERAMAN
available for assignment anywhere.
25 years experience. 5 years theatrical production
in
Europe.
20 years—industrial,
educational
and
documentary films.
Excelent references—resume on
request. Box 375, College Park Station, Detroit 21,
Michigan.

PRODUCER-DIrector-Writer;
experienced
all
phases
16mm
and
35mm
production.
College
graduate.
Desires production assignments. Just returned from
year's 35mm production in West Indies. Box 1374,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

ALL EUROPE, AFRICA, MIDDLE-EAST, 16-35 cover¬
age.
Dutch cinematographer—photo journalist.
Hq
in Paris. Acer, to Nato U.S. Dept, of Commerce.
USIA etc. Also available as ASSISTANT DIRECTOR.
Fluent
French,
German,
Dutch,
Spanish,
Italian.
Call Paris Opera 73-15, Galvani 12-56 or Wash¬
ington,
D.C.,
Metropolitan
8-2526.
Write,
cable
EDDY
VAN
DER
VEEN,
10
Rue
Roger
Bacon,
Paris 17.

ESTABLISHED cameraman going to Europe 1 June.
Finest equipment. Will acept firm assignments to
shoot stock,
plate,
travel,
adventure,
etc.
Write
immediately
to
Box
1373,
AMERICAN
CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.

PALM
BEACH
and
area,
shots—scenic. DRIFTWOOD
Ocean Blvd., Palm Beach,

HINDU Montrealer, newsreel cameraman going to
India. Similar assignments or documentary welcome.
Bolex, Cine-Voice equipped. BATRA, 1200 Decarie,
Montreal, Canada. Phone: Riverside 4-3614.

ANIMATION PRODUCED IN JAPAN. U.S. quality
throughout—lipsync, color, etc. The only studios in
Japan using U.S. animation equipment (Oxberry).
Low Japanese rates. INTERLINGUAL INTERNATIONAL
INC., Harada Bldg., 2-1 Hirakawacho, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo.
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Mack Stencler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, direcor.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
(C’-Scope & Color) with Bing Crosby, Fabian
and Nicole Maurey. Blake Edwards, director.

WiNTON Hoch, ASC, “Lost World” (C’Scope & Color;
Saratoga Prods.)
with
Michael Rennie and Jill St. John. Irwin
Allen, director.
William Mellor, ASC, “One Foot in Hell”
(C’Seope & Color) with Alan Ladd and Don
Murray. James B. Clark, director.

Daniel

Lapp, ASC, “Let’s Make Love”
(C’Seope & Color) with Marilyn Monroe and
Yves Montand. George Cukor, director.
Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “Adventures in Para¬

For PRODUCTIONS in West Germany & Berlin, assis¬
tance and information. G. OLDENBURG, 307 Oriole
Parkway, Toronto 7, Ontario, Canada.

dise’*
Levy.

with

Gardner

McKay

and

Weaver

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “The Tate and Happy
Series”*.

LABORATORY & SOUND

WARNER BROS.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory service?. Color printing ofid
lacquer coatfng. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott 1-2707.

> w w ^
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►

^ The steady increase in volume of adver^ tising

FAR EAST assignments in 16 and 35mm by American
organization experienced throughout Asia and equip¬
ped tor every phase of film and contact work.
FARKAS FILM COMPANY, 424 Li Po Chun Building,
Hong Kong

film
assignments—stock
FILMS, INC., 3600 So.
Florida. JUstice 2-9087.

AVAILABLE
immediately:
cameraman-director. Vast
experience all phases industrial and documentary mo¬
tion
pictures.
Fully
equipped,
including
Arriflex
16mm, Volkswagen bus. Desire permanent connec¬
tion with photographic department in industry or
commercial studio. All answers carefully considered.
Box 1371, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WEST GERMANY, 16mm films, still or sound. FRITZ
BRUNS, (20b) Goettingen, Brauweg, 12.

MOTION
PICTURE
CAMERAMAN
now
employed
photographing news and commercial footage. Seeks
relocation, have own motion picture camera, etc.
In
present
position
over five years.
Box
1372,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

$10,000,000 action-epic “Spartacus.”
There are other new designs on the
drawing hoards at Panavision, includ¬
ing a new ultra wide-angle anamorphic lens for 35mm photography, a
35mm anamorphic lens which will
include the zoom feature, plus other
new optical and photographic devices,

Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “High Time”

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS, 168 W. 46th
St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

EXPERIENCED BIRD AND WILDLIFE
photographer,
naturalist, offers excellent 16mm original Daylight
Kodachrome footage in natural habitat. State re¬
quirements. DICK PFEIFER, 8560 S.W. Oleson Road,
Portland 23, Oregon.

and achieved excellent results, even in
lono; shots, with a light level of less
than 40 foot-candles.
Panavision is also manufacturing
new printer lenses which convert
CinemaScope to flat and vice versa,
convert 65mm to 35mm, and Technirama 35mm horizontal negative to
70mm release print. The first con¬
ventional live action film using the
latter printing system will be the

on

these

pages

attests

to

the

► genuine pulling power of

Harold Stine, ASC, Burt Glennon, Rob¬
ert Hoffman, “The Alaskans”* with Roger
Moore and Dorothy Provine.

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Ray Fernstrom,
ASC, Wesley Anderson, “Bourbon Street
Beat”* with Richard Long and Andrew
Duggan.
Harold Stine, ASC, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,
“Bronco”* with Ty Hardin.
J. Peverell Marley, ASC, Wesley Ander¬
son, Robert Hoffman, “77 Sunset Strip”*
with Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.

Ray Fernstrom, ASC, J. Peverell Marley,
ASC, Edwin DuPar, ASC, Wesley Ander¬
son, “Colt 45”* with Wayde Preston.
W'alter Castle, ASC, Wesley Anderson,

' American Cinematographer

“Lawman”* with John Russell.

;

CLASSIFIED

Anthony Eisley.

;

ADVERTISING

Edwin DuPar, ASC, “Hawaiian Eye”* with
William Daniels, ASC, “Oceans 11” (Tech¬
nicolor; shooting in Las Vegas) with Frank
Sinatra and Dean Martin. Lewis Milestone,
director.
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T H I R T Y - S E C O INI D

A N IM U A L

AWARDS

C^on^ratuiutions ^or

OUTSTANDING PHOTOGRAPHIC ACHIEVEMENT
IN
COLOR

ROBERT SURTEES, A.S.C.
2^irector of Pliotog.raplii^

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Production
JOHN SCHMITZ

EDWARD PHILLIPS

Operative Cameraman

Assislant Cameraman

IN
BLACK AND WHITE

WILLIAIVI MELLOR, a.s.c.
^l^lrector of pLoto^rapL^

^^THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK^^
20th Century-Fox Film Corporation

IRVING ROSENBERG

GORDON MEAGHER

Operative Cameraman

Assistant Cameraman

W. J. GERMAN, INC.
EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL MOTION PICTURE FILMS

ACADEMY

OF

MOTION

PICTURE

ARTS

AND

SCIENCES

imitation

is the
sincerest
form of
flattery
and nattered we are that other laboratories
sometimes use our registered trademark

color - correct
as au iudustrv standard to mean the
finest quality in color duplicating.

color - correct
is owned hy Byron, Inc., and is registered
in the United States Patent Office under
Trademark No. 5750.58. By law, we are
required to protect our trademark by
defending against all improper uses and
infringements. So when these two words
C*

[ byron

color - correct
are used together in reference to motion
picture film, they apply to our registered

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C. • FE 3-4000

process only — for only Byron has the
right to use this term — only Byron can

1226 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida * CH 1-4161

deliver color-correct prints.
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Cinematographer

SERVING ALL FIELDS
OF MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCTION

The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California

You’d know it blindfolded — that

FLUID HEAD
T>TV'=.
111

is the undisputed
performance champ
//’s smoother, more rugged, better

Simplified
geared camera
attaching knob

engineered, guaranteed leak-proof
and locks without “diving”

Two piece pan
handle with infinite
adjustment

Positive tilt
lock
Dur engineers were not concerneci with building
a “popular" model at a price. Their objective — to
design a Fluid Head that cameramen dream about.
Ceco's

Adjustable
tension on tilt

new Pro Junior Fluid Head is the
Pan tension
and lock
lever

acknowledged master. Its worth is being proved every
day — in studios and on location, in tropical
climates and in the frozen North.
You’ll find yourself getting smoother pan and
tilt shots, with smooth-as-silk maneuverability when
you use the incomparable Ceco Feuid Head. Works
under any conditions with complete versatility.

If a Model T and a Caddy cost the same—is
there any doubt which you’d buy—in this case,
CECO’S PRO JUNIOR FLUID HEAD!
Your professional status entitles you to the best.
Come in. See it, try it and judge for
yourself if we’ve overstated the facts. Can
you make it today?
*CECO—Trademark of
Camera

Eq uipment CO

ONLY CECO’S FLUID HEAD HAS THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:
1.

Silicone Molecular fluict is in one
horizontal chamber.
(disc

keeps

the

3.

A rotating

fluid

Fits

all

Professional Junior Tri¬

pods (Baby,

equally

without

distributed on the internal bear¬

6.

Hi-Hat or regular)

the

use

of

special

2.

Powerful,

positive

Geared
simplifies

con¬

camera

tie-down

attaching

to the head.

trol keeps the camera in a fixed

of

knob

rings.

The

5.

leak-proof.
double
pan

has

C.

“O"

an

extra

Two-place pan

have

escaped

the

large

handle with

finite angle adjustment.

in¬

ZUCKER

(£flni€Rfl €Quipm€nT (o.jnc

oply

fluid

&

which

is

35mm,

Bell & Howell

Eyemo

and Filmo (with or without mag¬

Pan and tilt tension control lev¬

Conversion, Cine-Kodak Special

ers

and the Bolex Cameras.

16mm, Auricon
7.

head

ideal for use with Arriflex 16mm

azine and motor drives), Maurer

are

itty-bitty

substantial —• not
screw

gimmicks

the

Cine-Voice and

that

fail when you breathe on them.

20° below zero to 120° F.

Forward tilt: 90°. Backward tilt: 50°. Total weight: 8 [^4 Ibs.
Additional mechanical drag can be imposed on both
pan & tilt by convenient lever locks.
All shafts run on bronze bearings, and shoulder on hardened
steel washers, eliminating freeze-ups.

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

8. The

“O” ring, from leaking.

Operating temperature range:
FRANK

All

end

camera

No tools required.

position indefinitely, eliminating
the hazard of the camera “div¬
ing" when unattended.

have

might
4.

locking

shafts

trap ring to prevent fluid, which

adapters.

ing surface during both panning
and tilt operations.

Guaranteed

JUdson 6-1420

e

e

Bell
&
Howell Model
170
35mm
Camera

o
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Feature Articles
FOLLOW-FOCUS IN CINEMATOGRAPHY. 346
FILMING

“THE FUGITIVE KIND”. 354
—By FREDERICK FOSTER

SHOOTING 16MM PLUS-X AT 1000 ASA.

. 356

—By GEORGE C. FENYON, C.S.C.
MITCHELL INTRODUCES NEW 35MM REFLEX CAMERA. 360
—By JOSEPH V. MASCELLI

AN $8900.00 VALUE
COMPLETE

TRACKING MUSIC FOR TV FILMS. 362
—By LOUIS W. GORDON

*395“'’

OPTICAL EFFECTS FOR TV FILMS AND COMMERCIALS. 366
—By MAURICE LEVY

One of Bell & Howell's newest 35mm motion
picture cameras. 3-lens divergent turret ac¬
cepts standard Eyemo mount lenses. Has filter
slot, built-in grips and straps for hand hold¬
ing. Operates with motor or hand crank.
Has provision for spring motor. Camera and
magazines have built-in heating system and
are designed to operate under severe climatic
conditions. Viewfinder is Auricon type, pro¬
viding center cross and bright outlines for 4
fields of view superimposed on the scene.
Critical focuser allows through-the-lens focus¬
ing. Magazines have internal movement for
pre-loading, allowing instant change in the
field without threading.

ONE-MAN FILM PRODUCER ... IS IT THE BUSINESS FOR YOU?. 367
—By DEE STAFFORD
SINGELE-SYSTEM FILM

PRODUCTION. 368
—By JOSEPH BOHMER

A SYNCHRONOUS QUARTER-INCH TAPE SYSTEM FOR FILM SOUND RECORDING. 370
—By GILBERT M. GALLOWAY

Departments
INDUSTRY NEWS . 332
WHAT’S NEW IN EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, SERVICES. 336
HOLLYWOOD BULLETIN BOARD. 342

COMPLETE OUTFIT INCLUDES ALL THIS:
Bell & Howell 35mm 170 Camera (Air Force Model
A-6). Bell & Howell 1", 2" and 6" lenses with
lens hoods. 400' or 1000' magazine with footage
counter. 24 V. motor. Selective 5-position motor
mount. Critical focuser. Set of gelatin filter holders
and set of glass filters. Dust cover. Set of cables.
Bell & Howell tracking viewfinder. Radio interference
filter. Heated magazine cover. Two fitted carrying
cases for camera, magazines and accessories. Titling
and scene I.D. unit.

WHATEVER YOU NEED
IN PROFESSIONAL EOUIPMENT
CHECK WITH HOLYCAM FIRST!

HOllYWOOIt CANERA CO.
10611

Chandler Blvd.

North Hollywood, Calif.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS . 343
—By MARION HUTCHINS
QUESTIONS

&

ANSWERS. 350
—By WALTER STRENGE, ASC
ON THE COVER

TO MAKE UNUSUAL follow-shot of Anna Magnani running downstairs in
climactic scene for “The Fugitive Kind," operative cameraman Saul Midwal
was strapped to trapeze-like rig which enabled him to fall forward over
edge of a balcony (with complete safety) in a 180-degree arc. Aicting in
the preparations are (I. to r.): Harold Posner, assistant cameraman; head
grip Eddie Knott; and grip Jimmy Gatland. Additional pictures and story
of Midwal's execution of the shot appears in this issue.—Photo by Muky.
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MITCHELL CAMERA BULLETIN

7 first time features for 16mm camera users

Mitchell 16 is

different from all other 16mm cameras because it offers for the first time —advanced film making features
previously found only in Mitchell 35mm professional cameras. This is the only 16mm camera with the
remarkable capability of being able to film the fidl range of today’s broad requirements for all types of motion
picture work. Its proven engineering assures the finest brilliance, and fidelity of any camera in existence.

EXCLUSIVE
“RACK-OVER” DESIGN

UNMATCHED 235° MITCHELL DOUBLE-CAM
MOVEMENT, has incomparable dual pilot-pin

permits focus through the

operation. In either high-speed or normal

lens without disturbing

cinematography, it assures precise, steady

either lens or finder position

images and perfect registration.

You see exactly what you
will photograph, eliminating
parallax and assuring perfect
alignment. Shifting is
instantaneous with one hand.

WIDE SPEED RANGE gives latitude
of filming from single frame exposure
to 128 frames per second.

ERECT IMAGE
FOCUSING TELESCOPE,
built into the camera
door, has five and ten
power magnification and
WfTOHtlL

provides contrast viewing
filters for checking lighting
on both black-and-white
and color emulsions.

BUILT-IN-MANUAL DISSOLVE
incorporates a graduated
segment which can be locked
for any desired shutter opening
from 0° to 235 .

FOUR LENS TURRET
accommodates Mitchell-mounted
lens from 10mm up. Positive turret
lock assures perfect alignment.

BUILT-IN VEEDER COUNTER,
showing both single frames and
footage run, is always in plain view

The features shown here are only part of the complete
Mitchell story of advanced design that assures low
cost perfect operation and long trouble-free service
life. Write today on your letterhead for the
new Mitchell 16mm catalog.
85% of all professional motion pictures shown throughout the world are filmed with Mitchell Cameras

666 West Harvard btreet
Glendale 4, California

JUNE
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BUDGET SAVING
PRODUCTION ITEMS
USED THE WORLD OVER

INDUSTRY
NEWS
96% of TV Network Shows
Now On Film or Tope
Reflecting healthy outlook for future
of television film production is obser¬
vation of one advertising executive
attending recent convention of Na¬
tional Association of Broadcasters in

CAMART
SOUND EDITOR
16-35MM optical-magnetic. Lowest cost
sound editing equipment.

$195.00

Chicago. He noted that close to 90%
of TV network programs were current¬
ly on film, while another 6% or more
are available on tape.
★

NBC Increasing Color TV
Programs 27 Percent
Television programming in color
this year will he stepped up to 27%
over 1959 by NBC-TV, according to
network’s Paul Klempner, who made
announcement at RCA’s national deal¬
er meeting in Las Vegas last month.
NBC-TV leads all other networks in
this field at present. CBS sharply cut
its color telecasts last year, and so far
ABC’s TV beamings are strictly black-

ADD-A-UNIT
Add to your Moviola series-20.
bines

voice—music—sound

Com¬

effects

on

three different heads. F.O.B. N.Y.

$325.00

and-white. When color sets in active
use pass the one-million mark, it is
generally believed that the latter two
networks will activate color program¬
ming on a substantial scale.
The slow but certain increase in
color programming is prompting more
and more video film producers to con¬
sider if not actually switch to shooting
their film series on color film.
★
Eastman Kodak’s New B&W
And Color Films Shown ASC

MOVIOLA DESK
Holds your memos or scripts where you
need

them

mos;

.

.

.

slips

on

easily.

$19.95
SALE OR RENTALS
OF

ALL

PRODUCTION

Moviolas. Dollies, Arriflex

EQUIPMENT
Auricon, Mit¬

chell Cameras, Design and Repair Shop.

CAMERAMART
2845 BROADWAY, N.Y. 23, PL 7-6977
Cable: CAMERAMART
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A high-speed black-and-white neg¬
ative film and two high-speed color
films and a reversal print film for mo¬
tion picture use were unveiled in a
demonstration and talk by Eastman
Kodak representatives at the ASC’s
April dinner-meeting in Hollywood.
Describing the films along with motion
picture and slide presentations were
Dr. Norwood Simmons, Vaughn
Shaner, and Walter L. Farley, Jr.
Papers on all the films were subse¬
quently presented by Eastman Kodak
representatives from Rochester at the

News briefs of
industry activities^
products and progress

Convention of Society of Motion Pic¬
ture and Television Engineers in Los
Angeles, last month.
The new black-and-white negative
film, known as Eastman Douhle-X
Panchromatic Negative (Type 5222 in
35mm, Type 7222 in 16mm) has been
designed to give more than twice the
speed of Eastman Plus-X Panchro¬
matic Negative film, without any sig¬
nificant increase in grain.
The film reportedly will broaden the
scope of available light photography,
permitting shooting in natural settings.
Also, it will enable the larger sets re¬
quired for wide-screen to be photo¬
graphed with less lighting equipment.
The Eastman Ektachrome ER Day¬
light and Type B films are high-speed
color reversal camera films, designed
for 35mm and 16mm motion picture
photography.
★
Interesting Revelations At
SMPTE’s Convention In Los Angeles
Sturdier equipment, more precise
and accurate techniques, and sharper
methods and materials for recording
and reproducing the visual and aural
requirements of entertainment, indus¬
try and of science were reported, ex¬
hibited or demonstrated during the
four-day convention of Society of Mo¬
tion Picture and Television Engineers
in Los Angeles, last month.
Of special interest to cinematog¬
raphers and others engaged in produc¬
tion of motion pictures were papers
delivered on the following subjects;
Fiber Optics—New ways of com¬
bining optics and electronics through
use of tiny glass threads known as
optical fibers.
Development of the Zoom Lens—
How various types operate, and their
good and bad points.
Motion Picture Camera Lenses—
How' wide-screen movies have neces¬
sitated a
re-evaluation
of optical
characteristics and performance re¬
quirements of motion picture camera
lenses.
Continued on

Page 334
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LIGHTS

GRIP EQUIPMENT

Man and his camera are only as good as the equip¬
ment backing him up ... that’s where CHARLES
ROSS “shines”. Assure yourself of the right light¬
ing and grip equipment for every job from one of
the largest inventories in the east... a moments
notice starts anything from a powerful generator
truck to a director’s chair on its way to your loca¬
tion. Enjoy all the convenience, savings and de¬
pendability that our 39 years of leadership can
give you... in the motion picture, TV and Indus¬
trial fields.

RENTALS SALES SERVICE
Send tot a schedule of rental rates.

Lighting the Motioyi Picture Industry Since 1921

GENERATOR TRUCKS
1600, 1000, 700, 300, 200 Amp, D.C,

INC.

100, 50, 30, 20 Amp, A.C,

PROPS
JUNE

•

1960

333 West 62nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued From

Other subjects presented that were
related directly or indirectly to motion
pictures were “Film Communications

Lights

In The Space Age,” “Eyes For The
Astronaut,” “A Cartridge-loaded, Vari¬

Cameras

able Speed 16mm Projector,” “A New
8mm Sound Projector,” “Control Tech¬
niques In Film Processing,” Thermo¬
plastic Recording of Pictures,” “New

Accessories

Japanese Video-tape Recorder.” “Train¬
ing Army Personnel For Motion Pic¬
tures and Television,” and papers on
the new Eastman Kodak films de¬
scribed in a preceding paragraph.

More professionals deal with
Ceco more often! Why? Because
Ceco has anything and everything
they need for Motion Picture
and TV Production ready on a
moment’s notice. Everything from
an Arc to a midget spot.

16mm & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed

And remember, you boys who are
“headin’ South”, Ceco’s
Florida office is fully prepared to
handle your every equipment
rental requirement.

Wide angle—Zoom—Tele*
photo—Anamorphic

Branch:

Arcs—Incandescents
—Spots—Floods—Dimmers—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories
Lighting:

Cameras:

Lenses:

Grip Equipment:

★

j
NBC’s Bill Burch Named
Top TV News Cameraman of Year
Following the screening of 141
entries comprising 75,000 feet of newsfilm, Bill Birch, cameraman for NBC
News in Chicago was voted “Camera¬

Parallel S—

Goboes—Other Grip accessories
Crab—Western—Portable
Panoram—Cranes

SALES • SERVICE

•

RENTALS

Dollies:

Generators:

Portable—Truck

Mounted

FRANK

Department

16mm &
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous

Gentlemen:

Projection Equipment:

Closed Circuit TV

o'hare Camera Car:

C.

ica.
i

Birch won first prize in the General
News category with the entry, “Little
Rock Riots”; second prize in the docu¬
mentary category with “Fourth Coast,”

ZUCKER

(£flni€Rfl Eouipmeni (o.,inc.

MoviolaS
—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders
Editing Equipment:

Television:

man of The Year” in the newsreel
classification of the News Pictures of
The Year Competition. Event, an an¬
nual affair, is jointly sponsored by the
National Press Photographers Associa¬
tion, the Fhiiv. of Missouri School of
Journalism, and Encyclopedia Britan-

I

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC. OF FLORIDA
1335 East 10th Avenue • Hialeah, Florida

Magnetic—
Optical—Mikes—Booms

Sound Equipment:
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a film on the St. Lawrence Seaway;
and a special citation for Sound-OnFilm with the footage from Little Rock.

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36,
New York • JUdson 6-1420

A65

Please rush me your FREE complete catalogue of Rental
Equipment.

^

★

1

Name.----

F&B Inaugurates Film Pro¬
duction Consultation Service

Firm __
Street__

CECO—Trademark of Camera
Equipment CO.

City

Florman & Babb, Inc., 68 West 45th
Street, New York, now offers a world¬
wide film production consultation serv¬
ice, according to announcement by
Arthur Florman, company president
and a recognized authority on produc¬

-Zone-State-

CINEKAD

Universal Camera (lamp

tion methods and techniques.
This Clamp is a new idea of fastening securely
a

movie

such

or T.V.

camera

to

restricted

as: trees, roofs, windows, walls,

locations,
doorways,

ceiling beams, bridges, boats, wild-life shooting,
hide-outs, wind

tunnels,

airplanes,

rockets,

etc.

MODEL UC-16—will take a load up to 65 lbs.
MODEL UC-35—will

accommodate

all

35mm

movie and T.V. cameras and will take a load
up to

150 lbs.

Write

for

in any position.

our free

28-page catalogue.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763 Tenth Ave.,

334

New York

19, N.Y.

Florman recently completed a 30,000mile global tour of motion picture
production centers, observing and ad¬
vising on production facilities in The
Netherlands, England, Canada, Italy,
Germany, Venezuela, Haiti, Panama,
Granada, and Nassau. The project
will be resumed in the fall when Mr.
Elorman expects to visit Japan, Philip¬
pines,
Thailand,
Pakistan,
Israel,
Turkey and Greece.

■
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MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUDSON 6-0360

^developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

THE

RU6YLITE

WHAT’S NEW
8mm 16mm 35mm Color Processors
Filmline Corp., Milford, Conn., an¬
nounces a complete line of color film
processors for 8mm, 16mm and 35mm
Kodachrome film consisting of four
processing units, each complete and
having individual features, different
film travel and processing speeds, etc.
Prices range from $34,850 to $111,000.
Complete specification sheets on each
model may be had by writing manu¬
facturer direct.

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
•

Smooth, even 3400° K light in wide-angle
beam. No glaring hot spots.

•

Fits

any

camera.

No

tools

needed,

no

holes to drill.
•

Long-life nickel-cadmium battery with builtin charger. Weighs only 5 lbs.

•

Guaranteed one year.

Hi-hat For Arriflex

$169.50
Complete With Battery
Rubylife Converters run Auricon Cameras from
same battery. Write for complete information.

Lighter, Smaller ColorTran

PHOTOMART
228

SO.

FRANKLIN

ST.

•

TELEPHONE:

TAMPA

2,

FLORIDA

2-1168

Natural Lighting Corp., 603 So.
Flower St., Burbank, Calif., announces
a new converter for use with Color¬
Tran or similar lighting equipment.
Trade-named the Cinemaster, Jr., unit
features light weight and small size,
yet retains the versatility and control
characteristics of company’s larger con¬
verters.
New unit can be set to match in-put
voltages from 110 to 220 volt lines. A
direct-T’eading meter facilitates setting
the intensiy and color temperature of
lights fed by the converter.

A lightweight hi-hat, designed espe¬
cially for use with Arriflex 35mm cam¬
eras, is announced by Cinekad Engi¬
neering Co., 763 Tenth Ave., New York
City, N.Y.
Device can be used with
any tripod fitted with 14-in. or %-in.
tie-down screws. Three holes are pro¬
vided in base of hihat to facilitate
mounting it as required for a wide
range of uses where a tripod-mounted
camera cannot be used.

Wind Machine
A COMPACT ANIMA¬
TION STAND BACKED
BY 30 YEARS OF EX¬
PERIENCE IN THE IN¬
DUSTRY.
•

ELECTRIC ZOOM
ELECTRIC PLATEN
• PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND BACK LIGHTS
• HIGH SPEED
CALIBRATION
• MANY OTHER
TIMESAVING
from $3,750.00
OPTIONAL FEATURES
•

Write to:

BOWLDS
ENGINEERING
1507

N.

KINGSLEY

HOLLYWOOD

336

27.

DRIVE
CALIF.

Splicing Tape Dispenser
Quick Splice Mylar tape for butt¬
splicing and repair of torn film and
sprocket holes is available in a new
type dispenser pack in 8mm sprocketing, in 16mm single-perforated for
either magnetic or optical sound films,
and in 35mm size for both strip films
and motion pictures. List price for all
sizes is $5.00 per dispenser and film.
Manufacturer is Hudson Photographic
Industries, Inc., Irvington On Hudson,
N.Y., who advise the packs are avail¬
able from most photographic stores.

The Windmaker is latest item of
equipment in the growing list of effects
devices being manufactured by MoleRichardson Co., 937 No. Sycamore
Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. Designed
especially for studio use, it produces
maximum air flow with minimum noise.
There are vanes for regulating air
stream direction, rheostat for variable
speed control, and a tilting and panning
range of 360°. Operating on either AC
or DC current, the unit comes in two
sizes: 32 inches and 100 inches high.
List prices are $47,80 and $67.50, FOB
Hollywood, Calif.

Film and Tape Cleaner
A solvent film cleaner designed to
clean motion picture film and tape rap¬
idly, safely and automatically is availContinued on Page
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BETTER Tl
RICl ibRYSTAL

' ' .'TB
■* '» 'c*! ’

<S<f

i
Less weight to lift... less than %
weight per bag in a total mix
Stacks more easily and evenly,
up less storage space

takes

No hot water needed—Fixer bath mixed
at normal working temperature.
Lower shipping costs... saves over ya
of the usual motor freight cost.

HUNT
ANHYDROUS HYPO

HUNT
RICE CRYSTALS

64 LBS.

100 LBS.

SPACE PER
BAG (STORAGE)

55%

100%

SOLUTION
TEMPERATURE

70° (EXOTHERMIC)

125° (ENDOTHERMIC)

FREIGHT
SAVING

ONLY 2/3 FREIGHT

FULL FREIGHT

EQUIVALENT
V/EIGHT

64 LBS.

NET WEIGHT

PHILIP A.HUNTCOMPANY
PALISADES PARK.N.J.
"hICAGO

CLEVELAND

DALLAS

CAMBRIDGE

LOS ANGELES

BROOKLYN

ATLANTA

SAN FRANCISCO

■rinii
FOR SUPERIOR RESULTS AROUND THE CLOCK USE HUNT GRAPHIC ARTS CHEMICALS nR

PHILIP A. HUNT COMPANY
PALISADES PARK, NEW JERSEY
BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
In Canada: Philip A. Hunt Company (Canada) Ltd., 207 Queen’s Quay West, Toronto

B
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V\/HAT’S NEW

BIRNS & SAVJVBR Presents the

OMNITAR LENS SYSTEM
An Integrated Lens - Camera - Cradle - Finder Package

OMNiTARS

Fitting Telephoto Lenses to All Film and TV Cameras

Focal Lengths
125mm to 1000mm for
16 and 35mm fields
300mm to 1000mm for
16,35 and 70mm film

OMNIPODS

Continued

From
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able from Computer Measurements Co.,
12970 Bradley Ave., Sylmar, Calif.
Manufactured by Unicorn, the unit,
which handles both 16mm and 35mm
film widths, is completely self-contained
and operates at any speed up to 300
feet per minute. Solvents used in the
cleaning process are continuously fil¬
tered and reclaimed so that waste is
held to a minimum.
Model A-5100 for 16/35mm film lists
for $5,500. Models are also available for
other film widths.

Lens to Camera
Cradles for;
Mitchell 16 and 35
Arriflex 16 and 35
Fastax
Photo-Sonics
Hulcher
Filmo and Eyemo

OMNIDAPTERS
Fits all cameras:
16, 35, or 70mm;
Mitchell
Arriflex
Bell & Howell
Photo-Sonics
Benson-Lehner
Hasselblad, Asahi, etc.

OMNISCOPES

The
iance

color
and

saturation,
contrast

brill¬

oF

the

Omnitar lenses are second to
none.

The

range

of

focal

lengths, versatility, adapters
and finders make the Birns &
range of fast television lenses for 1-0
TV cameras with RCA mounts is available
125mm. 150mm. 200mm, 400mm and
I 600mm lengths- Speeds F2.8 to F5

Five Element Monocular
Tracking Finders Match
All focal lengths
Reticles Scribed for
16,35, and 70mm film

Sawyer Omnitar family the
most

complete

lens

system

available anywhere.

Wr/te for prices and illustrated color brochure

This is the iatest IMPROVED

CINEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen

Professional Viewfinder
The M-H Professional Viewfinder is
now distributed nationally by SOS
Cinema Supply Corp., New York and
Hollywood. Custom-designed for use
with 16mm Auricon, Bell & Howell,
Bolex, and Cine-Special cameras, the
finder provides a 2" x 3" brilliant im¬
age, upright and corrected right to left.
Focusing and parallax controls range
from 2 feet to infinity. Engraved aper¬
ture outline, with crosshairs in the cen¬
ter, shows field of the standard 25mm
lens for 16mm cameras. The ground
glass, however is larger in size, extend¬
ing beyond the lens area permitting
cameraman to see action outside the
range of his lens pickup. Illustrated
brochure is available by writing the
company at 602 West 5'2nd St., N.Y.,
N.Y.

This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of came as on location or in
the studio.

The new model Instead of the
4" wheels is constructed with 5"
heavy

duty

rubber-tired

swivel

wheels.
Write for more details and prices.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763

10th Ave., NY., N.Y.,

PLaza 7-3511

Film Timer
Memo From The Editor:
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER provides its readers with
latest information and developments on motion picture photography
and related techniques in all fields of motion picture production.
New filming ideas and news of cameramen’s experiences plus pictures
and descriptions of new equipment, accessories and services make it
invaluable to everyone interested in improving film production tech¬
niques.
Get your copy regularly each month. Subscribe today,
using the detachable postcard inserted in this issue.
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An electric timer and footage coun¬
ter for 16mm and 35mm films is avail¬
able from Camera Mart, Inc., 1845
Broadway, New York 23, N.Y. En¬
closed in a compact gray case with
sloping panel are two synchronous tim¬
ing motors and two precision footage
counters that indicate total footage and
its equivalent in minutes and lOths.
List price of unit for either 16mm or
35mm film is $85.00. A combination
16/35mm unit, minus timer, is avail¬
able at same price.
■
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ASSURANCES PROFESSIONAL FILM MAKERS DEMAND!

CECO'S
GUARANTEED
INSPECTION AND
STAMP OF APPROVAL
Producers, directors, cameramen, photo-instrumentation and audio-visual engineers
come to us for products, equipment repairs, information and ideas because of our
know-how and experience as pioneers in the photographic industry. Our staff of
engineers and technicians learned on the firing line of practical application.

New CECO 1000 foot Magazine for
Arriflex 35mm

JARO-Salford Professional Light
Exposure Meter with Carrying Case

New NOMAD Synchronous Transistorized
Sound Recorder/Reproducer
(Lightweight—completely portable)

LOWEL-LITE Kit with Gaffer Tape
(A lighting unit which attaches
to walls, shelves, stands, pipes...
most anywhere)

For full
information
and price
of each
product,
send this
postage-free
card now!!!

New CECO Advanced Weinberg-Watson Remote Con¬
trol 16mm Stop Motion Projector (absolutely flickerless). Also CECO 35mm Stop Motion Projectors.

SALES
s SERVICE
IpENTALS

(^flmcRfl €(^uipm€nT (o.jnc.

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Gentlemen: I am interested in the items checked below.
Please rush me more free information on these products

I I

CECO 1000' Magazine for Arri 35

Q

Editing Gloves and Supplies

n

NOMAD Sound Recorder/Reproducer

I I

MOVISCOP 16mm Film Viewer

I I
I I

JARO-Salford Light Meter

n CECO Portable Power Supply

CECO Weinberg-Watson Projector

n JEFRONA Cement—GTC-9 Cleaner

□

LOWEL-LITE Kit

n PRECISION Sound Readers

n

PROSKAR Anamorphic Lens

O CECO Film Cleaning Machine

□ COLORTRAN Lighting Equipment

□ COLORTRAN Polecats

Name_

Title.

Firm_

Address.
*CECO — Trademark of
Camera Equipment CO., Inc.

City_

.Zone-

.State.

BEFORE DECIDING TO BUY, RENT, LEASE OR REPAIR YOUR EQUIPMENT,
CHECK WITH CECO. ADVICE FROM CECO MEANS MONEY IN YOUR POCKET.

Editing Gloves and Cutting
Room Supplies

We provide the same
precision repair service for
your equipment that we

give to our own gigantic stock
of rental cameras, editing,
lighting and other equipment.

PRECISION Sound Readers
(3 models — Optical, Magnetic,
Optical-Magnetic combined)
'^COLORTRAN Polecats
(telescoping columns) for
Attaching Equipment, Lights, etc.
(Various heights available)

PROSKAR Projection and Photo¬
graphing Anamorphic Lens for
16mm Cameras and Projectors

COLORTRAN Lighting Kits and Equipment

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

In New York:

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd St.
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

In Florida:

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
DEPT. 63, 315 WEST 43rd STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
of Florida, 1335 E. 10th Ave.
Hialeah, Florida
TUxedo 8-4604
In Hollywood, California:

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Hollywood 9-5119

JEFRONA Film Cement &
GTC-59 Lens Cleaner

il

M7x»oixl>le€3i. ‘toy o'u.t-of-f'oG'u.s p>iGt'u.res?

TFx*c>'u.'blec3L "by eiixnjLlsiGn
pdle-u-p) in. yGnr oamersL gate?
TFx'otx'bled by distracting camera
ncise ■wb.en sbccting su-bjects 'wb.c
sbcnld net be distracted frem -wlnat
tbey are dcing?
TFx*c>u'bled by cameras tbat are
airways in need cf repair and
adj nst ment ?
If SO, switch to Auricon, the only 16mm Camera that
guarantees you protection against all these troubles,
because it is so well designed! The Auricon is a superb
picture-taking Camera, yet silent in operation, so that
at small extra cost for the Sound Equipment, it can
even record Optical or Filmagnetic sound in addition
to shooting your professional pictures.
AURICON SUPER-1200, takes 1200 ft. Runs 33

AURICON PRO-600, takes 600 ft. Runs I6V2 min. $1871

CINE-VOICE II, takes 100 ft. Runs

23/4

min. $998.50 & up

0

Write for your free copy of the 74-page Auricon Catalog

S90S K/OmELine St., Hollywood 3S, Calif.
HO

LiLiY'WOOD

(formerly

^2-0^9^31

BERNDT-BACH.

INC.)
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News and pictures of

HOLLYWOOD

the ASC, its members and

BULLETIN BOARD

RETIRING PRESIDENT Walter Strenpe (left) hands gavel of office to ASC’s
President-elect Lee Garmes at ceremonies at Society's clubhouse last month.

Lee Garmes, newly-elected President
of the American Society of Cinematog¬
raphers, made his first appearance in
that capacity following his inaugura¬
tion at the Society’s dinner-meeting
April 25th.
Donald Crisp, veteran motion pic¬
ture actor and director conducted the
installation ceremonies. Seated on the
ASC’s Board of Directors, in addition
to Garmes, were Harold Rosson, 1st
Vice-President; William Daniels, 2nd
Vice-President;
Joseph
Biroc,
3rd
Vice-President; Charles G. Clarke, Sec¬
retary; Victor Milner, Sergeant-atArms; and Walter Strenge, Treasurer.

industry personalities.

TRADITIONAL MEMENTO, the Past President's
sented to predecessor by President Garmes.

★

Former ASC President
Charles G.
Clarke, last month was elected to the
Board of Governors of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Hol¬
lywood. He, along with incumbent
Board member Hal Mohr, will repre¬
sent the industry’s cinematographers
in AMPAS affairs.
Philip Lathrop,
veteran cinematog¬
rapher, whose name has appeared in
the credit titles of many recent TV
films such as “Mr. Lucky,” “Peter
Gunn,” and “Rawhide,” last month was
elected to Active Membership in the
American Society of Cinematograph¬
ers. The event also marked the 25th
anniversary of Lathrop’s career as a
motion picture photographer.

★

342

pre-

Associate members Vaughn Shaner,
Norwood Simmons, and Walter L. Far¬
ley, Jr., of Eastman Kodak Company
conducted a demonstration of East¬
man’s new Double-X Panchromatic
film, and presented a slide-illustrated
talk on “The Use of Motion Picture
Film In Television.”

★

VETERAN actor and motion picture director Donald
Crisp (left) installed new President and Board Mem*
bers, was presented plaque by Past*president Arthur
Miller commemorating his many services to indus¬
try’s cameramen.

Plaque was subsequently

The ASC’s May dinner-meeting, to he
held at the Society’s clubhouse the eve¬
ning of May 23rd, has been designated
“Walter Strenge Night.” At that time
Strenge will be honored for his out-

ASC MEMBERS inspect Mitchell Camera Company's
new 35mm reflex camera, which was on display at
the Society's April meeting.

Standing service to the Society and
its members during the many years he
served as the Society’s President and
as an officer and member of the So¬
ciety’s Board of Governors.

★
William Daniels, ASC, who has pho¬
tographed Frank Sinatra’s last three
pictures, will not only photograph
Frank’s upcoming “Slovik,” but has
also been named a producer on the
picture.

★

Irving Browning, one-time cinematog¬
rapher, head of Camera Mart, Inc.,
New \ork, and President of the Soci¬
ety of Cinema Collectors and Histor¬
ians, celebrated his 50th year in the
motion picture business last month.
■
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What the indus¬

PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSIGNMENTS

try's cameramen
were

shooting

lost month.

By

MARION

HUTCHINS

ALLIED ARTISTS
F-ugene Polito, “The Plunderers."

(Aufiust
Prodns.), witli JelT Chandler, Marsha Hunt,
Dolores Hart. Joseph Pevney, Prod.-Dir.
AMERICAN
Curt

Fitters,

NATIONAL

Monroe

“Tombstone
TV) with Pat Conway.
Rawlings,

Askins,

Richard

Territory*”

(Ziv-

William Whitley, ASC, “Men Into Space”*

(Ziv-TV) with Bill Lundigan.
Jack Marquette, Richard Rawlings, “This

Man Dawson”* (Ziv-TV) with Keith Andes.
Richard Rawlings, Jack Marquette, Mon¬
roe Askins, “Bat
with Gene Barry.

Masterson”*

(Ziv-TV)

Jack Marquette, Richard Rawlings, “Sea

Hunt”

(Ziv-TV)

with Lloyd Bridges.

CASCADE PICTURES
Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*
Roy Seawright, Commercials*
COLUMBIA

STUDIOS

"J'he Guns of Navarone”
(Color; Highroad Prod.: shooting in Greece)
with Gregory Peck ami David Niven. Alex¬
ander Mackendrick, director.

Oswald

Morris,

Charles Lawton, Jr., ASC, “The Wackiest
Ship in the Army” (C’Scope & Color; Fred
Kohlmar Prods, shooting in Hawaii) with
Jack Lemmon and Ricky Nelson. Richard
Murphy, director.
Joe MacDonald, ASC, “Pepe” (George Sid¬

ney Int’l-Posa Prods.; CinemaScope & Color)
with Cantinflas, Dan Dailey and Shirley
Jones. George Sidney, producer-director.
Irving

Lippman,

Commercials*

(Screen
/N

Gems).

There’s no substitute

N
DESILU

STUDIOS—Hollywood

Robert
de
Grasse,
ASC, “Jack
Show"* (Desilu Prod.) with Jack
Norman Abbott, director.

Benny
Benny.

WALT DISNEY STUDIOS
Edward Colman, ASC, “The Absent-Minded

Professor” with Fred MacMurray and Nancy
Olson. Robert Stevenson, director.
Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Swamp F"ox”* with
Leslie Nielson and Jory Page. Lewis F’oster,
director.
GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS
Harold
Lipstein.
ASC, “Adventures of
Ozzie & Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.
GOLDWYN

STUDIOS

Leon Shamroy. ASC, “Go North”

(CinemaScope & DeLuxe color) with John Wayne
and Stewart Granger. Henry Hathaway, di¬
rector.
Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Cage of Evil” (Ze¬
nith Pictures; UA release) with Ron Foster
and Pat Blair. Edw. L. Cahn, director.
INDEPENDENT

Jr., ASC, “The Magnificent
Seven” (Panavision & Clolor; shooting in
Mexico) with Yul Brynner and Eli Wallach.
John Sturges, producer-director.

Charles Lang,

Continued on Next Page
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued From Preceding Page

Robert Burks, ASC, “The Great Impostor”
with Tony Curtis and Karl Malden. Robert
Mulligan, director.
Palmer, ASC, “Three Blondes in
His Life” (Golden Films Prod.; Cinema As¬
sociates release) with Jock Mahoney and
Greta Thyssen. Leon Chooluck, director.
Ernest

Desmond Dickinson, “Konga”

(AIP; East¬
man
Color;
shooting in
London)
with
Michael Gough and Margo .Johns. John Lemont, director.
Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Exodus'’ (Panavision &

Color; Otto Preminger Prod.; U.A. release;
shooting in Israel) with Paul Newman and
Eva Marie Saint, Otto Preminger, director.
Wexler. “Angel Baby” (Madera
Prod.; Continental Distributing Co. I with
George Hamilton and Mercedes McCamhridge. Paul Wendkos, director.
Haskell

Frank Planer, ASC, “King of Kings” (Tech¬

nicolor, Samuel Bronston Prods.; shooting
in Spain) with Jeff Hunter and Robert Ryan.
Nicholas Ray, director.

Ellis Carter, ASC, “Seven Ways From Sun¬
down” (color) with Audie Murphy and
Barry Sullivan. George Sherman, director.
Harry

Wild,

tives”*
Taylor.

(Four

Emmett

ASC, “Robert Taylor Detec¬
Star Prods.) with Robert
“Death

Bercholz,

Valley

Days”*

(Filmaster Prods.)
REVUE
Ellis

Thackery,

STUDIOS

ASC,

“Overland

Trail*

(Revue Prods.).
Lionel Lindon, ASC, Ray Rennahan, ASC,

“M Squad”*
Marvin.

(Latimer

Prods.)

with

Lee

JERRY FAIRBANKS STUDIOS
Russell, ASC, John Warren, ASC,
“Alfred Hitchcock Presents”* (Revue
Prods.).

John
Kenneth Peach, ASC, Commercials*

(Jerry

Fairbanks Prod.)
KEYWEST STUDIOS

hlms*
rector.

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*

ASC, Series of religious
(F'amily F'ilms) Harold Schuster, di¬

Walter

Strenge,

Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Running Special”*

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Philip

Lathrop,

(Spartan Prods.)
Lola Albright.

(Revue Prods.)

ASC,
“Peter
Gunn”*
with Craig Stevens and

“Brothers Brannagan”*
Steve Dunne and Mark Roberts.
Kit

Carson,

(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.

with

William

Sicknek,

(Overland Prods.)

ASC, “Wells Fargo”*
with Dale Robertson.

Benj. Kline, ASC, “Wagon Train”* (Revue
Prods.) with Ward Bond.
Warren,
ASC, William Sickner,
ASC, “Coronado 9”* (Revue Prods.)

John
Robert Bronner, ASC, Commercials.*

1
Ruttenberg, ASC “Butterfield 8”
(Afton-Linebrook Prod.; shooting in N.Y.)
with Elizabeth 'Taylor and Laurence Harvey.
Daniel Mann, director.

j

Joseph

^

Milton Krasner, ASC, “Go Naked in the
World” (Areola Prod.) with Gina Lollohrigida and Anthony Franciosa. Ranald MacDougall, director.

1

j

Nicholaus, “Rawhide”*
(CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.

Cory,

Robert Burks, ASC, “The Pleasure of His

Company”
(Technicolor;
Perlberg-Seaton
Prod.) with Fred Astaire and Debbie Rey¬
nolds. George Seaton, director.
LaShelle, ASC, “All in a Night’s
Work” (Hal Wallis Prod.) with Dean Mar¬
tin and Shirley MacLaine. Joseph Anthony,
director.

Joseph

ASC, “G.l. Blues” (Color;
Hal Wallis Prod.) with Elvis Presley and
.luliet Prowse. Norman Taurog, director.
Loyal

1

Griggs,

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

• Editorial

vue Prods.)
Lionel
Lindon, ASC,
Ray Cory,
“Johnny Midnight”* (Revue Prods.)

Arness and Dennis Weaver.
Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*

with Warner Anderson and 'Tom Tully.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

“Markham”* (Revue Prods.) with Ray Milland.
TWENTIETH

Capital

WiNTON Hoch, ASC, “Lost World”
(C’Scope & Color;
Saratoga Prods.)
with
Michael Rennie and Jill St. John. Irwin
Allen, director.
William Mellor, ASC, “One Foot in Hell”

(C'Seope & Color) with Alan Ladd and Don
Murray. James B. Clark, director.
Fapi’,
ASC, “Let’s Make Love”
(C’Seope & Color) with Marilyn Monroe and
Yves Montand. George Cukor, director.
Daniel

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “The Tate and Happy

Series”*.
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Ralph

WARNER

BROS.

Woolsey,

ASC,

ASC,
Burt
Beat”* with
Duggan.

Glennun,

Richard

STUDIOS
Ray

Robert HofFxMAN, “77 Sunset Strip”*

Challis, “The Grass is Greener”
(Grandon Prods.; shooting in England) with
Cary Grant and Deborah Kerr.
Stanley
Donen, director.

Ralph Wooi.sey. ASC. Robert
“Lawman"’* with John Russell.

ASC, “Johnny Ringo”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Don Durant.

Wayde Preston.

George

Diskant,

Fernstrom,

“Bourbon
Street
Long and Andrew

Metty,
ASC, “Midnight Lace”
(Color; Arwin Prods.) with Doris Day and
Rex Harrison. David Miller, director.
Chris

CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634

CENTURY-FOX

FiLLSwoRTH Fredricks, ASC, “High Time”
(C’-Scope & Color) with Bing Crosby, Fabian
and Nicole Maurey. Blake Edwards, director.

Efrem Zimhalist, Jr.

Russell

ASC,

John Warren, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James

• Laboratory Services

ASC, Benj. Kline, ASC, Wil¬
(Re¬

liam Sickner, ASC, “Shotgun Slade”*

John

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

• Sound

Ray

with

Edwin
DuPar. ASC. V'esley
Anderson,
■‘Hawaaian Eye "* with Anthony Eisley.
Hoffman,

Edwin DuPar, ASC, Ray Fernstrom, ASC,
Ralph

Woolsey,

ASC,

“Colt

Continued on
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“What you see, you GET...
with an ARRIFLEX 55!^^
says JACK PAINTER, A.S.C.
Chief Cameraman of
Movietonews, Inc.

Photograph shows Jack
Painter, a veteran of 40 years
of service with Movietonews,
Inc. shooting a street scene with his
Arriflex and Pan-Cinor model 150
varifocal lens.

In no uncertain terms, veteran Movietonews Chief Camera¬
man Jack Painter tells why he carries ARRIFLEX equipment
exclusively on big, important news stories:
“One of the toughest assignments I’ve ever covered was
President Eisenhower’s jet trip to India in the fall of ’59...
“We went with two Arriflex 35’s...you can’t beat them! We
handled plenty of footage... 35,000 feet of color... no stalls,
no repairs!
“Everything happens fast on a trip like that. The President
jetted nearly 24,000 miles in nineteen days! We had to have
our cameras run smooth and run a lot... and the Arriflexes
sure did both.
“To get the best shots of Ike without a miss, sometimes I had

to run ahead and swing myself up on the roof of a car or a
truck... without letting go of the camera. The Arriflex is
light... has beautiful balance!
“The best thing is the amount of time the Arriflex saved me.
With that reflex finder... and it’s plenty bright... I never had
to worry about parallax, and I always knew where my focus
was sharp...
“When you look through that finder... what you see, you
GET!
... I got great pictures on that assignment!’’

When a leading professional like Jack Painter chooses
Arriflex, chances are strong that the Arriflex can serve you,
too. It is today’s most popular portable professional motion
picture camera.

For complete literature, write

LEX
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NEW 1960 DESIGNS
EOR YOUR
EDITING ROOMS RY
CAMERUMART
CORE
DISPENSER
No

more

35mm

plastic

to some interesting developments in lens and paralax controls for motion

16 &

picture cameras.

cores.

16". $9.50
24"
$11.50
36"
$14.50
100-ft.

reels

able ...

avail¬

$22.00

Winds
straight

film

in

clean

lines — less
scratches

or

abrasions —
gives

long

life to valu¬
able films—for both
16

or

35MM

films.

The only roller-bear¬
ing tightwinder . . .

$29.00
EDITING
BIN
Fits

easily

view
film.
BIN

into

Easy
strips

to
of

COMPLETE-

RACK

-

LINEN BAG

$45.25
WITH

EASY

TO

ROLL WHEELS

$51.75
EDITING TABLES

Custom

built to

suit

your severest

quirements— Electrified,
drawer and

reel

rack.

with

re¬

light —

60 x 30 x 24.

$99.50
Other sizes—prices on request.

CAMERAMART
1845 BROADWAY, N.Y. 23, PL 7-6977
Cable: CAMERAMART
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crane and dolly
shots are used today never would have
been possible without the development
of automatic follow-focus.
ithout it,
moving camera shots could not be held
in sharp focus throughout a take ex¬
cept with the greatest of difficulty. To¬
day, the focus ring on the lens is
changed progressively and automatical¬
ly forward or backward by remote con¬
trol as the camera moves toward or
away from the subject in a dolly or
crane shot.

The extent to which

CAMART TIGHTWIND
ADAPTER

corners.

Focus In Cinematography
The need to maintain sharp focus throughout a moving camera shot led

scrambling

for cores. Holds

The Development Of Follow-

Before the coming of sound, neither
the matter of finder parallax nor that
of follow-focus was considered import¬
ant. Finders were placed very close to
the photographing lens, reducing paral¬
lax to the minimum, and as moving
camera shots were seldom made in
those days, finder parallax could be
compensated by setting the finder ac¬
cording to a pre calibrated scale, or by
checking the angles against that seen
on the ground glass.
With the advent of sound, cameras
were placed in relatively large, sound¬
proofed blimps. This necessitated either
enclosing the finder with the camera,
thereby restricting the operator’s free¬
dom in viewing the finder image, or
placing the finder outside the camera
blimp, at a considerable distance from
the camera lens, inevitably increasing
the problem of finder parallax to a high
degree. Almost at the same time, the
moving camera and other techniques
were introduced, and these made fol¬
lowing focus a factor in an increasing
number of shots.
Among the men in the industry to
tackle the problem was John Arnold,
ASC, former executive director of pho¬
tography at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Stu¬
dios. Arnold developed a successful
semi-automatic follow-focus finder for
use on studio cameras. The device,
which won one of the Academy’s tech¬
nical awards in 1937, facilitated cam¬
era operation by correlating the focus¬
ing of the shooting lens and finder lens
and simultaneously correcting for par¬
allax. This was accomplished with such

precision that the sharpness of focus
in the finder could be relied upon to
indicate corresponding properties in
the photographic image, thereby ma¬
terially increasing the speed and accu¬
racy of production photography, par¬
ticularly in follow-focus shots.
Conventional practice revealed plen¬
ty of methods by which a finder could
be pivoted to correct for parallax, mak¬
ing its field of view coincide with that
of the camera lens. Similarly it was
easy to design a finder with a lens
which, like the camera lens, could be
focused. But to interlock these with the
actual focusing of the camera lens was
a difficult problem—especially since it
was desired to make the finder equally
accurate for lenses of all the many focal
lengths commonly used.
The answer was found in the use of
precision-made cams. Since, with the
exception of the somewhat infrequent
use of wide-angle 24mm lenses, it was
not difficult to interlock the focusing of
the finder lens with the parallax-cor¬
recting pivoting of the finder itself,
interlocking these movements with the
focus of the photographing lens was
achieved by the use of a simple camand-roller linkage.
Thus, with these improvements, it
became possible for the camera oper¬
ator to keep his camera lens in sharp
focus throughout a dolly or zoom shot,
merely by watching the scene in the
camera finder and turning the focusing
control as required to keep the image
sharp.
The action of the finder was gov¬
erned by the use of interchangeable
cams, each ground to the precise curva¬
ture which matched the characteristics
of a given lens. The cams were matched,
not merely to the general characteris¬
tics of all lenses of a given focal length,
but to the precise characteristics of
each individual lens. Lens and finder
cam formed a fixed combination in any
camera’s accessory equipment.
A further refinement was the fact
the focusing threads on the mounts of
Continued on
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YOUR PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT FROM
BEHREND's! Chicago's Largest!
I^ ARRIFLEX CAMERAS
WE STOCK

• CAMERAS

AND SERVICE
ALL ARRIFLEX

• LIGHTS

CAMERAS
>

't ' ,

V "

• EDITJHG

'

X

AND

- ' ^

ACCESSORIES
“

/'
J-% ^

'
‘

*.SVf
‘Iff 'fr

ANIMATION
• SOUND

MAGNASYNC RECORDERS
BEHREND CINE CORP. IS

'TO' "

MIDWEST DISTRIBUTOR
FOR SALES AND SERVICE

BEHRENDs
AS 3
CONVENIENT
^ RENTAL PLANS

OF MAGNASYNC
SOUND EQUIPMENT

CINEX TRIPOD
A Behrend Exclusive! Heavyduty elevator tripod with spe¬
cially designed crank handle
enables one man to raise or
lower tripod even with heavy
duty camera attached.
Tripod and Head .... $800.00

0

DAILY RENTAL
IMMEDIATE Rental service at Behrend's . . .
from a changing bag to an Arriflex Camera!

MURAY VIEWER
/■Bpr^^iniRV :

v

LONG TERM RENTAL PLAN
No maintenance costs! No tie-up of Capital!
Rental charges are tax deductible as an oper¬
ating expense! You are protected from obsolete
equipment!

■ ^'i-1

H' "
* ’ *■

( engineered to be the finest!

-

i EV-3-Left to Right
Operation ...... $135.00
EV-4—Right to Left
Operation . $200.00

iRENT WITH OPTION TO BUY
Rental payments apply IN FULL toward pur¬
chase of equipment!

WRITE

A Behrend Special! Extremely
Bright! Extra Sharp! Large Size
Image! Easy Marking ! Carefully

FOR SALES AND

RENTAL CATALOG

giiniii till till
FORMERLY

161

JUNE

•
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TELEVISION

E. GRAND AVE.

EQUIPMENT

CHICAGO 11, ILL.

COMPANY

Michigan 2-2281
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FOLLOW-FOCUS
Contd. from Page 346

rewinders

synchronizers

sound readers

picture and
sound editors

video tape

IN EDITING
EQUIPMENT
From the time motion pictures “learned
to talk” Moviola has earned acceptance
as the \word for professional film
editing equipment. Moviola is keeping
pace \with the changing needs of the
Motion Picture Industry with new
devices such as:
• Crab Dolly for improved Motion
Picture and TV Camera mobility
• 70 mm Viewer for the Photo
Instrumentation field

MANUFACTURING CO.
1451 GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA • HO. 7-3178

TRIPOD HEAD
Suitable for Arriflex cameras (both
16mm and 35mm}, Auricon-400,
Cine Special, Medium TV Cameras,
etc. Fits Miller-Pro Grooved-Leg
Tripod, Pro-Jr., S.O.S., and similar
tripods. No adapters necessary.
Stondard %" or %” mounting thread.
Guick-oction camera lock.
Two quick-action handle holders—handle
may be used on either side, front or
back.
Two control screws on tilt unit for inde¬
pendent control of tension or lock.
Head finished in high-quality baked
enamel.

ONLY

Pan and tilt units factory-sealed with
special stabilized high-viscosity silicone
fluid.
Neoprene seals used throughout.
Single control for tension or lock of pan
unit.
Accurate spirit level.
Height

Weight 8 lbs.

$299.50

Miller equipment is precision-built of highest quality materials; every replacement part
is available . . . Miller Equipment is used throughout the world by leading photog¬
raphers, film and television studios . . . Miller is the World's foremost manufacturer
of Fluid Action Heads.

MILLER PROFESSIONAL EOUIPMENT
285 MELBOURNE AVENUE
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ASTORIA, OREGON

lenses of different foci were cut to dif¬
fering pitches, according to the charac¬
teristics of the lens. Thus, over the
range of settings between infinity and
two feet, a 24mm lens required less
than a half revolution of the controlling
handle, while over the same range, a
44/2" lens required over a full revolu¬
tion of the handle.
The scales for all commonly used
lenses were permanently engraved on a
single focusing dial, and a movable in¬
dicator on the controlling handle obscurred all but the calibrations for the
lens being used.
The owners of Mitchell NC, Standard
and 16mm cameras now may broaden
the scope of their operations to include
follow-focus and dolly shots, thanks to
a new lightweight, easily operated fol¬
low-focus attachment available from
Mitchell Camera Corporation.
Follow-focus is no problem with the
Mitchell BNC studio camera, where
automatic follow-focus control is an in¬
tegral part of the camera. The focusing
controls are geared to the single camera
lens (there is no turret on the BNC)
and to the camera viewfinder. As the
follow-focus controls are operated, the
camera and viewfinder are in identical
focus, and the viewfinder is automati¬
cally corrected for parallax. Thus, for
follow-focus shots, the camera crew has
complete focusing control at all times,
and the subject is followed perfectly.
To provide this same convenience
for users of the NC, Standard and
16mm models, Mitchell designed a
readily-mounted follow-focus attach¬
ment. It is the only mechanism of its
kind available, which couples the finder
directly to the lens and which is de¬
signed for use with Mitchell cameras.
It assures full control of picture fram¬
ing and lens focusing, particularly at
close, critical ranges.
It is easy to install and remove. The
attachment does not interfere with the
use of any standard accessories, and is
supplied complete with mounting brack¬
et. Only in the case of older Mitchell
cameras now in use, is it necessary to
drill a small hole in the base of the
camera for mounting the follow-focus
attachment.
Once it is attached, all follow-focus
control is accomplished through the use
of the follow-focus control knob. Use of
this accessory results in saving much
production time on the set normally re¬
quired for the solving of follow-focus
parallax control.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

y- PRODUCTION
RENTAL NEEDS!
• LIGHTING . ARCS . INCANDESCENT
• MOBILE GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS. .CRANES. .DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Frost will handle your production needs
from conference room to film can. Studios ...
Transportation . . . Unit Managers . . . Talent
. . . Crews .. . Locations . . . Make-up . . . and
Script Personnel. Our expanded facilities
are yours for the asking.

Canadian Office:
6 Shawbridge, Toronto, Ont
Belmont 2-1145

^ A IV A
Faster Service Because We

Our Own

JACKAFROST
MAIN OFFICE:
234 Piquette

TRinity 3-8030

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN
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CANADIAN OFFICE:
6 Shawbridge

BEImont 2-1145

TORONTO, ONTARIO

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE:
4224 Teesdale

POplar 2-8296

N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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WALTER STRENGE’S

TIME and SPACE
SAVERS ON YOUR
PRODUCTIONS RY CAMART

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Need advice on a picture making problem? Your questions are invited
and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest will appear in this column each month.

Q

Where a protective coating is to be
applied to a motion picture film
that will also have a laminated magnetic
track applied for post-recorded sound,

should the sound track be applied be¬
fore or after the protective coating is
applied? If the laminated track is ap¬
plied first,
coated for

and then the entire film
protection, can sound be

recorded satisfactorily
—G. V.

BABY DOLLY
Easily
.

.

.

does

the

job

of a

larger dolly

in less space and at a fraction of

the cost.

$425.00
Dolly tracks available.

BARDWELL LIGHTS
High

power

unit for black
and white or
color.

Same

lights

Hollywood

the
pro¬

fessional uses.

$81.00

16mm
stock
16mm

and
for
and

35mm

Arriflex

35mm

cameras

delivery.
soundproof

available. 400^ magazines.
motors. New and used.

in

Arriflex
blimps

Synchronous

CAMERAMART
1845 BROADWAY, N Y. 23, PL 7-6977
Cable: CAMERAMART
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track?

In general, protective coatings are
applied to motion picture film to pre¬
vent damage by scratches and abrasion
of the photographic image. Application
is usually beaded on with a roller, or
applied with a wick by mechanical
equipment. Another treatment often
given film is waxing of the sprocket
hole area to insure better movement
of the film through the projector shoes,
thus increasing film life. It is advisable,
where possible, to keep both the pro¬
tective coating material and the wax
away from the magnetic stripe area
so as not to add to the dirt problem of
the magnetic heads.
Because

materials

for

animation

work are difficult to obtain here in
Bangkok, please advise what companies
in the United States supply materials
such as colors for cartoon drawing on
celluloid, air brush and brush and pen
for coloring cartoons, and drawing sets
for animated cartooning.—S. B.

CAMERAS

immediate

the

Answer: The track lamination should
he applied before the protective coat¬
ing. If the latter is well applied and
very thin, it will not adversely affect
either the magnetic recording or repro¬
duction.

Q
ARRIFLEX

on

.Answer: S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.,
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., Florman
& Babb, Inc., and Animation Equip¬
ment Corp. The addresses of all but the
last named can be obtained from the
ads of each, which appear elsewhere
in this issue. Address of the last named
company is New Rochelle, New York.
QWhat

is the correct method to fol¬
low in taking a light reading on a

motion pictvire set with an incident light
meter: 1) at subject position with the
meter pointed at the camera, or 2) at

subject position with
key light.—A. H.

meter pointed al

Answer: Both methods should give the
same result provided the incident light
meter is the type with the hemisphere
light collector, and that the flat-cell
meter used to measure key light in¬
tensity is equipped with means to take
into account the geometry of the illum¬
ination—that is, whether the key light
comes from the front, side or back. In
either method all set lights should he lit.

Q

Please answer some questions re¬
garding the Bolex H-16 reflex cam¬

era. Is a beam-splitter used in the view¬
er system? If so, does this cut down on
the amount of light transmitted through
the lens, and is there any' consequent
effect on image sharpness? How has the
Bolex H-16 RX camera been improved
over the

Bolex

H-16, and

latter rated for image
registration?—P. E. P.

how is the

steadiness

and

Answer: That’s quite an order, but
here goes: The viewer employs a beam¬
splitter. The image is picked up be¬
hind the lens and in front of the shutter
by a reflecting-prism, and is then re¬
flected to the eye-level focusing device
through a magnifier, which also inverts
the image right side up and magnifies
it approximately 6 times.
The resultant light loss is negligible
and requires no exposure adjustment.
Basically, the Bolex H-16 is the
same as all other current models—the
latter having a 20% more powerful
motor, registration claw and new claw
mechanism incorporating a lateral-stab¬
ilizer for rock-steady pictures.
QWhen

projecting a scene on a
ground glass screen for rear-pro¬
jection photography, a “hot-spot” often
occurs. How can this be eliminated?

—L. A. B.
.Answer: I se a neutral density filter,
cut to size required and place in front
of projector lens. Use of a lens too short
in focal length is often a contributing
factor where a “hot spot” occurs. Try
moving back with the projector and
using a longer lens to project image. ■
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World-Famous Suppliers Of
Professional Movie Equipment
Stocking Thousands Of Items

New F > B POLE SET

FIRST
& BEST

An Easy Way to Hold Things Up... Anywhere
Lights • Props • Backgrounds • Mikes
Without Nails or Screws

per set
consisting of:
2—3-piece poles
7—fittings
1—110" cross bar
Adjustable from
81/2' to 121/2'

F & B POLE SET is a featherweight, telescoping aluminum
column with an expansion spring in the top. Adjust it once
to your ceiling height with locking collar. Then just spring it
in and out of place as you please. Rubber pads top and
bottom protect ceilings and floors... can’t be knocked over
and takes less floor space than a silver dollar. A perfect,
mobile, lightweight support for lights. Two POLE SETS with
cross piece and fitting can be used to hold a roll of back¬
ground paper, props, flats, etc. Perfect for location filming.

POLE SET IOV2' to

15'...

$38.95

Individual Parts:
3 piece Pole
with Clamp
&V2' to 121/2'

$8.50 ea

3 piece Pole
with Clamp
101/2' to 15'

Cross Bar
(110") with
5 fittings

$9.50 ea

NEW F & B POWER-MITE
NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
71/2 Volt—PowerMite battery
(6 cells) .S 85.00
15 Volt—PowerMite battery
(12 cells) ....S135.00
Attached volt¬
meter—
optional .S 20.00
Battery
Charger .S 29.50
Charging Rate
Ammeter ....$ 10.00
F & B's Power-Mite batteries can be sup¬
plied in any combination to power prac¬
tically all cameras, recorders, etc. All the
features are absolutely guaranteed by
F & B. The Power-Mite nickel cadmium
battery is unconditionally guaranteed for
one full year. SPECIAL BATTERIES CUSTOMBUILT TO YOUR ORDER.

$8.50 ea

More PORTMAN ANIMATION
STANDS Sold To:
Australian Broadcasting
Commission
Robert Tinfo Technical
Animation
Bay State Film Productions
Walter Craig Productions
Avacugho Cine, Caracas
• Ford Motor Company
• Rembrandt Films
• Ansel Studios
• Corwin Studios
• L & L Animation
• Mayo Clinic
• Slide-O-Chrome
A rugged precision and versatile
animation stand that offers more
than 40 accessories for special
animation and effects.

Prices begin at
$■

AVAILABLE NOW:
New ACME-PORTMAN 16mm-35mm interchangeable
camera with ball-bearing mounted cam-rackover.
Write for descriptive folder and price list.

HAVE YOU REGISTERED
FOR THE

FsB
ANIMATION
SEMINAR
June 12-15
New York City
Complete information on
request. Write Charlie Lipow

MILLER FLUID DRIVE HEAD
The Miller Head is
the world's finest
precision built hy¬
draulic drive pan
head, and is de¬
signed for super¬
smooth panning and
tilting. Can be used
with any movie cam¬
era. F & B is exclu¬
sive distributor of
the Miller Fluid
Heads in the Eastern
United States.

Model D (medium duty) .... 50.00
Swivel leveling joint. 59.50
Pro Head (heavy duty) .... 299.50

For Complete Information On Any Item, Write:
F & B Solicits Your Bid
Requests. None Too Big... None Too
Small. Lowest Possible Prices For
Top Quality And Service

FLORMAN
& BimCSlSf INC.

68 West 45th Street • New York 36, New York * MUrray Hill 2-2926
JUNE

•
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*How to select a recorder to start your
MAGNASYNC-MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM
o

Sound Equipment Checklist

When lightweight portability is a must the 27 lb.
X-400 Type 1 is the answer! Another reason so many
producers choose this machine is that it is genuinely
professional, and yet, surprisingly economical!
From $985.
X-400

The Type 1 is a miniaturized version of the Type 5.
Low power consumption and extreme portability has
made this 39 lb. unit a popular selection for remote
location production by leading professional motion
picture studios.
From $1360.
TYPE 1

The X-400 Type

15 is designed for the man who

wants everything in one case . . . playback amplifier,
monitor speaker, footage counter and torque motors.
You can be proud to have this machine represent
you on any sound stage!
From $1385.
TYPE 15

The most popular magnetic film recorder in the
world is the Type 5! With this unit and all its oper¬
ational conveniences, you are definitely in the‘'major
league.” The Type 5 owner always starts his pictures
with a special feeling of confidence in the realiza¬
tion that he has allowed no compromise in the
selection of equipment.
From $1570.
TYPE 5

There is nothing on the market that compares with
the remarkable Mark IX. This unit is in a class by
itself . . . with

push-button

remote

controlled

relay

functions, plug-in audio elements and all the
“extras” that make for flawless recording under the
most adverse conditions.
From $2145.
MARK IX

Send for complete details on the new Nomad 7-lb. magnetic recorder-reproducer that
makes any IGmyn movie camera a sound camera, any projector a sound projector, with
true interlock lip-sync. Priced from $585.00.

IVIAGNASYNC CORPORATION
FORMERLY MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
SOUND SYSTEM

5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, California • STanley 7-5493 * Cable "MAGNASYNC”

CHICAGO, Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; LOS ANGELES, Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK, Camera Equipment Co.;
AUSTRALIA, Sydney, New South Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty. Ltd.; BELGIUM, Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S.A., (Societe Beige D'Applications
Cinematographiques); BOLIVIA, La Paz, Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro, Mesbia, S.A.; BURMA, Rangoon, G. K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltcf.;
CANADA, Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.; CUBA, Havana, Caribbean Electronics, S.A.; DENMARK, Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.;
ENGLAND, London, W-1, Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.; HONKONG, SupremeTrading Co.; INDIA, Bombay, Kine Engineers; ITALY, Rome, Reportfilm
S.R.L.; JAPAN, Tokyo, J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 7/53, Rene Boeniger; THAILAND,
Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.
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THE MAGAZINE OF MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
featured the ARRIFLEX 16 in a four page
editorial report and headlined it...

The Arriflex 16, because of
its versatility, ruggedness and
reliability has become the most
popular portable professional
motion picture camera
in America today
(illustrations and captions from the some report)

THE ARRIFLEX 16mm camera's
great popularity is due to its
many practical features such
as through-the-lens viewing
while filming, divergent 3lens turret, registration pin
in film gate, automatic buckle
switch and variable speed
electric motor.

REAR VIEW, showing eye¬
piece of direct-viewing
finder, tachometer, foot¬
age and frame counters,
and variable speed con¬
trol for the motor.

UNIQUE TURRET design
permits any three lenses,
from extreme wide-angle
to 300mm telephoto, to
be mounted simultane¬
ously without mechanical
or optical interference
with one another.

ARRI SOUND BLIMP plus
400-ft. magazine and sync
motor converts the Arriflex 16 to an efficient pro¬
duction camera for sound
stage and location
filming.

SIDE VIEW of blimp with
doors open. Three separate
doors are provided for easy
access to interior: one on top
for mounting 400-ft. maga¬
zines; another in front for
access to lenses and turret;
and on the side, for insert¬
ing the camera.

Write for four page reprint of report
and complete Arriflex literature.

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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FOR FOLLOW SHOT of Anna Magnani fleeing down stairs and thence to

STRAPPED

TO

rear of

make

shot, as

plank,
Harold

store, operator Saul Midwal was strapped to chair mounted on
then

tilted

Posner,

over

assistant;

balcony
Eddie

edge
Knott,

by

grips.

head

L

grip;

to

R

in

Midwal;

photo
ond

are:

Jimmy

will

the
permit

flight

to

CHAIR, Midwal

him

rear of

to

grips

and

cover

store.

has

discarded

technicians

Magnani's

stair

Cinematographer

his cigar and

is ready to

prepare to tilt the rig, which
descent
Boris

and

Kaufman

then

follow

(white

prepares to give “go" signal.

Gatland, grip.

FILMING **THE FLGITIVE KIND'*
Creative lighting and imaginative black-and-white photography
lend a fillip to otherwise downnbeat Tennessee William story.
By

“The

fugitive

kind”

FREDERICK

begins in a violent rainstorm and

ends in a fire, and in between the seamy story unfolds in a
downbeat if not degrading atmosphere befitting its theme.
Whatever one’s reservations about it, the picture’s effect
on the viewer is due as much to the visual impact of the
photography as to the plot and characterizations concocted
by Tennessee Williams.
Produced by Jurow-Shepherd-Pennebaker for United
Artists, “The Fugitive Kind” was photographed by Boris
Kaufman, ASC, and stars Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani,
and Joanne Woodward. The story is set in a small Missis¬
sippi town, time the present. Location filming was at Milton,
New York, a small town chosen for its resemblance to a
typical Southern community. Shooting was completed on
sound stages of the Gold Medal Studios in New York City.
Brando is a disillusioned honky-tonk entertainer from
New Orleans, who becomes involved as a hired hand and
lover with the wife of a brutal small-town storekeeper
dying of cancer. Also getting in his hair frequently is a
degenerate blond always on the bottle and who breezes in
and out of the picture in a battered sports car in her pursuit
of Brando. The latter finds work in the small general store
and despite his efforts to avoid her, ultimately gets in¬

^4

her

sweater)

FOSTER

volved with the owner’s wife, played by Anna Magnani.
The husband, Victor Jory, suspects their affair and in the
closing scenes of the picture he shoots his wife, sets fire to
her confectionery adjoining the store, and Brando is con¬
sumed in the conflagration. Limited space precludes elab¬
orating on the full story or pointing up the dramatic
high points.
Suffice to say that Director of Photography Boris Kauf¬
man’s work was cut out for him when the producers chose
Sidney Lumet to direct the picture. Lumet and Kaufman
have a particular affinity for the type of social dramatics
conceived by writers like Williams, so Kaufman was more
than enthused with the prospects for imaginative photog¬
raphy which “The Fugitive Kind” not only promised but
demanded.
“The blend of the grotesque and the tragic inherent in
Tennessee Williams’ writing had to be stated visually,”
Kaufman explains. “If the attempt succeeded, it would re¬
sult in a style peculiar to the story. The search for, finding,
and then maintaining that style is to me the most excit¬
ing and rewarding part of the cinema art.
“It goes without saying that to be daring in film pro¬
duction is risky and should never be attempted without the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

ANNA MAGNANI rehearses her flight down the stair as camera operator

MIDWAL

Midwal covers her action with the hand-held Arriflex 35mm camera. Grips

focused on the fleeting Miss Magnani. Strong trappings and heavy ropes

have moved

his trapese-mounted rig forward to edge of balcony, where

Midwal will be moved in a vertical arc as he makes the shot.

hold

him

scene as

IN

FULL TILT.

He

securely, enabling
planned.

Boris

battles to hold camera rigid as he keeps it
him to concentrate entirely on

Kaufman

stands on

shooting the

stairs, watching technicians

assist in the difficult shot.

close cooperation of the director. Sidney Lumet was always
with me when something daring in the photography was
proposed, and he encouraged anything I did that could
enhance the visual interpretation of a scene.
“An example is a scene that takes place in the store be¬
tween Brando and Miss Magnani. Brando, by inference,
describes himself as a bird, soaring aloft, and never light¬
ing on earth until death. Though it is night, I brought
strong light through the windows behind him. Then, as
Brando spoke, I dimmed the key light on him, and as the
camera moved in for an extreme closeup of his face, I grad¬
ually lit his eyes and part of his face. At the close of the

scene, I abruptly changed this by re-lighting in the orig¬
inal mood to indicate the end of his reverie.”
Kaufman is quoted in these early paragraphs purposely
in order to establish something of his cinematographic
ideals and his Hair for establishing and then sustaining
moods through lighting and handling of the camera—par¬
ticularly because “The Fugitive Kind” has been the subject
of considerable criticism as a motion picture. Here, we are
neither praising nor condemning the production as such,
for the purpose of this article is to reveal something of the
cinematographer’s purpose and the techniques he emContinued on Page 379

FILMING
store

set.

ONE

of

the

Kaufman,

in

many
black

complex
shirt,

interior

center,

shots

watches

inside

the

narrow

Brando ,piace

his

jacket on Miss Magnani as operator Midwal, seated behind the Mitchell
camera, makes the shot.

THE MITCHELL CAMERA,

mounted on Moviola crab dolly, is ready fo move

forward for a mobile camera shot, which Director Lumet is explaining to Miss
V/oodward and Marlon Brando seated in battered sports car.

‘s

Shooting 16mm Plus-Xat WOO ASA
How this film’s unusual flexibility and its response to
special processing made it possible to photograph with
existing light two important indoor events for television.
By

AUTHOR used Auricon
camera

to

photograph

Super-1200

C.

FENYON,

C.S.C.

16mm

performance

of

symphony orchestra.

of existing light—the
natural light that prevails at the scene
of an event—is a technique which,
thanks to the continuing development
of fast films such as Tri-X—is finding
increasing acceptance in photograph¬
ing subject material for television.
The

GEORGE

utilization

Existing light photography, aside
from its expediency, can also enhance
the subject matter. The true mood of a
situation, for example, very often can
be better captured on film when photo¬
graphed in existing light. On the other
hand, shooting under such light condi¬
tions can be difficult, particularly when
it is done in large areas such as a rail¬
way station, museum, concert hall, etc.
Examples are two films which I pho¬
tographed recently for Canadian tele¬
vision. One was a comprehensive cam¬

era report on an important concert
given in Montreal by the Vienna Sym¬
phony Orchestra; the other, a local
performance by the Polish Ballet
troupe. Almost the entire photography
of both events was carried out with the
use of existing light.
The heavy schedules of both com¬
panies, the necessity to shoot arrivals
and departures at the railway station,
and shooting during rehearsal, makeup
and dressing periods made the task
unusually difficult. The fact that my as¬
sistants and I were not permitted to
bring lighting equipment into the the¬
atre or concert hall forced the decision
to work with existing light from start
to finish of both events. Earlier, I had
even considered using a portable light
unit such as many newsreel cameramen
employ clamped to their cameras. But
this idea was discarded when it was
found the scope of the lamp’s coverage
and quality of the light did not suit our
requirements.

A

REALLY

TOUGH

There were other problems, too. One
was to select a film having a high ASA
index, which would be printable with
good results when used under all the
varied light conditions that would be
encountered, and which would best
lend itself to extreme boosting in the
development process.
My earlier experience with “fast”
emulsions plus some expert advice from
Jose Mena, supervisor of the Mount
Royal film laboratory in Montreal, led
to the choice of Plus-X Type B 16mm
negative. Supported by results of previ¬
ous tests, it was decided to boost the
potential of this film and to work with
it on the basis of an ASA index of
1000. This very stable emulsion had
previously performed well for me at
ratings of 200, 400, 600, and 700 ASA.
The chief objections to extreme boost¬
ing of an emulsion are the resulting
grain increase and severe loss of gray¬
scale gradations. But chemical compen-

subject

Continued on Page 373

to

film

with

existing

light,

even

with

film

boosted to 1000 ASA. The natural illumination lent an unusual aspect of
naturalness to the symphony concert scenes.

SHOOTING WITH
enabled author
and detail.
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to

Plus-X Type B
capture

16mm film on the basis of

interior

scenes

such

as

this

1000 ASA,

having

depth
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LIGHTIF^O
EQUIPMENT
The

country's

foremost

single

source

motion pictures, TV, industrial and

WE
RENT
OR
SELL

of

lighting equipment for

instrumentation

Grips

Masterbeams

Scrims

Props

Stands

Nets

photography.

Brutes

Cables

Parallels

Molarcs

Boxes

Drops

ColorT rans

Dimmers

Director Chairs

Teners

TV Scoops

Seniors

Mike Booms

Juniors

Dollies

Cones

Reflectors

AC and DC
Generators up to
1500 amps.Truck
Mounted or Port¬
able

In New York call:
JUdson 6-1420

1%

In Miami call:
TUxedo 8-4604

(Jnraeii
€9uipni€nT
In Florida

CAMERA EQUIPMENT
CO., INC. OF FLORIDA
1335 East 10th Avenue
Hialeah, Florida
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*CECO — Trademark of
Camera Equipment CO.
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S.O.S. LECTRONOTCH DEL^Y TIMER

TEL-katic

Solves Laboratory Problem of
Differences in Printer Cue Systems

16/35 mm

l\leg/Pos

Negatives notched for a particular machine often
must be run on another type printer with a longer
scene-to-notch
spacing.
The S.O.S
Lectronotch
Delay Timer was developed to meet the need for a
“variable time delay unit” to solve the problem of
spacing differences in motion picture printer cue
systems. The S.O.S Lectronotch delays the impulse
to the light change mechanism until the correct frame
is in position in the printing aperture.

Pays for Itself
Many Times Over

Precise Timing Delay!

Only M9S

Can be used on both optical and contact printers.
Any printing speed can be used—no limitation.
Quickly and easily connected with 2 Amphenol plugs.

The
Ultra Modern
Way to Clean
Films Safely!

IDENTIFY YOUR FIEMS INSTANTEY
Unnumbered films cause

S.O.S

TEL-Amatic

16/35mm

Film

Cleaning

Machine does more work and better than ma¬

confusion and loss of time!

chines twice the price!
tested

under

conditions

the

with

It has been thoroughly

most

exacting

excellent

laboratory

results.

Films

with

TEie MOY edge numbers every

even the softest emulsions emerge scratch-free,

foot of

grime and smudges from film. TEL-Amatic is a

T 6,

TZ’/z,

35mm film

and simplifies the task of check¬

crystal clean and clear—safely removes all dirt,
great modern

scientific achievement.

Foolproof

safety factors protect precious negatives.

ing titles and footage

You Cannot Damage Film With TEL-Amatic!
TEL-Amatic requires no previous experience or

You

can

now

save

the

many

man

hours

lost

classifying films without titles. The MOY VISIBLE
EDGE FILM NUMBERING MACHINE replaces cue

Among Recent Purchasers Are:

marks,

perforations,

messy

crayons,

punches

and embossing—does not mutilate film.
Walt Disney Productions, Burbank, Cal. (6 machines)
Eastman

Kodak Co.,

Rochester,

N.Y.

Film Service Laboratories, Athens, Georgia
General

Film

Labs.,

Hollywood, Calif.

Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Calif.
American Optical

(Todd-AO),

Buffalo

District Products Corp. (Audio Devices, Inc.) Conn.
University of Southern California, Los Angeles
University of Illinois,
Telefilm,

Inc.,

Consolidated
Labcraft
Eagle

Urbana,

Hollywood,
Film

Labs.,

Illinois

Chicago,

Ft.

Lee,

Productions,

Columbia

Broadcasting System,
Rochemont,

special

solves require edge
of

frames

cut

or

numbering

added.

parts

do

not

affect

magnetic

phonic

recordings

Write for brochure.

make

N.J.

ONLY

Ohio

N.Y C.

McDonald Air Craft Corp., St.

Louis, Mo.

!i.0.S EENSING PEi
HAS MAUI) ADVAAITASES

idle

or

of

these

One person
machines—a

tremendous labor saver.

and

•

Special Non-Scratch Buffers

•

Requires Only 15 feet of Leader

•

Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control

or

type.

numbering

a

$2475
surplus

battery

Non-magnetic

Convenient payment terms arranged.
apply your
trade-in.

a

count

keep

New York
N Y.

operate

switch

Jet-Spray Film Wash for 16 & 35mm Film

film

edge

film is cleaned every six minutes.
can

the

Over 1000 ft. of

Curved Air-Blast Squeegees (pat. applied for)

Multiple mognetic tracks in CinemaScope steroMUST.

simply throws

•

and

negative

positive films can be numbered.

operator

•

to

Both

The

dis¬

effects, fades

III.

Cinerama

Louis de

showing

Calif.

International, Cleveland,

Labs.,

prints

Work

skills.

and TEL-Amatic does the rest.

•

Designed for Originals and Release Prints

•

Continuous Air and Solution Filtering

•

Electric Solution Level Indicator

•

Complete operation VISIBLE ot all times

j

•

Variable Speed DC Drive

!

•

Take-Up Torque Motor, Adjustable, Reversible

|

•

3000 feet Film Capacity, Reels or Cores

j

•

Speed over 10,000 Feet per Hour

I

•

Transmission, Silent Timing Belt

j

You may

equipment

as

a

Complete

$2950

Write for brochure

(§)Reg. Trademark

For firms in the field of servicing, making or showing motion picture films.

Under

this specially devised Leasing Plan you can now INEXPENSIVELY acquire the
NEWEST and MOST MODERN Film Production Equipment on very liberal terms.
You decide on the choice of equipment as if you were buying it outright. You can
save up to 75% of the Conventional Rental you may now be paying. Write for

FREE booklet on “How Leasing Can Increase Your Profits.”
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NOW. Owners of Arriflex, B & Hy
Bolex and Cine Special Cameras
Can Shoot with Both Eyes Open

with TEUnimaprint *

With all the advanced features which have made this
type

of

viewfinder

the

choice

of

Hollywood

studio

cameramen for TOP performance in scope and opera¬
tion.
to

Greatest dollar
for dollar value
in the industry!

Optically and mechanically precision engineered

the

dustry
with

exacting

standards

requirements.

crosshairs

in

An

of

the

motion

engraved

picture

aperture

in¬

outline,

the center, shows the field of the

•

Does

standard 25mm lens for 16mm cameras. A border out¬
side the actual picture area allows for anticipation of
incoming

scenes.

A secondary magnifying

not

interfere

with

use

of

matte

boxes or changing of magazines.
•

Interchangeable from one camera to an¬

lens gives

other

in

a

matter

of

seconds.

an enlarged view. Mattes are provided for lenses of

constructed

longer focal length and an auxiliary lens is used to

handling and alignment.

cover the 15mm wide angle field.

yet

lightweight

Sturdily

for

ease

of

•

Excellent illumination for dimly lit scenes.

•

Auxiliary lens easily mounted for

15mm

field.
*

Large

brilliant full

right to
*

upright

image corrected

from

Apparent image 2" x 3".

left.

You shoot with both eyes open.
focus control from

INCLUDES AUXILIARY WIDE ANGLE

Smooth precision

two fee* to infinity.

lens

Instant

action

positive

lock

control

MATTES

FOR

2

LENSES

MOUNTING BRACKETS:

parallax control calibrated on an engraved scale.
*

&

Accurate

allows

Arriflex, B&H 70 or Bolex H 16 .$15

use

between two or more cameras.

Cine

Special

.$ 5

mmmm MAOiTic sokostriper
The

first

sensibly

priced

MACHINE for high
—the

answer

curacy

in

to

film

tricky titles

economy

titling.

in

HOT

PRESS

TITLE

quality, fast, dry lettering
The

and

precision

ac¬

most

intricate

and

any color or

black

& white

Automation in
Magnetic Soundstriping

is

8/1 6mm Film

achieved with ease. Acme pegs assure perfect
registration

on

paper

or

acetate

cells.

Prints

dry from colored foil foV instant use. Will pro¬
duce titles in

any language—main

titles, sub¬

titles, trailer titles, TV commercials, slide films,
super-imposed

sub-titles,

dimensional effects, etc.

shadow

and

third

These may be applied

to any kind of art, scenic or live action back¬

Now you con
in

your own

machine
outputi

Why send it

plant, saving

pays

for

itself

time and
with

money.

your

first

do it
The

month's

The sound reproduction conforms to highest

industry

ground, including photographs.

stripe your own film.

out when CINEMAPHON SONOSTRIPER will

standards.

Stripes

8mm

and

16mm

film,

CINEMAPHON

MAGNETIC

SONOSTRIPER

also

double or single perforated, color or black & white.
TEL-Animaprint Hot Press is specially designed

has

There's

flush footage counter, boll bearings on all driven

to produce more attractive titles in less time
at less cost. Ideal for Motion Picture Producers,

machine at anywhere near this price.

shafts,

Magnetic laminated track assured 6 to 12db more

mometer,

output

with

cessor

or

It is sturdily constructed and self-contained
quiring minimum maintenance.

TV

Stations,

Effects

Film

Titling

&

Artwork,

Labs., Animators, Advertising

Commercial

Photographers, Art

Special

Agencies,

Studios,

Etc.

no

comparable

no

from

professional

variation

from

one

to

film

soundstriping

processor

another.

to

pro¬

Surface

is

heated

at

constant

rote

automatically*

despite

1 °

F

by

Thermistor

. .$575

Stondard

TEL-Animaprint with

Write for brochure

manual

CAPACITY:

1,000

feet

of

film—holds

approximately

Unit
control

....$450

(R) Reg. Tademark

drum

with

inspection

built-in

lamp

on

ther¬
panel.
re¬

white, row stock, positives or release

2000 feet of striping tape.
•fenwo/'s Patented Control

drying

convenient

motor, coupled

SPEED: Stripes 1,320 feet of film per hour.

changes in room temperatures. Accuracy within
+

heated

separate

Laminates Three Sizes of Magnetic Recording
Tape—0 8mm, 1.2mm, 2.4mm. Stripes 8 or 16mm
double

Type

rewind with

minimizing head wear with less background noise.

“mirror” smooth, giving better frequency response,

Latest Electronic TEL-Animaprint

rapid

WEIGHT: 36 lbs.—SIZE: 26"xl3"xn" deep.
OPERATES on 110/220 Volt AC, 50 or 60 cycles.

or

single

perforated;

or

black

&.

prints.

COMPLETE with 3 spools of magnetic re¬
cording tape (0.8mm, 1.2mm, 2.4mm, plus
250cc of Cinemaphon Adhesive).

Only $1995

Write for brochure

\

"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

CIKEMA SUPPLY CORP.

color

602 WEST 52nd SI, NEW YORK 19. N.Y.
Phone: PLcza 7-0440

iST.^^nzb/
ST.

Cable: SOSOJND

WESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2124

Mitchell Introduces
New 35mm
Reflex Camera
Dual shutters, through-the-lens reflex
CONTOUR

of

inverted

film

magazine

provides

solid

but

comfortable

shoulder support for Mitchell's nev/ 35mm reflex camera.

viewing, and unique shoulder-rest
design of magazines are innovations
featured in Mitchell’s latest profes¬
sional motion picture camera.

By

JOSEPH

V.

MASCELLI

Mitchell Camera Company’s new lightweight 35nim re¬

flex motion picture camera was given its initial puhlic
preview last month at the clubhouse of American Society
of Cinematographers. The prototype Model R-35 of the
first American-made mirror reflex motion picture camera
incorporates unique solutions ta many of the perplexing
EXAMINING MECHANISM of the Mitchell
camera at recent demonstration
in

Hollywood

John

D.

are

McCall,

(left to
Exec.

35mm

Reflex

optical and mechanical problems that heretofore have con¬
fronted engineers in designing and constructing cameras

at the ASC Clubhouse

right)

Vice-Pres.

Walter
of

Strenge, ASC,

Mitchell

of this type.

Camera

Corp., and Charles Lotspeich, Mitchell's Project Engineer.

The new R-35 combines streamlined design and fullaperture reflex viewing and focusing with all the timetested features originated and made famous by Mitchell
Camera Corp. The reflex viewing feature supplants the
traditional Mitchell rackover in this new camera, and the
camera’s relatively light weight makes it easy to operate
hand-held. All the 35mm wide-screen techniques, including
CinemaScope, are possible with this camera, which will
accommodate zoom and other special lenses.
The camera’s outstanding design feature perhaps and
one that is a radical departure for Mitchell, is the dual
shutter assembly. \^diile Mitchell engineers recognized the
importance of the reflex shutter for certain types of cine¬
matography, they were most anxious to retain Mitchell’s
time-tested variable focal-plane shutter for optimum photo¬
graphic efficiency. The engineering solution has resulted
in a unique double-shutter arrangement in the camera
that combines the reflex mirror shutter, with its full-frame
parallax-free focusing and viewing convenience, with the

CLOSE VIEW of the Mitchell 35mm Reflex showing magazine detached
from

main

body of

camera. Magazines of various sizes

may also be

mounted on top in conventional manner when camera is to be used on
a tripod.
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focal plane variable-disc shutter for positive exposure con¬
trol over the entire area of the aperture.
The reflex shutter’s primary function is to provide reContinued on
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“For the
creation of
life-like effectsno other light source
approaches the
carbon arc.”

"National” and "Union Carbide" are
registered trade-marks for products of
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“For clean, sharp
lighting for the absolute
true reproduction of
color, I always
insist on ‘National’
carbon arc lighting.”

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
Division of Union Carbide Corporation . 270 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York
IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

UNION
CARBIDE
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The term “tracking,” in the ver¬
nacular of the motion picture music
editor, means fitting existing music to
a given scene or sequence in a motion
picture, as opposed to using music
specially written and recorded. In the
process of tracking, the music editor
may “try for size” a great number of
recorded musical passages available
from the studio's music library until he
finds one best suited to the scene.

available sounds pretty jaded. They’re not bad for westerns,
but a stock music library will not work for a contemporary
or jazz show. The stock humor or situation comedy music
is worn pretty thin, too. As for the “not so good” libraries,
they invariably waste an editor’s time and a producer’s
money on film and transfer cost. The size of a library is
never a true indication of its value. Some libraries have
several thousand pieces of music, 90% of which was re¬
corded in the early forties; such music is dated and the
sound quality usually poor. There are a number of libraries
designed for radio soap operas. These contain little more
than corny bridges and should be avoided at all cost.
Some studios and producers have gone to live scoring.
This is one answer, but what about the show or series that is
still not in final cut a week or ten days before air date?
This problem seems to be the rule rather than the exception.
How can a composer write and record every week under this
kind of pressure. Something has to give!
There is a satisfactory solution for this problem: Com¬

TRA CKING MUSK
FOR T V FILMS

... fitting library music to
T V films is real challenge
for music editors
By

LOUIS

W.

GORDON

This article has a two-fold objective. The first is to ac¬

quaint the TV film producer with the advantages of track¬
ing his shows. The second and most important objective is
to emphasize the relationship between the composer and the
music editor.
Tracking music isn’t new to the film industry. The prac¬
tice of tracking the preview print prior to scoring started
hack in the early forties. Budget-conscious TV producers
started music tracking when television went to film, and
it’s been around ever since. Quality varies somewhat from
one series to another, hut this is due to the limitations im¬
posed by the library available and the imagination of the
editor.
There are several stock libraries in Hollywood. Some are
pretty good but used to death, and because only a few hours
of new material have been added over the years, the stuff
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pose a library for a specific series. The style and instrumen¬
tation as well as composition fees, supervision, copying, etc.,
are agreed upon between the producer and the composer.
The next step should he the composer’s selection of his
music editor. Upon this selection rests the success or failure
of this type of operation.
Many of the top music editors in the industry have little
or no experience in tracking. They are great on a feature,
but TV is a dirty word to them, and tracking is a dog’s job.
The experienced tracker falls into one of three general cate¬
gories: The creative editor; the dull but safe; and the third
group might be called “the quick and dirty.” Many fall into
the “dull but safe” category.
A few tracking editors enjoy the challenge that presents
itself in every new reel of film. They study their sequences
and understand the dramatic values they wish to attain.
Then they try many tracks until they are excited by some
part of one or more pieces of music. Certain dramatic move¬
ments are accented, a few are necessarily compromised, but
the overall mood flows and the important punctuation falls
into place. The climax pays off and the music tapers away.
This is oversimplified to say the least. The music editor can
and should think in terms of a dramatist, a composer, and
a craftsman.
The true success of the editor's efforts is governed by the
quality and flexibility of his library. Very few composers
understand music tracking, and even fewer write for this
medium. Writing for a track library can be a challenge to a
composer. W hen he understands the music editor’s problems
he is “half way home.”
“Half way home” may not be quite accurate. The com¬
poser who can adapt his ideas to the editor’s needs has his
biggest challenge ahead of him. He must go home and
dream up a dramatic or humorous situation and then write
without timings. The composer’s freedom can be his biggest
problem. Too few composers have filed their timing sheets
of feature pictures, keeping only their original score, discs,
or tapes. Writing to these old timings can be most helpful
toward assembling the needed material to qualify a library.
The stories on TV half-hour or hour shows are, in most
cases, the feature plot boiled down to its essentials. The TV
story moves faster and the scenes are shorter; the character
development is rather crudely castrated, hut the heavy is
still heavy, and our hero still has to fight to win the girl.
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Whete Qii$lifij Petfom^m i$ Vif^l, SpBeify,,.Filnilm
)/om Film Oepends Upon It
Basic to the intelligent selection of a film processor
is the consideration of performance results and cost
economy. Whether your requirements are for a table
top processor or a complete laboratory service each
of the Filmline machines listed below is designed to
provide you with professional processing performance
of consistent excellence... at the lowest possible
purchase and maintenance cost.
At your convenience we would be pleased to arrange
a demonstration of one of the many Filmline installa¬
tions in your area.

FILMLINE PROCESSING MACHINES
MANY ADDITIONAL MODELS AVAILABLE
Model

Film Type

Process

Film Size

Speeds

K

Neg/Pos.

B4W

16mm

10 FPM

216 0

Neg/Pos.

B4W

16mm

30 FPM

316 D

Neg/Pos.

B4W

16mm

60 FPM

316 DS

Neg/Pos.

B4W

16mm

60 FPM

416 D

Neg/Pos.

B4W

16mm

80 FPM

N

Neg/Pos.

Micronim

16/35mm

8 FPM

L

Neg/Pos.

B4W

16/35mm

8 FPM

RN 16/35

Neg/Pos.

B4W

16/35mm

24 FPM

Neg/Pos.

Microfilm

16/35mm

24 FPM

RN 16/35mm
316D35

Neg/Pos.

B4W

16/35mm

32 FPM

316035M

Neg/Pos.

Microfilm

16/35mm

32 FPM

416D3S

Neg/Pos.

B4W

16/35mm

80 FPM

PN100

Neg/Pos.

B4W

16/35mm

100 FPM

S 150-R

Neg/Pos.

B4W

16/35mm

150 FPM
10 FPM

470 NO

Neg/Pos.

B4W

70mm

35ND70

Neg/Pos.

B4W

35/70mm

30 FPM

70R10

Reversal

B4W

70mm

10 FPM

R IS

Rev & Neg/Pos.

64W

16mm

15 FPM

R15TC

Rev 4 Neg/Pos.

B4W

16mm

15 FPM

R40

Rev 4 Neg/Pos.

B4W

16mm

25 FPM

R40TC

Rev 4 Neg/Pos.

B4W

16mm

25 FPM

RT-S

Rev 4 Neg/Pos.

B4W

16mm

85-125 FPM

R-60

Rev 4 Neg/Pos.

B4W

16mm

30 FPM

R-17-3S

Rev 4 Neg/Pos.

B4W

16/35mm

17 FPM

R-60S

Rev 4 Neg/Pos,

B4W

16mm

60 FPM

R-90

Rev 4 Neg/Pos.

B4W

16mm

90 FPM

CN-1Q

Eastman Neg
Ektacolor

Color

46mm

12 FPM

Eastman Neg
Ektacolor

Color

35/46mm

12 FPM

ENP-2S

Eastman Neg

Color

16/35mm

25 FPM

ACE 20

Ansco /Eklochrome

Color

16mm

22 FPM

CN35-10

7255 Ektachrome
Eastman SO 260
SO 270
ACE 40

Ansco

Color

16mm

36 FPM

16KC-60

Kodachrome

Color

16mm

60 FPM

35KC-45

Kodachrome

Color

16mm

45 FPM

35mm

8 FPM

ERNA STREET, MILFORD, CONNECTICUT

FILMLINE.,. the ultimate in film processing machinery
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Distributors: Birns & Sawyer, Hollywood
Caldwell Equip. Co. Ltd., Toronto, Can.
Camera Equip. Co., New York City
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., New York City
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Timing sheets of old features are a
composer’s best friend when it comes
to writing an underscore library.
Television is viewed in the home
and most sets have small amplifiers
and speakers. The sound of TV music
often leaves something to be desired,
so smaller instrumentation seems to be
desirable. The full, lush sound of a
motion picture theatre seems only to
get in the way when played on TV.
Dubbing is also hasty so the subtle

THE MUSIC EDITOR S catalogue is his “bible."
recording)

is

listed

according

to

its

Each cue (music library

dramatic-music content.

desires and blends of the feature under¬
score are frequently lost to the TV
viewer. Themeing of continuing char¬
acters is sometimes desirable, but these
themes should be short and unobtru¬
sive. Because of the rapid movement of
story, melodic lines should be kept
short—very short. Much of it will be
played under dialogue, so any develop¬
ment of thematic or melodic material
should be simple.
Short phrases to a complete ending
cannot be over-stated. The development
builds and releases, or it keeps build¬
ing, to a climax much the same as a
feature score, but there is one big dif¬
ference. The phrases are short, ten to
fifteen seconds, and they come to com¬
plete endings. There is no counter
melody,
obligatto,
or
anticipation

AFTER
ties

for

NOTING
a

NUMBERS

particular

of

picture

or

cues

having

bridging the phrases. Frequent pauses
are most desirable. The secret to good
tracking is to find the music that feels
right for the sequence, or part of it.
Then the music is shortened or length¬
ened — or in a manner of speaking,
“warped” to fit the picture. If the edi¬
tor can get in and out of the music
with relative ease, he can spend more
time selecting and heightening the dra¬
matics of the scene.

possibili¬

sequence, the

editor

obtains prints of same from library storage
which are then played over a sound Moviola.

racks

Short, complete phrases are not only
helpful to the editor, but they also fa¬
cilitate an added volume of scoring at
a recording session. Since the compos¬
er is not working to picture or stop¬
watch at a recording session, a threehour session can produce an hour of
underscore. If tape is used, another ten
to fifteen minutes can be gained. Short
phrases cut rehearsal time. Pickups are
easy. A second take at a brighter tempo
is often desirable. A third with tacit
strings or muted brass adds flexibility
to the library.
Variations in tempos are extremely
useful to the track library. Music for

WHEN

CUTTING

the

sound

track,

possible future use. Any music cut
and doesn’t offend the ear.
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head

and

tail

trims are

is a good cut if

saved

for

it fits the scene

a fight or chase should always be re¬
corded at more than one tempo. Tom¬
toms or bongos often are more effective
than snare drum and cymbal. Try for
Continued on
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ENM-16 numbers 16MM film every 40 frames. An
adjustment bar permits edge numbering the film in
any area (16MM only).

NUMBER

ENM-16-M numbers 16MM film every 16 frames to
match 35MM. Numbering can be done in any
position on the film.

ANV

ENM-35 numbers 35MM film every 16 frames. A
combination 17U-35MM machine is available at a
slightly higher cost.

a motion picture

FILM
WID

i

I

ENM-70 numbers 70MM film every 16 frames.
(Equipped with an 80 tooth sprocket with five
perforations per frame.)

ENM-16

Machine can edge number rolls up to
3000'.
Friction devices control the payout reel.
A torque motor allows the film to be taken
up evenly and smoothly. An adjustment
knob for the torque motor rheostat per¬
mits quick adjustment to take up 1000,
2000, and 3000 foot reels.
The impression roller is free wheeling and
self adjusts itself to give a most legible
number without the danger of embossing.
A simplified inking system with an eccen¬
tric center roller in the ink well provides
quick alignment for the applicator sponge
rubber roller. A doctor knife in the inkwell
removes all surplus ink from the inking
rollers.
There is a simple adjustment for dis¬
pensing the amount of ink required.
The unit has a small brush wheel to clean
the numbering element after the number
is applied.
A micro switch cuts the power when a roll
of film'is completed.
A Veeder Root counter checks the film
footage.
A keeper holds the film in place for sync
mark and spot coding.
The handle in front permits the operator
to manually turn the numbering block to
the desired position for a number change.
Running speed is between 80 to 110 feet
per minute.

$2675
ENM-16-M

$2995,

ENM-35

$2500,
ENM-70

$3250.

NUMBERING
BLOCK
The numbering block generally consists of two
letter wheels or one number and one letter wheel
manually operated and four number wheels which
move automatically and number from 0001 to
9999. All numbers can be reset by hand to begin
at any desired number.
ENB-35 ($400)... Numbering block for 35MM indi¬
rect reading. Two letter wheel and four numbers.

9

ENB-16 ($400)... Numbering block for 16MM
direct reading. One letter and four numbers wheel
or two letters and four number wheel.

MAIN OFFICE: 956 SEWARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA, HO 2-3284
H p!^HOLI-YWOOD FILM COMPANY •

reels

•

cans

•

Shipping

cases

BRANCH : 524 WEST 43RD ST., NEW YORK, NEW YORK, LO 3-1546
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Optica! Effects For T V Films
When the requirennents of TV commercials
intensified the need for better opticals, Eastern
Effects,

Inc., built equipment of improved design

to meet the challenge.

idea.

Tbe

best

motion

pictures

are

those which express an idea most in¬
terestingly and clearly. A television
commercial is a sales message on mo¬
tion picture film and comprises essen¬
tially one central idea. The time alloted
the sales message to make its point is
invariably very short. Hence, the ut¬
most ingenuity must go into all phases
of producing the commercial. No long¬
er is it enough to put in filmic commas
and periods and change of pace; it
now becomes necessary to associate
one or more ideas within the one se-

EXAMPLES

OF fwo of

many optical

effects

pos¬

sible with new optical bench designed by Eastern
Effects, Inc.
used

At left is example of revolving effect,

increasingly

commercials.

At

for
right

emphasizing
is

typical

text

in

zoom

TV

effect

produced on bench from camera negative. These
and

other

optical

effects

are

enhancing

the

industry's top TV commercials.

'\^tsrn
^^pticols

S'fFeafs. /nc.

Optical effects are to the motion
picture producer what periods, com¬
mas, semi-colons, and paragraphs are
to the man who writes. Just as it would
be difficult for a writer to turn out a
story without punctuation, it would be
rather difficult to produce a complete
motion picture without opticals.
In the early days of opticals, the
simplest effects were used similar to
punctuation marks: a fade-out termi¬
nated a sequence or the picture itself;
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a dissolve indicated a change of time
or place; a wipe introduced a new
idea, etc.
All these basic optical effects are still
used today. Their meanings have not
changed. However, in the business of
making TV commercials, the demand
on the ingenuity of the optical effects
man is enormous. The reason for this,
of course, is reflected in the very na¬
ture of the TV commercial itself.
Any motion picture at best is an

TO

GAIN

THE

quality

and

speed

required

duction of TV commercials today. Eastern

in

Effects

signed and built this optical bench.
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pro¬
de¬

And Commercials

By

MAURICE

LEVY

President. Eastern Effects, Inc.. N.Y.. N.Y.

quence. It is necessary to “marry" ele¬
ments that might, at first sight, appear
to be strange bedfellows.
The art of matte-making, Rotoscoping, and other optical zib-zab is rapid¬
ly developing into a highly intricate
science, due largely to the demands put
upon the industry by television com¬
mercial production. The field of optical
effects is still relatively young; new
techniques are being developed daily,
hut there is yet a long way to go.
Because the optical bench is the key
Continued on

NICE

WORK

when

you

Hollywood business film

get

if—shooting

in

Hawaii.

Cameramen

for

producers, shoot scene at Honolulu airport in

Cate
16mm

&

McGlone,

color for a

United Airlines' travel promotion film.

One-Man Film Producer
. . . is it the business

for you?

Page 377

By

Like to be a producer

DEE

STAFFORD

of business films? Wondering if you should hang

out your shingle and take a Hing at this fascinating craft? What are your
chances of success? Can you get your idea off the ground?
Today, in the U. S., there are some 3.000 one-man film-producing com¬
panies. While many of these are in-plant units, with the producer on a
company payroll, free from financial and business problems—no small
number are entrejireneurs who have ventured into business for themselves.
What are the ingredients of success for those who are making the grade?
What are the pitfalls that spell failure for those who fall by the wayside?
Film laboratories are in a unique position to monitor the success or fail¬
ure of 16mm film producers. WTen they fail the laboratories are often con¬
fronted with the unfortunate fact of unpaid bills. Indeed, the rate of risk
among newly-established film makers has proved quite great for many
film lal )s. On the other hand, when a film producer succeeds, the laboratory

CLOSEUP VIEW of the finely-engineered apparatus
which is capable of producing an infinite variety of
optical effects on motion picture film.
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gains a new long-term customer whose growth may often prove quite aston¬
ishing.
Having observed both the dismal failures and glowing successes among
independent makers of fact films, the writer, who is the owner-operator of
a laboratory serving many producers scattered about the nation, has com¬
piled a revealing “case book" that may help you decide whether you should
leap into the arena.
The aspiring film producer may evaluate his chances for success by an¬
swering the Quiz which appears on page 376. If you answer “yes" to
every question, then your chances for success are good. If you answer in
the affirmative to only half the questions, you are probably a borderline
Continued on Page 374
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Single-System
Film Production
How IBM’s Technical Filnn Unit solved
single-system’s inherent editing problem
in order to utilize this time-saving
sound motion picture method for its
progress report films.

By

FIG.

1—IBM-Poughkeepsie’s Technical

report,

using

cn

Auricon

16mn

Film

Unit records an

s ngle-syirn

engineer's

s'lnd camria

equipped

with Pan Cinor zoom lens. Engineer’s words are picked up by small mike
suspended cn neck-cord.

of certain types of ICmm sound films,
doiihle-system is quite a time-consuming and costly process,
as compared with single-system. The general double-system
practice for 16mm is to shoot the picture on reversal film
and record the sound on magnetic tape or film, subse¬
quently combining results of the two to produce the release
print.
For the production

Before the production reaches the release print stage, a
number of steps are involved. A workprint—usually a onelight reversal print—is made. The magnetic sound track is
re-recorded to optical and a positive track made for editing
purposes. After editing the picture and track, the picture
original and the sound negative must he matched to the
edited picture and sound. Then a duplicate negative must
he made of the picture. After all these steps have been com¬
pleted. the release print is made. This procedure, however,
proved too time-consuming for the technical film program
at IBM, Poughkeepsie, and this led to considering, and
finally utilizing single-system sound film production as a
means of cutting production time.
By comparison, single-system poses one major proldem—
that of editing—because the sound track and picture are
recorded simultaneously on one strip of film, hut 26 frames
a])art. id he corresponding sound for any given frame is
26 frames ahead of the picture.)

*IB.M Product Development
Poughkeepsie, New York.
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Laboratory,

Data

Systems

Division,

JOSEPH

BOHMER*

One of the drawbacks this creates is an awkward timelapse in the opening scene of a picture before the sound is
heard. Also, at the end, the picture must continue for 26
frames so that its corresponding sound may be reproduced.
This sometimes means extending the running time of the
last scene beyond its logical ending.

f
1

IBM’s Approach to Single-system

j

The IBM Technical Film Program was developed for the
purpose of keeping engineers informed on the many projects
in progress throughout the company. Our film production
facility gives the engineer opportunity to report graphically
on his project and its status to management and fellow
engineers at IBM laboratories throughout the world. Be-
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cause such films are essentially progress reports, their pro¬
duction time must he kept to a minimum to preserve their
timliness.
Before a trial single-system production was undertaken,
a way had to be found to overcome the problem of time
lapse. The ultimate solution was found in having action
take place before the sound starts and after it ends. For
example, in opening scenes we have the engineer who is
to appear in the scene walk into the picture, turn towards
the camera, or look up from his subject—a machine, model
or drawing—before starting to speak. An alternative is to
start with a closeup of the subject, then zoom out to include
the already-speaking engineer (Fig. 3). In transitions from
one scene to another, the troublesome time-lapse is over¬
come by having the engineer turn toward the easel, ma¬
chine or model before him and start the next scene with a
closeup of the model, as shown in Fig. 4. Still another alter¬
native was found in “breaking” sentences. For example, a
shot begins with the engineer standing next to an oscillo¬
scope and talking. As he speaks, the camera is panned to
a closeup of the oscilloscope screen (Fig. 5). The engineer
states: “ ... zee see the changes in the oscilloscope traces,
which indicate . . . ”. By breaking the sentence at “traces”
during the long shot and having the engineer start the
closeup scene and continue the sentence: “. . . ivhich
indicate ... ”, a perfect transition is achieved. The word
’’Hraces’’ will, after editing, be already heard over the closeup showing the traces, and the explanation continues
without pause.
The trial production was so successful that single-system
was adopted for our technical film program. The use of
reversal film was rejected in favor of negative film, thus
saving time and expense that otherwise would be required
for duplicate negatives and sound recording, as shall be
explained further in the description of production methods
that follows.
Equipment
Our camera is an Auricon Super-1200 16mm equipped
for variable-density sound recording, plus a Pan Cinor
zoom lens having two supplementary lenses for closeup
photography at three and six feet. Lighting equipment is
nominal, consisting of two Senior ColorTran lights plus a
number of spotlamps on alligator clamps. The microphone
is an RCA Lapel, 6K6B.
Film and Developing
Dupont 931-A film is used and developed to a negative.
This eliminates the need for making a duplicate negative
of the picture or for re-recording the sound track. As the
number of prints normally required does not exceed 15
to 20, the original negative is sufficient for such print
production, and the release print quality is definitely better
than would be obtainable from duplicate negatives. Ex¬
posure time for picture and sound is constantly checked
with the laboratory and changed as required. Dupont
recommends an exposure index of 125 ASA for negative
developing of 931-A stock. At this time 100 ASA is used
for the picture exposure, and a setting of 12 on the Auricon
amplifier for sound exposure time.
Script
One of the most important factors in adapting single¬
system to our needs was good scripting. For technical re¬
port films, a script writer should have a degree in engineer¬
ing in addition to practical experience in scrijjt writing.
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His first step is to interview the engineer whose report or
project is to he filmed. To condense the average subject
to a presentation time of not more than 246 to 3 minutes
requires special skill. Additionally, the script writer must
he familiar with the single-system problems of editing so
that he can properly prepare the required openings, transi¬
tions, etc.
And just as it is important that the script writer work
closely with the engineer in the preparation of the script, so.
Continued on Page 376

16MM FILM CLIPS below illustrate some of the techniques that are employed
in

shooting

editing

IBM progress report films in order to circumvent the problem

combined

picture-and-sound-track

films

of

the

single-system

Film clips are slightly enlarged to show detail, are described in text.
FIG. 3

FIG. 4

FIG. 5

of

method.

FIG. 6

power line frequency, using the oscillo¬
scope, is one of the reasons for the
earlier reference to a need for a con¬
trol signal that is evenly divisible into
the j)owerline frequency.
An alternative synchronizing system
can 1)6 used at this point. The control
track can be amplified so as to operate
a neon glow lamp directed onto a strobe
disc mounted on the shaft of a small
synchronous motor. This arrangement
would allow synchronization of the
tape with the line frequency and can
be used in place of an oscilloscope, es¬
pecially where size and portability of
the system might be a determining fac¬

AUTHOR’S

DOUBLE-SYSTEM

counter, film viewer, plus

editing

set-up,

which

includes

3-channel

synchronizer

home-made sound reader (arrow, lower center of photo).

with

footage

Strip of clear

film is timing medium.

A Synchronous Quarter-inch Tape
System For Film Sound Recording
(CONCLUSION)

tor.
If the release print of the film is to
be magnastriped for magnetic sound
track instead of utilizing an optical
track, then the final recording of the
track can be done without the use of
any professional magnetic or optical
machine. The method outlined in the
first section of this article may be used
for copying the mixed tape track onto
a magnastriped print of the picture
film.
By use of the 8-frame sprocket wheel
attachment, as explained in the initial
article, the Author is able to start with
a control track of either 24 or 25 cps,
and then prepare the tape by the half
track method outlined in the chapter
on re-recording (April) for synchroni¬
zation to either a 50-cycle line or a 60cycle line, thus providing complete flex¬
ibility of the system at this point.
Lip Sync Problems

By

GILBERT

M.

GALLOWAY

Leonard Theological College, Jabalpur, M. P., India

This third and

concluding article in

the series begun in the February issue
deals with the procedures involved in
copying or re-recording original quar¬
ter-inch tape sound tracks to optical
tracks, following the author’s particular
method of recording as set forth in the
preceding chapters.
In the last article, which appeared in
the April issue, we explained how an
integrated sync control signal plays a
vital role in re-recording with the au¬
thor’s own magnetic tape recording set¬
up. The article concluded with a des¬
cription of how a finished, mixed sound
track was produced on quarter-inch
tape which also includes the sync con¬
trol that synchronizes the track with
the picture film.
In our next step—re-recording to op¬
tical track—the tape can he copied di¬
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rectly to optical track, or it can be
re-recorded to 16mm sprocketed mag¬
netic film with appropriate equipment,
and thence to optical. This latter inter¬
mediate step is mentioned because it
prolialily would he more convenient to
bring the 16mm film recorder into the
tape recording studio than to transport
bulkier optical recording equipment.
Another possibility is to copy onto a
Hangertone tape. This procedure has
already been outlined. Any of these
copying steps, of course, must employ
a machine with synchronous drive so
that the method previously outlined, of
comparing the tape sync signal with
the power line frequency via the oscil¬
loscope, will insure synchronization
with the 16mm film recorder making
the intermediate transfer recording.
Manual synchronization with the

It is possible to use the equipment
and procedures described thus far to
record lip-sync sound for a picture.
Here certain pointers must be observed.
First, for direct recording, a signal
that synchronizes with the camera
speed must be integrated with the dia¬
logue track as it is being recorded.
Here a sync motor must be used to
drive the camera. From this motor or
from a separate sync motor or from
a special electronic circuit, a low fre¬
quency control signal can be obtained
which is automatically synchronized
with the film. In India the Author
uses the following method: A sync
motor drives the camera. A 50-cycle
sync signal directly from the power line
is recorded onto one-half of the tape by
the “extra head” method. The head is
mounted on the Ferrograph half track
tape recorder in such a way that the
dialogue is recorded on one-half of the
tape and the 50-cycle signal recorded
on the other half. Later, the good

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

sound

takes are re-recorded,

further

equalized and a synchronous 25-cycle
sync signal mixed in the re-recorded
track. To do this the Ferrograph and
Ekotape recorders are used together in
the same manner as described in the
chapter on re-recording, with the speed
of the Ekotape varied to sync with the
25-cycle signal.
For playback filming of songs, etc.,
the material can be recorded with the
control signal mixed in at the time of
recording. During filming, the tape is
manually synchronized (l>y means of
the oscilloscope) with the line frequen¬
cy driving the camera.

PRECISION* FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Paf.

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

An interesting automatic method can
also be used for post-recording by ob¬
taining a suitable signal from the
projector through any of the means
previously described, and recording it
on tape by the extra-head method des¬
cribed earlier for lip-sync work. Then
the good takes of this post-recording

magnetic
sound
readers

Model 800

360

Model

$259.50

MITCHELL REFLEX CAMERA
Page

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.
$215.75

optical-

work are re-recorded with a synchro¬
nized low-frequency note integrated in¬
to the track in the same way that the
lip-sync recording was done.
■

From

For

Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

For post-recording similar techinques
can be used. If the picture is projected
in a post-recording session, the control
signal is mixed with the post-recorded
dialogue and manually synchronized
with the picture (again by means of an
oscilloscope).
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Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00

$269.50

optical

magnetic film

sound

and tape

readers

sound

Model 600 RL

reader

$195.00
flex viewing of scene or image during

Model 700
$198.50

shooting. It consists of a highly pol¬
ished steel disc having an aluminized
angle of 45° to the film plane to pro¬
vide a bright, undistorted and almost

Send For Free Literature
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reflecting surface, and operates at an
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flickerless image. Purpose of the secon¬
dary or variable-disc shutter is the

UTICA

AVENUE

BROOKLYN

3,

N

Y.

same as in the larger Mitchell cameras
—to control exposure and permit fad¬
ing-in and fading-out during shooting.

HOUSTON

FEARLESS

This shutter is directly behind the re¬
flex shutter and may be opened or
closed manually while the camera is
operating, either forward or in reverse.
Maximum opening of shutter is 180°

Thoroughly Overhauled—

and may be varied in increments of

Guaranteed

5° down to zero. At 24 frames per
second, the shutter — operating wide

SPECIAL LOW PRICE:

open—provides an exposure of ]/48th
second.
The ground glass in the reflex view¬
ing system is purposely made larger
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reversal printing & processing
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Immediate
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Fastax Service, A&B Roll Prints,
Dissolves. Fast, expert attention to
every job. Write for complete infor¬
mation . . . Circular d.

ZL-.AB-'T'IT
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. 19 • JUdson 6-2293
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than the full aperture area of the
camera, thus affording the cameraman
a view of what lies outside the framed
area. Because there are no louvres in
the system, and because filters, when
used, do not intrude in the reflex view¬
ing (the filter slot is in the aperture)
the reflex image is bright and clear at
all times.
Provision is made in the finder tul)e
to vary the magnification for critical
focusing. Also provided are a light trap
to prevent light reaching the film

compartment

magazine.

As

may

l)e

WHEN

seen in accompanying photo, it is
mounted on an angle beneath the cam¬

advance.
address

era so that curvature of the housing
provides a convenient rest for the
camera

on

the

operator’s

CHANGING

ADDRESS

BE SURE to give your Former
as well

as your New Address.

Our Circulation
addresses

in

Department needs both

order to properly identify

your address stencil.
Your
cooperation

shoulder.

With the magazine thus removed from

American

top of the camera, the resulting low

tinue

silhouette facilitates use of camera in
extremely tight quarters, as when
shooting from an automobile, small
plane, test chambers and similar theat¬

YOUR

Please notify us at least four weeks in

will

Cinematographer

coming

to

you

insure

that

will

con¬

regularly

without

delay or omission of issues. Thank you.

American

Cinematographer

Super Baltar lenses especially for the
Mitchell Reflex Camera — a matched

rical or industrial setups. The magazine
will also accommodate 100-ft. and
400-ft. daylight spools or 200-ft. and
400-ft. lab. film loads.

set of T/2.3 lenses ranging from 20mm

Pointing up the new camera’s adapt¬

stops and built-in depth of field scale,

ability to full scale production shooting
on the sound stage or on location is
the provision for use of larger film mag¬

and is optically centered to the full
aperture. (A turret that will center
the lenses for Academy aperture can

azines. Standard Mitchell 400-, 1,000-,

be supplied on special order.)

mounts are bayonet type, helical focus¬
ing, non-rotating, and calibrated to
18 inches (except the 25mm, which

the camera can be more easily panned

and 200'0-ft. magazines may also be
mounted in the conventional top-of-thecamera position through use of a
special adapter, and employ the regular

by the operator looking “at” the finder
than “through” it. Soon to be an¬

Mitchell take-up belt. The takeup of
the inverted 400-ft. magazine, on the

nounced is an efficient follow-focus at¬
tachment for the camera.

other hand, is powered through a gear-

inspection or cleaning and re-inserted

engagement with the camera mechan¬
ism itself.

without loss of timing. It is designed

through the reflex finder when not in
use, two viewing filters (one for color
and one for monochrome films), and
an

adjustable

eyepiece.

The

ground

glass is readily interchangeable
can be supplied inscribed for
aspect ratio.

and
any

The camera also provides for using
the standard Mitchell finder, or a track¬
ing or sport type finder — desirable
when making tricky follow shots where

A radical departure in camera de¬
sign is the camera’s 400-ft. double¬

Bausch & Lomb designed a series of

to 9-inches in focal length. Each lens
is

complete

with

sunshade,

filter-re¬

taining ring, follow-focus gear, click

Lens

is calibrated to 6 inches).
The camera movement is an integral
unit that may be easily removed for

to operate at speeds ranging from sin¬
gle frame to 120 frames per second.

ooo

ooo

Ultra-fast F/2 ZOOM LENS
New Pan Cinor 85 zooms from 17mm
through 85mm, with reflex throughthe-lens focusing and viewing as well
as split-image range finder. This lens
takes unusually sharp detail and
color rendition. Has C-mount
for 16mm cameras. $420.00,

All prices include
Federal Excise Tax
where applicable.
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The removal)le aperture plate provides

quickly made with accuracy.

for full standard aperture of .980” x
.735”. Dual registration pins and dual
pull-down claws assure perfect registra¬
tion operating forward or in reverse.
Also provided is a filter slot that takes

Variable (wild ), syncbronous
(sound ), high-speed and animation mo¬

gelatin filters in one or two thicknesses.
The spring-loaded pressure plate is also
readily removable for inspection.
The Standard, NC and BNC Mit¬
chells employ a unique system of mat¬
ting that has proved quite valuable
down through the years: a matte cut¬
ter punches out a frame of processed
film which is then inserted in a matte
slot located in the focusing finder. In
this way matched dissovlves and other
combination shots can be lined up with
the camera in racked-over position, and
then photographed with the knowledge
that both
rectly.

shots

are

positioned

cor¬

tors in various voltages from 12 to
220 eventually will be available to suit
both studio and location power require¬
ments., Each motor will be so mounted
as to l)e readily interchangeable by un¬
screwing four thumbscrews. Threading
knobs, for turning tbe camera over by
hand, are provided on the shaft end of
each motor and also on the side of the
camera near the right forward handgrip.
The R-35 has a built-in footage and
frame counter, also a tachometer. A
unique “building block” matte box en¬
ables the cameraman to use only the
filter and effects holders he needs for
the shot. This system contributes to
ease of operation and eliminates un¬
necessary bulk. Tbree-inch square fil¬

ing with variable speed motor, one -WOft. inverted magazine, set of threeT/2.3
Rausch & Lomb Super Baltar lenses in
the

following

focal

lengths:

25mm,

50mm and 75mm, and carrying case.
As we go to press, we are advised
that one of the television networks re¬
portedly has ordered six of the Mitchell
R-35 reflex cameras for use by its news
cameramen in covering tbe forthcom¬
ing Democratic National Convention in
Los Angeles.
Tentative list price of the camera,
including three lenses, 12-volt motor,
one magazine, and case is S5990.00. ■

PLUS-X AT 1000 ASA
Continued From Page 356

This matting system is carried over
in the R-35’s design with the addi¬

ters and Pola Screens can be accommadated, plus mattes and diffusers. In

tional

all, the camera provides for use of fil¬
ters in three different places: aperture
plate, before the lens in the special fil¬
ter rings provided, and in the matte
box.

sations made it possible to develop PlusX satisfactorily on tbe basis of tbe high
ASA index at which it was shot. Com¬
parison tests revealed that Plus-X ex¬
posed at I'OOO ASA compared favora¬
bly with Tri-X developed normally.
It is important to point out that,
when boosted above 600 ASA, Plus-X
requires more careful exposure by the

The basic R-35 camera consists of
the following components: camera hous¬

cameraman. The latter’s discretion in
selecting the best camera angle with

advantage

that

the

processed

matte film may be observed while the
scene is actually being photographed,
because it is positioned in front of tbe
ground glass. Superimposed titles, split¬
screen shots and matched dissolves or
double-exposures can thus be easily and

4
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New variable shutter on Bolex 16mm Reflex puts fades at your fingertips. Hand backwinding for
dissolves. Parallax-free through-the-lens viewing and focusing while shooting. Footage and frame
counters . . . speeds 12 to 64 fps . . . settings for time exposure, single frame and continuous run
. . . many other extras. {Automatic REXOFADER shown on camera is a new push-button control that
times fades, optional at only $37.50.) With Lytar 25mm f/1.8 lens, the Bolex H-16 REX is only
$400. (Lenses shown optional at extra cost.) Write Department BAC-1 for literature and name
of nearest dealer.

Bolex Unimotor

Fine Bolex Lenses

Drives a full roll of film
through camera with
absolutely constant
speed. No lost shots
while rewinding! Easy
to attach (no special
tools necessary).
Speeds from 12 to 32
fps. Complete with bat¬
tery case, $89.50.

Switar 10mm f/1.6 ex¬
treme wide angle, $149.50.
Switar 25mm f/1.4 very
fast normal lens, $168.00.
Switar 75mm f/1.9 fast
telephoto, focusing from
5', $145.00. All six ele¬
ments or more; anti-reflec¬
tion coated for lifelike
color fldelity.

Bolex 16mm
Extension Tubes

Perfect for macrocinematography! Al¬
lows ultra-sharp
close-ups of extreme¬
ly small objects. An
easy, inexpensive
way to new profes¬
sional effects with
your camera. Set of
four tubes, $15.00.

PAILLARD Incorporated, 100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.
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respect to the existing light source
(which is often in the scene Iteing pho¬
tographed) and the careful balancing
of light and dark areas throughont the
frame is of prime importance.

PROFESSIONAL

Gold Seal
EXPOSURE

METER

THREE METERS IN ONE — The
Spectra Professional precisely mea¬
sures illumination, contrast and bright¬
ness of your subject. Only meter with
a complete set of direct-reading f/stop
slides.
A j^recision instrument YOU CAN¬
NOT AFFORD NOT TO AFFORD!
Complete with disc, grid, 13 exposure
index slides and carrying case, only

»97.50
Write for descriptive
literature and
complete specifications.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
Karl Freund, A.S.C., President
837NO.

CAHUENGA
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|For Top Performance!

Film Picture Viewer

No le.ss important is the use of a
good ex])osure meter in determining
the lens stop to use. The
eston and
Fotometer, which I use, are sufficiently
sensitive for reading low-level light for
this type of photography. On the basis
of 1000 ASA, I exposed Plus-X at 24
frames per second at f/2.0 in the ma¬
jority of instances. Where light levels
dropped below two foot-candles, it was
necessary to open up to f/1.4 or undercrank a little—circumstances permit¬
ting.
A problem cropped up when both
exterior and interior shooting had to
he done without a chance to change the
film in the camera. The advantages of
the variable shutter or use of a neutral
density filter could not provide a suita¬
ble compromise. Examining the situa¬
tion further it was found that, in one
of the buildings the troupe would visit,
the flourescent lighting yielded illumina¬
tion that would enable shooting at f/2.4
at 24 fps on the basis of an ASA index
of 300. This figure proved not too high
for exterior photography and it was on
this basis that both the interiors and
the exteriors of the sequence were pho¬
tographed. When this phase of shooting
had been completed, and we could re¬
load, we went back to the basis of 1000
ASA to complete the photography of
the much darker interiors.
An exception to the foregoing pro¬
cedures was followed when photograph¬
ing the Symphony orchestra. The mu¬
sicians wore black dress suits, as did
most of the male guests in the audience.
It was not possible to bring in equip¬
ment to properly light the museum hall

This advanced professional NCE 35nini Viewer
combines the functions of viewer, synchronizer,
footage counter and frame counter—all in one
unit. Embodies many new advantages plus fea¬
tures found only in much higher priced units.
Built-in precision optical shutter assures exirasmooth projection of running piciure; or of
single frame for frame-by-frame editing with a
sharp, clear, brilliant picture S'A” x 4'/,”.
Pieture can he stopped and viewed for periods
of time without overheating or damage to film.
Can be used with a sound reader for single sys¬
tem; available for add tional 35mm or 16mm
sprockets for double system fi.m editing. Soundheads for magnetic tape can be added to addi¬
tional sprockets for any number of magnetic
tracks. Adapts easily as combination viewer/syn¬
chronizer, assembled to your specific needs.
Priced ONLY $595
Available Soon: same model in 16mm
•

.

Write lor brochure
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nor the orchestra because of the nature
of the charity affair for which it played.
However, we did obtain permission
to bounce the light from four No. 4
photoflood lamps onto the ceiling, some
thirty feet in height, as long as we kept
the equipment out of the way of the
guests. This provided just enough il¬
lumination to lighten shadow detail in
the black dress suits.
On still another occasion, 1 made an
interesting discovery. When shooting
night exteriors in black-and-white on
the basis of 1000 ASA, neon lights ap¬
pear blurred due to the extreme over¬
exposure they receive when exposure is
set to favor street details. To get street
details right, I found that an opening

of f/8.0 produced good results. When
faced with a problem of this kind,
it is essential to know the extremes
one may encounter. For this reason
it is advantageous to visit the location
in advance of shooting and with an
exj)osure meter take a number of
readings on which to base your work¬
ing exposure. The choice of ASA in¬
dex can then be made with safety—
keeping in mind, of course, that it is
better to work at the lowest index fig¬
ure possible; also the variations that
may have to be encountered with the
same roll of film.
One very important rule that I have
followed is not to read the meter on a
light source unless it is the main sub¬
ject. Here it is advisable to shade the
meter from the existing light source,
and if the reading is too low for the
light too weak to register on the meter),
try the substitution method—take a
reading off one’s hand held in a suita¬
bly-lit place.
Incident light meters, I find, are
not very practical for this kind of
shooting, since contrasts are often great.
The method of reading the darkest and
brightest areas or subjects in a scene
and then averaging the reading is a
helpful one, provided illumination
sources are not included in the “bright
area” readings.
The two filming assignments des¬
cribed above were for the International
Service of CBC-TV, and the results
were subsequently shown on the nation¬
al television networks in the countries
of the respective visiting artists.
■

ONE-MAN FILM PRODUCER
Continued

From

Page 367

case who might well succeed by sheer
will power and determination. If the
majority of your answers fall in the
“No” column, then it is extremely un¬
likely that you can succeed as a oneman producer in business for yourself.
Of course, there are exceptions to ev¬
ery rule, and America’s free enterprise
system produces surprising unconform¬
ities all the time. But case histories
compiled over a six-year period among
typical small producers indicate to me
that the twelve questions in the Quiz
provide a good rule-of-thumb for the
aspirant’s potential as a successful com¬
mercial film producer.
Most of the 16mm film producers
whose efforts have been crowned with
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success invariably have had a good
background in advertising, art. jour¬
nalism, the broadcast or television me¬
dia—always a foundation in photogra¬
phy. They have essentially been “idea
men” who knew how to sell their serv¬
ices to potential customers.
They had the ABC's of success: A—
ability, B—background, C—capacity.
In addition to possessing the artistic
elements so vital to success in a crea¬
tive field, they evidenced an innate,
almost instinctive business ability with¬
out which the most gifted person can¬
not succeed in today's commercial en¬
vironment.
A number of the more durable pro¬
ducers had already tried their wings at
business. Being in business for oneself
can look most attractive to many per¬
sons—until they try it. Then they dis¬
cover themselves temperamentally un¬
suited for the rigors of survival in
commercial life. That is why those pro¬
ducers with a previous record of suc¬
cess in some other business hav^e rank¬
ed high among the prosperous mem¬
bers of the profession.
It seems strange that only a few of
the bold, enterprising producers repre¬
sented in this survey came from the
ranks of film making. Most technicians
or crafters who find a berth in the es¬
tablished industry prefer to move up
the ladder in large companies (and
one can hardly blame them I while
the more adventurous step in where
angels fear to tread—“Johnny-come-

ity, or at least the willingness to forego
luxuries that otherwise are enjoyed by
others working for wages.
Above all, look at your proj)Osal on
paper. Outline it thoroughly and care¬
fully so that you can analyze what you
are really undertaking. How much will
it cost you? How great will be your
contract commitments for equipment?
What will be your operating overhead?
How far will your cash reserves carry
you ?

An amazing new 16mm and 35mm process
which eliminates scratches, smooths out grain
and enhances overall quality. It is particularly
valuable for use in . . .
• RECLAMATION OF OLD AND WORN FILMS
• SALVAGING VALUABLE SCRATCHED ORIGINALS
• 16mm to 35mm BLOW-UPS

Then, make certain you have sur¬

NEW PRICE LIST AVAILABLE - INQUIRIES INVITED

veyed your market. Will the radius in
which you plan to operate support your
new business? One way of trying to

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, !nc.

The scope of this economical fheotricol pro¬
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benefits of
Liquid Gate
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they were not needed.
If all factors, following your analy¬
sis, appear in your favor, sit down
with a banker and present yourself

* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
> Compact, Portable

as a new businessman. Banks thrive
on the development of new local busi¬
ness, and they want every budding en¬
terprise to succeed. If you can con¬
vince your banker that you are des¬
tined for success, his simple encourage-

Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature
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RAY MERCER & CO
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ards.

But, getting back to you: If you are
married, your wife is deeply involved
in your decision to embark on a busi¬
ness of your own. And if you have to
sell her on such an idea by painting
a rosy picture of rich rewards, think
twice! Few new businesses produce
handsome returns the first few years,
while many deliver only a marginal
profit for the first five years or more.
The cost of success may be stark auster¬

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—MicroRliri
Motor driven portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
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Occasionally, unorthodox procedures
unheard of among workers trained in
conventional methods have made it pos¬
sible for some of the little operators to
perform economically and turn a profit
right from the beginning. They adopt¬
ed lightweight equipment, innovated in
production techniques, streamlined in¬
vestments and operating costs, and
made it “over the hump” to everyone’s
surprise—including, sometimes, their
own.

Services

1153

determine this is to make calls on the
potential users of your proposed serv¬
ice. Find out if they can and will bud¬
get money for films. If there appears
to be no need for your services in your
area, you are doomed. Thousands of
businssmen fail annually because they
unwisely set up shop when and where

latelies” willing to take large risks in
a business fairly bristling with haz¬
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One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

Especially designed to drive all
Beil & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.
Projector con be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which connects motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet and steady
operation.
No special technical knowl¬
edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.
763 lOfh Ave., N.Y., N Y.. PLaio 7-3511
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ment will be a real factor in reaching
attainment of vonr goals. His attitude may be wait-and-see when it
comes to extending substantial eco¬
nomic aid in the form of credit, bnl
if your early history is favorable and
your business practices are wholesome,
your banker will probably surprise
you with valuable and tangible sup¬
port, for you will be a promising new
customer for the bank.
Finally, don't apologize for being
small. Smallness sometimes is an as¬
set. Trade on it. Dollar-conscious in¬
dustries may even prefer to do busi¬
ness w'ith you because you are small
and your overhead is low. Unless you

went down the drain with a gurgle
Once you hang that shingle, you’ll
have to “sweat it out.” You’ll have a
big and endless selling job ahead. But,
if you deliver what you promise—
plus a little more—your reputation
will grow. And from the fund of good¬
will you build up, repeat customers
and their recommendations to others
may well provide you a handsome liv¬
ing for manv years to come. At least,
that’s what has happened to others.
And it could happen to you.

are generously capitalized by some for¬
tunate family connection or personal
assets, you will probably begin opera¬
tions in a modest way. So be it. Don't
try to emulate the big producer in his
ivory tower, because in the beginning,
you’ll probably need every nickel yon
can muster just to maintain opera¬
tions and the less cash you have tied
up in the form of a “facade” or
“front”, the more liquid capital you

Continued

SINGLE-SYSTEM PRODUCTION
From
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too, is it important that he collaborate
with the cameraman both before and
after the script is written. When each
technical detail is discussed and all
opening scenes, transitions, etc., are
carefully worked out before shooting
starts, a satisfactory, easy-to-edit film
report invariably resnlts.
Filming

will have available. The lower your
overhead, the more bank credit you
will be able to negotiate. Banks, least
of all, will be impressed with a glit¬
tering foyer or a lavish conference
room. And your suppliers, such as the
labs which will be required to extend
you credit, will be more amenable to
occasional unavoidable delays in pay¬
ment if you avoid excessive efforts to
impress the public. Almost every suc¬
cessful business started small, but thou¬
sands began with a splash and then

In most cases filming takes place in
the actual work area. Because this ac¬
tivity must in no way disturb normal
oj)erations in adjacent areas, equip¬
ment and film production personnel are
kept to a minimum. The script writer
is responsible for directing and the con¬
trol of the sound level, the cameraman
for the pictorial presentation. As men¬
tioned before, tbe latter is active in the
preparation of opening scenes and
transitions during the script writing
stage and must be as familiar with the

scrij)t as the script writer and the engi¬
neer. During filming the cameraman
shares in the directing, paying special
attention to transitions. Occasionally he
may discover a “smoother” transition
than j)lanned. Thus, there must be am¬
ple (lexibility in the script to permit onthe-spot ehanges. This, together with a
carefully prepared script, helps avoid a
stereotyped quality of presentation.
In single-system sound recording, use
of clapboards is unnecessary because
])icture and sound are automatically in
synchronization. The start of each scene
is indicated automatically by the over¬
exposed first frame. The exact footage
of each take is carefully registered on
the production sheet to expedite locat¬
ing scenes during editing (Fig. 2). The
actual filming of a take begins when
the cameraman calls “count five” as he
starts the camera. The engineer—who
is to narrate the report about his proj¬
ect—then counts five to himself before
he starts to demonstrate. Thus the
camera is on proper speed and at the
same time any psychological tension is
eased, assuring a smooth start.
Optical effects are limited to fadeouts and fade-ins. Dissolves cannot be
expected, because l)ackwinding film in
the Auricon camera is not possible;
also, since negative film is used, dis¬
solves cannot be made in the printing
process. Sliding a black cardboard in
front of the lens at the end of a scene
and starting the next scene with the
lens covered and sliding the cardboard
off in the same direction produces a
crude wipe, and supplies sufficient vis¬
ual change from one scene to the next
(Fig. 6) whenever transitions are neccessary.

ARE YOU QUALIFIED?

Editing

A Quiz to aid aspiring independent 16mm film producers analyze their business poteitials.
Have you ever put together a complete

16mm

film, including

soundtrack?

_-Yes ^

Are you a writer with experience in radio or films?

—

Are you

—

a

creative,

imaginative

person

with

ideas?

No

Yes _No
-Yes _No

Do you have a high degree of mechanical comprehension?

-Yes

„No

-Yes

No

—

Are you a good salesman (enjoy meeting people)?
Have you been a successful businessman in some other field?

—

Do you have the physical stamina required to work long hours?

Yes _No
Yes __No

Are you efficient and able to perform tasks rapidly?

-

Is your credit good, and do you have the confidence of a bank which will
assist you with commercial credit?

Yes _No

_ Yes

No

Are you sufficiently capitalized (that is, do you have enough cash in the form
of savings to purchase
operating reserve)?

your

initial

equipment

or

Are you located in an area where competition is not severe?
is there a need for your services where you are?

provide

a

safe
_-Yes _No

In other words,
_ Yes _No

Do you really want to be a film producer more than anything else in the world? _-Yes .
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No

The first print is ordered as a timed
print, which offers the advantage that
the workprint is of the same quality as
the release print. In the negative devel¬
oping process, the edge numbers are
clearly visible on tbe negative and on
the print, which eliminates need for
separate edge-numbering of the workprint.
During screening, the best takes are
selected and circled on tbe report sheet.
The scenes selected are then easily lo¬
cated by referring to the footage meter
on the synchronizer. Selecting negative
scenes for matching is also simplified
by this method.
The disadvantage inherent in single¬
system—that the sound is 26 frames
ahead of the picture and recorded si¬
multaneously on the picture film—we

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

reduce to a niinimum by carefully plan¬
ning all openings and transitions, using
the various techniques described above.
Another difficulty which single-sys¬
tem presents — the “sensitoinetric dis¬
advantages” whereby the picture and
sound track cannot be given separate
development — is minimized through
close cooperation with the film labora¬
tory. Exposure for the picture and that
of the sound track are carefully ad¬
justed to suit the film lab’s developing
procedures, so that satisfactory picture
and sound quality results.
This “sensitoinetric” problem could
be eliminated and sound quality im¬
proved by employing an Auricon Fil-

magnetic recording unit in the camera
in place of the optical sound recorder
and using pre-striped raw' stock for
photography.

25 YEARS OF
QUALITY

Because filmed progress reports, such
as we produce at IBM, Poughkeepsie,
must always be up-to-date, the consider¬
able savings in production time which
single-system affords is a major factor
in this operation. During the past three
years, we have produced twenty-seven
20-minute single-system 16mm sound
films and 14 narrated films. Convinc¬
ing proof, we believe, that single-system
is ideally-suited to fast, low-cost pro¬
duction of 16mm technical films of this
type.
■

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

• Specialists

in

high

speed

or

standard reversal processing
• Security clearance

OPTICAL EFFECTS FOR TV FILMS AND COMMERCIALS
Continued From

tool in the production of effects for TV
commercials, Eastern Effects, Inc., re¬
cently designed and built its own. This
OB unit not only has the desired flexi¬
bility, but incorporates many innova¬
tions designed especially to afford the
quality and speed necessary to meet
present-day requirements of TV com¬
mercial production.
Let’s dwell for a moment on some of
the advantages this equipment affords.
A frequent problem in the production
of TV commercials arises when some
particular “live” scene is to be reduced
and matted into a TV set where the
picture area in the set is so small that
a preliminary fine-grain must be made
with a reduction built in, and the in¬
sert picture zoomed out of the TV set
to a 1-to-l. This invariably results in
considerable quality loss in reproduc¬
tion.
With our new Optical Effects bench,
this preliminary procedure is elimin¬
ated since there is built into the me¬
chanics of the machine a 20-diameter
movement either side of 1-to-l. This
permits reducing or enlarging a film
frame or any part thereof up to 20
times. The range of reduction or blow¬
up is automatically controlled for
sharpness and picture density. (See il¬
lustration) .
The great advantage afforded is the
vast improvement in picture quality
and sharpness—result of a first genera¬
tion print. Also, there is the added ad¬
vantage of faster delivery, since there
is no need for the preliminary develop¬
ment of reduction fine-grains or preopticals. A job can be shot in a matter
of minutes instead of hours.

JUNE

•

• Free Vacuumating
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1960

• Films returned same day

The bench, which is pictured in the
illustrations on pages 366-367. actually
is a combination 1-to-l optical printer
and an aerial image projector. The

• Customer extra service: Special
prices on

Eastman & du Pont

Reversal Film

head of the latter unit, operating inde¬
pendently of the first projection head,
affords a 2-diameter reduction or blow¬
up—both automatic. Eurther flexibility
inherent in this equipment is its ability
to zoom in or out on two images of dif¬

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES
WASHINGTON 17, D. C.

ferent size, starting from the same point
on both and ending at the same point
without need for second-generation
material, and in perfect registration

Specialized

throughout.
For example: The reduction of a

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

face into a mirror, then optically zoom¬
ing through the mirror to a full frame
of the face only. Heretofore, two such
luovements requiring zooming at the
same speed could not be accomplished
without making a reduced fine-grain,

for

then doing the same zoom on both
films. When the face fills the frame, it
is necessary to achieve blow-up quality.
With the aerial image method, when
back to 1-to-l, we achieve original
quality from a 1-to-l fine-grain in per¬
fect movement.

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS
i

Another “first” is the ability of this
optical bench to spin a live scene or
title w'ithout using prisms. (See exam¬
ple reproduced on page 366). To
achieve this, the first projection head
actually rotates on a 360° axis cen¬
tered on the Academy aperture. The
set-up also permits any angle of tilt
while running live action footage. In
addition to the spin feature of the front
projection head, the bench also affords
a tilt of the taking camera of 20°—also
centered on the Academy aperture.

Write for A Copy of Our
1960 Catalog H on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38,

CALIF.
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Thus, two different elements in the im¬
age set-np can be altered or corrected
without the need for making a secondgeneration film.
Contributing to uniformity of held is
the unique light source which requires
DUAL

POWER

VIEWER

for

BOIEX

REFIBX

From on original 6X fo an 8X full field and
16X
critical
focus
LARGER
IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operote—Guaranteed for
Life—More
Information
Available—When Viewer only
is
sent $54.00—When sent with Comera $60.00.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
1545

Lombard

Movers

of

Sf.,

San

Francisco

23,

Variabie Shvfter Units
Bolex H Cameras.

Calif.

for

all

no adjustment of either bulb or reflec¬
tor. Also, with the aerial image unit, a
CinemaScope normal or squeeze image
may be reduced or enlarged — some¬
thing not heretofore possible with a
standard optical bench.
An

arrangement

of solenoids and

clutches permits any combination of
skip-frame printing; each head and
camera acts independently, in a com-

hination of two projection heads to¬
gether, or with either one of the pro¬
jection heads and camera together—all
operating in sync. It is possible to si¬
multaneously run six films, plus two
films in optical matte position through
this equipment.
To summarize the advantages: opticals can he completed in record time.
Effects are smoother, clearer, crisper,
and of better overall quality. And final¬
ly,

one’s

hanced

scope

because

of

creativity

storyboards

is

en¬

become

more flexible; effects once considered
impractical or too costly to produce are
now simple to execute.

■

FI
LABORATORIES
Established 1949
SPECIALIZING

.

Super Anscochrome force-developed to A.S.A. 400

•

16MM ANSCOCHROME
16MM B&W REVERSAL

•

16MM B&W NEGATIVE

•

16MM B&W POSITIVE

Continued
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In 16mni Film developing and printing
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TRACKING MUSIC FOR TV FILMS

350 West 50th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

Now In

the extra take with crisp cut-offs or
accelerandos. An alert music editor on
a recording session will get more than
the composer bargained for. Almost
every piece of underscore should be
written with two or more endings. The
variations are numberless. The quick
cut-off, the rip-up, the smear, the cre¬
scendo and decrescendo, the long hold
to quick gag, and the sfz, just to men¬
tion a few.
A variety of endings to a given piece
of music is the start of a flexible li¬
brary, but there’s more than meets the
ear. The transitions from one mood to
another within a single piece of music
is a major point of flexibility. Transi¬
tions from an “under dialogue dra¬
matic” subtlety changes to a humorous
passage and then builds to some men¬
ace or to an establishing shot, say, of a

No

other

handbook

pub¬

lished anywhere will offer mo¬
tion picture cameramen such
a wealth of vital information.

.

.

THE
OF

.

A

PUBLICATION
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OF

SOCIETY

CINEMATOGRAPHERS

hospital. Television reaches for the un¬
expected and the transition to the un¬
expected, without tipping its hand,
sometimes becomes a real problem. A
few composers have found a way to
write for the unexpected in such a way
that the same music will fit many dif¬
ferent kinds of scenes. The music re¬
tains a melodic interest that will play
under a dramatic dialogue scene, a
sneaky mysterious scene, or a busted
romance scene. This music is an edi¬
tor’s dream. The trouble is that only a

A cue is run through the Moviola
and perhaps rejected, and so is an¬
other. A third one has possibilities, but
a more dramatic beginning is needed.
Another cue is played. This one might
work at the beginning. Work is started
at the top with picture. It looks good
down through the closeup, but falls
apart on the two-shot. We go back to
our third cue, and, after a few tries,
a satisfactory cut is made. Head and
tail trims are saved for future use. We

MONSTERAMA MOVIES
AND ME . . .

very few pieces of this type of music
exist in his library, so it is used too

/

often. In this situation the editor should

Both the wide and the tall of it.

keep trying for another dream cue.

Too bad my poor eyeballs

Even the bad dreams will be useful.

Can't take in quite all of it.

like the big screen—

Basic cues should be at least one-min¬
ute long and only rarely should exceed
two and one-half minutes.
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one-half minute to two minute basic
cues are the most economical.
Let’s follow the tracking operation
through some of its routine: The super¬
vising editor advises the music editor
that a show is ready for music spotting.
He calls the composer and sets up a
projection date. Notes are taken. Some
questionable sequences are checked
with the producer. Then the editor goes
to work. His music catalogue is his
bible. Each cue is listed according to
its dramatic—music—content. The first
sequence needing music is analyzed
and measured. The catalogue is re¬
ferred to for likely cues, their numbers
are noted, prints taken from their stor¬
age cans, and work is begun.

. . . Tom Congdon

One and

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

continue this procedure to the end of
the sequence. Tracking goes pretty fast,
if—that big IF—a uniform orchestra¬
tion and style is designed by the com¬
poser, if all the music is recorded in
the same studio and orchestral balance
and equalization remain constant, and
if the music is designed for tracking.
Any music cut is a good cut if it fits
the scene and doesn’t offend the ear.
The composer should look in on
the editor at frequent intervals. He
should check the editor’s work before
it gets to the dubbing stage. If a se¬
quence doesn’t feel right it should be
altered to the satisfaction of the com¬
poser.

This

statement

may

sound

strange, but one should bear in mind
that the editor plays these tracks over
and over again, and there is a tend¬
ency for the editor to fall in love with
his cuts. True, many composers fall in
love with their compositions, but the
editor’s cuts are often an extension of
the composer’s ideas. The composer is

responsible to the producer for the
music in the show, therefore, he must
have the final say; but objectively.
The editor should receive copies of
all scripts as soon as they are off the
mimeo machine. He should read them
at once, checking for future needs,
whether it be a song in a night club
scene or a Chinatown wedding. The
composer should then read any script
that requires special material for the
next scoring session. The composer
should check with the producer at fre¬
quent intervals to make sure that a
Chinatown wedding scene hasn’t been
changed to a Mulberry St. barbeque.
Some shows in a TV series go far
afield. The Orient, Pago Pago, or Ber¬
lin. Most of the music for these shows
can be found in stock libraries and
used to good advantage.
The key to a successful track library
show is the close co-operation between
the editor and the composer. Their
combined efforts should make the pro¬
ducer happy.
■

FILMING “THE FUGITIVE KIND”
Continued From

power in black-and-white photography,
and Kaufman now has become an
expert in this medium. Since 1954,
when he won an Oscar for the photog¬
raphy of “On The Waterfront,” his
work has been all black-and-white and
the pictures mostly grim, seamy and
downbeat: “Baby Doll,” 1956;
“Twelve Angry Men,” 1957; “That
Kind Of Woman,” 1959; and now,
“The Fugitive Kind.”
The chief advantage in shooting a
picture on location, Kaufman says, is
the opportunity it affords to fully ex¬
ploit the authentic character of the
place. For “The Fugitive Kind,” it was
decided to shoot all the exteriors and
some of the interiors in a sleepy little
town a hundred miles up the Hudson
river.
“To recreate the appearance and at¬
mosphere of a little southern town in
an upstate New York hamlet involved
altering manv of the business facades
on the town’s main street,” Kaufman
explained, “A consistent mood had to
be established in relation to the loca¬
tion and the story itself. This involved
the elimination of a great deal of nonessential elements and the placing of
emphasis, pictorially, on the more es¬
sential. This was more easily done at

•

where other
lights can’t go

tapes onto

1960

VlftLlS, WINDOWS, BUMS
Attaches quickly,
simply, safely to wood,
plaster, brick, metal, tile,
etc. with Lowel-Light
Gaffer-Tape.
Offers the finestuniversal swivel, heat
insulated finger grips,
high temperature cord
and socket, sturdy
aluminum construction.

lOCKS ONTO PIPES, SHELVES, FURNITURE
New notch-and-chain
device clamps instantly
to hundreds of objects.
5 Lowel-Lights and
Gaffer-Tape fit
neatly into a fibre
carry-case smaller
than a lunch box.

mSTTt rns m you* pocku

Page 355

ployed in filming it.
Properly done, there is tremendous

JUNE

IS GOING
PLACES--

1 unit with Gaffer-Tape . . . $6.95
5 unit kit with fibre carry-case .. . $29.95
15 yds. Gaffer-Tape 2" wide . . . $1.95

night when, with lighting, we could
point up important elements typical of
the location.

LOWEL-LIGHT PHOTO ENGINEERING, DEPT. C
421 WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

“ ‘The Fugitive Kind’ is based on
Tennessee Williams’ stage play ‘Orphe¬
us Descending.’ From the very begin¬
ning it was essential to inject a dour
and foreboding atmosphere of impend¬
ing doom, reminiscent of the remote
but implicit legend of Orpheus descend¬
ing into Hell. Thus Brando arrives in
this small Southern town at night at
the height of a rainstorm—a scene
that was underscored by considerable
lightning and thunder. But the lighting
for this scene is not entirely logical:
there is an additional allegoric element
reminiscent of the myth which sets the
visual style for the tragedy. The same
lighting style was again employed later
in the picture for scenes of Brando and
Miss Woodward in the cemetery. But
the duality of the logical and allegori¬
cal style of lighting is true to the basic
substance of the picture. The fact that
‘Two River County’, of which the little
town is a part, is less heroic than the
mythical Hell, is beside the point.”
Kaufman endeavored, whenever pos¬
sible, to sboot day scenes that called
for a heavy mood on dull, overcast
days, sometimes adding artificial rain.
In this way it was possible to point up
the feeling of hopelessness implied by

NEW
TIME-LAPSE CAMERA MOTOR
BUILT BY MEN WITH 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
STOP MOTION
ANIMATION

^

rgxPRicEse^
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

POWERFUL MOTOR WITH INTERNAL BRAKE
IN ALUMINUM CASE
MOTOR SWITCH: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
LIGHT switch: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
LIGHT (OR RELAY) OUTLET
REMOTE CONTROL INLET (SWITCH OR TIMER)
STANDARD TRIPOD THREAD ON BOTTOM
CONNECTS WITH CAMERA BY PLASTIC TUBING

ROLAB

PHOTO-SCIENCE LABORATORIES
SANDY HOOK, CONNECTICUT
OTHER ROLAB PRODUCTS: CAMERA TIMERS
(INTERVALOMETERS), MICROCINEMA APPA¬
RATUS. ETC. (for sale or RENT).

FAMOUS RecuLf-i^dtLf FILM COMPUTERS
(SECONDS-MINUTES-FEET-FR AMES ETC.)
THOUSANDS
IN USE ALL

O'^ER the
world

JP'
Hf.‘ !’J

16/35

$2P $1.^
, AT YOUR DEALER OR AT READY-EDDY, SANDY HOOK,
CONNECTICUT_^
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CECO
EQUIPMENT BARGAINS
USED CAMERAS & ACCESSORIES
ARRIFLEX 16mm
w/matte
25mm, and 50mm Xenon

box,
16mm,
lenses.$1400.00

ARRIFLEX 16mm Head Only. 1100.00
CINE-VOICE conversion turret camera, 13
mm, 25mm and 63mm lenses, one 400
ft. magazine, amplifier, mike and cables 1000.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm IIA Camera w/matte box,
28mm F.2 Xenon, 50mm
F2 Xenon,
75mm F2 Xenon, two 400 ft.
color
magazines, two 200 ft. magazines, one
deluxe fibre carrying case, one 15 tt.
motor power cable. 1995.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm w/120° shutter, motor,
matte box, 35mm, 50mm, and 75mm
Zeiss lenses, battery and charger.

1000.00

CINEFLEX 35mm Camera w/200 ft. maga¬
zine, 12 Valt DC motor, and power cord

400.00

BELL & HOWELL Filmo 16mm Camera,
single lens, w/one inch F3.5 lens.

50.00

FILMO Camera w/Spider Turret, new type
positive finder, and Frezzo-lite bracket.
No lens.

150.00

BELL & HOWELL Standard Camera #616
w/170° shutter, unit I shuttle, over¬
hauled and refinished. 2500.00
BELL & HOWELL Standard Madel
D.D.
High Speed Camera w/cable and extra
belts, case. 2600.00
BERNDT-MAURER
16mm
Single
System
Camera,
w/sound
equipment,
galvo,
amplifier,
three
lenses,
two 400
ft.
magazines and six cases. 1850,00
CINE SPECIAL I Camera w/100 ft. maga¬
zine and case, no lens.

250.00

CINE SPECIAL Camera w/4 lens turret and
100 ft. magazine #0618.

450.00

MAURER 05 Camera Head
Only,
with
built-in features and one 400 ft. maga¬
zine .

1900.00

the actors, and at the same time it
helped the company maintain its pro¬
duction schedule. But a consequent
problem for Kaufman was maintaining
consistency throughout changing atmos¬
pheric conditions, once mood had been
established.
The bulk of the action for this pic¬
ture takes place in a two-story mercan¬
tile store. A great many sequences were
shot here and Kaufman lighted each
one in a different mood to point up
the dramatic content of each.
“Technically speaking,” he said, “the
rigging of this set was a headache. A
long, narrow, and high-ceilinged set.
the overhead lights were useless because
of their height. The solution was to
run pipes at half-height along the walls,
so they would look like practical water
or gas j)ipes. then hang ‘trombones’ on
them to take the set lights. This per¬
mitted more adequate lighting of the
set as a whole and lifted restrictions on
the action that would otherwise have
prevailed.”
It was on this set that Kaufman and
his camera crew came up with one of
the most unusual contrivances for film¬

NEUMADE 35mm film measuring machine
w/4 digit counter that measures footage
only, 8 frame, 32 tooth sprocket hub
with
individual
controlled
tension
rollers .

40.00

MOVIOLA 35/35 UDPVCS Small Preview,
no magnetic, black model.

1200,00

MOVIOLA 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag¬
netic, composite sound.

900.00

ing a scene. When Miss Magnani learns
her rascally husband has set fire to the
place, she hurriedly runs up stairs and
then back down in search of Brando.
Director Lumet wanted the camera to
follow M iss Magnani in her flight. To
accomplish this, camera operator Saul
Midwal was strapped in a chair mount¬
ed on a plank suspended on a trapeze,
which enabled him to execute a vertical
arc of almost 200 degrees while shoot¬
ing the action with a 35mm Arriflex
camera. The resulting scene is startling
as it is unique. The execution of it is
further explained in the series of photos
on pages 354-355.
There is another interior in the pic¬
ture which involved some imaginative
camera handling to accomplish. This
is the scene in Ruby Lightfoot’s Juke
Joint where Miss Woodward does an
exhibition dance of sorts. The set was
a low-ceilinged bar with dance floor
and the usual clutter of tables and
chairs, and a garish juke box which
was virtually the main source of light.
Director Lumet wanted to cover Miss
Woodword’s action as she moved
Continued on

Page
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AETNA'S MOTION PICTURE UNIT IN ACTION

MOVIOLA 35/35 Preview large screen w/
magnetic,
footage
counters
on
both
heads . 1800.00
MOVIOLA RDU
and universal
NEUMADE
machine

Rewinds w/end supports
joint (new condition).... 50.00 pair

“Neuvator"'
16mm
cleaning
.

270.00

MOVIOLA editing machine (UCS) 35/35
old model
cutters machine only,
no
take up arms, optical composite sound..

375.00

MOVIOLA 35mm Model
"D " Bulls Eye,
cutter head only, no take up arms.

150.00

MOVIOLA Model "D” Picture Head w/
take up arms,
variable
speed,
foot
pedal .

200.00

PRECISION Reader 16/35 Model 700 sound
reader, magnetic only.

110.00

PRECISION Sound Reader, Optical Only,
Model 600.

100.00

MOVIOLA 16/16 w/Bulls Eye, no mag¬
netic, composite sound.

900.00

ZOOMAR lens, 1

150.00

to 3 inch, in

PAN Cinor, 20 to 60mm in

"S"

mount

"C” mount.

150.00

CINEGON 20mm in Arri mount.

375.00

CINE Special Variable Motor, 110 Volt.

225.00

EYEMO Motor, Variable Speed, 24 Volt....

65.00

BELL & HOWELL Model J Printer,

16mm.... 2800,00

FILMLINE Model 'K ", 16mm Neg. Posi five
Processor,
w/air
compressor,
syphon
and transfer pump, angle iron stand.
1200 ft. capacity. 1000.00

SOUND EQUIPMENT
G-924

Mixer

(3-position).$ 250.00

MAGNASYNC Recorder 16mm X-400.

600.00

MAGNASYNC Recorder 602E-5. 1100.00
REEVES

16mm

PVlOO

Recorder.

1200.00

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
BELL & HOWELL
179
16mm
Projectors
w/separate speaker.$ 200.00
DEVRY 35mm projectors (available with
sound equipment).

500.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N.Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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THE PRODUCTION of highway safety films is a continuous project of Aetna
Casualty and Surety Company’s film unit, pictured above shooting a pastoral
scene for “To See Ourselves.” Behind the Auricon Pro-600 camera is chief
photographer Arthur Garatti. Others from left are: Actor Rod Colbin, Warren
Murray, writer and director of the film; and Richard Jackson, camera assis¬
tant. The “wild” shots for the picture were filmed with a Cine Kodak-Special.
About 4800 feet of 16mm Ektachrome Commercial was exposed for the pro¬
duction.
In scene above, actor, portraying poet Robert Burns, is photographed for open¬
ing scene of film which is aimed at holding self-revealing mirror to actions and
attitudes of today’s automobile drivers.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

CLASSIFIED
RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 150 per word, minimum ad,
$2.00. Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and
advertiser’s name) 200 per word. Modified display format (text
set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) $1.50 per

ADVERTISING
line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
Office, American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Forms close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
No discount on Classified Advertising.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

SUMMER BUYS AND VERY GOOD, TOO
PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS

16MM HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with refriger¬
ator units, temp, controls, condensors, etc. BRANDNEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS STEEL
model A-llB. Neumade film washer, 35mm EYEMO
cameras, spider turrets, large selection of Eyemo
lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept.
C-1, 355 East Tremont Ave., New York 57, New
York.

CINE SPECIAL I with Pan Cinor 60 lens.
$
395.00
CINE SPECIAL II w/200' chamber, 2 lenses & case.
$
695.00
B&H FILMO 70 Series with 3 Cooke lenses—15/25/50mm; 400' magazine; 12V motor,- case.$
595.00
ARRIFLEX 16 w/maftebox sunshade; 3 Xenon lenses—16mm fl.9; 25mm fl.5; 50mm f2; trunk. Used
excellent condition .$ 1 ,695.00
B&H FILMO SPECIALIST, w/rackover; 400' mag.; syncmotor,- 2 finders; less lenses. $1800.00 value.
Reduced
.
$
765.00
BOLEX CONVERTED 400'; rackover with telescopic viewfinder; trifocal viewfinder; 400' magazine;
llOV wild motor. $900.00 value.
$
495.00
DEBRIE 35MM ALL METAL w/6-400' magazines,- 3 lenses—35mm,- 50mm,- 75mm; 12V motor, mattebox, lens shade,- viewing thru lens; trunks. $800.00 value.$
495.00
MITCHELL NC HEAD. Needs extensive repairs. As is.
$
695.00
CAMERA ACCESSORIES
CECO CINE SPECIAL BLIMP, w/syncmotor, $750.00 value..._.
$
MITCHELL AERIAL VERTICAL VIEWFINDERS; 5"x7" ground glass,- 10" f4.5 B&L lens. Worth more
in parts alone..
$
NEW HIHATS for Professional Jr., SOS Jr. $22.00 value.
$
NEW MITCHELL type HEAVY TRIPODS. Regular or
length. $175 value...$
MOTORIZED DOLLY with hihat, revolving head, 7' boom height, seats for cameraman and assis¬
tant, brackets for 6 lights. Cost $4000.00, wonderful buy for..
$
MITCHELL Extra Large 2000' magazine..
$
BALOWSTAR I'A" fl.3 lens, list $179.50 "S” mount. Special..
$

495.00
39.50
15.95
129.50
995.00
169.50
49.50

ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
ANIMATION STAND 13' high, heavy base. Custom built, 4 movements, extra large platen. Cost
$10,000.00, closing out, as is. Plus crating.
$
495.00
BACKGROUND ARC PROJECTOR, 35mm movies or slides,- includes 120 amp. arciamp; rheostat;
lenses; motor generator. Cost $15,000.00 to build, now unassembled, as is. Plus crating...$
695.00
KENSOL MASSIVE HOT PRESS with largest typeholder. $870.00 value.$
395.00
CAESAR-SALTZMAN ANIMATION Stand, with motorized and hand zoom; stop motion motor; for¬
ward and reverse. Worth 5 times our price.....$ 1,495.00
B&H 16mm ANIMATION CAMERA, 25mm lens,- frame counter,- 400' magazine,- dissolve,- stopmotion
motor. $4500.00 value.........$ 2,975.00
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
25KW GAS GENERATOR, 120V 1 ph, on 4 wheel trailer, control panel; spare parts...$ 2,995.00
720/900 AMP. DC GENERATOR; 100 HP motor 220/440V,- T'li HP starting motor; panel; 50' cable
3 wire 4-0; safety switches. $6000.00 value.......$ 2,495.00
PORTABLE 220/1 lOV POWER UNIT 3000W,- voltmeter; Variac; fused circuit breakers; heavy cables,6 double plugboxes; 4 std. outlets. Originally $950.00. Closing out..
$
195.00
5KW KLIEGEL and MR. SENIOR spots on stands, excellent.....$
179.50
B&M or MR, 2000W Spots on stands. Excellent..
$
99 95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands.$
57.50
MR BROADS on stands. Single $59.50.Double.$
89.50
NORTHLITE INDIRECT REFLECTORS, latest typet—5000 watt.$
129 50
2000 watt.$
79.50
RECORDING AND PLAYBACK
GAUMONT-KALEE FLUTTER METER, insures perfect recording, $1500.00 originally; like new.$
495.00
MAURER 16mm RECORDING OUTFIT—mixer, noise reduction,- amplification,- voltage regulator,- power
supply,- 400' mogazine. Late Model E Negative/Posittive....
$ 5,995 00
Westrex 35mm Optical Recorders, outright purchase; fair condition.$ 2!495,00
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads, less motor.
$ 2,995,00
MR MIKE BOOM and 3 wheel Perambulator, Incomplete, close out.$
295.00
PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PORTABLE BACKGROUND PROJECTOR DISTRIBUTOR. 720V but convertible to 220V. Has 1200 RPM
syncmotor; slostart; blimped on casters. $4500.00 value.$ 1,695.00
BELL & HOWELL FILMOARC 16mm proiectors on rolling stands; lens; 30 amp. Hi-Intensity Arclamps; rectifiers; 50W amplifier,- 2 speakers. $2000.00 value. Excellent condition.$
975.00
Less amplification and speaker.$
850.00
GPL 16mm TV SOUND PROJECTOR. Syncmotor,- pre-amp; 3600' magazines,- pedestal. $3500 value.$ 1,395.00
CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 16mm Composite and 16mm Sound. Rebuilt.$ 1,895.00
MOVIOLA SOUND PREVIEW 35mm UDPVCS, 8"xl0" large picture. $2250.00 value.$ 1,495.00
ACMIOLA 35mm VIEWERS, 6"x8'/2" projected picture, motorized. $1500.00 value.$
295.00
AKELEY 35mm VIEWER, sound and composite 5"x7" aerial image. $3000.00 value. Closeout 1/6
cost .$
495.00
LABORATORY
B&H J PRINTER w/Hi-Intensity Lamphouse.
Excellent condition.$ 3 495.00
UHLER 16/8mm REDUCTION PRINTER, needs repairs.$
795.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS LABMASTER 16mm reversal, top condition.$ 3,700.00
FILMLINE Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm neg/pos. processor; variable speed transmission,- reconditioned.
$1700.00 value...$
995.00
HOUSTON 16/35 COLOR PROCESSOR. Magnificent stainless steel beauty—worth $35,000. Rebuilt
''><6 new....$11,995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm NEG/POS. Processor, w/refrigeration, recirculation; airpump; stainless steel
construction; temperature control; 1200' per hour. Gov’t paid $10,000. Rebuilt.
$ 3 495 00
NEUVATOR 16mm CLEANING’ MACHINES, CL-16, Surplus. Orig. $395,00.$ 'l40.50
TRADES TAKES

PL 7-0440

Cable; SOSOUND
Dept, fc

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Phone: HO 7-2124
FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY

PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send tor
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Ema Street, Milford,
Conn.

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON
PORTABLE CASTER
BASES.
COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS, CABLES, INTERCOMS, LENSES, ETC.
FULL INFORMATION. PHOTOS AND PRICES ON RE¬
QUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

CINE-SPECIAL II, fitted with Pan-Cinor Zoom lens.
Also has 25mm Ektar FI .4, 15mm Ektar FI .4 wideangle attachment, reflex finder, Cine-Special case.
All excellent condition; original owner. Total list
price about $2,000.00. Best offer takes. CREST
PRODUCTIONS, 550 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C., EN 2-7519.

JUNE

•

1960

STANCIL-HOFFMAN 16mm magnetic recorder. Magnasync dubbers. Auricon tripod. Other eguipment.
Send fo-- list. FRANK RUNYAN, 9762 Lilly Jean,
St. Louis 34, Mo.

MITCHELL 16mm camera with sync & wild motors,
2 magazines, 3 cases, C mount adaptors, finder,
sunshade. Price less lense, $2,995.00. Condition ex¬
cellent. PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 2222 N.
Prairie, Dallas, Texas.
MAGNASYNC 602-C 16mm recorder, $695.00. B&H
sound projector with synchronous motor, $395.00.
DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave., Lomita, Califor¬
nia. Dav 6-4925.
CINE Special Series T. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
1 -35mm blimp single head
background projector
with B&H type register pins, hi-intensity lamphouse,
distributor, cables, etc. Also double head back¬
ground projector as above. Guaranteed. B&H com¬
bination 35/16mm hot splicer, foot pedal operated.
Guaranteed. 35mm Mitchell NC camera, complete.
Guaranteed. Arriflex #1, 3 Zeiss lenses, 3-200'
magazines. 16mm B&H Specialist rackover camera
with motor and 400' magazines. 35mm Eastman
waxing machine. 35mm RCA optical recorder, bi¬
lateral track, N-R amplifier. 35mm Stancil-Hoffman magnetic recorder. IZ'^mm Hallen magnetic
recorder with remote mixer. 35mm Moviolas, Model
D with takeups and variable speed foot controls.
New. 35mm Moviola with Bullseye optical-mag.
sound, takeups. Also without takeups. Large screen
available. 35mm Moviola preview machine with
8
X
10 screen, 1 composite head, 2 separate op¬
tical mag. sound heads. 35mm Moviola projector
with composite picture sound and separate optical
magnetic sound head, 2000' mags., speaker and roll¬
ing stand. 2 - 35mm arc projectors with preview
magazine attachments, rectifier, etc. 1 Westinghouse
3 unit motor generator, 1500 amp DC, mounted on
chassis with hard rubber tires. Also 1000 amp DC
as above. AEC 35mm llOV AC-DC 200' film cap¬
acity camera, precision register movement. Baltar
lenses.
Raby blimp and gearhead.
MR type 170
B 90 and 40 arc lights. One quarter H.P. Western
Electric interlock motors.
Box 1378, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

LIKE NEW, only 3000 ft. film photographed, com¬
plete Auricon Pro-600 outfit with variable-area gal¬
vanometer and Model NR 25-S7 amplifier. TV-T
shutter, portable power supply, two magazines, zoom
lens door. Value $4,600.00. Priced to sell right now
to anyone looking for a real bargain.
EDWARD
HAWKINS PRODUCTION, 960 So. Birch St., Denver
22, Colorado. SKyline 6-3615.
BOLEX Leader, turret handle, third turret stop,
filter slot, filter holders, carrying case, rackover,
Switar lenses: 16mm F2.5, 25mm Fl.5, 50mm FI .4,
complete $375.00. Pan-Cinor 70 lens F2.4 with
carrying case, $180.00. Cine Special 200 ft. maga¬
zine, sound sprockets, $200.00. Spectra color tem¬
perature meter, type A, $100.00. Write Box 1376,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
MAIHAK MM6K Pilotone recorder,
new Arriflex
16mm, unused. GR 7-9830. 1162 S. Hight, Los
Angeles 9, California.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott l-K'07.
Continued on Next Page
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Classified Ads

“THE FUGITIVE KIND”

SERVICES AVAILABLE

Continued From
Continued From Preceding Page

WANTED
FOR GOOD EQUIPMENT WE ALWAYS SEARCH,
To satisfy our customers many.
We cannot leave them in the lurch
And tell them we haven’t any.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, offers background of 28
years of experience as specialist cinematographer
with RKO Studios to production companies for
creative and unusual assignments in fields of special
photographic effects, cinematography, equipment de¬
sign and specialized laboratory techniques. Current
assignments,
"West Side Story," Freedom Land,
N. Y. 1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone Hollywood 9-5808.
ALL EUROPE, AFRICA, MIDDLE-EAST, 16-35 cover¬
age. Dutch cinematographer—photo iournalist. Hq
in Paris. Acer, to Nato U.S. Dept, of Commerce.
USIA etc. Also available as ASSISTANT DIRECTOR.
Fluent French,
German, Dutch, Spanish,
Italian.
Call Paris Opera 73-15, Galvani 12-56 or Wash¬
ington,
D.C., Metropolitan 8-2526. Write, cable
EDDY VAN
DER VEEN,
10 Rue
Roger Bacon,
Paris 17.

The
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYE.MO—ARRI FLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP

tisi g

TRY F4B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Mitchell — Akeley — B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
WANTED: Auricon Cinevoice or Pro-200 sound out¬
fit. W. GRISHKOT, Silver Bay, New York.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
DUTCH FILM PRODUCER offers all possible help in
Europe. No language troubles. International trained
technicions available. We solve all YOUR problems.
Write or wire; WALTER DE VRIES, Lepelstratt 20-C
AMSTERDAM, Holland. Telephone 57807.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS, 168 W. 46th
St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
WEST GERMANY, 16mm films, still or sound. FRITZ
BRUNS, (20b) Goettingen, Brauweg, 12.
AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY:
30 years of proven
MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION. Experience . . all
phases! Slide films, writing, direction, camera, light¬
ing, editing and sound. Head cameraman, multiple
crew management. Salary: $13,000.00. Samples on
request, or wUI bring to interview. Box 1377,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
MOTION
PICTURE
CAMERAMAN
now
employed
photographing news and commercial footage. Seeks
relocation, have own motion picture camera, etc.
In present position over five years. Box 1372,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
DUTCHMAN, 30, wishes contact creative imaginative
cinemalographer wi’h interest in problems of chang¬
ing world to co-produce series of fims in Asian and
o.her count ies. Handwritten replies to Y. C. ROGGE,
C.P.O. Box 481, Tokyo, Japan.
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American CinemaJographer
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

WHY SACRIFICE
your procJuction and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.

steady

In our classified columns
you’ll find two outstanding op¬
portunities:
... I —To buy an item of much
needed equipment at on at¬
tractive price,
. . . 2—Opportunity to dispose
of items you no longer need; to
sell your services,- or to make
known your needs in our
“wonted” columns.
Classified advertising rotes
ore surprisingly low.
Just 15c a word when your
ad is set like this:
AURICON Pro CAA71 and EIF View Finder,
cases and related equipment barely used.

Or 20c per word when text
is set in all capitals, like this:
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT, LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT, EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm.

Or $1.50 per line when text
is set in boldface, like this.(Note—This style is limited to
headlines and signature lines
only.)
1

YEAR OLD AND STILL GOING

STRONG!

HOLLYWOOD’S NEWEST STORE
FAR EAST assignments in 16 and 35mm by American
organization experienced throughout Asia and equip¬
ped for every phase of film and contact work.
FARKAS FILM COMPANY, 424 Li Po Chun Building,
Hong Kong
ANIMATION PRODUCED IN JAPAN. U.S. quality
throughout—lipsync, color, etc. The only studios in
Japan using U.S. animation equipment (Oxberry).
Low Japanese rates. INTERLINGUAL INTERNATIONAL
INC., Harada Bldg., 2-1 Hirakawacho, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo.
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★
Copy deadline for classified advertising is
the 1 St of month preceding publication date.
Mail copy and remittance to cover cost to
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drunkenly around the joint in 360
degree pan. This prevented using lights
on the floor and compelled Kaufman to
light from the ceiling as best he could.
“I finally switched to Tri-X film and
placed lights in a few side openings
plus a single light on the camera whieh
provided the required key light on Miss
Woodward throughout the action,”
Kaufman explained.
Unusual lighting, often its unique¬
ness imperceptible, was the order of
the day on most of this picture. The
story’s very theme demanded it, as
Kaufman has already explained. One
notable example is the scene where
Miss Woodward induces Brando to go
for a walk one night, a walk that takes
them into a nearby cemetery.
“Here I used smoke, instead of rain,
and lights intermittently sweeping the
scene—logically motivated by the pass¬
ing of cars on the highway nearby—
but only as a pretext to evoke an eery
feeling of the place,” said Kaufman.
“The smoke was used to break up the
sweeping rays of light into multiple
shafts that pierced the shadows between
the trees and tombstones. Thus an aura
of unearthly strangeness was visually
created to enhance the author’s pur¬
pose of having two people play a love
scene in a place most unsuitable for it.
And I think the lighting technique we
employed here gave the scene an addi¬
tional dimension.”
It is refreshing in this day to
encounter a cinematographer so ar¬
ticulate regarding his teehniques and
photographie philosophy. Kaufman
undertook a diffieult assignment in pho¬
tographing “The Fugitive Kind,” and
he sueceeded in giving the picture a
luster that contributed much toward
enhancing the performanees of the var¬
ious players in most difficult roles.
■

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued From

Page 344

Wesley Anderson, “The Alaskans”*
Roger Moore and Dorothy Provine.

with

Ralph Woolsey,
More”* (Pilot)

One

ASC,

“Room

For

Glen MacWilliams, ASC, Commercials*
Hal Mohr, ASC, Commercials*

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 No. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

... professional standard
for 35 mm and 16 mm
cinematography

HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION
MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL
COMMERCIAL
More professional footage is filmed with Baltar
than with any other lens. It will pay you to keep
this in mind on your next important assignment.
Order from your professional camera manufac¬
turer, or WRITE to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
30006 Bausch St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

on world-famous Mitchell 35mm and
l6mm cameras for professional cine¬
matography. "85% of the motion pic¬
tures shown in theatres throughout
the world are filmed with a Mitchell"

©A.M. P. A.S.

“What’s
your Pleasure,
Gentlemen?’’

Everything you need to
complete your film-from
studio to laboratory services
is here in one, convenient
location
laboratory services:
studio services:
Editorial
Creative Editing
Dialogue Cutting
Music Cutting
Conforming
Preparation of A&B Rolls
Hot Splicing
Syncing
Cutting Room Rental

Art and Animation
Storyboards
Graphic Art
Cartoons
Hand-lettered Titles
Hot Press Titles
Title and Animation
Photography

Music
Optical Film, 35mm
Magnetic Film, 35, 173^ &
16mm, j<i'-inch Tape
Disc, 33)4 & 78
Sound Effects

Sound Recording
Location Recording
Narration
Music Recording
Post-dubbing
Re-recording
Mixing
Transfer
Interlocks
Facilities Include Optical and
Magnetic 35, 17>^ & 16mm,
34-inch Sync Tape

Screening
16mm Projection
35mm Projection
Interlocks

Developing Processes
COLOR;
Negative EK 16mm
Positive EK 16mm
Ektachrome 16mm*
Kodachrome 16mm*
Ansco 16mm*
* Processed by film manufacturers’
local plant

BLACK AND WHITE:
Spray Picture Negative,
16 & 35 mm
Spray Sound Negative,
16 & 35mm
Newsreel Negative, 16mm
Spray Picture Positive,
16 & 35mm
Immersion Positive, 16mm
Reversal, 16mm

Printing
COLOR;
Kodachrome, 16mm
Ansco, 16mm
EK Internegative, 16mm
EK Positive, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Workprint, 16mm
Masters, iWm
Answer Prints, 16mm
Release Prints, 16mm
BLACK AND WHITE:
Dupe Negative, 16 & 35mm
Master Positive, 16 & 35mm
Reversal, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Track Prints, 16 & 35mm
Work Prints, 16 & 35mm
Answer Prints, 16 & 35mm
Release Prints, 16 & 35mm
TV Spots, 16 & 35mm

Miscellaneous
Edgenumbering
Print Cleaning
Peerless Treatment
Magnetic Striping
Reels
Cans
Shipping Cases

Write, phone or wire for information and quotations on any and all producer services

byron

/ motion pictures

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000 /l220 East Colonial Dr., Orlando, Florida, CFIerry 1-4161
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABOKATORIES CORPORATION, 630 Ninth Ave., New York City
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From left to right, Andrew McLaglen, Director, and James Arness, star and Associate Producer, look on as Mr. Southcott checks his camera.

"FOR WIDE RANGE AND VISUAL ACCURACY. . .
GIVE ME DU PONT SUPERIOR^ 2 AND 4"
Says Fleet Southcott, Director of Photography for the

be translated visually for our audience. In striving for this re¬

top-rated CBS-TV show, "Gunsmoke"

sult, 1 use Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2 and 4 with great satisfaction.”

“Camerawise,” reports Mr. Southcott,
everything:

“Superior” 2 and “Superior” 4 are just two of the fine

‘Gunsmoke’ has

DuPont films for every motion picture need.

interiors ... exteriors ... close-ups... long shots.

*t’s got terrific range, too —scenic as well as emotional.

To

These films —

and complete technical data on them —are available through

eep our show tops, everything within this broad scope must

the Du Pont Photo Products sales offices below.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
«. $. »AT Off

^a., 1737 Ellsworth Dr. N. W.; Waltham 54, Mass., 45-4th Ave. (Boston); Chicago 46, III., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Sta.; Cleveland 16, Ohio, 20575 Center Ridge Road;
vus, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.; Los Angeles 38, Calif., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.;
Export, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del.

New York 11, N. Y., 248 W. 18th St.; Wynnewood, Pa., 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.).

In Canada: Du Pont of Canada Limited, Toronto

Processes up to 150 ft. of film per min
When your 16mm and 35mm black and white film process¬
ing requirements call for high speed and/or high volume,
the Houston Fearless Model S120PN Rapid Spray Processor
will do the job superbly well. High-impingement jet-spray
application of the developing solution, fix and wash (as well
as impingement drying) makes possible processing of posi¬
tive film at 150 f.p.m., negative film at 100 f.p.m. Complete
cycle at top speed is only 5 minutes, dry to dry.
Fully automatic operation plus highly accurate temperature
controls (within ±*4°F) assure uniformly fine results.
Solution reservoir (adjustable to 5 or 10 gal. capacity), per¬
mits alternating between neg. and pos. processing. The
machine also features a direct, positive film drive, automatic
film-tension control, efficient air squeegees and electric tach¬
ometer. Wax or silicone applicator and archival wash are
optional. Stainless steel throughout. Write or phone for
brochure and prices.
I-1

HOUSTON
FEA.RLESS
DIVISION OE IIOUSrrON EEA.RI.ESS UORI*

See us in Booth 34 - S.P.I.E. - Los Angeles

JULY

•

1960

>

HOUSTON FEARLESS DIVISION

I

I

11805 W, Olympic Btvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.

!

I

Send catalogs and prices on □ Rapid Spray Processor

|

I

□ other B&W Processors
□ Mix and Storage Tanks
□ Camera Heads □ Tripods

I
|
|

I
I

□ Color Processors
□ Air Units
□ Dollies

I

Name_I

I

Firm__

I

Address-I

I

City_.Zone_State-

I_J
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PRODUCTION ITEMS
USED THE WORLD OVER

ARTHUR E. GAVIN,' Editor
MARION

e

Herb A.

CONTRIBUTORS:

HUTCHINS,

•

Editorial Assistant

Lightman, Joseph V. Mascelli, Clifford V. Harrington, Joseph

Henry, Frederick Foster, Libero Grandi (Rome), Jean Belanger (Paris), Derek Hill (London).

e
•

Editorial and Business Office:

1782 North Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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CAMART SLATE
& CLAPSTICK
Large

professional

size

for

ON THE COVER

sound

pro¬

ductions. Contains space for all essential
information.
originally
$4.75

This
sold

is
for

the

same

$11.75.
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Now

CINEMATOGRAPHER James Wong Howe, ASC, checks the lighting on Capu-

o

cine, featured
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Liszt Story,” which
in Vienna, Austria.
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Columbia

Pictures, "Song Without End—The

Howe photographed almost entirely in
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plus postage.
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MITCHELL R-3S

Reflex

Hand Held or Tripod Mounted*
Here for the first time is a 35mm reflex motion picture camera which combines streamlined light¬
weight design with the full range of professional features. Its superbly engineered design by Mitchell —the
world’s leading source of professional motion picture cameras — assures a remarkable versatility in filming.
Among the broad capabilities of the R-35 are: theatrical and television productions — on location and in
the studio; underwater use; high speed instrumentation films; and both animation and stop-motion.

NEW 35MM PROFESSIONAL
PORTABLE REFLEX CAMER’A

3

This camera produces steady, brilliant pictures through its use of dual registration pins and dual pull¬
down claws. A special series of Super Baltar matched F 2.0 lenses were specifically designed for the
R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. Variable opening disc shutter provides positive exposure control. By means
of a simple adaptor the R-35 can be used with standard Mitchell 1000' magazines for tripod mounting.
These are but a few of the outstanding professional features that make the Mitchell R-35 a major cine¬
matic development. Send for the new R-35 Bulletin.

*Tripod adaptor and blimp available as accessories.

MITCHELL R-35

MITCHELL CAMERA
CORPORATION
666 W, Harvard St., Glendale 4, Calif.
Cable Address: "Mitcamco”

See the new Mitchell R-35 at the SPIE Convention in Los Angeles, Calif.

JULY
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I960 DESIGNS

INDUSTRY
NEWS

FOR YOUR
EDITING ROOMS

News briefs of
industry activities^
products and progress

CAMART EDITING TABLE

Custom built all-welded steel construction, genuine
formica
top.
Built
in “light well” with
frosted
plexiglass,
cover
drawer,
electric
box,
bottom rack. Measures 24x30x60.$119.50
Other sizes to your specifications.

Prices on request.

CAMART TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
Only
ballbearing
tightwind.
Eliminates
cinching or
abrasions.
Winds film

j

evenly—

I
I

NO
SLIPPING

j

Fitted to any
1 6 or 35mm

i

rewind.
$34.95

!

j
NEW DESIGN
FILM BIN
WITH RACK
•

Rectangular
Construction
Measures 30x24x1 2.

•

Fits easily
corners.

•

Easy to view strips
of film,

o

Hard vulcanized
fiber with reinforced
metal frame.

®

Complete bin-rack,
linen bag . .$45.25

I

Cleans, conditions, and lubricates film in one easy
operation. Non-iniiammable, eliminates waxing, ab¬
solutely safe. Ecco Applicator.$33.00

Ecco

No.

2000

cleaning

fluid,

negative

per gallon

cleaning

fluid,

9.00
gal

6.50

THE CAMERA MART
1845

Broadway

(at

60th

St.)

PLAZA 7-6977
Cable;

390

Cameramart

N.

Y.

The motion picture test film pro¬
gram formerly conducted by the
Motion Picture Research Council in
Hollywood, is being taken over by the
Society of Motion Picture and Tele¬
vision Engineers, following dissolution
of the Research Council.
Latter’s test films will augment test
film program of the SMPTE, in exis¬
tence many years.
William F. Kelly, former head of
the Research Council, will assist the
SMPTE as a consultant in connection
with the technical aspects of its now
enlarged test film program.

Ansco, last month, began marketing
in 16mm width, its fine-grain, superspeed
black-and-white film, Ansco
Super Hypan. According to Ansco,

I

1550

On tlie Hollywood scene, the future
is brighter for cinematographers, cam¬
era crew^ memfiers and other produc¬
tion technicians. Strike terminations
last month resulted in optimistic plan¬
ning of future feature him productions,
stepped-up activity in studios.
In the realm of TV film production,
next few months will see greatest pro¬
duction spurt ever. Despite strikes,
the videofilm production outlay for
next season is up about 18%. More
than S200,()00,0()() worth of network
and syndicated TV films are in work
or aliout to be started,
Meantime, the strikes in Hollywood
appear to have given impetus to
European film production. Early last
month, more than 80 feature films
were said to he in production in three
of Europe’s biggest film production
centers—Britain, France, and Italy.
Whereas there were hut 19 produc¬
tions before the cameras in Hollywood,
32 were shooting in Italy, 28 in France
and 20 in England.

Ansco’s Fine-grained, SuperSpeed B&W Film Now in 16mm

ECCO FILM CLEANER MODEL D

No.

SMPTE Takes Over Research
Council’s Test Film Program

★

into

With easy to roll
wheels .$51 .75

Ecco

Brighter Outlook For
Film Production

23

I
j

i

new film produces negatives of ex¬
ceptional fine grain with excellent
definition and gradation when used
in either normal or subnormal light¬
ing situations. The company recom¬
mends it for use in photo instru¬
mentation, high-speed cinematography
studies, newsreel and sports photog¬
raphy, and time-lapse cinematography.
Super Hypan is available with either
single or double perforations. Its re¬
solving power is rated high—80/90
lines/mm.
'
ASA speeds are 500 for daylight,
400 for tungsten. Where developing
times (forced processing)
are ex¬
tended to about 2 times normal, flatlylighted subjects with a short brightness
range may be exposed at ASA indexes
up to 1000 daylight and 800 tungsten.

★
F&B Workshop-Seminar in
Animation Concluded
Approximately one-hundred anima¬
tion artists and technicians represent¬
ing 70 companies and organizations
throughout the U. S. and Canada par¬
ticipated in the animation work-shop
seminar conducted in New York City
June 12th to 15th, under the auspices
of Florman & Babb, manufacturers
and distributors of motion picture
equipment.
The three day seminar, first of its
kind ever held in the U. S., featured
speakers prominent in various phases
of the motion picture industry. Ernest
M. Pittaro, TV film production su¬
pervisor at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
Inc., discussed the basic techniques
Continued on

Page 446

ARTHUR
FLORMAN
(Florman
&
Babb,
gratulates Miss Mary Ellen
Bute, Art
Ted Nemeth Studios, New York, on her
and moderation of panel discussion on
board’’ at recent F&B Seminar.

Inc.)
con¬
Director of
presentation
‘The Story¬
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Ansco 16mm Color Duplicating Film Type 238

Rerecording costs killing your rate structure? You can reduce from 35mm to
16mm directly without rerecording. Just use Ansco 16mm Color Duplicating
Film Type 238.
Type 238 reversal film is specifically designed to produce superb color rendi¬
tions plus high fidelity sound through direct reduction!
From a cost and quality standpoint, doesn’t it make sense to use 238? Ansco,
Binghamton, N. Y., A Division of General Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ansco
Type 238
JULY

•

1960
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TIME SAVERS
OHRODUCTIO^S

WHAT’S NEW

CAMART BABY DOLLY

Only

a

four-wheel

balance
sional

and

dolly

stability

production.

will

provide

required

Adjustable

for

the

profes¬

seat for cam¬

eraman; platform accomodates assistant_....

$425.00
Dolly tracks available.

AC Power Supply

ARRIFLEX 16

16mm

and

immediate
proof

35mm
delivery.

blimps

synchronous

cameras
Arriflex

available.

motors,

in

stock

35mm

400^

new and

for

sound¬

Cinekad Engineering Co., 763 10th
Ave., New York 19, N. Y., announces
a new combination DC Power Sup¬
ply and battery charger designed
especially for use with Arriflex 16
cameras. Unit is available in 2 sizes:
The P8 provides 8-volts DC at 3
amps. Net weight is under 4 lbs.
The PS15 provides both 8 and 15
volts DC. Features include voltmeter,
pilot lamp and line switch.

Automatic Dissolver
The Yolo Automatic Dissolve At¬
tachment for Bolex cameras is now
available with provision for making
fades in 25, 50 and 100 frame
lengths. Different lengths are
achieved through use of fade-length
lever (arrow). All units now in use
can also be modified at nominal
cost to provide the multiple fades
by Pellegrini-Piek, 1545 Lombard
Street, San Francisco 23, Calif.

magazines,
used.

BARDWELL LIGHTS
High

power

unit for black
and white or
color.

Same

lights

Hollywood

the
pro¬

fessional uses.

Color Processors

$81.00
SALE OR RENTALS
OF ALL PRODUCTION
Moviolas,
chell

Dollies,

Cameras,

EQUIPMENT

Arriflex,

Design

and

Auricon,
Repair

Mit¬
Shop.

THE CAMERA MART
1845 Broadway (at 60th St.), N.Y. 23
PLaza 7-6977
Cable: Cameramart
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Houston-Fearless
Corp.,
11805
Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, an¬
nounces a new series of machines
for processing Kodachrome or Moviechrome motion picture film and slidefilms. Six models include units for
8/16mm, 35mm, and a duplex ma¬
chine that processes both simultane¬
ously. Operating speeds range from
1500 to 3600 ft. per hr. tor 8/1 6mm
film; 300 to 1500 for 35mm. Price
of 16/8mm and 35mm model is
$28,450; duplex model, $37,850.

Power Pack
Photomart, 228 So. Franklin St.,
Tampa, Fla., announces a complete¬
ly self-contained power supply unit
that provides 115-volts AC current
for operation of the Auricon CineVoke camera.
Trade-named the
Rubylite Power-Pac, unit weighs 6
lbs. and comprises of charger and
nickel
cadmium
lifetime battery.
Unit will provide sufficient power to
expose 30 rolls of film before re¬
charging is required.
■
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NEVER DISTURB THE AUDIENCE WITH CAMERA NOISE!
cn

Does the scene above look familiar? You may be interested to know more about its significance relative to

o

0
VJ

your sound recording needs.

c
o

Here is Auricon Professional 16 mm Motion Picture Sound Camera Equipment, operating right in the middle of
an audience — actually within inches of the surrounding spectators! Yet, despite the complex precision
mechanisms that are recording a full-color picture and every whispered word of the speaker on the rostrum,
not even a murmer of distracting camera noise is heard by the audience. This quiet, dependable recording of
16mm Sound-On-Film Talking Pictures is the special engineering “magic” of Auricon!
Except for the red signal lights glowing on the Auricon Sound Camera, the audience has no way of knowing
that the Camera is running. In fact, even the click of the on-off switch has been muted!

0>
o
a

a
o

Auricon Cameras are versatile and easy-to-handle because thej;e is no bulky, sound-proof enclosure, “blimp”

1546 Argyle Avenue, Hollywood 28, California / Hollywood 2-6171
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WALTER STRENGE’S

PERFECT
COMBINATION

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

the

Miller Fluid-Action
Tripod Head Model “D”

Q

and the

Sensational New Miller
Grooved Leg Ball
Levelling Top Tripod

This Miller Professional tripod is designed
primarily

for

Miller

Fluid

tripod

will

mounting

use

with

Action

accept

the

Model

“D”

Tripod

Head.

This

other

heads with

threads.

The Miller tripod

is designed

for utmost

rigidity and service with minimum weight,
features
level,

ball

has

levelling

25-degree

top

with

levelling

spirit

movement.

Mounting screw spring loaded.
Positive
grip

automatic

equalization

lock-wheel on

both

Need advice on a picture making problem? Your questions are invited
and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest will appear in this column each month.

leg

with

ezi-

sections

Would you recoiiiniend using a
flatcell incident light meter and
translating the foot candle readings to
f/ stops, ignoring the elTect on all
lights except the key light? Or to set
the intensity and then, after adding all
kickers, hack Ights and fill Ights, use
the hemisphere light collector on the
meter when taking a reading?—H.A.H.

Answer: The limits of the ratio of key
light to fill light are a prime considera¬
tion here, and this depends on the type
of film being used—black-and-white or
color, and whether the photography is
for theatre screens or television. With¬
in the limits established l)y the film
used the ratio may he modified at the
will of the cameraman to establish
mood. For example, a fast-moving com¬
edy type of action is generally shot
with relatively high fill light—usually
a ratio of 2 to 1 or 3 to 1. A tragic,
dramatic action that might he en¬
hanced by deep shadows, etc., would
call for a ratio of around 8 to 1. The
intensities of the kicker and back¬
lights relative to the key light are usu¬
ally established visually by the cine¬
matographer to suit the artistic needs
of the respective scene.

in¬

sures rigidity and prevents legwarp. Dou¬
ble, replaceable heavy-duty leg tips with
hol'd down

spur on each

leg.

"Vee" section sliding members of selected
kiln

dried

white

mountain

ash.

QWhat

zoom lens is presently avail¬
able for the 16mm Arriflex cam¬
era?—/.C.O.

Dressed

with silicone oils and lacquered for smooth
telescoping action and long life.

STANDARD

MODEL

Height, high spread: 61 Vj”
Height,
Weight:

lo spread:
1 1 Yt

BABY
Height,

37’/j"

lbs.

MODEL

high spread: 40

Height, low spread:
Weight:

26"

10 lbs.

MILLER PROFESSIONAL
EOUIPMENT
285 Melbourne Avenue

396

Astoria, Oregon

Answer: Arriflex Corp. of America
offers two models of the Pan Cinor
zoom lens for this camera—the Model
70 f/2.4 with a zoom range from
17.5mm to 70mm, and the Model 100
f/3.4 with a range of 25mm to 100mm.
The first sells for $360.00; the latter
for $410.00. The same company also
supplies the Angenieux zoom lens hav¬
ing an aperture of f/2.2 at a range
from 17.5mm to 70mm. Price of this
lens is $400.00. These lenses are in
the permanent Arri mount.

QWhen

shooting on indoor sets, why
does my color temperature meter
vary in readings according to the dis¬
tance from lights to subject? If my
lights are balanced for 3400° K, for
instance, why shoidd distance from the

lights make such a considerable dilTerence ?
.41so, when shooting out of doors in
the shade, shoidd the color temperature
meter be pointed to the sky, in the
direction of the camera? Instructions
say “point face of meter toward the
light source.”—K.C.

Answer: A properly designed and con¬
structed color temperature meter will
indicate the correct CT of the prevail¬
ing illumination at the subject position
regardless of the intensity of the light.
Outdoors, when subject is in shade,
and illuminated by skylight only, the
color temperature would normally he
measured by pointing the CT meter to¬
ward the sky, in the direction of the
camera.

Q

In soundslriping motion picture
film, will a normal application of
iron oxide magnetic track give better
sound results than a laminated track?
Should this be applied before or after
applying a protective coat to the film?
.Also, if I6mm magnetic sound film is
stored in a metal container, and wound
on a metal spool, will this cause a loss
of sound quality?—J.G.V.

Answer: There should be little or no
difference in the sound quality rend¬
ered by either type track. The track
material should be applied to the film
before the protective coating is applied.
We know of no instance where mag¬
netic film or tracks have been ad¬
versely affected by storage in metal
containers or reels.

Q

Please give information about, and
source of, cukaloris
(“cookies”)
which I note are used extensively in
entertainment and TV motion pictures.
I would like to use this lighting efl’ect
on a small set 7' x 9' in size. What size
would I need for this set and at what
distance should it be placed in front
of lamp to give the desired effect?

—L.C.II.

Answer: Cukaloris panels can be pur¬
chased from Mole-Richardson Com¬
pany, 937 No. Sycamore Ave., Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. You will probably need
two for the area described. Set them
6 ft. in front of light source.
■
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in the east... it’s

MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUOSON 6-0360

^developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B •colo-r
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Jusf Out!

ASSIGNMENTS

BRAND NEW
90 PAGE
BEHREND
CATALOG

WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
By

MARION

HUTCHINS

ALLIED ARTISTS

• CAMERAS

• LIGHTS

INDEPENDENT

Euoenk Polito, ‘‘The Plunderers” with Jeff

Hhaiuller and Dolores Hart.
director.

• EDITING EQUIPMENT

AMERICAN

• SOUND EQUIPMENT

NATIONAL

.Mu^•RO^; Askins, “Sea
with Lloyd Bridges.

• ANIMATION EQUIPMENT

Joseph Pevney,

P

WRITE FOR YOUR
COPY NOW!

OLSEY,

(Ziv-TV)

ASC, Commercials*

Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*
Roy Se.'VWkight, Commercials*
COLUMBIA

Lionel Lindon, ASC, “A Matter of Convic¬

tion” (Contemporary Prods, for UA; shoot¬
ing in N.Y.) with Burt Lancaster and Dina
Merrill. John Frankenheimer, director.
Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Five Minutes to Live”

STUDIOS

Philip J \nnura, ASC, “Two Faces West”*

(Screen Cemsl with Charles Bateman aiul
June Blair Don Cold, director.
Cuffey, ASC, “Cry for Happy"
(William Coetz Prod.) with Clenn Ford and
Donald O’Connor. Ceorge Marshall, director.
Burnett

“The Guns of Navarone”
(Color; Highroad Prod.; shooting in Greece)
with Gregory Peck and David Niven. Alex¬
ander Mackendrick, director.
Oswald

Seeley, ASC, “Films for Defense”*
(RCA Motion Picture Prods.; NBC release;
shooting in Alaska, Greenland and U.S.)
Lowell Shaffer and Esko Townell, directors.
James

Hunt”*

CASCADE PICTURES
GtoKGi.

Lang, Jr., “The Facts of Life”
(Panama-Frank Prods, for UA) with B^dj
Hope and Lucille Ball. Mel Frank, director.
Charles

Morris,

(Flower Film Prod.) with Johnny Cash and
Donald Woods. Bill Karn, director.
Desmond Dickinson, “Konga” (AIP; East¬
man
Color;
shooting in
London)
with
Michael Gough and Margo Johns. John Lemont, director.
Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Exodus” (Panavision

&

Color; Otto Preminger Prod.; U.A. release;
shooting in Israel) with Paul Newman and
Eva Marie Saint. Otto Preminger, director.
Wexler, “Angel Baby” (Madera
Prod.; Continental Distributing Co.) with
George Hamilton and Mercedes McCambridge. Paul Wendkos, director.
Haskell

Charles Lawton, Jr., ASC, “The Wackiest

Ship in the Army” (C’Seope & Color; Fred
Kohlmar Prods, shooting in Hawaii) with
Jack Lemmon and Ricky Nelson. Richard
Murphy, director.
Joe MacDonald, ASC, “Pepe” (George Sid¬

ney Int’l-Posa Prods.; CinemaScope & Color)
with Cantinflas, Dan Dailey and Shirley
Jones. George Sidney, producer-director.
DESILU STUDIOS—Gower
Rorert
de
Grasse,
ASC, “Jack Benny
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Jack Benny.
Norman Abbott, director.

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
•

ASC, “Daniel Boone”*
with Dewey Martin and Eddy Waller. Lewis
Foster, director.
Edward Colman, ASC, “The Absent-Minded

beam. No glaring hot spots.

Professor” with Fred MacMurray and Nancy
Olson. Robert Stevenson, director.

Fits

any

camera.

No

tools

needed,

KEYWEST STUDIOS

ASC, Series of religious
(Family Films) Eddie Dew, director.

Walter

films

Strenge,

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”* with

William Spencer, Commercials*

Rennahan,

Smooth, even 3400° K light in wide-angle

•

nicolor, Samuel Bronston Prods.; shooting
in Spain) with Jeff Hunter and Robert Ryan.
Nicholas Ray, director.

John Newland.

WALT DISNEY STUDIOS
Ray

Frank Planer, ASC, “King of Kings” (Tech¬

no

Harold
Wellman,
ASC, “Atlantis, The
Lost Continent” (MetroColor; George Pal
Prods.) with David Mioni and Joyce Taylor.
George Pal, director.
Garson, “Brothers Brannagan”*
Steve Dunne and Mark Roberts.
Kit

with

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

holes to drill.

Ruttenberg, ASC “Butterfield 8”
(Afton-Linebrook Prod.; shooting in N.Y.)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Laurence Harvey.
Daniel Mann, director.
Joseph

•

Long-life nickel-cadmium battery with builtin charger. Weighs only 5 lbs.

•

$199.50
Rubylite Converters run Auricon Cameras from
same battery. Write for complete information.

PHOTOMART
FRANKLIN

ST.

•

TELEPHONE;

398

TAMRA
2-1168

Inc.)

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Complete With Battery

SO.

(P'ilmways,

Harold
Lipstein,
ASC, “Adventure# of
Ozzie & Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.

Guaranteed one year.

228

Hal Mohr, ASC, Commercials*

2,

FLORIDA

M aurey Certsman, ASC, “Police Dog Story”
(Zenith Pictures; UA release) with James
Brown and Merry Anders. Edw. L. Cahn,
director; “No Place to Run” (Zenith Piets,
for UA) with Joan Evans, Ron Foster. Edw.
L. Cahn, director.
Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Co North” (CinemaScope & DeLuxe color) with John Wayne
and Stewart Granger. Henry Hathaway, di¬
rector.

Krasner, ASC, “Go Naked in the
World” (Areola Prod.) with Gina Lollobrigida and Anthony Franciosa. Ranald MacDougall, director.
Milton

Nicholaus, “Rawhide”*
(CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.
John

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS
William Snyder, ASC, “Bonanza”*

(NBCTV) with Michael Landon and Dan Blocker.

Loyal Griggs, ASC, “G.I. Blues” (Color;
Hal Wallis Prod.) with Elvis Presley and
Juliet Prowse. Norman Taurog, director.
Continued On Next Page
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The Anenet fo Yout Zoom & Telephoto lens Tfipod Ptohlems

SILICONE DAMPENED

^HYDROFLUID*

ball-leveling

PAN & TILTHEAD TRIPOD
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL
IN TRIPOD STYLING
AND PERFORMANCE
with
Larger Silicone Dampening Area Than
Any Tripod in Its Class and Price Range

►Designed for professional cameramen.
►Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt action, utilizing
the dampening effect of silicone.
►Al uminum construction; weight 21 lbs.
►Sil icone loaded—temperature range—130 + 500F.
►Precision ball-bearings.

Mounted on pan and tilt shaft

for smooth action and alignment.
►Pan 360°—Tilt 80°.
Hydrofiuid tail-leveling head—precision construction—posi¬

►Fi rst tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at bottom

tive quick-finger camera lock—variable tension adjustment

of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA CHARGE.

pan and tilt locks—spirit level—telescopic pan handle with
variable

►Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood legs, with

angle

adjustment—right

or

left

hand

position.

self-aligning leg locks.

►For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE . onOSO
COMPLETE WITH TRIPOD LEGS ^

“HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD DESIGNED FOR
TV Vidicon—16Mitche!l —Maurer—Camerette—
' Arriflex 16/35—Auricon (Cine-Voice-600-1200)
Cine Specia I—Eyemo—Fi I mo—Ci neflex

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.
JULY

•

1960

BABY TRIPOD .$69.50
HIGH HAT. 29.50
CASE

.

22.00

BOOT & POINT COVER . 12.50

209 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK 36. N. Y.
Circle 6-0348

399

PRECISION* FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Pat. Appd.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued From Preceding Page

Jean Bourgoin. “The Counterfeit Traitor”
(Teclinicolor; Perlberg-Seaton Prod.; shoot¬
ing in West Berlin) with William Holden
and Lilli Palmer. George Seaton, director.

For

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00

Joseph LaSheli.e, ASC, “All in a Night’s
Work” (Hal Wallis Prod.) with Dean Mar¬
tin and Shirley MacLaine. Joseph Anthony,
director.

Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James
Arness and Dennis Weaver.
Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*
with Warner Anderson and Tom Tully.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.
$215.75

Ernest

Laszlo. ASC, “The Day of the
Gun” (Brynaprod; shooting in Mexico) with
Rock Hudson and Dorothy Malone. Robert
Aldrich, director.
RttRERT

Krasker, “Romanoff and Juliet”
(Color; Payor Prod.; shooting in Italy)
with I’eter Ustinov and Sandra Dee. Peter
Ustinov, director.
Ernest

opticol-

Haller. ASC, “Fear No More”
(Scaramouche Prods.) with Jacques Ber¬
gerac and Mala Powers. Bernie Wiesen,
director.

magnetic

Russell

sound

Metty, ASC, “Midnight Lace”
(Color; Arwin Prods.) with Doris Day and
Rex Harrison. David Miller, director.

readers

Chris

Challis, “The Grass is Greener”
(Grandon Prods.; shooting in England) with
Cary Grant and Deborah Kerr.
Stanley
Donen, director.

Model 800
$259.50

Robert Burks, ASC, “The Great Impostor”
with Tony Curtis and Karl Malden. Robert
Mulligan, director.

Model 800 RL
$269.50

optical

magnetic film

sound

and tape

renders

sound

Model 600 RL
$195.00

Ellis Carter, ASC, “Seven Ways From Sun¬
down” (color) with Audie Murphy and
Barry Sullivan. George Sherman, director.
Emmett Bercholz, “Death Valley Days”*
(Filmaster Prods.)
REVUE STUDIOS

John

reader

Warren,

Presents”*

ASC, “Alfred
(Revue Prods.).

Hitchcock

Ellis

Thackery, ASC, “Coronado 9”*
(Revue
Prods.);
“Markham”*
(Revue
Prods.) with Ray Milland.

Model 700
$198.50

Benj. Kline, ASC, Commercials*
Send For Free literature

F.O.B. Fac.

ii PRECISION LABORATORIES
@

:

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT ^CORPORATION
1037

UTICA

AVENUE

BROOKLYN

3,

(Revue

Prods.)

N. Y

William

Sickner,

ASC,

Commercials*

ASC,

Commercials*

(Revue Prods.)

William

Daniels,

(Revue Prods.)
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

AFTER 22 YEARS AT THE SAME LOCATION,
TELEFILM IS STILL THE BEST ONE-STOP
16MM MOTION PICTURE SERVICE OFFERING
SPEED, OUALITY, AND DEPENDABILITY.

William Mellor, ASC, “The Big Gamble”
(C’Scope & Color; Darryl Zanuck Prod.;
shooting in Europe) with Stephen Boyd and
Juliette Greco. Richard Fleischer, director.

Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Desire in the Dust”
(API; C’Scope; shooting in Baton Rouge)
with Raymond Burr and Martha Hycr.
William Claxton, producer-director.

Floyd

T€L£flLM
I

IMCOWPORAXED

I

6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
A leading 16mm motion picture technical service
since 1938

Crosby, ASC, “Freckles” (API:
C’Scope* Color)
with Martin West and
Carol Christensen; Andrew' V. McLaclen,
director: “Walk Tall” (C’Scope & DeLuxe
Color; API Prods.; shooting at Big Bear)
with William Parker and Joyce Meadows.
Maury Dexter, director.
Fapp, ASC, “Let’s Make Love”
(C’Scope & Color) with Marilyn Monroe and
Yves Montand. George Cukor, director.
Daniel

Continued On Page 446
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AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

ONLY CECO
GIVES YOU

VOLTABLOC NICKEL-CADMIUM
LITE-WEIGHT BATTERIES

THESE
PLUSES
iiiiiiiiii
CECO X-140 REMOTE CONTROL PAN
AND TILT HEAD WITH “DIAL-A-STOP”
SALES AND SERVICE OF THE
WORLD'S FINEST PROFESSIONAL

FILM MAKING
EQUIPMENT
— PLUS THE TECHNICAL GUIDANCE
TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THEM

PLUS

on-time delivery—anywhere
in the world—within your budget!

PLUS a Repair Department staffed
with technicians, expert in every
phase of professional Motion Pict¬
ure and TV equipment repair !

GET
ALL
THE
FACTS!
SEND
THIS
POSTAGE
FREE
CARD
TODAY!

CECO TR-8 PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR
FRICTION HEAD TRIPOD

(JflmeRfl CouiPinenT (g..inc.

315 West 43rd St., New York 36. N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Gentlemen: 1 am interested in the items checked below.
Please rush me more free information on these products.
D

C-3549

D

X-140

n

TR-8

n

LS-1

n

B-109

Programming Device

G

Cooke Lenses

□

Ke nyon Stabilizer

Cl

Hi-Speed Editing Table

Id

Traid Portable Hot Splicer

□

Firmsplice Film Splicer

Name

Stop Motion Motor

d

TT-3

Remote Control Head

Id

35mm Professional Film Viewer

Tripod Tie-Down Clamps

Pro Jr. Friction Head Tripod

Id

Voltabloc Nickel-Cadmium Batteries

Sunshade & Filter Holder

n

Rangertone Synchronizer

Id

Macbeth Quanta Log

Title

Firm
Address
City

_ZoTie_State

PLUS

three offices
to serve you better,..
New York ... Miami,
Florida... anti Holly^
wood, California!

RANGERTONE SYNCHRONIZER
(V4" Synch. Playback Control)

TRAID PORTABLE HOT SPLICER
(8mm-16mm and 16mm-35mm Models)

CECO TT-3 TRIPOD TIE-DOWN CLAMPS

KENYON GYROSCOPIC STABILIZER

CECO C-3549 STOP MOTION MOTOR
FOR ARRIFLEX 16MM CAMERA

MACBETH QUANTA LOG

FIRMSPLICE MAGNETIC FILM SPLICER
(For 16mm and 35 mm)

FIRST CLASS

In New York:
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd St,, New York 36, N.Y.
In Florida:
Camera Equipment Co., Inc. of Florida
1335 East 10th Ave., Hialeah, Florida

PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, Inc.
DEPT. 62,

315 WEST 43RD STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

In Hollywood, California
Call JACK PILL • POplar 3-8355

PLUS

modern facilities
consisting of a Machine
Shop with the latest
equipment; a Sound De¬
partment with complete
test facilities; fully equip¬
ped Camera, Lighting, Ed¬
iting and Projection De¬
partments; and an Engi¬
neering and Design De¬
partment second to none!

What leads veteran film producers to “retool” with ARRIFLEX, as
their assignments become more and more challenging?
The answer has been spelled out with persuasive certainty over Arri’s
young, dynamic history — in terms of rugged precision, versatility, and
money-saving advantages.

ARRIFLEX

iP
J
i

Hundreds of industrial and theatrical film producers use ARRIFLEX
16mm and 35mm cameras exclusively. In many cases, Arri equipment
was first tried experimentally... then swiftly took over the lion’s share
of production filming.

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

257 PARK AVE. SOUTH • NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

Without obligation, 1 would like:
□ LITERATURE
□ DEMONSTRATION
□ on ARRIFLEX 16
□ on ARRIFLEX 35

name
title

Have you ever handled an Arriflex? You can get to know its exceptional
features by writing to us for detailed literature... or to arrange a dem¬
onstration through one of our franchised dealers.

company
address
j

zone

city

state

i,

[Ft
JULY

«

1960

CORPORATION
.

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH,

OF

AMERICA

NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

403

S.O.S ANNUAL BA
OaL IJour picL ^rom Our $250,000 ^tocL!
LIMITED QUANTITIES ... MANY ONE OF A KIND . . . HUNDREDS OF
UNADVERTISED
THESE

LOW,

SPECIALS

LOW PRICES
Duraluminum

S.O.S. REMOVES THE GUESS—BUY THESE
CLEARLY

DESCRIBED

Many came
U.S.

from

Gov't

BARGAINS

our renlal

surplus.

SAFELY

inventory or

Unless

otherwise

Your

Needs

siderable

repairs.$

99.50
24.95

Ceco Cine Special Blimp, synemotor....

395.00

Jr.

Tripods.

type

Std.

heavy-duty

(takes

B&H

(16

2709

f.p.s.)
with

counter.

dissolve,

pilot

Mitchell,

1250.00

shuttle.

1750.00

lens, spring motor.

99.50

with

DeVry with

prismatic

DeVry with lens, single frame.
Cunningham,

portable;

110V motor;
Wall

Movietone

2-400'

pilot

200' mag.;
Camera;

mags;

12V

139.50

4

lenses;

motor;

Mitchell

type finder; dovetail base.

295.00

Cine Special I w/Pan Cinor 60 lens.$
Cine

Special

lenses

II

and

w/200'

chamber,

349.50

focus)

39.50

Neumade

99.95

Cartop

(35mm

Platforms.

non-skid

Hold

top

and

800

149.50

• CAMERA MOTORS AND
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Cine

SS Motors, 24V.

Special

12V

tachometer.

$350

List $600....$

variable

99.50

with

value.

Mitchell NC 24V w/tach, $525 val.

99.50
235.00

$525

295.00

B&H 2709, 12V governor controlled. ..

149.50

Cineflex (Cameraflex) DC 12V and 24V

49.50

Standard

.

1200/1400

RPM.

195.00
195.00

DC to AC

Maurer 05 w/finder; 400' mag; sync1995.00

Converters.

220/110

or

3ph

U.S.

Navy Std.

115/110,

capacity. Weatherproof, starter.

99.50
119.50

value.

695 00

Bolex Supreme, octameter, less lens....

149.50

400' mag;

telescopic finder;

449 50
495.00
1350.00

f4.5

B&L

Arriflex

lites.

Std.

Cost

2000'

35mm 200'

big

19.95

795.00

magazines....

169.50

10O' chambers.

$4500

$30 value.

49.50
125.00
6.95

Mike

No

Boom

RCA

license

14.95

mount. List $179.50.
Research

Spectra

Meters

24.50

wheel

3

Color.

Per dozen.

16mm

Fibre

Film

Shipping

1.00

Cases.

Dozen lots. New.
800'

1200'

..$1.10...$1.25

Add

1600'

2000'

$1.50 ....$1.75.. ..$2.00

..

1.20...

1.55

1.65...

..

1.35...

1.75

1.80. .. 2.10.. .. 2.55

..

1.50. ..

2.25

2.05 ... 2.35.. .. 2.75

15c

for handling.

Prices

1.95.. .. 2.35

F.O.B.

Holly’d

Shipping Cases, metal, for 10-16mm

35mm, 2000' aluminum

.29

.

4.35

Reels,

35mm, 2000' spring type ....

.95

Reels,

35mm,

.79

2003

exchange

type

MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS

35mm

$1500 value . .
17’/-)mm

Sync

Magnetic

Built

tion, 2

39 50
129.50
169.50

in

oscillator,

pos. mixer.
Flutter

35mm

Soundheads

optical

system,

495.00

Original

cost

Reduction

595.00

$14,000.

value.

$7,500

2,995.00

Soundtrack

Synemotor and
1,995.00

Duplex 16mm Automatic Step Printer.
one

pedestal.
lite

2-40

change

Scene

auto¬

controls.

Orig¬

inal cost $5,000. As is.
995.00

Duplex 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin

495.00

Cinecolor

registration

&

$200.

19.95

DeVry 35mm Soundheads less optics. ..

9.95

timing

295.00
795.00

Double

Head

35mm

Step

Printer with automatic lite change
B&H

readers. Worth

changer.

Printer 35/16mm.

and gears. Good for film phonos or
sound

w/light

generator.

matic

w/photo

exciter

model

Depue Optical

lamp

cell,

995.00

Two positive printing machines on
695.00

insures

perfect reco-ding. Orig. $1500.

semi - automatic

$8,000 value. As is.
Cinecolor.

895.00

equaliza¬

Meter,

3,795.00

Acme Dual Head 35mm Step Printer,

Re¬

$4500 value_

1,795.00

soundtrack

.

spreaders,

Matipo
1995.00

Hallen 16mm Sync Magnetic Recorder,

KInevox

value.$

Printer,

Debrie 35mm Sound & Picture Printer

moto's.

.

$4,500

Reduction

pin

Fantasound

w/Seb’'-i

$6500

picture.

35/1 6mm

tricycle

Incomplete.

phonograph

Originally

DeVry

w't’i

filters; sphere; case. 2 Color.

79.50

Vj

295.00

3

required.

Gaumont-Kalee

Balowstar 1 V2" fl 3 lens, Cino Speccial
Photo

brown,

light change. $4,000 value.

and

Photophone

able.

slipp'ng

New.

Crayons,

B&H 35mm Printer, step contact, pilot

.

vertible to Arriflex).

Collapsible Tripod Triangles with t o ■
down clamps. New .

Marking

295.00

origi¬

Reeves 16mm Magicorder PVlOO, port¬

prevent

with recessed light. $110 value....
China

295.00

Recorders,

Cineflex 35mm 200' magazines. (Con¬
Triangles,

15.95

60"

$1500 value.

Lathe

corder. $1800 value.

Tripod

Tables

&

25A w/playback amplifier, speaker.

converted;

Cineflex type.
Cine Special

motors.

Disc

nally

film

$4000.

mags,

R-2.

Editing

RCA

ing Heads; lOOO' mag., less motor.

boom height; 2 seats; hihat; brack¬
ets for 6

Splicers

Formica Top

3ph

220V

RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Record

Motorized Doily w/revolving head; 7'

Mitchell

35mm

reduced

Depue 35mm Contact Printer, sound

Dubbers,

Perambulator.

lens.

Worth far more in parts.$

35mm

interlock

MR

Mitchell Aerial Vertical viewfinder 5x7
10"

New

$19.95

995.00

right purchase.$

Westrex

e CAMERA ACCESSORIES
groundglass;

9.95
4.95

• RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Westrex

B&H 70 w/400' mag ; 3 Cooke lenses,

box; trunk. Used.

Splicers.

non-magnetic

Westrex 35mm Optical Recorders, out¬

110V wild motor.

case. $1250 value .
Arriflex 16 w/3 Xenon lenses; matte-

8/16mm

to...

rackover;

$900 value .

Jr.

B&H 35mm Hand Splicers, $25.00 val

Reels,

Ampro Projector Synemotor, Cinekad....

Converted

E-Z

1-gang Meas. Mach

400' reels .

1.25KVA

Synemotor; Mitchell type finder; pos.

Bolex

29.50

New

Interlock

B&H Specialist w/rackover; 400' mag
$1800

39.50

Neumade 35mm

69.50

1200 RPM.

cases.

139.50

99.50

Mitchell 220V 3ph Interlock Motors....

220V

29.50

Synchronizer,

effects.

400'

995.00

400'

Mitchell

2-gang

special

Westinghouse 110V DC Interlock, B&H
Mount

Measuring

Neumade 35mm 1-gang Synchronizer.

price.

value.

Westrex

finder,

or

Griswold
169.00

595.00

motor; mattebox, case. $5600 value

35mm

film
Mitchell

2-gang

skip frame 2 or 3 to 1. For optica

removable

ladder. $220 value.

35mm

Machine, footage & frame counters
Fonda

lbs.

$39.50;

Machines

Pan Cinor 60’s f2.8. Orig. $447.50 ...

295.00

synemotor;

Measuring

59.50

case.
05,

16mm

Single

Fearless llOVDC Interlock for Mitchell

2

magazine; 4-lens turret.

79.50

24.95

Auricon Pro-200. Less sound.
Maurer modified

87.50

Neumade 16mm Showtimer. $132 val.

Craig 16mm Viewers. $49.50 value....

tachometer.

• CAMERAS, 16MM

16mm single

19.95

Filmo Shiftover Alignment Gauges.

Mitchell 110V AC/DC Wild Motor with
895.00

Synchromaster

Neumade

Houston-

Cine Special 110V AC sync. $150 val.

pins;

case.

Neumade

.Dual

pin

Same

%
119.50

495.00

movement, $3500 value.

Tripods;

Fearless or Ceco TV Freehead). New

Mitchell single lens mount; 115V Sync
motor

CUTTING ROOM SUPPLIES

for

Neumade 35mm 3-gang Meas. Unit....

4'x5'
595.00

1ST, 1960

Moviola 4-gang 35mm Synchronizers..$

H.F.

Mitchell NC Head, stripped, needs con¬

EFFECT UNTIL SEPT.

sponge-lined

Eyemo Lens, Ilex, f2.9;

• CAMERAS, 35MM

SALE . . .

15.95

or

Phene

THIS

69.50

for

dition, guaranteed exactly as represented.
or

Blimp,

IN

New.

Hi-Hat
Mitchell

Wire,

IN

1 200' Maurer or other cameras with
vertical motor.$

indicated, everything is in serviceable con¬

Write,

INCLUDED

device.

35/16mm

Orig.

Picture

$12,000.

Red.

Printer

w/400W lamp, blower cooled and
variable speed motor.

Rebuilt _

RGAIN SALE!!!
• MOVIOLAS & EDITING
MACHINES

Moviola

Preview

16mm

Sound

PVCS,

Preview

8"x10"

$2,250
Acmiola

1,495.00

UD-

6"x8y2"
$1,500

Viewers

1,295.00

w/stands,

picture,

35mm

motorized,

Viewer,

5"x7"

sound

aerial

295.00

and

Moviolas

picture,

with

3"

automatic

495.00

magnified

takeups

.

189.00

Dozens of good 35mm Sound Movi¬
olas starting at .

395.00

35mm Moviola C with 3" picture, no
arms.

Close

Acmiola

out

Preview

.

35mm

&

69.50

composite

(6"x8y2”)

sound/'picture
sound

counter.

value

.

$3,000
495.00

er with footswitch. $250 value....

These

Closeouts

79.50

CHOICE EARLY!

Won’t

Be

Here

Houston-Fearless
Filmline

2

$2,300

magazines,

neg 'pos.

processor;

1,395.00

16mm

like

Jr.

Long!

MINIMUM ORDER $5.00
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Cleaning

Machines

new

3,995 00

35mm

Eastman
ing

..

Electric

Machine

ment

and

35mm
with

motor.

Film

16/35mm

Color

worth

$35,000.

Houston

995.00

Rebuilt.

149.50
99.50

Reeves

Sensitester,

795.00

16/35mm

stainless

temperature

construction;

1,200'

control;

16/35mm,

2,995.00

controls;

Houston - Fearless
loading

magazines

processors.
Houston

$300

Rubber

2,995.00

995.00

all

HF

value.
Squeegees,

pliable

wiper

35mm

processor/cleaners.

blades

for

per dozen, $1.50; Per

79.50

16

or

Hot Press with

100 .

B&H

16mm

value ....$

Animation

(usable

for

16mm)

Camera,

$25
1.95

$163 value.

119.50

Indirect

Reflectors,

124.50

Double .

59.50

type

2000W

Spots

on

rebuilt.

stands.

1000W,

Capco

&

Bulbs.

Kliegl

5000W

89.50

Srs.

Worth

5

forward;

149.50

750 / 2000 / 5000 /
120

amp.

times our price

.

Animation Stand 13 , heavy base. 4
movements,

extra

large

Tel - Animastand,

sliding

w'pantograph
owbox

platen.

Demonstrator

$4,000

on pedestal with grid;

Silver

Reflectors

on

B&H

lamp,

Projector,
runs

295.00

16mm

195.00

DeVry,

picture

simultaneously

Filmoarc

lifier,

and

.
Sound

Pro¬

hi-intensity arclamp,

lens,

995.00

2 speakers, $2,000 value
35mm

Westrex,

975.00

RCA,

syncmotor;

lens;

preamp;
1,395 00

Projector Mechanisms.

99.50

Hi-Intensity Arcs w/rectiflers .

195.00

Simplex
595.00

59.50

all makes, from .
GPL PA-IOOA 16mm TV Sound Pro¬

39.50

• MISCELLANEOUS

rolling

stands. $200 value.
Wood Utility Tripods, hold lites, cam¬

49.50

eras, etc. $50 value.

1.95

iac; fused circuit breakers;

6

outlets.

double

Spirit

220,'110V on

Levels,

mounting
Veeder

Root
Digit
$20,

tive,
Webster

anodized

flange
3

finish,

.$

digit

ratchet type,
Three

1, lOth’s,
12.95

heavy

plugboxes;

reset

.49

counters,

$15. value .

non - reset
additive
value

Ekotape

.98

Counters,

and

subtrac¬

.
207

1.95

Recorder,

$300. value. Like new . .

4

Selectroside

dolly.

3000

Slide

79.50

Projector

w/built-in Screen and Case $525.
169.50

$1,000 value .
Portable Gas Power Plant. 60 amps,

495.00

controls.

On

2

wheel

value .

169.50

trailer.

HP motor 220, 440V; 71/2 HP start¬

value.

ing motor; panel; 50' cable 3 wire
2,995.00

995.00

$3,000 value .
720'900 Amp. DC Generaior; 100

shad-

.

less

pedestal 3,600' reel. $2 500 value

with ballast, 35/40 amps .
48"

cy

celboard

extension;

speaker,

295.00

120V, automatic voltage, frequen¬

platen.

Cost $10,000. As is. Plus crating.,

Less
Orig.

MR Twin-Arc Broad on heavy stand

std.
1,495.00

1,000W
sound

jector
Molarc

cables. $1,278 value.

cables;

reverse.

&

1,995.00

3000

lamphouse.

Interlock

Soundheads,

.

1,750.00

motor;

details

pedestal, 30A rectifier, SOW amp¬

.

Cast

Same

tion

for

soundhead.

amplifier

jectors,

$49.50;

1,250.00

motorized & hand zoom; stopmo¬

Write

Heavy pedestal,

and

Preview
39.50

magazine; dissolve. $3,500 value
Stand,

Outfit.

495.00

2,000 mags, lens, built-in sound-

Broads on stands. Single .

plug or box .
3000W Power Unit; voltmeter; Var-

focussing....

Cost

unassembled.

pedestals .
Holmes
35mm
Sound
Projectors,

less

Extension & Power Cords 25' w/half

Animation

lenses.

build,

head, 1,000W lamphouse .
Northlite

2,495.00

thru-lens

to

built-in

jector,

3.50

120 amp. arc-

steel, cap. 110 gals., mounted on
angle iron stand.

5.95

with

Chair

$1,500. New, closeout .

2.95

Caesar-Saltzman

for

.
Arc
Projector,
35mm

rheostat;

lens

595.00

rooms,

Simplex Acme 35mm Arc Sound Pro¬

Tank,

GE Lamps, all new; 1 OOOW 'f20 Cl 3

B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400'

screening

or slides;

mags,

1000W G48 C13 Mog. Bipost ....

400'

movies

895.00

lens; ampli¬

rebuilt (Send

Projectors.

Mogul Screw. Regularly $7.90 ...

counter;

used and

for

195.00

2000'

stainless

Mixing

(Type 90)

295.00

Projectors;

96.95

mag.;

lens

.

pro).

$15,000 value .
Weber Syncro-Dynamic 35mm Sound

10,000W. 75% off list.

11,995.00

35mm

9.00

dissolve; stopmotion motor. $4500
value .

25mm

.

greatest

.

Chairs

Process

.

Mole-Richardson

largest type-

holder, hot plate. $870

capacity
value

w./stands

• ANIMATION and
SPECIAL EFFECTS EQUIPMENT
Kensol

kind .

as is. Plus crating.
Filmcraft 35mm Movie Background

New,

loading device. $200 value. New

Used

circulation, airpump, 7 squeegees.
new. ..

a

these

history.

1000W lamp;

speaker

$15,000

200' in case, complete with

fits.

SP 35mm

lamp;

soft,

Stineman 16/35mm Developing Out¬

MR

temperature control. Re¬
Rebuilt like

studio

Simplex

List) from
Background

daylight

for

Simplex

Theatre

recircula¬

16mm

E7

fier

air pump stainless steel.

made,

Ansco/Ek tachrome,

$35,000 val.

of

of

9 PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND

mag.,

Houston K-3 Processor. 16mm neg,
pos/r e V e r s a I , w/refrigeratlon;

BM

stainless tanks, one fiberglass lined.
±

one

Pr.-

par

hr. Gov’t paid $10,000. RebuiL —

79.50

neg./pos. up to 1200’ per hr. 16
1/2°

in

only

mechs.$
Simplex XL 35mm projector mechs.

stands. 2000W, $99.50; 5000W,..$

comb. Densitometer & Sensitometer
$2,000 value .
Mammoth Houston Color Processor,

bargains

Super,

9 LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

10 gal. lined insulated water tank.
Art

advantage

11,995.00

16/35mm neg/pos. Proces¬

airpump;

ele¬

Built in Fenwal thermostat .

items

SCREENING and PREVIEW

sor, w/refrigeration; recirculation;

value.

Rebuilt .
Caloric Heat Exchanger. 1 15V unit

Many
Take

Processor.

Wax¬

heating
$1,500

FOR

variable

$1,700 value .
Houston

Chemical

CL-

16mm $395 value.$
CL-1

PHONE

16mm

Stineman Drying Racks, 200' 35mm

Neuvator

OR

DON’T WAIT UNTIL YOU’RE LEFT BEHIND

value..$

Labmaster

Bridgamatic

tion;

Micro motorized 16mm Picture View¬

MAKE YOUR

compressor.

temperature

w/sep-

arate

drive

Magnificent stainless steel beauty

image.

$3,000 value, closeout 1/6 cost....
35mm

WIRE

speed transmission; reconditioned.

value.

composite

WRITE,

INFORMATION

1 6 / 3 5mm
processor, va r i a b I e

Bridgamatic

reversal,

picture.

value.
35mm

Akeley

35mm

large

Filmline

neg pos.

Composite

and 16mm Sound .$
Moviola

FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

4-0.

THESE

BARGAIN

PRICES

UNTIL SEPT.

1,

IN

EFFECT

1960

MINIMUM ORDER $5.00
2,495.00

$6,000 value .
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News and pictures of
the ASC, its members and

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities.

PHIL LATHROP (right), newest member of the ASC, was formolly
introduced

to

his

brother

members

at the ASC’s May dinner-meeting.
the

who

lauded

Hal

Mohr,

Hollywood, May 23rd.

Strenge's accomplishments during
(left).

Afterward,

Arthur

Miller,

in

his

2-year tenure

behalf

of

the

Among
as

Lee

Garmes

ASC members witnessed filmed dem-

speakers

President was

Society,

President

‘Mr. Lucky" TV film series at MGM Studios.

WALTER STRENGE (right). Past-president of the ASC, was honored with o testimonial
dinner by the Society at its clubhouse in

by

Lathrop is currently shooting

presented

Strenge with a gold money clip as a memento of his outstanding service.

Members of the ASC, last month,

strations at its June meeting of East¬
man Kodak s recently introduced ultra¬
fast Ektachrome ER color films. The
presentation was conducted by Kodak’s
John W aner.
■

mourned the loss of two of its veteran
members — Sol
Cronjager.

Polito

and

Edward

Polito

OF

died of a heart at¬
tack

at

his

home

May 23rd. He had
been

in

retirement

for several vears. fol¬
Emery Huse

Dr. N. Simmons

lowing
bile

an

automo¬

accident.

For

Emery Huse, who for more than 30

more than 10 years.

years has headed Eastman Kodak’s
technical services to motion picture
film producers and laboratories in the
Hollywood area, retired June 30th. He
was succeeded as manager of the
est
Coast division of Kodak’s motion pic¬
ture film department by Norwood L.
Simmons, former assistant manager of
the division.
Huse. an Associate Member of the
ASC. is widely known for his many
contributions toward improved and
more uniform technical quality of Hol¬
lywood films. For many years his name
has appeared on the masthead of
American Cinematographer as Tech¬
nical Editor.

Polito was one of
W arner Bros, ace cinematographers.

406

His last assignment was “Anna Lucasta” for Columbia in 1949.

long

illness.

He

joined the ASC in
1933 and until re¬
cent years he was a
cameraman at 20th
Century-Fox.

Edw. Cronjager

SOCIETY

CINEMATOGRAPHERS

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, the ASC
was established to advance the art and
the science of cinematography; to en¬
courage. foster, and strive for preemi¬
nence. excellence, artistic perfection and
scientific knowledge in all matters per¬
taining to cinematography; to bring into
closest confederation those leaders in the
cinematographic science whose achieve¬
ments in that held entitle them to mem¬
bership in the Society; and to promote
the interests of all who shall be called
to membership in the ASC, that such
membership may become a mark of honor
and distinction based o:i merit.

•

Cronjager died June 15th. following
a

AMERICAN

More

recently he had pho¬
tographed films for
Ziv-TV. His last assigiiment was “The

OFFICERS

Lee Garmes, President
Hal Rosson, 1st Vice-president
V illiam Daniels, 2nd Vice-president
Joseph Biroc. 3rd Vice-president
Walter Strenge, Treasurer
Charles Clarke, Secretary
\ it'tor Milner, Sergeant-at-arms
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Arthur Edeson, Daniel Eapip, George Eolsey, Burnett Guffey, Sol Halprin, Ray
Rennahan, .lohn Seitz, and Philip Tannura.

Ihreat ’ for W arner Bros.
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for PRODUCTIOH

RENTAL NEEDS!
• LIGHTING . ARCS . INCANDESCENT
• MOBILE GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS. .CRANES. .DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

fmS

Frost will handle your production needs
from conference room to film can. Studios ...
Transportation . . . Unit Managers . . . Talent
. . . Crews . . . Locations . . . Make-up . . . and
Script Personnel. Our expanded facilities
are yours for the asking.

^^ITED

states

NO BORDER PROBLEMS
Duplicate production facilities
for your convenience
Canadian Office:
6 Shawbridge, Toronto, Ont.
Belmont 2-1145

Faster Service Because V/e

Our Own

JA<KAFROST
MAIN OFFICE:
234 Piquette

TRinity 3-8030

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

JULY

•

1960

CANADIAN OFFICE:
6 Shawbridge

BEImont 2-1145

TORONTO, ONTARIO

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE:
4224 Teesdale

POplar 2-8296

N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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THE NEW

LOWEL

PAT. PEND.

IS GOING
PLACESwhere other
lights can’t go

tapes

onto

VJINDOVJS, BEAMS
vjaees
Attaches quickly,
simply, safely to wood,
plaster, brick, metal, tile,
etc. with Lowel-Light
Gaffer-Tape.
Offers the finestuniversal swivel, heat
insulated finger grips,
high temperature cord
and socket, sturdy
aluminum construction.

locks onto pipes

^uriwro

tS, SHELVES, FURNITURE
New notch-and-chain
device clamps instantly
to hundreds of objects.
5 Lowel-Lights and
Gaffer-Tape fit
neatly into a fibre
carry-case smaller
than a lunch box.

m

IN VOUR POCKET

5 unit kit with fibre carry-case . . . $29.95
15 yds. Gaffer-Tape 2" wide . . . $1.95

LOWEL-LIGHT PHOTO ENGINEERING, DEPT. C
421 WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

THE MAN ON THE COVER

James Wong Howe, A S C
The serious mien displayed by Di¬
rector of Photography James Wong
Howe, ASC, on our cover this month
typifies the earnest attention he gave
to photographing every scene for Col¬
umbia
Pictures’
CinemaScope-andcolor production, “Song Without End
—The Franz Liszt Story.”
In the cover photograph, Howe is
checking the lighting on Capucine, a
featured player in the production and
one of France’s best-known models.
Howe, one of the most colorful
cinematographers in Hollywood, is an
Academy Award winner for the photogi'aphy of “The Rose Tattoo,” and
he subsequently received considerable
acclaim and an Academy Nomination
Certificate for his photography of “The
Old Man And The Sea.”
Howe’s assignment to photograph
“Song Without End” posed something
new for him in location shooting. The
site selected by the producers for the
major portion of location filming was
Vienna. It probably marked the first
time in history that a Hollywood com¬
pany had traveled more than 6,000
miles, not to film a single exterior, but
to shoot just interiors — interiors in
Vienna’s famed concert halls, opera
houses, palaces and cathedrals. The lat¬
ter part of the location shooting was
done at the Weimar Theatre in Bay¬
reuth and the Cuvillier Theatre in
Munich, Germany.

In Vienna Howe filmed the opening
scenes in the fabled Schonbrun Palace,
former summer residence of Emperor
Franz Josef and the place where the
son of Napoleon lived and died.
There was plenty of room to shoot,
Howe says, adding that there are 1441
rooms and 139 kitchens in the Palace.
Howe found a wonderful outlet for
his penchant for mood lighting in color
when it came time to shoot scenes
within the Schloss Theatre, one of the
finest gems of baroque architecture in
all Europe.
But not all of Howe’s pictorial com¬
positions
were
architectural.
Most
scenes were lavishly decorated with
people, too. Five hundred extras were
used for the huge concert scenes.
For Jimmy Howe, the serious job of
photographing the picture had its
lighter moments, too. He likes to recall
how Austrian officials were responsible
for holding up shooting one day when
they discovered the producer, with
Hollywood’s Production Code in mind,
had ordered plastic fig leaves mounted
on the undraped figures of a statuary
group, before which an important
scene was to be played. However, the
shocked Ministry of Statues would
have no part of the “censorship” and
ordered the fig leaves removed, stating
“We will allow no one to change the
■

face of history!”

for

MOTION 1»ICTIJKE, SI ILL
and

TELEVISION SrUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
1960 Catalog H on Your Letterhead
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NORTH
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CINEMATOGRAPHER James Wong
of the many
Franz Liszt."

location

interiors

in

Howe checks a
Vienna,

for

camera setup for a scene to be filmed in one

Columbia

Pictures'

"Song

Without

End—Story

of
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PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR*—

product of experience

and friend to

Simplified
geared camera
attaching method
knob easily accessible

thousands of cameramen

Adjustable
pan handle

Tilt lock

All tripods have one thing in common—
they rest on three legs. But there the
the comparison ends.

Interchangeable
‘and adjustable angle
pan handle location,
left or right hand
and reverse

Because Pro Junior towers like the
Empire State Building over ordinary tripods.
Pan lock

Because Pro Junior is the world’s most
convenient tripod with the world’s
finest features, including:
Pan tension brake

• Simplified camera attaching method.
• Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle.
• Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
• Special pan tension adjusting knob, independent of
pan lock.
• Cast in tie-down eyelets.
• Self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
. IDEAL FOR MOTION PICTURE AND TV VIDICON
CAMERAS.

Detachable head
interchangeable
on baby tripod
and Hi Hat
Telescoping
pan handle

And still the price is unchanged, which makes
PRO JUNIOR the world’s best tripod value.
Pros go for PRO JUNIOR. See it today.
$150.00

,Cast in
tie down
eyelets

Self aligning
'double leg
lock knobs

CECO Professional Jr. Hi>Hat

An adapter for extremely lowmount setups; also used for title
stands and permanent mount¬
ings. Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads. $22.00

FRANK

C.

ZUCKCR

(7flni€Rfl €<^uipm€nT(o.,inc.
Dept. A

CECO Professional Jr.
Adjustable Wooden Baby Tripod

PROFESSIONAL JR.
Geared Head

Accepts all Pro Jr. Tripod
Heads. Has substantial shoe and
spur. Measures 26" extended
from floor to flange, 18" col¬
lapsed. Weight 7 lbs. $75.00

Used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control
pan and tilt action.
$175.00 Head only.
$225.00 Complete with tripod.

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 2318910

One of the most unusual offers ever made by
Hollywood Camera Co., this Acme animation unit
is a complete system ready to go to work for you.
It is priced at a fraction of original cost, and at
less than half of any comparable stand. At this low
price you can add your own animation to low bud¬
get films, and you will find the stand will pay for
itself over a very short period of time.
This Acme animation system is capable of hand¬
ling a wide variety of animation work, special
effects, titles and film strips. Developed for high¬
speed production, all movements are accomplished
with hand and foot controls from the operating
position. This model incorporates motorized vertical
drive, vacuum pressure platen and a separate
electrical control panel.
An Acme animation camera with four 400 foot
magazines and stop-motion motor is included.
The background projector, a must for special effects
work, is also equipped with a stop-motion motor,
and is controlled from the main panel.
Other features include camera mount with full
drift compensation, wide range of movements,
back lighting, and fully adjustable platen.
The base is a single heavy duty casting to pro¬
vide the utmost in stability, and freedom from
vibration. All switches, controls, scales and cables
are included. Lenses not included.

ACME ANIMATION SYSTEM

7950““

‘
A

$25,000

Made to highest precision standards, the Acme
stand is designed for the professional who requires
the ultimate in an animation stand, yet is priced
by Hollywood Camera Co. to be practical for even
the smallest studio.

VALUE

ALSO AVAILABLE
Separafe Acme Cameras, Motors,
Magazines, Lenses, Background
Projectors, etc.

Other animation stands are also available from
$1250.00 and up.

I

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO.
SORIES,

LIGHTS AND

FEATURES A HUGE

STOCK

PROCESSING EQUIPMENT FOR THE

OF CAMERAS,

ACCES¬

PROFESSIONAL CINE¬

MATOGRAPHER. WRITE FOR YOUR COPY OF OUR LATEST CATALOG.

All equipment is guaran¬
teed to be as adver¬
tised. Check with order
please, or 25% de^
Dosit, balance on
delivery. Purchase
orders welcomed from
D&B rated firms.
Minimum order $5.00.

Some materials are
from former U.S.
Gov’t stocks.
Equipment not listed
as new or
reconditioned is used.
All prices f.o.b. our
warehouse.

10611

CHANDLER

BLVD.,

DEPT.

A- 7 6 0

NORTH

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

MITCHELL CAMERAS
COMPLETE 35mm
HI-SPEED OUTFIT
Based on the proven design of the Mitchell “Standard,”
the Hi-Speed operates at speeds from 1 to 128 frames
per second. Perfect results are attained at all interme¬
diate speeds. Unequalled for slow motion photography.
Design is identical to the “Standard,” except that ball
bearings and only high quality metal gears are used.

00

1975

head only

With 4 lenses, mattebox, viewfinder, motor, two 400 ft.
magazines, two 1000 ft. magazines, and set of carrying
cases. List Value $8150.00! Our price, only $2950.00.

MITCHELL CAMERAS
MITCHELL Single Lens Camera,
head and

motor...$1295.00

MITCHELL SINGLE SYSTEM with RCA galvan¬
ometer and complete RCA sound recording
system.

Reconditioned and guaranteed

equal to new. 3950.00
MITCHELL

STANDARD

with

6

lenses,

mattebox,

viewfinder, motor, four 1000 ft. magazines and set
of carrying cases. List $8650.00 SPECIAL $2995.00

MITCHELL ACCESSORIES
1" f2.3 Bausch & Lomb Baltar .
130.00
2" f2.3 Bausch & Lomb Baltar .
135.00
3" f2.3 Bausch & Lomb Baltar .
140.00
6" f2.3 Bausch & Lomb Baltar .
190.00
16mm A^AGAZINES—400 ft. capacity _
89.00
35mm MAGAZINES—400 ft. capacity .
59.95
35mm MAGAZINES—1000 ft. capacity .
99.50
35mm AAAGAZINES—2000 ft. capacity.
169.50
35mm TRIPOD LEGS, Standard, new .
139.50
35mm TRIPOD LEGS, Standard, used .
99.50
35mm TRIPOD LEGS, Baby, new .
55.00
35mm TRIPOD LEGS, Baby, used .
38.50
FRICTION HEAD, Standard .
295.00
WORRALL GEARED HEAD—New. ..._. 1450.00
STANDARD FINDER with insert mattes .
179.50
STANDARD FINDER with adjustable mattes ..
225.00
MOTOR—no volt, “wild” .
395.00

MOTOR—12 volt d.c. with tachometer .
MOTOR—24 volt d.c. with tachometer .
MOTOR—110 volt synch.
for 16mm camera ...
BNC INTERLOCK MOTOR—1 1 0 or 220 volt ..
SINGLE SYSTEM MOTOR—1 2 or 24 volt d.c.
FILTER HOLDERS—12, with case. New .
BNC SELSYN remote follow-focus control ....
VARIABLE DIFFUSER, New .

295.00
295.00
297.50
1 95.00
285.00
17.00
275.00
110.00

RABY STUDIO BLIMP
For Mitchell “NC”, “Stand¬
ard” or “Hi-Speed” cameras
with motor. Spring - actuated,
counter-balanced. Follow focus
control. Built-in magnifier and
pilot light.

LIST PRICE
IS
$1500.00!
SPECIAL

$

395

00

All equipment is guaranteed to be

HOUYWOOH CAMERA CO

in top serviceable condition.
I\o worn out

studio antiques"’’^

are ever offered by Hollycam.
10611

Chandler

Bl

d

•

f

North

Hollyood,

Calif.,

POplar

6-5578

CINEMATOGRAPHER
before giving

the

Burnett

Guffey

casts

appraising

“okay" signal to his camera

eye

toward

crew waiting

sun

scene

for

Allied

Artists'

"Hell

To

Eternity”

on

location

in

Okinawa.

Here, constantly varying light was a problem.

to shoot

Multiple Cameras Cut Shooting Time Of "Heli To Eternity"
Burnett Guffey, ASC, used two or more cameras to record principal
action scenes for story of Saipan invasion, filmed in Okinawa.
By

GEORGE
Major,

When

1

learned that

Allied Artists

intended to shoot most of “Hell to
Eternity” on Okinawa, I decided to
])hotograph a personal documentary
film of the company and the Marines
al work, using my 16mm equipment.
It struck me that “hehind-the-camera”
activity would provide interesting ma¬
terial for an amateur film. Producer
Irving H. Levin was kind enough to
allow me to photograph the unit at
work during the 30 days spent on Oki¬

412

J.

USARYIS/IX Corps,

MITCHELL
Okinawa.

nawa. The result of my labors is an
800-foot Kodachrome film with mag¬
netic sound showing the picturization
of some of the most impressive battle
scenes ever put on film.
“Hell to Eternity.” produced by
Irving H. Levin, is the true story of
Marine Sergeant Guy Gahaldon who
persuaded over 1.000 Japanese soldiers
to surrender during the battle for Sai¬
pan in 1941. Producer Levin assembled
an outstanding cast to tell GahaldoiTs

story. Jeffrey Hunter, rising voung
star, was selected to play Gahaldon. Old
time silent star Sessue Hayakawa por¬
trays Lt. Gen. Matsui, commander of
the Japanese forces on Saipan. His wife.
Tsuru Aoki, making her first American
film in 35 years, plays Gahaldon’s
Japanese foster mother. Mrs. Hayakawa
was also an important HoHvwood star
of the silent era whose popularity ri¬
valed her famous husl^and’s. Also
prominent in the cast are Vic Damone,

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHEP

David Janssen, Joan O’Brien, Miiko
Taka, Richard Eyer, Jolm Larcli, B ll
Williams, Richard Gardner and Nicky
Blair.
To direct the photography. Levin
chose Burnett Guffey, ASG, who won
an Academy Award in 1954 for the
photography of the similarly-titled
“From Here To Eternity.”
The first scenes photographed on the
Okinawa location were made at the
Army’s Ishikawa Recreation Beach, re¬
dressed to serve as a camp in Hawaii.
But after two days of near perfect
weather, the company moved to Kinwaki heach to film the massive amphihious invasions scenes.
One afternoon at Kin-waki I watched
Director of Photography Guffey pre¬
paring to photograph Marines storming
ashore from landing craft and engaging

ON RUGGED ISLAND location, a single camera is used to film Japanese
surrender scene.
Behind Mitchell
and assistant Jack Deerson.

the Japanese defenders in fierce fight¬
ing. It was a difficult and complicated
scene to make. Great care had to be
taken to make certain that the explo¬
sive charges, flame throwers and me¬

camera

is

operator

Andy

McIntyre

chanical devices used to produce the
simulated artillery fire were set off on
proper cue. Guffey had carefully lined
up three Mitchell NC cameras at strategic points to catch the action from
several different angles. One camera
was placed on the beach and two others
were located inside a huge amphibious
tractor. The front ramp of the amphib
was lowered so these cameras could
effectively cover the set.
The cameras were ready. Guffey and
his crew waited patiently for the Ma¬
rine explosive experts, working in con¬
junction with the film company’s special
effects team, to complete their work.
Suddenly and with unpredictable swift¬
ness, heavy tides came in from the Phil¬
ippine Sea and almost washed away
one of the cameras. Waves dashed
against the sides of the amphibious
tractor, wallowing partially in the surf,
and drenched the two cameras and
their crews inside. All of the camera
positions had to he moved.
“That’s the story of my life,” Guffey
said to me when I remarked on his had
luck. “We had a good set-up hut in this
business you have to he ready for the
unexpected.”
It was late afternoon and the sun¬
light was fading fast. Time was of the
essence. It would have been expensive
and time consuming to postpone the
scene until the following day.
But Burnett (/uffey has been dealing
vvith similar crises during the many
Continued On
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Next Page

FORK

LIFT,

mounted

on

truck

served

as

improvised

zoom lens mounted on camera at right. Crew
Guffey and directory Karlson review script.

camera

is standing

crane.

Note

Fan-Cinor

by while cinematographer

TWO MITCHELL cameras are used to simultaneously film
shots of dramatic battle scene for “Hell to Eternity.”

closeup and

medium

the Marines were attacking. This tech¬
nique enabled Director Karlson to se¬
cure a number of various angles of the
same scene in one continuous take.
Moreover, it created a greater sense of
realism.
In addition to the three Mitchell NC
cameras, a 35mm Arriflex was fre¬
quently emjdoyed as a hand camera to
capture close-in “vignettes” and sub¬
jectively photograph bits of action. Sun
reflectors plus lOK and 20K incandes¬
cent lamps augmented the sometimes
illusive Okinawa sun, which often
frustrated the camera crew by alter¬
nating from extremely bright to very
dull. But as a general rule, the weather
was excellent—almost made to order
for the daily call sheets.
All of the camera equipment was
brought from Hollywood. This included
three Mitchell NC cameras and one
.Arriflex. Barneys were mainly used

BECAUSE SUN played hide-and-seek almost constantly on the Okinawa locations, cinematographer
Burnett Guffey maintained a vigilant check on light intensities, using a Norwood incident light meter.

years he has Iteen behind motion pic¬
ture cameras. Within minutes he quick¬
ly, skillfully and with authority born of
years of experience, selected
ups, lined up each camera for
tion, checked lighting and
and was ready to roll when
Karlson called for “Action!”

new set¬
composi¬
exposure
Director

In front of Guffey’s cameras, the
Marines slowly waded ashore amidst
tremendous artillery explosions and the
chatter of machine guns and crack of
rifles. For many of us on the sidelines
who were combat veterans of World
War II and the Korean War, it was a
hit too realistic for comfort. Karlson
was calmly directing the make-believe
carnage from the turret of an armored
amphibious tractor in much the same
manner as a combat commander. When
he finally said “Print that one!”, the
sun had almost disappeared behind
the nearby Ishikawa mountains. At
Assistant Director Clark Palow’s com¬
mand, “dead” Marines and Japanese
soldiers slowly rose from the l)each in
the eerie light of the gathering dusk.
Guffey tilted back his ten-gallon cow¬
boy hat and smiled, satisfied. Another
important scene was “in the can.”
hen I visited the set the next day,
the beach looked as if a real invasion
had taken place. Shell holes, shattered
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palm logs, bits of barl)ed wire and
pieces of military equipment were lit¬
tered about. Hundreds of Marines togetber with their heavy trucks, tanks
and equipment milled around. In the
middle of this apparent confusion Guf¬
fey was calmly making ready for the
next series of scenes. These were to
show the Marines slowly advancing
over the beach against bitter Japanese
resistance capturing a series of pill box¬
es located on the bluff. It was to take
Director Karlson’s film unit nearly
three days to achieve this objective—
possibly longer than it had taken the
Marines in the real-life battle of Saipan.
But, of course, although the results
looked as realistic as the actuality, it
was much safer for everyone concerned.

for camera silencing; however, a Baby
blimp was on hand and used when
camera noise had to l»e kept at a mini¬
mum. Although some grip equipment
was shipped out from Hollywood,
“Chuck” Hanawalt and his grips made
most of their equipment after the com¬
pany reached Okinawa. Lighting equip¬
ment was rented from Japan, but Gaffer
Dave Curtis brought along his own
diffusers. The Alarines furnished and
Continued On
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To photograph these scenes with
more dramatic effectiveness, Guffey em¬
ployed multiple cameras. As many as
three Mitchells were sometimes used to
photograph different fields of action
simultaneously in the same scene. For
example two cameras, each employing
different focal length lenses, would
cover the advancing Marines as they
crawled

across the

fire-swept beach,

using shell holes and debris for cover.
A third camera, mounting either a
telephoto or a Som Berthiot “zoom”
lens, would be trained on the objective

USING A

BOLEX

H-t6

camera with

full

complement

of lenses, the author photographed much of the pro¬
duction

action

Mitchell

cameras for a

from

behind

or

personal

alongside

the

documentary film

a movie company in action on location.
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BEHIND THE SCENES...

You’ll find CHARLES ROSS!
There’s a lot that goes on behind the scenes
that never shows on the screen . . . important
things, that require the very best in equip¬
ment. That’s why producers who “get things
done’’ call Charles Ross ... They choose from
one of the largest inventories of lighting and
grip equipment in the east — anything from a
sleek, powerful DC Generator Truck to a Baby
Spot. There’s service too! The kind of service
that, within minutes after your order is
received, has the equipment on its way to your
location. You’ll find it’s great doing business
with Charles Ross.

RENTALS SALES SERVICE
Send for a schedule of rental rales.

Lighting the Motion Picture Industry Since 1921
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New, Fast Color Films Meet Jet-Age Needs
Recently-introduced Ektachrome Reversal
filnn designed for quality color
results with low-level illumination.

By
Western

DR.
Division

NORWOOD
Monoger, Motion

SIMMONS

Picture

Film

Department,

Eastman Kodak Company, Hollywood, Calif.

films do promise a major breakthrough for research, scien¬
tific and record purposes. Color definition has proved to be
highly reliable—a vital factor in research motion picture
photography of rockets, missiles, and plane testing.
For instance, in motion picture studies of rockets, jets,
and missile takeoffs, the flame color is of vital significance.
Tests show that ER film can record a high-flying missile
or jet against blue sky with exceptional clarity, whereas the
same objects would be difficult to spot when shot with blackand-white film.
Both in 16mm and 35mm, Ektachrome ER color film is
easy to use, requiring no supplementary lighting for inplant movies. Ordinary operating lights give entirely satis-

Two NEW HIGH-SPEED color films DOW available from East¬
man Kodak Company are adding a new dimension of
usefulness to motion pictures in the vital fields of industrial
testing and experimentation—particularly in the produc¬
tion of rockets, intercontinental ballistics missiles, and jet
and turbojet aircraft.
Among cinematographers, these camera films are re¬
ferred to simply as “ER”—for Ektachrome Reversal. There
are two—Daylight and Type B—and both are available in
70mm, 35mm and 16mm widths. A third and companion
film is Ektachrome Reversal Print Film Type 5386, which
takes the same developing process as the camera films, and
may he used for rapid production of prints from camera
originals.
While general commercial use of these films is unlikely,
e\ce])t perhaps for newsreel color photography, the ER
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CHARTS

SHOW

sensitivity

characteristics

of

Eastamn

Ektachrome

ER

film, daylight type (top) and tungsten type (bottom).
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factory results with the indoors type
film. This meant that in-plant movies
for reports, records, or employee train¬
ing purposes can be made under actual
working conditions.
Ektachrome ER film, Type 5257
(35mm ) and Type 7257 (16mm ), is
designed for use under daylight con¬
ditions. It is intended for situations
where the light level is very low or for
high-speed photography applications
when sufficient exposure cannot be ob¬
tained with slower speed color rever¬
sal films.
Eor daylight, the exposure index is
160. With a shutter speed of about
1/50 of a second (24 frames per sec¬
ond ) the basic exposure is 14 footcandles at f/1.4.
Ektachrome ER film. Type 5258
(35mni) and Type 7258 (16mm), is a
high-speed camera material for use
under difficult tungsten lighting con¬
ditions, where sufficient exposure can¬
not be obtained with slower speed color
reversal films. It can he used to make
in-plant movies without supplementary
lighting. The new film also finds im¬
portant application in photography of
night-time sporting events and for
newsreel or television purposes.
Under tungsten light, the exposure
index of the film is 125 and is equiva¬
lent to 18 foot-candles—f/1.4 at l/50th
of a second. Under daylight conditions,
with a Kodak Wratten 85B filter over
the lens, the exposure index is 80.
The effective speeds of both films
can be doubled by increasing the time
of development in the first developer.
The gain in speed is accompanied by a
slight loss in maximum density and
latitude and a slight increase in grain¬
iness.

CLIPS, slightly enlarged, of

THE FSZOL PROCESS
A two-solution, 27-minute reversal process
for 16mm television films.
By

CROSS-SECTION
processed
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That
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(left)

L.

FSZOL

Old Bromide—“Necessity

is the mother of invention”—is just

as

true today as when these words first were written. Indeed, in the Armed
Forces, we were constantly confronted with inventive opportunities, which,
in the vernacular of the Army, were known as “field expedients.” We
did not know at the time that such experiences would stand us in good
stead later in civilian life.
As a combination film director, cameraman, producer, etc., at station
KIVA-TV, Yuma, Arizona. I’ve encountered some hectic moments in the
course of getting film processed and put on the air. A limited budget for
our photographic department coupled with a minimum of time available
for darkroom duties, led to working out what I have come to call the
“Fszol Process”—a two-solution method of processing 16mm reversal film
wtih optical sound in 27 minutes or less.
This short-cut method of processing is not offered as a substitute for
professional processing: it does not and cannot match in quality the
results obtained with cosily ])rocessing machinery and the jjrofessional film
developing standards that have been established in the industrv. But it
does give satisfactory results for TV news films and commercials, and it is
ideally suited to the requirements of the small TV station camerman or
film producer, or the field engineer with limited ecjuipment. budget and
time.

Processed

(right)

ARTHUR

Film Director, KIVA-TV, Yuma, Arizona

Continued On Page 443

Raw stock

16mm film processed for TV transmission

by the “Fszol reversal method."

and

Kodak

Prior to introducing this process, we found that electronic polarity
reversal of negative film for TV news films, had never proved successful.
Also, ])utting our films through a complete reversal process, using portable
Continued On
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Everywhere in the world...
because its on film!
Yes, film is everywhere —everywhere there are people! And
because it is everywhere, and so many millions see it, making
it right in technic is both a privilege and a responsibility. That,
in brief, is the philosophy of the Eastman Technical Service
for Motion Picture Film—a service highly regarded by all who
call upon it.
Branches are located at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
Nev/ York 17, N.Y.

Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

For the purchase of film:

W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sole and distribution of Eastman Professional
Motion Picture Films, Fort Lee, N.J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Calif.
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Filming "The Story Of Ruth"
In lighting and photographing this biblical story in CinemaScope and
color, cinematographer Arthur Arling borrowed ideas for pictorial
composition from the canvases of old master painters.
By

DARRIN

produced Ity 20th Century-Fox
in Cinemascope and Eastman Color, is a Biblical film which
does not boast a chariot race, a sea battle or a bacchanalian
orgy. It is, despite its lavish seope, an essentially inti¬
mate, highly dramatic story of human passions—love,
faith, greed, jealousy and fear. In photographing this
visually handsome jjroduction. Director of Photography
Arthur Arling, ASC, skillfully used light and camera to
ereate heightened dramatic values for the enhancement of
the hlm’s powerful themes.
The period of the story—roughly 1250 B.C.—had never
before been pictured on the screen. From the photographic
standpoint a great challenge was presented by the fact
the story explores two entirely different facets of life in
that era. The initial phase of the action takes place in
Moah, a rich and powerfid kingdom where Ruth grows
up to become a novitiate priestess in the service of the
blood-thirsty god Chemosh. The Moabite settings and
“The
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Story

of

Ruth,”

SCOT

costumes are most ornate, and Arling employed a lush
style of photography to point up their lavish character.
The second pha=e of the story unfolds in Judea—at that
time an impoverished, agrarian nation whence Ruth flees
in filial devotion to her mother-in-law, Naomi. In sharp
contrast to the elaborate Moah sequences the settings, cos¬
tumes and photography of the Judean scenes eoncentrate
on a simplicity that is handled most effectively.
Arling was assigned to the production while the search
was going on to find an actress to portray the title role.
He shot many tests of various actresses, none of whom
seemed to have preciselv the qualities to personify Ruth.
Finally he filmed a test of a strikingly beautiful young
Israeli actress, Elana Eden, who had to learn her dialogue
phonetically because she did not speak English. Arling,
who has filmed the \\ ho’s \X ho of Glamorville during his
many years in the industry, found Miss Eden to he “the
most photogenic—the most camera-{)roof face I’ve ever

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

photographed.’' Needless to say, she got the role.
Norman Corwin's script generally follows the familiar
lines of the nuichdoved Bihle story of Huth, filling in many
details only suggested in the rather sparse Biblical narra¬
tive. Ruth is first seen as a five-year-old child sold to the
priests of Moah by her father in order that he might feed
his other children. She grows up as a beautifully-feath¬
ered bird in the gilded cage of the Temple where she is
trained as a priestess in the rites of Chemosh. The king
smiles with favor upon her, desiring her as his consort,
and her future seems secured. However, she meets and
falls in love with a young Judean gold artisan, a man of
great physical strength hut gentle disposition who tells
her of the just and compassionate god of Israel.
Her faith in her own blood-hungry diety is so shaken
that when, atop the pyramid in the Square of Chemosh,
she is asked to officiate at the sacrifice of a living child,
she refuses to do so and flees in horror. In penalty for
destroying the faith of a Moabite priestess, her lover is
sentenced to a life of hard labor in the royal quarry. She
helps him escape, and he is critically wounded. Ruth
marries him just before he dies and she then elects to
go to Judea with her mother-in-law. There she is shunned
and abused as a foreigner until, having proved herself
true, she is accepted in the community and marries Boaz,
starting a line of geneology which ultimately produces
King David and Jesus Christ.
Photographing the Moabite sequences offered several
imposing challenges. The magnificent sets by Lyle Wheeler
(holder of 29 Academy Award nominations and four
Oscars) and Franz Bachelin (Academy nomination for
“Journey to the Center of the Earth”) were richly deco¬
rated with gold leaf, a material difficult to photograph
realistically because it tends to go dull and change color.
Arling lighted these sets so that the gold glittered and
glowed, lending the sets the aura of richness thev de¬
manded. He was similarly successful in giving full pic
torial value to the elaborate costumes of priestesses and
officials—designed by distinguished Italian costumer Nino
Novarese in the “snake” colors of black, bright hard green,
white and gold.
The Sacrarium interior set of the Moabite Temple, built
on the studio’s Stage 10, was so adroitly designed that,
by means of a variation of wild walls and partitions, re¬
painting, re-decorating and re-hanging of furnishings, it
was progressively converted into eight other sets: the Moah
king’s quarters. High Priest Hedah’s apartment. High
Priestess Eleilat’s rooms, Ruth’s quarters, the Temple chil¬
dren’s schoolroom, the novitiate priestesses’ courtyard,
the sacrificial child’s room and the Bethlehem Council of
Elders’ Tribunal. Arling varied his lighting and camera
angles so imaginatively that the multiple use of the basic
single set resulted in a tremendous production economy
while at the same time conveyed an impression of sumptu¬
ous production value.
One of the most effective sets in the picture is the ex¬
terior of the Moah Temple, a beautiful multi-columned,
gracefully proportioned structure built on the studio hacklot waterways and reflected in the clear streams. It is
lavishly landscaped. In the gardens are practical foun¬
tains spouting jets of sparkling water; gold-leafed decora¬
tions. and numerous statues. Two clandestine night love
sequences involving Ruth and the Judean were staged in
this garden. To satisfy the projection requirements of
drive-in theatres, these sequences were ])hotographed dav-
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for-night—always a challenge to the cinematographer.
Arling facilitated shooting by tarping in the foreground
areas in which the actors played. By thus screening off
the harsh direct sunlight, the players were not blinded
by glare, and the light remained constant on them through¬
out a long shooting day. To light the players it was neces¬
sary to use heavy “brute” arcs to counteract the sunlit
backgrounds. Balancing this artificial light with natural
light was a tricky undertaking; Arling placed the key
light behind the players and delicately rim-lighted them
so that the final result (aided by a light blue filter over
the lens) is one of soft moonlight, made more ethereal by
the magic of the love scene.
The sacrifice of the child takes place in the Plaza of
Chemosh, a large exterior set dominated by a 22-foot statue
of the Moah idol mounted on a j)yramid base 24 feet in
height.
Because of the 2J foot elevation of the pyramid base,
Arling filmed the sequence from a large crane, which per¬
mitted shooting at the same level as that of the action
taking place. This eliminated the need to erect and move
al)Out heavy and cumbersome parallels, and permitted the
sequence to be filmed with a great economy of time.
The most difficult sequences in the picture, from the
photographic standpoint, were those shot on the quarry
set. The initial problem arose out of the fact that the
scenes had to match in light quality and color tone a breath¬
taking establishing shot of hundreds of slaves toiling in a
quarry photographed earlier on location in Africa. The
second problem was the set itself, a formidable piece of
plaster construction in the form of a steep canyon about
Continued On Page 438
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Speed Keys Chesterfields'
TV Commercial Production
Use of Tri-X negative enables the producer
to nnaintain high standards in photography
and at the same time surmount difficult
filming conditions economically.
By

JOHN

FORBES

bulbs about seventy feet above the floor.
ACTUAL INDUSTRY locales are used for staging scenes for Chesterfield
Cigarettes' "Men of America" TV commercial film series.
weight

camera

minimizes

and

interference

portable
with

The use of portable

lighting

factory's

equipment

production

Use of light¬

saves

time

and

routines.

equipment and fast film to obtain

the necessity for catching crucial action on a once-only
basis. The manufacturing process for modern steam tur¬
bines is spread over a three-year period from drawing
board to completion and specific steps could hardly be re¬
peated for the camera.
At the Buick plant there is good normal working light
from banks of fluorescent tubes about seven to eight feet
above the floor. However, the necessity of covering workers
Continued On

on-the-job testimonials inside plant locations has played a
leading role in the production of one of television’s most
successful advertising campaigns.
Chesterfield Cigarettes’ “Men of America” TV commer¬
cials, already accredited as one of television’s most success¬
ful campaigns, includes “Men of America” themes taken
from basic industries. It calls for real people—not actors—
pausing after completion of a specific phase of their work in
order to take “Big Pleasure When and Where They Can.”
To obtain this reality, camera crews have roamed from
missile launching sites to Boston Police Headquarters, U.S.
Navy Destroyers, western ranches and eastern skyscraper
locales. In addition, today’s high-speed films and portable
equipment have made it possible for the producers of the
series to achieve a “documentary” effect at a minimum cost,
in a minimum amount of time, with a small crew and few
added lights.
Two prominent industries—power and automotive—■
were among the first locations used in this year’s series.
These two applications called for action camera studies of
people at work—a master shot of the plant interior, suc¬
cessive pickups of workers doing various jobs, then a se¬
quence of two or more men stopping for a smoke, a cut-in
for closeups of the package, followed by additional cuts to
related on-the-spot smoking scenes.
At the huge Westinghouse Steam Turbine Plant in Lester,
Pennsylvania, and the main Buick plant at Flint, Michigan,
it was particularly important that normal plant activity not
he interrupted or delayed.
At the Westinghouse plant, available light is from thirtyfoot-high windows and a skylight plus 1000-watt light
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TOP-GRADE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT FROM
THE MAJOR HOLLYWOOD MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS
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C#

XX t
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MOVIOLAS 35mm
^250. to ^495.
Complete selection of 35mm

MITCHELL CAMERAS
B&S

SfoeclcU

$3995.
COMPLETE

Moviolas in excellent condi¬
tion. Most with Optical and
Magnetic

sound,

picture

Mitchell

Standard

35mm with 25 - 40 - 50

arms,

75mm lenses, fwo each

and counter. Used by edi¬

400' or 1000' maga¬
zines, matte box, finder,

head,

take-up

reel

tors who demand the best!

cases. In "like new"
condition.

ALSO:
Rewinds,

synchronizers,

sound readers, gloves,
punches, reels, etc.
I

I

I

I I

I

I I

I

I

III
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Used by the top motion picture
cameramen . . . those who know!

We have a continuing supply of . . .

MISCELLANEOUS
BARGAINS!
AURICONS
Shown Here:

HOUSTONFEARLESS,
PANORAM & RABY
Dollies from M.G.M.
Republic, N.B.C., etc.

2-Speed
Geared Heads
Available at
$695.00

Some with Skirts

CONVERTED PRO 200

$890.
MAGAZINE EXTRA

Aoricon conversion, your camera.
$395.00
Speed Graphics Pacemaker camera. 149.50
B & H Magazines, metal, 400', 1000'.from 40.00
F4.5 Eymax 10" Eyemo mount lens.
85.00
F3.5 Kilfitt Kilar lens, 150mm. 109.50
Mitchell shorty tripod legs.
35.00
Mitchell 35mm Matte Box, wide-angle.
75.00
MANY MORE TOP NAME,
TOP QUALITY VALU ESI

DOLLY
(PRICE, NEW: $3400.00)

$695.

LESS
GEAR- HEAD

Multi-million-dollar color- extravaganzas and many
Oscar winners have been shot with this equipment. All
are in excellent condition and ready to go!

tIOBO_

-MBIRNS & SAWYER
w//
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Extension Tubes
In Cinematography
Coupling the camera lens with an
extension tube alters the lens’ characteris¬
tics. Here’s how to calculate proper
exposure when using lens extensions.

By

JOSEPH

HENRY

USING EXTENSION tube on Bolex camera

are an important ad¬
junct to the lens equipment of the mo¬
tion picture photographer undertaking
filming extremely small objects highly
Extension Tubes

magnified.
The function of extension tubes,
which are used in conjunction with the
regular camera lens, is not entirely
clear to some photographers. Recently
a reader asked if, l)y using a half-inch
extension tube with a 1-inch lens on
his 8mm camera, he could obtain the
same picture results as with a 11/^-inch
telephoto lens, and also, if use of the
tube would reduce the original f/value

brations would no longer be valid be¬
cause the focal length—imposes certain
limitations on all the other specifica¬
tions. Thus, if sharp focus is to be
maintained at all, it can only be done
by making compensating alterations to
regain a balance of factors.

of his lens.
Here it should be stated that an ex¬
tension tube coupled with a camera
lens does not make it a telephoto. The
function of telephoto lenses and extension-tuhe-coupled lenses are different.
Extension tubes permit closeup photog¬
raphy of small objects so that they
appear highly magnified on the screen.
A telephoto lens on the other hand
brings closer, ol)jects in a distant field.
Getting back to the filmer’s question
above, let us first consider the original
camera lens he planned to use—the
one-inch for an 8mm camera. Why this
lens in place of the half-inch lens which
is standard for the 8mm camera? Be¬
cause, said the filmer, the original lens
did not give the magnification desired.
But adding a half-inch extension tube
to the one-inch lens would not convert

424

It would be easy to end the discus¬
sion here and simply say, “No, it can’t
be done.” But if one asks, “Can I get
a picture with my camera lens extended
l/o-inch, using an appropriate extension
tube?” the answer can very well be
“\es.” Here we get into the elementary
law of optics which deals with what is
known as conjugate foci. We find that
a fixed-focus lens of any given focal
length can have its object and image
reversed—i.e., the size of image and
size of object in direct proportion to
the distances involved. The most com-

it to a telephoto, according to the com¬
mon conception of a telephoto lens.
Such a combination would throw the
lens out of focus because the distance
from lens to film would be increased
beyond the focal length of the lens. The
f value of the original lens would be
destroyed at once. The original f/cali-

Continued On
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CLOSE-UP DIAPHRAGM CALCULATOR
3 INCH LENS
DISTANCE OF LENS TO OBJECT ^
20 in.

LIGHT
VALUE

10 in.

7 in.

6 in.

$ in.

F.
2.8

F.
3.2

2

Becomes

F.
2.3

2.8

Becomes

3.2

4

4.5

5.6

6.3

4

Becomes

4.5

5.6

6.3

8

9.1

F.

4H in.

4 in.

1 3$i in.

F.
4

F.
4.5

F.
5.6

F.

3K in.

F.

F.

F.

8

11

12

16

8

11

16

18

22

11

16

22

25

32

36

45

Becomes ^SHB****^^

6.3

8

9.1

11

12

16

22

32

8

Becomes

91

11

12

16

18

22

32

45

11

Becomes

12

16

18

22

25

32

45

16

Becomes

18

22

25

32

36

45

22
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EFFECTIVE APERTURE

IN ULTRA-CLOSEUP photography, the basic f/ value is affected by use of extension tubes. Normally
there is no apparent change in the lens f/ value when the camera is at least ten times the focal
length of the lens from the subject. But as the camera-to subject distance decreases, use of extension
tubes reduces the amount of light reaching the film at a given stop as compared to that for same
stop

for

normal

photography.

A chart such as one above then

becomes valuable as a means of

determining the effective aperture to use in shooting o small object at very close range.
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These 52 executives have an average of more than 25 years’ experience in the
film industry and have been with CFI Hollywood an average of over 16 years:
1) Ray Armstrong, 35mm Color Negative Developing Foreman; 2) Ray Biederman,
Negative Assembly Foreman; 3) Leo Bloomberg, 16mm Developing Foreman;
4) Nate Bloomberg, 16mm Printing Foreman; 5) Harry Buckler, 35mm Color Posi¬
tive Developing Foreman; 6) F. H. Carlin, 35mm Positive Developing Foreman; 7)
Reginald Carroll, 35mm Densitometric Control Foreman; 8) Bob Casey, 35mm
Printing Foreman; 9) John Cooper, Vault Department Foreman; 10) Frank Cootz,
Timer; 11) George Crane, 35mm Customer Service Representative; 12) Jack Doyle,
Timer; 13) Kenneth Dunn, 16mm Negative Assembly Foreman; 14) Ted Fogelman,
Laboratory Superintendent; 15) Bill Funck, Title & Optical Production Supervisor;
16) Jack Goetz, Sales Administrator; 17) Jack M. Goetz, Public Relations Director;
18) Phil Gorth, Timer; 19) Bob Grubel, Chemical Lab Foreman; 20) Bob Gustofsen,
16mm Service Coordinator; 21) Dane Hansen, Chief Projectionist;
22) Dick Harrison, 16mm Densitometric Control Foreman; 23) Carl Hauge, Qual¬
ity Control Engineer; 24) Ted Hirsch, Vice President, Operations; 25) Ira Johnson,
Comptroller; 26) Tom Jones, Maintenance Foreman; 27) Jim Lawler, Office Man¬
ager; 28) Art Ludington, 35mm Customer Service Supervisor; 29) Lew Mansfield;
35mm Customer Service Representative; 30) Julius Mond, 16mm Positive Assem¬
bly Foreman; 31) Frank Montfort, Security Director & Military Liaison Officer;
32) Paul Morrill, Timer; 33) Val Osborne, Timer; 34) Russ Plappert, Machine
Shop Foreman; 35) Pat Powers, 35mm Positive Assembly Foreman; 36) Lad
Powolny, 35mm Negative Developing Foreman; 37) Ed Reichard, Chief Engineer,
38) Roger Richardson, Color Control Supervisor; 39) Dick Rodgers, Resident Coun¬
sel; 40) Bob Ross, Kodachrome Negative Assembly Foreman; 41) Herschell Sanders,
Art Department Director; 42) Job Sanderson, Equipment Maintenance Supervisor;
43) Ralph Shadduck, Title & Optical Assembly Foreman; 44) Pete Silverman,
35mm Customer Service Representative; 45) Mike Simon, Credit Manager; 46)
Henry Solow, 16mm Production Control Supervisor; 47) Sid Solow, Vice President
and General Manager; 48) Morris Sparks, Timer; 49) Tom Sprout, 35mm Customer
Service Representative; 50) Dale Tate, Title & Optical Division Manager; 51)
Jack Thomson, Title & Insert Cameraman; 52) Meyer Weinstock, Kodachrome
Department Foreman.

World-Famous Suppliers Of
Professional Movie Equipment
Stocking Thousands Of Items

The *frrsi low-priced

TRIPLE-DUTY

FIRST
& BEST

Animation, Titlestand
and Product Stage for All Film Makers & Filmstrip Producers

Now You Can Add Animation
to Your Lowest Budget Films!

Prices begin at

Use the TRIPLEX in vertical position for
all standard animation techniques. In
horizontal position for zoom titles, copy
and product and puppet stages ... in
diagonal position, (columns can be locked
at any angle between horizontal and ver¬
tical) for angular zooms-in on inserts,
products, etc. For filmstrips, stand can
be used in all positions. Table can be
swung away for large artwork copying.
The TRIPLEX stand complete with cam¬
era, is also available for rental.

More New TRIPLEX Purchasers:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.
University of Virginia
University of Kansas
Nationwide Insurance Co.
H. D. Rose Co.
Hercules Powder Co.
And Many Others

*

■■■

f & B... FIRST & BEST

Also available —
Cartoon Colours, Punched Acetate
Cells and Animation Supplies.

The F & B TRIPLEX is only one of thousands *
of Items which make up F & B’s complete 1^ stock of professional movie equipment

O

MILLER FLUID DRIVE HEAD

An Easy Way to Hold
Things Up...Anywhere
• Lights • Props
• Backgrounds • Mikes
'I

Without Nails or Screws

’Qy|95

I

consisting of: 2—3-piece poles
7 —fittings • 1— 110" cross bar

The Miller Head is
the world’s finest
precision built hy¬
draulic drive pan
head, and is de¬
signed for super¬
smooth panning and
tilting. Can be used
with any movie cam¬
era. F & B is exclu¬
sive distributor of
the Miller Fluid
Heads in the Eastern
United States.

Model D (medium duty) .... ^150.00
Swivel leveling joint. 59.50
Pro Head (heavy duty) .... 299.50

Adjustable from 8V2' to MVz'
F & B POLE SET is a featherweight, telescoping aluminum
column with an expansion spring in the top. Adjust it once
to your ceiling height with locking collar. Then just spring it
in and out of place as you please. Rubber pads top and
bottom protect ceilings and floors ... can't be knocked over
and takes less floor space than a silver dollar. A perfect,
mobile, lightweight support for lights. Two POLE SETS with
cross piece and fitting can be used to hold a roll of back¬
ground paper, props, flats, etc. Perfect for location filming.

Individual Parts:

POLE SET IOV2' to 15'... $38.95

3 piece Pole
with Clamp
8V2' to I2V2'

$8.50 ea
3 piece Pole
with Clamp
IOV2' to 15'

$9.50 ea
Cross Bar
(110") with
5 fittings

$8.50 ea

Replace Worn Leather Moviola Belts With

NEW F & B
LIFETIME MOVIOLA BELTS
Made of Texturized Seamless Neoprene
Guaranteed to Outlast the Moviola
No Hooks • No Staples • Firm Friction Grip
Fits All Moviolas

Price . . . only $2.00

For Complete Information On Any Item, Write:

FLORMAN
& dAdO,

F & B Solicits Your Bid
Requests. None Too Big... None Too
Small. Lowest Possible Prices For
Top Quality And Service

INC.

68 West 45th Street • New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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Mite-Lite, A Portable
Lighting Unit For
T V News Filmers
Lighter battery pack, focusing reflector,
and use of low-voltage bulb feature
this new illumination unit designed for
hand-held camera work anywhere.
By

FREDERICK

FOSTER

MITE-LITE
Arriflex

Only A Man Who knows the TV newsreel cameraman’s

problems through firsthand experience could understand
the need to lighten his equipment load and do something
constructive about it. Such is Jack D. Leppert whose newscamera work is currently seen on both NBC and CBS
newscasts originating in Los Angeles. Leppert wasn’t satis¬
fied with the portable lighting equipment available to him
—especially the great weight of the battery pack—so he
designed his own. Other cameramen saw it, wanted it.
Now he’s marketing it—under the tradename of ‘‘MiteLite.”
There have been many types and sizes of portable lights
offered the news cameraman, Leppert says, but his is com¬
pletely new in design and embodies a new principle in
the light source. It is a smaller unit and therefore lighter
in weight. Easier to maintain, too.
The battery unit and reflector weigh but seven pounds.
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The reflector is a type that has been used and favored by
veteran still cameramen for vears. It has a focusing device
that permits the light beam to lie altered from flood to
spot at any distance from the subject. A special coating
applied to the reflector surface, when the unit is used with
a clear glass bulb, produces a blue-white light, entirely
devoid of the familiar yellow cast that over-voltaged and
frosted bulbs produce.
Size of the reflector unit is approximately one-third that
of the average portable light, and it does not affect balance
of the camera on which it is mounted. Removal of the
reflector from camera is a simple, single-motion operation
—ideal when shooting-tme is limited. When mounted on
the camera, its compact size still allows the camera to he
set down on its back or side, as the cameraman prefers;
and it may be left attached to the camera door when the
latter is opened for film reloading.
An on-off switch is so positioned in the power line that
users of such cameras as Filmo, Eyemo, Arriflex or Bolex
can easily switch the light on or off and still steady the
camera with the same hand. The cameraman does not have
to remove his hand from the camera to actuate the switch,
Lej)pert emphasizes. Shielded cable is used between the
reflector unit and the battery pack, thus eliminating trouble¬
some kinking or tangling of the line.
The bulb used in the reflector is a common automobile
headlight type and the receptacle in the reflector is so
wired that both filaments of the bulb burn simultaneously
when the power is switched on. Because the bulb is not
subjected to increased voltage, its useful life is said to
exceed lamps used in most other portable units. ExperiContinued On
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How Good Lighting
Can Enhance
The Industrial Film
Full range of set lighting techniques
was utilized in photographing “Operation
Brotherhood," historic saga of the In¬
ternational Brotherhood of Electrical
SHOOTING
seats

on

scene

one

side

in

interior

were

of

entirely

Capitol

Airlines

removed

to

plane,

from

accommodate

which

camera.

Workers, filmed in Washington, D.C.
By

GLENN

JOHNSTON

Norwood Studios, Inc., Wash'n., D. C.

An Industrial film can have all the production value yet
involve just as many camera and lighting problems as the
average Hollywood feature film of comparable length. An
example is the 271/4 minute 16mm color film, “Operation
Brotherhood—The IBEW Story,” which I recently photo¬
graphed for the producers, Norwood Studios, Inc., Wash¬
ington, D.C.
The film is primarily intended to tell the story of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. However,
it does more than that; it gives the history and development
of electricity iself, from the birth of the Broherhood in 1891
to the present day.

spot on the hangar floor and aimed it through Oley’s win¬
dow. Then a red gel went into the diffuser slot of the lamp
with a black flag set up and designed to rotate. This pro¬
duced the illusion of red runway lights flashing by.
At this poin*:. we realized that the gradual aging effect for
our star player would need careful lighting along with
expert make-up. Squinting our eyes and making a mental
note wasn’t enough, so we made script notes on each scene
giving the ratio of fill to key light. At twenty-one, Oley
would need very Hat lighting—about two-to-one—and, as
he aged, a gradual increase to six-or eight-to-one where
Continued O.n Page 440

The heart of the picture is the life of Oley Munson,
from his first job as an electrical worker at the age of 21
to his reminiscing, at 85, as he flies in a Viscount TurboProp plane. Since production schedules dictated shooting
the scenes out of order, our first problem was “aging”
Oley from a fresh-faced 21 to a lined 85.
Our first day’s shooting took us on hoard a Capital Air¬
lines’ Viscount. Oley was to lie 85 in this sequence and the
plane was supposed to he traveling at night. This latter fact
precluded using key light through the windows and meant
that all lighting must appear to he coming from the gen¬
eral cabin lights and the small overhead reading lamps.
All seats on one entire side of the plane were removed
and our 16mm Mitchell with blimp was set up. Since space
was at a premium, our lighting units were restricted to
750-W hahy spots and clip-on lamps. We used Kodachrome
film throughout, which required a light level of at least
500 E.C.
One of the first effects called for was the feel of the plane
taking off. Sound effects would help, of course, hut some¬
thing of a visual nature was required. We placed a 5000-W
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ON LOCATION for “Operation Brotherhood—The IBEW Story."
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STROBE EFFECT in wheels of chariots that
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race

in

“Ben-Hur" were al¬
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MGM

cameromen

took

to

minimize

it.

When Wheels Turn Backwards
Troublesome strobe effect can be minimized or even
avoided in a number of ways.
By

ALVIN

D.

ROE

Fig. 2

\^'he.\ Spoked Wheels on a moving

vehicle or piece of machinery in a
scene appear to turn backwards, the
effect is that of a stroboscope out of
sync.
In actuality films, the fault is gen¬
erally unavoidable; hut in all staged
productions its avoidance is merely a
matter of a little forethought, plus
either some elementary mathematics or
use of a reflex-shutter type camera, ac¬
cording to R. Howard Cricks, British
cinematographic engineer.
The fundamental cause of such
strobe effects, says Cricks, is quite
simple. If in the 1/24th second from
one exposure to the next a wheel turns
the exact distance from one spoke to
the next (Fig. 1). then the spokes will
appear stationary. If in that time it
turns slightly less than the space of one
spoke (Fig. 2), the wheel will appear

430

to move backwards, because the eye
would sooner believe that one spoke
has moved a short distance backwards
than that the previous spoke has moved
nearly the distance to the next spoke.
If in the l/24th second the wheel
has moved exactly half the distance
from one spoke to the next (Fig. 3),
the wheel will appear to have double
the number of spokes, which will be
stationary. At any speed less than this,
the illusion will he correct.
Mathematically, these facts can be
expressed by simple equations, in
which V is the speed of the wheel in
revolutions per second, and n is the
number of spokes. Spokes will appear
stationary when
24

r=-

Fig. 3
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*How to select a recorder to start your
MAGNASYNC-MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM
Sound Equipment Checklist

When lightweight portability is a must the 27 lb.

<

X-400 Type 1 is the answer! Another reason so many
producers choose this machine is that it is genuinely

X

X

X

X

z
O
a.

professional, and yet, surprisingly economical!

O

From $985.
X-400

The Type 1 is a miniaturized version of the Type 5.
Low power consumption and extreme portability has

<

z

made this 39 lb. unit a popular selection for remote

X

X

X

X

o

location production by leading professional motion
picture studios.
From $1360.

The X-400 Type

15 is designed for the man who

wants everything in one case . . . playback amplifier,

<
z

monitor speaker, footage counter and torque motors.
You can be proud to have this machine represent

o
a.

o

you on any sound stage!
From $1385.
TYPE 15

The most popular magnetic film recorder in the
world is the Type 5! With this unit and all its oper¬
ational conveniences, you are definitely in the‘‘major

<

z

league." The Type 5 owner always starts his pictures

X

X

o

with a special feeling of confidence in the realiza¬

a.

tion that he has allowed no compromise in the

O

selection of equipment.
From $1570.
TYPE 5

There is nothing on the market that compares with
the remarkable Mark IX. This unit is in a class by
itself . . . with

push-button

remote

controlled

relay

functions, plug-in audio elements and all the
“extras" that make for flawless recording under the

O-

O

most adverse conditions.

Q_

o

From $2145.

Send for complete details on the new Nomad 7-lb. magnetic recorder-reproducer that
makes any 16mm movie camera a sound camera, any projector a sound projector, with
true interlock lip-sync. Priced from $585.00.

MAGNASYIMC CORPORATION
FORMERLY MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO.,

LTD.

5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, California • STanley 7-5493 • Cable "MAGNASYNC”
I

I
,

DEALERS:

'
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CHICAGO, Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; LOS ANGELES, Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK, Cameia Equipment Co.;
AUSTRALIA, Sydney, New South Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty. Ltd.; BELGIUM, Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S.A., (Societe Beige D Applications
Cinematographiques); BOLIVIA, La Paz, Casa Kavlin,- BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro, Mesbia, S.A.; BURMA, Rangoon, G. K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.;
CANADA, Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.; CUBA, Havana, Caribbean Electronics, S.A.; DENMARK, Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.;
ENGLAND, London, W-1, Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.; HONGKONG, SupremeTrading Co.; INDIA, Bombay, Kine Engineers; ITALY, Rome, Reportfilm
S.R.L.; JAPAN, Tokyo, J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 7/53, Rene Boeniger; THAILAND,
Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.
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WHEN WHEELS TURN BACKWARDS
Continued

From

Page 432

At any speed slightly less than this,
the spokes will appear to move Itackwards. The spokes will appear to be
double in number when:

12
V=n
The

requirement

for a

correct

illu¬

12
V<

—
n

In theory, stroboscopic faults can
also occur at higher wheel speeds, hut
movement blur usually makes such
faults unnoticealfle.

FRAME

CAMERA —

“TRIP-LEVER” ACTION!
Movement of lever ACTIVATES shutter and
advances film . . , ready for shooting up to
400 exposures per winding at your touchl
Powerful
spring-motor drive
built for
long
rugged
"Trop-Artic"
use.
Takes
economical
standard
100'
Daylight
loading
spools
of
35mm black & white or color film!
Sensa¬
tional Value!

With 25mm F/4.5 B & H Lens $399.50
With 2" F/2.8 Lens.$424.50
Write for Free 132 pg. Catalog.

BURKE

& JAMES.I^C

321 S. Wabash

Chicago a, Illinois

AC 6/60

LIQUID GATE
PRINTING FOR
16-35 BLOW-UPS
An amazing new 16mm and 35mm process
which eliminates scratches, smooths out grain
and enhances overall quality. It is particularly
valuable for use in . . .
• RECLAMATION OF OLD AND WORN FILMS
• SALVAGING VALUABLE SCRATCHED ORIGINALS
• 16mm to 35mm BLOW-UPS . . .
The scope of this economical theatrical pro¬
duction medium has greatly increased due to
the tremendous
benefits of
Liquid Gate
Printing. A test will prove its value.
Complete Laboratory and Effects

Sendees

NEW PRICE LIST AVAILABLE - INQUIRIES INVITED

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153

N. H'qSInid Avn . Hollywood 38. Calif.
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
'Over 30 Years of Major Studio Experience"

MITCHELL
STANDARD CAMERA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

25mni, 35mm, 50mm and 100mm T-scaled
Balt?.r Lenses
Two, 1000-foot Magazines
110-volt Variable Speed Motor
Viewfinder wi th built-in Matts and TV Scale
Matte Box
Mitchell Tripod, Friction Head, and Triangle
Complete Set of Coses, Filter Holders, Hand
Cranks, etc.

THIS OUTFIT IS ABSOLUTELY
PERFECT MECHANICALLY
AND OPTICALLY

$4500
Box
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Cinematographer

rate. The second — which was once
adopted by Sir Alexander Korda—is
to fit the vehicle with wheels having a
different number of spokes; in order
to avoid guesswork the mathematics
given above can be usefully employed.
In some recent Hollywood produc¬

sion is:

SINGLE

The first — rarely practicable — is
to run the camera at a faster or slower

As an example, if a 12-spoked wheel
turns at exactly two rps, the spokes will
appear stationary; if it turns at IV^ rps
they will appear to move backwards; if
it turns at one rps, two sets of spokes
will appear. At any lower speed the ap¬
pearance will he correct.

tions, still other expedients were em¬
ployed such as painting every other
spoke in the wheels a different or con¬
trasting color, or by shading the spokes
so as to minimize their appearance,
making them almost imperceptible
against the background subject matter.
Shooting such scenes with the cam¬
era’s variable shutter opened wide, also
tends to minimize strobe effect in
wheels by introducing a small amount
of blur in the moving object which
in turn tends to obscure the trouble¬
some effect.
■

Simpler than mathematics is the use
of some device which will enable the
cameraman to examine the vehicle in
the same way as the film sees it—at the
rate of 24 separate glimpses per second.
The obvious answer to this demand is
to use a camera having a reflex type
shutter—such as the Arriflex, Camerette, the British Vinten Everest, Dehrie,
and the recently-introduced Mitchell
Reflex 35. If a moving wheel is viewed
through the viewfinder of such cam¬
eras, any stroboscopic faults will he
immediately apparent.
To provide for other cameras, it has
been suggested that the viewfinder he
fitted with a small shutter, synchro¬
nized with the camera shutter. In the
case of a camera driven by a Selsyn or
interlock motor, this would necessitate
little additional complication.
If the cameraman, either by mathe¬
matics, a reflex shutter, or by asi
improved type of viewfinder, discovers
during rehearsal that the wheels of his
vehicles are behaving in some improper
fashion, what can he do about it?
The most obvious thing is to alter
the speed of the vehicle. In all prob¬
ability, if the vehicle is photographed
at an angle, the effect, although pres¬
ent, will he unnoticed. But if these
remedies should prove impossible—
and, after all, the director is entitled
to demand that elementary technical
matters such as this should he subordi¬
nate to his ideas of the action—two
remedies are left.

MITE-LITE
Continued

From

Page 427

ments conducted by Leppert revealed
these bulbs render useful photographic
illumination for a total of 53 hours
without discoloring the bulb glass.
The battery pack consists of nonspillahle Willard wet batteries. These
provide longer use periods of the lamp
between charges than other types, ac¬
cording to Leppert, who finds the Wil¬
lard units exceed in efficiency and
power retention most jelly or solidpack type batteries. Charging is not
critical nor does the sealed-in gas pres¬
sure of these batteries give any trouble
during the charging interval. Each cell
has a built-in hydrometer in the form
of a floating hall. When the ball sinks,
it indicates the battery cell needs charg¬
ing. “Ideal, because it eliminates the
need for an expensive meter on the
battery case,” says Leppert.
A completely discharged battery
unit can be re-charged in approxi¬
mately four hours. A fully-charged bat¬
tery pack provides approximately two
hours of usable light, when shooting
requires frequent off and on switching.
A completely discharged battery unit
can 1)6 re-charged in approximately
four hours; and when regularly re¬
charged, one hour is usually all the
time that is required to bring the pack
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When you think of editing equipment... think of Hollywood Film Company

designers and manufacturers of film, instrumentation and video tape editing equipment

956 n. seward st. • Hollywood 38, California • ho 2-3284
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524 w. 43rd street • new york 36, new york • lo 3-1546
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FOLDS FLAT/

up to full charge level again. “Most
cameramen," says Leppert, “find that
re-charging the batteries twice a week
is ample for normal use. The charging
unit, which is shown in an accompany¬
ing photograph, is 6" x 6" x 6" in
size, and is easily packed with camera¬
man’s other gear in car trunk or suit¬
case.

WEIGHS 5 OUNCES
ATTACHES INSTANTLY TO ALL R 40
REFLECTOR BULBS, 150-500 WATTS
EXTRA LARGE, REMOVABLE DOORS
STURDY CONSTRUCTION
Ask your

The rate of battery re-charging can
be varied, and there’s a built-in amp
meter that shows the charging rate.
The charger is so designed that it
cannot he hooked up wrong, and fuses
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Shooting Tri-X or DuPont 936 at
ASA 250, exposures at 24 fps with the
“Mite-Lite” are as follows:
25 feet from subject
f l.O
12 ”
”
”
f/4
6 "
”
”
f/8
3 ’’
”
”
f/16
Although these exposures are ap¬
proximately one-stop slower than af¬
forded by other portable light units,
the Mite-Lite’s picture quality is said
to he better and the ratio of back¬
ground fall-off is not as great as when
other units are used. There is a notice¬
able reduction, too, in the bleaching
of faces and dark backgrounds—two
notable faults of mono-source lighting
in newsreel camera work.
In Hollywood, the Mite-Lite, com¬
plete with spare fuses and bulb, sells
for approximately S130.00.
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manned the necessary electrical gener¬
ators, which were mounted in trucks
and hauled to the location sites.
Guffey had three separate camera
crews working under his direction. The
principal crew handling the key camera
consisted of his long-time Operator.
Andy McIntyre (a veteran of the battle
of Okinawa), Jack Deerson and Boh
Simpson, assistant cameramen. The
Japanese crew assigned to the other
two cameras, included Junji Nishimura,
Torn Hayashi, Iwao Niki, and Koji
Oshima, most of whom had previously
worked for American directors of
photography locationing in Japan. Indispensihle to Guffey was his ever¬
present interpreter, Yoneo Nonoguchi,
better known as “Pepe.” The Japanese
camera crew praised Guffey highly.
“Guffey -sail never gets angry,” said

one Japanese crewmember, “no matter
how had things go wrong!”
Directing the work of Japanese tech¬
nicians was not new to Guffey. He had
previously directed the photography of
“Three Stripes in the Sun” which was
made in Japan for Columbia Pictures
in 1954.
“Hell to Eternity” was photographed
in black-and-white with Eastman PlusX and Tri-X him, for an approximate
1.85:1 screen ratio. All exposed film
was sent by air to Hollywood where it
was processed by General Film Labora¬
tories. Dailies were down back to Oki¬
nawa and projected in the evenings in
the Camp Hansen post theater.
One of the most important sequences
in the film is a furious night battle be¬
tween the Marines and Japanese which
cidminates in a fanatical “banzai
charge” by the Japanese. Over eight
hundred Okinawan extras were recruit¬
ed to take part in these scenes. About
twenty-five of these men had formerly
served as officers and XCO’s in the
Japanese Army, so authenticity was as¬
sured. Interspersed among the Okina¬
wans were Marines dressed in Japanese
uniforms. It was their job to lead the
Okinawans against their comrades in
the 3rd Tank Battalion and the 2nd
Battalion, 5th Marine Regiment, who
were playing the American invaders.
It took the better part of a week to
complete filming of the entire “banzai
sequence.” The location was about three
miles from Camp Hansen in an area
near Kin-son overlooking the Philip¬
pine Sea. On several mornings, the
crew call was for 4:00 a.m. so that
the cameras and other equipment could
be in readiness to shoot early dawn
action.
An interesting and useful “field ex¬
pedient” rigged up by Guffey and his
crew was an improvised camera boom.
This consisted of a heavy-duty fork¬
lift placed in the back of a 4-ton
Marine truck. A wooden platform, ca¬
pable of supporting two Mitchell cam¬
eras and their crews, was added to the
front of the lift. As the picture pro¬
gressed, the Marine operators became
very adept at hoisting the cameras
smoothly for the boom shots. It was
capable of lifting the camera to a
height of about 30 feet and could be
quickly moved from one set-up to an¬
other. When not in use as a camera
boom, the lift was used to support
booster lamps.
Most of the banzai attack was staged
at night and at dusk, so it was neces-
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sary for Guffey to shoot day-for-night,
Laboratory Equipment
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Wan a sure cure?
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out mounting bracket
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and
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with

his assistant directors and with the
Marine commanders controlling the
troops. When the actual banzai charge

motor

S63.00
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with the famous Micro-Tension

was made, Assistant Director Paylow
and his chief aide, Joe Marakoff, gave
the Okinawan extras a “pep talk.” The
resulting scene was so effective and
frighteningly realistic that Director
Karlson applauded and thanked them
warmly for their efforts. Karlson was
very popular with the Okinawans.
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Several days were spent filming closein hand-to-hand fighting and vignettes
of Marines and Japanese in action.
This included shots of Japanese soldiers
weilding samurai swords and bayonets
and engaging Marines who also met
them with bayonets and clubbed rifles
and carbines. Guffey would first photo¬
graph these scenes using all three
Mitchell cameras. Then the action
would be repeated with Operator Andy

All of the key members of the cast
took part in these vigorous and some¬
times dangerous scenes. Stunt man Gil

Thoroughly Overhauled

•
•
•
•
•
•

Three Mitchell Cameras Used

McIntyre using the hand-held Arriflex
35mm for close-in shots. McIntyre had
to be agile to avoid getting upset by
struggling actors.

PANORAM

!

the players. Multiple cameras were em¬
ployed using a wide range of lenses.
Telephoto lenses and the “zoom lens”
were frequently utilized in photograph¬
ing some of the long shots.
Radio “walkie-talkies” and sound
powered telephones were used exten¬
sively by Karlson to communicate with

CHEMICAL PUMPS
V4

using filter combinations in conjunction
with booster lighting on the faces of

N.Y

Perkins was assisted by a group of
Marine judo and bayonet experts, but
this did not spare Jeffrey Hunter,
David Janssen, Vic Damone and John
Larch from a few bruises. Phil Karlson
likes to keep the cameras “close-in” to
the action so this precluded the usual
practice of doubling the principals.
Jeffrey Hunter, in particular, was in¬
volved in several rough and tumble
scenes and these were not faked. If the
bumps came his way, he cheerfully ac¬
cepted it all as part of the scene.
On a gruelling and unseasonably
warm afternoon, Guffey and his crew
worked in the vicinity of Chibana,
shooting a sequence showing Sessue
Hayakawa walking amongst his men
and observing their pitiful state of
semi-starvation. Shooting this action
was complicated by roaring jet fighter
planes taking off and landing from
nearby Kadena Air Base.

Almost immediately following the
filming of these scenes, the company
moved into Koza, the second largest
city in Okinawa, where a street had
been converted to look like a section
of Honolulu. Guffey and his crew
worked all night shooting exteriors of
the Marines enjoying a “liberty.”
Tri-X film and batteries of lOK and
20K lamps were used on these scenes.
A minor disaster occurred when one
of the Mitchell cameras was accidentallly knocked over and badly dam¬
aged. Emergency repairs were made
and shooting continued without a
break but a replacement camera had
to be flown in from Hollywood.
In one key sequence, Jeffrey Hunter
and Bill Williams, hiding in a camou¬
flaged “spider hole,” secretly observe
Sessue Hayakawa and his men plan¬
ning a desperate last ditch banzai
attack against the Marines. The script
called for a shot showing the two
actors carefully lifting the cover of
their hiding place and watching the
Japanese in action. This scene had to
be staged showing the entire opera¬
tion from the viewpoint of the two
hidden Marines.
Here Guffey was able to again em¬
ploy his multiple camera technique
most effectively. One camera, equip¬
ped with a wide-angle lens, was placed
at ground level in a trench dug di¬
rectly to the rear of Hunter and
Williams. This camera covered the
two actors in one corner of the frame
and in the background also included
the Japanese. Another camera, placed
above the ground, covered a general
view of the Japanese in action. The
third camera, mounting a “zoom”
lens, followed Hayakawa and his men
as they moved about the set. Three
men manned this camera: an opera¬
tor,
one
assistant controlling the
“zoom” handle and the other pulling
the focus.
The climax of the picture comes
when the Japanese commander (Haya¬
kawa), who has been persuaded by
Gabaldon (Hunter) to surrender the
remains of his army to the Marines,
countermand’s his original order for
a last stand effort and, instead, tells
his men to surrender to the Ameri¬
cans.
Then, before their horrified
eyes, he commits suicide in the traidtional Japanese manner of hari-kari.
As Hayakawa comes to attention, the
hari-kari knife tears at his vitals and,
grimly trying to hold back the pain,
he orders “Forward March!” Then he
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slowly sinks to the ground and dies.
This scene was photographed with
Hayakawa and Hunter moving toward
the edge of a hill overlooking a small
valley where over 800 Japanese sol¬
diers are calmly waiting for orders
to attack the Marines. The dollymounted camera travels along in front
of them as they move forward to the
brink of the hill and, as they reach
their objective, the camera trucks
backward and, keeping both actors
in the frame, pans to reveal the wait¬
ing Japanese soldiers. It is then that
Hayakawa plays his impressive scene.

Fork-Lift Camera Boom
Guffey employed his improvised
fork-lift camera boom for the final
scene in the picture. As Jeffrey Hun¬
ter leads the Japanese prisoners in
“pied-piper fashion” from out of the
valley and toward the American lines,
two cameras
(one fitted with a
“zoom” lens) are slowly lifted 30 feet
into the air by the fork-lift and then
down again. It is a dramatic and ef¬
fective shot.
Most of the interiors as well as the
U. S. locations were filmed after the
company returned to Hollywood. The
interior of Hayakawa’s cave headquar¬
ters was made on one of the sets con¬
structed in the Camp Hansen gymna¬
sium.
I concentrated my personal movie
making mainly around the beachhead
invasion and the banzai attack scenes.
Most of this footage was devoted to
scenes of the production crew at work:
Guffey and his crew in action, Karlson rehearsing actors, make-up men
at work, and various shots of the
principal actors relaxing “betweentakes.”
Jeffrey Hunter is also an
amateur movie maker and works in
16mm with Bolex cameras.
John
Larch, who plays Gabaldon’s company
commander, is another amateur filmer.

Most of our clients .

My equipment consisted of two
Bolex cameras: one an H-16 model
equipped with a Pellegrini variable
shutter and the other a new “REX”
reflex model with an attached auto¬
matic fading device. Exposure read¬
ings were taken with General Elec¬
tric and Norwood meters. It was not
possible to use a tripod without get¬
ting in the way of the crew, so all
shots were made with camera hand¬
held; however, I was able to support
the camera frequently on ladders,
parallels and several times on an un¬
used 35mm camera tripod. In this
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connection, the Stevens camera bases
I use on my cameras were of con¬
siderable benefit.
I was able to shoot a number of
actual scenes from the picture being
photographed. However, I shot only
those scenes made without sound and
some of the big battle scenes which
included only sounds of artillery and
gunfire. This precaution was neces¬
sary to prevent sound of my unblimped camera ruining the sound
track.

For

some

of

the

dialogue

scenes, I was able to shoot rehearsals.
This was done well to the rear of
Guffey’s camera positions and I al¬
ways included in such scenes both the
crew' and the players in action. Here
I should like to express my apprecia¬
tion to “Chuck” Hanawalt and his
grips who somehow always had an
extra stepladder or unused parallel
handy when I needed one to shoot
from.
■

“STORY OF RUTH”
Continued From Page 421

a block long and a half block wide.
Arling gave this sequence a great
deal of thought before deciding to
cover the exterior set with tarps (tar¬
paulins) and shoot it under artificial
light. “At first I thought I might be

. .. stay
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better off to let the sunlight in,” he
explains, “but I was deterred from this
for the reason that we were shooting
in the winter and couldn’t he sure we
would get a sunny day. There were
about 200 people involved, and that’s a
pretty big call these days. Regardless of
what kind of day I had gotten, I would
have had to shoot the sequence—and
if Fd gotten a foggy day I would have
been in trouble, because the establish¬
ing scene shot in Africa was filmed in
very hot sunlight, which these scenes
had to match. If the day were sunny,
I would have had to keep 200 people
waiting while the crew pulled the over¬
head rigging to eliminate shadows of
lights and cross-beams. Before mak¬
ing a decision I studied the set for
several days to determine if the shoot¬
ing day would he long enough for
filming in sunlight—but because the
set was rather like a canyon, the sun
passed over it quickly so that by three
o’clock in the afternoon it was filled
with heavy shadows. All things con¬
sidered, and especially since I would
need the tarps for the night quarry

sequence, it seemed like the best judg¬
ment to go ahead and shoot the day
scenes with the tarps pulled also.”
Working under the tarps permitted
greater control, but with so many
lights involved the flickering of the arcs
caused inevitable delays. This was
especially so when yellow carbons were
used. Yellow carbons burn at the
same color temperature as incandes¬
cent lamps (about 3300° Kelvin) so
that the two types of light can he
mixed, eliminating the necessity for
filters in front of the arcs. However,
the yellow carbons tend to flicker,
whereas the white carbons, used in
matching daylight and also in night
photography, burn more steadily.
The night quarry sequence gave
Arling opportunity to make full use
of a technique which he had em¬
ployed only sparingly in previous
films—the mixing of warm and cold
light. The sequence depicts a crowd
of prisoners at work in the quarry
at night. The set is generally suffused
with an overall cold light of a slightly
bluish tinge to suggest moonlight. The
areas of action are bathed in pools
of amber light to simulate the torch¬
light
supposedly
illuminating
the
scene.
The contrast of the warm
torchlight against the blue moonlight
of the shadow areas created a highly
pictorial mood. This mixture of light
was again used effectively in a se¬
quence shot on the stage depicting
the forest glade in which an outdoor
festival and wedding take place.
One of the attributes of a top-notch
cameraman is his ability to keep the
company shooting, if possible, no mat¬
ter how' bad the weather.
During
shooting of “The Story of Ruth” a
siege of overcast forced the company
to shoot indoors until it finally
ran out of interior sequences, and
there was nothing left to shoot but
exteriors. Arling decided to take ad¬
vantage of a bad situation and turn
it in favor of the story.
There is a sequence in which Naomi,
in despair, kneels to pray. She hears
a voice calling and goes outside to
find an old man, Jehoam—a mysti¬
cal and prophetic figure—who tells
her to trouble her heart no more, for
from the widow of her son wdll issue
a great king and a royal house,
a prophet who will be worshipped as
the Messiah. He asks for bread and
she rushes to get it, only to find him
gone when she comes out. Immedi¬
ately thereafter there follows a life-
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giving rainstorm to break the deadly
drought that has plagued the parched
nation.
The day on which this sequence
was to he shot was extremely over¬
cast. Ailing thought of the golden
light that sometimes emanates from
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CINEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
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the sky just before a storm—so he
put yellow carbons in the arcs used
as booster lights. The result is a
golden glow which bathes the scene
and gives it a supernatural aura
exactly in key with the mystical mood
attendant to the appearance of the
prophet.
Technically, the photography of
“The Story of Ruth” is honest and
straightforward. That is to say, there
are no exaggerated angles or tech¬
niques used strictly for effect. The
camera moves only to follow action
and not for the sake of movement
itself. Colored light is used sparingly
and only when well-motivated. The
entire film was shot without diffusion
of any kind in front of the lens. As
Arling explained, Elana Eden pos¬
sessed such natural beauty there was
no justification for trying to enhance
it further with diffusion. And as for
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the other players they needed all the
facial lines and character features that
sharp photography could give them.
For closeups Arling used one of
the new non-distorting 3-inch lenses
turned out by Bausch & Lomb for
20th Century-Fox. This lens can be
focused down to three feet without
producing distortion.
Cross-lighting
was used on the male players to bring
out character lines and make them
look ruggedly virile. It also enhanced
the apparent depth of field, even when
shooting at f/4.
For Arling, this opportunity to
photograph a Biblical picture became
the fulfillment of a dream. Sometime
earlier, he had spent a great deal of
time studying the art of the Old
Masters in the National Gallery in
Washington, D.C., in the Louvre and
also in museums in Rome. He had
been particularly impressed with the
way Michelangelo modeled the light¬
ing on his figures. “The Story of
Ruth” gave Arling a perfect oppor¬
tunity to apply what he had learned
from the works of the Old Masters,
because the elements of the film were
so similar to the subject matter painted
by these classical artists. Even the
rough texture of the walls and the
homespun character of the fabrics in
the Judean sequences were very like
those shown in many of the religious
paintings he had seen, and he tried
(most successfully) to reproduce the
aspect of depth and roundness and
the lighting in those paintings. It was
quite a departure from the bright,
full-front lighting used on his previ¬
ous assignment, the hit comedy “Pillow
Talk.” For Arling, the picture was
in every way a happy assignment.
■

GOOD LIGHTING
Continued From Page 428

he was supposed to be eighty-five.
From then on, if scenes had to be
matched, we had the necessary infor¬
mation on our basic set-up.
The bulk of the production took
us on the sound stage where most of
the sets had already been built and
dressed. The greater number repreesnted offices and homes around the
turn of the Century. To keep this
mood, flat lighting and standard ef¬
fects, such as Venetian blind patterns,
were avoided. Costumes and general
decor were all in dark, somber colors.
Since Kodachrome prints do not re¬
produce dark colors satisfactorily, all
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woodwork in these period sets was
stained a medium walnut for repro¬
duction as dark mahogany; and cos¬
tumes, such as navy blue suits, were
an electric blue.
To achieve the effect of true “source
lighting,” we always tried to show
electrical fixtures in the scenes. Wall
fixtures worked with No. 1 photofloods
adequately shielded to prevent flare.
Our prop department came up with
some interesting colored glass fixtures
which supplied ready-made shielding.
Naturally, the usable photographic
light came from regular studio lamps.
Our standard overhead lamps were
2,000-W spots mounted on swivels set
up on parallels. Key lights were, in
most cases, 5,000-W spots with large
cones for fill.
Where an obvious light source was
lacking, the effect of daylight coming
through windows was used. If no win¬
dow actually showed on the set. the
pattern of a window of the period was
projected into the scene.
Until we began shooting scenes
which required gas light sources, these
sequences presented no real problems.
Some of them, however, had to begin
with gas and then change abruptly to
electricity. One of our largest set-ups
depicted the St. Louis Exposition of
1898. The crowd was milling about an
electrical display, presumbly lit by gas
jets. During the take, the display was
turned on, bathing the crowd in
“white” light. To achieve this, two
lighting set-ups were used, each tied
into an independently-operated dim¬
mer.
The “gas jet” scenes were handled
by hard crosslighting with yellow gels
over all the lamps. Very little fill was
used and the result appeared as indi¬
vidual gas jets on either side of the
crowd. On cue, the “yellow” lighting
set-up was killed and the normal
“white” set-up was turned on. This
latter equipment, of course, had no gels
and color temperature was balanced to
give natural flesh tones. We lighted
for much less contrast and used me¬
dium to strong fill. The total effect was
WHEN
CHANGING
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ADDRESS
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advance. BE SURE to give your Former
address as well as your New Address.
Our Circulation Deportment needs both
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your address stencil.
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American
Cinematographer will
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delay or omission of issues. Thank you.
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amazingly realistic.
To conclude the sequence, an elab¬
orate miniature of the whole Exposi¬
tion was constructed. This scene fol¬
lowed the one of the crowd and showed
what appeared to be hundreds of lights
blinking on all over the Eair Grounds.
The next sequence we shot actually
preceded the Exposition scenes. It
showed the rescue of Oley who had
been knocked unconscious by a short
in a switchboard, which extinguished
all backstage lights. Carrying a kero¬
sene lantern, a fellow worker gropes
through the blackness. The backstage
atmosphere was produced by use of
our stage parallels and a switch panel
of the period. One 5,000-W spot with
a yellow gel gave a faint idea of the
location, with the rescuer materializing
out of the blackness, carrying his lan¬
tern. For this effect, a 2,000-W spot
with a yellow gel turned the trick and
a medium snoot was mounted to con¬
fine the beam to a round spot. Since
our actor was walking towards the
camera, the spot had to track him and
follow each movement of the lantern.
In order to gain enough exposure, the
set lamp had to be spotted down al¬
most all the way and keeping a con¬
stant distance from the actor was im¬
portant. A medium shot followed where
the rescuer stumbled over Oley’s body
and knelt down to revive him. Follow¬
ing this action called for extreme ac¬
curacy on the part of the spot operator.
We had another interesting problem
where the original founders of the
Union were to be photographed by an
old-fashioned 8x10 view camera. Our
objective was a shot through the back
of the camera as the photographer
would see it, with the effect of the
camera being brought into focus. To
get this, we removed the ground glass
from the back of the view camera, set¬
ting our own equipment in a position
which filled our frame with the back of
the old-fashioned number.
The ten Union men grouped before
the camera were lighted, and separate
lighting was set for the back of the
camera. However, since the group had
to be shown going in and out of focus
but with the back light staying sharp,
we managed this by first killing the
illumination on the back of the old
portrait camera. Then the group of
men was lighted and photograped with
the in-and-out of focus effect. After the
take, the shutter of the Mitchell was
closed, the lens capped for safety and
the film cranked back to the beginning.
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The lights for the back of the old cam¬
era were then turned on; our camera
focused on it and the lighting of the
group was killed. The re-exposure gave
us the desired result, with the group
coming into focus while the back
stayed sharp. In making such a shot,
of course, the camera had to be rigidly
locked in position.

ou save
wi

These were but a few of the prob¬
lems we encountered in shooting this
picture. They were headaches, to be
sure, but the answer print quickly
showed it was worth all the effort. ■

rentals
ways

EXTENSION TUBES
Continued From Page 424

mon example of this occurs in the
reversal of image and object in the
case of projection as compared to pho¬
tography. In the latter, we have an
image on film which is photographed
in the usual manner. When projected,
the same image, with the aid of a light
source, is pushed back through a lens
system, similar to the one used in pho¬
tographing it, and the object is thrown
back to pseudo infinity. Were the lens
used in projection of the same focal
length as that used in photography, and

O

The standard cine camera lens is
first considered in focus at infinity. By
increasing the distance from lens to
film, it then becomes necessary to
shorten the distance from lens to object
to arrive at the conjugate foci. The
greater distance that is selected for the
focusing tube, the shorter will be that
distance from lens to object. This in¬
volves something of a problem in pho¬
tography, as often the lens is so close
to the object that it is difficult to illum¬
inate it. As the distance is increased,
the size of the image is also increased.
A few of the fundamentals may be
important to the reader; the simple
rules which should be applied pertain
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to tlie image size. When a lens is ex¬
tended to a distance which is twice its
focal length, and the object is also
placed the equivalent of two focal
lengths distant, the film image will be
the same size as the object. This is
almost the limit for short focal length
lenses such as used in cinematography,
although telephoto lenses require longer
extension tul)es to retain this proportion.
In undertaking cinematography with
extension tubes, it is necessary that
there he some method of reflex or
through-the-lens focusing employed.
This is because the area covered hv
the lens will be very small, and parallax
will he a problem. Also, careful focus¬
ing is necessary due to the extremely
limited depth of field—actually almost
nil.
The answer to the second question
posed by the filmer referred to in the
opening paragraph, viz., “Will use of
extension tubes reduce the original f/
value of the camera lens?” is yes. The
f/value of the lens will be changed and
it also will be necessary to determine a
complete new set of f/values for tbe
lens ivhen it is to be used ivith exten¬
sion tubes.
Charts are available in many photo¬
graphic handl)Ooks that show the f,'
value changes for various lens-extension-tuhe combinations at a glance.
(One such chart is reproduced at the
beginning of this article.)
In order to keep the explanation as
simple as possible, we will consider the
use of a 1-inch extension tube with a
1-inch lens.
This makes it simpler
mathematically to apply the formula
for exposure. Here the lens measure¬
ments have been converted to milli¬
meters — the 1-inch lens equalling
25mm:
Distance of lens to image squared
Focal length of lens squared
or
50 X 50
25 X

_

2^

2500

_

4

625

~

~T

The exposure, therefore, for the tubelens combination in question, must be
increased 4 times. Thus, if an exposure
meter reading indicated an exposure of
f/8, for the l-inch lens alone, it would
be necessary to set the lens at f/4, when
using the lens with an 1-inch extension
tube.
If we take the problem of the tubelens combination suggested by the
filmer, i.e., the 1/^-inch extension tube
with the 1-inch (8mm camera) lens,
the lens to image distance is 11/2 times
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the focal length, which ])roduces an
image size equal to one-half that of
the object. In this case, however, the
distance of the object from tbe lens
must he increased to obtain sharp focus,
thus (here again the lens size is
changed to millimeters.
1 l/b-inches
equalling 37.5mm) :
37.5 X 37.5
~25

_

1406.25 _

~

625

~

2.25
1

. . . in which case the exposure must
be increased 2I/4 times. The new
value of, say, f/3.5 would become a]>})roximately f/ 5.
In this same example, the distance at
which the object should be placed is
determined by the following formula:
Focal length of lens plus Focal length
of lens
Magnification (or reduction)
or

25 +

25
0.5 = 25 -|- 50, or 75mm
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Where it is necessary to calculate the
revised f/ value of a certain lens-tul)e
combination to correspond with the
lens stop indicated by an exposure
meter reading, divide the f/ numher
(indicated by the meter) by the sum
of the focal length of lens and the ex¬
tension tube. Then multiply this figure
by the focal length of the lens. The
result will be the f/ stop at which the
lens should be set in order to achieve
the exposure indicated by the meter.

NEW, FAST COLOR FILM
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Both of the Ektachrome ER films
are multilayer, three-color reversal
types with dye-forming couplers built
in. These consist of a clear gelatin top
layer for protection against abrasion;
a blue-sensitive emulsion with a coupler
to form the yellow dye image; a yellow
filter layer; a green-sensitive layer
with a coupler to form the magenta dye
image; a clear gelatin interlayer to
prevent color contamination; a redsensitive emulsion with a coupler to
form the cyan dye image; a clear gela¬
tin insulating layer; the antihalation
layer; and finally the safety support.
Eor use in conjunction with these
camera films, Eastman has developed
Ektachrome Reversal Print Film, Type
5386
(35mm)
and
Type
7386
(16mm ). It is a fine grain, high-defi-
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nition material designed for making

ginning and end of each roll received

high-quality prints from reversal cam¬
era film originals.
One of the advantages of these new
color materials is the fact that both
the camera and the print films can be
processed in the same solutions and
with the same equipment. This is par¬
ticularly advantageous in the produc¬
tion of high-security defense record
films because processing can be done
at the same laboratory for both orig¬
inal and print films. This special proc¬
essing advantage can also be useful
where it is important to obtain a color
print from the original as quickly as
possible. In addition to security consid¬
erations, this would be helpful, say,

less developer and agitation than the
center portion. This led to adopting
a circular dip-rack type of develop¬
ing unit.
This produced superior
processing of news and TV commer¬
cial films and resulted in improved
TV transmission of this type of video
material.

where movies are taken on a firing
range or test site, and it is desirable to
have prints as quickly as possible. In
a suitable machine the whole process
can be run through the one set of
chemicals.
The high speed of the tungsten emul¬
sion makes it possible to photograph,
with no additional lighting equipment,
in-plant movies for training of employ¬
ees, for time/motion studies, or prog¬
ress reports required in government
contracts. It also has a wide potential
in sales presentations, both to dealers
and for public relations films.
For general production work under
favorable lighting conditions Ektachrome Commercial Film is ideally
suited because of its lower contrast and
better definition. Should ER Eilm be
brought in for the tricky light condi¬
tion, a slight problem arises. In prepar¬
ing a print for projection it has been
found advisable to intercut only at ob¬
vious scene changes.
Raw stock and latent image-keeping
characteristics of these new camera
and print films have proved similar to
those for other colors films.
The above is based on a full technical
description of Eastman Ektachrome ER Day¬
light and Type B Films and Ektachrome
Reversal Film presented at the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers’
Convention in Los Angeles, May 1-6, 1960.
Illustrations are used with the permission
of the S.M.P.T.E. Journal, which plans
early publication of technical papers on
this subject.

THE FSZOL PROCESS
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processing tanks or similar roll take-up
devices, simply did not produce con¬
sistently clean results from one end
to the other of a hundred-foot roll
of film—due to the fact that the be¬
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With our processing problems ap¬
parently overcome, everything went
along fine until an over-zealous sales
representative of the station sold an
account a schedule of film commer¬
cials which required much more of
my time to shoot and longer hours in
the darkroom.
When the pressure backed up and
produced a jam, I was asked: “Why
don’t you send the film to a profes¬
sional lab?” That was an easy ques¬
tion to answer, for the commercials
invariably were shot in the morning,
rushed to the station and processed,
then edited into the station’s pro¬
gramming of afternoon
and late
movies of the very same day! No
commercial
lab
within
convenient
distance could give us the service
necessary to meet such a deadline.
The Fszol “process” is an outgrowth
of my experience in reversal-develop¬
ing of news slides for TV, in which
the reversal process is brought to a
halt following the bleach washing.
The resulting semi-transparent creamylooking unexposed silver salts formed
an image that proved more than satis¬
factory for television transmission. The
next step was to apply it to motion
picture film. (See illustrations.)
The

theory

behind

the

same amount of time. A surplus of
wetting agent was added to the final
wash, the film squeegeed, then dried
in warm air.
Total time for the
process was 27 minutes, and the film
was ready for editing or direct pro¬
jection.
(Incidentally, this method
can produce reversal prints in small
automatic film processors, such as the
Bridgamatic or Eairchild outfits, but
requires some experimentation to de¬
termine the correct speed and tem])erature for the particular unit.)
The advantage of utilizing for TV
transmission the undeveloped image
produced by the method described
above is that the darkest area in the
print can still pass a portion of the
projector light, allowing greater elec¬
tronic control of the televised image,
and produces superior quality over a
normal black-and-white print.
The bleached print, incidentally,
may be screened with any ordinary
16mm projector for audition or in¬
spection purposes. Later, it can be
run through the remainder of the
reversal solutions
(omitted in the
Fszol process) to convert it to a nor¬
mal black-and-white print.
A one-minute commercial produced
l>y this method has been televised
weekly for a period of two months
with no apparent deterioration in
aural or visual quality. All our news
and commercial films at KIVA-TV
are now being processed by this shorttime method, which is recommended
to other TV stations, working on
limited budgets, as a means of saving
time and money.

thinking

that led to working out this process
takes into account the manner in
which the average TV set functions.
Actually, the screen of a home TV set
is an off-white color when not in use;
hut when turned on, the ratio of white
to dark areas in the picture content
produces an illusion of solid blacks
and whites giving the appearance of
a picture having high contrast.
I
theorized that if this illusion works
for TV, it might also work when par¬
tially-developed film was transmitted
(televised). Also, it would lead to
saving fully an hour of process¬
ing time, using the hand-processing
method at the station.
The first step was to shoot a hun¬
dred-foot roll of film for a test. This
was subjected to the first developer
for a period of 6 minutes, then washed
for 5 minutes, and bleached for the

CHESTERFIELD COMMERCIALS
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on both sides of an assembly line that
turns out a car a minute required
shooting an area with substantial depth
of field and working in close quarters
to following the production process
down the line . . . and not delaying that
process for even a second.
American Film Producers of New
York, which turned out the TV film
series, decided that portable equipment
and fast film requiring a minimum of
lighting was the answer.
The film choice was Kodak Tri-X
negative. Cameraman Stanley Meredith
has been using Tri-X in similar inter¬
ior situations since its introduction. For
lighting, AFP utilized a minimum of
ten ColorTran Master-Lites that pro¬
vided up to 5000 watts of illumination

AMERICAN CINEyvtATOGRAPHER

each with 500-walt Far 64 bulbs; also
on Senior transformer and six Quad
Lights with No. 2 reflector-flood bulhs
The Quad lights provided special flexihility in that bulbs can be changed for
some with higher strength if needed.
The use of fast film with resultant
economies in lighting equipment and

crew made it possible to obtain as many
as ten shooting setups a day—better
than par for even interior studio film¬
ing where problems of interference
with plant activity would not arise. The
Ilexibilitv afforded by a tight operation
allowed the crew' to be on the spot when

For Top Performance!

Film Picture Viewer

Continued on Next Page

SPEED—What Does It Mean in Photography?
By

DON

Speed is a word which is heavily over¬
worked in photography. Haven’t you
heard a person say that the speed of
his lens is f/2? Another say that the
speed of his film is ASA 50? And still
another state that the speed of his
camera shutter is l/50th?

How about this ???

HIGH - SPEED

LENS

It’s a little confusing the way the
word speed is used indiscriminately in
connection with so many different
camera elements.

NORWOOD

The case of camera lenses is also
interesting. Related elements of dis¬
tance and time are not included in
such a unit of measurement as f/2,
for example. In this case wouldn’t it
be better to refer to the lens transmis¬
sion, rather than to the lens speed?
The function of the lens is to transmit
light.
In the case of still camera shutters
we may note the prevalent use of the
word speed to denote the length of
time during which the shutter is open.
Wouldn’t it be much more appropriate
to just say shutter time, instead of
shutter speed?
It is unfortunate that significant
communication between humans is dif¬
ficult at best. Then why add handicaps
by inappropriate usage of a normally
good word, such as speed?
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tures found only in much higher priced units.
Built-in precision optical shutter assures extra¬
smooth pi'ojection of running picture; or of
single frame for frame-hy-frame editing with a
sharp, clear, brilliant picture 3'/4” x 41/4”.
Picture can be stopped and viewed for periods
of time without overheating or damage to film.
Can be used with a sound reader for single sys¬
tem; available foi' additional 35mm or 16mm
sprockets for double system film editing. Soundheads for magnetic tape can be added to addi¬
tional sprockets for any number of magnetic
tracks. Adapts easliy as combination viewer/syn¬
chronizer, assembled to your specific needs.
Priced ONLY $595
Available Soon; same model in

IGnim

• Write for brochure

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT
209 WEST 48fh STREET, NEW YORK 36, N Y.
West Coast Sales:
Gordon Enterprises, No. Hollywood, Calif.

How about this 7?7

Actually the word speed denotes
rate of motion. Rate of motion implies
the two factors of distance and time.
When both of these faetors are present
the use of the word speed is appro¬
priate. If either or both are absent,
use of the word speed may be awkward.
Consider the case of the following
statement. “The shutter speed is 24
frames-per-second (revolutions-per-second).” The two faetors of distance and
time are both present. Therefore this
is a correet and significant statement.
In the case of a film emulsion the
situation is quite different. The ele¬
ments of distance and time are hardlyincluded in such a unit of measure¬
ment as ASA 32, for example. Would¬
n’t it be much better in this case to
refer to film sensitivity, instead of film
speed? After all, the film is sensitive
to light; and different films have differ¬
ent degrees of sensitivity.

JULY
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SLOW - SPEED

FILM

For the sake of greater clarity of
communication it is suggested that the
word speed be discontinued as a catch¬
all term in photography. We might do
better to refer to—
Lens Transmission in f-stop or Tstop units.
Film Sensitivity in ASA units.
(Still Camera) Shutter Time in fractions-of-a-second units.
(^lovie Camera) Shutter Speed in
frames-per-seeond units.
Such phraseology would be consist¬
ent and informative.
■
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Arriflex-16mm w/matt box 16, 25, 50mm
Xenon lenses.$1,400.00
Arriflex-16mm head only. 1,000.00
Cine-Voice conversion turret camera 13,
25, 63mm lenses, 1-500 ft. magazine,
amplier, mike and cables. 1,000.00
Arriflex-35 w/120° shutter, motor, matt
box, 35, 50, 75mm Zeiss lenses, battery
and charger. 1,000.00
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
300.00
Filmo camera w/spider turret, new type
finder, and freezolite bracket. No lens..
150.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case. 2,600.00
Bell & Howell
35mm
Standard
camera
#616 w/170° shutter, unit I shuttle,
overhauled
&
reflnished. 2,500.00
Berndt-Maurer
16mm
Single
System
camera w/sound equipment, galvo, am¬
plifier, 3 lenses, 2-400 ft. mags., and
cases. . 1,850.00
Cine-Special camera w/4 lens turret and
100 ft. mag.
450.00
Cine-Special
I
camera w/100 ft.
mag.
and 1 inch lens.
350.00
Maurer-05
Camera
head
only w/bilt-in
features and 1-400 ft. mag. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
175.00
Auricon Pro 200 16m camera w/VA galvo
complete w/amplifler, mike, and cable.. 1,200.00

6

EDITING
Bell & Howell 16mm viewer..
75.00
Moviola
counter
w/seconds,
minutes
&
hours .
90.00
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound.
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag, footage counters. .. 1,800.00
Neumade large film barret and racks.
17.50
Neumade
firm
roller trucks,
half
rack
w/casters .
32.50
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
up arms, optical ocmposite sound.
375.00
Moviola
35mm
Model
"D"
Bulls
Eye,
cutter head only, no take-up arms.
150.00
Neumade
Splicer
R-2
(35mm)
or
R-13
(l_6mm) .
22.00
Moviola Model "D" Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Precision
Reader,
Sound,
optical
only.
Model 600.
100.00
Moviola 2/16 Sync.
90.00
Moviola 4/16 Sync.
125.00
Cine Special sync motors.
75.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines. .
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....
350.00
Houston Crab Dolly w/electric pump. 2,000.00
2/35 Neumade Sync.
70.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedol—16 or 35mm.
76.00
Neumade Dynamics rewind—16 or 35mm..
13.50
Mitchell
12 volt 35mm variable speed
motor .
250.00
Filmo motor—116 volts, 34 frame sync
w/cable .
110.00
Moviola 16/16 w/Bulls Eye,
no mag.,
composite sound.
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arrr. wet cell battery..
10.00
Zoomar lens, 1 to 3 inch, in “S" mount ...
150.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60 mm in "C" mount....
150.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
65.00
Mitchell Viewfinder.
350.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase .
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 400x35, metal....
75.00
Bell & Howell Stop-Motion Motor (can be
adapted and used on Mitchell).
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines, 100x35.
125.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Filmline Model “K”, 16mm Neg. Positive
Processor, w/oir compressor, syphon and
transfer pump, angle iron stand, 1200 ft.
capacity . 1,000.00
Spect'fa 3-color Meter.
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base.
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
Cine Spec. Stop Motion Meter.
300.00

CHESTERFIELD COMMERCIALS
Continued from

Preceding

Page

a tremendous mult-million-dollar steam
turbine was swung high overhead and
gently lowered onto a railroad flat-car
for shipment. The scheduled time was
3 p.m., and the crew was able to shift
from another location and set up in
less than an hour for this unrehearsahle
event.
Similarly, in the Buick plant where
there was a problem with camera an¬
gles in extremely close quarters, it was
possible to suspend the camera from all

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N.Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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realism of the same film texture, situa¬
tion and mood as used in the establish¬
ing shots.
The results of this production activi¬
ty produced two 60-second television
commercials (Power Builders” and
“Auto Builders”) for use on the follow¬
ing network TV shows: “Black Saddle,”
“Adventures in Paradise,” “The Alas¬
kans,” “The Untouchables,” and “Laramie.
The selection of Tri-X negative film
allowed AFP to maintain the high

Director Glesnes considered switch¬
ing to a slow film for close-in product
shots, hut decided that it would inject
a jarring note for the viewer. Since

standards of the series with respect to
the workers who were selected on the
job, the action covered, and the pho¬
tography; to produce beautiful closeups
of the product in addition to the action
shots; and come up with an efficient,
economical way to surmount difficult

only side-by-side comparison of films

filming conditions.

sorts of improbable locations without
an extensive lighting set up.

■

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued From

Page 400

TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX

Leo

Tover, ASC, “Marriage-Go-Round”
(C’Scope & DeLuxe color) with Susan Hay¬
ward and .Tames Mason.
Walter Lang,
director.
Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “High Time”
(C’-Scope & Color) with Bing Crosby, Fabian
and Nicole Maurey. Blake Edwards, director.
WARNER

BROS.

STUDIOS

Edwin DuPar. ASC, Wesley Anderson,
Burt Glennon, “Maverick”* with James
Garner.

Walter Castle, ASC, “The Roaring Twen¬
ties”* with Rex Reason.

Ellis Carter, ASC, “Room for One More'*
Wesley Anderson, “Cheyenne”* with Clint

James Drought, Commercials*
Boris Kaufman, ASC, “Splendor in the
Grass” (Newton Prod.) with Natalie Wood
and WaiTen Beatty. Elia Kazan, director.
Jack Cardiff, “Fanny”

(Mansfield Prod.;
shooting in Marseilles) with Leslie Caron
and Maurice Chevalier. Joshua Logan, direc¬
tor.

Harry Stradling, ASC, “Parrish” (Shoot¬
ing at Hartford, Conn.) with Troy Donahue
and
Claudette
Colbert.
Delmer
Daves,
director.
Burt
with

Glennon, “Bourbon Street Beat”*
Richard Long and Andrew Duggan.

Harold Stine, ASC, Robert Hoffman, “77
Sunset Strip”*

with

Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.

Walker.

Edwin

Russel Harlan, ASC, “Sunrise at Campobello” with Ralph Bellamy and Greer Garson. Vincent Donahue, director.

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Edwin DuPar, ASC,

Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, Commercials*

DuPar. ASC, Wesley Anderson,
“Hawaiian Eye”* with Anthony Eisley.
“Lawman”* with John Russell.

Wesley Anderson, “The Alaskans”* with

Arthur Ari.ing, ASC, Commercials*

Roger Moore and Dorothy Provine.

INDUSTRY NEWS

of Pelican Films, N. ^.

Continued from

Page 390

SOUND — PROJECTION — LIGHTING
G-924 Mixer (3-position).
250.00
Magnasync recorder, 16mm X-400.
600.00
Reeves 16mm PVlOO Recorder. 1,200.00
Tapak Recorder.
300.00
Mognemite Recorder.
200.00
DeVry
35mm
projectors
(available with
sound equipment).
500.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement . 1,000.00
ColoTtron Jr. Kit.
137.00

would show up any differetices, he
thought it preferable to maintain the

involved in animation film production.
A highlight was a panel discussion
of the different aspects of the storyhoard, moderated by Miss Mary Ellen
Bute of Ted Nemeth Studios. Panelists
iticluded Wm. R. Duffy of McCantiErickson, Koht. Klaeger of Klaeger
Eilm Productions. Robert Yung of
Elektra Film Prodns., and Eh Feldman

Warren Portman, animation equip¬
ment designer and manufacturer, dis¬
cussed the preparation of artwork,
operation of the animation stand and
compound, and use of animation cam¬
era.

Arthur Florman, F&B President,

discussed

growing trend

toward

use

of animaiton in in-plant film depart¬
ments, pointing out how newer, lowcost animation equipment has opened
up this field to them.
■
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 150 per word, minimum ad,
$2.00. Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and
advertiser’s name) 200 per word. Modified display format (text
set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) $1.50 per

line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
Office, American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Forms close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
No discount on Classified Advertising.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

FILMLINE, world's finest automatic film processing
machines,
now available ror the motion
picture
industry.
Kodachrome film processing machines from
$34,850.00.
Also processors for Anscochrome/Ektachrome; Eastman Negafive/Positive color and East¬
man
color
reversal
films.
Complete
laboratory
equipment for color or black/white 16mm, 35mm,
46mm or 70mm films.
Lease plans or financing
available to rated concerns.
Write FILMLINE COR¬
PORATION, Box 3, Milford, Conn.

ZEISS MOVIKON
16mm,
12-64 fps,
singleframe,
backwind,
variable shutter,
reflex focusing,
selftimer,
rangefinder,
five-objective
auxiliary
view¬
finder,
filters,
fitted
case,
shoulderstock,
25mm
Sonnor,
75mm
Sonnar,
180mm
Tessar,
$325.00.
KEN HOWELL, Powell R.S., Lolo, Montana.

S.O.S. 35TH ANNUAL BARGAIN SALE
See A.d on Pages 404 and 405.
'Values never before duplicated.
TRADES TAKEN. Phone PL 7-0440. Cable SOSOUND.
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
LATEST 16mm Arriflex, camera, buckle trip model
with Cooke lenses, 17mm, 25mm, 50mm and 75mm
Schneider, 150mm Killfit telefotos.
Including matte
box, cadium cell battery, charger, two magazines
400',
motor drive for magazine,
DC synchronous
motor and carryina case
Complete for $3,050 00
Will ship express p epaid.
W. G. BOSWELL, 370
Chalmers, Detroit, Michigan.

1
MAGNASYNC Recorder, $900.00; 1
Ekotape re¬
corder with
1000 cycle advance signal, $175.00;
35mm Holmes movie projector, like new, $275.00;
35mm Model D Moviola, $150.00; 2 - 35mm DeVry
cameras, 2 lenses with each, $50.00 each; 2 TSI
proiectors. Model DU-6 and Moviematic, new demon¬
strators
$295.00
eo'h.
WEBSTER
VISUAL SALES
CC , 2320 Rossville Blvd., Chatanooga, Tenn.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUES!
Bolex movie titler, com¬
plete only $150.00; Nikor 16mm processing equip¬
ment $140.00;
Bolex drive motor with case and
batteries $60.00: PanCinor F2.8 20-60mm lens with
case $175.00; Moviola 16/16 synchronizer $95.00;
Pro Junior tripod with panhead $100.00.
All iterris
used, but in excellent condition.
ROMAN AVERBECK, 1238 North 12th St., Quincy, III.

PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM
BLIMPED
TYPE
ON
PORTABLE
CASTER
BASES.
COMPLETE WITH SCREENS,
INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS, CABLES, INTERCOMS, LENSES, ETC.
FULL INFORMATION.
PHOTOS AND PRICES ON RE¬
QUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

GOV'T SURPLUS in new condition!!
F!LM DRYERS
35mmx200 ft.
capacity Stineman developing
out¬
fits.
Eyemo camera lenses.
ALL STAINLESS STEEL
model A-llB Houston developers.
Also K-lA's for
reversal
or
positive
film.
AIR
PHOTO
SUPPLY,
Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave, New York 57,
N.Y.

BOLEX
Leader,
turret
handle,
third
turret
stop,
filter slot, filter holders, carrying case, rackover,
Switar lenses: 16mm F2.5, 25mm FI .5, 50mm FI .4,
complete
$375.00.
Cine Special
200
ft.
maga¬
zine, sound sprockets, $200.00. Spectra color tem¬
perature meter, type A, $100.00. Write Box 1376,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

FOR SALE 2 Magnasync X-400 dubbers $1250.00;
X-400
Magnasync
recorder
projector
interlock,
$795.00. Guaranteed like new. Tripods, Colortrans,
Degausser
mixer,
liahfs.
stands.
all
excellent.
Write for details.
JOSEPH MEAGHER, 20700 Blackhawk, Chatsworth, California.

WALL CAAAERA PH 270 complete with galvanometer,
amplifier,
lenses,
extra
magazines
and
tripod.
Equipment like new.
Priced for quick sale.
VACUMET ELECTRONICS CO., 425 Schiller St., Elizabeth,
N.J.

MAGNASYNC 602-C 16mm recorder, $695.00. B & H
sound projector with synchronous motor, $395.00.
DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave., Lomita, Califor¬
nia. Dav 6-4925.

CINE SPECIAL 11 Ektar fl.4. $495.00; Kodak 16mm,
38mm, 102mm lenses, $105.00 additional; B&H tripod,
$75.00.
CHROMOPTICS, 943 No. State, Chicago 10.

BRIDGAMATIC TV
reversal
processor,
temperature
controlled,
stainless
water
jacket,
recirculation,
vari-speed drive, working as is, where is, $2,000.00.
Box 1379, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
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LET YE S.O.S. TRADING POST
For your old equipment be the host.
We’ll BUY, SELL OR SWAP
And pay you the VERY TOP.
WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYE.MO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP
WHY SACRIFICE

#385
SOF
B&H
projector,
$385.00.
Prestoseal
16mm splicer, removable splicing blocks, $450.00.
Permafilm
processing
machine,
$1,000.00.
Box
1380,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

your production
and
struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
FOR
SALE
SEI
Photometer
with
ALFRED
NORBURY,
3659
Harrison,
Missouri.

case,
$80.00.
Kansas
City,

1845

Broadway..

MAIHAK
MM6K
Pilotone
recorder,
new
Arriflex
16mm, unused. GR 7-9830. R. E. Matthewson, 1162
S. Highland, Los Angeles 9, Caliofrnia.

2 DEVRY 35mm projectors with sound equipment,
$450.00.
MACE S TRADING POST, 1001 McAllister
St., San Francisco, Calif.

CINE Special Series T. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23,

N.Y.

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

SAMENCO
timelapse and
light control
MC-5E50,
Bolex Solenoid mounting, new, $179; Bolex rackover,
$20. CHROMOPTICS, 943 No. State, Chicago 10.

68
Mitchell

FLORMAN & BABB
W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

— Akeley — B&H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment

Eyemo

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.

FILM
producer seeking
16mm
magnetic film
re¬
corders, Magnasync or Stancil-Hoffman
Must be in
good
condition.
Box
1382,
AMERICAN
CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

SERVICES AVAILABLE

Here • • •
on this page
you'll find
BARGAINS
GALORE
New and Used Equipment
of all kinds.

CINE SPECIAL 1 1 matched registration between one
200' and one 100' magazines.
Perfect, little used,
brand
new
look—25mm,
15mm,
63mm,
102mm
EKTARS, matte box, filters, 8-64 wild 12V motor,
tachometer, case, misc.
Best offer.
EDWIN KEN¬
NEDY, 2855 Ogletown Rd., Newark, Delaware.

FOR SALE
by
company
going
out of
business:
complete 16mm professional movie and sound equip¬
ment,
all
in
excellent condition.
Send for list.
Will
sell
as one complete package or in part.
Priced extremely reasonable.
Write THE GORDONS,
819 N. Daniel St., Arlington 1, Virginia.

WANTED

A good place for YOU
to sell, too!
Rates Are Low!

FAR EAST assignments in 16 and 35mm by American
organization experienced throughout Asia and equip¬
ped for every phase of film and contact work.
FARKAS FILM COMPANY, 424 Li Po Chun Building,
Hong Kong

ANIMATION
PRODUCED
IN JAPAN.
U.S. quality
throughout—lipsync, color, etc. The only studios in
Japan using U.S. animation equipment (Oxberry).
Low Japanese rates. INTERLINGUAL INTERNATIONAL
INC., Harada Bldg., 2-1 Hirakawacho, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo.

YOUNG man, Mitchell and Arriflex camera experi¬
ence,
desires
apprenticeship with
leading
Holly¬
wood cameraman.
Details on request.
Box 1381,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

EMPLOYED cornerman seeks relocation as assistant
cornerman, production assistant.
Five years expe¬
rience.
Request resume.
W.
L.
LANDREY, 2111
19th St., NW., Washington 9, D.C.

DUTCH FILM PRODUCER offers all possible help in
Europe. No language troubles. International trained
technicians available. We solve all YOUR problems.
Write or wire: WALTER DE VRIES, Lepelstratt 20-C
AMSTERDAM, Holland. Telephone 57807.

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS, 168 W. 46th
St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

WEST GERMANY, 16mm films, still or sound.
BRUNS, f20b| Goettingen, Brauweg, 12.

FRITZ

Continued on Next Page
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Movie Cameras Monitor Speedway Racers

Classified Ads
Continued From Preceding Page

Speclal motion picture cameras for

SERVICES AVAILABLE
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, offers background of 28
years of experience as specialist cinematographer
with
RKO
Studios
to
production
companies
for
creative and unusual assignments in fields of special
photographic effects, cinematography, equipment de¬
sign and specialized laboratory techniques. Current
assignment,
"West Side Story."
N. Y. 1153 N.
Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. Phone Holly¬
wood 9-5808.

MOTION
PICTURE
CAMERAMAN
now
employed
photographing news and commercial footage. Seeks
relocation, have own motion picture camera, etc.
In
present
position
over five years.
Box
1372,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061

SOUND RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35, Qualify guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing ond
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott 1-2707.

T rends
Directors of photography, camera

the first time recorded the finish of the
annual 500-mile auto race at the Indi¬
anapolis Motor Speedway May 30th
to “provide additional assurance of alisolute accuracy” in judging placements
of cars which finish the grind.
“The use of Bell ■& Howell high¬
speed camera equipment provided ad¬
ditional assurance of absolute accur¬
acy in case of a photo finish,” says
Tony Hulman, Speedway president.
The problem of “stopping” a race
car moving at about 170 miles per hour
was difficult to solve, according to Jerry
Betts, Bell & Howell motion picture ex¬
pert.
The 16mm cameras that did the job
operated at 128 frames per second.
“We used three cameras for record¬
ing the finish—one shooting, one ready
to shoot, and one being loaded. They
all were equipped with 400-foot mag¬
azines of film rated at A.S.A. 500
when exposed at 128 frames per sec¬
ond. The shutter speed was l/1250th
of a second, achieved through use of a
narrow 10-degree opening in the shut¬
ter. One-inch f/1.9 Bell & Howell Super
Comat lenses covered an area of 30
feet before and 20 feet after the finish
line,” Hulman said.
The film was processed within about
15 minutes immediately after the end

of the race in a darkroom directly
below the officials’ platform and given
to the judges. In this way race
officials had an undisputable picture
record of the exact order of finish
within a matter of 8 hours instead of
after two or three days of discussions
between car owners, drivers and track
officials, as has often been the case.
In addition to the super-slow motion
cameras. Bell & Howell equipment was
also used in an official function when
the yellow caution light was flashed on,
signaling trouble on the two-and-a-half
mile track.
“It was extremely important for us
to make certain all cars maintained
their respective positions while run¬
ning at reduced speed under the yel¬
low caution light, in case of a hazard¬
ous condition on the course while the
race was in progress,” said Hulman.
This is the first time official photog¬
raphers have been named for the clas¬
sic. For the first time officials had a
concrete record on film of both the
finish and any violations of rules to
eliminate post-race controversy. They
were especially impressed with the
“psychological value” of the films ob¬
tained with cameras during the “yellow
light” intervals and believe such rec¬
ords will tend to reduce violations of
the rule and also protests.
■

department heads, industrial and
television

film

producers,

film

laboratory heads—these men and
their assistants are cover-to-cover
readers of American Cinematog¬
rapher because they wish to keep
informed on motion picture pro¬
duction trends, new cinematog¬
raphic

equipment,

new

tech¬

niques—which today, more than
ever, is “must” news for them.

When appearing next to
important “must” news,
advertising gains prestige
importance. A trial ad
convince you.

this
your
and
will

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
Advertising Departmen t
1782 No. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.
INDIANAPOLIS SPEEDWAY race driver Jim Rathman (standing, left) learns about high-speed movie camera—
one of several—that monitored drivers during the auto race classic held Decoration Day at Indianapolis, Ind.
Others are Harland Fengler (center) race steward, and Eric Erlander (left, kneeling)
and Jerry Betts, Bell &
Howell camera technicians.
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AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California

what
DO I DO

now?

. call byron /motion pictures

of course!
COMPLETE LABORATORY AND STUDIO FACILITIES FOR PRODUCERS . . . UNDER ONE ROOF . . .
IN ONE CONVENIENT LOCATION. Write, phone or wire for information and quotations on any and all
producer and laboratory services.

byron /motion

pictures

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N. W., Washington 7, D. C., FEderal 3-4000 / 1220 East Colonial Dr., Orlando, Florida, CHerry 1-4161
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORPORATION, 630 Ninth Ave., New York City
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSIGNMENTS

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Kit Carson, “Brothers Brannagan”*
■Steve Dunne and Mark Roberts.

John Nicholaus, “Rawhide”* (CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.
Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”* with
John Newland.

WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH

William
Large”*

By

Robert Bronner,
.^re” (C’Scope &
shooting in Fla.)
George Hamilton.

MARION

HUTCHINS

with

Margulies,

ASC,

“Bachelor

at

ASC, “Where the Boys
Color; Euterpe Prods.;
with Dolores Hart and
Henry Levin, director.

AMERICAN NATIONAL

DESILU STUDIOS—Culver City

Monroe Askins, “Bat Masterson”* (ZivTV) with Gene Barry; “Lockup”* (Ziv-TV)
with MacDonald Carey; commercials* (ZivTV).

Rorert de Grasse. ASC, “Jack Benny
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Jack Benny.
Norman Abbott, director.
DESILU STUDIOS—Gower

William Snyder, ASC, Haskell Boggs,
“Bonanza”* (NBfi-TV) with Michael Landon and Dan Blocker.

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Lassie”* (Jack
(Wrather Prods.) with June Lockhart and
Jon Provost.

Loyal Griggs, ASC, “G.I. Blues” (Color;
Hal Wallis Prod.) with Elvis Presley and
Juliet Prowse. Norman Taurog, director.

DESILU STUDIOS—Motion Picture Center

Jean Bourgoin, “The Counterfeit Traitor”
(Technicolor; Perlberg-Seaton Prod.; shoot¬
ing in West Berlin) with William Holden
and Lilli Palmer. George Seaton, director.

Jack Marquette. “War Hero” (Burt Topper
Prods.) with Tony Russell and Baynes
Barron. Burt Topper, director.
CASCADE PICTURES

William Skall, ASC, Commercials*
Roy Seawright, Commercials*

Sid Hickox, ASC, “Angel!”* (Desilu Prods.)
Lamont Johnson, director.
WALT DISNEY STUDIOS

Edward Colman, ASC, “The Absent-Minded
Professor” with Fred MacMurray and Nancy
Olson. Robert Stevenson, director.
GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Frank Redman, ASC, “Perry Mason”*
(CBS-TV) with Raymond Burr and Bar¬
bara Hale.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Go North” (CinemaScope & DeLuxe color) with John Wayne
and Stewart Granger. Henry Hathaway, di¬
rector.
INDEPENDENT

THE CAMERA rolls on a scene for “Wagon
Train" at Revue Productions under direction
of Benjamine Kline, ASC.
COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Philip Tannura, ASC, “Two Faces West”*
(Screen Gems) with Charles Bateman and
June Blair Don Gold, director.
Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Cry for Happy”
(William Goetz Prod.) with Glenn Ford and
Donald O’Connor. George Marshall, director.

OswALU Morris, “The Guns of Navarone”
(Color; Highroad Prod.; shooting in Greece)
with Gregory Peck and David Niven. Alex¬
ander Mackendrick, director.
Joe MacDonald, ASC, “Pepe” (George Sid¬
ney Int’l-Posa Prods.; CinemaScope & Color)
with Cantinflas, Dan Dailey and Shirley
Jones. George Sidney, producer-director.
Wilkie Cooper. “Mysterious Island” (Ameri¬
can Films Prods.; shooting in Spain) with
Michael Craig and Joan Greenwood. Cyril
Endfield, director.
Charles Lawton, Jr., ASC, “A Raisin in
the Sun” (Shooting in Chicago) with Sidney
Poitier and Claudia McNeil. Daniel Petrie,
director.
Gert Andersen, ASC, “Donna Reed
Show”* (Screen Gems) with Donna Reed.
Andrew McCullough, director.
Hal Mohr. ASC, “Underworld U.S.A.”
(Wide-Screen; Globe Enterprises) with Cliff
Robertson and Dolores Dorn. Sam Fuller,
producer-director.
DESILU STUDIOS—Culver City

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*
( Desilu Pods.) with Robert Stack and Jerry
Paris.
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PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*
with Warner Anderson and Tom Tully.
PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James
Arness and Dennis Weaver.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “The Day of the
Gun” (Brynaprod; shooting in Mexico) with
Rock Hudson and Dorothy Malone. Robert
Aldrich, director.
Robert Krasker, “Romanoff and Juliet”
(Color; Payor Prod.; shooting in Italy)
with Peter Ustinov and Sandra Dee. Peter
Ustinov, director.

Charles Lang, Jr., ASC/‘The Facts of Life”
(Panama-Frank Prods, for UA) with Bob
Hope and Lucille Ball. Mel Frank, director.

Chris Challis, “The Grass is Greener”
(Grandon Prods.; shooting in England) with
Cary Grant and Deborah Kerr. Stanley
Donen, director.

James Seeley, ASC, “Films for Defense”*
(RCA Motion Picture Prods.; NBC release;
shooting in Alaska, Greenland and U.S.)
Lowell Shaffer and Esko Townell, directors.

Robert Burks, ASC, “The Great Impostor”
with Tony Curtis and Karl Malden. Robert
Mulligan, director.

Lionel Lindon, ASC, “A Matter of Convic¬
tion” (Contemporary Prods, for UA; shoot¬
ing in N.Y.) with Burt Lancaster and Dina
Merrill. John Frankenheimer, director.
Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Exodus” (Panavision &
Color; Otto Preminger Prod.; U.A. release;
shooting in Israel) with Paul Newman and
Eva Marie Saint. Otto Preminger, director.
Frank Planer, ASC, “King of Kings” (Tech¬
nicolor, Samuel Bronston Prods.; shooting
in Spain) with Jeff Hunter and Robert Ryan.
Nicholas Ray, director.

Emmett Bergholz, “Death Valley Days”*
(Filmaster Prods.)
Wilfred Cline, ASC, “Stagecoach West'"*
(Four Star Prods.) with Wayne Rogers and
Richard Eyer.
George Diskant, ASC, “The Rifleman”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Chuck Connors
and Johnny Crawford.
REVUE STUDIOS

Ellis Thackery, ASC, John Russell, ASC
“The Thriller”* (Revue Prods.)
Continued On Page 506

Lothrop Worth, ASC, “American Doctor”*
(Roland Reed Prods.; color) with Donald
Woods. Arthur Pearson, director.
Jan & Jerry Paul, “Conservation for a Bet¬
ter Land” (Hurbert Budek Co., Bakersfield,
Calif.)
Jan Paul, Commercials*
Amerigo Hoss, “The Blonde from Buenos
Aires” (color; Continental Films; shooting
in Argentina) with Mamie Van Doren and
Jean Pierre Aumont. George Caban, director.
KEYWEST STUDIOS

Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
films (Color) Harold Schuster, director.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Harold Wellman, ASC, “Atlantis, The
Lost Continent” (MetroColor; George Pal
Prods.) with David Mioni and Joyce Taylor.
George Pal, director.

LORETTA YOUNG lies on sand of indoor
“beacfi” scene, while Director of Photography
Norbert Brodine's camera crew readies camera
for shot.
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Basic to the intelligent selection of a film processor
is the consideration of performance results and cost
economy. Whether your requirements are for a table
top processor or a complete laboratory service each
of the Filmline machines listed below is designed to
provide you with professional processing performance
of consistent excellence... at the lowest possible
purchase and maintenance cost.
At your convenience we would be pleased to arrange
a demonstration of one of the many Filmline installa¬
tions in your area.

FILMLINE PROCESSING MACHINES
MANY ADDITIONAL MODELS AVAILABLE
Model

Film Type

Process

Film Size

Speeds

K

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

10 FPM

216 D

Neg/Pos.

BXW

16mm

30 FPM

316 D

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

60 FPM

316 DS

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

60 FPM

416 D

Neg/Pos.

BXW

16mm

80 FPM

N

Neg/Pos.

Microfilm

16/35mm

8 FPM

L

Neg/Pos.

BXW

16/35mm

8 FPM

RN 16/35

Neg/Pos.

BXW

16/35mm

24 FPM

RN 16/35mm

Neg/Pos.

Microfilm

16/35mm

24 FPM

316D35

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

32 FPM

316D35M

Neg/Pos.

Microfilm

16/35mm

32 FPM

416D35

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

80 FPM

PNIOO

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

100 FPM

S 150-R

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

150 FPM

470 ND

Neg/Pos.

B&W

70mm

10 FPM

35ND70

Neg/Pos.

B&W

35/70mm

30 FPM

70R10

Reversal

B&W

70mm

10 FPM

R 15

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

15 FPM

R15TC

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

15 FPM

R40

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

25 FPM

R40TC

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

25 FPM

RT-S

Rev X Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

85-125 FPM

R-60

Rev & Neg/ Pos.

B&W

16mm

30 FPM

R-17-35

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

17 FPM

R-60S

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

60 FPM

R-90

Rev S Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

90 FPM

CN-10

Eastman Neg
Ekiacolor

Color

46mm

12 FPM

Eastman Neg

Color

35/46mm

12 FPM

Color

16/35mm

25 FPM

Color

16mm

22 FPM

CN35-10

Ektacolor
ENP-25

Eastman Neg

ACE 20

Ansco /Eklochrome
7255 Ektachrome
Eastman SO 260
SO 270

ACE 40

Ansco

Color

16mm

36 FPM

16KC-60

Kodachrome

Color

16mm

60 FPM

35KC-45

Kodachrome

Color

16mm

45 FPM

35mm

8 FPM

ERNA STREET, MILFORD, CONNECTICUT

FILMLINE... the ultimate in film processing machinery
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Distributors: Birns & Sawyer, Hollywood
Caldwell Equip. Co. Ltd., Toronto, Carr.
Camera Equip. Co., New York City
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., New York Cify
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WALTER STRENGE’S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Need advice on a picture making problem?

Your questions are invited

and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest uill appear in this column each month.

Q

Please give me some information
regarding tlie Freneh motion pic¬
ture camera, C^tnierette, about which I
have heard a great deal lately. I would
particularly like information about the
lenses used on the combination 16mni,
35mm model.—G.C.L.

3-COLOR METER
The ONLY meter that measures all
light sources, including DAY LIGHT,
accurately!
SPECTRA 3-color meter measures the
proportionate amounts of all three
primary colors present in the light
source and indicates the filters neces¬
sary for positive color correction in
Spectra Index Units. (^Kelvin con¬
version table supplied)
Write for descriptive
literature and
complete specifications.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
Karl Freund, A.S.C., President
837NO.

CAHUENGA

B LV D.

tapes onto walls,

V/INOOWS, BEAMS
Attaches quickly,
simply, safely to wood,
plaster, brick, metal, tile,
etc. with Lowel-Light
Gaffer-Tape.
Offers the finestuniversal swivel, heat
insulated finger grips,
high temperature cord
and socket, sturdy
aluminum construction.

locks onto pipes sucivrc r
SHELVES, FURNITURE
New notch-and-chain
device clamps instantly
to hundreds of objects.
5 Lowel-Lights and
Gaffer-Tape fit
neatly into a fibre
carry-case smaller
than a lunch box.

-IT FITS m 'fOUR POCKET
5 unit kit with fibre carry-case . . . $29.95
15 yds. Gaffer-Tape 2" wide . . . $1.95

LOWEL-LIGHT PHOTO ENGINEERING, DEPT. C
421 WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
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Answer: The combination 16mm/

a

35mm

plus animation synchronized to a pre¬
recorded sound track. The procedure
involves the selection of suitable ani¬
mal action footage, which may or may
not he altered to requirements by re¬
arranging the frame sequence in print¬
ing to obtain the desired timing.

Camerette

differs

from

the

16mm and 35mm models in that con¬
verting the former from one size film
to the other is simply a matter of
inserting the aperture plate of the
desired film size and then mounting
the proper film magazine. The same
lenses used on either the 35mm or
16mm Camerette can he used on the
combination model. The reflex finder
shows the correct frame size for both
films.

Q

where other
lights can't go

How are scenes of live animals pro¬
duced where the animal appears to
be talking, and with the words match¬
ing the movements of the animal’s
lips?
C.B.

.4nswer: Such scenes are the result of

HOLLYWOOD 3 8, C A L I F O R N I A

IS GOING
PLACES-^

Q

Please give information on correct
material to use for a screen for
background projection, I have used a
panel of frosted glass for this in mak¬
ing titles, but with poor success.—A.M.

Answer: Most background projection
screens used by professionals are of
Ethyl cellulose, a thermal plastic true
resin material which is cast in a
seamless matrix which in turn produces
a seamless screen of large area. The
diffusion and/or dispersion character¬
istics of the screen is determined by
the type of material applied to the
“finished” side of the screen (the side
which faces the camera I.

Q

Why is it better to use a long focus
lens witb long extension tube wben
pbotographing wild life and nature
subjects instead of a lens of short focal
length plus a short extension tube,
which would produce an image of
equal size?—G.L.

Answer: The same degree of magnifi¬
cation can be obtained with lenses of
shorter focal length hut they do not
provide the desired working distance
between subject and camera. Because
nature subjects in this type of filming
often are located in holes or under
foliage, ample working distance is an
important factor in such filming.

combination

of trick photography

Sometimes, the natural action does
not exactly suit the situation, and it
is altered or modified in the printing
step by skip-framing, holding frames
(for repeated printing), running the
film in reverse, or repeating.
After working out the details of
such a procedure on a timing sheet,
the animation artist then animates the
necessary lip action on cels on a scale
exactly matching the image of the
animal in the live-action footage. When
the animation cels are printed in com¬
bination with the live action, the result
is the illusive action of the animal
speaking. The synchronized sound
track, of course, does its share in
completing the illusion.

Q

Wbat are the specifications for
acetate sheets used in animated
cartoon work, and what is the source
of supply?—G.H.B.

Answer: Clear acetate sheets used in
animated cartoon production are usual¬
ly supplied in panels .005 in thickness
and 20" x 50" in size. The material is
cut to smaller size sheets to suit indi¬
vidual requirements. Aspect ratio, type
of animation equipment used, quality
requirements and cost are factors that
usually determine cel dimensions.
The average cel size is 10" x 121^".
Eight such pieces can be cut without
waste from the 20" x 50" sheets. After
the necessary registration holes are
punched, there remains a usable area
Continued On Page 472
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Why do filmmakers
prefer to deal with
Florman & Babb? In our
technical field, the only
answer is SERVICE . .. and
service is PEOPLE.
Here is just one of the many
skilled technicians at
Florman & Babb whose
experience and know-how
are always available to
solve your problems.

"I STAKE MT PROFESSIONAL REPUTATION
ON EVERT PIECE OF RENTAL EQUIPMENT"
says Hy Roth
Hy Roth’s only job at Florman fis Babb is to serve you. As head of the Rental Dept.,
Hy and his staff must be absolutely sure that every piece of equipment is in jjerfect
working order and delivered promptly on the set. F & B’s Camera Rental Dept, is
complete. We stock all the Mitchells, BNC, NC, Standard, High Speed, 16mm—
all the Arriflexes, 16 and 35mm with all accessories, blimps, barneys—also Moviola
Crab Dollies, mike booms, the latest zoom lenses, motors and camera accessories.
Our Sound Dept, supplies the very newest Magnasync, Reeves, Ampex and acces¬
sories. We are exceptionally proud of our excellent rental Moviolas and editing
equipment. All of this equipment is delivered to you promptly by our radiodirected truck or by air. Yes, we rent equipment all over the U. S. and in many
foreign, countries.

Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N, Y.
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MUrray Hill 2-2928

Part of my job is to recom¬
mend the right equipment for
your production. If you need
any information or you have
any problems relating to
rental equipment, please
write or call me at F & B.

/vf

[Jl^

P.S. If you don't already have
one, we’ll be glad to send
you our complete illustrated
rental catalog.
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Continued From Page 470

approximately 81/4" x 111/4". sufficient
for most professional work.
Acetate sheets may be purchased
from the Celanese Corp., 290 Ferry St.,
Newark. N.J.. or Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N.\.

In the production of special effects,
how are the “turn-over” effects—
both vertical and horizontal, and also
the “book turn” produced? I refer to
the type of effect where the action con¬
tinues in the scene as the “turn-over”
effect is in progress.—Q.Z.

One method is as follows:
The picture action is projected through
Answer:

a translucent screen, with the picture
area approximately 5" x 7". Both the
projector and the screen are supported
by a unit so constructed that it can

Answer: During the thirties, much of

rotate on an axis centered on the
screen. The camera is so positioned
that it can photograph the projected
picture in the position of the page to
be turned. Both the projection and the
photography are done by stop-motion

at one time was turning out diffusion

—that is, one frame at a time. The
projection screen used for this work
must be of very fine grain material.
Sometimes a panel of flash-opal glass
has been used with good results.

this

soft-focus

effect

was

obtained

through use of special filters made by
Harrison & Harrison, Hollywood, who
filters in six grades ranging from “just
a suggestion of diffusion” to one pro¬
ducing full fog effect.
Using filters of this type will aid you
in achieving the soft-focus effects de¬
sired.

Q

Please name source of data on as¬
pect ratios, aperture dimension for
all wide-screen systems.—M.H.H.

Q

How can I obtain the diffusion or
soft-focus effect that characterized
much of the motion picture photog¬
raphy a couple decades ago?—J.R.B.

Answer:

The

forthcoming

American

Cinematographer Manual.

If you watched the Democratic Convention in Los Angeles

themselves of Birns & Sawyer facilities: ABC-TV; CBS-TV;

on TV it is likely that you saw events which were lit

NBC-TV; Movietone News. Items rented: Zoom Lenses,

and/or photographed by Birns & Sawyer rental equip¬

ColorTran and Cineking Lights, Auricon Cameras, Pole¬

ment. Photograph above shows national TV cameras in

cats, and Frezzolights.

hotel ballroom balcony. Film cameras on floor, focussed
on election condidates. All lights were ColorTran -Cinekings, all rented from Birns & Sawyer.
The following national news-gathering agencies availed

■

Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment Co. is located in the
Heart of Hollywood, at 6424 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles 38, California. Call HOIlywood 4-5166 and
make them prove their Election Campaign Slogan of

"The Best Equipment and The Best Service at The Lowest Possible Price,”
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When you think of editing equipment... think of Hollywood Film Company

designers and manufacturers of film, instrumentation and video tape editing equipment

956 n. seward
AUGUST

®

St.

• hollywood 38, California • ho 2-3284
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524 w. 43rd street • new york 36, new york • lo 3-1546
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specialized

GADGETS and SHORT-CUTS

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
1960 Catalog H on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYV^OOD 38, CALIF.

new model Phileo television receivers for a promotion
film, we encountered a glare problem that none of the usual expedients could solve.
When

photographing

The solution, we found, was in converting the curved glass surface of the receiver
tidies from reflective to non-reflective. This was done by removing the protective
glass plate, then spraying the picture tulie surface with a light grey water color,
which could readily he washed off afterward.—Roy Zeper

excessive reverberation when camera crew attempted to film loca¬
tion sound footage in offices of John B. Stetson Co., Philadelphia, problem was
solved by utilizing lengths of corrugated paper to absorb sound. As pictured above,
lengths of single-faced corrugated paper cut from rolls was placed on edge around
office, out of camera range, successfully cutting down reverberation and netting a
satisfactory recording.—Photo Arts Productions. Inc. Philadelphia.
Faced
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<of PRODUaiON
RENTAL NEEDS!
• LIGHTING . ARCS . INCANDESCENT
• MOBILE GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS . . CRANES . . DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Frost will handle your production needs
from conference room to film can. Studios ...
Transportation . . . Unit Managers . . . Talent
. . . Crews . . . Locations . . . Make-up . . . and
Script Personnel. Our expanded facilities
are yours for the asking.

^mTED STATES
NO BORDER PROBLEMS
Duplicate production facilities
for your convenience
Canadian Office:
6 Shawbridge, Toronto, Ont.
Belmont 2-1145

Faster Service Because We

Our Own

JACKAFROST
MAIN OFFICE;
234 Piquette

TRinity 3-8030

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

AUGUST
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CANADIAN OFFICE:
6 Shawbridge

BEImont 2-1145

TORONTO, ONTARIO

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE:
4224 Teesdale

POplar 2-8296

N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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MODERN
APPROACH
TO FILM
TITLING
By

LOWELL

A.

BODGER

With the contintali.y increasing
list of technical and administrative
credits displayed at the opening of each
motion jiicture made today, a marked
trend has developed to make titles more
interesting, and as a result, more useful
in enhancing the plot of the film.
The content of titles at the heginning
of a theatrical motion picture is regu¬
lated hy a numher of powerful guilds
and accepted trade practices. The cred¬
its cannot he done away with. Though
the main and credit titles of a film
are usually the last things made, they
are the first part of a picture which the
viewer will see, and the producer is
generally concerned with making the
best possible impression on him at
that time.

“SAINT JOAN”—In order to suggest a strong spiritual mood for this
designed a series of swinging bell clappers whose actio s were closely
sound of pealing bells was dominant.

Otto Preminger production, Saul Bass
coordinated with music in which the

Titles Designed By Saul Bass
In coping with the audience’s idea
that during the screening of the titles
is a time to make small talk, go for
])opcorn or change seats, a numher of
directors and artists have taken a new
approach to titling their productions—
1) let titles serve as a positive introduc¬
tion to the story by setting an appropri¬
ate mood, or tempo; 2) make them
interesting; and 3) make them easily
readable.
Outstanding in the field of title de¬
sign is Saul Bass. A versatile and highly
imaginative graphic artist, he has exe¬
cuted titles and trailers for a numher

476

of successful motion pictures. In his
work, Bass stresses an approach with
the objective of making titles sutticiently
provocative and entertaining to compel
theatre audiences to pay attention, and
to realize that something important is
happening on the screen.
In the Michael Todd production.
Around the World in Eighty Days, the
story proper ends with one of the char¬
acters saying: “This is the end!” There
is a brief fade-out. and then the first of
a numher of unique and beautiful ani-

mated scenes which comprise the titles
of the film. The titles were handled in
such a manner as to represent a con¬
densed recapitulation of the preceding
th ree hours of film. The various inci¬
dents, locations and characters in the
story are portrayed in a six-minute
epilogue through the use of caricatures
and stylized drawings of the 19th cen¬
tury. Interesting movements of vividly
colored backgrounds and pen-and-ink
drawings of the dozens of characters
appearing in the film aid in overcom-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

ing the lack of desire to watch a great
many titles after having viewed the
preceding several hours of film. Anyone
who has seen the picture will agree
that the resnft was quite impressive.
Tn Around the If orld in Eighty Days,
Saul Bass presented a classic in title
design. He had at his disposal a vast
subject matter, the use of color film,
and the benefit of the 70mm Todd-AO
process to add to the feeling of his work
when displayed to the theatre audience.
It is true that the cost of such an elabo¬
rate series of titles is so high as to dis¬
courage all but the most ambitious of
producers. However, it is by all means
possible to gain the same degree of
audience rapport through a far less ex¬
pensive treatment and even with hlackand-and-white film.

•Mh MMOtO CTAMC
OAIMCN McOAVIM
HOeCffT STKAUSS

Bell Symbolizes St. Joan Titles

X)MN CONTI

Otto Preminger’s screen version of
Saint Joan opens with hell symbols in

the form of crudely animated clappers
swinging across the screen. As they
advance toward the viewer and enlarge
to screen-filling size they fade out to
reveal new clappers in the background.
These too advance and fade out. As the
titles continue the number of hells in¬
creases until among them a white clap¬
per appears, advances, and dominates
the entire screen. At the apex of its
swinging motion a figure holding a
Itroken sword materializes within it and
the final credit appears. The music
accompanying the titles contains a
strong bell-sound motif which is timed
to the action of the bell clappers and
the appearance of the credits.
In this case, Bass sought
strong dramatic atmosphere
like overtones. While the
not elaborate, nor detailed,

CCONGC MATHEWS
LEONID KINSKET
EMILE METEH

to create a
with spirit¬
artwork is
it is highly

appropriate and forceful.

"trade-mark"
a background

For Man Ifith the Golden Arm and
Anatomy of a Murder, also Preminger
pictures, highly rhythmic jazz themes
are played against simple, but mean¬
ingful, black-and-white designs which
serve to reflect the emotional qualities
of the films. For Man W ith the Golden
Arm a group of white bars is seen
rapidly changing position against a
black background as various groups of
credits appear. The bars finally ani¬
mate into the “arm” symbol and the
final credit is flashed on the screen. In
Anatomy of a Murder a fragmented
figure is developed in close coordination
with the music and an abstract han¬
dling of the various body elements then

for the film’s titles.
Changes in the figure’s position
were closely timed to a jazz score by Duke Ellington.

Continued On Next Page
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and

“MAN WITH A GOLDEN ARM"—Series of rapidlymoving white bors were used to convey the intense
emotional qualities of this film in the opening titles.
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follows.
So we see that music is au integral
part of an effective title. There may he
a composite of the various themes heard
in the picture, as with Around the
U orld in Eighty Days, or a taut and
staccatoed jazz score to promote certain
dramatic effects, as in Man W ith the
Golden Arm.

Alfred Hitchcock’s Vertigo is a psy¬
chological thriller which demanded a
skillful comhination of unusual visual
effects, color, and a pulsating musical
tempo. Bass solved the prohlem hy
having the titles open in hlack-andwhite. and panning slowly over closeups of a woman’s face. Several credits
zoom in and out of the camera field at
this time. As the camera comes to rest
on a shot of the eye the title of the
film emerges from the center and zooms
forward out of the frame. The screen is
suffused with red as the first of a
series of abstract forms emerges from
the pupil and enlarges out of the film
area. Vi ith the remainder of the credits
appearing over these S])iraling designs
the feeling of dizziness, known as ver¬
tigo. is suggested.
The exam])les thus far descrihed all
contain either animation of some kind
or an unusual optical effect. There are
still other methods of providing a film
with excellent titles which require little
or no artwork. \X illiam Wyler’s The
Big Country opens with a montage of
closeups and long shots of various as¬
pects of a coach traveling across the
plains. The sequence is in a brownish
tint rather than full color and the
credits are superimposed in white. Dis¬
played in conjunction with a thrilling
western musical score, the desired feel¬
ing of speed is achieved.
Delayed Title Teclinique
Delayed appearance of titles, or hav¬
ing them spread out over the first few
minutes of a film is another technique
practiced in dramatic productions, as
in the recent Andrew L. Stone film.
The Last Voyage. However, the useful¬
ness of this practice is limited, as it
may tend to lessen the effect of the
credits, and at the same draw atten¬
tion away from whatever action is
taking place on the screen.
Hollywood might well take a lesson
from the small T-V producers whose
openings seldom include credits titles,
hut which are designed to capture the
viewer’s interest in the first half-min¬
ute of the program. This season Spar¬
tan Productions’ Beter Gunn, and Mr.
Lucky featured catchv. animated in¬
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"VERTIGO”—Unusual

spiraling

forms

emerged

from

the

pupil

of

on

eye

to

create

o

sense

of

dizziness in the titles for Alfred Hitchcock's "Vertigo." The screen was intermittently suffused with
red and other colors.

troductions, each including a playful
handling of the symbol of that show.
Other noteworthy main titles include
those of Twilight Zone, hy U.P.A., and
Small World, hy Saul Bass.

In addition to developing the cha¬
racter of the immediate presetUation,
a form or design appearing in a set of
titles can serve as a trademark for the
film, for use in advertising and pub¬
licity.
Certainly there must he no assump¬

tion on the part of the producer that
his production is merely an excuse for
an attractive, eye-catching title, hut
rather that his production does deserve
a suitable title which will fit the style
and subject matter of the film and at
the same time introduce his audience
to the mood prevailing throughout the
ensuing story. There will surely come
a time when the simple credit lettered
against a drah or lifeless background
will he as much a thing of the [fast as
a silent movie.
“
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a lens, white
light is broken up into the prismatic
colors of which it is composed, and
these colors being of different wave¬
lengths of light, come to focus at dif¬
ferent distances behind the lens. The
more actinic rays, to which the pho¬
tographic emulsion is principally sen¬
sitive, form images which are not
coincident with the images of greater
visual brightness seen by the eye on
the groundglass. This is called chro¬
matic aberration. By combining in a
lens optical glasses of the right re¬
fractive indicies, and grinding suitable
curves, the planes of sharp focus of
at least two of the primary colors are
made coincident.
For all ordinary
purposes it is necessary to correct for
only two colors if the others are
brought very close to the common
focus.^
When Passing Through

Color correction in lenses is not a
new wrinkle introduced as a conse¬
quence of the popular use of color
film. Lens designers have been labor¬
ing over color corrections since the
first lenses were assembled into optical
systems.
As explained l)y Bauscb & Lomb
Optical Company, a color-corrected
lens, in tbe language of the designer,
is one satisfying two rather stringent
specifications, and no lens failing to
fulfill these two requirements can
fairly be called “color-corrected.”
Historically,
unwanted
color
in
images was recognized very early, and
constituted one of the first challenges
to the lens designer’s skill. Research
aimed at discovering the whys and
wherefores of this annoying color
led to a better understanding of lenses
in general, and to new glasses, and
even today this research continues.
The state of the color-corrections in
a lens system is fundamental in the
performance of the system and con¬
stitutes one of the first considerations
in design. The subject is rather com¬
plicated, as there are in reality two
distinct color aberrations the designer

Color Correction In Lenses
Colors, being of different wavelengths of light, normally
come to focus at different distances behind a lens. Such
aberrations are modified or fully-corrected in modern pho¬
tographic lenses, greatly improving their efficiency.

miles per second: that is, all light is
conjectured to do so—blue, yellow, red,
infra-red, etc.—it all skips merrily
along at this dizzy rate in empty space.
“But something happens to this
light,” Murray said, “when it reaches
a region filled with a more tangible
substance. It is exactly tbe same thing
that occurs when a train hits a snow
bank, or a football player enters a
broken field: a reduction of speed.
At the boundary of the optically denser
medium, the light beam is bent, or
refracted, if the angle at which the
beam hits the denser medium is other
than 90°.”
Continuing, Murray explained that
a beam of light, on entering a me¬
dium in which the speed is less, is
bent toward the normal—an imagi¬
nary line perpendicular to the surface
—and that the reverse is true on leav¬
ing, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The crux of the color effects is that
in spite of the fact that all colors are
transmitted through empty space with
the same velocity, they insist upon
being treated differently when travel¬
ing through ponderable matter. In
glass, for instance, red light will travel
about 3,000 miles per second faster
than blue light. The speed differen¬
tial has as its consequence the greater
bending of the

blue light over red

light, causing the dispersion shown in
Fig. 3.
In the design and manufacture of
photographic objectives, several dif¬
ferent types of glass are used whose
basic action is illustrated in Fig. 3.
One type is of low index of refraction,
i.e., it retards light little in passage.
Continued On Next Page
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must eliminate before he is entitled
to say that his system is color-cor¬
rected.
But before we undertake to amplify
this statement, we must refresh our
memories with a few facts of how light
behaves.
In an eariler article in American
Cinematographer, Allen E. Murray of
Bausch & Lomb’s Scientific Bureau
explained that light travels in a vac¬
uum at the astounding rate of 186.000
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Showing action of white light entering material
of low refractive index.
FIG.

3—Comparison

of

the

White light entering material of high refractive
index, at the same angle.
dispersions

of

red

and

blue

light.
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This glass, in general, will retard bine
only slightly more than the red.
At the other extreme are the glasses
of high index, in which the velocity
of light is lower, and this in turn
means a greater angle of deviation
whereby the blue is affected much
more than the red, so the angular disperson is greater.

them act as if they came from a point,
the virtual focus.
From what was said previously con¬
cerning dispersion, it is apparent that
any simple lens cannot have one
definite, fixed focal point for all light.
Since the light-bending power, or refractivity, of glass is greater for blue
than for the red, the blue light will
focus at a point nearer the lens than
the red. This situation is illustrated

is given high priority. The secret lies
in the relation of dispersion to devia¬
tion. Consider for a moment a simple
positive lens as shown in Fig. 1. The
marginal rays have been deviated to¬
ward a focu.s, and at tbe same time be¬
cause of the dispersion of the glass, the
red and blue rays are aimed at different
points on tbe axis.

RtO BORDER

in Fig. 1. This is the simplest and
most readily-grasped example of chro¬
matic aberration, and the type usu¬
ally first corrected.
FIG. 4—How two lenses are combined to bring
light

of

any

two

colors

to

a

common

focus.

Sir Isaac Newton, who founded
much of optics as we now know it,
from his extensiye experience with the
glass prisms of his day, concluded
erroneously, that dispersion is always
proportional to the deyiation and that,
as a consequence, achromatic com¬
binations are impossible. Sir Isaac
committed one of his rare mistakes in
concluding that achromats are impos¬
sible and that the reflecting telescope
is the best answer to the color problem.
Not long after Newton’s death, the
first acromats were made in England
by combining a positiye crown and
negatiye flint lens to produce tbe basic
type of achromatic doublet.
We haye seen in Fig. 3 that a ray
of light, upon passage through a prism,
is bent, or deyiated, in the direction

In practice, this longitudinal chro¬
matic aberration will mean that there
is no one focal point on the axis but
several, depending on the color of
the light used. A photograph made
with a simple positive lens would
show a large shift from visual focus
to photographic, even with panchro¬
matic negative material. The “chemi-
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cal focus” of the old-time photograph¬
ers was of this nature.
It is said that a “perfect’’ lens can¬

FIG. 5—Cardinal

points can

be looked on

as

points on the lens axis at which the refractive
powers

of

the

lens

system

are

concentrated.

of the base. This is essentially the
fundamental reason for the action of
lenses of all kinds. The curved sur¬
faces act like an assembly of an infi¬
nite number of small prisms, deviating
each ray striking the surfaces suffi¬
ciently to bring it to a reunion, real
or virtual, with the other rays form¬
ing the image.
A positive lens will converge parallel
rays to a real focus; while a negative
lens will diverge parallel rays, making
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not be made, and even in the best
lenses, there remains a very small re¬
sidual of this aberration, so that when
a color-blind emulsion responding only
to tbe blue is used, a shift towards
the lens is usually necessary—the socalled “chemical focus.” This effect is
familiar also to those who have used
infra-red sensitive emulsions in their
cameras: for best results, it is usually
necessary to rack the lens out a trifle.
A further result of this irresolution
of focal points is the situation shown
in Fig. 1, where at the blue focus the
red rays create a red disc, and at the
red focus the blue rays create a blue
halo. A point object could hardly be
photographed as a point under these
conditions.
Th is axial chromatism is not diffi¬
cult to correct and, as noted before.

FIG.

7—Exomple

of

chromatic

differences

of

mognificafion, or lateral color.

Now, everything would be perfect if
there existed an optical material with
a given amount of dispersion and no
refractive power, for then correction
could be effected with a plane parallel
sheet
of this wonderful
material.
•\ctually, the only practical material
for this task is a glass which has a
fortuitous relationship of refractivity
to dispersion such that the dispersion
will effectively cancel that of the posi¬
tive lens while the refractivity is in¬
sufficient to cancel completely the con¬
vergence of the positive lens.
The lens component effecting this
achromatism is negative, as shown in
Fig. 1. and must have higher refrac¬
tivity and dispersion than its positive
mate.
This combination, then, will bring
light of any two colors to a common
focus on the axis. The other colors
will focus at points practically identi¬
cal with the chosen colors. Thus this
lens would give a color-free star image
on the axis.
The other type of chromatic aberra¬
tion is a bit more difficult to under¬
stand. It is somewhat more compli¬
cated both to explain and to show in
a drawing. Some readers may recall
the terms “cardinal points,” “ideal
planes,” etc., which have appeared in
literature on optics and photographv.
These points and planes are convenient
ways of describing the properties of
lens systems and are indispensable to
the lens designer.
Briefly, these cardinal points can he
looked on as points on the lens axis at
which the refractive powers of the
lenses or lens system are concentrated.
Continued On Page 495
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camera.
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"Barefoot,” all-Puerto Rican film production.

while make-up girl touches up actors' makeup.

DONES

readies

studies script.
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Wall

Scene

is a

camera

while

Director

ASSISTANT shades camera with umbrella while Dones makes last-minute
exposure check with an incident light meter prior to shooting scene for

Luis

Alberto

Negro

local police station—one of a few interiors

CASUALNESS of natives watching movies being made is in direct con¬
trast with similar scenes in U.S. Even cost and crew are relaxed, despite
which picture was brought in under budget and schedule.

in the picture.

PHOTOGRAPHING MY FIRST FEATURE FILM
By

RAFAEL

DONES

Among the pleasurable rewards that come to AC’s Editors are the letters expressing sincere

gratification, for the inspiration and education gained through
tographer.

reading American Cinema¬

Rafael Dones, of Puerto Rico, a longtime reader, not only wrote such a letter but accom¬
panied it with an article and photos describing his experience in directing the photography
of his first feature-length motion picture for theatre release in his homeland.
“/ can honestly^ say,” Dones wrote, ‘“'that reading American Cinematographer enabled me to
‘grow up’ professionally as a cameraman.”
His interesting article—a real success story—folloics.—Editor.

In this new era of “Operation Boot¬
strap,” as the Government of the Com¬
monwealth of Peurto Rico calls the
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present industrial development of this
country, Puerto Rico’s film industry is
also growing up. At the pre.<5ent time.

hve local companies are turning out
feature-length films.
The making of motion pictures in
Puerto Rico was not considered an im¬
portant industry until 1950. when the
Government approved the establish¬
ment of a Cinema Department as an
adjunct to the Department of Educa¬
tion. Here students of cinematography
received substantial and comprehensive
professional instruction in cinematogConfinued On Page 503
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AIMIMLAL
GyroSphere

CLEARANCE SALE
These Loiv Prices in Effect Until Sept. 1st, 1960. ACT I\OW !
Hundreds of Other Specials Included in this Annual Sale.
Write, Wire or Phone Your Needs Before It Is Too Late!!

★ CAMERAS, 35MM

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

MITCHELL STD., 5 Baltar lenses; 2-1000' magazines; 1 1OV
wild motor; mattebox; viewfinder,- cases.$3495.00
MITCHELL NC Head, stripped, needs considerable re¬
pairs
.$595.00
MITCHELL single lens mount; 115V Sync motor (16 f.p.s.)
counter
.$495.00
DEBRIE K metal, 3 lenses; 12V wild motor; 6-400' mags,mattebox; cases .$395.00

NOPTHLITE Indirect Reflectors, less stands.
2000 Watt $99.50; 5000 Watt.$124.50
BM I I Pc SPOlS on stands,
Copco made, rebuilt.
1000 Watt $49.50; 2000W .$89.50
MOLE-RICHARDSON 120 amp. Molarc (Type 90) on pedes¬
tal with grid, cables. $1278 value.$595.00
SILVER REFLECTORS, 48"; on rolling stands.
$200 value .$49.50
WOOD UTILITY TRIPODS, 8', hold lites, cameras, etc.
$50 value .$1 .95
EXTENSION & Power Cords, 25' w/half plug or
box .$12.95

★ CAMERAS, 16MM
CINE Special I w/Pan Cinor 60 lens.$349.50
CINE Special II vj/200’ chamber, 2 lenses & case..$595.00
AURICON PRO 200.
Less sound...$495.00
MAURER modifud 05, syncmotor; 400' magazine,- 4-lens
turret .$995.00
B&H
SPECIALIST
w/rackover,400'
mag.;
syncmotor;
Mitchell
type
finder;
pos.
finder,
cases.
$1800
value .$695.00
BOLEX Supreme, octameter, less lens.$149.50
BOLEX Converted 400' mag.; rackover; telescopic finder,11 OV wild motor $900 value.$449.50
B&H 70 w/400' mag.; 3 Cooke lenses, case.
$1250
value .$495.00
ARRIFLEX
16
w/3
Xenon
lenses,mattebox,trunk.
Used
.$1350.00

A CAMERA ACCESSORIES
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good,
$1000 off .$3750.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head; 7' boom height;
2 seats; hihat; brackets for 6 lites. Cost $4000..$795.00
TRIPOD TRIANGLES, prevent slipping. $30 value.
New .$14.95
COLLAPSIBLE
Tripod
Triangles
with
tiedown
clamps.
New .$24.50
duraluminum blimp, sponge-lined for 1200' Maurer or
other cameras with vertical motor.$69.50
HI-HAT for Jr. Tripods.
New.$15.95
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor .$395.00
MITCHELL type heavy duty Tripods; V4 or Std. (takes
Mitchell,
Houston-Fearless
or
Ceco
TV
Freehead).
New
.$119.50

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
FRIED Light Scene Tester, 1 to 1 1 exposures. As is..$99.50
NEUVATOR Cleaning Machines CL-16mm
$395 value .$149.50
CL-1 35mm .$99.50
EASTMAN
Electric 35mm Film Waxing Machine with
heating element and motor.
$1500 value.
Rebuilt
.$795.00
ART REEV'ES Sensitester, 16/35mm, comb. Densitometer &
Sensitometer. $2000 value .$995.00

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary movements.
New demonstrator, $3000 value .$1995.00
KENSOL Hot Press with largest typeholder, hot plate.
$870 value .$295.00
B&H 16mm Animation Camera, 25mm lens, counter,- 400'
mag.; dissolve,- stopmotion motor. $4500 value..$2495.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras,- 400' magazine; dissolve.
$3500 value .$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing.$1750.00
ANIMATION Stand 13', heavy base, 4 movements, extra
large platen. Cost $10,000. As is. Plus crating..$495.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
B&H Model D 35mm Continuous Printer, sound & picture,
w/DC lamp supply.
Rebuilt.$3495.00
B&H, Printer
step contact, pilot pin spreaders, semi¬
automatic light change. $4000 value.$995.00
DEBRIE 35mm Sound & Picture Printer, Matipo model
w/light changer. $8000 value. As is.$495.00
ACME Dual Head 35mm Step Printer, Cinecolor. Original
cost $14,000 .$2995.00
DEPUE Optical Reduction Soundtrack Printer 35/16mm.
Syncmotor and generator. $7500 value.$1995.00
DUPLEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration..$795.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with auto¬
matic lite chanae and timing device.
Original $12,000 .$2495.00

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
WESTREX 35mm Optical Recorders, outright
purchase .$995.00
WESTREX 35mm Dubbers, 220V 3ph interlock motors.
$1500 value .$295.00
MR MIKE BOOM and 3-wheel tricycle perambulator.
Incomplete .$295.00
RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Fantasound film phonograph
w/Selsyn motors. Originally $6,500.$895.00
HALLEN 16mm Sync Magnetic Recorder, 25A w/playback
amplifier, speaker. $1500 value.$495.00
REEVES
16mm Magicorder PVlOO,
portable
Built in
oscillator, equalization, 2 pos. mixer.
$4500 value .
$995.00

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
SIMPLEX 35mm projector mechs...$99.50
BACKGROUND Arc Projector, 35mm movies or slides;
120 amp. arclamp; rheostat,- lenses.
Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is.
Plus crating.$495.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value.$1995.00
TRANSLUCENT Background projection screen, 9'xl2'.
$200 value .$99.50
SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector, amplifier and
speaker, less pedestals .$295.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1OOOW lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously.$995.00
B&H FILMOARC 16mm Sound Projectors, hi-intensity arclamp,
lens, pedestal, 30A rectifier, SOW amplifier,
2 speakers. $2000 value .
$975.00

...
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★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
FILMLINE BRIDGAMATIC 16/35mm neg./pos. processor,
variable drive, compressor.
$2300 value.$1395.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS Labmaster 16mm reversal, 2 maga¬
zines, like new .$3995.00
FILMLINE BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg./pos. processor;
reconditioned .$795.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processors, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neq./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less
steel
tanks,
one fiberglass
lined.
Full
'4 °
temperature control.
Recirculation, air supply 7 squee¬
gees. $35,000 value. Rebuilt like new.$11,995.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS 16mm daylight loading magazine for
all HF processors.
$300 value.$79.50
STINEMAN Drying Racks, 200' 35mm capacity (usable
for 16mml.
$25 value.$1,95

1
i

leg adjustments. For easy set-ups and sturdy
support,

it's

the

S.O.S

GyroSphere

Junior

Tripod!

j

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
MOVIOLA 4-gang 35mm Synchronizers .$99.50
NEUMADE Synchromaster 16mm single.$87.50
NEUMADE 16mm Measuring Machines.
Single $39.50; Dual .$59.50
NEW E-Z JR. 8/16mm non-magnetic film Splicers.
$19.95 reduced to .$9.95
B&H 35mm Hand Splicers, $25 value.$4.95
GRISWOLD 35mm Splicers R-2 .$15.95
MOVIOLA Preview 16mm Composite and
16mm Sound .$1495.00
MOVIOLA Sound Preview 35mm UDDVCS, 8"xl0" large
Dicture.
$2250 value .$1295.00
ACMIOLA 35mm Viewers w/stands, 6"x8'/2" picture,
motorized.
$1500 value .$295.00
AKELEY, 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5"x7"
aerial image. $3000 value, closeout 1/6 cost....$495.00
ACMIOLA Preview 35mm composite sound/picture (6"x
8'/->"! w/separate sound and counter.
$3000 value .
$495.00
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GyroSphere

Deluxe

Jr.

Tripod

(less ball adapter) illustrated.$110.00
S.O.S GyroSphere Standard Jr. Tri¬
pod (less ball adapter).$ 99.50
Ball Adapter for S.O.S Junior and
other free heads.$ 39.50
Ball Adapter for Viscomatic and
fluid heads, including k ob
and level.$ 44.50
Extra large head-mounting knob,
if required.$

6.50

|

RCE OF SUPPLY!
TEL-Animastanil with Electronic Zoom

TEl-Amatic

ANIMATION and SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

lli/35mni Aleg/Pos

FILM CLEHNER

Greatest Value in the Low Cost Field!
installations throughout the worldl Embodies features of photo enlarger, movie
camera, micrometer, railrood roundhouse, and all movements associated with much
higher priced stands. Optical effects such as pans, angles, zooms, quick closeups
and every variation for trick photography and art work can be easily produced with
precise registration. A camera fitted to a moveable counterbalanced vertical
carriage photographs the artwork. Takes even the heaviest 16mm or 35mm
camera (Acme with stop motion motor illustrated).
Includes four Veeder Root counters which calibrate 18^' north/south movement,
24" east/west travel, and zoom movements to the Art Table or Cel Board. Ideal
for Motion Picture Producers, Animators, Special Effects Laboratories, TV Stations,
Advertising Agencies, Art Depts., Etc.
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New Double-X Pan Twice
As Fast As Plus-X
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NO. 25
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double: - X, Type 5222

1,5

3
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TRI-X,Type 5233
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PLUS-X, type 4231

Eastman Kodak’s new Double-X Panchromatic Negative

FIG. 3—Filler
Wratten
filters
negative films.

Factors that apply when
with
Plus-X,
Double-X

using E*K
and
Tri-X

Film offers cinematographers a faster negative with lower
granularity and having same ability as Plus-X to produce
sharp images.
By

VAUGHN

SHANER

use of Eastman Douhle-X negative as
an auxiliary film, production can go

Chief Engineer, Motion Picture Dept.,
Eastman Kodak Company, Hollywood, Calif.

A RECENTLY-INTRODUCED film.

rejDe-

senting the best compromise to date
between the characteristics of high
emulsion speed and low granularity, is
gaining wide acceptance in television

ACUTANCE

To cinematographers, it means one
of three courses can he followed:
(1 I The lens can be stopped down
by 1 ■/) lens stops to provide greater
depth of field, (as compared with a
standard production material such as
Eastman Plus-X negative film.)
(2) The light level can he cut to
effect a saving in operating costs and to
keep the set cooler for the greater com¬
fort of actors and other personnel, and
(3) A compromise between the two.
The factor of set lighting is of great
importance in television filming. TV
films are made under tight budgets and

FIG.
1—Acutance
Eastman
Double-X

(Sharpness-of-image)
and Tri-X negative

curves
films.

for

GRANULARITY

film applications.
The new emulsion. Eastman DoubleX Panchromatic Negative Film. Types
5222 (35mm) and 7222 (16mm).
gives more than twice the speed of
Eastman Panchromatic Negative Film
Plus-X without significant increase in
granularity, thus minimizing the sub¬
jective aspect of graininess in the pro¬
jected image.
In addition, the new material pro¬
vides major improvements over previ¬
ous materials of comparable speed in
two major respects: greater image
sharpness; and shorter development.
It promises a general purpose use of
high-speed film in a number of situa¬
tions. For shooting indoor scenes, and
outdoor sequences at low light levels, it
will probably become the standard ma¬
terial.
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FIG.
2—Chart
shows
granularity
compared
density for Plus-X, Double-X and Tri-X films.

to he inadequately lighted for proper
exposure. On cloudy days, early in
the morning, or late afternoon, the Ioav
light levels then prevailing often pre¬
sent a proldem when photographing
with Eastman Plus-X film. With the

with

ahead with the assurance of securing
high-quality footage.
In instances where extremely high
speed is not required, and where na¬
tural light is abundant, Eastman Plus-X
negative film will continue to he used
as a general production material for
high qualitv results. It is possible that
Eastman Tri-X negative film will find
commercial usefulness in some marginal
lighting situations, such as the scene of
Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn sneaking
up on Injun Joe in the dark cave by
candlelight, in the recently-released
Mark Twain classic.
Eastman Plus-X film represents one
of the landmarks in the quest to pro¬
vide more speed with lower granularitv.
It represents an excellent balance be¬
tween the maximum desirable speed
for cost purposes and the finest grain
possible at that speed. When Tri-X film
came on the scene, cinematographers
were able to complement Plus-X film
with the faster material for situations
where speed was more important than
granularity.
Double-X film represents a new tool
for the cinematographer in this long
FIG.
4—Comporlson
Double-X, Tri-X end

of
sensitomefric
curves
Plus-X negative films.

for

tight shooting schedules. The new East¬
man Double-X has achieved growing
acceptance in TV work because of its
demonstrated value in helping to keep
costs in line by: (1) reducing setup
time, and (2) cutting overall light re¬
quirements.
The increased speed of Eastman
Double-X film permits the photograph¬
ing of subjects previously considered

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

quest for llie ideal shooting niediuni.
Overexposure is sometimes called for
in order to heighten effectiveness of a
scene. The consequences of overex¬
posure while using Double-X film are
not as severe as with Tri-X. This is
because granularity does not increase
as rapidly with exposure as is the case
with Eastman Tri-X film.
In addition, tests show' that l)ouhle-X
has the same ability as Plus-X film to
produce sharp images. Combining this
fine grain with a speed only about 10
per cent less than that of Tri-X film
results in a high-speed negative film of
exceptional quality.
The exposure indexes recommended
for Eastman Double-X negative film
are ASA Daylight 250 and Tungsten
200. The color sensitivity of the new
film is very similar to that of Plus-X
and Tri-X. Specific filter recommenda¬
tions, if required, can l»e obtained from
Eastman technical representatives.
An important feature of Eastman
Double-X film is its complete compati¬
bility with the existing processing prac¬
tices of Plus-X and Tri-X film. It is
intended for processing in a normal
motion picture negative developer. The
development time for Douhle-X film
to reach a control gamma of 0.70 is
about half way between the times re¬
quired for Plus-X and Tri-X films.
The results of an industry-wide eval¬
uation program indicate that Double-X
may soon become the standard medium
for indoor and low-light level shooting.
At Desilu studios, for example, the
‘■Jack Benny Show” is shot entirely in
the new medium, director of photogra¬
phy, Boh De Grass, ASC. said. The
speed of Douhle-X film proved to he
even better than expected.
Continued On Page 493
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RELEASE PRINT SOUND QUALITY
Best procedure is to do a good job of original
recording, choose a reputable film laboratory, then
carefully inspect and audition each release print.

How CA.x THE 16nuu film maker insure that the release prints delivered
by his film laboratory will have top sound quality ?
The answer to this question involves both the film producer and the
laboratory, plus a high degree of cooperation between both, according to
(/eneral Eilm Laboratories. Hollywood, which has set forth some rules and
sound technical advice in an article on this subject in Vol. 2. No. 5 of
Rewind, the company's monthly newsletter to producers.
Obviously, the Rewind emphasizes, the starting point is the original
recording, which involves using the right microphone for the job. use of
carefully matched sound recording equipment which should include a
professional machine capable of recording a reasonable wide range of
sound, and proven sound recording materials. Other factors, it is pointed
out, are the sound source itself, controlled acoustical conditions and hacksround noise, and other elements involved in sound environment. The
better the original recording, the more quality can come through in the
print.
The next important step is rerecording—mixing the various sounds into
a final composite track, either magnetic or optical. If it is magnetic, there
will be still another step—transferring the mixed magnetic sound to the
optical printing track. Here electro-printing is widely used, and this pro¬
cedure will be discussed in detail a little later on.
The film lahoratorv first enters the picture in processing the eventual
optical printing track. Erom this point on the producer can control his
product—first, by already having chosen a reputable professional labora¬
tory and. second, l»y auditioning the laboratory’s work upon delivery of
the release prints.
This is particularly pertinent and valuable advice for independent 16mm
film producers, and in-plant and industrial film production heads making
films that are expected to measure up to the best professional product when
screened.
The processing of a sound negative is extremely important in deter¬
mining the quality of sound on the release print. With this in mind, the
usual laboratory procedure is to make frequent test checks with the people
who do the sound-on-film recording. Cross modulation tests are made on
variable area recording conditions, intermodulation tests on variable density
recording conditions. An analysis of these sound tests after the test film
footage is developed and printed, aids in establishing the recording expo¬
sure and laboratory processing conditions that will produce maximum
sound quality.
\\ hen this work is completed, the laboratory will have a processed
optical printing track and the edited reversal or negative photographic
rolls— ready for printing. This brings us to the elements involved in the
printing process:
1. SuHicient printer light
2. Close contact between the sound negative and the printing stock
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of

?■>. Steady movement of the film in the printer
1. Control of slippage between negative and print stock

by
Continued On Page 498
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Creat-ive use of filters and dramatici|
camera angles enhaced the photography of|

“PRIVATE

TED

McCORD, ASC, who

directed

photography of "Private

believes that dramatic cinematography is often
light. "What is left out in photography often
what

is

shown,”

he

nullified

Property,”

by use of fill

is more significant than

declares.

an independent production now
being released in the top art theatres of the nation, is an
extraordinary motion picture—not only because it is
superlatively well written, directed, acted and photographed,
hut because it has all of the technical finish of a picture
costing in the millions, while having been made on the in¬
“Priv.\te

Property,”

credibly low budget of $59,525.
Time magazine describes it as a significant example of
the “new wave” of American films combining vigorous
story-telling artistry with low-budget production to challenge
the best of European art films. The Hollywood Reporter,
in commenting on the picture’s technical excellence and
obvious lack of compromise with quality, says: “Negative
cost on ‘Private Property,’ it is said, was less than $60,000.
It is the only cheap thing about the picture.”
Hollywood Variety, a daily trade paper noted for its
brutally honest film reviews, stated: “. . . A unique set of
circumstances makes it possibly one of the year’s most im¬
portant American films . . . Writer-director Leslie Stevens
builds fascinatingly to a wild, staggering final 20 minutes
that will leave audiences in a sweat . . . The story has
strong interest because it stands out from the pile of hash
and rehash that audiences have wearied of . . . Biggest
asset in the film’s good looks is the first-rate photography by
Ted McCord, who captured an exciting mood and pro¬
vided some interesting camera techniques”
Variety’s tribute to the superb photography of “Private
Property” is well-deserved, for Ted McCord, ASC (Acade-
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mv Award nominee for “Treasure of the Sierra Madre ’
and “East of Eden”) had never before filmed a low-budget
picture, and it loomed as a formidable challenge to his
skill and experience.
hen Leslie Stevens, a newcomer to
film production, first approached me to photograph the
picture, I declined,” McCord explains, “because I felt I
was not suited to low-budget production and also because,
frankly, the budget was not sulficient to pay my usual salary.
However, after I had read Stevens' exciting script and had
gotten to know the man for the artist that he is, I would
gladly have shot the picture without pay. Now, after having
photographed ‘Private Property,’ I feel that such pictures
hold the highest hope the industry has of making films that
are fresh, bold, imaginative and unconventional.”
“Private Property” is not a pretty story. Eraught with
Freudian undercurrents, it is an incisive psychological
study of two warped young hoodlums who systematically
set about seducing an essentially decent young housewife,
frustrated by the inattention of her business-preoccupied
husband. Slowly breaking down her defenses by playing on
her weaknesses and getting her drunk, they lunge toward
the moment of glaring truth in which both are forced to
face the realization that, despite their switchblade-bolstered
stomping and trumpeting, they are actually incapable of
completing the seduction. Their ensuing vented fury culmi¬
nates in a frenzied underwater fight in a swimming pool
and inevitable violent death for both antagonists.
The fact that the film has been denied a Production Code
Seal and has aroused the ire of the Legion of Decency in
no way diminishes its validity as a sound clinical study or
as filmic art of the highest order. It is that rarity, a genu¬
inely adult motion picture (never meant to he shown to
children) and it is told with block-buster impact and use of
the cinematic medium that is nothing short of brilliant.
Photography Keyed To The Mood
In keying his photography precisely to the mood of im¬
pending disaster, McCord threw away the hook and man¬
aged to create from the very first frame an ominous lowkey atmosphere, even in sequences shot in liright sunlight.
This was accomplished partially through the use of filters
and dramatic camera angles, and partially through the ap¬
plication of cross-lighting and semi-silhouette. McCord
vigorously affirms his conviction that dramatic photography
is often nullified by fill-light (what he terms “the margin
of safety”) and that what is left out in photography is
often many times more significant than what is shown.
When, however, he is called upon to interpret the glamour
of the female lead, his camera adds a magic touch—hut it

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

comhination of fog and contrast filters. Halfway through
the shooting the sun came out. hut so expert was his con¬
trol of the filters and other photographic elements that the
various shots match and intercut perfectly.
After the young hoods follow the woman, the remainder
of the action takes place inside her home, around her swim¬
ming pool and in a deserted house next door. Stevens actu¬
ally used his own home and pool as the main locale. The
house next door was conveniently em])ty and he rented it
for a month to use as a location.

PROPERTY”

The two main problems in shooting the interiors in¬
volved light and space. The lighting problem was solved
through the use of Garnelites, a recent development in
portable photographic lighting ecjuipment.
Since Stevens' home is located on a view lot above the
Sunset Strip overlooking Hollywood, it has large expanses
of glass to take advantage of the view. In shooting the
picture, the large windows constituted both a blessing and
a curse. They helped provide an overall general level of
illumination when the camera was shooting away from
them; but when the camera was shooting toward them, it
was necessary to cover the glass with large neutral-density
filter panels to prevent the exterior scenes from “burning
up” and at the same time afford a balance with the interior
illumination.

is not glamour for the sake of glamour, and even then it is
definitely unconventional in formula.
The film opens with a prologue before titles in which a
desolate stretch of fog-swept beach is shown. Suddenly, two
sinister young characters loom up into camera like beasts
of prey. They first intimidate a gas station owner and then,
spotting an attractive woman in a sports car, forcibly per¬
suade a motorist (who has given them a lift) to follow her
home. The beach sequence was shot one morning in a
heavy overcast, although the company had hoped for sun¬
light. Undismayed by the flat light encountered, McCord
decided to enhance the chilling effect by placing a smoke
pot out of frame and shooting the sequence through a

Wide-angle Lens Meets Cliallenge
The house next door presented an even greater challenge
from the lighting standpoint. There is a room upstairs over¬
looking the swimming pool which the two would-be seducers
use as an observation point to chart the movements of their
intended victim. It is a small room, hardly more than 10 x
14 feet in size. By using a wide-angle lens it was possible to
get an adequate camera angle, but placing the lights was
something else again. Mounting them next to the camera
(the easy way) would have produced flat lighting totally
out of key with the desired mood. Since the room was
located on the second floor it was impossible to project light
Continued On
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JAPAN’S MASTEi

Eiji Tsuburaya, veteran cinematogra¬
pher of Japan’s Toho Studios, holds one
of the most unusual jobs in the movie
world. He photographs monsters.
EIJI TSUBURAYA directs remote control of “monster” he created for the Japanese sciencefiction

What sets him apart from other cam¬
eramen who work in this specialized

thriller, “The Three Treasures."

field is that he’s a sort of jack-of-alltrades who not only films the scary
creatures, but dreams them up, writes
stories around them and assumes many
of the chores of producer and director
to bring them to the screen.
In recent years these monsters have
comprised a lengthy parade. American
audiences first saw Tsuburaya’s work
in the thriller “Godzilla.” which starred
a prehistoric reptile. Equally gruesome
monsters crawled or walked through
the films “Radon,’’ “The H-Man,” and
“The Mysterians.” Two of these Japan¬
ese-made movies played several large
American cities simultaneously.
The man behind these ambitious pro¬
jects is a glutton for work. Recently he
tackled no less a project than the myth¬
ical creation of Japan for the threeTOSHIRO
"The

MIFUNE,

star

of

the

Three Treasures,” fights off

ceived

by

especially

Tsuburaya
for

this

and

Toho

Studios

mythical

fabricated

sea

under

hour epic, “The Three Treasures.” For
this picture, said to be Tobo’s lOOOtb
production and billed as Japan’s “Tbe
Ten Commandments,” be conjured up
a giant, multi-headed sea serpent to
torment the film’s star, Toshiro Mifune
(“Rashomon” and “Rickshaw Man”).

production,
serpent con¬
his

direction

production.

While Tsuburaya was at work be
also whipped up the eruption of Mt.
Fuji and a fearsome storm at sea for
good measure.
Although this picture was a group
effort in which many persons at the

MINIATURE

SHOTS

bined

live

with

of

action

the

sea

scenes

serpent
of

the

were

com¬

serpent's ad¬

versary, and demonstrate high perfection in the art.
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OF MONSTERS
Keen imagination and resourcefulness mark the
unusual films conceived, produced and photo¬
graphed by Eiji Tsuburaya, Nippon’s leading ex¬
ponent of science-fiction thrillers.

By

CLIFFORD

V.

HARRINGTON

FINE

studio took part, it was Tsuburaya, the photographer of
monsters, who contributed much of the film’s most dramatic
moments.
While his specialty is weird creatures, he also master¬
minds all the miniature and special effects work required
for other Toho pictures in production.
His private domain at the edge of the lot is a barn-like
structure surrounded by a cluster of workshops. From this
stage he commands a small army of miniature makers,
special effects men and photographers.
A typical Tsuburaya picture begins when he comes up
with some new and horrible being. Immediately he ham¬
mers out a rough plot and hands it over to scenario writers
for completion.
At the same time he sets his workers to the task of mak¬
ing the miniatures or devices which will be used in the
picture.
Meanwhile he labors over a camera in his home work¬
shop, trying out the new photographic techniques which he
will employ.
Finally the actors start to work on one sound stage, while

EIJI

TSUBURAYA

fiction

uses
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with

left).

he and his assistants shoot their portion of the film in secret
in another.
No Tsuburaya picture is put on film without a great deal
of pre-production preparation for the camera work. He and
his men carefully determine the lens, camera speed and the
lighting for each take, so that these special shots will match
the scenes which include live actors.
In “The Three Treasures” Tsuburaya’s shots of the sea
serpent were combined with scenes of the star, Mifune, to
show him battling the monster. Here careful planning of
angles and relative image sizes was most important so that
both film segments would match when put through the
optical printer.
Tsuburaya is successful because he is an inveterate exContinued On Page 502
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mannequin in a shop window across
the street from his house.
He interrupts his startling voyage
with stops in the years 1917 (World
War I), 1910 (World War II) and
1966 (when he finds an all-out World
War III raging). The cataclysms of
the nuclear warfare set off earthquakes,
as a result of which he and his ma¬
chine are engulfed by lava and trapped
in a rocky tomb until, 8,000 fleeting
centuries later, erosion sets him free
and he halts the machine for the last
time in the year 802,701.
He steps forth into a veritable Para¬
dise of exotic trees and rushing rivers
where once had been his London home.
This lush locale is jiopulated by a race
of blond adolescent hoys and girls, the
Floi, who are strangely apathetic to
everything about them. They live in a
sort of vegetable state above the
ground, held in bondage by the Morlocks, a race of hideous creatures—
half-man, half-ape — who live in the
THE TIME TRAVELER (Rod
project

him

Taylor) at the

forward to the year

802,701

controls of
AD.

Scene

his Time Machine, begins flight which
is

from

MGM’s

"The Time

is to

Machine."

summoned below by the Morlocks, they
go and never return.

Unique lighting and cinematographic
innovations mark the photography of M-G-M's

"The Time Machine"
By

DARRIN

SCOT

M-G-M’s PRODUCTION of H. G. Wells’

ing a successful test with a tiny scale

science-fiction classic, “The Time Ma¬
chine,” is a rousing adventure into the
fourth dimension of Time—transport¬

model, he goes into his laboratory,
climbs into the seat of his passenger¬
sized Time Machine and slowly pulls

ing the hero of the story (along with
the audience) forward to the year 802,701 A.D. George Pal’s visually imagi¬
native production achieves striking
impact through the art direction of
George W. Davis and William Ferrari,
the special photographic effects of
George Warren and Wah Chang, and
the outstanding color cinematography
of Paul C. Vogel, ASC.

the lever.
The walls shake, lights dim, and he
is off on his fight through the Future.
At first he goes slowly, advancing only
a couple of hours. Then, holder, he
pulls the lever all the way back and
whirls away into time. Through the
large skylight in his laboratory we can
see the sun racing across the sky, the
stars blinking on, the moon skimming
by in its orbit, and a tree changing

Briefly synopsized, the plot con¬
cerns a young Victorian scientist
(identified only as “The Time Travel¬
er”) who, in the year 1899, invents a
vehicle capable of voyaging into the
fourth dimension—Time. After mak-
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darkness of caverns deep underground.
Weena, a beautiful Floi girl, explains
to the Time traveler that the Morlocks
feed and clothe them, Init the Floi must
do as they command. When they are

from bare branches to blossoms to full
foliage as the seasons rush by. As he
goes even faster, his headlong flight
through the years is whimsically illus¬
trated by rapid costume changes on a

In quest of his Time Machine, which
has been stolen by the Morlocks and
locked behind the panels of a huge
bronze sphinx, the Time Traveler
chances upon a cavern filled with skel¬
etons. It dawns on him that the under¬
ground denizens are cannibalistic and
that this is why the Floi never return
from the Morlocks’ caverns.
He is determined to inspire the Floi
to defend themselves and build their
civilization. But when a low siren is
heard, the Floi—including Weena—
walk entranced to the Sphinx and enter
the open panel. It closes before the
Time Traveler can reach it.
Climbing down an air-shaft into the
subterranean caverns, he finds the Mor¬
locks herding the Floi to their fate.
Knowing the Morlocks are afraid of
fire, he attacks them with a torch.
First Weena and then the other Floi
respond to his cries to help him fight,
and finally the Morlocks are subdued
—their domain left in flames.
He jumps in his Time Machine and
spins hack through the ages to a date
five days after he started the journey.
He relates his story to waiting friends,
but they are skeptical. Determined to
rejoin Weena and help the Floi build
a new world, he once more mounts the
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Time Machine and whirls off into the
future.

below by means of a chain and gear
arrangement. Simultaneously the arcs
were raised and lowered by means of
see-saw devices to contrast the high
light of midday with the low light of
evening. Arcs illuminating the backing
outside the window were alternately
masked by mechanically-operated flat
shutters synchronized with the discs.
In the sequence where the Traveler
speeded up the machine so that each
day became a mere flicker, Vogel had
the circular shutters converted so they
were composed of alternating black

Photogra{)hing a story like “The
Time Machine” was an interesting chal¬
lenge to Director of Photography Paul
Vogel—not only because it was loaded
with ])rohlems of a mechanical nature,
hut because a certain correct psycho¬
logical aura had to he created and
maintained. The story is not fantasy,
but science-fiction — something that
very possibly could happen when Man’s
knowledge of physics progresses a hit
farther. Therefore, everything that hap¬
pened had to l>e visually believable.
Whereas Vogel might have used fog
filters or other obvious devices to sug¬
gest the exotic character of life on this
planet 8,000 centuries hence, he wisely
avoided them—and the result is much
more credible.
The film

begins, conventionally

enough, in the Time Traveler’s London
home just at the turn of the Century.
The set is richly designed to the Vic¬
torian era with its wood-panelled decor
and rococo furnishings all done in lush
warm tones. Vogel illuminated this set
with amber light to paint up the mel¬
low atmosphere of the period and to
provide a strong visual contrast to the
futuristic goings-on that were to follow.
In moving into the future the technical
problems increased accordingly.

PAUL VOGEL, ASC, has photographed many
productions for MGM, including “Battleground”
(1949) for which he received an Academy
Award.

for the scene. As the Traveler whirls
faster and faster through Time, this
lighting key must change accordingly.
In order to simulate such an effect,
Vogel had huge eircular shutters built
and mounted in front of each “brute”
arc used to light the scene. These discs,
roughly 7 feet in diameter, were di¬

sion, his machine is located in his
laboratory. Since the roof of the room
is mainly open skylight, the light or
darkness outside sets the lighting key

vided into four segments like a pie.
One segment was left clear to indicate
daylight, another had a pink gelatin
(#14) to indicate sunrise, another had
an amber gelatin (MT-2) to indicate
evening, and a fourth had a blue gela¬
tin (#25) to indicate night. As each
day flew by in a matter of seconds
these discs were turned by hand from

MONSTROUS MORLOCKS, denizens of under¬
ground capture queen of earth people.

TIME TRAVELER engages Morlocks in battle to
death in their cave dwelling.

For example, when the Time Travel¬
er takes off through the fourth dimen¬
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and white segments only. The shots
through the skylight showing the ra¬
pidly changing conditions outside were
accomplished later by means of special
effects animation to coincide with the
changing light on the set.
Aside from the main challenge of
synchronizing all of the discs, shutters
and see-saws so that a uniform result
would be produced, there was the prob¬
lem of balancing the light intensities
as they were transmitted by the dif¬
ferent colored gelatins, so a consistent
exposure could be maintained. For ex¬
ample, the blue gelatin transmitted only
1/4 the amount of light passed by the
clear segment. To equalize exposure,
the pink and amber gelatins were
doubled in thickness and white gauze
was placed over the clear areas.
Creating these lighting effects right
on the set not only produced a much
more realistic result, but saved thou¬
sands of dollars which otherwise would
have been spent to produce a similar
Continued On Page 496

MONSTERS are trapped and destroyed by firing
their escape hatches on earths' surface.
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The Production
Of TV Commercials
In Australia
Australia’s film industry is booming.
Demand is big for filmed
CINEMATOGRAPHER
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scenes of Simca Aronde automobile in action for series of commercials
for Australian TV.
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Cambridge Filai and TV Productions Pty. Ltd. is one of
several Melbourne studios very active at present producing
a variety of TV commercials, which usually demand every
trick in the trade. Indeed, the him industry here is a very
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active one today, made so by the constant demand for
hlrned TV commercials of high quality.
All our TV him production is on 35mm negative and, in
most cases, reduction prints are supplied for transmission.
At present, only two Australian television stations have
35mm him facilities for commercials.
A typical and one of our most recent TV commercial
assignments consisted of live-action presentations of the new
Simca Aronde automobile for the car’s local distributor in
the form of one 60-second and two 20-second spot an¬
nouncements. These were conceived in a manner to tie in
with the famous Simca Aronde motif—a winged swallow—
and also to emphasize salient points of Simca’s advertising
in other media.
The general pattern of the Simca commercials was a re¬
creation of “on-the-spot” test demonstrations. In addition
to pointing up the internal features of the car, we were to
dramatically emphasize the car’s body styling and its many
driving features.
After scripts were written and approved, we arranged
for use of a local airheld for our shooting site, and chartered
a Bell 47J helicopter from one of the local airline companies
for use as an aerial camera car.
We divided the shooting into four phases: 1) static
shots of the car’s interior, 2) dolly shots made on the
ground with narrator John Worthy introducing the car,
and 3) tracking shots of the car pacing the aircraft, with
the camera mounted on a camera car, plus spectacular
helicopter-to-ground shots of the car in action.
Our chief cameraman, Len Heitman, directed the pho¬
tography of the series, using a blimped 35mm Eclair Camerette for sync sound footage plus a hand-held Camerette
for scenes shot from the air. At times a 35mm Eyemo was
used for hand-held shots.

SOUND FOR THE commercials was recorded on quarter-inch tape. Here
Narrator John Worthy discusses upcoming sync sound takes with engi¬
neer Ron Haymes.
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In charge of sound recording was Ron Haymes, who
used a Byer “66” quarter-inch magnetic tape recorder to
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record audio for all sound shots. The
result was later transferred to 17.5mm
tape at the studio.
The Simca car was driven by actress
Dorothy Moore for the “class” and
“style” shots. The high-speed demon¬
stration shots had Commonwealth Mo¬
tors’ Max Gault behind the wheel.
In order to control certain of the
aerial tracking shots from the ground,
Director John Dixon employed short¬
wave radio communication with the
’copter pilot.
The foregoing is a brief account of
the type of TV film work being done
out here at this time and, although,
not large by Hollywood standards,
nevertheless is both substantial and in¬
dicative of the new horizons for film
making that television has opened up
for the film industry in Australia.
■

NEW DOUBLE-X FILM
Continued

From

Page 485

Initial Double-X Film shooting began
at f/5, but was soon cut down to f/5.6,
which is exactly the same exposure
used previously with Tri-X. The light¬
ing level averages out to 150 footcandles ; shooting is done with three
cameras, using 150 foot-candles for the
back crosslight, 100 foot-candles for the
crosslight, (which works as a front
light for the side closeup cameras), and
100 for the front light.
Rather than diminish lighting levels,
the lens is stopped down to give greater
depth of field. As two cameras general¬
ly are working with 4" lenses, an f/5
to f/5.6 stop is almost imperative.
One of the standard techniques of
the show is to pan out to catch audi¬
ence reaction, and the depth of field
possible with Double-X Film greatly
enhances such shots, De Grasse said.
Columbia Pictures is using Double-X
film, along with Plus-X, on two pro¬
ductions, “The Donna Reed Show” and
“Two Faces West”. Exteriors are shot
on Plus-X negative, as usual, but Dou¬
ble-X negative is used for interior
scenes. Indoor lighting, at a level of
200 foot-candles, calls for an aperture
of f/5.6. (Eastman recommends light¬
ing at 200 foot-candles for an aperture
of f/5.6.)
Use of Double-X film has enabled
Columbia cameramen to lower lighting
levels while maintaining standard PlusX film apertures. This not only achieves
lighting economies but also assures
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more comfortable working conditions
for the actors, directors, cameramen
and others since less set lighting means
lower temperatures.
Walt Disney Productions used Douhle-X film for a segment of its Disney¬
land TV series. Bob Gibeaut, chief of
the camera department, said. Results
were so good that the film has also
been used for shooting “The AbsentMinded Professor,” currently in pro¬
duction. In order to run a cooler set
and reduce lighting costs, shooting took
place at 80 foot-candles level, with an
aperture of f/4.
Warner Brothers uses Double-X film
on “Bourbon Street Beat,” “Maverick,”
“Lawman”—in fact the whole gamut
of WB productions for television. Dou¬
ble-X film is employed on all interiors
while Plus-X is used outdoors.
The WB camera department was par¬
ticularly pleased to find that Double-X
gives them excellent whites, without
requiring blocking techniques. Reports
from Warner Brothers indicate that the
two materials may be intercut easily in
printing.
Shooting “The Brothers Brannagan”
for Columbia Broadcasting System at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio. Director
of Photography Frank G. (Kit) Carson,
using Double-X Film, has gained one
full stop exposure over the film which
he had previously used.
He had earlier been shooting with a
different film at f/3.2 at a lighting
level of 125 foot-candles. With DoubleX he keeps the lighting level the same
but stops the lens down to f/4.5. Sharp¬
ness is an important factor in television
productions, he emphasized, adding
that he gets it with Double-X film, and
with a minimum of granularity.
For closeups he opens up to f/3.2,
cuts the shutter from 170 degrees to 90
degrees and retains the same 125 footcandles light level.

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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Carson uses a zoom lens for the
opening shot of every show, starting
with the brothers Brannagan, backs to
camera, walking 32 feet, turning to
face a fast zoom-in to a tight two shot.
The aperture is f/5.6 at 175 footcandles, an increase of only 50 footcandles over the normal illumination
level. With the film stock previously
used, he had to shoot with almost triple
the light at the same f/5.6 stop.
Director of Cinematography John
Nickolaus, Jr., working on “Rawhide”
at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, employs the
new material on aU interiors and night

exteriors. While he still shoots all day¬
light exteriors with Plus-X film, he also
keeps at least two rolls of Double-X film
on hand at all times for emergency use.
Should daylight diminish, or schedul¬
ing require “after-sunset” shooting, he
immediately orders the switch to Dou¬
ble-X film.
Howard Schwartz voiced keen satis¬
faction with the “terrific speed and
wonderful quality” of Double-X film
after using it in shooting scenes for
“The Rifleman” for Four Star Produc¬
tions. “It shows a minimum of grain in
the white and good detail in the shad¬
ows, and the highlights hold up very
well,” he said. At an aperture of f/4.5,
Schwartz shoots Double-X under a
lighting level of 125 foot-candles.
When he is shooting an exterior set
by artificial light, he simulates sunlight
by going up in key, and produces the
illusion of daylight by using a 150 to
170 foot-candle lighting level at f/6.
Sometimes he takes the master, longrange shots outdoors in Plus-X film
and the closeups indoors with DoubleX, using high-key lighting. It is diffi¬
cult to tell the difference, he said.
Schwartz was particularly pleased
with the performance of Double-X
when using a zoom lens; the added
stop in exposure gained is of great help,
focus-wise, when zooming to a 6" lens,
he pointed out.
Still another Director of Photogra¬
phy who has tested Double-X is George
E. Diskant, ASC, of Four Star Pro¬
ductions. Diskant photographed seg¬
ments of “The Rifleman” and also of
“The Law and Mr. Jones” using the
new Eastman pan film. He finds it
“very good stock,” adding, “I am very
happy with it.” For TV film photogra¬
phy, he says, Double-X offers a lot of
“depth.” The new film’s potentiality
for enhancing characterizations and for
bringing out skin textures is excellent.
Diskant emphasized.
The ability of the new material to
extend daylight shooting well into dusk,
in conjunction with its ability to re¬
duce lighting expenditures, constitutes
a major contribution to the filming of
television productions, where flexibility
is a key factor.
This article is based upon a full technical
description of Eastman Double-X Panchromatie Negative Film given at the May 1-6,
1960 Society of Motion Picture and Tele¬
vision Engineers Convention in Los Angeles.
Illustrations are used with the permission of
the S.M.P.T.E. JOURNAL, which plans an
early publication of a technical paper on this
subjeet.
■
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COLOR CORRECTION
Continued

From

Page

480

Irrespective of the distance from the
rear surface of the lens to the focal
point in parallel light (B.F.) the
equivalent focal length (E.F.) of a
lens is defined as the distance from
the second nodal point
(cardinal
point) to the second principal focal
point (Fig. 5).
We are familiar with the fact that
even with infinitely distant objects the
image size is proportional to the focal
length of the lens used. The 50-mm
lens on miniature cameras will yield
an image one-third the size of that
formed by a 6-inch lens.
Now, it is a most unfortunate fact
that the cardinal points have positions
dependent on the refractive index of
the glass comprising the lens. Ex¬
pressed in other words, each color has
its own cardinal points which can be
distinct from those of any other color.
Now, if the lens is color-corrected
axially, i.e., if the red and blue colors
unite in one focal point on the axis,
and if the nodal points in the two
colors are different, automatically the
lens must have different focal lengths
in the two colors. This is shown in
Fig. 6.
However,
these different focal
lengths, as we saw previously, mean
differently sized images: that is to say,
the magnification will be different,
depending on the color (Fig. 7). It is
for this reason that this second type
of chromatism is spoken of as chro¬
matic differences of magnification, or
lateral color.
In a lens afflicted with this aberra¬
tion tbe points in the margin of field
are drawn into spectra, or rainbows.
This particular aberration is most
annoying even with black-and-white
film, for it quickly sets the limit of
usable field by producing a graded
soft focus near the margins.
In the correction of this aberration,
advantage is taken of the fact that
some lens systems will give a spectrum
with the red end closer to the axis;
while others will give a rainbow ori¬
ented tbe other way around. In tbe
correction of lateral color, then, sys¬
tems of these opposing characteristics
are balanced against each other until
a satisfactory compromise is found.
We have now seen the two types of
pure ehromatic aberration—longitu¬
dinal chromatic aberration and chro¬
matic difference of magnification. The
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former, the simpler type, is manifested
by the absence of one single focal point
for all colors, with the existence of
a distant point for each separate
color. This is a very troublesome
aberration and is corrected in all but
the most inexpensive lenses. These
lenses can be spoken of as being
“color-corrected” only to the extent
that there is little or no shift of focal
point with color.
This aberration is in theory inde¬
pendent of the aperture of the lens,
though in practice its effects will be
mitigated by stopping-down, for then
the effective depth of focus is increased
and the image is less sensitive to im¬
proper focus. Longitudinal chromatic
aberration is corrected by combining
a positive lens with a negative lens of
higher refractive index and dispersion
and of such power that the disper¬
sion of the positive lens is annulled,
but its convergence not canceled, so
that a union of the red and blue colors
occurs on the axis.
The second chromatic aberration is
more complex and manifests itself in
differently-sized images in different
colors. This chromatic difference of
magnification is troublesome even in
black-and-white photography, and the
best lenses are corrected for this.
Only the photographic objectives
designed with the aberration pared to
tolerable limits can be spoken of as
“fully color-corrected.” This aberration
is proportional to the image height,
thus becoming worse toward the cor¬

ners of the picture. Stopping down
the lens is without effect on this aber¬
ration. It can be corrected by em¬
ploying combinations of elements of
opposing tendencies, so that one set
cancels the effects of the preceding.
The corrected lens of the reputable
makers have all been designed with
this aberration in mind and can justly
lie spoken of as being fully colorcorrected. However, it is well to re¬
member that nothing perfect is manu¬
factured. and that with the most re¬
fined tests it might be possible to
demonstrate some lateral color with
the most nearly perfect lens made.
This would be without significance,
however, since the test necessarily
would be artificial and would not cor¬
respond to the conditions of use of
the lens. If the longitudinal chromatic
aberration has been corrected, and if
the lateral aberration cannot be de¬
tected on the film, for all practical
purposes the lens is “fully corrected.”
Full color-correction is as essential
in the best photography and projec¬
tion with black-and-white emulsions
as it is with color film. The effect of
lateral color in the case of the for¬
mer is to create a soft focus effect
toward the margins, while with color
film, registration difficulties are the
consequence of this abberation.^
■
^ Wall and Jordan, “Photographic Facts and
Formulas,” American Photographic Pub.
Fo., Boston, Mass., pp. 7.
2 Text is abridgement of eariler article in
A.C. by Allen E. Murray.

“THE TIME MACHINE”
Continued From Page 491

effect by means of optical printing.
As the Traveler is entombed by the
lava flow—presumably for thousands
of centuries of rushing time—he is
seen against a background of huge
rocks piled around his Time Machine.
The sequence was shot against a solid
blue backing to permit double printing
of the rock background. As the erosion
of time gradually liberates him, the
rock background melts away by means
of animation. However, the rocks piled
about the machine were the real thing,
and these had to be pulled out of the
way precisely on cue by means of con¬
cealed wires.
As the Time Traveler makes brief
stops along the way in his flight
through time, the changes in his physi¬
cal surroundings had to be made ap¬

parent. In his laboratory this was done
by gradually ageing the set until it
seemed actually to fall apart in ruin.
The street outside his home proved
more of a problem, since a large area
had to change radically in character
through the ages. This was
plished by photographing

accom¬
several

scenes in a variety of locales, then com¬
bining them as traveling mattes to
form a single composition. Although
the resulting composite was produced
through optical printing, the several
scenes involved had to match exactly in
photographic character in order to
produce a realistic Idend.
The sequences showing life 8,000
centuries in the future called for a
strong photographic contrast between
the above-ground world of the Eloi and
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the underground domain of the dread¬
ful Morlocks.
In shooting the lush
Eden of the Eloi, Vogel kept the illumi¬
nation bright and relatively flat hy us¬
ing a front light source. The result
enhances the almost two-dimensional
character of the docile Eloi moving
about their never-never land in a semi¬
dream state.
The Morlocks, on the other hand,
were shadowy, sinister creatures who
were never, at any time, to he shown
too clearly. They are first seen only as
patches of luminous gray-green dart¬
ing about the shadows of the night
foliage. Later, in their underground
habitat, we see them a hit more clearly,
but they are kept shadowy—not only
to preserve the horror of the unknown,
but to prevent the details of their elab¬
orate make-up from becoming too ob¬
vious. Their physical aspect, designed
by M-G-M Make-up Director William
Tuttle, is a masterpiece of its type. The
Morlocks, short and squat in stature,
were covered with green latex “skins”,
and their faces distorted by grotesque
masks having electrical “eyes” that
glowed in the dark. The actors portray¬
ing these creatures (as ugly a lot as
ever assembled on a sound stage!)
held in their hands tiny switches con¬
nected by tbin wires concealed in their
rubber suits, by which they controlled
the eye lights.
Theoretically there was no light at
all in the underground caverns—and
yet, the action had to be visible. Vogel
gained the desired visual effect by us¬
ing almost no front lighting, rimming
the Morlocks with back-light and em¬
ploying cross-light of a greenish hue
that seemed to emanate from odd ma¬
chines that bubbled and sputtered in
the background. The light problem was
further complicated by the fact that
the set was too narrow to permit the
use of floor lighting units; all lamps
had to be mounted overhead. This cre¬
ated special difficulties in the fight se¬
quence where the action langed over a
wide area of the set.
In lighting the cavern in which the
Time Traveler finds the skeletons, Vo¬
gel used green light exclusively in or¬
der to point up the horror of the situa¬
tion. He also devised an interesting
effect to show that the Morlocks, living
their bat-life existence, could be blind¬
ed by even a small amount of light; as
the Time Traveler lights matches to
ward them off, we see from the Mor¬
locks’ subjective point of view how
these dim flickers appear to them as
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blinding flashes of light.
Another intriguing photographic
challenge was that presented hy the
“talking rings” sequence, in which
Weena shows the Time Traveler a
weird apparatus left over from some
bygone age and which was apparently
used for recording and playing back
the human voice. The machine con¬
sists of a wide pedestal with a translu¬
cent top. As metal rings about 3 inches
in diameter are spun on its surface it
begins to glow with a strange phos¬
phorescence and a voice is heard tell¬
ing of happenings in the past.
Beneath the glass was a dimmercontrolled light that could he varied in
brightness as the rings spun and died
down. In one deceptively simj)le shot
the camera starts on a two-shot of the

man and the girl, then pans down to
show the rings and the images of the
two reflected on the surface of the ma¬
chine’s glass panel. In order to effect
this photographically, a tricky feat of
mechanical synchronization had to he
accomplished. As the camera panned
down, the light on the two players was
increased sufficiently for them to be
reflected on the surface of the glass.
Simultaneously, the camera shutter was
opened wide to permit full exposure of
the reflection.
“The Time Machine,” although made
on a relatively low budget, is not only
absorbing entertainment, hut a techni¬
cal accomplishment of no small propor¬
tions and an excellent example of
lighting and photographic innovation.

RELEASE PRINT SOUND QUALITY
Continued From Page 485

5. Efficient dirt control
6. Minimum roller abrasion
7. Minimum, careful handling
the film rolls.

signed

into

the

printing

equipment,

and depends on regular maintenance.
of

Proper light exposure in printing is
essential for either variable density or
variable area sound printing. A care¬
fully maintained schedule of exposure
tests on each printer, as well as the
reading of the density of the sound
prints after processing, aids in holding
to a standard.

Here, again, frequent sound tests and
careful analysis are essential.
Efficient dirt control covers a wider
area than the printing operation alone.

Here all film handling areas must he
kept scrupulously clean, not only in
the rooms and equipment, but also in
the washing of the air that circulates
through the rooms. Any dirt or extra¬
neous material on the sound negative
at the time of printing will result in
noise in the sound print. Noise-free
prints result from thorough cleaning of
the sound negative in modern film
cleaning machines, and in vacuum
cleaning of both sound negative and
print stock during the printer run.
The printing operation itself devel¬
ops one other problem — roller abra¬
sions. Lilm is controlled in its move¬
ment through a printer hy sprocketed
rollers, and moving the film over
smooth rollers. U hen the laboratory is
working in the 16mm width, clean,
smooth rollers minimize the problem.
The problem is eliminated in printing
16mm by the 35/32mm method, since
rollers do not contact the sound track
area at any point in the printing pro¬
cess.
When the exposed print is taken off
the printer, processing again takes
over. All of the factors that were im¬
portant in processing the optical print¬
ing track are involved in processing
the sound track of the print—plus the

INDUSTRIAL FILMER

Good contact in printing is fully as
important for sound reproduction as
for picture reproduction. Lack of con¬
tact between the negative and positive
during the printing operation results in
the loss of high frequencies, and sound
distortion. Good contact depends on
efficient printer design, also proper
gate design and maintenance. Regular
sound tests (such as frequency re¬
sponse tests) are important to deter¬
mine whether or not good printer con¬
tact is being maintained.
Next to contact on the “must” list
comes steadiness. Lack of steadiness in
printing can cause flutter in the print¬
ed sound. Steadiness in the printing
operation depends on well-designed
mechanical factors and can he checked
by frequent sound tests. 3000 cycle
flutter tests are normally used for this
purpose.
Closely associated with both contact
and steadiness in printing is control of
the problem of slippage between sound
negative and print stock, according to
General Lilm Labs. This must he de¬
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BEHIND THE BOLEX CAMERA is cinematographer James L. Watson of Watson Film Prodns., Holden,
Mass., shooting a closeup for “Peak Loom Efficiency Through Use of Draper Gauges," industry film
which he produced recently
assistant, Waldo Austin.
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added j)roblem of now processing com¬
bined picture and sound. The density
specifications established for the sound
track and the processing conditions
must be compatible with the require¬
ments for the picture. A sound-andpicture test provides the only answer.
After processing standards have been
established, control methods must be
sulficient to insure uniform results.
Finally, after printing and process¬
ing, print lubrication is tied in with
sound quality, since an overall lube
coating of the emulsion surface is re¬
commended for best performance of
the release print in projection.
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people who thread the release print in
a projector and show it to an audience
—with the power to get full quality out
of a quality production—and print¬
ing job—or the power to make it sound
like an early Edison cylinder record¬
ing!
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—who records good quality, and does
the mixing job. Secondly, the labora¬
tory—with close and consistent control
of all film handling, printing, and pro¬
cessing techniques. And, third, the

The resulting print track is a pho¬
tographic track which becomes an in¬
tegral and permanent part of the print
It’s the same as a “printed” track,
except that it is rerecorded from the

16MM B&W NEGATIVE

RENTALS

Thus we see that three different fac¬
tors—human and otherwise—are in¬
volved in producing release print sound
quality. First, the producer of the film

and rerecording, choose a reliable pro¬
fessional lal)oratory, and carefully in¬
spect and audition his release prints.
Earlier we referred to the process
known as electro-printing in which the
sound track for a picture is rerecorded
directly to the sound track area of
the print instead of by optical printing
from a sound negative. This method
provides the film maker with con¬
siderable flexibility of choice in sound
printing. General Eilm Daboratories
points out.

•
•

^

CECO—Trademark of Camera
Eq uipment CO.

City .

-Zone-State-
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magnetic mixed sound roll direct to
the print—in place of the standard
procedure of rerecording the magnetic
sound to an optical sound image
track, which is then processed, and
used to print the track on the release
print, in a film printer operation.
Why shouldn’t the sound for all re¬
lease prints be electro-printed?
Electro-printing is normally utilized
for 16mm reversal prints—either color
or black-and-white—in small orders.
When a 16mm film goes to positive
color or B/W printing it usually
means a large release print order, in
which the use of a photographic (or
optical) printing track is most eco¬
nomical.
More time is required for electro¬
printing sound, than using a printing
track. On small orders this is not a
major factor, but on larger release
orders it can be significant.
Then, even though the electro-print¬
ed sound quality is good there are
limitations. The electro-printing proc¬
ess lacks the consistency of results
that is characteristic of the normal
printed sound track. Since each exposed-bnt-unprocessed print requires a
separate rerecording run, there may
be some quality variation within a
group of finished prints. Also, the
threading of print and magnetic track
in optical recorder and magnetic playl)ack machine is critical, combined
with starting speed, with the result
that lip-sync match is not always
assured, as in normal sound printing.
And, there’s the economic factor
we’ve already touched upon. General
Film’s rate for electro-printing is one
cent a foot additional to the normal
composite print price. When this is
compared to the rerecording rate for
a printing track of .1069 (for film
stock, rerecording, and processing) it
becomes apparent the cost of electro¬
printing crosses over at eleven prints,
and is an added cost for release print¬
ing from that point on—since there
is no surcharge for printing sound
from a printing track.
But electro-printing at .01 per foot
has definite advantages.
1. For the 16mm Ektachrome film
headed towards a color inter¬
negative and positive release
printing, the first trial color re¬
versal print track can be electroprinted, eliminating the need for
a
B-wind
negative
printing
track. On approval, only one
printing track need be recorded
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2.

—the A-wind track used in posi¬
tive color printing.
For the very small print order—
a single print, or a few prints—
electro-printing provides a stand¬
ard, high quality photographic
track on the print, at low cost.
For the very important interlock,
or presentation for approval, the
low-cost
electro-printed
track
provides professional sound on
a trial print, so that changes
do not involve the economic loss
of a scrapped printing track.
Alternative track versions. Many

3.

4.

English language releases also
call for but one or two prints
with the same pictures l)ut an¬
other language track. Electro¬
printing is then an obvious
choice.
For normal motion picture sound
printing,
however.
General
Film
recommends the use of a photographic
printing track—for quantity order
economy, consistent quality, faster de¬
livery, and accurate reproduction of
the producer’s mixed sound.
■

“PRIVATE PROPERTY”
Continued

From

Page 487

through the window without construct¬
ing costly parallels outside. The alter¬
native was to mount portable, light¬
weight Garnelites on high stands just
outside camera range and to conceal
other Garnelites about the set to pro¬
vide the desired modeling illumination.
The entire photographic operation
was characterized by tbe traditional
“the-show-must-go-on” attitude, and

OFF
NOTICE OF
TITLE CHANGE
American Cinematog¬
rapher Manual is new,
revised title for the
forthcoming handbook
on cinematographic
techniques previously
announced under the
title of A.S.C. Photo¬
graphic Manual. The
editors feel that the
new title more readily
relates the book's con¬
tents to cinematography.

photographic problems, large or small,
were never allowed to delay the prod¬
uction for long. When the sun disap¬
peared under clouds for long periods,
McCord met the situation by mounting
a combination of filters on the lens in
order to continue shooting day scenes
of correct contrast that would intercut
with shots made earlier in full sunlight.
At other times, faced with a similar
problem, he would employ a 72-gamma
filter on the lens, have black lipstick
placed on the actors, and shoot sched¬
uled day-for-night scenes.
One day, when a cloud-shrouded sun
gave forth with constantly varying
light, McCord took his exposure meter
in hand and, as the needle wavered
from one extreme to the other, com¬
pensated exposure by increasing or de¬
creasing the opening of the Mitchell
camera’s variable shutter as the scene
was being filmed.
Shooting interior scenes within the
cramped rooms of the houses was ac¬
complished with an Arriflex camera
when there was insufficient room for
the Mitchell. An 18mm wide-angle lens
not only permitted an adequate angle
of coverage but resulted in extremely
dramatic compositions because of its
inherently exagerrated perspective. Par¬
ticularly striking use of the wide-angle
lens was made in a scene in which the
couple is shown dancing just before the
attempted seduction. The wife, drugged
with desire and alcohol, moves as in a
daze. Her determined seducer drains
the glass he carries in his hand and
sets it on a table close up in the fore¬
ground, so that it fills the frame. The
couple is then seen distorted by the
glass as they undulate to the insinuat-

THE
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ing music and move inexorably toward
the bedroom. The symbolic implication
jolts the audience with potent psychological impact.
As the attempted seduction fails due
to the inadequacy of the two intruders,
they clash in a frenzy of frustration,
culminating in an underwater fight-tothe-death in the swimming pool. After
one of them is fatally stabbed, the ber¬
serk killer pursues the woman, who
futiley tries to hide beneath the surface
of the water.
The underwater photography in this
sequence is incredibly forceful, extremely well-photographed from a technical standpoint, and infused with a
mood of horror that conveys itself al¬
most tangibly to the audience. It was
done by Camera Operator Conrad Hall,
whom McCord says “is the finest oper¬
ator I’ve ever worked with—a young
technician of dynamic enthusiasm and
creative imagination.” Hall photographed the underwater footage with
a Samson-Hall camera. Capable of holding his breath under water for several
minutes at a time. Hall did not use an
aqua-lung but hung lead weights around his neck to keep himself submerged. At the start of a scene he
would sink to the bottom of the pool
and lie still while he made a shot. When
he ran out of breath the scene would
end. For illumination he used a bank
of Garnelites especially rigged and
tested for underwater use, plus the pool
light itself. As the first man is stabbed
in the underwater fight he clutches his
abdomen and blood pours out. To sim¬
ulate this illusion, a sack of ketchup
which he held in his hand was broken
at the appropriate moment. After sever¬
al takes the water contained a consider¬
able amount of ketchup, but the result¬
ant murkiness served to heighten the
effect.
A particularly effective underwater
shot in this sequence shows the woman
in the foreground attempting to con¬
ceal herself beneath the water. Looming
above her on the edge of the pool and
mirrored l)y the surface is her would-be
assailant. As he spies her in the water
he sticks his foot in to push her under,
and the reflection of his image on the
surface is broken up into crazily swirl¬
ing fragments, effectively symbolizing
the disintegration of his mind.
The idea that a picture of the tech¬
nical and dramatic excellence of “Pri¬
vate Property” could be produced on
so low a budget is regarded as a phe¬
nomenon within the industry—condi¬
tioned, as it is, to believe that the more
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money spent, the lietter the resultant
film.
“I believe that the most crucial as¬
pect of economy in production is pre¬
planning,” Leslie Stevens maintains,
explaining why he holds a contrary
view. “Time is money in picture-mak¬
ing—therefore, time spent before you
have the cast and crew on salary is
pure gold. Before filming began on
‘Private Property’ I went out to the
locations with a 35mm still camera and
‘shot’ the entire picture. That is, I
went through the complete action from
start to finish, using friends as standins and visualizing the screenplay in
terms of motion pictures, Init rendering

I For Top Performance!

Film Picture Viewer

it in stills.
The question naturally arises as to
whether these pre-production concep¬
tions expressed in still form helped or
hindered Ted McCord from the stand¬
point of freedom of photography. Mc¬
Cord himself stoutly affirms that they
were of tremendous value to him in
getting a precise idea of what Stevens
had in mind—and that they in no way
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hampered his creativity.
He used
them as a starting point and then let
his own imagination soar to enhance
the effect.
In tribute to this creative interplay.
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Stevens draws an interesting parallel:
“It was as if I had prepared a dinner
and done all the cooking myself, taking
pains to make sure that everything was
right. Then McCord would come in
and, like a master chef, add a little of
this and take away a little of that, and

come up with a totally different con¬
coction infinitely better than anything I
had done. The point is, my initial
groundwork was necessary, but it was
his contribution that made the final
result into something special and
■

unique.”

JAPAN’S MASTER OF MONSTERS

Tsuburaya also has a penchant for
working out simple methods for filming
visual tricks. The star of the movie
“The H Man” was a glob of pulsating
jelly, which was required to seep under
doors and climb walls, as if it were
alive.
Tsuburaya and his assistants com¬
pounded a special chemical preparation
for this. In front of the camera they
forced it under pressure through the
cracks in the various sets.
The wall-climbing bit was about as
simple. Tsuburaya just had the work¬
men construct the sets upside down
and with the camera grinding in the
normal upright position he filmed the
jelly running down hill. In the finished
sequence the goo appears to crawl in
defiance of gravity.
Later he and his men were faced with
the problem of showing the persons
contaminated by the jelly, shriveling
and wasting away. Tsuburaya’s crafts¬
men fashioned dummies from air-tight,
rubber bags and substituted them for
the live actors. As the cameras rolled
in slow motion, the air was allowed to
escape. On the screen the dummies col¬
lapse and shrivel in size realistically.
Recently we went behind closed
doors to watch Tsuburaya at work on a
new science-fiction picture entitled
“World Of Space,” the story of earthmen fighting a war with celestial in¬
vaders.

502

where

he

“Several years before World War 11,
I was called upon to create and photo¬
graph a monkey-like monster which
was supposed to fly through the air,” he
said. “1 managed the job with some
success and this assignment set the
pattern for my future work.”
After the war he continued working
on science-fiction films, each with a
new monster and new photographic

Continued From Page 489

perimenter. From his experience he
might have a good idea at what speed
a camera should turn to show a minia¬
ture storm realistically on the screen,
but if he is not sure, he will try the
effect in front of a camera.
The storm in “The Three Treasures”
offers some excellent examples of his
work with miniatures. The ship models
were made with such infinite detail that
he was able to move his cameras in for
screen-filling closeups of the tiny oars¬
men models who propelled the ancient
ships. The speed of the action cor¬
responds well with the shots which in¬
clude live actors and gives a strong
illusion of reality.

graduated to the camera
worked for fifteen years.

Tsuburaya was dividing his attention
between his cameramen who were plac¬
ing a Mitchell at one end of the stage
and his technicians who were connect¬
ing wires to a space missile at the other.
He and his key assistants were gathered
around a charcoal burner to warm
their hands and plan the next shot.
When the men had completed their
preparations, Tsuburaya arose and su¬
pervised several trial runs. When he
was satisfied with the results, the
camera was turned on and the plastic
missile with colored lights blinking
hurtled through space. After two takes
the shot was “in the can.”
While his men were setting
the next shot, we were invited
the circle around the charcoal
and Tsuburaya related some of
tails of his work for
Treasures.”
One of the major jobs,
was filming the eruption
This sequence provides

“The

up for
to join
burner
the de¬
Three

he indicated,
of Mt. Fuji.
the forceful

climax for the picture.
A fifteen-foot replica of the mountain
was built in tbe studio pool, the only
area large enough for it in the cramped
back lot. After the top was blown off
with gunpowder, vats of molten lead
were poured over the crater to simulate
lava. The eruption and subsequent lava
flow were picked up in slow motion
with several cameras to obtain a variety
of angles at one shooting.
“In such work as this, which calls
for extreme slow motion, I often use
a Debrie camera turning at 240 frames
per second,” he said.
The mythical reptile for the picture
was made in miniature, but for several
closeups with the star, a section was
built “life size.” Both models were
moved by a complex system of over¬
head wires. On the screen the action is
strikingly lifelike.
Tsuburaya brings to bis present job
years of experience in numerous fields
of movie work. He began his career as
a scenario writer and later was em¬
ployed in the studio laboratory. Using
the latter job as a stepping stone, he

problems. As he moved up the ladder
of responsibility he took on more du¬
ties until today he is master of his own
crew. Basically, however, he still is a
director of photography.
Tsuburaya’s years behind the camera
and in the laboratory have given him
an expert’s knowledge of what effects
can be achieved with camera speeds,
lenses and the machines available in
tbe printing room.
His study of chemicals, plastics,
woods, metals and fabrics, the raw
materials of his miniatures, provides
him with an indication of what can be
created from them and how they will
appear on the screen.
“Because I am especially interested
in the visual results,” Tsuburaya said,
“our pictures are plotted on a story
board much in the same manner that
cartoons are diagrammed in Holly¬
wood. Here production kinks are worked
out in advance.”
We asked Tsuburaya where he gets
the ideas for some of his weird cre¬
ations. Usually they come from his own
imagination, he reported. Even a dream
or two has provided the basis for a
picture.
What hideous monster is he plan¬
ning for the cameras next?
“Perhaps my next nightmare
give me the answer,” he said.
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raphy, direction, film editing, script
writing, and film laboratory work. It
was here I obtained my first practical
film making experience, as a set elec¬
trician. At the same time. I had op¬
portunity to observe and learn about
other film production techniques and it
was at this time that I got interested
in cinematography.

$7750

16mm or 35mm* *
Optical and
magnetic sound
head.

$49500

1. Provisions for separate magnetic volume
control over each sound head.
2. Plug-in attachments to amplifier.
3. Strong, easy to install from furnished
instructions.

•

1960

*Specify existing mode! Movioia for which
extension is required.
**Specify 16 mm or 35 mm when ordering
separate sound head.

'Model UD-20-S shown
with cabinet extension and
extra sound head.

Following this, I went to New York
where I attended a school for film and
TV cameramen and techicians. When
I returned to Puerteo Rico, I found op¬
portunity awaiting me in making films
for television; the local TV industry
was just getting established and I de¬
cided it was a good time to start with
them. I served as cameraman, pro¬
ducer, director and film editor — and
this diversified work, plus my previous
experience, increased my confidence.

AUGUST

I

Cabinet extension
bracket with
mixing controls
and coupling
attachments
complete.

After I had assisted in the produc¬
tion of three feature-length films, I
was sure that making motion pictures
was the business for me and I decided
to make it my career. There is no better
experience than that acquired in ac¬
tually working on film productions.
When cinematographer Joseph Brun,
ASC, was here in Puerto Rico shooting
a documentary film, I joined his crew
as lighting man; I knew that Brun was
one of the top cinematographers in the
industry, and that I could learn a lot
about professional cinematography by
working with him.

So when sometime later I was ap¬
proached by Mr. Luis Alberto Negro,
an Uruguyan film director, to direct
the photography of the first production
of Codazos Films. Inc., I was pretty
sure that I could do it. It was a real
challenge for an aspiring cinematog¬
rapher!
The company planned to buy equip¬
ment. lights, etc., and to shoot the pic¬
ture on a very low budget. The neces¬
sary money was being raised through
sale of hundred-dollar shares to mem¬
bers of a local radio program. I pro¬
mised the shareholders to keep all
production expenses low and to shoot
scenes on a safety basis of at least
three-to-one. The production was sched¬
uled to take six weeks.
We bought a used Wall 35mm
camera with sync motor, three 750’s,
one Deuce, eight clip-lights plus neces¬
sary cables and a homemade switching
panel, and started shooting on April
10th. As Director of Photography I was
in charge of camera operation and

1

TV/Toviola
MANUFACTURING CO.

1451 GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA • HO. 7-3178

CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.

ALL

MODELS

1

Model

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has

FIT

BR-12

external

IN YOUR CAR!

3

Model

extends

directional
“Miracle”

from

mike

7

to

14

feet.

control.

extends

from

7

to

18

feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike
4

control.

Model
has

C-18

external

extends

from

directional

7

mike

to

20

feet;

control.

Each CIISEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763

lOTH AVE., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

FULL LIP-SYNC SOUND
WITHOUT REPLACING OR DUPLICATING
YOUR PRESENT EQUIPMENT!
Don't lower your photographic or audio standards.
Keep your present camera—Bolex, B&H. Cine
Special, etc., AND your present projector. Shoot
lip-syno on
location, do studio dubbing,
re¬
recording. Two fine systems to choose from—
pulse-tape or sprocketed tape. Prices start low
as $150. Editing is easy and fast—optical tracks
can be made from either system. Designed espec¬
ially for Bolex users, but can be provided for
other cameras as well, both 8ram and 16mm.
Professional sound quality.
Write now for complete free details.

SYNCHRO-SOUND
Box A, 146-29 Laburnam Ave., Flushing, N. Y.

BLACK & WHITE
reversal printing & processing

I»RINXING
Fastax Service, A&B Roll Prints,
Dissolves. Fast, expert attention to
every job. Write for complete infor¬
mation . . . Circular D.

3-TV
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. 19 • JUdson 6-2293
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UHLER 16mm Cine Printer

lighting, and had a camera crew of
four assistants.
Title of the production was Barefoot
(Con Los Pies Descalzos). It was an
Italian-type picture, similar to those
directed by Rosellini. Almost all of the
action was taken out of doors. The

Mokes copies of 8mm ond 16mm, sound ond silent
pictures in color or block-ond-white. All A.C. operoted, no batteries required. Capacity: 400 ft. feed
and take-up arms. Sturdy cost aluminum construction.

$195.00 f.o.b. Detroit

UHLER Professional Printers

script called for rich, medium class,
and poor people and the dwellings of
same. Fortunately all these were to he
found together in one small area. For
the interiors, the company rented a
small local studio.
Because of the demands of the script.
I was constantly busy with my view¬
finder composing scenes so that houses
of the rich would not appear in scenes
where only houses of the poor were
needed, and vice-versa. A number of
low-angle shots were purposely planned
to picture the variety of the back¬
grounds. When the script called for
night street exteriors, I rented two
extra Deuces and connected them,
along with the rest of our lighting
equipment, to the power line terminals
of the nearest dwelling available.
My greatest satisfaction came when
the rushes were screened, for every
scene came out just as I had planned
it. Both the President of the Company

UHLER COMBINATION

16MM

continuous printer for sound and picture
$775.00

and the

Director of the

Production

were generous in their praise of the

photographic quality and composition.
I was further elated when, after
winding up production, I was told that
only $16,000 of our budget was ex¬
pended. When the picture is released to
theatres, it will he the lowest budgeted
feature production ever made in Puerto
Rico. Less than thirty-eight 1000-ft.
rolls of Eastman Plus-X and Tri-X film
were used. Our camera was carefully
inspected after every 500 feet of film
was exposed, as a means of checking
against negative scratching and pos¬
sible mechanical defects. All scenes had
been carefully planned before shooting
began, and as a further money-saving
precaution, camera operation, parallax,
exposure and composition were check¬
ed and rechecked during rehearsals.
Perhaps one of our most valuable
assets was the ever-shining tropical
Puerto Rican sun with its high ac¬
tinic values. No less important was the
“fast shooting” know-how which I
gained earlier while photographing
half-hour television films.
All in all. photographing this — my
first feature-length film — and the
genuine, heart-warming approval of my
work was a highly rewarding exper¬
ience that bolsters my confidence for
undertaking still greater cinematograpic assignments in our growing local
film industry.
■

HOW CONTRAST VIEWING GLASS
IMPROVES PICTURE QUALITY
VV^HEN WE SEE Oil

the Screen a well-

exposed scene, with good tonal
or color rendition and perfect balance
between highlights and shadows, in¬
variably several instruments besides
the camera were employed by the
director of photography to achieve it.
There was the exposure meter, a color
temperature meter (if it was a color
film), and a contrast viewing glass.

35-16MM OPTICAL REDUCTION &
ENLARGING PRINTER
$2,475.00 F.O.B. Detroit
16-8MM .

$1,295.00

Continuous .

$1,445.00

Reduction & Enlarging 35-16MM .

$2,475.00

Reduction & Enlarging
Combination

35MM

Cinerodiogrophic Printer for
35-16MM.
Prices:

F.O.B.

$2,275.00

Detroit

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
Write for further information
15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
Ph.s tJNversIty 1-4663
Coble: “UHLCIMA"

S04

Of these, the viewing glass is the
simplest; yet it is equally important
because it is difficult for anyone to
judge with the naked eye the contrast
in a scene to be photographed. When
we look at the shadows in a scene,
our eye automatically adapts itself
and we see detail that the film will
not see. The viewing glass lowers the
brightness of the scene so that the
eye will not be able to see detail in
shadows too dark to record on film.
The history of the viewing glass
goes hack farther than the photo¬
electric exposure meter, hack to the

days of color-blind ortho film. As the
first photographic films were relatively
insensitive to all colors but blue, in
order to see a subject or scene to be
photographed as it would appear on
film it was only necessary to view it
through a deep-blue viewing glass. All
color as such became invisible through
the glass and we saw the range of
brightness of the scene as it would
reproduce on film.
As black-and-white films were im¬
proved —• made more sensitive — and
with the introduction of color films,
it became necessary to alter the filter¬
ing components of the viewing glass.
When panchromatic film came into
use, some photographers continued to
use the deep-blue viewing glass be¬
cause it rendered the scene in mono¬
chrome; but they found that the rela¬
tive brightness did not always register
on the film as it appeared through the
glass. Medium Idue no longer regis¬
tered as almost white, nor bright red

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

as black, as these colors previously had
on color-blind film. It therefore be¬
came necessary to develop a new view¬
ing glass which rendered eolors in
approximate monotones comparal)le to
the brightness range registered on the
new panchromatic film.
Thus the
Panchromatic Viewing Glass was horn.
With the introduction of daylight
color film, the need for a complete new
viewing glass for this medium was not
anticipated, for all colors were ex¬
pected to register on the film in their
natural hues. However, the eontrast
range of daylight color film proved
to he mueh shorter than that seen by
the eye. It was not capable of cor¬
rectly recording a scene in whieh there
were both extreme highlights and deep
shadows.
Among the first to meet this prob¬
lem
was Technicolor
Corporation,
which developed for color film pho¬
tography the neutral eontrast viewing
glass. This is a filter which is neutral
in color and is held to a density of
2.0, with a production tolerance of
only plus or minus 5%.
When the cameraman looks at a
scene through the viewing glass, the
brightness reaching the eye is reduced
sufficiently so that he can judge, not
only the general appearance of the
scene as it will appear on the film
when photographed, but also deter¬
mine whether the lighting eontrast is
too great to record successfully on
eolor film. Should this be the case,
and since he cannot increase the ex¬
posure enough to record the shadow
detail satisfactory without over-expos¬
ing the highlights and burning them
out, the obvious step is to direct more
light into the shadows to modify the
excessive contrasts.
Two important cameras used in the
studios today—Mitchell and Teehnirama—have adaptations of the view¬
ing glass built into the viewing systems.
V ith the Mitchell, a panehromatic
viewing glass is part of the optical
viewer, which becomes operative when
the camera is racked-over. The Teehnirama cameras have a neutral viewing
glass, more generally referred to as
an ND filter, in the camera’s finder

system.
In spite of these conveniences, how¬
ever, the director of photography still
has need for the popular little monocle¬
like viewing glass which he invarialdy
wears suspended by a neck cord. It
is in constant use whenever he is
directing the placement of lights or
reflectors.
With introduction of color film bal¬
anced for mazda light, a completely
new vewing glass for the medium be¬
came necessary, because the film had
incorporated into its emulsion cor¬
rection components which balanced it
to the yellower illumination of the
mazda lamp, making it possible for
the film to register colors comparable
to the results achieved with daylight
color film used in daylight.

Color contrast viewing glasses can
he of immeasurable aid to the 16mm
professional and amateur cameraman,
too. Whether he uses Kodachrome or
Ansco Color, the use of a viewing glass
can insure greater fidelity of eolor in
the finished film.
■
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OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.
Inquiries

invited.

New

price

list

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Linwood Dunn, ASC, President
Phone; Hollywood 9-5808
Cable address: FILMEFX

The MORRIS
ALL PURPOSE
FILM PROCESSOR
For Ektachrome ER,
Ansco-Color, B&W re¬
versal, negative and
positive.
Small, compact. Oper¬
ates in a continuous
loop. Uses a minimum
of chemicals. Change
chemicals after each
step. Simple to op¬
erate.
Model X-100, 12"xl2"x
48", weighs 45 lbs.,
uses 1 qt. chemicals.
$425.00
Model X-400, 24"x26"x
72", weighs 125 lbs.,
uses 1 gal. of chem¬
icals .$775.00
★
All Prices F.O.B.
Tulsa, Okla.

MOTION PICTURE FILM & EQUIP. CO.
1611

So.

Boston

Ave.,

Tulsa

19,

Okla.

Used World-Wide By Discriminal-ing Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16miii Projectors
Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.

Immediate Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

•

Fades, dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or bock, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bos relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm.

When the eye views color under
artificial light, it naturally adapts itself
!o the prevailing illumination with the
result that colors appear very similar
to the way they do in daylight. How¬
ever, this adaptation is not complete;
thus, where color rendition is critical,
marked differences can he observed
between appearance of the colors
under artificial light and the way they
reproduce in the color film. Much
work is yet to be done in this direction
to bring about development of a view¬
ing glass that will render dependable
results for directors of photography
working with color film.

One-year Guarantee!

AUGUST

SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION

Projector can be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which connects motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet and steady
operation. No special technical knowl¬
edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.

763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., Plaza 7-3511

505

QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT

i

HOW CORRECTIVE MAKE-UP
CAN IMPROVE CINEMATOGRAPHY

CAMERAS
Arriflex-l6mm w/matt box 16, 25, 50mm
Xenon lenses.$1,400.00
Arriflex-l6mm head only. 1,000.00
Cine-Voice conversion turret camera 13,
25, 63mm lenses, 1-500 ft. magazine,
amplier, mike and cables.
1,000.00
Arriflex-35 w/120‘’ shutter, motor, matt
box, 35, 50, 75mm Zeiss lenses, battery
and charger. 1,000.00
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
1 2 volt DC motor, and power cord.
300.00
Filmo camera w/spider turret, new type
finder, and freezolite bracket. No lens..
150.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case. 2,600.00
Bell & Howell
35mm Standard
camera
^616 w/170“ shutter, unit I shuttle,
overhauled
&
reflnished. 2,500.00
Berndt-Mourer
16mm
Single
System
camera w/sound equipment, galvo, am¬
plifier, 3 lenses, 2-400 ft. mags., and
6 cases. 1,850.00
Cine-Special camera w/4 lens turret and
100 ft. mag.
450.00
Cine-Special
I
camera w/100 ft.
mag.
and 1 inch lens.
350.00
Maurer-05 Camera head only w/bilt-in
features and 1-400 ft. mag. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
175.00
Auricon Pro 200 16m camera w/VA galvo
complete w/amplifier, mike, and cable.. 1,200.00

EDITING
Bell & Howell 16mm viewer.
75.00
Moviola
counter
w/seconds,
minutes &
hours .
90.00
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound.
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag, footage counters. 1,800.00
Neumade large film barret and racks.
17.50
Neumade
firm
roller trucks,
half rack
w/casters .
32.50
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
up arms, optical ocmposite sound.
375.00
Moviola
35mm
Model
"D "
Bulls
Eye,
cutter head only, no take-up arms.
150.00
Neumade
Splicer
R-2
(35mm)
or
R-13
(16mm) .
22.00
Moviola Model “D" Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal. ..
200.00
Precision
Reader,
Sound,
optical
only.
Model 600.
100.00
Moviola 2/16 Sync.
90.00
Moviola 4/16 Sync.
125.00
Cine Special sync motors.
75.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines.
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....
350.00
Houston Crab Dolly w/electric pump. 2,000.00
2/35 Neumode Sync.
70.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm.
76.00
Neumade Dynamics rewind—16 or 35mm..
13.50
Mitchell
12 volt 35mm variable speed
motor .
250.00
Filmo motor—116 volts, 34 frame sync
w/cable .
110.00
Moviola 16/16 w/Bulls Eye, no mag.,
composite sound.
900.00
Trickle Chorger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Zoomar lens, 1 to 3 inch, in "S" mount....
150.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60 mm in “C” mount....
150.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
65.00
Mitchell Viewfinder.
350.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase .
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 400x35, metal....
75.00
Bell & Howell Stop-Motion Motor (can be
adapted and used on Mitchell).
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines, 100x35.
125.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Filmline Model ‘'K”, 16mm Neg. Positive
Processor, w/air compressor, syphon and
transfer pump, angle iron stand, 1200 ft.
capacity . 1,000.00
Spectra 3-color Meter.
260.00
Bell 8i Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base.
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
Cine Spec. Stop Motion Meter...
300.00

SOUND — PROJECTION — LIGHTING
G-924 Mixer (3-position).
250.00
Magnasync recorder, 16mm X-400.
600.00
Reeves 16mm PVlOO Recorder. 1,200.00
Tapak Recorder.
300.00
Magnemite Recorder.
200.00
DeVry 35mm
projectors
(available with
sound equipment).
500.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement . 1,000.00
ColoTtron Jr. Kit.
137.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N.Y.
JUdson 6-1420

^HE CINEMATOGRAPHER,

ing in a production field other
than Hollywood feature films, often
does not have the advantage of a com¬
petent make-np department. But cor¬
rect make-up is important to the
success of his photography, for audi¬
ences expect people to look as pro¬
fessional in industrial, religious, train¬
ing or other non-theatrical films as do
the players in a Hollywood production.
There is more to make-up than
simply coating the player’s face with
grease paint and powder to produce a
satin-smooth complexion for the cam¬
era. Ever since the advent of motion
pictures, cameramen and make-up
artists have been comparing make-up
to retouching in “still” portraiture.
The comparison is a good one. hut
slightly inaccurate: in retouching, both
the contour and texture of the facial
areas are rendered more pleasing; in
conventional make-up. we deal almost
exclusivelv with complexion and tex¬
ture, leaving the correction of ohjectionable contours almost entirely to the
cinematographer and his lights.
That is all well enough; for the
cinematographer can, hv painting with
light and shade, modify facial con¬
tours. accentuate good features and
conceal or minimize bad ones to a
remarkable extent. To conceal an un¬
desirable protruding feature such as,
for instance, a chin that is beginning
to sag, be endeavors to keep that area
in shadow. To minimize wrinkles, he
throws additional, very soft light onto
that portion of the face in order to
eliminate wrinkle shadows.
In applying a “corrective” make-up,
the make-up artist uses essentially the
same means. Only instead of actual
light and shadow, he applies lighter or
darker make-up to produce essentially
the same result. In the case of the
sagging chin, he throws it, photograph-

ically, into shadow by applying a
slightly darker shade of make-up to
that area. In the case of wrinkles, he
produces the effect of stronger, flatter
lighting by applying a lighter shade of
make-up to that area, so that even
though the wrinkle, being in a physi¬
cal depression, receives less light than
the surrounding area of the face, it
will, because of its lighter tone, reflect
comparatively more light, bringing its
photographic value into closer parity
with the rest of the face.
If the corrective make-up is properly
applied, it can be a really worthwhile
help to the cinematographer’s efforts at
corrective lighting, for a well-applied
corrective make-up should have much
the same corrective effect regardless of
the angle at which it is viewed or
photographed, whereas the corrective
lighting changes its effect in varying
degrees as the actor moves about. Used
together intelligently, these two means
of correction should supplement each
other perfectly, just as the still-photog¬
rapher’s lighting and the subsequent
retouching done on his portrait nega¬
tives supplement each other. Corrective
make-up is essentially a matter of skill¬
fully retouching the subject before,
rather than after the exposure is made.
But to do its work, the corrective
make-up must be applied skillfully, and
with a real understanding of what the
make-up artist and cinematographer
are trying to accomplish.
Perhaps the most common fault is
permitting the shadowing or the high¬
lighting to spread over adjoining areas
where it is not needed. This often hap¬
pens when the make-up man, after
applying his corrective coloring, at¬
tempts to blend it in with the adjoining
areas by stippling, patting or even
rubbing the make-up. This may blend
the two adjacent shades, but it also
spreads the corrective coloring so
broadly that all its effect is lost.
■

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

Ray

Continued from Page 468

William

Cory, ASC,
(Revue Prods.)

“Bringing

Sickner,

ASC,

Up

Buddy”*

“Whispering

Smith”*
Russell, ASC, “Markham”*
Prods.) with Ray Milland.

John

(Revue

“Bachelor Father”*
John Forsythe.
John

(Bachelor Prods.) with

Warren, ASC, John

“Coronado 9”*

Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Checkmate”*

(Re¬

vue Prods.)

William Sickner, ASC, Benj. Kline, ASC,

Russell,

ASC,

(Revue Prods.)

TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX

William Mellor, ASC, “The Big Gamble”

(C’Scope & Color; Darryl Zanuck Prod.;
shooting in Europe) with Stephen Boyd and
Juliette Grec-o. Richard Fleischer, director.

Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Tall Man”*

Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Desire in the Dust”

Benj. Kline, ASC, “The Deputy”*

(API; C’Scope; shooting in Baton Rouge)
with Raymond Burr and Martha Hycr.
William Claxton, producer-director.

(Revue
Prods.) with Barry Sullivan; “Johnny Mid¬
night”* (Revue Prods.)
Prods.)

506

when work-

with Henry Fonda.

(Revue

Continued on Page 508
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CLASSIFIED
RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 15^ per word, minimum ad,
$2.00. Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and
advertiser’s name) 200 per word. Modified display format (text
set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) $1.50 per

ADVERTISING
line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
Office, American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Forms close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
No discount on Classified Advertising.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

WANTED

FILMLINE, world's finest automatic film processing
macnmes, now avoiiaule .or the morion picture
industry. Kodachrome film processing machines from
$34,850.00. Also processors for Anscochrome/Ektachrome; Eastman Negative/Positive color and East¬
man
color
reversal
films.
Complete
laboratory
equipment for color or black/white 16mm, 35mm,
46mm or 70mm films.
Lease plans or financing
available to rated concerns. Write FILMLINE CORPORAiIcjN, Box 3, Miliord, Conn.

GOV'T SURPLUS in new condition!!
FILM DRYERS
35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman developing out¬
fits.
Eyemo camera lenses.
ALL STAINLESS STEEL
model A-llB Houston developers. Also K-lA's for
reversal or positive film.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY,
Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave, New York 57,
N.Y.

lET YE S.O.S. TRADING POST
For your old equipment be the host,
We’ll BUY, SELL OR SWAP
And pay you the VERY TOP.

BOLEX Leader, turret handle, third turret stop,
filter slot, filter holders, carrying case, rackover,
Switar lenses: 16mm F2.5, 25mm FI .5, 50mm FI .4,
complete $375.00. Spectra color temperature meter,
type A, $100.00.
Write Box 1376, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440

HOUSTON—FEARLESS cinemobile crab-dolly,
excellent condition .$1,950.00
MAURER—Follow focus for 16mm Maurer
camera. Like new .
995.00
BAUSCH AND LOMB 16mm lens—
17.5mm F2.3 Baltar . 225.00
25mm F2.3 Baltar . 230.00
50mm F2.3 Baltar .
235.00
Good Condition
COLLAPSIBLE
3-wheel
dolly,
aluminum
Tubulor construction. Good condition .
80.00
TRIPOD HEAD—Camera Equipment TV head.
Model 35. Good Condition. 295.00
FILM ASSOCIATES OF MICHIGAN, INC.
4815 Cabot Avenue
Detroit 10, Michigan
HOUSTON K-2 NEG-POS processing machine.
600
feet per hour. Stainless steel little jewel. In good
running condition complete with two daylight reels
and threaded with leader ready to run. Air com¬
pressor for air squeege and stainless steel solutions
pump.
All extension cords and infra-red heat
lamps, $595.00. UHLER combination PRINTER. Com¬
posite printer prints B&W or color, single system
sound or double sound in one operation.
Regular
new price $775.00. In good used condition, $295.00.
CROWN COLOR FILM LAB., P.O. Box 890, Spokane,
Washington. Phone KEystone 4-3456.
FULTON continuous 16mm movie or microfilm proces¬
sors.
Introductory price,
$595.00.
New small,
compact design.
Daylight operation.
Lab quality
results.
4 feet per minute.
Use Fulton formulas
and process Tri-X or 928-A to ASA 1000-2000.
1000' per quart.
Work almost any temperature.
Wash water up to 120°F.
Complete with 1200'
daylight magazine, 'A h.p. compressor, air squee¬
gee, semi-impingement drier, electrostatic filter, auto¬
matic replenisher.
Models to 105mm.
FULTON'S,
Box 980, Tulare, California.

CINE SPECIAL 11 matched registration between one
200' and one 100' magazines. Perfect, little used,
brand new look—25mm,
15mm, 63mm,
102mm
EKTARS, matte box, filters, 8-64 wild 12V motor,
tachometer, case, misc.
Best offer.
EDWIN KEN¬
NEDY, 2855 Ogletown Rd., Newark, Delaware.

MAGNASYNC 602-C 16mm recorder, $695.00. B & H
sound projector with synchronous motor, $395.00.
DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave., Lomita, Califor¬
nia. Dav 6-4925.

WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Coble: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Colif., Phone HO 7-2124
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP
WHY SACRIFICE

AIRRIFLEX 16mm model I in excellent operating
condition, with Pan-Cinor model 70 lens like new
condition,
both
$1,095.00.
ROMAN
AVERBECK,
1238 North 12th St, Quincy, Illinois.

16mm, 200 ft. WATSON portable developing outfit
8008A-S with extra reel.
Used, good condition,
$200.00, or best offer.
D. TROUTT, Apf. 301,
2514 Piedmont Ave, Berkeley 4, Calif.
KODACHROME
and Anscochrome processing ma¬
chine 16mm, 6 feet per minute, with formulas and
chemicals.
Sale or trade.
PETROLEUM EXPLORA¬
TION, 4021 Station D, Vancouver, Canada.
FRESH 16mm 100' Kodachrome, $5.60. Similar sav¬
ings everything photograpahic.
Write for quota¬
tions.
PHOTO
DISTRIBUTORRS,
Box 4203,
San
Diego 4, California.

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway
PLaza 7-6977
New York 23, N.Y.
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Mitchell — Akeley — B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
MOVIOLA 16mm in perfect condition
equipment.
P. HOSTE, 7255 Franklin
wood 46, Calif.

and editing
Ave, Holly¬

AURICON, Pro-200 outfit.
Like new.
With Auto
Parallax viewer, 3-lens turret, noiseless amplifier,
daylight
magazines,
carry
case,
17mm
F/2.5,
2 inch F/3.5, and 3 inch F/1.5 lenses.
Lists for
$2,750.00. Highest bidder over $1,000.00 takes it.
Bolex Titler,
List $299.00,
like new,
$125.00.
B & H 70 DLH—equipped for motor. List $599.00,
sale, $149.00.
16mm 100 ft. film dryer, $50.00.
1" title letters, $2.95 per set.
MYERS, 623 Gay,
Knoxville, Tennessee.

CINE Special Series T. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

If you have something

]

STANCIL-HOFFMAN S6B,
16mm
recording
system
complete with amplifier model ARP 6FP, mixer model
AM6, power supply P24C, microphone. Headphones
and microphone and interconnecting cables, set of
tubes and twenty-nine 400 ft. rolls of magnetic film.
The project was cancelled and equipment never
used. $2,327.95 worth for only $1,795.00, for sale
by MAGNETIC RECORDERS COMPANY, 7120 Melrose
Avenue, Los Angeles 46, California.

new or used to sell pro-

^

ducers or photogra-

^

WANTED—Bell & Howell, serviceable or repairable
16mm Model J printer. CINE-AUDIO ALBERTA CO.
LTD.
10251
106th
Street,
Edmonton,
Alberta,
Canada.

phers of motion pic-

^

SERVICES AVAILABLE

tures, here is your best

'

See Ads on Pages 482 and 483
Values never before duplicated.
TRADES TAKEN. Phone PL 7-0440. Cable SOSOUND.
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON
PORTABLE CASTER
BASES.
COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS, CABLES, INTERCOMS, LENSES, ETC.
FULL INFORMATION. PHOTOS AND PRICES ON RE¬
QUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

BERTHIOT Pan Cinor lens f"3.8, 38mm to 155mm
for 35mm Arriflex, like new and very sharp defini¬
tion, price $980.00.
Catalogue price $1,600.00.
Full refund if unsatisfactory. Box 1383, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

AUGUST

•

1960

market place. Get your ]
message before read-

^

ers that are potential

]

buyers, in the U.S. and

^

over 80 foreign coun-

'

tries! See top of page ^
for rates.

'

WANTED l-16mm Mitchell, 1200 ft magazine
BILL
DEWAR, PO 9-2550 or Box 1384, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
16mm STEWART WARNER C mount lens adapter
for Hollywood Model camera.
Interested also in
buying your camera if you have adapter to fit.
MIRON CANADY, 432 W. 100th Place, Chicago 28,
111 inois.

FAR EAST assignments in 16 and 35mm by American
organization experienced throughout Asia and equip¬
ped for every phase of film and contact work.
FARKAS FILM COMPANY, 424 Li Po Chun Building,
Hong Kong
ANIMATION PRODUCED IN JAPAN. U.S. quali^
throughout—lipsync, color, etc. The only studios in
Japan using U.S. animation equipment (Oxberry).
Low Japanese rates. INTERLINGUAL INTERNATIONAL
INC., Harada Bldg., 2-1 Hirakawacho, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo.
DUTCH FILM PRODUCER offers all possible help in
Europe. No language troubles. International trained
technicians available. We solve all YOUR problems.
Write or wire: WALTER DE VRIES, Lepeisfratt 20-C
AMSTERDAM, Holland. Telephone 57807.

WEST GERMANY, 16mm films, still or sound. FRITZ
BRUNS, (20b) Goettingen, Brauweg, 12.
Continued on Next Page
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C«nlinued From Preceding Page
Tover,
ASC,
“Marriage-Go-Round”
(C’Scope & DeLuxe color) with Susan Hay¬
ward and James Mason.
Walter Lang,
director.
Leo

SERVICES AVAILABLE
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, offers background of 28
years of experience as specialist cinematographer
with RKO Studios to production companies for
creative and unusual assignments in fields of special
photographic effects, cinematography, equipment de¬
sign and specialized laboratory techniques. Current
assignment, "West Side Story."
1153 N. Highland
Ave.,
Hollywood
38,
Calif.
Phone
Hollywood
9-5808.

Henry
Cronjager.
“Squad Car”
(API;
shooting in Phoenix) with Vicki Raaf and
Paul Bryar. Ed Leftwich, producer-director.

ASC, “Freckles”
(API;
CinemaScope & Color) with Martin West
and Carol Christensen. Andrew V. McLaglen,
director.
Floyd

Crosby,

Harry Stradling, ASC, “Parrish” (Shoot¬
ing at Hartlord, Conn.) with Troy Donahue
and
Claudette
Colbert.
Delmer
Daves,
director.
Edwin DuPar, ASC, “Hawaiian Eye”* with

Anthony Eisley.
Marley, ASC, “A Fever in the
Blood” with Elrem Zimbalist Jr. and Angie
Dickinson. Vincent Sherman, director.
Peverell

Joe Biroc, ASC, “Gold of the Seven Saints”

(shooting in Moab, Utah) with Clint Walker
and Roger Moore. Gordon Douglas, director.
Ray

Fernstrom,

“Sugarfoot”*

witli

ASC, Burt Glennon,
Will Hutchins.

WARNER BROS. STUDIOS
MOTION
PICTURE
CAMERAMAN
now
employed
photographing news and commercial footage. Seeks
relocation, have own motion picture camera, etc.
In present position over five years. Box 1372,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

ASC, “Splendor in the
Grass” (Newton Prod.) with Natalie Wood
and Warren Beatty. Elia Kazan, director.
Boris

Kaufman,

Cardiff, “Fanny” (Mansfield Prod.;
shooting in Marseilles) with Leslie Caron
and Maurice Chevalier. Joshua Logan, direc¬
tor.
Jack

FILM EDITOR with 7 years' experience seeks posi¬
tion with religious film producer.
Will perform
secondary duties as animation cameraman.
Com¬
plete resume, credits, and references sent on request.
Write to Box 1385, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
16mm
FILM
assignments—Chicago,
Zoographic,
Scenic Industrial.
ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRODUC¬
TIONS, 2754 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago 15, Illinois.
Bl 8-8612.

Harold Stine, ASC, Burt Glennon, Robert
Hoffman,

Zimbalist,

“77 Sunset Strip”*
Jr.

with

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, “Bronco”*

Efrem

with Ty

Hardin.
Hal

Mohr,

ASC, Commercials*

PACKAGE DEAL

FILM assignments anywhere in India. B & W, color,
16/35mm.
HARI DASGUPTA, 6 Southern Avenue,
Calcutta 26.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS, 168 W. 46th
St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35, Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott 1-2707.

The

small

ads

and

preceding

in

the

above

columns

have

tremendous

PULLING POWER!
If you have a product or serv¬
ice to sell to film makers, which
needs advertising to stimulate
soles,

take

the

Low

Budget

way to get

FAST ACTION!
Adverhse
columns

in

the

Classified

of

AMERICAN
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Providing a new concept in motion
picture equipment “packaging,” Bach
Auricon, Inc., manufacturer of Auricon
16mm sound-on-film cameras, and Na¬
tural Lighting Corp., manufacturer of
ColorTran lighting equipment, are
making it possible for industrial film
producers to buy, in one package, a
complete outfit that will meet most inplant motion picture requirements.

Built around the popular Auricon
Pro-600 optical sound-on-film camera,
the package supplies “everything but
the film.” The camera is self-blimped
for completely silent operation, and is
equipped with synchronous motor drive
for single-system or double-system re¬
cording at 24 frames per second, stand¬

ard

for optical

sound-on-film.

Other

Auricon cameras are available in the
package to meet special requirements.
The ColorTran equipment consists of
a 1000-watt main fill light, key, supple¬
mental fill, and back light, plus a Color¬
Tran CineMaster voltage converter.
Three light stands, barn doors, scrim,
bulbs, all cables, and two carrying
cases are also provided.
According to Bach-Auricon, the pur¬
pose of the package is to provide indus¬
trial, in-plant and other film producers
with compatible camera and lighting
equipment, and to make it easier to buy
the basic equipment necessary for mak¬
ing professional-quality motion pictures
with lip-sync sound.
■

AMERICAN CINEAAATOGRAPHER

MATCHLESS LIP-SYNC TEAMWORK*

FOR THEATER-QUALITY
SOUND MOVIES
The world-famous, award-winning Arriflex 16 achieves
greater versatility than ever before . . . becomes a superb
sound camera when used with the Magnasync Nomad
recorder. Gaining constantly in popularity and widespread
demand by the motion picture industry, the Arriflex 16
adapts to every professional requirement with its outstand¬
ing features — mirror-reflex shutter with continuous
THROUGH-THE-LENS viewing . . . REGISTRATION PIN IN PRE¬
CISION FILM GATE... DIVERGENT THREE-LENS TURRET... COM¬
PLETE LINE OF UNSURPASSED LENSES AND ACCESSORIES . . .

The new Magnasync Nomad is a 7-lb. self-contained pre¬
cision sound system that perfectly complements the
Arriflex 16mm camera. It provides on-location plus dubbedin sound of professional quality ... in perfect lip-sync.
OUTSTANDING FEATURES of the MAGNASYNC Nomad include :
all the features of double-system with the convenience of
single-system; sprocket driven nomad film cannot
OUT OF SYNC . . . Camera motor drives Nomad thru
flexible cable; twin tracks record all sound . .. track # 1
records lip-sync on location, track #2 is for later dubbing in
of background music or effects . . . full-width play head
scans both tracks simultaneously; remote hand mixer
provides thumb control of recording level; versatile . . .
100 ft. or 400 ft. capacity, fully transistorized with recharge¬
able batteries, rugged; adaptable ... fits any 16mm movie
camera .. . wide choice of accessories.
GET

'■■'When products of two companies complement each other as the Arriflex 16
and the Magnasync Nomad, each company shares the other’s pride. However,
the reader is reminded that neither company is associated with the other nor
sells any but its own products.

what
DO I DO

now?

.. call byron /motion pictures

of course!
COMPLETE LABORATORY AND STUDIO FACILITIES FOR PRODUCERS . . . UNDER ONE ROOF . . .
IN ONE CONVENIENT LOCATION. Write, phone or wire for information and quotations on any and all
producer and laboratory services.

byron /motion

pictures

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N. W., Washington 7, D. C., FEderal 3-4000 / 1220 East Colonial Dr., Orlando, Florida, CFIerry 1-4161
Affiliated leith MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORPORATION, 630 Ninth Ave., New York City

CL/!IRnoiJ7
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The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

College Film Makers
Page 552

How “The Golden Fish” Was Filmed
Page 558
•

&

“Pop-on” Effects For TV Commercials

VTR Aids Production of TV Spots
Page 554

ALWAYS THE LATEST WITH NEWS OF NEW TRENDS AND PRODUCTION
TECHNIQUES IN ALL FIELDS OF MOTION PICTURE USE

Page 543

From left to right, Andrew McLaglen, Director, and James Arness, star and Associate Producer, look on as Mr. Southcott checks his camera

"FOR WIDE RANGE AND VISUAL ACCURACY. . .
GIVE ME DU PONT SUPERIOR^ 2 AND 4”
Says Fleet Southcott, Director of Photography for the

be translated visually for our audience. In striving for this re¬

top>rated CBS-TV show, "Gunsmoke"

sult, I use Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2 and 4 with great satisfaction.”
“Superior” 2 and “Superior” 4 are just two of the fine

“Camerawise,” reports Mr. Southcott, “ ‘Gunsmoke’ has
everything:

DuPont films for every motion picture need.

interiors ... exteriors ... close-ups... long shots.

It’s got terrific range, too —scenic as well as emotional.

To

These films —

and complete technical data on them —are available through

keep our show tops, everything within this broad scope must

the Du Pont Photo Products sales offices below.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
0. $- PAT- Off

Atlanta 18, Ga., 1737 Ellsworth Dr. N. W.; Waltham 54, Mass., 45-4th Ave. (Boston); Chicago 46, III., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Sta.; Cleveland 16, Ohio, 20575 Center Ridge Road;
Dallas 7, Texas, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.; Los Angeles 38, Calif., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.;
Export, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del.

New York 11, N. Y., 248 W.

18th St.; Wynnewood, Pa., 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.).

In Canada: Du Pont of Canada Limited, Toronto

UNSURPASSED OPTICS

for the

Arriflex 16 oilers the widest selection of
the finest lenses. The selection keeps growing
—because the world’s most successful portable
professional motion picture camera inspires the
greatest efforts of the world’s foremost optical firms.
Every lens in the Arriflex 16 system adds to

ARRIFLEX
257-G PARK AVE.

this remarkable camera’s rare versatility... from the
5.7mm extreme-wide-angle to the longest telephotos,

CORPORATION
SOUTH

•

of AMERICA

NEW YORK

10,

N.Y.

Without obligation, I would like:
□ DEMONSTRATION □ LITERATURE
□ on ARRIFLEX 16
□ on ARRIFLEX 35

the zooms, and the macros.
name
company

ARRIFLEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, N.Y. 10, N.Y.
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•
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address
city

zone

state
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*Air
Conditioned

Rainbow Pictures now offers a com¬
pletely staffed and

equipped studio

for motion picture productions.
Write for complete resume

EQUIPMENT: (Partial list)

1540 Levante Avenue

35MM Mitchell BNC • 35MM Mitchell NC

Coral Gables 46, Florida

35MM Arriflex Camera • 35MM RCA Sound

Telephone

Lights, dollies, cables, parallels, etc.

SEPTEMBER

•
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MOhawk 5-3524
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
NEWS BRIEFS OF INDUSTRY
ACTIVITIES, PRODUCTS AND PROGRESS

SUPER BALTAR* LENSES
... featuring today's highest resolution for wide
screen, television and photo instrumentation
This new Super Baltar line of matched motion picture lenses
complements and expands the famed Baltar series to include
70 mm coverage. And it balances illumination, flattens the field,
and heightens contrast like no lens you’ve ever seen! You get high
picture fidelity from corner to corner, edge to edge, of the film
frame—dependable result of the most critical optical
characteristics ever built into a professional lens.
Features include: minimum back focus of 32 mm; choice of
mounts, barrel or custom focusing, to meet your specific needs;
seven focal lengths, from 25 mm to 9", optically centered to full
aperture; 70 mm coverage with 3", 4", 6", and 9" lenses.
Write for Technical Publication F-162, Bausch & Lomb
Incorporated, 88409 Bausch St.
Rochester 2, N. Y.
Academy ol Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

*Trademark Bausch & Lomb Incorporated

Industry’s Future Promising
The fiilure for motion picture prod¬
uction in Hollywood is bright, clear
and jiromising.
Motion picture studio stocks are
selling at an all-time high—particular¬
ly those of 20th Century-Fox, Columhia
Pictures. I niversal, United Artists.
M-G-M, and Paramount.
2()th Century-Fox has a schedule of
30 ])ictures set for production during
the next twelve months, and the stu¬
dio’s plans call for an average of five
pictures in active production on the
sound stages througfiout the year.
Plans of the new producer-distrib¬
uting com|»any organized by Pathe
Laboratories and its parent, America
Corjj., call for not less than 12 j)icture*«
to be produced the first year.
In the television film field, the com¬
ing season is ex]>ec;ed to be the great¬
est yet. TV film production companies
have been busy lining up key crew
personnel, with assurances that latter
will he carried for a minimum of
eight months, with no layoffs during
the year-end period. Cameramen,
sound men, electricians and grips are
being assembled into units by these
companies to insure full working teams
during the coming months of expanded
production schedules.
Even Movietone’s short subject prod¬
uction schedule is lieing expanded. The
schedule of 12 completed for this year
has been expanded to include two
more. Movietone’s production head
Edmund Reek now has several camera
units in the field working on seven
short subject releases for next year.

BAUSCH & LOMB
SINCE VlW 1853

Revolutionary new
Mitchell R-35 Reflex
Studio Camera
features new Super Baltar
Lenses—in special focusing mounts
designed by B&L in collaboration with
Mitchell engineers.

CBS Planning 45-min. Films
TV films 45 minutes in length are
in the planning stage at CBS Eilms.
According to Robert F. Lewine, pro¬
gramming vice-president of the com¬
pany, “. . . a half-hour show is too
short and an hour show too long.”
V ith a 45-minute film, a station would
start at 10:00 p.m. and follow with a
15-minute news roundup and schedule
a feature film for 11 o’clock.
The new format, Lewine explained,
would permit a station an obvious two¬
fold advantage over competitors. Eirst,
in having a top quality program run¬
ning into their opposition’s 10:30 p.m.
time and. secondly, the station would
Continued on Page 518
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MITCHELL R-35 Reflex
Hand Held or Tripod Mounted*
Here for the first time is a 35mm reflex motion picture camera which combines streamlined light¬
weight design with the full range of professional features. Its superbly engineered design by Mitchell —the
world's leading source of professional motion picture cameras — assures a remarkable versatility in filming.
Among the broad capabilities of the R-35 are: theatrical and television productions —on location and in
the studio; underwater use; high speed instrumentation films; and both animation and stop-motion.

This camera produces steady, brilliant pictures through its use of dual registration pins and dual pull¬
down claws. A special series of Super Baltar matched F 2.0 lenses were specifically designed for the
R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. Variable opening disc shutter provides positive exposure control. By means
of a simple adaptor the R-35 can be used with standard Mitchell 1000' magazines for tripod mounting.
These are but a few of the outstanding professional features that make the Mitchell R-35 a major cine¬
matic development. Send for the new R-35 Bulletin.

*Tripod adaptor and blimp available as accessories.

MITCHELL R
SEPTEMBER
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MITCHELL CAMERA
CORPORATION
666 W. Harvard St., Glendale 4, Calif.
Cable Address; "Mitcamco"
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued from Page 516

get a 15-niinute news break plus start¬
ing its feature film at the most con¬
venient hour.

CAMART TIGHTWIND
ADAPTER

Nylon Pressure Plates for
RCA Motion Picture Projectors
Motion picture projectors now being
produced by KCA feature pressure
plates or “shoes” made of nylon, which
have a longer life than metal and also
materiallv reduce noise of projector
operation.

Only
BALLBEARING
TIGHTWIND.

Peter Mole Dies at 68
Peter Mole, President since 1927 of
the Mole-Richardson Co., manufac¬
turers of studio lighting equipment,
died suddenly August 2nd while va¬
cationing. He was
68 years old. Born
in Termini, Sicily,
Mole w a s brought
to the U.S. by his
parents at the age
of six. Educated in
various technical
schools, he later
joined the engineer¬
ing staff of General
PETER MOLE
Electric Co., where
he was active in the development of
G-E’s searchlights and a high-intensity
rotating carbon-arc for film projectors.
He moved to California in 1923
and ultimately joined forces with
Elmer C. Richardson and Eielding C.
Coates with whom he formed the MoleRichardson Company.
He was an Associate Member of the
American Society of Cinematographers
and a member and past-president of
SMPTE. His widow, daughter, five
grandchildren, two l)rothers and a sis¬
ter survive.

Eliminates
cinching
or abrasions.
Winds
film evenly—
NO SLIPPING.
Fitted to any 16 or
35mm
rewind.

$34.95

CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SB 111
Complete

with

head

choice

(or

Optical
of

sound

Magnetic

reproduction
sound).

Base

plate, Amplifier-speaker. For Single or double
system sound.
Dual Reader (without viewer) .$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop
Special

Viewer .

89.50

Reader Viewer Comb. 269.50

DIRECTOR
CAMERA
TAKE

^DATE

(AMAR1
SLATE
AND
(LAPSTICK

New Idea In Storyboards
A new and more economical concept
in storyboards for use by major stu¬
dios, animated cartoon producers, and
the business film industry has been
developed by Frank Barron and Jack
Eisenbach of Hollywood. Latter are co¬
producers of the new Jewish-American
Hour on KCOP radio.

Large professional size for sound productions.
Contains
Originally

space
sold

for all

essential

for $11.75.

information.

Now only

$4.75

1
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New Special Effects Process
Producer Edward Small has devel¬
oped, in conjunction with Howard A.
Anderson Co., a new process of special
effects photography, which he will use
for the first time in “Jack the Giant
Killer,” upcoming release for United
Artists.
Trade-named the Fantascope Pro¬

cess, it is said to consist of innovations
in color photography that impart di¬
mensions to model animation. The sys¬
tem also features a matte process that
integrates the use of stop-action pup¬
pets with live action, with the object
of eliminating need for miniatures.
Chief claim for the new process is its
ability to add realism to action scenes.
Fantascope utilizes Technicolor’s full
aperture wide-screen process, which
ta]:es full advantage of regular 35mm
negative without need for special cam( ras or film.
.JA

.V.

New Zoom Lens Is
Announced By Panavision
Panazoom is new zoom lens intro¬
duced last month by Panavision, Inc.,
Los Angeles. New lens is said to per¬
mit more versatile and difficult camera
set-ups, and to eliminate in some cases
camera dollying. Lens will be used
for the first time on “West Side Story,”
which Daniel Fapp, ASC, is photo¬
graphing in New York for Ihiited
Artists.
According to Panavision’s president.
Robert Cottschalk. the Panazoom is
the first lens of its kind designed for
65mm cinematography.
•X-

*

-X-

Method For Integrating
Videotape and Film
Loren Ryder, president of Ryder
Sound Services, Hollywood, last month
introduced a simplified and advanced
method of editing video tape and a
sound procedure integration under the
trade-name of RSS Re-Synchronizer.
According to Ryder, device is a prac¬
tical connecting link between motion
picture film and TV techniques, and
permits for the first time the integra¬
tion of film and videotape techniques,
or an interchange of the processes.

New Hollywood Quarters
For Kling Photo Corporation
Kling Photo Corp., New York, im¬
porter and distributor of West German
precision photographic equipment, has
acquired the building presently occu¬
pied by Polaroid at 826 Cole Ave.,
Hollywood. The company’s west coast
branch will move to the new building
about October 1st. Location is in
Hollywood’s
fast
growing
“photo¬
graphic distributor’s district.”
■
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Moo]:ilig]:it l3lue, crisp Mue, cold tolize, sea. l3lue.

Anscocliroine® Professional Camera Film Type 124:2
provides critical color tialaiice in tlie most delicate,
tilues, yellows and all otlier colors. Use tliis snperto
low-contrast emulsion wherever the ultimate in del¬
icate flesh tones is called for. Ansco, Binghamton,
New York:. A Division of General Aniline & Pilm Corp.

Ansco

F.B

THE
GREATEST POWER
ACHIEVEMENT SINCE
BEN FRANKLIN’S
KITE

TRANSISTORIZED
POWER SUPPLY

MITE

Delivers 100 Watts, 60 Cycles AC
• Attached Voltmeter
• Charging Rate Ammeter
• Metal Case with Leather Carry¬
ing Strap and Receptacle

• 15 Volt Power-Mite Battery
• Transistorized Converter
• Battery Charger

The days of the gasoline generator are rapidly waning. These tiny
transistorized converters and nickel-cadmium batteries are logical
successors to unwieldy, unsafe, unreliable and noisy generators.
This little 5"x6"x9" unit, weighing less than 12 lbs., will run the
1200 ft. Auricon more than 2,000 feet at 24 fps...or it will run the
Auricon Super 1200 and the Hallen 16 mm. Recorder in perfect sync.

5" X 6" X 9"

The first unit made was used in photographing Ike’s recent trip
around the World.
NOW

The F & B POWER-MITE is another new engineer¬
ing achievement in Florman & Babb’s continuing
effort to be First & Best . . . Only one of thou¬
sands of items which make up F & B’s complete
stock of professional movie equipment.

FOR A LIMITED TIME

The newly-designed F & B Miniaturized Battery
Charger will be included FREE to every pur¬
chaser of any size battery.

NEW F & B POWER-MITE
nickel cadmium batteries

|
j

largest capacity 6-10 amp. hours.
SMALL-LIGHT — 6 oz.
per 1.25 v. cell. INDE¬
STRUCTIBLE—Can be
stored indefinitely in
any condition.
SAFE - No Acid Spray
or corrosion. CHARGES
easily - To 90 /o m
20 minutes, and 100 /o
retains 70% CHARGE
_ After 1 year s
storage.
« WATER_on,v a

I
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U^QVIGLI^b
MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES
MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUDSON 6-0360

tfedeveloping color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

WHAT’S NEW
IN

HIGH

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSO RIES,

SERVICES

POWER

UNIT

FOR

BLACK

AND

WHITE

OR

COLOR.

Same

lights

the

Hollywood

pro¬

fessional

uses.

Priced from

$81.00
CAMART BABY DOLLY

Car-top Tripod Clamps

Only

a

four wheel

balance
sional

dolly

stability

will

provide

required

for

the

Magnetic Conversion Unit
Greg, Box 11, Binghamton, New
York, announces a magnetic recording
conversion unit for converting 16mm
optical sound projectors to magnetic
sound. Units are engineered especially
for each make and model projector to
insure top quality results in both re¬
cording and playback. The conversion
is completely compatible with all equip¬
ment and films presently in use and
requires no change in film threading
nor limits the size of film reels that
may be used. List price is $185.00.

profes¬

production. Adjustable seat for Cam¬

eraman,
Dolly

and

Cinekad Engineering Co., 763 Tenth
Ave., N.Y. 19, N.Y., announces that its
line of car-top tripod clamps are made
of cast bronze to insure trouble-proof
operation in any kind of weather. Ex¬
ternally-finished in black crackle enam¬
el, clamps are designed for heavy duty
use on car-tops or car-top platforms.
Base accepts foot-tip of all standard
motion picture and TV camera tripods,
and threaded tie-down bolt insures se¬
curity of tripod legs even when vehicle
is moving over roughest terrain. Set of
three lists for $28.00, F.O.B., New
York.

platform

tracks

accommodates

assistant.

available.

$425.00

CAMART CAR TOP
CLAMPS
Super Baltar Lenses
Insure a steady sup¬
port for your news¬
reel

camera

atop

a

wagon
form.

when

station
or

Set

car
of

plat¬
three.

$28.00

SALE AND RENTAL
OF ALL PRODUCTION
Moviolas,

EQUIPMENT

Dollies, Arriflex, Auricon,

Mitchel

Cameras, Design and Repair Shop.

caiuiEM Mam.
1845 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
Coblt: (omtromart
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Bausch & Lomb, Rochester 2, N.Y.,
announces a new series of Super Baltar
Lenses designed for motion picture,
television and special purpose applica¬
tions. New series will augment the
company’s present line of Baltar lenses.
Incorporating a newly-designed optical
system, the Super Baltars are made
from new glasses of high index, have
excellent resolution and are said to
have the most even distribution of
light ever offered in a motion picture
camera lens. New series includes eight
lenses ranging from 20mm to 9" focal
length, with a speed of f/2.0. Calibrat¬
ed for both f/ and T stops, all focal
lengths cover standard 35mm motion
picture frames; lengths 3" to 9" cover
70mm film frames. Back focal lengths
range from 33mm to 133mm. The Su¬
per Baltars will first be seen on the
new Mitchell R-35 (reflex) cameras.
Further details are incorporated in the
company’s Bulletin No/F-162, available
by writing the company direct.

Shoulder-pod
Blue Point Corp., P.O. Box 483,
Glendora, Calif., announces a new light¬
weight shoulder-pod for 16mm cameras
and small 35mm motion picture cam¬
eras. Trade-named the Stedi-Rest, unit
weighs but 9 ounces and will accom¬
modate the addition of a light bar for
indoor photography where 110-v lines
are readily accessible. The Stedi-Rest is
especially suitable to shooting with
camera mounted with a zoom lens be¬
cause it leaves one hand free for hand¬
ling the zoom lens lever without dimin¬
ising the steadiness of the camera.
Continued

on

Page
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nnjuncm^^
RECORDING AMPLIFIER MODEL MA-11
M All-transistorized! Bulky batteries and heavy transformers eliminated.
Rechargeable battery or continuous A.C. operation.
14 transistors for frequency response to 12,000 cycles.
'ic. Extreme portability and dependability. Weighs only 5 lbs
FILMAGNETIC DUPLEX
A. C. POWER-PACK &
CHARGER will fully
charge MA-11 Amplifier
Battery overnight. Plug
into wall-socket . . . plug
into Amplifier. It’s that
easy!

Temperature-compensated for world-wide
use, winter and summer.
Equipped with transistor-matched
FILMAGNETIC heads.

mi

Fitted carrying case can be conveniently^^^^^^B
stored under pullman seat or carried
as hand-luggage on plane.
j

raBI

ALSO USED AS POWER-PACK for continuously
operating Amplifier direct from 115 Volt A.C. current.
Permanent lightweight
Battery can be
re-charged repeatedly.

^ WRITE FOR FREE AURICON CATALOG
WITH INFORMATION ON THE NEW
ALL-TRANSISTORIZED FILMAGNETIC
RECORDING SYSTEM...
THIS IS THE FILMAGNETIC CAMERA UNIT for
16mm magnetic sound-on-film . . .
FILMAGNETIC sound-on-film recording can be
factory Installed on all existing, or earlier,
Auricon Cameras. Recording on pre-stripe film,
black-and-white or color, you get professional
quality lip-sync talking pictures and brilliant
music reproduction. After normal processing, the
film can be shown on any 16mm magnetic-sound
projector. In use since 1955, for exacting
professional requirements, FILMAGNETIC, with
the new MA-11 Amplifier, brings you the means
for producing the finest in professional 16mm
sound-on-film motion pictures. The optical
sound-on-film capability of your Auricon Camera
is not impaired. Change back and forth at will
. . . without tools!

All Auricon Equipment is sold with
a 30-day money back guarantee
and a 1 year Service Warranty. You
must be satisfied!

LINE OF 16MM SOUND-ON FILM CAMERAS

100 ft. Runs 2% min.

AURICON ’'PRO-eOO SPECIAL
400 ft. Runs 11 min.

AURICON . . .THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA

SEPTEMBER

•
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AURICON SUPER-1200
1200 ft. Runs 33 min.

AURICON PRO-600
600 ft. Runs lOV? m.in,
•

“FILMAGNETIC” SOUND FOR COLOR OR BLACK & WHITE

STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRY SINCE 1931 '■
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PRECISION' FILM EDITIN6 EQUIPMENT

WHAT’S NEW
Continued from Page 522

Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Pat. Appd. For

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00
Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Rapromatic Processor

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroni2 e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

$215.75

opticalmagnetic
sound
readers

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50

optical

magnetic film

sound

and tape

readers

sound

Model 600 RL

Camera Equipment Co., 315 West
43rd St., N.Y. 36, N.Y., has been named
exclusive Eastern Distributor for Rap¬
romatic 60-second film processors and
Raprorolls—the film processing medi¬
um. The equipment, described else¬
where in this issue, makes it possible
to process 16mm, 35mm or 70mm film
as fast as it is exposed in the camera.
It provides a new horizon for film
making in such fields as photo-instru¬
mentation, oscillograph recording, in¬
flight photography, sporting events
filming and TV newsreel photography.
The system includes two items: the
Rapromatic film magazines, which are
adapted to existing cameras, and the
Raproroll solution saturated web which
is wound with the film after exposure
to effect film processing. A separate
unit known as Rapromatic-400 film
processor is also available for field and
laboratory use. Most existing film mag¬
azines may also be modified at small
cost to utilize the Rapromatic method
of instant film processing, according
to the company.

render

$195.00

Model 700
$198.50
Send For Free liferotur©

F.O.B. Fac.

Super-telephotos

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
1 037

UTICA

BROOKLYN 3,

AVENUE

SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION
Fodes, dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm. For
further details see the new American Cine¬
matographer Manual.

invited.

New

price

list

Y

REPRINTS
NOW AVAILABLE
of the 6-page, illustrated article

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
EFFECTS
IN MOTION PICTURES
By
RAY KELLOGG and L. B. ABBOTT
20th Century-Fox Studio

OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.
Inquiries

N

25c
Per Copy

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone:

524

Linwood Dunn, ASC,
Hollywood
9-5808.

President
Cable:
EILMEFX

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782

No.

Orange

Dr.,

Hollywood

28, Calif.

Birns & Sawyer, 6424 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif., announce
they are distributing the Omnitar line
of telephoto lenses and mounting ac¬
cessories for 16mm, 35mm and 70mm
cameras. Lenses are available in focal
lengths ranging from 300mm to
1,000mm. Companion equipment is the
Omnipod, lens support designed espe¬
cially for mounting Omnitar lenses on
cameras. These lens supports are so
designed they will mate two Omnitar
lenses to each camera for use on a tri¬
pod. Also available from company as
accessory equipment are Omniscopes, a
tracking monocular viewfinder that
mounts on side of camera. Both lateral
and vertical parallax adjustments are
provided for, and there are additionally
a collapsible gun-type peep sight, lens
shade, reticle cross-hairs, and film
fields scribed for 16mm, 35mm, and
70mm apertures.
Birns & Sawyer also announce that
all Omnitars and companion accessories
and equipment are available on a rental
basis.
■
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LLOYD S
BIRTHDAY SALE
Six years ago I left the Navy
to open my store. I was told
then that I wouldn't last
more than 6 months. BUT
LOW PRICES and INTEGRITY
have helped us grow into
Hollywood's popular LLOYD'S
CAMERA EXCHANGE.

HELP US CELEBRATE!
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
Bell & Howell 35mm standard mod.
hi-speed, L.N., w/mags., lewises,
cables, extra belts and cases....$2,600.00
Bell & Howell 35mm, hi-speed,
w/rackover 2709 . 1,950.00
Cine-Special I w/lin. lens and 100'
mag.
295.00
Mitchell
16mm
outfit complete
w/Blimp, lenses, tripod, etc..
and guaranteed . 6,500.00
Eyemo 71K, w/2" F2.8 lens.
195.00
Eyemo Compact, turret, w/filter
slot .
295.00
DeVry Camera, 35mm w/50mm lens
149.00
Bell & Howell Specialist, w/singleframe attach.,
complete w/2
mags., finders .
795.00
Bolex RX, w/fl.8 lens, demonstrator
295.00
Arriflex 35mm BImp, w/sync. motor 1,350.00
EDITING — PROJECTION

Moviola, Mod. D, complete.$ 149.50
Jan Projector, 16mm (Fed), Special
395.00
DeVry 35mm Projector, clean.
295.00
Magnasync Recorder—List $1,950.
Like new . 1,495.00
Uhler 16-35 and 35-16. List $2,495.
Special .
695.00
Bell & Howell 16mm editor, head
only .
65.00
Bell & Howell 16mm editor comp.
w/rewinds .
89.50
Moviola Mod. “D” Pic. Head, vari¬
able speed, foot pedal and takeup arms .
195.00
Moviola w/bull’s-eye, 16mm .
195.00

GADGETS and SHORT-CUTS
'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

BARN DOOR SAFETY CATCH
—Elstree Studio engineers in
London recently devised a simple
safety catch for fitting to barn
doors mounted on set lamps. The
gadget provides a safety factor
in case a lamp operator fails to
engage the barn door mount with
bottom slot on the lamp front. It
consists of a stop catch on each of
the vertical sides of the barn door
flange, slightly above the side
brackets of the lamp front. Catch
consists of small steel trapezoid
pivoted from one corner on a
stepped bolt fixed through flange
of the barn doors. The outside
lower toe of catch will automati¬
cally swing to the safety position
when on a lamp.—British Kinematography.

BARN DOCm

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliy

CAMERA RAINCOAT —The
plastic bags supplied by cleaning
establishments as garment protec¬
tors make ideal moisture-proof
covers for any motion picture
camera. Our cameramen always
carry one or more in each camera
case for emergency use in case a
sudden shower is encountered on
a filming assignment. The plastic
covers cost only a few cents each
and may be discarded after use.—
W. A. Horton, Southwest News &
Photo Service, Oklahoma City.

LENSES, ACCESSORIES,
LIGHTING

Colortran Jr. Kit .$
Pan-Cinor 16mm, C-mount, 20mm
to 60mm .
Baltar 4" — F/2.3,
coated,
for
Eyemo .
Mitchell Finder, variable matte, new
Mitchell Finder, used, L.N.
Mitchell Stand, motor, 110-V, A.C.D.C.
Mitchell 35mm, Var. Speed Motor..
Mitchell Tripod w/friction head.
Mitchell Hi-Hat, used .
Bolex Underwater Blimp. Reg. $450,
demonstrator .
B. & H. Underwater Housing. Reg.
$425 .
Bell & Howell 400' mags., 35mm....
Miller Mod. “D” Fluid Head, new
(Australia) .

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllill»

137.00
99.50
150.00
275.00
195.00
225.00
225.00
395.00
17.50
300.00
340.00
27.50
119.50

MANY MORE OFFERINGS!

LLOYD'S
CAMERA

EXCHANGE

VERSATILE CAMERA MOUNT
—To make effective “boom shots”
on an industrial location, a stand¬
ard Towmotor with hydraulic lift
was employed. It proved ideal be¬
cause the tractor unit of the Towmotor is small and narrow enough
to traverse narrow passageways,
and the hydraulic lift and plat¬
form are extremely rigid, afford¬
ing a solid elevated support for
camera and operator. (Pictured
on platform is a special swinging
mount for camera, required for
the particular assignment, and is
not part of the Towmotor).—
Joseph Henry, Glendale, Calif.

1612 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 28, Cal.
HOLLYWOOD 7-7189
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ONLY CECO
GIVES YOO
CECO 35MM PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER WITH DOUBLE SYSTEM
SOUND READER

VOLTABLOC NICKEL-CADMIUM
LITE-WEIGHT BATTERIES

THESE
PLUSES
iiiiiiiiii

CECO HI-SPEED EDITING TABLE
(In 16mm and 35mm models)

CECO X-140 REMOTE CONTROL PAN
AND TILT HEAD WITH “DIAL-A-STOP”
SALES AND SERVICE OF THE
WORLD'S FINEST PROFESSIONAL

FILM MAKING
EQUIPMENT
—PLUS THE TECHNICAL GUIDANCE
TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THEM

PLUS

on-time delivery—anywhere
in the world—within your budget!

CECO B-109 PROGRAMMING DEVICE
(Intervalonleter)

PLUS a Repair Department staffed
with technicians, expert in every
phase of professional Motion Pict¬
ure and TV equipment repair !

CECO LS-1 SUNSHADE & FILTER
HOLDER FOR CINE SPECIAL AND
BOLEX CAMERAS
(Cine Special illustrated)

SALES-SERVICE-RENTALS
CECO—Trademark for Camera Equipment CO.

GET
ALL
THE
FACTS!
SEND
THIS
POSTAGE
FREE
CARD
TODAY!

CECO TR-8 PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR
FRICTION HEAD TRIPOD

(TflmCRfl CoUIPmenT r0..inc.
^

\

V-

west 43rd St.,New Yerk 36, N. Y
JUdson 6-1420

Gentlemen: I am interested in the items checked below.
Please rush me more free information on these products.
n

C-3549

□

X-140

Stop Motion Motor

G

TT-3

Remote Control Head

G

35mm Professional Film Viewer

D

TR-8

Pro Jr. Friction Head Tripod

n

LS-1

Sunshade & Filter Holder

G

B-109

G
G
G
G

Voltabloc Nickel-Cadmium Batteries

G
D

Cooke Lenses
Hi-Speed Editing Table

□

Firmsplice Film Splicer

Programming Device

Tripod Tie-Down Clamps

Rangertone Synchronizer
Macbeth Quanta Log
Ke nyon Stabilizer

Q Traid Portable Hot Splicer

Name

Title

Firm
Address
Cjty_____Zone

._State

PLUS

three offices
to serve you better...
New York ... Miami,
Florida... and Holly¬
wood, California!

RANGERTONE SYNCHRONIZER
( / " Synch. Playback Control)
1

4

TRAID PORTABLE HOT SPLICER
(8mm-16mm ond 16mm-3Smm Models)

CECO TT-3 TRIPOD TIE-DOWN CLAMPS

KENYON GYROSCOPIC STABILIZER

CECO C-3549 STOP MOTION MOTOR
FOR ARRIFLEX 16MM CAMERA

MACBETH QUANTA LOG

FIRMSPLICE MAGNETIC FILM SPLICER
(For 16mm and 35 mm)

In New York:
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.

In Florida:

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
DEPT. 62,

Inc.

315 WEST 43RD STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. of Florida
1335 East 10th Ave., Hialeah, Florida

In Hollywood, California
Call JACK PILL • POplar 3-8355

PLUS modern facilities ^
consisting of a Machine
Shop with the latest
equipment; a Sound Department with complete
test facilities; fully equipped Camera, Lighting, Editing and Projection Departments; and an Engineering and Design Department second to none!

»
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a
H
8
^
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NEVER BEFORE
A HELPFUL BOOK LIKE THIS!
FOR MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHERS
Gives you detailed answers to hundreds of
problems and questions relating to Theatrical,
Television, Industrial, Military, Educational
and Documentary motion picture production.
• Illumination Data for both
“boosted
voltage”
and
standard
studio
lighting
equipment together with foot
candle, amperage and volt¬
age tables and wiring dia¬
grams.

•

• Data never before printed
on: Panning Speeds, Optical
Effects, Ultra High Speed,
Underwater
Cinematogra¬
phy, Make-Up, Background
Plates,
Process
Scenes,
Shooting Day-for-Night (col¬
or & B&W).

•

•
•

• Special Data on Exposure,
Color,
Illumination,
Arctic
and Tropic Cinematography,
Infrared Film, Filters, etc.

•

• Tables for compensating Fil¬
ter Factors, Shutter Angles,
Camera Speeds.
• Many useful Camera, Lens,
and Filming Formulas.
® Complete

Data

for

•

Ultra

Close-Up
Cinematography
with Extension Tubes, and
Diopter Lenses.
Wide-Screen Processes, com¬
plete aperture and viewfind¬
er dimensions for all aspect
ratios for 65mm, 35mm and
16mm; squeezed and un¬
squeezed photography,
single-and double-frame.
Complete Lens Angle Data
for all lenses for all aspect
ratios.
Film Threading Diagrams for
all cameras.
Detailed Listing of all Mod¬
ern Professional Cameras:
65mm, 35mm, and 16mm.
Black-and-White and Color
Film Data, together with ASA
ratings. Identification, and
Incident Light Readings for
same.
Up-to-Date Data on Lenses,
Filters, Exposure and Color
Temperature Meters.

There^s something to help you on every
page of this valuable fact-packed book!

RESERVED COPIES
WILL BE DELIVERED
FIRST! Reserve

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please

for

me

a

copy

of

Payment of $7.50* is enclosed.

the

AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER

MANUAL.

Please ship C.O.D.

Name.
Street

Yours NOW! ► ► ►

reserve

&

No..

City..

Zone.

State.

'■'For orders mailed ivithin California, please add 4% sales tax.
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WALTER STRENGE’S
MAKE MOVIES

anywhere

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Need advice on a picture making problem?

Your questions are invited

and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest will appear in this column each month.

QI

would like to produce the main
title for a 16nini black-and-white
picture I am making, and have the text
appear in white letters over a live-action
background. What is the simplest meth¬
od for doing this? The picture is being
shot on negative film.—If .S., Albany,
N.Y.

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Smooth,

even

3400®

K

light

in

wide-angle

beam. No glaring hot spots. Fits any camera
No tools needed,
nickel-cadmium

no holes to drill.

battery with

Weighs only 5 lbs

built-in

Long-life
charger

Guaranteed one year

.insiver:

$199.50
COMPLETE WITH

Shoot sound anywhere with portable power

RUBYLITE POWER-PAC
FOR AURICON CAMERAS
Power-Pac Jr , weight 6 lbs. With life-time
nickel-cadmium batteries and charger.

WRITE

FOR

COMPLETE

j
[

$139.50

Franklin

Bt.

INFORMATION

- Tampa

Telephone:

2.

is

best

done through

pictures for U.S. release.
Because this method is more ex¬
pensive than that required for a nor¬
mal print, the use of a dupe negative

PHOTOMART
22B Bo.

This

the process of negative-positive print¬
ing in which the title is superimposed
and the background printed in one
pass through the printing machine,
This method is commonly used to
superimpose English titles on foreign

BATTERY

Florida

2-1 l 6B

I

is recommended, with the title super¬
imposition incoi'porated into one recOld of film for final release use.

QThe

cover of your July issue shows
cinematographer
James
Wong
Howe using a meter that is strange to
me. What brand meter is he using and
what is its source and cost? If this me¬
ter is not available here, what Ameri¬
can meters may be used for a compa¬
rable lighting situation?—K.S., Binghanipton, N.Y.

Answer: The meter shown on our July
cover is a Technicolor incident light
meter. It was developed and made by
Technicolor Corp. several years ago to
aid
cameramen
using Technicolor
three-strip cameras in obtaining proper
light balance on the sets of color
productions.
The meter is no longer being manu¬
factured and the only ones presently
available are in the hands of various
Hollywood cinematographers. Other in¬
SINGLE

FRAME

CAMERA —

“TRIP-LEVER” ACTION!
Movement of lever ACTIVATES shutter and
advances film . . . ready for shooting up to
400 exposures per vuinding at your touchl
Powerful spring-motor drive built for long
rugged ‘‘Trop-Artic" use. Takes economical
standard
100' Daylight loading spools of
35mm black & white or color film!
Sensa¬
tional Value!
With 25mm F/4.5 B & H Lens $399.50
With 2" F/2.8 Lens.$424.50

cident light meters now on the market,
such as the Norwood and the Spectra,
qualify for use in all professional film
making work. Both meters feature a
swivel head containing the photo cell,
and both meters may be used for read¬
ing both incident and reflected light.

Write for Free 132 pg. Catalog.

L
ii

BURKE

& JAMES, INC

321 S. Wabash
AC 9/60
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Chicago A, Illinois

Qlf

Answer: With few exceptions, the rule
to follow is “multiply the two factors”
to obtain the effective factor of the fil¬
ter combination. Thus, if you use one
filter having a factor of 4 and another
having a factor of 5, the combination
factor will be 20.

I use a combination of two fil¬
ters to produce a day-for-night ef¬
fect, how do I determine the total factor
of the filters?—C.L., Savage, Minn.

Q

I am planning a 16mm commer¬
cial production for which two and
possibly three different cameras will be
used to photograph footage that will
later be intercut for the final picture.
Pre-production test shots show that the
frames in film shot with one camera
do not line up with films shot with the
other two. What is the cause of this and
how can the problem be corrected?—
G.L.C., Los Angeles.

Answer: The problem is caused by the
film aperture in the one camera being
positioned differently than that in the
other two cameras. In most 16mm cam¬
eras, the aperture is adjustable so that
it can be made to match the apertures
of other cameras used on the same pro¬
duction. Take all the cameras that are
to be used to a dependable camera re¬
pair or service shop and have the aper¬
tures adjusted so all three will line up
accurately and thus produce footage
that will intercut without trouble.

Q

Viewing a Walt Disney animated
film recently I was impressed by
the great depth of field that marked
the multiplane photography. How was
this achieved? Were any special optics
employed?—A.X., Karachi, Pakistan.

Answer: No special optics are required
for the depth of field achieved in multi¬
plane animation photography. The
effect of depth is achieved by proper
employment of the multiplane set-up
and by working with sufficient volume
of illumination and a duration of ex¬
posure that will permit shooting at
the smallest possible lens stop. Here,
as in all photography, the smaller the
stop the greater the depth of field.
In the composition of multiplane
scenes, the various planes are so spaced
that the depth of field will never exceed
the depth limitations of the camera
lens being used.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Processes up to 150 ft. of film per min.
When your 16mm and 35mm black and white film process¬
ing requirements call for high speed and/or high volume,
the Houston Fearless Model S120PN Rapid Spray Processor
will do the job superbly well. High-impingement jet-spray
application of the developing solution, fix and wash (as well
as impingement drying) makes possible processing of posi¬
tive film at 150 f.p.m., negative film at 100 f.p.m. Complete
cycle at top speed is only 5 minutes, dry to dry.
Fully automatic operation plus highly accurate temperature
controls (within ±*4°F) assure uniformly fine results.
Solution reservoir (adjustable to 5 or 10 gal. capacity), per¬
mits alternating between neg. and pos. processing. The
machine also features a direct, positive film drive, automatic
film-tension control, efficient air squeegees and electric tach¬
ometer. Wax or silicone applicator and archival wash are
optional. Stainless steel throughout. Write or phone for
brochure and prices.

r
I
I
I

HOUSTON
FEA.RLESS
DIVISION OE IIOUS^IXIN EE^MHESS CORE

I

Send catalogs and prices on □ Rapid Spray Processor

1
I

□ other B&W Processors
□ Color Processors
□ Mix and Storage Tanks
□ Air Units
□ Camera Heads □ Tripods □ Dollies

I

Name_

I

I
I
I
I

L
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11805 W. Olympic B/vd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
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AIMIMIIAL
CLEARANCE SALE

m

VISCO-MATIC
3-SPEED m & TIET HEAD
“The
Finest

These Low Prices in Effect Until Oct. 1st. I960. ACT ISOW 1
Hundreds of Other Specials Included in this Annual Sale,
W rite. W ire or Phone Your ISeeds Before It Is Too Late!!
ic CAMERAS, 35MM
MITCHELL STD., 5 Baltar lenses; 2-1000' magazines; llOV
wild motor; matfebox; viewfinder,- cases..$3495.00
MITCHELL
NC Head,
stripped,
needs considerable
re¬
pairs
.
$595.00
MITCHELL single lens mount; II5V Sync motor (16 f.p.s.)
counter
.
$495.00
DEBRIE K metal, 3 lenses; 12V wild motor,- 6-400' mags;
mattebox; cases .
$395.00

★ CAMERAS, T6MM
CINE Special

I

with

Pan Cinor 60

lens.$349.50

CINE Special II w/200' chamber, 2 lenses & case..$595.00
AURICON PRO 200.
Less sound.$495.00
MAURER modified 05, syncmotor; 400' magazine,- 4-lens
turret .
$995.00
B&H
SPECIALIST
w/rackover;
400'
mag.,syncmotor,Mitchell type finder; pos. finder, cases.
$1800 value .$695.00
BOLEX Supreme, octameter, less lens.$149.50
BOLEX Converted 400' mag.; rackover; telescopic finder,llOV wild motor $900 value.$449.50
B&H 70 w/400' mag.; 3 Cooke lenses, case
$1250 value .$495.00
ARRIFLEX
16 with 3 Xenon
lenses;
mattebox;
trunk.
Used
.
$1350.00

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good,
$1000 off .$3750.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head; 7' boom height;
2 seats; hihat; brackets for 6 lites. Cost $4000..$795.00
TRIPOD TRIANGLES, prevent slipping.
$30 value.
New .$14.95
COLLAPSIBLE
Tripod
Triangles
with
tiedown
clamps.
New .$24.50
DURALUMINUM BLIMP, sponge-lined for 1200' Maurer or
other cameras with vertical motor.$69.50
HI-HAT for Jr. Tripods.
New.$15.95
CECO CINE Special Blimp, svncmotor .$395.00
MITCHELL type heavy duty Tripods,- V4 or standard (takes
Mitchell,
Houston-Fearless
or
Ceco
TV
Freeheadl.
New
.$119.50

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
FRIED Liqht Scene Tester, 1 to 11 exposures. As is..$99.50
NEUVATOR Cleaning Machines CL-16mm.
$395 value .$149.50
CL-1 35mm .$99.50
EASTMAN
Electric
35mm
Film
Waxing
Machine
with
heating element & motor. $1500 value. Rebuilt....$795.00
ART REEVES Sensitester, 16/35mm, comb. Densitometer &
Sensitometer.
$2000 value .$995.00

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary movements.
New demonstrator, $3000 value .$1995.00
KENSOL Hot Press with largest typeholder, hot plate.
$870 value .$295.00
B&H 16mm Animation Camera, 25mm lens, counter; 400'
map.; dissolve; stopmotion motor. $4500 value..$2495.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine,- dissolve.
$3500 value .$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing.$1750.00
ANIMATION Stand 13', heavy base, 4 movements, extra
large platen. Cost $10,000. As is. Plus crating..$495.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
B&H Model D 35mm Continuous Printer, sound & picture,
with tx: lamp supply.
Rebuilt...$3495.00
B&H,
Printer,
step contact,
pilot pin spreaders,
semi¬
automatic light change.
$4000 value.$995.00
DEBRIE 35mm Sound &
Picture Printer, Matipo model
w/light changer.
$8000 value.
As is.$495.00
ACME Dual Head 35mm Step Printer, Cinecolor.
Original
cost $14,000 .
$2995.00
DEPUE
Optical
Reduction Soundtrack
Printer 35/16mm.
Syncmotor and generator.
$7500 value.$1995.00
DUPLEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration..$795.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with auto¬
matic lite change and timing device.
Original
$12,000 .
$2495.00

in
Fluidity"

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
NORTHLITE Indirect Reflectors, less stands.
2000 Watt $99.50; 5000 Watt.
$124.50
BM 1-Pc. SPOTS on stand. Capco made, rebuilt.
1000 Watt $49.50; 2000W .$89.50
MOLE-RICHARDSON 120 amp. Molarc (Type 90) on pedes¬
tal with grid, cables.
$1278 value.$595.00
SILVER REFLECTORS, 48"; on rolling stands.
$200 value .$49.50
WOOD UTILITY TRIPODS, 8', hold lites, cameras, etc.
$50 value .$1.95
EXTENSION & Power Cords, 25' with half plug or
box .
$12.95

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
WESTREX 35mm Optical Recorders, outright
purchase
.$995.00
WESTREX 35mm
Dubbers,
220V 3ph
interlock
motors.
$1500 value .$295.00
MR
MIKE
BOOM
and
3-wheel
tricycle
perambulator.
Incomplete
.$295.00
RCA
PHOTOPHONE
35mm
Fantasound film
phonograph
with Selsyn motors.
Originally $6,500.$895.00
HALLEN 16mm Sync Magnetic Recorder, 25A with playback
amplifier, speaker,
$1500 value...$495.00
REEVES
16mm
Magicorder
PVlOO,
portable
Built
in
oscillator, equalization, 2 pos. mixer.
$4500 value .$995.00

ONLY

$97.50
• Only the S.O.S Visco-Matic
and 3-Speed Tilt Action.
•

Full

90°

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Filmline BRIDGAMATIC 16/35mm neg./pos.
processor,
variable drive, compressor.
$2300 value.$1395.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS Labmaster 16mm reversal, 2 maga¬
zines, like new .$3995.00
FILMLINE BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg./pos. processor;
reconditioned
.$795.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processors, 16/'35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less
steel
tanks,
one
fiberglass
lined.
Full
'A”
temperature control.
Recirculation, air supply 7 saueegees. $35,000 value. Rebuilt like new.$11,995.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS 16mm daylight loading magazine for
all HF processors.
$300 value.$79.50
STINEMAN
Drying
Racks,
200' 35mm capacity (usable
for 16mm).
$25 value.$1.95

and

down.

Full

360°

Pan

pan.

Left or right hand operation.

•
•

Positive tilt and pan locks.
Guaranteed
to
operate
in
temperatures
35° below zero to 150° above.

•

Velvet smooth action.

from

•

Precision built; ht. 6 in., wt. 4'/} lbs.

•

Designed
for
use with Auricon
Cine-Voice,
Bolex,
B&H Filmo, Cine Kodak-Special and
similar 16mm cameras.

•

Can be used with
S.O.S Versa-Dolly

S.O.S.

Jr.,

Pro

Jr.

Legs

or

Adopter Plate for S.O.S Jr.
or Pro Jr. Tripods.$r9
S.O.S

Jr.

Grooved

Professional

Legs.$75

Write for brochure.

SOSafe

mm

STUDIO
Revolutionary
new design,
opens and closes

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
MOVIOLA 4-gang 35mm Synchronizers .$99.50
NEUMADE Synchromaster 16mm single.$87.50
NEUMADE 16mm Measuring Machines.
Single $39.50; Dual .$59.50
NEW E-Z JR. 8/16mm non-magnetic film Splicers.
$19.95 reduced to .$9.95
B&H 35mm Hand Splicers, $25 value.$4.95
GRISWOLD 35mm Splicers R-2 .$15.95
MOVIOLA Preview 16mm Composite and
16mm Sound .$1495.00
MOVIOLA Sound Preview 35mm UDDVCS, 8"xl0" large
picture.
$2250 value .$1295.00
ACMIOLA
35mm
Viewers
w/stands,
6"x8y2" picture,
motorized.
$1500 value .$295.00
AKELEY,
35mm
Viewer,
sound
and
composite 5"x7"
aerial image.
$3000 value, closeout 1/6 cost....$495.00
ACMIOLA
Preview 35mm composite sound/picture
(6"x
8'/j") with separate sound and counter.
$3000 value .$495.00

up

3-Speed

•

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
SIMPLEX 35mm projector mechs.$99.50
BACKGROUND
Arc
Projector,
35mm
movies or slides;
120 amp. arclamp; rheostat; lenses.
Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is.
Plus crating.$495.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details.
$15,000 value.$1995.00
TRANSLUCENT Background projection screen, 9'xl2'.
$200 value ...$99.50
SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector, amplifier and
speaker, less pedestals .$295.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, lOOOW lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously.$995.00
B&H FILMOARC 16mm Sound Projectors, hi-intensity arclamp,
lens,
pedestal,
30A
rectifier,
SOW
amplifier,
2 speakers. $2000 value .$975.00

tilt

has

in one easy
operation
Made of aircraft alu¬
minum

with

14-inch

"turn-around”
platform
zone
inch

and

safety
safety-

guardrails.
wide

3-

ribbed

aluminum steps with
“angle-cut" moulded
nonslip rubber tipped
front and

back feet.

•

Extra wide leg span for extra safety.

•

Lightweight

O

A
"must"
for
every
Grip
Dept.—ideal
for
painting
sets,
hanging
drapes
and
countless
other stage, studio and on-location uses.

for

quick

bulb

O

Useful as director's platform.

•

Extra

•

Easily
carried
compact size.

sturdy

support

for

light

changes.

cameraman.

on-location;

fold s

quickly

to

Model #9611—25

lbs., 90"

ht..

4

steps

$29.50

Model #7211—18

lbs., 78"

ht..

3

steps

$25.50

Model #6011—16

lbs., 66"

ht..

2

steps

$20.75

Model #4811—13

lbs., 54" ht..

1

step

$14.80

Also aluminum extension ladders in stock

Vastly improved over any tripod in its class. Now . . . the
famous S.O.S Junior Tripod is available with an important
new feature ... a Ball-Socket Mount! Just loosen the con¬
trol knob and adjust the ball until the bull's-eye spirit level
indicates correct position. Instantly you're ready for perfectly
aligned shooting without troublesome tripod leg adjustments.
For easy set-ups and sturdy support, it's the S.O.S GyroSphere Junior Tripod!

LEVEL THE BALL . . .
THATS ALL
•

One-piece leg-lock for quick and easy operation.

•

Twin

point

low

NOW, Owners of Arriflex, B & H,

•

Large brilliant full upright image corrected
right to left. Apparent image 2" x 3".

•

You shoot with both eyes open.
Smooth precision
focus control from two feet to infinity. Accurate par¬
allax control calibrated on an engraved scale.

•

Instant action positive lock control
tween two or more cameras.

•

Does not interfere with
changing of magazines.

•

Interchangeable from one camera to another in a
matter of seconds.
Sturdily constructed yet light¬
weight for ease of handling and alignment.

use

of

allows

use

boxes

Excellent illumination for dimly lit scenes.

•

Auxiliary lens easily mounted for 15mm fie'd.

LENS

AUXILIARY

AND

MATTES

rock-steady

shots

at

high

and

most

16mm

cameras

Pro, Bolex,

including Arriflex
Cine Voice,

Eyemo,

16mm

and

Filmo and

Maurer.
Seasoned, solid V-grooved hardwood legs, oil treated and

A

Fully

waxed for smooth, non-sticking action.
guaranteed

against

defects

in

materials

and

work¬

manship.
S.O.S GyroSphere Deluxe Jr. Tripod

(less ball adapter)

illustrated.$110.00

S.O.S GyroSphere Standard Jr. Tripod (less ball adapter).

99.50

Ball Adapter for S.O.S Junior and other free

heads.

39.50

Ball Adapter for Viscomatic & other fluid heads, including knob & level...

44.50

Extra large head-mounting knob, if required..

6.50

EDIOU mm VIEWER & MB READER
Many Exclusive Features!

be¬

Most Advanced Professional
matte

•

INCLUDES

from

assure

•

Can Shoot with Both Eyes Open

•

Holds

35mm Auricon

Bolex and Cine Special Cameras

Has all the advanced features which have made this
type of viewfinder the choice of Hollywood studio
cameramen for TOP performance in scope and opera¬
tion. Opticaily and mechanically precision engineered
to th^ exacting standards of the motion picture in¬
dustry
requirements.
An
engroved
aperture
outline,
with crosshairs in the center, shows the field of the
standard 25mm lens for 16mm cameras. A border out¬
side the actual picture area allows for anticipation of
incoming scenes. A secondary magnifying
lens gives
an enlarged view. Mattes are provided for lenses of
longer focal length and an auxiliary lens is used to
cover the 15mm wide angle field.

shoes

positions.

WIDE
FOR

2

or

ANGLE
LENSES

1 6mm Action Viewer
Edit right on your film. Models from left to
right or right to left operation. Eliminates film
scratching and damage to sprocket holes—
tension device keeps image in constant focus
—hum-free amplification—synchronized with
Precision Sound Reader.

MOUNTING BRACKETS:
Arriflex,
Cine

B&H

special

70

or

Bolex

H

16.$15

. .$ 5

•

Picture

•

BIG, CLEAR IMAGE, 3"x4"—remains sharp whether film
is moving or stopped.
Can te viewed in lighted room.

always

in

focus—-even

when

film

tension

No excess heat on film even when still.

o

Coated Multi-faced Prism prevents flicker.

d

Open Gate Threading.

•

Can be synchronized with Sound Readers.

•

Comfortable viewing distance at 10" to 14".

obtain

•

Individual Framing and Focusing Controls.

latest film production and exhibiting equipment

•

Hi-Power projection lamp—easily replaced.

•

Flip-up

•

Shows up normally undetected flaws in film.

Get

acquainted with

this

Plan,

Picture

specially

Industry,

the

many

designed

making

on very liberal terms.

it

advantages
for

the

possible

to

Write for FREE booklet.

design

allows cueing

Ediola

with

Sr.

M

Viewer

base

Sound

.$362.45

(left
S.O.S

to

right)

Ediola

MRL

(right

Sr.
to

.$135
Action
left)

Model

Model MA Professional 8mm
Viewer .$99.50

right on film—no frame

PIHIFlUil
QlIPPIV rORP e02
UlllLlllll our r LI UUlir.

Viewer

.$195

loss.

Write for brochure.

\

'The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

S.O.S.

and

S.O.S Ediola Sr. Action Viewer Model M

of

Motion

S.O.S

Reader Combination

^

S.O.S. LEHSli PLi

slackens.

/
9

S-fS.
WEST S2nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

PAm..- Plaio 7-0440

1ST.

■'

1926

CoUcSOSOUND

WESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2124

PHOTOGRAPHIC

HAL MOHR, ASC

Finished “Underworld,
USA” at Columbia last
month for Samuel Fuller.
Now shooting “This Time
Tomorrow” under direc¬
tion of Wesley Barry.

WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
By

MARION

HUTCHINS
WALT DISNEY

ALLIED ARTISTS

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Dondi” (Albert Zugsniith Prods.) with David Janssen and Patti
Page. Albert Zngsmith, director.
Wallace Kelly, ASC. “Look in Any Win¬
dow” (New Film Co.) with Paul Anka and
Ruth Roman. William Alland. director.

Henry Freulich, ASC, “Dennis the Men¬
ace”* (Screen Gems) with Jay North and
Herbert Anderson.
Fred Gately, ASC. “My Sister Eileen”*
Screten Gems) with Shirley Boone and
Elaine Stritch. Oscar Rudolph, director.
William Whitley. ASC, “Dan Raven”*
(Screen Gems) with Skip Homeier and
Quinn Redeker.

STUDIOS

Edward Colman, ASC, “The Absent-Minded
Professor” with Fred MacMurray and Nancy
Olson. Robert Stevenson, director.
Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Petticoats and Bluejeans” with Hayley Mills and Maureen
O’Hara. David Swift, director.
Walter Castle, ASC, “Pop Warner Foothall”*
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

Ellis Carter, ASC, Commercials*
ERNEST LASZLO, ASC

Completed shooting “The
Day
Of
The
Gun”
in
Mexico
last month for
Brynaprod, headauartered
at Republic Studios.

Karl Strltss, ASC, Commercials*
Walter Strenge, ASC, Commercials*
Paul Vogel, ASC, Commercials*

GENERAL SERVICE

James Drought, Commercials*

Paul Eagler, ASC, “The Facts of Life”
(Parkwood Prods.) with Bob Hope and
Lucille Ball. Melvin Frank, director.

NATIONAL

Monroe Askins. Richard Rawlings. Curt
Fetters, “Lock-Up”* (Ziv-TV) with Mac¬
Donald Carey; “Acquanaut”* (Ziv-TV) with
Keith Larson and Jeremy Slate.

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Angel”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Annie Farge and Marshall
Thompson. Lament Johnson, director.

Monroe Askins, “The Case of the Danger¬
ous Robin”* (Ziv-TV) with Rich Jason.

Sid Hickox, ASC, “The Andy Griffith
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Andy Griffith.

Jack Marquette, “Klondike”*
with Ralph Taeger.

(Ziv-TV)

CASCADE PICTURES

GEORGE

Wilkie Cooper, “Mysterious Island” (Ameri¬
can Films Prods.; shooting in Spain) with
Michael Craig and Joan Greenwood. Cyril
Endfield, director.
Charles Lawton, Jr., ASC, “A Raisin in
the Sun” (Shooting in Chicago) with Sidney
Poitier and Claudia McNeil. Daniel Petrie,
director.
Gert
Andersen,
ASC,
“Donna
Reed
Show”* (Screen Gems) with Donna Reed.
Andrew McCullough, director.
Hal Mohr, ASC, “Underworld U.S.A.”
(Wide-Screen; Globe Enterprises) with Gliff
Robertson and Dolores Dorn. Sam Euller,
producer-director.
Charles Welborn, “Manhunt”* (Screen
Gems) with Victor Jory and Pat MeVey.
Fred Jackman, director.
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Commercials*

Arthur
Feindel,
(Filmways, Inc.)

ASC,

Commercials*

Maltry
Gertsman,
(Filmways, Inc.)

ASC,

Commercials*

GOLD

MEDAL STUDIOS,

N.Y.

STUDIOS

Leon Shamroy, ASC, “North to Alaska”
(CinemaScope & DeLuxe color) with John
Wayne and Stewart Granger. Henry Hath¬
away, director.
Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Frontier Scout”
(Zenith P'etures: UA release) with Jim
Davis and Nancy Hadley. Edw. L. Calm,
director.

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Oswald Morris, “The Guns of Navarone"
(Color; Highroad Prod.; shooting in Greece)
with Gregory Peck and David Niven. Alex¬
ander Mackendrick, director.

ASC,

GOLDWYN

Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*

Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Cry for Happy”
(William Goetz Prod.) with Glenn Ford and
Donald O’Connor. George Marshall, director.

Thomas Tutwiler,
(Filmways, Inc.)

DISKANT, ASC

Currently shooting “The
Law and Mr. Jones” TV
series at Republic Stu¬
dios for 4 Star.

William Skall, ASC, Commercials*

Jack Marquette, “Two Faces West”*
(Screen Gems) with Charles Bateman and
June Blair. Marmon Jones, director.

STUDIOS

Joseph Brun, ASC, “Girl of the Night”
(Vanguard Prod, for Warner Bros.) with
Anne Francis and Lloyd Nolan. Joseph
Cates, director.

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

Jack Marquette, “War Hero” (Burt Topper
Prods.) with Tony Russell and Baynes
Barron. Burt Topper, director.

“Dobie Gillis”*
Rod Amateau,

Frank Redman, ASC, “Perry Mason”*
(CBS-TV) with Raymond Burr and Bar¬
bara Hale.

DESILU—Cahuenga

AMERICAN

James van Trees, ASC,
with Dwayne Hickman.
director.

DESILU—Culver City

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*
(Desilu Pods.) with Robert Stack and Jerry
Paris.
Lucien Andriot, ASC, “Guestward Ho”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Joanne Dru and Mark
Miller.
Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy’s”* (Brennan-Westgate Prods.) with
Walter Brennan.

INDEPENDENT

Lionel Lindon, ASC, “A Matter of Convic¬
tion” (Contemporary Prods, for UA; shoot¬
ing in N.Y.) with Burt Lancaster and Dina
Merrill. John Frankenheimer, director.
Frank Planer, ASC, “King of Kings” (Tech¬
nicolor, Samuel Bronston Prods.; shooting
in Spain) with Jeff Hunter and Robert Ryan.
Nicholas Ray, director.

DESILU—G ower

Charles van Enger, ASC, “Lassie”* (Jack
Wrather Prods.) with June Lockhart and
Jon Provost.
Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Fred MacMurray and
William Frawley.
Robert Hauser, “Wyatt Earp”*
Prods.) with Hugh O’Brian.

CHARLES

G.

CLARKE, ASC

Currently shooting “Blake
Star”
in
C-Scope
and
color at 20th CenturyFox,
directed
by
Don
Siegle. Picture stars Elvis
Presley and Dolores Del
Rio.

(Desilu

Robert
Pittack,
ASC, “Ann
Sothern
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.
Lucien Andriot, ASC, “Harrigan and
Son’”* (Desilu Prods.) with Pat O’Brien
and Roger Perry.

Amerigo Hoss, “The Blonde from Buenos
Aires” (color; Continental Films; shooting
in Argentina) with Mamie Van Doren and
Jean Pierre Aumont. George Cahan, director.
Continued on Page 570
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PROFESSIONAL JUNIORS—product

of experience

and friend to

Simplified
geared camera
attaching method
knob easily accessible

thousands of cameramen

Adjustable
pan handle

Tilt lock

All tripods have one thing in common—
they rest on three legs. But there the
the comparison ends.

Interchangeable
'and adjustable angle
pan handle location,
left or right hand
and reverse

Because Pro Junior towers like the
Empire State Building over ordinary tripods.

Pan lock

Because Pro Junior is the world’s most
convenient tripod with the world’s
finest features, including;
Pan tension brake
Simplified camera attaching method.
Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle.
Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
Special pan tension adjusting knob, independent of
pan lock.
Cast in tie-down eyelets.
Self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
IDEAL FOR MOTION PICTURE AND TV VIDICON
CAMERAS.

Detachable head
interchangeable
on baby tripod
and Hi Hat
Telescoping
pan handle

And still the price is unchanged, which makes
PRO JUNIOR the world’s best tripod value.
Pros go for PRO JUNIOR. See it today.
$150.00

,Cast in
tie down
eyelets

Self aligning
'double leg
lock knobs

CECO Professional Jr. Hi-Hat

An adapter for extremely lowmount setups; also used for title
stands and permanent mount¬
ings. Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads. $22.00

(7flni€Rfl €(^uipni€nT(o.,inc
Dept. A

CECO Professional Jr.
Adjustable Wooden Baby Tripod

PROFESSIONAL JR.

Accepts all Pro Jr. Tripod
Heads. Has substantial shoe and
spur. Measures 26" extended
from floor to flange, 18" col¬
lapsed. Weight 7 lbs.
$75.00

Used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control
pan and tilt action.
$175.00 Head only.
$225.00 Complete with tripod.

Geared Head

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
• D./v
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*How to select a recorder to start your
MAGNASYNC-MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM
o

Sound Equipment Checklist

When lightweight portability is a must the 27 lb.
X-4C)0 Type 1 is the answer! Another reason so many
producers choose this machine is that it is genuinely
professional, and yet, surprisingly economical!
From $985.
X-400

The Type 1 is a miniaturized version of the Type 5.
Low power consumption and extreme portability has
made this 39 lb. unit a popular selection for remote
location production by leading professional motion
picture studios.
From $1360.
TYPE

1

The X-400 Type

15 is designed for the man who

wants everything in one case . . . playback amplifier,
monitor speaker, footage counter and torque motors.
You can be proud to have this machine represent
you on any sound stage!
From $1385.
TYPE 15

The most popular magnetic film recorder in the
world is the Type 5! With this unit and all its oper¬
ational conveniences, you are definitely in the‘‘major
league." The Type 5 owner always starts his pictures
with a special feeling of confidence in the realiza¬
tion that he has allowed no compromise in the
selection of equipment.
From $1570.
TYPE 5

There is nothing on the market that compares with
the remarkable Mark IX. This unit is in a class by
relay

<
z

functions, plug-in audio elements and all the

X O

itself . . . with

push-button

remote

controlled

“extras” that make for flawless recording under the
most adverse conditions.
From $2145.
MARK IX

Send for complete details on the new Nomad 7-lb. magnetic recorder-reproducer that
makes any 16mm movie camera a sound caynera, any projector a sound projector, with
true interlock lip-sync. Priced from $585.00.

lilAGNASYNC CORPORATION

iPflyMpci
......CO.0..

r

DEALERS:

FORMERLY MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
SOUND SYSTEM

5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 7-0965 • Cable “MAGNASYNC”

1 CHICAGO: Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; LOS ANGELES: Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK: Camera Equipment Co.;
SOUTH AFRICA: Johannesburg, photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.; AUSTRALIA: Sydney, New South Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty. Ltd.; BELGIUM:
I Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S.A. (Societe Beige D'Applications Cinematographiques); BOLIVIA; La Paz, Casa Kalvin; BRAZIL: Rio de Janeiro, Mesbia,
I S.A.; BURMA: Rangoon, G. K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.,- CANADA: Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.; DENMARK: Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric
I Corp.; ENGLAND: London, W-1, Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.; HONGKONG: Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA: Bombay, Kine Engineers,- ITALY: Rome
I Reportfilm S.R.L,; JAPAN: Tokyo, J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.; NEW ZEALAND: Auckland, Kerridge Odeon Industries; PAKISTAN: Karachi 3, Film
I Factors Ltd.; SOUTH RHODESIA: Salisbury, William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.; SWITZERLAND; Zurich 7/53, Rene Boeniger,- THAILAND; Bangkok, G.
I Simon Radio Co., Ltd.

Visit our booth during the 5th International Congress on High-Speed Photography,
October 16-22, Washington, D. C.
Visit our booth #2 during the S.M.P.T.E. Convention in Washington, October 17-21.

PRODUaiON
RENTAL NEEDS!
• LIGHTING . ARCS . INCANDESCENT
• MOBILE GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS. .CRANES. .DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Frost will handle your production needs
from conference room to film can. Studios .. .
Transportation . . . Unit Managers . . . Talent
. . . Crews . . . Locations . . . Make-up . . . and
Script Personnel. Our expanded facilities
are yours for the asking.

_ -

^^NADa

states
NO BORDER PROBLEMS
Duplicate production facilities
for your convenience
Canadian Office:
6 Shawbridge, Toronto, Ont.
Belmont 2-1145

Faster Service Because tVe

Our Own

JACKAFROST
MAIN OFFICE:
234 Piquette

TRinity 3-8030

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

SEPTEMBER

•
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CANADIAN OFFICE:
6 Shawbridge

BEImont 2-1145

TORONTO, ONTARIO

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE:
4224 Teesdale

POplar 2-8296

N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Quality Control Center
How the Eastman Technical Service center in Hollywood
aids west coast cinematographers obtain maximum photo¬
graphic quality with E-K films.
If"

SPECTRA^
3-COLOR METER
The ONLY meter that measures all
light sources, including DAYLIGHT,
accurately!
SPECTRA 3-color meter measures the
proportionate amounts of all three
primary colors present in the light
source and indicates the filters neces¬
sary for positive color correction in
Spectra Index Units. (°Kelvin con¬
version table supplied)
Write for descriptive
literature and
complete specifications.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
Karl Freund, A.S.C., President
83TNO. CAHUENGA B LV D.
HOLLYWOOD 3 8, CALIFORNIA

_1_

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTUKE, STILL
and

you

e.vrn

your

living shoo Jug

professional movies in Hollywood, you
have probably accumulated a debt of
thanks to a technical service you may
not even know exists.
I'he chances are excellent that, at
some time, a specialist from the Tech¬
nical Service of the Eastman Kodak
Motion Picture Film Department has
reviewed some of your photographic
footage and contributed to its quality.
This is why the Eastman Technical
Service — headquartered in an old
mansion at 6703 Santa Monica Boule¬
vard, Hollywood — is in existence.
Through this facility, a staff of 14
top scientific motion picture techni¬
cians strives to maintain the high
technical standards of the film indus¬
try’s product.
Working in close coordination with
the various film laboratories in and
around Hollywood, Eastman experts
are on tap every day to review films
which are being processed. As a rule
of thumb, virtually every time a prob¬
lem comes up, an Eastman expert is
called in to help solve it.
The great majority of these services
are performed without the knowledge
of the cameraman who is henefiting
from them. Actually, in the more than
30 years that the Eastman Technical
Service in Hollywood has been in exis¬
tence, only about 25 per cent of the
West Coast cinematographers have
called for help directly from this
facility. However, all the cinematog¬
raphers over the years have had some
direct benefit from this organization.

American Cinematographer feels it
is high time cameramen knew more
about what is going on in the build¬
ings at the corner of Santa Monica
Boulevard and Las Palmas Avenue.
We also feel that all cameramen should
be aware that this facility is available
to aid them with information on the
latest motion picture film products,
physical measurements of film, de¬
veloper analysis, filter problems, and
other related cinematographic jobs.
The Motion Picture Film Depart¬
ment’s West Coast Division is directed
by Dr. Norwood L. Simmons, who
reports to department manager, Don
Hyndrnan in Rochester, who in turn
reports to Edward Peck Curtis, vice
president in charge of foreign sales
and advertising for Kodak.
The Motion Picture Film Depart¬
ment consists of four divisions: West
Coast, Mid-West, East Coast, and
Southern Division. In addition, the
department maintains offices in major
production centers around the world.
On the West Coast, Dr. Simmons
heads a 14-member staff which has
been recruited from university-trained
scientists. Each, of course, has gone
through an extensive schedule in the
Rochester headquarters before being
assigned to the West Coast Division.
The Hollywood office laboratory has
two full-time chemists who are contin¬
ually analyzing samples of motion pic¬
ture film developers that are submitted
by major film producers and labora¬
tories. This includes service to both
Continued on Page 564

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
STAFF OF chemists in East¬
1960 Catalog H on Your Letterhead

man

Technical

oratory
lyzes

Service

Hollywood

samples

of

film

lab¬
ana¬
de¬

velopers submitted by major

//

studio and independent film
937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38,
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BEHIND THE SCENES...

You’ll find CHARLES ROSS!
There’s a lot that goes on behind the scenes
that never shows on the screen . .. important
things, that require the very best in equip¬
ment. That’s why producers who “get things
done’’ call Charles Ross ... They choose from
one of the largest Inventories of lighting and
grip equipment in the east — anything from a
sleek, powerful DC Generator Truck to a Baby
Spot. There’s service too! The kind of service
that, within minutes after your order is
received, has the equipment on its way to your
location. You’ll find it’s great doing business
with Charles Ross.

RENTALS

SALES SERVICE

Send for a schedule of rental rales^

1

LIGHTS

Lighting the Motion Picture Industry Since 1921

333 West 52nd Street. New York City, Circle 6-5470
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One-cel Complex Animation
A method of producing complex animation using a single cel,
based on the stroboscope principle. According to author it reduces
amount of art work required, eliminates cel changing in photog¬
raphy, and provides flexibility seldom possible by cycle animation.

By

/^F

FIG.

1—"Slugs” move from left to right. Here

the timing called for a flow cycle of 4 seconds
from A to B. Therefore, with 8 slugs, shot on
2's,

the

action

hook-up—the

was

animated

animator

with

rendering

a

a

six-cel

total

of

48 "slugs.”

LEON

THE

S.

MANY

RHODES

FIELDS

of

motion

picture production which now ut¬
ilize animation, several—notably tech¬
nical and training films, sales promo¬
tion films, and TV film commercials—
have directly influenced the develop¬
ment of new concepts in animation
technique. Most of these advances or
innovations have resulted in reduc¬
ing the amount of art work and conse¬
quently the amount of cel handling hy
animators and cameramen.
Despite the many standard effects
which conventional cartoon and tech¬
nical animation techniques now make
possible, the animator today is often
faced with the problem of creating a
rather complex effect involving a great

many images moving simultaneously
on the screen. Examples are: agitated
molecules in a solution; thousands of
falling snowflakes; electrons passing
through a conductor; the flow of liq¬
uids; or simply an over-all animated
background.
Where many “bits,” such as snow¬
flakes or molecules, are involved in a
cyclic action, the animator ordinarily
must draw thousands of images on
many cels, and the cameraman’s task
of photographing them is an almost
endless one. One-hundred snowflakes
in a 12-cel layout, for example, in¬
volves drawing and inking 1200 snow¬
flakes. (A “bit,” in the parlance of
some animators, is a small segment of
art work, usually repeated on a cel one
at a time, such as a short line, dot,
star, etc.).
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The writer, who has had eighteen
years’ experience in animated film
production, recently developed and
used with success a one-cel complex

INCH-

Right

Eighth

&

et-C,

—>

.

at

inch

(l>i

vertical

>

displdceme n"*"

FIG. 2—An 8-cel hook-up would require "bifs” advanced one-eighth of an inch on each successive
cel. Each time cel was changed under the camera, the bits would advance one-eighth inch to the
right.

FIG. 3—Each time cel is panned seven-eighths of an inch to the left, a "bit” appears to animate
one-eighth inch to the right. Here an extension of the cel beyond the frame is required to cover
the distance panned, although the extension does not show on the screen.
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animation technique to solve a difficult
animation assignment. The basic tech¬
nique, illustrated and explained here,
has been successfully applied in the
animation of six entirely different sub¬
jects.
Once the basic principle of the tech¬
nique is understood by animators, it
can prove useful in the execution of a
wide variety of effects involving nu¬
merous and repetitive objects within
a single frame area. In almost every
case it can reduce the amount of ani¬
mation required, cut camera time, and
usually improve the effect itself by
affording greater flexibility and the
introduction of subtleties rarely used
in the usual cycle hook-ups.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Although

the

technique

becomes

most exciting when applied to a com¬
plex situation, it is necessary to start
out very simply. Let us take a very
simple example such as used in many
present-day technical films—a flow¬
through line. This may represent the
flow of electrical current, liquid, com¬
munications, or blood flow in a medical
film. (Later on we shall explain how
it can also be much more elaborate).
In the old familiar form, it usually
looks like Fig. 1 Here “slugs” are
moved from left to right. The timing
calls for a flow of four seconds from A
to B. Thus, with eight slugs shot on
2’s, the project can be animated with
a 6-cel layout, with the animator ren¬

FIG. 4—As the cel is panned to the left seven-eighths of an inch, the “bits" v/ill move (on the
screen) one-eighth inch to the right, and at the same time change their shape—that is, they
will animate.

dering a total of 48 slugs.
(“Slugs” are small uniform segments
of color in a line drawn upon a cel,
which animate to produce the aspect
of continuous flow-line motion.)
Were the slugs to move straight
across the frame, it would be possible
to render one cel of slugs, then pan
from left to right to get the desired
effect. Where the slugs do not move in
a straight line—but undulate or other¬
wise appear agitated—then panning
cannot be employed. For an effect sim¬
ilar to the flow' of water, for example,
slugs cannot be employed to produce it.
To simplify the explanation, let us

I

I

I

I

'

■

I

I

I

I

I

,

(

,

1

I

I

;

PAM

FIG. 5—A simple design that afforded some intricate subtleties in the animation. Using a single
cel, all the water lines animated at the proper speed ratios, and all had the proper fluid quality.
Little lines developed and decayed, and it was possible to speed up the flow action by decreasing
the amount of pan.

assume that the “bits” in Fig. 1, which
Pft H

are 1/^" in length, are spaced V2"
apart. This calls for animating the
slugs from left to right at l/g" per cel.
As shown

in Fig. 2,

an

eight-cel

hook-up would use bits advanced 1/8^^
to the right.
There is still another way to achieve
the same effect (and later on it will
be shown why it is worthwhile to use
the latter technique). We have one cel
with the same sort of bits. Obviously
we can pan this cel from left to right
at i/g" increments. Instead, let us pan
seven times the distance between each
cel move, or
fo the left. The result
on the screen will show the l)it advanc¬
ing
to the right following each

1 INCH

I
ABC

I

AB C

FIG. 6—Because technique described
by author creates an unwanted pat¬
tern, it is often desirable to pan
the distance of two instead of a
single “bit”. Here the snowflakes
are in three different shapes, and all
animate with three different lines of
action. Now if the spacing used is
one-inch, it will cause a “drifting”
effect of the flakes if the panning is
slightly more or less than one-inch.

move of the cel to left. Here an exten¬
sion of the cel beyond the frame is
required to cover the distance panned.
although it will not be shown in the
illustration.

'
!
'

I

’

What we are doing, of course, is
using the old familiar stroboscope ef¬
fect. Like the conditions which ])roduce the effect of wheels or propellors
turning backwards in regular cinema¬
tography, this method replaces each
bit with another bit in a slightly dif-

HOOK-UP

FIG. 7—Here the action is 90-'degrees away from the line of the pan. Four groups of papers are
animating downward from their source to the four piles below. All papers are animated fully,
although the effect is accomplished by panning the cel horizontally.

I
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FIG.

9—Simple animation

of

many figures.

If

spacing between figures is exactly one-inch and
cel

is

panned

to

left

seven-eighths

inch

per

exposure, all figures will advance to the right
FIG. 8—Here, instead of employing

horizontal

or vertical

motion

circular,

panning

with

the

action, the
cell

pivoting

cell
on

a

one-eighth

inch.

is

FIG.

simple

10—To produce an over-all agitated pat¬

tern of molecules in action, instead of panning

thumbtack in the center. When rotated counter¬

cel, it was moved progressively to four keyed

clockwise one-seventh of a turn each frame, a

positions within the drawing.

wide vaiety of effects is produced or animated.

I

Z 3

ferent position. On the screen, the hits
move in the direction opposite the pan.
Although this explanation may sound
strange, the principle is really very
simple, and logical; so let us consider
the further value of this technique.
In our initial example (Fig. 1) all
the bits were identical. Now were
these bits each slightly different in size
or shape, then each bit would not only
move to the right, as before, but also
change in shape—that is, it would
animate. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Here, as a cel is panned to the left
the bits will move
to the right on
the screen, at the same time changing

'

>>

Mill

1

B

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

c

A

FIG. 11—Only one cel was required to animate action of molecules responding to a sound wave.
With some 200 molecules on the screen and a complete passage of sound wave shown in sixteen
frames. 3200 dots might be required with a complex animation plot.

their shape.
Until now, we have been concerned
with a single line of bits representing
a continuous horizontal flow pattern.
Now let us examine Fig. 5 in which
liquid is flowing through a pipe, but at
varying rates of speed at different
levels: the surface water moves rapidly
while just below this level, it flows
more slowly, and finally at the bottom

FIG.

12—Here the object was to animate the water line and show a general drift. This can be a

rather complex

plotting

job.

How

much

better

to

simply

consider

what

a

single

wavelet

does,

animate it with all the little niceties, then space it over an even multiple. If the multiple is one-half
inch, then panning should be at the
waves will then drift and animate.

rate of seven-sixteenths

or

nine-sixleenths of

an

inch.

All

the effect of friction against the pipe
wall reduces the rate of flow still
further. This complex illustration was
successfully animated using hut a sinContinued on Page 572

FIG.

13—The diagonal wavy line will animate

FIG. 14—A variation of the technique described in Figs. 11, 12, and 13. The subject is the motion

along a different diagonal if panning is done

of a liquid. (A)

horizontally.

animates.
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liquid

level

will

rise; (B) bubbles

animate

upward; and

(C)

foam

increases and
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NARRATOR
action”

OF

begins,

TV
then

commercial
his

assumes

outline

is

pose

drawn

on

where
ground

“freeze-

IN ADDITION TO outline traced on

glass

is

of

view camera set up alongside motion picture camera.

DURING

THE

plugged

by

’’freeze-action''
narrator

is

placed

interval,
on

television

floor.

on

stage

camera’s ground glass, tope

floor to indicate exact

position

of

narrator’s

feet before the camera was stopped.

receiver

Narrator then

placed

being

assumes

former position and prepares to extol receiver's merits.

AIDED
tracing,

BY verbal
narrator

his sales talk as

instructions of director observing
matches
camera

former

position

exactly,

ground
then

glass

resumes

is started.

How Still Camera Can Aid "Treeze-Action" Lineups
Here’s unique method for accurately re¬
positioning narrator in TV film commercial
after camera is stopped to facilitate “popon” introduction of sponsor’s product.

By

ROY

SEPTEMBER

ZEPER

•

1960

¥f you watch the commercials on television, instead of
going to the iceltox for a cold beer during these intervals
you have probably seen spot announcements in which the
narrator, plugging some product, opens with a few brief
remarks about it, then suddenly the product appears along¬
side him in the scene as if by magic.
Such cinematic legerdemain is accomplished in filmed
commercials by stopping tbe motion picture camera in
the midst of the narrator’s spiel, having the narrator
“freeze” until a stagehand or technician places the product
in the scene, then resuming shooting. In the final filmed
Continued on Page 560
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Everywhere in the world
.. .because its on film!
R EMEMBER ., . people are people—Guatemala, Salzburg,
'Rio—everywhere! They all “go to the movies”! And the things
they like, they tell their friends about.
Because motion pictures are entertainment—entertainment
for all people . . . something to enjoy . . . something to talk
about! They take young and old out of their homes—out of
the humdrum into the romantic!
The picture you see today is everywhere tomorrow. Because
it’s on film, it can go everywhere!
That’s why production, especially, is such a responsibility.
Why the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film
is ready, at all times, to help in solving problems of the
industry ... film selection, production, processing, projection.
Branches are located at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.
Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.

Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

For the purchase of film,

W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional
Motion Picture Films, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.

I

have any doubts about the quality of
8nwi sound and of the opportunities this
medium is destined, to open up for many in
the film industry, drop in at your local Ko¬
dak dealer's and ask for a demonstration of
the 8 mm sound film which E-K dealers are
now demonstrating on the Kodak Sound-8
Projector.
F YOU

While the demonstration is aimed pri¬
marily at interesting amateur movie makers
in the recently developed medium of 8mm.
sound film and its reproducing equipment,
it is an impressive experience also for those
in com mercial, industrial and technical fields
for whom this new development promises
much.
Because early attempts of reproducing
sound, on slow-moving 8mm film left much
to be desired, too many in the professional
field of movie making have been inclined
to minimize the importance of more recent
developments. The Eastman Kodak demon¬
stration film proves that magnetically-re¬
corded sound on 8mm film compares favor¬
ably with the best on the wider 16mm
medium..
The impact of 8mm sound on amateur
movie makers is expected to be phenominal
because of its relatively low cost compared
with 16mm. But it promises much for those
who have been using and/or producing
16mm sound films. While already many
business firms have been utilizing 8mm silent
films for product promotion, in-plant per¬
sonnel training, research, and dealer sales,
the addition of sound to such films promises
to increase their value two-fold.
Sound is added to 8mm films in two ways
—recorded on pre-striped film as the picture
is shot, using the recently introduced Fairchild. 8mm sound camera, or by post-record¬
ing on a magnetic sound stripe applied to
the film after processing.
The single-system method of recording
sound as the picture is shot in 8mm holds
much promise for technical and research
operations where such recording has not
been used heretofore because of the greater
cost of 16mm or 35mm equipment, film and
recording apparatus. Report films on proj¬
ects, on highly classified operations, and of
any subject where a quickly and inexpen¬
sively produced picture ivith sync sound is
required that can be screened and then dis¬
posed of, if necessary^—all this is possible
with 8mm sound, movies.
The commercial possibilities of 8mm
sound films as well as the potentials the
medium holds for industry and research are
daily coming into sharper focus. The article
that begins on this page deals with the pri¬
mary markets of home entertainment, visual
education, training, and promotion, and is
the first of a two-part series designed to
give readers a comprehensive picture of this
new and. promising motion picture develop¬
ment. The second article will deal with the
application and uses to date of 8mm sound,
films in business and industry.—EDITOR
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DESIGNED FOR 8mm magnefic-stripe sound films is the Kodak Sound-8
projector, which

can

also be

used

for recording. The

sound

stripe

is

applied to one edge of 8mm film after it is processed.

\iTHAT

“pocket book” editions of novels did for the

publishing industry in terms of increased readership, new sales outlets, and more business for writers and
publishers, current 8mm sound film developments will
probably do for the motion picture industry.
Within a few years, it is expected that use of 8mm
sound motion pictures will spread from its present field,
composed largely of amateur movie-making hobbyists, to
wide use in homes, schools, colleges, clubs, public libraries
and industry.
Families are expected to accumulate hi-fidelity 8mm
reduction prints of motion picture classics for home pro¬
jection, just as hi-fi enthusiasts now build libraries of
symphonies, operas and jazz.
School markets for audio-visual education aids seem
to be highly promising. There are at present about
200,000 16mm sound projectors in use in United States
schools. This averages out to slightly more than one such
facility per school. With the availability of lower-cost
8mm films and equipment, this figure should grow quickly.
Within the next few years, it will be feasible to provide
an 8mm sound motion picture projector for every-other
classroom (i.e., 1,000,000 for 2,000,000 classrooms)^—at
no great increase in the over-all budget.
A number of public libraries presently show 16mm
movies in sound and color during children’s story hours.
Some also use films as audio-visual aids in adult educa¬
tion. The development of 8mm sound could open up
this kind of entertainment-plus-education for many libra¬
ries which presently cannot afford such film collections
About 75 public libraries in the United States have their own
collections of 16mm movies which are loaned on library
cards, and some 200 others belong to cooperative film
circuits which enable them to provide a film circulating
service. Sound films in 8mm can be expected to increase
the number of libraries circulating movies, especially as

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

8MM COMES OF AGE
Up from the ranks of amateur movies comes 8mm
with a sound track added to become a potent new
audio-visual tool with wide potentials.

By

JOHN

FORBES

the number of families owning 8mm-sound projectors be¬
gins to increase.
The 8mm prospect as it now shapes up is primarily
one of perfecting the technique of release-print reduction
from 35mm and 16mm originals to 8mm. Cameramen
will be able to afford a bigger shooting budget in 16mm
because of the savings on release prints. More, rather
than less, use of standard 16mm and 35mm shooting
techniques would therefore appear to be the outlook for
the film industry with the growth of 8mm sound.
As newer, easier to carry, inexpensive 8mm sound pro¬
jectors make the film medium even more attractive as a
communications vehicle, and as economies are realized
through the smaller, more compact size 8mm film, there

industrial use of the 8mm film. The company emphasizes
that no one yet knows the entire market potential of 8mm
sound, but thinks the price of processing, which is a little
more than half the cost for 16mm, the lower price of the
projectors, and cost of shipping prints, which will weigh
a quarter as much as 16mm, should influence the trend.
A number of companies are developing methods and
techniques for reducing 16mm and 35mm subjects to 8mm.
The most novel reduction process consists of four-at-atime printing on 35mm stock previously perforated for
slitting into four separate 8mm films. A variant consists
of printing on specially perforated 16mm stock, giving
two 8mm subjects side-by-side which are then separated
by slitting down the middle.

is every reason to believe that the current annual S107million investment in non-theatrical and audio-visual film
production will swell substantially.

Walt Disney Productions is “keeping an eye” on de¬
velopments and is keenly interested in the potentialities
of 8mm sound films. The studio has several things in
mind in the event 8mm sound develops as big as now
appears likely. Reduction of some of the company’s car¬
toons, musicals and features to 8mm for club, school and
home rental or sale is one of the possibilities.
Hollywood Film Enterprises expects 8mm sound film
business to be very big in the next year or two. Very

Some firms in the motion picture industry are already
tooling up to make commercial quality 8mm sound movies
a reality. A significant factor in these developments is
the new 8mm sound projector produced by Eastman
Kodak Company. It records and reproduces magnetic
sound on a sound stripe applied to the film.
This new projector will utilize existing and new 16mm
and 35mm productions in reduction-print 8mm movies.
The same applies for other 8mm projectors also being
marketed.

Continued

On

Page

565

One of the pioneers in the 8mm sound motion picture
field is the Calvin Company Inc. of Kansas City, Mo.
In 1952, Lloyd Thompson, vice president for engineering
at Calvin, conceived the idea of an 8mm magnetic-stripe
projector. The company built the Movie Sound 8 and
marketed between 1,000 and 1,200 machines from 1952-54.
The projectors were sold mainly to amateurs and could
be used to put sound on film, just as is done with today’s
8mm sound projectors.
Although Calvin stopped production of the projector
in 1954, they are still reduction-printing 8mm sound film
from 16mm on an experimental basis. They are presently
moving to mass production status in reduction printing
and recording.
The

Calvin

Company is interested, basically, in the

KNOTTS BERRY FARM cameramen shoot movies in
which

ore

more

8mm

reduction-printed

to

sound

go

projectors

8mm
into

for

sale

use, same

16mm color

to

visitors.

As

films will

be

made available with sound consisting of narration, music and
sound
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of the Land Polaroid camera, that
ultimately a method for automatic 60second processing of film in motion
picture cameras would evolve. Per¬
fecting a method of sandwiching the
required processing chemicals between
turns of the film was a relatively
simple matter, and now Rapromatic.
Inc., of Syosset, Long Island, N.Y..
offers equipment which permits proces¬
sing of 16mm, 35mm, or 70mm film
in a camera as you shoot. The equip¬
ment consists of Raproroll, the film
processing medium, and Rapromatic
processors and processing film maga¬
zines.
Rapromatic processing is an unique
mechanical technique for applying a
processing solution to the emulsion of
a film by sandwiching the photo¬
graphic material with a paper wel)
saturated with appropriate photo chem¬

rate of 50 feet per minute. The equip¬
ment is pictured in Fig. 2. Here the
processor is opened to show both its
simplicity and the method by which
the processing web strip is automatical¬
ly sandwiched with the film strip.
Fig. 1 shows a Bell & Howell 16mm
camera with Rapromatic Magazine at¬
tached. On the upper spindle is the
Raproroll pre-saturated paper material

is

to

show

combined with

how
film

portable

processing

processor

web

B at point of

strip

A

sandwich

at right.

Simple system
adaptable to most
16mm, 35mm, and 70mm
cameras.

web

men¬

tioned above. It is a chemically pre¬
saturated paper material in roll form
that fits neatly into the Rapromatic
Magazine or Rapromatic-400 proces¬
sor. By a mechanical squeezing action
at the point of sandwich formation
with the film, it develops and fixes
film on contact as footage is being
shot. The quantity of the solution is
accurately controlled by the thickness,
composition, and wind tension of the
paper web.
The company’s Rapromatic Maga¬
zine converts any 16mm, 35mm or
70mm roll film motion picture camera
into a processing laboratory. Or stand¬
ard camera magazines can be modified
for the process by the addition of a
spring-loaded roller.
Additionally, there is the Rapro¬
matic-400 portable processor designed
for field operation or where power or
water is limited. Operable by motor or

material is packaged in airtight, heatsealable envelopes for long shelf life.
Tests on Raprorolls conducted by
the manuacturer or under their super¬
vision produced the following results:
Loiv Temperature: 20 hrs. at —80°
F, return to 68° F. Processing results
normal.
High Temperature: 18 hrs. at 180°
F, return to 68° F. Processing results
normal.
Altitude (In special military pack) :
15 min. at 0.7 Ibs/sq in abs. Subse¬
quent processing results normal.
Raproroll’s processing performance
with the above-named reversal films is
shown in the following table:
Z

zu.

GAMMA

FIG. 2—R a p r o m a f i c-4 00
opened

is the paper

The existing process produces a de¬
veloped and fixed negative image
from reversal film and is applicable to
a wide range of emulsions. Current
production Raprorolls, however, will
process only DuPont 931 and Eastman
Kodak Plus-X reversal films. Price per
112-ft. roll is S4.95 for 16mm, S8.45
for 35mm, and $13.95 for 70mm. The

MAX.
DENSITY

all times.
Raproroll

from the camera.

BASE -1FOG

icals. Lised in a magazine unit, negative
film is developed and fixed as footage
is shot. There are no dripping fiuids;
the camera remains perfectly dry at

that is sandwiched with the film as it
is rolled up on the lower spindle, where
it is taken up following its emergence

SPEED
INDEX

is Rapraroll pro¬

cessing strip which winds with film on spool 2.

hand crank, it will develop film at the

PROCESSI
TEMP. °

1—Bell & Howell 16mm camera with Rap-

romatic Magazine altached. 1

Tt was inevitable, following success

PROCESSI
TIME

FIG.

REPORT

FILM

PRODUCT

*Plus X 33 sec. 70° ±5° 25 0.25 1 6 0.8
**Plus X 60 sec. 70° ±5° 25 0.35 2.2 1.0
'**Plus X 90 sec. 70° ±5° 25 0.4
2.9 1.3
*931
60 sec. 70° ±5° 64 0.3
1.8 0.6
**931
120 sec. 70° ±5° 100 0.35 2.1 0.9
Processing Formula: *Low Contrast **Medium
Contrast ***Hjgh Contrast
Continued on Page 570

PROCESS FILM AS YOU SHOOT
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ON LOCATION—Cinematographer Daniel Fapp, standing on box beside

traying

camera,

awaits

The Young Men.” Kneeling at left i

Bartlett,

kneeling

Proctucer-Director
in

foregrounct.

Hall
is

Bartlett's

giving

okay

to

instructions

roll
to

camera,

actor

por¬

dying

Marine Officer, for a

y1

scene for Columbia
Alan

Pictures' “All

Ladd while directly behind

Bartlett is actor Sidney Poitier.

You can’t possibly read an overall snow composition with
a reflected light meter and get any kind of accuracy, ac¬
cording to Daniel Fapp, ASC, whose snowscape exteriors
highlight the photography of

"All The Young Men "
By

A UDIENCES VIEWING “All The Young
Men,” Hall Bartlett’s latest produc¬
tion for Columhia release, will see a
taut drama dealing with the conllicts
(both inter-mural and intra-mural) of
a Marine patrol trapped in a crucial
position during the Korean war. They
will he impressed hy the hlm’s smooth
continuity and the spectacular photog¬
raphy of the snow-covered mountain
locales against which the action is

550

played — a vast white vista of alien
wilderness that presents almost as tan¬
gible a threat as the human enemv. In
lietween the suspensefnl secpiences
based upon the racial integration strug¬
gle, as symbolized hy Alan Ladd and
Sidney Poitier, they will be amused by
the breezy antics of such improbable
Marine types as ex-heavyweight box¬
ing champion Ingmar Johansson and
the hungry intellectual’s favorite comic,

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

Mort Sahl.
Viewing this hard-hitting action
drama in its final polished form, audi¬
ences unlikely will have any inkling
of
the
technical
problems which
plagued the project constantly during
production. The unusually smooth re¬
sult that appears on the screen is attrihutahle largely to the imagination
and resourcefulness of Director of
Photography Daniel Fapp, ASC. A

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

stron" statement? ?Sot when yon consider the unusual and unpredictal)le
situations that were encountered dur¬
ing production and which were sur¬
mounted insofar as photograpliy was
concerned.
O

Oregon. The comj)any packed its longjohns, climbed into the chartered
planes and headed North. Sure enough,
it was snowing and everyone sat
around in the lodge for four days and
w'atched the white stuff come down. On
the fifth day came Indian Summer
and a gentle rain that gently washed
all the snow away. So, back again to
Hollywood and the sanctuary of the
sound stage.

*

Fapp, a soft-spoken veteran of the
camera, is not a man easily rocked hy
crisis. He conveys the impression that
neither Hood, fire, famine nor earth¬
quake could keep his camera from
grinding. The prohlems he encount¬
ered in shooting “All The Young Men”
he shrugs off as “all in the day’s
work.”
DANIEL

Initial shooting on the picture be¬
gan last October. A spectacular loca¬
tion had been selected at St. Mary,
Montana—at the very eastern gate of
Glacier National Park, just 17 miles
from the Canadian border. Poised in
Hollywood for the count-down, a cast
and crew of seventy waited for word
that it was snowing in Montana and
then set off for the location via char¬
tered plane. They arrived just in time
to see the last of the snow melt away.
They waited around for two weeks
praying for more snow. Local Indians,
jocular types, said: “\ou’re too early
—this is Indian Summer.” They tried
to shoot a sequence high up on Logan
Pass where a minute patch of immelted snow still existed, but the clouds
closed in so heavily they couldn’t even
find each other in the fog. Finally
their prayers were answered. The en¬
suing blizzard dumped tons of snow
on the treacherous road leading to
Logan Pass, making it completely in-

ABOVE

SCENES

are

typical

sound stage in which the

SEPTEMBER
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“indoor-exteriors"

Photographed
“Let's
is

Moke

now

and

shooting

Eastman

The

Young

starring

“West

ASC

Side

Men,”

Marilyn

then

Monroe;

Story" in

65mm

Color.

accessible. Ironically there was no
snow at all in the lower reaches where
the company had planned to shoot. To
add insult to injury, a 70-mile gale
struck the Korean farmhouse set
which had been constructed nearby
and blew it Hat. Convinced that the
Fates were against them, the crew" and
cast Hew back to Hollywood and
moved onto a sound stage blanketed
with tons of silicate that simulated the
snow which had eluded them on loca¬
tion.
After a period of sound-stage shoot¬
ing in a wilderness of prop trees and
papier mache' mountains, word arrived
that there was snow at Mt. Hood,

photographed

lighting was carefully executed

1960

“All
Love,"

FAPP,

on

the

in order to

permit smooth

Put producer Partlett refused to
give uj) in his crusade for realism.
Again the magic words on the tele¬
phone—again the long-johns, the char¬
tered planes and Mt. Hood, Oregon.
This time there was snow alright,
but it was melting fast. There were
other problems, too—like finding a
place to shoot. Mt. Hood is a very fine
mountain as mountains go, but it goes
straight up like an inverted ice cream
cone and there are very few flat areas
at the base where one can get a cam¬
era-angle without having a ski-lift
cluttering the composition. This dilem¬
ma eventually produced what was, even
to blase' Hollywood technicians, a
fairly off-beat phenomenon: a tank
battle filmed in a parking lot.
A climactic sequence of the film has
Alan Ladd and another similarly
brave Marine attacking an enemy tank
with nothing but their “Halls of
Montezuma” and a hastily improvised
Molotov-cocktail. During the ensuing
melee, Ladd (a tangle-footed type) falls
beneath the treads of the tank. One
of his legs is mangled—thus setting

intercutting

Continued on Page 568

of

scenes with actual

exteriors shot on

lo

cation at St. Mary, Montana and Mt. Hood, Oregon.
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IVyTOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION is an

College
Film
Makers
How Graduate Workshop Students of the University
of Southern California’s Cinema Department
organized and produced “Tomorrow May Be Dying,”
16mm film dealing with problem of teen-age dope addicts.

By

CHARLES

LORING

enormously complex craft involv¬
ing a multitude of highly technical
skills, which cannot effectively be
taught by lecture or reference to writ¬
ten texts. The artful techniques of the
cinema can only he learned by doing
—by actually working with film, cam¬
eras, sound recorders and the many
other technical tools of the industry.
Acutely aware of all this is the Uni¬
versity of Southern California, whose
Cinema Department is recognized one
of the outstanding fountainheads of
technically-trained film production tal¬
ent in this country.. USC Cinema De¬
partment’s policy is to encourage
Graduate Workshop students to under¬
take filming projects with fully-organ¬
ized production crews assembled from
its student body.
Notable for the recognition won to
date both by several of its students
and the films produced by them, USC’s
Cinema Department was recently ac¬
claimed for a timely, hard-hitting 25minute 16mm film, “Tomorrow May
Be Dying,” dealing with teen-age dope
addiction. Unlike theatrical films on
this subject, this college-produced film
does not exploit the problem in a cheap
and sensational manner. Its story is
told directly, revealingly, and with¬
out moral preachment.
Its impact is especially laudable
when we consider the rough road
which the average college film produc¬
tion unit must travel. Invariably there
are not the roomy sound stages nor
the
highly-experienced
technicians
found in the major studios; and the
biggest problem of all is getting all
members of cast and crew together at
one time, due to their scholastic com¬
mitments.

DIRECTOR

Ramzi

Thomas

gives

last

min¬

ute instructions to student-actor Bill Fran¬
cis (behind wheel) before shooting
for
film

“Tomorrow
production

May
of

scene

Be

Dying,"

student

the

Cinema

Depart¬

ment of University of Southern California.
In

background

is

Bob

Liu,

cameraman.
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These were the major handicaps encountered by the stu¬
dent group that set out to film “Tomorrow May Be Dying”
under the direction of its co-author, graduate-student
Kamzi Thomas. (Thomas was honored in 1959 by the Hol¬
lywood Screen Directors Guild with a Scholarship which
the Guild presents annually to college students majoring
in motion picture screen direction}.
Only one set, built by students, was constructed on the
Cinema Department’s sound stage; the rest of the picture
was shot on locations. One of these was a home at Malibu
Beach which provided living room and bedroom sets, plus
an exterior. Here recording was complicated by the sound
of surf crashing on the nearby beach.

CAMERAMAN

Lai

Jaswanez

uses

a

Norwood

incident

light

meter to

check illumination for scene being rehearsed with actress Pogo Perotti
by director Ramzi Thomas.

Sync sound was recorded on all set-ups; nothing was
dubbed save a few sound effects. All dialogue scenes were
shot with a 16mm Mitchell camera, with a Stancil-Hoffman
Model S-6 tape recorler recording the dialogue. Silent and
pick-up shots were made with a Cine Special camera, which
proved especially adaptable to shooting a series of scenes of
a couple in a convertible. Here the camera was mounted on
the back seat of the car. Lighting on the players’ face was
provided by a conventional “light-bar” on which was
mounted four auomobile headlight lamps backed liy a
foil reflector. The lamps were operated from an auxiliary
12-volt battery. When profile shots of the driver were re¬
quired, fill light was supplied by a lamp which he held on
his lap, out of camera range.
Lighting, of course, was no problem on the University’s
sound stage. Here current was fed to ten junction boxes
having outputs of 50 amps. The previously-mentioned set
was lighted with 3 Seniors, 6 Juniors, 12 Baby Spots, 4
Single Broads, and one Sky Pan. For location lighting sev-

THE CAMERA IS rolling and sound-man and unit manager Peter Clark
monitors

Continued on Page 561

MODERN
students

MOVIOLAS are
in

completing

part of up-to-date equipment

workshop

film

productions.

Peter Hansen watches scene unfold on Moviola screen.
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ONE

CINE

SPECIAL

camera, visible

at

lower

left, was

mounted

over

ANOTHER

CINE

photography.

SPECIAL was
Here,

tripod-mounted

the transom of a 21-foot cruiser to make near water-level shots of the

for

Larson lopline hull in distance.

shots, aid in launching the boat.

Video Tape Speeds Production
Of Filmed TV Commercials

skin-diver-cameramen,

atop

cabin

who

made

cruiser used
underwater

the greater part of the time budget.
Thus it was that Countryman utilized
video tape recording in an unusual
hybrid operation to complete the com¬
mercials.
Here is the story, in a day-to-day ac¬
count of the project:

VTR proves helpful adjunct to film instead of a threat.

Wednesday,

May

4:

WCCO-TVs

art director Boh Edwards outlined the
project.

By

JOSEPH

HENRY

Thursday noon: Story hoards were
delivered to the agency.

T Tntil recently, video tape was
considered anything but Iteneficial
to the him industry. Now tape and him
are being integrated more and more
in the production of program material
for television, with each medium tak¬
ing nothing away from the other but
rather complementing it.
One him producer who has used
video tape successfully as an adjunct
to production is Tom Countryman,
President of Countryman Film Produc¬
tions, Minneapolis, Minn. Recently he
set a precedent among him producers
in his area l)y utilizing VTR in the
hnal phase of producing three hlmed
television
commercials
for
Larson
Boats, makers of a popular line of
pleasure craft. The company’s adver¬
tising agency, Pidgeon, Savage &
Lewis, had come to Countryman with
its problem: one 60-second and two
20-second spots were needed for airing
on the west coast in exactly ten days.
Because the commercials were to be
shot on location, the ten-day time limit
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posed a problem: it left insufficient
time for the hnal phase of him pro¬
cessing, recording the track and exe¬
cuting the limited number of optical
effects recpiired. In fact normal labor¬
atory work on the him could consume

VIEWING

PLAYBACK

video-taped

Larson

Friday, 4:00 p.m.: The agency gave
Countryman the “go-ahead.”
Saturday: Locations were scouted,
and models given a call for 9:00 A.M.
Sunday.
Sunday: Despite gusty winds a tem-

of

Boat

commercials are, L to R,
ad agency director Dick
Hatch, film producer Tom
Countryman,
WCCO-TV
engineer

video
Frank

and
tape

Kettler.
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perature of 43 degrees, all scenes were
shot, including
1) a guitar-playing water skier,
2) a group outing of four people on
the boat,
3) boat action scenes.
4) specific features of the boat.
For photography, two Cine-Special
cameras were mounted on a 21-foot
cruiser—one atop the cabin for highangle shots, and the other over the
transom for action shots of the Larson
lapline hull. Approximately 800 feet of
16mm film was exposed.
Monday: The film was processed.
Monday night: The original film was
screened and takes were chosen, then
pulled from the master reel for
printing.
Tuesday morning: While 16mm
prints were being made by the labor¬

atory from selected takes, the narra¬
tion was recorded and the required
music recorded for dubbing.
Tuesday afternoon: Another trip to
the lake location to record realistic
sound effects of the motors, etc.
Tuesday night: The film was edited
into A-and-B rolls, with sufficient over¬
lap allowed between scenes to permit
the TV director to call the scene chan¬
ges and add optical effects by means
of the electronic special effects board
at the TV studio.
Wednesday afternoon: The reels of
edited picture film, the magnetic sound
film and a magnetic film recorder were
taken by Countryman to WCCO-TV for
the video tape recording session. The
two reels of film were threaded on two
synchronous 16mm projectors mounted
before TV camera pickups in the con¬

CineKing

LIGHT: 5K.
WEIGHT: Gibs.
o

]

960

live TV camera and a studio card bear¬
ing the Larson Boat logo stood by to
close the spots.
A count-down system was established
to roll the two film projectors and the
sound

recorder

simultaneously.

The

director, sitting at the video control
panel and working from a script, called
the changes and selected the picture as
he watched the monitors before him.
After two rehearsals, the third try was
a perfect “take” of all three commer¬
cials. Immediately following video tap¬
ing, two dupe tapes were made from
the master and turned

over to

the

agency for shipment that same night
Continued on Page 574

On location at Baton Rouge, La., the 20th Century Fox release “Desire in the Dust,”
featuring Raymond Burr and Martha Hyer, directed by William Claxton.
I Shot in Cinemascope, using the new CineKing Lights by CoIorTran. With the ColorTran
Converter each CineKing will equal the performance of a conventional 5000 watt studio
key light ... yet weighs but 6 pounds!
The new CineKing head was designed to replace the obsolete Masterlite to provide 360
degree beam control, better insula¬
tion and in-line switching. Par 64
or Par 56 lamps are used.

MANUFACTURED BY NATURAL LIGHTING CORPORATION
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trol room. The sound recorder, play¬
ing back the tape, was cut in to the
station’s audio chain. In the studio, one

ioioiclra^i

•
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High adventure in filming

Deep Sea
Fishing
By

RICHARD

CLINE

Richard Cline Film Prodns., Englewood, Colo.

TELEPHOTO

LENS

on

tripod-mounted

Cine

Special

camera enabled author to capture spectacular closeup
action of

hooked deep sea fish

in action.

T^ew sports, perhaps, provide such
wonderful material for thrilling
screen fare as deep sea fishing. Films
about fishing rate high in the enter¬
tainment demands of clubs, sports
shows, and the film sources that supply
such entertaiment.
My initiation into the field of sports
films production began several years
ago when Jim Haywood, the Denver
Posfs Roving Fisherman, came to our
studio with the proposal that we film
some of his fishing adventures for use
in sports show programs.
Haywood spends a great deal of
time traveling around the country in
quest of material for his newspaper
articles and sports show presentations.
His favorite fishing haunts, however,
are located on the Gulf of California,
in Mexico. Here the Gulf waters are
a fisherman’s paradise. They provide
excellent deep sea, surf, and lagoon
fishing in settings hackdropped l)y
Mexico’s rugged and colorful west
coast terrain.
Haywood’s fishing venture was to
take us to Mazatlan, on Mexico’s west
coast—a picturesque port and resort
city about 850 miles south of Nogales,
Arizona. So last November Boh Zellers,
an ex-newsreel cameraman, and I ac¬
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NEWSPAPERMAN Jim

Haywood fights a

marlin

in waters off coast of Mazatlan, Mexico.

Haywood, also known as the “Denver Post's” Roving Fisherman, engaged author to photo¬
graph his fishing adventures in 16mm color for screening at many of the sportsmen's shows
held annually throughout the U. S.

companied Haywood
Jane, to Mazatlan.

and

his

wife,

Our filming equipment included a
Cine Kodak-Special 11 with a comple¬
ment of lenses ranging from 15mm to
104mm, several 100-ft. film magazines,
a sturdy tripod—and for hand-held
shots we also brought along a Bell &
Howell

70DL

with

interchangeable

wide-angle and 25mm lenses. Our film
supply

consisted

of

10,000

feet

of

16mm Kodachrome. All this was care¬
fully packed in three sturdy carrying
cases for safety and easy portage.
Since we had arrived in Mazatlan
toward the end of the marlin and sailfish season, we set out immediately to
photograph these bill-fish in deep sea
sequenees, which proved to be an ex¬
citing and sometimes dangerous under¬
taking.
A boat was chartered and our first
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concern was where to set up the tripodmounted camera where it would least
interfere with the crew members and
anglers—especially when there was “a
fish on”—and at the same time enable
us to cover the action.
The Cine Special, on a tripod, was
set up amidships, near the Captain of
the boat. In this position, we could
cover action taking place in the fight¬
ing chairs aft. The Bell & Howell was
kept ready at all times for hand-held
shots whenever the situation demanded.
A typical day’s shooting was pretty
much as follows: during the early
morning voyage out to sea, one crew
member prepared the bait—usually
mullet—for trolling. Our cameras cov¬
ered this intricate deboning and sew¬
ing process, and then we made shots
of the bait trolling in the water and of
the “teaser” skimming the surface
nearby. The latter is a brightly colored
wood billy about a foot long designed
to attract fish to the bait. Following
this, establishing shots were made of
anglers in action in the fighting chairs.
Following the completion of these
shots, a dolphin suddenly appeared
and took the bait, and the ensuing
action gave us a chance to “dry run”
our camera technique on the sort of
action we anticipated would occur
momentarily with a bigger game fisb
on the line.

A Fish Strikes!
Suddenly we heard the cry of “fin!”
and “pescadol”. Everyone immediate¬
ly galvanized into action. A bill fish
had been sighted. The Cine Special
was focused on the trolling bait. If
conditions were right and luck was
with us, a marlin or sailfish would be
attracted by the teaser and would move
rapidly in to look things over.
Usually, when a bill fish sights the
bait, he lashes out with his long bill
and strikes one or both of the trolling
tid-bits. (There are invariably two
lines in the water on a cruise like this,
where the boat has dual fighting
chairs mounted aft). If the fishing
lines are attached to outriggers, they
will be snapped free of the retaining
pins and fall slack in the water the
moment the fish strikes. At this point
the fish, thinking it has stunned its
prey, will gobble the bait and take off
with it.
Whenever such action took place, we
snatched up the Filmo camera to cover
it as only one can with a hand-held
camera. The action is too swdft and un¬
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predictable to trust to a tripod-mounted
camera. We framed the angler and
started the camera rolling, for we knew
that when the hooked fish used up all
the line slack, the angler would “set”
the hook several times by pulling back
on the line, and then all hell would
break loose!
Big game fisb are unpredictable
when hooked. Usually one of two
things will happen: it will make a
mad dash away from the boat at a
speed estimated up to 50 miles per
hour; or it may stop short and make
a series of jumps in an effort to throw
the hook. In either case, the action
means spectacular movie footage.

NEW
TIME-LAPSE CAMERA MOTOR
BUILT BY MEN WITH 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
STOP MOTION
ANIMATION

PRICE $69.22
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

1. POWERFUL MOTOR WITH INTERNAL BRAKE
IN ALUMINUM CASE
2. MOTOR SWITCH: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
3. LIGHT SWITCH: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
4. LIGHT (OR RELAY) OUTLET
5. REMOTE CONTROL INLET (SWITCH OR TIMER)
6. STANDARD TRIPOD THREAD ON BOTTOM
7. CONNECTS WITH CAMERA BY PLASTIC TUBING

ROLAB

B&H Camera Used Hand-held

PHOTO-SCIENCE LABORATORIES
SANDY HOOK, CONNECTICUT

Whenever such situations occurred,
we used the Bell & Howell camera to
get shots of the angler sweating in the
chair; of the bent rod; and closeups of
the screaming reel with the line smok¬
ing as it runs out at the terrific pace
set by the enraged fish. When a fish
elected to stop short and put on its
jumping act, we used the Cine Special
with a telephoto lens to capture the
fish’s performance close up.

OTHER ROLAB PRODUCTS: CAMERA TIMERS
(INTERVALOMETERS), MICROCINEMA APPARATUS, ETC. (FOR SALE OR RENT).

FAMOUS

FILM COMPUTERS

(SECONDS-MINUTES-FEET-FRAMESETC)
THOUSANDS
IN USE ALL
OVER THE
WORLD

16/35 I

16

I $2P $p I
.AT YOUR DEALER OR AT READY-EDDY, SANDY HOOK.
^
_CONNECTICUT

Once the fish is caught, it’s usually
slave labor for the angler. A big game
fish may weigh anywhere from 60 to
600 pounds, and it isn’t going to be
boated in a hurry—which affords time
to shoot some interesting footage of
the angler’s battle to land him.
Whenever a hooked fish tried his
jumping and “tail-walking” tactics in
an effort to get free of the hook, we
kept the Cine Special’s telephoto
trained on him every second. This sort
of action makes thrilling screen fare,
and provided the highlight of our
deep sea fishing adventure. But the
hooked fish is not always the star of
the show, for it is the angler who has
mastered him and now seeks to bring
bim to gaff. Fishermen who have ex¬
perienced deep-sea angling seem to
enjoy watching another angler sweat it
out with a hooked fish—on the screen.
Perhaps it reminds them of similar en¬
counters and the aching muscles and
blistered hands—the price for their

Water and Solution

FILTERS
New low prices
Stainless Steel
or
Plastic
5 to 50 g.p.m.
Single or Multiple

unforgettable experiences. So we con¬
centrated on picturing our anglers as
they played with their catch and
sought, with every trick in the book, to
bring it to gaff. There were closeups of
facial expressions, a shot of sweatstained shirts, of arm muscles knotted
in the strain of handling the pole, and

P'ocessing Machines
New and Used
ff'rile for information

METAl MASTERS
5599

University

Ave.,

San

Diego

5,

Calif.

Continued on Page 566
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How "The Golden Fish" Was Filmed
Not one special effect was used in making this clever French film,
notable for its photographic ingenuity and originality.

UrpHE Golden

FIRM

FRIENDSHIP

goldfish

won in

a

develops

between

boy

and

lottery.

Fish,”

the

French

short film released in the United
States through Columliia Pictures, has
been widely acclaimed as a lirilliant
film-making achievement.
The story is about a beantifnl gold¬
fish won in a lottery hy a poor hoy.
Back home, he puts it in a glass howl
and becomes deeply attached to it. The
fish makes friends with a canary kept
in the same room, and dances to its
songs so spiritedly that one day it
jumps out of the water. A wretchedlooking cat on the prowl who then
comes into the room is about to eat it.
But when the canary pleads that the
fish is the little boy’s only joy, the cat
picks up the fish and returns it to its
l)owl. Returning from school, the boy
once again enjoys the sight of his lieloved goldfish, unaware of its neardisastrous experience.
Delighted spectators wonder what
cinematic secrets were involved to pro¬
duce this exquisite blend of realism
and poetry. They may think of mattes,
superimposures, etc. Well, there are
none of these. Not one special effect
has been used in the whole film. Direc¬

WHILE
enters

BOY

is

away

at

school,

prowling

tor Edmond Sechan, who kindly told
me “all about it,” used only his camera,
but with what ingenuity and original¬
ity! Sechan has a thorough knowledge
of what can be done with a motion pic¬
ture camera, having brilliantly direc¬
ted the photography of many short and
feature films to date. (He has just fin¬
ished. as a director, a feature film in
which animals again play an important
part.)
Sechan chose his animal actors very
carefully. When on the screen we see
the cat and the fish,.actually only one
cat was used; but several goldfish in¬
distinguishable from each other played
the part of the fish. Approximately two
hundred were bought by the producer,
and from these about twenty were
selected, following tests conducted to
eliminate those which developed visual
troubles when working under the
lights. When thus affected, some of the
fish stubbornly remained motionless at
the bottom of the glass bowl; others
unceasingly swam around and around,
while still othere became suicidal and
jumped out of the water! One goldfish
among the chosen few proved so stable

cat

his room.

INTERESTING MOMENTS

during

the

filming

is

Edmond

of

"The

Golden

Fish."

Arranging

CAT STRIVES to reach goldfish but is dissuaded

aquarium

in

by canary who tells cat of boy's fondness for

(left) and

his assistant, M.

the pet.

special rotating action shot. An Arriflex camera was used for photography.
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photo,

above

left,

Delattre.

In

Sechan,

director.

adjacent photo, Goupil

Others

are

is preparing

plastic

cameraman
to test fish

divider
M.

in

Goepil

bowl for
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and well-adjusted that it was al)Ie to
appear in about half the film.
The scenes in which the goldfish
“dances” were filmed in a small aquar¬
ium fitted with two plexiglass sheets,
which, while they were invisible, made
a sort of channel along which the fish
was obliged to swim. Here jets of
water sent from the bottom lifted the
fish more or less rythmically and crea¬
ted the illusion of its dancing.
A glass bowl had to he provided
whose shape did not reflect the light
inconveniently for fish or camera.
For some scenes this bowl was mounted
as part of a rigid system made up of a
background, the bowl (with the fish)
tightly closed and so filled with water
that no bubbles were produced, the
camera, and the lights. The whole set¬
up could be rotated on a horizontal
axis.
hen rotated, the water—owing
to its inertia—and the fish did not
move at first. Thus the camera was
actually turning around the motionless
fish. On the screen the fish appears to
be turning ‘round and ‘round.
When, after quick rotation, the set¬
up was suddenly stopped, the fish made
odd motions because it was then swim¬
ming “upstream,” trying to keep in
the middle of the bowl where the water
was quieter.
The cat was chosen from among a
number of strays which are harbored
by the French Society for the Preven¬
tion of Cruelty to Animals. With an
eye on possible complaints from tender¬
hearted spectators who might obiect to
a mangy cat having been used in a
film, Sechan selected a perfectly heal¬
thy animal. Under his instructions a
veterinary surgeon who examined the
animal and certified her to he in good
health, then cut her fur in places so as
to produce the required mangy appear¬
ance.
To capture the cat’s looks and ex¬
pressions, very short shots of her were
taken, at the same time gradually
changing the camera axis. Cuts of only

Most of our clients . . .

six to eight frames of each shot were
used at a time, when editing the film,
to produce the desired visual effect.
One of the highlights of the picture
is the extraordinary scene in which the
cat takes the fish in her mouth and
drops it into the howl following the
canary’s plea to spare it.
To make these shots a small sheet
of plexiglass was mounted level with
the surface of the water in the bowl.
Chopped meat was then placed several
times on the plexiglass sheet and the
cat trained to eat her food there. Then
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another sheet of plexiglass was placed
vertically, which let the light come
through and kept the cat in camera
range.
The three main shots in this se¬
quence were filmed as follows:
1. A dead goldfish was placed on the
table (on which the bowl stood). The
cat took it, lifted it and moved to the
right.
2. Filmed
showing the

in reverse was action
cat taking a goldfish

which was held out to him above the
bowl. On the screen the cat is seen
moving forward with the fish in her
mouth.
3. The camera was then lined up to
shoot the bowl altove it. The plexiglass
sheet, level with the surface of the
water, was invisible.
On the edge of the plexiglass sheet
a live goldfish, doubling for its prede¬
cessors, was placed. When the cat
moved forward, it caused the fish to
fall into the bowl.
Carefully calculated camera angles

and sharp cutting made the three shots
intercut perfectly to provide the de¬
sired illusion of a penitent tabby re¬
turning the fish to the safety of its
howl.
Including unscheduled interruptions,
filming of the picture required several
months’ time. All the interiors were
shot in one of the production offices,
which was decorated and furnished to
appear as a living room. An Arriflex
camera was used for all photography.
Lighting was provided by a single
source—a bank of fifteen 509-watl
globes—which produced a quality of
illumination that simulated the
light coming through a window.

soft

The part of the hoy who owned the
goldfish was played by a young Viet¬
namese. As reward for her long work
in front of the camera—an hour or
more each time over a~ three-month
period—the cat was sent to the Riviera.
There, in the sunny Monaco gardens of
Cdt. Cousteau, the producer, she enjoys
her liesure in pleasure and plenty—
like a retired film star.
■

STILL CAMERA AIDS “FREEZE-ACTION” LINEUPS
Continued from Page 543

result, if it is properly done, the nar¬
rator’s position appears unchanged as
the product is introduced. If there is
a “jump” in his position as the prod¬

. . . stay

with us.

uct appears, some of the desired effect
in the presentation is lost.
Such a technical flaw can be
avoided if a reliable guide is utilized
for re-positioning the narrator follow¬
ing the interval when he was inter¬
rupted
the set.
can he
set up
camera

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N, E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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and the product moved onto
A simple guide of this sort
provided by a view camera
alongside the motion picture
on the stage.

The scene is composed so that it
includes the narrator’s position pre¬
ceding the “pop-on” of the product.
The scene is recorded up to this point,
then the camera stopped as the nar¬
rator “freezes” in his position. He
maintains his position just long enough
to enable an assistant to trace an out¬
line of his figure upon the groundglass of the view camera, as shown
in accompanying photos. If his feet
are not included in the scene, their
position is marked on the floor with
tape. If his feet have been included,
small tacks driven into the floor serve
as inconspicuous markers.
After the product is introduced—

such as the television set in the ex¬
ample illustrated—the narrator re¬
sumes his former position guided by
the floor marks and also by an ob¬
server viewing the outline upon the
camera ground glass. When the nar¬
rator has assumed the precise position,
the motion picture camera is started,
the narrator continues his product
pitch, and the action is photographed
to its conclusion. In editing, the inter¬
mediate frames are deleted so that any
change in tempo of action appears as
a normal pause of the narrator.
“Freeze-action,” of course is not
a new movie making trick. Its been
around since the days of Mack Sennett’s Keystone comedies.
Amateur
movie makers have employed it; and
when
television’s
product
pushers
sought a simple means of introducing
a product suddenly and magically on
the screen without having to employ
costly special effects, they reached
back for this old reliable and easyto-do effect. The use of a view camera
for lining up a key element in a scene
—the commercial narrator in the case
illustrated—is, as far as I know, a
method not too well known and one
which can be used whenever a trick
effect calls for subject re-alignment.
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An object can be made to appear
in another setting, remaining in the
same position in the film frame. An
actor can suddenly acquire a change
of clothes, or change of apparent age.
This effect can he carried to extremes
through the use of added makeup plus
a series of dissolves between the age¬
changing cycles.
Carrying the idea further—visualize
a room with a number of actors in
various positions. Suddenly, the room
changes and becomes (through a dis¬
solve ) another room, but the actors
remain in the same fixed positions,
as though miraculously “transplanted.”
In accomplishing such an effect, both
the motion picture and still cameras
would have to he tied down to main¬
tain their fixed positions, while the
set was being re-decorated for the
second phase of the scene. Positions
of all the actors, of course, would he
traced on the view camera ground
glass, as before, and there would he
the usual floor marks to indicate
where they are to stand.
Effects such as described above are
being considered more and more by
writers and producers of industrial,
training and educational films where
it is desired to give special visual im¬
pact to a product, procedure, com¬
pany name, motto, etc. The technique
is especially applicable to these areas
of motion picture production because
it is a money-saving method of em¬
bellishing a film with what seasoned

BIRNS & SAWYER ARRI PRODUCTS
Increase Range and Use of Arriflex Cameras
In Sports, Aerials, Underwater, and Sound
SOUND BARNEY. CAT. 1420

B & S Multi-Layer Sound Barney for Arri 16 Cuts
80%
Camera Noise on Location Shooting. Light¬
weight, Effective. Sold Only Through Franchised
Arriflex Dealers. $99.50.

UNDERWATER BLIMP, CAT. 5000

New Underwater Housing Designed For Arri 16 &
35mm Cameros. Tops Change, as Base is Common.
Welded Marine Aluminum Plate
thick. With¬
stands 60-minute Test at 300' Depth. Request Bro¬
chure. $2,495.

L-O-N-G, L-O-N-G LENSES

B & S Omnitar lenses fit 16 and 35mm Arris in focal lengths from 125mm through 1000mm,‘shown above
with Mark III Omnipod cradle. Lens shown Is F6.3, Catalog No. 1364, $795. See Your Dealer or Write
for Brochure. Omnitars Consistently Best for Resolution, Color, and Brilliance.

BALL-SOCKET HI-HAT, CAT. 1123

TRACKING FINDER, CAT. 2600

professionals like to call “production
value.”

"

COLLEGE FILM MAKERS
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eral Juniors were used plus Baby Spots
and Broads augmented by a Groverlite
unit and two ColorTran kits. At the
Malibu location, 100 amps of current
was available and this was cabled from
the main source to a spider box feed¬
ing several tributary cables. On other
locations( ColorTran lights and their
converters were fed directly from con¬
ventional wall outlets.
Approximately 5,000 feet of 16mm
negative was used in a 5-to-l shoot¬
ing ratio—Plus X for most of the se¬
quences and a limited amount of Tri-X
for street scenes shot in available light.
About 6,500 feet of magnetic film was
used in the various stages of record¬
ing. There are no optical effects in the
picture, and fades and dissolves were
accomplished by means of A-and-B roll
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B & S Presents the First Hi-Hat Mode ^Expressly for
16mm Arri Ball-Socket Tripod Head. Camera Levels
Quickly, Easily. Eliminates Wedging. $34.00.

Great for Sports, Aerials, Moving Targets, etc. Fits
Arri 16 for 25 & SOmm Lenses. Easily Attached and
Removed. Folds Flat. $49.50.

Birns S Sawyer Specializes in Arri Equipment: Rentals, Sales,
Repairs, Trades, Purchases, Maintenance, and Special Design

Cable Address:
BIRNSAW

VJIbIRNS & SAWYER

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA ■ TELEPHONE; HOIlywood 4-5166

FOR SALE

MONTANA RANCH
Inquire
CHARLES HERBERT, ASC
C O Talcott,
315 West Lewis Street
Livingston, Montana

500-acre ranch, beautiful West
Boulder Valley. Two 7-room and
one 3 - room
homes plus 6
double-cabins, partly furnished.
Log construction. Baths, electric¬
ity, barns, corrals, sheds. Ideal
for Guest Ranch, Summer Comp,
Hunting Lodge or several homes.
Bargain price, $50,000.00. Be¬
fore September 10th.
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printing. All film processing and print¬
ing, incidentally, was done in the
Cinema
Department's
own
wellequipped laboratory.
Some of the problems and chal¬
lenges encountered in making this film
are summarized in comments by the
director and key technicians who
worked together to produce it:
Research Preceded Shooting
Rarnzi Thomas, Director and co¬
author of the story: “Jim Gloege and I
did a great deal of research before
writing the script. We talked to Po¬
lice Department and Narcotics Divi¬
sion officials who told us they felt there
was great need for such a film in their
work. We had wanted to tackle a film
that had something to say, one that
could he handled with a dramatic
rather than a straight documentary ap¬
proach. We did a first draft and by
the time a production crew was or¬
ganized we had a workable shooting
script. Pete Hanson, who was the film
editor, also did some rewriting on the
dialogue. Our next immediate problem
was casting. We wanted capable actors,
but there was no budget to hire pro¬
fessionals. We were fortunate to get

some excellent actors from U.S.C.’s
drama Department and also from the
Pasadena Playhouse. Our ever-present
problem was getting the whole cast to¬
gether at the same time. So we had to
constantly shift our shooting schedule
around to accommodate the other ac¬
tivities of our actors.
“Because our subject was a serious
one, w'e purposely avoided any comedy
touches that would have lightened it.
I wanted to get a feeling of confine¬
ment and to use closeups generously
to capture emotions of the people in¬
volved. With exception of possibly two
cast memliers. none of the actors had
any previous film experience. At first
they tended to project too broadly and
the mechanics of the medium restrict¬
ed them, but as we progre.ssed in our
shooting they got used to the camera
and their performances im])roved.
Since I could never get the whole cast
together at one time, there was little
opportunity for pre-production rehear¬
sals. The best 1 could do was to hold
readings for characterization and ap¬
proach. When it came time to shoot
we worked all kinds of hours—when¬
ever our people were available. Some¬
times we would start in the afternoon
and work through the night. It was

definitely a learning experience and a
challenge, but meeting it made us feel
mighty good afterwards.”
James Gloege, Co-author: “The sub¬
ject of narcotics as it involves teen¬
agers was first suggested to us as the
basis for a film by one of the narcotics-education
associations.
Our re¬
search covered material on the nature
of narcotics, reports from various as¬
sociations, and investigational case his¬
tories. We also viewed several films
that had been done on the subject,
both theatrical and educational. We
found that most educational films were
didactic—pointing a finger at the aud¬
ience and bluntly moralizing. They
were, in general, badly acted and pro¬
duced. Theatrical films on the subject
were technically smooth, but dwelt
mostly on sensationalism instead of
delving into the true nature of the
narcotics problem. There was inevit¬
ably a romance thrown in, which tend¬
ed to make such filrhs quite trite—nor
did any of them concentrate on the
teen-age addiction problem. We found
there was much left to be said—and
that it would be hard to incorporate
all the things we wanted to say into
one film.
“We had first envisioned a 45-min-

ooo

ooo

Ultra-fast F/2 ZOOM LENS
New Pan Cinor 85 zooms from 17mm
through 85mm, with reflex throughthe-lens focusing and viewing as w'ell
as split-image range finder. This lens
takes unusually sharp detail and
color rendition. Has C-mount
for 16mm cameras. $420.00.

All prices include
Federal Excise Tax
where applicable.
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WHEN CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS
Please notify us at least four
weeks in advance. BE SURE to
give your Former address as
well as your New Address. Our
Circulation Department needs
both addresses in order to
properly identify your address
stencil.
Your cooperation will insure
that American Cinematogra¬
pher will continue coming to
you regularly without delay or
omission of issues. Thank you.
—American Cinematographer

ute picture which would have given us
the scope to detail the differing social
backgrounds of the various characters;
to treat more fully the agonies of with¬
drawal and the aspect of the hahy
being born an addict; and to delve
more deeply into the social problem
represented by a young girl forced to
turn to prostitution to support her
need for drugs. We also wanted to de¬
velop the parallel stories of the two
girls and to introduce the quack doc¬
tor as part of the larger crime aspect
arising out of the narcotic traffic,
hen we found the film had to be

limited to 25-minutes’ screen time, we
were faced with the necessity of com¬
pressing our treatment in order to still
touch on all of the points mentioned.
Our story line stresses the fact that one
girl takes the path upward, while the
other becomes a hopeless case. There
could not realistically be any happy
ending for the confirmed addict, since
Police Department statistics show that
once a person is ‘hooked’, his chances
of getting off heroin are very slim.
Only 1% manage to shake the habit,
but even these are not consistent. They
may go one, two or ten years appar¬
ently free of addiction, and then some¬
thing will happen to pull them back
again.”
The Editing Problems
Peter Hanson, Editor: “The editing
problems of this picture were not too
great because I was provided with
ample close shots for intercutting.
However, 1 did have a problem in
whittling the film down to the re¬
quired length. The first cut ran 40
minutes. We had to sacrifice some im¬
portant scenes entirely and trim others
very short to reduce it to 25 minutes’
screen time. We found that a few se¬
quences didn’t ‘jell,’ and so we cut

them out entirely. 1 tried assembling
the cuts in various ways, juggling
scenes and re-arranging dialogue. The
challenge of the picture was a very in¬
teresting one. I learned a great deal.”
Anthony Vazzana, Composer of the
musical score: “When I was ap¬
proached to write the score, the pic¬
ture was already in the advanced stage
of production. In fact, the editing,
except for a few refinements, had been
completed. I had never done a film
score and was, frankly, a lut afraid
of the medium. I viewed the picture
several times with the director and
Faculty Advisor Mel Sloan in order to
determine which sequences should he
under-scored, then we broke the film
down into exact timings of those se¬
quences. We decided against the ‘Peter
Gunn’ style of jazz because it has been
over-used lately. I used jazz only in the
sequence where the couple is seen driv¬
ing around town in order to convey a
feeling of having fun and also to pos¬
sibly suggest a car radio. Everything
else was an attempt to establish inter¬
nal mood—hence the extensive use of
dissonance to express conflict. We also
decided not to ‘Mickey Mouse’ the
music by synchronizing it too closely
to the action. In trying for a more ex¬
pressive type of music I studied the
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. . . many other extras. {Automatic REXOFADER shown on eamera is a new push-button control that
times fades, optional at only $37.50.) With Lytar 25mm f/1.8 lens, the Bolex H-16 REX is only
$400. (Lenses shown optional at extra cost.) Write Department BAG-1 for literature and name
of nearest dealer.
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fps. Complete with bat¬
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Switar 10mm f/1.6 ex¬
treme wide angle, $149.50.
Switar 25mm f/1.4 very
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Switar 75mm f/1.9 fast
telephoto, focusing from
5', $145.00. All six ele¬
ments or more; anti-reflec¬
tion coated for lifelike
color fidelity.

Bolex 16mni
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sional effects with
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script and film, arranging themes in
my mind to achieve a general flow.
“The score was recorded with a 14piece orchestra composed mainly of
wind
instruments
and
percussion.
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Peter Clark, Sound and Unit Man¬
ager: “By the time we were ready to
record the musical score a set had
been constructed on the stage, which
tended to compress the orchestra so
that we could not get the separations
we wanted.

Most of the sound was

picked up by a condenser mike mount¬
ed

overhead,

while

four

carefully-

placed ribbon mikes were used to em¬
phasize separate groups of instruments.
Sound from these various mikes was
mixed onto a single track during the
recording session by means of a mix¬

VARIABLE SHUTTERS

MICHAEL

There were no strings except for a bass
viol. All of the musicians were volun¬
teers, students from the U.S.C. School
of Music. As we were recording at a
time when they were especially busy
with concerts, rounding them all up at
one time was like pulling teeth. When
we were ready to record, two men had
forgotten about the session and I had
to work around them until they
showed up. When all were finally to¬
gether, we ran through the score a
couple of times and then recorded it
on the sound stage. The entire record¬
ing session took three hours.”

9-1489

55,

N.Y.

ing console adjacent to the stage. Dub¬

bing of the final composite track was
done on a larger console. Location
sound was recorded with a StancilHoffman S-6 recorder and EVV-666
mikes. On the stage we used an RCA666
mike with
Altec
condensers
mounted on a Mole-Richardson boom.
We used only one mike for dialogue
and effects recording. Our sound de¬
partment set-up affords four 16mm
interlock dummies or two recorders
and two dummies, depending on which
way we want to use the equipment.
We have a rack-mounted 1/4-inch tape
unit and a l/j^-inch portable on the
Stancil-Hoffman roll-about. We also
have a pair of Ampex 600’s and a 601.
We have recently acquired a Magnasync-400 recorder, but this was not
available at the time the film was
made.”
In the best tradition of film making,
use’s Cinema Department ran over
budget on this production—seven dol¬
lars. (The total budget for the film was
only S700.)
But the achievement
stands as a credible one in more ways
than one. In addition to its value in
the uphill fight against teen-age nar¬
cotics addiction, the film furnished an
enterprising crew of cinema techni¬
cians, who may very well be numbered
among tomorrow’s important film mak¬
ers, with solid practical experience in
the arts and science of motion picture
production.
■

QUALITY CONTROL CENTER
Continued from Page 538

35mm and 16mm laboratories and
covers black-and-white and color de¬
velopers.
These facilities and services add up
to a “quality control center”—staffed,
equipped and designed by Eastman
Kodak Company to provide the finest
possible technical assistance—which is
available to the entire motion picture
industry, in the interest of turning out
a finer filmed product.
Primarily, the Hollywood office was
set up to represent the Rochester, N.Y.
factory, nearly 3,000 miles away, in
giving on-the-spot advice to motion
picture film users. No one knows how
much shooting time has been saved
and how many hit-or-miss retakes have
been avoided by recourse to EastmanHollywood services.
In the early days, during the twen¬
ties, many movie producers even ran
off their dailies at the Eastman-Hollywood facilities.
These rushes, of

course, are now shown at production
centers.
One man constituted the EastmanHollywood staff in those days. He lis¬
tened to complaints, analyzed products
and developers and studied the way
they were being used, and gave the
producers professional advice for get¬
ting the most out of the Eastman
products.
The second phase in Eastman-Hollywood Technical Services came with
the introduction of sensitometry and
densitometry,
around
1929,
when
sound movies made their dehut and
photographic problems multiplied.
The third phase set in with the
chemical analysis of developers, as the
quality of prints and sound synchroni¬
zation became more and more impor¬
tant.
The fourth phase began with the
introduction of 16mm Kodachrome
Commercial Film.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

The fifth phase grew out of the
development of Eastman Color Nega¬
tive Motion Picture Film.
By means of a closely co-ordinated
communications system (teletype,
phone tie-line, etc.), EK’s West Coast
Division has up-to-the-day information
on even the slightest variations in
emulsion sensitivity.
Sensitometric
check points in Hollywood, New York,
Chicago and Rochester maintain rigid
control over the quality of the prod¬
uct going through cameras in Holly¬
wood and around the country.
This information is the bread and
butter tool of the West Coast Division.
With this daily information on each
emulsion batch and on-the-spot test¬
ing in Hollywood, Eastman Kodak
West Coast technicians are able to
afford the film user precise guides to
the use of the film product.
ith people trooping into theaters
all over the world to see Americanmade movies, it is no wonder camera¬
men value the services of Eastman’s
Hollywood office in helping them to
make a good product still better.
■
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little sound in 8mm is processed at
present, the company said, but the
volume in silent black-and-white and
color in 8mm is considerable.
Hollywood-Valley Film Laboratories
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Continued from Page 547

thought to the possibilities of 8mm
movies on grounds of economy and
greater portability.
Home projection of 8mm entertain¬
ment movies will provide the big push

VIDEO

Syn¬

chronous and Battery Camera Drives • Time

8MM COMES OF AGE

finds tourism a fruitful source of 8mm
film processing. Vernon Frith says
the company makes around 150 prints
of 8mm (silent) color movies a week
for sale in and around the Colorado
State Parks. Knotts Berry Farm of
Anaheim, California, is another user
of 8mm films, marketing color prints
of the farm and its attractions to visi¬
tors as a promotion medium. Color
movies in 8mm of Marineland, another
famous Southern California tourist
attraction, are marketed at the rate of
100 to 200 prints weekly to visiting
8mm home movie fans preferring the
professionally-produced films to their
own, or who find they can’t cover all
the goings-on with their camera and
still watch and enjoy them. Idtimately,
when sound is added to these films,
their appeal will be greatly enhanced.
Frith says industrial users of movies
in employee training, dealer education
and promotion, are giving serious

FILM

O
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in the medium. Frith predicts. Already
he adds, amateur orders run 100 or
more for 8mm movies to 1 for 16mm
in the silent media.
A1 Tate of Pasadena, California,
owner of Tate Salon Training, Inc.,
uses 8mm color movies as an aid in
teaching courses in hair styling and
heauty parlor practices, and as re¬
fresher demonstrations for salon op¬
erators and heauticians.
Technicolor also is conducting tests
in the 8mm medium. The company
plans to produce 8mm
reduction
prints of 16mm and 35mm stock films
if the demand materializes. Techni¬
cally, the firm can make 8mm reduc¬
tion prints in any quantity desired.
Fred J. Scobey, technical director
at General Film Laboratories Corpora¬
tion. says General already is set up
to make 8mm color-and-sound prints
economically by making contact prints
from internegatives. The internegative
is 35mm and four 8mm ])rints are
made simultaneously, side by side on
pre-perforated
(for
8mm)
35mm
stock. General has the equipment,
once the reduction internegative is
made and processed, for printing four
at a time, striping for sound four at
a time and recording four at a time.
The four are then slit apart and are
ready for use.
Eventually the company expects the
amateur demand to rise markedly with
the increasing use and consequent
mass manufacture of cameras, pro¬
jectors, and other accessories in the
8mm sound and color movie field.
Industry is expected to use the
lower-cost 8mm sound films for sales
promotion, demonstrations to dealers,
institutional services to the public and
employee training.

OFF
NOTICE OF
TITLE CHANGE
American Cinematog¬
rapher Manual is new,
revised title for the
forthcoming handbook
on cinematographic
techniques previously
announced under the
title of A.S.C. Photo¬
graphic Manual. The
editors feel that the
new title more readily
relates the book's con¬
tents to cinematogra¬
phy.
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For audio-visual use in the public
school system Scohey predicts 8mm
will have great appeal to budget-con¬
scious administrators. He cites the ap¬
proximate cost of 16mm in color and
sound as S75.00 for a half-hour film.
A 30-minute reel in 8mm color, strip¬
ed for sound and recorded, ready for
projection, may cost as little as $25.00.
As 8mm sound film projectors create
a new mass market, and new tech¬
niques are developed to meet the ex¬
pected mass demand for 8mm films
and equipment, the cost of 8mm
movies will undoubtedly be much less.
Projectors are l)eing develoj)ed. with
fall delivery likely, by Elite (Norway),
Cirse (Italy), and Japanese makers;
also bv Bell & Howell. Revere, and
RCA. Eastman and Eairchild already
have 8mm sound j^rojectors on the
market.
Sidney P. Solow% Vice-president of
Consolidated Eilm Industries. Holly¬
wood, says his company's laboratories
are
equipped
for
sound-strijq)ing.
printing and re-recording of 8mm
films. He professes to be not very opti¬
mistic about 8mm sound at the present
stage, but says tbe company will “wait
and see.” He thinks savings possible
in 8mm, as compared with 16mm, for
school ])rojection may prove “largely
illusory” until such time as the smaller
medium comes into wider use. In his
opinion. 8mm film might be apt to
show scratches and might tear with
handling more readily than would be
the case with 16mm, and there may
at the outset be more difficulty in get¬
ting interesting free films from in¬
dustrial sources in the 8mm size than
in 16mm, as at present.
The picture quality of the Kodak
8 sound projector is such that films

THE

PRESS
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AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
MANUAL
Acclaimed the greatest compilation of mo¬
tion picture production data ever assembled
between the covers of a single book! More
than 375 pages, handsomely bound in handy
pocket size. Thoroughly indexed for quick
reference. Not only instructive but a de¬
pendable source of answers to just about
every problem encountered in professional
motion picture photography.

Reserve Your Copy Today!

$7.50
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, California

can be shown easily to audiences of
fifty persons and even up to eighty
or ninety in a darkened room.
The new- projector, which can show
sound film acceptably on a five-foot
screen and, in the future, up to an
eight-foot screen, opens up the pos¬
sibility of a whole new industry of
films for home consumption. As fast
as the 35mm and 16mm subjects are
made available in 8mm, the demand
is expected to grow for more and more
new subjects.
Technological breakthroughs such
as the improved sound head on the
Kodak projector offer vastly improved
audio quality in 8mm—comparable
to present 16mm sound.
With high-quality release prints, the
audio system operates with a frequency
llutter of less than 0.16 per cent RMS
and a wow of less than 0.4 per cent.
The 21 frame-per-second response is
70 to 9000 cycles and is ±3 db from
85 to 7000 cycles. This compares fav¬
orably with and even exceeds the per¬
formance of some 16mm sound pro¬
jectors.
At 16 frames-per-second, response
is 70 to 7000 cycles and is ±3 db
from 85 to 5000 cycles. LNing Kodak
8mm Sonotrack. the total amplitude
modulation at 1000 cycles averages
less than ±1/4
An interesting sidelight on the
sound quality obtainable with 8mm
occurred recently when a motion pic¬
ture projectionist channeled the sound
from his own Sound 8 Projector into
a theater speaker system after exhibi¬
tion hours. According to the projec¬
tionist, “People in the auditorium
(theater employees) thought 1 was
running 35mm film, the sound quality
was that good.”
■

DEEP SEA FISHING
Continued from Page 557

of the line-reeling, and the “pumping”
action. Such shots were especially comjtelling because the angler, fighting his
fish, is completely oblivious of every¬
thing going on around him. Eor all
shots such as this, the hand-held Bell &
Howell camera was used, and its flexi¬
bility more than compensated for any
slight movement that shows up on the
screen.
Over a ])eriod of weeks, we went
out on several different boats. Where
a boat bad a cab housing or Hying
bridge. Bob Zellers and I got on top
and shot scenes from there. This is not

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
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• EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automa¬
tically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays
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rupted processing cycles.
• STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.
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Bldg., Microfilm division, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval Re¬
search Laboratory; U.S. Public Health Service; U.S. Treasury
Department (15 machines); Atomic Energy Commission;
I.B.M.; G.E.; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; McDonnell Aircraft;
Universities of: Texas, Notre Dame, Indiana, California,
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• FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
•
•
•
•

Filmline
as easy as it sounds. Invariably the
boat is stopped and pitching quite
badly. There’s nothing to hold on to,
and liesides we needed lioth hands to
hold the cameras. So we had to brace
ourselves the best we could with our
legs. But after narrowly missing being
tossed overboard by the pitching of
the boat, we arranged for a crew mem¬
ber to join us and steady us while
shooting.
\X e never worried about the eflect
on the screen caused by the ])itching
of the boat. The trick was to keep our
sulijects properly framed and let the
background or horizon line bounce
around in the frame. This is normal,
and on the screen looks realistic.
By the time we got around to shoot¬
ing the concluding shots of the angler
bringing his catch to gaff, we were
as exhausted as he. Such shots had
added impact because they were made
from the higher elevation of the cab
roof.
Exposure is a constant problem in
shooting scenes such as described
above. For example, one moment the
angler will lie in sunlight, and then
in the shadows cast by the flying
bridge. The condition is constantly
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JACK D. LEPPERT
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changing because the boat captain
innst constantly maneuver the boat to
keep the anglers in position to fight
the hsh.
For best results we used a mean
f stop setting (determined by a meter
reading) between the two extremes of
sunlight and shadow. Variations from
this setting were made when time per¬
mitted; but as a rule, we found the
intermediate setting gave us adequate
detail in both shadows and highlights.
Besides, we had the advantage of lati¬
tude in the color him that would per¬
mit a certain amount of correction in
the printing.
Focus presented no problem. The
15mm wide-angle lens set at f/ 5.6 and
focused for hyperfocal distance afford¬
ed acceptable depth of field from about
3-feet to infinity. This range of depth
practically freed us from any focus

worries when using the wide-angle
lens.
The telephoto lens used on the Cine
Special was also set for hyperfocal
distance; hut because this lens has a
much shallower depth of field than the
normal and wide-angle lenses we also
used, it was necessary to re-Lcus for
any action closer than 60 feet.
During the course of recording the
various angling ventures of Jim and
Jane Ffaywood on this trip, we were
tempted on many occasion to chuck
our cameras in favor of the fishing
rod. However, we had a job to do and
we overcame the temptations. The
days and weeks of shooting, hard work
and semi-frustration eventually paid
off in 30 minutes of action-packed
adventure movies that has thrilled the
many audiences for whom they have
been screened.
■

FILMING “ALL THE YOUNG MEN”
Continued from Page 551

the stage for a socially signihcant se¬
quence in which his life is saved by
means of blood pumped into his veins
directly from the throbbing arteries
of the Negro sergeant whom he has
hated during the preceding eight reels.
At any rate, what with the ski-lifts
and all, it seemed that the only place
this
clash
of man-against-machine
could l»e shot was in the parking lot
of the Lodge. Diners in that hostelry
were treated to what was undoubtedly
the most spectacular outdoor floor
show on record. The cars had been
removed from the lot, of course, and
the camera was mounted on the hy¬
draulically controlled platform of a
Blue-goose location truck so that followshots could he made. The road running
alongside the parking lot was icy, and
chains had to be applied to the wheels
of the truck—giving promise of some
pretty lumpy follow shots. Somehow
the camera operator managed to ride
with the bnmjis and in the final cut
these shots are amazingly smooth.
Since the tank could travel only a
short distance without having civiliza¬
tion encroach violently into the scene
its progress was shown by a series of
cuts in which it was run hack and
forth repeatedly over the same patch
of parking lot while grips frantically
shifted prop trees in what sometimes
appeared a losing battle to make the
background look different. They did
alright with the trees, but there wasn’t

much they could do with the moun¬
tain.
The sequence as it appears in the
completed film gives no hint of the
hysteria which attended its filming.
Fapp’s resourcefulness and the skillful
surgery of the cutting room have cre¬
ated an exciting piece of action that
actually ajipears to have been shot in
a Korean waste-land far from the
rendezvous of weekend skiers. The ori¬
ginal shooting schedule for the film
was 28 days, Init thanks to the caprices
of
that whimsical
witch.
Mother
Nature, the final scene was not “in
the can” until 54 days after shooting
began.
In photographing the snow scenes
for “All The Young Men”, Director
of Photography Fapp violated a theory
of exposure long held by most pho¬
tographers and even some him manu¬
facturers: namely, that when shooting
in snow you should always decrease
exposure at least one stop from the
normal incident light meter reading
in order that the reflected glare from
the snow will not burn up the scene.
Fapp did exactly the opposite.
“The greatest danger in shooting
snow scenes is under-exposure,’’ he ex¬
plains. “It is hard to get an accurate
reading in snow because of the refiected light, even when you are using
an incident light meter. One must re¬
ly a great deal on his general knowl¬
edge and experience. In such cases

AMERICAN CINEAAATOGRAPHER

I use my Norwood meter and then
open up one stop above the indicated
exposure.

Transform your 16mm Camera

Where there are people in the scene
and you expose exactly according to
the meter reading, you run the risk
of losing the detail in faces completely.
You can’t possibly read an overall
snow composition with a reflected light
meter and get any sort of accuracy.
Here the best bet is to use a gray-scale
card a couple of feet square, having a
tonal value similar to average flesh
tone, and take a reflected light reading
very close to the card. Some camera¬
men jnefer to take a reading from the
sky, disregarding the scene itself.”
Whatever Fapp’s theory of exposure
determination, the result speaks for
itself. The snow, as he photographed
it, has texture and form and a gravure
quality that is almost third-dimen¬
sional. This is due mainly to the in¬
finite care given the lighting. He avoid¬
ed shooting any snow scenes with front
light, because this would have flattened
the character of the snow, making it
look like a sheet of white paper. In¬
stead, he endeavored to shoot from
an angle in which the sun functioned
as a cross-light or back-light, and used
arc booster lights as the key source.
In this way Fapp also had firmer con¬
trol of the lighting, since it was not
always possible to count on the sun
being where he wanted it.

IS ever Uses Reflectors
He disdains use of sunlight reflect¬
ors. “Fm not a reflector man,” Fapp
maintains. “I don’t like the ‘shiny
boards’.
It takes about three of
them to light a full figure, and if an
actor moves a foot off his mark he’s
out of the light. Following him with
a reflector is cumbersome and often
looks unnatural. In a wind they are
always flopping around. If the sun goes
behind a cloud you’re left with noth¬
ing to reflect. Many cameramen do use
them, but I prefer booster lights.”
A great deal of the action of “All
The Y oung Men” takes place at night.
Fapp shot these sequences day-fornig ht using a combination of neutral
density and 25A red filters. The effect
is a very realistic moonlit snowscape.
He did not filter the exterior day se¬
quences because the sky at 6,000 feet
is very blue and shows np richly with¬
out hltration. He did, however, use fog
filters on all of the night scenes—in¬
cluding the interiors. The fog fdter
used inside the farmhouse set was of
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Split
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Like the camera, your projector drives
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a very light gradation, hut it grayed
the scene just enough to create a cold,
night feeling. The fog filters used out¬
side were of a slightly heavier density.
Colunihia Studios had effectively
winterized the cameras used Ity instal¬
ling heaters operated hy storage bat¬
teries. However, some trouble was en¬
countered with the lenses. The iris
mechanisms would freeze up and the
lenses would have to lie taken out of
their mounts in order to change aper¬
tures. The average temperature when
the comjiany left the Lodge in the
morning varied lietween T1 and lo
degrees above ztuo, Imt hy 10 o’clock
it would he up around 30 degrees and
everyone would start peeling off their
heavier clothes. The cameras were run
without blimps on location and no
overhead mikes were used. The dia¬
logue was jiicked up hy button mikes
hidden in the actors’ clothes. The wires
ran down their trouser legs and were
buried in the snow.
d here were several exterior moving
camera shots where a dolly would have
been recpiired. hut a sleil was used
instead. The terrain had to he rirht
for a sled, of course, hut the sled work¬
ed very smoothly aiid eliminated the
necessity of laying dolly tracks in th(‘
snow. Notew'orthv is the manner in
which Fajip consistently matched the
quality of scenes shot on the stage
with those shot on location.
Twice
nominated
for
Academyawards (“Desire I nder the Elms” and
“The Five Pennies”), Dan Fapp went
directly from shooting “All The \oung
Men” to a slightly different type of
subject matter: Marilyn Monroe in
the
2()th
Century-Fox
production.
“Let’s Make Love.’’ As of this writing
he is off to New' ^ ork to photograph
dancing-iji - the - streets
location
se¬
quences for the forthcoming 6.Smm
color musical.
est Side Storv.”
°

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 534

I). Stani.ky Horsley, ASC. “Jack the Giant
Killer” (Technicolor; Edvv. Small Prod, for
LIA) with Kerwin Mathews and Jiidi Mere¬
dith. Jerry Juran, director.

Krasker, “Romanoff and Juliet”
(Color; Payor Prod.; shooting in Italy)
with Peter Ustinov and Sandra Dee. Peter
Ustinov, director.

Russell Metty. A.SG, "The MisHts” (Seven
Arts for UA; shootinj: at Reno) with Clark
(Jahle and M arilyn M onroe. John Huston,
director.

Challis, “The Grass is Greener”
(Grandon Prods.; shooting in England) with
Cary Grant and Deborah Kerr. Stanley
Donen, director.

.SnuFTAN,
"Something
Wild”
(Prometheus Prod, for UA; shooting in
N.Y.) with (iarroll Baker and Raljdi Sleek¬
er. Jack Garfein, director.

Emmett

Kugene

Fai'I’,
AS(J, "West Side Story”
( Panavision 70 & Color; Mirisch Piets—
Seven Arts Prods.; shooting in N.^. I with
Natalie Wood and Richard Beymer. Robert
Wise and Jerome Rohhins, directors.
Damel

Mour.
ASC, "This Time Around”
(Genie Prods.) with Don Megowan and
Frances Mc(iann. Wesley Barry, director.
Hal

KEYWEST STUDIOS
Walter

films

ASC, Series of religious
Harold Schuster, director.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Wellman,
ASC, “Atlantis, The
Lost Continent” (MetroColor; George Pal
Prods.) with David Mioni and Joyce Taylor.
George Pal, director.
Nicholaus, "Rawhide”*
(CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.

John

Dale Deverman,

“One Step Beyond”* with

John Newland.
William

Margulies,

ASC,

"Bachelor

at

Large”*
Robert Bronner, ASC, "Where the Boys
Are” (C’Seope & Color; Euterpe Prods.;
shooting in Fla.) with Dolores Hart and
George Hamilton. Henry Levin, director.
Harkness
George

Smith.

The Rapromatic “process - as - you shoot” method is particularly appli¬
cable to such fields as instrumentation
recording, sporting events, oscillograph
recording, television newsreel photog¬
raphy, cinefiuorography, and in any
phase of industrial motion picture pho¬
tography that demands immediate ac¬
cess to results in screenahle form.
■
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“Death Valley Days”*

Cline, A.SC, "Stagecoach West”**
(Four Star Prods.) with Wayne Rogers and
Richard Eyer.
Wilfrid

Greene. "The Secret Ways” (Heath
Piod.; shooting in Vienna) with Richard
Widmark and .Sonja Ziemann. Phil Karlson,
director.
Max

La Shelle, ASC, "The 6th Man”
with Tony Curtis and James Franciscos.
Delbert Mann, director.

Joseph

Peach. ASC, "Michael Shayne”*
(hour Star Prods.) with Richard Denning.

Schwartz,
Kit Carson. “Dick
Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre ’* (Four Star
Prods.) with Dick Powell. ■

Howard

Clemens,

ASC, “Twilight Zone”*

(Cayuga Prods.)
Nick

ASC,
Reynolds

Musuraca.

with William
hrook.

Wild, ASC Kenneth
"Wanted, Dead or Alive”*
Ih'ods.) with Steve McQueen.
Harry

Peach,

(Four

ASC,
Star

George Dlskant, ASC, "The Law and Mr.
.lones”* (Four Star Prods.) with James
Whitmore; “June Allyson Show”* (Four
Star Prods.) with June .“Mlyson.

ASC, "The Tom Ewell Show”*
(Four Star Prods.) w ith Tom Ewell and
Marilyn Erskine.
Harry Wild,

REVUE STUDIOS
John

Russell,

ASC, “The Thriller’’*

(Re¬

vue Prods.)

"The Outlaws”*

"The Islanders”*
and James Phil-

ASC, "National Velvet”*
(Velvet Prods.) with Lori Martin and Ann
Doran.
Stuart Thompson,

ASC, Emil Harris, “Tall
Man”* (Revue Prods.) with Barry Sulli¬
van. "Johnny Midnight”* (Revue Prods.)

Ellis Thackery,

Cory, ASC,
•Revue Prods.)

“Bringing Up

Ray

Buddy”*

ASC, “Johnny Midnight”*
(Midnight Prods.) with Edmund O’Brien.

Ellis Thackery.

Sickner.
ASC, “Wells Fargo”
(Overland Prods.) with Dale Robert.son;
Commercials* (Revue Prods.)
William

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS
William Snyder, ASC, “Bonanza”* (NBCTV)
with
Michael
Landon
and
Dan
Blocker.
Bourgoin, “The Counterfeit Traitor”
(Technicolor; Perlberg-Seaton Prod.; shoot¬
ing in West Berlin) with William Holden
and Lilli Palmer. George Seaton, director.

Continued from Page 548

Bercholz,

(Filmaster Prods.)

Harold

Jean

PROCESS AS YOU SHOOT

Chris

Kenneth

Strenge,

(Color)

Robert

“Have Gun Will Travel”*
with Warner Anderson and Tom Tully.
Frank Phillips,

ASC, "The Big Boston Rohhery” with Jay Barney and Sherwood Price.
Jerry Hopper, director.
Loyal Griggs,

ASC. “Wagon Train”* (Re\ue
Prods.) with Ward Bond.
Benj. Kline.

Ray

John
Flin,

Gately,

ASC, Commercials*.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

“Gunsmoke”* with James
Arness and Dennis Weaver.
Fleet Southcott,

ASC, “Laramie”*

(Revue

Warren, ASC, Neal Beckner.
“Coronado 9”* (Revue Prod.s.)

Gilbert

Warrenton,

ASC, "Markham”*
Ray Milland.
John

F’red

Rennahan,

Prods.)

ASC, John Warren.
(Revue Prods.) with

ASC. Emil
(Revue Prods.)

Warren.

Deputy”*
Fonda.

Ray

Harris.

with

"The
Henry

Mackenzie.
ASC, Emil
Harris.
“Bachelor F'ather”* (Bachelor Prods.) with
John Forsythe.
Jack

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

ASC, “The Day of the
Gun” (Brynaprod; shooting in Mexico) with
Rock Hudson and Dorothy Malone. Robert
■Mdrich, director.
Ernest

Laszlo,

.4SC, "General Electric Thea¬
tre”* (Revue Prods.)

John Warren,

Neal

Beckner,

"Whispering Smith”*

(Re¬

vue Prods.)

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Stenglek, ASC, ‘’Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and
Hugh
Beaumont.
Norman
Tokar,
director.
Mack;

Jack

(j

OPTICAL FX UNIT

PRODUCTS

ASG,
"(iheckmate”*
with Anthony George.

Mackenzie.

&M Prods.)

Gn.iiERT

Warrenton,

AS(i,

HAL ROACH

Gommercials*

'<AC

STUDIOS

t<X ACC

\^e.st. ASG, ‘‘The (weat Challenge”
(Keligious
him;
Cathedral
Films)
Jan
.''addleo, director.
Fred

It

ttf
FOR 1 6mm — 35mm—TV CAMER

SWIFT CHAPLIN

LIVE TV, ANIMATION,

Fred West, ASC, Ciommercials*
TWENTIETH

AND PRISMS

MOTION PICTURES

CENTURY-FOX

William Mellor. ASC, “The Big Gamble”

(C’Seope & Color; Darryl Zanuck Prod.;
shooting in Europe) with Stephen Boyd and
Juliette Grec-o. Richard Fleischer, director.
Leo
Tover,
ASC,
“Marriage-Go-Round”
(C’Seope & DeLuxe color) with Susan Hay¬
ward and James Mason.
Walter Lang,
director.
Cl.arke,
ASC.
“Black
Star”
(Clover Prod.; C’Seope & DeLuxe color)
with Elvis I’resley and Dolores Del Rio.
Don Siegel, director.

Charles

Arcing,
ASC,
“The
Schnook"
(C’Seope & Color) w'th Tommy Noonan
and Barbara Eden. Charles Barton, directoi'.
Arthur

Fredricks,
ASC, “Sanctuary”
(CScoj)e; Darryl L'. Zanuck Prod.) with
Lee Remick and Yves Montand. Tony Rich¬
ardson, director.
Ellsworth

Carter, ASC, "Wizard of Baghdad”
(C’Seope & Color; Clover Prod.) with Dick
Shawn and Diane Baker. George Sherman,
director.
Ellis

Norton, “Secret of the Purple Reef”
(API; C’Seope; shooting in the Caribbean)
with Jeff R'chards and Margia Dean. Wil¬
liam Wdtney, director.

IMS BROADWAY
40th ST.
Phone: PLaia7-6977
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
Coble Address CAMERAMART

Kay

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Hong Kong”* with

Rod

Taylor

and

Lloyd

Lloyd

Ahern, ASC, “Adventures in I’ara-

dise”*
Levy.

with

Gardner

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projeclors

Bodmer.

McKay

and

Weaver

TIMING

WARNER BROS.

DELT

STUDIOS

Cardiff, “Fanny” (Mansfield Prod.;
shooting in Marseilles) with Leslie Caron
and Maurice Chevalier. Joshua Logan, direc¬
tor.
Jack

Projector

Stradling,

outstanding

An

instantly

attached

to

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector
and

permits

operation.
One-year Guarantee!

Peverell Marley, ASC, “A Fever in the
Blood” with Efrem Zimbalist Jr. and Angie
Dickinson. Vincent Sherman, director.

be

tached at any time in a matter of seconds.

Edwin DuPar, ASC, “Hawaiian Eye”* with

Anthony Eisley.

can

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬

ASC, “Parrish” (Shoot¬
ing at Hartford, Conn.) with Troy Donahue
and
Claudette
Colbert.
Delmer
Daves,
director.
Harry

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor T6mm
projectors at synchronous speed.

Immediate Delivery!

quiet

special

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

smooth,

No

Write for more details and prices.

763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., Plaza 7-3511

Joe Biroc. ASC, “Gold of the Seven Saints”

(shooting in Moab, Utah) with Clint Walker
and Roger Moore. Gordon Douglas, director.
Ralph Woolsey, ASC, “Bronco”*

with Ty

Hardin.

J roy

Stine, ASC, “Surfside 6”*
Donahue and Diane McBain.

Ray

P'ern.strom,

Harold

“Lawman”*
Robert

ASC,
Burt
with John Russell.

Hoffman,

“.Sugarfoot”*

with

Gi.ennon,

with Wdl

HOUSTON FEARLESS

MODERNIZE YOUR OLD MODEL
“D” or “C” MILLER FLUID HEAD

$14 95

Thoroughly Overhauled—
Guaranteed

SPECIAL LOW PRICE:

Authorized Factory Service

MILLER PROFESSIONAL
EQUIPMENT

ASC, Robert Holfman.
“Roaring Twenties”* with Rex Reason.
Fern.strom,

Thomas

DOLLIES

If you bought your head
t ■ "• ^ ^
before Jan. 1959 you can
have
It
brought
up
to
date
by
having
neoprene seals and new stabilized silicone
fluid installed. For a limited time only, we
will bring youi head up to latest specifica*
ations for only $14.95.

Hutchins.
Ray

PANORAM

Tutwiler,

ASC, Commercials*

Arthur Feindel, ASC, Commercials*
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT

i

CAMERAS
Arriflex-16mm w/matt box 16, 25, 50mm
Xenon lenses.$1,400.00
Arriflex-16mm head only. 1,000.00
Cine-Voice conversion turret camera 13,
25, 63mm lenses, 1-500 ft. magazine,
amplier, mike and cables. 1,000.00
Arriflex-35 w/120° shutter, motor, matt
box, 35, 50, 75mm Zeiss lenses, battery
and charger. 1,000.00
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
300.00
Filmo camera w/spider turret, new type
finder, and freezolite bracket. No lens..
150.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case. 2,600.00
Bell & Howell
35mm Standard
camera
#616 w/170° shutter, unit I shuttle,
overhauled
&
refinished. 2,500.00
Berndt-Maurer
16mm
Single
System
camera w/sound equipment, galvo, omplifier, 3 lenses, 2-400 ft. mags., and
6 cases. 1,850.00
Cine-Special camera w/4 lens turret and
100 ft. mag.
450.00
Cine-Special
I
camera w/100 ft.
mag.
and 1 inch lens.
350.00
Maurer-05 Camera head only w/bilt-in
features and 1-400 ft. mag. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
175.00
Auricon Pro 200 16m camera w/VA galvo
complete w/amplifier, mike, and cable.. 1,200.00
EDITING
Bell & Howell 16mm viewer.
75.00
Moviola
counter
w/seconds,
minutes
&
hours .
90.00
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound.
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag, footage counters. 1,800.00
Neumade large film barret and racks.
17.50
Neumade
firm
roller
trucks,
half
rack
w/casters .
32.50
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
up arms, optical ocmposite sound.
375.00
Moviola 35mm
Model
"D"
Bulls
Eye,
cutler head only, no take-up arms.
150.00
Neumade
Splicer
R-2
(35mm)
or
R-13
{16mm) .
22.00
Moviola Model “D" Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Precision
Reader,
Sound,
optical
only.
Model 600.
100.00
Moviola 2/16 Sync.
90.00
Moviola 4/16 Sync.
125.00
Cine Special sync motors.
75.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines.
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine. ..
350.00
Houston Crab Dolly w/electric pump. 2,000.00
2/35 Neumade Sync.
70.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm.
76.00
Neumade Dynamics rewind—16 or 35mm..
13.50
Mitchell
12 volt 35mm variable speed
motor .
250.00
Filmo motor—116 volts, 34 frame sync
w/cable .
1 10.00
Moviola 16/16 w/Bulls Eye, no mag.,
composite sound.
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Zoomar lens, 1 to 3 inch, in "S'' mount. ..
150.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60 mm in “C" mount. ..
150.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
65.00
Mitchell Viewfinder.
350.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase .
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 400x35, metal....
75.00
Bell & Howell Stop-Motion Motor (can be
adapted and used on Mitchell).
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines, 100x35.
125.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Filmline Model "K", 16mm Neg. Positive
Processor, w/air compressor, syphon and
transfer pump, angle iron stand, 1200 ft.
capacity . 1,000.00
Spectra 3-color Meter.
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base.
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
Cine Spec. Stop Motion Meter.
300.00
SOUND — PROJECTION — LIGHTING
G-924 Mixer (3-po5ition).
250.00
Mognasync recorder, 16mm X-400.
600.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder. 1,200.00
Tapak Recorder.
300.00
Mognemite Recorder.
200.00
DeVry 35mm
projectors
(availoble with
sound equipment).
500.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement . 1,000.00
ColoTtran Jr. Kit.
137.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N.Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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ONE-CEL ANIMATION
Continued from Page 542

gle cel. which was panned in the di¬
rection opposite to that of the animated
How.
It should he stated here that this
technique is not limited in its appli¬
cation. In the illustrations. Figs. 6 to
11, some of the many variations are
shown which are possible to achieve
with this one-cel method. Because any
cyele technique sometimes creates an
unwanted pattern on the screen, it is
often desirable to increase the panning
span from one to two spaces, i.e., to
pan the distance between two hits in¬
stead of one. In this example (Fig. 6)
the snowflakes are represented by three
differently shaped designs. All of them
will animate, with three different lines
of action, if each panning step equals
the distanee between three of the lines.
If the established spacing is one-inch,
for example, a natural drift effect can
he injected into the snowflake action
by panning slightly more or less than
one-inch each time.
Fig. 7 shows how animation in a
vertical pattern is produced with pan¬
ning of eels done horizontally. Here
the action is ninety degrees away from
the line of panning. Four sets of papers
are animated down from their source
—A, B, C, and D—to the four piles
below. All the papers are fully ani¬
mated.
Aecomplishing animation by rotat¬
ing a cel instead of moving it hori¬
zontally is illustrated in Fig. 8. The
pattern is circular and the cel is at¬
tached to the Itoard beneath the camera
by means of a thumbtack in the center.
By rotating the cel l/7th of a turn
counterclockwise between each expo¬
sure, the following animation patterns
will result:
a. Petals of the flower will rotate
clockwise (although the background is
rotated counterclockwise), and will
make one complete revolution in 42
frames or exposures. Each petal will be
animated, i.e., gently waving and
changing its shape.
h. The circular border will rotate
clockwise in 56 frames.
c. The stars beyond the border will
not rotate, but will sparkle—result of
conventional animation of seven cell
cycles.
d. Pattern in center of flower will
flow outward without rotation, and
(‘ach line will move from the center
oulw'ard.

e. The central triangle will rotate
counterclockwise at a relatively high
speed—7 frames per cycle.
The example is purposely simplified.
A better working multiple would be 24
frames of revolution. This would per¬
mit more effects, including the petals
of flower changing color, the dots
around the border changing in size
and shape, etc.
Fig. 9 repre.sents an interesting ef¬
fect possible with the technique out¬
lined here. On the screen, many figures
appear dancing and moving from left
to light on an incline. By spacing the
figures exactly one-inch apart in the
drawing, then panning to the left
for each camera exposure, all of the
figures will appear to advance to the
right
per frame. All of the figures
will be animated, although it is neces¬
sary to animate only one cycle of the
figure’s action, which is drawn on a
single cel instead of several, as in con¬
ventional animation. As the cel is
panned in the photography the effect
is the same as progressively changing
cels—with eight figures dancing, alihongh only one was animated.
Fig. 10 illustrates still another meth¬
od of producing animated effects, using
but a single cel. In this case, instead
of panning the cel from left to right,
or vice versa, it is moved inside a
panel of artwork (background) to
four key positions. Intended to illus¬
trate the action of molecules, the cel
artwork also is a pattern of molecules
and as it is moved from position to
position an over-all pattern of agitated
molecules in action results.
Still another pattern of molecular
action lends itself to easy animation
by this method, and is illustrated in
Fig. 11. Molecules in the air are al¬
ways in motion, and are responsive to
many opposing forces. A sound wave,
however, may not cause the molecules
to travel but rather agitates them, caus¬
ing them to form waves of compression,
as shown at A, or rarefaction, shown at
B. With some 200 molecule images on
the screen and a complete passage of
a sound wave recorded in the space of
sixteen frames, 3200 dots might ordi¬
narily be required in the artwork, plus
a complex animation plot.
The method illustrated will show all
molecules in motion plus the passage
of the sound wave—yet but a single
cel will be required to produce it in
full animation.
Figures 12, 13, and 14 are variaContinued on Page 574
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STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

WANTED

Mole-Richardson MR-90 Hi-Arc with stand
$ 500.00
Mole-Richardson MR-170 Hi-Arc with stand
750.00
M-R 40 DuArc with stand . 275.00
M-R Senior Spots 5KW heads each .
70.00
M-R Junior Spots 2KW heads each .
50.00
220-volt, 3-phase interlock motor for
Mitchell NC or BNC . 350.00
Same as above for Standard Mitchell . 200.00
220-volt, 3-phase sync motor for
Standard Mitchell . 250.00
New ESCO '/(-hp, 220-volt, 3-phase
sync motors .
60.00
New Blue Seal 35mm optical recorders . 1750.00
Above with Modulite VD galvanometer . 2250.00
With RCA Variable Area galvanometer . 2500.00
Simplex 4 Star 35mm re-recorder, sync
motor, pedestal & magazines. Optical
and Magnetic . 795.00
BLUE SEAL SOUND DEVICES
P.O. Box 472
New Canaan, Conn.

AUTOMATICALLY develop your own 16mm films for
5c to 25c per 100' with a Fulton Continuous Proces¬
sor. Finest lab quality results. Daylight operated,
portable. 16mm Negative/positive model 200: 240'
per hour, 1200' daylight magazine, air squeegee,
compressor.
Introductory prices start at $595.00.
FULTON'S, Box 980, Tulare, Calif.

Mitchell — Akeley — B&H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48lh St.
New York, N.Y.

BELL & HOWELL 35/16mm hot splicer, foot pedal
operated; Moviola 35mm projection machine. Mov¬
iola 35mm Preview, model. Moviola 35mm with
takeups. Stancil-HofFman Model 56 17-1/2mm re¬
corder, complete with cables, converter, etc. Blimped
35mm background projector, precision Bell & Howell
type register pins, distributor, cables, etc. guaran¬
teed. A.E.C. 35mm camera, register pin movement,
110 volt AC-DC. 1500 amp motor generator truck
mounted, 2200 volt AC input, 115-230 volt DC out¬
put. Also 1000 amp as above. Bell & Howell 35mm
camera model 2709 with unit shuttle. Mitchell
camera 35mm
N.C. Box 1389, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
FILMLINE, world's finest automatic film processing
machines, now available tor the motion picture
industry. Kodochrome film processing machines from
$34,850.00.
Also processors for Anscochrome/Ektachrome,- Eastman Negative/Positive color and East¬
man
color
reversal
films.
Complete
laboratory
equipment for color or black/white 16mm, 35mm,
46mm or 70mm films.
Lease plans or financing
available to rated concerns. Write FILMLINE COR¬
PORATION, Box 3, Milford, Conn.
16MM ARRIFLEX CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES IN
STOCK. Close up attachment for Bell & Howell 8
and 16mm cameras $19.00. Close-up lens extension
tube set for Kodak 8mm model 90 camera $12.50.
Kodak 16mm magazine focus finder $35.00. Kodak
8mm magazine focus finder $29.50. Bolex Cine-Focus
for Bolex 16mm cameras $12.50. WESTEN'S, Inc.,
800 State Street, Santa Barbara, California.
CAMERA, B&H Eyemo model Q, 3 lenses, filter slot,
turret finder, 6-volt motor. As new $675.00. Camera
motors, Eyemo & Filmo, 6-volt DC (Bodine] with
cable and switch. Originally cost $135.00. Used
$24.50, brand new $35.00. Akeley tripod assy.,
with Bowl (for gyro head), $75.00. Amplifier, sound
recording. Wall, with case, as it, $40.00. Cash
with order please. JACK WALTON, P.O. Box 1457,
Tampa, Fla.
LABORATORY CLOSE-OUT!
B&H
16mm
model
J
printer for B&W and color with AC to DC variable
voltage
converter
and
extra
resistance
board,
$3,250.00. Preview Moviola combination 35mm com¬
posite with 6/2 inch screen plus 16mm (non-magnetic) sound with B&H 16mm silent projector on
shaft. Complete $1,100.00. Photos of above equip¬
ment available. H. F. CHENOWETH FILMS, Box 65,
Omaha 12, Nebr.
See Ads on Pages 532 and 533
Values never berore duplicated.
TRADES TAKEN. Phone PL 7-0440. Cable SOSOUND.
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON
PORTABLE CASTER
BASES.
COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS, CABLES, INTERCOMS, LENSES, ETC.
FULL INFORMATION. PHOTOS AND PRICES ON RE¬
QUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
35mm Bell & Howell Eymo camera, 47mm f2.5
Comat lens $95.00. 4 inch f2.9 Cinemat lens for
Eymo $29.50. 3% inch f3.3 Taylor Hobson lens for
Eymo $27.50. Cine Special I with eye-level reflex
facuser, fl .9 lens, case, extra 100 ft. magazine
$315.00. Cine Special II fl .4 Ektar lens, extra 100
ft. magazine, combination case $795.00.
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GOV'T SURPLUS in new condition!!
FILM DRYERS
35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman developing out¬
fits.
Eyemo camera lenses.
ALL STAINLESS STEEL
model A-11B Houston developers. Also K-lA's for
reversal or positive film.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY,
Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave, New York 57,
N.Y.
BOLEX Leader, turret handle, third turret stop,
filter slot, filter holders, carrying case, rackover,
Switar lenses: 16mm F2.5, 25mm Fl .5, 50mm Fl .4,
complete $375.00. Spectra color temperature meter,
type A, $100.00.
Write Box 1376, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
MAGNASYNC 602-C 16mm recorder, $695.00. B&H
sound proiector with synchronous motor, $395.00.
DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave., Lomita, Califor¬
nia. Dav 6 4975.
STANCIL-HOFFMAN
portable
16mm magnetic re¬
corder, Auricon camera tripod, other equipment.
Send for list. FRANK RUNYAN, 9762 Lilly Jean,
St. Louis 34, Mo.
ARRIFLEX, Maihak MMK6 Pilotone tape recorder,
Siemens Halske double system projector.
R.
E.
MATTHEWSON, 1162 S. Highland, Los Angeles 19,
Calif. GR. 7-9830.
BELL & HOWELL professional foot splicer converted
16-35mm completely overhauled. Bargain.
Photo¬
graph on request. G. O. RUSSELL, Box 6474, Jack¬
sonville, Florida.
ANIMATION stand, electric zoom, with 2 Bell &
Howell standard cameras, 16 & 35mm, 3 lenses,
bi-pack & 400' magazine. VIDEART, INC., 480 Lex¬
ington Ave., New "York 17, N.Y.
O'CONNOR fluid head complete with Pro-Jr. tripod
and case, like new, reasonable. Write: FLH FILMS,
132 Laurel Grove, Kentfield, Calif.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, offers background of 28
years of experience as specialist cinematographer
with RKO Studios to production companies for
creative and unusual assignments in fields of special
photographic effecis, cinematography, equipment de¬
sign and specialized laboratory techniques. Current
assignments,
"West Side Story,"
" Freedomland,
N. Y.," "Space Ship." 1153 N. Highland Ave.,
Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone Hollywood 9-5808.
Cable FILMEFX.
CAMERAMAN-DIRECTOR . . . will shoot DESERT
footage with or without performers to individuals
needs. Moutains—sand dunes—canyons—desert veg¬
etation—Salton Sea—fabulous Palm Springs. Limited
footage now in stock. Low rates. RAY PERRY, 1000
Sunny Dunes Rd., Palm Springs, Calif.
ANIMATION PRODUCED IN JAPAN. U.S. quality
throughout—lipsync, color, etc. The only studios in
Japan using U.S. animation equipment (Oxberry).
Low Japanese rates. INTERLINGUAL INTERNATIONAL
INC., Harada Bldg., 2-1 Hirakawacho, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo.
MOTION
PICTURE
CAMERAMAN
now
employed
photographing news and commercial footage. Seeks
relocation, have own motion picture camera, etc.
In present position over five years. Box 1372,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
FAR EAST assignments in 16 and 35mm by American
organization experienced throughout Asia and equipoed for every phase of film and contact work.
FARKAS FILM COMPANY, 424 Li Po Chun Building,
Hong Kong
16mm
FILM
assignments—Chicago,
Zoographic,
Scenic Industrial.
ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRODUC¬
TIONS, 2754 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago 15, Illinois.
Bl 8-8612.

CINE Special Series T. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

FILM assignments anywhere in India. B & W, color,
16/35mm.
HARI DASGUPTA, 6 Southern Avenue,
Calcutta 26.

WANTED

YOUNG man, Mitchell and Arriflex camera experi¬
ence, desires apprenticeship with leading Hollywood
cameraman. Details on request. Box 1381, AMERI¬
CAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Is it idle, is it old?
Maybe it’s worth its weight in gold.
We hove waiting buyers many
Ready to pay a pretty penny.
WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYE.MO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP
WHY SACRIFICE

MOTION picture cameraman, 16/35mm. Over five
years experience
Single, will travel. Details on
request. Box 1386, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area, Scenic,
stock shots, industrial ACORN FILMS, 168 W. 46th
St., M. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
WEST GERMANY, 16mm films, still or sound. FRITZ
BRUNS, (20b| Goettingen, Brauweg, 12.
NORTHERN California film assignments shot to your
order. Top service, low rates. Box 1387, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway
PLaza 7-6977
New York 23, N.Y.

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35, Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott 1 -2707.

TRY F4B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Rebuilt trade-ins,
demonstrators, etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Ema Street, Milford,
Conn.

FILM PROCESSING UNIT
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ONE-CEL ANIMATION

Literature

Continued from Page 572

tioiis of the same technique which aic
explained in the captions of each.
This technique of accomplishing^
complex animation, using hut a singh'
cel, is based on the “strobe” jninciple
of replacing one l)it with another. The
method will
1) save considerahh^
amount of art work. 2) eliminate the
troublesome cel-changing routine of
conventional animation, requiring onlv
a simple panning pattern of j)re-determined dimensions, and 3) in many
cases it will allow a measure of flexi¬
bility in animation seldom possible bv
the conventional multi-cel method.
^

TV COMMERCIALS

California

stations

C: A T A L O G S

Labmaster Brochure
A four-page two-color illustrated
brochure is available from HoustonFearless Corp., 11805 West Olympic
Hlvd., Los Angeles 61, Calif., which
describes the company’s line of Labmaster motion picture film processing
equipment. Equipment consists of three
basic models: Neg./Pos., 16mm or
16/35; Reversal Model, 16mm only;
and the Alicrofilm Model, 16mm or
16/35mm. Make request on your com¬
pany letterhead.

BROCHURES

tion Film Seminar & Workshop pre¬
sented by Florman & Babb, Inc., is the
publication in booklet form of some of
the most important talks and discus¬
sions presented during the seminar.
The first booklet, which is now
available, covers address given by
Peter H. Coo])er of Robert Lawrence
Animation, Inc., on subject of “The
Creative Problems in Animation F'ilm
Commercials.” The six-page booklet is
available free l)y writing Charles
Lipow, Florman & Babb, Inc., 68 West
45th St., New York 36, N.Y.

57 Lenses Listed

Continued from Page 555

to the
them.

BOOKLETS

awaiting

Friday: The tajted commercials went
on the air.
The total elapsed time, from moment
of the ad agency’s approval to com¬
pletion of the tapes, was five days.
The chief advantage of this film-totape procedure, according to Tom
Countryman, is that it enables a pro¬
ducer of TV film commercials to meet
rush” order requirements by elimin¬
ating time delays often caused by un¬
looked-for laboratory bottlenecks. The
video tape transfer, including time for
rehearsals, consumed less than an hour.
An added advantage was the TV sta¬
tion’s electronic special effects board,
which permitted the few effects re¬
quired to be made during the transfer
process.
a

An illustrated, four-page “Lens Se¬
lector” folder describing over 57 diff¬
erent lenses available to motion pic¬
ture camera users is available from
Traid Corporation, 17136 Ventura
Rlvd., Encino, Calif.
Covering a wide range of wideangle, normal, long focal length, and
zoom lenses for 16mm and 35mm cam¬
eras, the folder also includes informa¬
tion on lenses for 70mm and prism
cameras, so that the selection of a lens
for a particular requirement is easy.
The Lens Selector is available free of
charge.

Animation Booklet
A by-product of the recent Anima¬

LENS

STOP

Booklet On Film Care
Now available from the Sales Service
Division, Eastman Kodak Co., Roches¬
ter 4, New York, is the company’s
12-page booklet, “The Handling, Re¬
pair, and Storage of 16mm Eilms,”
which has been extensively revised and
brought up to date. Of interest to both
industrial photographers and amateur
movie makers, the booklet covers such
topics as: causes of 16mm film dam¬
age; suggestions for promoting long
film life; cleaning and lubricating
film; splicing, and storage.
Copies are free by writing company
at above address. Specify Kodak pam¬
phlet No. D-23.
■

CALCULATOR

Color Film Stability
Although iriany improvements in the
stability of dyes have been made in the
Kodachrome process since it was first
introduced, some additional precau¬
tions should be observed, according to
Piastman Kodak Company.
All dyes are fugitive to some ex¬
tent and change n time. Heat, mois¬
ture, and light are three important
factors which affect permanence of
dyes. For maximum j)ermanence, proc¬
essed color films should therefore be
stored where it is dry, dark and cool
High relative humidity can cause color
change in Kodachrome pictures.
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1 HE SCALE DIAGRAM above shows at a glance where to set lens to increase or de¬
crease exposure I/4, l/A, % or 1 stop when using filters or shooting above or below
normal camera speed. Each line of same length represents one full stop, viz.: f/1.4
to f/2 (longest lines) ; f/1.5 to f/2.1 in next group; f/1.6 to f/2.3 in next group, etc.
Ibis lens stop calculator is just one of the many helpful charts and tables which
appear in the forthcoming American Cinematographer Manual published by the
American Society of Cinematographers, Hollywood.
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The country’s foremost single source of
lighting equipment for motion pictures, TV,
industrial and instrumentation photography.
V\^e ront

or

sell Z Grips

•

Props

• Brutes

•

Molarcs

•

Colortrans

•

Teners • Seniors • Juniors • Cones • Masterbeams • Stands • Cables • Boxes •
Dimmers • TV Scoops • Mike Booms • Dollies • Reflectors • Scrims • Nets •
Parallels

•

Drops

•

Director Chairs • AC and DC Generators up to 1500 amps.

Truck Mounted or Portable

Dept.A-69 315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.

(Jflm€Rfl

^quipmeni
(5.,me.

In Florida

CAMERA EQUIPMENT
CO., INC. OF FLORIDA
1335 East 10th Avenue
Hialeah, Florida
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Gentlemen:
Please rush me new FREE literature on CECO
lighting equipment for rent or sale.

Name ,

* CECO — Trademark of
Camera Equipment CO.
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SOCIETY

Feature Articles

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, the ASC
was established to advance the art and
the science of cinematography; to en¬
courage, foster, and strive for preemi¬
nence, excellence, artistic perfection and
scientific knowledge in all matters per¬
taining to cinematography; to bring into
closest confederation those leaders in the
cinematographic science whose achieve¬
ments in that field entitle them to mem¬
bership in the Society; and to promote
the interests of all who shall be called
to membership in the ASC, that such
membership may become a mark of honor
and distinction based on merit.
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ON THE COVER
Shooting scene at Honolulu International Airport for “Hawaiian Eye,” popular
TV film series produced by Warner Brothers.
appears

in

this

issue.—Aloha Airlines

Story about the photography

photo by Walt

Pollock.
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Committee Chairmen: By-Laws, Charles G.
Clarke; Membership, Sol Halprin; Fi¬
nance and Publications, Arthur Miller;
Public Relations, Stanley Cortez; Enter¬
tainment, Arthur Edeson; Research and
Education, Earciot Edouart; Retirement
Income-Insurance, Harold Rosson;Propaganda Picture, Ray Rennahan.
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...you'// find
LIGHTS

GRIP EQUIPMENT

Man and his camera are only as good as the equip¬
ment backing him up... that’s where CHARLES
ROSS “shines”. Assure yourself of the right light¬
ing and grip equipment for every job from one of
the largest inventories in the east... a moments
notice starts anything from a powerful generator
truck to a director’s chair on its way to your loca¬
tion. Enjoy all the convenience, savings and de¬
pendability that our 39 years of leadership can
give you... in the motion picture, TV and Indus¬
trial fields.

RENTALS

SALES SERVICE

Send for a schedule of rental rates.

Lighting the Motion Picture Industry Since 1921

GENERATOR TRUCKS
1600. 1000, 700, 300, 200 Amp. D.C.
100. 50. 30. 20 Amp. A.C.

PROPS
OCTOBER

•
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333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
NEWS BRIEFS OF INDUSTRY
ACTIVITIES, PRODUCTS AND PROGRESS

Bright Future Ahead
Declaring that the motion picture
industry faces a brighter future today
than at any time in recent years, Jack
L. Warner announced last month that
Warner Brothers studio will step up
feature film production immediately.
Fifteen films are ready to roll.

SUPER BALTAR* LENSES
... featuring today's highest resolution for wide
screen, television and photo instrumentation
This new Super Baltar line of matched motion picture lenses
complements and expands the famed Baltar series to include
70 mm coverage. And it balances illumination, flattens the field,
and heightens contrast like no lens you’ve ever seen! You get high
picture fidelity from corner to corner, edge to edge, of the film
frame—dependable result of the most critical optical
characteristics ever built into a professional lens.
Features include: minimum back focus of 32 mm; choice of
mounts, barrel or custom focusing, to meet your specific needs;
seven focal lengths, from 25 mm to 9", optically centered to full
aperture; 70 mm coverage with 3", 4", 6", and 9" lenses.
Write for Technical Publication F-162, Bausch & Lomb

*

When Tahiti Calls MGM
Robert Surtees, ASC, who will direct
the photography of MGM’s “Mutiny on
the Bounty” in Tahiti, will also serve
as radio contact man with the studio.
Surtees, long an amateur radio opera¬
tor with elaborate shortwave equipment
in his home, is taking the equipment
with him to Tahiti.
*

-JF

Hollywood Animation Studios
Financing College Training
Twenty animation studios in Holly¬
wood have contributed cash and tech¬
nical men to assist in the establishment
of a course in professional animation
at University of Southern California,
Los Angeles.
Move is aimed toward solving pres¬
ent shortage of trained animation per-

Incorporated, 88410 Bausch St.
Rochester 2, N. Y.

Warner also cited the emergence of
television as a full-fledged partner of
theatrical motion pictures. At Warner
Brothers studio, technicians and pro¬
duction staffs as well as performers
are interchangeable between the two
mediums and the same production fa¬
cilities are utilized.

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

Continued on Page 584

*Trademark Bausch & Lomb Incorporated

Revolutionary new
Mitchell R-35 Reflex
Studio Camera
features new Super Baltar
Lenses—in special focusing mounts
designed by B&L in collaboration with
Mitchell engineers.

■I
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WALTER STRENGE, ASC, displays medallion
presented him last month by the Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences on the occasion
of his retirement as a governor of the Society.
Two retiring trustees and five other governors
were similarly honored.
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MITCHELL R-35 Reflex
Hand Held or Tripod Mounted*
Here for the first time is a 35mm reflex motion picture camera which combines streamlined light¬
weight design with the full range of professional features. Its superbly engineered design by Mitchell —the
world’s leading source of professional motion picture cameras —assures a remarkable versatility in filming.
Among the broad capabilities of the R-35 are: theatrical and television productions —on location and in
the studio; underwater use; high speed instrumentation films; and both animation and stop-motion.

NEW 35MM PROFESSIONAL
PORTABLE REFLEX CAMERA

This camera produces steady, brilliant pictures through its use of dual registration pins and dual pull¬
down claws. A special series of Super Baltar matched F 2.0 lenses were specifically designed for the
R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. Variable opening disc shutter provides positive exposure control. By means
of a simple adaptor the R-35 can be used with standard Mitchell 1000' magazines for tripod mounting.
These are but a few of the outstanding professional features that make the Mitchell R-35 a major cinematic development. Send for the new R-35 Bulletin

MITCHELL
OCTOBER

•

1960

Tripod adaptor and blimp available as accessories.

MITCHELL CAMERA
CORPORATION
666 W. Harvard St., Glendale 4, Calif.
Cable Address; “Mitcamco"
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PRECISION^ FILM EDITIHG EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Pat.

Appd.

INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued From Page 582

sonnel in the production of animated
sequences for TV commercials, features
and documentary films.

For

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00

Courses were begun September 19tb
at the University’s Department of Cin¬
ema, 659 West 35th St., Los Angeles.

Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

•K-

-X-

-X*

SMPTE’s 5th High Speed Congress
In New York, October 16 to 22

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head
$215.75

optical-

The Fifth International Congress on
High Speed Photography will he held
October 16th to 22nd at the Sheraton
Park Hotel in Washington, D.C., under
the sponsorship of the Society of Mo¬
tion Picture and Television Engineers.
Program will deal with miscellaneous
applications of High Speed photog¬
raphy, materials for same, applications
of light, use in ballistics, cameras used
for HS photography, and control sys¬
tems.
The technical papers to be presented
have been solicited from among the top
scientists and engineers in U.S. and
foreign countries. Delegates from twen¬
ty countries are expected to attend the
six-day confab.

magnetic
sound
readers

*

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50
magnetic film

sound

and tape

readers

sound

James Wong Howe, ASC, veteran
Hollywood Director of Photography,
is set to direct an as yet untitled fea¬
ture production for Associated Pro¬
ducers, Inc., which will be released by
20th Century-Fox.

reader

$195.00

-X-

Howe Debuts As Screen Director

optical

Model 600 RL

*

*

5k

*

NBC-TV Pushing Color
Model 700

$198.00
Send For Free lilerofure
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PRECISION LABORATORIES

:

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
1 037

UTICA

Make Movies

AVENUE

BROOKLYN

3,

N.Y.

Shoot SOUND ANYWHERE
with portable 115 volt
AC power:

With the
POWER-PAC
PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Smooth, even 3400° K light
in wide-angle beam. No
glaring hot spots. Fits any
camera. No tools needed,
no holes to drill. Long-life
nickel-cadmium battery with
built-in charger. Weighs
only 5 lbs. Guaranteed one
year.

^/9P.50
COMPLETE

584

WITH

BATTERY

FOR AURICON CAMERAS
Power-Pac Jr., weight 6 lbs.
With life-time nickel-cadmium
batteries and charger.

“Color TV Day—U.S.A.” will be
celebrated by the NBC-TV Network on
November 11. The network has an¬
nounced it will increase its color tele¬
casts by 40% to 50% for the 1960-61
season.
While there was no announcement
as to how much of this programming
will he on film, it is expected that NBCTV, with heavy interests in video film
production, will substantially increase
use of color film in its color program¬
ming expansion. The network’s engi¬
neers have made many noted contribu¬
tions toward the perfection of
color-casting with film.
■

^f39.50
Write for Complete Information

PHOTOMART
228 So. Franklin St. - Tampa 2, Florida

8MM SOUND
The second article dealing with use of
8mm sound films in industry and science,
promised for this month, will appear in
the November issue of American Cinema¬
tographer.

Telephone 2-1168
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Ansco
Super Hypan 16mm

Also
Binghamton, N.
A Division of
General Aniline
& Film Corp.

Ansco

f
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WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

SERVICES

CORE
DISPENSERS
Simply attach the dispenser to wall and
keep plastic lab cores
handy at all times.

Alumi num
1 6"_ $ 9.50
11.50
24"..
36".. .. 14.50
24" Disp. for 50'
plastic
or
100'
$24.50
reels

ECCO SPEEDROLL
FILM CLEANER
(Model D)
Cleans,
conditions
and
lubricates
your
film
in
one easy operation. NonInflammable.
Eliminates
waxing. Absolutely safe.
Ecco Model D Applicator
$33.00.
Ecco
#1500
cleaning fluid, per gallon
$9.00. Ecco #2000 Nega¬
tive
cleaning
fluid,
per
gallon $6.50.

GyroSphere Junior Tripod

35mm Stop-motion Projector

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., 602
West 52nd St., New York 19, N.Y., an¬
nounces
its
ball-socket
GyroSphere
Junior Tripod which provides a second¬
ary leveling medium whenever camera
is used on an un-level floor or rough
exterior terrain.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc., 315
West 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y., an¬
nounces a 35mm analyst stop-motion
projector designed for use in studying
35mm technical motion picture records,
including those filmed in high-speed,
normal, or slow-motion.
It features variable speed from 8 to
24 pps, both forward and reverse, posi¬
tive
single-frame
operation,
frame
counter, 1000-ft. reel arms, and positive
frame
registration, plus
or minus
.0005 inches.
Two aperture sizes are available:
.825 by .600 inches or .680 by .970
inches. Lens is 3)4" focal length with
f/1.9 aperture. Lamp is 1000-watt.

A single bulls-eye spirit level shows
top plate is level, and plate may be ad¬
justed and locked in position instantly.
Either friction or fluid tripod heads
may be used on the GyroSphere and
worked independently of it. An addi¬
tional feature is the twin-point shoes
(inset) and one-piece leg locks.

FasJ Zoom For Arri-16
Arriflex Corp. of America, 257 Park
Ave. South, New York 10, N.Y., an¬
nounces a new Pan Cinor zoom lens
for the Arriflex-16. Focusing range is
17.5mm to 85mm, aperture f/2. Zoom
movement is lever operated and pro¬
vides extremely smooth operation and
will focus down to 6 feet.

CAMART BALL-BEARING
TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
Winds rilm smoothly and evenly with¬
out cinching or abrasions. Fits any
16mm or 35mm standard rewinds.
The only tightwind with ball-bearing
roller. Includes core adapter.

$34.95

Film Printers
Transistorized S.O.F.
Transist-O-Sound, 851 Eustis, Indi¬
anapolis 19, Indiana, offers complete
one- and two-channel transistorized
sound on film amplifier units for Auricon cameras. Units feature wide-range
audio and are licensed by RCA. The
one- and two-channel amplifiers are
mounted beneath the camera as shown
in photo above. More complete details
and prices may be had by writing com¬
pany at above address.
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Uhler Cine Machine Co., 15762 Wy¬
oming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich., an¬
nounces important improvements in the
company’s line of film printing ma¬
chinery, which includes a Microfilm/
Stripfilm printer for 16mm or 35mm,
combination 16mm continuous printer,
16mm - to - 8mm / 8mm - to -16mm optical
printer, combination 35mm continuous
printer, and a 35mm/16mm optical re¬
duction printer. Specification and price
sheets are available on all models by
writing the company direct.
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- -jUiRIFlEX 35 Model II BV ^
(variable shutter)-with 110
synchronous motor—in white
, Missile-Range finish.,. 80"
- Zoomar Mirror Lens.
J

ARRIFLEX 16 with Time-Lapse
Motor and Intervalometer—on
Leitz Microscope Stand.

ARRIFLEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, N.Y. 10, N.Y.

OCTOBER

•
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Without obligation, I would like:
□ DEMONSTRATION
□ LITERATURE
□ on ARRIFLEX 16
□ on ARRIFLEX 35

*
*
*

name

$

for complete literature, write

CORPORATION of AMERICA
*
257-G PARK AVE. SOUTH, NEW YORK 1 0, N. Y. «

9

ARRIFLEX!

ARRIFLEX

.

^

company.
¥

address.

*

.

•

zone

iU'.te

t
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NEW BOOK REPORTS

ARRIFLEX 16
NEW AND USED
16mm

and

mediate

35mm

cameras

delivery.

Arriflex

in

stock

16mm

and

for

im¬

35mm

soundproof blimps available. 400' magazines.
Synchronous motors.

CAMART BABY DOLLY
Only a four-wheel dolly will provide the bal¬
ance

and

stability

required

for

professional

motion picture production. Adjustable seat for
cameraman. Platform accommodates assistant.
Portable.

$425.00
Dolly tracks available.

PROD. NO.

TAKE

DATE

CAMART SLATE &
CLAPSTICK
Large professional size for sound productions.
Contains space

for all

essential

information.

Originally sold for $11.75. Now only

$4.75

Theory Of Film, by Siegfried Kracauer.
Oxford University Press, 417 5th Ave.,
New York 16, N. Y. $10.00.
In this 364-page book which bears
the subtitle, “The redemption of physi¬
cal reality,” author Kracauer covers
just about every aspect of black-andwhite film.
He discusses its back¬
ground in still photography, the prob¬
lems inherent in historical and fan¬
tasy motion picture films, the novel as
a cinematic form, experimental films,
documentaries, the role of the actor,
the use of dialogue and sound, the
contribution of music, and the part
played by the spectator.
As the author states in the Preface.
“It would be fair to advise the reader
at the outset that this book does not
include all the things he may he look¬
ing for. It neglects the animated car¬
toon and avoids broaching problems
of color.”
Paul Rotba considers Theory of
Film “. . . The most important work
in the English language on the theory
and aesthetics of the Film. It will
make a deep impact in all places where
the Cinema is regarded as an art.”

The publication of “Control Tech¬
niques” marks the culmination of two
years of effort by a special subcom¬
mittee of the SMPTE’s Laboratory
Practice Committee. The authoritative
information contained in the book,
assembled for the first time in one
volume, should serve as a guide to
improved film processing in the in¬
dustry.
The 181-page illustrated book is
designed for persons engaged in film
processing in laboratories serving mo¬
tion picture, television and the many
specialized fields such as high-speed
and instrumentation photography.
The book includes discussions of
the general principles of process con¬
trol ; general aspects of motion picture
film processing; mechanical evalua¬
tion and control; instruments for
photographic control; control strips
and sensitometric control of a stand¬
ardized process; the chemistry of film
processing; and chemical analysis and
control. Each of the ten chapters of
the book is written by a recognized
specialist in some definite phase of
film processing.

The Film Daily Year Book of Motion
Pictures for 1960. Chester B. Rahn,
Editor. Published by The Film Daily,
1501 Broadway, Neiv York 36, N. Y.
$15.00.

ABC of Film and TV Working Terms,
by Oswald Skilbeck, Hastings House,
Publishers, Inc., 151 East 50th St.,
New York 22, N. Y. $3.95.

The fact 25 pages of this book are
devoted to its editorial content alone
indicates something of the tremendous
scope and content of this annual pub¬
lication which has been published
annually since 1917. Obviously, it is
impossible to set down here a full
description of its contents.
The Film Daily Yearbook will be
found on the desks of every important
person in the film industry, the ex¬
hibitor field, and in the realm of
publishing where quick reference to
a source of authentic information con¬
cerning film titles, players, technical
credits, industry personnel, and other
such facts are required.
Subscribers to Film Daily receive
one copy of the year book gratis as
part of their subscription to the daily
publication.
Control Techniques In Film Process¬
ing, published by the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers, 55
West 42nd St., Neiv York 36, N. F.
$5.00,
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A dictionary designed to explain
the working words used in British film
and television studios. Some of the
words are more technical than others;
some naturally stem from casual slang.
Whatever their original, the reader is
offered compact and colloquial ex¬
planations of what is meant by them.
Thus it is an easy guide to understand¬
ing what another man in the studio
says and to make the reader properly
understood by him.
The compiler of this book is the
managing director of a London film
production company, whose working
experience extends to many studios
abroad. Tbe terminology is essentially
British—although it is obvious enough
how many terms are of transatlantic
origin. Yet the American film worker
is likely to find, somewhat to his
surprise, that words which strike him
as having a homely flavor have ac¬
quired new meaning in British studios.
Author Skilbeck originally collected
these words and added explanations to
them for the benefit of his own appren¬
tices, later enlarged its scope.
■
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professional jr.
Tripod with
grooved
Tripod Legs
Now Standard Equipment for all
Famous CECO Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Pro Jr Tripod is better than ever with new Heavy
Duty Grooved tripod leg design. Assures greater
rigidity, no matter how far legs are extended.
Heavy Duty Groove design guarantees herculean
gripping power, because there’s almost twice the
gripping surface. Modern, rounded leg shape adds
strength and durability to the wood. Comes
equipped with indispensible double knob leg locks
which assure equal pressure on each leg. Avail¬
able with new ball joint swivel or standard base
plate.
When you are looking for the best in a tripod,
buy Professional Junior—the tripod designed with
the professional in mind!
CECO Pro Jr. Fluid Head
' CECO Pro Jr. Friction Head
with Ball Joint Swivel
Allows really fast, easy leveling
adjusting tripod legs.

without

Fits any Pro Jr

Tripod with adapter base plate. Has same
exclusive features as standard Pro Jr
Friction head . . . Pan & Tilt tension

The tripod head with smooth-as-silk maneuverability.
Silicone fluid unaffected by extreme temperature
range. Won’t dive in locked position. Guaranteed
leakproof. The undisputed performance champ!

In Hialeah, Florida:
1335 E. 10th Avenue
TUxedo 8-4604

controls; accessible camera mounting

In Hollywood, California:

knob; adjustable interchangeable
telescoping pan handle. Skilfully designed
and engineered for long dependable

6510 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood 9-5119

service. Unconditionally
*CECO — trademark of Camera Equipment CO.

guaranteed—the World’s Standard
of Tripod Quality!

FRANK

C.

ZUCKCR

(Jflni€Rfl €(^uipm€nT(g ,inc.
CECO Ball Socket Swivel Joint

Dept.

Adapter For Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Please send me FREE descriptive literature on CECO
Professional Jr. Tripods and Tripod Heads.

A one piece adapter which fits quickly,
easily on to any Pro Jr Head. For use on
new swivel base tripod or standard Pro Jr
tripod with ball socket adapter base plate.

A

315 W. 43rd. St., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420

Name.
Firm.
Address.
City-

.Zone_State.

Film Depends Upon If
Basic to the intelligent selection of a film processoris the consideration of performance results and cost
economy. Whether your requirements are for a table
top processor or a complete laboratory service each
of the Filmline machines listed below is designed to
provide you with professional processing performance
of consistent excellence... at the lowest possible
purchase and maintenance cost.
At your convenience we would be pleased to arrange
a demonstration of one of the many Filmline installa¬
tions in your area.

FILMLINE PROCESSING MACHINES
MANY ADDITIONAL MODELS AVAILABLE
Film Type

Model

Process

Film Size

Speeds

K

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

10 FPM

216 0

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

30 FPM

316 D

Neg/Pos.

BiW

16mm

60 FPM

316 DS

Neg/Pos,

B&W

16mm

60 FPM

416 D

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

80 FPM

N

Neg/Pos.

Microfilm

16/35mm

8 FPM

L

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

8 FPM

RN 16/35

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

24 FPM

RN 16/35mm

Neg/Pos.

Microfilm

16/35mm

24 FPM

316D3S

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

32 FPM

316D35M

Neg/Pos.

Microfilm

16/35mm

32 FPM

416035

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

89 FPM

PN100

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

100 FPM

S 150-R

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

150 FPM

470 NO

Neg/Pos.

B&W

70mm

10 FPM

35N070

Neg/Pos.

B&W

35/70mm

30 FPM

70R10

Reversal

B&W

70mm

10 FPM

R 15

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

15 FPM

R15TC

Rev

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

15 FPM

R40

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

25 FPM

R40TC

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

25 FPM

RT-S

Rev

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

85-125 FPM

R-60

Rev S Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

30 FPM

R-17-35

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16/35mm

17 FPM

R-60S

Rev

Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

60 FPM

R-90

Rev & Neg/Pos.

B&W

16mm

?0 FPM

CN-10

Eastman Neg
Ektacolor

Color

46mm

12 FPM

Eastman Neg
Ektacolor

Color

35/46mm

12 FPM

ENP-25

Eastman Neg

Color

16/35mm

25 FPM

ACE 20

Ansco /Ektochrome
7255 Ekiachrome
Eastman SO 260

Color

16mm

22 FPM

36 FPM

CN35-10

&

&

&

SO 270
ACE 40

Ansco

Color

16mm

16KC-60

Kodachrome

Color

16mm

60 FPM

35KC-45

Kodachrome

Color

16mm

45 FPM

35mm

8 FPM

ERNA STREET, MILFORD, CONNECTICUT

FILMLINE... the ultimate in film processing machinery
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Distributors: Birns & Sawyer, Hollywood
Caldwell Equip. Co. Ltd., Toronto, Can.
Camera Equip. Co., New York City
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., New York City
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BIRNS & SAWYER ARRI PRODUCTS
Increase Range and Use of Arriflex Cameras In Sports, Aerials, Underwater, and Sound
ARRI HEATER BARNEY

Efficient B & S heater parka keeps camera warm,
film pliable in temperatures to — 68° F. Highest
quality materials and workmanship. $168. Other
barneys for all cameras. Request brochure.

W-l-D-E, W-l-D-E LENSES
t

AQUARRI 16 BLIMP

UNDERWATER BLIMP, CAT. 5100

Super-strong welded marine aluminum housing
available for camera, 400 magazine and volta¬
bloc battery. Top interchangeable for Arri 35.
Special nose cone available for 5.7mm lens.
$2,495. Catalog 5000.

New Underwoter Housing Designed For Arri 16 &
35mm Cameras. Tops Change, as Base is Common.
Welded Marine Aluminum Plate Ve" thick. With¬
stands 60-minute Test at 300' Depth. Request Bro¬
chure. $2,495.

L-O-N-G, L-O-N-G LENSES

i

Widest wide angle for Arri 35 from 8 4 S optical
shop. Sharp, crisp 14.5m
F3.5 Angenieux re¬
places larger, bulkier lenses. Arri mount $375,
Mitchell NC mount $395-

SOUND BARNEY, CAT. 1420

B & S Multi-Layer Sound Barney for Arri 16 Cuts
80% of Camera Noise on Location Shooting. Light¬
weight, Effective. Sold Only Through Franchised
Arriflex Dealers. $99.50.

B & S Omnitor lenses fif 16 and 35mm Arris in foco! lengths from 125mm through 1000mm, shown above
with Mark III Omnipod cradle. Lens shown is F6.3, Cotalog No. 1364, $795. See Your Dealer or Write
for Brochure. Omnitars Consistently Best for Resolution, Color, and Brilliance.

BALL-SOCKET HI-HAT, CAT. 1123

B & S Presents the First Hi-Hat Made Expressly for
16mm Arri Ball-Socket Tripod Head. Comera Levels
Quickly, Easily. Eliminates Wedging. $34.00.

TRACKING FINDER, CAT. 2600

Great for Sports, Aerials, Moving Targets, etc. Fits
Arri 16 for 25 & 50mm Lenses. Easily Attached and
Removed. Folds Flat. $49,50.

T816 BATTERY
CHARGER

LONGER LASTING VOLTABLOC BATTERIES

ARRI 35 HI-HAT

End battery woes with 8 4 S
guaranteed, self-fused
charger for all 8-V and/or
16-V Voltablocs. $49.50.

Birns 4 Sawyer-designed voltabloc batteries guaranteed tor
longer, trouble-free life. All units encased in first grade cow¬
hide, have belt loop and shoulder strap. Compare!
8.4-Volt $115. 15-Volt $180.

Sturdy Hi-hot for mounting
Arri 35 to standard tripod.
Engineered
struts.
Base
tapped for Ve" and 'A" Tri¬
pods- $34.00.

CIN-AR ADAPTER

Adapt your Arri lenses to
"C" mount cameras. On-Off
in seconds. See your camera
dealer. $14.50.

Birns & Sawyer Specializes in Arri Equipment: Rentals, Sales,
Repairs, Trades, Purchases, Maintenance, and Special Design
Cable Address: BIRNSAW

MIRNS & SAWYER
^
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WALTER STRENGE’S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Need advice on a picture making problem?

CAMART EDITING TABLE

Q

In making titles for Kodachronie
films, 1 liave expended some 800
feet of color film in trial-and-error ex¬
periment in producing satisfactory sup¬
erimposed titles.

Cusfom-builf, welded steel construction. Gen¬
uine Formica top. Built-in light-well with
frosted plexiglass cover. Drawer, electric out¬
let, bottom reel rack. Measures 24"x30 x60 .

There must be a way to achieve cleancut lettering over art work without one
bleeding into the other. In lecture work,
I use original prints of him only. Dupes
suffer in contrast, particularly when in¬
tercut with an original print.
I have shot titles lettered on virtually
every material available. It appears that
the film acts as a single plane and backwind shooting of anywhere from two to
ten subjects invariably results in the
bleeding of one subject into another.
What, then, is the correct method of
shooting combination titles on original
Kodachronie ?—H .M-

$119.50
CAMART DUAL
SOUND EDITOR

Answer: Your problem of shooting su¬
perimposed titles on 16mm Kodachrome is a common one, particularly
where one wishes to use original ma¬
terial for projection. Usually it is best
to follow the methods of producing
titles that do not require back-wind
and re-exposure.
Edits

single-

and

double-system

16mm

or

35mm optical sound. Edits single-system Magnastripe

or

double-system

magnetic

sound.

Use with any 16mm motion picture viewer to
obtain

lip-sync

Operates from

matching of picture to track.
left to right or right to

left.

Magnetic Model.$195.00
Optical Model.. 195.00

NEW DESIGN
FILM BIN
WITH RACK
'^Rectangular construction.
Measures 30"x24"xt2".
★Fits

easily

into

corners.

★Hard
vulcanized
with
reinforced
frame.

fiber
metal

Complete with bin, rack,
linen bag.$45.25

Your questions are invited

and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest will appear in this column each month.

One method for making good black
titles over a transparency is to shoot
the title in reverse position on blackand-white film so it may be placed in
contact, emulsion to emulsion, with
your transparency in a shadow box. In
this case, you will employ only the
back light through the transparency for
exposure.
The most common and perhaps the
most satisfactory way of producing
titles on Kodachrome is to photograph
art for the background with an overlay
title done on thin transparent material,
using reflected light for exposure.
Still another method is to place the
title text on glass, which is set up be¬
fore the camera in the foreground, with
either a transparency or photographed
scene in the background. Here excel¬
lent balance of exposure is required
between both mediums.

Answer: Having examined the sample
splice you submitted, it appears that you
are not using a professional type splic¬
er. With 16mm film, you cannot en¬
tirely avoid having the splice show on
the screen, but its appearance can be
greatly minimized by using a splicer
such as the Bell & Howell which pro¬
duces a very narrow splice.

QWhat

are the procedures involved
for producing fades, wipes and lapdissolves by the .4 & B roll editing
method ?—PA.K-

Answer: You’ll find the answer in the
article in this issue devoted to editing
16mm A & B rolls.

Q

Using a Mitchell 35mm NC camera
mounted on a helicopter or fixed
wing aircraft for aerial photography, is
it possible to close the shutter to 10°
and operate the camera at 24 fps to
take advantage of the l/864th second
exposure as a means of eliminating vi¬
bration, without creating a screen jump
between each frame due to the extra
long time of no exposure between
frames ?—IF.ff.

Answer: According to Thomas E. Tutwiler, ASC, the answer is no. He says
further that in aerial photography the
shutter should never be closed beyond
90° at 24 fps, and even with this com¬
bination undesirable “stop motion” ef¬
fects are sometimes obtained. When the
action permits, Tutwiler recommends
a camera motor speed of 32 fps (175°
shutter), which will eliminate most vi¬
bration effects when shooting from
helicopter or fixed wing aircraft.

Q1

am planning a 35mm B&W him
with live-action background with a
ghost
effect
superimposed over all.
What is the best black material against
which to shoot the ghost image, so that
I will get the minimum of exposure?
The whole optical job is to be done on
an .4nimastand.—R.P.H-

Same, with wheels... 51 .75

Where prints are to be made from
the original Kodachrome, the common
practice is to combine the titles, sepa¬
rately photographed, with the print or
the title background by means of A & B
printing.

QMy

problem is 16nim splices that
show on the screen during projec¬
tion—especially when a dark scene is
joined with a lighter one.—J.W’K.
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Answer: Black velvet is generally con¬
sidered the best material for back¬
grounds for ghost effects. Other suit¬
able materials are velveteen, velour,
sprayed black Hock, etc. If the subject
to be photographed against the black
material can be made up very light in
values and color, an exposure
to 1
stop under normal will produce very
little if any background density.
■
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Rapid Deliveries Into Your Mixing Room
HUNT ASA* SPECIFICATION GRADE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS

Guaranteed FROM COAST TO COAST
MONTREAL

TORONTO
^ CAMBRIDGE
PALISADES
_PARK id

DETROIT
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
PALISADES

PARK, N. J.
V WASHINGTON,

LOS ANGELES”

ATLANTA

DALLAS

HOUSTON

•Americon Standards Association

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE NEAREST HUNT OFFICE IN:
METROPOLITAN NEW YORK

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Long Island City
47-20 30th Street
Telephone—EMpire 1-9500

11 1 Binney Street
Telephone—TRowbridge 6-7050

CHICAGO
2108 West Fullerton Avenue
Telephone—HUmboldt 6-8500

PHILADELPHIA
401 North Broad Street
Telephone—MArket 7-3212

CLEVELAND
51 50 Grant Avenue
Telephone—Diamond 1-9132

WASHINGTON
734-15th Street, N.W.
Telephone—Executive 3-3872

DETROIT
Telephone—WAInut 5-5130

ATLANTA

LOS ANGELES

1734 Candler Building
Telephone—MUrray 8-4944

2252 East 37th Street
Telephone—LUdlow 2-8136

SAN FRANCISCO
420 Market Street
Telephone—Yukon

6-4761

DALLAS
2nd Unit, Sante Fe Building
Telephone—Riverside 8-2279

HOUSTON
Telephone—CApitol 2-2537

CANADA Philip A. Hunt Co. (Canada) Ltd.
Toronto
207 Queen’s Quay West
Telephone—EMpire 3-5456
Montreal
Telephone—WEIIington 2-3607

FOR SUPERIOR RESULTS AROUNO THE CLOCK USE HUNT GRAPHIC ARTS CHEMICALS

PHILIP A. HUNT COMPANY
PALISADES PARK, NEW JERSEY
BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
In Canada: Philip A. Hunt Company (Canada) Ltd., 207 Queen’s Quay West, Toronto
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...and points North, South, East and West... wherever
films are being made, wherever top camera men insist
upon completely dependable rented equipment...
there you find equipment by Florman & Babb!

1

FLOnMAK

n

4 aiiB8.Jif0

On location in the heart of the Ghana jungle, Karl
Malkames (left), Cameraman, and Gene Boesch (right),
Ass't Cameraman (both of the N. Y. lATSE, Local 644),
pose for a snapshot. The F & B accessory case in the
center is carefully guarded by our new Ghanese vicepresident.
We love to receive cards like this from our friends all
over the world. It makes us proud to know that we’ve
done our best to insure a successful film, made under
difficult conditions... where our meticulous maintenance
and careful checking of equipment really pays off. Wher
ever you are ...whenever you need equipment... for
complete dependability, ask for Florman & Babb.

SERVING THE WORLD’S FINEST FILM MAKERS

& XLeLBB, INC.
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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y- PRODUCTION
RENTAL NEEDS!
• LIGHTING . ARCS . INCANDESCENT
• MOBILE GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
•CAMERAS. .CRANES. .DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

v!&
fill' 1 -1

Frost will handle your production needs
from conference room to film can. Studios ...
Transportation ... Unit Managers ... Talent
... Crews ... Locations ... Make-up . . . and
Script Personnel. Our expanded facilities
are yours for the asking.

--

state¥
NO BORDER PROBLEMS
Duplicate production facilities
for your convenience
Canadian OfFice:
6 Shawbridge, Toronto, Ont.
Belmont 2-1145

Faster Service Because We

Our Own

JACKA'FROIT
OCTOBER

•

MAIN OFFICE;

CANADIAN OFFICE:

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE:

234 Piquette
TRinity 3-8030
DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

6 Shawbridge
BEImont 2-1145
TORONTO, ONTARIO

4224 Teesdale
POplar 2-8296
N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
RAY RENNAHAN, ASC
Directing the photography
of “Laramie,” TV film
series produced by Revue.

WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
By

MARION

HUTCHINS

GOLD MEDAL STUDIOS, N.Y.

AMERICAN NATIONAL

DESILU—Cahuenga

Monroe Askins, Richard Rawlings, Curt
Fetters, “Lock-Up”* (Ziv-TV) with Mac¬
Donald Carey.

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Angel”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Annie Farge and Marshall
Thompson. Lamont Johnson, director.

Richard Rawlings, “The Case of the Dan¬
gerous Robin”* (Ziv-TV) with Rich Jason.

Sid Hickox, ASC, “The Andy Griffith
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Andy Griffith.

Brick Marquard, “Klondike”*
with Ralph Taeger.

(Ziv-TV)

Monroe Askins, “Bat Masterson”*
TV) with Gene Barry.

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

ROBERT DE GRASSE, ASC
Filming “Angel,” new
TV
film
series,
at
Desilu’s Cahuenga Blvd.
studio.

George Tyssen, “No Time to Cry” (Shoot¬
ing in Austria) with Molly Mefjowan and
Karl Fischer. Dorrell & Stuart McGowan, di¬
rectors.
Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Master of the
World” (Dyna-Magic & Color; American
Int’l Piets.) with Vincent Price and Charles
Bronson. William Witney, director.

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Walter Strenge, ASC, “Army Reserve
Industrial”, Jack Daniels, director; Commer¬
cials (Screen Gems).
Oswald Morris, “The Guns of Navarone”
(Color; Highroad Prod.; shooting in Greece)
with Gregory Peck and David Niven. Alex¬
ander Mackendrick, director.
Wilkie Cooper, “Mysterious Island” (Ameri¬
can Films Prods.; shooting in Spain) with
Michael Craig and Joan Greenwood. Cyril
Endfield, director.

DESILU—Culver City

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*
(Desilu Pods.) with Robert Stack and Jerry
Paris.
Lucien Andriot, ASC, Robert Hauser,
“Guestward Ho”* (Desilu Prods.) with Jo¬
anne Dru and and Mark Miller.
Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy’s”* (Brennan-Westgate Prods.) with
Walter Brennan.
DESILU—Gower

Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Barbara Stan¬
wyck Theatre”* (Desilu Prods.) with Bar¬
bara Stanwyck.

Charles Lawton, Jr., ASC, “A Raisin in
the Sun” (Shooting in Chicago) with Sidney
Poitier and Claudia McNeil. Daniel Petrie,
director.

Charles van Enger, ASC, “Lassie”* (Jack
Wrather Prods.) with June Lockhart and
Jon Provost.

Gert
Andersen,
ASC,
“Donna
Reed
Show”* (Screen Gems) with Donna Reed.
Andrew McCullough, director.

Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Fred MacMurray and
William Frawley.

Charles Welborn, “Manhunt”* (Screen
Gems) with Victor .Tory and Pat MeVey.
Fred Jackman, director.

Robert Hauser, “Wyatt Earp”*
Prods.) with Hugh O’Brian.

Henry Freulich, ASC, “Dennis the Men¬
ace”* (Screen Gems) with Jay North and
Herbert Anderson.
Fred Gately, ASC, “My Sister Eileen”*
Screten Gems) with Shirley Boone and
Elaine Stritch. Oscar Rudolph, director.
William Whitley. ASC, “Dan Raven”*
(Screen Gems) with Skip Homeier and
Quinn Redeker.

Robert
Pittack. ASC, “Ann
Sothern
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.
Lucien Andriot, ASC, “Harrigan and
Son’”* (Desilu Prods.) with Pat O’Brien
and Roger Perry.

Milton Krasner, ASC, Frank Planer,
ASC, “King of Kings” (Technicolor, Samuel
Bronston Prods.; shooting in Spain) with
Jeff Hunter and Robert Ryan. Nicholas
Ray, director.
Amerigo Hoss, “The Blonde from Buenos
Aires” (color; Continental Films; shooting
in Argentina) with Mamie Van Doren and
Jean Pierre Aumont. George Cahan, director.
D. Stanley Horsley, ASC, “Jack the Giant
Killer” (Technicolor; Edw. Small Prod, for
UA) with Kerwin Mathews and Judi Mere¬
dith. Jerry Juran, director.
Hal Mohr, ASC, “This Time Tomorrow”
(Genie Prods.) with Don Megowan and
Frances McCann. Wesley Barry, director.

WILLIAM DANIELS, ASC
Shooting “Come Sep¬
tember” in Panavision
and Color in Italy for
Universal-International.

WALT DISNEY STUDIOS

Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Petticoats and Bluejeans” with Hayley Mills and Maureen
O’Hara. David Swift, director.

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

James van Trees, ASC,
with Dwayne Hickman.
director.

“Dobie Gillis”*
Rod Amateau,

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Frank Redman, ASC, “Perry Mason”*
(CBS-TV) with Raymond Burr and Bar¬
bara Hale.
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Lionel Lindon, ASC, “A Matter of Convic¬
tion” (Contemporary Prods, for UA; shoot¬
ing in N.Y.) with Burt Lancaster and Dina
Merrill. John Frankenheimer, director.

(Desilu

Walter Castle, ASC, “Pop Warner Foot¬
ball”*

WILFRID CLINE, ASC
Currently shooting “Stage¬
coach West,” TV film
series for 4-Star at Re¬
public Studios.

Floyd
Crosby,
ASC,
“Burma
Patrol”
(Zenith Piets, for UA) with Ron Foster and
Miiko Taka. Edw. L. Cahn, director.

Haskell Wexler, “The Hoodlum Priest”
(Murray-Wood Prod, for UA; shooting in
St. Louis) with Don Murray and Larry
Gates. Irving Kershner, director.

Jack Marquette. “War Hero” (Burt Topper
Prods.) with Tony Russell and Baynes
Barron. Burt Topper, director.

Freddie Young, “The Greengage Summer”
(Color; P.K.I. Piets.; Shooting in France)
with Kenneth Moore and Danielle Darrieux.
Lewis Gilbert, director.

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

INDEPENDENT

(Ziv-

Jack Marquette, Monroe Askins, “Acquanaut”* (Ziv-TV) with Keith Larson and
Jeremy Slate.

Joseph Brun, ASC, “Girl of the Night”
(Vanguard Prod, for Warner Bros.) with
Anne Francis and Lloyd Nolan. Joseph
Cates, director.

Daniel Fapp, ASC, “West Side Story”
(Panavision 70 & Color; Mirisch Piets—
Seven Arts Prods.; shooting in N.Y.) with
Natalie Wood and Richard Beymer. Robert
Wise and Jerome Robbins, directors.
Russell Metty, ASC, “The Misfits” (Seven
Arts for UA; shooting at Reno) with Clark
Gable and Marilyn Monroe. John Huston,
director.
Eugene
Shuftan,
“Something
Wild”
(Prometheus Prod, for UA; shooting in
N.Y.) with Carroll Baker and Ralph Meek¬
er. Jack Garfein, director.
Continued on Page 632
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"CINE-VOICE n*' 16mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.

“AURICON PR0-600’’16mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera. "SUPER 1200” 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
100 ft. film capacity for 2% minutes of
600 ft. film capacity for I6V2 minutes of ■Af 1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC recording. -K $1871.00 (and up) with 30 day recording.
$5667.00 (and up) complete for
operation, ’♦f $967.00 (and up).
money-back guarantee.
“High-Fidelity” Talking Pictures.

“PRO-600 SPECIAL”

16mm Light-Weight Camera.

‘*^400 ft. ym capacity for 11 minutes of
recording. "^$1,295.00 (and up).

PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT —Model PS-21..Silent
in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive
“Single System” or "Double System” Auricon
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for
remote "location” filming. ^$269.50

FILMAGNETIC—Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras.
$960.00 (and up).

Strictly for Profit
CHOOSE AURICON
If it’s profit you’re after in the production of
16 mm Sound-On Film Talking Pictures, Auricon
Cameras provide ideal working tools for shooting
profitable Television Newsreels, film commercials,
inserts, and local candid-camera programming.
Now you can get Lip-Synchronized Optical or
Magnetic Sound WITH your picture using Auricon
16 mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. Precision designed
and built to “take it.”
Strictly for Profit—Choose Auricon!

TRIPOD —Models FMO and FT-10S12...
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced
to prevent Camera "dumping.’’’^ $406.25 (and up).

, Xxxo.
esos

R.oma,ine St., Hollywooci 3S, Oalif

HOl.l.y'wood

2-OS31

Auricon Equipment is sold with a 30 day Money-Back Guarantee. You must be satisfied.
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Write for your
free copy of
this 74-page
Auricon Catalog
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MAKING

FIG. 1—THE MINIATURE SEQUENCES in MGM's
“The Wreck of the Mary Deore” exemplified the
ultimate

in

special

effect

techniques.

Precise

scaling of the miniature “Mary Deare” and use
of the latest equipment and techniques to pro¬
duce wave motion on a compatible scale, made
scenes

our APRIL, 1960, issue, Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, de¬
scribed the preparation and filming of special effects scenes
for the M-G-M production, “The Wreck of the Mary
Deare.” The following article by one of Britain’s foremost
technical men describes how one of the main problems con¬
fronting the special effects technician—that of scale in
miniature scenes containing water—has been tackled by a
British studio, leading to the formulation of specific rules
to aid cameramen and others, and showing how, in certain
cases, the problem may be circumvented by the alternative
use of travelline mattes.—Editor.
In

USE OF MINIATURES

in film production is now

so well established that it needs no introduction
here. What film-maker in his enthusiasm for effect,
has not written into his script numerous miniature
shots, left them to the end of his schedule and then
found excuses for omitting half of them? And why?
Because, unless the greatest care and attention to
detail be lavished on their construction, and then on
making them suitably dinted and dirty—and un¬
less plenty of time be afforded for takes and re¬
takes until at the nth attempt the desired effect is
achieved — miniatures will look like miniatures,
which of course spoils the film.
To be successful, miniatures must first be perfect
in scale and detail; then they must be knocked about
a bit and dirtied to simulate the real thing; and
finally, they should be shot as soon as possible, but
never in a hurry. Few cinema audiences realize how
often they are looking at miniatures on the screen.
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like

the

one at

left

highly realistic.

because the professional film-maker has learned by
hard experience to proceed as described above. Few
miniatures are used so often in film production as
boats and ships, and with them the river or sea on
which they sail.
But although it is straightforward to construct a
miniature model of a ship, it is a different story
when that ship is floated in a tank of water supposed
to represent its natural element. The model ship
does anything but look like a real ship, while the
water equally refuses to behave like the real thing!
The problem here is that of scale. In making a
miniature we can reduce the scale of the ship, but
there is nothing we can do to reduce the scale of the
water. This deficiency is at once seen when we try
to create “model” waves, or surf, or spray. Many
dodges are used by professionals, such as adding to
the water detergent, white paint, etc., to create the
illusion of foam. But still our model ship will bob
about, instead of riding its waves majestically,
while those same waves tend to look too smooth and
rounded to convey the illusion of an angry sea.
Science to the rescue

When, in 1947, I joined the Rank Organization to
undertake photographic research, one of my first
tasks was to prepare a paper on Water Effects, in
which the theory of wave production was analyzed
and practical details given for making and using
ship models. This paper was later published (Oct.,
1953) in “British Kinematography,” where it may

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

MOVIE MINIATURES LOOK REALISTIC
Achieving realism in miniature marine models and sets is a
matter of proper scale in the construction and a corresponding accuracy
in the ratio of water wave motion.
By

ROBERT

L.
Formerly

be seen by those interested in details. For the benefit
of the reader I will quote freely a few extracts of
particular practical value:

HOULT,

FRPS,

Technical Adviser,

Pinewood Studios,

London.

spending speeds’. If the speed of the model is c and
that of the real ship is C, then:

“Where two geometrically similar bodies similar¬
ly immersed are behaving to scale in the same man¬
ner, then they are said to be travelling at ^corre-

FIG. 2—POSITION OF EFFECTS eqoi pment and miniature models in and

FBKS

Continued on Next Page

against cloud backdrop. Effects devices are: A-wind machine for churn¬

around the Denham Studio tank for special effects scenes for “Hamlet,"

ing

produced there in 1947-1948. In foreground is Mitchell camera on pan-

operated wave makers. A second wind machine is at extreme right of
tank.

-tilt head, set low to provide proper viewpoint of model ships moving
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up

water surface;

B-mechanical

wave

generator; and

C-manuo'ly-
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This tank was provided with wave
makers (B) and wind machines (A).
The former were of two types: one,
an
electrically-operated
mechanism
(Fig. 3) which oscillated vertically a
specifically shaped plunger immersed
in the water at one side of the tank;
the other, a number of oil drums
(shown at C in Fig. 2) fitted to the
ends of poles, which stage-hands

FIG. 3—Detail of electrical¬
ly-driven

wave

generator

shown at B in Fig. 2. As the
wedge-shaped plunger rises
and falls rhythmically in the
water

surface,

waves

are

produced which travel away
from

where L and / are characteristic mag¬
nitudes (e.g. lengths). L/1 is the scale
of the model, and this can otherwise be
expressed that the factor for reducing
the speed to suit the model is the
square root of the scale.
Thus, employing a scale of 1/12, a
speed of 13 knots should be reduced
to:
= approx 4 knots
Of course the reduced speed is that
required to provide a correct repro¬
duction of wave-systems, pitching and
rolling characteristics. The illusion will
not be correct unless the apparent
speed of the model can be reduced by
a similar factor. This can be achieved
by increasing the camera speed, again
by the square root of the scale.”
“To insure that photographicallycorrect wave-forms are produced by a
miniature ship in motion, it must be
propelled at an actual speed in excess
of 1.35 knots—whatever the scale.”
“A miniature sea surface should
consist of an underlying swell, pro¬
duced by wave generators, on top of
which are superposed systems of small
waves, maintained by wind machines.”
To obtain material for the above
paper, research was conducted, not
only among available publications, but
also at the National Physical Labora¬
tory, Teddington, where the subject
was of great importance to the study of
model hulls for ship design, and at the
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, where equal interest arose in
the study of model fuselages for air¬
craft (to insure satisfactory “ditching”
in the event of engine failure over the
seal. Both establishments provided
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the

plunger.

us with a wealth of information, while
neither realized how useful their re¬
searches might prove to the film tech¬
nician !
Filming a model ship sequence
My first experience of this particu¬
lar problem came with the making of
“Hamlet” (starring and directed by
Sir Laurence Olivier) in 1947-8 at
Denham Studios, London. At one point
in the story, Hamlet embarks in a
sailing ship, has a skirmish with some
pirates and eventually returns to Den¬
mark. Several scenes of these ships
were produced with the aid of minia¬
tures in the outdoor tank on Denham
Studios lot (see Fig. 2). Like many
others, this tank was provided with an
artificial horizon; a low, level “dam”
over which the water flowed continu¬
ously and behind which was situated
a backing on which a continuation of
the sea and the sky were painted.

FIG.

4—Remarkable

authentic

detail

miniature

set

pushed up and down in the water in
the same way as the mechanical wavemaker, but of course producing waves
of smaller amplitude. The wind ma¬
chines were of the conventional type in
which an airscrew was driven by an
electric motor and directed across the
water surface.
These arrangements were quite effec¬
tive. The wave generator was used to
produce a steady pattern of large
waves covering the whole water sur¬
face. The hand-operated wave-makers
produced, from a different direction, a
series of trains of small waves, criss¬
crossing the train of large waves—
while the wind machines produced
patches of very small waves, as would
gusts of wind on a real sea. The latter
also served to fill the sails of the model
ships and set their flags a-flying (Non¬
sea-faring technicians please note: on
sailings ships the flags fly forward, with
the wind: unlike the flags of powerdriven ships, which usually fly back¬
wards). The total effect was a realistic
seascape, with waves of all sizes cross¬
ing and recrossing and maintained for
as long as the director wanted them. At
the same time, white paint was exuded
from the sterns of both ships, produc¬
ing realistic wakes.
The ships were pulled through the
water by submerged cables, at speeds
calculated by reducing the speed of a
Continued on Page 616

for its

was
erected

this
in

tank of Elstree Studio, Lon¬
don,
for
the
production
"Gorgo."

Utmost

was

achieved

cise

scaling

miniature
the

realism

through
of

both

construction

motion

of

the

pre¬
the
and

water.

Scene is a dock on the river
Thames.
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in the east... it’s

MOVIELAB

^Vdeveloping color negatives ® additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B ®color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing •registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities In the east.

Speed and precision, borne of long
experience, are keys to the consist¬
ent top quality of the photography
of “Hawaiian Eye.” Here are some
sideline observations of camera¬
man Ed DuPar and his crew shoot¬
ing scenes for the show in Hawaii
and on the sound stage.

"HAH/AIIAN EIJE"
By

ARTHUR

E.

GAVIN

READY FOR ACTION—Director of Photography Ed DuPar,
ASC,

(center),

assistant

operator

Bill

Rinaldi

Bob

Tobey,

prepare

to

ASC,

shoot

(right)
a

and

scene

for

“Hawaiian Eye" on location in Honolulu.

BOB

CONRAD

(top

photo),

who

plays Tom

Lopaka,

is

photographed leaving an Aloha Airlines plane at Lihue
Airport
with

for scene for “Hawaiian

Eye.”

Scenes tying

in

such exits are filmed later on the sound stage in

Hollywood.

(Aloha

Airlines

photo by

Walt Pollock).

GROUP OF “EXTRAS” (photo at left) board a catamaran
at
for

Hawaiian

Village

“Hawaiian

Eye”

hotel
being

pier

at

Waikiki

photographed

for

scene

by operative

cameraman Bob Tobey behind camera. (Hawaiian Village
photo by G. Fitzgerald).

WHILE

NATIVE

grounds of the
lining

Hawaiians
Coco

up camera for the

footbridge,

holds

rehearse

torch-lighting

ritual

on

Palms Hotel at Kauai, Ed Dupar aids in
scene. Technician, crouching

Garnelite

directing

fill

light

on

low on

conch

shell

blower (center). (Aloha Airlines photo by Walt Pollock).

ABOARD THE CATAMARAN—Cast and extras loll on deck while
Ed Dupar (seated on boom, top center) and Bob Tobey (at his
left) size up camera situation for upcoming shot.
who plays
appears

Kim, may

seated

be

seen

at top

in foreground and

left,

Poncie Ponce,

while

looking to left.

Bob Conrad
Despite the

holiday aspect of things, its all hard work for the camera crew
—lots of fun for the visitor-“extras.” (Hawaiian Village photo
by G.

Fitzgerald.)

ACHIEVEIMENT

of good photographic quality

ill TV films is not particularly difficult when the
Producer appreciates quality and the Director of
Photography is a veteran photographer of feature
films. There is no substitute for experience, and a
man who has photographed movies continuously for
forty years at the same studio likely never has to
apologize for his work.
If you are a consistent follower of the “Hawaiian
Eye” television series, you have probably observed
the name of Edwin DuPar, ASC, in the credits as
Director of Photography. DuPar, who started work¬
ing for the Warner brothers in 1920 and shot the
first “talkie” made in Hollywood, has been photo¬
graphing the series for the past two years. Techni¬
cally, “Haw'aiian Eye” is considered one of the best
photographed TV film series. This fact is all the
more interesting when one considers the speed with
which each show is filmed.
V e had occasion to watch DuPar and his crew
Continued on Page 626
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PREPARATION OF ORIG-INAL

16 MM A & B ROLLS

How To

C//£a'£/^30AW r£C£A/m£
HEAD

TAIL

I
By

\

METHOD
OP MAKINGSPLICES
INVISIBLE

B

D/SSOLV£S
-24IR-\

HEAD

^24m.

4--46

A-48 PRAMtS ->
K ^(

FRAMES-“►

FIG.

1—The

WA

X <

24 FR-

• 24«-

“checkerboard”

technique

for

making

“invisible"

splices which alternates scenes back and forth on the A & B rolls.
The symbols for preparing A & B rolls for dissolves are shown in
diagram below.

METHOD OP MARKING WORK PRINTS
TO INDICATE EPFECTS

£4/^£ //V

HEAD

ALVIN

D.

ROE

^ rolls” is a motion picture trade procedure
of assembling, in two or more rolls instead of
a single roll, original scenes so edited, arranged and
marked that any de.sired optical effects, such as
fades, dissolves or superimposures, will be printed
in to each release print or duplicate negative.
In 35mm productions, the special effects editor
uses a similar method of preparing scenes for such
effects. Here the common practice is to select two
scenes between which a special effect is desired,
prepare these A & B, and by use of an optical step
printer, m.ake a new negative with the desired effects
printed in.
Because most 16mm release prints, particularly
those in color, are usually made directly from the
cam.era original on a continuous contact printer, dis¬
solves and other effects to be printed in must be pre¬
pared in advance by the A & B roll method. This
direct printing procedure for 16mm, involving as it
does only one transfer step or “generation,” results
in release prints having better characteristics than
prints made from an intermediate “master.” More¬
over, the A & B method has the advantage of in¬
corporating optical effects in the film during the
printing step, m.aking it unnecessary to cut in dupe
sections containing the effects.
Effects Indicated By Symbols

£A^£- our

£OL/BL£ fXPOSURB

4

In the A & B editing procedure, the first step is
to edit and assemble the work print, marking with a
grease pencil the locations where the various effects
are desired. These effects are indicated by sym¬
bols. Recently the Association of Cinema Labora¬
tories, Inc., established as standard a set of symbols
for use in A & B roll editing, which provides a com¬
mon language or means of communication between
the editor and the film laboratory. These symbols
are shown in Fig. 2.
In matching the original scenes to the edited
work print, a multi-channel or “gang” synchronizer
is used by the editor, such as the one pictured in
Fig. 3. In A & B roll editing, three channels in the
synchronizer are used. The work print head bearing
a sync mark is inserted and locked in the top chan¬
nel of the synchronizer, as shown in the illustration.
Then the “A” and “B” roll leaders with correspond¬
ing sync marks are locked in place in the next two
channels so that the sync m.arks of both films are
in alignment with the sync mark on the work print.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

lEdit 16mni A & B Rolls
The procedure for preparing 16mm film for the addition of
fades, dissolves, and other optical effects.

The three films are now lined up in perfect sync,
and remain so to the completion of the A & B edit¬
ing procedure.
From this point, the A & B roll procedure is as
follows: the first original scene or title is attached
to the leader on the “A” roll so that its action—and
edge numbers, if there are any—exactly match the
corresponding work print scene when passing
through the synchronizer.
Three Takeup Reels Indicated

There are three takeup reels employed in the pro¬
cedure—one for the work print, one for the “A” roll,
and the third for the “B” roll. Footage for the work
print takeup comes from the supply reel at the left
of the workbench, and for the “A” and “B” takeups
by film or leader added or cut-in in the editing pro¬
cedure. At first, white leader only is rolled up on
the

“B” roll

takeup. All

three

films are

rolled

through the synchronizer, and scenes are matched
and attached in proper order to the “A” roll until
a crayon symbol appears on the work print indicat¬
ing an eft'ect is to be inserted.

In the case of a dissolve, and the two scenes in
the work print to be dissolved are already spliced
together, it is unnecessary to cut out the outgoing
original scene. Instead, it should be extended 24
frames beyond the work print splice. The incom.ing
original scene is then matched to the work print, but
instead of cutting it off opposite the work print
splice, it, too, is extended 24 frames to precede the
splice, with the leaders cut off accordingly.
It is important at this point to cut out of the work
print the necessary 48 frames for each dissolve,
thus insuring that the original is long enough to
extend the required 24 frames each way from the
work print splice. This dissolve switchover from
“A” roll to “B” roll results in a 48-frame overlap
of the two scenes opposite the work print symbol for
the effect.
Purpose Of White Leader

From this point, the editor proceeds to match and
attach (splice) successive scenes to the “B” roll.
The use of white leader is now switched to the “A”
roll. This leader material, it should be explained.
Continued on Page 628

FIG. 3—Three gang synchronizer common¬
ly used in editing A & B rolls. The three
films ore locked in the synchronizer in the
positions

indicated—the

procedure

being

the same for either 16mm or 35mm film.
With

the

work

print

head

sync-mark

established in one channel of the synchro¬
nizer, the

leaders

of rolls “A" and

“B"

with corresponding sync marks are locked
in place directly opposite in the two ad¬
joining

channels.

In

this way exact

syn¬

chronism is maintained between the three
films

OCTOBER

throughout

•
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editing

procedure.
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THE ONE-STOP SO

PRE-IIMVENTORY
CLEARANCE SALE
These Low Prices in Effect Lhitil Jan. 31st, 1961. ACT l\OW !
Hundreds of Other Extra-Specials Included in this Sale!
W rite, W ire or Phone Yonr ISeeds Before It Is Too Late!!

★ CAMERAS, 35MM

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

MITCHELL STD., 5 Balfar lenses; 2-1000' magazines; 1 1OV
wild motor; mattebox; viewfinder; cases.$2995.00
CUNNINGHAM, portable,- pilot pins; IlOV motor;
200' mag.; case .
$295.00
WALL
MOVIETONE;
Camera;
4
lenses;
2-400'
mags.; 12V motor,- Mitchell type finder; dovetail
base .-.$895.00
DEBRIE K metal, 3 lenses; 12V wild motor,- 6-400' mags;
mattebox; cases .$395.00

NOPTHLITE Indirect Reflectors, less stands.
2000 Watt $99.50; 5000 Watt.$124.50
B/u\ TYPE SPOiS on stands. Capco made, rebuilt.
1000 Watt $49.50; 2000W .$89.50
MOLE-RICHARDSON 120 amp. Molarc (Type 90) on pedes¬
tal with grid, cables.
$1278 value.$595.00
SILVER REFLECTORS, 48"; on rolling stands.
$200 value .$49.50
WOOD UTILITY TRIPODS, 8', hold lites, cameras, etc.
$50 value .$1 ,95
25' EXTENSION & Fowe, Cords, '/2 P-ug or i^ox.$12.95

★ CAMERAS, 16MM
CINE Special 1 w/Pan Cinor 60 lens.$295.00
AURICON PRO 200.
Less sound.$495.00
B&H SPECIALIST w/rackover,- 400' magazine, syncmotor,- footage counter; telescopic finder; cases.
$1800 value .$595.00
BOLEX Converted 400' mag.,- rackover,- telescopic finder,1 1 OV wild motor $900 value.$449.50
B&H 70 w/400' mag.; 3 Cooke lenses, case.$495.00
MAURER
05
w/finder,400'
mag.,syncmotor,mattebox, case. $5600 value .$1995.00
MAURER 05, 4-lens turret,- vertically mounted svncmotor; turret and focus controlled from rear like
IV. Less lens, mag. and finder .$995.00
CINE Special I,- 3 lenses,- zoomfinder,- case .$347.50

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good,
$1000 oft .$3750.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revo)ving head; 7' boom height;
2 seats; hihat; brackets for 6 lites. Cost $4000..$795.00
TRIPOD TRIANGLES, prevent slipping.
$30 value.
New .$14.95
MH Viewfinder, B&H mount. $160 value .$99.50
DURALUMINUM BLIMP, sponge-lined for 1200' Maurer or
other cameras with vertical motor.$69.50
HI-HAT for Jr. Tripods.
New.$15.95
CECO CINE

Special

Blimp,

syncmotor .$395.00

MITCHELL type heavy duty Tripods,- ’A or standard (takes
Mitchell,
Houston-Fearless
or
Ceco
TV
Freehead).
New
.$119.50

Ttl-Amatic^
16/35 mm

FILM CLEAili
The
Ultra Modern
Way to Clean

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
WESTREX 35mm Optical Recorders, outright
pu.chase. Close out.$695.00
WESTREX
35mm
Dubbers
220V
3ph
interlock
motors.
$1500 value .$295.00
MR
MIKE
BOOM
and
3-wheel
tricycle
perambulator.
Incomplete
.$295.00
RCA
PHOTOPHONE
35mm
Fantasound
film
phonograph
with Selsyn motors.
Originally $6,500.$895.00
KINEVOX 16mm Sync Magnetic Reco,der, playback
amplifier .$395.00
REEVES
16mm
Magicorder
PVlOO,
portable
Built
in
oscillator, equalization, 2 pos. mixer, $4500 val...$995.00

Films Safely!

S.O.S.

TEL-Amatic

FREID Light Scene Tester, 1 to 1 1 exposures. As is..$99.50
NtUVATOR Cleaning Machines CL-16mm
$395 value .$149.50;
CL-1 35m'm .$99.50
EASTMAN
Electric
35mm
Film
Waxing
Machine
with
heating element & motor, $1500 value. Rebuilt..$695.00
ARI REEVES Sensitester, 16/35mm, comb. Densitometer &
Sensitometer.
$2000 value .$995.00

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary movements.
New demonstrator, $3000 value .$1995.00
KENSOL Hot Press with largest typeholder, hot plate.
$870 value .$295.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine; dissolve.
$3500 value .$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing.$1750.00
ANIMATION Stand 13', heavy base, 4 movements, extra
large platen. Cost $10,OQO. As is. Plus crating..$495,00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
B&H

Model

D

35mm

Continuous Printer, sound & picture,
Rebuilt...$3495.00
fe&H,
Printer,
step contact,
pilot pin spreaders,
semi¬
automatic light change,
$4000 value.$995,00
ACME Dual Head 35mm Step Printer, Cinecolor.
Original
cost $14,000 .$2995.00
DEPUE
Optical
Reduction Soundtrack
Printer 35/16mm.
Syncmotor and generator.
$7500 value.$1995.00
DdiPlEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration..$795.00
Clt-IECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with auto¬
matic 1ite change and timing device.
Original
$12,000 .$2495.00

ivith DC lamp supply.

16/35mm

Film

Cleaning

Machine does more work and better than ma¬

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW

chines twice the price! It has been thoroughly

SIMPLEX 35mm projeclor mechs.$75.00
BACKGROUND
Arc
Projector,
35mm
movies
or slides;
120 amp. arclamp; rheostat; lenses.
Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is.
Plus crating.$495.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details.
$15,000 value.$1995.00
TRANSLUCENT Background projection screen, 9'xl2'.
$200 value .$99.50
SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector, amplifier and
speaker, less pedestal .$295.OJ
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1OOOW lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously.$995.00
B&H FILMOARC 16mm Sound Projectors, hi-intensity arclamp,
lens,
pedestal,
30A
rectifier,
SOW
amplifier,
2 speakers. $2000 value .$895.00

even the softest emulsions emerge scratch-free,

tested

under

conditions

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
MOVIOLA 4-gang 35mm Synchronizers .$99.50
NEUMADE Synchromaster 16mm single.$87.50
NEUMADE 16mm Measuring Machines.
Single $39.50; Dual .$59.50
B&H 35mm Hand Splicers, $25 value.$4.95
GRISWOLD 35mm Splicers R-2 .$15.95
MOVIOLA
16mm
UL-20-M16 w/search.ng
heuJ,
$2495, like new ...$1895.00
MOVIOLA Preview 16mm Composite and
16mm Sound .$1495.00
MOVIOLA Sound Preview 35mm UDDVCS, 8"xl0" large
picture.
$2250 value .$1295.00
ACMIOLA
35mm
Viewers
w/stands,
6"x8y2"
picture,
motorized.
$1500 value .$295.00
AKELEY,
35mm
Viewer,
sound
and
composite
5"x7"
aerial image.
$3000 value, closeout 1/6 cost....$495.00
ACMIOLA
Preview 35mm composite sound/picture
(6"x
8'A") w/separate sound & counter; $3000 val.$495.00

the

with

exacting
results.

laboratory
Films

with

grime and smudges from film. TEL-Amatic is a
great

modern

scientific achievement.

Foolproof

safety factors protect precious negatives.
You Cannot Damage Film With TEL-Amatic
TEL-Amatic requires no previous experience or
skills. The operator simply throws the switch
and TEL-Amatic does the rest. Over 1000 ft. of
film

is cleaned every six

can

operate

a

battery

minutes. One person

of

these

machines—a

labor saver.

Jet-Spray Film Wash for 16mm and 35mm Film
Curved

Air-Blast

Special

Non-Scratch Buffers

Squeegees

(pat.

applied

for)

Requires Only 15 feet of Leader
Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control
Designed for Originals and Release Prints
Continuous Air and Solution Filtering
Electric Solution

Level

Indicator

Complete operation VISIBLE at all times
Variable

Speed

DC

Drive

Take-Up Torque Motor, Adjustable, Reversible
3000 feet

Film

Capacity,

Reels or Cores

Speed over 10,000 Feet per Hour
Transmission,

Silent Timing Belt

Complete

$2950

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
FILMLINE
BRIDGAMATIC
16/35mm neg./pos.
processor,
variable drive, compressor.
$2300 value.$1395.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS S-22BC Processor, 16/35mm,
negafive/positive. Rebuilt .$3995.00
FILMLINE BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg./pos. processor,reconditioned
.$795.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processors, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less
steel
tanks,
one
fiberglass
lined.
Full
'72°
temperature control.
Recirculation, air supply 7 squee¬
gees. $35,000 value. Rebuilt like new.$11,995.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS 16mm daylight loading magazine for
all HF processors.
$300 value.$79.50
STINEMAN
Drying
Racks, 200' 35mm capacity
(usable
for 16mm).
$25 value.$1.95

most

excellent

crystal clean and clear—safely removes all dirt,

tremendous

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

Meg/Pos

Write for brochure
(jj;Reg.

Trademark

s.0.5. imm PLUM

Get acquainted with the many advantages of this
Plan, specially designed for the Motion Picture
Industry, making it possible to obtain latest film
production
and
exhibiting
equipment
on
very
liberal terms. Write for FREE booklet.

The RITW Auricon
All - Transistorized
FILMAGNETIC

ALLEN

Model 200
16 MM negative-positive

FILM PROCESSOR
,1

16mm Souihl-On-Film Camera
Records Either Optical or
Magnetic Sound-Track
With Picture
#Newly developed Auricon Self Blimped Super-Silent Syn¬
chronous Soundrive, deisgned to meet the most exacting
sound recording requirements.

ECONOMICAL

^Weighs only 24 lbs. which is 30% less than the popular
Pro-600, for easy portability, yet retains all
sound-recording
camera.

features

^Models available
system recording.
recording.
^New

for

of

both

Can

the

heavier

magnetic and

also

be

used

for

the superb

Auricon

optical

studio

single¬

double-system

AUTOMATIC PROCESSING
Entirely self contained with every accessory . . .
Allen processing machines have all the necessary equipment for convenience,
easy maintenance, automatic operation. No need to add expensive accessories.

All Weather ' Amplifier, Model MA-1 1, will perform

perfectly under any climatic conditions—0°

to

140°F.—

at the freezing South Pole or the broiling Sahara Desert,
without

affecting

its

temperature

sistor circuitry or frequency
cycles. V/eighs only 5 lbs.

compensated

response

of

50

14
to

tran¬

Requires no attendance other than changing reels. Continuous variable speed
drive permits accurate speed adjustments for various emulsions.

12,000

Complete plumbing system with tank drains . . .

^Permanent internal rechargeable battery for complete
portability, or A.C. operated when plugged into a 110 v.
outlet.
©Film capacity is 400 feet, will also accommodate

Fully automatic with variable speed drive . . .

100-ft.

and 200-ft. daylight loading spools of 16mm film.

A unique and exclusive plumbing system provides individual tank draining and
back flushing with fresh water. Reduces maintenance to a minimum.

Compressed air squeegee and wash spray bar . . .
Built-in compressor provides filtered air to render film evenly damp dry before
entering dry box. Wash tank overflow allows adjustment of spray bar wash.

©All Auricon Equipment is SOLD WITH A 30-DAY MONEYBACK GUARANTEE and a
musf be satisfied!

1-year Service Warranty. You

Write for brochure

PRICED COMPLETE AT ONLY $1995.
16/35 combination and microfilm models available

WESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2124

FIG.

1—BIRDS

OR

BLASTOFFS—either

subject

can

be filmed successfully and with safety when camera
is

remote-operated

by

means

of

short-wave

radio

impulse.

FIG.

2—PUSHING

BUTTON

on

remote

control

transmitter

creates radio impulse, which is picked up by receiver connected
to camera control unit. Transmission range is one mile.

Tndustrial

and

research

cinema-

tographers often are faced with the
problem of operating a 16mm camera

element of personal danger—such as

Many of these shots, of course, gen¬
erally can be made by using a light¬
weight electric motor driven camera
controlled remotely from a distance
by cable. There are some objections

by remote control from a safe dis¬
tance when called upon to photograph
a non-repetitive event involving an

How difficult shots

ous way, when wildlife is to be re¬
corded in natural habitat.

an unusual high-angle shot from an

to

are made with the

overhead crane hook, from the front

for stringing cable, possibility of elec¬

Itumpcr of a fast moving automobile,

trical

aid of tiny radio

or the belly of an aircraft.

shot, and power failure.

transmitters.

A similar

this

method,

connections

however;
parting

the

need

during

a

Also, where

problem is involved sometimes when

such remote-controlled shots are made

a missile blast-off is to be recorded

with the camera set at a great height,

from atop the umbilical mast on the

the

launching pad, and, in a less danger¬

hazardous, or impossible to string.

control

cable

may

he

unhandy,

SHORT-CUTS WITH SHORT-WA VE
608
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A successful alternative and one
finding increasing use, is the utiliza¬
tion of a small short-wave radio trans¬
mitter to provide a practicable and
dependable means of remote, wireless
control of the camera. Such trans¬
mitters are widely used to control
model aircraft in flight, open and
close garage doors, etc.
A typical short-wave radio set-up
of this kind is shown in the accom¬
panying illustrations. It consists of
receiving unit and antenna, battery
power supply, and cable leading to
solenoid mounted on the camera
(Fig. 3), and the remote-control trans¬
mitter, shown in Fig. 2.
The main control unit, which is
essentially a small, compact radio
transmitter on the order of the war¬
time “Walky-Talky,” is relatively in¬
expensive and has hut a single control
switch. The receiving unit, which is
used to stop and start the camera,
consists of one or two small tubes and
a relay in a tiny housing. Weighing
hut a few ounces, it can he mounted
on the camera battery pack or on the
camera itself. This miniature receiver
can be operated if necessary from a
line-of-sight distance of one mile.
Pressing a button on the transmitter
operates the receiver relay which con¬
trols the camera starting switch.
In specialized filming operations,
where more than one camera may be
required to record an operation from
various distances or angles, the one
transmitter can be used to control all
Continued on

FIG. 3—16mm

Page 624

GSAP (gun) camera set up for

remote operation by short-wave radio. Receiver
with antenna is shown at lower left; battery
power supply for camera motor is at right.

By

T~\espite the increasing

CHARLES

LORING

use of color film, there is and always will

be important uses for black-and-white film. And this being so,
knowledge and use of filters are important to cinematographers
everywhere.
While a great deal has been published on the subject of filters
for photography, it is not possible for anyone but the most expe¬
rienced photographers to know what results various filters will give
and the factors of such filters. What follows, therefore, is a capsulized description of the most important filters used today in cine¬
matography ; it is intended as a handy reference for readers who
may need such information in their work.
It is a fundamental law of physics that a filter transmits or passes
light of its own color, and absorbs or holds back light of a comple¬
mentary color. Thus, a yellow filter will pass yellow light but hold
back blue light, which is complementary to it. Because all filters
reduce (in varying degrees) the amount of light passing through
the lens to the film, it is necessary to increase exposure to compen¬
sate for the addition of a filter. The number of times this exposure
must be increased is known as the filter factor.
To illustrate the principle of the filter factor, let us suppose that
the normal exposure for a particular scene is f/5.6, without the
filter. We decide to use a yellow filler with a factor of 2. This
means that the lens must be opened up one full stop, admitting twice
as much light, in order to compensate for the amount of light held
back by the filter. Instead of f/5.6, the aperture will now be f/4.
Basically, filters fall into three categories: (1) Those that are
used to correct the rendition of certain colors in a scene so that they
will record in the proper tonal values as they appear to the eye;
(2) those that purposely distort or exaggerate the tonal values of
a scene for special effect; and (3) those used to reduce the amount
of light reaching the film.
First, we shall consider the filters used for corrective purposes.
In black-and-white cinematography, blue water and blue skies tend
to “burn up” because of the excess of ultra-violet light which they
reflect. In order to tone such areas down to the point where they
will be recorded on the gray scale in tones faithful to their value in
the actual scene, it is necessary to use filters that will absorb or hold
back the blue portion of the spectrum. The following are some of
the filters most widely used for this purpose:
Aero 1 or K1
Tight yellow in color, these filters transmit most
of the visible spectrum. They absorb only the shorter wave lengths
of the ultra-violet area, producing a very small degree of sky and
water correction.
Continued on
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Aero

2

or

K2 — \ellow

filters,

slightly deeper in tone than those
described above. They absorb enough
ultra-violet and bine-violet to produce
a noticeable darkening of the sky;
clouds stand out in contrast. They
slightly increase the contrast of dis¬
tant landscapes, but produce (in gray
tones) the closest approximation of
correct color rendering as seen by the
eye. They do not alter the quality of
ordinary panchromatic make-up.
C Filter—A deep yellow filter which
absorbs blue and violet completely,
plus a portion of the l)lue-green.
A very popular filter, it is espe¬
cially
valualde
in
shooting land¬
scape scenes where there is consider¬
able sky in the composition. It renders
sky and w'ater in rich gray tones,
causing clouds and foreground ohiects
to stand out in clear relief. It elimi¬
nates ultra-violet rays wdiich would
record as overall haze on the film,
especially in distant landscape scenes.
ir ratten 21: Orange—Used witli
panchromatic film, it produces a slight
over-correction of blue and violet
tones, bring out clouds in sharper
contrast than does the G Filter. It is
useful in penetrating haze, especially
with longer focal length lenses and
causes panchromatic make-up to be
lightened in some degree.
Filters For Over-correction
The four filters described thus far
are, generally speaking, considered to
he normally corrective and are used
to produce a more faithful rendition
of the scene in terms of black-andwhite tones. The following filters, on
the other hand, produce a marked
over-correction of true tonal values
and, therefore, fall into the category
of rfject filters:
Wratten 23A: Light Red—This fil¬
ter ahsorl)s all of the blue-violet and
most of the green portions of the spec¬
trum up to a wave length of 5,600.
It produces a dark sky elTect and rich
cloud contrast without appreciably
lightening foreground sulq’ects. Nor¬
mal panchromatic make-up is light¬
ened slightly.
W ratten 25 A: Red—Produces an
even more dramatic effect than the
2?)A; special make-up is necessary if
faces show in scene. This filter is
often used with infra-red film to hold
hack blue and green light.
IVratten 29F: Dark Red—Produces
extreme contrast and over-correction.
It is used with panchromatic or infra¬
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red emulsions to create night effects
in sunlight. Special make-up is neces¬
sary if faces show in the scene.
U ratten 72: Deep Red—Absorbs all
light up to a wave-length of 5,900.
It is used almost exclusively for pro¬
ducing night effects in sunlight with
panchromatic film. It creates a more
natural effect than the 29F, especially
in closeups, and no special make-up
is required.
Filter For '^'^Moonlight Effects^’
For softer night or “moonlight”
effects, a 23A (Light Red) and a 56B
(Light G reen) filter can he combined
with pleasing results. For fantasy ef¬
fects or “dream” sequences, infra-red
film is used in combination with 25A,
29F, 70, 72 or 88A filters. In such
filming, blue skies are rendered very
dark, with foliage almost white, pro¬
ducing a very unreal pictorial quality.
Careful application of special make-up
is necessary.
Green filters are not widely used in
motion picture photography, hut they
have special characteristics that some¬
times prove valuable. Because they
transmit green light completely, they
are especially useful in photograph¬
ing trees and woodland scenes. The
greens of the foliage print brighter
and with sharper detail, while blue
skies go slightly darker. Green filters
are valuable in shooting sunset scenes
because they produce contrast between
reds and yellows, holding back what¬
ever portions of blue light are present.
Lhider effect filters, we properly list
diffusion and fog filters. These are
made by various manufacturers and
are usually available in 21/^" round
as well as 2" and 3" square types that
fit into standard matte boxes. They
are available in a range of correction
values, and produce an overall diffu-

WHEN
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Please notify us at least four
weeks in advance. BE SURE to
give your Former address as
well as your New Address. Our
Circulation Department needs
both addresses in order to
properly identify your address
stencil.
Your cooperation will insure
that American Cinematogra¬
pher will continue coming to
you regularly without delay or
omission of issues. Thank you.
—American Cinematographer

sion or softening of detail for pictorial
or dramatic effects.
Diffusion filters are effective in en¬
hancing the pictorial values in land¬
scapes and seascapes. In Hollywood
studios they are also used in shooting
closeups since they tend to soften facial
lines and minimize unattractive fea¬
tures.
It should he remembered that the
motion picture cameraman cannot re¬
sort to dodging, retouching or diffu¬
sion in enlarging, as does the still pho¬
tographer. Thus he must do all “cor¬
recting” at the time the scene is shot
by means of lighting, proper make-up
and the use of diffusion filters.
Fog filters are employed to produce
an ethereal haze or mist over a scene.
When smoke is blown onto the set at
the same time, a realistic effect of
swirling fog is created. Fog filters
lend atmosphere to rain shots, dawn
shots, waterfront scenes, etc.
They
also serve to intensify the dramatic
mood of sequences played in grave¬
yards, battlegrounds and other out¬
door locales wdiere an eerie quality
is essential. Fog filters are available
in a variety of densities ranging from
a very light misty effect to a dense,
ghostly effect.
Functions of ND Filters
Neutral density filters reduce the
amount of light passing through the
lens hut without affecting the color
balance or contrast of the scene. Gray
in color and available in a wide range
of densities, they are often used in
combination with color filters, diffu¬
sion filters, etc.
An important use for neutral den¬
sity filters is to permit the cameraman
to work at a larger lens aperture thus
throwing the background into softer
focus, to concentrate attention on fore¬
ground action. They are also valu¬
able in cases where the cameraman
has only a fast emulsion available and
the light is so intense that he is not
otherwise able to stop down the lens
far enough to get the desired exposure.
Graduated filters are used when it
is necessary to correct or hold hack
one area of a scene while allowing the
rest of the scene to come through as
it naturally would record. Such filters
are especially effective when a camera¬
man wishes to reduce the density of
sky or water areas in a scene without
disturbing the normal balance of other
portions of the composition.
Continued on
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Rainbow Pictures now offers a com¬
pletely staffed and equipped studio
for motion picture productions.
Write for complete resume

EQUIPMENT: (Partial list)
35MM Mitchell BNC • 35MM Mitchell NC
35MM Arriflex Camera • 35MM RCA Sound
Lights, dollies, cables, parallels, etc.
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Controlling Perspective
How lenses of different focal length, correctly used, can enhance
pictorial composition, lend a different aspect to

interiors, and

give dramatic impact to otherwise commonplace scenes or action.
By

JAY

DONOHUE

quired adjustments of the eye, the
effects of binocular vision, and vari¬
ous subjective impressions. In pho¬
tography, the lens-to-subject distance,
independent of focal length or aper¬
ture, controls the basic perspective
effect.^
We may think of perspective not
only as the convergence of parallel
lines, but also as a progressive diminuition of the apparent size of things with
increasing distance. Perspective must
not he confused with “depth,” as depth
is a combined effect of both literal
and psychological elements. Irrespec¬
tive of the focal length of the lens or
the size of the negative, perspective
is controlled only by the distance be¬
tween lens and subject.^
Stronger Perspective

A CLOSEUP of two gears on a

moving turntable

is given

pictorial emphasis through

perspective achievect through use of wide-angle lens on Cine-Special

heighteneci

16mm camera. Photographer

is shown taking an incident light reading before setting camera in motion for the shot.

\V

rHETHER

YOU

ARE

photographing

a set of gears, a mechanical
operation, or scene on a Hollywood
sound stage, perspective is an impor¬
tant consideration in choosing the lens
to use and the position of the camera.
True perspective in a photographed
scene is a rendition in which all ob¬
jects appear as they do to the eye view¬
ing the actual scene. However, for
one reason or another, there are times
when a more dramatic effect in com¬
position is desired, and this is obtain¬
able by use of a certain lens in com¬
bination with appropriate camera-tosuhject distance.
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How to control perspective is one
of the more important technical assets
of the professional motion picture
cameraman. On the Hollywood sound
stages, cinematographers aren’t satis¬
fied simply with adjusting subject
tones with lighting and injecting
“plane composition” in the framing.
They know that perspective, too. can
he completely under their control and
they choose camera angles and lenses
accordingly.
To the eye, the illusion of perspec¬
tive depends upon the obvious conver¬
gence of parallel lines, the compara¬
tive scale of familiar objects, the re¬

From a given camera position the
lens of short focal length will take in
more of the setting while a longer focal
length lens takes in less. And the
amount included in the scene is in¬
versely proportional to the focal length
of the lens. But if you should move
back with the longer lens to include
the same view obtained with a short
one, the final effect will not be the
same. Scenes made with the wideangle lens will have a stronger perspec¬
tive.
In other words, foreground
objects will he enlarged and distant
objects made much smaller.
The wide-angle is a lens of many
uses, hut its chief advantage is prob¬
ably the ability to dramatize picture
set-ups.
Perspective
is
increased,
objects and persons rounded out, and
movement towards and away from the
lens is sharply accentuated.
Melo¬
dramas filmed with short focal length
lenses give scenes extra “punch.”
The 24mm and 28mm lenses are the
extreme ones; their equivalent in

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

16mm photography would be 12mm
and 14mm. Viewing low angle scenes
made with these lenses, the camera
seems to be a foot below the floor level.
Walls seem to curve outwards, and
shadows become menacing.
The 35mm lens, once considered
strictly a wide-angle lens for 35mm
cinematography, is now used as stand¬
ard in several studios. It lends better
modeling to the actors if they’re not
in too close and retains good perspec¬
tive that lends an illusion of three di¬
mension on a flat screen. Some faces,
however, are definitely not flattered
by this lens, and it should not be used
for big closeups except where slight
distortion is desired. A closeup made
with this lens has the distortion of a
long-shot made with a 28mm or 32mm
lens.

LOOKING

OVER

three-

dimensional area of the
Atlanta
Cyclorama
for
likely camera set-up for
scene for “Captured Mo¬
ment,” is Peachtree Pro¬
ductions' writer-producer
Philip Taylor.

AURICON
era

is

coming

Pro-600

set

low

shot

cam¬

for
on

up¬
river

location where actors re¬

Compositional Impact

ceive attention

The equivalent lens for 16mm cam¬
eras is the 17mm, one that can well be
used as standard. While few 16mm
cameras can produce the crisp, sharp
photography of the 35s, the 16mm
cameraman is not bound by the limi¬
tations on perspective that prevail with
35mm. Thus use of the 17mm lens
can give his compositions a forceful
impact, pictorially. Photographers of
industrial subjects will find this lens
especially useful as a means of dra¬
matizing compositionally, a client’s
factory, display room, etc. Assembly

Continued on Page 624

LENS EQUIVALENTS
Film Size:

•A

re-mounfed

35mm

1 6mm

24mm

1 2mm

28mm

14mm

30mm

15mm

35mm

17 Vi m m

40mm

20mm

2 in.

1 in.

75mm

37 Vi m m *

4 in.

2 in.

6 in.

3 in.

gun-camera

lens

of

35mm

focal length can be used in place of the
non-existant 37y2mm lens.

Giant cyclorama provides ready-made sets for

"Captured Moment"
By

PHILIP

W.

TAYLOR

one of the largest three-dimensional
paintings in the world, was the setting for a climactic battle sequence in
Captured Moment,” a public relations film recently produced for the
Atlanta Transit System by Peachtree Production Associates, Inc., Atlanta,
Georgia.
The

F.4MED

ATLANTA

CYCLORAMA,

The Cyclorama, a major tourist attraction for many years, is a recon¬
structed scene of The Battle of Atlanta, which took place on July 22, 1864,
during the Civil War—hence the title of the film “Captured Moment.’’
This 24-minute 16mm color film concerns events in the lives of three
Confederate soldiers just prior to the battle. Through the “naked eye”
technique augmented with appropriate battle sounds, the film reaches its
climax in a four-minute sequence photographed entirely within the
Cyclorama.
Because of the prevailing low light levels and the forced perspectives
of the painting, an unusual challenge was presented in the photography,
lor all the interior shots made here, 16mm Ektachrome, Type ER film was
used exclusively. Despite the high speed of this film, it was necessary to
work at an exposure of f/2.8. Eortunately, this presented no depth of field
problem because most of the foreground figures and the terrain of the
Cyclorama are three-dimensional, which was accentuated by giving the in¬
dividual figures special lighting.
Eor the live-action scenes, the company chose a location about twenty
miles north of the city that simulated Atlanta’s famed Peachtree Creek. AuContinued on
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Di¬

Man John Kollock (back
to camera).

lines photographed with this lens ap¬
pear 30% longer, and buildings appear
generally more spacious.
The imaginative 16mm cameraman,
alert to use of foreground props to
enhance composition and enliven dull
scenes, will find the 17mm lens of im¬
mense help in this respect.
Being
shorter than the one-inch lens, it has

from

rector Skip Thomas (mid¬
stream)
and
Make-up
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FIG. 2—Wide-angle position, focal length 17mm.

TECHNIQUE
FOR ZOOMING
How to avoid off-center displacement
of subject in zoom shots.

By

E.

KAESTNER

FIG. 2a—Telephoto position, focal length 85mm.

/^PTiMUM

RESULTS

from

any product

or

device can

result only when the user fully understands its func¬
tion, operation, and its limitations, if any. With the increas¬
ing use of zoom lenses on all types of motion picture
cameras has come increasing queries about their operation
and some of the results obtained with them.
One of the major problems has to do with the displace¬
ment from the center of the frame of the main subject in a
scene, particularly when zooming from wide-angle to tele¬
photo position.
The illustrations above explain graphically the cause of
this result and suggest what the motion picture photog¬
rapher can do to avoid it.
Figure 1 shows the subject—a cross on top of a church
spire—correctly framed, with the spire exactly centered
in the frame. When the lens is zoomed to telephoto position,
the cross and church spire remain in the center of the
Continued on Page 630
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Processes up to 150 ft. of film per min.
VVhen your 16mm and 35mm black and white film processing requirements call for high speed and/or high volume,
the Houston Fearless Model S120PN Rapid Spray Processor
will do the job superbly well. High-impingement jet-spray
application of the developing solution, fix and wash (as well
as impingement drying) makes possible processing of posi¬
tive film at 150 f.p.m., negative film at 100 f.p.m. Complete
cycle at top speed is only 5 minutes, dry to dry.
Fully automatic operation plus highly accurate temperature
controls (within =tl4°F) assure uniformly fine results.
Solution reservoir (adjustable to 5 or 10 gal. capacity), per¬
mits alternating between neg. and pos. processing. The
machine also features a direct, positive film drive, automatic
film-tension control, efficient air squeegees and electric tach¬
ometer. Wax or silicone applicator and archival wash are
optional. Stainless steel throughout. Write or phone for
brochure and prices.
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MAKING MOVIE MINIATURES THAT LOOK REALISTIC

The ONLY
Professional
Meter...
measures
ILLUMIHATION,
CONTRAST and
BRIGHTNESS!

ABSOLUTE ACCURACY... .
When thousands of dollars of narrow-latitude
color film is shot, exposure must be "on the
button.” No wonder, therefore, that Hollywood’s
top cameramen and lighting technicians rely
exclusively on SPECTRA! For this is the only
meter in the world employing bench-matched
components, with individually calibrated
direct reading slides for every ASA film rating,
present or future! Directly shows "f" stop,
and foot candles, as well as brightness and
contrast, even in unusually low light levels.
If you’re serious about photography, there is
only SPECTRA! Complete with 14 slides, grid,
disc, handsome fitted case.$97.50
Oisfrib. by Scopus, Inc., N.Y. 16, N.Y.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
837 No

Cohuengo Blvd , Hollywood 38. Colif

ContinuecJ From Page 600

full-size ship by the square root of the
scale of the miniature model, while the
camera speed was simultaneously in¬
creased from normal hy a similar
factor.
This same technique continues in
use. It is capable of excellent results, as
readers of American Cinematographer
will have seen in the April, 1960, issue,
where the very successful miniature
scenes for “The Wreck of the Mary
Deare” were described. The purpose of
this article is to add to what is already
known, a few basic rules useful to the
cameraman who has to reproduce in
correct scale the motion of miniature
boats and ships.
An alternative technique
For many years the water tank has
been a normal studio facility. Situated
outdoors on the lot, or indoors on a
stage—permanent or temporary, large
or small—every technician remembers
the tank used on such-and-such a film,
the time it took to prepare, the difficul¬
ties experienced, and the exasperation
of the producer as costs exceeded bud¬
get. For however skilfully the technic¬
ian handles his models or generates the
waves, the result is never quite pre¬
dictable. and there are invariably a
few retakes necessary to secure perfect
matching with location scenes.
In paragraphs 2 and 3 were given
basic rules to guide the cameraman in
securing correct filmic motion of the
model boat or ship. At the same time,
it was recognized that the water itself
could not be scaled down in the same
way as the model. That is to say, on
the screen, the appearance of the model
would be correct, while that of the wa¬
ter would be only approximately so;
and especially would this be notice¬
able in the formation of surf or spray,
where the water drops would always
appear too large to he in scale with the
model.
To overcome this additional prob¬
lem, an entirely different technique
can be used, in which the miniature
model is not immersed in the water at
all. Instead, model and water are pho¬
tographed separately — the model to
scale and the water in its natural state
—and the two separate scenes subse¬
quently combined together by travel¬
ling matte technique. (See American
Cinematographer for Oct./Dec., 1959.)
Fxcept for the occasional long shot
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in which a model ship or the like is to
be seen in its entirety, the majority of
water effects can now be secured hy
photographing sea or river at full scale
and combining it in the laboratory with
a foreground scene, which may he
either a model or a full-scale set. Thus,
for the film “Passage Home” (Pinewood Studios, 1955), full-scale repro¬
ductions of the bow and stern halves
of a 10,000-ton cargo vessel were built
on one of the large stages, and each
surrounded hy the necessary blue back¬
ing. The foreground lighting was fil¬
tered yellow, and shooting proceeded,
using a beam-splitting camera (as de¬
scribed in American Cinematographer
for Oct., 1959). The two halves of the
vessel were each mounted on a hydraul¬
ically-operated pivot to simulate roll,
while camera movement simulated
pitch. Full details of each camera set¬
up were carefully recorded, and this
data used to select a matching scene of
seascape (shot by the location unit)
for subsequent use as background to
the shot. Especially pertinent in this
procedure are—
i focal length of camera lens,
ii angle of tilt of camera,
iii height of camera above sea level
—three geometric quantities which are
the minimum needed to insure perspec¬
tive matching between the foreground
and background scenes.
Normal stage effects on the fore¬
ground were also provided by means
of wind machines, rain sprinklers, and
elevated water tanks with chutes to
deluge the vessels in simulation of a
heavy sea. The production value of the
final composite scenes was, however,
superior to anything which could have
been obtained by the use of painted
scenery, hack projection, or model
ships.
Travelling matte seascapes
The first major production to use
this technique on a large scale was
“The Gift Horse” (Shepperton Studios,
1952), a story of the transfer during
the war of an American destroyer to
the Royal Navy. Here, too, a full-scale
reproduction of part of the destroyer
was built on the huge silent stage at
Shepperton. The same blue and yellow
lighting was used and an equally imj)ressive result was obtained. This film
helped to launch the travelling matte
Continued on
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When you think of editing equipment...think of Hollywood Film Company

designers and manufacturers of film, instrumentation and video tape editing equipment
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process on the sea of feature film pro¬
duction, where its ability to reproduce
faithfully all normal atmospheric ef¬
fects (spray, rain, smoke, etc.) has
proved its value wherever film makers
“go down to the sea in ships.”
On a smaller scale, “The Sea Shall
Not Have Them” (Riverside Studios,
1954)—a story of the Royal Air Force

More and More Pro’s
are

WEBO

Proving
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“See-

lhro-the-!ens/*
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Outstanding
Telephoto
where
are

not

practical!

80'^
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for
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available

for

Pathe*.

• Continuous Reflex Viewing/
No Parallax!
Variable Shutter- 180° - to Totally
Closed (Signalled)!
• Variable Speeds — 8 to 80 Frames
Per See.!

Air-Sea Rescue service, featuring the
late Bonar Colleano, was completed
without any one of the four principal
actors having to put to sea at all, an
important economy in commercial film
production. Instead, they had but to
play their parts in the rubber dinghy
mounted on pitch-and-roll rocking
gear in a small stage at Riverside,
London. Subsequently, in the labora¬
tories at Denham, they were enabled to
sail cinematically through over 3,000
feet of travelling matte sea.
A more recent example is “A Night
to Remember” (Pinewood, 1957), in
which the ill-fated “Titanic” sailed on
her last voyage through a celluloid
ocean. Like the “Mary Deare,” the cli¬
max of this film lies in the foundering

of a fine ship, for which the same tech¬
nique of miniature ship and studio
tank was used to good effect. These
miniature scenes were intercut with
many full-scale foreground sets shot by
travelling matte and superposed on fullscale matching seascapes.
All the jiroductions described above
were filmed in black-and-white. How¬
ever, the travelling matte technique is
also “plain sailing,” as demonstrated
by the film of that title produced in
1956 at Pinewood, in which the sodium
light method of producing mattes was
used in England on a large scale for
the first time.
Thus we see that the film pro¬
ducer, undertaking a sea story, has a
variety of techniques at his disposal
that enable him to achieve utmost
realism where the economies of pro¬
duction or the physical obstacles of
locale or location make the use of ef¬
fects mandatory. No one technique is
the final answer. Each has a specific
use—a special adaptability—which the
experienced technician will select to
fit the situation at hand.
■
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BURKE & JAMES, INC.

FILTER LORE FOR CINEMATOGRAPHERS

321 S. Wabash. Chicago 4, III.

LowE^mm

Graduated filters, available gener¬
ally in 2" and 3" squares, are obtain¬
able in a great variety of densities
and combinations. Some of the more
popular types include: Aero 1-to-clear,
Aero 2-to-clear, 15G-to-clear, 25 Neu¬
tral Density-to-clear, 50 Neutral Density-to-clear, and 100 Neutral Densityto-clear.

FOLDS FLAT
WEIGHS 5 OUNCES
ATTACHES INSTANTLY TO ALL R40
REFLECTOR BULBS, 150-500 WATTS
EXTRA LARGE, REMOVABLE DOORS
STURDY CONSTRUCTION
Ask yoor
^
photo deoler
$5.75
about other fine products from —
LOWEL-LIGHT PHOTO ENGINEERING.
421 WEST MTH STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

MODERNIZE YOUR OLD MODEL
"D” or “C" MILLER FLUID HEAD

$14.95

If you bought your head
before Jon. 1959 you con
hove
it
brought
up
to
date
by
having
neoprene seals and new stabilized silicone
fluid installed. For a limited time only, we
will bring youl head up to latest specificaations for only $14.95.

Authorized Factory Service

MILLER PROFESSIONAL
EQUIPMENT
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Astoria, Oregon

Graduated filters must be lined up
by viewing directly through the lens,
so that the corrected area of the filter
just touches the horizon or landscape
line. Both camera and filter are then
locked securely in place, so that the
foreground
will
be
photographed
through the clear portion of the filter
while “hot” sky or water areas are
held back by the denser portion of the
filter.
Clear haze filters of special quartz
glass screen out stray ultra-violet light
and are used most effectively in color
filming to cut down haze in distant
landscapes, especially when lenses of
long focal length are used. Such filters
have no filter factor, which means
that no increase in exposure is neces¬
sary when they are used.
The Pola Screen is a special type
of filter useful both in black-and-white

and color cinematography. Made of
Polaroid, this filter eliminates glare
and unwanted reflections from highly
polished surfaces, as well as from
glass and water surfaces. Depending
upon the angle at which it is turned
in relation to the sun, the Pola Screen
can be used to appreciably darken a
blue sky without affecting tone rendi¬
tions of other colors, thus providing
a sky filter for use with color films.
When

choosing

and

using

filters,

care should be taken that such filters
are

of

the

best

quality

(absolutely

clear) and that they are keyt scrupu¬
lously clean. At best, a perfectly clear
filter will account for a very minute
loss in resolution, and any imperfec¬
tion in the glass or any dirt on the
surface

will

sharpness.
satisfactory

compound

this lack

of

Filters that give perfectly
results

when

used

with

ordinary lenses may sometimes pro¬
duce a fuzzy image when used with
telephoto lenses, because the large
lens will magnify any previously im¬
perceptible defects or dirt. For this
reason, only filters of the very high¬
est quality should be used when mak¬
ing telephoto shots.

■
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NEVER BEFORE
A HELPFUL BOOK LIKE THIS!
FOR MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHERS
Gives you detailed answers to hundreds of
problems and questions relating to Theatrical,
Television, Industrial, Military, Educational
and Documentary motion picture production.
• Illumination Data for both
“boosted
voltage”
and
standard
studio
lighting
equipment together with foot
candle, amperage and volt¬
age tables and wiring dia¬
grams.

•

• Data never before printed
on: Panning Speeds, Optical
Effects, Ultra High Speed,
Underwater
Cinematogra¬
phy, Make-Up, Background
Plates,
Process
Scenes,
Shooting Day-for-Night (col¬
or & B&W).

•

•
•

• Special Data on Exposure,
Color,
Illumination,
Arctic
and Tropic Cinematography,
Infrared Film, Filters, etc.

•

• Tables for compensating Fil¬
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An erroneous estimate of the depth

Depth Of Field'
Its importance in wide-screen cinematography.

The lack of depth

of field in a lens

is familiar to anyone who has ever at¬
tempted to make photographs with len¬
ses of high relative aperture, but there
is nevertheless a great deal of misinfor¬
mation on this subject. This seems to be
a consequence of the custom of judging
the depth of field from the results of
photographic tests, which are seldom

object space. In practice, however, such
factors as the aberrations of the lens or
the graininess of the film establish a
limit for the useful sharpness, so there
is a certain “depth of field” that may
be said to be in sharp focus. The
depth of field is sometimes called the

conducted in such a manner as to yield
results that are really significant. Even
if they are, a lens of poor quality has
apparently a greater depth of field than
a well-corrected one, and the experi¬
mental method of determining the

depth of focus, hut the latter term has
a different significance in optical
terminology.
The depth of field of any lens or op¬
tical system is given rigorously by the

sometimes made.
This subject is particularly timely be¬
cause of the current industry trend to
wide film. The effect on the depth
of field, when photographing a subject
on wide film, is not immediately ap¬
parent. Nor is it apparent that the
depth of field may be altered by mak¬
ing a large negative and printing by
optical reduction on standard film.

d, =

da —

-,

(2)

mp + r
where di represents the depth of field
on the far side of the object-plane in
sharp focus and da represents the depth
of field on the near side. The total
depth of field then is:
d = di + da.
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where x is the hyperfocal distance mea¬
sured from the first focal point of the
lens. Equation (4) can be written in
terms of the f/ number of the lens,
since this quantity is the ratio of the
focal length to the diameter of the en¬
trance-pupil. On substituting, we have

x=

f2. f/number
-.
2r

(5)
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the radius of the permissible circle of
confusion, P is the distance from the

F.2.8
FOCUS

fp
—,
r

When equation (3) is satisfied, equa¬
tion (2) shows that the near depth

* Reprinted by request.

IN

where x is the distance of the objectplane in sharp focus from the first fo¬
cal point of the lens. On substituting
for m in equation (3), we have

In the above equations, r represents

this plane on the film, and p is the ra¬
dius of the entrance-pupil of the lens.

F.2.3

f
—,
X

(1)

A lens is capable of forming a sharp
image of only a single plane of the

F.2

m =

X -

-

(3)

Now, in the Newtonian form of the lens
equation,

rP

entrance-pupil of the lens to the objectplane on which the camera is focused,
m is the magnification of an object in

Point
of
Focus

mp — r = 0.

two expressions

depth of field may therefore be very
misleading. It is possible to treat this
subject theoretically and, as it happens,
the rigorous treatment is less compli¬
cated than the approximation that is

of field of a lens is sometimes made on
the basis of the so-called “hyperfocal
distance.” This is the minimum dis¬
tance of an object-plane on which the
lens can be focused and still have two
objects at infinity appear sharp. In
other words, for this condition, the far
depth di is infinite. From equation (1),
it follows that this condition will ob¬
tain when

da == —.
2

(6)

Hence, when a lens is focused on the
hyperfocal distance given by equation
(5), all objects are in sharp focus from
infinity to a point half-way between the
object-plane in sharp focus and the en¬
trance-pupil of the lens.
Now, a short hyperfocal distance in¬
dicates a great depth of field when the
camera is focused on the hyperfocal
distance. It is sometimes concluded
from equation (5), therefore, that the
depth of field of a lens varies inversely
as the f/ number and inversely as the
square of the focal length. This argu¬
ment takes no account of the fact that
the size of the image varies with the
focal length, and that a smaller circle
of confusion is required for comparable
quality in a small picture than in a
large one. Furthermore, the lack of
depth of field is seldom troublsome
when the camera is focused on an ob¬
ject at the hyperfocal distance, but ra-
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I
ther when it is focused on a nearby ob¬
ject. Under the latter conditions, the
quantity r in the denominator of equa¬
tions (1) and (2) becomes negligible
compared with the quantity mp. Hence
equations (1) and (2) become simply
rP
d: = —
mp

(7)

and
rP
(8)

d2=
mp
and the total depth of field is
d = di + d2 =

2rP
—.
mp

(9)

The ratio P/p in the above equation
can be transferred to corresponding
quantities in the image-space by means
of the well-known relationship in opti¬
cal theory that

pP'

where P' is the distance of the film
from the exit-pupil of the lens and p'
is the radius of the exit-pupil. Equation
(9) may then be re-written as follows:
2rP
d = di + da = -.

(10)

m^p'

Now, any comparison of the depth of
field of two lenses must be made on a
basis that insures the same exposure
in both cases, since manifestly any de¬
sired depth can be obtained by reduc¬
ing the lens aperture. It is a well-known
fact that the amount of illumination on
the film in the image of an extended
object is determined by the ratio P'/p'.i
Assuming a constant value for this
ratio, the depth of field is seen from
equation (10) to vary directly with the
permissible size of the circle of con¬
fusion r and inversely as the square of
the magnification. This result is inde¬
pendent of the particular form of the
lens.
In other words, any claim that one
lens has a greater depth of field than
another is absurd. If experimental tests
seem to indicate a difference between
lenses, either the two lenses were not
used at the same effective aperture and
magnification, or the image quality of
one is inferior to that of the other and
its depth only appears to be greater.

What we promise . . .

>

-

The lack of depth of field is apparent
to the motion picture audience when
the size of the circle of confusion on
the screen exceeds a certain limiting
value. Let us designate by R the radius
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of the largest permissible circle of con¬
fusion on the screen. Then
H — rmPm^

where mf is the magnification between
the negative and positive in printing
I in contact printing this quantity is 1 )
and m® is the magnihcation of the him
on the screen in projection. Substitut¬
ing for r in equation (1), we have

d =

2R
-.
nrmPrn*

P'
—.

(IT)

p'

Let us assume now an object or actor
of height h in the plane on which the
camera is focused. The corresponding
height of the image on the screen is
H = hmmPm*.

(12 )

Let ns designate the over-all magnih¬
cation between the object and its screen
image by M, where
IM

H
— = mmPm*.
h

With this substitution, equation

(13)
(11)

becomes

. . .

we deliver.

d =

2R
-.
mM

P'
—.
p'

(14)

We see, therefore, that for a hxed value
of R and P'/p/ the depth of held, as
seen by the audience, varies inversely
as the original magnihcation in the ca¬
mera and the over-all magnihcatoin M.
In other words, it is just twice as hard
to obtain sufficient depth when the ac¬
tor’s head is to be ten feet high on the
screen as when it is only hve feet high.
The advantage of making m small will
be dealt with presently.

•
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Let us consider the case of standard
35mm practice where both the negative
and positive him are of this width and
the printing is done by contact. Equa¬
tion (14) shows that, for a hxed over¬
all magnihcation M, there is a dehnite
gain in making the magnihcation m, in
taking, as small as possible. This im¬
plies either using camera lenses of short
focal length or placing the camera at
a great distance from the actors. For
the same over-all magnihcation M,
equation (13) shows that m® must be
increased in proportion to the decrease
in m.
In other words, the greatest depth of
held is seen to result by making the
original negative with as low a magni¬
hcation as possible and relying on sub¬
sequent enlargement to provide the
required over-all magnihcation. The
limit to the subsequent enlargement is

set by the graininess of the negative
material. Unfortunately, this limit has
been reached with 35mm negative him,
as the magnihcation in the projector
is already so high that any further in¬
crease makes the graininess decidedly
objectionable. We must conclude, there¬
fore, that the depth of held for a given
effective lens aperture P'/p' is about
as great as it can ever be made with 35
mm him unless the graininess of the
him can be reduced enough to permit
greater magnihcation in projection.
Let us now consider the effect of
making the original negative and re¬
lease prints on a wider him. For the
sake of convenience, let us assume the
him to be 70mm in width, or twice as
wide as the 35mm standard. There are
several possible ways of utilizing this
increased width, but most producers
seem to regard the wider him as an op¬
portunity to include more action on a
larger screen, the size of images on the
screen remaining approximately as it
present.
If this plan is followed, it is obvious
from equation (14) that the depth of
held with wide him, at the same over¬
all magnihcation M and the same magnication in projection, is identical with
that obtained in 35mm practice. This
implies the use of camera and pro¬
jector lenses of the same focal length
as at present. If, on the other hand,
larger images are projected on the
larger screen, the increased over-all
magnihcation M can be obtained only
by increasing either m or ms. It is
impossible to increase m* without in¬
creasing the appearance of graininess.
Hence, any increase in M must be the
result of increasing m, and equation
(14) shows this procedure will decrease
the depth of held. This is not exactly
true, because a somewhat larger circle
of confusion can be tolerated with a
larger screen. Nevertheless, the fact re¬
mains that larger images on the screen
are obtainable only by sacrihcing depth
of held.
Consider now the case where the neg¬
ative is 70mm in width and the release
prints are to be 35mm in width, the
printing being done by optical reduc¬
tion. Since the quantity mP in equa¬
tions (12) and (13) does not appear
in equation (14), it follows that this
reduction process neither increases or
decreases the depth of held when the
other conditions are met—that is, when
the same magnihcation m is used in
the camera and a hnal image of the
same size is projected on the screen.
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Equation (13) shows that when mP is

SHOOT & SHOW

one-half, as it is approximately under
these conditions, the magnification in
projection m^ must he twice as great to
keep the over-all magnification M the
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same. It is claimed, with some justice,
that this reduction process reduces the
graininess and that the magnification
in projection m* can therefore he in¬
creased over what is possible when the
print is made by contact. If the reduc¬
tion in graininess is one-half, so that
the magnification in projection can be
doubled, the depth of field of pictures
produced in this way is the same as
with the two methods that have been
discussed previously.
It is no more difficult to design a
projection lens to cover 35mm film than
one to cover the 70mm film if they are
of the same relative aperture. But, with
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More professionals deal with
Ceco more often! Why? Because
Ceco has anything and everything
they need for Motion Picture
and TV Production ready on a
moment’s notice. Everything from
an Arc to a midget spot.

thentic Civil War weapons and other
props of that period were obtained
from local collectors. Uniforms for the
three Confederates had to be made,
then aged and torn to match those
which appear in the Cyclorama.
The exterior scenes were shot on
Ektachrome Type 7255 film. The color
match between these scenes and those
shot earlier on the high-speed film was
gratifyingly close. Foil-surfaced sun¬
light reflectors were used extensively
at the Peachtree Creek location to
thrown fill light into shaded areas and
to soften the shadows on faces. Most
of the filming was done with an Auricon Pro-600 16mm camera, with lipsync sound recorded on 16mm mag¬
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The premier showing of “Captured
Moment” was telecast in color by
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, on the anniver¬
sary of the depicted battle—July 22nd.
Most rewarding for the sponsor was
the enthusiastic public acceptance ac¬
corded the presentation by Atlanta’s
video audience.
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For the most critical work, it is ad¬

CONTROLLING PERSPECTIVE
Continued From Page 613

more depth and will keep the fore¬
ground area in focus, in addition to
lending a measure of separation be¬
tween the various planes in the pic¬
ture. Photographers of sports events
can benefit from this lens also, because
it covers scenes in such a way as to
give spectators more of the action.
By using the shorter focal length
lens for TV films, the pictorial per¬
spective obtained is more compatible
with the picture format of today’s TV
home receivers. Moreover, perspective
lines are strengthened and thus make
up for some of the detail loss that re¬
sults in the TV transmission process.
Use of Wide-angle Lenses
The tendency of wide-angle lenses to
increase apparent subject motion to
and from the camera can be used to
advantage at times. A train roaring
toward the camera can be given added
motion impact when photographed
with a short focal length lens. Makers
of TV commercials can use the un¬
usual perspective qualities of the wideangle lens to achieve effects that might
otherwise require a zoom lens—as
when manually moving the sponsor’s
product suddenly up close before the
lens. Use of the wide-angle lens will
accentuate the forward motion most
effectively for shots of this kind.
Dolly shots, when made with a track¬
less dolly, are more effective when
made with a short-focus lens; the short¬
er the focal length of the lens used, the
less the dolly must be moved to produce
the desired change in image size.
When

shooting

out

of

doors,

short focal length lenses tend to take
in more foreground than longer lenses.
Conversely, the foreground area in
front of the camera can be diminished
by shooting from a lower angle and
tilting the camera up a bit. This is a
useful fact to remember when a shot,
as seen in the finder, appears to have
excess foreground area.
Settings or scenes that would look
cramped when filmed in 16mm with a
standard (one-inch) lens can be made
to appear larger simply by shooting
with a wide-angle lens.

There will be

more separation apparent between the
people in a scene and walls of the
room (if the shot is an interior) will
not appear so enclosing.
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Where it is desired to give a set,
a room, etc., larger appearance, the
desired result can be achieved by using
a wide-angle lens and lowering the
camera angle.
The perspective that is obtained with
the one-inch lens, which is generally
supplied as “standard” on most 16mm
cameras, is approximately that seen
by the human eye. Therefore, it is a
safe lens to use for most purposes
where a forced perspective is not essen¬
tial. With such lenses, there’s no dan¬
ger that you will get the awkward per¬
spective, abberations and distortions
that sometimes occur when lenses of
shorter focal length are used.
Long focal length lenses, of course,
produce an opposite effect on perspec¬
tive; for example, it is common in
Hollywood studios to photograph closeups with a 75mm lens. Result is a
player’s face is pictured with utmost
flattery; and the fact the cinematog¬
rapher doesn’t have to work right up
close to the player with the camera
induces a more relaxed portrayal.
With few exceptions (like people with
uncommon flat faces), almost anyone
will look better on the screen when
filmed in closeup with a lens of long
focal length.
The only reason that longer focus
lenses can give better perspective is
that they make it possible to form an
image of the same size at a greater
distance from the subject, thus avoid¬
ing the unpleasant perspective that
they, too, would produce if they were
to be used at the shorter distance.^
New Problems Introduced
When it comes to photographing
long shots with longer lenses, new and
different problems are introduced;
scenes have a tendency to look “clut¬
tered,” especially if there are several
different planes of subject matter in
the picture area.
This “cluttered” effect can be turned
to good advantage, however, when
filming certain scenes. A shot intended
to show congested traffic moving slowly
along a highway or street can be given
an added aspect of “congestion” by
shooting the scene with a lens of long
focal length. Scenes of marching sol¬
diers have been made to appear more
dense when shot with a six- or eightinch lens.

visable that photographers working
with an assortment of lenses ranging
from wide-angle to telephoto, have each
one balanced or re-calibrated to insure
uniform exposure at a given stop. In
this way, if a meter reading indicates
a stop of, say f/8, all the lenses can
be used interchangeably set at f/8,
with full confidence that exposure re¬
sults will be identical with all lenses.
It has not been uncommon to find top
quality lenses varying as much as one
full stop when put on the test bench.
It would, therefore, be shortsighted of
the photographer to work for perspec¬
tive control without first taking steps
to insure uniform photographic quality
between shots by having his lenses
checked and re-calibrated where neces¬
sary.
Finally, perspective is not solely a
product of the right camera lens used
in the right camera angle or set-up.
Psychlogical and emotional factors
play an important part, also—all of
which can be confirmed by the serious
photographer through experiment and
■

application.
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1, 2: Cameras and Lenses, Ansel Adams,
Morgan & Lester, 1948.
3: An Introduction to the Science of Pho¬
tography, K. Chamberlain, Macmillan,
1951.

SHORT-WAVE SHORT-CUTS
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cameras, as long as their operational
pattern (starting and stopping) is uni¬
form and simultaneous.
As with all radio transmitting equip¬
ment, a simple permit for operation is
required by the Federal Communica¬
tions Commission. However, no tech¬
nical knowledge of radio is necessary
nor is an examination required. Any¬
one can use the equipment following
a reading of the instructions for its
operation furnished at the time of
purchase.
Originally designed for use with
model planes and target drone planes
used in anti-aircraft gunnery, the
equipment is quite rugged and capable
of withstanding heavy shocks. Sim¬
plicity of operation, low cost and
lightweight make these units worthy
of consideration for operating 16mm
cameras in the recording of many
subjects and technical and mechanical
operations that heretofore have pre¬
sented unsurmountable photographic
problems.
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heads.
• Variable speed.
• Fast rewind.

^

Now In Use By: British Broadcasting
Corp., British Movietone News, Televi¬
sion Wales & The West, Scottish Tele¬
vision, Granada TV, Southern TV, Inter¬
national News Film Agency, British War
Office, Associated TV, Atomic Weapon
Research, Cambridge University, Mather
& Crowther, Editorial Films, Park Pic¬
tures, Marconi TV, and many other lead¬
ing British producers.
Demonstrated and On Display at Florman & Babb—Exclusive East Coast Dealers
Acmade Mark II is competitively priced. Please write for detailed, illustrated brochure.
See it at the SMPTE Convention, Washington, D. C., Oct. 17-21, at the Florman & Babb booth.

Corp.
P.O. Box 3452
Radio control is most effective when
used with electric motor-driven cam¬
eras rather than those driven by spring
motor.
Battery-operated motors are
now available for just about every
16mm camera on the market not al¬
ready so equipped.
The camera illustrated with the
equipment in Fig. 3 is a converted
“GSAP” camera obtained from a war
surplus outlet. The low cost of this
magazine-load camera makes it easily
“expendable” in the event it is lost
or badly damaged in use. Where Com¬
mercial Ektachrome him is to be used,
it becomes necessary for the user to
load the magazines himself, as this
him is not presently supplied in maga¬
zines.
The complete radio control unit,
which includes transmitter and re¬
ceiver, can he purchased from almost
any hobby shop or model supply
dealer, and there are a number of
makes to choose from. The equipment
illustrated is manufactured by Bab¬
cock Engineering Co., Burbank, Calif,
which company originally developed
it for the government. Similar equip¬
ment is also available in kit form for
assembly by the user.
■
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New York 17, N. Y

RAY MERCER & CO
^7
^
^

TITLES*.. SPECIAL EFFECTS ..FADES
WIPES.* MATTES..SUPERIMPOSURES
dissolves*. INSERTS.. ANIMATION
MINIATURES. .TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
CINEMASCOPE ..BLK & WHT. . COLOR

SEND FOR FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART
42-41 NORMAL AVE. HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF.

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
timing
BELT

One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.
Projector can be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which connects motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet and steady
operation. No special technical knowl¬
edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.
763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLoxa 7-3511
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“HAWAIIAN EYE”

25 YEARS OF
OUALITY

Continued From

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

• Specialists

in

high

speed

or

standard reversal processing
• Security clearance

• Customer extra service: Special
Eastman & du

Pont

Reversal Film

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES
WASHINGTON 17, D. C.

I

■

■

■

I

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
• Processes up to 200 Ft.

• 8mm-16mm-35mni-70mm
•
•
•
•

Movie—X-Ray—Microftitri
Motor driven portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

487-14

Micro Record (orp.

South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Variable Shotfer • Split-Frame Mask •

Syn¬

chronous and Battery Camera Drives • Time
Lapse Timer • Lens Extension Tubes • Rackover • Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter

Slides

•

Camera

Base

•

Lens

control

Handle * 400-Ft. Magazine * Sound Sprockets
Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog.

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
340

N.

Newport

Blvd.

Newport Beach, Calif.
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we believed was undue pressure being
applied by the director and others.
Yet close observation revealed that the
imperturbable
DuPar
was
always
completely tranquil, never hurried,
never excited.
And somehow each
shot was set up, photographed, and
the camera then moved to the next
set-up before one realized what was
going on! Vastly different from the
procedure of shooting a feature film.

Television

• Films returned same day

•

shoot scenes for “Hawaiian Eye” in
Honolulu, and later at the Warner
Brothers studio in Burbank. We felt
sorry for him and his crew for what

A New Aivareness

• Free Vacuumating

prices on
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film

production

has

brought a new awareness to the Holly¬
wood motion picture industry—an
awareness that films can he made fas¬
ter, more economical, and with no loss
in quality as a consequence. As one
technician put it: “It’s simply a matter
of ‘getting off the dime’ and getting
going; of scrapping old methods, old
thinking, and pursuing the new.”
The locale for all “Hawaiian Eye”
shows is Honolulu, Hawaii—and more
specifically,
the
Hawaiian
Village
Hotel and environs where Boh Con¬
rad as “Tom Lopaka” and Anthony
Eisley as “Tracy Steele” conduct a
detective agency and also act as hotel
security officers. While much of the
main action for the various shows
centers here, contributory and evolu¬
tionary action may take place any¬
where on any one of Hawaii’s five
larger islands.
About once a year, the “Hawaiian
Eye” cast and production staff fly to
Honolulu to shoot a number of shows,
and in between, as much background
and stock shot footage as time per¬
mits.
The day we arrived at the
Hawaiian Village Hotel, the latter part
of May, the company was busy in
the hotel forecourt shooting scenes
involving Conrad and Eisely for a
show that will be televised later this
year. The pace at which the com¬
pany worked was impressive to any¬
one who has observed features being
filmed on a Hollywood sound stage.
There was no lost motion at any time.
Director
Lee
Sholem
would
tell
DuPar where he wanted the camera
and give him a brief outline of the
action. DuPar’s crew would have the

camera moved and in place before
Sholem stopped talking. Camera Oper¬
ator Bob Tobey, ASC, meantime would
line up the camera and by the time
DuPar had walked over for a look
through the finder, the camera was
ready to roll. If you stopped to look
around at some pretty girl passing
by, when you looked back you likely
discovered the shot had been made and
already the camera was being moved
to a new set-up. Rarely did the direc¬
tor ever call for more than a single
rehearsal, and the “take” followed
immediately.
As one observer re¬
marked: “They shoot scenes faster
than movie amateurs do!”
That same afternoon, the company
shot half a dozen scenes in the hotel
area, then loaded cameras, equipment,
and cast into cars and sped to another
location not far distant for a few more
scenes; then returned to the hotel
grounds about an hour later for more
shots there.
Following dinner, all
returned to the hotel forecourt once
more where a number of night scenes
—“entrances” and “exists,” DuPar
called them—were shot.
In the days that followed, we found
that we were either following or were
being followed by the “Hawaiian
Eye” company as we traveled to the
Island of Hawaii, and then to Kauai,
and back to Honolulu.
Filming A Native Ritual
Utilizing a chartered Aloha Air¬
lines Jetprop F-27, the crew with all
of the equipment brought from Holly¬
wood, flew the 170 miles to Kailua,
Kona, on the Island of Hawaii. Here
they worked all day shooting action
scenes or background plates at the
Kona Airport, Kailua town street
scenes, Kona Inn Hotel, Kailua Bay
and finally in a charter boat cruised
down to Kealakekua Bay for scenes
of the rugged coastline. The company
did not stop shooting until sundown,
and it was late when they returned
with their equipment to Honolulu.
Two days later, they repeated the
performance, taking off at 6 a.m. and
flying via Aloha Airlines 102 miles to
the island of Kauai. Here they filmed
airport sequences, Lihne town street
scenes, the Kauai radio station. Gar¬
den Island newspaper office. Coco
Palms Hotel grounds and the Wailua
River excursion boats.
One of the interesting photographic
undertakings we observed here was
shooting the native ritual that takes
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place each evening on the palmstudded grounds of the Coco Palms.
Nightly, at sunset, Hawaiian youths
clad in colorful red lava-lavas lower
the Hawaiian state flag, blow notes
on conch shells, and beat a slow
rhythm on a huge drum. After the
flag is lowered and folded away, other
boys carrying lighted torches race
along the banks of a tiny stream that
threads its way through the grounds,
and in between the towering coco
palms, igniting tongo torches and fire
pots set in the lawn between the trees.
The effect is impressive; the whole
area is bathed in a golden glow from
the flaming torches and firepots. It
inspired Director Lee Sholem to put
it on film for a future show in the
“Hawiian Eye” series.
The next evening, DuPar gathered
his cameras and crew together, had
his gaffer mount some portable Garnelites to supply a measure of fill light,
and the whole ceremony was re-en¬
acted for the camera and recorded on
Tri-X film.
Arriflex 35mm Camera Used
The following day we set out early
in a Wailua River excursion boat for
a trip to the island’s famed Fern
Grotto. We were only minutes away
from the landing when a small motor
launch loomed behind us bearing
DuPar’s camera crew. Operator Bob
Tobey was crouched in the stern with
a hand-held Arriflex 35 shooting
scenes of our boat moving up the
river, its arrival at destination, and
miscellaneous stock-shot
ground plate footage.

and

back¬

On location trips such as this, the
“Hawaiian
Eye”
production
crew
travels light and fast. Both ColorTrans and Garnelites make up the
bulk of their location filming lighting
equipment, although heavier studio
lights are used frequently when shoot¬
ing night scenes in Honolulu and
around the Hawaiian Village. While
most of this lighting equipment is
brought
from
Hollywood, Tommy
Matsumoto, Honolulu cameraman, film
producer and equipment renter, often
supplies additional equipment and
sometimes works with DuPar’s camera
crew.
According to DuPar, during the
two weeks the company filmed in the
islands this year, over 110,000 feet of
negative was exposed—mostly Plus-X.
The film that is shot daily is flown to
the laboratory in Hollywood each
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night. There are no “dailies” supplied
on this type of filming operation, he
said.
The show’s producer, Stanley Niss,
believes that one of its big assets is
the fact that each weekly segment
brings to video audiences beautiful
views of tropical Hawaii, and to for¬
mer visitors nostalgic glimpses of
scenes and places they had previously
visited. Thus, authenticity is of para¬
mount importance in all the presenta¬

Transistorized S.O.I
For Any Requirement

i

tions. Few, if any, exterior scenes that
appear in “Hawaiian Eye” are studiocontrived. One of the chief reasons,
therefore, for sending the company
periodically to Hawaii is to permit
key action to be staged and filmed in
actual locales, and to obtain back¬
ground footage that will enable the
company to complete shooting that
action on the sound stage against
backgrounds or on sets duplicating in
every detail actual Hawaiian locales.
At Warner Brothers studio, one
sound stage is entirely occupied by
permanent sets for the “Hawaiian
Eye” series. Here, spread over the
entire stage floor, are such exterior
sets as the Hawaiian Village hotel
forecourt, Shell Bar entrance, swim¬
ming pool, entrance to the Hawaiian
Eye offices, etc. Interior sets include
the Shell Bar—built in exact replica
of the original in the Hawaiian Vil¬
lage
hotel—-orchestra
and
dining
area of the bar, interior of Hawaiian
Eye offices, and the hotel lobby.
The m.any advantages of such a
set-up are obvious. As Ed DuPar ex¬
plains it, “We can shoot a minimum
of each show in entrances and exists
on location in Hawaii, then pick up
the action later in closer shots here
on the duplicate sets on the sound
stage. This enables us to shoot faster
on location, and to shoot all scenes
which require important lighting in
the studio where we can control the
illumination and also have access to
all the other conveniences a sound
stage affords.”
Teamwork Is Secret

TWO-CHANNEL self-contained unit.
Illuminated VU meter for night work.
Weight 3 ’A lbs.

$325.00

ONE-CHANNEL in-camera unit. Il¬
luminated VU meter. External power
supply provides all power, including
1 1 0-V A.C. Added weight to cam¬
era, 6 ozs. Power supply weight,
6 lbs.

$535.00

TWO-CHANNEL unit for 2-man op¬
eration. Complete unit in 2"x5"x7"
leather case. Weight, 3 lbs. Same
wide-range audio as above units.

Earlier, we asked Ed DuPar how it
was possible to work at such a pace
and under such apparent pressure and
still get quality into his photography.
“The key to this,” he replied, “is
that I have a dependable and expe¬
rienced crew. My gaffer, for instance,
has been with me for 15 years. I
never have to tell him a thing. When
the director comes on the set and tells

$325.00
Wide Range Audio
RCA Licensed

Transist-O-Sound
851 Eustis

*

Indianapolis 19

FLeefwoo 9-7020
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me what he wants, my gaffer is right
alongside. We make a few marks on
the floor indicating where the actors
will stand and how they will face, then
he goes ahead and places the lights
accordingly. Meantime, I lay out what
I have to do as regards the camera,
etc.”
“Teamwork,”
he concluded,
“is
what does it. Tou can’t go any faster
than the men who work with you.”
■

For More
Information
On Advertisers'
Products or
Services . . .

EDITING A & B ROLLS
Every advertiser in this issue has
available

pamphlets

or

ing his products or services be¬
the

limited

capabilities

space

of

the

in

his

afforded

advertisment.

you

are

invited

to

write to

these advertisers for any in¬
formation you may desire.

Advertisers appreciate direct
inquiries

from

readers

be¬

cause it shows a bona-fide
personal

interest

in

their

product

or

services — as

against

the

mass

inquiry

post card type of communi¬
cation. This is why we have
never adopted this type of
promotion.

When

inquiring,

business

write

letterhead

on your

when

pos¬

sible—although a post card will
bring

you

equally

prompt

re¬

sponse.

And we’d appreciate it very much
if you’d tell them you saw their
advertisement in . . .
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serves to “piece out” either film strip
during the editing procedure so that
the length of the two remain constant.
Where a length of film (a scene) is
intercut on the “B” roll, for example,
a corresponding length of white leader
is cut into the “A” roll strip to equalize
its length with the “B” roll strip. (See
“Checkerboard Technique” in Fig. 1).
When the next dissolve symbol ap¬
pears on the work print, as the film is
advanced during editing, a switch-over
is again made to the “A” roll, allowing
the prescribed 48-frame overlap as be¬
fore. This procedure continues for the
entire reel (of work print) so that some
original scenes are on the “A” roll and
the others on the “B” roll—with white
leader filling out the opposite roll to
correspond with each insert of original
footage. Thus, a 100-foot reel of work
print will he “matched” with two rolls
of original scenes—the “A” and “B”
rolls.
When the laboratory receives this
material and makes the release print,
the “A” roll is first printed for its
entire length. A cueing device on the
printer automatically turns on the
printer light as each section of origi¬
nal film enters the printer gate, and
extinguishes it when the leader sec¬
tions are going through. In this way,
the various sections represented by
the leader are left unexposed, so that
corresponding scenes on the “B” roll
can he exposed on the print in its
second pass through the printer. On
examination, the finished print ap¬
pears to have been printed in its en¬
tirety in one pass through the printer,
with no variations or lines of demar¬
cation between the printing steps evi¬
dent anywhere.
Btit we are getting a little ahead
of ourselves here. After the “A” roll
has been printed, the roll of partiallyex])osed positive or duplicating film

is wound back to the beginning, then
threaded up in the printer again and
sync established. Roll “B” is then
threaded in the printer where it will
contact the positive film now hearing
the “A” roll exposures and the scenes
thereon printed in the areas left un¬
exposed during the “A” roll printing
operation.
During both the “A” roll and “B”
roll printing operations, the necessary
fades are automatically made to pro¬
duce the 48-frame dissolves.
Fades between scenes can he printed
in two ways: 1) by switching over
from “A” roll to “B” roll, or 2) the
scenes to be faded can he cued to
fade without switching over from one
roll to the other. The first method is
preferred because the dissolves are
clearly indicated by symbols placed
on the film l)y the editor to indicate
that a fade is planned. Also, it per¬
mits the introduction of a variable
length of all-hlaek in the print—
between the fade-outs and the fade-in.
With the second method, some defi¬
nite indicator must he placed on the
film where a fade is to he made—
usually a piece of tape applied across
the splice between tvm original scenes,
with the word “fade” written upon it.
Still other optical effects are pos¬
sible wh'^n a film is prepared for print¬
ing by the A & B roll method. A title
can he printed or superimposed over
an action background, as follows: a
title strip having white letters on a
black background can be cut into the
leader in the roll, opposite the scene
over which the title is to he printed.
White letter titles are preferred and
the lettering should be so photo¬
graphed that it will appear ov'er the
darkest portion of the scene. In a
sim.ilar way, other superimposures are
possible—such as an arrow to point
out some important object in a scene,
etc.
Use of C, />, and E Rolls
Another variation of the superim¬
posed title procedure described above,
is to splice about thirty frames of
black leader to the head of the title,
so that the printer can fade-in over
the black leader, causing the title to
“pop on” instead of fade in.
Sometimes “C,” “D,” and “E” rolls
are also assembled for a picture where
it is desired to obtain a greater num¬
ber of multiple exposures or optical
effects in the printing process. Open¬
ing titles, for instance, can be dis¬
solved “A” to “B” while correspond-
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ing action l)ackground scenes are
simultaneously dissolved by means of
“C” and “D” rolls.
Earlier, reference was made to the
series of symbols for marking A & B
rolls established by the Association
of Cinema Laboratories, Inc. This
marks the hrst concerted effort by the
industry’s leading film laboratories to
secure the cooperation of film makers
toM'ards standardizing their methods
on pre-print preparation of films.
Ten Recommendations
In the preparation of original 16mm
A ■& B rolls, there are ten specific
recommendations:
Black Leader: It is recommended
that only black leader be used between
scenes and that such leader be fully
opaque. Black leader should be used
for negative A & B rolls also.
Double or Single Perforated Lead¬
ers: Only double-perforated leader
should be used when all the original
is double-perforated. When some or
all of the original is single-perforated,
the use of single-perforated black
leader is recommended to prevent pos¬
sible future damage to the original.
The perforations in the black leader
should, of course, be on the same edge
of the film as those in the original.
Invisible Splices: In order to make
16mm splices invisible on the screen,
it is recommended that the A & B
rolls be prepared using the “checker
board” technique. (See Fig. I). This
is accomplished by alternating the
scenes back and forth on the A & B
rolls. The splices should be made in
a splicer that makes one of the cuts
on the frame line and the other cut
in the picture area. When splicing
the scene to black leader, the scene
should be placed in the splicer in such
a manner that the scraped portion
and visible cut of the splice occur only
in the black leader. After splicing
the head of the scene in this manner,
in order to correctly make the splice
at the “tail” of the scene, it will be
necessary to turn the scene around in
the splicer.
Fades: When a fade-out is followed
by a fade-in, it is recommended that
the fade-in scene be carried across to
the other roll without any overlap.
The procedure is the same as that
followed in preparing for “invisible”
splices. Instructions must be given so
that the fades will be printed in at
the desired places.
Dissolves: It is suggested that 48
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frames be used as a standard over¬
lap in preparing A & B rolls for dis¬
solves. (Fig. I.) This does not neces¬
sarily mean that the length of the
printing effect will be 48 frames, but
it will permit laboratories to make
dissolves of varying lengths up to two
seconds duration.
Some laboratories request that a
number of extra frames be left on the
head and tail of each scene in match¬
ing. For this reason the laboratory
used should be quizzed and their rec¬
ommendation followed.
Series of Effects: When dissolves
or fades follow each other at very
short intervals, caution should be ex¬
ercised ; for the film editor should
remember that on a single roll, no
new effect can be started before the
last effect is completed. It is impos¬
sible, for example, to start a fade-out
after a fade-in until the fade-in cycle
is completed in the printer. With a
standard of 48 frames overlap, it is
recommended
that
the
minimum
length of a scene that incorporates an
effect at each end be no shorter than
108 frames in the original A & B
rolls—i.e., 48 frames for the fade-in
and 48 frames for the fade-out. plus
an additional 12 frames as a safety
factor. This scene, in the cut work
print, would then be no shorter than
60 frames.
Dissolves Folloiving Cut-Across: If a
dissolve or fade follows black leader
after a cut-across scene in the original
A & B rolls, it is recommended that
the black leader be no shorter than 54
frames. This allows 48 frames for the
mechanical fader to fade out in order
to be ready for the fade-in on the be¬
ginning of the following effect scene.
The 54 frame length allows 6 frames
as a safety factor. The same recom¬
mendation applies when the effect pre¬
cedes the cut-across.
Emulsion Side Marked
Marking Dissolves: It is suggested
that the middle of each dissolve be
marked by making a small “x” in each
of two adjacent frames in the center
of each fade, on both the A ■& B rolls.
These marks should be made on the
emulsion side of the film—outside the
picture area. They will appear in the
center of the effect on the ])erforated
edge of the film (not the track edge).
The two “x” marks in the “A” roll
will then be exactly opposite the two
marks in the “B” roll, when both rolls
are placed correctly in a synchronizer.

PERFECT
COMBINATION
the

Miller Fluid-Action
Tripod Head Model “D”
and the

Sensational New Miller
Grooved Leg Ball
Levelling Top Tripod

This Miller Professional tripod is designed
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Thus, the dissolve overlap can be eas¬
ily checked and correct synchroniza¬
tion of the rolls verified. The emul¬
sion can be scraped by a scriber to
form the “x’’ marks or they can be
made with a pen and white, water¬
proof, quick-drying ink.
Splices: The original should be

LIQUID GATE
PRINTING FOR
16-35 BLOW-UPS
An amazing new 16mm and 35mm process
which eiiminates scratches, smooths out grain
and enhances overall quality. It is particularly
valuable for use in . . .

• RECLAMATION OF OLD AND WORN FILMS
• SALVAGING VALUABLE SCRATCHED ORIGINALS
• 16mm to 35mm BLOW-UPS . . .

spliced with the utmost care. Before
splicing any original, several test
splices should be made in order to
check splicer for correct alignment and
for depth and width of the scraped
area of the film.
Fade-in: A fade-in should be indi¬

The scope of this economical theatrical pro¬
duction medium has greatly increased due to
the tremendous
benefits of
Liquid Gate
Printing. A test will prove its value.
Complete Laboratory anti Effects

Services

NEW PRICE LIST AVAILABLE - INQUIRIES INVITED

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
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Ave.,

Hollywood

38,

Calif.

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
'Over
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Studio

cated by two straight lines forming
a long “V.” The two lines should run
diagonally for the length of the effect

Experience"

from the edges of the film and con¬
verge at the center of the frame at the
point of scene change.

MICRO-FILM or STRIP FILM
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/Capacity:
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1200 ft.

Rubber

'• strip film.

16MM
film.

3
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LIGHTEST MOVIE NEWSREEL LITE
BURNS LONGER — LESS CHARGING
GOOD SKIN TONES—BRIGHTER BACKGROUNDS
FITS ANY CAMERA (NO TOOLS)
COSTS MUCH LESS
custom built by Oak

Point

JACK D. LEPPERT

Dr.,

Hollywood

28,

Calif.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION
Fades,
dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down oction, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm. For
further details see the new American Cine¬
matographer Manual.

OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.
Inquiries

invited.

New

price

list

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone;

630

dissolve

is

in

actual

practice a fade-in of one scene super¬
imposed over a fade-out of another.
To indicate a dissolve on a workprint,
the markings should be the same as
those used for a fade-in and a fadeout, but they should in this case
overlap each other, as shown in the
diagram.
The mid-point of both
markings shoidd occur at the splice in
the work print and the markings
should extend an equal distance into
both scenes.

“MITE-LITE”

2801

A

Linwood Dunn, ASC, President
Hollywood 9-5808. Coble; FILMEFX

Unintentional Splices: Splices occur¬
ring in the work print that are to be
disregarded in matching should be
indicated by two short parallel straight
lines drawn through the splice and
at right angles to it. This indicates
that the scene is not to be cut at that
point.
The foregoing should provide the
film editor or producer with a clear
understanding of the various A & B
roll editing procedures and enable him
to so prepare his 16mm films for the
laboratory that prints of high profes¬
sional quality will result.
■

ZOOMING TECHNIQUE
Continued From Page 614

Fade-out: The procedure is the re¬
verse of that for the fade-in—the lines
extending for the length of the effect
and meeting at the center of the frame
at the point of scene change to indi¬
cate where the screen will be totally
dark.
Dissolve:

cate the length of the extension.

Double Exposures: Double expos¬
ures, superimposed titles, etc., should
be indicated by cutting into the back¬
ground scene of the work print a few
inches of edge-numbered work print
of the new superimposed scene, to
indicate where the double-exposure
begins. Several inches of the super¬
imposed scene should then be cut in
to indicate the end of the double ex¬
posure. These two pieces should be
connected together by a wavy line.
To insure proper matching, it is
essential that one of these small pieces
of work print he edged-numbered or
identified in some way.
Extended scenes: Scenes to be ex¬
tended in matching and so indicated
in the work print by leader should be
marked with a long arrow, the shaft
of which is drawn through the leader
aud the head of which comes up to
llie last frame of the leader to indi¬

frame, as shown in Fig. la, providing,
that the zoom lens was properly
aligned with the subject before filming
of the zoom shot was begun.
Figure 2 shows the same scene, but
with the cross and spire very slightly
off center-—so slight as to be almost
imperceptible to the eye sighting
through the lens finder. In the illustra¬
tion, the amount of horizontal displace¬
ment is shown at a, and the vertical
displacement at b.
When the lens is zoomed from the
wide-angle thus aligned to the tele¬
photo view (enlarged five times) shown
in Fig. 2a, the displacement indicated
at a and b in Fig. 2, is increased pro¬
portionately, as shown at 5a. and 5b
in Fig. 2a. Here the changed position
of the spire and cross, away from
center of the frame, is quite apparent
—yet this was in no way caused by
any defect in the zoom lens used.
The problem

can

be

avoided

by

making a “dry run” with the zoom lens
on the subject to be filmed, so that
the camera can

be

so

aligned

with

subject that it will remain in the center
of

the frame

during

and after

the

zoom operation—either in or out.
The point to remember is: always
focus and frame the scene or subject
to

be filmed with the zoom lens in

telephoto position.

The

displacement

problem illustrated cannot be avoided;
but by eliminating it entirely in the
magnified

scene

(produced

by

the

zoom lens in telephoto position), the
slight error in centering—if any—in
the wide angle framing will not be

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

obvious, because the center subject in
scene will now be much smaller and
less liable to comparison with the cen¬
ter line of the frame.

jyibviola SOUND readers
feature separate components, economy and flexibility

A scene framed as prescribed above
may be zoomed in either direction (in
or out ) with no undesirable center dis¬
placement evident.
Focusing of a zoom lens should also
be done with the lens set in the maxi¬
mum telephoto position. Where focus is
set with the lens in the wide-angle posi¬
tion, it is possible that, because of the
greater depth of field of the wide angle
lens, the main subject may be so
positioned as to be in sharp focus in
the wide-angle position, but be com¬
pletely outside the depth of field range
of the lens when it is zoomed to the
telephoto position, when depth of field
is greatly reduced.
■

Moviola's unique Sound Reader

SOUND READERS

system

is designed

for versatility

in fitting the budget as well

as

the job.
Unlike single unit

systems.

Movi¬

ola’s separable components permit
the
OPTICAL READERS

MAGNETIC READERS

tracks.

SRO — 35mm

SRM — 35mm

SRO — 16mm

SRM — 16mm

SRB —35mm, 16mm,

SRM — 35mm, 16mm,

35-32mm

purchase of only the

pick-up

unit required to suit specific sound
be

Additional

equipment

can

added — to accommodate new

requirements.

17 '/2 m m, '/i

Any

Moviola

pick-up

unit

can

be

plugged into either of two AmplifierSpeakers which can be conveniently
placed to give desired sound recep¬
tion and to allow maximum space

m

in the working area.

AMPLIFIER-SPEAKERS

OPTICAL
SRC

— 35mm, 16mm, 35-32mm

MAGNETIC — 35mm, 16mm. 17 Vi mrn, % "
URS for normal
use.

MOVIOLA SYNCHRONIZER
Sound Reader Adaptations
STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF AUGUST 24
1912, AS AMENDED BY THE ACTS OF MARCH 3,
1933, AND JULY 2, 1946 (Title 39, United States
Code, Section 233) SHOWING THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, AND CIRCULATION OF

UROM for superior
sound quality.
MS - 16
for 16mm track

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER published monthly
at Los Angeles, California for October 1, 1960,
1 . The names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor, and business managers are:
Publisher, A.S.C. Agency,
Inc.,
1782 N.
Orange
Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif.; Editor, Arthur E. Gavin,
1782 N. O.ange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif.,- Man¬
aging editor, Arthur E. Gavin,
1782 N. Orange
Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif.
2. The owner ts: (If owned by a corporation, its
name and address must be stated and also im¬
mediately thereunder the names and addresses of
stockholders owning or holding 1 percent or more
or total amount of stock.
If not owned by a corpo¬
ration, the names and addresses of the individual
owners must be given.
If owned by a partnership
or other unincorporated firms, its name and address,
as well as that of each individual member, must
be given.) A.S.C. Agency, Inc., 1782 North Orange
Drive, Hollywood 28. Calif., wholly owned by the
American Society of Cinematographers, Inc., a non¬
profit corporation whose address is 1782 N. Orange
Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Officers of the American
Society of Cinematographers,
Inc., are: President,
Lee Garmes, 1782 N. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28,
Calif.; 1st Vice-President, Harold Rosson, 1782 N.
Orange
Drive,
Hollywood
28.
Calif.;
2nd
VicePresident, William Daniels, 1782 N. Orange Drive,
Hollywood 28, Calif.,3rd Vice-President, Joseph
Biroc, 1782 N. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif.,Treasurer, Walter Strenge, 1782 N. Orange Drive,
Hollywood 28, Calif.: Secretary, Charles G, Clarke,
1782
N.
Orange
Drive,
Hollywood
28,
Calif.,Sergeant-at-Arms, Victor Milner,
1782 N. Orange
Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif.

MS - 35
for 35mm track

MANUFACTURING CO.

'W'

1451 GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA • HO. 7-3178

CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.

ARTHUR E. GAVIN,
Editor
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 20th day
of September, 1960.
(Seal) Marion M. Hutchins
Notary Public in and for the County of
Los Angeles, State of California.
(My commission expires December 23, 1962.)

OCTOBER

•

1960

1

Model

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has

ALL MODELS FIT

BR-12

external

IN YOUR CAR!

3

Model

extends

directional
“Miracle"

from

mike

7

to

14

feet.

control.

extends

from

7

to

18

feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike
4

control.

Model
has

3. The known bondholders, morigagees, and other
security holders owning or holding 1
percent or
more
to
total
amount of bonds,
mortgages,
or
other securities are: (If there are none, so state.)
None.
4.
Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases where
the stockholders or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corpo¬
ration for whom such trustee is acting,- also the
statements in the two paragraphs show the affiant's
full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and security
holders who do not appear upon the books of the
company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a bona fide owner.
5.
The average number of copies of each issue
of this publication sold or distributed, through the
mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the
12 months preceding the date shown above was:
(This information is required by the act of June 11.
1960 to be included in all statements regardless of
frequency of issue.) 7,000 copies.

TV/foviola
JL

C-18

external

extends

from

directional

7

mike

to

20

feet;

control.

Each ClISEKAI) Mike liaom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can he tdevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763

lOTH AVE., NEW YORK 19, N Y.

HOUSTON FEARLESS

PANORAM

VIDEO

DOLLIES
Guaranteed
SPECIAL LOW PRICE:
Immediate

4-Wheel

.$1,400.00

Delivery

5-Wheel

.

1,800.00
N.

LABORATORIES

IblVlM PRINTING & PROCESSING- -Fastax
Service
• BLACK-&-WHITE, Reversal, Negative,
Positive
• COLOR PRINTING & PROCESSING
o Super Anscochrome to ASA 400 Anscochrome
Expert Attention and Service
•

Thoroughly Overhauled—

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36,
JUdson 6-1420

FILM

Y.

350 West 50th Street, New York 19, N.Y.
JUdson

6-7196
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Arriflex-l6mm w/matt box 16, 25, 50mm
Xenon lenses.$1,400.00
Arriflex-16mm head only. 1,000.00
Cine-Voice conversion turret camera 13,
25, 63mm lenses, 1-500 ft. magazine,
emplier, mike and cables. 1,000.00
Arriflex-35 w/120° shutter, motor, matt
box, 35, 50, 75mm Zeiss lenses, battery
and charger. 1,000.00
Cineftex 35mm camera w '200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
300.00
Filmo camera w/spider turret, new type
finder, and freezolite bracket. No lens..
150.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
beits, case. 2,600.00
Bell & Howell
35mm Standard
camera
#616 w/170° shutter, unit I shuttle,
overhauled
&
refinished. 2,500.00
Berndt-Maurer
16mm
Single
System
camera w/sound equipment, galvo, am¬
plifier, 3 lenses, 2-400 ft. mags., and
6 cases. 1,850.00
Cine-Special camera w/4 lens turret and
100 ft. mag.
450.00
Cine-Special
I
camera w/100 ft.
mag.
and 1 inch lens.
350.00
Maurer-05 Camera
head only w/bilt-in
features and 1-400 ft. mag. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
175.00
Auricon Pro 200 16m camera w/VA galvo
complete w/amplifier, mike, and cable.. 1,200.00
EDITING
Bell & Howell 16mm viewer.
75.00
Moviola
counter
w/seconds,
minutes
&
hours .
90.00
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound.
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag, footage counters. 1,800.00
Neumade large film barret and racks.
17.50
Neumade
firm
roller
trucks,
half
rack
w/casfers .
32.50
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
up arms, optical ocmposite sound.
375.00
Moviola
35mm
Model
“D"
Bulls
Eye,
cutter head only, no take-up arms.
150.00
Neumade
Splicer
R-2
(35mm)
or
R-13
(16mm) .
22.00
Moviola Model "D” Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Precision
Reader,
Sound,
optical
only.
Model 600.
100.00
Moviola 2/16 Sync.
90.00
Moviola 4/16 Sync.
125.00
Cine Special sync motors.
75.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines.
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....
350.00
Houston Crab Dolly w/electric pump. 2,000.00
2/35 Neumade Sync.
70.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm.
76.00
Neumade Dynamics rewind—16 or 35mm..
13.50
Mitchell
12 volt 35mm variable speed
motor .
250.00
Filmo motor—116 volts, 34 frame sync
w/cable .
110.00
Moviola 16/16 w/Bulls Eye, no mag.,
composite sound.
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Zoomar lens, 1 to 3 inch, in “S” mount. ..
150.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60 mm in “C mount....
150.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
65.00
Mitchell Viewfinder.
350.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase .
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 400x35, metal....
75.00
Bell & Howell Stop-Motion Motor (can be
adapted and used on Mitchell).
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 1000x35.
125.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Filmline Model "K”, 16mm Neg. Positive
Processor, w/air compressor, syphon and
transfer pump, angle iron stand, 1200 ft.
capacity . 1,000.00
Spectra 3-color Meter.
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base.
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
Cine Spec. Stop Motion Meter.
300.00
SOUND — PROJECTION — LIGHTING
G-924 Mixer (3-position).
250.00
Magnasync recorder, 16mm X-400.
600.00
Reeves 16mm PVlOO Recorder. 1,200.00
Topak Recorder.
300.00
Mognemite Recorder.
200.00
DeVry 35mm
projectors
(availoble with
sound equipment).
500.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement . 1,000.00
ColoTtran Jr. Kit.
137.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N.Y.
JUdson 6-1420

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued From Page 596

WiLLi.4M

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Stagecoach West”**

Spencer, “Peter Gunn”*

(Four Star Prods.) with Wayne Rogers and
Richard Eyer.

tan Prods.)
Albright.

with

Craig

Bill Clothier, “Ring of Fire”

(C’Scope
& Color; Andrew & Virginia Stone Prods.;
shooting in Oregon) with David Janssen
and Joyce Taylor.

John

Nichol.vus, “Rawhide”* (CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.
Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”* with

Joseph La Shelle, ASC, “The 6th Man”
with Tony Curtis and James
Delbert Mann, director.

George

Franciscus.

Diskant, ASC, “June Allyson
(Four Star Prods.) with June Al¬

Show”*
lyson.

Kit

Carson, “The Tom Ewell Show”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Tom Ewell and
Marilyn Erskine.

John Newland.

William

Margulies.

ASC,

“Bachelor

REVUE STUDIOS

at

Large”*

Ellis

Darkness

“Bachelor Father”
John Forsythe.

Smith, “The Outlaws”*

George Clemens, ASC, “Twilight Zone”*
(Cayuga Prods.)

Nick

Musuraca.

with William
hrook.

ASC,
Reynolds

“The Islanders”*
and James Phil-

Thackery,

ASC, Neal Beckner,
(Bachelor Prods.) with

William

Sickner, ASC, “The Deputy”*
(Revue Prods.) with Henry Fonda; Com¬
mercials* (Revue Prods.)
Lionel Lindon, ASC, Ray Cory, ASC,
“General Electric Theatre”* (Revue Prods.)

Stuart Thompson, ASC, “National Velvet”*

Ray Rennahan, ASC, John Russell, ASC,

(Velvet Prods.)
Doran.

Lincoln-Mercury
Prods.)

with Lori Martin and Ann

Special*

(Color;

Revue

N.B.C.

Emil Harris, “Riverboat”* (Revue Prods.)

Alan Stensvold, ASC, “Dinah Shore Pa¬

Jack MacKenzie, ASC, Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Laramie”* (Revue Prods.)

cific Show”*
(Sewanee Prods.; Tahiti);
“Groucho Marx Show” (Film Craft Prods.)
“Roy Rogers Show” (Sewanee Prods.; Po¬
mona P'air.)

John Russell, ASC, Neal Beckner, “Al¬
fred Hitchcock Presents” (Revue Prods.)

Gilbert Warrenton, ASC Ellis Thack¬
ery,
ASC,
“Wells
Fargo”*
(Overland

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

William Snyder, ASC, “Bonanza”* (NBCTV)
with
Michael
Landon
and
Dan
Blocker.
Jean Bourgoin, “The Counterfeit Traitor”
(Technicolor; Perlberg-Seaton Prod.; shoot¬
ing in West Berlin) with William Holden
and Lilli Palmer. George Seaton, director.

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*
with Warner Anderson and Tom Tully.

Prods.)

with Dale Robertson.

Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Tall Man”*
vue Prods)

Lionel Lindon, ASC, John Ruussell, ASC,
Irving Lippman, “The Thriller”* (Revue
Prods.)

Neal Beckner, Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Shot¬
gun Slade”*

(Revue Prods.)
“Bringing

Up

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Irving Lippman, “Johnny Midnight”* (Mid¬

Arness and Dennis Weaver.

night Prods.) with Edmund O’Brien.

Benj. Kline, ASC, “Wagon Train”* (Revue

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Prods.) with Ward Bond.

George Diskant, ASC, Carl Guthrie, ASC,

Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Laramie”*

“The Law and Mr. Jones”*
Prods.) with James Whitmore.

Star

Prods.)

(Heath
Prod.; shooting in Vienna) with Richard
Widmark and Sonja Ziemann. Phil Karlson,
director.

Prods.)

(Four

Ray

Max Greene, “The Secret Ways”

William Daniels, ASC, “Come September”
(PanaVision & Color;
Seven Piets., UI
Prod.; shooting in Italy) with Rock Hudson
and Gina Lollobrigida. Robert Mulligan, di¬
rector.

Howard Schwartz, “The Rifleman”* (Four
Star Prods.) with (ihuck Connors and John¬
ny Crawford.

Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Michael Shayne”*
with Richard Denning.

Harry Wild, ASC, “Peter Loves Mary”*
(Four Star Prods.)
and Mary Healy.

Buddy”*

(Revue Prods.)

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James

(Four Star Prods.)

(Re¬

with Barry Sullivan.

Ray Cory, ASC,

Ray Foster, ASC, Commercials*.

with Peter Lind Hayes

Flin,

“Whispering

Mack Stengler,
ASC, ■ “Leave it

ASC,

(Revue

Smith”*

Walter

(Revue

Strenge,

to Beaver”*
(Gomalco
Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley and Hugh
Beaumont. Norman Tokar, director.
John Warren, ASC, “Checkmate”*
Prods.) with Anthony George.

(J&M

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Lee

Garmes, ASC, Leo Tover, ASC,
“Misty”
(C’Seope & Color) with David
Ladd and Arthur O’Connell.
James B.
Clark, director.
James

Wong Howe, ASC, “Tess of the
Storm Country” (C’Seope & Color) with
Diane Baker and Lee Phillips. Paul Guilfoyle, director.

Charles Burke, Kit Carson, “Wanted Dead

William Mellor, ASC, “The Big Gamble”

or Alive”*
McQueen.

(C’Seope & Color; Darryl Zanuck Prod.;
shooting in Europe) with Stephen Boyd and
Juliette Greco. Richard Fleischer, director.

(Four Star Prods.)

with Steve

Emmett Bergholz, “Death Valley Days”*
(Filmaster Prods.).

632

(Spar¬
Stevens and Lola

Continued on Page 634
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTIS

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 15^ per word, minimum ad,
$2.00. Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and
advertiser’s name) 200 per word. Modified display format (text
set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) $1.50 per

line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
Office, American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, llollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
No discount on Classified Advertising.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

Mole-Richardson MR-90 Hi-Arc with stand
$ 500.00
Mole-Richardson MR-170 Hi-Arc with stand
750.00
M-R 40 DuArc with stand .
275.00
M-R Senior Spots 5KW heads each .
70.00
M-R Junior Spots 2KW heads each .
50.00
220-volt, 3-phase interlock motor for
Mitchell NC or BNC .
350.00
Same as above for Standard Mitchell .
200.00
220-volt, 3-phase sync motor for
Standard Mitchell .
250.00
New ESCO 'A-hp, 220-volt, 3-phase
sync motors .
60.00
New Blue Seal 35mm optical recorders . 1750.00
Above with Modulite VD galvanometer . 2250.00
With RCA Variable Area galvanometer . 2500.00
Simplex
4
Star
35mm
re-recorder,
sync
motor,
pedestal
&
magazines.
Optical
and Magnetic .
795.00
BLUE SEAL SOUND DEVICES
P.O. Box 472
New Canaan, Conn.

2—WALL 35mm cameras, late type, double move¬
ment with magazines and
lenses. One excellent
condition,
other as new.
Details and prices on
request. JACK WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

BELL & HOWELL professional foot splicer converted
16-35mm completely overhauled.
Bargain.
Photo¬
graph on request. G. O. RUSSELL, Box 6474, Jack¬
sonville, Florida.

See S.O.S. Specials on Pages 606 and 607

TWO
Wall
cameras,
35mm,
late
type,
double
movement. With or without equipment.
Excellent
condition. Details on request. JACK WALTON, P.O.
Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

BRAND
NEW
35MM
ARRIFLEX
CAMERA
MODEL
11-A,
180°
SHUTTER
WITH
THE
NEW
HEAVY
DUTY MOTOR. FACTORY EQUIPPED TO TAKE THE
BAUSCH
&
LOMB
CINEMASCOPE
ATTACHMENT
LENS. THE GROUND GLASS IS ALSO MARKED FOR
TELEVISION 7 LENSES, 6 MAGAZINES, 1 MITCHELL
MATTE BOX AND BRACKETT ARMS TO FIT THE
ARRIFEX, PLUS 2 OTHER MATTE BOXES. 1 ARRI¬
FLEX TRIPOD, MODEL 35, 2 BATTERIES, 1 TRICKLE
CHARGER, SPECIAL REINFORCEMENT ON CASES AND
MANY OTHER EXTRAS. COST $8,000.00 — OPEN
FOR ANY REASONABLE OFFER. FOR FULL INFOR¬
MATION CALL OR WRITE: TILL GABBINI
2452-A
CORINTH AVENUE, LOS ANGELES 64, CALIFORNIA.
TELEPHONE: GRanite 7-5312.
35mm Bell & Howell
Eymo camera. 47mm f2.5
Comat lens $95.00. 4 inch f2.9 Cinemat lens for
Eymo $29.50. 3% inch f3.3 Taylor Hobson lens for
Eymo $27.50. Cine Special I with eye-level reflex
focuser, f1.9 lens, case, extra 100 ft. magazine
$315.00. Cine Special II fl .4 Ektar lens, extra 100
ft. magazine, combination case $795.00.

16MM ARRIFLEX CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES IN
STOCK. Close-up attachment for Bell & Howell 8
and 16mm cameras $19.00. Close-up lens extension
tube set for Kodak 8mm model 90 camera $12.50.
Kodak 16mm magazine focus finder $35.00. Kodak
8mm magazine focus finder $29.50. Bolex Cine-Focus
for Bolex 16mm cameras $12.50. WESTEN'S, Inc.,
800 State Street, Santa Barbara, California.

FOR
SALE,
Auricon
Pro
16,
perfect,
complete,
Bolex
thru-the-lens
viewing
zoom
F/2,3
NR-22
amplifier with batteries,
like new Auricon mike,
all cables and fittings like new. Price, $950.00.
Without
lens and viewfinder,
$750.
Will
accept
Cine Voice in trade. W. G. CAVANNAUGH, 421
Brevard Ave., Cocoa,
Fla.
Phone, NEton 6-7343.

LENSES
“C"
MOUNT.
Finest quality 6
element
Hexanon 50mm f:l.9, $99,95. Alta 50mm f:2.0,
$69.95. Sol.
3" f:1.5,
$79.95. Sol.
15mm w/a
f:1.9, $39.95. 17mm f:2.5, $19.95. Kinegon 80mm
f:1.8, $99.50.
135mm f:3.5, $69.95. Title board
and 263 letters 1" high, $2.95 per set. MYERS, 623
Gay, Knoxville, Tennessee.

COMPLETE rack and tank lab. 4-400' racks cypress,
10-100'
racks,
2
stainless steel
tanks,
12
gal.
capacity, 1-1600' portable drying drum, ball bear¬
ing
shaft.
Photos for $1 .00.
Complete
lab
for
$150.00,
original
cost,
custom
built,
$1,500.00.
Gave
up
photography.
SANCENITO,
Box
206,
Passaic, New Jersey.

8MM
LENSES
"D"
MOUNT.
Rexer
13mm f:1.4,
$29.00. 25mm f;1.9, $25.00. 38mm f;1.4, $27.00.
38mm f:1.0, $89.95. 5.5mm f:1.4, $49.95. Nominar zoom lens f:2,5, $69.95.
Proskar 8mm anamorphic lenses, special $29.95 with adapters. Trick
lenses,
set of three,
$14.95.
MYERS, 623 Gay,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
16MM MAURER Model 05 camera complete w/235
degree dissolving shutter, view finder, new type
sunshade and filter holder, two 400' magazines,
syncmotor and case. In excellent condition. Priced
for immediate sale—$1,795. IRVING DEUiCFl, 18-50
21 1 St., Bayside, New York.
IMMEDIATELY available:
Zeiss microscopes,
pho¬
tomicroscopes. New models 16mm Siemens "2000"
magnetic-optical
sound
projectors.
Arriflex
16mm
cameras, etc. For top quality, best prices. JOHN
TYLER, 603 Alta Avenue, Santa Monica. Calif. EX
5-8876.
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TRADES TAKEN. Phone PL 7-0440. Cable SOSOUND.
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124

PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM
BLIMPED
TYPE
ON
PORTABLE
CASTER
BASES.
COMPLETE WITH SCREENS,
INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS, CABLES, INTERCOMS, LENSES, ETC.
FULL INFORMATION.
PHOTOS AND PRICES ON RE¬
QUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
GOV'T SURPLUS in new condition!!
FILM DRYERS
35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman developing out¬
fits.
Eyemo camera lenses.
ALL STAINLESS STEEL
model A-llB Houston developers.
Also K-lA's for
reversal
or
positive
film.
AIR
PHOTO
SUPPLY,
Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave, New York 57,
N.Y.
^OLEX
Leader,
turret
handle,
third
turret stop,
filter slot, filter holders, carrying case,
rackover,
Switar lenses: 16mm F2.5, 25mm Fl .5, 50mm Fl .4,
complete $375.00.
Spectra color temperature meter,
type
A,
$100.00.
Write
Box
1376,
AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
MITCHELL 35mm single system camera, converted
to silent, upright llOV AC-DC motor, 4 lenses, 5
magazines,
cables
ond
spares
for
intermittent,
$2450.00. JACK WALTON
P.O
Box 1457, Tampa,
Fla.
SURPLUS NICKEL CADMIUM CELLS, guaranteed per¬
fect—I'Av—Make your own batteries—power sup¬
plies—only $4.95 each. INTERCINEMA Corp., P.O.
Box 3452, New York 17, N.Y.
2—Cine Special 1 cameras, with 100 ft. magazine,
less lenses (Navy cameras) $150.00 and $185.00.
JACK WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
MAGNASYNC 602-C 16mm recorder, $695.00. B & H
sound proiector with synchronous motor, $395.00.
DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave., Lomita, Califor¬
nia. Dav 6-4925.

PRO-Jr. gearhead ond cranks, head only, perfect
condition. Best offer.
LOWE, 1201
Cardinal, Or¬
lando. Fla.
CINE Special Series T. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WANTED
Is it idle, is it old?
Maybe it’s worth its weight in gold.
We have waiting buyers many
Ready to pay a pretty penny.
WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Colif., Phone HO 7-2124
I'm
looking
for a
real
all-around film making
character, who's pretty good with a camera, can
do a professional editing job, and is pretty handy
at
all
phases
of
film
production ... to
work
for a small, but successful. Midwest educational
ond commercial film producer, located in a rural
suburbia right next to a beautiful lake. No "creatiye
geniuses"
please.
Box
1388,
AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYE.MO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEOUIP
REPRESENTATI'^fE WANTED in your territory. From
your desk you can earn a substantial addition to
your
income.
Only
written
contacts
with
your
clients!
Write for particulars and further details
to VKK-Office, Vienna 66, P.O.B. 128, Austria.

PULLING POWER!
If you have a product or serv¬

WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.

ice to sell to film makers, which

1845 Broadway

needs advertising to stimulate

WANTED — 16mm processing equipment — 35mm
portable projectors, 16mm Jan projectors or parts
— 16mm shorts all types—sound movies. 322 Summit
St., Toledo 4, Ohio.

sales,

take

the

Low

Budget

way to get

New York 23, N.Y.

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

FAST ACTION!
Advertise

PLaza 7-6977

in

the

Classified

columns of

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45lh ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Mitchell

— Akeley — B & H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment

Eyemo

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
FAR EAST assignments in 16 and 35mm by American
organization experienced throughout Asia and equip¬
ped for every phase of film and contact work.
FARKAS FILM COMPANY, 424 Li Po Chun Building,
Hong Kong

Coritinued On Next Page
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

Classified Ads

Continued From Page 632

Continued From Preceding Page

Clarke,
ASC, “Flaming Star”
(Clover Prod.; C’Scope & DeLuxe color)
with Elvis Presley and Dolores Del Rio.
Don Siegel, director.

Peverell Mar ley, ASC, “A Fever in the
Blood” with Efrem Zimbalist Jr. and Angie
Dickinson. Vincent Sherman, director.

ASC,
“The
Schnook”
(C’Scope & Color) w'th Tommy Noonan
and Barbara Eden. Charles Barton, director.

Russell.

Charles

SERVICES AVAILABLE
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC,
offers background of 28
years of experience as specialist cinematographer
with
RKO
Studios
to
production
companies
for
creative and unusual assignments in fields of special
photographic effects, cinematography, equipment de¬
sign and specialized laboratory techniques. Current
assignments,
"West Side
Story,"
"Space Ship,"
"2160."
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38,
Calif. Phone HOIlywood 9-5808. Cable FILMEFX.
SOUND RECORDING SPECIALIST 15 years experience
recording on wire, disc, optical film, ’A" tape and
16mm magnetic film. Ffave done mixing, dubbing,
orchestra
pickups,
radio
remotes,
motion
picture
sound tracks, etc. Also have produced a couple
documentary motion
pictures and TV spots.
Am
now doing the above for producers and radio sta¬
tions
here
in
St.
Louis.
Would
like
permanent
position with a reliable firm. FRANK C. RUNYAN,
9762 Lilly Jean Dr., St. Louis 34, Mo. Harrison
9-1846.
TOUR picture is worth 10,000 well-chosen words.
Shooting scripts, narrations by FRED BAUER, 320
Bellaire Avenue, Fort Washington, Pennsylvania.
16mm
FILM
assignments—Chicago,
Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRODUC¬
TIONS, 2754 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago 15, Illinois.
Bl 8-8612.

FILM assignments anywhere in India. B & W, color,
16/35mm.
HARI
DASGUPTA, 6 Southern Avenue,
Calcutta 26.

Burt
Arthur

Arlinc,

Fredricks, ASC, “Sanctuary”
(C’Scope; Darryl F. Zanuck Prod.) with
Lee Remick and Yves Montand. Tony Rich¬
ardson, director.

Glennon,

Roger

Sherman,

“Lawman”*

with

“Sugarfoot”*

John

with

Will

Hutchins.

Ellsworth

ASC, “Wizard of Baghdad”
(C’Scope & Color; Clover Prod.) with Dick
Shawn and Diane Baker. George Sherman,
director.
Ellis

Carter,

Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Hong Kong”* with

Rod

Taylor

and

Lloyd

Bochner.

ASC, “Adventures in Para¬
Gardner McKay and Weaver

Lloyd

Ahern,

dise”*
Levy.

with

WARNER BROS. STUDIOS
Cardiff, “Fanny” (Mansfield Prod.;
shooting in Marseilles) with Leslie Caron
and Maurice Chevalier. Joshua Logan, direc¬
tor.
Jack

Robert

Hoffman,

“Roaring

Twenties”*

with Rex Reason.
Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Carl Berger, ASC,

“Maverick”* with James Garner.
Harold Stine, ASC, Ray Fernstrom, ASC,
Roger Shearman, “Surfside 6”*

with Troy

Donahue and Diane McBain.
Carl

Berger,

ASC,

“Bronco”*

with

Ty

Hardin.
ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,
ASC,
“77
Sunset
Strip”* with Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.
Floyd

Crosry,

Glen

MacWilliams,

Maury Gertsman, ASC, Commercials*
Harold Marzorati, ASC, Commercials*
Thomas Tutwiler, ASC,

Commercials*

Edwin DuPar, ASC, “Hawaiian Eye”* with

Anthony Eisley.

Arthur Feindel, ASC, Commercials*

■

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS, 168 W. 46th
St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
WEST GERMANY, 16mm films, still or sound.
BRUNS, (20b) Goettingen, Brauweg, 12.

FRITZ

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List

TECHNICAL
TRENDS

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave.. Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-306)

High Speed Photography
SOUND RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35, Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing ond
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott 1-2707.

^ If you have something

^

^ new or used to sell pro-

]

► ducers or photogra-

^

► phers of motion pic-

^

► tures, here is your best

]
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^

►

► message before read-

'

► ers that are potential

^

► buyers, in the U.S. and

^

►

►

► over 80 foreign coun-

]

►

i> tries! See top of preced-

'

it

'

it
>

ing page for rates.

How a high-speed motion picture
camera was employed to study the
growth of microscopic bubbles during
nucleate boiling will be described in a
paper by J. E. Benjamin and J. W.
Westwater, of University of Illinois, at
the forthcoming International High
Speed Congress of the SMPTE in
Washington. D.C.
A Wollensak Fastax WF-15 camera
with Goose controls and 1000-cycle
signal generator was employed. The
camera viewed through the metallographic microscope mounted horizon¬
tally and aimed through a thin glass
window in the test cell. Magnification
on the film was varied from 3x to 66x
and arc illumination was supplied by
10mm rare-earth cored carbons operat¬
ing at 30 amps. All equipment was
mounted on railroad rails cast in con¬
crete.
Usable motion pictures were ob¬
tained at 6000 frames per second with
a 66x enlargement of the image on the
16mm negative.

^
^

Photography in Auto-translation
Photography, the recording medium

634

that stores the greatest amount of in¬
formation in the smallest space, is the
key to success of the Air Force’s new
translating machine that changes Rus¬
sian to English at the rate of 40 words
per minute.
Key components in the process are
special glass disks coated with a highresolution photographic emulsion by
Eastman Kodak Company.
An entire 55,000 word vocabulary
thus may be stored in a %-inch chan¬
nel printed on the glass disks. The
channel is scanned vertically and hori¬
zontally by electronics until the trans¬
lating machine matches a Russian
word—fed in with punched tape—to its
English equivalent, which is then print¬
ed automatically on a typewriter.

New Optical Glasses
Twenty-six new types of optical glass
have recently been added to the pro¬
duction catalog of the Schott Glass
Works, which is virtually the exclusive
supplier of glass to the West German
camera and lens industry. The recent
additions bring the total of available
types of Schott optical glass to 232—
said to be more than is offered by any
other source in the world.
■
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Magnasync-Magnaphonic

iafafk
mobile recording console
... a complete “sound truck’' trailer!

The “Safari” Console features the incomparable
Magnasync Mark IX film transport and amplifier
housed in a blimped console for both studio and
mobile trailer operation. Three-channel mixer and
recorder controls are packaged in removable remote
unit. This elegant sound recording system is ruggedized and climatized, has plug-in audio elements and
is completely self-contained with integrated power
supply for cameras as well as the recording chan¬
nel. Built-in “test lab” is provided for system
performance testing.
These and many other outstanding features assure
the producer of flawless recording under the most
adverse conditions ... with reliability as the keynote.

Frequency Response: 40 cps to 8500 cps ± 1.5 db

(16 mm at 36 f.p.m.)
40 cps to 13,000 cps ± 1.5 db
(171/2 mm Of 35 mm at 90 f.p.m.)
Distortion: Less than 1% total harmonic
Signal-to-Noise Ratio: Greater than 55 db
Flutter and Wow: 0.1 % maximum RMS in any band

0.15% maximum RMS overall

Price: from $4,535.
Send for complete literature

MAGNASYNC CORPORATION

Iflcpfljvpc

i

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

formerly Magnasync Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 7-0965 • Cable “MAGNASYNC”
SOUND SYSTEM

International leaders m the design and manufacture of quality magnetic recording systems

Magnasync Studio Equipment Division Dealers:
CHICAGO; Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; LOS ANGELES: Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK: Camera Equipment Co.;
SOUTH AFRICA: Johannesburg, Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.; AUSTRALIA: Sydney, New South Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty. Ltd.; BOLIVIA; La Paz,
Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL: Rio de Janeiro, Mesbia, S.A.; BURMA: Rangoon, G. K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.; CANADA: Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark. Ltd.;
DENMARK; Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND; London, W-1, Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.; FRANCE: Paris, Brockliss-Simplex S.A.; HONGKONG:
Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA: Bombay, Kine Engineers; ITALY: Rome, Reportfilm S.R.L.; JAPAN: Tokyo, J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.; NEW ZEALAND: Auckland,
Kerridge Odeon Industries,- PAKISTAN: Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.,- SOUTH RHODESIA: Salisbury, William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.,- SWITZERLAND: Zurich 7 53,
Rene Boeniger; THAILAND: Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.

For ANY or ALL Producer Services

...it's

byron

across the board!

MUSIC LIBRARY

SOUND
EFFECTS

For information and
quotations on ANY or ALL
of these Producer Services,
write, phone or wire . . .

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washingto.n 7, D.C.
FEdoral 3-4000
1226 East Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida
CHerry 1-4161

AMERICAN
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Cinemalographer
.EONARD CLAIRMONT
The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

Dave Ellison (left) and Paul Sutherland encourage their star guinea pig on the set for “Tales of the Riverbank.” Watching are Josef Seckeresh (at the camera) and Ron Ringler, Du Pont Technical Representative.

"WE GET 35 mm QUALITY WITH 16 mm DUPONT ‘SUPERIOR’ 2"
Josef Seckeresh, C.S.C., Director of Photography for Riverbank Productions, reports that DuPont “Superior” 2 has a
tonal range far greater than any other film they have used;
“it is the first 16 mm negative film I’m at home with.”
David Ellison and Paul Sutherland, owners of Riverbank
Productions, Ltd., Toronto, warmly second their camera¬
man’s opinion. Their “Tales of the Riverbank” series, featur¬
ing live animal actors in whimsical situations, has been
widely shown in Europe and Canada, on TV and in theaters.
This series recently received an award of merit from the
•:"-navlian Film Awards.

“We must have a film we can count on,” says Dave
Ellison, “since we can’t often reshoot a scene. Using animals,
you get what you want only once. With ‘Superior’ 2, we can
be sure we have it.”
“And the service we get from the DuPont Technical
Representative is as fine as the film,” adds Paul Sutherland.
“How can you do better than that?”
Type
DuPont
data on
Products

936A Superior® 2 is just one of a wide range of
motion picture films. These films —and complete
them —are available through the DuPont Photo
sales offices below.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING .. . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
U. s PAT Of*

■sorgia, 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr., N.W.; Waltham, Mass., 45—4th Ave. (Boston); Chicago 46, III., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Sta.; Cleveland 16, Ohio,
Itidge Road; Dallas 7, Texas, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.; Los Angeles 38, Calif., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.; New York 11, N. Y., 248 W. 18th St.; Wynnewood, Pa.,
308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.); Export, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del.; In Canada: Du Pont of Canada Limited, Toronto.

professional jr.
Tripod with
grooved
Tripod Legs
Now Standard Equipment for all
Famous CECO Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Pro Jr Tripod is better than ever with new Heavy
Duty Grooved tripod leg design. Assures greater
rigidity, no matter how far legs are extended.
Heavy Duty Groove design guarantees herculean
gripping power, because there’s almost twice the
gripping surface. Modern, rounded leg shape adds
strength and durability to the wood. Comes
equipped with indispensible double knob leg locks
which assure equal pressure on each leg. Avail¬
able with new ball joint swivel or standard base
plate.
When you are looking for the best in a tripod,
buy Professional Junior—the tripod designed with
the professional in mind!
CECO Pro Jr. Fluid Head

CECO Pro Jr. Friction Head
with Ball Joint Swivel

Allows really fast, easy leveling without
adjusting tripod legs. Fits any Pro Jr
Tripod with adapter base plate. Has same
exclusive features as standard Pro Jr
Friction head . . . Pan & Tilt tension
controls; accessible camera mounting
knob; adjustable interchangeable
telescoping pan handle. Skilfully designed
and engineered for long dependable
service. Unconditionally
guaranteed—the World’s Standard

The tripod head with smooth-as-silk maneuverability.
Silicone fluid unaffected by extreme temperature
range. Won’t dive in locked position. Guaranteed
leakproof. The undisputed performance champ!

In Hialeah, Florida:
1335 E. 10th Avenue
TUxedo 8-4604

In Hollywood, California:
6510 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood 9-5119
*CECO — trademark of Camera Equipment CO.

FRANK

of Tripod Quality!

C.

ZUCKER

(JflmeRfl €ouipnienT(6.,inc.
CECO Ball Socket Swivel Joint
Adapter For Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

A one piece adapter which fits quickly,
easily on to any Pro Jr Head. For use on
new swivel base tripod or standard Pro Jr
tripod with ball socket adapter base plate.

Dept.

A

315 W. 43rd. St., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420

Please send me FREE descriptive literature on CECO
Professional Jr. Tripods and Tripod Heads.
Name.
Firm_
Address.
City-

.Zone_State.
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SOCIETY

OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS
FOUNDED January 8, 1919, the ASC
was established to advance the art and
the science of cinematography; to en¬
courage, foster, and strive for preemi¬
nence, excellence, artistic perfection and
scientific knowledge in all matters per¬
taining to cinematography; to bring into
closest confederation those leaders in the
cinematographic science whose achieve¬
ments in that field entitle them to mem¬
bership in the Society; and to promote
the interests of all who shall he called
to membership in the ASC, that such
membership may become a mark of honor
and distinction based on merit.

OFFICERS
Lee Garmes, President
Hal Rosson, 1st Vice-president
William Daniels, 2nd Vice-president
Joseph Biroc, 3rd Vice-president
Walter Strenge, Treasurer
Charles Clarke, Secretary
Victor Milner, Sergeant-at-arms
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.By Walter Strenge, ASC
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Arthur Edeson, Daniel Lapp, George Folsey, Burnett Guffey, Sol Halprin, Ray
Rennahan, John Seitz, and Philip Tannura.

ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS

ON THE COVER
WHILE CINEMATOGRAPHER William Clothier's crew readies lights and cam¬
era, John Wayne, making his debut as film director, gives last minute
instructions to Linda Cristal and Joseph Calleia for scene for “The Alamo,”
$12,000,000 production of the historical 13-day battle for Texas liberty.
Story about the photography appears in this issue.
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MITCHELL R-3S Reflex
Hand Held or Tripod Mounted*
Here for the first time

is a 35mm reflex motion picture camera which combines streamlined light¬

weight design with the full range of professional features. Its superbly engineered design by Mitchell —the
world's leading source of professional motion picture cameras — assures a remarkable versatility in filming.
Among the broad capabilities of the R-35 are: theatrical and television productions —on location and in
the studio; underwater use; high speed instrumentation films; and both animation and stop-motion.

NEW 35MM PROFESSIONAL
PORTABLE REFLEX CAMERA

This camera produces steady, brilliant pictures through its use of dual registration pins and dual pull¬
down claws. A special series of Super Baltar matched F 2.0 lenses were specifically designed for the
R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. Variable opening disc shutter provides positive exposure control. By means
of a simple adaptor the R-35 can be used with standard Mitchell 1000' magazines for tripod mounting.
These are but a few of the outstanding professional features that make the Mitchell R-35 a major cine¬
matic development. Send for the new R-35 Bulletin.

MITCHELL
NOVEMBER

•

1960

*Tripod adaptor and blimp available as accessories.

MITCHELL CAMERA
CORPORATION
666 W. Harvard St., Glendale 4, Calif.
Cable Address; "Mitcamco”
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INDUSTRY
NEWS

Iwerks. Director of Technical Re¬
search at the Walt Disney Studio, Burl)ank, Calif.,was presented with the So¬
ciety’s Herbert T. Kalnnis Gold Medal
Award at a dinner October 18th at the
Sheraton Palace in Washington, D.C.,
following opening of the SMPTE-spon-

For his camera work on two TV
commercials: “Cutout.” for L nion Oil
Co., and “The Family Car,” for Re¬
nault Dauphine, Walter Strenge, ASC,
last month was presented with Award
Certificates by the First American TV
Commercials Festival, held latter part
of September in New \ork City.
One of the primary purposes of the
Festival is to focus recognition upon
the individual creative talents who are
responsible for the outstanding work
being done. Ad agencies and produc¬
tion companies entered the films, which
were then judged by a panel of 50 lead¬
ing advertising executives. Awards
were also presented to the producers,
writers, and others involved in the cre¬
ation of the cited TV commercials.

Oisnev

engineer
SMPTE

technical

honored
with

Herbert

by
T.

Kalmus Gold Medal Award.

WITH

WESTERN

SPLICER!

the most wanted splicer

IN AMERICA
Th e all new Western Cine Automatic
Splicer is the "hot” one to buy! It
features an exclusive power driven
rotary scraper that does all the work
for you. It meets the most exacting
requirements of the film industry; yet,
it is so easy to operate that even the
non - professional can make perfect
splices every time . . . and in a few
seconds! it's fully guaranteed. Get the
details today!
SEE YOUR DEALER, OR WRITE
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products and progress

Strenge Cited For TV Photography

UB IWERKS

16MM AUTOMATIC

industry activities,

SMPTE Honors Ub Iwerks

Veteran

"BUZZ OFF" EMULSION

News briefs of

sored 5th International Congress on
High-speed Photography.
Iwerks has been an outstanding
technical innovator in the motion pic¬
ture industry since 1925. He was hrst
associated with Walt Disney in Kansas
City in 1920, during the pioneering
days of the animated cartoon. He re¬
joined Disney later in Hollywood work¬
ing as an artist and cartoonist and was
chief animator of the early “Mickey
Mouse” cartoons.
Iwerks
pioneered
in
developing
methods of combining live-action and
cartoon in color. He is responsible for
the color correction masking system
and color separation negative technique
used in 16mm-to-35mm blow-ups for
the Disney “True Life Adventure”
series.
Earlier this year, Iwerks, who is
also a member of the American Society
of Cinematographers, was honored by
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences with an award for the de¬
sign of an improved optical printer for
special effects and matte shots in color.

MGM Sponsors College Award
Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer studio will
offer a six-month contract to the win¬
ner of this year’s Gold Medallion
Award presented annually by the
Screen Producers Guild for the best
experimental film produced by U. S.
colleges and universities.

Anniversary
Edward 0. Blackhurn, Vice-presi¬
dent and General Manager of W. J.
German, Inc. of California, last month
celebrated his 35th year as head of
California distribution for Eastman
professional motion picture films. In
1926, Blackburn joined J. E. Brulator,
Inc., of California, which subsequently
was acquired by W. J. German, Inc.

100-G Industrial Film
14 Cameras Start “Hatari”
With 14 cameras simultaneously
photographing a charging elephant
herd, production began in Arusha, Af¬
rica, October 11 on Howard Hawks’
“Hatari!” for Paramount.
Fourteen Mitchell cameras — 12 of
them remotely controlled—recorded the
unique opening under the supervision
of Director of Photography Russell
Harlan, ASC.

MGM-TV's industrial film division
will produce a major industrial film
budgeted in excess of $100,000 for
Johnson’s Wax Co. Commitment is said
to be one of the largest ever tendered
any of the major studios, the majority
of which now have set-ups for produc¬
ing top quality industrial films, using
the vast facilities of their respective
studios. Sponsor will use the film on
television and as a visual aid in various
organizational showings.
■
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Ansco 16mm Color Duplicating Film Type 238

Rerecording costs killing your rate structure? You can reduce from 35mm to
16mm directly without rerecording. Just use Ansco 16mm Color Duplicating
Film Type 238.
Type 238 reversal film is specifically designed to produce superb color rendi¬
tions plus high fidelity sound through direct reduction!
From a cost and quality standpoint, doesn’t it make sense to use 238? Ansco.
Binghamton, N. Y., A Division of General Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ansco

I
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EDIOIA SR.

PRE-IIMVEIMTORY
CLEARANCE SALE

AND

These Low Prices in Effect Until Jan. 31st, 1961. ACT I\OW !
Hundreds of Other Extra-Specials Included in this Sale!
Write, Wire or Phone Your ISeeds Before It Is Too Late!!

★ CAMERAS, 35MM

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

MITCHELL STD., 5 Balfar lenses; 2-1000' magazines; llOV
wild motor; mattebox; viewfinder; cases.$2995.00
CUNNINGHAM, portable; pilot pins; 11OV motor;
200' mag.; case .$295.00
WALL MOVIETONE; 4 lenses; 2-400' mags.; 12V motor,Mitchell type finder,- dovetail base .$895.00
DEBRIE K, metal, 3 lenses,- 12V motor; 6-400' mags;
mattebox; cases .$395.00

BARDWELL-McALLISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads....$39.95
BARDWELL-McALLISTER 2000W Spots, likenu .$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412.$79.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415 ....$149.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal. List
$2410 .$795.00
NORTHLITE Indirect Reflectors, less stands.
2000 Watt $99.50; 5000 Watt.$124.50
MOLE-RICHARDSON 120 amp. Molarc (Type 90) on pedes¬
tal with grid, cables. $1278 value.$495.00
SILVER REFLECTORS, 48"; on rolling stands.
$200 value .$49.50
WOOD UTILITY TRIPODS, 4 ft. to 8 ft., hold lites, camera,
etc. $50 value.$1.95

★ CAMERAS, 16MM
CINE Special 1 w/Pan Cinor 60 lens...$295.00
AURICON PRO 200.
Less sound.$495.00
B&H SPECIALIST w/rackove,-; 400' magazine, syncmotor; footage counter- telescopic finder; cases.
$1800 value .'.$595.00
BOLEX, Converted 400' mag.,- rackover; telescopic finder,1 I OV wild motor. $900 value.$449.50
B&H 70DA w/400' mag.,- 3 Cooke lenses, case .$495.00
MAURER 05 w/finoer,- 400' mag.,- syncmotor,mattebox, case. $5600 value .$1995.00
MAURER 05, 4-lens turret; vertically mounted syncmotor; turret and focus controlled from rear like
TV. Less lens, mag. and finder .$995.00
CINE Special I; 3 lenses,- zoomfinder; case .$347.50

^ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL Aerial Vertical viewfinder 5x7 groundglass; 10" f/4.5 B&L lens. Worth more in parts....$19.95
CINEFLEX 35mm 200' magazines. (Convertible to
Arriftex) .$6.95
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters
sphere, case. 2 Color .$129.50
NAIIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good,
$1000 off .$3750.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head; 7' boom height;
2 seats; hihat; brackets for 6 lites. Cost $4000..$795.00
MH Viewfinder, B&H mount. $160 vdilue .$99.50
DURALUMINUM BLIMP, sponge-lined for 1200' Maurer or
other cameras with vertical motor.$69.50
HI-HAT for Jr. Tripods.
New.$15.95
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor .$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
PAKO Heat Exchangers, controls solution tempera¬
tures accurately. $300 value. New .$98.50
FREID Light Scene Tester, 1 to 1 1 exposures. As is..$99.50
NEUVATOR Cleaning Machines CL-16mm
$395 value .$149.50; CL-I 35m'm .$99.50
EASTMAN
Electric 35mm Film Waxing Machine with
heating element & motor. $1500 value. Rebuilt....$695.00
ARl REEVES Sensitester, 16/35mm, comb. Densitometer &
Sensitometer. $2000 value .$995.00

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAESAR-SALTZMAN Animation Stand, motorized &
hand zoom,- worth 5 times our price.$995.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, sliding celboard, shadowbox &
platen. $3,600 value. Demonstrator .$2250.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary movements.
New demonstrator. $3000 value .$1795.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras,- 400' magazine,- dissolve.
$3500 value .$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing.$1750.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
B&H Model D 35mm Continuous Printer, sound & picture,
with DC lamp supply. Rebuilt.$3495.00
B&H, Printer, step contact, pilot pin spreaders, semi¬
automatic light change. $4000 value.$995.00
ACME Dual Head 35mm Step Printer, Cinecolor. Original
cost $14,000 .$2995.00
DUPLEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration..$795.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with auto¬
matic lite change and timing device.
Originally $12,000 .$2495.00

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
GAUMONT-KALEE Flutter Meter,
insures perfect
recording. Orig. $1500 .$395.00
WESfREX 35mm Optical Recorders, outright
purchase. Close out.$695.00
WESTREX 35mm Dubbers
220V 3ph interlock motors.
$1500 value .$295.00
M-R MIKE BOOM and 3-wheel tricycle perambulator.
Incomplete .$295.00
RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Fantasound film phonograph
with Selsyn motars. Originally $6,500.$895.00
KINEVOX 16mm Sync Magnetic Recorder .$395.00
KINEVOX t7'/2mm Sync Magnetic Recorder, play¬
back amplifier .$595.00
REEVES
16mm Magicorder PVlOO, portable.
Built in
oscillator, equalization, 2 pos. mixer, $4500 val,..$995.00

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
SIMPLEX 35mm projector mechs.$75.00
BACKGROUND Arc Projector, 35mm movies or slides;
120 amp. arclamp; rheostat; lenses. Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is. Plus crating.$495.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value.$1995.00
TRANSLUCENT Background projection screen, 9'xl2'.
$200 value .
$99.50
SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
pedestal...$235.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1OOOW lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously.$995.00
B&H FILMOARC 16mm Sound Projector, hi-intensity arclamp,
lens, pedestal, 30A rectifier, 50W amplifier,
2 speakers. $2000 value .$895.00

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES

NEUMADE Synchromaster 16mm single.$87.50
NEUMADE 16mm Measuring Machines.
Single $39.50; Dual .$59.50
B&H 35mm Hand Splicers, $25 value.$4.95
GRISWOLD 35mm Splicers R-2 .$15.95
MOVIOLA 16mm UL-20-M16 with magnetic search¬
ing head. $2495 value, like new.$1895.00
MOVIOLA Preview 16mm Composite and
16mm Sound .$1495.00
MOVIOLA Sound Preview 35mm UDDVCS, 8"xl0" large
picture.
$2250 value .$1295.00
ACMIOLA 35mm Viewers w/stands, 6"x8y2" picture,
motorized. $1500 value .$295.00
AKELEY, 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5"x7"
aerial image. $3000 value, closeout 1/6 cost....$495.00
ACMIOLA Preview 35mm composite sound/picture (6"x
S'/r") w/separate sound & counter; $3000 val.$495.00

Many Exclusive Features!
Mosf Advanced Professional
16mm Action Viewer
Edit right on your film. Models from left to
right or right to left operation. Eliminates film
scratching and damage to sprocket holes—
tension device keeps image in constant focus
—hum free amplification—synchronized with
Precision Sound Reader.
•

Picture always
slackens.

in

focus—even

when

film

tension

•

BIG, CLEAR IMAGE, 3"x4" — remains sharp
whether film is moving or stopped. Can be viewed
in lighted room.

•

No excess heat on film even when still.

•

Coated Multi-faced Prism prevents flicker.

•

Open Gate Threading.

•

Can be synchronized with Sound Readers.

•

Comfortable viewing distance at 10" to 14".

•

Individual Framing and Focusing Controls.

•

Hi-power projection lamp—easily replaced.

•

Flip-up design
frame loss.

•

Shows up normally undetected flaws in film.

allows

cueing

right

on

film—no

S.O.S Edio-a Sr. M Viewer and Sound Reader
Combination with Base .$362.45
S.O.S Ediola Sr. Action Viewer Model M
(left So right) .$135.00
S.O.S Ediola Sr. Action Viewer Model MRL.
(right to left) .$195.00
Model MA Professional 8mm Viewer .$99.50

Write for brochure

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

FILMLINE BRIDGAMATIC 16/35mm neg./pos. processor,
variable drive, compressor.
$2300 value.$1395.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS S-22BC Processor, 16/35mm,
negative/po-.itive. Rebuilt .$3995.00
FILMLINE BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg./pos. processor,reconditioned .$795.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less
steel
tanks,
one fiberglass
lined.
Full
’A”
temperature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees. $35,000 value. Rebuilt like new.$11,995.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS 16mm daylight loading magazine for
all HF processors.
$300 value.$79.50
STINEMAN Drving Racks, 200' 35mm capacity (usable
fori6mm). $25 value .$1.95

Ml mnCE of the
S.II.STIM[-PAVM[|IITPLAI
Convenient payment terms arranged. You
may apply your idle or surplus equip¬
ment as a trade-in.

M PROFESSIOiL
I6min VIFWFIIDFII

ALLEIM ^

Model 200
16 IVIIVI negative-positive

FILM PROCESSOR

NOW, Owners of Arriflex, B & H,
Bo/ex and Cine Special Cameras
Can Shoot with Both Eyes Open
Has all the advanced features which have made this
type

of

viewfinder

the

choice

of

Hollywood

studio

cameramen for TOP performance in scope and opera¬
tion. Optically and mechanically precis'on engineered
to

the

exacting

dustry

standards of the motion

requirements.

An

engraved

picture in¬

aperture

outline,

with crosshairs in the center, shows the field of the
standard

25mm

lens

for

16mm

cameras.

A

border

outside the actual picture area allows for anticipation
of

incoming

gives

an

lenses

of

scenes.

enlarged
longer

A

secondary

view.

focal

magnifying

Mattes

are

provided

lens
for

length and an auxiliary lens

is used to cover the 15mm wide-angle vie'd.
•

Large, brillianf full upright image
to left. Apparent image 2" x 3".

•

You shoot with both eyes open. Smooth precision focus
control from two feet to infinity. Accurate parallax con¬
trol calibrated on an engraved scale.

•

Instant action, positive
two or more cameras.

lock

•

Does not interfere with
of magazines.

use

•

Interchangeable from one camera to another in a matter
of seconds. Sturdily constructed yet lightweight tor ease
of handling and alignment.

Entirely self contained with every accessory . . .

•

Excellent illumination for dimly lit scenes.

•

Auxiliary lens easily mounted for 15mm field.

Allen processing machines have all the necessary equipment for convenience,
easy maintenance, automatic operation. No need to add expensive accessories.

INCLUDES
LENS

control
of

allows

matte

AUXILIARY

AND

correctecJ

MATTES

from

use

right

FOR
ECONOMICAL
AUTOMATIC PROCESSING

between

boxes or changing

WIDE
FOR

Fully automatic with variable speed drive . . .

ANGLE

2

Requires no attendance other than changing reels. Continuous variable speed
drive permits accurate speed adjustments for various emulsions.

LENSES

MOUNTING BRACKETS:
Arriflex, B&H 70 or Bolex H 16 . .$15
Cine Special . .$5

Get

acquainted
Plan,

Picture

Industry,

latest film
oi

very

with

specially

the

ma.ny

designed

making

it

Built-in compressor provides filtered air to render film evenly damp dry before
entering dry box. Wash tank overflow allows adjustment of spray bar wash.

advantages
for

the

possible

to

of

Motion
obtain

production and exhibiting equipment

liberal

terms.

Write

for

FREE

A unique and exclusive plumbing system provides individual tank draining and
back flushing with fresh water. Reduces maintenance to a minimum.

Compressed air squeegee and wash spray bar . . .

S.O.S. m PIM
this

Complete plumbing system with tank drains . . .

booklet.

PRICED COMPLETE AT ONLY $1995.
16/35 combination and microfilm models available

'The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

s.o.s. mim SUPPLY coup.

B02 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
Phone: PLaza 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

WESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2124

NEW BOOK REPORTS
NEW DESIGN
FILM BIN
WITH RACK

Animation Art In The Commercial
Film, by Eli L. Levitan. Reinhold Pub¬

amply illustrated hook clearly ex])lains
the what’s, why’s and wherefore’s, plus

lishing Corp., 430 Park Ave., New
York 22, N.y. $6.95.

some do’s and don’ts, on the use of TV
tape. It studies live TV and film TV
techniques, and shows how the tape
commercial can combine the best of
them. It shows, too, how all this can
make the TV advertising message even
more effective—and more creative—
than it is today.

Eli L. Levitan is one of those rare
individuals who has been in hoth the
art and teehnieal ends of animation
production — for twenty-eight years.
Additionally, he has the gift of putting
down in words and illustration the how
and why of commercial animation tech¬
nique as no other author has done
before. Result is one of the finest hooks
on the subject to date.
Rectangular con¬
struction, 30x24x

12.

\ ulcanized
frame.

Fits easily into
<'orners.
bber with reinforced metal

★ Com]ilete bin-rack-linen bag
w/wheels

45.25
51.75

CAMART TSGHTWIND ADAPTER
w

1 ne
onty
bal 1 bea ring tiglitwind.
★ Fliminates
cinching
or
abra¬
sions.
★ Winds him
evenly •—
NO SLIP¬
PING.
★ Fitted
to
any 16 or
35mm re¬
wind.

Comprising 128 pages, the planning,
production, filming, and all intermedi¬
ate steps are clearly explained and il¬
lustrated. Indeed, the illustrations are
a standout feature of the hook and con¬
sist of hoth photos and drawings that
show all the actual key ste})s in creat¬
ing and putting an animation sequence
on film.
For those already in anirnaiton this
hook is a source of wide, general in¬
formation that |)oints to opportunities
for advancement in the industry. For
the advertising agency producer of
commercial films this hook should he
required reading. For those desiring a
career in animated films it is a “must.”

1960 International
Almanac, edited by

Motion

Picture

Charles S. Aaronson. Quigley Publishing Co., 1270
Sixth Avenue, Neiv York 20, N.Y.
$5.00.

NEW CAMART
DUAL SOUND READER
Sinjile and double system 16mm or
35mm optical or magnetic sound.
Single or double system magnetic sound.
With any 16mm motion ]iicture viewer,
obtain lip-sync.
★ Works Irom left to right and right to
left.
Magnetic, or Model Optical

$195.00

This is one of several volumes pub¬
lished annually for the motion picture
industry aiul containing a wealth of
information for producers, exhil)itors,
publicists, and many of the technical
personnel of the industry. The 1960
edition contains over 800 pages of de¬
partmentalized and indexed data plus
pages of advertisements about fothcoming productions, industry personalities,
and of companies servicing the indus¬
try with products, etc. The scope of all
this is reflected in the hook’s 25-page
index.

Obviously,

limited

space here

precludes summarizing even the most
im])ortant chapters of the Almanac. It
is regarded an authoritative reference
hook by executives throughout the in¬
dustry.

b y Harry
U ayne MeMahan. Hastings House
Publishers, Inc., 151 East 50th Street,
New York 22, N.Y. $4.50.

TV Tape Commercials,

1845 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
Cobli: Comiromart

First
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in

its

field,

this

timely

and

In nine fully illustrated chapters this
hook includes: what the tape revolu¬
tion means to TV commercials; new
tape commercials in action in the “higtime” and the “small-time”; the 12
tape advantages and what each can do
for commercials; the 6 basic types of
commercials; and how to use recorder
inrtal!ation3 for local commercials.

The Complete Technique of Making
Films, by Pierre Monier. Published by

Local Press Ltd., England. Distributed
in the U. S. by The Macmillan Com¬
pany, 60 Lifth Ave., New York 11,
N. Y. $6.00.
This hook was written, not for pro¬
fessional film makers, hut for the seri¬
ous amateur movie maker or cine cam¬
era owner with a desire to turn out
motion pictures having something of
the professional finish that most ama¬
teurs strive for but too few achieve.
Th is 300 page book thoroughly cov¬
ers every facet of film making tech¬
nique that is within the realm of ac¬
complishment of the owners of mod¬
ern cine cameras. When techniques or
operations require delineation, dia¬
grams or drawings are supplied to clar¬
ify, explain, or show^ the procedure
step-l)y-step. A valuable chapter is that
on “Faults and Remedies,” and the
hook concludes wdth a comprehensiv'e
indexed glossary of terms that will he
helpful to the reader.

by Ray¬
mond Spotiswoode. University of Cali¬
fornia Press, Berkeley 4, Calif. $1.50.
A Grammar Of The Film,

Originally published in England in
1925, this hook is an attempt to isolate
the fundamental principles of film art
and to teach in concrete detail how
these principles are well or badly ap¬
plied in the production of films.
This essential task, shirked or de¬
rided by most film critics today, Spottswoode has executed with skill and per¬
ception. It is a hook for the creative
film worker, for the experimenter.
■
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Tjc'Oix'toleca. ^^y o-o-t-of-focu-s pict-u-res?
Toy em.'u.lsiorL
jDile-Tj-p) in -yonr oamera, gate?
Tx»o-ci.T3led ‘by ciistraoting oanxera
noise "wlnen sbooting snlojeots "wlno
stionld. not Toe ciistracteca- front -wltat
tlrtey are cioing?
T^a*0'vi.l3led- Toy cameras tTnat are
always in need of rep>air and
ad j nst ment ?
If S50, switch to Auricon, the only 16mm Camera that
guarantees you protection against all these troubles,
because it is so well designed! The Auricon is a superb
picture-taking Camera, yet silent in operation, so that
at small extra cost for the Sound Equipment, it can
even record Optical or Filmagnetic sound in addition
to shooting your professional pictures.
AURICON SUPER-1200, takes 1200 ft. Runs 33
AURICON “PRO-600 SPECIAL,” takes 400 ft. Runs 11 min. $1295.00 & up
AURICON PRO-600, takes 600 ft. Runs I61/2 min. $1871

INE-VOICE II, takes 100 ft. Runs 23/4 min. $998.50 8. up

Write for your free copy of the 74-page Auricon. Catalog

S90S R/Omaine St., Hollywood 3S, Calif.
HO L'L.Y'wooo S-OS31
(fORMERI-Y

BERNDT-BACH. INC.)

nVi;AlSrXJFA.CTIJRH]RS OF FROFESSIOISTAlI-i
leisAls/L CA.1S/IERA.S SIISTCE 1S31
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WALTER STRENGE’S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Need advice on a picture making problem?

Your questions are invited

and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest icill appear in this column each month.

CAMART
SLATE

Q

AND
CLAPSTICK
Large
sound

professional

size

productions.

for

Contains

space for all essential

informa¬

tion. Originally sold for $11.75.
Now

only

$4.75

Postage Additional

PROD.
CAMERA
SCENE

On the siihjeel of D-log E curve,
exactly what is meant by the staleinenl: “Exposinis for the keylight (or
highlight)?” Does the density corre¬
sponding to the keylight lie on the
shoulder and should one always strive
to have it lliere when utilizing the en¬
tire straight-line portion of the curve?

Set this up in a solid upright frame.
First, photograph the title text, which
should lie composed of white letters on
black backgrounds. Then cap the cam¬
era lens and wind hack the film in the
camera to the starting point. Set up the

.41so, will you kindly explain how to
handle lighting on a set wherein a man
is seated in an easy chair, reading a
newspaper. Light from a side lamp is
falling on his face but primarily on the
newspaper. In the background is a gray
wall with a mural painting on it—de¬
tails of which are faintly visible.

camera

If exposure is set for the newspaper
fit being the brightest area in the scene)
how far must we reduce the light tailing
on the wall so that on the screen the
details on it are faintly visible? What
method is recommended here: reflected
light reading or incident light reading?
If reflected light reading is recommend¬
ed, how can we account for the differ¬
ence in the reflective power of the news¬
paper and the wall surface?—J-G.

frame

before

the

rear-projection

screen so that the lens field of view
takes in the entire screen area.
Set

up slide projector on opposite

side of projection

screen

and

adjust

projection distance and focus until one
focused

of

the

stereo

pair

is

sharply

and entirely fills the screen.

Fise the most powerful lamp possible
in

projector

to

achieve

maximum

brightness of image.
Now photograph the transparencies
using the same film that was exposed
for the titles. The colors of the trans¬
parency scenes will not show through

Ansiver: When a professional cinema¬

the

white

lettering

if

the

titles

are

tographer says he is exposing for the

fully exposed so that letters are white

keylight, he means that the lens aper¬

(or

ture

method will work for either black-and-

is set

according

to

an

incident

transparent

light meter measurement of the key-

white or color.

light or main source of light falling on

Q

the

center

of

interest

in

the

Highly-reflective surfaces in

scene.

the key-

light area should record on the upper

on

the

film).

This

How can I produce a realistic effect

of low-lying fog or mist that will
float close to the ground, around feet
of the actors, etc.?—J.C.D.

straight line portion near the shoulder

CAMART BABY DOLLY
The only portable four-wheel dolly, provides bal¬
ance and stability. Adjustable seat for camera¬
man. Platform accommodates assistant.
Dolly tracks available.

of the characteristic sensitometric curve

Ansiver: In motion picture studios this

for the camera film.

was a highly specialized procedure un¬

Other parts of the scene are usually

til the advent of fog-making equipment

illuminated in accordance with the ar¬

such as that marketed by Mole-Rich-

tistic visual judgment of the cinematog¬

ardson

rapher. An exposure meter can he of

equipment, which is not much larger

assistance in the example you have de¬

than a tank-type vacuum cleaner, high¬

scribed

ly realistic fog and mist effects in vary¬

above,

but

is

not

a

replace¬

ment for the experienced visual judg¬

ing

ment of the cinematographer.

scene.

Co.,

Hollywood.

deg rees can

With

he juojected

this

into a

Previously, shallow pans filled with

Q
ARRIFLEX 16
16mm and 35mm cameras in stock for immediate
delivery.
Arriflex
16mm and
35mm
soundproof
blimps
available.
400'
magazines.
Synchronous
motors. New and Used.

fuel oil were heated to produce smoke

I have a number of stereo color
transparencies which I wish to copy
on 16mm color film for use as title
background.s—double-exposing the title
over them. What is the best way to do
this?—W .J.B.

which then was blown through tubes
about six inches in diameter to the set.
At the end of each tube was a box of
dry ice, which served to lower the tem¬
perature of the smoke thereby causing

Ansiver:
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stereo

it to remain close to the floor instead

transparencies by rear projection proc¬

Re-photograph

the

of rising. Best results with this method

ess. For this you will require, besides

follow where the set or stage is com¬

your stereo slide projector, a panel of

pletely free of drafts, and direction

matte-surface acetate about 11" x 14"

the smoke can he controlled by electric

in size for your rear-projection screen.

fans.

if
■
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Milton Berle ’’Hits the Jackpot”
on Jackpot Bowling with

Cinekings

hftCA

The extremely light¬
weight Cinekings are
being used to light the
Hollywood Legion
Lanes for the weekly
half hour “Jackpot
Bowling” TV series on
NBC. Because of the
nature of the show,
it is necessary to
illuminate a large area
evenly without floor
obstructions. This
perfect setup was an
easy installation with
ColorTran and
turned a Bowling A Iley
into a TV Studio.

4

You’ll Always “Hit The Jackpot” when

BIRNS& SAWYER
provide the lighting facilities
Here again for NBC, Birns & Sawyer provided “the best equip¬
ment and the best service at the lowest possible price!’ You can
rent or buy everything you need for motion picture purposes
from Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment Co., located in the
“Heart of Hollywood” at 6424 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles 38, California. Call HOllywood 4-5166.

Birns & Sawyer specializes in Colortran Equipment Rental, Sales, Repairs, Purchases and Special Design
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HOLLYWOOD BULLETIN BOARD

Hal Mohr Honored By
Fellow Cinematographers

ANY
ITEM
LISTED
BELOW
only
... $39.50 each
DIMMER, Vitrohm type, noninterlocking, may he used sing¬
ly or mounted in hanks. 1000
watts dims down to 750 watts.

HAL MOHR (3rd from right) beams happily as he accepts commemorative plaque presented him by the ASC
membership on occasion of dinner in his honor at American Society of Cinematographer's clubhouse in Hollywood
last month. Making presentation is Arthur Miller (right). Looking on is Lee Garmes, President of the Society, who
presided.

New.
EICO Oscilloscope

model 400

testing device, excellent.
BAEOPTICON 500 watt 21/4X
3t/4 slide projector, very fine.
BEEE & HOWELE i nsert matte
type view-finder for 35mm cam¬
eras.
EICO battery charger and elim¬
inator, 6-12 volts DC, good for
Arrillex or other cameras.

6" Wollensak f4.5 lens, DeVry
mount.
I" Dallmeyer f2.9 lens in l)arrel
24cm

Schneider

f4.5

lens

in

Schneider

fl.9 lens,

C-

barrel
16cm
monnt
Camart Scout Jr. friction tri¬
pod.

CAIIfFM milT
1845 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
>
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Coblt: (anwromoft

Concluding a summer hiatus, regular
monthly dinner meetings were resumed
by the American Society of Cine¬
matographers on October 24th. The
“opener” was a special event honor¬
ing veteran
cinematographer
Hal
Mohr.

Officially, it was “Hal Mohr Night,”
and there was a heavy turnout of
enthusiastic fellow craftsmen on hand
to greet the former President of the
Society
(1930-31), holder of two
Academy Awards for photography
(“Midsummer Night’s Dream,” 1935,
and “Phantom of the Opera,” 1943),
and recipient of a George Eastman
Award (1957).
Present also were many personal
friends of Mohr prominent in the
industry who enlivened the evening
with anecdotes of their experiences
with him or lauding his accomplish¬
ments over the years. Will Cowan,
Vice-president of Eilmways of Calif.,
Inc., whom Mohr worked with during
his early days at Universal Studios,
spoke of Hal’s friendship and helpful¬
ness through the years. Sperry Brown,
long-time friend of Hal’s, brightened
the proceedings with his customary
humor aud good-natured kidding of
the “Great White Eather”—a reverent
nickname given Mohr years ago be¬

cause of bis spectacular mane of wavy
white hair.
Edward 0. Blackburn, head of the
Hollywood offices of W. J. German,
Inc., recalled a friendship with Mohr
of more than thirty years duration
and cited his integrity as an outstand¬
ing Hollywood craftsman. Herb Aller,
Business Manager of the Hollywood
cameramen’s union, cited Mohr’s long
record of service to and consideration
for his fellow cinematographers.
At present Hal Mohr is 2nd Vicepresident of Local 659, lATSE (the
Hollywood cameramen’s union) and
also an Officer and Assistant Secre¬
tary of The Academy of Motion Pic¬
ture Arts and Sciences, on whose
Board of Directors he has served sev¬
eral terms during the past twenty
years.
Mohr was largely instrumental in
persuading the Academy two years
ago to re-instate its dual annual
awards for cinematography.
As a token of its esteem, the
A.S.C. presented Mohr with an en¬
graved plaque “. . . in recognition of
his contributions to the art of cine¬
matography, his long and brilliant
career as a cinematographer, a leader
among his fellow craftsmen, and one
who has brought honor to the pro¬
fession.”
■
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if PRODUCTION
RENTAL NEEDS!
• LIGHTING. ARCS .INCANDESCENT
• MOBILE GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS. .CRANES. .DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Frost will handle your production needs
from conference room to film can. Studios ...
Transportation . . . Unit Managers . . . Talent
. . . Crews . . . Locations . . . Make-up . . . and
Script Personnel. Our expanded facilities
are yours for the asking.

states
NO BORDER PROBLEMS
Duplicate production facilities
for your convenience
Canadian Office:
6 Shawbridge, Toronto, Ont.
Belmont 2-1145

Faster Service Because We

Our Own

JACKA'FROIT
MAIN OFFICE;
234 Piquette

TRinity 3-8030

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

•
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CANADIAN OFFICE:
6 Shawbridge

BEImont 2-1145

TORONTO, ONTARIO

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE:
4224 Teesdale

POplar 2-8296

N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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WALT DISNEY

PHOTOGRAPHIC

STUDIOS

Edward Colman, ASC, “John Slaughter”*
with Tom Tyron and Betty Lynn. James Neilson, director.

Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Petticoats and Bluejeans” with Hayley Mills and Maureen
O’Hara. David Swift, director.

WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
By

MARION

Walter Castle, ASC, “Pop Warner Foot¬
ball”*
FAIRBANKS

HUTCHINS

STUDIO

Ray Foster, ASC, Commercial*.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

Philip

AMERICAN NATIONAL

Monroe Askins, Richard Rawlings, “LockUj)'*

(Ziv-TV)

with MacDonald Carey.

Monroe Askins, “The Case of the Dan¬
gerous Robin”*

(Ziv-TV) with Rich Jason.

Richard Rawlings, “Aquanaut”* (Ziv-TV)
with Keith Larson and Jeremy Slate; “Sea
Hunt”* (Ziv-TV) with Lloyd Bridges.
CcRT Fetters, “Bat Masterson”*

(Ziv-TV)

with Gene Barry.

Jack

Mak(,)Hette,

“Klondike”*

(Ziv-TV)

with Ralph Taeger.

ASC, Irving Lippman,
“Two Faces West”* (Screen Gems) with
Charles Bateman and June Blair. Harmon
Jones, director.

Joseph

Tannlra,

Biroc.

film

Gayne

NICK MUSURACA, ASC

phy of “The Islanders,”
TV film series at MGM
Studio.

“Two Rode
color; shoot¬
Stewart and
director.

DESILU—Cahuenga

Sid Hickox, ASC, “The Andy Griffith
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Andy Griffith.
Rorert

de Grasse, ASC. “Angel”* with
Annie
Fargo
and
Marshall
Thompson.
Lamont Johnson, director;
“Jack Benny
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Jack Benny.

PHILIP TANNURA, ASC

Ray Foster, ASC, Commercial*.

Formerly

CASCADE PICTURES

cameraman

for the “Burns & Allen

V ILLIAM Skall, ASC, Commercials*.

Show,” Phil Tannura is

George Folsey, ASC, Commercials*.

currently

Tyi.er Bvars, Commercials*.

filming

“Oh!

Those Belles!” for CBS-

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

TV at MGM Studio.

Freddie Young, “The Greengage Summer”
(Color; P.K.I. Piets.; Shooting in France)
with Kenneth Moore and Danielle Darrieux.
Lewis Gilbert, director.

Oswald Morris, “The Guns of Navarone”
(Color; Highroad Prod.; shooting in Greece)
with Gregory Peck and David Niven. Alex¬
ander Mackendrick, director.

Wilkie Cooper. “Mysterious Island” (Ameri¬
can Films Prods.; shooting in Spain) with
Michael Craig and Joan (Jreenwood. Cyril
Fndfield, director.

Gert

Andersen,
ASC,
“Donna
Reed
Show”* (Screen Gems) with Donna Reed.
Andrew McGullough, director.
Welrorn,

“Manhunt”*
(Screen
Gems) with Victor Tory and Pat MeVey.
Fred Jackman, director.

Henry Freulich, ASG, “Dennis the Men¬
ace”* (Screen Gems)
Herbert Anderson.

Fred

with Jay North and

Gately, ASC, “My Sister Fileen”*

Screten Gems) with Shirley Boone and
Flaine Stritch. Oscar Rudolph, director.

Irving Lippman, William Whitley, ASC,

Jack Marta, “Route 66”*
with Marty Milner and
Philip Leacock, director.
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“Dobie Gillis”*
Rod
Amateau,

Andriot’s

name

long

was on the credits for
the “Amos 'n Andy” TV
series.

He’s

shooting

cur¬
the

“Guestward Ho!” video
films

at

the

Desilu

Culver City studio.
GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Frank

Redman,

(CBS-TV)
bara Hale.

with

ASC, “Perry
Raymond Burr

Mason”*
and Bar¬

Meredith

Nicholson,
“Blue
Angels”*
(Gallu Prods.) with Don Gordon and Mor¬
gan Jones.
Harold Lipstein, ASG, “Adventures of
Ozzie and Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
the Nelson family. Ozzie Nelson, director.

with

Skip

(Screen Gems)
George Maharis.

John

Frcole,

Commercial*

(Filmways,

Inc.).
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Walter Strenge, ASC, “Outlaw Brother”
(Zenith Pictures; UA release) with James
Brown and Joan Staley.
Edw. L. Calm,
director.

Norbert Brodine, ASC,
“Loretta Young Show”*
with Loretta Young.

Eugene

Polito,

(Toreto

Prods.)

INDEPENDENT
DESILU—Culver City

Charles

Haskell

Straumer,

“The Untouchables”*
(Desilu Pods.) with Robert Stack and Jerry
Paris.

Lucien Andriot, ASC, Robert
“Guestward Ho”* (Desilu Prods.)
anne Dru and and Mark Miller.
Lothrop

Hauser,
HAROLD STINE, ASC

Worth,

ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy’s”*
(Brennan-Westgate Prods.)
with
Walter Brennan.
DESILU—Gower

Maury

Gertsman,

wyck Theatre”*
bara Stanwyck.

Wexler, “The Hoodlum Priest”
(Murray-Wood Prod, for UA; shooting in
St. Louis) with Don Murray and Larry
Gates. Irving Kershner, director.

with Jo¬

ASC, “Barbara Stan¬
(Desilu Prods.) with Bar¬

Has photographed some
of every TV film series
produced

at

Brothers,

but

rently

shooting

Warner
is

cur¬
“Surf-

side Six.”

Charles van Fnger, ASC, “Lassie”* (Jack
Wrather Prods.)
Jon Provost.

with June Lockhart and

Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Master of the

Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*

“Dan Raven”* (Screen Gems)
Homeier and Quinn Redeker.

ASC,
Hickman.

Harry Wolfe, “Hennessey”* (Hennessey
Prods.) w'ith Jackie Cooper. Don McQuire,
director.

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

Charles

Trees,

LUCIEN ANDRIOT, ASC

rently

Rescher, ASC, “Mad Dog Coll”
(shooting in New York; Thalia Films) with
John Chandler and Kay Douhleday. Burt
Balahan, director.

van

with
Dwayne
director.

ASC, “The Devil at 4
O’clock”
(Shooting in
Hawaii;
LeRoyKohlmar Prods.; C’Scope & Color) with
Spencer Tracy and Frank Sinatra. Mervym
LeRoy, director.

Charles Lawton, Jr., ASC,
Together” (John Ford Prod.;
ing in Texas) with James
Richard Widmark. John Ford,
Directing the photogra¬

James

(Desilu Prods.) with Fred MacMurray and
William Frawley.

Robert

Hauser,

Robert

Pittack.
ASC,
“Ann
Sothern
(Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.

“Wyatt Earp”*
Prods.) with Hugh O’Brian.
Show”*

Lucien

Andriot,

Son’”* (Desilu
and Roger Perry.

(Desilu

ASC,
“Harrigan
and
Prods.) with Pat O’Brien

World” (Dyna-Magic & Color; American
Int'l Piets.) with Vincent Price and Charles
Bronson. William Witney, director.

Henry CronJager, “The Answer!” (Glenwood-Neve Prods.) with Paul Lukather and
Joan Harvey.
Newton Arnold, producerdirector.
Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Aces Up” (Shooting
in Canada; Zenith Pictures for UA) with
Jim Davis and Merry Anders.
Continued on Page 695
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Processes up to 150 ft of film per min.
When your 16mm and 35mm black and white film process¬
ing requirements call for high speed and/or high volume,
the Houston Fearless Model S120PN Rapid Spray Processor
will do the job superbly well. High-impingement jet-spray
application of the developing solution, fix and wash (as well
as impingement drying) makes possible processing of posi¬
tive film at 150 f.p.m., negative film at 100 f.p.m. Complete
cycle at top speed is only 5 minutes, dry to dry.
Fully automatic operation plus highly accurate temperature
controls (within ±V4°F) assure uniformly fine results.
Solution reservoir (adjustable to 5 or 10 gal. capacity), per¬
mits alternating between neg. and pos. processing. The
machine also features a direct, positive film drive, automatic
film-tension control, efficient air squeegees and electric tach¬
ometer. Wax or silicone applicator and archival wash are
optional. Stainless steel throughout. Write or phone for
brochure and prices.
I-1
■
HOUSTON FEARLESS DIVISION
I

H

" HOUSTON
FEA.RLESS

i:>I\TSION OE IIOUS7X)N EEAHI.ESS UORl*

I

11805 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.

[

I

Send catalogs and prices on □ Rapid Spray Processor

|

'

I

□ other B&W Processors
n Mix and Storage Tanks
□ Camera Heads □ Tripods

I
|
|

I

Name_

1

Firm___

I

Address-

i

I

City.^_Zone_State_

'

I

□ Color Processors
□ Air Units
□ Dollies

I

I_J
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FALL EQUIPMENT SPECIALS

High-speed Photography In
Research And Industry
Technical conclave reveals growing use of high-speed
photography as a basic industry tool.
of users of high-speed photography in
research and industry. Anderson con¬
cluded his presentation with a discus¬
sion of the types of cameras generally
used for HS filming in industry, and
the general trend toward development
of higher-speed cameras, simpler and
more effective light sources and analyt¬
ical equipment.

MOVIOLA 35mm model D picture head,
takeups, footage counter, foot control pedal,
power cable, completely reconditioned $69.50

MANY

PRODUCTION

problems

con

easily

be

solved when analyzed by the high-speed motion
picture
shows

camera.
operation

Resultant film, when
in

slow

motion

so

screened,
that

any

flaws in tool performance or the material used,

BELL & HOWELL model 185 sound projector,
12" speaker, lens, cables, excellent $185.00

NEUMADE BABY REWINDS
35mm 1000' capacity, may be bolt¬
ed or clamped to work area. Brand
new. Pair .

T^ffective

$8.95

BELL & HOWELL 16/35 hot splicer....$225.00
35mm

viewer, counter.$145.00

ILEX 4" f2.9 lens, Eyemo mount.$ 45.00
NEUMADE 1/16 or 1/35 counter....$ 35.00
2/35mm synchronizer .$ 65.00
AMPRO 16mm sound projector, 1 2"
speaker, lens, cables, case, excellent $145.00
Less speaker .$ 95.00
BAH Filmotion viewer 16mm.$ 49.50
All Prices are FOB, New York
Money Back Guarantee

f on'Cs
me.
P.O. Box 454, Wall Street Station
New York 5, New York
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machinery

industrial

may

be

applications

^ of

DEVRY model XD 35mm sound pro¬
jector, 2000' capacity, 1000 watts,
4
lens, stand, amplifier, speaker.
Excellent .$395.00

ACE

or faulty operation of the
observed and corrected.

high-speed photography were
described in a number of technical
papers on the subject presented during
the recent SMPTE-sponsored Fifth
International Congress on High-speed
Photography in Washington, D.C.
Speaking on the subject “The Use
of High-speed Photographic Tech¬
niques in Research and Industry,”
R. Wayne Anderson of Dow Chemical
Company discussed the economics of
high-speed photography as a basic
tool in research and industry and
demonstrated specific examples of dollars-and-cents savings as a result of the
use of the medium.
Results of a spot-check survey of
non-military users of high-speed cam¬
eras and how they are used were pre¬
sented to show the tremendous increase
in the use of high-speed photographic
techniques in the last 10 years, and
the potential use of high-speed photog¬
raphy as a basic industry tool. Shown
also were examples of the wide variety

In a paper titled “The Micro-pho¬
tography of Dilute Fiber Suspensions
Moving at High Speed,” presented by
F. F. Scott of the Mead Corporation,
Chillicothe, Ohio, the important part
played by high-intensity stroboscopic
illumination was examined. The de¬
velopment and commercial availability
of high-intensity, short-duration lights,
such as the Strobolume, and the ex¬
tremely fast action magnetooptic Rapatronic shutter has made possible the
development of a technique for suc¬
cessful stop-motion cinematography of
llowing cellulose fiber suspension in
water moving at a speed of 25 to 30
feet per second, according to Scott.
In order to provide a uniformly il¬
luminated field, this technique utilizes
a Fresnel field lens between the light
source and the subject; also an auxili¬
ary lens is inserted between the Rapatronic shutter and the subject to pro¬
vide the desired magnification.
“High-speed Photography in the
Development of a New Form of Pul¬
verizer,” was subject of paper pre¬
sented by R. .Tackson and D. V. Simp¬
son of the British Coal Utilization
Research
Association,
Featherhead,
Surrey, England.
The paper revealed that normal
methods of exploration of the perfor¬
mance of a new pulverizer used by
the British coal industry gave anoma¬
lous results that were not easily ex¬
plained. High-speed photography of
the flow of particles through the pul¬
verizer revealed directly many of the
causes of these anomalies.
Subse¬
quently the mill was re-designed, based
on the photographic findings, and
high-speed photography again is being
Continued on Page 658
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ONLY CECO
eiVES YOU
CECO 35MM PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER WITH DOUBLE SYSTEM
SOUND READER

VOLTABLOC NICKEL-CADMIUM
LITE-WEIGHT BATTERIES

Turcr

CECO HI-SPEED EDITING TABLE
(In 16mm and 35mm models)

CECO X-140 REMOTE CONTROL PAN
AND TILT HEAD WITH “DIAL-A-STOP"
SALES AND SERVICE OF THE
WORLD'S FINEST PROFESSIONAL

FILM MAKING
EQUIPMENT
—PLUS THE TECHNICAL GUIDANCE
TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THEM

PLUS on-time delivery—anywhere
in the world—within your budget!

CECO B-109 PROGRAMMING DEVICE
(Intervalometer)

PLUS a Repair Department staffed
with technicians, expert in every
phase of professional Motion Pict¬
ure and TV equipment repair!

s

I

I

CECO LS-1 SUNSHADE & FILTER
HOLDER FOR CINE SPECIAL AND
BOLEX CAMERAS
(Cine Special illustrated)

SALES-SERVICE-RENTALS
* CECO—Trademark for Camera Equipment CO.

GET
ALL
THE
FACTS!
SEND
THIS
POSTAGE
FREE
CARD
TODAY!

CECO TR-8 PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR
FRICTION HEAD TRIPOD

(JflmeRH Couipmcni (o..Tnc.

315 West 43rdSt.,NevY York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Gentlemen: I am interested in the items checked below.
Please rush me more free information on these products.
Stop Motion Motor

□

TT-3

Remote Control Head

□

35mm Professional Film Viewer

Pro Jr. Friction Head Tripod

□

Voltabloc Nickel-Cadmium Batteries

Sunshade & Filter Holder

□

Rongertone Synchronizer

Q

Macbeth Quanta Log

Cooke Lenses

D

Kenyon Stabilizer

Hi-Speed Editing Table

□ Troid Portable Hof Splicer

D

C-3549

□

X-140

D

TR-8

n

LS-1

□

B-109

Programming Device

G
n
D

Firmsplice Film Splicer

Name

Tripod Tie-Down Clamps

_Title

Firm
Address
City__Zone_S^te

PLUS

three offices
to serve you better...
New York ... Miami,
Florida... and Holly¬
wood, California!

RANGERTONE SYNCHRONIZER
(’/j" Synch. Ployback Control)

PLUS a full staff of trained

TRAID PORTABLE HOT SPLICER
{8mm-16mm and 16mm-35mm Models)

camera, lighting, sound, ed¬
iting and projection engi¬
neers at your beck and call
to solve your problems . . .
no charge for consultation
service !

CECO TT-3 TRIPOD TIE-DOWN CLAMPS

KENYON GYROSCOPIC STABILIZER

CECO C-3549 STOP MOTION MOTOR
FOR ARRIFLEX 16MM CAMERA

PLUS

the largest

supply of Motion Pic¬
ture, TV and Photo-In¬
strumentation equip¬
ment for sale or rent
anywhere I

MACBETH QUANTA LOG

FIRMSPLICE MAGNETIC FILM SPLICER
(For 16mm and 35 mm)

In New York:
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.

In Florida:

FIRST CLASS

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. of Florida
1335 East 10th Ave., Hialeah, Florida

PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, Inc.
DEPT. 62,

315 WEST 43RD STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

In Hollywood, California
Call JACK PILL • POplar 3-8355

PLUS

modern facilities
consisting of a Machine
Shop with the latest
equipment; a Sound De¬
partment with complete
test facilities; fully equip¬
ped Camera, Lighting, Ed¬
iting and Projection De¬
partments; and an Engi¬
neering and Design De¬
partment second to none!

The lights came from CHARLES ROSS!

! NOVEMBER

LIGHTS

GRIP EQUIPMENT
PROPS

■'g!

Now, in 1960, producers get the same depend¬
able service from Charles Ross on lights, grip
equipment, generator trucks and props, too. It
pays you to call on Charles Ross and take advan¬
tage of its 39 years of quality and reliability. Here
you get complete flexibility for everything on the
set . . . choose from one of the largest inven¬
tories in the East.

GENERATOR TRUCKS
1800, 1600, 1000, 300,
200 Amp. D.C., 100,
50, 30, 20 Amp. A.C.

INC.
Lighting the Motion Picture Industry Since 1921

RENTALSisALES

SERVICE

Send rof q schedvfe of rtnfal rafos.

•
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333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY
Continued from Page 654

sft:.'.

used as a tool in the investigation of
its performance.
The high-speed photograjihy tech¬

If;

Ifyou shoot

nique used is straightforward, accord¬
ing to Jackson and Simpson. A Fastax

mm films we can save you
We pr

ess
^ply your workprint on

Ektachrome i'Reversal Print
Jamieson Film Compan^^now processes and prints all 16mm
Ektachrome films under i^e root. This saves you time in seeing
that all important workprint. If you would like to lenm how
much time can be saved^etween shooting and screening, send
your next films to Jamieson!

FILM ROLLERS
Special plastic — Proven design — Inert to
strong chemicals.
Other sizes available.
Also
rollers with stainless steel bah

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Syn¬
chronous and Battery Camera Drives * Time
Lapse Timer • Lens Extension Tubes • Rackover • Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter

Slides

•

Camera

Base

•

lens

control

Handle • 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound Sprockets
Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog.

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
340
METAL MASTERS
5599 University Ave.
San Diego 5, Calif.

N.

Newport

Blvd.

Newport Beach, Calif.

camera is employed at speeds up to
fOOO frames per second. The major
proldems encountered, the authors
point out, were the inaccessil>ility of
subject and how to provide sufficient
light for photography, since the mate¬
rial to he photographed was pulverized
coal.
High - speed photography applica¬
tions in the food canning industry
was interestingly presented in a paper
hy C. C. Collier of Food Machinery
and Chemical Corp. in conjunction
with J. J. Larnish of Ansco, entitled
“Fundamental Research and Theories
in Canning Machinery.’'
Because the canning industry has
grown to be a high-speed production
operation in recent years, the change
has necessitated a parallel improve¬
ment in canning machinery design.
To help speed fundamental research
and development in this direction,
Food Machinery and Chemical Corp.
has made extensive use of high-speed
motion pictures. One such project was
a high-speed camera study of juice¬
filling operations which led to the de¬
sign of improved, faster-flowing valves
in ' the juice-canning equipment.
Other high-speed camera studies
included the operation of machines
such as bean snippers, piston displace¬
ment fillers, corn huskers and corn
cutters. Here high-speed motion pic¬
tures enabled engineers to observe
high-speed mechanical operations in
slow motion on the projection screen,
which provided them with additional
methods for improving the equipment
for more efficient results.
Even outboard motors — certainly
one of the fastest moving pieces of
modern-day machinery—have come in
for probing hy the discerning eye of
the high-speed camera.
Concluding
the Industrial Applications session of
the High-speed Photography Congress
was a paper titled “A Variety of
Marine Applications of High-speed
Photography,” hy Daniel H. Lamb,
Research Center, Outboard Marine
Corporation, Milwaukee, Wise.
4t the Research Center. Lamb ex¬
plained, the company’s various prodContinued on Page 703
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SERVING THE WORLD'S FINEST FILM MAKERS

New F > B POLE SET
An Easy Way to Hold Things Up... Anywhere
Lights • Props • Backgrounds • Mikes
Without Nails or Screws

More PORTMAN ANIMATION
STANDS Sold To:
• Australian Broadcasting
Commission
e Robert Tinfo Technical
Animation
• Bay State Film Productions
• Walter Craig Productions
• Ayacucho Cine, Caracas
• KVOS-TV, Vancouver
• Ford Motor Company
• Rembrandt Films
• Ansel Studios
• Corwin Studios
• L & L Animation
• Mayo Clinic
• Slide-O-Chrome

per set
consisting of:
2—3 piece poles
7—fittings
1—110" cross bar
Adjustable from
B'A'to 121/2'

F & B POLE SET is a featherweight, telescoping aluminum
column with an expansion spring in the top. Adjust it once
to your ceiling height with locking collar. Then just spring it
in

and out of place as you please. Rubber pads top and

bottom protect ceilings and floors... can't be knocked over

A rugged precision and versatile

Prices begin at

and takes less floor space than a silver dollar. A perfect,

animation stand that offers more

mobile, lightweight support for lights. Two POLE SETS with

than 40 accessories for special

cross piece and fitting can be used to hold a roll of back¬

animation and effects.

1595

ground paper, props, flats, etc. Perfect for location filming.

POLE SET

101/2'

to 15'... $38.95

AVAILABLE NOW:

Individual Parts:
3 piece Pole
with Clamp
8V2' to 121/2'

$8.50 ea

3 piece Pole
with Clamp
101/2' to 15'

New ACME-PORTMAN 16mm-35mm interchangeable
Cross Bar
(110") with
5 fittings

$9.50 ea

camera
Write

with
for

ball-bearing

descriptive

mounted
folder

cam-rackover.

and

price

list.

$8.50 ea

NOW AVAILABLE AT F & B

ENGLAND'S FAMOUS

ACMADE MARK
EDITING TABLES
• Continuous movement (non-intermittent) safer
for negative or positive viewing.
• Synchronous and variable speed, instant stop,
forward and reverse foot pedals and press
button.
• Film paths instantly declutchable by switch
selection.
• Projected picture 8"x6" or larger by removing
screen.
• Separate magnetic and combined optical and
magnetic heads.
• Built-in synchronizer footage counter and run¬
ning time counter.
• Removable flange plate with tite wind roller.
• Instant sound track selector.
• Manual inching control.
• Fast rewind controls.

• 35mm and 1 6mm
• For Studios & TV
• Cutting and Viewing

Price complete and
duty paid.

$‘

2975

Now In Use By: British Broadcasting Corp., British Movietone
News, Television Wales & The West, Scottish Television,
Granada TV, Southern TV, International News Film Agency,
British War Office, Associated TV, Atomic Weapon Research,
Cambridge University, Mather & Crowther, Editorial Films,
Park Pictures, Marconi TV, and many other leading British
producers.
Florman & Babb — Exclusive East Coast Dealers

fob New York

FLORMAN & BABB,

inc.

68 West 45tti Street • New York 36, New York * MUrray Hill 2-2928
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By

HERB

Jt

A.

LIGHTMAN

is general practice in film-

ing an outdoor epic to shoot the
key
exteriors — often just the
establishing long shots—on loca¬
tion, then return to Hollywood to
shoot the matching, closer exte¬
riors plus all the interiors in the
comfort and convenience of the
studio lot or sound stage “The
Alamo,” })roduced and directed
by John Wayne and photographed
by William H. Clothier with
Todd-AO cameras, is an excep¬
tion—a singular exception.
All of “The Alamo” was shot
on location, both interiors and
exteriors, on a vast practical set
erected on location near Brackettville, Texas.
Producer Wayne
spent a million-and-a-half dollars
here in the construction of an
authentically-detailed and propor¬
tioned replica of the famous
Alamo and the adjoining town of
San Antonio de Bexar as it ex¬
isted in 1836. And it was built,
for the most part, not as the con¬
ventional movie set, with false
fronts, wild walls and painted
details, but of brick and stone and
adobe in the form of complete
structures having floors, ceilings,
and practical walls, doors and
windows.
This was not done with any dis-

THREE CAMERAS, THREE LEVELS—Director of
Photography William H. Clothier, for left,
and John Wayne, star, director and producer
of “The Alamo,” wait for actors and
to

get

into

operators
battle
of

five

to

scene.

places
roll

before signalling

the

Clothier

separate

cameras

on

supervised

camera

crews for

horses
camera

upcoming
operations
many of

the action scenes.
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The Alamo In Todd-AO
William Clothier used as many as five cameras at one time to film
some of the action scenes for John Wayne’s epic color production
of the historic thirteen-day battle for Texas liberty.

dain for the cameraman’s problems, but rather to
impart the utmost authenticity in the pictorial
rendition of the action that was to take place there.
The great amount of shooting by Hollywood stu¬
dios on actual locations in recent years has brought
new concepts in set construction, because the indus¬
try’s cinematographers have, with resourcefulness
and imagination, demonstrated that it is possible
to photograph action within small confines regard¬
less of the camera and lighting equipment at their
disposal.
Because many of the structures were two-story
and were built “practical” to withstand violent
extremes of weather, there were no “wild” walls
and no ceilings that could be removed temporarily
to facilitate lighting and camera angles. For this
reason it became a never-ending struggle for
Clothier and his crew to fit lights, camera and
crewmen into a room along with the director, his

for the action. Arc lights and cameras were set
up on parallels and a great herd of cattle was
moved into position. Suddenly a fierce electrical
storm hit, and within a little over an hour more
than 2|/2 inches of rain had pelted down. Inter¬
mittent sheets of lightning and crashes of thunder
brought the frenzied cattle again and again to the
verge of stampede (a common occurrence in the
days of the Old West), but a corps of expert wrang¬
lers managed to hold them in check. As soon as
the rain stopped the company started to shoot in
mud literally up to its knees.
Natural Fog Effective

Another miserable evening found the
bedevilled by a windstorm, with gusts of
an hour blowing out of the North and the
ture just barely above freezing. Wrapped

company
50 knots
tempera¬
in blan-

Continued on Page 699

assistants and the actors.
FROM THE CAMERA BOOM, John Wayne, making

Low Set Ceilings A Problem

“The Alamo."

Here, Clothier’s main problem was the difficulty
of placing lights and camera for the most effec¬
tive composition. And since he was shooting with
the earlier and slower type Eastman Color Nega¬
tive, a great deal of light was required to get an
exposurable key in interiors. Added to this was
the problem of the low ceilings which precluded
mounting key lights at the desired elevation. De¬
spite such restrictions, however. Bill Clothier’s
photography in no instance reveals any com.promise with quality. The interiors of “The Alamo”
are lighted and photographed with artistry, with
the result often reflecting the quality of fine old

his debut as a film

director, calls for action from cost of thousands in climaxing scene of
Production was shot in

cameras—one of which

is

shown

here

color with Todd-AO widescreen
being

lined

up on

the action

by the operator.

paintings.
The variable Texas weather, was, of course, a
constant bugaboo during production. Temperatures
ranged from 120° down to 21°. The company was
plagued with violent rain squalls and windstorms,
as well as fog. The big cattle stampede, a climactic
sequence of the picture, was scheduled to be shot
about 6:30 one evening. A rugged area of brushland had been chosen and staked out as the site
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Photographic Instrumentation For
Shipboard Polaris Missile Tests
How motion

picture cameras, strategically placed, provide graphic performance re¬

ports of Fleet Ballistic Missiles fired from the Navy’s developmental launching ship.
By

Qhortly after the turn of the cen^ turv when moving pictures were
heralded as a new entertainment me¬
dium, there was no thought that the
motion picture camera one day would
become an important tool of the scien¬
tist and researcher. Today, motion pic¬

GEORGE

TAKENAKA*

tation is a new and specialized science
in which the cameras, in most in¬
stances, are remote controlled and the
“cameramen” are scientists or instru¬
mentation engineers first and jthotographers second.

enemy target was recognized. To this
end, a seaborne platform for missile
launching was desired. At that time,
the only suitalde missile which was
approaching production was the Jupi¬
ter IBBM. The preliminary instrumen¬

tures exposed at speeds ranging from
one frame per second or less up to
125,000 frames per second provide im¬
portant information in the development
of missiles, aircraft, and a score of
other subjects, classified and unclas¬

tation designed in this program was
for the deck launch of the Jupiter

sified.
Equipment
engineers—particularly
photo instrumentation engineers—in
recent years have developed motion
picture cameras of radical design and
infinite precision that are capable of
photographing objects moving at in¬
credible high speeds. Such cameras
provide single-frame exposures of unItelievahle sharpness or slow-motion
movies that show a missile’s perform¬
ance in a way impossil)le to observe
with the human eye.
Motion picture photography of this
kind is far removed from cinematogra¬
phy as applied to theatrical, television,
industrial and educational films. Al¬
though essentially the same cameras
are often employed, photo instrumen-

inate the necessity of hazardous opera¬
tion from above-deck positions.
Early in the ballistic missile pro¬
gram, the need for a means of de¬
livering an intermediate range bal¬
listic missile (IRBM) to a remote

missile.
The hazards associated with the uti¬
lization of liquid propellant rockets,
such as Jupiter, are great and ex¬
treme precautions were taken in the
preliminary design of the instrumen¬
FIG.

2—The

hind

the

port

launch

cameras—two

station,

located

directly

be¬

tube, consists of three 35mm

with

wide-angle

lenses

and

the

third with a 35mm lens.

A recent major instrumentation un¬
dertaking, which typifies the present
scope of this important new science,
was that designed to provide data for
test evaluation of the Navy’s Fleet Bal¬
listic Missile (FBM) Weapon System.
The instrumentation components were
developed and fabricated l>y Interstate
Electronics Corporation and installed

tation equipment in case of catastro¬
phic failures. Fortunately, the advance
in the state of the art of nuclear
warheads and solid propellants made
realizable a solid propellant IRBM of
a size compatible with nuclear sub¬
marines. As a result, the Polaris
missile was conceived and the instru¬
mentation was modified to accept the
solid propellant Polaris in replacement
of the liquid propellant Jupiter. The

aboard the Navy’s developmental sur¬
face launch ship USS Observation Is¬
land, as shown in the diagram, Fig. 4.
This article will cover only the pho¬
tographic and associated phases of the
instrumentation. The equipment to be
described photographs the initial phase
of the FBM launch and was designed
to he used under all weather condi¬
tions. It is remotely controlled to elim¬
FIG.

1—Starboard

engineering

enclosure

surveillance

for

cameras.

the

close-in

Inside

through zenith.
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FIG.

are

two 35mm Eyemos banked to provide coverage

*Senior Project Engineer, Ling-Temco Elec¬
tronics, Anaheim, Calif.

3 — Tracking

engineering

surveillance

mount has two 35mm Eyemo cameras plus two
Kin Tel TV cameras.
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difference

of

and initial trajectory. Additional sup¬

the two missiles entailed considerable

port areas were also provided for such

to provide complete trajectory history

change

as television, still and motion picture

from

missile

tation to the final unit which will he

photo

base

installations,

described.

timing, instrument control, etc.

In

in

basic

from

the

the

eliaracteristies

original

flevelopment

instrumen¬

a

data

inspection

facilities,

The engineering surveillance equip¬

system, metric instrumentation is nec¬

ment ])rovides photographic engineer¬

essary to provide engineering data to

ing

verify

missile

calcnlations and

to

surveillance

data

behavior

from

can

he

emergence
such

until
as

shore-

photothe¬

odolites or AZL SA. can acquire and

weapons

theoretical

of

labs,

feet altitude. This coverage is necessary

track the missile.
Engi neering

surveillance

coverage

which

is desirable from launch to the limits

analyzed.

of the optics. In order to achieve this,

determine causes of failures. The basic

Documentary coverage is provided si¬

it

principle of instrumentation is to pro¬

multaneously

sig¬

tremely

vide

nals

The

photo lenses. The close-in engineering

not

only

for

success

hut

also

are

deleted

for failure. This philosophy then per¬

primary

mits

equipment

the

erratic

determination

operation and

of

in

causes

of

many cases

performance

of

from

the

engineering
consists

of

timing
film.

surveillance

35mm

motion

The emergence system consists pri¬

tion.
expected

the

the

marily

of

35mm

cameras

around

the

launcher,

providing

360

degree coverage of the missile. In ad¬

photographic

dition.

studied in

array

detail to determine if the

required

The

16mm
detailed

high-speed
coverage

of

camera
emer¬

gence vs time.

various

The initial trajectory camera instal¬

within

lation consists of 70mm pidse cameras

the three basic functional categories;

which are arranged to provide trajec¬

engineering

tory information from launch to 2,000

photographic

accuracy.

a

provides

equipment would provide the data with
the

equipments

fall

surveillance,

necessary

to

wide-angle

surveillance

cameras

utilize
lenses

l)Oth
and

located

ex¬
tele¬

around

the launcher are equipped with 18mm

emergence,

Continued on Next Page

located

missile was carefully analyzed and the
instrumentation

was

picture coverage.

])rovides information for remedial ac¬
The

when

“A” CAMERAS
Trajectory camera installations. Consisting of 4
pulsed aerial reconnaissance cameras with 38mm
wide-angle lenses having 72° field of view, for
plotting missile trajectory.
“B” CAMERAS
Unit comprises 2 pulsed aerial reconnaissance
cameras with 80mm lens for plotting trajectory.
“C” CAMERAS
Engineering surveillance installation. Consists cf
3 movie cameras with wide-angle lenses for
recording missile launch and climb.
“D” CAMERAS
Similar to "C” set-up but consisting of 2 cameras
for recording missile launch.
E" CAMERA
Emergence camera installation. Consists of one
high-speed motion picture camera for recording
missile emergence from launch tube.
F" CAMERAS
Engineering
tracking
surveillance
installation.
Consists of 2 movie and 2 closed-circuit TV
cameras secured to tracking mounts which provide
720° horizontal scan and vertical scan from 20°
below horizon to 140° in elevation. Used to
track missile. One movie and one TV camera has
wide-angle lens; 2nd movie camera has telephoto
lens; while 2nd TV camera is fitted with Zoomar
lens.

CONSISTS OF 42 RACKS OF COMPONENTS FOR RE¬
CEIVING, DECODING, DEMODULATING, DECOMMUTA¬
TING, RECORDING, PROCESSING, AND MONITORING
EVENTS OF MISSILE LAUNCH AND FLIGHT, AS WELL
AS FACILITIES FOR CONTROL AND DISTRIBUTION OF
SIGNALS AND SUPPLY VOLTAGES TO AND FROM ALL
ABOVE DECKS COMPONENTS

FIG.

4—Location

installed
tion

aboard

Island.

The

of
the

the

various

Navy's

complex

photo

developmental
of

motion

instrumentation
launch

picture

ship

cameras

components

USS

Observa¬

provides

vital

graphic records of missile launch and flight performance for engineer¬
ing study.
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The tracking engineering surveil¬
lance cameras differ from the station¬
ary cameras in that they are mounted
on Houston-Fearless tracking mounts.
This mount was orignally designed to
position microwave antennas and was
specially modified to meet the require¬
ments as a camera tracking mount. It
is ea|)ahle of angular velocities of 30
de<?ree ])er second, and angular ac¬
celerations of 30 degrees per second
squared. The mount, shown in Figure
3. carries iu its yoke a housing which
has two 35mm Eyemo cameras and
two Kin Tel television cameras. The
Eyemo cameras are equipped with a
35mm lens in the after camera and a
60nnn lens in the forward camera. The
telephoto unit in each is a 250mm lens.

FIG.

5—Kinescope

of a

16mm

and

recording

Auricon

mounted

system

consists

Pro-600 with T-TV shutter

vertically

to

pick

up

image

on

face of monitor tube.

wide aiigle-leiises. The starboard en¬
closure is shown in Figure 1. It con¬
sists of two H5mm Eyenio cameras
Itanked to provide coverage through

The television cameras in the enclos¬
ures are equijiped with a lOmm wideangle lens and a Zoomar lens with
a range of 30nnn to 150mm.
The mount tracking rate is propor¬
tional to the angular displacement of
the stick. Other controls are readily
available, and the operator can select
either the wide-angle or Zoomar lens-

zenitli. These cameras are oj)erated at
18 frames per second and are located

as it goes further away from the ship.

FIG.

6—A

four-camera

unit

of

the

trajectory

surveillance system. Camera mounts provide for
camera

interchangeability,

installation
conclusion.
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prior

to

permitting

tests and

removal

camera
at

the

in

render

instrument

the trajectory

errors

instrumentation

the above alignment stand

negli¬
system,

is used to “stand¬

ardize" the cameras.

permit the presence of operating per¬
sonnel in exposed areas. It was there¬
fore necessary to provide for remote
operation of the engineering surveil¬

ated with the remote-control tracking
jilatform. The combination of the two

side.
The port station, which is located
directly behind the launch tube, con¬

lenses orovide coveraee through ze¬
nith, while the 35mm lens is designed
to cover the trajectory of the missile

8—To

lance tracking mounts. To this end.
a television view finder was incorpor¬

within
the
protective
enclosures.
There are two such stations with simi¬
lar equipment located on the starboard

sists of three cameras and is shown in
F'isure 2. Two of these cameras are
equi})ped with 18mm wide-angle len¬
ses. and the third camera is equipped
with a 35mm lens. The wide-angle

FIG.
gible

television

cameras

plus

a

variable

control tracking mount permits pre¬
cise following of a missile from launch
to the limit of the photographic and
television optics.
A Kin Tel Closed-Circuit Television
System serves as a view finder for the
FIG.

7—Aligning

cameras employed

the

mounts

for

the

four

in the fore and aft trajec¬

tory camera stations.

equipped camera to permit more accu¬
rate tracking. All of the television cam¬
eras have remote control settings by
which the lens aperture and all other
electronic settings can he made from
the console.
In the original planning, it was de¬
termined that the Zoomar lens would
provide sufficient coverage. However,
human engineering studies conducted
by Dunlap and Associates, Ine. indi¬
cated that a wide-angle lens on the
television camera was desiralile for ease
of tracking. In accordance with their
recommendation a lOmm fixed-focus
lens was installed on the second camera
unit.
The
hazard encountered
during
launch of a ballistic missile does not

tracking camera system. As noted
above, each installation consists of two
television camera systems: one equip¬
ped with a 10mm wide-angle lens, and
the other with a Zoomar lens. The
wide-angle lens allows the missile to
he tracked during the period of high
acceleration
and angular
rate* of
change. As the missile recedes and
the angular rate of change decreases,
the operator can switch to the Zoomar-equipped camera and adjust the
focal length to provide the most ac¬
curate tracking combination.
The emergence camera system con¬
sists of the three engineering surveil¬
lance cameras located in the imme¬
diate launch area and the Eastman
High-Speed camera. The enclosure
can he rotated in Azimuth and tilted
to ])rovide the required coverage. A
13mm wide-angle lens was specially
Continued on Page 689
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UTILIZING AERIAL IMAGE
LOADING

FINE-GRAIN

master positive into magazine of aerial

image

projector is co-author Francis Lee. Looking on is Ralph Lopatin, in whose
studio

is

located

the

equipment

shown—an

Oxberry

animation

stand

plus Oxberry aerial image projector, both used to produce effects de¬
scribed in article beginning on this page.

projection with a pro¬

fessional animation stand, a cameraman having
animation or stop-m.otion photography experience
can produce animation and optical effects at a con¬
siderable saving of time and money, and achieve
superior results.
The major advantage of the aerial image technique
over the traveling matte system is that, with aerial
image, matte bleed is eliminated and there is no
matte distortion. Thus maximum quality is retained
in the answer print because there are no film gener¬
ations in between—no interm.ediate stejfs.
Composite Scene In One Operation

PRINCIPLES OF operation of aerial image projector in conjunction with
Oxberry animation stand.

In animated film production, aerial images are
introduced by means of ‘'underneath projection”
(see illustration at left); the animation camera
])hotographs the top-lighted cel (or product placed
thereon) and an underneath-projected image simul¬
taneously, resulting in a composite scene or setup in
a single jfhotographic ojferation.
“Self-matting”'’ is, perhaps, one way to describe
tlie operation of the aerial image unit. With the
latter, it is possible to do color work, 16mm-to-16mm
(one-to-one) j)lus blowujis and reductions. A split-

THREE-WAY split-screen effect produced with aid
of aerial image projector in a simple three-step
operation that saved time and money.
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Effects Without Mattes
How aerial image opticals can expedite production of effects^ cut laboratory costs, and
avoid the quality loss inherent with multiple-generation printing procedures.

are then photogra{)hed in a “single pass” or exposure
by the camera. The need for bi-pack films is elimi¬
nated and no high-contrast positive and negative
film mattes need be made. Thus, multiple runs
(exposures) are avoided; there are no burnthroughs, no hold-backs, no bleeding at the edges
as often occurs in opticals made by traveling matte
methods.

screen effect can be accomplished in half the time
and at half the cost of matte procedures.
How live action and animation are combined
through use of aerial image projection is illustrated
in the accompanying drawing which shows an Oxberry Aerial Image projector in operation in con¬
junction with an animation stand. The projector
shutter is synchronized and interlocked with that of
the animation camera, so that both shutters open
and close simultaneously for an effective exposure.
The live action (on film) is projected and diverted
upward towards the animation cel board as shown.
Here the image becomes “aerial”—suspended in
space—just below the animation cel, and is recorded
simultaneously by the animation camera along with
the animation art work or other object or material,
much the same as in background projection. Indeed,
the method could very well be termed the back¬
ground projection procedure for animation.

In addition to its value for producing quickly
and inexpensively animation titles with art or liveaction backgrounds, aerial image can be employed
to blow up, reduce, or re-position a scene in the
film frame — 35mm - to - 35mm, 16mm - to - 16mm,
16mm-to-35mm, or 35m.m-to-16mm, black-andwhite or color.
Typical of the ease with which split-screen effects
can be accomplished is that produced for a recent 20minute 16m.m color business film, “Two Keys To
Faster Service,” produced for the Consolidated
Edison Company of New York. Purpose of the film
was to show customers new methods that were being
used by the company in compiling and billing montlily statements by means of its new IBM installation.

Need For Bi-paek Films Eliminated

To superimpose a title, trademark, or {)icture of a
product over a live action scene, such as we see in
many TV commercials today, the artwork or product
is handled in the conventional way on cels, which
are positioned on the platen of the animation stand.
The motion picture film carrying the live action scene
to be used is threaded in the aerial image projector,
then the anim.ation camera is loaded with negative—
color or black-and-white—as the case may be. The
artwork or product and the live action background

EXAMPLE
35mm

of

and

16mm
used

as

color
title

film

enlarged

background.

to

Title

letters with drop shadows are superimposed.
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EXAMPLE

OF animation

and

Unique Split-screen Effects

The split-screen effect was used to dramatize a
typical customer complaining about a supposed bill¬
ing error. The scene opened with the customer con¬
versing by telephone with a service company rep¬
resentative. This was enlarged to a split-frame effect
Continued on Page 694

product

illustration

MARLBORO TV spot in which actual pack of cigar¬

superimposed over live action projected via aerial

ettes

image In a single operation.

aerial image action background.

was

photographed

simultaneously

with

the
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Some Practical Traveling Matte Processes
An outline of the technicalities and applications of three patented processes
now in use at The Rank Laboratories, London.

By

VICTOR

L.

A.

MARGUTTI

(Reprinted by permission from British Kinematography, Vol. 36, No. 5)

normal
; PRODUCTION
; CAMERA

1
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BEAM - SPLITTING
CAMERA
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^HE TRAVELING xMATTE PROCESS

is a system for making com¬
posite motion pictures, in which
the foreground and the back¬
ground are photographed at differ¬
ent times and places, and later
combined into one single image.
In m.otion picture production to¬
day, a scene is often required
which is difficult or impossible to
achieve by straightforward photog¬
raphy. In such instances, the trav¬
eling matte process is employed
more and more to produce the
scene in a composite operation.

Historical Survey
FOREGROUND
ACTION NEG.

MATTE NEG.
I

BACKGROUND
NEG.

F

E+F IN BI-PACK

POS.

POS.

G = COMPOSITE

Composite motion pictures have
been made by one method or an¬
other since the early days of
movies. King Kong was made
about thirty years ago, aided by
the Williams Traveling Matte Pro¬
cess; and the inventor, Mr. F. D.
Williams, had obtained a patent
for a traveling matte process in
1918!
In a num.ber of processes the
background image was printed di¬
rectly on to the negative of the
action by running a toned print of
the background through the cam¬
era in front of the unexposed film.
The actors were illuminated by
light of the same color as the toned
background plate, and performed
in front of a plain backing illumi¬
nated by light of a comjjlementary

NEGATIVE
FLOW
that

DIAGRAM shows progressive
pro'duce

a

traveling

matte

splitting

camera

composite
process,
or

a

steps

negative

using

normal

a

by

beam¬

production

camera such as the Mitchell or Newall.
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WHAT TRAVELING MATTE CAN DO
A composite scene is created in which the l)ackgroiind
has production value. It is thus very suitable for scenes
depicting ships at sea. planes in the sky, or vehicles mov¬
ing on land.

re])laced with still photographs of the real thing.
Exteriors can l)e shot in the studio without any regard
to weather conditions and the other hazards which are
part of the normal location.
Traveling matte provides readily a sharp focus back¬
ground, which may, however, be varied later as required.
L se of the T.M. process results in great economy in
floor space and shooting time.
It enaliles the producer to change the background of a
composite scene at will, and the backgrounds may he shot
before or after the foregrounds.
There is no restriction on the degree of tilt of the
camera; and the director is free to make any camera setup
on the foreground action—the background {)late can be
shot later and made to fit.
Many separate foregrounds may he added to an origi¬
nal background by consecutive exposures onto the same
film stock, thus retaining the same quality throughout
without extra duplicating.

The technique of deep focus photography has more
scope with traveling matte, since scenes may he produced
having an extraordinary large depth of field.
In trick work, actors may he portrayed in conjunction
with miniatures, with the latter magnified to any desired
scale.
Dangerous situations can he simulated, such as an actor
suspended over a husv street. (See photo below).
Scenes can he produced which have no counterpart in
real life, such as of giants and pygmies, or the same per¬
son appearing two or more times at once.
A producer with only a small stage may embark on
ambitious types of productions without ever going outside
his studio, and much of his set construction can be

color. This printed the toned positive image upon
the film in the camera, while the complementary
colored light reflected from the actors passed
through the toned image as if it did not exist. The
Dunning Process is probably the best rem.embered

5.

of these systems.
6.

Back Projection
The Back Projection Process has always been the
reliable stand-by. It is simple in conception: a print
of the background scene is projected on to a trans¬
lucent screen placed behind the foreground action
staged in the studio. It has the advantage that the
director can see the background scene in relation to
the foreground action while it is taking place, and
the composite scene is ready with the rushes the

7.

8.

and lining up the background plate.
The d irector, when lining up on the stage, is not
limited to the angle and perspective of the plate,
as this can always be shot later to fit the fore¬
ground; furthermore, there is no restriction on
the degree of tilt of the camera.
The cameraman need not spend time balancing
the light intensity between screen and artist, as
this will be done later in the laboratory.
The scale of the foreground is limited only by
the size of the stage and focal length of the cam¬
era lens.
The plate may be shot at any time before or after
the foreground, so studio schedules need not be
upset if a background plate is difficult to get.

Definition of Traveling Matte

next day.

Traveling Matte is a system of making composite
motion pictures, as jfieviously stated, in which the
foreground and background scenes are combined
into one single im.age by using a “matte,” i.e., an

Flexibility of Traveling Matte
Traveling Matte is often quoted as an alternative
to Back Projection, and, though its scope is much
wider, this is indeed one of its functions, and there
are many advantages in using it for this ])urpose,

Continued on Page 684

e.g.:—
1. The foreground of a traveling matte composite
scene is equal in quality to the background,
which may be {)in sharp or out of focus as
2.

required.
The background may be changed many times

3.

after the action is shot.
The elim.ination of projection throw allows a

4.

considerable saving in stage s{)ace.
No time on the set is spent in rewinding film

TYPICAL COMPOSITE shot achieved by traveling matte process
for

the

made

in

German

praductian

“Judge

the studio; the foreground

background

of

the

distant

street

of

Juveniles."

Shot

was

set was small, while the

below was a

separate

shot

combined in the compositing process described by author.
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Everywhere in the world
.. .because it’s on film!
Parlez-vous frangais? Sprechen sie Deutsch? Habla espanol? Try your
audiences in Brooklynese, Tagalog, what have you! Actually, it makes
no difference: Movies know no language barrier. If they’re good pictures
—exciting—well done, they’ll go everywhere—w;Act? they’re on film I
But this universality—this world-wide acceptance—is both a reward
and a responsibility ... good reasons why good production is so import¬
ant-why the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film is
constantly on the alert—ready and willing to help the industry solve
questions of production, processing, and projection.
Branches at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.
Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.

Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, 111.

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

For the purchase of film, W, J. OeriTICin, InC.
Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional
Motion Picture Films, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, 111., Hollywood, Calif.

Barn Doors
For
R-40 Lamps
New professional accessory
affords efficient light control
with reflector flood lamps.
By

JOSEPH

HENRY

An important use for barn doors is on lamps used for
back-lighting. Because such lamps are invariably placed
high above the set, some of their illumination will strike the
camera lens unless controlled by l)arn doors.
NEW LOWEl-LIGHT Barndoor compactly folded for easy storage (top of
photo) and mounted and in operation (below). Barndoor may be readily
mounted

without

aid

of

tools

on

ail

R-40

reflector-type

bulbs,

Barn Doors For Reflector Floods

from

150- to 500-watts.

With the increasing use of reHector Hood lamps for mo¬
tion picture lighting, a need has developed for a simple
barn door for these lamps. Recently, Lowel-Light Engineer¬
ing, whose unique Lowel-Light unit was announced in our
January, 1960, issue, announced an efficient barn door for
reHector bulbs trade-named the Lowel-Light Barndoor. (Ed.

IVTo ONE KNOWS how long ago it was that some enterpris-

Note: The switch to the singular here is grammatical li¬

^ ^

cense;

ing studio electrician hit upon the idea of mounting

two adjustable flaps on a set lamp to control the light beam.

the

accessory,

having

doors

or

“Haps,”

is

essentially plural).

Soon after, someone dubbed the gadget “barn doors”—a
reasonable monicker.

two

Continued on Page 682

Today, the barn door is an impor¬

tant aecessory in the art of lighting for motion pictures.
Barn doors are chiefly used to cut off light reaching the
camera

from

a

set

lamp;

to provide

certain

light-and-

shadow effects—in short to control the beam of light issu¬
ing from a lamp.
The barn doors, which are mounted on the front of the
lamp, convert the circular pattern of its light beam into a
different pattern, as the situation requires, with the beam
now having two sharp straight edges, or compressed to a
narrow rectangle of light. Since liarn doors may Ite rotated
a full 360°, the angle of the pattern is completely within
the cameraman’s control.
A common use of the barn door is to darken the U])per
portion of a set wall. Since most lighting units are placed
quite high, the upper wall area is usually brightest.

By

rotating the barn doors so that the flaps are at the top and
Ifottom of the lamp, the toj) Hap may be lowered to inter¬
sect the top of the light beam so that a diagonal shadow
will appear across the toj) of the background or wall of the
set. \\ here a soft line of demarcation is required between

DIAGRAMS show comparative effectiveness of Barncioors when mounted
on conventional spotlight (left) and on R-40 lamps (right). Spotlight, with
Fresnel lens, emits basically parallel rays. The R-40 reflector flood lamp

the light and shadow area, a piece of diffusing material

emits non-parallel rays. Note difference in meter readings (approximated

such as spun glass can be clipped to the edge of the barn

only for illustration) when

door Hap.
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accounts

for

the

variation

Barndoors are used. The same phenomenon
in

shadow

characteristics

between

the

two

sources.
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number

BIACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

I-EAOIR

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

LEADEB

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

leader patent

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

leader patent

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER
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BLACK & WHITE
print NUMBER

898,605

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

LEADER PATENT

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER

LEADER PATENT

NUMBER

number

leader patent

2,898.805

2.898,805

At CFI, hand labeling head leaders
on release prints is obsolete.

=

Identification data, inscribed in the
negative leader, is reproduced
in the head leader of each
release print. When reinforced
with white opaque cellophane
tape, the result is a more
durable leader, which is easy to
read and 100% accurate.

LEADER PATENT

number

BLACK & WHITE
PRINT NUMBER
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PRINT NUMBER
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number
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^ J ’’he

of

selection

adequate

and

proper lighting equipment for the
production of commercial and indus¬

Selecting Lighting
Equipment For

trial hlms is a problem of major im¬
portance, not only to the professional
producer newly entering this special¬
ized

field

of jiroduction,

hut

also

to

technicians charged with setting up an
in-plant film unit.
Business film production has its own
peculiar requirements as far as light¬

Industrial Film
Production

ing

equipment

is

concerned,

largely

because it often demands that scenes
he

filmed

on

location

or

under

less

than ideal conditions. The two ques¬
tions

usually

anything

is

to

be

answered

requisitioned

before

‘^Hoiv

are:

much equipment will be needed to form
a basic lighting unit?” and “W hat
types of lighting equipment will best
do the job?”
We speak of a basic lighting unit

A brief description of qualified professional

collectively to mean the minimum num¬

set lighting equipment suitable for average

ber of pieces required

to adequately

light most subject matter likely to be

in-plant motion picture production.

scheduled
course,

for

no

filming.

There

fool-proof way

to

is,

of

foretell

the many different types of cinematic
By

DARRIN

situations which may arise in the course

SCOT

of a production, but by and large, com¬
mercial and industrial filming breaks
down into four main categories:

(a)

Product

(li)

identification

closeups,

Manufacturing sequences in plants or
factories,

(c)

Scenes of executives or

other personnel shown in offices or dis¬
play rooms, and ( d ) Location interiors
of all types.
We are, at this point, purposely dis¬
regarding

lavish

dramatic

sequences,

such as when the history of an organi¬
zation is to he re-enacted on a sweeping
scale. Such sequences, usually included
in onlv the most highly-budgeted busi¬
ness films, invariably require compli¬
cated

studio

set-ups

and

elaborate

lighting facilities. The producer’s logi¬
cal procedure, then, is to acquire the

basic lighting units, and add the more
elaborate pieces of equipment as the
need for them arises.

I’rodnet Identification Closeiip
The following items of illumination
equipment are recommended for light¬
ing products or a detailed action opera¬
tion in closeup:
1—2000-ivatt Junior Spo'A'ght: This
lamp

produces

keylight,

bright

a

sharp

enough

single-source
to

allow

the

lens to he stopped down for adequate
the

depth of field. When shooting closeujis

averoge studio set, it is important that the in-plant photographic department aeguire basic lighting equip¬

with a normal or longer than normal

BECAUSE MOST
ment

best

FACTORY inferiors ore

suited

to

lighting

average

more difficult to
industrial

interiors

portable, and that will produce adequate photographic

676

light
—

for

motion

lamps

illumination.

that

picture
are

photography

light

in

than

weight,

(Aerojet-General

readi’y
Photo)

lens wide open, the depth of field is

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

characteristically

limited.

Hence

Manufacturing Sequences
In Factories

the

need for a keylight strong enough to
permit
creased

stopping
depth

down

to

obtain

field

so

that

of

Most

“medium

long

blooded out and softened with slight
diffusion, these units provide an even

described

fill light. Focused down to a concen¬

quate:

shot”

category,

above)

should

prove

separation of subject and background.

These lamps are powerful enough to

2—300-watt Incandescent Spotlights

produce a sharply defined single-source

2—2000-watt

They are especially valuable in photo¬
more

precise

control

of

demands are more

the

units

already

mentioned

2— 5J)00-ivatt Cone-lites, for fill il¬
lumination over a wide area.
5—2,000-watt Junior Spotlights,

relatively strong diffused light sources

serve as backlights, rim-lights, etc.

are lightweight,

ruggedly

4—750-watt Spotlights, to function
portant details;

units having parabolic reflectors that

fusers to further facilitate control of

take

the light.

lamp.

lOOO-watt

mogul-base

to serve as eyelights.

etc.

constructed

he equipped with barn-doors and dif¬

a

to

as kickers; to point up small but im¬

4—1000-watt Cinelites. These lamps

In general use. the above units should

lighting

as a single-source keylight.

areas; or an alternative would be:

the

the

Cone-lites. These are

light than larger units.

or

1— 10,000-ivatt Spotlight to be used

valuable as fill lights for fairly large

they

two

wi.h the following additional units:

keylight for a fairly large area.

or accenting a small area of a subject.

when

when filming scenes of this scope, sup¬

Spotlights

equipped with barndoors and diffusers.

Hut

complicated. To be on the safe side,

ade¬

ly outline the subject and provide clear

and the smaller Dinky-lnkies: These
are used as kick lights for highlighting

then

plement

Senior

problem.

more people are included in the scene,

the

(in addition to those

2—5000-watt

trated beam they can he used to sharp¬

permit

lighting

into what might be loosely called the

following units

because

scenes

ed at a desk there is not much of a

in a breakdown of separate scenes fall-

as fill lights, rim-lights and backlights,

objects

include

in their offices. When one man is seat¬
Where such processes can he filmed

3—750-watt Spotlights: These serve

small

films

of executive personnel shown at work

in¬

every

plane of the subject is in sharp focus.

graphing

business

Accessory equipment should include
a set of barndoors for each spotlight.

Hood

Continued on Page 703

PERFORMANCE CHART OF LAMPS BOOSTED WITH COLORTRAN or SIMILAR CONVERTERS
Voltage
Position

Lamp.

Input Current
(Amps)
220
120
Volt
Volt
Input
Input

Intensity a nd coverage
at 0 Ft.
Intensity
(Ft.
Approx.
Candles)
Coverage

PAR 64
500 Watt
Wide Flood
PAR 64
500 Watt
Medium Flood
PAR 64
500 Watt
Narrow Spot

120
160
185
120
160
185

25
4.0
4.9
2.5
4.0
4.9

4.7
7.4
9.1

115
300
450

4.7
7.4
9.1

160
185

2.5
4.0
4.9

4.7
7.4
9.1

370
870
1400
1200
2720
3750

PAR 56
300 Watt
Wide Flood
PAR 56
300 Watt
Medium Flood
PAR 56
300 Watt
Narrow Spot

120
160
185

PAR 38
150 Watt
Flood
PAR 38
150 Watt
Spot
R-60
1000 Watt
Flood
R-60
750 Watt
Flood
R-60
500 Watt
Flood
R-40
500 Watt
Flood

120
160
185
120
160
185
120
160
185

120
160
185
120
160
185

120

160
135
120
160
185
120
160
185

-

1.4
2.2
2.8
1.4

2.6
4,2
5.1

2.8
1.4

2.6
4.2
5.1

2.2

2.8
:7
1.1
1.4
.7
1.1
1.4
4.7
7.4
9.1
3.4
5.6
6.6
2.5
4.0
4.9
2.5
4.0
4.9

90
230
350
242
620
915
880
2050
2950

2.6
4.2
5.1

2.2

1.3
2.1
2.5
1.3
2.1
2.5
8.7
13.7
16.7

!

,

37
93
150
50
150
260
166
345
490
145
335
490
100
245
370
34
82
1Z5

6.2

10.0
12.1

i

'

4.7
7.4
9.1
4.7
7.4
9.1

Kelvin; at 185 volts, 3400° Kelvin.
illumination.
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When such

2 Ft. X
41/2 Ft.

3 Ft. X
7 Ft,
IV2 Ft. X
31/2 Ft.
Ft. X
H/2 Ft.

11/2

Corp.,

141/2

18 Inch
Diameter
7 Ft. Dia.

“Key” light equal to 5000
Watt studio light at medium
flood. Use in CineKing light.

Ft. X
4 Ft.

Spot light stronger than a 5000
Watt studio light at spot. Use
in CineKing light.

Ft. X
14 Ft.

“Key” light. Use in CineKing
light.

31/2

;
1

71/2

!

25
61
92
8,5

10 Ft. Dia.

Ft.

6

i

122

4 Ft. X
6 Ft.

“Key” light equal to a 5000
Watt studio light at wide flood.
Use in CineKing light.

X

21/2

36
84

5 Ft. X
6 Ft.

Application

4 Ft. X
71/2 Ft.

81/2
24
38
15
38
65
42
86
122

5 Ft. X
51/2 Ft.

“Key” light. Use in CineKing
light.

Ft. X
Ft.

2 Ft. X
4 Ft.

“Key” light. Use in CineKing
light.

10 Ft. X
11 Ft.

“Key” light in clusters. Single
“Clamp-on” light.

24 Inch
Diameter

Spot for “Kicker” or for long
range “Clamp-on.”

14 Ft. Dia.

Smooth, even fill light gives
effect of a cone light. Use in
Super Kicker.

10 Ft. X
12 Ft.

Smooth, even fill light. Use in
Super Kicker light.

Ft. X
12 Ft.

Smooth, even fill light. Use in
Super Kicker light.

20 Ft. Dia.

Smooth, even fill light. Use in
Kicker light.

8

21

31

lamps are fed

Lighting

8 Ft.

330
810
1200
22
67
85
50
170
250
225
560
840

Ft. X
2 Ft.

11/2

area of coverage of most of the incandescent lamps used with
with

The coverage area shown for
Natural

20
63
108
90
240
360

4Ft.x
5 Ft.

ABOVE CHART SHOWS the volume of light in foot candles and
various step-up voltage converters.

Intensity and coverage
at 20 Ft.
Intensity
(Ft.
Approx.
Candles)
Coverage

is

160 volts, color temperature of

each

lamp

is

based

on

a

50%

the

illumination

fall-off

in

is

intensify

3200
of

the

reproduced from American Cinematographer Manual.
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Jn

this follow-up

to our initial article on the sub¬

ject of 8mm sound motion jiictures in the Septem¬
ber issue, we had hoped to bring readers factual
rejKuts about users of 8mm sound in industry,
science and research—that is, reports of instances
where filming in these fields was actually done with
8mm sound or silent cameras instead of with 16mm
or 35m.m and subsequently reduced to 8mm. There
is a tremendous potential for 8mm sound movies in
the three fields named above, but most of those who
have given any substantial thought to the idea are
already using 16mm—have 16mm cameras, pro¬
jectors and recording equipment. The difference in
money saved, using 8mm, is so small, they point
out, as not to justify a switch from 16mm to 8mm—
at least for the present.
In short, there is very little factual information
on 8mm industrial films as yet. There has been much
talk and speculation but very little action. The In¬
dustrial Products Division of Fairchild Camera and
Instrument Company, which is marketing an 8mm
single-system (magnetic) camera trade-named Cinephonic-8, reports that this camera and its com.panion
8mm sound projector are still in the industrial test¬
ing stage. There are a number of companies and or¬
ganizations that are jiresentlv using this equipment
to determine if it is practical and useful in their
scheme of operations.
The uses to which the Cinephonic-8 cameras and
projectors are presently being put, Fairchild reports,
are: recording of company board meetings; training
and dance instruction; and police activities. In tbe
educational field, language films and institutional
documentaries are being made by colleges and in¬
stitutions themselves for future presentation, should
general utilization of 8mm film.s become a trend.
In our previous article we told bow Calvin Pro¬
ductions Corporation, of Kansas City, Missouri,
pioneered with 8mm sound in 1952, and introduced
its Movie-Sound-8 projector, of which about 1,200
machines were marketed. As to the earliest known
actual industrial use of 8mm sound film.s, Calvin
reveals that in 1954 the company made several 8mm
sample prints for Caterpillar Tractor Company,
which were reductions from 16m.m. The 8mm prints
were sound-striped and recorded by Calvin — in¬
tended for use with the Company’s Movie-Sound-8.
While these films did not result in any great use,
they are believed to be the first industrial 8mm
sound prints that were made.
“x\bout every industrial customer we have has, at
one time or another, asked us about 8mm prints,”
said Calvin’s Vice-President William D. Hedden.
“However, no one has yet actually been serious
enough to be definite about bis interest.”
That Calvin, along with other film laboratories,
strongly believes there’s a future for volume produc¬
tion of 8mm prints is evident in the fact the company
Continued on Page 680
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DUBBERS
are SOUND ENGINEERS’
( t

BUILDING BLOCKS

f I

Producers have found that the use of a single recording
channel is only a small part of the tremendous savings possible with
magnetic film recording. The next step for the organization
seeking quality, economy and independence is to
equip to handle their own transfer work, assembly and
magnetic mixing of dialogue, music and sound effects.
Magnasync dubbers are of “modular” design and are available
individually or in combination of two or three
units mounted in an enclosed rack cabinet
that requires only 22' of floor space.

Rear interior view of Selsyn
motor electrical interlock

FEATURES:

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:

• Plug-in preamplifiers with balanced 600 ohm output at
zero vu.
• Individual synchronous drive motors.
• Torque motor take-up guarantees smooth film handling
and hi-speed rewind.
• Electrical interlock assures absolute “sync” with projector
from dead start.
• Wired for remote control, start and stop.

Frequency response: 50 cps to 8,000 cps, ± 2 db
(16mm, 36 fpm), 50 cps to 12,000 cps, ±2 db
(17i/2mm or 35 mm, 90 fpm).

• Fast rewind, fast forward.
• Position for second playback head for transfer of both
edge and center track recordings.
• Available with 16mm, 17V2mrn or 35mm transports.

Signal-to-noise ratio: > 50 db.
Flutter and wow: 0.12% maximum RMS in any
single band.
Distortion: <0.18% maximum RMS overall total
harmonic.

from $1280.
Send for complete literature

MAGNASYNC CORPORATION
formerly Magnasync Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 7-0965 • Cable “MAGNASYNC”
International leaders in the design and inannfacture of quality magnetic recording systems

Magnasync Studio Equipment Division Dealers:
CHICAGO: Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; LOS ANGELES; Birns & Sawyer One Equipment; NE\W YORK: S .h
ROl?VIA Lo faz
SOUTH AFRICA: Johannesburg, Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.; AUSTRALIA: Sydney New South Wales, Sixteen MiH,metre Australia Pty^ Lt^
Poz,
Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL: Rio de Janeiro, Mesbia, S.A.; BURMA: Rangoon, G. K. Theatre Supply Co - J-td^; CANADA: Toronto Ontaric^, Alex
DENMARK: Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND; London, W-1, Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.; FRANCE:
^
Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA: Bombay, Kine Engineers; ITALY: Rome, Reportfdm S R.L.; JAPAN: Tokyo, J^ Osawa & pC°-' ^td.; NEW ZEALAND. Auck a
Ker^ridge Odeon Industries; PAKISTAN; Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SOUTH RHODESIA; Salisbury, William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.; SWITZERLAND. Zurich / OJ.
Rene Boeniger,- THAILAND: Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.
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UHLER 16mm Cine Printer

8MM SOUND FILM
Continued from Page 678

is just completing the const ruc tion of
its own
16mm - to - 8nnn reduction
jtrinter.

Makes copies of 8mm and 16mm, sound and silent
pictures in color or black-and-white. All A.C. operoted, no batteries required. Capacity: 400 ft. feed
ond take-up arms. Sturdy cast oluminum construction.

$195.00 f.o.b. Detroit

UHLER Professional Printers

“It has been tested, shown remark¬
able results, and soon will he ready
for production use,’’ Hedden said. “Be¬
cause we have not been able to ofTer
more than experimental scale printing
of 16mm-to-8mm until now, we have
not pushed this service. The next six
months will Ire a different story; since
the advent of 8mm sound projectors
last spring, we have been working hard
on the industrial market.'’
Future For 8mm Is Definite

UHLER COMBINATION 16MM
continuous printer for sound and picture
$775.00

The greatest optimism for the future
of 8mm sound films, perhaps is evi¬
denced by Eastman Kodak Company,
which is already marketing an excellent
8mm magnetic sound projector. ‘Tt’s a
safe bet.” this company says, “that if
you're involved in any way with the
production and use of motion pictures,
you'll soon he involved in 8mm sound.”
Eastman Kodak believes that 8mm
sound, far from being a fad or an in¬
novation simply for home movie
makers, offers opportunities for extend¬
ing the use of motion pictures into
areas where they have never been
practical or possible before.
More recently the belief has been ex¬
pressed that 8mm sound motion pic¬
tures might very well become a potent
weapon for this government in fighting
the spread of Communist ideologies in
the Eatin Americas and in other coun¬
tries—bringing the real truth in pic¬
tures and sound to the people there who
are already under pressure of Bed
jnopaganda.

35-16MM OPTICAL REDUCTION &
ENLARGING PRINTER
$2,475.00 F.O.B. Detroit
Reduction &

Enlarging

Combination

35MM

16-8MM .

Continuous .

Reduction & Enlarging 35-16MM _

$1,295.00
$1,445.00
$2,475.00

Cinerodiographic Printer for
35 16MM .
Prices:

F.O B.

$2,275.00

Detroit

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
Write for further inform.ntion
15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
Ph.: 'JNverslty 1-4663
Cable: “UHLCIMA”
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Lower cost, as Eastman Kodak Com¬
pany points out, is the hrst advantage
that comes to mind in the use of 8mm
sound. And lower cost extends to the
whole 8mm system — cameras, film
stock, prints, distriluition, and pro¬
jectors. Equipment is both smaller and
easier to use, and the quality of 8mm
sound is quite good.
Sound 8, of course, is not a panacea,
d'here are some things it won't do. Eor
one thing, it has limitations in sharp¬
ness and image brightness so that its
biggest success will he in the area of
small audiences. But, as Eastman Ko¬
dak points out, 8mm sound can supplement a 16mm sound program; where
organizations are particularly interest¬

ed in audiences of 50 people or less,
8mm may he a good choice.
\ot only is 8mm equijiment lower in
cost than 16mm, hut 8mm color ])rints
are decidely more economical than
16mm. A thousand 16mm color prints
of a 10-minute film can Ire jnirehased
for S20.000. At this time, the same
numlrer of 8mm prints may cost only
S15.000. And when laboratories have
developed new techniques for highsjreed gang printing of 8mm film, it is
not inconceivable that a thousand
8mm prints might cost otdy $6,000.
On the subject of 8mm print produc¬
tion. General Eilm Laboratories, of
Hollywood and Kansas City, in the
.September issue of its publication RE¬
WIND, devoted considerable space.
General believes that the potential uses
for 8mm sound are many and interest¬
ing and that the potential market is
big. “We plan to be one laboratory
servicing this market,” they say. The
paragraphs that follow are excerpted
from the REWIND article:
“Eirst, we should separate produc¬
tion and print duplication in our think¬
ing. No one is boosting 8mm for pro¬
fessional camera work. All agree that
production wil continue on 16mm and
35mm, with some possibly on television
tape or other original image recording
materials and systems, the prints then
to he made on 8mm for certain mar¬
kets. on 16mm or 35mm for others.
How 8mm Will Be Shot
“Certainly, we may expect 8mm
cameras to be used to make photo¬
graphic records, as 8mm is already be¬
ing used — with the original camera
film then projected. This provides an
inexpensive and satisfactory way to
record certain engineering tests, jiroduct performance checks, situation rec¬
ords, personal performance ratings, etc.
“Rut. if prints are to Ire made, the
scenes will be shot on other materials.
“We at General Film feel that 8mm
provides a sound print that will revo¬
lutionize the present distribution, sales,
and utilization of photographic motion
picture prints—broadening and extend¬
ing the print sale base, rather than
taking present markets away from
16mm or 35mm. We are acting on this
belief by engineering

and

installing

our own equipment for rapid, multipleduplication of 8mm release prints—
utilizing our basic 35/32inm printing
system (with which we now produce
two improved quality 16mm release
positive prints) and adopting the sys-
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Rainbow Pictures now offers a comPl etely staffed and equipped studio
for motion picture productions.
Write for complete resume

1540 Levante Avenue

EQUIPMENT: (Partial list)
NC

Coral Gables 46, Florida

35MM Arriflex Camera • 35MM RCA Sound

Telephone

35MM Mitchell BNC • 35MM Mitchell

Lights, dollies, cables, parallels, etc.
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lem so that vve can print four 8nini
prints, side by side—in addition to
maintaining our present printing of
tivo 16nim prints per strip.
“\Xe are

utilizing a

35mm

width

])Ositive duplicating stock perforated
for four 8mm side-hy-side ])rints. Our
magnetic striping system has for some
time been utilized to place, simultane¬
ously, up to six magnetic stripes on a
width of film, so this phase of the
striping operation presents no new
problems. Our film slitters are adapta¬
ble to slitting 8mm, as well as 16mm.
from the 35mm width. And we are
completing sound recording batteries to
1) re-record multiple tracks and 2)
monitor the tracks to provide immedi¬
ate sound track inspection.
How Good Is An 8nini Print?
“This might be answered by saying
‘much better than is expected, but not
as good as we’d like.’ In fairness, we
must judge 8mm on the basis of small
screen, limited audience use. In some
very favorable situations, the {)icture
and sound do well for a medium-large
audience (50 to 100), l)ut its qualhy
limitations fit it to the small audience
(the 20 to 40 of a class room), the
small group (the 5 to 15 of a commit¬
tee or club), and the individual viewer
(sales prospect, student, etc.).

prised and pleased by the sound quality.
“In busi ness and industrv, the think¬
ing trends to more prints for the same
budget, and larger budgets for many
more prints.
“Some firms have been using silent
8mm prints with exjilanatory titles in
dealer training, machine demotistrations, new model introductions, etc.—
in print orders not only up in the
hundreds, but up into the thousands.
Even though a sound 8mm print will
cost more than a silent 8mm ])rint, we
expect an expanding market in this
type of film use.
“Just how big and how close the
8mm sound market may be remains to
be seen.
e think it will be very big,
and that it's waiting for the laboratory
to realize the quality and price poten¬
tial in 8mm.”
Conclusion
The 8mm sound film situation is best
summarized by repeating here the
statement from Eastman Kodak Comj)any, quoted earlier:
“It’s a safe bet that if you’re in¬
volved in any way with the production
and use of motion pictures, you’ll soon
be involved in 8mm sound.”
■

As WE GO TO PRESS, an intense, be¬
spectacled author paces the floor
of an adjoining office as though await¬

photo reproduction. The first-time pro¬
jectionist has a tendency to keep re¬
focusing, trying to find a screen sharp¬

put the last form of the 400-odd page
American Cinema¬
tographer Manual
“to bed” at the
press, and anxious¬
ly awaits the first
bound copies of
his handiwork.
When the Amer¬
ican Society of
Cine matographers
JOE MASCELLI
sometime ago de¬
cided to publish a
completely new handbook of motion
picture photography and production
techniques, it chose Joe Mascelli as its

middle 1940’s. Some loss in definition
is the exchange made for a reduced
jirint cost—but this may well he im¬
proved.
“The sound reproduction is limited
by the width of the stripe (20 mil for
the Eastman Kodak 8mm magnetic
sound projector), the professional qual¬
ity of the re-recording equipment in
the laboratory, the film movement and
sound amplification in the projector,
and the conditions of sound projection
—including whether the 8mm projec¬
tor’s built-in speaker is utilized, or a
separate and better quality speaker.
However, the sound reproduction more
than matches picture projection, and
should arouse no audience criticism, of
itself. Most first-time audiences are sur¬
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Continued from Page 674

Lowel-Light has avoided mounting
its barn door unit to the lamp socket.
Instead it snaps over the rim of the
lamp and is held in close contact with
it by friction, at the same time per¬
mitting a full 380° rotation of the unit.
A flexible folding design of the hous¬
ing permits the barn door unit to be
mounted or removed from a lamp with¬
out tools. When removed, the whole
unit folds flat and actually can be
carried in a jacket pocket. (.See illustra¬
tion ).
Constructed entirely of aluminum for
its

heat-dissipating

properties,

the

Lowel-Light Barndoor weighs but fl/fi
ounces. The door flaps are so hinged
that

they

may

be

swung

back

flat

against the bulb, allowing the necessary
space at the top when barn doors are
used on back lights.
One of the most important features
of the unit, perhaps, is the finish of the
flaps; they are anodized black instead
of painted or lacquered. Thus, the fin¬
ish wil never chip or scrape off. The
remainder of the unit—the housing or

CINEMATOGRAPHER’S MANUAL DEBUTS THIS MONTH

“L nder reasonably favoralde projec¬
tion conditions, the 8mm picture is
acceptable up to a four foot width
screen, hut preferably a smaller size,
rile picture is not as sharp as 16mm

ness that doesn’t exist. Today’s 8mm
picture quality may he compared to the
16mm picture quality of the early or

BARN DOORS

ing arrival of the stork. He is Joseph
V. Mascelli, who only a few days ago

editor. He ])reviously had authored a
number of articles which were [)ublished in American Cinematographer.
Eollowing an extensive period of re¬
search, Mascelli spent a full year com¬
piling, checking and re-checking ac¬
cumulated facts and data, and pre¬
paring this material for the press with
the helpful guidance of Arthur Miller

and Walter Strenge of the ASC’s Pub¬
lications Committee.
A free-lance cinematographer and
author of numerous technical and
semi-technical articles on cinematog¬
raphy and motion picture production
techniques, Mascelli has a background
of more than 20 years photographic
experience in military, industrial, doc¬
umentary and TV motion picture pro¬
duction, during which time he amassed
a staggering fund of knowledge which
he tucked away in his mental filing
system. This trick paid off handsomely
when it came to compiling text, charts,
etc., for the Manual.
The American Cinematographer
Manual is the result of a need long
felt to provide professional cinematog¬
raphers and others engaged in the pro¬
duction of motion pictures with a
reliable, authenticated source of tech¬
nical reference data. Lew cinematog¬
raphers are capable of memorizing
every fact and formula necessary to his
work. Thus, this source of factual in¬
formation, fully up to date, and read¬
ily accessible through simplified in¬
dexing has been comj)iled to assist
cameramen in all fields of motion pic¬
ture production.
■

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

it.

When you think of editing equipment... think of Hollywood Film Company

designers and manufacturers of film, instrumentation and video tape editing equipment

956 n. seward st. • Hollywood 38, California • ho 2-3284
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clainp—is anodized clear matt for effi¬
cient dissipation of heat which other¬
wise would tend to shorten hull) life.

¥-^

I

Custom Built

The door Haps are generous in size
—5 inches hy 10 inches—and are
readily removable from the rest of the
unit. Thus it is possible to quickly re¬
place a flap in event of damage, also
to substitute the solid opaque (laps with
(laps made of semi-opaque materials

Hanson
Rear Screen
Process
35mm Projector

*15,000®“

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

opaque silhouette of the foreground
image, which is used during printing
to mask that portion of the background
image which it is intended to replace
hy the foreground image. A “traveling
matte” is a series of such mattes on a
strip of film, each individual matte im¬
age corresponding to one image on the
foreground film. Very many methods
have been used to create a matte. One
used in the past was to project the
foreground image and make a silhou¬
ette drawing of each frame, and, al¬
though tedious and costly, it was found
to be very useful for the occasional
effect sequence.

j

complete

The “Blue Backing” Process

Guaranteed

For over twenty years a system has
been widely used, mostly for color
films, in which the foreground scenes

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO, INC
DEPT. A, 315 WEST 43rd STREET
NEW YORK 36, N.Y. • JUdson 6-1420

★--

LIQUID GATE
PRINTING FOR
16-35 BLOW-UPS

An amazing new 16mm and 35mm process
which eliminates scratches, smooths out grain
and enliances overall quality. It is particularly
valuable for use in . . .

• RECLAMATION OF OLD AND WORN FILMS
• SALVAGING VALUABLE SCRATCHED ORIGINALS
• 16mm to 35mm BLOW-UPS . . .
The scope of this economical theatrical pro¬
duction
blow-up
medium
has greatly
in¬
creased due to the tremendous benefits of
Liquid Gate Printing. A test will p.-ove its
value.
Complete Laboratory and Effects

Services

NEW PRICE LIST AVAILABLE - INQUIRIES INVITED

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153

N.

Highland

Ave.,

Hollywood 38,

Calif.

LINWOOD DUNN. ASC. President
‘Over

30

Years

of

Mojor

Studio

Experience”

are shot against a l)acking of such a
color that it will expose one of the lay¬
ers of the color negative to the exclusion
of the others. Any layer may be select¬
ed, hut blue has most often been used.
Thus the blue separation positive and
the red separation negative have a clear
base, the hacking having been fully
exposed on the blue layer, and hardly
at all on the red layer. When these two
j pieces of film are placed together in bii pack we have a negative plus a positive
on a clear base, sufficiently good mater¬
ial from which to print (1 ) a negative
in which the background is opaque
and the foreground is clear (as frame
B in the diagram), and (2) a positive
matte in which the foreground is a sil¬
houette against a clear background (as
frame E in the diagram).
This works quite well, except that
. any part of the foreground scene that
has a preponderance of blue will be
represented hy clear film on both color
separation films, and that area will
appear on the composite as a hole in
the foreground scene. The mattes serve
as masks, the background shot and the

j

“MITE-LITE”
LIGHTEST AAOVIE NEWSREEL LITE
BURNS LONGER — LESS CHARGING
GOOD SKIN TONES—BRIGHTER BACKGROUNDS
FITS ANY CAMERA (NO TOOLS)
Cost Only $130.Of) Inc. Charger.
custom built by —- JACK D.
2801
Oak Point Dr., Hollywood
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LEPPERT
28,

for

special

lighting

effects.
The Lowel-Light Barndoor is de¬
signed for use with all R-40 reflector
Imlhs. Although originally designed for
use with the Lowel-Light tape-up,
clamp-on lighting unit, it works equally
well with all other portable lighting
units designed for R-40 reflector bulbs.
The unit retails for S-5.75 at dealers. ■

Continued from Page 671

• 500 ft. capacity
• 200 Amp Arc Lamphouse
• Bell & Howell—movement with
registration pins
• Rheostat with light intensity
stop switches
» Sync Generator
• Two camera interlock motors—
for Mitchell NC & BNC
• Complete set various focal length
of projection lenses
• Forward and Reverse controls
• AH connecting cables
• All components—completely bilmped
for very low noise level
• Projector mounted on dollied pedestal
with horizontal and vertical
adjustments

projector weight: 1500
sync generator:
300
rheostat: . 90
accessories_ . 150

required

TRAVELING MATTE PROCESSES

Specifications:

Approximate
"
”
”

when

Calif,

foreground action lieing double-printed
on a single film through the positive
and negative mattes respectively. (In
the diagram as if Frame D had a clear
base, so it would he nece.ssary for it to
he exposed in hi-pack with Frame B,
thus cutting out the smoke from the
pipe.)
This system has been well proved in
practice, hut it has some limitations:—
as just mentioned, the background
color must not he present in the fore¬
ground (if a blue backing is used, then
a girl wearing a blue sash might ap¬
pear to he walking around in two
halves) : because the separate negative
matte covers them, glass windows just
disappear, and the same negative matte
is liable to cause all kinds of odd effects
on smoke, fine mesh curtains, drinking
glasses and similar objects.
Need for Complimentary
Lighting in an Improved System
A fundamental requisite of an im¬
proved process is the use of a lighting
system of complementary colors for
the foreground and the hacking; i.e.,
lighting in such a manner that the ef¬
fective rays from the foreground reach¬
ing the film have no light rays of the
same wavelength as those received from
the hacking. The foreground film will
then carry its own integral matte,
showing a complete image, including
transparent, transluscent and fine de¬
tails such as reflections in glass win¬
dows, smoke and fine hairs (See frames
A and D in illustration). These are
not recorded hy the positive matte
(Frame E), and are thus double-print¬
ed on to the background, rendering a
natural and pleasing picture (Frame
G). The matte film is insensitive to the
foreground lighting, so it will not re¬
cord any of the light reflected from the
foreground scene whatever the color
or tonal range, and will thus produce
an efficient matte (Frames B and E).

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

IF YOU SHOOT

MOTION PiaURES
FOR
—
—
—
—
—

TV or Theatres
Industry
Education
Government
Research/ etc.

You Need This
New Technical
Data

Book!

Most comprehensive compilation of Cinemato¬
graphic data ever assembled between the covers of
a single book!! Contains more than 400 pages of
concise, practical, and informative data for photog¬
raphers and producers of motion pictures in all
fields.

“plus diopter lenses focal length conversion tablT
<;nmm 75mm, 1 OOmrti and 1 50mm lenses
For 50mm, 75mm,

of objects
FILTER FACTOR COMPENSATOR
INCREASE IN EXPOSURE REQUIRED WITH VARIOUS FILTER FACTORS
<0n( Step OiHerence ecl»(«n ShtOea I'can
EXJtMPU r 16 aithoul a filler becomei f t wntn a liller wiin a factor el * n usee
(IPOSUHE
WITHOUT
1.5
FIITE*
F 2.3
2.8
3.2
4
45
56
6.3
S
9
11
12.7
16
18
22
25
32

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
H
9
11
12./
16
18
22
25

FILTER FACTORS
2

2-5

3

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11
12.7
16
18
22

2.1
2.5
3
36
4.2
5
6
7.2
8.5
lU
12
14
17
20

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11
12.7
16
18

3.5

2.1
2.5
3
36
4.2
5
6
7.2
8.5
10
12
14
17

4

6

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11
12./
16

2.1
25
3
3.6
4.2
5
6
7.2
8.5
10
12
14

2
2.3
28
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11
12.7

7

2,1
2.5
3
3.6
4.2
5
6
7.2
8.5
10
12

ID

2
2,3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11

2.1
2.5
3
3.6
4,2
5
6
7.2
8.5
10

12

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
45
5.6
6.3
8
9

14

16

24

32

43
.38

U?
3.75
5 71
9 02
'321
>8 18
33 79
6000

2.1
25
3
3.6
4.2
5
6
7.2
8.5

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4,5
5.6
6.3

Post Paid

2
2,3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6

Charts, tables diagrams and drawings such as these give
instant answers to problems relating to lens angles, filter
factors, shutter openings, camera speeds, exposure, lighting,
aspect ratios., etc., etc.

INFORMATIONAL text covers data never be¬
fore published on panning speeds, optical
effects, ultra high-speed photography, under¬
water cinematography, background plates,
process shots, traveling mattes, day-for-night
photography, color temperature, etc.
INCLUDED ALSO: A glossary of motion picture
technical terms in five languages: English,
Spanish, French, Italian, and German.

COPY

$^50

LIMITED EDITION!
RESERVED COPIES WILL BE DELIVERED FIRST!
ORDER YOURS TODAY!

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please

reserve

Payment of $7.50*

for

me

a

copy

of

the

is enclosed.

AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER

MANUAL.

Please ship C.O.D.

Name.
Street & No.....
City.

Zone.

State..

'■ for orders mailed within California, jilease add 4^/c sales tax.
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The Final Solution
This is comparatively simple with
black-and-white traveling matte, hut the
problem has been to do it in color
without upsetting the color quality of
the foreground picture. Invisible light,
in the form of ultraviolet and infrared,
has been tried with a certain amount
of success, hut this brings up the prob¬
lem of correcting the distortion of matte
image size produced by the great dif¬
ference between the foeal plane of
these wave hands and that of white
light. The Rank P rocess solves the
problem by the use of monochromatic
yellow light, which is found in the
spectrum between red and green. If it
is filtered from the foreground lighting,
no discernible change takes place in
the color of the scene as photographed
and, being well within the visible spec¬
trum, there is no problem of matte
image size. The Rank Black-and-White
Process makes use of the complemen¬
tary colors blue and yellow.
Production of Foregtround and
Background Component Images
The only essential material required
to make a composite scene is, as we
have seen, a positive of the background
seene and the two positive hlms of the

scene. The former is a
straight photograph and presents few
special problems, so for the moment we
may deal with the two foreground films
only. These two films are required to
present photographically opposite as¬
pects of the same scene, yet they must
be geometrically the same. Experiments
were onet __ .)y producing the pic¬
ture and matte images alternately, but
the time lag mostly resulted in a line
around the foreground artist. Our or¬
iginal experiments were made using an
ordinary steady production camera,
loaded wdth hi-pack film, but this result¬
foreground

ed in flare and loss of definition.

is loaded with panchromatic film, and
the other with blue sensitive film. The
light passing from the lens to the pan¬
chromatic film is filtered, so that only
yellow (i.e., minus blue) light reaches
the film, making it virtually yellow
sensitive only, while the film in the
other gate responds to blue only.
Operational Method
The foreground subject is placed in
front of a plain blue-illuminated baeking, and the subject itself is lit with
light which has passed through a yellow
filter,

corresponding in

camera

color to

the

filter which makes the pan¬

A Beam-Splitting Method
Essential

chromatic film yellow sensitive only.

It was soon realized that the two
images must l)e produced simultaneous¬

that the light reflected from it is even
in intensity, and is complementary in

ly and in the same optical plane, and

color to the yellow foreground lighting.

The blue backing is lit in such a way

camera

The scene is shot with the beam¬

would he needed. This type of camera

splitting camera just described, so that

has two gates set at right angles, each

panchromatic film records the yellow

of which is able to receive a geometri¬

foreground only, producing a negative

cally identical image from the same lens

picture with a clear base (A in flow

using a semi-transparent mirror set be¬

diagram), and the blue sensitive film

tween them. This method allows plenty

records the blue backing only, produc¬

to

do

this

a

beam-splitting

of latitude in dealing with the films

ing a negative matte, i.e., a dense base

separately

of

with a clear portion to the shape of the

exposure and light filtering. One gate

foreground image (B). Positive prints

in

respect

of

balance

ooo

ooo

Ultra-fast F/2 ZOOM LENS
New Pan Cinor 85 zooms from 17mm
through 85mm, with reflex throughthe-lens focusing and viewing as well
as split-image range finder. This lens
takes unusually sharp detail and
color rendition. Has C-mount

for 16mm cameras. $420.00.

All prices include
Federal Excise Tax
where applicable.
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are made, from the foreground nega¬
tive (A to D) from the hackground
negative (C to F), and from the matte
negative (B to E). This must be done
on a reliable registration step printer,
as picture steadiness is of utmost im¬
portance at every stage of the process.
Positives D and F are made on fine
grain duplicating film and positive E
is made on high contrast film.
Tlie Single Strip B&W Process
The Single

Strip Traveling Matte

Process is an alternative black-andwhite system. While suitable for most
purposes, it is especially recommended
for television films.
The foreground set-up is similar to
that of the beam-splitter process, hut a
beam splitting camera is not necessary
—any steady Mitchell or Newall camera
can be used. The scene is shot with
Eastman Color Negative, which is de¬
veloped normally. From the resulting
color negative the laboratory is able to
produce, by means of color separation,
the foreground positive D and the
matte E. The production of the com¬
posite from these components is virtual¬
ly the same as for the beam-splitter
process.
Because there is no need to hire a

special camera and crew, and the lab¬
oratory work of producing the com¬
posite is simplified, this method is
cheaper. It is also particularly good as
to coincidence of matte and forground
image. Tonal rendering is very good,
hut the use of color film tends to lower
image definition.
The Rank Color Process
The color process differs from the
black-and-white process mainly in the
color of the light used. Because all the
colors of the foreground must be cor¬
rectly recorded, it is necessary to il¬
luminate it with white light. Here
advantage is taken of the fact that most
yellow objects reflect very little mono¬
chromatic yellow, the yellow effect
mostly coming from a mixture of red
and green light. I n fact integral tri¬
pack color negative is almost insensi¬
tive to the narrow monochromatic yel¬
low band (found between green and
red in the spectrum), and, although a
slight change may he noticeable to the
eye, removal of this narrow hand has
no discernible effect in the color of the
scene as photographed.
Filters
The rare earth didymium, incorpo¬

rated in glass, makes a satisfactory
filter to remove t?ie monochromatic
yellow from the foreground lighting.
Lamps covered by didymium filters
emit a photographically white light
composed of blue, green and red, al¬
though without monochromatic yellow.
The backing must reflect monochro¬
matic yellow light only. This effect is
obtained by illuminating a flat white
backing with ordinary sodium lamps,
as used in street lighting, which have a
spectrum emission at 589 millimicrons.
The Beam-Splitter Color Camera
The beam-splitting camera differs
from that used in the black-and-white
process only in the optics. The beam
divider relies on a 45 degree controlled
interference filter pellicle, which is
graded to transmit monochromatic yel¬
low to the matte negative film (camera
gate B in the diagram), and reflect the
remainder of the visible light to the
foreground film (camera gate A in
diagram). The light reaching the matte
film passes through a yellow filter, and
the light to the color film passes through
a didymium filter, thus perfecting the
spectrum division initiated in the beamdivider.
The negative color film is balanced

New variable shutter on Bolex 16mm Reflex puts fades at your fingertips. Hand backwinding for
dissolves. Parallax-free through-the-lens viewing and focusing while shooting. Footage and frame
counters . . . speeds 12 to 64 fps . . . settings for time exposure, single frame and continuous run
. . . many other extras. {Automatic

REXOFADER shown on camera is a new push-button control that

times fades, optional at only $37.50.) With Lytar 25mm f/1.8 lens, the Bolex H-16 REX® is only

$400. (Lenses shown optional at extra cost.) Write Department BACH for literature and name
of nearest dealer. PAILLARD Incorporated, 100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.

Bolex 16mm Tiller: Optical bench, main

Bolex Uni motor

Fine Bolex Lenses

frame, two reflectors, title frame, sliding cra¬
dle and rackover, $169.50. Accessory kit:
roller screen, drum, turn¬
table, animation frame,
mirror frame,
pivoting plates,
others for special
effects,
$141.00.

Drives a full roll of film
through camera with
absolutely constant
speed. No lost shots
while rewinding! Easv
to attach (no special
tools necessary).
Speeds from 12 to 32
fps. Complete with bat¬
tery case, $89.50.

Switar 10mm 1/1.6 ex¬
treme wide angle, $149.50.
Switar 25mm f/1.4 very
fast normal lens, $168.00.
Switar 75mm f/1.9 fast
telephoto, focusing from
5', $145.00. All six ele¬
ments or more; anti-reflec¬
tion coated for lifelike
color fidelity.

Prices include F.E.T. where applicable
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for 3.200'^K. In straighforward produc¬
tion sliooting this color tem})erature is
ohtained hy using unfiltered incandes¬
cent lamps, or white flame arcs with
C.T.O. filters. In shooting Color Trav¬
eling Matte, the camera optical system
and the didymium filters on the lamps
lower the color temperature of the
light reaching the film hy about
2,0(K)°K. This is corrected hy filtering
the source: instead of an orange filter,
a light-yellow filter in the form of a
Vt ratten 2()-\ is sufficient to correct a
white flame arc, which is thus very
efficient; hut on the other hand the
incandescent lamp, previously without
a filter, must now have a C.T. hlue.
thereby decreasing its efficiency. Arcs
and “inkies” may thus he mixed when
lighting tile foreground, hut arcs are
more economical.
Production of the Composite
Negative
The ojieration of producing the comjjosite negative can he carried out on
an ordinary optical printer. The hackground and foreground are exposed
consecutively, dip tests being used as a
guide to adjusting the position of matte
and picture and the relative density
of foreground and background scenes.
The Rank Laboratories however, use a
double headed jirinter which is designed
especially to produce Traveling Matte
Composites, thereby giving a quicker
service, with more exact line-up and
[letter balance lietween background and
foreground scenes. Sometimes known
as the Beam Combiner, it is optically
the reverse of the beam splitting cam¬
era. It has two jirojectors set at right
angles, with a semi-transparent mirror
between them which reflects and trans¬
mits the light, so that the camera receives the images superimposed. This
combined image mav be deflected so
that the picture is jirojected on to a
screen, enabling the jiosition of matte
to picture, and relative density of fore¬
ground and background scenes, to be
adjusted visually. Tbe whole combined
scene may then be inspected while the
machine is in motion, as it would be
when actually exposing. This machine
not only facilitates a quicker service
liut. control being more positive, back¬
ground and foreground will usually be
better matched.

producing the desired com})onents men¬
tioned earlier (D, E and F). Compon¬
ents E and F are threaded into one gate
of the beam combiner in bi-pack, and
comj)onent I) into tbe other. Back¬
ground positive F is exposed through
the matte E. This matte prevents ex¬
posure of the foreground areas by the
])rinting light. At the same time the
foreground ])Ositive 1) is ex])osed into
that unexposed ])ortion, the required
hackground areas being protected from
the printer light by the black back¬
ground of the foreground positive 1).
The combined picture is adjusted visu¬
ally, j)botographed, and after develop¬
ment we have a composite negative
ready for cutting into the final picture.
Malcliiiig Inserts
It can Ite seen that the films depicting
the foreground action, matte and hackground scene, are processed in step all
the way. so the final composite negative
is a first generation “dupe” both in
foreground and background, tending to
make the over-all quality the same, and
helj)ing the illusion as to the unity of
the picture. Any other optical work in
the same scenes, such as dissolves and
superimpositions, can be incorporated
at the same time without loss of quality.
Many separate foregrounds can be
added to an original l)ackground by
consecutive exposures on to the same
film stock, therebv retaining the same
quality throughout without extra dupli¬
cating. Briefly, each sceiie is printed
through a combined matte of those
scenes which are to overlay it, thus
always leaving an unexposed area for
printing in the next foreground scene
which is nearer the camera. By jug¬
gling the mattes, actors photographed
as separate foregrounds can walk be¬
fore and behind each other as required,
and it is even possible to make an actor
walk round and round himself.

A Service to Producers
Traveling Matte is offered to all
British film producers as a normal
service by The Bank Laboratories,
where a staff of specialists is available
to control every step of the process.
The shooting unit is led Ity an exjterienced technician, who advises the pro¬
duction unit on all aspects of traveling
matte.
Shooting the foreground scene can
be facilitated by pre-planning, when
the unit art director and lighting cam¬
eraman confer with the T.M. technician.
They shonld establish the position and
size of backing; the position, height,
tilt and movement of the camera; and
the number and position of the lam|)S
for both the backing and foreground
lighting. It will depend on the kind of
scene as to how near the unit must
work to this plan; often it will be only
a loose guide, but experience has shown
that it is always worth preparing.
Mobile T.M. Unit
The Traveling Matte- Unit brings
with it all the extra equipment neces¬
sary for shooting, such as beam-splitting camera with blimp and dolly,
matte film stock, lamp filters, filter
holders and, in the case of Color T.M.,
sodium lamps. The T.M. technician is
responsible for the level of the key light
on the foreground scene, but the light¬
ing cameraman of the production cre¬
ates the lighting effect. While the fore¬
ground lighting is in progress, the T.M.
technician advises as to camera
movement and set up, and generally
checks all things appertaining to the
process.
Speedy Operation on the Stage

Using the Specialized Printer

Shooting the foregrounds proceeds
at much the same speed as shooting
straight scenes. The backing is evenly
lit by the T.M. technician according
to set principles, the method varying
according to size and shape, and nor¬
mally he will sjiend only a few minutes
in this operation. The day’s shooting
may thenceforth proceed with no loss
of time from this quarter. As the cam¬
eraman has very often little or no set
to light, shooting may in fact be quick¬
er thaji that of normal production work.
Bush ])rints of the scene thus photo¬
graphed may be viewed the next day
as in normal shooting.

It will be seen from the diagram that
positive prints are made from the fore¬
ground negative A. the matte negative
B. and the background negative C.

As already noted, the traveling matte
background plate may be shot at any
time before or after the foreground. It
does not require especial photographic
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quality; but, l)ecause it has to combine
with the foreground scene to make a
picture, imperfections that would he
tolerable in a straight shot may spoil a
composite scene by showing up the
boundary between the component im¬
ages. Further, composition, perspective
and movement in the plate must fit the
foreground scene. The Rank Laborator¬
ies supply printed notes to assist cam¬
eramen when shooting these back¬
grounds.
Conclvisioii
Both the background and the fore¬
ground scenes of a Rank Traveling
Matte Composite are a_first generation
dupe, and are equally in focus. The
quality is thus the same, and one
merges into the other. The background
may he the real thing, a small model, a
painting or a still photograph magni¬
fied to any desired scale, and used in
conjunction with live artists and a fullscale foreground set. The artist can
actually he put into a background
scene. This is done by using a sup¬
plementary hand-drawn matte to bring
part of the background plate to the
front of the foreground action.
Economic Aspects of T.M.
Traveling matte is invaluable for
trick work and special shots such as
those from vehicles, but quality and
price are such that a producer may
often also use it with confidence, and
profitably, in lieu of straight shooting.
A producer with only a small stage
may embark on ambitious types of
production without even going outside
his studio, and much of his set con¬
struction can he replaced by a model.

or a still photograph of
Exteriors can be shot
without any regard to
tions and other hazards

the real thing.
in the studio
weather condi¬
which are part

of the normal location.
Free Rein for Producer
Many trick shots are simplified by
traveling matte, and many are virtually
impossible to produce by any othei
means. Dangerous situations can l>e
simulated, such as an artist suspended
over a busy street; scenes can he pro¬
duced with an extraordinary depth of
focus, or scenes with no counterpart m
real life, such as in space fiction, trans¬
formations, fairy tales with giants and
pixies, etc.; the car on the foreground
is seen to run down the man on the
background; the star artist on the
background plate puts his head thiough
the glass window on the foreground;
the same man walks round himself,
hundreds of extras crowd on a studio
pier which is surrounded by water
shot on the model tank; a man walks
through the wall; the Invisible Mans
bandages are unwrapped; Gulliver’s
Travels . . .
Traveling matte is now very widelyused in this country, but its full po¬
tentialities have yet to he properly ap¬
preciated. Although it can so often be
the answer to an otherwise impossible
shot, it should he more generally re¬
garded as a means to enhance produc¬
tion value and reduce costs, rather than
just another trick process to he used
when all else fails.
References
British Patent Nos. 633, 420 705, 256 708,
113 and 787, 759.

'‘It jell to earth I know
not where ”

PHOTOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENTATION FOR MISSILE TESTS
Continued from Page 666

chosen for this unit to permit the
camera axis to he aligned in the hori¬
zontal plane. This minimizes image
distortion and permits easy evaluation
of the emergence film. The camera is
normally operated at 1000 frames per
second, hut data can he obtained up
to frame rates of 2500 per second.
Encrineering surveillance data are of
great importance in case of catastro¬
phic failures. In the original Jupiter
concept, a high order explosion could
result from the liquid propellants.
This could destroy all the above-deck
photographic equipment by either
blast or fire and all available surveil¬
lance data would he lost. To instru¬

ment for a catastrophe. Kinescope re¬
cording of the television picture is
provided. Although the resolution of
this type of recording does not com¬
pare with direct photographic records,
valuable data could he recovered from
this back-up mechanism. Kinescope
recording with timing is provided on
both the fore and aft racking mounts.
The picture recorded is dependent
upon which camera the tracking plat¬
form

operator

is

utilizing

for

view

finder purposes.
The

Kinescope

recording

system

consists of a 16mm Auricon Pro-600
camera equipped with a T-TV shutter
photographing a television monitor
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and is shown in Figure 5. There are
no provisions aboard ship for proc¬
essing positive film, and since a posi¬
tive picture is desirable for projection,
the picture on the recording monitor
is electronically reversed, yielding a
j)ositive image on the Kinescope film.
The trajectory camera system is de¬
signed around the Maurer 220E, 70mm
aerial reconnaissance camera. This
camera is capal)le of operating in
excess of five frames per second; how¬
ever, it is being operated at four
frames per second to assure reliable
action. Because of missile dynamics
associated with Polaris, a data rate
of eight frames |)er second is required,
and cameras are operated alternately
to provide this effective rate of eight
frames per second. The cameras used
in the fore and aft units are equipped
with 38mm wide-angle lenses. Fig. 6
shows a four-camera unit. The base
plate, camera holders, and other cast¬
ings are of Meehanite. The camera
mounts are desigtied to allow camera
interchangeability,
thus
permitting
camera installation prior to the test
and removal at the conclusion. To
provide the necessary camera inter¬
changeability, a camera standardiza¬
tion system has been devised. A camera
holder of cast Meehanite holds the
camera in a preset position with the
auxiliary equipment which permits
camera alignment. The camera stand¬

When the target’s fine
film processing, aim at Capital.

ardization equipment and the inter¬
changeable mounts permit camera in¬
terchange with errors in the order of
no more than ten seconds of arc.
The midship instrumentation unit
consists of two cameras operating al¬
ternately, and they are equipped with
80mm lenses. Optical axis alignment
and film plane orientation are retained
relative to each other to better than
10 seconds of arc.
Installation Described

•

Sound • Editorial • Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC. • 1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
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The trajectory camera system yields
missile position through triangulation;
thus an extremely accurate method of
system calibration and orientation is
necessary for data reduction. This
calibration equipment (which will he
described in a later section) permits
the accurate orientation of the camera
platforms: first, with respect to them¬
selves and then with respect to the
ship’s coordinates. A photographic rec¬
ord of orientation targets on the
ship’s superstructure permits deter¬
mination of the direction of one cam¬
era’s optical axis in ship’s coordinates
as a check on initial orientation.
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The above-decks installation consists
of a complex of 12 camera stations.
The approximate location and type of
ecpiipment installed at each station are
shown in Figure 4. The trajectory
cameras, Type A installation, are lo¬
cated at four positions, and the Type
R installation is located amidships.
The three-camera engineering surveil¬

PRECISION* FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Appd,

For

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00
Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

lance station Type C is shown in the
position to instrument the aft launch
tube. In the future a second tube for¬
ward of the present installation is
contemplated. At this time, camera
C will be moved to the forward posi¬
tion to cover this tube.
The two-camera installation Type D
is used at three locations, two on the
main deck and one at a higher level.

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

The one located on the 03 level was
necessary to provide initial coverage
because the tracking station (to he
described later) does not have a clear
view of this tube. Camera Type E is
located on the 03 level and permits
detailed observation of missile emer¬
gence. Camera Type F is located on
the 05 level and on the after portion
of the ship. The entire photographic
complex is operated from a single
control position known as the Instru¬

opticalmognetic
sound
readers

ment Control Center.

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50

Roles of Various Cameras
A brief summary of the
types of installation follows
ences are to Figure 4) :
The Tyi )e A four-camera

various
(Refer¬
station

of eight frames per second. The mid¬
ship trajectory station. Type B, con¬
sists of two Maurer cameras operated
in a similar mode.
The engineering surveillance cam¬
eras, Types C and D, serve both as
engineering surveillance and emer¬
gence cameras. They are located
around the tube and provide detailed
coverage from missile exit to the
limit of the optics. These cameras
operate at 48 frames ])er second with
shutter exposure time in the order
of I/TOGO second and jirovide suffi¬
ciently short exposure to yield sharp

optical

magnetic film

sound

and tape

readers

sound
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reader
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Model 700
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In
Si’:

shows the four Maurer 220E aerial
reconnaissance cameras. Since the
maximum pulse rate for these cam¬
eras is five per second, they are oper¬
ated at four per second to assure relial)le operation. This data rate was
insufficient
for
detailed
coverage,
and a second installation was com¬
pleted with the cameras being oper¬
ated alternately at an effective rate

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.
$215.75
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The ordinary reflector bulb
barndoor is so bulky, so much
trouble to attach . . . Exciting,
new Lowel-Light unit slips on
instantly, without tools, and
without removing the bulb! Fits
all R-40 bulbs 150 to 500 watts.

Camera Type E is an Eastman
Higli-Speed camera which is nor¬
mally operated at 1,000 frames per

tor prefers to use the Zoomar-lensequipped television camera with the
lens set at minimum focal length, and

second. This camera permits detailed
analysis of missile behavior as it
emerges from the tube until torchoff. A 13mm wide-angle lens is pro¬

then increase the focal length as the
missile recedes from the cameras. In

vided for coverage of the missile be¬
havior, and a longer focal length lens

Has extra large, removable doors,
folds to fit in a jacket pocket!

of 63mm is supplied to permit a
more detailed study of the missile as
it leaves the launcher.
Camera Type f' consists of two

Even the price is exciting.
Tape-up, clamp-on lighting unit $6.95
Kit: 5 lights. Gaffer-Tape, case $29.35
PocKet size, folding Barndoor $5.75
AVAILABLE AT LEADING PHOTO DEALERS

Eyemo cameras, one having a wideangle and another having a telephoto
lens and mounted on a remote control
tracking platform. This is the only
trainable camera tyjie used; the rest
are stationarv. Trackino; is achieved
by utilizing a closed circuit television
system as a view finder. The operator
tracks the missile while observing the
picture on the television picture tube.
All of the above-deck equipment is
provided with protective covers. The
engineering surveillance and high¬
speed camera housings are provided
with glass ports through which the
pictures are taken, thus providing pro¬
tection from the elements. The tra¬
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signal permits the operator to apply
full elevation command to the tracking
mount. Thus the dynamic lag of the
system is overcome and smooth track¬
ing results.
The little rectangle which appears
in the center of the television screen
represents the relative field of view
of the Zoomar lens at maximum ex¬
tension (150mm) compared to the
field of view of the wide-angle, 10mm
lens. When the tracking operator has
the missile centered within or near

HOUSTON FEARLESS

1,800.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36,
JUdton 6-1420

jectory camera stations are provided
with similar housings, except that the
distortion introduced by having a glass
plate could not be tolerated. Eor this
reason, remote controls have not been
provided. Prior to operation, these
doors are opened, then the pictures are
taken and the doors closed at the con¬
clusion of the test.
Because it is difficult to track a mis¬
sile emerging from a tube, a predictor
signal or “first motion” light is pro¬
vided on the tracking console. This

N.

Y.

this rectangle, he then changes from
the wide-angle to the Zoomar television
camera. The enlarged image then sim¬
plifies tracking and minimizes tracking
errors.
Although both wide-angle and Zoo¬
mar lenses are ])rovided on the tele¬
vision cameras, an experienced opera¬

case he loses the missile, he can always
switch to the wide-angle camera, recenter it on the screen, and switch
back at will.
Remote tracking with a

television

view finder has proved to be easier
than originally anticipated.
The Instrument Control Unit is used
to program camera operations. Because
the countdown schedule does not per¬
mit this programmer to initiate missile
firings, the equipment was designed to
be operated from events occuring in
the countdown schedule. By selecting
events, it is possilile to initiate record¬
ing or terminate recording as required.
The ICb^ consists of multichannel pro¬
grammers which can be initiated by
events preceding zero time or missile
first motion. Commands following first
motion are controlled by a synchronous
clock arrangement. There is a possibili¬
ty that the missile event may not be
received properly and, in this case, all
programmers are forced to the ON posi¬
tion by first motion signal. This, then,
forces instrumentation which may not
have received a signal prior to this
time to the ON position and minimizes
data loss. Eor the photographic system,
the master command signal is electrical
disconnect of the missile umbilical cord.
This permits the various cameras to be
turned on at this time, and they are
turned off at a preselected time after
first motion. In all cases, the camera
operation time is sufficient to allow"
complete film utilization. The only
camera equipped with automatic turn¬
off at the end of the film is the Eastman
Highspeed camera. The other units
would not be damaged if operated with¬
out film.
Data Correlation
All the photographic cameras are
provided with timing to permit data
correlation.
Missile position is obtained from the
camera film data by triangulation
calculations. The accuracy to which the
final data can be obtained is directly
related to the trajectory camera align¬
ment and calibration.
To facilitate camera standardization,
an optical target assembly is provid¬
ed. This utilizes the fiducial marks in
the cameras and references the film
plane to these marks.
Two photographic laboratories were

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

provided to supply adequate processing
and suport facilities for the photograph¬
ic instrumentation. A motion picture
laboratory was designed to handle
16mm, 35mm and 70mm black-andwhite film. It also has capabilities of
handling 16mm and 35mm Anscochrome color film and 12-inch oscillo¬
graph paper or film.
The instrumentation described has
provided a wide range of data for test
evaluation of the FBM Weapon System.
Although it was designed to instrument
primarily missile launching originating
from the deck of the ship on which it
is mounted, the instrumentation will
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) MAGNETIC — 35mm, 16mm, 17

a

pick up

tion and to allow maximum space

\ OPTICAL

to

purchase of only the

unit required to suit specific sound

Speakers which can be conveniently

ing test range with all facilities neces¬
and.

Movi¬

plugged into either of two Amplifier-

Observation Island effectively a float¬

pocessing,

systems.

ola’s separable components permit

The instrumentation makes the h SS

data

as

the job.

also provide support-facilities for test¬
ing of submarine-launched missiles.

sary — including

is designed for versatility

in fitting the budget as well

— 35mm, 16mm, 35-32mm
>/2

mm,

"

MOVIOLA SYNCHRONIZER-

extent,

URS for normal
use.

Sound Reader Adaptations

prototype
UROM for superior
sound quality.

weapon system.
NOTE: The foregoing article is condensed
from a technical paper of the same title
presented hy the author at the 4th An¬
nual Technical Symposium of the Society
of Photo Instrumentation Engineers, and
subsequently
published
in
the
SPIE
Newsletter.

MS - 16
for 16mm track
MS - 35
for 35mm track

TV/foviola
JLwJL
MANUFACTURING CO.

1451 GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA • HO. 7-3178

develops^reversal film at 1200 ft. per hr.
negatire-Oositive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
MODEL R
REVERSAL FILM
EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automa¬
tically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays
constant.
EASY TO OPERATE, needs no attention.
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from IV2 to
12 minutes.
COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions, no dark¬
room needed.
FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200-FT. MAGAZINE permits uninter¬
rupted processing cycles.
Machines of Filmline manufacture installed at: Pentagon
Bldg., Microfilm division, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval Re¬
search Laboratory; U.S. Public Health Service; U.S. Treasury
Department (15 machines); Atomic Energy Commission;
I.B.M.; G.E.; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; McDonnell Aircraft;
Universities of: Texas, Notre Dame, Indiana, California,
Alabama, Miami, M.I.T.; TV Stations: WHAS, WMUR, WISH,
WBRE, WNCT, WJAR, WTRI, WFMY, WJHP, WCSC, WTVS, WTVJ,
KARK, KDUB, WTVR.
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND LITERATURE

Filmline
NOVEMBER

•

1960

STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.
F.O.B.

Milford, Conn

FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes
Cantilever Construction
Size; 76" X 50" x 24"

•
•
•
•

Filtered Air Supply
Self-Contained Plumbing
Ball Bearing Gearbox
Weight; Approx. 475 lbs.

Milford, Conn.

Dept. ACN 60

EFFECTS WITHOUT MATTES
Impossible location. Dark office,
smooth walls, no stands, 10 min.
to light. Taped 1st light on wood
panel for key; 2nd on plaster

How

Jo

beam for top light; set 3rd on
shelf for back light; hung 4th on
door hinge for background light;
clamped 5th on tripod for fill.
Time; 91/2 minutes! Used

w

Lowel-Light Kit — of course.
Tape-up, clamp-on lighting unit $6.95
Kit: 5 lights, Gaffer-Tape, case $29.95
Pocket size, folding Barndoor $5.75
AVAILABLE AT LEADING PHOTO DEALERS

Bell &
Howell
16mm
Model J

Continued from Page 669

to show customer and representative
during the conversation. This is fol¬
lowed by a three-way split of the
frame (see illustration) to show the
IBM machine in the third segment of
the picture. The IBM machine then
dissolves out and in its place appears
another company representative—head
of the bookkeeping department—who
enters the discussion and subsequently
explains the purpose and function of
the new IBM hilling method to the
customer’s satisfaction.
When this sequence was hrst planned,
conventional optical printing techniques
were considered. But when the advan¬
tages in time and money savings of
aerial image were considered, aerial
image was chosen as the method for
producing the desired optical effects.
How Split-screen Producecl

Continuous
Film
Printers
These are the Continuous Printers that have set
the standards of the industry for quality and per¬
formance. Exclusive features include hi-intensity
lamp house . . . suction cooled, removable filter
holder and 300-watt lamp. Three-way aperture for
picture only, picture and sound, sound only.
Units are used, but are in excellent condition,
clean, and ready to go to work. List value is over
$4200.00!

NOW ONLY ^2235^^

gordon enterpriser
^_

Serving the World

o

5362 N. Cahuenga Blvd. • North Hollywood
POplar 6-3725

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up fo 200 Ft.
Bmin-16inm-35min-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 R. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

Write for Free Literature

Micro Record Corp.
694

487-14
South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

The split-screen effects were pro¬
duced as follows: after the animation
camera was loaded with color negative,
one half the held on the animation
platen was blanked off with a panel
of l)lack cardlfoard, precisely positioned.
The hrst live action him was then pro¬
jected with the aerial image projector
and simultaneously photographed by
the animation camera. In this opera¬
tion, the entire action of the customer
telephoning was photographed in one
pass of the camera.
The camera shutter was then closed
and the negative wound hack to the
starting frame of the hrst exposure.
The opposite half of the held was then
covered by the black cardboard, and
the second live-action him projected
and photographed for a pre-determined
number of frames (i.e., up to the point
where the three-way split was to begin).
This him comprised the action of the
service company representative talking
to the customer on the telephone about
her account.
For the three-way split-frame ex¬
posure, the right half of the held was
divided into two equal parts, so that
the customer occupies the left half, the
representative the middle segment, and
the IBM (and later the head of the
company’s bookkeeping department)
the third segment. As before, in order
to photograph the action in the re¬
maining two right-hand segments,
panels of black cardboard were used
to mask the desired area of the pro¬
jected pictures during each pass of the

animation camera, and for the specihed
number of frames for each.
The time required for turning out
this three-way split-screen sequence in¬
cluded two hours for layout and prep¬
aration of the scenes, one hour to
ready the camera and cardboard sec¬
tions, and two and one-half hours
shooting time—a total of 51/2 hours.
The exposed negative was sent to the
laboratory around 5:00 p.m. and de¬
veloped that night. Next morning the
lab delivered a fine-grain color print
of the sequence, which was cut into the
picture to complete it. It is estimated
that use of aerial image saved the pro¬
ducer a week to ten days of optical
laboratory time and several hundred
dollars in production expense.
In still another instance, use of aerial
image technique enabled a producer of
TV commercials to meet a rush dead¬
line on a 6'0-second spot announcement
for Post’s cereal. Filmed in 35mm
black-and-white, the job not only had
to he completed in a hurry but at
minimum expense. It consisted of liveaction of a young lad eating a bowl of
breakfast cereal and animation art de¬
picting the boxed product and a cat
that makes the product pitch via the
sound track.
The art work consisted of drawings,
cartoons and titles, all of which was
photographed on the platen area of the
animation stand. The live-action back¬
ground film was projected by means of
the AI projector, and the animation
camera photographed the two media in
a single operation. The following morn¬
ing, the laboratory delivered a print of
the commercial in ample time to meet
the deadline.
For the project, conventional optical
printing methods were also considered,
but the final decision was to use the
faster, more economical aerial-imageplus animation method. The ad agency
provided the producer with a complete
storyboard that showed how the art
work was to be integrated with the live
action. The live-action footage was then
shot, processed and evaluated, and the
selected take then projected and photo¬
graphed with the art work in a single
pass of the camera.
Actual Product Used
Often the actual product can he
employed, instead of pictures of it, in
making a combination art and liveaction TV commercial. One example is
a recent color film commercial for
Marlboro cigarettes. Here the threedimensional pack of cigarettes was

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

superimposecl over a live-action hackground of a pastoral scene —
accomplished hy placing the product
on the platen area of the animation
stand, and photographing it as the
live-action scene was projected from
helow.
Normally, a color sequence of this
kind would he produced hy using highcontrast mattes involving several strips
of film, numerous passes or runs
through the camera, and about a week
of hard work. Using the aerial image
technique, the whole film was shot
within ten minutes and at a fraction of
the cost of the matte method.
For thp imaginative TV film pro¬
ducer, cameraman, or animator, use of
aerial image opens many opportunities
for creative as well as money-saving
production ventures—a great many of
which remain to he discovered and ex¬
plored. Through this medium, color
may he added to scenes filmed in blackand-white so that all Idack areas are
one color, white areas another, and in¬
termediate grey areas still another

Make Movies
ANYWHERE

Shoot SOUND ANYWHERE
with portable 115 volt
AC power:

With the
POWER-PAC
FOR AURICON CAMERAS

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT

Power-Pac Jr., weight 6 lbs.
With life-time nickel-cadmium
batteries and charger.

Smooth, even 3400° K light
in wide-angle beam. No
glaring hot spots. Fits any
camera. No tools needed,
no holes to drill. Long-life
nickel-cadmium battery with
built-in charger. Weighs
only 5 lbs. Guaranteed one
year,

^/39.50
Write for Complete Information

PHOTOMART

^/9P. 50
COMPLETE

WITH

228 So. Franklin St. - Tampa 2, Florida

BATTERY

Telephone 2-1 168

Transform your 16mm Camera
into a SOUND CAMERA
Your projector into a
SOUND
PROJECTOR

color.
image units are employed with anima¬
tion equipment, new and startling de¬
velopments in special effects will emerge
to benefit the industry. No other

1

with the

Certainly, as more and more aerial

Magnasync

previous method has made it possible
to combine live-action and animation
in a single take as fast and as econom¬
ical.
■

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 652

The first single-double system recorder

Track No. 1 is for location sound. Track

reproducer that assures perfect lip-sync

No. 2 may be dubbed in later from a

with professional quality.

tuner or turntable effecting a motion

.Akmand 1hIRAKI), “Time on Her Hands”
(Argus Prod.; UA release; sliooting in
Paris) with Ingrid Bergman and Yves Mon¬
tand. Anatole Litvak, producer-director.

background

Erwin Hili.ier, “The Naked Edge” (Penne-

pound Nomad and drives the Nomad

haker-Baroda Prod, for UA; shooting in
England) with Gary Coojier and Deliorah
Kerr. Michael Anderson, director.

through a flexible cable assuring perfect

ASC, “West Side Story”
(Panavision 70 & Color; Miriscli Piets—
Seven Arts Prods.; shooting in N.Y.) with
Natalie Wood and Richard Beymer. Robert
Wise and Jerome Robbins, directors.
Daniel

Fapr,

Russell Metty, ASC, “The Misfits” (Seven
Arts for UA; shooting at Reno) with Clark
Gable and Marilyn Alonroe. John Huston,
director.
Shuftan,
“Something
Wild”
(Prometheus Prod, for UA; shooting in
N.Y.) with Carroll Baker and Ralph Meek¬
er. Jack Garfein, director.

Now! Record on location, speech and

Biel Ceotmier, “Ring of Eire” (C'Seope
& Color; Andrew & Virginia Stone Prods.;
shooting in Oregon) with David Janssen
and Joyce Taylor.

NOVEMBER

•

1960

with

any

by the remote thumb controlled mixer.

silent

camera. Camera mounts on to the seven

synchronization.

The Nomad recorder becomes a repro¬
ducer when used with your projector.
Like the camera, your projector drives
the Nomad and the transistorized play¬

The Nomad amplifier is fully transis¬
torized and powered by a self contained
nickel cadmium battery.

back amplifier

reproduces in lip-sync

the sound you have recorded.

Split 16mm

magnetic film is sprocket driven, there¬

Whether you are a professional or a

fore assuring frame to frame synchron¬

serious amateur, you will be amazed at

ization.

the new dimensions awaiting you in the

The Nomad has twin track recording
heads

and

Eugene

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

sound,

picture mix. Sound levels are controlled

universal

play-back head.

new

lightweight

professional

Nomad

double-system recorder reproducer.

Write for more complete information and literature.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
of Florida, 1335 E. 10th Ave. Hialeah,

In Florida:

In Hollywood, California:

Jack Pill, Manager

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.

(JflmeRH €ouipm€nT (o.,inc.

Dept.ft-70*

315 West 43rd Sf.,

York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420
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Nicholaus, “Rawliide”*
(CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint I'iastwood.

John
Lowel-Light can save your

Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”* with

life - professionally speaking.

John Newland.

It's perfect for “impossible”

Smith,

“'The

Outlaws”*

Clemens,

ASC,

“Twilight

Darkness

Wild, ASC, “Peter Loves Mary”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Peter Lind Hayes
and Mary Healy; "The Tom Ewell Show'’*
(Four Star Prods.) with Tom Ewell and
Marilyn Erskine.
Harry

locations —from igloos to ICBMs.
George

Mounts on most wall surfaces

Zone”*

LEO TOVER, ASC

(Cayuga Prods.)

in seconds. Clamps on pipes,

Nick

furniture — hundreds of places.

ASC,
Reynolds

Musuraca,

with William
hrook.

One light unit and Barndoor
fit in your jacket pocket!

“'I'he Islanders”*
and James Phil-

Stuart Thompson, ASC, “National Velvet”*

Best light insurance you can buy.

(Velvet Prods.)
Doran.

Tape-up. clamp-on lighting unit $6.95

tvith Lori Mat tin and Ann

Kit: 5 lights. Gaffer-Tape, case $29 95

Vogel,
ASC, “Oh, Those- Bells”*
(CBS-TV) with the Wiere Bros, and Henry
Norell.
Pai I,

Pocket size, folding Barndoor $5.75
AVAILABLE AT LEADING PHOTO DEALERS

Ivano,
“The Jim Backus Show”*
(Calif. National Prods.) with .lim Backus
and Nita Talbot.

Completed the photog¬
raphy in Cinemascope
and color of “Misty,”
starring David Ladd and
Arthur O’Connel, and
filmed at 20th CenturyFox studio.

REVUE STUDIOS

Pali,

I For Top Performance!

Film Picture Viewer

N.B.C.
Stensvold,
ASC,
“Dinah
Shore
Show” (Sewanee Prods.; “Groucho Marx
Show" (Film Craft Prods .) "Roy Rogers
Show-'’ (Sewanee Prods.).
Alan

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

TV)
with
Blocker.

This advanced professional NCE 35mm Viewer
coniliines the functions of viewer, synchronizer,
footage counter and frame counter—all in one
unit. Emhodies many new advantages plus fea¬
tures found only in much higher priced units.
Built-in precision optical shutter assures extra¬
smooth projection of running picture; or of
single frame for frame-hy-frame editing with a
sharp, clear, brilliant picture S'A” x AVa".
Picture can he stopped and viewed for periods
of time without overheating or damage to film.
Can ho used with a sound reader for single sys¬
tem; available for additional 35mm or 16mm
sprockets for double system film editing. Soundheads for magnetic tape can be added to addi¬
tional sprockets for any number of magnetic
tracks. Adapts easily as combination viewer/syn¬
chronizer, assembled to your specific needs.
16mm

• Write for brochure

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT
209 WEST 48th STREET, NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
E

:

West Coast Sales:
Gordon Enterprises, No. Hollywood, Calif.

(NBCand
Dan

Landon

Fades, dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 3Smm. For
further details see “Cinemagic of the Optical
Printer”
in
the
American
Cinematographer
Manuol.

John Russell, ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC,
Emil

Frank Planer, ASC, "Breakfast at Tif¬
fany's” (Jurow-Sheperd Prod.; Technicolor;
shooting in New York) with Audrey Hep¬
burn and George Peppard. Blake Edwards,
director.
Russell Harlan, ASC, “Hatari!”

(Howard
Hawks Prod.;
Technicolor;
shooting in
Africa)
with John
Wayne and
Gerard
Blain. Howard Hawks, iiroducer-director.
PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Guthrie,

ASC, "The Law and Mr.
Star Prods.)
with James

Greene, “The Secret Ways” (Heath
Prod.; shooting in Vienna) with Richard
Widmark and Sonja Ziemann. Phil Karlson,
director.

(Four

Star

Emmett

Bergholz,

available.

1153

Phone:

N.

ASC, John Warren, ASC,
“Wagon
Train”*
(Revue
Prods.) with Ward Bond.
Benj.

Kline,

Emil

Harris,

“Checkmate”*
George.

(J&M Prods.)

Russell, ASC,

with Anthony

ASC,
Neal
(Revue Prods.).

Rennahan,

Jack

Beckner,

ASC,
Emil
(Revue Prods.).

Mackenzie,

“Riverhoat”*

Harris,

Ray Cory, ASC, Bringing Up Buddy'’*
(Kyro Prods.) with Fimil Markey and Dora
Morande; “Boh Cummings Show”* (Pilot;
Revue Prods.).
Neal Beckner, “Bachelor Father”* (Bache¬
lor Prods.) with John Forsythe.
Jack Mackenzie, ASC, Benj. Kline, ASC,
Warren, ASC, “Johnny Midnight”*
(Midnight Prods.) with Edmond O'Brian.

John

ASC, John Warren, ASC,
“Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬
sents”* (Revue Prods.).
John

Russell,

Beckner,

George Diskant, ASC, “Kit Carson,” “June

Man’’* (Revue Prods.) with Barry Sullivan.

Allyson Show”*
June Allyson.

Lionel

Howard

(Four-Star

Prods.)

“Robert
(Four Star Prods.)

Schwartz,

Warren,

Eaimet

ASC, John

with

Taylor De¬
with Robert

Russell,

ASC,

Lionel Lindon, ASC, Neal Beckner, “Tall

Lindon,

ASC, Neal
Prods.).

ASC,

Beckner,

Ellis

Thackery,

“Thriller”*

(Revue

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “U.S. Army Indu.strial

Short”*
“Dante”*
(Four
Star
with Howard Dull and Alan Mow¬

(Revue Prods.).

Burke,

Walter

Theatre”*
Bergholz,

( Filmaster Prods.).

696

with

John

Calif,

Hollywood 38,

Prods.)

(Four Star Prods.) with Wayne Rogers and
Richard Eyer.

Linwood Dunn, ASC, President
Hollywood 9-5808. Cable: FILMEFX

Highland Ave.,

Days”*

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Stagecoach West”**

Prods.)
bray.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.

Valley

(Overland

Sickner, ASC, “The Deputy”*
(Revue Prods.) with Henry- Fonda.

Neal

Charles

list

“Death

(Filmaster Prods.).

Inquiries

price

“Wanted Dead or Alive”*
Prods.) with Steve McQueen.

Carson,

(Revue

William

“Laramie”*

Max

Kit

Slade'’*

FTlis Thackery, ASC, John Russell, ASC,

"Wells Fargo”*
Dale Robertson.

Ray

REPUBLIC STUDIOS
Jones”*
(Four
Whitmore.

“Shotgun

Harris,

Prods.).

Lionel Lindon, ASC, John

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James
Arness and Dennis Weaver.

tectives”*
Taylor.

New

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave It to Beaver”*

with Warner Anderson and Tom I'lilly.

OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.
invited.

Street”
Prod.)
Gavin.

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*

Peach, ASC, “Michael Shayne”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Richard Denning.

CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION

Cortez,
ASC,
“Back
(Color;
Ross
Hunter-Carrollton
with
Susan
Hayward
and
John
Da\id Miller, director.

(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.

Kenneth

SPECIAL EFFECTS

La Shelle, ASC, “The 6th Man”
with Tony Curtis and James Franciscus.
Delbert Mann, director.
Joseph

Jean Bourgoin, “The Counterfeit Traitor”
(Technicolor; Perlberg-Seaton Prod.; shoot¬
ing in West Berlin) with William Holden
and Lilli Palmer. George Seaton, director.

Carl

Priced ONLY $595
Available Soon; same model in

Michael

(Pana Vision & Color;
Seven Piets., UI
Prod.; shooting in Italy) with Rock Hudson
and Gina Lollobrigida. Robert Mulligan, di¬
rector.

Stanley

Snyder, ASC, “Bonanza”*

William

William Daniels, ASC, “Come September”

“Death

Valley

Days”*

Ellis

ASC, “General
(Revue Prods.).

Strenge,

Thackery,

ASC,

Electric

“Riverhoat”*

(Re¬

vue Prods.).
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TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Hildyard,
'‘Cleopatra”
(Todd-AO;
shooting in England) with Elizabeth Taylor
and Stephen Boyd.
Rouhen Mamoiilian,
director.
Jack

^
,»■
^
'

Carter, ASC. “The Eiercest Heart”
((.“Scope & Deluxe (JoloiT with Stuart Whit¬
man and Juliet Browse. George Sherman,
producer-director.
Eli.s

TITLES..^SPECIAL EFFECTS^*FADES
WIPES...,i,MATTES..*.SUPERIMPOSURES
DISSOLVES-^INSERTS** ANIMATION
MINIATURES^^TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
CINEMASCOPE
BLK <a WHT.. .. COLOR

SEND FOR FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART
42A| NORMAL AVE. HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF.

""/////KIIIIIIHWW"

Ibbotson, “Royal Canadian Moiinties”
(20th-Eox Ltd.; C’Scope & Color;
shooting in Canada) with Robert Ryan and
John Dehner. Burt Kennedy, director.
Arthur

Crosby, ASC, “The Little Shepherd
of Kingdom Come” (C'Scope & Color) with
Jimmie Rodgers and Luana Patten. Andrew
V. IMcLaglen, director.
Fi.oyd

Used World-Wide By Discriminat-ing Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16nim Projectors

“It
Happened
in
Athens” (API; C'Scope & Color; shooting
in Greece) with Jayne Mansfield and Xenia
Calogeropouhs. Andrew Marton, director.
Reparto

Operatori,

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.

Leo Tover, ASC, “Misty” (C'Sco])e & Color)

with David Ladd and Arthur
James B. Clark, director.

O'Connell.

Wong Howe, ASC, “Tess of the
Storm Country” (C’Scope & Color) with
Diane Baker and Lee Phillips. Paul Guilfoyle, director.
James

Projector

be

instonfly

attached

to

tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

ASC, “Flaming Star”
(Clover Prod.; C’Scope & DeLuxe color)
with Elvis Presley and Dolores Del Rio.
Don Siegel, director.
Charles

con

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬

Clarke,

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector
and

permits

operation.
One-year Guarantee!

Fredricks, ASC, “Sanctuary”
(C’Scope; Darryl F. Zanuck Prod.) with
Lee Remick and Yves Montand. Tony Rich¬
ardson, director.

smooth,

No

special

quiet

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

edge required for installation and mount¬

Immediate Delivery!

Ellsworth

ing.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

Wr;te for more details and prices.

763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLazo 7-3511

Philip Lathrop. ASC, “Hong Kong”* with

Rod

Taylor

and

Lloyd

Bochner.

The Answer to Zoom & Telephoto Lens Tripod Problems!

ASC, “Adventures in Para¬
(Gardner McKay and Weaver

Lloyd

Ahern,

dise”*
Levy.

with

Silicone Dampened
WARNER BROS. STUDIOS

Burt

Glennon,

“Lawman”*

with

HYDROFLUID

John

Russell.
Thoaias

ASC,

Tutwiler.

Commercials*

(Eilmways).

Pan & Tiltheail Tripod

Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,
Walter Castle, ASC, Glen MacWilliams,

ASC,

ASC, Jack Mar¬
quette, “Maverick”* with James Garner.
Floyd

Willard

Crosby,

Vanderveer,

Jack

AN N-C-E ORIGINAL IN TRIPOD

Marquette.

STYLING

“Sngarfoot”* with Will Hutchins.
Harold

Stine,

“Surfside 6”*
Diane McBain.
Ralph

ASC, Edwin DuPar, ASC,
with Troy
Donahue and

Woolsey,

Willard

ASC,

Vanderveer,

Robert

“Bronco”*

any Tripod in its class and price range

Hoffman,

with

► Designed for professional cameramen.

Ty

► Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt
utilizing the dampening effect of silicone.

Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,
Woolsey,
.4SC, Walter Castle,
ASC, “Roaring Twenties”* with Rex Rea¬
son.
Ralph

ASC, Robert
“Room for One More”*.
DuPar,

PERFORMANCE

Larger Silicone Dampening Area than

Hardin.

Edwin

AND

Hoffman,

► Sturdy aluminum construction; weight 21
^

action,

lbs.

^ Silicone loaded—temperature range 130 -|- 500F.
► Precision ball-bearings. Mounted on pan
shaft for smooth action and alignment.

and

tilt

Walter Castle, ASC, Glen MacWilliams,

► Pan 360°—Tilt 80°. For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.

ASC, Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Robert Hoff¬
man, “77 SuiLset Strip”* with Efrem Zim
halist, Jr.

► First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at
bottom of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA
CHARGE.

Glen

ASC, Roger Shear¬
Eye”*
\vith
Anthony

MacWilliams,

man,

“Hawaiian

Ei.^ley.
Robert

Shearman,

Willard

Vanderveer,

“Cheyenne”* with Clint Walker.
Arthur Arling, ASC, Commercial*

•

1960

legs

“HYDROFLUID" TRIPOD FOR
TV Vidicon—16 Mitchell—Maurer—Camerefte—Arriflex 16/35—Auricon (Cine-Voice600-1200) Cine Special—Eyemo—Filmo—
Cineflex

$^0A50
With Tripod Legs
BABY
HIGH
CASE
BOOT

TRIPOD .$69.50
HAT .$29.50
.$22.00
& POINT COVER .$12.50

IMATIONAL CIIME EQIilPIVIENT, Inc.
209 WEST 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. — CIRCLE 6-0348

(Film-

West Coast Sales: GORDON ENTERPRISES, No. Hollywood, Calif.—POpular 6-3725
Canadian

wavs, Inc.).

NOVEMBER

► Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood
with self-aligning leg locks.

Positive aurck-finner cnmera lock—vari¬
able tension adjustment pan and tilt locks
—spirit level—telescopic pan handle v:iih
variable anele adjustment—right or left
hand position.

Representative:

ALEX

L.

CLARK,

LTD.,

Islington,

Ontario
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WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

SERVICES

sions for azimuth, elevation and cam¬
era focusing adjustments.
The shutter mechanism is driven
through a differential drive which
controls a return pulse contractor,
giving a return pulse at precisely
mid-point, regardless of the degree of
shutter opening.

3-COLOR METER
The ONLY meter that measures all.
light sources, including DAYLIGHT,
accurately!
SPECTRA 3-color meter measures the
proportionate amounts of all three
primary colors present in the light
source and indicates the filters neces¬
sary for positive color correction in
Spectra Index Units. (^Kelvin con¬
version table supplied)

Write {or descriptive
literature and
complete specifications.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
Karl Freund, A.S.C., President
837NO. CAHUENGA B LV D.
HOLLYWOOD 3 8, CALIFORNIA

25 YEARS OF
QUALITY

Color Film Processor
A new combination 8mm T6min and
35mm color film processor is an¬
nounced by Houston Fearless Corp.,
11805 W est Olympic Blvd., Los Ange¬
les 64, Calif. The compact Duplex
Model 312 automatically processes
8mm/16mm at 720 feet per hour, and
35mm Kodachrome or other compat¬
ible color film at 240 feet per hour.
Two separate drive systems on
0])posite
sides of the machine—one
for 8mm T6mm, the other for 35mm
—utilize a common set of solution,
rinse and wash tanks plus dry box.
Film tension is eliminated and auto¬
matic shutoff switch is provided. List
price is S21,500.

in

high

speed

• Security clearance
• Free Vacuumating
• Films returned same day
• Customer extra service: Special
prices on

Eastman & du

Pont

Reversal Film

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES
■
698

WASHINGTON 17, D. C.

■■■■■

distributors
of
Bolex
equipment.
Machine will project films with opti¬
cal track at 24 fps or silent films at
any speed from 16 to 24 fps.

films—originals or prints—after films
have first been sound-striped for the
purpose. Provision is made to protect
against accidental erasure of recorded
sound. Speaker is built into the pro¬
jector cover, has a 6-watt power out¬
put, and is 8 inches in diameter.

or

standard reversal processing

A
16mm magnetic-optical sound
projector is announced by Paillard,
Inc., New York, N.Y., importers and

Equipment is ideally suited to needs
of in-plant and industrial film makers
for recording magnetic sound on 16mm

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

• Specialists

Bolex Mag/Optical Sound Projector

35mm Boresight Camera
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., 315
West 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.,
announces its appointment as dis¬
tributor of the Cameraflex 35mm boresight camera, designed to photograph
targets tracked by radar.

A 750-watt or 1000-watt lamp is
optional and is mounted on hinged
lamphouse door for convenient chang¬
ing. Lam]) brightness may he con¬
trolled and measured by built-in meter.
Adjustable shutter makes it possible to
eliminate llicker while machine is in
operation.
Motor speed is variable
from 18 to 24 fps and is accurately
stabilized electronically.

Features include register-pin move¬
ment, through-the-lens viewing via
rellex shutter, variable shutter, 24 fps
sync motor, built-in data recorder,
40" or 80" Catadioptric lens, film
magazines (either 200'or 400') driven
by separate torque motor, and a
radar-secondary mount with provi¬

Price Changes on E-K Film'-Prices of three E-K 16mm B&W re¬
versal films will go up approximately
10% November 29th. These films are:
Eastman Beversal Duplicating Film,
Type 7504; Tri-X Reversal film; and
Pius-X Reversal Film, Type 7276.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

FILMING “THE ALAMO”
Continued from

SHOOT & SHOW
8MM OR 16MM LIP-SYNC.
With SYNCHRO-SOUND on

Page 663

kets and everything else available in
order to keep warm, the company con¬
tinued shooting all night to get an im¬
portant sequence on film.
Fog was both a blessing and a curse.
There is an effective sequence in the
picture in which Davy Crockett (John
Wayne) and his raggle-taggle brigade
move stealthily along, waist-deep in a
creek, on their way to raid the enemy
camp. The fog lifting off the water
lends a ghostly touch of mood to the
sequence, a seeming triumph of the
Special Effects department. However,
the fog, in this instance, was courtesy
< of Nature and the problem was that
there was too much of it. Clothier had
to call for wind machines to dispel
enough of the vapor so that the actors
could he seen.

YOUR

PRESENT

Or

Phone

For

146-29

Laburnam

Ave.,

Details

Flushing

55,

An army of electricians manned the
forest of lOKW “Brute” arc lights

350 West 50th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

Flushing

CHANGING

YOUR

ADDRESS

advance.

BE SURE to give your Former

address as well as your New Address.
Our Circulation Department needs both
addresses

in order to properly identify

your address stencil.
Your
cooperation

Cameras
Accessories
More professionals deal with
Ceco more often! Why? Because
Ceco has anything and everything
they need for Motion Picture
and TV Production ready on a
moment’s notice. Everything from
an Arc to a midget spot.

IGmiii & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed

And remember, you boys who are
“headin’ South”, Ceco’s
Florida office is fully prepared to
handle your every equipment
rental requirement.

Wide angle—Zoom—Tele*
photo—Anamorphic

Branch:

Arcs—Incandescents
—Spot s—F10 0 d s—D i m m e r s—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories
Lighting:

Cameras:

Lenses:

American
tinue

Cinematographer

coming

to

you

insure

that

will

con¬

regularly

Parallels—
Goboes—Other Grip accessories
Grip Equipment:

Crab—Western—Portable
Panoram—Cranes

American

NOVEMBER

•

Cinematographer

1960

SALES • SERVICE * RENTALS

Dollies:

Portable—Truck

FRANK

Department

16mm &
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous

Gentlemen:

Projection Equipment:

Closed Circuit TV

O'hare Camera Car:

C.

ZUCKER

(^flniERfl €ouipm€nT (o.,inc.

Editing Equipment: MoviolaS
—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36,
New York • JUdson 6-1420

A65

Please rush me your FREE complete catalogue of Rental
Equipment.
Name__

Firm_
Street_

without

delay or omission of issues. Thank you.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC. OF FLORIDA
1335 East 10th Avenue • Hialeah, Florida

Magnetic—
Optical—Mikes—Booms

Sound Equipment:

Television:
will

6-7196

Lights

Mounted
Please notify us at least four weeks in

JUdson

9-1489

RENTALS

Generators:

WHEN

Expert Attention and Service

N.Y.

Box B
Phone:

LABORATORIES

• 16MM PRINTING & PROCESSING—Fastax
Service
• BLACK-&-WHITE, Reversal, Negative,
Positive
• COLOR PRINTING & PROCESSING
• Super Anscochrome to ASA 400 Anscochrome

MICHAEL DeANGELO

Fdming “The Alamo” involved a
great deal of night shooting—thirty
nights, to he exact. The company shot
for two weeks on the “night shift”
and then shot in the daytime for five
more weeks before returning to the
night schedule. All of the night scenes
in the picture were actually filmed at
night.
There are no day-for-night
scenes shot with a combination of blue
filter and under-exposure, as is com¬
mon with many outdoor color film
productions.
Shooting night sequences was fa¬
cilitated by the fact that a limited sup¬
ply of the “new” Eastman Color Nega¬
tive became available just at the time
these scenes were scheduled to l)e
filmed. This meant that Clothier could
now work in light levels of only 150
foot-candles as compared to the 300 to
350 foot-candles that had been re¬
quired with the slower color negative.
Nevertheless, a great deal of light was
required to illuminate the vast sweep
of western streets and the Alamo
itself.

VIDEO

EQUIPMENT

Don’t lower your photographic or audio stand¬
ards! Keep your present camera, projector and
tape recorder. Shoot lip-sync on location. Do
studio dubbing and re-recording on magnetic
sound stripe. Optical tracks can be made. Edit¬
ing is fast and easy. Professional sound quality.
Three models to choose from. Price start low
at $150.00.
Write

FILM

CECO—Trademark of Camera
Equipment CO.

City

-Zone-State-
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Arrlflex-16mm w/maft box 16, 25, 50mm
Xenon lenses.$1,400.00
Arriflex-16mm head only. 1,000.00
Cine-Voice conversion turret camera 13,
25, 63mm lenses, 1-500 ft. magazine,
amplier, mike and cables. 1,000.00
Arriflex-35 w/120'’ shutter, motor, matt
box, 35, 50, 75mm Zeiss lenses, battery
and charger. 1,000.00
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, ond power cord.
300.00
Filmo camera w/spider turret, new type
finder, and freezolite brocket. No lens..
150.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case. 2,600.00
Bell & Howell
35mm Standard
camera
#^616 w/l70° shutter, unit I shuttle,
overhauled
&
refinished. 2,500.00
Berndt-Maurer
16mm
Single
System
camera w/sound equipment, galvo, am¬
plifier, 3 lenses, 2-400 ft. mags., and
6 cases. 1,850.00
Cine-Special camera w/4 lens turret and
100 ft. mog.
450.00
Cine-Special
I
camera w/100 ft.
mag.
and 1 inch lens.
350.00
Maurer-05 Camera
head only w/bilt-in
features and 1-400 ft. mag. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
175.00
Auricon Pro 200 16m camera w/VA galvo
complete w/ampllfier, mike, and cable.. 1,200.00
EDITING
Bell & Howell 16mm viewer.
75.00
Moviola
counter
w/seconds,
minutes
&
hours .
90.00
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound.
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mog, footage counters. 1,800.00
Neumade large film barret and racks.
17.50
Neumade
firm
roller
trucks,
half
rack
w/casters .
32.50
Moviola editing machine (DCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
up arms, optical ocmposite sound.
375.00
Moviola 35mm
Model
“D"
Bulls
Eye,
cutter head only, no take-up arms.
150.00
Neumade
Splicer
R-2
{35mm)
or R-13
('6mm) .
22.00
Moviola Model “D” Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal. ..
200.00
Precision
Reader,
Sound,
optical
only.
Model 600.
100.00
Moviola 2/16 Sync.
90.00
Moviola 4/16 Sync.
125.00
Cine Special sync motors.
75.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines.
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....
350.00
Houston Crab Dolly w/electric pomp. 2,000.00
2/35 Neumade Sync.
70.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm.
76.00
Neumade Dynamics rewind—16 or 35mm..
13.50
Mitchell
12 volt 35mm variable speed
motor .
250.00
Filmo motor—116 volts, 34 frame sync
w/cable .
110.00
Moviola
16/16 w/Bulls Eye, no mag.,
composite sound.
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Zoomar lens, 1 to 3 inch, in "S" mount....
150.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60 mm in ‘‘C” mount....
150.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
65.00
Mitchell Viewfinder.
350.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
pliose .
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 400x35, metal. ..
75.00
Bell & Howell Stop-Motion Motor (can be
adapted and used on Mitchell).
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 1000x35.
125.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Filmline Model “K", 16mm Neg. Positive
Processor, w/air compressor, syphon and
transfer pump, angle iron stand, 1200 ft.
capacity . 1,000.00
Spectra 3-color Meter.
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base.
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
Cine Spec. Stop Motion Meter.
300.00
SOUND — PROJECTION — LIGHTING
G-924 Mixer (3-position).
250.00
Magnasync recorder, 16mm X-400.
600.00
Reeves 16mm PVlOO Recorder. 1,200.00
Topak Recorder.
300.00
Magnemite Recorder.
200.00
DeVry 35mm
projectors
(available with
sound equipment).
500.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement . 1,000.00
ColoTtran Jr. Kit.
137.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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liroupht from Hollywood. Two 1500amj) generators had lieen brought
along, and a special, giant 4500-amp
generator had lieen huilt to order, at
enormous cost, especially for the pic¬
ture. Altogether 7500-am])s of current
was available—enough to light a goodsize town.

rent.
hen the film in the camera
was unloaded it was found that not
a drop of water had penetrated the
magaizne. The film was in perfect
condition and the resultant shot on
the screen has a sulijective impact
that all but knocks the audience over
the backs of tbeir seats.

\X bile there are many moving cam¬
era shots in the picture, the movement
of camera is so well integrated with
the action of the subject that such
shots never become obtrusive. More¬
over, the scope of the Todd-AO pic¬
ture format is so vast that it seems
to absorb much of the ajiparent cam¬
era movement.

The Siege of the Alamo is, of course,
the climactic sequence of the picture
and might be regarded as a sort of
field day for the camera—or, in this
case, the five Todd-AO cameras strate¬
gically placed to record the action.
As Clothier laconically oliserves: “Five
Todd-AO cameras can just about take
in everything.” And that they did.

Effective Dolly Shot
An especially effective dolly shot is
used early in the film to show Gen¬
eral Sam Houston riding into town
with his entourage. The camera brings
him around a corner, dollies about a
hundred feet down the street with him
and makes a 180° pan to take him
through a door. There are about 25
horsemen in the scene and numerous
people on the street, and because the
principal
figure
is kept centered
throughout the shot, the complicated
camera maneuver itself is scarcely
noticeable.
Nevertheless, it is ex¬
tremely effective in capturing the full
sweep of the action.
A hapjiy accident during filming
resulted in what is probably the most
striking shot in the entire picture.
There is a sequence in which Mexican
cannoneers are seen roaring down a
hill with horses at full gallop and cais¬
sons in tow. They make a sharp turn
to come spalshing through a creek in
the foreground. One of the Todd-AO
cameras, remotely controlled, had been
set up on a tripod in the middle of
the creek about eight inches aliove the
water. There were ten cannons, and
they were supposed to “split the
camera,” alternating on either side.
The action started and all went well
until one caisson broke loose just as
a team swung around the curve,
throwing the horses out of control.
The team split and the cannon hit the
camera. Camera, horses and men
were all thrown into the creek. After
the cannon and horses were rescued,
technicians ran into the creek to sal¬
vage the camera. They found that,
although completely submerged, it was
still running! In fact, the man who
first touched it got a shock before the
gaffer had a chance to cut off the cur¬

Hiding herd on five camera crews
was a frenzied activity in itself, and,
although equipped with elaborate radio
communications as well as bandy
walkie-talkie units. Clothier preferred
to make personal contact with each
camera crew prior to shooting each
scene. Sometimes, because of chang¬
ing conditions and complicated place¬
ment of explosives, he had to make
two or three round trips to make sure
everything was alright. The resultant
melee, as captured on the large screen,
is just about the ultimate delineation
of motion picture warfare.
The battle sequence is a masterful
achievement of Special Effects and
stunt riding. Special powder maga¬
zines were built a safe distance from
heavy traffic to house the 25,000
pounds of black nitrate powder used
in the siege sequence—more than
three times the amount consumed in
the actual battle. A crew of 15 skilled
gunsmiths kept the company’s arsenal
of archaic rifles, pistols and cannon in
working order.
Spectacular Shot
The more spectacular phases of the
mass battle action were carried out
by eighteen specially selected stunt
actors, an elite body of skilled men
for whom risking life in movie scenes
is all in the day’s work. These veterans
performed with reckless daring. The
cameras caught what is considered
the most amazing horse fall in screen
history. This climactic action occurred
when a troop of Mexican cavalry
cleared the lowest barricade of the
Alamo with a jjrecisely-timed jump,
then all went down as one man under
a point-blank cannon blast. So realis¬
tic is the effect on the screen that it is
almost impossible to believe that not
Continued on
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UY, SELL, SWA
Largest^ Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
OUR

31st

YEAR

SUPPLYING

35MM BELL & HOWELL standard
camera with 170° shutter; 35mm,
50mm, and 75mm Pan Tachar
lenses; matte box, Mitchell finder,
frame/footage counter, two 400'
magazine (or choice of one 100'
magazine), B&H standard gearhead
and
tripod.
List
price
$4,200.00. Special .$2
GRAPHIC PHOTOCORD 100' maga¬
zines, list $145.00. Special .$
HOLLYWOOD
Senior
Printer
for
16mm sound or silent film, color
or B&W, sound and picture to¬
gether. Film capacity 1600 ft., 50
ft. I per minute. Special .$
BARDWELL - McALISTER spot lights
with stands, complete. Low as ....$
35MM MITCHELL silencing blimp for
N.C. or Standard cameras .$
RABY gear head, double track, twospeed .$
1 6MM BELL & HOWELL Filmo Camera,
model 70DA, with 400' maga¬
zine, motor, turret with 1", 2",
and 3", also matched positive
lenses, V-R footage counter, freehead tripod, carrying case. Good
condition. Value $1,500.00. Spe¬
cial .$
35MM DE BRIE camera Model HK,
features direct-focusing 2". 35mm
F2.3 Pan Tacher lenses. 1 8" F5
Fernbilt lens. Matte box, Mitchell
viewfinder, 24V variable motor,
4 400' magazines, De Brie pan¬
tilt free-head tripod. Guaranteed
good
condition.
New
value
$2,500.00. Special .$
35MM DUPLEX PRINTER adapted for
sound track, excellent for duping.
Academy Aperture. Speed 250
pictures per minute per side. Two
light change boards, 1 8 different
lights each side, 21 scenes. Motor
perfect mechanical condition.$
B & H 1 2V or 24V Eyemo & Filmo
motors. New. Value $142.00 .$

EVERYTHING

300.00
93.00

775.00
75.00
550.00
950.00

795.00

450.00

575.00
95.00

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

NEW STINEMAN continuous printers,
16mm and 35mm 200' capacity,
motor driven. List $154.00. Spe¬
cial each .-.$
1
BERNDT-MAURER
blimp
for
model I or II Cine Special cam¬
era, 1 1 0 volt, synchronous motor.
Astro erect-image viewfinder,
follow-focus
gears.
Value
$990.00. Special .$
ENLARGERS, excellent condition, Elwood. Auio focus, w/lens .$
5"x7" EK AUTO-FOCUS with lens ....$
MOVIOLAS, sound and silent editing
machines, synchronizers, rewinds
at big savings
35MM WILLART professional camera
2" f 2.7 B&L Lens, Direct-thrulens focusing.
4—400' maga¬
zines, viewfinder. Solenoid stop
motion
motor
outfit.
Good
for animation and experimental
work. Special.$
16MM SOUND projectors, various
makes. $150.00 and up.
16MM CINE SPECIAL Model 1 with
lenses .$

125.00

550.00
200.00
175.00

360.00

375.00

16MM BELL & HOWELL Specialist
camera with rackover, 4-lens tur¬
ret, sync motor .
$

750.00

HALLEN
17 72 mm Tape Recorder,
Sprocket drive. Price .$

450.00

JEROME 35mm Micro File strip-film
double frame copying machine,
100 ft. film capacity, daylight
loading,
2
lenses,
light-stand,
complete.
Cost
Government
$3,000.00. Guaranteed value.$

375.00

SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION
SUPPLIES, SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND
CAMERAS, large variety of pro, semi-pro
tripods, lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dol¬
lies, motors, etc. New—Used. Colortran
lighting kits, Sr. and Jr. with converters.
reasonable prices. Cash for used equipment.
Trades taken. Also consignments.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
Mole-Richardson MR-90
Hi-Arc with stand ..$ 500.00
Mole-Richardson MR-170
Hi-Arc with stand .
750.00
MR-40 DuArc with stand .
275.00
MR Senior Spots 5KW heads each ..
70.00
MR Junior Spots 2KW heads each ..
50.00
220-volt, 3-phase interlock motor for
Mitchell NC or BNC .
350.00
Same as above for Standard Mitchell
200.00
220-volt, 3-phase sync motor for
Standard AAitchell .
250.00
New ESCO 'A-hp, 220-volt,
3 phase sync motors .
60.00
New Blue Seal
35mm optical recorders . 1750.00
Above with
Modulite VD galvanometer . 2250.00
With RCA Variable
Area galvanometer . 2500.00
Simplex 4 Star 35mm re-recorder,
sync motor, pedestal & magazines.
Optical and Magnetic .
795.00
BLUE SEAL SOUND DEVICES
P. O. Box 472
New Canaan, Conn.
See S.O.S. Specials on Pages 644 and 645.
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch-—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
LENS, PC85, new, $295.00. TISHLER,
Howe St., Oakland 11, California.

4231

CINE SPECIAL II CAMERA, with 15 mm, 25mm
and 40mm Ektar lenses, 100-ft. film chamber,
combinaJon case. Excellent. $550.00. VICTOR
DUNCAN, 7500 Miller Road, Dearborn, Michi¬
gan.
BERNDT-MAURER 16mm recorder, no valvanometer. Suitable for conversion to portable
1 6mm sync tape recorder or rack playback. 4
position mixer-amplifier with outputs for both
optical and tape tracks, voltage regulator,
cables. No reasonable offer refused. Box 1392,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
1600 CAHUENGA BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

DOLLY, three wheel sterable adjustable spring
seat, $135.00. BOLEX synchoronus motor in
duraluminum blimp, $145.00. KENT FILMS,
511 West Second, Dayton, Ohio.
AS GOOD as new, for sale—16mm B&H 70HR
with big spider, electric 1 1OV motor, 400'
magazine, 4 lenses, 10mm F/1 .8 Angenieux,
25mm F/0.95 Angenieux, 40mm F/1 .6 Cine
Ektar, 63mm F/2.0 Cine Ektar. Complete with
case and combination cdamera and accessory
case, $795.00. Financing available with rated
concerns. Write CAMERA SHOP, Box 146,
Paducah, Ky.
GOV'T SURPLUS in new condition! FILM DRY¬
ERS 35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman develing
outfits.
Eyemo
camera
lenses.
All
STAINLESS model A-llB Houston developers.
Also K-lA's for reversal or positive film. AIR
PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont
Ave., New York 57, N. Y.

HOLLYWOOD 9-3651

PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL
OR CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE
CASTER BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, IN¬
TERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS,
CABLES,
INTER¬
COMS,
LENSES, ETC,
FULL
INFORMATION.
PHOTOS AND PRICES ON REQUEST. BOX 1340,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
35MM DEBRIE camera, all metal Model G in
eluding 50mm, 75mm, 150mm, 300mm lenses,
4-400' magazines, direct focusing through
lens, 110 volt motor, mattes, carrying case.
Also Debrie Universal C gearhead tripod with
carrying case. All excellent condition. No rea¬
sonable offer refused. Box 1391, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
MAGNASYNC 602-C 16mm recorder, $695.00.
B&H sound projector with synchronous motor,
$395.00. DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave.,
Lomita, California. Dav 6-4925.

RATES: Ads set in liohtface type. I5f per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's name) 20c P®'' word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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MITCHELL STANDARD CAMERA, with four Tscaled Baltar lenses, 110-volt wild motor,
matte box, viewfinder, two 1OOO' magazines,
cases, etc. Very fine condition. $3,495.00.
VICTOR DUNCAN, 7500 Miller Road, Dear¬
born, Michigan.
BELL & HOWELL 35mm camera model 2709
with unit shuttle. MITCHELL camera 35mm
N.C.
A.E.C.
35mm
camera,
register
pin
movement, 110 volt AC-DC. 1500 amp motor
generator truck mounted, 2200 volt AC input,
115-230 volt DC output. Also 1000 amp
as
above.
STANCIL-HOFFMAN
Model
56
17 72 mm recorder, complete with cables, con¬
verter, etc. Blimped 35mm background projec¬
tor, precision BELL & HOWELL type register
pins, distributor, cables, etc. Guaranteed. BELL
& HOWELL 35/16mm hot splicer, foot pedal
operated; MOVIOLA 35mm projection machine,
MOVIOLA 35mm Preview Model, MOVIOLA
35mm with takeups. BOX 1389, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

$1.50 per line. Send eopy with remittance to cover
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive,
close Ist of monfh preceding date of issue.

Continued

on

Next

Page

payment to Editorial Office,
Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
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Classified Ads
Continued From Preceding Page

STUDIO AND PRODUCTION EQUIPT.
CINE Special
Series
I
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

WANTED
WHO SELLS, SWAPS AND BUYS
Whatever in your backroom lies?
Frozen assets can give you a chill
Say the word and defrost them we will
Our ads bring many callers, who
Turn your equipment into dollars!
WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS
SET YOUR OWN PRICE —
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch — 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP
REPRESENTATIVE WANTED in your territory.
From your desk you can earn a substantial
addition to your income. Only written con¬
tacts with your clientsi Write for particulars
and further details to VKK-OfFice, Vienna 66,
P.O.B. 1 28, Austria.
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

FILMING “THE ALAMO”
Continued From Page 700

a man or horse was injured in the
action.
The selection of the Todd-AO wide¬
screen process was made mostly as
the result of the hard fight put up by
Cinematographer Clothier to use the
format. Although Todd-AO has pre¬
viously been used mainly to film musi¬
cals, Clothier felt that a picture with
the vast scope of “The Alamo” needed
the biggest medium available. He was
impressed with the crisp resolution
inherent in the Todd-AO lenses and
the almost magical three-dimensional
effect which the process seems to im¬
part to cinematography. He managed
to convey his enthusiasm to John
\\ ayne and the decision was made.
In speaking of weather difficulties
on the picture, Clothier voices atti¬
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WANTED

SERVICES AVAILABLE

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

YOUR picture is worth 10,000 well-chosen
words. Shooting scripts, narration by FRED
BAUER, 320 Bellaire Avenue, Fort Washington,
Pennsylvania.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 2754 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago
14, Illinois. Bl 8-8612.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
LINWQQD DUNN, ASC, offers background of
28 years of experience as specialist cinema¬
tographer with RKO Studios to production com¬
panies for creative and unusual assignments
in fields of special photographic effects, cine¬
matography, equipment design and specialized
laboratory techniques. Current assignments,
"West Side Story," '2160. ' 1153 N. Highland
Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. Phone Hollywood
9-5808. Cable FILMEFX.
FAR EAST assignments in 16mm and 35mm by
American organization experienced throughout
Asia and equipped for every phase of film
and contact work. FARKAS FILM COMPANY,
424 Li Po Chun Building, Hong Kong.
WEST GERMANY 16mm films, still or sound.
FRITZ BRUNS, (20b) Goettingen, Brauweg, 1 2.
▼ W -y'T WWWWW^WWW^W^
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If you have something
new or used to sell producers or photographers of motion pictures, here is your best
market place. Get your
message before readers that are potential
buyers, in the U.S. and
over 80 foreign countries! See bottom of preceding page for rates.
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tudes common to all directors of pho¬
tography involved in today’s very spe¬
cial production economy.
“Making pictures today isn’t at all
the way it was thirty years ago,” he
observes.
“In those days if you
waited all day for weather it cost only
a few dollars as compared with the
thousands of dollars it costs a film
company today. These days you’ve
got to keep working no matter what,
because it’s part of the cameraman’s
responsibility to keep the producer in
business. If we don’t, we’re kicking
ourselves and many other people out
of jobs. So we have to keep shooting,
not just under ideal conditions, but
also under conditions which prior to
the war would have been considered
impossible. In any picture these days
you will see scenes that don’t match,
because you simply can’t match them
without costly delays. You may start

FILM assignments anywhere in India. B & W,
color, 16/35mm. HARI DASGUPTA, 6 South¬
ern Avenue, Calcutta 26.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, STOck shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
NEWSREEL cameraman available in India for
similar or documentary work. Bolex, CineVoice equipped. BATRA, 14/27 East Patel
Nagar, New Delhi, India. Phone: 55540.
SOUND recording and completion work. All
Selsyn interlock equipment. Complete facilities
available.
LANCO SOUND, 2506 Tangley,
Houston, Texas. Phone: JA 6-3659.
CINEMATOGRAPHER, aerial/studio experience.
Free-lance or staff assignments. Resume on re¬
quest. Box 1390, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colo., AM 6-3061
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone
ENdicott
1 -2707.

a sequence on a sunny morning and
a couple of hours later the clouds cover
completely. It’s overcast and the light
is of a completely different quality—
but you have to keep right on shoot¬
ing.
“When we made ‘Wings’ in San
Antonio in 1926, we wanted to shoot
the bombing of a village, and sat
around for three weeks waiting for
clouds. We played baseball every day
while waiting for cloudy weather, and
that’s all there was to it. Finally we
got clouds and shot the sequence. You
can’t do this anymore. It would break
the producer if you took a company
like ‘The Alamo’ and waited three
weeks for anything. All cameramen
are cognizant of this and it is unfor¬
tunate sometimes that you have to go
ahead and work under these condi¬
tions—but today it is absolutely neces¬
sary.”
■
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HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY
Continued from

Page 658

nets are studied for noise reduction,
\ ibration analysis and control, comInistion, ignition, and structure. In
each of these studies, high-speed pho¬
tography plays an important part.
One significant problem involving both
noise and vibration in outboard mo¬
tors was revealed by high-speed cam¬
eras to be caused by undue flexing of
the crankshaft and crankcase of the
motors. High-speed photography also
has assisted in analyzing the fre¬
quency, modes and amplitude of the
troublesome motion under studv.
In another instance, the high-speed
camera was used effectively to analyze
the damaging action which takes place
when an outboard motor under way
strikes an object in the water. The
studies contributed to the development
of hydraulic shock absorbers on highpowered outboard motors.
The design and efficiency of powerdriven lawn mowers and chain saws
have also benefited by hi?h-speed
photographic studies made by Out¬
board Marine Corporation engineers.
These and other applications of the
Fastax high-speed motion picture cam¬
era were screened as a part of the
paper piesentation.
The papers described above reveal
the substantial gains being made by
high - speed photographic techniques
in industry. More and more industries
are employing high-speed cameras as
vital tools in engineering, and in ex¬
plorations aimed at improving prod¬
ucts or extending their usefulness. As
a result, in-plant photographic units
are increasingly being called upon to
supervise if not actually provide high¬
speed photographic service for their
company’s researchers and
ing departments.

engineer¬
■

commercial or industrial film fall with¬
in the category of location filming, a
term which refers to shooting that takes
place away from the studio or main
base of operations. The major demand
which location shooting makes upon
the production crew is facility in mov¬
ing around, setting up and tearing
down. Thus, portability of equipment
becomes very important. The in-plant
film unit is constantly faced with this
problem since shooting is often done
in far-flung areas of the plant, a con¬
siderable distance from the customary
main shooting area or place where
equipment is stored.
Another location problem is locating
a power source for the lighting equip¬
ment. One alternative, if you are work¬
ing in an industrial plant, is to tie a
cable with junction boxes directly into
the existing heavy power source used
to run the machinery. This is sometimes
time-consuming, requires going
through a chain of command to obtain
permission, and usually demands the
services of a master electrician to make
the actual tie-in. Moreover, such sources
used for operating heavy equipment

at your service!

I reversal printing i
I and processing I

• Work Prints
• Fastax Service
— • Color-to-Color Prints • A&B Roll Prints ~ • Color-to-B & W Prints* Fades-Dissolves
^^* Raw Stock
• Timed Prints
—

Write for complete information ..,

723 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. 19, JU 6-2293

are subject to considerable variations
in voltage, a circumstance that can
wreak havoc with your lighting insofar
as exposure and color temperature are
concerned.

REPRINTS

The second alternative is to trundle
a generator along wherever you go.
This means a substantial investment if
a generator large enough for efficiency
is purchased. If the equipment is rent¬
ed, the charge can amount to a sizable
sum if any great amount of location
filming is done.

NOW AVAILABLE
of the

-pag0, illustrated article
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SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
EFFECTS
IN MOTION PICTURES
By
RAY KELLOGG and L. B. ABBOTT
20th Century-Fox Studio

The most practical alternative is to
purchase lightweight, portable lighting
equipment and a step-up transformer

25c
Per Copy

that supplies voltage for a number of
lights from a single 110-volt domestic
power source. (Contd. on Next Page)

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782

No.
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CINEKAD

Universal Camera (lamp

SELECTING LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

This Clamp is a new idea of fastening securely
Coitinued from Page 677

a

movie

such

or T.V.

camera

to

restricted

locations,

as: trees, roofs, windows, walls, doorways,

ceiling beams, bridges, boats, wild-life shooting,

plus scrims or diffusers, gobos, blades
or cutters, and “cookies”—the familiar
name for abstract filigree designs cut
from opaque or translucent material
and used for the purpose of breaking
up hot-spots, blank walls, etc., as well
as for creating interesting shadow pat¬
terns.
Many scenes included in the average
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hide-outs, wind

tunnels,

airplanes,

rockets, etc.

MODEL UC-16—will take a load up to 65 lbs.
MODEL UC-35—will

accommodate

all

35mm

movie and T.V. cameras and will take a load
up to

150 lbs. in any position.

Write

for

our free

28-page catalogue.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763 Tenth Ave., New York

19,

N.Y.

703

specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
1960 Catalog H on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38,

CALIF.

NEW
TIME-LAPSE CAMERA MOTOR
BUILT BY MEN WITH 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
STOP MOTION
ANIMATION

LOW

I

PRICE $69.^

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

1. POWERFUL MOTOR WITH INTERNAL BRAKE
IN ALUMINUM CASE
2. MOTOR SWITCH: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
3. LIGHT switch: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
4. LIGHT (OR RELAY) OUTLET
5. REMOTE CONTROL INLET (SWITCH OR TIMER)
6. STANDARD TRIPOD THREAD ON BOTTOM
7. CONNECTS WITH CAMERA BY PLASTIC TUBING

ROLAB

PHOTO-SCIENCE LABORATORIES
SANDY HOOK, CONNECTICUT
OTHER ROLAB PRODUCTS: CAMERA TIMERS
(INTERVALOMETERS), MICROCINEMA APPARATUS, ETC, (FOR SALE OR RENT).

FAMOUS

HetuLf-ZJxLf

FILM COMPUTERS

(SECONDS-MINUTES-FEET-FR AMES ETC.)
THOUSANDS
IN USE ALL
OVER THE
WORLD
116/35

16

$2P $P I
■ AT YOUR DEALER OR AT READY-EDDY SANDY HOOK
CONNECTICUT

704

Recommended equipment of this type
are ColorTrans, manufactured fiy Na¬
tural Lighting Corp., Burbank. Calif.,
and Garnelites, distributed by J. G.
McAlister, Inc., Hollywood. Both types
of equipment are available in a variety
of lamp sizes and styles, with convert¬
ers of different voltage output to suit
the producer’s needs. Both ColorTrans
and Garnelites are regularly used by
Hollywood studios and industrial film
producers. For the business film or inplant film production unit they offer
the following advantages:
1. They produce more illumination
from less current than any other meth¬
od of motion picture lighting. For ex¬
ample, they put out the equivalent of
5000 watts of light (equal to ten No. 2
photofloods) using only 28 amps, as
compared with the approximately 50
amps that would be needed with con¬
ventional equipment.
2. The amount of investment is a
fraction of the cost of conventional
units producing a comparable volume
of light. For example, a 2000-watt
Junior Spotlight would cost upwards
of $150.00. ColorTran and Garnelite
units capable of producing the same
amount of light average about $40.00.
3. Both systems have regulators that
control the color balance of the light
regardless of input voltage variation.
The basic lamp head unit of both
systems (ColorTran Cine King or Gar¬
nelite GL-1) is a sturdy aluminum
housing 9 inches in diameter designed
to he used with PAR 64 (500-watt)
and PAR 56 (300-watt) sealed-beam
lamp units. When operated with a con¬
verter, a PAR 64 lamp will equal the
performance of a conventional 5000watt studio keylight—that is, it will
put out 325 foot-candles of illumination
at a distance of twenty feet.
Although the PAR lamp units can¬
not he focused like conventional spot¬
lights, they are available in a choice
of three light beams—narrow spot,
medium flood and wide flood—which
make them adaptable to a wide range
of photographic requirements.
Besides its basic Cine King lamp
head, ColorTran produces two other
lamp heads which serve as valuable
lighting adjuncts:
The Kicker light (7" in diameter)
is a compact unit designed for use with
a 300-watt or 500-watt spot or flood, or
150-watt or 200-watt household lamp.
F'sing an R-10 reflector type lamp with
the output increased by the converter,
it puts out illumination equal to that

of an 1800-watt unit. It is an excellent
small lighting unit for illuminating
dark corners or hard-to-light restricted
space. It also functions as an ideal
closeup light, clamp-light or unit at¬
tached to the camera.
The Super Kicker light is similar in
design but bigger (9" in diameter) and
provides more illumination. Covering
more area than any other single source
light of its size, it is designed for use
with a variety of lamps. When used
with the R-60 tempered glass built-in
reflector type 1000-watt lamp and a
ColorTran converter, it puts out the
equivalent of 3700 watts. It is light¬
weight, compact, and can easily be
hung on a clamp.
ColorTran manufactures a myriad of
other lighting units, each of which has
its own special application. There are
also complete kits containing lamps and
converters that fold up compactly into
fiber cases for easy portability.
ColorTran manufactures four differ¬
ent converters of various types and
capacities, ranging from the very lowcost Junior Converter that can light
eleven 150-watt lamps or equivalent, on
up through the deluxe Cinemaster Chief
Converter—which has individual lamp
control and will power five 500-watt
lamps at 115 volts or eleven at 230
volts.
Garnelite converters are available
in two models. The GC-1 or “Work¬
horse” model is a 110V-220V A.C.
converter which controls all lights in¬
dividually by means of four separate
switches, each with seven voltage posi¬
tions. It is completely fused for full
protection and is noise-free for sound
recording.
The GC-2 or “Executive” model has
the same capacity as the GC-1 (4
PAR-64 or 6 PAR-56 lamps), but each
lamp, besides being individually con¬
trolled, is also separately metered to
give accurate color temperature read¬
ings for color photography.
For film production units whose
scope of operations does not justify
either the expense or the storage prob¬
lems that bulky studio lighting equip¬
ment would entail, the portable lights
and power converter are a practical
choice. Moreover, such equipment may
be integrated with heavier lighting
equipment, should the occasion demand
it. On the other hand, when used alone,
the “portables” furnish illumination of
quality and volume to satisfy almost
any professional requirement.
■
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A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,
New Jersey

Hollywood,
Illinois

California

ONE Source

.byron
All Producer Services
EDITING

1

SOUND RECORDING

MUSIC

LIBRARY

SOUND EFFECTS

1

ART

1

TITLING

1

o
o
o
o
o

1

ANIMATION

MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING

NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE
PROCESSING

1

REVERSAL PROCESSING

1
1

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE COLOR
PROCESSING

Oi

COIOR-CORRECT^PRINTS

Byron offers you ANY or ALL facilities you require for completion of your
original

exposed film . . . original processing; complete producer services;

finished prints in either Color-Correct or hlack and white ... in one
convenient location. Byron producer services save you time, money and
division of responsibility.

For information and price list, write, phone or wire

byron

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
FEderal 3-4000

laboratory
1226 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida
CHerry 1-4161
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Cinematography
For Television Films
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Filming The Behavior of Hookworms
Photography That Advances The Story

An Infrared Self-matting Process
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W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
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MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
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Positives
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Fort Lee,
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California

UNDERWATER BLIMP. CAT. 5100

ARRI HEATER BARNEY

AQUARRI 16 BLIMP

Efficient B & S heater parka keeps camera warm,
film pliable in temperatures to — 68° F. Highest
quality materials and workmanship. $168. Other
barneys for all cameras- Request brochure.

Super-strong welded marine aluminum housing
available for camera, 400 magazine and voltabloc battery. Top interchangeable for Arri 35.
Special nose cone available tor 5.7mm lens.
$2,495. Catalog 5000.

W-l-D-E, W-l-D-E LENSES

Widest wide angle tor Arri 35 from 8 & S optical
shop. Sharp, crisp 14.5m
F 3.5 Angenieux re¬
places larger, bulkier lenses. Arri mount $375,
Mitchell NC mount $39S-

SOUND BARNEY, CAT. 1420

8 & S Multi-Layer Sound Barney for Arri 16 Cuts
80% of Camera Naise on Location Shooting. Light¬
weight, Effective. Sold Only Through Franchised
Arriflex Dealers. $99.50.

T816 BATTERY
CHARGER

End battery woes with 8 & S
guaranteed, self-fused
charger tor all 8-V and/or
16-V Voltablocs. $49.50.

New Underwater Housing Designed For Arri 16 &
35nim Cameras. Tops Change, as Base is Common.
Welded Marine Aluminum Plate
thick. With¬
stands 60-minute Test at 300' Depth. Request Bro¬
chure. $2,495.

L-O-N-G, L-O-N-G LENSES

B & S Omnitar lenses fit 16 and 35mm Arris in focal lengths from 125mm through 1000mm, shown above
with Mark III OmnIpod cradle. Lens shown is F6.3, Catalog No. 1364, $795. See Your Dealer or Write
for Brochure. Omnitars Consistently Best for Resolution, Color, and Brilliance.

BALL-SOCKET HI-HAT, CAT. 11 23

B & S Presents the First Hi-Hat Made Expressly for
16mm Arri Boll-Socket Tripod Heod. Camera Levels
Quickly, Easily. Eliminates Wedging. $34.00.

LONGER LASTING VOLTABLOC BATTERIES

Birns & Sawyer-designed voltabloc batteries guaranteed tor
longer, trouble-free life. All units encased in first grade cow¬
hide have belt loop and shoulder strap. Compare!
8.4-Volt $115. 15-Volt $180.

TRACKING FINDER, CAT. 2600

Great for Sports, Aerials, Moving Torgets, etc. Fits
Arri 16 for 25 & 50mm Lenses. Eosily Attached and
Removed. Folds Flat. $49,50.

ARRI 35 HI-HAT

sturdy Hi-hat tor mounting
Arri 35 to standard tripod.
Engineered
struts.
Base
tapped tor Ve" and 'A" Tri¬
pods- $34.00.

CIN-AR ADAPTER

Adapt your Arri lenses to
"C" mount cameras. On-Oft
in seconds. See your camera
dealer. $16.50.

Birns S Sawyer Specializes in Arri Equipment: Rentals, Sales,
Repairs, Trades, Purchases, Maintenance, and Special Design

BIRNS & SAWYER

Coble Address; BIRNSAW

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166
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Feature Articles
FILMING THE BEHAVIOR OF HOOKWORMS IN COLOR AND SOUND.

AMERICAN

SOCIETY

OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS
FOUNDED January 8, 1919, the ASC
was established to advance the art and
the science of cinematography; to en¬
courage, foster, and strive for preemi¬
nence, excellence, artistic perfection and
scientific knowledge in all matters per¬
taining to cinematography; to bring into
closest confederation those leaders in the
cinematographic science whose achieve¬
ments in that field entitle them to mem¬
bership in the Society; and to promote
the interests of all who shall he called
to membership in the ASC, that such
membership may become a mark of honor
and distinction based on merit.
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MITCHELL R-3S

Reflex

Hand Held or Tripod Mounted*
|_|0|i0 for the first time is a 35mm reflex motion picture camera which combines streamlined light¬
weight design with the full range of professional features. Its superbly engineered design by Mitchell-the
world's leading source of professional motion picture cameras-assures a remarkable versatility in filming.
Among the broad capabilities of the R-35 are: theatrical and television productions-on location and in
the studio; underwater use; high speed instrumentation films; and both animation and stop-motion.

This camera produces steady, brilliant pictures through its use of dual registration pins and dual pull¬
down claws. A special series of Super Baltar matched F 2.0 lenses were specifically designed for the
R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. Variable opening disc shutter provides positive exposure control. By means
of a simple adaptor the R-35 can be used with standard Mitchell 1000' magazines for tripod mounting.
These are but a few of the outstanding professional features that make the Mitchell R-35 a major cine¬
matic development. Send for the new R-35 Bulletin.

MITCHELL
DECEMBER

•

I960

=^Tripod adaptor and blimp available as accessories.
MITCHELL CAMERA
CORPORATION
666 W. Harvard St., Glendale 4, Calif
Cable Address: "Mitcamco"
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The ONLY
Professional
Meter...

INDUSTRY
NEWS

measures
ILLUMINATIOH,
CONTRAST and
BRIGHTNESS!

Hollywood Filming Zooms!
Production of both theatre and tele¬
vision films by Hollywood studios con¬
tinues its upward trend, which took a
definite turn in mid-summer.
Four

When thousands of dollars of narrow-latitude
color film is shot, exposure must be “on the
button.” No wonder, therefore, that Hollywood’s
top cameramen and lighting technicians rely
exclusively on SPECTRA! For this is the only
meter in the world employing bench-matched
components, with individually calibrated
direct reading slides for every ASA film rating,
present or future! Directly shows ”f” stop,
and foot candles, as well as brightness and
contrast, even in unusually low light levels.
If you’re serious about photography, there is
only SPECTRA! Complete with 14 slides, grid,
disc, handsome fitted case... $97.50

set

an

all-

Studios before December 1st.
Mid November saw' a total of 33
feature films in production by Holly¬
wood major studios and independents,
60% of which were shooting in the
IlS. With 8 major productions before
the cameras November 15th, 20th
Century-Fox studio achieved a produc¬
tion peak for the year. Of the eight,
four were shooting here, and the other
four abroad.

Disirib. by Scopus, Inc., N.Y. 16, N.Y.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.

On November 25th, The Hollywood
Reporter, industry trade paper, re¬
ported that TV film production in
Hollywood set a new high for number
of series, with 114 shooting, not count¬

Cahuer>ga Blvd , Hollywood 38, Colif

25 YEARS OF
QUALITY

Television

time TV film production record last
month by scheduling 16 half-hour and
5 hour-long segments for 13 different
series to get underway at Republic

HAND CALIBRATED FOR
ABSOLUTE ACCURACY...

837 No

Star

i

ing the late starters not yet announced.

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

Columbia Pictures’ studio activity
last month reached a new production
peak for the year with a total of five
features before the cameras. The stu¬
dio’s video film subsidiary. Screen
Gems, was also at peak production.
tJ*

tS"

I The 70mm Trend
i

• Specialists in high speed or
standard reversal processing
• Security clearance

The current hoxoffice “blockbusters”
—Spartacus, The Alamo, and others—
have started film laboratories tooling
up for what looks to be a definite trend
in production in 70mm film.

• Films returned same day

DeLuxe labs, a subsidiary of 20th
Century-Fox is reported already set¬
ting up the necessary equipment for
the super-widescreen width.

• Customer extra service: Special
prices on Eastman & du Pont
Reversal Film

MGM is seriously considering ex¬
panding its film laboratory to accom¬
modate 70mm processing and printing.

• Free Vacuumating

Technicolor, of course, long has been
set up for lab services in the 70mm
width. Most of the other independent
laboratories are watching the trend
closely, meantime doing some sharp
figuring.

712

News briefs of
industry activities,
products and progress

“Cost of re-tooling,” reports Daily
Variety, Hollywood trade paper, “de¬
pends on a number of factors peculiar
to each lab, but price tag on facilities
to make release prints is in the area
of a half-million dollars. Added facili¬
ties to handle special processing, such
as dailies, would be generally a quartermillion dollars. Thus . . . any lab must
think in terms of a capital outlay of
from S500,000 to $750,000 or more.”
While the number of 70mm-equipped
theatres in the country is estimated
at less than 1% of the total number at
present, other theatres are converting
at the rate of one or two per month,
it is reported.
*

-K-

-K-

Mellor Re-pacted by T-C-F.
Two-time Academy Award winner
William C. Mellor, now directing the
photography of Jerry Wald’s “Wild In
The Country,” has been signed to a
new one-year contract by 20th CenturyFox Studios. His next assignment will
be George Stevens’ forthcoming pro¬
duction of “The Greatest Story Ever
Told.”
*

*

*

Maps For Location Shooting
Large scale maps with the shooting
sites designated by key lettering were
supplied last month to production per¬
sonnel for the location shooting in Nor¬
thern Galifornia for Warner Brothers’
“Susan Slade,” according to Lucien
Ballard, ASC, who is directing the pho¬
tography of the picture. Because of the
many location sites involved, the maps,
prepared under direction of Director
Delmer Daves, will enable personnel
to quickly find the various sites where
filming is seheduled.
>j:

*

>1!

DuPont Moves N.Y. Office
DuPont’s Photo Products Depart¬
ment is transferring its New \ork dis¬
trict sales office and warehouse facili¬
ties to 248 West 18th St., Secaucus,
New Jersey. Move is aimed to provide
faster service to customers on east coast.
Meantime, company is erecting a new
building on a 20-acre site off the New
Jersey Turnpike, which it plans to oc¬
cupy about the middle of 1961.
■
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professional jr.
Tripod with
grooved
Tripod Legs
Now Standard Equipment for all
Famous CECO Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Pro Jr Tripod is better than ever with new Heavy
Duty Grooved tripod leg design. Assures greater
rigidity, no matter how far legs are extended.
Heavy Duty Groove design guarantees herculean
gripping power, because there’s almost twice the
gripping surface. Modern, rounded leg shape adds
strength and durability to the wood. Comes
equipped with indispensible double knob leg locks
which assure equal pressure on each leg. Avail¬
able with new ball joint swivel or standard base
plate.
When you are looking for the best in a tripod,
buy Professional Junior—the tripod designed with
the professional in mind!
CECO Pro Jr. Fluid Head
CECO Pro Jr. Friction Head
with Ball Joint Swivel

Allows really fast, easy leveling without
adjusting tripod legs. Fits any Pro Jr
Tripod with adapter base plate. Has same
exclusive features as standard Pro Jr
Friction head . . . Pan & Tilt tension
controls; accessible camera mounting
knob; adjustable interchangeable
telescoping pan handle. Skilfully designed
and engineered for long dependable
service. Unconditionally
guaranteed—the World’s Standard
of Tripod Quality!

The tripod head with smooth-as-silk maneuverability.
Silicone fluid unaffected by extreme temperature
range. Won’t dive in locked position. Guaranteed
leakproof. The undisputed performance champ!

In Hialeah, Florida:
1335 E. 10th Avenue
TUxedo 8-4604

In Hollywood, California:
6510 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood 9-5119
*CECO — trademark of Camera Equipment CO.

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(JflineRfl €ouipmenT (o.,inc.
A 315 W. 43rd. St., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdsor, 6-1420

CECO Ball Socket Swivel Joint

Dept.

Adapter For Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Please send me FREE descriptive literature on CECO
Professional Jr. Tripods and Tripod Heads.

A one piece adapter which fits quickly,
easily on to any Pro Jr Head. For use on
new swivel base tripod or standard Pro Jr
tripod with ball socket adapter base plate.

Name----FirmAddress-—
City_Zone_State-

Literature

PRECISION FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

BOOKLETS, CATALOGS AND BROCHURES

Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Pat. Appd.

For

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00

Color Film Services
Color Motion Picture Services is title
of elaborate 12-page 4-color brochure
illustrating and describing scope of the
color film services and facilities offered
by General Film Laboratories in Holly¬
wood and Kansas City. Especially in¬
teresting is centerspread color layout
of flow chart depicting optional color
processing procedures offered by Gen¬
eral. An informative and valuable
booklet that should be on every pro¬
fessional film maker’s library shelf.
Copies are free. Make request on your
companv letterhead to General Film
Laboratories, Inc., 1546 Argyle Ave.,
Hollywood 28, or 106 West 14th Street
Kansas City 5, Mo.

Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head,
$215.75
I

Optical Systems, Films
Optical Systems and Film Handling,
Devices is title of 16-page booklet
offered by Mast Development Co., Inc.,
which illustrates and describes the
company’s many varied solutions to
unique photo-optical problems. The
examples consist of brief technical
descriptions and photographs of com¬
pany-designed equipment such as cam¬
eras, viewers, projectors, data re¬
duction and display equipment, film
transports, visual simulators and train¬
ers, airborne-camera test equipment,
photogrammetric devices, etc. Copies
may be had by writing to Francis G.
Telshaw, Mast Development Co., Inc.,
2212 E. 12th St., Davenport 16, la.

opticalmagnetic
sound
readers

Model 800

$259.50

optical

magnetic film

sound

and tape

readers

sound

Model 600 RL

reader

$195.00

Gevaert Films
Model 700

$198.00
Send For Free literature

ill PREGISION LABORATORIES
:

.
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I FOR BARGAINS IN USED EQUIPMENT ...
j
... see Classified Advertising on Pages 763-764, this issue
HOUSTON FEARLESS

PANORAM

NOW AVAILABLE

DOLLIES

of the 6-pag6, illustrated article

Thoroughly Overhauled—
Guaranteed

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
EFFECTS
IN MOTION PICTURES

SPECIAL LOW PRICE:
Immediate
Delivery

4-Wheel .$1,400.00
5-Wheel . 1,800.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

714

REPRINTS

25c
Per Copy

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 No. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.

|
I

A new technical folder outlining
complete characteristics of Gevaert
professional motion picture films is
available free from the Gevaert Com¬
pany of America, Inc., 321 West 54th
St.. New York 19, N. Y. Folder is a
handy guide for all who work with
professional film. It gives applications,
exposure information, footage number¬
ing and other details of the various
Gevaert films.

Oxberry Equipment Data
A new catalog sheet is available
from Animation Equipment Corp..
giving prices and complete engineering
information on sixteen Oxberry anima¬
tion units such as Oxberry Unistand.
Standard and Master series stands.
35-16mm camera, Cine Special pack¬
age, stop motion motors, drawing discs,
peg bars, microtraverse, field guides,
cel punches, top lights and under lights.
Address request for free copy to com¬
pany at 38 Hudson Street, New
Rochelle, New York.
“
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RECORDING AMPLIFIER MODEL MA-11
M

All-transistorized! Bulky batteries and heavy transformers eliminated.
Rechargeable battery or continuous A.C. operation.
14 transistors for frequency response to 12,000 cycles.
Extreme portability and dependability. Weighs only 5 lbs

FILMAGNETIC DUPLEX
A.C. POWER-PACK &
CHARGER will fully
charge MA-11 Amplifier
Battery overnight. Plug
into wall-socket. . . plug
into Amplifier. It’s that
easy!

Temperature-compensated for world-\wide
use, winter and summer.
Equipped with transistor-matched
FILMAGNETIC heads.
Fitted carrying case can be conveniently
stored under pullman seat or carried
as hand-luggage on plane.
j
Fully charged Battery will operate
Filmagnetic Model MA-11 Amplifier
for more than

8

hours

of

sound-on-film recording.

ALSO USED AS POWER-PACK for continuously
operating Amplifier direct from 115 Volt A.C. current.
Permanent lightweight
Battery can be
re-chargecT repeatedly.

^ WRITE FOR FREE AURICON CATALOG
WITH INFORMATION ON THE NEW
ALL-TRANSISTORIZED FILMAGNETIC
RECORDING SYSTEM...
THIS IS THE FILMAGNETIC CAMERA UNIT for
16mm magnetic sound-on-film . . .
FILMAGNETIC sound-on-film recording can be
factory installed on all existing, or earlier,
Auricon Cameras. Recording on pre-stripe film,
black-and-white or color, you get professional
quality lip-sync talking pictures and brilliant
music reproduction. After normal processing, the
film can be shown on any 16mm magnetic-sound
projector. In use since 1955, for exacting
professional requirements, FILMAGNETIC, with
the new MA-11 Amplifier, brings you the means
for producing the finest in professional 16mm
sound-on-film motion pictures. The optical
sound-on-film capability of your Auricon Camera
is not impaired. Change back and forth at will
. . . without tools!

All Auricon Equipment is sold with
a 30-day money back guarantee
and a 1 year Service Warranty. You
must be satisfied!

LINE OF 16MM SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

100 ft. Runs 2% min.

AURICON "PRO-600 SPECIAL
400 ft. Runs 11 min,

AURICON PRO-600
600 ft. Runs l&Vi min.

AURICQN . . .THE PROFESSIONAL

DECEMBER

•
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AURICON SUPER-1200
1200 ft. Runs 33 min.

“FILMAGNETIC” SOUND for color or black

& white

'STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRA SINCE 193t)
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WALTER STRENGE’S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Need advice on a picture making problem?

Your questions are invited

and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest ivill appear in this column each month.

Q

Can the factor established for a
given filter be relied upon to apply
under all light conditions? For example:
when the sky is cloudy and a filter is
used to improve rendition of trees,
foliage or even faces?—A. D. McC-

Keeps film cores handy at all times.
Attach to
work table or wall.
Easy to remove—easy to fill.
All aluminum construction.
Adjustable to 16mm
or 3Smm cores.

_$ 9.50
$11.50
..$14.50

Length 16".
Length 24".
Length 36".

CAMART SLATE AND
CLAPSTICK

Large
professional
size
for sound
productions.
Contains space for all essential information. This
is the same slate that originally sold for $11.75.

$4.75,

N 3w only.
Postage added.

F.O.B. N.Y.

CAMART ELECTRIC
FILM TIMERS
For narration, post-recording, dubbing, timing, or
any operation involving synchronous film timing.
Two synchronous timing motors and two precision
footage counters measure your total footage and
its
equivalent
time
in
minutes
and
tenths.
16mm or 35mm footage
counter with timer.
Single 16mm or 35mm
counter, no timer.

$85.00
$45.00

SALE OR RENTAL

.insiver: The amount that exposure
must be increased, when a correction
or contrast filter is used, is determined
by the multiplying factor establislied
for the filter. This factor is governed by
1) the photographic material used and
2) the light source. Thus, when a filter
is used outdoors, regardless of whether
the sky is clear or cloudy, the factor
established for use of that filter in sun¬
light will apply.
Filter factors specified by a film
manufacturer for its respective negative
and positive stocks can be relied upon
for accurate results. In practice, the
normal exposure time (for photography
without filter) is multiplied by the
filter factor and the lens diaphragm
set accordingly.
Now in situations where quality of
illumination may be different than that
on which the filter factor has been com¬
puted, a different factor will apply. To
determine the correct factor in such a
case, it is advisable to shoot a test, or
series of tests, utilizing a neutral test
or grey-scale card for the exposure.
Generally speaking, if the factor
specified by the film manufacturer is
used and the film corectly exposed,
any filter used will render its own color
lighter and its complimentary color
darker. Thus a yellow filter would re¬
cord yellows lighter or wash them out
completely, and record blues darker.

QWhat

is the simplest and most prac¬
tical method of producing day-fornight shots in black-and-white photog¬
raphy?—J. ]. O.

OF ALL PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
Moviolas, Dollies, Arriflex, Auricon, Mit¬
chell Cameras, Design and Repair Shop.

ibCimiFM Mdffr
1845 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
Cable: (omeroinart
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Answer: The illusion of night in B&W
photography is best produced by a com¬
bination of contrast filters and under¬
exposure. The position of the sun with
relation to subjects in the scene is an
important factor, too.
Since the sky is bright by day and
dark by night, it is the principal area
in the scene requiring correction. For

this, use any of the yellow-orange or
red filters, such as Wratten 21, 23A,
25, 29 or their equivalents. An effec¬
tive combination is a 23A plus the
green 56.
It is important to remember that
only a clear blue sky can be filtered
down for a realistic night effect; no
amount of filtering will produce the
same results when strong haze or over¬
cast exists.
Underexposure, in addition to use of
filters, should range between II/2 and 2
stops. Where the sky is not sufficiently
blue to produce the desired effect with
filters, it is advisable to eliminate the
sky from the scene entirely by chang¬
ing the camera angle.

QI

have experienced difficulty in pro¬
ducing satisfactory traveling mattes
for live action. One method I have
tried is frame-by-frame projection of
scenes from a fine-grain dupe, vising
a Bell & Howell Standard camera with
auxiliary shutter, then making tracings
on animation paper. Cels were then
overlaid on the tracings and matte
paintings made which were in turn
photographed
on
high-contrast
film
stock. This method proved too costly
and resulted in considerable movement
between tbe mattes and tbe live action.
In another method, I made a series
of frame enlargements, then had the lab
paint the underside black and sboot
mattes. But this method produced an¬
noying image movement, too. I use an
Oxberry printer equipped with an Acme
camera.—L. C. D.

Answer: This type of work requires the
utmost precision in every step of the
way. Your problem seems to be that
there is too much margin for matte
line error in both of the methods you
use. Satisfactory results can be ob¬
tained with the first method described
if extreme accuracy is used in tracing
the iamges and where the matte is
painted directly on the tracing with
great care, thus eliminating the need
for using the extra cel.
We recommend for study the article
“Special Photographic Effects In Mo¬
tion Pictures,” which appeared in our
October, 1957, issue, and of which re¬
prints are available at 25^ per copy.
Other articles of interest on this sub¬
ject appeared in our November, 1960,
issue (pages 668 and 670).
■
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for those HOT tests in cold weather
t he BIRNS & SAWYER

HIEA TER BARNEY
tt

Kills the Chills”

BARNEY PROTECTS CAMERA AND FILM
FROM WIND, RAIN, SNOW AND COLD
Newest in a Growing Line of Functional Accessory Products
for Documentary and Instrumentation Filming is the Birns

& Sawyer Heater Barney, a Warm-As-Toast Camera Parka
which operates to — 60° F.
Multiple
Sheet

Layers

Lead,

of

Kapok

Insulation,
and

including

Wool,

Aluminum

Fibreglass

and

Foil,

Flannel

Keep Heat Loss to a Minimum. Tough Outer Coating of
DuPont Fabrilite, in White
and Abrasion Protection.
Models Available

for

Every

Cordova,

Provides

Instrumentation

Weather

Camera,

both Sound and Heater Designs. Shown at left:

in

Birns &

Sawyer Barney for 16mm Mitchell with 1200' Magazine.

Catalog No. 1443
... Price $256

y

j
„\
V NI

•' X
X
^ < \/ y
a]

m

Heater Elements Operate from 110/720 VAC Current 55 to 225 Watts

CINE SPECIAL

BELL & HOWELL

HULCHER

FASTAX WF4

FASTAX WF3

Twin-Lens Turret with 200'
Magazine and Motor.
Catalog No. 1470
Price: $126.00

Camera with Coupled Tur¬
ret, 400' Magazine and
Motor.
Catalog No. 1430
Price: $160.00

Catalog No. 1475
Price: $140.00

Fastaz 16mm with 400'
Copacity.
Catalog No. 1453
Price: $184.00

Also fits WF3T,
16mm X 100' Lood.
Catalog No. 1451
Price: $168.00

Other Models Available for Arri 16 and Arri 35, Mitchell 35, Fairchild, Auricon, Photo*Sonics, etc.

BIRNS & SAWYER CINE EQUIPMENT
^

DECEMBER

•
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6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166
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NEW BOOK REPORTS
American Cinematographer Manual,
compiled and edited by Joseph V. Mascelli. American Society of Cinematog¬
raphers, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. $7.50.
Publishing a handbook of facts and
formulas relating to professional cine¬
matography was a logical undertaking
for the American Society of Cinematog¬

Eyemo 71A camera, 47mm lens.I 79.50

It is the authenticity of the informa¬
tion eontained in this 484-page hook

Eyemo zoom tinders, lens tields from
25mm to 10" complete with cam¬
era door,

no installation.

Brand

new .I 74.b0
Eyemo 71K camera, 2" f/2.8 lens....$149.50
Eyemo positive finders, 2", 4", 6",
each . .$ 11.5('
Eastman

16mm

gun

camera,

raphers, which represents some of the
finest achievements in cinematography
as well as having in its membership
some of the most erudite and progres¬
sive motion picture cameramen in the
industry. From such a background an
authentic and reliable manual of facts
and workaday information for camera¬
men was a logical development.

that sets it apart from others of its
kind, which have been published to
date. All of the charts and taldes have
been specially prepared; nothing has
been “lifted” or reprinted from previ¬
ously-published handbooks or instruc¬
tion manuals.

100'

cap, huilt-in motor, as is .$ 49.50
B&H

Hi-Speed Filmo

128 fps, w/

lens .$195.00
B&H Filmo model A, w/lens.$ 49.50
Filmo

jiositive

finders,

1"

to

4",

each .$
Bolex

H-16

camera,

3

lenses,

6.95

ex¬

cellent .1189.50
Moviola

35mm

optical

reader

w/

amplifier and speaker, excellent....$ 39.50
Moviola

UCS

cutters

model

with

35mm optical-magnetic sound, ex¬
cellent .$595.00
Century 2KW spot light, excellent....$ 45.00
750 Watt spot light, excellent....$ 25.00
Quadlight w/stand, excellent .$ 59.50
Hundreds of other items included in
this sale hut space does not permit
listing them all. IP rite, wire or phone
for brochure before it is too late.

In the research, preparation and edit¬
ing of the Manual, editor Mascelli not
only had the assistance of veteran Di¬
rectors of Photography Arthur C. Mil¬
ler and Walter Strenge, hut also of
members of the recently-liquidated Mo¬
tion Picture Research Council of Holly¬
wood — all of whom contributed to the
book’s volumnous data or checked on
its authenticity to insure complete in¬
fallibility.
Included in the Manual are all the
important charts and tables for filters,
filter factors, camera speed compensa¬
tion, depth of field, etc., plus data on
exposure, professional motion picture
cameras, lighting equipment, lighting
ratios, background process and many
others which limited space prevents
enumerating here.
Suffice to say the Manual is a “must”
for very professional cinematographer,
regardless of the field in which he
works. For it can provide instant an¬
swers to almost any motion picture
photographic problem.

Third Ave., New York 17, N.Y. $5.75.
This biography of one of Holly¬
wood’s most controversial actresses is
of interest to anyone and everyone who
has anything to do with Hollywood’s
motion picture industry, or whose am¬
bitions point in that direction. First,
because author Zolotow has provided
such an entertaining account of how a
typically introverted plain jane with an
inbred desire to be an actress ultimately
skyrocketed to fame; and second be¬
cause the author has boldly raised the
curtains to reveal typical daily goingson within major studios, and partic¬
ularly the personalities and whims of
major studio personalities. More than
once the part played by Directors of
Photography, particularly those assign¬
ed to photograph Miss Monroe, are in¬
terestingly related.
“Marilyn also got the right to name
her own cinematographer,” Zolotow re¬
lates. “Among those listed in her con¬
tract as acceptable were Harry Stradling, Hal Rossen, James Wong Howe,
and Milton Krasner” (all members of
the ASC.—Ed.)
Again: “An extreme conception of
the film as a director’s art holds that
the director uses the camera the way a
painter uses a brush and that the actors
are inanimate models posing for the
artist. This was valid for the silent
film, hut the sound film is not so com¬
pletely a plastic art. It is partly a dra¬
matic art. Therefore the words of the
screenwriter and his scenes of action
contribute to the movie;

the actress

who can build a character is impor¬
tant;

the

cinematographer

is

not

a

duml) tool. This brush has a soul of its
own. Milton Krasner’s photography in
Bus Stop and Seven

Year Itch

and

Jack Cardiff s in The Prince and the
Showgirl were vital in conveying the
mysterious
roe.

phosphorescence

of

Mon-

Earlier, Zolotow relates how Leon
Shamroy shot Marilyn Monroe’s first
screen

test—on

a

2()th

Century-Eox

sound stage at half past five one morn¬
Marilyn Monroe, by Maurice Zolotoiv.
liar court. Brace and Company, 750
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ing, starting her on the road to fame
and fortune.
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SERVING THE WORLD'S FINEST FILM MAKERS

Mote PORTMAN ANIMATION
STANDS Sold To:

New F > B POLE SET
An Easy Way to Hold Things Up... Anywhere
Lights • Props • Backgrounds • Mikes
Without Nails or Screws
o

k

Australian Broadcasting
Commission
Robert Tinfo Technical
Animation
Bay State Film Productions
Walter Craig Productions
Ayacucho Cine, Caracas
KVOS-TV, Vancouver
• Ford Motor Company
• Rembrandt Films
• Ansel Studios
• Corwin Studios
• L & L Animation
• Mayo Clinic
• Slide-O-Chrome

195
per set
consisting of:
2—3-piece poles
7—fittings
1—110" cross bar
Adjustable from
01/2'to 12^/2'

F & B POLE SET is a featherweight, telescoping aluminum
column with an expansion spring in the top. Adjust it once
to your ceiling height with locking collar. Then just spring it
in and out of place as you please. Rubber pads top and
bottom protect ceilings and floors... can't be knocked over
and takes less floor space than a silver dollar. A perfect,
mobile, lightweight support for lights. Two POLE SETS with
cross piece and fitting can be used to hold a roll of back¬
ground paper, props, flats, etc. Perfect for location filming.

A rugged precision and versatile
animation stand that offers more
than 40 accessories for special
animation and effects,

POLE SET 101/2' to 15'... $38.95

$8.50 ea

3 piece Pole
with Clamp
101/2' to 15'

AVAILABLE NOW:

Cross Bar
(110") with
5 fittings

$9.50 ea

1595

New ACME-PORTMAN I6mm-35mm interchangeable
camera with ball-bearing mounted cam-rackover.
Write for descriptive folder and price list.

Individual Parts:
3 piece Pole
with Clamp
8V2' to I2V2'

Prices begin at

$8.50 ea

NOW AVAILABLE AT F & B

• 35mm and 16mm
• For Studios & TV
• Cutting and Viewing

ENGLAND'S FAMOUS

ACMADE MARK II
EDITING TABLES
• Continuous movement (non-intermittent) safer
for negative or positive viewing.
• Synchronous and variable speed, instant stop,
forward and reverse foot pedals and press
button.
• Film paths instantly declutchable by switch
selection.
• Projected picture 8"x6" or larger by removing
screen.
• Separate magnetic and combined optical and
magnetic heads.
• Built-in synchronizer footage counter and run¬
ning time counter.
• Removable flange plate with tite wind roller.
• Instant sound track selector.
• Manual inching control.
• Fast rewind controls.

\

^

Now In Use By: British Broadcasting Corp., British Movietone
News, Television Wales & The West, Scottish Television,
Granada TV, Southern TV, International News Film Agency,
British War Office, Associated TV, Atomic Weapon Research,
Cambridge University, Mather & Crowther, Editorial Films,
Park Pictures, Marconi TV, and many other leading British
producers.
Florman & Babb — Exclusive East Coast Dealers

'"'‘''■Pm

Price complete and
duty paid.

^2975

vNci
68 West 45tfi Street • New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2926
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CINE-TECHNICAL TRENDS

I

_!

Magnetic Filter Mount
NEW DESIGN

An ingenious magnetic mounting
system invented Ity Jos. Schneider &
Co.. Cerman optical works, now per¬
mits photographers to use gelatin filters
on their lenses with greater freedom
and less risk of injury to the filters.

FILM BIN
WITH RACK

Heretofore, gelatin filters have had
onlv limited use because they have
been complicated to mount and are sus¬
ceptible to damage. Their fine graded
al'sorption values makes them desir¬
able, however, particularly for color
photography.
Rectangular con¬
struction, 30x24x

12.
Fits easily into
corners.
★ Vulcanized fiber, reinforced metal frame.
Complete bin-rack-linen bag
w/wheels

$45.25
$51.75

CAMART TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
★ The
only
ballbear¬
ing tightwind.
^ Eliminates
cinching
or
abra¬
sions.
★ Winds film
evenly —
NO SLIP¬
PING.
★ Fitted
to
any 16 or
35mm re¬
wind.

1
I

The Schneider system consists of a
magnetic and a filter-holder ring. The
magnetic ring screws into or fits the
front of the lens by means of one of
several adapters for nearly all the dif¬
ferent Schneider lenses. A special
adapter can he made up by the user
for many other makes of lenses.
The filter hangs loosely in the front
(holding ring) which is placed on the
magnetic ring and stays in position by
field attraction alone.

light, is jnomised by an improved op¬
tical formula devised by Dr. Max Herzherger of Kodak Research Laborator¬
ies.
A three-element lens, made with
three glasses chosen from a grapli
based on the new formula, is corrected
for light from the ultraviolet to the in¬
frared, or from 365 to 1,010 milli¬
microns.
Current lenses represent a compro¬
mise, since correction for two colors
may cause chromatic aberration for the
other colors in the spectrum. In a
camera this would mean that images
of differently colored objects photo¬
graphed in the same position would
fall in slightly different places on the
film.
Previously, with special glasses called
“short flints,” it has been possible to
correct some triple-element lenses for
three

colors

only.

These

lenses

are

known as apochromats.
Kodak scientists diseovered that a
great number of glasses can be found
which permit design of a unit of three

New Lens Formula Promises
Complete Color Correction

lenses whieh they call a “superchro¬

A “superchromat” lens, the first ever
to he corrected for all colors of visible

mat.” With this type of lens, images of
all colors are in perfect register.

■

CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
Single and double system 16mm or
35mm optical or magnetic sound.
★ Single or double system magnetic sound.
★ With any 16mm motion picture viewer,
obtain lip-sync.
★ Works from left to right and right to
left.
Magnetic, or Model Optical

$195.00
All Items F.O.B. New York.

OFF the

press—and undergoing close scrutiny by its editorial triumvirate is the new American

Cinematographer Manual just published by the American Society of Cinematographers, Hollywood.
Obviously pleased with the attractively printed and bound pocket-size handbook of technical in¬
formation

for

cinematographers

are,

from

left,

Joseph

Mascelli,

who

compiled

and

edited

the

Manuol, and Walter Strenge, ASC, and Arthur C. Miller, ASC, Associate Editors.
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if PRODUCTION
RENTAL NEEDS!
• LIGHTING . ARCS .INCANDESCENT
• MOBILE GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS. .CRANES. .DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Frost will handle your production needs
from conference room to film can. Studios .. .
Transportation . . . Unit Managers . . . Talent
. . . Crews . . . Locations . . . Make-up . . . and
Script Personnel. Our expanded facilities
are yours for the asking.

^^ITEO state^
NO BORDER PROBLEMS
Duplicate production facilities
for your convenience
Canadian Office:
6 Shawbridge, Toronto, Ont.
Belmont 2-1145

Faster Service Because We

Our Own

JACKAFROST
MAIN OFFICE:
234 Piquette

TRinity 3-8030

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

DECEMBER

•
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CANADIAN OFFICE:
6 Shawbridge

BEImont 2-1145

TORONTO, ONTARIO

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE:
4224 Teesdale

POplar 2-i

N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Lucien .4ndriot. ASC, “Harrigan and
Son”’* (Desilu Prods.) with Pat O’Brien
and Roger Perry.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

WALT DISNEY STUDIOS

Edward Colman, ASC, “Zorro”* with Guy
V'illiams.
FAIRBANKS STUDIO

WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
By

MARION

Ray Foster, ASC, Commercial*.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

HUTCHINS

James

van

Trees.

ASC,
Hickman.

with
Dwayne
director.

JOSEPH
RUTTENBERG, ASC
Three - time
Academy
Award-winning cinema¬
tographer who is di¬
recting the photography
of “The Spinster” in
C-Scope and color at
MGM studios.

Joseph Biroc, ASC, “The Devil at 4
O'clock”
(Shooting in
Hawaii;
LeRoyKohlmar Prods.; C’Scope & Color) with
Spencer Tracy and Frank Sinatra. Meiwyn
LeRoy, director.

Frank

(CBS-TV)
bara Hale.

with

Gayne

Meredith

Nicholson,

Rescher, ASC, “Mad Dog Coll”
(shooting in New York; Thalia Films) with
John Chandler and Kay Douhleday. Burt
Balaban, director.
Charles

Lawton, Jr., ASC,
Together" (John Ford Prod.;
ing in Texas)
with James
Richard Widmark. John Ford,

“Two Rode
color; shoot¬
Stewart and
director.

ALLIED ARTISTS

Cakl Guthrie, ASC, “The Big Bankroll"
(Bischoof-Diamond Prod.) with David Jans¬
sen and Mickey Rooney.
Joe Newman,
director.

Robert Krasker, “El Cid" (Samuel Bronton Prods.; shooting in Spain) with Charlton
Heston and Sophia Loren Anthony Mann,
director.
AMERICAN NATIONAL

Brick

Marquand,

“Lock-Up”*
with MacDonald Carey.

(Ziv-TV)

Richard

(Ziv-TV) with Rich Jason.

Rawlings,

“Aquanaut"* (Ziv-TV)
and Jeremy Slate.

Jack
with

liam Castle Prod.) with Glenn Corbett and
Patricia Breslin. William Castle, director.

Gene Barry.

Jack Marquette, “Sea Hunt”*
with Lloyd Bridges; “Klondike”*
with Ralph Taeger.

(Ziv-TV)
(Ziv-TV)

with

de

Grasse,

ASC, “Angel”* with
■Minnie
Farge
and
Marshall
Thompson.
Lamont Johnson, director.

Flwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*.
Henry Sharp, ASC, Commercials*.
Roy Seawright, Commercials*.
COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Freddie Young, “The Greengage Summer”
(Color; P.K.I. Piets.; Shooting in France)
with Kenneth Moore and Danielle Darrieux.
Lewis Gilbert, director.

Gert

Andersen,

ASC,
“Donna
Reed
(Screen Gems) with Donna Reed.

Show”*
Andrew McCullough, director.

Philip Tannura, ASC, “Dennis the Men¬
ace”* (Screen Gems)
Herbert .Anderson.

Fred

with Jay North and

Gately, ASC, “My Sister Eileen”*

Screten Gems) with Shirley Boone and
Elaine Stritch. Oscar Rudolph, director.

1r\tng

Lippman,

Gems)
with
Redeker.
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“Dan Raven"’*
(Screen
Skip
Homeier and
Quinn

Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Mr. Ed”* (Filmways Prods.)

with Allan Young.
STUDIOS

Norbert Brodine, ASC,
“Loretta Young Show”*
with Loretta Young.

Eugene

Polito,

(Toreto

Prods.)

INDEPENDENT

Trauner,

“Good-bye
Again”
(Argus Prod.; UA release; shooting in
Paris) with Ingrid Bergman and Yves Mon¬
tand. Anatole Litvak, producer-director.

Erwin Hillier, “The Naked Edge” (Pennebaker-Baroda Prod, for UA; shooting in
England) with Gary Cooper and Deborah
Kerr. Michael Anderson, director.

WALTER STRENGE, ASC

Daniel

Fapp, ASC, “West Side Story”
(Panavision 70 & Color; Mirisch Piets—
Seven Arts Prods.; shooting in N.Y.) with
Natalie Wood and Richard Beymer. Robert
Wise and Jerome Robbins, directors.

One of the first cine¬
matographers to shoot
TV films in Hollywood,
Strenge last month took
over piloting the cam¬
eras on “Wagon Train.”

Gordon

Avil, ASC, “Miami Undercover”
(shooting in Miami Beach, Fla.; SchenckKoch Enterprises) with Lee Bowman and
Rocky Graziano. Howard Koch, director.

CASCADE PICTURES

George Folsey, ASC, Commercials*.

Wolfe, “Hennessey”* (Hennessey
Prods.) with Jackie Cooper. Don McQuire,
director.

Alexander

Vin¬

William Skall, ASC, Commercials*.

Harry

Sid Hickox, ASC, “The Andy Griffith
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Andy Griffith.

Gilbert Warrenton ASC, “Master of the
World" (Dyna-Magic & (liolor)
cent Price and Charles Bronson.

Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Adventures of
Ozzie and Harriet’’* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
the Nelson family. Ozzie Nelson, director.

Ray Foster, ASC, Commercials*.

DESILU—Cahuenga

Larson

Curt Fetters, Monroe Askins, Jack Mar¬
quette, “Bat Masterson”* (Ziv-TV) with

Mason”*
and Bar¬

“Blue
Angels”*
with Don Gordon and Mor¬

GOLDWYN

Marquette,
Keith

(Gallu Prods.)
gan Jones.

STUDIOS

ASC, “Perry
Raymond Burr

Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Homicidal” (Wil¬

Robert

Richarb Rawi.ings, “The Case of the Dan¬
gerous Robin”*

Douglas Slocombe, “Taste of Fear” (Ham¬
mer Films Prod.; shooting in England)
with Susan Strasberg and Ronald Lewis.
Seth Holt, director.

GENERAL SERVICE

Redman,

“Dobie Gillis”*
Rod
Amateau,

DESILU—Culver City

Charles

Christian Matras, “Paris Blues”

Straumer,

“The Untouchables”*
(Desilu Pods.) with Robert Stack and Jerry
Paris.

Lucien

Andriot, ASC, Robert
“Guestward Ho”* (Desilu Prods.)
anne Dru and and Mark Miller.

Hauser,
with Jo¬

Lothrop

Worth, ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy’s”*
(Brennan-Westgate Prods.)
with
Walter Brennan.
DESILU—Gower

Hal

(Pennebaker for UA; shooting in Paris) with
Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward. Mar¬
tin Ritt, director.

John Alton, “Birdman of Alcatraz” (Har¬
old Hecht Prod, for UA release) with Burt
Lancaster and Karl Malden. John Frankenheimer, director.
Arthur

Arling, ASC, “Caribe” (Caribe
Prods.; shooting in San Juan, Puerto Rico)
with Jackie Coogan and Marvin Miller.
Russell Hayden, director.

Mohr,

Theatre”*
Stanwyck.

ASC,
“Barbara
Stanwyck
(Desilu Prods.)
with Barbara

Continued on

Page 728

Charles van Enger, ASC, “Lassie”* (Jack
Wrather Prods.)
Jon Provost.

with

June Lockhart

and

Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Fred MacMurray and
William Frawley.

Robert Hauser, “Wyatt Earp”*
Prods.) with Hugh O’Brian.
Robert
Show”*

(Desilu

THOMAS TUTWILER, ASC
Heads one of several
camera units now work¬
ing around the world
shooting sequences in
Technirama and color
for
“The
World
By
Night,” for Julia Films,
Rome Italy.

Pittack.
ASC,
“Ann
Sothern
(Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

MOVIELAB

yi,‘ ■^.■t.?(wAi

MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUDSON 6-0360

^developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

Congratulations to our prizewinning
Arriflex customers and the directors of
their award-winning films:

CONVAIR-SAN DIEGO
R. M. Hall (2 awards)

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Bill Gibson

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS
Ken Houtz

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Joseph F. Brickley

LINK-BELT COMPANY
L. B. Warnock

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
J. Kermit Echols (2 awards)

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION
Robert J. Gunther and Bill Brose

UNITED AIR LINES
Ira Thatcher

Ibsc-

Features: through - the-lens
viewing-while-filming; auto¬
matic buckle switch; diver¬
gent 3-lens turret; regis¬
tration pin in precision film
gate; variable-speed elec¬
tric motor.

Rear view, showing Arri¬
flex l(5's distinctive
components: eyepiece
of direct-viewing finder;
tachometer; footage and
frame counters; variable
speed control for the
motor.

Unique turret design
permits any 3 lenses,
from extreme-wide-angle
to 300 mm telephoto, to
be mounted simultane¬
ously without mechanical
or optical interference
with one another.

Arrillex Sound Blimp plus
400-foot magazine and
synchronous 42V motor
convert Arriflex 16 to an
efficient production
camera for industrial,
sound stage, and loca¬
tion filming.

Blimp, doors open — 3 sep¬
arate doors provide easy
access to interior,- one on
top to permit mounting
magazine; one in front for
access to lens turret; and
one at side for inserting
camera.

^ANNUAL INDUSTRIAL FILM AWARDS-conducted by the publishers of Industrial Photography magazine.

FOR LITERATURE OR DEMONSTRATION OF ARRIFLEX 16MM AND ARRIFLEX 35MM CAMERAS, WRITE TO:
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Of the fifteen 1960 Industrial Film Awards, ten went to films shot
with Arriflex 16mm and 35mm cameras... a record unmatched by
any other oamera! A record approached only by Arriflex’s winnermajority showing last year.
Why Arriflex? Simply because the Arriflex does the job better and
more easily, faster and more economically! You ought to try one
of these world-famous motion picture cameras soon.

ARRIFLEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA . 257-G PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N.Y.
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PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James
Arness and Dennis Weaver.

Continued from Page 724

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
“Rawhide”* (CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.

John

Nicholaus,

Harkness

Smith,

“The Outlaws”*;

“Blue

and Gray.”*
George

Guthrie,

Arch

Clemens,

ASC,

“Twilight

Zone”*

Deverman,

Nick

"The Islanders"* with
and James Philbrook.

ASC,
Reynolds

Musuraca,

William

Stuart Thompson, ASC, “National Velvet”*

(Velvet Prods.)
Doran.

with Lori Martin and Ann

ASC, “The Law and Mr.
Star Prods.) with James

“Michael Shayne”* (hour
with Richard Denning.

Dalzell,

Star Prods.)

(Cayuga Prods.)
Dale

Carl

Jones”*
(Four
Whitmore.

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Stagecoach West”**

(Four Star Prods.) with Wayne Rogers and
Richard Eyer.
Howard

“Robert
(Four Star Prods.)

Schwartz,

tectives”*
Taylor.
Emmet

“Death

Bergholz,

Taylor De¬
with Robert

Valley

Days”*

(Filmaster Prods.).
Wild, ASC, “Peter Loves Mary”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Peter Lind Hayes
and Mary Healy; “The Tom Ewell Show”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Tom Ewell and
Marilyn Erskine.
Harry

EDWARD
COLMAN, ASC

Shooting the "Zorro” TV film series
at Walt Disney Stu¬
dios. Colman previ¬
ously photographed
the “Dragnet” ser¬
ies.

SINGLE FRAME CAMERA —
“TRIP-LEVER” ACTION!
Movement of lever ACTIVATES shutter and
advances film . . . ready for shooting up to
400 exposures per v^inding at your touch!
Powerful spring-motor drive built for long
rugged ''Trop-Artic'' use. Takes economical
standard
100' Daylight loading spools of
35mm black & white or color fllml
Sensa¬
tional Value!
With

25mm

With

2"

F/4.5

F/2.8

B & H

Lens

$399.50

Lens.$424.50

62nd ANNIVERSARY

Paul

ASC, “Oh, Those Bells”*
with the Wiere Bros, and Henry

Vogee,

(CBS-TV)
Norell.

William Spencer, “Peter Gunn”*

Prods.)

• Greatest Lens Offerings! •
Cameras — Regular, Industrie
and scientific • Enlargers —
Solar, etc.! • Lighting, etc.! •
Accessories—Write tO:

BURKE
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S. Wabash

(Spartan

with Craig Stevens.

Perinal, “Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse”
(C’Seope
&
Color;
Julian
Blaustein Prod.; shooting in Paris) with
Glenn Ford and Ingrid Thulin. Vincente
Minnelli, director.
Georges

& JAMES.
Chicago 4, Illinois

Ruttenberg,
ASC,
“Spinster”
(C’Seope & Color; Julian Blaustein Prod.)
with Shirley MacLaine and Laurence Har¬
vey.
Joseph

LIQUID GATE
PRINTING FOR
16-35 BLOW-UPS

An amazing new 16mm and 35mm process
which eliminates scratches, smooths out grain
and enhances overall quality. It is particularly
valuable for use in . . .
• RECLAMATION OF OLD AND WORN FILMS
• SALVAGING VALUABLE SCRATCHED ORIGINALS
• 16mm to 3Smm BLOW-UPS . . .
The scope of this economical theatrical pro¬
duction
blow-up medium
has greatly
in¬
creased due to the tremendous benefits of
Liquid Gate Printing. A test will prove its
value . . . See “Cinemagic of the Optical
Printer” in the A.S.C. Manual, Page 361.
Complato Laboratory and Effects

Services

NEW PRICE LIST AVAILABLE - INQUIRIES INVITED

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153

N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 3S, Calif.
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
‘Ov»r 30 Yeorj
Mo/or Sfudio Experience"

LIGHTEST MOVIE NEWSREEL LITE
BURNS LONGER — LESS CHARGING
GOOD SKIN TONES—BRIGHTER BACKGROUNDS
FITS ANY CAMERA (NO TOOLS)
Cost Only $130 Inc. Charger.
custom built by — JACK D.
2801
Oak Point Dr., Hollywood
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N.B.C.
Stensvold,
ASC,
“Dinah
Shore
Show” (Sewanee Prods.; “Groucho Marx
Show” (Film Craft Prods.) “Roy Rogers
Show” (Sewanee Prods.).
Alan

William

LEPPERT
28,

Calif.

Snyder, ASC, “Bonanza”*

TV)
with
Blocker.

Michael

Landon

Cortez,
ASC,
“Back
(Color;
Ross
Hunter-Carrollton
with
Susan Hayward and
John
David Miller, director.

Street”
Prod.)
Gavin.

Stanley

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave It to Beaver”*

(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.
Jack Mackenzie, ASC, Emil Harris, “Shot¬

gun Slade”*
Robert

(Revue Prods.).

Gough,

“Wells Fargo”*
Dale Robertson.

John

Russell,

(Overland

Prods.)

Robert
Gough,
“The Deputy”*
Prod.) with Henry Fonda.

ASC,
with

(Revue

Strenge, ASC, “Wagon Train”*
(Revue Prods.) with Robert Horton.

Walter

Ray

Neal

ASC,
Emil
(Revue Prods.).

Rennahan,

“Laramie”*

Beckner,

Eml

Harris,

Harris,

“Riverboat”*

(Revue Prods.).
Cory, ASC, Bringing Up Buddy”*
(Kyro Prods.) with Emil Markey and Dora
Morande.
Ray

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS
and

(NBCDan

John Russell, ASC, Neal Beckner, “Alfred

Hitchcock Presents”*

(Revue Prods.).

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*

with Warner Anderson and 'I'om riilly.
Planer, ASC, “Breakfast at Tif¬
fany’s” (Jurow-Sheperd Prod.; Technicolor;
shooting in New York) with Audrey Hep¬
burn and George Peppard. Blake Edwards,
director.
h’RANK

Russell Harlan, ASC, “Hatari!” (Howard
Hawks Prod.;
Technicolor;
shooting in
Africa)
with John
Wayne and Gerard
Blain. Howard Hawks, producer-director.

ASC, “On the Double”
(PanaVision & Technicolor; Shavelson-Rose
Prods.) with Danny Kaye and Dana Wynter.
Melville Shavelson, director.
Harry

“MITE-LITE”

REVUE STUDIOS
< PanaVieion & Color:
Seven Piets.. UI
Prod.: shooting in Italy) with Rock Hudson
and Gina Lollobrigida. Robert Mulligan, di¬
rector.

Ivano, “The Jim
Backus Show”*
(Calif. National Prods.) with Jim Backus
and Nita Talbot.

Pages of Photo Equipment

“Dick Powell’s Zane Grey
(Four Star Prods.) with Dick

Carson,

Theatre”*
Powell.

William Daniels, ASC, “Come September”

Paul

FREE CATALOG—132

Frank

Stradling,

ASC, “Bachelor Father”*
(Bachelor
Prod.)
with
John
Forsythe;
“Westinghouse Playhouse”* (Revue Prods.).
Ellis Thackery,

Continued on Page 764

FRANK
PLANER, ASC

Shooting ‘‘Breakfast
at
Tiffany’s”
in
Technirama and
color for JurowSheperd Prodns. in
New York.

Robert Burks, ASC, “The Pleasure of his
Company” (Technicolor) with h’red Astaire
and
Dehhie
Reynolds.
George
Seaton,
director.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

NAIDICH

TAKING THE REWIND BREAK
(or the Pause that Refurbishes)
Once a month there’s silence on the set, when General Film s
newsy rewind arrives in the mail...

REWIND is rich in expert, up-to-date articles about equip¬
ment, new techniques, processing methods, jobs, confer¬
ences, conventions and other information vital to film
production.
To subscribe to rewind simply send in your request and
state your type of work. It’s distributed free of charge by
General Film Laboratories, where unique service to the
industry has made General the undisputed leader in the
film processing field.

M

GENERAL
FILM LABORATORIES
1546 Argyle, Hollywood 28, Calif. / HOIlywood 2-6171 • central division / 106 W. 14th St., Kansas City 5, Mo. / GRand 1-0044
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IF YOU SHOOT
MOTION PICTURES
FOR
—
—
~
—
—

TV or Theatres
Industry
Education
Government
Research, etc.

You Need This
New Technical

Data Book!
Most comprehensive compilation of Cinemato¬
graphic data ever assembled between the covers of
a single book!! Contains more than 400 pages of
concise, practical, and informative data for photog¬
raphers and producers of motion pictures in all
fields.
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angles,

filter

speeds, exposure,

YOUR COPY OF THE FIRST

EDITION

OF

lighting,

aspect ratios., etc., etc.

INFORMATIONAL text covers data never be¬
fore published on panning speeds, optical
effects, ultra high-speed photography, under¬
water cinematography, background plates,
process shots, traveling mattes, day-for-night
photography, color temperature, etc.
INCLUDED ALSO: A glossary of motion picture
technical terms in five languages: English,
Spanish, French, Italian, and German.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL!

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please

send

me..copies

Payment enclosed.

of

the AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER

MANUAL.

Please ship C.O.D.

Name.
Street &

No......-.

City.

Zone.

State.

'''for orders mailed within California, please add 4% sales ta.x.
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and NOW...
The lights came from CHARLES ROSS!
Now, in 1960, producers get the same depend¬
able service from Charles Ross on lights, grip
equipment, generator trucks and props, too. It
pays you to call on Charles Ross and take advan¬
tage of its 39 years of quality and reliability. Here
you get complete flexibility for everything on the
set . . . choose from one of the largest inven¬
tories in the East.

INC.

Lighting the Motion Picture Industry Since 1921

IftIH lALiZSi

SALES SERVICE

333 West sand Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470

Send for p schedfvl# of rwtal rattn.
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Filming The Behavid

By

JOSE

VINCENTE

SCHEUREN

Dept, de Cine y Laboratorio de Fisiopafologia,
Institulo

Yenezolano de

Invesligaciones

Cientificas,

Caracas, Venezuela.

FIG. 1—Complete photographic and sound recording set-up in I.V.I.C.’s
Cine

Dept.

Mitchell

NC

From

left

35mm

are:

camera

Ampex

tape

mounted

recorder,

verficahy

over

oscilloscope,
microscope.

photos are by the author).

and
(All

pROBABLY THE SMALLEST “actor” ever to “talk”

for a motion picture is the hookworm, which is
the subject of “The Hookworm Speaks,” a documen¬
tary film recently produced for LV.l.C. (Instituto
Venezolano de Investigaciones Cientificas) in Cara¬
cas, Venezuela. The film, which screens for 14 min¬
utes, was shot on 35mm Eastman Color Type 5248
film and describes the scientific research conducted
on the subject in the Institute by Drs. Marcel Roche,
Carlos Martinez Torres, and Leon Macpherson.
The main actor in our documentary film is the
Hookworm (Ancylostoma caninum), a tropical par¬
asite which enters the dog body and produces ane¬
mia. Man is infected with a similar parasite, called
Necator americanus. The length of the Hookworm
is about 10mm and its diameter less than a milli¬
meter.
Mitchell 35nim Camera Used

FIG. 2—Shown

here is method by which the Mitchell camera was

mounted over microscope. Note extension tube interposed between
camera

and

working

unique equipment

lens.

through

Technician
which

recorded in sync with the picture.

in

sound

foreground
created

is adjusting

by parasite was

The equipment used to photograph this subject
was a Mitchell NC 35mm camera with special exten¬
sion tubes, which permitted working very close to
the subject through the microscope. Although the
documentary shows the original methods devised by
LV.l.C. scientists for studying the Hookworm, in
this article reference is made only to the microcine¬
matography itself.
In order to be able to photograph through the
microscope with a motion picture camera, it was nec¬
essary to mount the camera on a special base (Figs.

FIG.

3—Closeup

in which

silver

of

equipment

referred

to

in

Fig.

2

microelectrodes connected to the blood

and saline solutions containers in which the hookworm
has been
gain

introduced, are connected to a special high-

amplifier and

shown in Fig. 1.

the tape

recorder and

oscilloscope

Hookworms In Color And Sound
By means of microcinematography, Venezuela researchers record habits of dreaded
tropical

parasite.

Simultaneously, the electrical potentials produced by its sucking

motion were converted electronically into

sound and recorded on magnetic tape.

1 and 2) which allowed filming close to the micro¬
scope’s eyepiece.
In addition, it was necessary to interpose an ex¬
tension tube one-inch long between objective and
camera. The 35mm lens was ideal for obtaining an
image covering the complete field of the frame. For
larger magnifications of the object higher magnifica¬
tions through the microscope were utilized. The
microscope lenses are of course all achromatic. After
several tests it was discovered that the ordinary
lighting from the microscope was sufficient, as long
as the maximum intensity was used. Focusing was
performed through the microscope’s own mechanism,
the camera lens being set at infinity. It was often
difficult to achieve sharp focus on the groundglass
surface but the resulting image turned out exceed¬
ingly sharp.
The Photography

As the Hookworm is a real and live being, shoot¬
ing was done at the standard speed of 24 fps. Once

FIG. 4—35mm film frame reproduc¬
tions show hookworm sucking blood.
Mouth and esophagus are clearly
visible.
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FIG. 5—Sequence of 35mm frames
showing blood being expelled by
hookworm in a cigarette smoke-like
pattern.

the worm was framed on the microscope field the
image was “passed” to the camera field for the final
framing and refocusing. It was invariably very diffi¬
cult to keep the worm centered because of its active
movements, all of them unpredictable and m.ostly
out of the camera field. After many hours, days and
weeks we finally got the desired shots of the worms
sucking blood. It was impressive to see how much
blood one worm could ingest and to observe through
the microscope how the blood gushed into the worm’s
mouth and through the esophagus (Fig. 4).
We found it easier to focus and shoot when the
worms started to suck, at which time they remained
relatively quiet for longer periods of time. In this
way we were able to make “cuts”, showing first a
long shot, followed by medium and closeup shots of
the worm (Fig. 6). After obtaining the shots show¬
ing how the worms suck blood it was then necessary
to show how they expel it. With a special apparatus
Continued on Page 761

FIG. 6—Closeup of hookworm's mouth as seen through the
microscope. Parasite's peculiar sucking motion produced elec¬
trical potentials which were converted electronically into sound
and recorded on tape for picture's soundtrack.
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Cinematography
For
Television Films
Lack of important component in average
home TV receiver dictates certain lighting
and photographic requirements for best
reception of television films.
By

EDWARD

P.

ANCONA,

JR.

tube as the scenes vary in average brightness. In a
IN TELEVISION film
not

exceed

photography, the ratio of

2V2-to-l,

and

the

maximum

key to fill

brightness

light should

ratio

of

scene

elements should range between 20-to-l and 30-to-l.

THE FOLLOWING article is reprinted from the neiv
American Cinematographer Manual, and typifies the many
technical articles helpful to cinematographers ivhich appear
throughout this latest publication of the American Society
of Cinematographers. (Descriptive illustrations have been
added here to clarify technical points.)
The author,
Edward P. Ancona, Jr., ivas formerly staff engineer for
the Motion Picture Research CounciFs Television Film
Engineering Department.—EDITOR.

'Television receivers

characteristically are view¬

ed with some room lights on. The resulting
ambient light falling on the receiver screen tends to
degrade and wash out the image shadows. Also, if
the receiver brightness control is improperly ad¬
justed, a further degradation of the shadow scale
will take place. The combination of these effects
requires that the television film photographer avoid
scenes or effects which rely upon accurate or subtle
rendition of shadow detail.
Another factor, even more serious in its effect
upon the correct rendition of grey scale values on
the home receiver, involves a portion of the receiver
circuit known as the “d.c. restorer.” The function
of the d.c. restorer might be described as that of
an automatic brightness control which maintains a
constant effective brightness setting on the picture

734

receiver ivith a d.c. restorer, scenes will be correctly
represented regardless of their average brightness;
for instance, a dark, low key shot will be repro¬
duced as a dark low key scene, and a fade-out will
make the picture tube black. Likewise, a high-key
shot, such as an actor against the sky, will be repro¬
duced as a bright scene, and the middle tones, such
as the actor’s face, will be correctly rendered. In a
receiver without a d.c. restorer, however, the dark
low key scene will be reproduced as a washed out
grey scene, and the fade-out will appear as a fade
to a medium grey. The high-key shot, in the receiver
without a d.c. restorer, will be reproduced with in¬
sufficient brightness, and the middle tones, such as
the actor’s face, will be reproduced too dark. The
receiver without d.c. restoration will correctly repro¬
duce scenes of average content, but high-key (“cow¬
boy against the sky”) and low-key (“day for night”
or large areas of black) scenes will not reproduce
correctly.
This behavior of the receiver without d.c. restor¬
ation is similar to the failure of a reflected light
exposure meter to indicate correct exposure on some
scenes. This type of meter will give the correct ex¬
posure for “average” scenes but will give erroneous
readings for scenes with large dark or light areas.
An incident light meter, of course, would give the
correct exposure in any case, since its readings are a
function only of the intensity of light falling on the
scene.
To achieve the most effective reproduction on
receivers without d.c. restoration, the cinematogra¬
pher should therefore attempt to balance lighting

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

and camera angles to produce scenes which would
give ap})roximately equal ex])osure indications on
the two types of meters. Those scenes which would
indicate too low an exposure on the reflected light
meter can be corrected by increasing illumination of
dark areas, or by moving brighter objects in the
scene closer to the camera, so as to fill more of the
frame area with light. Scenes which would indicate
too high an exposure on a reflected light meter can
be corected by framing to include less of the bright
areas in the picture, by obscuring part of a large
bright area with a tree branch or similar effect, or
by moving darker objects closer to the camera so
that the total highlight area of the scene will be
reduced.
D.C. Restorer Missing
WHENEVER

The dismaying fact is that practically all blackand-white television receivers manufactured in the
U. S. since about 1950 do not have d.c. restorers.
Only color receivers and some of the custom-built
black-and-white receivers are so equijiped. The cine¬
matographer who is photographing television films
must therefore take this fact into account, since some
otherwise effective scenes will not be properly repro¬
duced on the vast majority of home receivers. It
must be emphasized that this failure to reproduce a
correct gray scale on some scenes is not an inherent
property of television. Present day television equip¬
ment and standards are capable of reproducing a
remarkably good picture, and the film program sig¬
nal transmitted from most stations can be repro¬
duced as a high quality image, essentially correct
in its grey scale content regardless of the type of
scene. The poor quality many people have come to
expect from television is largely a product of typical
receiver design and haphazard viewer adjustments.
Effective television film photography, therefore, de¬
mands that the cinematographer understand not only
the fundamental limitations of television film repro¬
duction, but the typically poor conditions under
which the great majority of receivers are operated.
Cinematographers should be aware that all picture
monitors in television broadcasting studios are
equipped with d.c. restorers and therefore do not per¬
form like home receivers. However, some studio
monitors are provided with a switch which removes
the d.c. restorer, and if the cinematographer has oc¬
casion to review one of his films on “closed circuit”
he should ask to have the d.c. restorer removed from,
one monitor so he may properly judge the effective¬
ness of the film as it would appear on a typical home
receiver.

POSSIBLE,

a

“white

reference"

and

a

“black

reference”

should be included in each scene as a guide to the video operator in
establishing

proper transmission

levels.

Here the white

tablecloth

and

girl's black hair would provide the required references.

NIGHT EFFECTS should be implied or suggested (lighted window, street
lamp,

apparent

almost

fully

single

dark

source

scenes

or

of
by

light,

etc.)

printing

rather

down,

as

than
in

by

shooting

“day-for-night”

effects.

Transmitting Characteristics

For many years the iconoscope was the camera
tube used in the television film camera chain through
which motion picture films are televised. The icono¬
scope suffered from spurious signals which were a
Continued on Page 753
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TV

FILM PHOTOGRAPHY should

as

much

as

possible.

perspective

or to

have

selected

been

Long

cover wide
to

consist of closeup and

shots

should

range

illustrate

the

be

action.

used

(All

examples

only

of the

medium
to

above

set forth, and

shots

establish
photos
are

not

necessarily reproduced from television films.)
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Photography
That Advances
The Story
Unusually bold low-key lighting
marks the black-and-white photography of
“Studs Lonigan” by Arthur Feindel, ASC.
By

CAMERA SET-UP for a rain
covering
Director

on
of

camera).

shot for ‘‘Studs

Awaiting

Photography

Arthur

the

Lonigan” (note protective

director’s

Feindel,

ASC,

order to
(in

“roll

white

'em!"

DARRIN

SCOT

niece, gets her pregnant, and begs her to marry him
while pitifully flagellating himself into believing
that he loves her. He is, up until the final abrupt
fadeout, a lost soul who never finds himself.

is

jacket).

Jn photographing “Studs Lonigan,” Director of
Photography Arthur Feindel, ASC, has created a
style of off-beat cinematograjihy so daring in its
conception that it lends stunning dramatic impact to
an otherwise rambling film story. Because the pro¬
ducers have attempted to cram into a normal feature
running-time the weighty essence of James T. Far¬
rell’s famous trilogy of novels, “Lonigan” is neces¬
sarily episodic—a fault compounded by direct cuts
between sequences taking place years apart. By cre¬
ating a consistent visual mood throughout, Feindel
not only has helped considerably to draw the dis¬
jointed episodes more tautly into a unified fabric,
hut he has also adm.irably ca])tured a very special
aspect of Chicago during the Roaring Twenties.

The “Windy City,” seen through the tormented
eyes of the adolescent Studs, is a jungle of shadowy
night and bleak daylight, of weird viewpoints and
distorted perspectives. By m.eans of extreme low-key
lighting and radical camera angles the photography
cajitures these almost psychopathic undercurrents
and thus becomes a much more important element
in the total effect of the film than photograjihy is
usually conceived to be. Working closely with DiContinued on

UNUSUAL

FOLLOW

corner pocket
Camerefte.

was

SIHOT

of

billiard

accomplished

by

ball
use

rolling
of

zoom

toward
lens

Page 758

and

on

an

into

a

Eclair

This period is, for Studs, a hopeless era as lived
in the shabbily respectable tenements of a dirty
clanging city which is, to him, more often frighten¬
ing than exciting. He drifts with the currents—over¬
powered by a possessive mother and a tyranical
father, wasting his young years in the green-shaded
sanctuary of the pool hall, worshipping from afar
the pedestal-placed image of a girl who turns out to
be too “nice,” finding spasmodic moments of sur¬
cease first in liquor and then in the arms of a lovestarved school teacher, fn the end, when she recovers
her senses and turn.*' him away, he seduces her
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Rapid Deliveries Into Your Mixing Room
HUNT ASA* SPECIFICATION GRADE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS

Guaranteed FROM COAST TO COAST

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE NEAREST HUNT OFFICE IN;
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

METROPOLITAN NEW YORK

1 1 1 Binney Street
Telephone—TRowbridge 6-7050

Long Island City
47-20 30th Street
Telephone—EMpire 1-9500

CHICAGO
2108 West Fullerton Avenue
Telephone—HUmboldt 6-8500

PHILADELPHIA
401 North Broad Street
Telephone—MArket 7-3212

CLEVELAND
51 50 Grant Avenue
Telephone—Diamond 1-9132

WASHINGTON
734- 15th Street, N.W.
Telephone—Executive 3-3872

DETROIT
Telephone—WAInut 5-5130

LOS ANGELES

ATLANTA
1734 Candler Building
Telephone—MUrray 8-4944

2252 East 37th Street
Telephone—LUdlow 2-8136

SAN FRANCISCO
420 Market Street
Telephone—Yukon

6-4761

DALLAS
2nd Unit, Sante Fe Building
Telephone—Riverside 8-2279

HOUSTON
Telephone—CApitol 2-2537

CANADA Philip A. Hunt Co. (Canada) Ltd.
Toronto
207 Queen's Quay West
Telephone—EMpire 3-5456
Montreal
Telephone—WEIIington 2-3607

FOR SUPERIOR RESULTS AROUND THE CLOCK USE HUNT GRAPHIC ARTS CHEMICALS

PHILIP A. HUNT COMPANY
PALISADES PARK, NEW JERSEY
BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
In Canada: Philip A. Hunt Company (Canada) Ltd., 207 Queen s Quay West. Toronto
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THE ONE-STOP SO
PRE-INVENTORY
CLEARANCE SALE
These Low Prices in Effect Until Jan. 31st, 1961. ACT ISOW!
Hundreds of Other Extra-Specials Included in this Sale!
W rite. W ire or Phone Your ISeeds Before It Is Too Late!!

★ CAMERAS, 35MM

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

MITCHELL STD., 5 Baltar lenses: 2-1000' magazines; llOV
wild motor; mattebox; viewfinder; cases.$2995.00
CUNNINGHAM, portable; pilot pins; IIOV motor;
200' mag.; case .
$295.00
WALL SINGLE SYSTEM, double claw, dissolving shutter,
rackover, RCA galvanometer, 3 Baltar lenses.
Like new .$995.00
WALL MOVIETONE; 4 lenses,- 2-400' mags.; 12V motor,Mitchell type finder,- dovetail base .$895.00
DEBRIE K, metal, 3 lenses,12V motor; 6-400' mags;
maliebox; cases .$395.00

BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads.$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu .$89.95

★ CAMERAS, 16MM
B&H SPECIALIST w/rackover; 400' magazine, syncmotor,- footage counter,- telescopic finder,- cases.
$1800 value ...$595.00
BOLEX, Converted 400' mag.; rackover; telescopic finder;
1 1OV wild motor. $900 value.$449.50
B&H 70DA w/400' mag.; 3 Cooke lenses, case .$495.00
MAURER 05
w/finaer,400'
mag.;
syncmotor;
mattebox, case. $5600 value .$1995.00
MAURER 05, 4-lens turret; vertirnllv mounted sv->'motor; turret and focus controlled from rear like
TV. Less lens, mag. and finder .v995 OT
CINE Special I; 3 lenses; zoomflnder,- case .$347.50

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL Std. 400' bipack magazine ....$295.00
CINEFLEX 35mm 200' magazines. (Convertible to
Arriflex) .$6.95
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters
sphere, case. 2 Color .$129.50
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good condi.ion
$1000 oft .$3750.00
RABY heavy studio dolly .$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head; 7' boom height;
2 seats; hihat; brackets for 6 lites. Cost $4000..$795.00
M-H Viewfinder, B&H mount, $160 value .$99.50
DURALUMINUM BLIMP, sponge-lined for 1200' Maurer or
other cameras with vertical motor.$69.50
AKELEY Gyro Tripod, $1100 originally .....$595.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps; w/cable & switch.
New .$74.50
PAKO Drum Print Dryers. Close out .$19.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor .$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
PAKO Heat Exchangers, controls solution tempera¬
tures accurately. $300 value. New .$98.50
FREID Light Scene Tester, 1 to 11 exposures. As is..$99.50
EASTMAN
Electric
35mm
Film
Waxing
Machine
with
heating element & motor. $1500 value. Rebuilt....$695.00
ART REEVES Sensilester, l6/35mm, comb. Densitometer &
Sensitometer.
$2000 value .$995.00

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAESAR-SALTZMAN Animation Stand, motorized &
hand zoom,- worth 5 times our price .$995.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, sliding celboard, shadowbox &
platen. $3,600 value. Demonstrator .$2250.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary movements
New demonstrator. $3000 value .$1795.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine; dissolve.
$3500 value .$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing.$1750.03

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
B&H Model D 35mm Continuous Printer, sound & picture,
with DC lamp supply.
Rebuilt.$3495.00
B&H,
Printer,
step contact,
pilot pin spreaders,
semi¬
automatic light change,
$4000 value.$995.00
ACME Dual Head 35mm Step Printer, Cinecolor.
Original
cost $14,000 .$2995.00
DUPLEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration..$795.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with auto¬
matic life channe and timing device
Originally $12,000 .
$2495.00

PRODUCE ROCK-mUDY
PRIPS rrith the famous
(D

TEL-Amatic
PRINTER

MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412. ... $79 95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415 ....$149.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal. List
$2410 .$795.00
MOLE-RICHARDSON 120 amp. Molorc (Type 90) on pedes¬
tal with grid, cables. $1278 value.$495.00
SILVER REFLECTORS, 48",- on rolling stands.
$200 value .$49.50
WOOD UTILITY TRIPODS, 4 ft. to 8 ft., hold lites, camera,
etc. $50 value.$1.95

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
GAUMONT-KALEE
Flutter
recording. Orig. $1500

Meter,
insures
perfect
.$395.00

WESTREX 35mm Optical Recorders, outright
purchase. Close out.$695.00
WESTREX
35mm
Dubbers,
220V 3ph
interlock
motors.
$1500 value .$295.00
M-R MIKE
BOOM and 3-wheel
tricycle perambulator.
Incomplete
.$295.00
RCA
PHOTOPHONE
35mm
Fantasound film phonograph
with Selsyn motors.
Originally $6,500.$895.00
KINEVOX 16mm Sync Magnetic Recorder .$395,00
REEVES
16mm
Magicorder
PVlOO,
portable.
Built
in
oscillator, equalizarion, 2 pos. mixer, 3)4500 val...$995.00

PROFESSIONAL

SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
pedestal.
$235.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry,
lOOOW lamp, tuns
D'cture and sound simultaneously.$995.00
B&H FILMOARC 16mm Sound Projector, hi-intensity arclamp,
lens,
pedestal,
30A
rectifier,
50W
amplifier,
2 speakers. $2000 value .$895,00

] 6mm or double 8mm films
Prints color, black & white, reversal, sound
or silent films with rock-steady professional
precision.
found

NEUMADE Synchromaster 16mm single.$87.50
NEUMADE 16mm Measuring Machines.
Single $39.50; Dual .$59.50
B&H 35mm Hand Splicers, $25 value.$4.95
GRISWOLD 35mm Solicers R-2 .$15.95
MOVIOLA 16mm UL-20-M16 with magnetic search¬
ing head. $2495 value, like new.$1895.00
MOVIOLA Preview 16mm Composite and
16mm Sound .$1495.00
ACMIOLA
35mm
Viewers
w/stands,
6"x8'/2" picture,
motorized,
$1500 value .$295.00
AKELEY,
35mm
Viewer,
sound
and
composite
5"x7"
aerial image.
$3000 value, closeout 1/6 cost....$495.00

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
FILMLINE BRIDGAMATIC 16/35mm neg./pos.
processor,
variable drive, compressor.
$2300 value.$1395.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS S-22BC Processor, 16/35mm,
negative/positive. Rebuilt . $3995 00
FILMLINE R15TC neg/pos 16mm processor with
replenishment. $4200 value .$2250.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ekrachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less
steel
tanks,
one
fiberglass
lined.
Full
'/j °
temperature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees. $35,000 value. Rebuilt like new.$11,995.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS 16mm daylight loading magazine for
all HF processors.
$300 value.$79.50
STINEMAN
Drying
Racks, 200' 35mm capacity (usable
fori 6mm). $25 value .$1.95

Has

only

in

many

outstanding

much

features

higher priced

profes¬

sional printers.

•

Semi - automatic

1 3 - scene

mechanical

light change for frame light change.
®

Large capacity of 1 2C0 feet.

•

Four-way
to

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES

contact

sound and picture printer for

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
SIMPLEX 35mm projector mechanism .$75.00
BACKGROUND
Arc
Projector,
35mm
movies or slides,120 amp. arclamp; rheostat; lenses.
Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is.
Plus crating.$495.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details.
$15,000 value.$1995.00
TRANSLUCENT Background projection screen, 9'xl2'.
$200 value .$99.50

continuous

aperture

positive,

for

reversal

sound,
to

negative

reversal,

and

composite at main sprocket.
•

Prints

over

a

40-tooth

sprocket

for

proper registration of negative and posi¬
tive films.
•

Lamp holder accepts CC filters for color
printing.

•

Footage counter and

light change card

indicator included.
TEL-Amatic

Printer

complete -— ready

for

bench or table mounting.ONLY $1495
TEL-Amatic Printer mounted on heavy floor
pedestal.ONLY
Write for illustrated brochure

igReg.

$1650
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$.0.S LEUmii: PLAIII
Get acquainted with the many advantages of this
Plan, specially designed for the Motion Picture
Industry, making it possible to obtain latest film
production and exhibiting equipment on very
liberal terms. Write for FREE booklet.

URCE OF SUPPLY!
ALLEN]

TEl-Animastand

Model 200
16 MM negative-positive

with mmm zoom

M PROCESSOR

Animation & Special
Effects Camera Stand
Greatest Value in
the Lon’ Cost Field!
Installations thruout the
world!

Embodies

fea¬

tures of photo enlarger,
movie

camera,

microm¬

eter and railroad round¬
house.

All

ments

associated

basic

high-priced

move¬
with

stands

are

incorporated. Optical ef¬
fects

such

angles,

as

pans,

zooms,

quick

closeups, cartoons, titles
and every variation for
trick

photography

easily
S.O.S
A

produced

Tel - Animastand.

camera

movable,
anced

fitted
counter

vertical

photographs

FOR
ECONOMICAL
AUTOMATIC PROCESSING

work.
motion

(Acme

to

a

bal¬

carriage
the

art

with

stop

motor

illustra¬

ted).

Compare the many
Outstanding Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

iitirely self contained with every accessory . . .
len processing machines have all the necessary equipment for convenience,
i5y maintenance, automatic operation. No need to add expensive accessories.

•
•
•
•

Illy automatic with variable speed drive . . .
(quires no attendance other than changing reels. Continuous variable speed
(ve permits accurate speed adjustments for various emulsions.

i

are
with

Operates with any 16mm or 35mm camera.
Precision alignment from 2 through 24 fields.
Massive main column [Z^U" dia.) and rugged guide column
(2" dia.) ground for accurate performance.
Ball bearings for smooth zoom action.
Precision machining throughout with .001 accuracy.
60" zoom; 24" east/west, 18" north/south travel.
360° Rotational table with precise locking action.
4 counters calibrate compound; zoom movements.
Twin
heavy-duty
rods
support
rigid,
counterblanced
camera
faceplate.
Roller chain drive with ultimate strength 2,000 pounds.
Acme registration ‘'Standard of the Industry. "
Easy to install and operate. Passes thru 30" doorway.
Heavy welded steel base,- Weight; 850 pounds; Height: 9 ft.

NEW ELECTRONIC
ZOOM CONTROL

(mplete plumbing system with tank drains . . .
^unique and exclusive plumbing system provides individual tank draining and
ck flushing with fresh water. Reduces maintenance to a minimum.

FEATURES
Adjustable Dynamic Braking.
Constant Motor Torque at any speed.
Instant Response at any position.
Infinite Variable speeds.

mpressed air squeegee and wash spray bar . . .

ilt-in compressor provides filtered air to render film evenly damp dry before
tiering dry box. Wash tank overflow allows adjustment of spray bar wash.

Basic Title StancJ .$1495
Basic Stand with Compound. $2995

PRICED COMPLETE AT ONLY $1995.

Basic Stand, Compound,
Electronic Zoom .$3740

16/35 combination and microfilm models available

Electronic Zoom .$

Write for descriptive brochure

Write for brochure
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AN INFRARED
SELF-MATTING
PROCESS

A traveling matte process which takes
advantage of the selective sensitivity of
light, plus and minus infrared rays.

By

ZOLI

VIDOR,

A.S.C.

Jn making motion pictures it is often necessary to

NOTE: Continuing our editorial program to bring
readers important literature on the subject of travel¬
ing matte processes and matting process substitutes,
American Cinematographer presents this third in a
series of articles—the first two having appeared in
our November, 1960, issue. (An earlier article on
matte processes by Ray Kellogg and L. B. Abbott
was published in our October, 1957, issue).
The author, ivho is a veteran cinematographer, is
associated with MPO Videotronics, Inc., New York,
N.Y. His paper, which follows, was presented at the
Convention of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers in Miami Beach, Florida, May
7, 1959 and subsequently was published in the
Journal Of The SMPTE (Vol. 69, No. 6). It is re¬
printed here by permission.—Editor

combine picture information from several pieces
of film onto one piece of film, which is usually called
a composite. Over the years, combining several
pieces of film has been done in many ways, with
varying degrees of success.
One method of combining one or more foreground
actions with a background is by making a matte. A
matte is usually a jiiece of film which has an opaque
portion. If the matte is bi-packed when printing the
background, an unexposed portion of the film cor¬
responding in shape and size to the opaque portion
is obtained. Then something of the same shape and
size can be printed into that unexposed portion from
a piece of film that has been photographed at another
time.
When this opaque portion is moving and therefore
changes its shape, size and relative position in the
frame, it is called a “traveling” matte.

FIG. 1—Showing the eight steps employed in
the infrared self-matting process described by
author: 1—Conventional modulated negative of
subject against clear background. 2—Opaque
BG (background) with clear silhouette of sub¬
ject produced via infrared exposure. 3—Nega¬
tive of BG. (A fine-grain print would also serve
here). 4—Positive matte obtained by making hicontrast print of the IR negative matte. 5—Finegrain print of BG. 6—Fine-grain print of the
visual negative with opaque BG. 7—Print of BG
in step 5 on negative stock, made by bi-pack¬
ing 4. Before film is developed, image 6 is also
printed thereon in exact register. 8—Resultant
composite negative.
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There are several traveling matte processes, the
one to be employed being selected for reasons of
economy or personal safety for achieving an effect
impossible to achieve in a conventional way, or for a
combination of these requirements.
In the conventional rear-screen process a back¬
ground called the plate is projected onto a screen,
the foreground action is put in front of the screen,
the two elements are photographed, and a composite
negative with the two elements combined is recorded.
Obviously the portion of the background which is
eclipsed by the foreground is not photographed. It
stands to reason, therefore, that if this portion of the
background could somehow be left unexposed when
making the plate, the foreground could then be ex¬
posed onto that unexposed area or “hole.” This is
exactly the principle of all traveling matte processes.

FIG. 2—Curves graphically explain core of process. Solid line is sensi¬
tivity curve of infrared film. Broken line is transmission curve of dichroic
filter coating on foreground lighting equipment used in process.

Infrared Traveling Matte Proeess

The infrared traveling matte process was invented
and patented by Leonard Pickley and developed to
its present efficiency by MPO Videotronics, Inc.,
through many months of experimentation and re¬
search.
The beamsplitter camera used by MPO is the
3-Strip Technicolor camera, developed for the Tech¬
nicolor process. It uses three strips of film: two in
one gate and one in the other. We have modified this
camera to the extent that we use only two strips of
film and have changed the beamsplitter prism to suit
our purpose. We thread the gate behind the prism
with a film stock sensitive to visual light, such as all
panchromatic films or color films, and from now on
we shall call these films “visual films.” We then
thread the so-called bi-pack side of the camera with
infrared film, which is sensitive to the infrared por¬
tion of the spectrum from about 700 to 900 ms. The
infrared part of the spectrum covers a much larger
range, but we are concerned only with that portion to
which our infrared film stock is sensitive.
The problem was to expose the background and
nothing but the background on the infrared film. At
the same time we wanted to expose the foreground
action and nothing but the foreground action on the

visual film. Obviously, if we could achieve that, then
we could simply make a print of the infrared nega¬
tive which we call a matte—bi-pack this matte when
we print the plate, and print the foreground action
into the resulting hole. This is exactly what the vari¬
ous traveling matte processes are doing in one man¬
ner or another.
Preparation of Background

In order to achieve our purpose we had to be
able to “light” the background with infrared rays.
(This is a paradox because infrared rays are invisi¬
ble to the eye and therefore it is incorrect to call
them “light” in our terminology.) At the same time
this background had to appear black to the visual
film. Therefore we had to find a black background
which was only infrared reflective.
After some research we found a black velour
which, when treated with a certain black dye (name
and formula unknown, but the material is available
through theatrical drapery supplies), is quite infra¬
red reflective. Further, we found that by backing up
Continued on Page 756
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PIG. 3—How the infrared self-matting process works: Subject in foreground is lit with minusinfrared illumination while background is “illuminated” with minus-infrared rays. Beam-splitter in
camera at left separates and diverts the “1“IR and —IR images to their respective negatives.
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FIG. 4—C and D show how infrared is reflected
by specially coated glass (or prism), as com¬
pared with examples A and B.
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IS THERE A FUTURE
IN FREE-LANCING?
It’s paid off for Charlie See who parlayed
a $40 second-hand camera and $200 worth
of film to a lucrative global business.
Today he’s official photographer for the
International Beauty Congress.

By
CHARLIE

SEE

has

traveled

around

the

CLIFFORD

V.

HARRINGTON

world

twice and shot money-making stills and movies
in

more

during

than

fifty

shooting

countries.

of

a

Here

native

he

pauses

ceremony

in

Guatemala.

^LIENTS WITH MOVIE

assignments for

for Charlie See, Hollywood free¬
lance still and movie photographer,
rarely look for him in his home office.
Itistead they flash overseas telegrams
to such places as London, England;
Durban, South Africa; Lima, Peru; or
Istanbul, Turkey—with better chances
of finding him.
His list of movie credits reads much
like a Cook’s tour of the world. Isle of
Bali,
Venetian Holiday,
Beautiful
Rhine, and Guatemala: The Land
ff here Rainbows Begin are only a few
examples.
See is always on the go. In fact, he
has set for himself the ambitious goal

of photographing every country on the
globe. He may just come close to suc¬
ceeding, because he already has made
color films in 53 countries after only
eleven years in the business.
Charlie See is a double-duty man.
He is living proof that movies and stills
do mix, if the right man is behind both
cameras. For three years, 1957 to 1959,
See was under contract to Max Factor
for the express purpose of recording
the Miss Universe contest in both stills
and movies. He also accompanied Miss
Universe on her world travels. Today,
See is official cinematographer for the
International Beauty Congress which
takes place annually in Long Beach,
Calif.

It was the Miss Universe contest
which gave See his big break. When
this contest first was inaugurated, he
had been trying to make ends meet in
Los Angeles by going from door to
door shooting baby pictures.
In filming the Miss Universe contest,
he realized that he would be up against
some of the toughest competition in the
business. He figured he would have to
focus his camera on new and different
angles of the event — on phases other
cameramen were missing. His first dis¬
covery was that no cameraman was
covering the important preliminary
events of the contest in 16mm color—
such things as arrival of the various
contestants, etc.

He has filmed the annual event since
its inception. Many of his pictures of
the pageant have been used officially.

See invested $40 in a second-hand
Keystone 16mm single-lens camera and

HONG KONG—Native movie stars are willing

ATHENS — Tzeny

ITALY—See films important sequence depicting

subjects

poses against Acropolis for See’s movie camera.
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for See's

battery of cameras.

Loucea — “Miss

Greece” —

ContinuecJ on

Page 750

school activities for a documentary.
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When you think of editing equipment... think of Hollywood Film Company

designers and manufacturers of film, instrumentation and video tape editing equipment

956 n. seward
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ANALYTICAL MOVIE-MAKING—Upsala College, East Orange, N.J.

coach

Fred Weiboldt (2nd from left) directs his cameraman in shooting his varsity

players in both offensive and defensive plays. Films enable players to see
themselves in action and analyze mistakes.

Coaching Basketball With Movies
Leading basketball coaches now using movie cameras to record teams
in action as coaching aid in developing player techniques.

By

HAROLD

^^iTH THE MOTION picture Camera being widely
used today for motion analysis in many and
varied fields of sports, industry, etc., it was inevit¬
able that it would ultimately find an important place
in the training programs of basketball teams.
Earlier, baseball and football coaches were the
first in the world of sports to realize the im.jiortant
contributions motion pictures could make in pro¬
viding a graphic analysis of the playing action of a
team or of individual players.
Basketball coaches, like their colleagues in foot¬
ball, have now discovered the importance of game
movies as an aid to their coaching methods. And
while the sport has not been subjected to the prob¬
ing lens of the movie camera to the extent it has in
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football, the potential benefits are identical. More
and more college basketball coaches today are using
16mm films to improve team performance.
Coach Adolph Rupp, of the University of Ken¬
tucky, has used 16mm movies jirimarily to test all
phases of individual play. It’s the only actual record
of a game you can have, he points out, and is much
more trustworthy than one’s memory; when you run
a play back to a boy, there can’t be any argument
about it when it’s there to see on film, he argues.
The basketball team of St. Peters College in Jer¬
sey City, N.J., which has participated in National In¬
vitational Tournaments in Madison Square Garden
in New York, is coached by Don Kennedy, an enthus¬
iastic booster for movies as a training aid. “Mistakes
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shown to the boys by means of film before the start
of the regular season,” says Kennedy, “aren’t likely
to be repeated during a conference game when it can
really hurt you.”
Coach Fred Weiboldt of Upsala College, East
Orange, New Jersey, believes strongly in filming pre¬
season practice plays. During these games, which are
played in the College gym. Coach Weiboldt has a
capable cameraman and a Bolex 16mm camera on
hand shooting important action.
Fast Films, Lenses Helpful

There are a number of developments which have
encouraged more and more colleges and high schools
to film their basketball games. Much better lighting
is being provided in the gym and fieldhouses now
being built, so that shooting movies in “existing
light” is productive of good results. Adequate light¬
ing has always been an important factor in getting
quality game movies; and it goes hand-in-hand with
the need for well-lighted areas for physical educa¬
tion classes and indoor sports activities, too.
However, coaches using the older gyms needn’t
be discouraged about the poorer light usually found
there, thanks to faster camera lenses and movie film.
Recently Paillard has introduced fast Cinor lenses
for both the Bolex 16mm and 8mm cameras having
apertures of f/0.95 and f/0.9 respectively. Such
lenses make it possible to get good movies in rela¬
tively poor light.
Another help has been the development, by East¬
man Kodak, DuPont and Ansco, of high-speed motio picture films. I have used DuPont 931 film in
shooting games in New Jersey college and high
school gyms with excellent results.
As a Bolex camera user, I find that the Bolex
Unimotor is an important adjunct to shooting fast
action by means of “existing light” and fast film.
When shooting football movies, the cameraman can
rely entirely on a spring-motor drive, as it is pos¬
sible to rewind the spring after each play so the
camera will not run down in the middle of a shot.
In basketball, however, the play is continuous, and
affords little or no time to rewind a camera motor.
With the Unimotor mounted on a Bolex, an entire
hundred-foot roll of film may be exposed in a con¬
tinuous run, if necessary—often essential in filming
basketball continuity.

Experience has shown that the best position in
which to set up the camera is near that point where
the end and side lines meet. Coaches who have previ¬
ously used movies generally have a plan in mind for
the camera coverage. During the first half, for ex¬
ample, it is a good idea to concentrate on filming
team defense. The second half can be devoted to
offensive play. While this plan enables the camera¬
man to get only about half of the game on film, it
will give the coach vital footage of his offense and
defense—and at the same time cut the cost of film in
half.
As with football coaching and game-analysis
movies, rapid processing of basketball films is also
desirable. Commercial film laboratories usually do
not work Saturday nights, as they often do during
the football season in order to accommodate the need
of gridiron coaches; but most labs will ])rovide
“same-day” service during the week. Film placed in
their hands during early morning hours or before
noon usually can be processed and returned by Spe¬
cial Delivery mail the following day.
Basketball Filming Techniques

When filming basketball action for analytical pur¬
poses, the cameraman should concentrate on the
players of the team for which he is shooting, shoot¬
ing the team offense as the players near the mid¬
court line, then cover them as they move back on
Continued on
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HEAD COACH Don Kennedy of St. Peters College in Jersey City, N.J.,
points out flows in team
earlier

practice

session

ploy to members of his squad as

are

projected.

Graphic

presentation

movies of
of

player

mistakes via movies invariably reduce errors in vital conference games.

The Unimotor operates on either 6-volt batteries
or regular 110-volt house current converted by
means of a step-down transformer.
Film Requirements

To shoot the average high school basketball game,
which is usually played in eight-minute quarters,
will require about 800 feet of 16mm film. College
games, which are played in 20-minute halves, will
require about 1,200 feet. It is possible, of course, to
use less film and still get adequate information for
coaching purposes.
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PRODUCT REPORT

venience of zoom operation that re¬
sults in smooth, readily duplicated
zooms.
Zoom Speed Variable

FINGERTIP CONTROLS mounted on ponheod handle enable cameraman to operate zoom lens in or
out from

the

normal

and

more convenient position

behind

the camera.

Speed of zoom

can

also

be varied.

Motor-driven Zoom Lens
Pushbuttons mounted on panhead handle afford
convenient control of the zooming action
By

A

MOTOK-DRiVEN

JOHN

zoom lens is some-

thing many motion picture camera¬
men will find advantageous—especially
those associated with industrial and
technical film production. Such a lens
is now reality — the product of the
comhined technical genius of Angenieux, the French Optical works, and
Arnold & Richter, West German man¬
ufacturers of Arriflex cameras. Angenieux has provided the zoom lens and
Arnold & Richter the motor-driven con¬
trol unit that makes it zoom in or out
at the touch of a button. The two units
are jnctured in the accompanying il¬
lustration, mounted on an Arriflex 16
camera.
The ^lodel 70 Angenieux zoom lens.
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which Arriflex Corporation of Amer¬
ica is marketing as one of several
items of companion equipment for Ar¬
riflex cameras, has a zoom range from
17mm to 70mm. The conventional
model is equipped with the usual handlever zoom control. The motor drive
and control unit added to the lens, con¬
verts it to automatic operation.
The lens control unit consists of a
miniature electric motor and gear
mechanism (1) which is mounted di¬
rectly on the zoom lens barrel (2) by
means of a special split-ring clamp
(3). The control unit is mounted di¬
rectly hack of the camera on the pan¬
head handle, as illustrated (4), af¬
fording the cameraman finger-tip con¬

Two buttons on top of the control
unit activate the zoom lens action—
one for zooming out and the other for
zooming in. A third control permits
varying the velocity or speed of the
zoom. This is done by means of a dryrun, determining the desired speed,
then setting the control for that speed.
Zooming speed cannot he altered dur¬
ing the interval of zooming.
The miniature drive motor operates
from the same 8-volt D.C. battery pack
as the camera motor.
The motor-driven zoom combination
is ideally suited for use with Arriflex
cameras, which afford direct throughthe-lens focusing and viewfinding by
means of the camera’s reflex shutter
system that permits viewing the scene
continuously as it is being photo¬
graphed. It permits, also, the “dryrun” technique previously mentioned
for establishing the rate of zooming
speed.
Helpful ill Industrial Filming
Engineers in industry and techni¬
cal research and the motion picture
cameraman working with them in the
production of analytical, report, and
factual films related to their work will
recognize the advantages inherent in a
motor-driven zoom lens control which
enables the cameraman to concentrate
his attention entirely on the subject
matter seen through the camera finder,
operating the zoom lens simultaneously
with panning action, or with the cam¬
era in static set-up by means of the
conveniently-located finger-tip controls.
Considering the prices that have
been asked over the years for various
lever-controlled zoom-type lenses, cost
of the motor-driven zoom combination
described above seems attractive: The
Model 70 Angenieux zoom lens sells
for $399.00. The motor drive is
$249.50—$648.50 for the complete out¬
fit. According to Arriflex Corporation
of America, there is a nominal instal¬
lation charge for mounting the motordrive when the units are purchased
sej)arately.
■
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Rainbow Pictures now offers a com¬
pletely staffed and equipped studio
for motion picture productions.
Write for complete resume

EQUIPMENT: (Partial list)

1540 Levante Avenue

35MM Mitchell BNC • 35MM Mitchell NC

Coral Gables 46, Florida

35MM Arriflex Camera • 35MM RCA Sound

Telephone

Lights, dollies, cables, parallels, etc.
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GROWING TREND ill producing video programs

^^NE OF THE MANY decisions a television producer

and

must take these days is whether to do a contem¬
plated show “live” or put it on film. When time and
budget are limited, the usual procedure is to em¬
ploy live television technique. Where the show must
be accurate down to the last letter and cover a broad
scope, film is the only answer.

commercials

—

especially

where

budget

and production time are limited—is to utilize both
video tape and motion pictures, then integrate the
two in the production of the ultimate programming
medium—video tape or film. How this formula was
employed recently in producing a TV commercial
in record time was described in an article in our
September issue. In the article that follows, Allen E.
Hall describes how the formula made possible the
production, within a limited time and budget, of
"'The New Indiana^’ a special 30-minute public af¬
fairs program for WLW-I, Indianapolis, Indiana.
—EDITOR.

INTEGRA TING
VIDEO TAPE
AND FILM
Each medium holds certain advantages
for producers of video programs and com¬
mercials, thanks to recent develop¬
ments in tape-to-film and film-to-tape
transfer techniques.

By

ALLEN

Producer-Director, WiW-l,
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E.

HALL

Indianapolis,

Indiana

At WLW-I recently I was assigned to produce and
direct “The New Indiana,” a special show which was
to dram.atize the many improvements throughout the
state of Indiana during the past four years. The
time alloted for producing the half-hour program
feature was thirty days and the budget less than
$5,000. Because of political considerations in this
election year, the show had to be factually perfect;
and since the show was scheduled to be telecast over
a network of eighteen stations in Indiana, Ohio, and
Kentucky, there could be no production slip-ups.
Lender ordinary circumstances a project of this
nature would be filmed. But the time allotted and
the limited budget precluded that. Television being
what it is, live production could not guarantee letterperfect facts or production, nor could it handle the
vast state-wide scope of the material. That requires
film. In order to resolve this paradox WLW-I de¬
cided to try a production technique which promises
a new and boundless programming tool for local
television stations. Briefly, this technique consists
of utilizing video tape records of live television
pickups made at the studio, and film shot on various
locations throughout the state, then integrating the
two mediums electronically on video tape. A notable
advantage of this method is that it perm.its making
all necessary special effects electronically during
video-taping by means of the station’s RCA TS-40
switcher — effects such as fades, dissolves, wipes,
matting, etc. — with the consequent saving of con¬
siderable production time that otherwise would be
required were such effects done on film by a labora¬
tory.
With this decision made, production of ‘"The New
Indiana” was scehduled as follows:
Aug.

16: Rough script received; shooting begun.
25: Final script completed. Conference for
treatment and art work.
Sept.
1: Music selected; editing begun. “Live”
production set for after sign-off of sta¬
tion on Sept. 9th, with a similar time
on Sept. 11th reserved in case re¬
quired.
5: Music editing completed; film editing
begun.
9: Filming completed and editing of same
subsequently completed. Additions
made to music track. Narrator assign¬
ed by ad agency. Final revisions made
on script okayed.
10: Studio production from 1:00 to 6:00
A.M. Additional filming from 9:00
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P.M. ’til midnight.
Sept. 11 : Sound track recorded; ad¬
ditional editing of film.
13: 1:00 A.M. to 5:00 A.M.,
production concluded.
Sound track re-recorded
on video tape at noon, pre¬
viewed for client at 5:00
P.M.
15: Show telecast on 18-station
network.
The motion picture footage produced
in this schedule was edited by program
segments into modified A & B rolls for
playback on the station’s two RCA filmchain projectors. Each segment was
edited to match the script or the music,
with extra footage allowed at the be¬
ginning and end of each segment to
permit leeway in making transitions.
Thus the term “modified” is used above
in describing the A & B roll procedure;
instead of full-length leaders inserted
between segments, as is usual practice,
we left only enough frames to permit
“stopping down” the projector between
scenes. Cue-marks placed on the film
indicated w’hen projector was to he re¬
started as a new scene approached. For
scenes with quick transitions, a pre-A
& B roll was made with both projectors
operating without a stop. Where live
insertions were to he made, both pro¬
jectors were stopped for the required
interval.

If you shoof
mm films we can save you
©

time:

We process
your workprint on

Jamieson Film Companj^now processes and prints all 16mm
Ektachrome films under one roof. This saves you time in seeing
■ that all important workprint. If you would like to learn how
j'- much time can be saved between shooting and screening, send -a
E . your next films to Jamieson!
kV-ii

Ektachrome: Commercial
Ektachrome ER
Normal ASA Rating.
Double ASA Rating
Ektachrome Work Print

per ft
059 per ft

bunder license from Eastman Kodak Company

First Video Taping Session
The first video taping session was
scheduled for after station sign-off Fri¬
day, September 9th. We had five hours
in which to rehearse and tape the show.
Because it had not been possible to testrun and check any of this taping, dif¬
ficulty was encountered in this first
production attempt. The primary prob¬
lem was with the audio. The plan had
been to pre-record the sound track then
match the video to it. But this couldn’t
be done because of the late assignment
of the narrator and then the unavaila¬
bility of station facilities.
During production there was great
difficulty integrating the many music
and narration cues with the video. If
there had been more time available for
rehearsal the job could have been done.
So after two attempts we decided to
take another tack.
Saturdav evening we shot on film
several of the live segments that previ¬
ously had given us trouble when taping.
And after sign-off we sync-recorded the
audio on sprocket driven magnetic
film.

PROCESSING
SHOOTI N<r
SOUND
FACILITIES *

"THE CINEMATOGRAPHER"
Informational and instructive motion picture produced
by the Hollywood Motion Picture Industry. Depicts role
of the Director of Photography in lighting and photo¬
graphing motion pictures in Hollywood studios. Shows
various camera and lighting equipment used on Holly¬
wood sound stages and the results achieved from
their use.
One-reel )6mm black-and-white prints available on
Free Loan to cine clubs, college cinema groups,
schools, and accredited clubs and civic groups within
the continental U.S. Reservations necessary and pay¬
ment of return shipment required.
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Sunday and Monday we re-edited the
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film to match the sound track, making
a master A roll which would roll at the
start of the sound track and be a con¬
stant reference through the whole show.
We then edited the B roll to contain all
the film that was to he electronically
combined with the A roll. This B roll
had only enough leader between each
segment for projector stop-down, as
previously described.
The second production effort was
Monday night, September 12th. after
station sign-off. There w^ere several false
starts in getting the video matched
with the audio. But the third try was a
success. We had a perfect take up to
the last minute, when we encountered
a film problem. This took just a couple
of minutes to correct and after four
more starts we got the show on tape.
This second effort was very simple, the
easiest possible type of production.
The station is so interested in the
possibilities of this method of program
production that it is planning to utilize
it in doing a series of documentaries
this year.
Lessons Learned
The first effort with this method
taught us several things:
1: It's versatility is almost unlimited.
Just as in live television, script revi¬
sions can be made right up to produc¬
tion time. They can even he made after
the production has been completed. For
example, we were not satisfied with the
quality of the audio track on the video
tape. So we re-recorded our original
track on to the video tape with perfect
sync and much improved match in
qualities.
2: \^'e are able to closely follow' film
production methods, such as pre-record-

ing the sound and editing the film to it.
3: We learned not to make too many
rapid video switches. If the production
must he made in one continuous effort,
as ours did, the simpler the better.
However, if the station is equipped to
splice video tape, the production can
be as intiicate as need he since the
show can he taped in segments then
spliced together. 1 feel we could have
done “The New Indiana” the first try
if we had been equipped to splice tape.
1: It is advisable to record the audio
track with a sprocket-driven magnetic
film recorder, which facilitates editing
the film and guarantees continuous
sync.
A & B Rolls
We found it advisable to edit all
film into A & B rolls, then to roll these
simultaneously and in sync. We let the
A and B rolls run continuously during
the production taping session, thus
avoiding the necessity for cues. In such
a procedure, if the projectors are off
sync, then it is advisable to edit the
film with the hulk on the A master roll,
and the remaining segments on the B
roll, with a stop-down leader inserted
between each segment.
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South American governments and busi¬
ness firms regularly send for Charlie
See when they have an important pho¬
tographic assignment — even though
there may he competent photographers
availalde locally.
Being a free-lance photographer,
Charlie See has to sell himself and his
abilities at all times. Part of his sec¬
ret in getting assignments lies in show¬
ing his movies and stills at every oppor¬
tunity.
In Brazil See obtained an assign¬
ment to film the Miss Brazil beauty
contest for the local Associated Newspa¬
pers. Later, after screening his films,
the Willys-Overland company of that
country engaged him to photograph its
big Jeep plant in Sao Paulo.
Subsequently he took his cameras
over some of the most rugged terrain
he has ever traveled. The Brazilians
wanted motion pictures of their Jeep
being used under the roughest pos¬
sible conditions. See got it for them,
but at the expense of considerable per¬
sonal discomfort.
Near-disaster Encountered
Two years ago he traveled to Sur¬
inam (formerly Dutch Guiana) to
make a film for a government agency.
He traveled inland almost to the trib¬
utaries of the Amazon river to pho¬
tograph the local natives and the
country. Before he left Surinam months
later, he produced two additional pic¬
tures, one for the government and an¬
other for a local firm. The rugged trip
on the Marrowyne river in Surinam
almost threatened to end his photo¬

■

graphic career—for a time, at least.
Half way on the journey a canoe
swamped, dumping his equipment into
the river. Immediately, natives dove
down to retrieve what they could. After
a thorough drying of the equipment
over a hastily-kindled fire and a care¬
ful cleaning, the cameras functioned
perfectly again. Luckily, the water had
not penetrated inside the lenses.

nue.
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spent his savings of $200 for a meager
supply of 16mm Kodachrome film.
Then he set out to shoot the little
events along with the big.
Four days later Universal-Internation¬
al belatedly decided to release a short
subject on the beauty pageant. They had
good movie coverage of the final phase
of the contest, hut nothing whatever on
the
important
preliminary
events.
Someone told them about See shooting
these events in 16mm color. They
tracked him down—had him come to
the studio one night at 12:30 a.m. and
screen his films — and subsequently
purchased See’s entire footage, which

other American photographers have
failed to exploit—foreign sales. Many

To summarize, we believe this is a
method of television production that
enables local independent stations hav¬
ing a video tape set-up to produce
shows of top-notch quality—compara¬
ble to that turned out by network sta¬
tions w'orking with major film labora¬
tories. Most stations already have the
necessary equipment. All they need do
is spend some time experimenting. Ldtimately, the method should materially
increase station programming and reve¬

IS THERE A FUTURE IN FREE-LANCING?
Continued from

See has tapped a market which many

was blown up to 35mm for the com¬
pany’s Technicolor release. The Most
Beautiful Girls In The World. Several
years later the same studio bought his
subsequent footage of the Miss Uni¬
verse event for a second film. Beauty
Queens.
See makes his still photography an
important adjunct to his movie work.
(He owns and uses a battery of four¬
teen different cameras!) His pictures
have appeared on the cover of Life
magazine’s Spanish edition and many
times within its pages. His camera
work has graced the covers of dozens
of other Latin-American publications.

See has gotten into more difficulty,
perhaps, in large cities than in the
remote jungles. In the capital of the
Dominican Republic one day he no¬
ticed several beautiful tropical flowers
blooming inside a large gate. He set up
his cameras and took long shots of the
blossoms and then moved in for closeups.
Suddenly, he looked up into the
muzzles of four guns. He had unwit-
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tingly walked into the grounds of one
of the palaces of Dictator Trujillo.
Things looked black for a few minutes,
but See was able to produce creden¬
tials which got him out of the sticky
situation.
See was in the Dominican Republic
on an official assignment, hut as usual
he had taken time out to make movies
for his own files. He was under contract
to film the 35 million dollar Interna¬
tional Fair which then was in progress.
The government had flown almost his
entire laboratory to Ciudad Trujillo to
facilitate his work.
One Assignment Leads
To Another
In characteristic fashion See had left
Hollywood headquarters “loaded for
hear.” He expected to be gone only five
months, but he had brought more than
enough equipment and supplies “just in
case.” He ended by staying nearly a
year. After completing the government
project, he made a documentary film on
the local road building activities of a
construction company.
As described above, many of See’s
assignments have had a snow-balling
effect, one bringing on another. X'i hile
he was in Mexico on an assignment for
the government, a Guatemalan consul
saw some of his work and signed him
to photograph a film of Guatemala.
After completing this assignment,
See previewed his picture for then
President Castillo Armas.
When See is not shooting pictures in
some hot, tropical locale, invariably he
will be found working in the opposite
extreme — some frigid area of the
world. While in South America, an as¬
signment took him to the heights of the
Chilean Andes where he worked with
difficulty in helow'-zero temperatures.
Charlie See usually shoots on spec¬
ulation when he is not working under
contract. When Queen Wilhelmina of
the Netherlands toured the United
States recently, he recorded the highpoints of her visit in California on
16mm color film. This investment in
time and film he retrieved later by
screening the films before Dutch
groups in the Los Angeles area.
Later, during a visit to Europe, he
personally handed a print of the film
to the queen at Tjoesdyk Palace. She
kept the picture for six months and
then returned it along with a warm
letter, commending him for his efforts.
As a result, he likely will have no prob¬
lems when he returns to Holland on
future assignments.
Charlie See’s toughest assignment, he
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figures, was one which took place al¬
most in his own backyard. He was to
photograph Canadian swimming star
Winnie Roach in her attempt to swim
from Catalina Island to the mainland
of California.
Whether Miss Roach succeeded or
failed, Charlie had committments to
supply pictures for the newsreels and
wire services. There was much interest
in the event, because she had recently
completed an English Channel swim.
The Catalina Channel attempt was
postponed several times, because of in¬
clement weather. But finally Miss
Roach tackled it. After several hours
in the water, the waves rose so high
that the swimmer often was out of sight
of See’s cameras. Eventually Miss
Roach failed, but See got his pictures
in spite of the fact he was violently
seasick most of the time.
Whether he is in Europe, the Orient
or the Americas, Charlie See always
“overshoots” both movies and stills. Of
course, he may not sell all his material
immediately, but he is patient. He has
a file of 50,000 still pictures and a
vault filled with 100,000 feet of 16mm
color film. Recently he started build¬
ing a stock shot library of 35mm East¬
man color film. Sales from his vast
collection have paid big dividends.

sometimes opens new horizons

Because of his multiple activities.
See travels loaded with equipment. In
addition to numerous still cameras, he
carries two Bell & Howell 16mm
Filmos and a 35mm Eyemo. Films for
these cameras fill another weighty pack.
Before
turning to photography,
Charlie See led a varied career. Prior
to coming to the
United
States
from his native Singapore, he was an
advertising man and later an amuse¬
ment park manager. In the United
States he tourned for six years as a
professional dancer. Ultimately he
landed in Hollywood and decided to
become a photographer. After several
years he accomplished his purpose with
no formal training in the subject.

• Sound •

Editorial

•

Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC. • 1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C. • PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634

See expresses his formula for suc¬
cess in this way: “You have got to ex¬
plore all phases of your field and be
undaunted in your efforts, if you want
to make money as a free-lance photog¬
rapher.”
Undaunted, See hopes next to make
a trip to Russia to display his still pic¬
tures and show his 16mm color film,
Hollywood Without Makeup. Even if
he does not talk the Russian govern¬
ment into an assignment, he undoubt¬
edly will come back with enough new
pictures to make the trip worthwhile. ■
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TV CINEMATOGRAPHY
Continued from Page 735

NEW E-Z Professional FILM SPLICER
SETS A NEW STANDARD FOR 16mm

function of the composition of the
scene and which had to be balanced
out by continuous manipulation of
“shading” controls. The iconoscope
is now nearly obsolete, having been re¬
placed almost entirely by the vidicon,
which has an excellent gray scale char¬
acteristic free of spurious signals and
does not require continuous operation
of the shading controls. Another tele¬
vision film camera, the flying spot scan¬
ner, also has very good characteristics
and, like the vidicon, is used in color
television film cameras, as well as in
black-and-white cameras.
The television system can utilize
only a limited range of densities from
film, and the television film camera
operator must adjust “gain” and
“pedestal”
controls
(equivalent
to
“contrast” and “brightness”) to fit a
given film into the usable range of
the television system. \^Tile observing
the program signal on a picture moni¬
tor and a waveform monitor (oscillo¬
scope), the operator sets the maximum
highlight and shadow of the film to
the voltage limits of the system. In
order to insure proper reproduction of
the film grey scale, the cinematog¬
rapher should therefore attempt to in¬
clude in every scene objects which
serve as “reference white” and “refer¬
ence black” for the video operator.
These represent the brightest useful
white and the darkest useful shadow
the photographer intends to record.
Their area need not he over one tenth
the total frame area, and their bright¬
ness ratio, representing the maximum
useful brightness range on the stage,
should be about 20-to-l.
Dimensional and Scanning
Cliaracteristics
The limited resolution capabilities of
the television system and the charac¬
teristically small viewing angles re¬
quire that closeups and medium shots
l)e used as much as possible, and that
wide-angle and long shots be used
mainly to establish perspective or to
carry essential wide-range action. Tele¬
vision receivers are all “over-scanned”
to some degree; that is, some of the
picture is lost beyond the top and bot¬
tom and sides of the picture tube mask.
Obviously, essential action and title
information should be kept inside areas
which will be seen on a majority of
receivers. Practical experience has re-
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easy you can operate it hlindfoldecP^
OUTSTANDING FEATURES
1.

EXCLUSIVE S-cut for minimum interference with picture area.
2.

Spring lever splice action maintains uniform loop during projectii
3.

Tape-splice ends on frame lines, keeping pic¬
ture area clean and clear.

• Quick,

easy

and

positive-automatic

mechanical

alignment

of

film

and

splicing tape.
• Uses

readily

mountable

E-Z

TABS,

no

folding

or

touching

splicing

tape.

• Precision all metal construction, hardened and ground cutter blades.
• Spring

steel

alignment

pins

for

easy

operation

and

auto-

^

matic adjustment for shrunken film.

5311 E. Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 22, Calif.
or P.O. Box 6664, Los Angeles 22, Calif., Guaranteed!
Includes pack
WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BROCHUREof E-Z tabs.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

ROWE LINE CORP.

This is the latest IMPROVED

CINEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in
the studio.

The new model instead of the
4" wheels is constructed with 5"
heavy duty rubber-tired swivel
wheels.
Write tor more details and prices.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

Shoot SOUND ANYWHERE
with portable 115 volt
AC power:

Make Movies
With the

POWER-PAC
FOR AURICON CAMERAS

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT

Power-Pac Jr., weight 6 lbs.

Smooth, even 3400® K light
in wide-angle beam. No
glaring hot spots. Fits any
camera. No tools needed,
no holes to drill. Long-life
nickel-cadmium battery with
built-in charger. Weighs
only 5 lbs. Guaranteed one
year.

With life-time nickel-cadmium
batteries and charger.

^139.50
Write for Complete Information

^f99.50

228 So. Franklin St. - Tampa 2, Florida

COMPLETE WITH BATTERY

Telephone 2-1168

RAY MERCER & CO
^

TITLES^^ SPECIAL EFFECTS..FADES
WIPES.. MATTES..SUPERIMPOSURES

^
^

DISSOLVES.. INSERTS.. ANIMATION
MINIATURES..TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
CINEMASCOPE .. BLK & WHT. . COLOR

SEND

''"//fllllllllU""''

FOR FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART

42A| NORMAL AVE. HOLLYWOOD 29
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suited in the specification of a recom¬
mended “safe action area” and a
“safe title area.” These areas should
he marked on camera ground glasses
and viewfinders as a guide to the cam¬
era operator. Review room projectors
also should l»e provided with apertures
cut to these dimensions.
Lighting, Costume and
Set Materials
The ratio of key to fill light should
he a maximum of 2l/2-to-l, and the
maximum brightness ratio of scene
elements, as read by a spot brightness
meter, should be 20-to-l or not over
30-to-l.
Within a given lighting condition,
brightness of scene elements must he
controlled by proper choice of costume
and set materials. High reflectance
whites, such as white shirts or white
walls, should be toned down by dye¬
ing, painting, or by adjusting the light¬
ing, so that they do not become an
improperly high “white reference.”
Black costume and set decoration
materials should he avoided as they
will lose detail. Care should be taken
to keep good lighting separation be¬
tween dark elements of the scene, such
as between an actor in a dark suit and
a dark background.
U herever possible, include a
“white reference” and “black refer¬
ence” in each scene as a guide to the
video operator in establishing proper
transmission levels.
As a practical
matter, this means that there should
always be something in the scene
lighter than the face, and something
darker than the face.
Avoid large areas of white or black
in the picture in order to maintain
acceptable grey scale reproduction on
those receivers without d.c. restoration.
As a guide, those scenes for which a
reflected light exposure meter would
give an exposure indication equal or
close to that of an incident light meter,
should reproduce satisfactorily. Night
effects should be simulated by sugges¬
tion (lighted window, street lamp, ap¬
parent single source of light) rather
than by shooting almost fully dark
scenes or by printing down (“day for
night”).
Large areas of uniform density
should he avoided, particularly if they
are very light or very dark.
Cutting

hack

and

forth

between

angles where the background is alter¬
nately light and dark should be
avoided.
Alternate camera angles
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should have similar background bright¬
ness.
All the recommendations for refer¬
ence white and black, large areas of
uniform density, d.c. restoration re¬
ceivers, etc., apply to art work and
animation as well as to “live” photog¬
raphy. Art work lettering should be
controlled to produce print densities
within the highlight and shadow range
shown in laboratory practices. Large
neutral backgrounds are l»est broken
up with “cookies” or given an other¬
wise textured effect, and should he
kept in a range which produces print
densities between 0.70 and 1.0.
Whenever possible, review films on
a closed circuit television system which
includes a monitor without d.c. re¬
storation. Review under such condi¬
tions is the best way to correlate stage
photographic procedures, laboratory
review room viewing, and the image
seen by the television audience.
Laboratory Practices
Television film negatives should be
correctly exposed and should he de¬
veloped to a normal lb gamma of 0.65
to 0.70.
Prints are made on release print
stock and are processed by a printthrough gamma of 1.85 to 2.35, de¬
pending on negative photographic con¬
trast.
Prints should he timed to produce
a minimum density of 0.40 or higher
in any area required to reproduce de¬
tail. Face densities or middle grey
points of interest should be at a den¬
sity of 0.75 ±0.15. Maximum density
of any area required to reproduce de¬
tail should be 2.0 or lower.
Scene-to-scene balance of densities
should be as uniform as possible.
Prints intended for telecasting will
appear somewhat higher in density in
the highlight areas and lower in con¬
trast than prints made for theatrical
release.
The print resulting from the above
laboratory and photographic practices
will have densities which fall within
the usable range of the television
system, and will have good shadow
and highlight contrast needed to
maintain an appearance of sharpness
and clarity under the usually unfavor¬
able home viewing conditions.
(The foregoing
recommendations
are covered in greater detail in the
publication, “Laboratory Practices on
Films for Television” available from
the Association of Cinema Labora¬

tories, 1905 Fairview Ave. NE,
ashington, D.C.; also reprinted in the
SMPTE Journal, January 1958, Vol.
67.)
Composition ami Safe Action Area
Closeup and medium shots should
he used as much as possible. Long
shots should be used only to establish
perspective or to cover wide range
action.
Fine patterns or “fussy” material in
costumes or set decoration will not
reproduce in detail and can be dis¬
tracting.
Bold, simple patterns are
much more effective. Closely-spaced
parallel horizontal lines in costumes or
sets can cause disturbing moire effects
(interference patterns) with the tele¬
vision scanning lines. Long straight
lines on large circles may not be repro¬
duced correctly as straight lines or
circles, due to receiver scanning dis¬
tortions.
Essential action should be kept
within the “safe action area.” Essen¬
tial title informtion should be kept
within the “safe title area.”
It is
recommended that these areas be
marked on the camera ground glass
and vie^vfinder.
Color Lilnis for Television
Most of the preceding recommenda¬
tions for black-and-white television
films apply equally to color television
films. The limited latitude of color
film, plus the fact there is no provi¬
sion for contrast control in processing,
make necessary even more carefully
controlled lighting and exposure.
Lighting ratios should he held to !)/>to-1 or a maximum of 2-to-L
Whites and blacks in costume and
set materials should be carefully con¬
trolled to a 20-to-l brightness ratio.
“Reference white” and “reference
black” are necessary in color photogra¬
phy for TV as well as in black-andwhite.
Even though color receivers have
d.c. restoration circuits, the usual pre¬
cautions against high-key and low-key
scenes should be followed, since a great
majority of receivers tuned to a color
broadcast will be black-and-white re¬
ceivers without d.c. restoration.
Make-up should enhance the natural
highlighting and color differences in
the face. Excessive flatness of makeup
is neither necessary nor desirable.
In addition to the precaution against
closely spaced horizontal lines, which
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list its features and detail

FINEST?

its specifications,

without

the use of a single superlative, takes four pages. The men who
use NAGRA will give you the answer in one word: INCOMPARABLE!
Highlights: Completely portable and self-powered, yet NAGRA rivals
the finest rack-mounted studio equipment / Wow and flutter ±0.15%
peak-to-peak at NAB professional speeds (all products measured) /
Speed constant wi-thin 0.2% at temperatures from —12°F to +120°F
/ Response 30 to 15,000 cps ±2 dB / Weighted signal-to-noise ratio
better than 60 dB / Speeds 15, 7.5 and 3.75 ips / NAB and CCIR
equalizations / Wired and wireless mikes / Provision for condensermike preamp-power-supply driven by stabilized internal lOV / Two
mixing inputs
levels

/

/

Self-start triggering by preset sound-pressure

Twelve 1.5V flashlight batteries power all functions

/

Provision for external AC and DC power supplies / Weighs 15 pounds
and performs in any position / Distinguished functional design and
precision Swiss craftsmanship / Limited but steady supply at $1045.

In short, NAGRA lllb takes the
studio beyond the power lines.
For the four pages of features
and specifications that make it
a standard in many audio labs,
write or 'phone the USA agents:
Electronic Applications, Inc.,
Stamford, Conn. / DA 5-1574.
cause moire effects with the television
scanning lines, color television photog¬
raphy should avoid closely spaced,
high contrast vertical lines, which can
cause an interference with receiver
color circuits to produce a disturbing
“color moire effect.”
hen tuned to a color broadcast,
a black-and-white receiver displays a
panchromatic version of the color
image, not a “green .separation” as
sometimes supposed.
The panchro¬
matic balance is not exactly equiva¬
lent to that in panchromatic blackand-white film, as in color television,
green contributes most to black-andwhite receiver brightness (59%), red
somewhat less (30%). and blue least
(11%). These values can be a guide
to the equivalent brightness difference
of set materials or costumes when seen
on black-and-white receivers.
In the contrary situation, a color
film will project satisfactorily on a
black-and-white television system, since
the vidicon, which is now in general
use, has a panchromatic sensitivity
sufficiently broad for this purpose.
Negative-positive type color films
are more satisfactory than reversal
films for color television, since reversal
fluplicates from reversal originals are
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Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE- For 16mm Projectors
timing
BELT

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.
Projector

con

be

instantly

attached

to

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector
and

permits

operation.

One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

special

quiet

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

smooth,

No

Write for more details and prices.

763 lOth Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

Memo From The Editor:
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER provides its readers with
latest information and developments on motion picture photography
and related techniques in all fields of motion picture production.
New filming ideas and news of cameramen’s experiences plus pictures
and descriptions of new equipment, accessories and services make it
invaluable to everyone interested in improving film production techniques.
Get your copy regularly each month. Subscribe today,
using the detachable postcard inserted in this issue.
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at your service!

reversal printing
and processing

COLOR PRIN
Z. •
— •
~ •
—*

Work Prints
•
Color-to-Color Prints •
Color-to-B & W Prints •
Raw Stock
•

1

Write for complete information

723 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. 19, JU 6-2293

Specialized
LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
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grey scale density values being about
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this velour with sheet aluminum we
more than doubled its reflection of in¬
frared rays. This, of course, is quite
logical since infrared rays are heat
waves and bounce back from aluminum
foil or any other polished metal.
The best infrared “light” source for
our spectrum range, we have found
through trial and error, is the conven¬
tional incandescent lamp. There are
many other sources of infrared waves,
hut unfortunately most of them are
above 900 m/x, and hence beyond the
infrared film sensitivity and impracti¬
cal for our purposes.
The two curves in Fig. 2 explain the
core of the process in a graphic way.
The solid line represents the sensitivity
of the infrared film, which is seen to be
most sensitive in the areas between 700
and 900 m/x. The broken line is the
transmission curve of the dichroic filter
coating for foreground lighting, and as
we see, it cuts off very sharply just
within the 700 m/j. region where it is
needed most, while the visible trans¬
mission is hardly affected.
Thus the black background is pre¬
pared and “illuminated” with infrared
rays in such a manner as to give a good
exposure on the infrared film stock but
negligible exposure on the visual film
stock.
Foreground Lighting

Write for A Copy of Our

A&B printing from color negatives

AN INFRARED SELF-MATTING PROCESS

Fastax Service
A&B Roll Prints
Fades-Dissolves:
Timed Prints
—

and

generally of too high contrast for good
television reproduction. Original re¬
versal color films usually will repro¬
duce satisfactorily.

Concerning the visual side of the
process, it is necessary to expose the
panchromatic film stock but at the
same time avoid exposing the infrared
stock with any of the foreground action.
Therefore the infrared portion of the
spectrum must he prevented from hit¬
ting the foreground action because if it
should, we would get an exposure of the

foreground action on the infrared stock.
It is possible today, with improve¬
ment of techniques in the field of di¬
chroic coatings, to prepare a coating
which to a high degree will cut out any
desired part of the spectrum. In our
case we were trying to prevent a par¬
ticular portion of the spectrum from
lighting the foreground to which the
infrared film stock is sensitive, namely
700 to 900 m/x.
Special dichroic coatings were de¬
vised for the Fresnel lenses of our stu¬
dio lights so that the infrared waves be¬
tween 700 and 900 m/x are not allowed
to pass through, while the remainder
of the spectrum is practically undis¬
turbed. Neither the eye nor the pan¬
chromatic film stock is affected because
what we have eliminated was invisible
anyway.
Thus we do not have infrared rays
hitting the foreground, but we do have
infrared rays hitting the background.
To be more specific, the foreground is
lit with light minus infrared rays and
the background is lit with light plus
infrared rays.
Combining of Elements
The next step is to record these two
elements on two pieces of film. In order
to have an exactly identical picture, it
is essential that these two elements
should he exposed through one lens.
Figs. 3 and 4 show how the light passes
through the camera lens and thence to
the film:
(A) Light passes through the lens
and to the film.
(B) If we insert a piece of glass be¬
tween lens and film, the light still
passes through just as before.
(C) If we coat this piece of glass
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with the same kind of coating as used
on the studio light Fresnel lenses, then
the visible light will go through this
piece of glass as before, hut the infra¬
red waves will bounce hack.
( D) If we tilt this glass 45°, then the
infrared waves will be bounced back
at a 90° angle, and if we place the
infrared film in their path we can then
receive that exposure; and that is ex¬
actly what the split-beam camera does.
Of course instead of a piece of glass
we use a prism because it is so much
more effective. This is the principle in
its pure form. We have one drive trans¬
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porting both strips simultaneously and
we photograph through one lens.
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Figure 1 indicates how the process
is applied on the studio floor. We see
that the background is illuminated with
light plus infrared rays and the fore¬
ground, on the other hand, is illuminat¬
ed with light minus infrared rays. Ob¬
viously tbe minus-infrared light can hit
the background without doing any
damage, but the plus-infrared light
must not hit the foreground action.

•
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Accessories
More professionals deal with
Ceco more often! Why? Because
Ceco has anything and everything
they need for Motion Picture
and TV Production ready on a
moment’s notice. Everything from
an Arc to a midget spot.

The eight steps in Fig. 1 show how
the two records are combined:
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38,

Cameras

plus infrared rays and the light minus
infrared rays both pass through the
same lens but are split by the prism in
such a way that the infrared informa¬
tion is received by tbe infrared film
and the visual information by the
visual film.

ground is made.
(6) A fine-grain print of the visual
negative gives an opaque background.
(7) A print of (5) on a negative
stock is made by bi-packing (4) ; if
developed, it would give us something
like a hole in the negative. But we do
not develop this piece of film until we
print (6) onto it in register.

Detroit

Lights

In the beamsplitter camera, the light

(2) An opaque background with a
clear silhouette is received on the in¬
frared side because this film is sensi¬
tive only to the infrared background.
(3) This represents the negative of
a background, although a fine-grain
print would do as well.
(4) A positive matte is obtained by
making a high-contrast print of the in¬
frared negative matte.
(5) A fine-grain print of the back¬

Ave.,

RENTALS

The Studio Process

(1) On the visual side a convention¬
al modulated negative with a clear
background is received because the
background is black as far as the visual
sensitivity is concerned.
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(8) We then develop it and obtain
a composite negative.

Lowel-Light can save your

Continued from

life - professionally speaking.

Advantages of Process

It's perfect for “impossible”
locations —from igloos to ICBMs.

We can readily see that this process
is fast and economical. It does not re¬
quire a large studio space; in fact, we
have shot this process quite frequently
in a space not larger than 20 by 30 ft.

Mounts on most wall surfaces
in seconds. Clamps on pipes,
furniture — hundreds of places.
One light unit and Barndoor
fit in your jacket pocket!

ft is not imperative to have the plate
shot before the foreground is photo¬
graphed.
It is quite simple to change the back¬
ground while there is no cut in the
foreground.
The optical work of compositing is
straightforward and routine. In fact,
frequently we are able to combine the
two elements on a pilot pin registration

Best light insurance you can buy.
Tape-up. clamp-on lighting unit $6.95
Kit: 5 lights. Gaffer-Tape, case $29.95
Pocket size, folding Barndoor $5.75
AVAILABLE AT LEADING PHOTO DEALERS

step printer.
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BOLEX

This matte process allows us to keep
the foreground and background in ab¬
solute focus if so required.

REFLEX

From on original 6X to on 8X full field and
16X
critical
focus
LARGER
IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operate—Guaranteed for
Life—More
Information Available—When Viewer only is
sent $54.00—When sent with Camera $60.00.

Timing Problem
Mention should be made of the prob¬
lem of timing foreground action to
background action which sometimes is
necessary and is very simple with this
process. We could readily synchronize
a 16mm projector with the camera
(just as it is necessary to synchronize
the rear-screen projector with the tak¬
ing camera, if the rear-screen projec¬
tion process is used) and make a
simple 16mm print of the plate. The
actors, instead of watching the screen
behind them, could watch a small
screen in any strategic position.
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We have made double and triple
mattes with great success and are find¬
ing new and simplified ways of using
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(INEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
1
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2
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Each CINEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Write for Free
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FEINDEL’S PHOTOGRAPHY
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rector Irving Lerner in pre-planning,
cinematographer Feindel set out to cre¬
ate a style of photography that was
determined!V different—not “Art For
the Sake of Art,” but Art for the sake
of advancing the story. Without such
camera treatment, “Studs Lonigan,”
with its loosely knit screen narrative
that never arrives at any definite con¬
clusion, might well have been uninter¬
esting screen fare, despite competent
acting and direction. It can truthfully
be said that it is the photography that
saves this film from such a fate.
The entire picture (with the excep¬
tion of a few sequences filmed at
Santa Monica Beach and Griffith Park)
was shot at the Hal Roach Studio.s,
where the back lot offered street sets
reminiscent of certain sections of Chi¬
cago as they appeared during the peri¬
od of the story. These sets are used to
advantage in the opening sequence
showing Studs and his neighborhood
cronies standing on a street corner,
huddled around a fire of newspapers
kindled in an oil drum, and scanning
the wants ads in search of jobs. Slushy
snow (provided by the Special Effects
Dept.) covers the ground, while wind
(courtesy of a wind machine) provides
the gusts for which the city is noted.
The sequence was shot on a dull day
in flat light, and on the screen it looks
for all the world like a typical cold
dreary day in Chicago.
This same street set with its dingy
brownstone fronts is used effectively
from time to time throughout the film
for both day and night sequences. It
should be pointed out, however, that
the scenes shot there (though expertly
photographed) lack context—a fault
that could have been avoided through
the simple expedient of establishing
these sequences with carefully selected
stock shots of Chicago.
The somber intensity of Studs’
brooding world is most effectively con¬
veyed by Feindel’s use of an unusu¬
ally bold style of low-key lighting—
bold because almost no fill light was
used and because many scenes were
shot with the principals’ faces in sil¬
houette or just slightly rimmed with
cross-light. There is always the dan¬
ger with this type of lighting that the
audience, unable to see the players’
faces, will be confused as to who is
speaking. Such confusion was avoided
in th is film, however, because the cam¬
era effectively narrowed its field to the
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deveiops^reversal film at 1200 ft. per hr.
negath^-^ositive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
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STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.
FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.

F.O.B.
Milford, Conn

Filmline
focal point of action, and preserved
audience orientation by such devices
as following a player from light into
darkness. An especially expert example
of this style of lighting occurs in a sequence showing Studs in his bedroom
at night. His mother comes in and talks
to him and then leaves, turning out the
light. He is left momentarily in sil¬
houette, his mood enigmatic until he
turns toward the window and the
“moonlight” illuminates his anguished
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Pan & Tiithead Iripod
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL IN TRIPOD
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► Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt
utilizing the dampening effect of silicone.
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► Precision ball-bearings. Mounted on pan
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Silicone Dampened

Throughout the film Studs’ fears and
the phantoms of dread which prevent
his facing the world of reality are sym¬
bolized by looming shadows which
seem to block his path, menacing him
at every turn. Even while he and his
cronies gather in a speakeasy, a locale
ordinarily denoting gaiety, the shadows
conspire in the background and seem
to reach out, dooming certain of the
group to destruction. At a corner table
they spy a shopworn prostitute. They
and
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Impossible location. Dark office,
smooth walls, no stands, 10 min.
to light. Taped 1st light on wood
panel for key; 2nd on plaster
beam for top light; set 3rd on
shelf for back light; hung 4th on
door hinge for background light;

How
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clamped 5th on tripod for fill.
Time:

minutes! Used
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Mephistophelean relief by violent cross¬
lighting.
The pool hall which functions as the
hub of Studs’ physical universe and
symbolizes the frenzy of aimless ac¬
tivity which fills his life, is depicted as
an oasis of light which emanates from a
shaded lamp hung overhead. The
figures on the periphery of this illum¬
inated circle are shadowy, almost face¬
less—the whores and guttersnipes who
people Studs’ closely circumscribed
world. The game of pool, as pictured
in staccato, sharply angled closeups, is
itself symbolic of an erratic life pat¬
tern: the momentary score, the fre¬
quent near-miss, the Freudian thrust
toward identity. At one point the cam¬
era (through the facility of the zoom
lens) follows a struck hall across the
table and into a corner pocket. Con¬
stantly re-established in montage form,
these pools room sequences depict the
passage of time by their very sameness
—the frantic running on the treadmill
of life as the world passes the film’s
hero by.
Along the way Studs goes with his
cronies to a burlesque show where, in
a smoke-filled theater, a weary stripper
becomes the Lady Eve—eternal Wo¬
man—to a crowd of lascivious specta¬
tors. This sequence is filmed in very
low key with just a spotlight on the
stripper. Reverse angles shot from the
stage aim directly into this spotlight
which shines from the gallery, rim¬
lighting the heads of the spectators,
back-lighting the smoke and lending
great depth to the composition. In or¬
der to stop down sufficiently to pre¬
serve depth of field in the sequence,
Feindel switched from DuPont Su¬
perior 2 to the ultra-fast DuPont Su¬
perior 4 negative and he utilized a
hand-held Eclair Carnerette to take the
audience right into the crowd.
Leaving the burlesque theater in a
fine frenzy of sex and alcohol. Studs
lurches through the rainy streets to the
apartment of a former school teacher,
portrayed as a thirtyish woman of
severely restrained attractiveness who
sublimates her sexual frustration in the
form of a passion for recorded Beetho¬
ven. In his lust-clouded vision she al¬
ternates between her prim self and a
provocatively jiggling personification
of the stripper until finally, lunging to¬
ward her with seduction flashing from
his eyes, he grabs her and tears her
dress—a gesture intended to symbolize
ravished virtue.
Photographically this sequence is a

small masterpiece. It is, again, shot in
extreme low-key, with the illumination
seeming to come from a muted lamp.
The angles are low, showing the ceiling
of the room, and making the figure of
Studs appear to loom as if to fill the
apartment. The tricky device of re¬
peatedly intercutting shots of the
teacher with her burlesque alter ego is
expertly accomplished. As the teacher,
she is lighted to accentuate her plain¬
ness. As the stripper she is lighted to
exude glamour—but the background of
the room consistently remains in the
same key throughout. Needless to say,
figure size, angle and framing had to
be very carefully matched to prevent
jumps when cutting back and forth
from one image to the other.
A wake following the death of one
of Studs’ sidekicks is also expertly
handled camerawise. Here again, the
hand-held Eclair camera is utilized,
this time in a subjective way to simu¬
late the point-of-view of a spectator
pushing his way through the crowd,
peering momentarily into the faces of
various people present. In approaching
this shot Director of Photography
Feindel knew it would be catch-ascatch-can, so he let the camera run
quite a long time. A surprising amount
of the shot was usable, and its presence
in the final cut gives an authentic im¬
pression of a spectator moving through
the crowded smoke-filled room. It is
in the wake sequence, also, that the
camera captures in a mercilessly un¬
varnished closeup the face of the dead
man’s wife as she eulogizes in a
lengthy monologue (perhaps the best
piece of acting in the entire picture)
the dubious virtues of her deceased
spouse. Resisting an impulse to cut
away for reaction, the camera remains
on her in closeup for what seems like
a full reel, delineating with almost
newsreel brutality the sagging hopeless¬
ness of her young, suddenly-grown-old
face.
Eocation exteriors in “Studs Lonigan” presented the usual share of prob¬
lems. A rain sequence in the park
necessitated the rigging of a maze of
overhead water pipes, plus an intricate
system of umbrellas and shields to
protect the camera. A sequence sup¬
posedly taking place along a lonely
stretch of Lake Michigan shore was,
in reality, shot at Santa Monica Beach,
with the Pacific Ocean doubling for
the lake. Anyone familiar with Chica¬
go knows that because of its peculiar
geography, a sunset is never seen on
the lake. Since this sequence was sched-
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tiled to be shot toward the ^ est in the
late afternoon there was some appre¬
hension as to whether a sunset might
distort the authenticity of the scene.
Fortunately it turned out to he an
overcast day with just enough sunlight
to highlight the scene without the in¬
trusion of an actual sunset.
Aside from low-key lighting and un¬
usual camera angles, Feindel utilized
many other devices to create photo¬
graphic mood. He used a combination
of fog filters and fog machines to lend
a swirling chill to night scenes in the
Chicago streets. He filled a church in¬
terior set with suspended smoke in
order to gain an impression of shafts
of sunlight filtered through a haze of
dust. He used low angles wherever
possible to lend importance to the char¬
acters, and he filmed almost the entire
picture with a 30mm wide-angle lens
to accentuate the drama by means of
exaggerated perspective. Here, the
“fluid camera” technique is used so
skillfully that camera movement is nev¬
er obtrusive.
Arthur Feindel, a graduate of the
New York Academy of Design and of
the Art Students League, was a com¬
mercial artist for several years before
liecoming a cameraman. He does not
regard himself a camera “artist”—
hut rather a commercial cameraman
who slants his photography to the
audience. His achievement in photo¬
graphing “Studs Lonigan” is a re¬
freshing study of black-and-white cine¬
matographic artistry.
■

The Hookworm Speaks

trouble to attach . . . Exciting,
new Lowel-Light unit slips on

When the film was in its final editing
stage the Institute’s scientists an¬
nounced further progress in their in¬
vestigations: sound signals had been
obtained from the worm. Silver micro¬
electrodes connected to the blood and
saline solutions containers in which the
worm had been introduced (Fig. 3),
were connected to a special hi-gain
amplifier and an oscilloscope. Signals
corresponding to the electrical potential
developed by the contraction of the
worm’s esophagus were then produced
and could be observed on the oscillo¬
scope screen. The same signals seen on
this screen were then transformed into
audible sound signals and heard on a
loudspeaker.

instantly, without tools, and
without removing the bulb! Fits
all R-40 bulbs 150 to 500 watts.
Has extra large, removable doors,
folds to fit in a jacket pocket!

Tape-up, clamp-on lighting unit $6.95
Pocket size, folding Barndoor $5.75 i

AVAILABLE AT LEADING PHOTO DEALERS

■

For Top Performance!!

Film Piclure Viewer

This advanced professional NCE 35mm Viewer
comliines the functions of viewer, synchronizer,
footage counter and frame counter—all in one
unit. Emhodies many new advantages plus fea¬
tures found only in much higher priced units.
Built-in precision optical shutter assures extrasmooth
projection
of
running
picture;
or of
single frame for frame-by-frame editing with a
sharp,
clear,
brilliant
picture S'A”
x
4'/4”.
Picture can be stopped and viewed for periods
ol time without overheating or damage to film.
Can he used with a sound reader for single sys¬
tem; available for additional 35mm or
16mm
sprockets for double system film editing. Soundheads for magnetic tape can he added to addi¬
tional sprockets for any number of magnetic
tracks. Adapts easliy as combination viewer/syn¬
chronizer, assembled to your specific needs.

ONLY $595 — Write for brochure

duced by the flash resulted in a “blank”

Also Available: same model in 16mm

frame on the film and a “spark noise”

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT

on the sound track. By this method it

209 WEST 48th STREET, NEW YORK 36, N Y.

was easy to synchronize the picture and

West Coast: Gordon Enterorises, N. Hollyd., Cal.
Canada: Alex Clark, Ltd., Islington, Ontario

the sound track in editing. The cam¬
era

motor,

the

recorder,

and

other

SPECIAL EFFECTS

equipment also had to he isolated sep¬
arately. After all the precautions had

amateur

transmission

CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION

radio

Fades,
dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame, reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce Image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bos relief effect, liquid gate printing, ond many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm. For
further details see “Cinemagic of the Optical
Printer”
in the A.S.C. Manual, Page 361.

from a

station

was

picked up hy the electronic amplifier

Continued from

system and mixed with the worm sig¬
nals! !! Then, when all the instruments,

1960

'

Kit: 5 lights. Gaffer-Tape, case $29.95

had been isolated. The sync mark pro¬

nearby

•

BORE

Even the price is exciting.

Although in the beginning the shoot¬
ing of this picture appeared to he sim¬
ple, we encountered many unexpected
problems. We had chosen electronic
flash as a means of slating: each take.
This presented serious problems in the
reproduction of the worm’s sound. The
electrical discharge from the flash pro¬
duced an induction in the amplifier
system. We were finally able to use the
flash for slating after every part of it

FILMING HOOKWORMS

DECEMBER

9
dahn

It was decided to make this phase of
our scientists’ interesting investigation
a part of our film. We recorded the
sound signals generated by the hook¬
worm with an Ampex l/4.-inch tape re¬
corder and then synchronized the
sound track with the corresponding
picture (Fig. 4).

during a take:

which held the worm in a vertical posi¬
tion, it was possible to film the extraor¬
dinary way in which the worm per¬
forms this feat (Fig. 5). The blood
coming out of the worm looked like
cigarette smoke projected out force¬
fully. Here it was very difficult to de¬

baw

barndoor is so bulky, so much

been taken we had another surprise

Page 733

The ordinary reflector bulb

i

BE SURE to give your Former

address as well

Your

termine the exact moment when the
worm would start to expel.

lOWtL-LIGHT PHOTO ENGNR .421 W 54th ST.. N Y C.

WHEN

camera, recorder, etc., were ready to

OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER,

“roll.” the worm would not suck, or
vice versa.

/nquir/es

But, with patience and perseverence,

price

list

available.

1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

on film and sound track the voice of
■

New

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.

we finally worked it out and recorded
the “hookworm that speaks.”

invited.

:

Phone:

Linwood Dunn, ASC,
Hollywood
9-5808.

President
Cable:
FILMEFX
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Arriflex-16mm w/matt box 16, 25, 50mm
Xenon lenses...$1,400.00
Arriflex-16mm head only. 1,000.00
Auricon
Cine-Voice
Model
2
Camera,
Single lens. Noise reduction amplifier
750.00
Arriflex-35 w/120° shutter, motor, matt
box, 35, 50, 75mm Zeiss lenses, battery
and charger. 1,000.00
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
300.00
Filmo camera w/spider turret, new type
fmder, and freezolite bracket. No lens..
150.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case. 2,600.00
Bell & Howell
35mm Standard
camera
^616 w/170° shutter, unit I shuttle,
overhauled
&
refinished. 2,500.00
Berndt-Maurer
16mm
Single
System
camera w/sound equipment, galvo, am¬
plifier, 3 lenses, 2-400 ft. mags., and
6 cases. 1,850.00
Cine-Special 2 Camera, 100 ft. mogazine,
25mm 1.4 Ektar lens.-.
750.00
Cine-Special
I
camera w/100 ft.
mag.
and 1 inch lens.
350.00
Maurer-05 Camera
head
only w/bilt-in
features and 1-400 ft. mag. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
175.00
Auricon Pro 200 16m camera w/VA galvo
complete w/amplifier, mike, and cable.. 1,200.00

WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSO RIES,

nounces a series of follow-focus lenses
for all 35mm single-lens reflex still cam¬
eras. Lenses feature easy-focusing lever
that keeps moving objects constantlv in
focus. Other features include: coated
optics, positive pre-set diaphragm, en¬
graved depth of field scale, extra-long
removable sunshade, and black crinkle
and chrome finish. The 250mm f/4.5
model focuses from 10 ft. to infinity
and lists for $56.95. The 40mm f/5.5
model focuses from 20 ft. to infinity
and lists for $77.50.

E-Z 16mm Splicer

EDITING
Craig 16mm Viewer .
22.50
Neumade Double 16mm footage counter
65.00
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag,, com¬
posite sound.
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag, footage counters. 1,800.00
Neumade large film barret and racks.
17.50
Neumade
firm
roller trucks,
half
rack
w/casters .
32.50
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
up arms, optical ocmposite sound.
375.00
Moviola
35mm
Model
‘D”
Bulls
Eye,
cutter head only, no take-up arms.
150.00
Neumade
Splicer
R-2
(35mm)
or
R13
(16mm) .
22,00
Moviola Model “D” Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Precision
Reader,
Sound,
optical
only.
Model 600.
100.00
Moviola 4/o5 synchonizer.
100.00
Cine Special sync motors.
75.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines.
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine ...
350.00
Houston Crab Dolly w/electric pump. 2,000.00
2/35 Neumade Sync.
70.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm.
76.00
Neumade Dynamics rewind—16 or 35mm..
13.50
Mitchell
12 volt 35mm variable speed
motor .
250.00
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync
w/cable .
110.00
Moviola 16/16 w/Bulls Eye, no mag.,
composite sound.
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Zoomer lens, 1 to 3 inch, In “5” mount....
100.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60 mm in “C" mount....
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
65.00
Mitchell Viewfinder.
350.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase .
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 400x35, metal. ..
75.00
Bell & Howell Stop-Motion Motor (can be
adapted and used on Mitchell).
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 1000x35.
125.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Holmes 35mm double system studio type
Projector, 1000 watt, with sound. Com¬
plete .-.. 1,800.00
Spectra 3-color Meter.
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base.
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
Cine Spec. Stop Motion Meter.
300.00

Hi-hat For 16mm Cameras
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equip. Co.,
6424 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood
38, Calif., offers a hall-socket, quickleveling hi-hat for 16nim cameras such
as Arrillex, etc. It features adjustable
hemispherical collar designed especially
to fit Arriflex pan heads as well as
various types hall adapters. List price
is $34.00.

Electronic Applications, Inc., Stam¬
ford, Conn., announces a completely
portable and self-powered
magnetic
tape recorder designed for top-flight
professional use. Tradenamed the Na¬
gra, the Swiss-made recorder features
tape speeds of 15, 7.5 and 3.75 ips,
wired and wireless mikes, provision for
condenser mike, preamp-power-supply
two mixing inputs, self-start triggering
by preset sound-pressure levels. Twelve
11/6-V flashlight batteries power all
functions. Weight, 15 Ihs. List is $1045.

JUdson 6-1420
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blades, and spring-steel film alignment
pins. Price is $39.95.

Super Wide-angle Lens
Karl Heitz, Inc., 480 Lexington Ave..
New York 17, N.T., announces a new
Kinoptik wide-angle lens for 16mm
motion picture and TV cameras, which
features a built-in slot for 2" square
filters and a lens hood. Lens is high
speed—f/T.8—and covers an extreme
angle of view of 133°.

SOUND-PROJECTION-LIGHTING-PRINTERS

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N.Y.

Said to make splices in 16mm film
that are invisible on the screen as well
as durable and accurate is the E-Z
16mm film splicer which employs plas¬
tic, perforated splicing tabs. Manufac¬
turer is Rowe Line Corp., 5311 E.
Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 22, Calif.
Other features include quick automatic
alignment of film and splicing tabs,
precision all-metal construction, hard¬
ened and ground steel film cutter

Nagra Tape Recorder

G-924 Mixer (3-position).
250.00
Magnasync recorder, 16mm X-400.
600.00
Reeves 16mm PVlOO Recorder. 1,200.00
Tapak Recorder.
300.00
Magnemite Recorder.
200.00
DeVry 35mm
projectors
(available with
sound equipment).
500.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement . 1,000.00
ColoTtron Jr. Kit.
137.00
Bell & Howell 16mm Model J Printer, com
pletely reconditioned . 2,500.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

SERVICES

Debrie Film Processor

Follow-focus Lenses
Sterling-Howard Corp., 561 East
Tremont Ave., New York 57, N.T., an-

Llorman & Babb, Inc., 68 West 45th
St., New York 36, N.Y., are now dis¬
tributing the Debrie Aiglonne portable,
automatic film processor, which is now
made in the U.S.
■

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

l)Y, SELL, SWA
Largest^ Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
STANCIL-HOFFMAN portable 16mm
recorder, other equipment.
Send
FRANK RUNYAN, 9762 Lilly Jean,
34, Missouri.

magnetic
for list.
St. Louis

35MM DEBRIE camera, all metal Model G in
eluding 50mm, 70mm, 150mm, 300mm lenses,
4-400' magazines, direct focusing through
lens, 110 volt motor, mattes, carrying case.
Also Debrie Universal C gearhead tripod with
carrying case. All excellent condition. No rea¬
sonable offer refused. Box 1391, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
MITCHELL hi-speed outfit, complete. Includes
camera, 25mm, 50mm, 75mm, 100mm lenses,
matte-box and sunshade, adjustable mattefinder, four 400' magazines, 110-volt hi-speed
motor with rheostat and tach, cable, set of
carrying cases, standard friction head and
tripod.
Equipment little used, in excellent
condition, beautifully maintained.
Will sell
very cheap—only $3850.00.
Will consider
16mm Arriflex, Auricon or 16mm Mitchell in
trade. LEE SILVER, 3345 Canton Way, Studio
City, Calif.
16MM MAURER 150 camera complete with
235-degree dissolving shutter, 06 viewfinder,
new type sunshade and filter holder, one
400' magazine, sync motor and case, buckle
switch.
The first $1200.00 takes it.
Box
1394, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
ARRIFLEX 16mm, latest buckle switch w/mattebox, 16-20-50 Xenon lenses, case, tripod,
etc.
Never used.
20% off Pro users list.
I. DUNLAP, 205 Milbrae Lane, Apt. 3, Los
Gatos, California.
CINE SPECIAL II—My personal camera, like
new, seldom used. 25mm Ektar F/1.4, 15mm
Anast. F/2.7, 63mm Anast. F/2.7, reflex
finder. Cine tripod, case, masks, filters. Cost
$1950.00.
Sacrifice $850.00.
B. D. Horo¬
witz, 2041 Holland Ave., Bronx 62, New York
City.
AURICON PRO 600, Auto Parallax
and zoom door, 3-lens turret,
ground glass focusing. Model S
galvo noise reduction, NR 25 S 7
omp.. Pro Jr. tripod.
$3800.00
new .$2495.00
Auricon Cine Voice I, 3-lens turret,
B&H tripod, $1150.00 new.
795.00
Cine Special I, 1 -hole C mount, 200'
mag., sync & animation motors,
Yolo Dissolve, masks, case.
995.00
Filmline
RTR
reversal
high-speed
processor.
Like new.
$6000.00
value . 2995.00
CHET LORD

404 Fulton St.

Troy, New York

ANIMATION STAND complete with
16mm
camero, rotating mount, 5' zoom, compound
table, pneumatic platen, $3850.00. WILLIAM
WYPER, 7145 West 93rd Place, Los Angeles
45, California.
CINE SPECIAL I cameras, with 100 ft. maga¬
zine, less lenses (Navy cameras), $150.00 and
$185.00.
Wall 35mm cameras, late type,
double movement, with magazines and lenses.
Details and prices on request. JACK WALTON,
P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

BELL & HOWELL trade!
70DA camera for
sound movie projector. D. SCHUMAN, 3348
Park Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn.

•
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WHO

SELLS,

SWAPS

AND

BUYS

Whatever in your backroom lies?
Frozen assets can give you a chill
Say the word and defrost them we will

LATEST BOLEX H16T wth Pan Cinor 17-85mm,
mint condition, 33%
off list price.
Also
Arri tripod, Movicon editor, projector, etc.
OSBORNE, 1435 Augusta, Lynchburg, Va.
AURICON Pro-200 camera, metal case model,
with ground-glass finder, VA galvo, NR 24
noise reduction amplifier and mike. Just over¬
hauled at factory.
$1200.00.
L. deLEON,
Route 1, Calabasas, Calif. Dl 7-7474.
EYEMO spider-turret camera with 4 lenses,
$295.00.
SLONE, 5457 Berks Street, Phila¬
delphia, Penna.
FILMLINE HD reversal processor, rebuilt. Ex¬
cellent condition. $3000.00. DWIGHT MOR¬
RIS PRODUCTIONS, 1611 So. Boston, Tulsa 19,
Oklahoma. LU 3-6424.
CINE KODAK Special II with 200-ft. maga¬
zine, 1" f/1.4 Ektar, converter to 15mm,
Elgeet 13mm f/1.5, Kodak optical finder, PAR
base, PAR 7-15 power reflex viewer, masks,
automatic dissolve attachment. Excellent con¬
dition and performance.
Retail value new
$2450.00. Sell for $1200.00. TULLIO PELLE¬
GRINI, 1545 Lombard St., San Francisco 23,
Calif.
CARNIVAL

IN RIO

and other 16mm color stock footage available
on Brazil, Germany, England, the U.S. and
other subjects. Write Box 1393, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
GOV'T SURPLUS in new condition! FILM DRY¬
ERS 35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman develing
outfits.
Eyemo
camera
lenses.
All
STAINLESS model A-llB Houston developers.
Also K-lA's for reversal or positive film. AIR
PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont
Ave., New York 57, N. Y.
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL
OR CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE
CASTER BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, IN¬
TERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS,
CABLES,
INTER¬
COMS,
LENSES,
ETC.
FULL
INFORMATION.
PHOTOS AND PRICES ON REQUEST. BOX 1340,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER._
MAGNASYNC 602-C 16mm recorder, $695.00.
B&H sound projector with synchronous motor,
$395.00. DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave.,
Lomita, California. Dav 6-4925.
See S.O.S.

Specials on Pages 738 and 739
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
_Phone: HO 7-2124_
CINE SPECIAL II CAMERA, with 15 mm, 25mm
and 40mm Ektar lenses, 1 00-ft. film chamber,
combination case. Excellent. $550.00. VICTOR
DUNCAN, 7500 Miller Road, Dearborn, Michiggn.__
CINE Special
Series
I
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 15^ per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 200 per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)

DECEMBER

WANTED

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

Our ads bring many callers, who
Turn your equipment into dollars!
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR

PRICE — SHIP IT IN —

OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc

Cable: SOSOUND

602 W. 52nd Street

New York 19, N. Y.

Western Branch — 6331

Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP

EXPERT
FREELANCE
35MM
CAMERAMEN—
Register for money-making local assignments,
U.S. and abroad.
Good camera equipment,
creativity, and ability to produce professional
results essential. Payment by assignment and
footage basis.
Give particulars and phone
number in first letter. WORLD WIDE FILMS,
108 So. LaJollo Ave., Hollywood 48, Calif.
Phones; WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.
REPRESENTATIVE WANTED in your territory.
From your desk you can earn a substantial
addition to your income. Only written con¬
tacts with your clients! Write for particulars
and further details to VKK-OfFice, Vienna 66,
P.O.B. 128, Austria.
WHY SACRIFICE

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART,

INC.

1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
Mitchell—Akeley—B & H—Wall—Eyemo
Cameras—Lenses—Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT,
209 West 48th St.

INC.

New York, N.Y.

TRY F&B LAST

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
FAR EAST assignments in 16mm and 35mm by
American organization experienced throughout
Asia and equipped for every phase of film
and contact work. FARKAS FILM COMPANY,
424 Li Po Chun Building, Hong Kong.
WEST GERMANY 16mm films, still or sound.
FRITZ BRUNS, (20b) Goettingen, Brauweg, 1 2.
Continued

on

Next

Page

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office,
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive. Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
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Classified Ads

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page

728

Continued From Preceding Page

SERVICES AVAILABLE
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, offers background ol
28 years of experience as specialist cinema¬
tographer with RKO Studios to production com¬
panies for creative and unusual assignments
in fields of special photographic effects, cine¬
matography, equipment design and specialized
laboratory techniques. Current assignments.
West Side Story," "2160." 1153 N. Highland
Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. Phone Hollywood
9-5808. Cable FILMEFX.
YOUR picture is worth 10,000 well-choser.
words. Shooling scripts, narration by FRED
BAUER, 320 Bellaire Avenue, Fort Washington,
Pennsylvania.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 2754 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago
14, Illinois. Bl 8-8612.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
NEWSREEL cameraman available in India for
similar or documenlary work. Bolex, CineVoice equipped. BATRA, 14/27 East Patel
Nagar, New Delhi, India. Phone: 55540.
CINEMATOGRAPHER, aerial/studio experience.
Free-lance or staff assignments. Resume on re¬
quest. Box 1390, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.
All around MOTION PICTURE TECHNICIAN.
Fifteen years experience: Camera, Sound Re¬
cording, Editing. Want position with reliable
producer.
References furnished.
Box 1 395,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN

16MM HEADQUARTERS

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List

John Warren, ASC. “Cherkmate"*
Prods..) with Anthony George.

(J&M

Lionel Lindon, ASC, Jack Mackenzie,
ASC, “Tall Man”* (Revue Prods.) with
Barry Sullivan.
Jack MacKenzie, ASC, Lionel Ihndon,
ASC, “General Electric Theatre”* (Revue
Prods.).

William Mellor, ASC, “Wild in the Coun¬
try”
(C’Scope & Color;
Co. of Artists
Prod.) with Elvis Presley and Hope Lange.
Philip Dunne, director.
Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Sniper’s Ridge”
(C’Scope; API) with Jack Ging and Stan¬
ley Clements. John Bushelman, director.

(Revue

Leo Tover, ASC, “All Hands on Deck”
(C'Seope)
with Pat Boone and Barbara
Eden. Norman Taurog, director.

Ray
Rennahan, ASC, Lionel Lindon,
ASC, “Tom Sawyer”* (Revue Prods.).

Kay Norton, “The Long Rope” (C’Scope;
API) with Hugh Marlowe and Alan Hale.
William Witney, director.

Benj.
Kline,
Prods.).

ASC,

“Thriller”*

Lionel Lindon, ASC, Commercials* (Revue
Prods.).
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Ells Carter, ASC, “The Fiercest Heart”
(C’Scope & Deluxe Color) with Stuart Whit¬
man and Juliet Prowse. George Sherman,
producer-director.

WARNER BROS.

STUDIOS

Ellis Carter, ASC, Willard Vanderveer,
“Cheyenne”* with (Jlint Walker.
Walter Castle. ASC, Ralph Woolsey,
ASC, Willard Vanderveer, “Maverick”*
with James Garner.

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Little Shepherd
of Kingdom Come” (C’Scope & Color! with
Jimmie Rodgers and Luana Patten. Andrew
V. McLaglen, director.

Harold Stine, ASC, J. Peverell Marley,
ASC, Edwin DhPar, ASC, Robert Hoff¬
man, “Surfside 6”* with Troy Donahue and
Diane McBaine.

Rf.parto
Operatori,
“It
Happened
in
Athens” (API; C’Scope & Color; shooting
in Greece) with Jayne Mansfield and Xenia
Calogeropouhs. Andrew Marton, director.

Edwin
DuPar, ASC, Robert Hoffman,
Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Hawaiian Eye”* with
Anthony Eisley.

Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Hong Kong”* with
Rod Taylor and Lloyd Bochner.
Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “Adventures in Para¬
dise”* with (Gardner McKay and Weaver
Levy.
Sam Leavitt, ASC, “The Right Approach”
(C’Scope) with Martha Hyer, Juliet Prowse
and Frankie Vaughn. David Butler, director.
Pietro Portallipi, ASC, “Francis of Assisi”
(C’Scope & Color;
Triton Piet. Corp.;
shooting in Europe) with Brad Dillman and
Stuart Whitman.
Charles Clarke, ASC, “Madison Ave.”
(C’Scope) with Dana Andrews and Eleanor
Parker. Bruce Humberstone. director.

Walter Castle,
Will Hutchins.
Burt
Glennon,
Russell.

ASC,

“Sugarfoot”*

“Lawman”

with

with

John

J. Peverell Marley, ASC, Ralph Wool¬
sey,
ASC,
Robert
Hoffman,
“Roaring
Twenties”* with Rex Reason.
Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,
Robert Hoffman, “77 Sunset Strip”* with
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.
Thomas Tutwti.er. ASC, Commercials*.
Arthur Arling, ASC, Commercials*.
Clark Ramsey, ASC, Commercials*
ways ).

(Film-

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.

114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colo., AM 6-3061
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 1 6 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone
ENdicott
1 -2707.
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If you have something
new or used to sell producers or photographers of motion pictures, here is your best
market place. Get your
message before readers that are potential
buyers, in the U.S. and
over 80 foreign countries! See bottom of preceding page for rates.

COACHING BASKETBALL WITH MOVIES
Continued from

Page

745

defense rather than concentrating the
camera on the opponents as they move
the ball up court.
In covering basketball action it is
desirable to photograph the scoreboard
even more often than when shooting
football — during time-outs, on fouls,
and at the quarter and at half time.
Most gyms now are equipped with
large electric scoreboards, making it
easy for the cameraman to shoot a few
frames at intervals that will indicate
the score during progress of the game.
here such scoreboards are located
some distance from the camera, I have
found a 50mm Switar telephoto lens
ideal for making such shots.

Where there is any question about
the volume of light in a gym, its worth¬
while to shoot 50 or 100 feet of film
during a practice session to determine
if the illumination is ample for accept¬
able
motion
picture
photography.
Sometimes adding a few spotlights or
reflector floods in the corners of the
gym will improve overall photographic
results.
Earlier I related how' certain college
liasketball coaches were using 16mm
movies as a training and analysis med¬
ium. Many others, of course, have ex¬
perienced
gratifying
results
with
movies of student games, which w'ere
Continued on
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Auricon Super-1200, The, Mar. 180.
B

Barn Doors For R-40 Lamps, Nov. 674.
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ferences in, Apr. 235.
"Ben-Hur," Filming The Chariot Race For,
Feb. 94.
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104.
Camera 65, Why MOM Choose, Mar. 162.
Cameras: Pathe " Webo-M " 16mm, Jan. 36;
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Apr. 240
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Depth of Field, Oct. 620.
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Aug. 484.
E
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Shooting With The, Feb. 98.
Edge-Numbering, Why It Pays Dividends, Mar.
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Effects: Optical for TV Films, Jun. 366; Min¬
iatures, Oct. 598; Without Mattes, Nov.
668; Traveling Matte, Nov. 670.
8mm Comes Of Age, Sept. 547.
8mm Sound Film, Nov. 678.
Equipment Leasing Plan (S.O.S.) Feb. 100.
Extension Tubes in Cinematography, Jul. 424.
F

Feature Film, Photographing My First, Aug.
481 .
Filming An Operation For TV, Jan. 43.
Film Sound Recording, A Synchronous %-inch
Tape System For, Feb. 102; April 236; Jun.
370.
Films: E-K's High-Speed Reversal Color Film,
Feb. 98; Ektachrome ER Film, Jul. 416; Tri-X
Negative, Jul. 422; New Double-X Pan,
Aug. 484.
Filter Lore, Oct. 609.
Follow-focus In Cinematography, The Develop¬
ment Of, Jun. 346.
Free-lancing, Is There A Future In, Dec. 742.
"Freeze Action" Lineups, How Still Camera Can
Aid Production of. Sept. 543.
"FSZOL" Process, The, Jul. 417.
Fugitive Kind," Filming of, Jun. 354.
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Lee Garmes Elected President of ASC, May,
284.
"The Golden Fish," How Filmed, Sept. 558.
H

"Hawaiian Eye," Filming, Oct. 602.
" Hell to Eternity," Shooting, Jul. 412.
High-speed Photography In Research and In¬
dustry, Nov. 654.
Hyperfocal Distance, Sharp Focus Safety With,
Mar. 1 68.
I
Industrial Cinematography: Jan. 45; May 288;

May 296; Jun. 368; Nov. 676.
Infrared Self-Matting Process, An, Dec. 740.
K

Kinopanorama, Russia's Circular, Jan. 46.
L

Laboratory Techniques: Jan. 34; Apr. 235;
Jul. 417; Sept. 548.
" La Dolce Vita,'" Filming of, Apr. 234.
Leasing Equipment, (The S.O.S. Plan) Feb. 100.
Lighting; Lowel-Lite, Jan. 38; Colortran, Apr.
240; Mite-Lite, Jul. 427; Jul. 428; Barn
Doors For, Nov. 674; For Industrial Films,
Nov. 676.
Lighting (How Good) Can Enhance Industrial
Films, Jul. 428.
Lighting Equipment for Industrial Film Pro¬
duction, Nov. 676.
Lip-sync Sound With Any 1 6mm Camera, Mar.
173.
Lowel-Light Unit that mounts anywhere, Jan.
38.
M
Mark of A Pro, The, Feb. 108.
Master Of Monsters, Japan's, Aug. 488.
Miniatures, making them look realistic, Oct.
598.
Mitchell Introduces New 35mm Reflex Camera,
Jun. 360.
Mite-Lite, Portable Lighting Unit For TV News
Filmers, Jul. 427.
Kazuo Miyagawa, The Techniques of, Jan. 40.
Hal Mohr Honored by Fellow Cinematogra¬
phers, Nov. 650.
Multiple Camera, Long-Sustained Take Tech¬
nique, Why Renoir Favors, Mar. 176.
Multiple Cameras Cut Shooting Time of "Hell
To Eternity," Jul. 41 2.
Music For TV Films, Tracking of, Jun. 362.
N

Nomad Magnetic Recorder, Mar. 173.
"No Second Chance," How staged and filmed,
Apr. 238.

O
One-cel Complex Animation, Sept. 540.
One-Man Film Producer, Jun. 367.
Optical Effects For TV Films and Commercials,
Jun. 366.
"Oscar " Nominees, Mar. 171.
P

Pathe "Webo-M" camera, Jan. 36.
Panavision's Progress, May 302.
Perspective, Controlling, Oct. 612.
Photographic Instrumentation For Shipboard
Polaris Missile Tests, Nov. 664.
Photography That Advances The Story, Dec.
736.
Plus-X (16mm), Shooting it at 1000 ASA, Jun.
356.
"Private Property," Filming, Aug. 487.
Process Film As You Shoot, Sept. 548.
Product Reports: Ryder Sync Motor Drive, May
293; Pathe "Webo-M" 16mm Camera, Jan.
36; Rapromatic Processor, Sept. 548; Motordriven Zoom Lens, Dec. 746.
Progress Reports On Film, May 296.
Protective Shield For Wildlife Photographers,
Mar. 170.
Q

Quality Control Center, E-K's West Coast Tech¬
nical Service, Sept. 538.
R

Reflected Light, How To Get Professional

Re¬

sults With, Mar. 178.
Ryder Sync Motor Drive, May 293.
S

Scents, This Movie Has, (Smell-O-Vision) Feb.
92.
Science, March of, Jan. 41.
Short-wave Radio, Use of in Film Production,
Oct. 608.
Single-system Film Production, Jun. 368.
Smell-O-Vision, Feb. 92.
Sound Quality, Factors Involved In Release
Print, Aug. 485.
Sound Recording: Feb. 102; Mar. 173; Apr.
236; Apr. 244; Jun. 370; Aug. 485.
Sound Stage Sea Saga, Apr. 228.
Sound System For 16mm, Apr. 244.
Space Age—New Challenge for Cinematog¬
raphy, May 288.
Speed—What Does It Mean In Photography?
Jul. 445.
Special Effects Without Mattes, Nov. 668.
"Story Qf Ruth (The)," Filming, Jul. 420.
"Studs Lonigan," Filming by Arthur Feindel,
T

Tables, Charts and Calculators, Apr. 242.
Television Films: Jan. 43; May 306; Jun. 356;
Jun. 362; Jul. 417; Jul. 422; Jul. 427;
Aug. 492; Sept. 543; Dec. 734.
"The Alamo," Filming, Nov. 662.
"The Time Machine," Filming, Aug. 490.
35/32MM Method, Why results in better
1 6mm prints, Jan. 34.
Titling, Modern Approach To, Aug. 476.
Tracking Music For TV Films, Jun. 362.
Traveling Matte Processes, Some Practical, Nov.
670.
Tri-X Negative, Use of in TV Film Production,
Jul. 422.
TV Commercial Production, Speed Keys Chester¬
field's, Jul. 422.
TV Commercials, Production of in Australia,
Aug. 492.
V

Video Tape Speeds Production of TV Film
Commercials, Sept. 554.
Video Tape and Film, Integrating, Dec. 748.
W

Whale Hunt, Filming A, In The Antarctic, May
290.
What Every Young Animator Should Know,
Jan. 37.
Wheels Turn Backwards, When, Jul. 430.
Wide Screen, Jan. 46.
Wildlife Photography, Protective Shield For,
Mar. 170.
"Wreck of The Mary Deare," Filming, Apr.
228.
Z

Zoom Lens, Motor-driven, Dec. 746.
Zooming Technique, Qct. 614.
INDEX

BY AUTHORS
A

Ancona, Edward P., Jr.
—Cinematography For Television Films, Dec.
734.
B

Belanger, Jean
—Why Renoir Favors Multiple Camera, Long
Sustained Take Technique, Mar. 176.
—How "The Golden Fish" Was FTmed,
Sept. 558.
Bodger, Lowell A.
—Modern Apo oach To Film Titl'-^q, Aug.
477.
Bohmer, Joseph
—Single-System Film Production, Jun. 368.
C

Cline, Richard
—High Adventure in Filming Deep Sea Fish
ing. Sept. 556.
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D
Domes, Rafael
—Photographing My First Feature Film, Aug.
481.
Donohue, Jay
—Controlling Persepective, Oct. 612.
F
Fenyon, George C, CSC,
—Shooting 1 6mm Plus-X At ASA 1 000, Jun.
356.
Forbes, John
—Want To Expand? Leasing Is The Answer,
Feb, 100,
—Sharp Focus Safety With Hyperfocal Dis¬
tance, Mar. 1 68.
—Motor-Driven Zoom Lens, Dec. 746.
—Speed Keys Chesterfields' TV Commercial
Production, Jul. 422.
—8 mm Comes Of Age, Sept. 546.
—8mm Sound Film—Where Does It Go
From Here?, Nov. 678.
Foster, Frederick
—A Light That Mounts Anywhere, Jan. 38.
—Filming "The Fugitive Kind," Jun. 354.
—Mite-Lite, A Portable Lighting Unit For
TV News Filmers, Jul. 427.
Fszol, Arthur L.
—The "Fszol" Process, Jul. 417.
G
Galloway, Gilbert M.
—A Synchronous %-inch Tape System For
Film Sound Recording, Part I, Feb. 102;
Part II, Apr. 236; Part III, Jun. 370.
Gavin, Arthur E.
—Filming "Hawaiian Eye," Oct. 602.
Gordon, Louis W.
—Tracking Music For TV Films, Jun. 362.
Grandi, Libero
—Filming "La Dolce Vita" In Black-andwhite and Wide-screen, Apr. 234.
Gray, Joe P.
—A Sound System For Sixteen-MM, Apr.
244.
H
Hainfeld, Harold
—Coaching Basketball With Movies, Dec.
744.
Hall, Allen E.
—Integrating Video Tape and Film, Dec.
748.
Harrington, Clifford V.

BASKETBALL
Continued from Page 764

used to show the players how they
looked in action as well as to point
out where and how they could im¬
prove their game.
Honey Russell, of Seton Hall Uni¬
versity, believes that visual aids are
the most effective coaching media avail¬
able to college coaches today. If a play¬
er, by means of movies, can actually
see himself make the mistakes or the
good plays pointed out to him by the
coach, he’s bound to be more impressed
than having the same facts pointed out
to him verbally, Russell says.
No other medium can show individ¬
ual play so dramatically and impres¬
sively as movies, according to coach
Gappy Capon of Princeton. Footwork
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—The Techniques of Kazuo Miyagawa, Jan.
40.
—Filming A Whale Hunt In Antarctica, May
290.
—Japan's Master Of Monsters, Aug. 488.
—Is There A Future In Free-Lancing?, Dec.
742.
Henry, Joseph
—Extension Tubes In Cinematography, Jul.
424.
•—Video Tape Speeds Production Of Filmed
TV Commercials, Sept. 554.
—Barn Doors For R-40 Lamps, Nov. 674.
Hoult, Robert L.
•—Making Movie Miniatures Look Realistic,
Oct. 598.
J
Johnston, Glenn
—How Good Lighting Can Enhance The In¬
dustrial Film, Jul. 428.
K
Kaestner, E.
—-Technique For Zooming, Oct. 614.
L
Lee, Francis (with Vern W. Palen)
—Special Effects Without Mattes, Nov. 668.
Levy, Maurice
—Optical Effects For TV Films A.nd Commer¬
cials, Jun. 366.
Lightman, Herb A.
—This Movie Has Scents!, Feb. 92.
—Why M-G-M Choose "Camera 65", Mar.
162.
—Filming
"Can-Can"
In
Todd-AO and
Color, May 300.
—Filming "Private Property", Aug. 486.
—Filming "All The Young Men", Sept. 550.
—Filming "The Alamo" In Todd-AO, Nov.
662.
Loewy, Stanley M.
—How "No Second Chance" Was Staged
and Filmed, Apr. 238.
Loring, Charles
—The Need For Creativity in Non-theatrical
Cinematography, Jan. 45.
—College Film Makers, Sept. 552.
—Filter Lore, Oct. 609.
M
.MacConkey, Joe W.
—Filming An Operation For TV, Jan. 43.
Margutti, Victor L. A.
—Some Practical Traveling Matte Processes,
Nov. 670.
Marton, Andrew
—Filming The Chariot Race for "Ben Hur,"
Feb. 94.
Mascelli, Joseph V.

on defense, the use of hands too quickly
or the wrong hand defensively, offen¬
sive feints, the recognition of when
to stop or keep going, recognizing
when you had a shot or when you
forced one, plus all the other technical
phases of offense and defense are there
on the screen for the player to see,
Cappon points out.
Dayton University’s coach Tom
Blackburn has an average of six pic¬
tures of team play filmed each season,
which subsequently are screened and
re-screened in extensive study. “We
use the films in analyzing other
coaches’ systems, to detect a player’s
weakness, to plan our strategy and in
general to help our players to improve
their playing skills.
■
NOTE: The foregoing article is based on an
earlier article by the author, which appeared
in the Vol. 10, No. 1 issue of the Bolex Re¬
porter.-—EDITOR.
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STUDIO MIXING CONSOLES

especially designed for motion picture re-recording
This attractive package is designed in modu¬
lar sections ranging from the compact center
section consolette to a complete studio mixing
console. Sections may be added as required,
according to the growing needs of your
facility.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Frequency Response:_20 to 20,000 cps, ±1.5 db.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio:. .70 db below program level.
Distortion:.Less than 0.5% total harmonic.
Output Level:.Maximum 20 dbm.
Power Consumption:.80 watts.

A wide range of standard Magnasync rackpanel components are available, including;
precision potentiometers in various multiples,
program equalizers, microphone preampli¬
fiers, patch bays, reference level oscillators
and a variety of mixing controls.
Our Customer Services department will help
you plan the ideal assembly for your specific
needs.

Enclosures available for do-it-yourself custom
installation

Send for
complete
literature

MAGNASYNC CORPORATION
formerly Magnasync Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 7-0965 • Cable "MAGNASYNC"
hiternational leaders in the design and manufacture of quality magnetic recording systems

Magnasync Studio Equipment Division Dealers:
Service, Inc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; LOS ANGELES: Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK; Camera Equipment Co.;
SOUTH AFRICA; Johannesburg, Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd,; AUSTRALIA: Sydney, New South Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty. Ltd.; BOLIVIA: La Paz,
t>e Janeiro, Mesbia, S.A.; BURMA: Rangoon, G. K. Theatre Supply Ca., Ltd.; CANADA: Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.,
DENMARK; Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND; London, W-1, Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.,- FRANCE: Paris Brockless-Simplex S.A.; GREECE; Athens,
Christos Axarhs; HONGKONG: Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA: Bombay, Kine Engineers,- ITALY: Rome, Reportfilm, di J. M. Schuller, S.R.L.; JAPAN: Tokyo,
■3.
Osawa & Co., Ltd.,- NEW ZEALAND: Auckland, Kerridge Odeon Industries; PAKISTAN: Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SOUTH RHODESIA: Salisbury, William
Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.; THAILAND; Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.

“What’s
your Pleasure,
Gentlemen?’’

Everything you need to
complete your film-from
studio to laboratory services
is here in one, convenient
location ...

laboratory services:
Developing Processes

studio services:

COLOR:
Negative EK 16mm
Positive EK 16mm
Ektachrome 16mm*
Kodachrome 16mm*
Ansco 16mm*

Editorial
Creative Editing
Dialogue Cutting
Music Cutting
Conforming
Preparation of A&B Rolls
Hot Splicing
Syncing
Cutting Room Rental

*Processed by film manufacturers’
local plant

BLACK AND WHITE:
Spray Picture Negative,
16 & 35 mm
Spray Sound Negative,
16 & 35mm
Newsreel Negative, 16mm
Spray Picture Positive,
16 & 35mm
Immersion Positive, 16mm
Reversal, 16mm

Art and Animation
Storyboards
Graphic Art
Cartoons
Hand-lettered Titles
Hot Press Titles
Title and Animation
Photography

Printing
COLOR:
Kodachrome, 16mm
Ansco, 16mm
EK Internegative, 16mm
EK Positive, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Workprint, 16mm
Masters, iWm
Answer Prints, 16mm
Release Prints, 16mm

Music
Optical Film, 35mm
Magnetic Film, 35, 17*/^ &
16mm, }4^-inch. Tape
Disc, 33K & 78
Sound Effects

Sound Recording
Location Recording
Narration
Music Recording
Post-dubbing
Re-recording
Mixing
Transfer
Interlocks
Facilities Include Optical and
Magnetic 35, 173^ & 16mm,
34-inch Sync Tape

Screening
16mm Projection
35mm Projection
Interlocks

BLACK AND WHITE:
Dupe Negative, 16 & 35mm
Master Positive, 16 & 35mm
Reversal, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Track Prints, 16 & 35mm
Work Prints, 16 & 35mm
Answer Prints, 16 & 35mm
Release Prints, 16 & 35mm
TV Spots, 16 & 35mm

Miscellaneous
Edgenumbering
Print Cleaning
Peerless Treatment
Magnetic Striping
Reels
Cans
Shipping Cases

Write, phone or wire for information and quotations on any and all producer services

byron / motion

pictures

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000 /1220 East Colonial Dr., Orlando, Florida, CHerry 1-4161
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